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That amasing book elaborates and extends the discussion of its previous two volumes by deepening and broadening scientific knowledge about policing. 
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INTRODUCTION

The Encyclopedia of Police Science, Third Edition, elaborates and extends the discussion of

its previous two volumes by deepening and broadening scientific knowledge about policing.

The study of police science has undergone considerable change in the decade since the last

publication of this Encyclopedia and the nearly two decades since the first edition. This

advancement in knowledge about the police is linked to, yet separate from, the conceptual

and methodological underpinnings of criminology and the administration of justice. These

linkages and differences are important to highlight to better understand their contribution

to ‘‘explaining’’ policing.

Criminology is focused on explanations of crime and society’s reaction to crime. As a

social science that attempts to explain criminal behavior first, and then how justice and

other systems react to crime, criminology has often been separated from the study of the

police. For many years criminology rarely informed policing, except perhaps in macro level

discussions about deterrence.

Since the early 1980s and continuing to the present, however, the overlap in criminological study with that of the police has substantially increased, making criminology more

relevant to the study of the police, and policing more acceptable as a target of criminological research. This is particularly the case when considering recent emphases in criminology

and policing on communities as major places for crime and partners in crime prevention,

deterrence, or mitigation.

Similarly, study of the administration of justice has often focused on the serial ordering

of offenders as they pass through criminal justice institutions, as well as how these same

institutions react to victims and the public at large. And, while policing was included within

the general purview of the administration of justice, much of that literature was at best

distant from the range of decisions and actions police undertook to make cities and towns

safer.

In recent years, police science has incorporated the best from both the criminological

and administration of justice perspectives. From criminology, police science adopted a

broader array of theory—theory about individuals, groups, communities, and institutions—that better informs our understanding of the question ‘‘why policing,’’ while also

incorporating the advantage of a methodological revolution in criminology. From the

administration of justice perspective police science has integrated a broader policy research

viewpoint, as well as greater emphasis on evidence of what works through better and more

systematic (and scientific) evaluation research.

By incorporating the best from the perspectives of criminology and the administration

of justice, police science has greatly accelerated scientific knowledge about what constitutes

policing, how it is made operational in a variety of social settings, how its institutions

reflect or diverge from broader social and political values, what theoretical frameworks

guide policing, and how police perform and their effect. So, today police science integrates

the social theories of criminology with the institutional and systems perspectives of the

administration of justice. In this respect police science has become more theory driven and
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evidence-led. The Encyclopedia of Police Science, Third Edition, reflects these important

developments.

Even with the inclusion of criminological and administration of justice perspectives,

police science still remains different in focus and in the use of other conceptual frameworks

that inform our understanding about the police. Police science is concerned with policing in

its broadest sense ranging from policing as an individual set of behaviors through the

interconnections of policing across the world. It rests at the intersection of law, the physical

sciences (in the case of forensics), psychology, social psychology, sociology, public policy,

history, economics, and evaluation methods and statistical analysis, as well as criminology

and the administration of justice. Variety is considerable in the domains of knowledge that

informs our understanding of policing. The breadth of entries in this volume attests to the

complexity of studying the police, and the multiplicity of perspectives used and indeed

needed for such understanding.



The Evolution of Study on the Police

The social, formal, and institutional nature of policing and police science has changed

profoundly in the last half of the twentieth century, continuing into the twenty-first

century. While yesterday’s police were largely concerned with fighting crime and maintaining order in public places, today’s police are confronted by the globalization and internationalization of crime and terrorism, their manifest connection with new and complicated

technologies, the newly emerging networked and organized varieties of criminal enterprise,

the shift toward new forms of crime and deviance, and the confounding effects these

changes have on effectively providing public safety and security. At the same time,

modern-day police agencies must continue to address and cope with their historical functions, including social regulation and the prevention and response to ‘‘ordinary crime.’’ In

most respects the police remain the foremost organization people call when they are

confronted by life’s crimes as well as its annoyances.

Policing in this modern era has changed its language, symbols, technology, and analytics, while also broadening its range of interventions, clients, and outcomes. Yet in some

ways the police remarkably resemble their nineteenth-century predecessors, presenting

themselves in symbolic and substantive ways as singularly responsible for public safety in

its broadest sense, while often replicating bygone service delivery patterns. As much as the

police are thought to have changed, they continue to present themselves in very consistent

ways over time. To the general public the police continue to represent a visible, uniformed

force charged with responding to citizens’ crime, order, and safety concerns.

Perhaps the most strident changes that have occurred in policing over the past half

century are: (1) the broader role the police play in providing public safety and in the

reassurance of safety to the public through programs focused on community quality-oflife, the coproduction of safety with community and other institutional partners, and

community policing; (2) the change in data-driven and intelligence-led models of policing,

including such issues as problem solving, crime analysis, crime mapping, COMPSTAT,

and other more empirical and technological approaches to understanding and then addressing crime and social disorder problems; (3) the reemergence of concerns with police ethics

and accountability, including the need for assuring police legality and judicial oversight

of police actions, the legitimacy they derive from their communities, and the all-toooften revelations about police misconduct, abuse of authority, and public trust; (4) the

internationalization of policing to include issues of addressing terrorism (domestic and
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international), police intelligence gathering and its legal consequences, and the crossjurisdictional and trans-national interactions of police agencies throughout the world;

(5) the changing nature of police work itself and those who undertake it, including shifts in

the demographics of the police in terms of diversity, increased concerns with stress and its

implications for those who do policing, and the professional expectations and outcomes

that policing sets for itself; and, (6) the application of scientific methods, including the

growth of the forensic sciences in police investigation and legal practice, and the emergence

of a broad social science research literature on the police, their functioning, and impacts.

These major trends are continuing to shape the structure and function of policing and they

portend greater changes for law enforcement agencies and police officers in the coming

years. Some brief consideration of these trends is warranted by way of introduction to The

Encyclopedia of Police Science, Third Edition.



Broadening the Police Role

Beginning in the early twentieth century, policing has continued to evolve and change in

light of broad and substantial social, economic, and political changes that have occurred in

society. Entering the twentieth century the police in the U.S. were closely connected to

local political sponsorship, but over the past century they have taken on more professional

administrative practice and symbolism, have gotten closer to the communities they serve,

have built extra-institutional alliances to prevent and respond to crime, have broadened

their role from crime fighting to providing community quality of life and reducing fear of

crime, and have taken on a more expansive public safety role through problem solving.

Importantly, the police are now struggling with their appropriate role in matters of

national security and terrorism.

Throughout these changes the police institution, albeit at times begrudgingly, has

changed, opening itself more toward externals—particularly the community and other

institutional partners. The movement in community policing, actually begun in the 1940s

and 1950s over matters of race relations, and carried into the 1980s and 1990s as a means of

improving police effectiveness particularly in disadvantaged communities, has helped to

shape the police internally on matters of police training and socialization, and externally in

matters of their interactions and cooperation with a wide array of others. All of these changes

have import for how we see the role of the police in a democratic society. How the police will

continue to evolve in light of their new challenges with terrorism is yet unknown. Nonetheless,

it is anticipated that what the police have learned in their former transformations may help

them grapple with an increasingly complex world.



Policing in an Information Age

In the nineteenth-century, police technology involved a good pair of shoes, a truncheon,

and perhaps a firearm. Police collected and acted on information, but as individuals, not

as a police system. Beginning in the early twentieth century with the advent of auto and

radio technology, policing got greater mobility, but not much more information. While

radios were a lifeline to the police headquarters, they were used more for ‘‘managing’’

police officers at a distance, rather than as conduits of information about crime and

crime problems within neighborhoods or business districts. The widespread adoption of
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911 computer-assisted dispatch systems has indeed altered the ways in which the police first

understand and then manage their workload.

With the further development of information technology in the 1950s to the present,

policing has often followed trends in government that emphasize greater information

collection, storage, retrieval, and analysis. In the 1990s, information technology began to

more clearly permeate the boundaries of police organizations, and practices and the

language of ‘‘accountability’’ began to fuel the use of such technology as more sophisticated records management systems, calls for service technology, and crime analysis in its

many varieties came on line. Whereas in the history of policing information was private

and built on the knowledge of individuals, toward the end of the twentieth century

information took on a more strategic posture and its character shifted from an individual

perspective to that of the organization, or at least larger parts of the organization.

Managing patrol operations, detective caseloads, crime responses targeted to particular

communities or crime types, and adopting the language and symbolism of efficient information use, captured the imagination and some of the practice of policing. And, while

struggles remain in information sharing both within and outside police agencies, their

characterization by Bittner paraphrased as ‘‘police agencies being bureaucracies or hierarchies built on the premise of systematic information denial,’’ has indeed changed over the

past fifty years. The police now collect, process, and use much more information than they

have in the past, and in this sense, have truly joined the information age.



Police and Legitimacy: A Return to Roots

Progress in policing attributable to changes in their modes of operation (shifting from

reactive to proactive), their problem focus, and the aggressive crime attack model of

policing that has been part of the fabric of policing from its onset, more recently revived

as zero-tolerance, has also resurfaced problems in public acceptance of police methods.

Concerns with abuse of those in disadvantaged communities, or members of various racial

and ethnic groups have fueled a discussion about how the police derive and sustain the

legitimacy they need to work in community settings.

Here concerns with racial profiling, zero tolerance, and other aggressive police practices

that appear to have differential application and impact have once again raised the specter

of an equity divide between the police and those policed, most especially if those policed

are from minority, multiethnic, or socially and economically disadvantaged communities.

Revelations of police abuse of power found in several of America’s largest cities continue

to reinforce the idea of different forms of justice aimed at different types of people. Such

practices and the beliefs that they sustain call into question the legitimacy given to the

police by the body politic, or at least subsets of it.

While policing in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries was perhaps seen as

more communal (although highly political and disproportionately adverse to minority

communities), shifts in police focus and institutional arrangements seem to reinforce a

drift of the police away from their roots—the community. At times it has been clear that

the police have lost their community context. This loss of community context appears

throughout the history of U.S. policing, and continues to be a problem, most particularly

in large urban cities.

Recent research on how the legitimacy of the police either supports or deflects their

efforts, particularly in marginalized communities, reminds us that the police derive their

authority (not their power) from the larger community, and that their actions and behavior
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can reinforce or detract from the authority the community actually gives to the police.

Linking police effectiveness to community acceptance of the police and their actions

reinforces the notion that legitimate authority, not institutional power, is a fundamental

requirement in democratic policing.



The Scope of Policing: From Street Corner to World Stage

Policing in the US and elsewhere began as a localized public place issue, providing some

level of oversight to public places so that people could use them without fear of victimization. And, in earlier societies the police were also the ‘‘watch and ward’’ focused on

sounding the alarm for fires, toppled buildings, wayward livestock or other public hazards

that might occur.

The watching role of the police continues to this date, albeit in a more sophisticated way

with the use of technologies of all sorts. But the premise, that crime and other forms of

deviance will be dissuaded when there is someone watching (now called a capable guardian) remains fundamental in the crime prevention literature.

With the advent of modern terrorism, the local watching role of the police has been

made more complicated. Now the police must watch for suspicious behaviors that may

lead to crime or terrorism. Moreover, transposing a political idea that ‘‘all terrorism is

local’’ in its effects and consequences, has raised the bar for the local police, coupled with

state, federal, and international policing to assess risk and vulnerability, and design

programs and actions that prevent, mitigate, or respond to the consequences of such acts.

Policing on the world stage includes concern for extra-jurisdictional crimes that have

local consequences. This includes Internet child pornography and fraud, the trafficking of

women and children for the sex industry, and any number of international criminal

organizations focused on the sale of drugs, people, identities, or other fungible commodities that, while having a market, are illegal. Moreover, new cyber-crimes challenge old

assumptions about the relationship between offenders and victims and the distances over

which crime and victimization can occur. Indeed, whether such criminal organizations

are local or not, their local impact is indisputable. So policing worldwide has been

challenged to share information and participate in what might be called a ‘‘collective

policing’’ effort. This, of course, is new territory for the police, as such arrangements are

emergent, their practices and consequences remain uncertain, yet the need for their rapid

evolution is equally compelling. This is indeed the new frontier for policing in the twentyfirst century.



Policing as Practice

Just as policing institutions have been reshaped over the past century, and most especially

in the second half of the twentieth century, so too have the practices, orientations, and

behaviors of individual police officers. Moreover, those who ‘‘do policing’’ are different

from their historical referents—they include more persons of color and women for example. The demographic changes within policing have been substantial, often reflecting

greater diversity among the people who take up policing as an occupation. This has

resulted in a rather subtle reshaping of policing, in that as new people come to this

occupation, so too do their values, expectations, and ideas.
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In addition to the demographic changes in policing we have witnessed, policing as a set

of occupational practices and cultures has changed as well. With the advent of information

and dispatch technology, community and problem-oriented policing concepts and practices, and focuses such as preventing crime and improving quality-of-life, police officers

have acquired a wide range of techniques and orientations their predecessors generally

lacked.

Today’s police are generally better educated, trained, equipped, supervised, and disciplined in comparison to police of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. They are

also tasked with a wider array of responses and interventions that require broad-based

knowledge in topics like conflict resolution, consensus building, public speaking as well as

understanding an ever more complex set of local ordinances, and state and federal laws.

Whereas police at the mid-point of the twentieth century needed to be philosophers,

friends, and guides, today’s police need to add to that set of qualities such skills as first

medical responder, community advocate and problem solver, and legal practitioner

operating with a complex set of powers and responsibilities. Indeed, as we move into the

twenty-first century, changes in police practice and those who ‘‘do policing’’ are likely to

continue, perhaps more rapidly than over the past fifty years or so. Fast changing

technologies, social problems, and world events seem to be accelerating change and are

likely to continue to do so in the near and long-term.



Scientific Policing

At its onset policing was rather a-scientific, that is, not well connected to scientific

knowledge. Rapid advancements in science throughout the twentieth century have altered

the need for police scientific proficiency. This is not to mean that all police officers need

to be scientists; rather, it suggests that the actions and practices of the police condition

and influence the use of science in the detection and amplification of crime, and in the

identification of offenders.

In the late twentieth century the forensic sciences finally took their rightful place in the

crime detection business. Indeed the police early on quickly embraced finger printing and

blood typing as investigative tools to address serious crime. But acceptance and adoption

of other scientific practices has been uneven. While forensic sciences have been on the back

stage of policing for many years, a few notorious trials involving the use of physical

evidence moved forensics to the front stage of the criminal justice process, including

policing. Moreover, the use of forensics investigation technologies and techniques, particularly DNA technology, has resulted in a number of offender convictions being overturned

or reviewed, and, in at least one state, the mass commutation of death sentences was tied to

concerns about the adequacy of physical evidence used to convict these people. Such

scientific concerns now place greater burdens on the police in the identification, collection,

preservation, and analysis of physical evidence.

As we crossed into the Millennium, the role of scientific investigation and inquiry

expanded and is likely to continue to expand with advances in the forensic sciences.

Moreover, from about the early 1970s to the present there has been a heightened level of

research and scientific inquiry into what the police actually do, and the impacts and

unintended consequences of police actions. Federal funding for these efforts, coupled with

an expanded police research community, has resulted in better knowledge about policing.

And, while the application of science to policing has many unresolved issues, it is clear that

the body of research on the police continues to shape the research community’s and the
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practitioners’ understanding of the police, their role and function in society, and their

interventions and public acceptance of those interventions. In many ways this edition of

The Encyclopedia of Police Science benefits immensely from such advances in knowledge

about the police.



On the Third Edition

The vast changes to policing occurring in the last two decades of the twentieth century are

well reflected in this third edition of The Encyclopedia of Police Science. They include a

revolution in thinking about the police and their clientele (community and business interactions), community and problem-oriented policing, crime prevention, placed-based theories of crime, police accountability, ‘‘quality of life’’ policing, zero-tolerance, and the like.

Moreover, police interventions with youth, family violence, and other forms of interpersonal problem solving are included in this volume as well. And, the emerging role of the

police in providing responses for terrorism and domestic security, which have emerged in

the past five years, also broadens the role of policing in democratic society, and is

considered here as is the growing emphasis on the internationalization of crime and hence,

of policing.

This volume of The Encyclopedia of Police Science expands on the work of its predecessors (the first and second editions) by incorporating these changes and many others that

confront modern-day police agencies. This edition is a robust collection of entries that

review and expand our knowledge on topics that have shaped and continue to shape

policing. Entries included in the third edition of The Encyclopedia of Police Science were

written and selected emphasizing three important criteria:

First, we designed this collection and selected entries on their ability to inform readers

about recent trends in policing. Of the 354 topics covered in this work, 196 are new to this

edition and an additional 127 entries have been updated from the previous edition. Our

editorial group sought to expand the range of topics previously presented, in part reflecting

the changes that policing has confronted over about a decade since the last edition, but

also to provide readers with a broad, contextual understanding of the police as they are

imbedded in larger social, economic, and political changes that have occurred in rapid

succession. Viewing the police in this context, we believe, helps readers make the connection between policing, government, and social change.

Second, we emphasize a connection in these trends to the underlying research on

policing that addresses such trends. As previously indicated, the second half of the twentieth century witnessed an explosion in research on the police. Prior to the 1970s there were a

handful of well-crafted, often observational studies, of the police. Since then the research

community, fueled by federal research investments and a growing acceptance of police and

criminal justice studies at major universities, has produced a voluminous body of research

on policing, especially in the U.S., Canada, western Europe, and Australia.

Police studies have continued to migrate throughout the world and today the range of

interest and scholarship on the police is remarkable. This edition of The Encyclopedia of

Police Science sought to capture the state of research on policing over a myriad of topics.

Our intent was to help codify extant policing research and literature into a usable volume

as a premier source for information about policing. Research‐led inquiry, then, was an

important aspect of commissioning the entries contained in this volume.

Third, our focus spans all levels of discussion about police, from concerns for and with

police officers, their subcultures, their organizations and institutions, and the web of
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interactions they have with the public and other institutional actors. The idea of taking on

a project that had the ambition of accurately describing policing of necessity requires that

the units of analysis vary. That is to say, policing can be variously understood as the

behaviors, attitudes, and orientations of individual police officers; police work cultures and

the informal or social organization of policing; police organizations themselves including

their various structural and functional subdivisions; and, the larger ‘‘institution’’ of policing, spanning many police agencies and largely defining the occupational trends, practices,

beliefs, and symbols that shape police organizations and the public’s understanding of

them. As the reader will see, all these levels of policing are discussed in this volume, and

through the use of cross references contained within each entry, the connection of these

units of analysis is made possible throughout the edition.



How to Use This Book

Just as important as the coverage itself, each entry provides a substantial reference base for

the reader to further explore any particular topic under consideration. Authors have

provided detailed References and Further Readings for this purpose within each entry.

Moreover, the collective reference library that emerges from all of the entries contained in

this edition, should be a substantial aid to the serious scholar as well. Cross references with

other entries, noted in the See also section of each entry, suggest the close relationships

among many topics covered herein; both beginning and more advanced students will

benefit from using the See alsos to guide them from entry to entry. With 354 entries, each

with its own references, and cross listings with other entries, The Encyclopedia of Police

Science, Third Edition, represents one of the most up-to-date references libraries on

policing. Two hundred and ninety-two serious scholars have provided materials contained

in this volume; their collective effort represents a major contribution to the codification of

scientific knowledge on the police.

Volumes like this third edition of The Encyclopedia of Police Science are indeed longterm projects. Like the epic movies of the past, editions like the current volume take years

to stage and complete, while combining the orchestrated (and sometimes random) efforts

of hundreds of people. And, like those epic movies, volumes such as these have a broad and

detailed story to tell; they span large time frames, while capturing the moments in time of

individuals and events. They draw attention to the macro, meso, and micro level interactions that shape events, and they arrive at destinations built on analysis of these interactions. I hope this edition of The Encyclopedia of Police Science, like an epic movie, provides

a broad and sweeping context to the many individuals, organizations, and events that have

shaped policing we have come to know. It is a deep and rich story, certainly one worth

telling, and I hope the price of admission.

Throughout the development of this third edition of The Encyclopedia of Police Science,

I have been mindful of the work that has gone before, most especially the work of William

G. Bailey, editor of the first two editions. Professor Bailey’s sharp eye on matters of

policing shaped and filled in the contours of the first two editions, setting the stage for

the present work. I hope that Professor Bailey would have approved this expansion of his

original work, and I hope he would be pleased with the outcome—building on his legacy was

an opportunity and burden, an opportunity to carry on an important line of work, and a

burden to make sure this work advances on each and every level, just as the previous volumes

under Bailey’s direction. I leave it to the reader to determine whether the opportunity was

maximized and the burden overcome.
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I would also like to thank all of the contributors to this volume, 292 in all. In e-mails and

telephone conversations with many of them, as well as reading their entries, I have come to

know the vibrancy of this field and the passion of those who contribute to our understanding of police and policing. Reading the range of entries contained in this edition of The

Encyclopedia of Police Science was to me an affirmation of scholarship on the police, and

the ways in which that scholarship is defined and presented. There is no single method

advocated here; just the consistent admonition to be clear and direct.

To my associate editors who served as the editorial board to this project, Drs. Gary W.

Cordner of Eastern Kentucky University, Edward Maguire of George Mason University,

and Peter K. Manning of Northeastern University, I offer my deepest appreciation, in

helping to shape and recruit for the entries, and as the reader will see, making important

contributions to the third edition. The collegiality, patience, and good humor of Cordner,

Maguire, and Manning, as well as their scholarship and intellect are especially admired—I

hope I have represented them well in this enterprise.

I am also indebted to Routledge, the publisher of this edition. Recommissioning a third

edition some ten years after the last edition demonstrated to me a commitment to advancing

scholarship on the police and a willingness to broaden that discussion with, perhaps a

newer generation of scholars. Marie-Claire Antoine, acquisitions editor for Routledge,

was a kind philosopher, friend, and guide throughout this process, supportive of innovation, yet clearly focused on the final product. She was instrumental in drawing my

colleagues and me to this project, and then holding us accountable for the work that

needed to be done.

Special appreciation is also extended to Susan Cronin, assistant development editor, at

Routledge who was ‘‘task mistress’’ for this project. Susan praised, coaxed, cajoled, at

times demanded adherence to time lines and work product. While we may have set the

time, Susan ran the clock with precision, and while academics are want to drift off into

some contemplation of future states, Susan kept me at least in the here and now. I thank

her for her perseverance, tact and drive; conditions without which this edition may have

faltered. And, to the editorial staff at Routledge I am also deeply appreciative of your focus

on the detail and copyediting of this volume. This entire effort was greatly enhanced in the

team spirit that shaped and completed this third edition of The Encyclopedia of Police

Science.

Lastly, I would like to acknowledge the work of my departed mentor Robert S.

Sheehan, the founding dean of the College of Criminal Justice at Northeastern University.

Bob was a stickler for detail, and a visionary for police science; I sincerely hope he is

pleased with the results of this work.

Jack R. Greene

Boston
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ABATEMENT OF NUISANCE

PROPERTY SEIZURE



also provide property owners, who might

otherwise be to reluctant to evict dealers

on their own, with the legal authority and

mechanisms to rid their residences of drugdealing tenants.

By 1992, an American Bar Association

(ABA) study found that twenty-four states

had passed statutes specifically designed to

control drug activities on private properties (Smith et al. 1992). A number of these

statutes updated old ‘‘bawdy house’’ laws

designed to curb prostitution. With the

filing of civil actions, most states authorize

temporary injunctions requiring that the

premises be immediately vacated. Judges

issue permanent injunctions after civil

hearings. The most common sanction is

closing properties for up to one year. In

practice, such orders are frequently stayed

if owners post cash or property bonds.

A few states allow buildings to be sold at

auction with the proceeds going to state or

local governments.

There are a wide range of abatement

programs. Most are run by district or city

attorneys and police departments and

operate without any special funding. Most

programs initiate abatement efforts with



In the late 1980s, a promising tool was

developed for deterring drug sales from

indoor locations that are difficult to attack

using regular police enforcement tactics.

This tool applies nuisance abatement ordinances to pressure property owners to take

action to stop drug sales on their premises

under threat of closure or confiscation. This

article discusses the types of abatement programs, evidence about their effectiveness,

and concerns about their use or misuse.



Variety of Abatement Programs

Drug abatement laws vary in content and

form (Finn and Hylton 1994). They can

involve both civil remedies and criminal

sanctions. Some drug abatement laws

require only that neighborhood residents

report drug activity, whereas others require the intervention of the police or district attorney. The laws are significant

because they compel property owners to

prevent drug sales on their premises. They
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letters to property owners, which describe

drug nuisances and the consequences of

allowing them to continue. This first warning is typically enough leverage to compel

owners to take actions. Programs that

issue warning letters seldom have to file

civil suits to induce compliance. Studies

have found that civil suits are filed in less

than 5% of abatement actions in cities that

initiate actions with warning letters to

property owners (Davis and Lurigio 1998).

Other abatement programs follow a different strategy. Instead of warning property owners, they immediately file civil

suits against them. Temporary injunctions

are obtained (in some states without giving

property owners opportunities to participate in court hearings) and the problem

buildings are ordered closed. These orders

are usually stayed if property owners

post cash bonds and agree to permanent

injunctions.

In a few cases, cities have sent in SWAT

teams with battering rams to vacate and

padlock properties on the same day that

temporary restraining orders are issued

and before owners have been notified of

the court order (Smith et al. 1992). Needless to say, such extreme measures are not

well received by property owners. Moreover, padlocking of buildings in marginal

areas creates a substantial risk that these

properties will be vandalized or abandoned and kept out of the rental housing

market.



Effectiveness of Abatement

Programs

Abatement programs that rely primarily on

warning letters have adopted a low-cost,

and potentially effective, approach to

controlling illegal drugs. Two comprehensive studies on drug abatement programs

were conducted in the early 1990s by the

ABA (Smith et al. 1992) and Loyola University of Chicago (Lurigio et al. 1998). The

ABA study involved abatement programs
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in five cities (Milwaukee, Houston, Toledo,

San Francisco, and Alexandria), whereas

the Loyola University study focused on a

single program in Cook County (Chicago).

Both studies examined whether the programs actually had abated drug nuisances

and assessed the impact of abatement

actions on the quality of neighborhood life

as judged through local residents’ eyes.

Across all six cities included in the

ABA and Loyola studies, program records

showed that most property owners complied with directives and that no further

problems were experienced on the premises

in at least 85% of the targeted properties. In

the vast majority of cases, compliance was

achieved through evictions of problem

tenants.

The ABA and Loyola studies also investigated program impact on the quality of

life in neighborhoods. The ABA study

reported that abatement actions were

highly visible and well received. Approximately half of residents surveyed in the

five cities studied by the ABA were aware

of the abatement actions, and more than

90% endorsed the local abatement programs. Community awareness was highest

in cities in which the abatement programs

padlocked properties and publicized their

efforts through the media. Awareness was

lowest in cities in which abatement actions

usually consisted of letters followed by the

quiet evictions of problem tenants.

There is evidence from the ABA study

that abatement efforts reduced signs of

neighborhood disorder. One in three residents believed that the actions had reduced

drug sales on their blocks, and one in four

believed that the actions had reduced

crime in general. Similarly, one-quarter

believed that the problems of public drinking and adolescents hanging out on the

blocks had been reduced as a result of the

abatement actions.

The positive changes in residents’

perceptions of crime and disorder observed

in the ABA study are difficult to interpret

because researchers did not include a comparison group of unabated properties. That
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is, they did not assess residents’ perceptions

before the abatement actions occurred, and

they failed to compare the perceptions of

residents in areas in which abatements

occurred to those of residents in other,

similar neighborhoods in which no abatements had taken place. Loyola University’s

investigation of Cook County’s abatement

program addressed these shortcomings.

Findings from the Loyola study, which

included surveys with residents on control

blocks that had not experienced abatement efforts, were less favorable than the

ABA study’s findings. Residents on targeted blocks were no more likely than

residents on untargeted blocks to perceive

reductions in drug activity and other signs

of disorder, and improvements in safety

on the block. These results might be

explained by the fact that only one in five

residents living on blocks with targeted

properties was aware of the abatement

actions.

In contrast, the majority of community

leaders and police personnel surveyed in

the Loyola study believed that the program’s initiatives resulted in visible neighborhood changes and that the program

was an important component of community efforts to reduce drug activity. An

ethnographic study also determined that

blocks targeted by the abatement program

evidenced fewer signs of physical disorder

than did comparison blocks.

An evaluation of another abatement program in Chicago reinforced the finding that

abatement programs are effective in reducing drug crimes. The program, designed to

attack problem properties with code violations and abatement actions, was reported

to reduce narcotics offenses (but not other

violent or property crimes) dramatically

(Higgins 2000).

Two recent studies of abatement programs employed more rigorous methodologies in which sites were randomly assigned

either to be targeted by an abatement action or not. These designs are important

because they increase confidence that any

observed differences between targeted and



untargeted locations are the result of abatement actions and not attributable to other

causes.

Eck and Wartell (1998) conducted a randomized experiment on the effects of abatement actions in San Diego. A total of 121

rental buildings in which the police had

evidence of drug sales as the result of enforcement actions were assigned to one of

three experimental conditions. In the first

condition, property owners were sent letters

informing them of drug activities and warning them of fines or closures of their buildings if the problems were not abated. In the

second condition, owners received similar

letters, which also requested that they attend meetings with the police. In the third

condition, properties received no abatement notices. Follow-up during the next

thirty months showed significantly fewer

reported crimes in the two abatement conditions when compared with the control

condition. Furthermore, letters alone were

as effective in reducing crime as letters and

meetings.

Green-Mazerolle, Roehl, and Kadleck

(1998) conducted a randomized experiment

in which one hundred drug hot spots were

assigned to traditional police enforcement

(surveillance, arrests, and field interrogations) or to traditional police enforcement

plus civil enforcement (abatement actions

and code enforcement). The civil enforcement properties showed more decreases in

drug sales and disorder compared with the

properties assigned to traditional enforcement only.



Concerns about Abatement

Programs

Reviewing the literature on crime prevention, Welsh and colleagues (2002) conclude

that abatement programs are effective in

ridding buildings of drug nuisances. The

cost of the programs is minimal. Most abatements are achieved just through mailings

of warning letters. In fact, many cities engage
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in drug nuisance abatement activities with

funds from existing municipal budgets.

Despite many successes, serious concerns have been raised about drug abatement programs (for a thorough discussion,

see Cheh 1991, 1998). Because abatement

strategies hold property owners accountable for tenants’ behavior, nuisance statutes

might be infringing on owners’ rights to use

and enjoy their properties (Smith and Davis

1998). Moreover, as alleged in legal suits

filed in Milwaukee, statutes that permit

authorities to close properties without notifying owners may infringe on due process

rights.

As abatement programs have matured,

a number have encouraged property owners to cooperate in abatement actions by

sponsoring workshops that inform owners

about their responsibilities under abatement laws and provide them with suggestions on screening prospective tenants and

improving building security (Davis and

Lurigio 1998).

When drug dealers are evicted or buildings padlocked, innocent family members or

neighbors might become homeless. Accordingly, some programs have developed procedures to minimize the number of innocent

parties evicted as a result of abatement

actions and to resettle innocent parties who

are evicted. The use of court suits and building closures only as a last resort is key to

reducing the numbers of innocent parties

evicted.

Sending warning letters rather than

padlocking buildings reduces the possibility that targeted properties will be abandoned. Targeted buildings are typically in

poor condition and are located in deteriorating neighborhoods. Closing them for an

extended period invites vandalism and

deprives owners of the rental income necessary to cover mortgage payments.

A final concern about abatement programs is whether they reduce drug sales or

merely move them to another neighborhood.

Limited evidence suggests that abatement

actions might actually reduce, not just dis-
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place, drug sales. The most comprehensive

look at displacement is reported in Davis

and Lurigio (1996). The researchers worked

with the Milwaukee Police Department to

track one hundred persons who had been

evicted as a result of abatement actions.

Of sixty-three whom they traced to new

locations (the remaining thirty-seven were

either incarcerated, deceased, untraceable, or gone from the jurisdiction), just

nineteen continued to sell drugs, based on

attempts to make undercover buys. Davis

and Lurigio suggested that abatement may

have been an effective deterrent because

it made business more difficult for ‘‘opportunists’’ (Buerger 1992) or ‘‘occasional sellers’’ (Reuter et al. 1990) who sell small

quantities of drugs. When relocation

prompted by abatement actions made it

harder for buyers and sellers to connect,

these marginal sellers were encouraged to

turn to other means of support.



Conclusions

Drug abatement programs have been

established as an effective community antidrug initiative. They are particularly cost

effective in curtailing drug sales on private

properties and may actually reduce, not

just displace, drug sales. Abatement strategies that directly involve owners in the

process can minimize the unbidden consequences that property closures can have

on owners such as the threat of physical

assault and property damage and the

leveling of unfair legal penalties. To be

effective, abatement programs must also

be cognizant that property closures can

exacerbate urban blight in already rundown communities.

ROBERT C. DAVIS

See also Crime Control Strategies: Alcohol

and Drugs; Crime Prevention; Drug

Markets; Hot Spots; Situational Crime

Prevention
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ABUSE OF AUTHORITY

BY POLICE

Police officers in the United States are

asked by the general public to intervene

in multiple types of critical incidents.

Whether it is responding to a bank robbery

or trying to calm a complainant in a domestic disturbance call, police officers are

occupationally mandated to assume to

variable degrees the roles of law enforcement agents, psychologists, legal advisers, and even parents. The reason for

this omnibus social service/public safety

role likely resides in Egon Bittner’s (1970)

now-classic explanation of why we have

police in a democratic society: because

‘‘something-ought-not-to-be-happeningabout-which-something-ought-to-be-donenow!’’ To facilitate the rapid response to

diverse exigent situations, the American

public has voluntarily given the police the

general right to use coercive force—something that no other members of the public

possess (Bittner 1970; Klockars 1985).

While many (perhaps most) officers exercise their coercive authority judiciously

and with appropriate restraint, others

abuse their authority in violation of their

office of public trust. This chapter identifies a framework for understanding police

abuse of authority, describing the most
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common types of abuse, as well as several

conventional mechanisms of police accountability.



The Nature of Police Abuse

of Authority

David Carter (1985, 322) offers perhaps

the most comprehensive definition of police abuse of authority, arguing that it is

best described as ‘‘any action by a police

officer without regard to motive, intent, or

malice that tends to injure, insult, tread on

human dignity, manifest feelings of inferiority, and/or violate an inherent legal right

of a member of the . . .’’ public. Carter’s

definition considers three broad areas of

police abuse including physical, psychological, and legal domains.



Physical Abuse

Since the early 1990s, police violence has

become perhaps the most widely discussed

and debated form of abuse committed by

police. While extralegal use of force is

often considered a single dimension of police abuse of authority, Fyfe (1986) made

an important distinction between extralegal (i.e., physical abuse) and unnecessary

(i.e., professional incompetence) police violence. (Like Binder and Scharf [1980],

Fyfe [1986] defined unnecessary force as

force that was legitimately used at the

time of application, but which could have

been avoided had officers used tactics and

strategies to keep the potentially violent

encounter from becoming violent. In this

regard, unnecessary force is regarded as

professional incompetence as opposed to

abuse of authority.) For present purposes,

Fyfe argued that extralegal force represents intentional physical abuse properly

described as police brutality committed

with a certain degree of malice toward the

victim—who is typically ‘‘guilty’’ of committing an affront to police authority (see

6



also Van Maanen 1978). In this context,

brutality is analogous to punishment and

is generally justified as such among officers

who engage in putatively violent behavior.

For example, Worden (1996) found that

suspects who attempt to evade police

when commanded to yield generally place

themselves at high risk for violence when

caught by pursing officers.

Two types of brutality have been historically associated with American policing,

occurring at two distinct points of contact

between police and citizens. External brutality is any form of excessive force—or

‘‘street justice’’ (Klockars 1985; Sykes

1986) that occurs within a public setting

before any formal disposition (e.g., arrest)

is made. Custodial coercion is brutality that

occurs after an arrest has been made, generally during the interrogation process. In

early American policing (i.e., prior to

1900), because officers typically minimized

the use of arrest largely due to the limited

availability of efficient modes of transporting suspects to jail, external brutality was a

normative ‘‘tool’’ of neighborhood-level

peacekeeping (Haller 1976). As the police,

however, evolved into a more formalized

institution of social control and began relying on ‘‘scientific’’ detection methods,

the arrest disposition became a more common component of the policing process.

With more suspects being taken into physical custody, it was natural that the police

would question suspects regarding their

alleged crimes for the purposes of obtaining confessions. As custodial interrogations became a more common feature

of the policing paradigm, so too did custodial coercion—particularly in the years

through the 1930s when the third degree

was widely used (Skolnick and Fyfe

1993). The Wickersham Commission’s

1931 Report on Police argued that the use

of the ‘‘third degree’’ during interrogation

of suspects was widespread (if not universal) throughout police departments in the

United States. The authors of the police

volume of the report referred to the third

degree as ‘‘torturous,’’ and publicly called
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for the police to use less physically abusive

tactics during interrogations (see also

Chevingy 1995).

As America entered the decade of the

1960s, crime rates were increasing, riots

were taking place in major and minor cities

across the country, and the police appeared

largely ill prepared to respond to these new

urban ‘‘threats’’ (LaFree 1998). President

Lyndon Johnson appointed a special commission to investigate the current state of

the police, and the National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders, known as the

Kerner Commission, found several severe

problems with American police practices.

Most notable, brutality was reportedly standard practice in policing; and it was the

aggressive use of police coercion that triggered many of the urban riots that would

occur during the decade (Uchida 1997).

The legacy of policing from the 1960s is

that social scientists gained interest in policing as an academic pursuit, applying

their expertise to a relatively unstudied

field (see Skolnick 1966; Wilson 1968;

Westely 1970). As a result, many traditional methods of training, deployment,

and officer selection were subsequently

questioned (e.g., Kelling et al. 1974), and

as time has progressed through the 1990s,

many police departments have tried to

stay current with research and the application of the latest methods and ideas. Brutality still has been a problem in the past

few decades, but it has been slight in

comparison to the institutionalized brutality found in the 1960s. Indeed, when the

Knapp Commission (1972) published its

report on allegations of police misconduct

in the New York City Police Department,

the focus on police deviance largely shifted

from brutality to profit-motivated corruption. Interest in police brutality gained

renewal with the 1991 beating of motorist

Rodney King by officers of the Los

Angeles Police Department, initiating a

wave of scholarly attention as to the

causes and implications of police violence,

as well as its control (see Skolnick and

Fyfe 1993; Geller and Toch 1996).



Psychological Abuse

Carter (1985) notes that psychological

abuse by police historically has been rooted primarily in police interview practices,

largely developing in response to the prohibition of the use of physically compelling

tactics during interrogations. As del Carmen (1991) noted, the Supreme Court’s

decision in Brown v. Mississippi (1936),

which banned the police use of physical

coercion during interrogations, led officers

to begin a reliance on psychological coercion as a means of obtaining confessions.

Though the Court officially ended the use

of ‘‘intense psychological’’ coercion of suspects in police custody (see Spano v. New

York, 1959), it is likely that such abuse

endures (see Chevingy 1995; del Carmen

1991)—particularly because the police

continue to rely on the confession as their

primary form of evidence during custodial

interrogations (Skolnick and Fyfe 1993).



Legal Abuse

Generally, legal abuse relates to police

officers violating criminal statutes, or the

rights of citizens (typically, accused offenders) in order to achieve some organizational goal (Kappeler et al. 1994). This is

often expressed in the form of committing

perjury on the witness stand to ensure that

an accused offender is adjudicated guilty;

it may also involve officers setting up illegal wiretaps in order to surreptitiously

gather incriminating information on police suspects. Certainly, these examples

are not exhaustive.

It is important to note that although

the framework discussed here provides a

context for conceptualizing perhaps the

most egregious types of police abuse, it

ignores what is likely the most common—and most difficult to redress—type

of abuse: verbal. Although Carter’s (1985)

definition of police abuse appears to include (or at least make room for) verbal

mistreatment by police officers, few if any

7
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scholars (and practitioners) have addressed

verbal abuse as a form of police malpractice. This omission is likely due to the

difficulty of defining and measuring the

prevalence of verbal abuse. The importance

of considering verbal abuse, however, is

difficult to overstate because cumulative

verbal abuse may be a primary cause of

decreased police legitimacy and increased

noncompliance among citizens—particularly in communities that experience social

and political marginalization.



Legitimizing Police Abuse

of Authority

As noted, the core of the police role resides

in the general right to use coercive force,

and no other member or group in American society enjoys such a legal privilege. It

is therefore paradoxical that the same

legal authority allowing police to engage

in crowd control, take physical custody

of citizens, and search for evidence in private residences also provides a structural

framework that may facilitate police abuse

of authority. For several reasons the criminal law has been implicated as a mechanism that gives police officers a unique

opportunity to engage in occupational

deviance. For example, Brodeur (1981)

noted that many actions routinely practiced by police officers, which are part of

their legal mandate, would be considered

violations of criminal law if they were

practiced by private citizens. Moreover,

for each of these ‘‘practices’’ of legal policing, there exists an illegal analogue that

moves the activity into a category of police

deviance (Brodeur 1981). These activities

fall into both personal and property violations and are described next.

In terms of personal actions, Brodeur

(1981) indicated that citizens who kill

would be generally held to answer for homicide, but that police officers who kill are

often engaging in the legitimate police practice of ‘‘deadly force.’’ The analogue to

8



deadly force in the police deviance arena

is police executions, killings not authorized

by law. Next, Brodeur suggested that if private citizens detain other citizens, they may

be guilty of kidnapping; but that when police officers engage in liberty deprivation,

they are generally legally detaining or arresting criminal suspects. Such police detentions may become abusive if officers make

false arrests. Some forms of personal invasion are legal for police, such as when they

conduct strip and body cavity searches.

This behavior becomes deviant when these

searches escalate to sexual exploitation. Police officers may use force to seize property.

In most cases, citizens who engage in this

practice would be guilty of robbery. When

police officers abuse their authority to seize

property, it is generally described as extortion or bribe taking. Finally, what may be

considered assault and battery between private citizens is often reasonable force when

practiced by police officers. Reasonable

force becomes deviant when officers engage

in police brutality.

In terms of property-related activity,

Brodeur (1981) wrote that police searches

and seizures often involve conduct that if

committed by private citizens would be

considered theft and/or burglary. These

behaviors become deviant among police

officers when they steal and/or convert

the seized property to money or money’s

worth. Finally, police officers are allowed

to seize and possess illegal drugs for arrest

and investigative purposes. Private citizens who engage in such activity would

likely be guilty of violating criminal drug

statues (Brodeur 1981).

Brodeur’s (1981) observations are important because they show not only that

police are given special authority to engage

in what would be normally considered

rule-breaking behavior among private citizens, but that this special authority also

provides police officers with unique opportunities to engage in abusive behavior. Indeed, several researchers have noted that

the structure of policing in America creates

virtually unlimited opportunities for police
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deviance and abuse of authority (Barker

1990; Bryant 1974). Ericson (1981) wrote,

‘‘substantive laws are written broadly

enough, and with sufficient ambiguity,

that they can be applied across a range of

circumstances’’ (p. 91). He goes on to

argue that criminal laws provide police

with such vast discretionary power that

officers in the field may rely on a number

of possible charges for making arrests and

taking suspects into custody. Ericson

(1981, 91) noted that public order offenses

and obstructing the police are two widely

relied on charges that police officers use as

a pretext for accomplishing individual or

organizational goals.



Redressing Police Abuse

of Authority

The history of police abuse of authority in

the United States has foreshadowed the development of mechanisms designed to hold

the police accountable when officers have

grossly violated the dignity of members of

the public. Macro-level mechanisms, typically in the form of Supreme Court decisions, have been used to articulate the outer

boundaries of police authority in both

custodial and public settings. Micro-level

mechanisms of accountability have been

developed to respond precisely to individual officers accused of committing acts of

brutality or excessive force. For present

purposes, the term accountability is used to

describe the mechanisms available to private citizens and the government to redress

police malpractice and abuse of authority.



Case Law: The Macro-Level Mechanism

Regulating the methods by which police

obtain information from suspects during

custodial interrogations has been legally

complex because the Supreme Court has

historically appealed to the Due Process

Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment,



the Self Incrimination Clause of the Fifth

Amendment, and the Right to Counsel

Clause of the Sixth Amendment. As previously noted, the increased reliance on

confessions became associated with custodial brutality through the Prohibition era

and into the 1930s. In 1936, however, the

Supreme Court ruled in Brown v. Mississippi that the police use of physical coercion

to obtain confessions from suspects was

unconstitutional because such confessions

could be regarded only as ‘‘involuntary.’’

Some researchers have argued that Brown

v. Mississippi led the police to switch from

physically coercive methods to psychologically abusive methods in the quest to

obtain confessions (see Walker and del

Carmen 1997). With its decision in the

case Spano v. New York (1959), however,

the Supreme Court prohibited psychologically abusive tactics during custodial

interrogations.

To date it has been impossible to determine the extent to which physical and extreme psychological coercion have been

eliminated during custodial interrogations

given that police still rely heavily on the

use of confessions to prove the guilt of

criminal suspects. The increased use of

audio and video recording technologies

during interrogations may do much to ensure both legal and ethical methods of

interrogation, but only to the extent that

such devices are employed systematically.

In addition to attempting to regulate

police coercion in custodial contexts, the

Court has also addressed police coercion

(i.e., violence) in general police–citizen

encounters. For example, the landmark

decision in Tennessee v. Garner (1985)

made impermissible the common law police practice of using deadly force against

nondangerous fleeing felons. Specifically,

the Court ruled that officers were allowed

to use deadly force only to prevent the

escape of suspects believed to pose a ‘‘significant threat of death or serious physical

injury to the officer or others’’ if not

immediately apprehended. The Court concluded that deadly force was tantamount

9
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to a seizure of the person and therefore

subject to regulation under the reasonableness requirement of the Fourth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution. Interestingly,

although Garner automatically invalidated

laws in states that had legalized the ‘‘feeling

felon’’ rule (del Carmen and Walker 1997),

the decision may have had only limited impact on street-level police practices, because

many metropolitan police departments by

1985 had already adopted highly restrictive

deadly force policies in response to the

threat of civil liability (Fyfe 1986).

In a case that may have had a more

direct impact on police accountability in

the United States, the Court in Graham v.

Connor (1989) ruled that police officers

may be held liable under the Constitution

for using excessive force. Under Graham,

the test for liability is ‘‘objective reasonableness’’ as opposed to a more rigorous ‘‘substantive due process’’ standard because, as

the Court reasoned, excessive force should

be judged ‘‘from the perspective of a reasonable officer at the scene rather than with

the 20/20 vision of hindsight.’’ With the

objective reasonableness standard (also

regulated by the Fourth Amendment),

the Court recognized that police officers

often must make quick decisions during

critical incidents without the benefit of

time to fully reflect on the potential implications of their actions.



Micro-Level Mechanisms

As Klockars (1996) notes, most states

have civil rights statutes that make it illegal for police officers to commit acts of

brutality under color of authority. The

most widely known statutes by the public,

however, are the federal civil rights laws

incorporated into the United States Code,

which include both criminal (Title 18 }242

USC) and civil (Title 42 }1983 USC) versions. These statutes, which are almost

identical in phrasing, make it a federal

crime and tort, respectively, for police officers to violate citizens’ civil rights under

10



color of authority. Because of the lower

evidentiary threshold required in civil court

(a ‘‘preponderance of evidence’’ versus the

‘‘beyond a reasonable doubt’’ required in

criminal court), officers accused of brutality or abuse of authority are often sued

rather than prosecuted. In many cases,

they are both sued and prosecuted in federal

court.

Administrative mechanisms usually include restrictive policies and procedures,

as well as internal affairs investigative

units. Many of America’s large police

departments—such as those in New York

City and Chicago—have developed highly

formalized disciplinary review processes

analogous to courts-martial of military

justice. In such systems, officers are processed through administrative trials during which they may use counsel, where

charge and plea negotiations occur, and

where administrative ‘‘due process’’ must

be maintained.



Emerging Issues Regarding Police

Abuse of Authority

Since the United States ‘‘declared’’ war on

crime in the 1960s—which escalated into a

war on drugs in the 1980s—local police

have increasingly appealed to military symbolism, tactics, and strategies to fulfill their

enforcement mandate. As both Walker

(2001) and Kennedy (2003) have noted,

the consequences of the war on drugs paradigm have been felt primarily by residents

of socially dislocated urban ghettos as

young black males have become the archetype of the urban criminal offender (see also

Wilson 1987; Massey and Denton 1993;

Skolnick and Fyfe 1993; Anderson 1999).

Since September 11, 2001, the war on terrorism has given renewed legitimacy to aggressive police tactics that bring with them

the increased potential for abuse of authority. This may be especially true as the fear of

terrorism outweighs the American public’s

concerns for civil liberties and due process
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protections. The post-9/11 era presents special challenges to policing and public policy

because every increase in police authority

(such as in the areas of search and seizure,

internal surveillance, and enforcement of

federal statutes) brings with it new ways

for motivated officers and departments to

abuse their offices of public trust.

ROBERT J. KANE

See also Accountability; Civil Restraint in

Policing; Community Attitudes toward the

Police; Deadly Force; Excessive Force;

History of American Policing; Knapp Commission; Minorities and the Police; Police

Misconduct: After the Rodney King Incident; Role of the Police
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Police training has come a long way since

the days when officer candidates simply

paid the going rate to local politicians,

received the tools of their job (a badge, a

club, and a list of local ordinances), and

hit the streets. Today, police officers typically receive about 720 hours of formal

academy training on a wide variety of subjects, including firearms skills, criminal

law and procedure, investigations, human

relations, ethics and integrity, and several

other topics that form the foundations of

policing. Getting to this point took more

than one hundred years of effort by police

reformers, national commissions, legislators, and many others.

Largely spearheaded by August Vollmer,

the ‘‘father’’ of police professionalism, reform movements in the early twentieth

century sought to increase police personnel standards and training, in addition to

numerous other reforms. Vollmer brought

attention to the problem of inadequate

training and advanced the goals of the reform agenda in a volume of the Wickersham

Commission reports (National Commission

on Law Observance and Enforcement

1931). In particular, a survey of 383 cities

reported in that volume found that only

20% conducted formal training for new

officers.

The next major commission to study the

police, the 1967 President’s Commission

on Law Enforcement and Administration

of Justice, noted significant changes since

the Wickersham Commission reports. The

1967 commission report on the police cited

studies showing that the majority of surveyed agencies were conducting some type

of recruit training, but that the content of

the training was still lacking: ‘‘Current

training programs, for the most part,

prepare an officer to perform work mechanically, but do not prepare him to understand his community, the police role, or

the imperfections of the criminal justice

system.’’ The commission also noted wide

variation in the length of training programs; whereas large city departments

12



typically had programs running eight

weeks, smaller departments averaged less

than three weeks. Large proportions of

officers in small cities still received no

training at all.

The National Advisory Commission on

Criminal Justice Standards and Goals

(1973) subsequently recommended that

each state establish mandatory minimum

standards for basic training (including at

least four hundred hours of academy

training and four months of field training),

as well as a state commission to develop

and administer the standards. Seventeen

states already had a state commission at

the time, and by 1981, all states had a

Peace Officer Standards and Training

(POST) organization.

Until just recently, however, relatively

little was known about the operations

and outputs of individual training academies across the country. Basic but essential information, such as the number of

academies, number of annual graduates,

curriculum content, and academy resources, were unavailable on a national scale.

The remainder of this entry is a review of

key findings from a recent national study

of law enforcement training in the United

States (Hickman 2005). This study, a comprehensive census of state and local law

enforcement training academies, collected

information about academy personnel,

expenditures, facilities and equipment,

trainees, and training curricula.



General Characteristics

At year-end 2002, a total of 626 state and

local law enforcement academies were

operating in the United States. These academies offered basic law enforcement training to individuals recruited or seeking to

become law enforcement officers. This

overall figure does not include academies

that provide only in-service training, corrections/detention training, or other special

types of training. Included are 274 county,
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regional, or state academies, 249 college,

university, or technical school academies,

and 103 city or municipal academies.

In addition to basic recruit training,

many academies provided additional types

of training such as in-service training for

active duty, certified officers (88% of academies), specialized training such as K-9

and SWAT (84%), and managerial training for police supervisors (70%). Some

academies also provide training for other

public safety and emergency personnel.

For example, 23% of academies provided

training for probation/parole officers, 14%

provided training for firefighters, and 13%

for emergency medical technicians.



Academy Personnel

Overall, academies in 2002 employed about

12,200 full-time and 25,700 part-time trainers or instructors. Most academies, about

three-quarters, employed fewer than fifty

full-time equivalent (FTE) training personnel. Just 8% of academies had one hundred

or more FTE trainers, but these academies

accounted for nearly half (47%) of all fulltime trainers.

Academies typically had an education

and/or experience requirement for their

full-time trainers. About two-thirds of academies had a minimum education requirement for full-time trainers, most commonly

a high school degree or GED (33%), followed by a two-year (12%) or four-year

(11%) college degree. Likewise, about twothirds required their full-time trainers to

have a minimum number of years of law

enforcement experience, ranging from one

to ten years, with three and five years being

the most common minimum requirements.



Trainees/Recruits

Training academies in 2002 typically held

two basic recruit academy classes (i.e., a



cohort of recruits) during the year. Larger

academies (those with one hundred or

more FTE trainers) typically held four

academy classes during the year. Average

class sizes ranged from about twenty to

thirty recruits.

Among basic law enforcement academy

classes that completed training during

2002, an estimated 53,302 trainees successfully completed their training program.

Just over half (55%) of those individuals

completed their training in county, regional, or state academies. Twenty-nine percent graduated from college, university,

or technical school academies, and 15%

from city or municipal academies.

Seventeen percent of recruits who completed training in 2002 were female, and

27% were members of a racial or ethnic minority, including 12% Hispanic or Latino,

12% black or African American, and 3%

from other racial categories (including

American Indian/Alaska Native, Asian,

Hawaiian or Pacific Islander, and any other

race).



Attrition

The 53,302 individuals who completed

their training during 2002 represent 87%

of those who started training (i.e., an overall attrition rate of 13%). Recruit attrition

varied only slightly by size of academy

(ranging from 12% to 14%) and type of

academy (12% among county, regional, or

state academies; 13% among college, university, or technical school academies; and

16% among city or municipal academies).

Overall, males had a lower attrition rate

than females (12% versus 19%). By racial/

ethnic categories, whites (12%) had a lower

attrition rate than Hispanics or Latinos

(17%), blacks or African Americans (19%),

and other racial categories (22%). White

males comprised 63% of the recruits who

completed training, and had the lowest attrition rate (11%). Females in the ‘‘other’’

race category comprised less than half a

13
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percent of those completing training, and

had the highest attrition rate (26%).



model. In contrast, most city or municipal

academies (68%) and county, regional, and

state academies (62%) had some type of

stress model.



Curriculum

A typical academy in 2002 provided about

720 hours of basic academy training, excluding any field training component. The

greatest amount of instruction time was in

firearms skills (median 60 hours), followed

by health and fitness (50 hours), investigations (45 hours), self-defense (44 hours),

criminal law (40 hours), patrol procedures

and techniques (40 hours), emergency

vehicle operations (36 hours), and basic

first-aid/CPR (24 hours). Other common

training topics included domestic violence

(median 12 hours), constitutional law (11

hours), ethics and integrity (8 hours), juvenile law and procedures (8 hours), and

cultural diversity (8 hours). Ninety-five

percent or more of all academies provided

training in these areas.

Thirty-eight percent of academies provided field training as part of their basic

recruit training program, typically about

180 hours.



Training Environment

The training environments of state and

local academies are quite varied. The training environment in some academies is similar to a military boot camp (often referred

to as a ‘‘stress’’ model), while others are

more like an academic campus (often referred to as a ‘‘nonstress’’ model). Just over

half (54%) of basic academies in the United

States, providing training to 49% of

recruits, indicated that their training environment was best described as following

some type of stress model, with the remainder indicating some type of nonstress

model. Perhaps not surprisingly, most college, university, or technical school academies (62%) had some type of nonstress

14



Cost of Training

During fiscal year 2002, training academies expended an estimated total of $725.6

million. Expenditures averaged about $1.2

million per academy, ranging from about

$6.3 million among the largest academies

(those with one hundred or more FTE

trainers), to about $261,000 among the

smallest (those with fewer than ten FTE

trainers).

Based on annual academy expenditures,

per trainee costs during 2002 were estimated to be about $13,100 overall, ranging

from $5,400 per trainee among smaller

academies to $18,800 per trainee among

the largest. Per trainee expenditures were

much higher in city or municipal academies, at about $36,200 per trainee. In contrast, county, regional, or state academies

spent about $11,200 per trainee, and college, university, or technical school academies, about $4,600 per trainee.

MATTHEW J. HICKMAN

See also American Policing: Early Years;

Education and Training; History of American Policing; Police Reform: 1950–1970;

Police Standards and Training Commissions; Professionalism; Vollmer, August;

Wickersham, George W.; Wilson, O. W.
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ACCIDENTAL DEATHS/

ASSAULTS AGAINST POLICE

AND MURDER OF POLICE

OFFICERS

On an almost daily basis, law enforcement

officers in jurisdictions of all sizes encounter

individuals and circumstances that pose a

high risk of personal injury, assault, and

sometimes death. The continuum of risks

and the circumstances in which they arise

are as broad as they are varied. Officers can

receive anything from minor cuts and

contusions while attempting to restrain a

combative suspect to more serious and lifethreatening injuries at the hands of a desperate individual who believes that he or she

has nothing to lose and everything to gain

by harming the police. The fact that police

make almost fourteen million arrests and

engage in nearly forty-five million face-toface contacts with the public on an annual

basis no doubt creates an environment that

provides ample opportunity for injurious,

and sometimes deadly, altercations to erupt.

With little room for disagreement, policing is a dangerous line of work. While it may

be true that other occupations (e.g., timber

cutters, mining) pose a statistically higher

risk of job-related injury or death, such

examples are qualitatively distinct from police work on the basis that they generally

involve unintentional mishaps or negligence, whereas the risks confronted by officers generally involve acts of aggression

committed by someone who intends to do

them harm. In simple terms, police work is

uniquely dangerous because it is one of only

a few professions whose employees must

acknowledge and reconcile the fact that

any injury inflicted on them is typically the

result of an aggressive act by someone who

intends to hurt or perhaps even kill them.



Official Sources of Information on

Police Officer Deaths

With this distinction in mind, the question that logically arises is one of assessing

the frequency with which police officers

are injured, assaulted, or killed while on

the job. In making this determination, the

most widely recognized source of official

information on what can be best characterized as ‘‘line-of-duty’’ assaults and

deaths is the Federal Bureau of Investigation’s publication Law Enforcement Officers Killed and Assaulted. The report,

released annually since 1960, relates aggregate-level data regarding the number of

officers who are assaulted or killed during

the previous calendar year. While informative, the report is not without its weaknesses. First, it fails to reflect the less

serious everyday injuries that are incurred

(e.g., a jammed finger, twisted knee, or

broken bone) because it focuses only on

those instances involving the use of a dangerous weapon. Consequently, little is

known about the ‘‘dark figure’’ of less-thandeadly assaults on the police. Second,

the report is based on data that have

been voluntarily submitted by participating agencies. This potential weakness is

offset somewhat by the fact that FBI field

offices attempt to follow up on assaults

against the police as such instances come

to their attention. Third, larger agencies

that experience a high frequency of assaults

on officers may not report such instances

due to the additional burden that is placed

on what may be an already overtaxed

and sometimes antiquated record-keeping

system.

Because of these and other practical

considerations, there are no firm official

estimates from the FBI regarding the frequency with which less serious injuries are

inflicted on officers—thus the reason for

such a narrow focus within the report on

only those instances where an officer has

lost her or his life under accidental or

intentional circumstance.
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Research into the Prevalence and

Correlates of Violence against

the Police

Fortunately, this lack of official attention

regarding the frequency of nonlethal

assaults on the police has been acknowledged and, to a certain extent, reconciled

by a small number of researchers who, also

since the early 1960s, have conducted their

own inquiries using data gleaned from various agencies. The first and arguably most

influential of these studies was that conducted by Bard (1970), which asserted that

officers are most likely to be seriously injured while responding to calls of a domestic nature.

Although this early finding has since

been reconsidered due to its reliance on

statistical methods of limited sophistication, it nonetheless seems reasonable to

credit the assertions made therein with

drawing attention to the general problem

of assaults on the police as well as highlighting the specific risks that domestic

disturbance calls pose for officer safety.

More recent research, such as that conducted by Ellis et al. (1993), Garner and

Clemmer (1986), Grennan (1987), Hirschel

et al. (1994), Kaminski (2004), Kaminski

and Sorensen (1995), Lester (1978, 1982),

Margarita (1980), Stanford and Mowry

(1990), Uchida et al. (1987), and Wilson

and Meyer (1990), has identified a much

broader range of circumstances and factors

both temporally and statistically related to

assaults on police officers.

Although these studies are too numerous and detailed to summarize in the immediate context, several practical implications

have arisen from this line of research. One

implication is the acknowledgment that

nonlethal assaults against the police far

exceed the number of officers who are murdered. Another is the increased emphasis

that they have placed on the need for training on topics as varied as communication and problem solving to defensive

tactics. Yet another is the recognition that
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assaults on the police not only pose obvious

physical consequences for those directly

involved, but also for the figurative ‘‘health’’

of the agency in terms of morale, recruitment, retention, productivity, and police–

community relations to name but just a few

areas of administrative concern. Given these

consequences, the need for continued and

sophisticated research on the topic, particularly that which is as broad based and

generalized as possible, remains strong.



Accidental Deaths of Police Officers

While personal injury as the result of an

intentional assault is indeed widespread

and disconcerting, perhaps even more so

are the accidental deaths incurred by the

profession. During the ten-year period

from 1994 to 2003 (the most recent time

frame for which data are available), 697

officers died accidentally in the line of

duty. The fewest accidental deaths occurred

in 1996 (fifty‐two cases) and the greatest

number of losses occurred in 2000 (eightythree cases).

The most frequent circumstance giving

rise to the accidental death of police officers

across the ten-year period without exception involved automobile accidents. The

second most common cause of accidental

death among officers is being struck by a

vehicle, generally during a traffic stop,

while directing traffic, or while investigating

an accident. Far less common, but still

prevalent, are other situations such as training mishaps, accidental discharge of firearms, and mistaken identity. To be sure,

these unfortunate instances are significant

insofar as they provide a unique learning

opportunity intended to prevent or, at least

minimize, their future occurrence.



Murders of Police Officers

Of greatest concern to both the public and

the profession are those instances in which
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a police officer is feloniously killed in the

line of duty. Over the ten-year period from

1994 to 2003, 616 officers were intentionally killed while performing their duties.

The greatest number of officers was killed

in 1994 (seventy‐nine murders) with the

fewest number of occurrences in 1992

(forty‐two murders). On average, approximately sixty‐one officers have been killed

annually between 1994 and 2003. Interestingly, the FBI does not include the seventy‐

two law enforcement personnel who were

killed in conjunction with the events of

September 11, 2001, in this ten-year longitudinal analysis on grounds that including

these cases would skew the data. Excluding

this particular instance, a police officer’s risk

of being murdered has steadily decreased

during the past thirty‐five years from 1 in

4,000 to over 1 in 12,000. Several potential

explanations for this trend might include

improved training and tactics as well as the

increased use of protective body armor.



Situational Characteristics

The type of situation most frequently giving rise to the murder of a police officer

for the ten-year period from 1994 to 2003

was that involving an attempted arrest

(187) followed by traffic pursuits/stops

(101) and ambushes (100). Other situations in which officers were killed included

responding to disturbance calls (e.g., domestic assaults or bar fights) (98) or investigating suspicious persons (96). Far less

frequent were instances involving prisoner

transport (20), handling the mentally ill

(14), or civil disturbances/riots (0). Interestingly, the distribution of these instances

does not appear to fluctuate greatly from

year to year. Simply stated, arrest situations, suspicious person calls, and traffic

stops seem to consistently dominate the

contexts in which officers are most frequently killed.

Research conducted by Cardarelli

(1968) in the early 1960s revealed that



arrests related to robbery or suspicious

person calls posed the greatest risk for

officers in urban areas, whereas prisoner

transport was the more common cause of

fatality in nonurban settings. Research

conducted by Konstanin (1984) supports

the threat posed by ‘‘suspicious persons,’’

especially where the contact is officer

initiated, but failed to find the elevated

risk associated with robbery calls/arrests

as previously reported by Cardarelli. Yet

another study focusing on the murder of

New York City police officers from 1844

to 1978 by Margarita (1980) revealed that

only 28.5% of such incidents occurred in

the context of robbery investigations. Although evidence regarding the prevalence

of robbery-related deaths is somewhat contradictory in the context of these historically and geographically bound studies,

the fact remains that offenses involving

the use of a weapon pose a substantial risk

to officer safety.

Common knowledge abounds in law

enforcement circles regarding the fact

that nighttime hours are the most dangerous for an officer’s personal safety. While

this contention is in fact supported by the

available data, such narrow focus detracts

attention from the risk that officers face

during the daytime hours when, quite surprisingly, a significant number of killings

occur in broad daylight. Although variation exists from year to year, the most

dangerous days of the week are Tuesday

through Friday, with the fewest officer

killings occurring on Sundays. No readily

distinguishable differences exist indicating

that any one season or month of the year

is more or less dangerous than the next.



Weapons Involved

Contrary to expectation and the understandable fear of most officers, very few

officers were killed with their own weapons. Rather, most officers are killed by

other weapons already in the possession
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of those who would do them harm. Practically speaking, this means that officers

should be more cognizant of weapons other

than their own that might be readily used

against them. Without exception across the

ten-year period from 1994 to 2003, most

officers who were feloniously killed in

the line of duty (320) did not make use of

their own weapon for defensive purposes,

and most (516) did not have their weapon

stolen by the assailant. A clear majority

of officers are killed by a handgun (425),

with very few being killed by a rifle (109)

or shotgun (34). Edged weapon (knife) attacks (7) occur even less frequently. Thus,

although weapon retention is indeed an

important part of the training officers receive regarding street survival, the available data strongly suggest that attention

should also be paid to the early detection

and securing of other weapons (i.e., handguns) that might be used for assaultive

purposes.



Officer Characteristics

Particular attention is frequently given to

the characteristics of victim officers—surviving officers like to think that they are

somehow different from those who have

fallen and are therefore at lower risk for

meeting the same fate. This rationalization

can, however, lead to a false sense of safety

in light of the available data, which suggest

that although officers between thirty‐one

and forty years of age comprise the largest

number of victims (227), those in the age

ranges of twenty‐one to thirty (200) and

forty‐one and above (186) remain at almost

equal risk. White male officers are at higher

risk than their female and racial counterparts. This pattern may be due, at least in

part, to the fact that law enforcement continues to be a profession largely dominated

by this particular demographic (i.e., white

males). The typical victim officer is between

thirty‐six and thirty‐eight years of age with

an average of ten years of service—two
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particular characteristics that have not

changed much, if any, over the years.

Again, however, officers in other age groups

with fewer or greater years of service remain

at risk, albeit to a slightly lesser extent.



Offender Characteristics

Of the 748 suspects involved in the killings

of police officers over the ten-year period

from 1994 to 2003, most were white (407)

males (721) between the ages of eighteen

and twenty‐four (284). This profile should

not, however, be interpreted to mean that

other races, genders, or age groups are

harmless—members of other groups still

account for a significant number of suspects

involved in police killings and should

not be taken any less seriously. Similarly,

although individuals with prior arrests

and convictions accounted for the largest

portion of suspects, there remain significant numbers of individuals who fatally

strike out at the police in the absence of

any real past criminal record.



Clearance Rates

To be sure, the killing of a police officer

receives considerable media attention and

public outcry. This reaction, combined

with the fervent determination of fellow

officers to capture the suspect, likely

accounts for the exceptionally high clearance rate of police murders. Of the 816

individuals identified as suspects in police

killings from 1992 to 2001, only 11 evaded

arrest at the time of the report publication

(and may very well have been since killed

or captured). Most suspects (629) were

arrested and brought to trial. Others

were justifiably killed by police (103), and

some committed suicide (64). Thus, the

clearance rate for the murder of police

officers is especially high given that surviving officers and investigators take a very

‘‘personal’’ interest in these types of cases.
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Benefits for Survivors

While local communities and agencies both

suffer from the accidental loss or felonious

killing of an officer, those who experience

the most long-term effects of a life cut short

in the line of duty are immediate family

members. Initially emerging in response

to isolated instances at the local and then

state level, there exist today a number and

variety of support networks for police survivors. Some of these, such as the Concerns

of Police Survivors, are privately created

and funded, while others like the Bureau

of Justice Administration’s Public Safety

Officers’ Benefits Program are taxpayer

supported and, as such, government administered. Clearly, the purpose of these programs is to provide emotional and financial

support for survivors through a network

of local chapters, peer support groups,

benefit coordinators, and programmatic

offerings.



Commemorating Fallen Officers

The legacy of those who are killed in the line

of duty is preserved by the National Law

Enforcement Officers’ Memorial Fund,

which not only maintains a memorial wall

visited by more than 150,000 people annually, but has successfully lobbied for several

public acknowledgments of police sacrifice

such as Police Officer Memorial Day (on

May 15 each year) and the minting of five

hundred thousand commemorative silver

dollars, which has generated more than

$1.5 million for maintenance and repair of

the facility. Most recently, the fund successfully lobbied Congress for the appropriation

of land at Judiciary Square in Washington,

D.C., on which a national law enforcement

museum is expected to be constructed.

R. ALAN THOMPSON

See also Crime, Serious Violent; Danger

and Police Work; Deadly Force; Stress

and Police Work
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ACCOUNTABILITY

The power of police in any society is

derived from the communities they serve.

The public invests responsibility in its police

to enforce the laws and, in some rare cases,

to use force against citizens. This is an

extremely important set of responsibilities

that police must use with caution and care.

In cases where police overstep their responsibilities and engage in misconduct, they

can be removed from their positions and,

in the most extreme cases, prosecuted for

violating the law. The major way in which

citizens ensure that police are exercising

their responsibilities within the parameters

set by the community is through police accountability measures.

Samuel Walker, one of the leading

researchers of police accountability, describes two main levels at which the police

can be held accountable: the individual

level where police officers are held accountable for their actions and the organizational level where law enforcement

agencies are held accountable for the services they deliver to their communities.

Additionally, within each of these levels

there are two main avenues for ensuring

police accountability. Community members or other government actors may act

through external mechanisms, while departmental leadership and supervisors

may target internal influences (Walker

2005). A number of models or practices

are being used in each area by law enforcement agencies across the country. In the

following sections, we review some of the

most promising of these models.



models have focused on how police departments investigate complaints filed by

citizens against officers. In recent years,

however, some citizen involvement models

have expanded their focus to include overseeing use-of-force investigations, issuing

annual reports, providing outreach to citizens in the community, facilitating mediation between police and citizens, and

providing policy analysis of local police

policies.

There are roughly four different types

of citizen review agencies that engage in

varying levels of involvement in the police

complaint investigation process (Bobb

2003; Finn 2001; Walker 2001). Although

scholars and justice professionals vary in

the ways in which they classify each

model, the types of models generally include the following categories:

.



.



External Police Integrity

Citizen Involvement Models

Citizen involvement models refer to organizational accountability bodies, composed

wholly or in part of citizens, that provide

some level of oversight over police operations. Traditionally, citizen involvement
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External citizen oversight models.

These organizations are generally

separate from the police department,

with offices in a separate location.

They often take citizen complaints

and perform their own investigations. Many of these organizations

are composed entirely of private citizens, although some also have police

employees play a role in the process.

External auditors/ombudsman. These

organizations are usually led by a single individual who is an employee of

the city, county, or state and is not

affiliated with the police. This individual has access to and may audit

police investigations. In some cases

this individual may participate in

the investigation by asking additional questions or requesting to

speak with different witnesses. The

auditor/ombudsman evaluates the

investigation as it unfolds and can

request that the police conduct an

additional investigation.

Appellate review models. These organizations generally review the complaints that citizens file against the

police once the internal affairs office
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has made a finding on the complaint.

They serve as a way in which individuals who file a complaint can

appeal the findings of the police department. However, their review is

limited to the process of the investigation itself; they generally have limited powers and do not conduct their

own investigations.

Hybrid models. These organizations

contain different elements from several of the models.



There is no one national model of citizen involvement. Rather citizen participation models are organic, emerging from a

host of local variables, and the model is

largely dependent on the police and the

community and the history of the relationship between these two groups. Luna and

Walker (2000) have posited that different

cities throughout the United States have

created models of citizen participation

not from trying to replicate a specific

model but through focusing on the local

aspects of the community. They characterize the development of these other models

as ‘‘an ad hoc experimental’’ process that

‘‘reflect[s] . . . the vagaries of local leadership and political compromise’’ (p. 88).

Therefore, different models across the

country have different levels of power

and different functions that reflect local

community expectations.



civil rights violations by the departments.

Consent decrees are intended to promote

organizational accountability by providing

agencies with the incentive to avoid litigation by implementing what are considered ‘‘best practices’’ in the field. These

can include such initiatives as enhancement

of use-of-force policies and the implementation of an early intervention system.

Once a police agency enters into a consent decree, it is obligated to take specific

steps involving policy and practice, as described in the decree, so that the agency

comes into compliance with the law. For

example, the consent decree the New

Jersey State Police entered into in 1999

mandated policy changes to specifically

proscribe the use of race, national, or ethnic characteristics to make traffic stops; to

document traffic stops and provide supervisory review of individual traffic stops

and of patterns of conduct; to conduct

comprehensive investigations into allegations of misconduct; to improve training

for recruits and incumbent troopers; to

submit to auditing by the New Jersey attorney general; to issue regular reports on

certain law enforcement activities; and to

be evaluated by a court-appointed monitor. Other departments that have entered

into consent decrees during the past ten

years include the Pittsburgh Police Bureau, Pennsylvania; Steubenville Police

Department, Ohio; and Los Angeles Police

Department, California (U.S. Department

of Justice 2006b).



Consent Decrees

During the past decade, more than twenty

police departments have entered into consent decrees with the U.S. Department of

Justice after they were found to have fostered a ‘‘pattern or practice’’ of civil rights

violations. A consent decree is a settlement

agreement entered into by the ‘‘consent’’ of

the party subject to its terms. The decree is

submitted in writing to a court and gains

legal authority once approved by a judge.

These settlements are the result of federal

investigations into allegations of ongoing



Use-of-Force Reporting

Among topics of police accountability, officer use of force has attracted the most

attention. The authority to use physical

coercion and deadly force distinguishes

the police from other types of organizations. Despite the consequences for citizens when this authority is misused or

abused, use of force has only been subject

to meaningful organizational constraints

since the 1970s, before which most police
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agencies did not have policies governing

officers’ use of force or the collection of

data on use of force.

Only relatively recently have police

received training and guidance in how

they use force on the job (Walker 2005).

The policy developed in 1972 by the New

York City Police Department (NYPD)

provided an original model for other

departments. The NYPD made several important decisions, which included a clarification of the rules for when the use of

force is appropriate, changing the standard from when a felon is fleeing to when

force must be used in defense of the officer’s or another person’s life. Rules about

discharging weapons were also restricted.

Officers could not fire warning shots,

shoot to wound, or shoot at or from a

moving vehicle (Walker 2005).

In an overview of prior studies of use of

force, McEwen (1996) notes that ‘‘the

research over the last 30 years . . . consistently calls for improved data collection at

the local and national level’’ (p. 26). The

Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994 represents the first effort

to do so nationally, providing the attorney

general with the authority to bring litigation against agencies engaging in a ‘‘pattern or practice’’ of civil rights violations.

This legislation also requires the attorney

general to ‘‘acquire data about the use of

excessive force by law enforcement officers’’ and ‘‘publish an annual summary

of the data acquired.’’

In response to this mandate, in 1995 the

National Institute of Justice (NIJ) and Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS) convened a

workshop to discuss how best to collect

data on excessive use of force. Participants, which included police practitioners,

lawyers, researchers, and civilians, noted

that there was no single accepted definition

of what constitutes ‘‘excessive force.’’ The

legal test, which comes from the 1985 U.S.

Supreme Court case Tennessee v. Garner,

limits the use of deadly force to when ‘‘it is

necessary to prevent the escape and the

officer to believe that the suspect poses a
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significant threat of death or serious

physical injury to the officer or others.’’

However, the policies and procedures developed to comply with these requirements

differ widely.

Another important issue raised concerned the lack of a single source of information (e.g., court records, citizen

complaints, police reports) that would

provide the complete picture (McEwen

1996). Additionally, participants agreed

that data collection should include incidents of police use of force in general rather

than the limited scope of excessive force

(McEwen 1996). Following the workshop,

the NIJ and BJS jointly funded the International Association of Chiefs of Police

(IACP) to develop a National Police Use

of Force Database. Because of the sensitivity of the subject, data contributions

would be voluntary and anonymous to promote participation and accurate reporting

(Henriquez 1999).

As agencies continue to implement useof-force policies, these policies have developed in four important ways: Written policies cover an increasing range of actions,

the content of policies has become increasingly detailed, the review of use-of-force

reports is the subject of greater attention,

and increasingly departments are analyzing use-of-force reports in the aggregate to

determine if patterns exist (Walker 2005).

In particular, report and review has become the best practice for critical incidents, defined by Walker (2005) as ‘‘any

police action that has a potentially adverse

effect on the life, liberty, or dignity or a

citizen’’ (p. 44).

Practitioners and researchers increasingly understand police–citizen encounters as fluid and composed of multiple

stages that can be analyzed and prepared

for. De-escalation techniques such as ‘‘verbal judo’’ and training and policies on

responding to people with mental disorders

are examples of efforts to control proactively

the outcome of situations. Today, departments use a force continuum to train officers

to apply force in a way that approximately
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matches the level of resistance offered by

the suspect and changes incrementally

based on how the interaction progresses.

Some researchers (e.g., Alpert and Dunham

1999; Terrill et al. 2003; Terrill 2005) are

working to improve the analytical and training capabilities of the force continuum.



Internal Police Integrity

COMPSTAT

COMPSTAT, which stands for computerdriven statistics, has been described as

‘‘a goal-oriented strategic management

process that uses computer technology,

operational strategy and managerial accountability to structure the manner in

which a police department provides crimecontrol services’’ (Walsh 2001). After developing the fundamentals of the system

while chief of the New York City Transit

Police, William Bratton introduced COMPSTAT to the NYPD when he became

commissioner in 1994. Many departments

throughout the country have implemented

COMPSTAT-type systems. COMPSTAT

has since rapidly diffused through larger police departments (Weisburd et al. 2003).

COMPSTAT employs geographic information systems (GIS) and crime analysis to provide a data-driven and visual

representation of a particular problem in

a timely manner so that an intervention

can be crafted in real time. The system is

meant to promote accountability through

the focused use of these data in regular

police staff meetings. In these meetings,

those in leadership positions are held accountable for addressing problems within

their area of geographic responsibility.

The emphasis of COMPSTAT is on assisting mangers to deploy rapid follow-up to

the problems in their patrol beats and to

then address those efforts in these regular

meetings.

Departments using COMPSTAT may

note the difference in where COMPSTAT



locates responsibility for problem solving as opposed to its locus in community

policing. Whereas community policing

seeks to empower the patrol officer because of his or her proximity to the street,

many departments using COMPSTAT

programs give responsibility for problem

prioritization and strategy to supervisors

and managers, who, its proponents argue,

possess the experience and resources to

marshal change. It is then up to the local

manager to identify the best approach

to solving the problem that has been

identified.

Some observers (e.g., Scott 2000) have

noted that COMPSTAT’s effectiveness

is highly dependent on how it is practiced. Overreliance on technology, to the

detriment of both analytical thinking and

selection by commanders of problems

from a ‘‘limited and conventional set’’ of

responses (e.g., increased patrol), is not

the problem-solving capability touted by

the system’s proponents. Some police

practitioners note that their daily routine

has been completely co-opted by COMPSTAT. Departments with strong unions

may face obstacles when implementing

meaningful accountability measures, although some police executives have come

up with creative alternatives. Anecdotal

evidence also indicates that COMPSTAT

meetings must find a happy medium between an accountability-free staff meeting

and a gratuitously harsh or demeaning

atmosphere that many COMPSTAT programs have embraced (Dewan 2004).

Although the pressure to produce results

is great, COMPSTAT’s advocates argue

that accountability should address the

quality of the efforts made in targeting a

problem, not its amelioration.



Early Intervention Systems

Early intervention (EI) systems are computer programs that provide police administrators with the ability to monitor officer

performance across a variety of fields.
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The two types of EI systems are the Comprehensive Personnel Assessment System

(CPAS) and the Performance Problem

System (Walker 2005). The first system

collects information from a wide range of

fields and, as a result, provides a window

into a broad variety of performance issues.

However, these systems need a ‘‘sophisticated technological infrastructure and

an enormous amount of administrative

oversight’’ (Walker 2005, 105). The Performance Problem System, on the other

hand, collects information from a smaller

set of fields and provides a more limited

view of officer performance. This system is

easier to manage, is less expensive, and

requires less technological support than

the CPAS.

The origin of the EI system derives from

the long-held, but previously little tested,

belief that a small number of officers are

responsible for the majority of complaints

made against a police department (Walker

2005). During the 1970s, some departments

began to track officers who used force on

the job, especially those involved in shootings. Several controversial incidents between police officers and racial minorities

also served as precipitating events (Walker

2005). One such event occurred in MiamiDade, Florida, in 1980 when four police

officers beat to death an African American

citizen, Arthur McDuffie, and significant

community violence ensued. Following the

violence, a local ordinance directed MiamiDade to create the Employee Profile System

to allow for a detailed examination of each

officer (Walker 2005).

Another controversial incident occurred in Los Angeles in 1991 when, at the

end of a pursuit, police officers beat Rodney King, an unarmed motorist who

resisted arrest. Examining the Los Angeles

Police Department (LAPD), the Christopher Commission found that forty-four

officers accounted for a high percentage

of complaints and that all of these officers

could be identified through readily available forms of data. Despite the fact that a

system could be constructed to track these
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data, the LAPD did not develop an EI

system. The next year the Kolt Commission found exactly the same situation with

sixty-seven deputies in the Los Angeles

County Sheriff’s Office. In this case, however, the Sheriff’s Office did develop an

early intervention system in response.

Originally, EI systems were referred to

as early warning (EW) systems. The original terminology bothered many officers,

because it had ‘‘a negative connotation’’

(Walker 2005, 102), making it sound as if

these systems focused on singling out officers for discipline. The name change also

emphasizes that the EI system is intended

as a tool for supervisors to use to spot

officers who may be engaging in potentially

problematic behavior and intervene

before there is a larger problem—not to

impose discipline. Specifically, the EI system is ‘‘intended to highlight poor officer

performance and provide a system to correct behavior, thus potentially saving a

career rather than destroying one’’ (Davis

et al. 2002, 25). These systems track police

performance in a variety of areas in addition to use of force. Moreover, some of

these systems have the ability to examine

officers who are performing their jobs better than their peers in addition to those

officers perhaps engaged in troublesome

behaviors (Davis et al. 2002).

The EI system uses a two-step process:

identification and selection. Identification

occurs when an officer is flagged by the

system. At this point, the system has merely

identified the officer for the supervisor to

take a closer look at so the supervisor can

determine whether there is reason for concern. This occurs when an officer reaches a

threshold in one or a combination of the

fields (e.g., citizen complaints, use-of-force

incidents, line-of-duty injuries). The supervisor looks at official records of the tasks

that the officer does during his or her shift,

discretionary decisions that involve controversial actions (e.g., use of force), and personnel records (e.g., how many sick days

the officer has taken). As an extra level of

supervision, the administrator examines
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‘‘the context of an officer’s work assignment and performance history’’ to identify

possible counter-explanations for the officer being selected by the EI system (Walker

2005, 111). The second step, selection,

refers to the act of the supervisor’s decision

to intervene. At this phase, the supervisor

determines that there is a reason to intervene and take action with the officer. Importantly, it is the supervisor rather than

the EI system making the determination

of whether some sort of intervention is

necessary.

Officers who are selected enter into the

intervention stage. The intervention stage

is important because it is ‘‘where the department delivers the ‘treatment’ designed

to improve an officer’s performance’’

(Walker 2005, 116). Despite its importance, however, the intervention stage has

received scant attention from researchers

and practitioners (Walker 2005). Once the

intervention is administered, the department often monitors the officer.

The EI system has two additional functions besides merely identifying problematic behavior from officers (Walker 2005).

First, EI systems communicate to officers

that their behavior on the job is being

monitored and that the department will

hold them accountable for their work performance. Second, in some EI systems,

officers have access to observe their score.

In these systems, officers can observe their

performance and take action in advance to

enhance their performance and bring it

into compliance with the threshold of

their fellow officers.



In-Car Video

The introduction of in-car video (ICV)

units into police departments represents a

potentially exciting advance in police supervision. The ICV system is a video camera system mounted in the patrol car for

the purpose of filming police–citizen contacts—including criminal incidents, car

accidents, and drunk driving arrests—and



for offering increased protection to both

officers and citizens. The ICV also provides supervisors with access to the decision making that officers conduct during

the delivery of police services to citizens.

The literature traces the first experimental uses of cameras to record police–citizen

contacts to the mid-1980s (Kubiovak 1997;

Schrest et al. 1990). Schrest et al. note that

in 1984 police administrators began to consider outfitting patrol cars with cameras

after an analysis of Uniform Crime Reports

(UCR) data found that four out of every

five officers attacked (both fatally and nonfatally) had been on uniformed patrol. The

ICV unit was suggested as a reactive tool to

serve as a means of capturing police

assaults on video so that the assailant

could eventually be held criminally responsible (Liquori and Perry 1988, 35, in Schrest

et al. 1990).

Despite the interest in equipping patrol

cars with cameras, police departments still

faced barriers when trying to implement

ICV units. In particular, ICV systems were

unfeasible due to the technological limitations of the time—large cameras that

recorded poorly (Schrest et al. 1990). Police

departments also faced financial constraints (Schrest et al. 1990). One agency,

the Georgia Department of Public Safety,

funded their ICV unit through a partnership with the Drug Enforcement Administration that provided them with federal

money and money from drug seizures

(Johnson 1992). Improvements in technology and the decrease in cost have now made

ICV units a viable tool for many police

departments.

The ICV assists law enforcement officers in the performance of their job by

recording evidence, police–citizen interactions, and criminal incidents or investigations that result in arrest. The units are

ideal for creating an ‘‘objective’’ record

of drug seizures and automobile accidents

to supplement the written police report

(Cook 1993; Pilant 1995). Johnson (1992)

reports that Georgia had a 100% conviction rate for drug-related cases after
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implementing their ICV system. Additionally, should the police incident report be

called into question, police departments

can provide the video record of the original

incident (Vetterli 1996). Ultimately, this

‘‘objective record’’ of the incident serves as

a check on the accuracy and veracity of a

police report.

In particular, the ICV unit is also well

suited for capturing officer–citizen interactions during traffic patrol (Pilant 1995).

Police officers can record traffic incidents

in two ways (Maxfield and Andresen 2001).

First, when a police officer turns on his

patrol lights to signal a motorist to pull

over to the side of the road, the camera

automatically begins filming. The camera records the officer–citizen interaction

until the officer turns off the camera. This

allows a supervisor to examine the officer’s

manner of interacting with a citizen in a

particular stop. Second, a police officer

can film the offender actually committing

the traffic offense by manually activating

the camera before turning on his police

lights. In recording a traffic offense, an

objective record of the infraction is created

for the officer and supervisor to examine

later. In certain cases, officers have taken

the additional step of providing voiceover

narration as the event unfolds, thereby

indicating in word and on video his or

her reasons for stopping the motorist

(Maxfield and Andresen 2001).

It is important to remember that the ICV

unit is still only a tool, useful in specific

situations. Though the ICV unit shows

promise for improving certain aspects of

police work, it is clearly inappropriate

for some police operations. For example,

since the camera is mounted, or at least

located, in the patrol car, officers on foot

patrol cannot use an ICV unit (Pilant 1995).

Also, the fixed location of the camera

makes the ICV unit ineffective for incidents

that occur off of roadways, such as those

that are the result of police calls for service

and where officers leave their cars and

travel outside the view of the camera and

out of range of the microphone. Finally,
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initial experiences with these systems

have found their use as a training tool

to be limited. Few agencies with ICV

systems have supervisors regularly monitor the tapes of their reporting officers,

so to date many of the ongoing training

opportunities associated with ICV have

been unfulfilled.



External versus Internal Models

Many law enforcement agencies utilize

both external and internal models of ensuring police accountability. While effective

internal systems reduce the demand for external models of law enforcement oversight,

it appears to be the case that a blend of

internal and external models offers an

agency the best approach for monitoring

its officers and ensuring members of the

community that they are receiving enforcement efforts in the most fair and equitable

manner.



Supervision

The key to the effectiveness of any of the

police accountability models cited above

is the role of the supervisor. The first-level

supervisor must be trained and inclined to

use the information that comes from these

various models to influence the behavior of

her or his officers. Initial training is essential because in many law enforcement agencies training in employee supervision is

extremely limited when officers are promoted to supervisory positions. In many

cases officers simply try to replicate the

behavior of their prior supervisors whom

they respected.

In the area of police accountability, the

role of the supervisor is critical. When

supervisors ignore difficult employees or

fail to effectively intervene in cases of

employee misconduct, the resulting situation not only affects the future behavior of
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that employee but negatively affects the

attitudes and orientation of all employees,

who quickly identify a double standard

between what an organization says are its

values and policies and what happens to

employees who fail to carry out these policies or reflect the organizational values.

JACK MCDEVITT, RUSSELL

WOLFF, and W. CARSTEN ANDRESEN
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ADMINISTRATION OF

POLICE AGENCIES,

THEORIES OF

Theories of police administration have

been largely derived from the more general

fields of organization theory, public administration, and business administration.

Police administration textbooks and training programs have changed over the years,

sometimes in response to new developments in the practice of police administration, and sometimes in response to new

ideas and concepts from research and literature. Today, several approaches can be

identified that differ primarily in the emphasis they give to particular components

of police administration and factors affecting police organizations.



the general direction of the International

City Management Association; now retitled Local Government Police Management). The classical approach emphasizes

structure and management: organizational

principles (unity of command, chain of

command, delegation of authority), management functions (planning, directing,

controlling), and functional components

of policing (patrol administration, traffic

supervision, jail management).

The classical approach remains popular

and influential today for several reasons.

It provides the most straightforward

approach to holding police officers accountable. It is at the heart of the law enforcement agency accreditation program

now in its third decade of operation. It

is the primary means of risk management

for minimizing a police agency’s civil liability exposure. It has been encouraged by

developments in administrative law that require more and more documentation in

support of disciplinary actions. It is consistent with the Incident Command System

(ICS) and National Incident Management

System (NIMS) that are being federally

mandated for response to major homeland security crises, and it provides an appearance, at least, of close control over

police power and discretion that is comforting to citizens and police administrators

alike.



The Human Relations Approach

The Classical Approach

The classical approach to police administration dominated textbooks and training

into the 1960s; it was and is closely associated with the professional model of policing and probably still has more influence

over practice than any other. This approach

is best illustrated by the pioneering textbooks Police Administration (first edition

by O. W. Wilson, 1950) and Municipal

Police Administration (1938, edited under
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The human relations approach was developed as an alternative to the classical approach when research and experience

demonstrated that the performance of

people in organizations was significantly

affected by attitudes, feelings, beliefs, peer

pressure, and organizational culture—not

just structure, principles, and functions.

The human relations approach came to

dominate police administration textbooks

and training, although its impact on actual

police management is harder to gauge.
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The underlying rationale is that the performance of a police organization is almost

entirely a function of people productivity

and that police management is almost entirely people management. The approach

focuses on morale, communications, motivation, group dynamics, and leadership.

Most of the police administration textbooks published since 1970 place substantial emphasis on the human relations

approach.

In recent decades, police agencies have

shown considerable interest in a variety of

popular management techniques affiliated

with the human relations approach, including situational leadership, effective habits

of leaders, quality circles, principles of excellence, management by values, and total

quality management. The rise of community policing also gave a push to the human

relations approach to police administration. Community policing tends to advocate extending police officer discretion,

encouraging officers to work closely with

the public, and expecting officers to implement creative solutions to community problems. Some police executives have argued

that police management must establish

better human relations in its dealings with

its own employees before it can reasonably

expect those employees to treat the public

with increased care and respect, let alone

innovation and creativity.



The Strategic Management

Approach

The strategic management approach to

police administration emphasizes objectives, tasks, and resources. Police administration is conceived primarily as a rational

adaptation of means to ends, of planning

and designing tasks that will lead to the

achievement of organizational objectives.

Police evaluation research, exemplified

by the Kansas City Preventive Patrol

Experiment, the RAND study of criminal



investigation, and the PERF study of

police response time, focused on police

operational tasks and their effectiveness

and gave rise to such programs as ‘‘Managing Patrol Operations,’’ ‘‘Managing

Criminal Investigations,’’ and ‘‘Differential Police Response Strategies.’’ More

recently, community policing, problemoriented policing, COMPSTAT, and

intelligence-led policing have emerged as

leading new police strategies.

The strategic management approach

gained considerable stature during the last

two decades as resource constraints forced

police administrators to focus more and

more on the efficiency and effectiveness

of police programs and strategies. The

‘‘Perspectives on Policing’’ series prepared

at Harvard University and distributed by

the National Institute of Justice was influential in popularizing this approach, as

were the books Beyond 911: A New Era

for Policing (Sparrow et al. 1990) and

Beyond Command and Control: The Strategic Management of Police Departments

(Moore and Stephens 1991). The heightened concern over efficiency and effectiveness has greatly elevated the roles of policy

analysis, program evaluation, and other

analytical aspects of police administration. Most recently, the ‘‘Measuring What

Matters’’ program has focused attention

on the importance of specifying and then

measuring the most important services and

outcomes of police agencies. The book

Recognizing Value in Policing: The Challenge of Measuring Police Performance

(Moore et al. 2002) represents this approach.



The Institutional Approach

The institutional approach to police administration emphasizes the external environment of police organizations, policy

making, and decision making more

than internal management duties. The two

books that best illustrate this approach

are Herman Goldstein’s Policing a Free
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Society (1977) and the anthology Police

Leadership in America (Geller 1985). These

books consider the police administrator’s

external relations with political leaders,

city managers, the media, labor unions,

and community groups. They also emphasize such matters as defining the police

function, developing alternatives to formal

legal processing, and structuring police

discretion, all of which are extremely important in the big picture of executing

government policy, but are likely to be

overlooked when the focus is exclusively

on the internal management of the police

department.

One contemporary issue that illustrates

the value of the institutional approach is

racial profiling. The classical approach

might respond to racial profiling with a

rule prohibiting discrimination and increased supervision to discourage it. The

human relations approach might tend to

rely on sensitivity or diversity training for

officers to change their attitudes and beliefs.

The strategic management approach might

analyze tactics and strategies in order to

identify one, perhaps community policing,

that would produce fewer complaints and

more nuanced police service. The institutional approach would tend to focus on

policies and training that guide officer decision making about how to choose vehicles

and pedestrians to stop and how to decide

when to search people and cars. These are

discretionary decisions made by individual

officers day in and day out, and in many

police departments they are not guided to

any significant degree by clear policies,

training, or other guidelines. As a result,

in many departments, stops and searches

are carried out by individual officers based

on inconsistent criteria, resulting in underpolicing, overpolicing, and/or patterns of

discrimination. The institutional approach

recognizes the importance of the cumulative impact of these individual decisions

and specifically tries to structure discretion

in order to achieve more consistency and

less discrimination.
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Conclusion

The theoretical and practical emphases of

police administration have evolved over the

years. Initial reform efforts stressed professional administration, structure, and

control based on the classical approach to

administration. In the 1960s, increasing

attention was paid to improving police performance through inspired leadership and

paying attention to employee needs—the

human relations approach. In recent years

increased emphasis has been placed on improving the effectiveness of police tactics

and strategies and on the police agency’s

relations with its external environment—

the strategic management and institutional

approaches. More attention is still needed

on the institutional approach’s focus on

structuring discretion. Also needed are textbooks and training programs that effectively integrate all of these approaches into

a more comprehensive treatment of the theory and practice of police administration.

GARY CORDNER

See also Accountability; Intelligence-Led

Policing and Organizational Learning;
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AGE AND CRIME

The relationship between aging and criminal activity has been noted since the

beginnings of criminology. For example,

Adolphe Quetelet (1833) found that the

proportion of the population involved in

crime tends to peak in adolescence or early

adulthood and then decline with age. This

age–crime relationship is remarkably similar across historical periods, geographic

locations, and crime types. That the impact of age on criminal involvement is one

of the strongest factors associated with

crime has prompted the controversial

claim that the age–crime relationship is

invariant (Hirschi and Gottfredson 1983).

However, considerable variation exists

among offenses and across historical periods in specific features of the age–crime

relationship (for example, peak age, median age, rate of decline from peak age). A

claim of ‘‘invariance’’ in the age–crime

relationship therefore overstates the case

(Steffensmeier et al. 1989).

Arrest data from the FBI’s Uniform

Crime Reports (UCR) on ordinary crimes

(e.g., robbery, assault, burglary, larcenytheft, auto theft) document the robustness

of the age effect on crime and also reveal a

long-term trend toward younger age–crime

distributions in more modern times.

Today, the peak age (the age group with



the highest age-specific arrest rate) is

younger than twenty-five for most crimes

reported in the FBI’s UCR program, and

rates begin to decline in the late teenage

years for more than half of the UCR

crimes. The National Crime Victimization

Survey (NCVS), self-report studies of

juvenile and adult criminality, and interview data from convicted felons also

corroborate the robust effect of age on

crime patterns (Rowe and Tittle 1977;

Elliott et al. 1983).



Explaining Youthful Offending

A variety of social, cognitive, and physical

factors can help explain the rapid rise in

age-specific rates of offending around midadolescence. Teenagers generally lack

strong bonds to conventional adult institutions, such as work and family (Warr

1998). At the same time, teens are faced

with strong potential rewards for offending: money, status, power, autonomy,

identity claims, strong sensate experiences

stemming from sex, natural adrenaline

highs or highs from illegal substances,

and respect from similar peers (Wilson

and Herrenstein 1985; Steffensmeier et al.

1989). Further, their dependent status as

juveniles insulates teens from many of the

social and legal costs of illegitimate activities, and their stage of cognitive development limits prudence concerning the

consequences of their behavior. At the

same time, they possess the physical prowess required to commit crimes. Finally, a

certain amount of misbehavior is often

seen as natural to youth and seen as simply

a stage of growing up (Jolin and Gibbons

1987; Hagan et al. 1998).

For those in late adolescence or early

adulthood (roughly ages seventeen to

twenty-two, the age group showing the

sharpest decline in arrest rates for many

crimes), important changes occur in at

least six spheres of life (Steffensmeier

et al. 1989):
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1. Greater access to legitimate sources

of material goods and excitement:

jobs, credit, alcohol, sex, etc.

2. Patterns of illegitimate opportunities:

with the assumption of adult roles,

opportunities increase for crimes

(for example, gambling, fraud, and

employee theft) that are less risky,

more lucrative, or less likely to be

reflected in official statistics.

3. Peer associations and lifestyle: reduced orientation to same-age–

same-sex peers and increased orientation toward persons of the opposite sex or persons who are older or

more mature.

4. Cognitive and analytical skill development, leading to a gradual decline

in egocentrism, hedonism, and sense

of invincibility; becoming more concerned for others, more accepting of

social values, more comfortable in

social relations, and more concerned

with the meaning of life and their

place of things; and seeing their

casual delinquencies of youth as

childish or foolish.

5. Increased legal and social costs for

deviant behavior.

6. Age-graded norms: externally, increased expectation of maturity and

responsibility; internally, anticipation of assuming adult roles, coupled with reduced subjective

acceptance of deviant roles and the

threat they pose to entering adult

status.

As young people move into adulthood or

anticipate entering it, most find their bonds

to conventional society strengthening, with

expanded access to work or further education and increased interest in ‘‘settling

down.’’ Leaving high school, finding employment, going to college, enlisting in the

military, and getting married all tend to

increase informal social controls and integration into conventional society. In addition, early adulthood typically involves a

change in peer associations and lifestyle
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routines that diminish the opportunities for

committing these offenses. Furthermore, at

the same time when informal sanctions for

law violation are increasing, potential legal

sanctions increase substantially.



Variations in the Age Curve

Although crime tends to decline with age,

substantial variation can be found in the

parameters of the age–crime curve (such

as peak age, median age, and rate of

decline from peak age). ‘‘Flatter’’ age

curves (i.e., those with an older peak age

and/or a slower decline in offending rates

among older age groups) are associated

with at least two circumstances: (1) cultures and historical periods in which

youth have greater access to legitimate

opportunities and integration into adult

society and (2) types of crime for which

illegitimate opportunities increase rather

than diminish with age.



Cross-Cultural and Historical

Differences

In nonindustrial societies, the passage to

adult status is relatively simple and continuous. Formal rites of passage at relatively

early ages avoid much of the status ambiguity and role conflict that torment modern adolescents in the developed world.

Youths begin to assume responsible and

economically productive roles well before

they reach full physical maturity. It is not

surprising, therefore, to find that such

societies and time periods have significantly flatter and less skewed age–crime

patterns (for a review, see Greenberg

1979; Steffensmeier and Allan 2000).

Much the same is true for earlier periods in the history of the United States and

other industrial nations, when farm youth

were crucial for harvesting crops and

working-class children were expected to
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leave school at an early age and do their

part in helping to support their families.

By contrast, today teenagers typically

work at marginal jobs that provide little

self-pride or opportunities for adult mentorship, and instead segregate them in a

separate peer culture. Although youth has

always been seen as a turbulent time, social processes associated with the coming

of industrialization and the postindustrial

age have aggravated the stresses of adolescence, resulting in increased levels of juvenile criminality in recent decades. The

structure of modern societies, therefore,

encourages crime and delinquency among

the young because these societies ‘‘lack

institutional procedures for moving people smoothly from protected childhood

to autonomous adulthood’’ (Nettler 1978,

241). Unfortunately, reliable age statistics

on criminal involvement are not available

over extended historical periods.



Crime Types

The offenses that show the youngest peaks

and sharpest declines are crimes that fit the

low-yield, criminal mischief, ‘‘hell-raising’’

category: vandalism, petty theft, robbery,

arson, auto theft, burglary, and liquor law

and drug violations. Personal crimes such

as aggravated assault and homicide tend to

have somewhat ‘‘older’’ age distributions

(median age in the late twenties), as do

some of the public order offenses, public

drunkenness, and certain of the property

crimes that juveniles have less opportunity

to commit, like embezzlement, fraud, and

gambling (median age in late twenties or

thirties).

Older people may also shift to less visible criminal roles such as bookie or fence

(Steffensmeier and Ulmer 2005). Or as a

spinoff of legitimate roles, they may commit surreptitious crimes or crimes that,

if discovered, are unlikely to be reported

to the authorities, such as embezzlement,

stock fraud, bribery, or price-fixing.



Unfortunately, we know relatively little

about the age distribution of persons

who commit these and related lucrative

crimes, but the fragmentary evidence that

does exist suggests that they are likely to

be middle age or older (Shapiro 1984;

Pennsylvania Crime Commission 1991).

Evidence also suggests that the age curves

for lucrative crimes in the underworld

such as racketeering or loan-sharking not

only peak much later but tend to decline

more slowly with age (Steffensmeier and

Allan 2000; Steffensmeier 1986).



Sex Differences in the Age–Crime

Relationship

There appears to be considerable similarity in the age–crime relationship between

males and females (Steffensmeier and

Streifel 1991). To the extent that age differences between the sexes exists for certain

crimes (e.g., prostitution), the tendency is

for somewhat lower peak ages of offending

among females—apparently because of

their earlier physical maturity, the gendered

age effects of marketability of sexual services, and the likelihood that young adolescent females might date and associate with

older delinquent male peers. Also, the trend

toward younger and more peaked age–

crime distributions holds for both sexes.



‘‘Aging Out’’ of Crime

Research suggests that exiting from a criminal career is more likely with the acquisition of meaningful bonds to conventional

adult individuals and institutions such as

a good job or strong adult relationship

(Irwin 1970; Shover 1983, 1996). Other

bonds that may lead people away from

crime include involvement in religion,

sports, hobbies, or other activities (Steffensmeier and Ulmer 2005). The development

of conventional social bonds may be
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coupled with burnout or a belated deterrent

effect as offenders grow tired of the hassles

of repeated involvement with the criminal

justice system and the hardships of a life

of crime (Meisenhelder 1977; Shover 1983,

1996). They may also have experienced a

long prison sentence that jolts them into

quitting or that entails the loss of street

contacts that make the successful continuation of a criminal career difficult. Or offenders may develop a fear of dying alone in

prison, especially since repeated convictions

yield longer sentences. Still other offenders

may quit or ‘‘slow down’’ as they find their

abilities and efficiency declining with increasing age, loss of ‘‘nerve,’’ or sustained

narcotics or alcohol use (Prus and Sharper

1977; Adler and Adler 1983; Shover 1983,

1996; Steffensmeier 1986; Steffensmeier

and Ulmer 2005).

Older offenders who persist in crime are

more likely to belong to the criminal underworld. These are individuals who are relatively successful in their criminal activities

or who are extensively integrated into

subcultural or family criminal enterprises.

They seem to receive relational and psychic

rewards (e.g., pride in their expertise) as

well as monetary rewards from lawbreaking and, as a result, see no need to withdraw

from lawbreaking (Steffensmeier and

Ulmer 2005). Alternatively, such offenders

may ‘‘shift and oscillate’’ back and forth

between conventionality and lawbreaking,

depending on shifting life circumstances

and situational inducements to offend

(Adler and Adler 1983; Adler 1993; Steffensmeier and Ulmer 2005). These older

offenders are also unlikely to see many

meaningful opportunities for themselves in

the conventional or law-abiding world.

Consequently, ‘‘the straight life’’ may have

little to offer successful criminals, who will

be more likely to persist in their criminality

for an extended period. But they, too, may

slow down eventually as they grow tired of

the cumulative aggravations and risks of

criminal involvement, or as they encounter

the diminishing capacities associated with

the aging process.
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Conclusion

Age is a consistent predictor of crime,

both in the aggregate and for individuals.

The most common finding across countries, groups, and historical periods shows

that crime—especially ‘‘ordinary’’ or

‘‘street’’ crime—tends to be a young person’s activity. However, the age–crime relationship is not invariant; in fact, it varies

in its specific features according to crime

types, the structural position of groups,

and historical and cultural contexts. On

the other hand, relatively little is known

about older chronic offenders. Clearly,

the structure, dynamics, and contexts of

offending among older individuals is a

rich topic for future research.

DARRELL STEFFENSMEIER and

STEPHEN DEMUTH

See also Elderly and Crime; Juvenile Crime

and Criminalization; Juvenile Delinquency;

Youth Gangs: Definitions
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AIRPORT SAFETY AND

SECURITY

How safe are airports and commercial airplanes? The aftermath of the terrorist

attacks on September 11, 2001, has shed

light on the lax standards of airport safety

and security throughout the United States.

After all, the hijackers were able to board



four different U.S. flights with box cutters

either on their person or in their carryon luggage. With these box cutters (which,

prior to 9/11, would not commonly have

been considered ‘‘weapons’’), the terrorists were able to hijack four flights

and ultimately kill thousands of innocent

Americans. Since the tragic event, recommendations have been brought forth to

help make airports safer and more secure.

Proposals have included changes in training

and staffing, restructuring airport access

points, elevating standards and regulations,

utilizing various technological advancements to detect explosives and weapons in

baggage, and preventing unauthorized access to secure parts of airports, to name just

a few. A combination of changes have been

planned and implemented, ensuring a safer

flying experience and greater airport safety

at the growing number of airports throughout the United States.

The 9/11 terrorist attacks have prompted us to revisit airport safety and security

standards from new perspectives and with

the intent to employ an even more proactive approach to prevent attacks. Security

prior to the attacks was much more lax in

various ways. There was no requirement to

screen all checked-in baggage on domestic

flights. Additionally, there were no stringent restrictions preventing access to secure

areas within airports. A number of reports

indicated that individuals with fake badges

were allowed access to secure areas seven

out of ten times. Traffic control devices,

plane cockpits, and facilities were not safe

from attack. Criminal background checks

and fingerprints were not always performed on flight crews and security workers

employed by airports. Also, the screening

of passengers and carry-on baggage failed

to detect numerous threat objects. The crux

of the problem was that there were no true

uniform safety standards and security measures to begin with. Each airline carrier was

given the responsibility of handling safety

issues for itself, in some cases with a few

loose guidelines set forth by individual

airports. Generally, the airline carrier
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would either hire individual screeners or use

a contracted security company. It is possible that a number of airline carriers (especially in times of low estimated threats)

followed more lax safety standards in

order to cut expenses, thereby increasing

corporate profits.

Prior to the 9/11 attacks, and even thereafter in many instances, passenger screening consisted of three major components:

X-ray machines, metal detectors, and manual baggage checks (the third for baggage

that required extra attention). The X-ray

machines that were utilized before and

continued to be used after the hijackings

were not capable of detecting every single

type of threat object, because certain hazardous substances or objects may not have

stood out as being suspicious. Metal detectors, likewise, failed to detect threat

objects that were not made out of metal;

plastic knives, for example, would easily

pass through the metal detector. Finally,

manual baggage checks, being the only

human factor, led to many problems. Approximately 20% of all threat objects pass

through manual baggage inspection unnoticed. Clearly, this percentage was found to

be unsatisfactory by the Federal Aviation

Administration (FAA).

There are a plethora of reasons for this

unsatisfactory level of work. First and

foremost, the screeners are essentially unskilled workers. By 2004, the turnover rate

of screeners in the United States had risen

to levels ranging from 100% to more than

400%, in comparison to Europe, which

has had turnover rates ranging from 10%

to 50%. Minimum wages and low benefits

are partially accountable for this, as is the

monotony of the job. Until screeners can

maintain their positions, have adequate

training, and gain experience in finding

threat objects, less-than-optimal effectiveness will endure. On a positive note,

according to the Transportation Security

Administration (TSA), by December 2005,

there were forty-three thousand newly

classified transportation security officers

trained to detect and combat terrorist
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threats deployed to all of the major airports and about four hundred TSA Explosives Detection Canine Teams deployed to

more than eighty U.S. airports.

There are many ways in which airport

security can be improved. In fact, many of

these steps have already been taken. Incompetent passenger screeners can be replaced

with more skilled screeners. Cockpit areas

on aircrafts can be made secure with reinforced doors for the protection of the pilot

and copilot. Pilots can be trained and

licensed to carry firearms—by the end of

2005, about one-third of the pilots of commercial planes had been trained to carry

firearms. More federal air marshals can be

deployed for every flight. Airports can

be restructured to promote safety. Most

importantly, various technological advancements such as biometrics for airport access

control and identification of authorized personnel can be employed, which would

significantly increase airport safety and

potentially expedite the screening process.

Also, important is the training and deployment of Explosives Detection Canine

Teams to all 420 commercial airports nationwide, not just to 80 or 85 airports at

random.

In the wake of the September 11, 2001,

terrorist attacks, action has been taken

at the federal level to prevent such a tragedy from occurring again in the future.

The Aviation and Transportation Act of

November 2001 formed the Transportation

Security Administration, which would be

held responsible for overall mass transportation security. Since its creation, the TSA

has come up with various ways to heighten

security at airports throughout the United

States.

So, what has the TSA done so far?

By December 2002 the TSA had hired

approximately 40,000 screeners to help

make passenger screening more effective.

By the following month, most ‘‘marked’’

bags (those that required additional

security attention) were being screened.

Technology to detect traces of explosives,

or ETD, an acronym for Explosives Trace
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Detection, has been utilized on 90% of all

baggage. As of December 2005, as a result

of increased training and enhanced standards, all forty thousand screeners hired

since 2002 plus all three thousand newly

hired screeners were reclassified as transportation security officers. Alternative

measures such as canine explosive sniffing

teams, hand searches and pat downs, and

passenger–bag matches have also been randomly employed to ensure security. Additionally, the U.S. Air Marshal Program

has been expanded, allowing for air marshals to be deployed on more commercial

flights. Furthermore, approximately 98%

of all commercial fleets have an approved

design in place for the installation of

secure cockpit doors; 80% of all commercial fleets already have this secure door

installed. Air traffic control systems have

been made more secure from attack and

intrusion. All contractors are now required

to have criminal history background checks

performed. Air cargo safety is also on its

way to heightened security. A database of

known shippers is in the process of being

compiled to increase the safety of the cargo

being transported. General aviation, which

encompasses private fleet and air travel, is

also in the process of being scrutinized to

increase security. Perimeter access to airports has also been under restriction. The

number of access points in airports has

been reduced. Background checks are now

more frequently performed on airports

workers.

Much is yet to come. The TSA has laid

out a five-year plan covering the period

from 2003 to 2008 to measure the effectiveness of the changes put into place. This

plan includes both random and scheduled

reviews of the security process, oversight

of compliance with standards and regulations, the measure of performance against

the standards set forth, and the collection and communication of performance

data.

To address the competency of the passenger screeners, TSA is working on the

Threat Image Projection (TIP) system.



The TIP system randomly places threat

objects on the screen during actual passenger baggage screening to see if screeners

are able to identify them. Once the screener ‘‘marks’’ the baggage for further security attention, he or she is informed that it

was only a test. This system had actually

been in place prior to the terrorist attacks

but was halted in the effort to prevent

screening delays. Overall, the TIP system

is an excellent way to measure a screener’s

alertness and ability to identify threat

objects.

The government is seeking to create uniformity in standards and training for all

transportation screeners and security officers. An annual security officer recertification program is also under development for

security personnel hired by the federal government. This program will measure the

security officer/screener’s ability to recognize images of threat objects, the screener’s

knowledge of standard operating procedures, as well as the screener’s practical

demonstration of these skills. For screeners

other than those hired by the federal government, studies are being conducted to

compare their ability in comparison with

the ability of federally hired security officer-screeners. Screening companies will

also have to measure up to federal performance standards and will be subject to

automated readiness tests.

Another technology in the development

stage is CAPPS II, also known as the Computer Assisted Passenger Prescreening System, which will replace the CAPPS system

already in place. The system in place now

was launched in 1998, operated by air carriers in conjunction with reservation systems. The original CAPPS system helps to

identify high-risk passengers. Passengers

who express strange or suspicious behavior

are marked in the system as high risk (to

be placed under a watchful eye from then

on). Unfortunately, however, the system is

now out of date and is difficult to modify.

Many of the suspicious behavioral traits

examined by the system have now become

public knowledge, making the system less
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effective. The new CAPPS II program will

be different from the existing system in

quite a few ways. It will be government

run, which will allow it to be more up to

date and effective. CAPPS II will prescreen

all passengers, tabulating a risk score for

each. The system plans to increase the authenticity of identity, to prevent identity

theft or fraud. Further, the system hopes

to identify high-risk flights, airports, and

geographic regions. As of the start of 2006,

the system was not quite ready for launch

because many of its facets were still being

studied. The accuracy of the system has not

yet been determined. Once development is

complete, CAPPS II is expected to provide

an enhanced computer-assisted prescreening system. The implementation of CAPPS

II has been delayed primarily due to privacy

laws and concerns about obtaining passenger data as well as high costs and the

continued attempts to develop a proven

method of preventing unauthorized access

and identity theft.

Advanced scanning technology has been

put into use in some airports even as they

continue being developed. This includes

machines that are able to detect explosives.

The Explosives Detection System (EDS)

and Explosives Trace Detection (ETD) are

both systems that help security officers to

detect explosives contained in baggage. The

ETD system has already been deployed in

many airports. The system, as its name

suggests, helps to detect traces of explosives

and hazardous materials in baggage. The

Explosives Detection System, which detects

explosives carried in bulk, is still under research and development. Fine-tuning still

needs to be done for EDS to find out how

much of an explosive needs to be carried in

order to be detected.

The perimeters of airports have also

been under more scrutiny. The TSA plans

on randomly checking people to make sure

that they are legitimate employees. Because access points to perimeter areas

have become more limited, this in combination with random checks will heighten

security in those areas. Ensuring the safety
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of the airports requires that no area of an

airport is overlooked.

The future will pave the way for even

more advanced technological equipment.

One of the most advanced technologies

in consideration for use in the future is

biometrics. Biometrics is one of the most

recent technological innovations for identifying authorized personnel at airports,

seaports, railways, and other mass transit

facilities. When examining the advantages

and most promising aspects of biometrics,

it is important to point out that automated

biometrics recognizes and identifies a person based on his or her facial features,

hand geometry, iris, retina, handwriting,

body odor, heartbeat, inner ear bones,

and voice. According to Don Philpott’s

article entitled ‘‘Physical Security—Biometrics,’’ published in the Homeland Defense Journal in May 2005, biometrics

links the identification of a person to his

or her own individual physical and/or

physiological features, which cannot be

faked. Biometrics utilizes an individual’s

physical characteristics and personal character traits to assist in the identification of

an individual. In Biometrics: Facing Up to

Terrorism, the author, John Woodward,

describes biometrics:

Fingerprints, faces, voices, and handwritten

signatures are all examples of characteristics that have been used to identify us in this

way. Biometric-based systems provide automatic, nearly instantaneous identification

of a person by converting the biometric—a

fingerprint, for example—into digital form

and then comparing it against a computerized database. In this way, fingerprints,

faces, voices, iris and retinal images of the

eye, hand geometry, and signature dynamics can now be used to identify us, or to

authenticate our claimed identity, quickly

and accurately.



Thus, we can see that there are various

different ways in which we can employ the

use of biometrics. Fingerprinting and palm

printing have been common practice in

many different areas and would be a useful way to enhance security at airports.
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Passengers, for example, can have their

prints taken at the time of reservation (or

some other time prior to their arrival at the

airport) and airport personnel can have

their prints taken at the time of hire.

These prints can then be used to gain

access through secure checkpoints or before

boarding a plane. Similar to finger and

palm printing, a scan of facial characteristics

can be employed to allow access to secure

areas, by previously having photos of individuals on file. Woodward also addresses a

system called FaceCheck, which can scan a

crowd to find an individual who may be

flagged in the system as a possible suspect.

The use of biometrics will also enable the

use of smart cards. Smart cards are capable

of storing biometric data such as finger or

palm prints and facial characteristics, as

well as other data such as name, address,

and so on. Passengers can bring their smart

cards to the airport for use during checkin, security check points, passenger–bag

matches, and for boarding the plane. Likewise, airport personnel could use smart

cards to access secure areas. A smart card

can even be a unified card that can be used

on all modes of mass transit, or perhaps even

beyond transportation. The card can be

linked up to other agencies such as the state

department of motor vehicles or the IRS—

the possibilities are endless. Use of smart

cards will allow control over access to secure

areas, may assist in preventing identity theft,

and can help to identify suspicious suspects.

Therefore, utilization of smart cards can

both secure and expedite individuals’ experiences at the airport and elsewhere. Despite

the numerous benefits, some challenges do

exist. The main barrier is that many people

may feel that the smart cards represent an

invasion of privacy and may feel hesitant to

disclose personal information. It may also

be a challenge to get the system in place.

How will the data for the smart cards be

gathered, and where will it be stored? How

will the system be implemented? Are the

costs feasible? If the challenges are overcome, it will be an invaluable asset to the

enhancement of airport security.



On March 4, 2005, the TSA requested

help and guidance from representatives

from the aviation industry, the biometric

identifier industry, and the National Institute of Standards and Technology for

using biometric technology in American

airports. TSA is planning for comprehensive technical and operational system

requirements and performance standards

and procedures for implementing biometric systems that prevent the use of assumed

identities and resolve false matches and

false nonmatches. According to Section

4011(a)(5)of the Intelligence Reform and

Terrorism Prevention Act of 2004, electronic privacy issues must be safeguarded

by the Electronic Privacy Information

Center (EPIC). EPIC encourages TSA

not to test its use of biometric technology

until it conducts a comprehensive privacy

impact assessment. The purpose of this

assessment would be to ensure protection

of privacy rights of program members to

meet legal requirements, legislative oversight, and government standards for privacy protection of federal data banks and

personal information systems. TSA has

agreed to follow the Privacy Act when

they begin to test biometric technology

with flight crew members. TSA also said

they would provide a ‘‘privacy impact

statement’’ so that they could ensure all

data collected would not be misused.



Conclusion

As this encyclopedia was going to press,

both the TSA and The New York Times

reported on several noteworthy advances

in aviation and airport security taking

place beginning on December 22, 2005,

right before the holiday travel rush: random

explosive screening of shoes, hand-wanding

of passengers, enhanced pat-down searches,

and more than four hundred TSA explosive

detection canine teams deployed to more

than eighty U.S. airports. An additional
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thirty canine teams were to be deployed to

ten mass transit rail systems in early 2006.

Finally, an article appeared on January 4,

2006, in New Jersey’s Star-Ledger newspaper reporting on TSA’s plan to implement voluntary biometric iris, facial, and

fingerprint imagery at about fifty airports

nationwide by the summer of 2006. The

combination of iris scans with fingerprints

has been more than 99% successful in identifying low security risk frequent flyer passengers who have enrolled in the program.

With the cost of each iris-scanning camera

being only $3,700, the program seems to be

cost effective as well.

ALBERT R. ROBERTS and PIA BISWAS

See also Crime Prevention; Terrorism:

Overview
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ALARMS AS CRIME

PREVENTION

Intrusion or burglar alarms have been

around for more than seventy-five years

(Michael 1931). Commercial establishments such as banks use them to protect

their vaults. Airports use alarms to control

and restrict access to secured locations.

Residential homeowners use them to guard

against home burglary. At issue is whether

alarms can prevent crime.

Security systems can be categorized as

either access control or perimeter control

systems (Kobza and Jacobson 1997).

Access control refers to gate-keeping that

limits access to a designated area to authorized personnel. For example, in 1991, the

Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)

defined the Security Identification Display

Area (SIDA) with requirements for use of

airport identification badges in designated

areas. Following the tragedy of September

11, 2001, when hijacked airplanes crashed

into prominent buildings in the United

States, the FAA regulations were updated

significantly. Worldwide, most modern airports use an identification badge as an

access control system card.

Access control systems record all access

attempts, who went through particular

doors, and whether access was granted or

denied, and may be used to generate a list

for individuals, doors, groups such as attendants, passengers, cleaning, and maintenance crews. Higher security for access

control in critical areas can be obtained

with fingerprint readers or other biometric
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devices. No matter what type of identification is used, the basic issue of access control

is limiting access to secured areas to authorized personnel. When access control is violated, an alarm will go off.

Perimeter security is defined as protection of a facility or area from external

intruders (or internal escapees). A typical

home burglar alarm system is a perimeter

security system designed to protect the entire home using door alarms and a motion

detector to sound an alarm when an intruder enters the home. For an airport,

perimeter security is slightly more complicated because the airport runways may be

the only area of concern. Chain-link fence

with barbed wire may surround and

protect the exterior of the airport aprons,

taxiways, and runways. However, access

control within the secured terminal area

faces dual objectives of security and safety.

The fact that anyone can open exit doors

provides the possibility that someone may

gain access to the runways. Gated loading

doors and exit doors inside the terminal

need to be easy to open, large enough to

accommodate wheelchairs, and numerous

so that everybody can easily exit the terminal in the event of a fire. These exit doors

and the fire alarm doors may be alarmed

with or without loud sirens. Yet, gated

loading doors can not be controlled easily

because keys, personal identification numbers, or ID cards can be borrowed or easily

copied. The hard truth is that perimeter

security alarms in a home or business actually can do little to stop a threatening

offender from entering an area.

One unintended consequence of access

control systems is false alarms that sound

when users fail to properly close doors,

enter using incorrect procedures, or tamper

with a system so that it sends a false signal.

User error is the most common cause of

false alarms in commercial and home

environments (Alarm Industry Research

and Educational Foundation 1999). False

home burglar alarms are a problem because

police may be responding to a false burglar

alarm while a crime is occurring elsewhere.



Alarms are intended to deter a potential

offender from choosing a target. A key

question about the benefits of alarms is

whether a potential offender will choose

another target because of an alarm (displacement) or choose not to commit a

crime (diffusion). Displacement may mean

different things such as an offender choosing another target (bank or home) because

it does not have an alarm; an offender using

another tactic to enter a location, for example, going in a window because the door is

alarmed; or the offender coming back at a

different time when the alarm is not on.

Research as a whole seems to suggest that

alarms lead to diffusion. Nonetheless, the

debate over displacement versus diffusion

remains complicated because studies use

imperfect definitions in setting geographical boundaries and they use time limits

for evaluation that are too short (Bowers

and Johnson 2003).

Hakim, Rengert, and Shachmurove

(1995) suggest that home burglar and fire

alarms provide a net benefit to society.

The household with false alarms does

cost the community because there is an

expense involved anytime police respond

to an incident, yet the home alarms provide a social benefit in terms of fewer

rapes, assaults, and burglaries and reduced fire damage due to earlier detection.

Quite clearly, the hijackings of September

11, 2001, show that the costs of a single

security breach in an airport can be substantial for the incident, consumer confidence, and lost business.

Graham Farrell (1995) argues that crime

prevention policy should advocate the use

of rapid response alarms. His work in

Great Britain finds that people (and places)

who are victimized have very high likelihoods of revictimization. Farrell makes a

convincing argument that quick response

alarms may deter revictimization and that

they may be used to efficiently locate offenders, which prevents additional crime.

By installing and managing an alarm

system to first prevent unauthorized access

to secured areas, deterrence, detection, and
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response may follow. The stronger the

security system is, the more it will act as

a deterrent, and the need to respond to

(false positive) security breaches is reduced.

Improving access control through enhanced technology and training will reduce

false system alarms and ultimately enhance

crime prevention.

DAVID R. FORDE

See also Computer Technology; Crime Prevention; Routine Guardianship; Situational

Crime Prevention
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ALCOHOL, DRUGS, AND

CRIME



Overview

The association between drug use and

crime is complex. Little research support
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can be found for a single, specific, or direct

cause-and-effect relationship between drug

use and criminal activity, which is neither

an inevitable consequence of illicit drug use

(apart from the illegal nature of drug use

itself), nor a necessary or sufficient condition for criminal behavior. Many illegal

drug users commit no other kinds of

crimes, and many persons who commit

crimes never use illegal drugs. Furthermore, it is possible for people to commit

crimes while using illegal drugs without a

causal connection between the two activities. Most crimes result from a variety of

factors (personal, situational, cultural, and

economic); hence, even when drug use is a

cause, it is more likely to be only one factor

among many. In short, no evidence suggests drug use alone inexorably leads to

criminal activity. The same conclusion

applies to the link between alcohol use

and crime, which is also influenced by

multiple factors.

However, at the most intense levels of

drug use, drugs and crime are directly and

highly correlated. Among crime-prone individuals, illegal drug use intensifies criminal activity. As illegal drug use increases

in frequency and amount, so does criminal

behavior. Persons who are criminally inclined tend to commit both a greater number and more serious crimes after they

become dependent on drugs. As their drug

use decreases, so do the number of crimes

they commit. In addition, illicit drug use

and criminal activity often occur simultaneously and are mutually reinforcing

aspects of a deviant lifestyle.

The propensity for crime-prone, drugusing persons to commit property or violent crimes might be expressed only after

they cross the threshold from use to abuse

or dependence.

Yet an unknown number of illegal drug

users, perhaps even dependent users, are

able to maintain steady employment and

never commit crimes, other than the crime

of illicit drug use itself. Because drug use is

an illegal and socially undesirable behavior, accurate, self-reported estimates of the
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size and nature of this ‘‘hidden’’ population are difficult to garner from national

prevalence surveys.



Types of Drug Crimes

Illegal drugs are involved in different

types of crimes: drug-defined, drugrelated, and drug-induced crimes. Drugdefined offenses are violations of laws

that prohibit the manufacture, distribution, or possession of illegal substances

such as amphetamines, cocaine, heroin,

or marijuana. Drug-related offenses are

motivated by an individual’s need for

money to purchase drugs (e.g., property

crimes and prostitution) or are occasioned

by conflicts that surround the illicit drug

trade (e.g., violence among competing

drug dealers). The pharmacological effects

of illicit substances (and alcohol) can encourage reckless or violent behaviors or

result in drug- or alcohol-induced offenses,

such as driving under the influence and

domestic battery.



Substance Use and Crime

The annual National Youth Survey has

found that juveniles who commit serious

crimes are significantly more likely to use

drugs than juveniles who commit minor

crimes or no crimes at all. Other longterm studies of youth have also found

that those delinquents who commit more

serious offenses are heavier drug users

than those with less serious offenses. Consistent with research on the relationship

between drugs and crime among youths,

a survey of adult drug users indicated they

had engaged in numerous criminal activities (excluding drug-law violations) in the

90 days before they were interviewed for

the study. A national survey of prison

inmates also indicated that more than

half were under the influence of drugs



when they committed their current

offenses.

Substance use, abuse, and dependence

are more common in the criminal justice

population than in the general population.

For example, in 2000, the Arrestee Drug

Abuse Monitoring Program demonstrated

that nearly two-thirds of male and female

arrestees tested positive for illicit drugs at

the time of arrest. Similarly, a study of jail

detainees demonstrated that two-thirds

had been abusing or were dependent on

drugs or alcohol before they were detained. Among jail detainees convicted of

a crime, 55% reported they had used illegal

drugs at the time of their current offense.

More than half of state and federal prisoners in the late 1990s indicated they were

under the influence of alcohol or drugs

while committing their offenses. Among

state prison inmates nationwide in 2000,

25% of property and drug offenders

reported they committed their crimes to

get money to buy drugs; 59% of all inmates

reported they had used drugs in the month

before they committed their most recent

crimes; and 45% of all inmates reported

they were under the influence of drugs

when they committed their most recent

crimes.

Serious drug use can also amplify and

perpetuate preexisting criminal activity.

Although substance use itself is not necessarily the cause of criminal behavior, as

noted earlier, the need for money to purchase drugs can be a motivating factor for

criminally active drug users. Two types

of studies support an income-generating

explanation for the drug–crime nexus:

studies of the relationship between illegal

income and drug purchases, and studies of

the relationship between drug use intensity

and criminal activity.

Offenders’ income from property crime

increases proportionately with their drug

use. In a jail survey, nearly 20% of detainees

reported they had committed their most

recent offenses for money to buy drugs. In

another study, heroin users reported that

90 cents of every illegal dollar they earned
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was spent on drug purchases. Researchers

have found a direct relationship between

illegal income and drug spending among

cocaine users. The need to have an income

to purchase illegal drugs often leads to

prostitution among drug-addicted women.

Researchers estimate that between 40 and

70% of female narcotic addicts maintain

their drug habits through the sex trade.

The exchange of sex for drugs seems to be

especially common among women who use

crack cocaine.

Persons addicted to heroin often increase their criminal activities dramatically

during periods of accelerated drug use,

with the onset of their addictions coinciding

with a sharp rise in their criminal activities.

Conversely, a study of heroin-dependent

persons found their criminal activities

decreased by more than 80% during the

months and years in which they refrained

from heroin or other opiate use. A very

large percentage of jail inmates (85%) convicted of burglary were assessed as abusing

or dependent on drugs, suggesting a strong

link between drug use severity and incomegenerating crime.

Other research has shown that criminal

activity is substantially greater among frequent drug and polydrug users (i.e., users of

two or more substances at the same time)

than among sporadic or nonusers of drugs.

Thus, drug-using offenders, especially those

with substance abuse and dependence problems, commit both more and a greater

variety of income-generating crimes and

also commit crimes at higher rates than

offenders without drug-use problems.



Drug Trafficking and Violent Crime

Drug users frequently participate in the

production, distribution, and sales of illicit

drugs in order to earn money for their own

drug use. In a study of drug sellers in

Washington, D.C., researchers estimated

that in one year, street drug sales generated

approximately $350 million, more than
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twice the estimated earnings from robbery

and property crimes such as burglary and

shoplifting. Heavy drug users commit relatively fewer violent offenses, including

violent predatory crimes, compared with

income-generating property crimes; however, studies show cocaine use is associated

with a higher-than-average likelihood of

violent crimes among both men and

women offenders. Violent cocaine users

often commit robbery, a high-risk but expedient means of obtaining ready cash. In

2004, the Federal Bureau of Investigation

reported that of the homicides in which the

circumstances were known, 4% were drug

related. A survey of the nation’s victims of

violent crime demonstrated that nearly

30% believed the offender was using

drugs or alcohol (or a combination of the

two) at the time of their victimization.

Drug trafficking and violence are associated in several ways. The violence that

accompanies illicit drug use can be related

to the drug trade; it occurs because of the

conflicts that stem from the importation,

distribution, or sale of illicit substances.

Competition for drug markets and customers can encourage violence among drug

sellers. Public drug selling in particular is

associated with high rates of violent crime.

In addition, disputes and ‘‘ripoffs’’ in drugcash transactions can erupt among individuals involved in the illegal drug market.

Individuals who participate in drug trafficking frequently use violence to resolve

conflicts. Locations where street drug markets proliferate tend to be disadvantaged

economically and socially, and legal and

social controls against violence in those

areas tend to be ineffective.

The systemic violence of the drug trade

was first recognized as a serious problem

in 1985 when crack cocaine sales became

widespread in major metropolitan areas

such as New York City and Washington,

D.C. Well-armed and violent drug dealers

led the struggle to protect or gain control

over initially unstable, highly lucrative

drug markets. At that time, the proliferation of automatic weapons had also made
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drug violence more lethal. When the drug

markets stabilized, homicide rates fell in

most major cities.

Contrary to common beliefs about the

direction of the relationship between drugs

and crime, researchers have suggested that

overall criminal involvement causes drug

use by providing situations that are conducive to drug use and sales. In this perspective, criminals start using drugs before

committing offenses to lower their anxiety,

or after committing offenses to celebrate

their success. Delinquent and criminal

behaviors can predate drug use among

juveniles. For example, the National

Youth Survey showed that minor delinquency led to alcohol consumption and

more serious offenses, which led to marijuana and polydrug use (in that order).

Minor delinquency preceded drug use in

nearly all the cases studied. In general, the

theory that crime precedes drug use suggests drug use is simply another form of

deviant behavior, with involvement in

crime affording many opportunities for

drug-use initiation.

The relationship between drug use and

crime can be bidirectional, that is, reciprocal and mutually reinforcing. Specifically,

as persons commit more income-generating crimes, they find it easier to buy drugs.

Then, as they begin to use drugs more

frequently, they are compelled to commit

more crimes in support of their escalating

addiction. In this theory, drug use and

offending are interrelated, with the correlation between drug use and criminality

being at the intersection between the two

lifestyles.

However, for many youth, drug use and

delinquency are not causally related in

either direction; instead, they are contemporaneous, as both behaviors arise from

common causes such as social disaffection,

poor relationships with parents, school

failure, and deviant peers. Among adult

offenders, the connection between drug

use and crime can be explained by the

criminal subculture theory. In this framework, members of criminal subcultures are



described as self-indulgent, hedonistic,

materialistic, and risk seeking, as they are

committed to living the ‘‘fast life.’’ For

these individuals, drug use and crime operate along parallel lines, because they are

components of a larger constellation of

destructive behaviors that also include

high-risk sexual practices.



Alcohol Use and Crime

Because alcohol use is legal and pervasive,

it contributes greatly to crime and other

social problems. Other than driving offenses, alcohol use is associated mostly

with violent and public order offenses.

Similar to illicit drug use, alcohol use facilitates or multiplies criminal behaviors

among persons who are predisposed to

commit offenses.

In a survey conducted in the late 1990s,

nearly three million crime victims reported

that they perceived the offender in their

case had been drinking at the time of the

incident. A large percentage (two-thirds)

of the victims of intimate violence perceived their partners’ alcohol use as precipitating the episode. Nearly 70% of

alcohol-related violent incidents occurred

in the victim’s own residence, while the use

of firearms was involved in 4% of alcoholrelated violent incidents.

Alcohol abuse occurs disproportionately

among juveniles and adults who report

violent behaviors. A study of convicted

offenders estimated that more than onethird had been drinking at the time of

their offense. Among persons in jails and

on probation, public order offenses, such as

disorderly conduct, disturbing the peace,

and trespassing, were the most common

crimes reported by those who had been

drinking at the time of the offense. Approximately one-third of prison inmates and

40% of probationers and jail detainees

report they had been drinking alcohol at

the time of the offense, with nearly 60%

of convicted jail inmates reporting they
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had been drinking regularly in the year before their conviction and incarceration.

Adults who are lifetime alcohol users are

also nearly five times more likely to use

illicit substances, compared with lifetime

nondrinkers.

Finally, alcohol use is responsible for

thousands of traffic fatalities each year.

More than one million people are arrested

annually for driving while intoxicated

(DWI), which is the third most commonly

reported crime in the United States. In the

late 1990s, more than five hundred thousand individuals were on probation or in

jail and prison for a DWI conviction.

ARTHUR J. LURIGIO

See also Crime Control Strategies: Alcohol

and Drugs; Drug Abuse Prevention Education; Drug Abuse Resistance Education

(D.A.R.E.); Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA); Drug Interdiction; Drug Markets; Drunk Driving
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AMERICAN POLICING:

EARLY YEARS



Early American Policing

(1600–1860)

Police departments as we know them—

organized, salaried bureaucracies, most of

whose members wear uniforms—began in

the United States in the generation before

1860. From the outset, the police department has been a multipurpose agency of

municipal government, not just a component of the criminal justice system. New

York police officers in the 1850s spent

more time on stray horses and lost children

than they did on burglaries, just as their

counterparts a century later labored to

keep traffic moving and initiated the paperwork on fender benders. Understanding the origins of American policing,

therefore, requires attention to the general

context of urban government, as well as

official responses to crime and disorder.

The earliest inhabitants of colonial cities

in the seventeenth century still had at least

one foot in the Middle Ages. Their worldview was dominated by scarcity. Government’s most important task was to regulate

economic life so that strangers did not

usurp work rightfully belonging to residents, or wandering poor gain the right to

local relief, or greedy men take undue advantage of consumers. Public officials did

not think of government as a provider of

services financed through the collection of

taxes. Government did encourage private
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interests to undertake necessary projects,

like streets and wharves, for which the public purse was inadequate. In New York City

one mechanism to achieve such goals was

to transfer public land to private ownership

in return for specific commitments to the

construction of public facilities.

In the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, a new worldview came

to prevail, at least among the elite, one

characterized by the prospect of growth

and perhaps even of abundance rather

than scarcity. Adam Smith’s Wealth of

Nations, published in 1776, gave a convincing theoretical statement about how

the pursuit of individual interests could

lead to general economic growth if the

market were free of government-granted

monopolies or private combinations in restraint of trade. In this intellectual climate,

government would be more a promoter of

growth than a regulator of scarcity by

helping provide what modern economists

know as social overhead capital and what

the nineteenth century called improvements. Thus government now paid for

new wharves and streets, built canals,

and promoted the development of railways. Tax-supported schools, at least in

theory, produced a disciplined and literate labor force; gas lamps made night a

little less gloomy and fearful; and publicly

equipped, although not yet paid, fire companies provided some protection against

this major urban hazard. By 1860 twelve

of the sixteen largest cities had public

water systems to aid in firefighting and to

give residents something to drink other

than alcohol or possibly fouled well water.



Urban Growth and the Need

for Police

Between 1820 and 1860 American cities

attracted unprecedented numbers of migrants from rural America, Ireland,

and Germany. Growth was the reality as

well as a theoretical possibility. Whereas



only one of twenty Americans lived in an

urban settlement in 1790, the ratio was

one in five in 1860. New York and Brooklyn together accounted for more than a

million people, Philadelphia more than

one-half million, while Chicago, incorporated only in 1833, had more than one

hundred thousand residents in 1860. By

the early 1870s the city of Chicago was

spending in a day what had sufficed for

an entire year in the late 1840s.

When municipal governments examined

growth and its consequences, they were

both exhilarated and fearful. Historian

Edward Pessen has demonstrated that the

business elite exercised disproportionate influence on urban government throughout

the so-called age of the common man.

When city councils became less patrician

and more plebeian in the late 1840s and

1850s, they also lost many of their former

functions. Independent boards and commissions replaced council committees as

the overseers of public services while the

mayor, almost invariably a leading business

or professional man, became a more powerful figure. Councils, usually elected by

wards, more often reacted to external initiatives than proposed measures of their own,

at least for anything that went beyond the

neighborhood level. Most members of the

elite liked growth; their businesses and real

estate holdings appreciated in value with

more people and higher levels of economic

activity. They did not like some of the negative consequences, such as larger numbers

of strangers, immigrants of alien tongue,

customs, and religion who did not always

recognize the cultural superiority and natural goodness of old-stock American Protestants. Some members of the elite were

also troubled by the visible increase in the

number of poor and dependent people who

neither benefited from the city’s growth nor

seemed able to cope with its complexity.

Establishing a police department was

one response to these concerns. When

New York created its modern department

in 1845, the city made the police responsible for a wide range of services, from
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inspecting hacks and stages to lighting

the gas lamps in the evening. Over time

many of these functions were transferred

to other agencies, but the point remains

that the police were never thought of exclusively as a crime-fighting and ordermaintaining group.

The police did have important responsibilities in keeping the peace and dealing

with criminals. In the colonial period order

maintenance and crime fighting were more

individual and communal responsibilities

than the purview of a bureaucratic agency.

The colonists brought with them such traditional English institutions as elected

constables and the night watch. In theory

constables had extensive legal responsibilities and powers, although rarely did their

prestige and authority match their legal

position. The watch, often made up of

reluctant citizens, kept a lookout for fire

as well as crime and disorder. In the case of

crime the aggrieved party bore the burden

of initiating the processes of apprehension

and prosecution. By the early nineteenth

century, New York had more than one

hundred persons with police powers, either

as elected constables or appointed mayor’s

marshals. These officers spent much of

their time in the service of civil processes,

although they were available for hire by

victims of theft. They made a specialty of

returning stolen property in exchange for a

portion of the recovery. Early nineteenthcentury police officers were thus fee-forservice professionals rather than salaried

bureaucrats.

Riots, often with specific political targets

and goals, were recognized features of preindustrial urban life. Rioters rarely took

life, although they often destroyed considerable property. The most famous riots

were those associated with the American

Revolution, such as the protests over the

Stamp Act of 1765, the Boston Massacre of

1770, and the Boston Tea Party of 1773.

The decades before the revolutionary agitation also experienced periodic urban

disorders. The most savage reprisals were

directed at slaves thought to be plotting
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against whites, such as in New York City

in 1712 and 1741. In most instances rioters

seemed content to disperse once they made

their point, whether it was antipopery or a

protest against body snatching by doctors

and medical students. But by the 1820s,

middle- and upper-class urbanites no longer

seemed willing to accept levels of unseemly

behavior in public places previously

thought unavoidable.

From the early eighteenth century

onward, urbanites like Benjamin Franklin

organized voluntary societies to achieve

desirable social goals. The pace of this

activity accelerated in the generation after

1815, especially under the auspices of religious groups that wished to spread the

good news of salvation through the publication and distribution of bibles and

tracts, to reach children in Sunday schools,

to uplift the poor, and to reform juvenile

delinquents and fallen women. Whenever

families failed in their tasks of nurturing

and disciplining their members, other institutions had to step in to remedy the deficiencies. A case in point is New York’s

House of Refuge, founded by the privately

established Society for the Reformation

of Juvenile Delinquents in 1825, which

received state support for this purpose.



The English Example

In these activities American institution

builders looked to England for both general inspiration and specific models to

emulate. The American elite considered

the Atlantic to be a highway as well as a

barrier (indeed in the early nineteenth century it was cheaper to cross the Atlantic

than to move any distance at all on land),

so that books, ideas, and people moved

freely between London, Boston, New

York, and Philadelphia.

One of these ideas was that government

in some instances would have to assume

direct responsibility for social well-being.

In 1829 Sir Robert Peel put through
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Parliament a bill for the creation of the

London Metropolitan Police, a salaried

bureaucracy responsible for the maintenance of order and the prevention and

detection of crime. The London Metropolitan Police served as a direct model

for police departments subsequently established in American cities.

Peel’s bill was preceded by a half-century of debate and discussion, parliamentary

inquiries, and the creation of numerous

voluntary societies to reform public morals. During these decades London also relied on fee-for-service police officers while

the watch was organized and paid for on

a parish-by-parish basis with consequent

wide variations in numbers and effectiveness. Civil authorities were virtually helpless to deal with such outbreaks as the

Gordon Riots of 1780, while senior army

officers objected to being called upon to

suppress riots because of the possible impact on morale and discipline. As evangelical religious ideas became more popular

in England, there was greater concern for

the state of public morality. Prostitution

and drunkenness came to be thought of as

social problems to a greater extent than

they had been in earlier decades. This is

not to say that rates of disorder, crime, or

behavior contrary to evangelical notions

of propriety were necessarily rising, but

that influential figures were less tolerant,

accepting, or stoic about such matters.

The French Revolution and its aftermath

seems to have convinced the upper classes

that they needed to exercise firmer control

over the lower. To some extent, the more

orderly people became, the higher the level

of expectations among the propertied and

respectable.

The London Metropolitan Police Bill

thus represented the convergence of three

streams of social concern. The first was for

a public agency other than the army that

could be mobilized to deal with civil disorder. Policemen would be uniformed,

subject to quasi-military discipline, and

sufficiently removed from civilians to act

as a riot-repressing force, but there would



not be the potential morale problems associated with the use of the army or the possible class bias of the militia. If the militia

were recruited from the same groups as

rioters, it might join in. If, like England’s

mounted yeomanry, the militia came from

landowners, urban workers and farm laborers would hardly accept it as legitimate.

The police would be recruited from the

people, but not locally, so that their loyalties would be more to their organization

and their superiors than to the people they

policed.

The second stream of concern was

crime. Pre-Peel police officers, such as the

famous Bow Street Runners, might deal

efficiently with property crimes after victims hired them. Unfortunately, they also

found consorting and conspiring with

criminals to be in their interests. The line

between cops and robbers was a fuzzy one

at best and easily crossed. Moreover, even

the best officers acted only after the crime

had occurred and when there was sufficient monetary incentive. Peel’s police

were to be preventive, a word used frequently and loosely. Ideally the very presence of such a force would lead criminals

to accept honest toil as a way of life and

would keep young people from ever straying from that path.

Finally, the police could deal with the

‘‘police’’ of the city in its generic sense.

When early nineteenth-century figures referred to the ‘‘police’’ of the city, they had

a broad conception in mind, akin to the

later judicial notion of police power, the

ability to legislate for the public welfare.

Policing involved keeping city streets clean

as well as the good order and discipline of

its residents. The presence of a police officer might deter residents from airmailing

their garbage into the streets and keep

streetwalkers from plying their trade. We

can subsume these activities under the

heading of ‘‘preventing unseemly behavior

in public places.’’ In the absence of salaried bureaucrats entrusted with keeping

the peace and imposing a moral code,

what could sober people do about drunks
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except step over them or avoid where they

congregated? The establishment of the police meant an active group patrolling the

streets on the lookout for breaches of the

moral code as well as common-law crimes,

thus extending the authority of the state

into the daily lives of the people.

The London police were not universally

accepted in their first years. The slang term

crushers gives some sense of the response

of the lower class. The leaders of the force

worked hard to get citizens to acknowledge the moral authority of the police.

The first commissioners, recruited from

outside London where possible, dismissed

many of their early appointees for drunkenness and tried to maintain tight administrative control. The lines of authority ran

to a cabinet minister, the home secretary,

not to locally elected officials.



The Rise of American Urban

Police Departments

The existence of the London police stimulated American urban leaders to think

about establishing similar institutions, especially since their own cities were experiencing rapid growth and social change.

New York City’s population had grown

almost four times between 1790 and

1820; between 1820 and 1860 the growth

was more than sevenfold. Before the mid1820s, city officials considered their problems of crime and disorder to be manageable, but by the mid-1830s they worried

about endemic street violence. Indeed,

1834 was long remembered in the city’s

history as the year of riots. When the

great fire struck a year later, authorities

could neither fight the fire effectively

nor control looting without calling out

the militia. Sensational murder cases

went undetected and largely uninvestigated unless someone put up substantial

reward money. Periodic economic panics

and crises meant thousands of unemployed men and women on the margins
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of subsistence would fall below it without some form of assistance. Boston and

Philadelphia also experienced conflict

among religious, ethnic, and class rivals,

while cities with substantial slave populations were concerned above all else with

controlling their blacks.

After a decade of debate and the forging

of a consensus that New York City needed

a police force, the state legislature adopted

legislation in 1844 creating the police

department and setting forth its powers

and structure in detail. The law required

municipal approval before it became effective. This approval was granted in 1845.

Increasingly, both legal theorists and

municipal officials took the position that

any extension of municipal powers required direct action by the state legislature.

For the remainder of the nineteenth century, state legislatures sometimes exercised

their prerogative to intervene in urban

police departments in a heavy-handed

fashion.

The New York Police Department,

established in 1845, was a salaried bureaucracy, but it differed in significant ways

from the London police, even though its

first set of rules and regulations was largely

copied from London’s. The New York

police were not uniformed, although members did carry a star-shaped badge for

identification. Originally the term of office

was one year, raised to two in 1846 and

four in 1849. The alderman of the particular ward had the most to say about who

should serve as police officers. If an alderman was voted out of office, most of the

police officers he appointed lost their jobs.

The force was decentralized in that each

ward constituted a patrol district with little central supervision.

A new state law in 1853 made major

changes in the organization and administration of the police. It established a board

of police commissioners, consisting of the

mayor, the city judge, and the recorder

(a judicial official), thus reducing the

aldermen’s role in appointments and administration. Police officers now could be
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removed only for cause, thus making police work a career. The practice of naming

people to senior positions without prior

police experience died out, and the standard became entry at the bottom and

promotion from within. The new commissioners put the police into uniform, an

innovation resisted without success by

some men who cherished their anonymity.

Although the New York police now

looked like their London counterparts,

there were still substantial differences

between the two departments. London’s

administrators stressed careful control of

the use of police powers and tried to keep

the police from having to perform unpopular tasks like closing drinking places on

Sunday. In New York ultimate authority

over the police lay in the hands of locally

elected officials who, along with New

York’s judges, were more prone to let the

police take a tougher approach than their

counterparts in London. Historian Wilbur

Miller, Jr., has documented how the New

York police were more inclined to use

force and make arrests on suspicion than

London’s. Despite police rhetoric about

judicial intervention or not being backed

up, they were rarely disciplined for such

actions or discouraged from using such

tactics. London’s police were generally

more circumspect in their dealing with

citizens because their superiors wanted

them to be embodiments of the moral authority of the state, with the uniform accepted as its legitimate symbol.

An obvious and very important difference was the unarmed police of London

compared with the armed police of New

York. Throughout the nineteenth century

and for most of the twentieth, English

police officers were not armed; in recent

years a rising volume of violent crime has

led to serious questioning of this policy. In

New York the police were not armed early

in their history. Officers began to carry

weapons without legal authorization to

do so because they perceived their

working environment as dangerously unpredictable. Samuel Colt’s technological



innovations made handguns cheaper and

more readily available in the 1850s. New

York newspapers complained in the mid1850s that the streets of New York were

more dangerous than the plains of Kansas,

while historians Roger Lane and David

Johnson have noted the prevalence of

violent crime in Philadelphia during these

years.

The arming of American police, begun

by officers without legal authorization,

soon became enshrined in custom. Unlike

their British counterparts, American public authorities took the position that the

tough, armed cop was the best response to

the pervasive problems of crime and disorder within their cities.

Police departments joined other public institutions such as school systems as

instruments of order, stability, and uplift

to cope with an explosively growing and

often disorderly urban environment.

Within the ranks, station house socialization passed the norms of the veterans

along to the rookies, norms that had less

to do with law enforcement than with

maintenance of group solidarity and respect. ‘‘Don’t talk about police business

to outsiders’’ and ‘‘Don’t take any guff

from civilians’’ were more important than

the statute books or the rules and regulations of the department set forth in such

minute details.

At top levels, such as among board

members and commissioners, political

winds could blow harshly. In 1857 the

New York state legislature abolished the

municipal police and substituted a new

department, the Metropolitan Police,

with responsibilities for an enlarged district. New York City still had to pay for

the officers assigned within its boundaries.

This arrangement lasted for thirteen years.

In other states as well, legislatures stepped

in and replaced individuals holding senior

administrative positions. These interventions were usually related to some hope

of partisan advantage or distaste for the

way city police were or were not enforcing

liquor and vice laws.
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One branch not always provided for in

the first stages of a bureaucratic policy

were the detectives. If a preventive police

were fully effective, there would be no

need for detectives. Establishing a detective squad was an admission that the

police had not lived up to expectations.

And there was the old fear that detectives

and criminals were much too close. Roger

Lane has shown how slow Philadelphia

was in assigning police officers to work

as homicide specialists.

Marxist scholars treat American police

within a conceptual framework of class

analysis. Historians such as Sidney Harring and Sean Wilentz look at the police as

an instrument created by the owners of the

means of production to control workers’

behavior. The most obvious instances of

such control came in strikes, where the

police aided owners who wished to keep

operating despite turnouts of their workforce. In such situations, say these scholars, the naked realities could not be

disguised under such formulas as enforcing the law or protecting life and property.

One does not have to be a Marxist to

acknowledge that in large cities at least

local police departments were seldom neutral in labor disputes.

Just as London provided the model

for New York, Boston, and Philadelphia,

these eastern cities served as models for

other American communities. Historian

Eric Monkkonen sees the establishment

of bureaucratic police departments as an

innovation beginning in the older and

larger cities and then diffusing surprisingly

quickly out and down the urban hierarchy. According to Monkkonen, fifteen

cities had adopted uniforms—his key indicator of a bureaucratic police—by 1860

while another twenty-four joined them in

the following decade. Evidently, the salaried, bureaucratic police was an idea

whose time had come between 1840 and

1870. Later decades were to see the maturation and expansion of the patterns

established during these formative years.

JAMES F. RICHARDSON
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ARREST POWERS OF THE

POLICE

The word arrest is derived from the

French arreˆter, ‘‘to stop, to obtain, to hinder, to obstruct.’’ Arrest is ‘‘an ordinary

English word’’ (Lord Eilhorne in Spicer v.

Holt, 1976, 71), but it has acquired multiple meanings and measures for various

criminal justice agencies, particularly the

police.

Arrest is legally defined as ‘‘the apprehending or restraining of one’s person in

order to be forthcoming to answer all alleged or suspected crimes’’ (Blackstone

1979; Warner 1983). Arrest occurs whenever the following elements are present:

(1) a police officer has reason to believe

that a crime has been committed (probable cause); (2) the officer intends to take
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the suspect into custody; and (3) the person arrested experiences loss of freedom

and restriction of movement.

Legal determination of whether a given

contact is an arrest can be difficult (Whitebread and Slobogin 2000), which poses a

practical problem for police. On the one

hand, seizures accompanied by handcuffing, drawn guns, and the use of words to

the effect that one is under arrest constitute arrest; on the other, brief questioning

of a citizen on the street is generally not

considered an arrest. Between the two

extremes lie many types of police detentions, whose legal nature must be determined by the courts (Whitebread and

Slobogin 2000).

The meaning attached to the term arrest

is dependent on the purpose and context of

its use. The definition or determination of

arrest is complex because of the ramification for the person arrested and the emotional context in which it often takes place.

The U.S. Supreme Court, however, has

focused on freedom of movement. The

Court, in the case of U.S. v. Mendenhall

(1980), put forth the ‘‘free to leave’’ test.

Justice Potter Stuart wrote, ‘‘A person has

been seized within the meaning of the

Fourth Amendment, only if, in view of all

the circumstances surrounding the incident, a reasonable person would have believed that he is not free to leave.’’ The

Court, again, used the ‘‘free to leave’’ test

in the 1994 case of Stansbury v. California

saying the key factor in determining

whether an arrest had been made was the

suspect’s freedom of movement.



Probable Cause

The quantum of knowledge required to

justify an arrest for probable cause has

been defined by the Supreme Court as

‘‘whether at that moment [of arrest] the

facts and circumstances within [the officers’] knowledge and of which they [have]

reasonable trustworthy information [are]



sufficient to warrant a prudent man in

believing that the [suspect] had committed

or was committing an offense’’ (Beck v.

Ohio, 379 U.S. 89, 91 [1964]). When the

arresting officer’s own observations are

the basis for the arrest, only indicators of

criminality noted prior to the arrest or

evidence obtained as a result of a legitimate patdown based on reasonable suspicion (Terry v. Ohio, 1968) may be used to

develop probable cause. Failure to identify oneself, protest one’s innocence, or distance oneself from criminal suspects is, by

itself, insufficient in constituting probable

cause (Whitebread and Slobogin 2000).

In addition to the officer’s personal

knowledge, other sources for probable

cause are information from credible informants whose input is reasonably corroborated, ‘‘respected citizens’’ or typical

witnesses to or victims of crime, or reports

from other police jurisdictions. Mere suspicion of criminal activity is not sufficient

to justify arrest. Once the probable-cause

requirement is met, subsequent discovery of information that casts doubt on

whether probable cause existed at the

time of the arrest will not invalidate the

arrest (Henry v. United States 1959).



Taking a Person into Custody

An arrest can be carried out with or without an arrest warrant. An arrest warrant is

an order to arrest a specific individual,

signed by an impartial magistrate, if he

or she feels that the proof presented by

the police or the district attorney constitutes probable cause. Most magistrates

require a written affidavit outlining the

reasons for the arrest. Since the Fourth

Amendment prohibits arbitrary arrests,

the probable-cause requirement applies to

both warrant and warrantless arrests.

Whenever feasible, police should obtain

a warrant before making an arrest. Warrantless arrests occur mostly in ‘‘emergency’’ situations and are often made by
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patrolmen at the scene of a crime or when

citizens apprehend the suspect before the

police arrive. The courts, however, have

allowed the police greater latitude in

making warrantless arrests in recent years.

For example, the Supreme Court in 2001

upheld the warrantless arrest of a woman

for a seat-belt violation (Atwater v. Largo

Vista).

The police can make an arrest in a

number of ways. In a ‘‘mild arrest’’ an

officer will announce that a person is

under arrest and tap the arrestee’s shoulder to reinforce the verbal statement. The

officer may use an appropriate amount of

force, depending on the degree of resistance offered by the suspect, to accomplish the arrest, ranging from physical

subjugation to deadly force.

The police must provide the arrestee

with specific statutory and constitutional

protections. The Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure require that the arrested

person be taken before the nearest available magistrate without any unnecessary

delay, in order to prevent possible abuses

by police during interrogation. The police

must read the arrestee the Miranda warning, in which the suspect is informed of his

or her Fifth Amendment right against selfincrimination, his or her right to be silent,

and his or her Sixth Amendment right to

be represented by counsel. The police are

responsible for the physical well-being of

the arrestee while the person is in their

custody.



powers of the police may be exercised

(Creamer 1980).

Some events, including placing someone in custody for mental health–related

reasons, taking a minor younger than

eighteen under certain conditions to a police station, or placing intoxicated persons

under protective custody, that involve

restrictions on one’s liberty and being

taken into custody are not considered

arrest (Gless 1980, 281).

A definitional difficulty is the distinction between detention and arrest. The

two concepts have certain elements in

common: (1) the actual or constructive

apprehension of an individual at a particular point in time, and (2) the continued

retention of that person for a period of

time to be determined (Telling 1978, 324).

The concepts differ in the degree that the

police may intrude on an individual’s

rights and interests as protected by the

Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth Amendments. In

analyzing and determining whether a detention is an arrest, the courts have considered that key factors are the purpose of

the detention (e.g., fingerprinting versus

questioning), its manner (police detention

versus grand jury subpoenas), location

(stationhouse confrontations versus seizures in the ‘‘field’’ or at the border), and

duration. None of these factors, by itself,

is determinative; rather, the ‘‘totality

of circumstances’’ is the test of whether

the detention amounted to an arrest

(Whitebread and Slobogin 2000).



Arrest and Detention



Arrest and Police Practices



A review of arrest and other types of contact between police and citizens indicates

that restraint or restriction of a citizen’s

liberty does not necessarily constitute arrest. Police encounters with citizens range

from those in which citizens are not compelled to respond to a stop (prompted by

reasonable suspicion), detention short of

arrest, and finally arrest, at which point all



Because arrest has certain legal requirements (probable cause) and creates significant legal risks for the police (e.g., being

liable for false imprisonment and being

subject to a civil suit for damages), and

because evidence gathered in the course

of wrongful arrest may not be admissible

in court, officers may sometimes avoid arrest and use field interrogation techniques
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(or detention) to accomplish their purposes (for examples and cases, see Telling

1978, and Zander 1977). Detention for investigation describes a broad category of

police activities, which range from stopping individuals on the street to holding

persons for interrogation for a few minutes

to a few hours (Abrams 1967, 1103–1113).

Detention, for purposes such as interrogation, is often an established police practice

(La Fave 1965, ch. 16; Markowitz and

Summerfield 1952, 1202, 1204). One

study indicated that ‘‘though it constitutes

an arrest, persons detained are not booked

. . . and no record is kept of such cases’’

(Markowitz and Summerfield 1952, 1204;

see also Telling 1978, 321; La Fave 1965,

ch. 16). The legal classifications of such

encounters do not arise unless the citizen

is subsequently charged with an offense

and the fruits of the detention—confessions—are introduced at the trial.

Behaviorally, arrest has been defined as

the transporting of a suspect to a police

station (Black 1971; La Fave 1965, 3–4),

which is distinct from other preliminary

investigative devices such as stopping and

questioning, frisking, or other on-the-spot

checks. The degree of interference is substantially greater when a suspect is taken

to the station—whatever the purpose of

the custody (for investigation or prosecution, or to realize other deterrent, rehabilitative, or punitive functions). The

person being transported also views such

extended custody as different from onthe-street investigation, because the consequences of being taken to the police

station (an arrest record, often including

photographing and fingerprinting) may be

more serious.

Suspects, however, are sometimes taken

to the station for investigation under circumstances that do not constitute an arrest, such as taking the suspect in without

telling him that he is arrested and without

recording the detention as an arrest. Or, a

suspect could be ‘‘invited’’ to headquarters

(La Fave 1965, 302). Some police officers

believe that they have not ‘‘arrested’’ a



suspect until he or she has formally been

booked on the police blotter.

The definition of arrest and numerous

court decisions (Cook 1971, 180) suggest that a critical factor in determining

whether an arrest has occurred is the officer’s

intent to take custody of the individual

in order to charge him or her with a

crime. In practice, police often arrest citizens for other purposes such as harassment or taking offenders off the street

(La Fave 1965, 150), as a peacekeeping

device in certain neighborhoods, as a

means to enforce and legitimize their

authority (Reiss 1971), and to demonstrate to superiors or to the public that

they are doing their jobs (Markowitz and

Summerfield 1952, 1202). In short, arrest

has come to have meaning and importance

as a form of immediate intervention in

dealing with various exigencies that is independent of the rest of the criminal justice system.

The understanding of the person suspect is also an important legal element of

arrest. Generally, an individual is not

under arrest if he or she has no knowledge

or reason to suspect that he or she has

been arrested (Cook 1971, 177). The law

recognizes that arrest is primarily a personal and subjective experience that must

be felt by the individual being arrested.

The understanding of citizens concerning the nature of a confrontation with the

police and their freedom to leave the place

of the encounter has, therefore, often been

the subject of criminal trials and legal discussions. For instance, it has been argued

that a person detained for field interrogation ‘‘will undoubtedly not consider himself under arrest, and consequently can in

all honesty answer in the negative if later

asked whether he has been arrested’’ (La

Fave 1965, 347).

Research has indicated, however, that

citizens are unable to distinguish between

arrest and other types of police contact

and often admit to having been arrested

when they actually have no arrest record

(Erez 1984).
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Arrest Records and Recording

Empirically, it has been demonstrated that

ambiguity concerning the nature of various types of contacts between citizens

and police also results in multiple definitions of arrest for purposes of data recording, reporting, and statistical tabulation.

‘‘Whether a youngster obtained an arrest

record or not could be a function of different officers’ conceptions of what constituted the meaning of arrest’’ (according to

Klein, Rosenweig, and Bates 1975, 83).

These conceptions resulted in definitions

that ranged from ‘‘booking’’ through

‘‘brought into the station,’’ ‘‘any detention

(or citation, too) at the station,’’ and even

‘‘field contacts’’ (Klein et al. 1975, 85–86;

Sherman 1980b, 471):

. . . in the San Jose, California department

arrest was defined as charging, but in

Denver . . . all persons brought to a station

house were counted as arrested. Cincinnati

was reported to make frequent use of investigative detention, in which suspects were

kept in custody at a police station for up to

twenty-four hours without being counted as

having been arrested. In Detroit, arresting

patrol officers turn everything over to detectives at the station house, where the detectives . . . released an estimated 50% of

the persons arrested for major felony

offenses because of weak evidence or

other reasons. . . .



The Police Foundation (Sherman 1980a,

1980b) suggests that the counts of arrests in

different cities may be based on as many as

five different points of reference: contacting

suspects on the street, transporting suspects

to a police station, detaining a suspect at a

police station, booking a suspect at a police

station, or filing charges against a suspect

with a prosecutor.

The booking process, the external or

formal proof of arrest, is usually a clerical

activity performed soon after the suspect

has been delivered to the station. Booking

results in an arrest record with a detrimental effect on the person booked. Booking
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constitutes a check on police abuse, because friends, counsel, and others may

learn of the suspect’s arrest (La Fave

1965, 380). Important legal rights and privileges arise at booking such as the right to

counsel and the right against self-incrimination. Although the suspect has Fifth

and Sixth Amendment protections at the

time of arrest, police may delay the booking process hoping that such rights will

not be demanded until booking occurs.

In some cases the police may refrain from

booking the suspect/arrestee in order to

give him the opportunity to exculpate himself before his involvement is recorded and

publicized.



Factors Influencing Police

Discretion to Make an Arrest

Police are vested with wide discretionary

power in their decision to arrest. Conflicting

organizational goals, the dependence of police on the communities they serve, and

various situational factors make full enforcement of the law neither possible nor

desirable. The primary legal factor influencing police use of discretion is the seriousness of the offense (Terry 1967, 179)

because the police are more likely to arrest

adults and juveniles when the offense is a

felony rather than a misdemeanor (see, e.g.,

Black 1971).

Situational factors influencing the decision to arrest include the demeanor of the

suspect, because antagonistic suspects have

a greater risk of being arrested (Black 1971;

Reiss 1971). The presence and action of a

complainant will also influence police to

make an arrest. A preexisting victim–

suspect relationship will reduce the likelihood of arrest (Black 1971; La Fave 1965).

The way the police enter the scene is a factor,

because arrest is more likely in reactive

encounters than in proactive ones (Black

1971; Reiss 1971). Location of the encounter is another factor, because arrest is more
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likely in public places than in private ones

(Black 1976).

Extralegal factors that influence the arrest decision include age ( juveniles are

arrested more often than adults), gender

(Visher 1983) (males are arrested more

often than females), race (blacks are

arrested more often than whites), and socioeconomic status (Smith et al. 1984) (the

poor are arrested more often than the

wealthy). Many of these characteristics

have been associated with the ‘‘symbolic

assailant,’’ who is viewed by police as being

potentially violent and a great threat to the

police and the public.

Another extralegal factor that influences the arrest decision is a department’s

‘‘style’’ of policing. Departments that follow a ‘‘legalistic’’ style will produce more

arrests than those that adopt a ‘‘service’’

style, while the departments that follow a

‘‘watchman’’ style will produce the fewest

arrests.



Judicial Review of Arrest Practices

and the Police

Police arrests are inevitably subject to judicial review. When the courts rule that

the officers have violated procedural law,

the police feel that their professional competence is being questioned and that they

are hamstrung because the guilty go free

(Reiss 1971). Because the rules governing

police work are in constant flux, the police

continuously test the limits of their arrest

authority in their daily efforts to control

crime, while the courts limit this authority

in order to protect individual rights and

civil liberties.

EDNA EREZ and DANIEL PRICE

See also Autonomy and the Police; Civil

Restraint in Policing; Constitutional

Rights: In-Custody Interrogation; Liability and the Police; Presumptive Arrest

Policing
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ARSON AND ITS

INVESTIGATION



Magnitude of the Problem

According to the 2002 Uniform Crime

Reports (UCR), as compiled by the Federal Bureau of Investigation, 12,454 law enforcement agencies reported 74,921 arson

offenses. In 1991, 11,845 law enforcement

agencies reported 99,784 arson offenses.

Since 1993, arson arrests have declined

20.5%. Average damage per arson offense

in 2002 was $11,253, an amount that has

decreased by $700 since 1991. The national

arson clearance rate for 1991 was 16%; for

2022 it was 16.5%, showing little change.

Forty-three percent of arsons cleared in

2002 involved juvenile offenders, and 71.8

of offenses involving juveniles involved

community/public structures. Almost half

(49.4%) of arrestees for arson were under

age eighteen; 67.8% were under twentyfive. Males accounted for 84.8% of arrestees; 76.8% of arrestees were white and

21.5% were black.

It seems as though arson, like all

crimes, has declined during the past decade. However, it should be noted that

there is limited reporting of arson offenses

by law enforcement, so generalizations

from UCR data must be made with care.



Purpose of the Arson Investigation

The purpose of an arson investigation is to

determine the origin and cause of a fire

that has been purposefully set to burn
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down the property of another or to incinerate one’s own property for some illegal

purpose. The desired outcome of an arson

investigation is the arrest of the perpetrator. The 2002 UCR defined arson as ‘‘any

willful or malicious burning or attempt to

burn, with or without intent to defraud, a

dwelling house, public building, motor

vehicle or aircraft, personal property of

another, etc.’’ Obviously, not all fires are

arson. The UCR does not consider suspicious fires or fires of unknown origin. It is

the investigator’s duty to gather all the

facts and evidence at the fire scene, then

to decide whether the fire was of incendiary, natural, or accidental origin.

The arson investigation focuses first on

determining the point or points of origin

of the fire, and second on determining how

the fire started. The trained arson investigator, and indeed the vast majority of firefighters, can easily determine the point of

origin of a fire. Generally, the fire burns

hottest at the point of origin. Incendiary

fires tend to burn quicker and at a higher

heat than natural or accidental fires due to

the use of an accelerant. Incendiary fires

also often have distinctive burn patterns.

As the fire burns, it spreads away from the

point of origin, creating noticeable burn

patterns.



Handling the Arson Crime Scene

Every type of crime scene presents investigators with particular challenges that must

be overcome, or at least accounted for, in

order for the investigation to be successful.

Unlike many other crime scenes, which

can remain relatively intact from the time

of the commission of the crime until investigators arrive, arson scenes suffer considerable damage prior to the start of the

investigation. First and foremost, fire is

very destructive. Although it is highly unlikely that a fire will completely destroy

objects at the scene, it does alter them

considerably. Second, the water that is
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generally used to extinguish fires is also

very destructive to evidence. Third, when

firefighters are called to the scene of a fire,

their first concern is not preserving the

scene for the arson investigators. Their

first concern is rescuing any victims that

may be present and extinguishing the fire.

These goals may be contradictory to preserving the crime scene.

Proper crime scene handling dictates a

systematic (to ensure that no evidence is

missed) and controlled (to minimize the

possibility of contamination) approach to

the collection, preservation, and processing of evidence. The search of an arson

scene should begin at the furthest point at

which debris is found and progress toward

the origin of the fire. The search should be

conducted in a predetermined pattern so

that no area remains unsearched.

Most evidence will be found near the

origin of the fire. This area naturally

receives the most focus and material from

this area should be sent to the laboratory.

Generally a significant amount of ash and

charred remnants from this point should

be submitted to the laboratory for analysis

since this debris is most likely to contain

chemical residue from any accelerant

used. This area may also contain partially

burned items that may reveal fingerprints,

fibers, or hair that can be linked to the

suspect. Depending on how the fire was

started, any devices used to ignite the fire

may not be completely destroyed and

may reveal evidence that can be used to

successfully link a suspect to the crime

scene.

Arson evidence is packaged differently

from other evidence because it often contains residues that require laboratory analysis. It should not be air dried and

packaged in a breathable, paper bag like

other wet, crime scene evidence. To ensure

that chemical residues do not deteriorate,

the evidence must be packaged in airtight,

plastic containers. These containers will

not allow vapors to escape; these vapors

may be the only indication of what sort of

accelerant or explosive was used. As with



any evidence, these containers should be

appropriately marked and the chain of

custody should be observed. Burnt evidence may be submitted in whole or part

to the laboratory, depending on the size of

the object.

At the scene chemical color tests may be

used to test for accelerant residue. Some

departments also have canines trained to

detect accelerant residue. At the laboratory, a variety of tests may be performed

to determine the chemical makeup of any

residue found at the scene. The gas chromatograph is the most reliable way to

determine the chemical makeup of flammable residues in the laboratory.



Motives for Arson

Although there are a variety of motives for

arson, by far, the most common is financial gain through insurance fraud. In

determining whether or not the fire was

motivated by insurance fraud, the investigator must determine who, if anyone,

would stand to gain from the damage or

destruction of a particular piece of residential or commercial property. This motive

may become apparent when the investigator discovers that the building was insured

for more than its value, that the insurance

was recently increased, and that expensive

equipment, important papers, personal

items, and the like were removed from

the building just prior to the fire.

The second most common motive is vandalism and revenge. These motives may

occur separately or in conjunction with

each other. Revenge can be easy to determine. Generally, the perpetrator will have

made specific threats toward the victim or

victims. Even in the absence of a specific

threat, it may be generally known that the

perpetrator had a grudge against the victim.

An act of vandalism may be carried out as a

form of revenge, or vandalism may be perpetrated for fun. Most juvenile instances of

arson fall into this category.
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Arson may be committed as a secondary crime, in an attempt to disguise another offense. The primary crime, for

example, may be murder, fraud (not related

to arson-related insurance fraud), or organized criminal activity, to name a few.

Fires may be set by highly pathological

adults who enjoy setting fires. Serial arsonists frequently derive a sexual enjoyment

from the fires that they set. Many will

remain at or near the scene and many

prefer to burn unoccupied buildings.

Fires may also be set by children. Generally children who set fires can be placed

into one of three groups. The first group is

comprised of children with very limited

knowledge of fire and for whom the firesetting was an accident. This group is

comprised mostly of very young children.

The second group is comprised of children

who were experimenting with fire out of

curiosity and the resultant fire was an accident. The third group sets fires as part of

a larger pathology—they also frequently

exhibit aggression and social skill deficits.

This latter group is referred to as childhood firesestters.



.



.



Training for Investigators

To become an expert in arson investigation, an individual must have on-the-job

experience as a firefighter, police officer,

or both and must be broadly trained. The

arson investigator must also be involved in

ongoing training. Courses are available

from local police academies, fire academies, private agencies, and colleges and

universities. Some courses are even being

offered in an online format.

Courses cover such areas as:

.

.

.

.

.

.



Similarity between Arson

Investigations and Explosive

Investigations



.

.

.

.

.



Arson and explosive investigations are remarkably similar. Both of these types of

investigations focus on these specifics:

.

.

.



.

.
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The point of origin

How the explosion/fire was set

Where to begin the scene search (It

should begin at the furthest point at

which debris is found and progress

toward the origin.)

Gathering evidence, most of which

will be found near the point of origin

The devices used to ignite the explosion (These may not be completely

destroyed and may reveal fingerprints,

fibers, hairs, and other particles that



can be used to successfully link a suspect to the crime scene.)

Packaging of evidence (It should be

packaged to protect chemical residues that may deteriorate.)

Determining in the laboratory the

chemical makeup of any residue

found at the scene.



.

.

.



Law

Chemistry of fire

Behavior of fire

Building construction

Fire-scene investigation

Initial fire attack and suppression

Interviewing and interrogation

Fire typology

Courtroom testimony

Motives of the arsonist

Fire modeling

Arson fraud

Report writing

Scene reconstruction

AYN EMBAR-SEDDON and
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See also Clearance Rates and Criminal Investigations; Criminal Investigation; Forensic Investigations; Uniform Crime Reports
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ASIAN POLICING SYSTEMS

As the largest and most populous continent, Asia is merely a geographic term.

Asia can be divided into six regions. Our

focus is confined to East Asia and Southeast Asia because these peoples as well as

their cultures resemble each other more

than any other regions of Asia. Like the

concept of Asia, East Asia and Southeast

Asia are more geographic terms than homogeneous concepts, and the use of the

terms to describe these vast areas always

carries the potential of obscuring the enormous diversity among the two regions.

Because of space limitations, the discussion

of Asian policing systems is limited to

selected law enforcement agencies in East

Asian and Southeast Asia.

East Asia and Southeast Asia are

regarded separately mainly because of the

level of industrialization, cultural traditions, and geographic influences. East Asia



includes China (Hong Kong and Macao),

Korea (North and South), Mongolia, and

the islands of Japan and Taiwan. Historically, these countries were under the influence of Buddhism and Confucianism, with

Islamic and Christian impacts being marginal. Buddhism and Confucianism interacted with the local culture and mixed

with shamanism and Taoism in China and

Korea and with Shinto in Japan. Southeast

Asia embraces Brunei, Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar (formerly

known as Burma), Philippines, Singapore,

Thailand, and Vietnam. Traditionally, these

nations were greatly influenced by Buddhism, Hinduism, and Islam. Modern history saw the conversion to Catholicism in

the Philippines, East Timor, and Vietnam.

Politically, many nations are communist states, such as China, Laos, North

Korea, and Vietnam. Others have liberal

democratic regimes such as Japan. The

rest of the nations sit between these two

extremes with South Korea and Taiwan

having recently joined the liberal democratic regimes. There are also three constitutional monarchies—Cambodia, Japan,

and Malaysia—and one constitutional

sultanate—Brunei (Central Intelligence

Agency 2005).

East Asian societies are more homogeneous than countries in Southeast Asia.

The common philosophical Confucianism

and Buddhism, reinforced by centuries of

tradition, have molded these societies into

accepting patriarchal, hierarchical, authoritarian order. People are bound by

notions of reciprocal duty, informal resolution of conflict, and great reliance on

collectivism. The resulting legal systems

are unlike those found in the West, and

in the eyes of Western scholars, these legal

systems hold little respect for procedural

niceties or individual rights. They do not

recognize the existence of an autonomous,

rights-bearing individual who is an isolated being, related solely to God or to

nature. Instead, the individual in East

Asia from birth to death and beyond is

defined in the context of a hierarchical
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collective (Cao and Cullen 2001; Dutton

1992). These societies place emphasis on

intertwining bonds of human relationship

to maintain the social fabric and to prevent crime and disorder. In other words,

these intertwining bonds have been the

basic unit of informal policing over the

centuries.

It is impossible to describe each of the

police forces in these regions. The current

entry, therefore, only describes the police

organizations in five nations in these

regions: China, Japan, Korea, Malaysia,

and Singapore.



Policing in China

Although China has a very long history of

bureaucracy, the police agency was not

part of this long tradition. Before the

twentieth century, Confucian China had

no professional police force. Some forms

of forerunners of secret police can be

found in the Ming Dynasty’s (1368–1644)

dong-chang and xi-chang, and the county

magistrate, who was a chief executive and

judge in one, employed ‘‘runners’’ to perform some duties of law enforcement. The

first modern sense of a professional police

force was created in Tianjin in 1901 under

the command of General Yuan Shi-kai as a

compromised solution to maintain law and

order in the concessions of Western powers.

Soon the police as a paramilitary government agency spread to all major cities, and

the government of the Qing Dynasty (1644–

1911) in Beijing established a bureau to

manage this force in 1905.

After the overthrow of the Qing Dynasty in 1911, more systematic ways of organizing and training police, which imitated

the police of Germany, Japan, and the

Soviet Union, were introduced in the

Republic of China (1912–1949). The process was interrupted in 1949 when the communists took over the government. The new

regime, The People’s Republic of China,
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under Mao, developed a total proletarian

dictatorship that modeled the Soviet practice exclusively. The police were highly

centralized and were loyal only to the Communist Party. Its power is ubiquitous,

absolute, and unchallengeable.

After Mao’s death in 1976, the reformminded Deng Xiaoping introduced many

changes in an attempt to decentralize the

police apparatus. The Ministry of Justice

was established under the new constitution of 1982, which removed the duty of

managing the prisons and most other correctional institutions from the police.

The Ministry of State Security was established in June 1983 with the mandate

‘‘to ensure China’s security and strengthen

the struggle against espionage.’’ The military police, however, were established

in the following year as a separate unit

within the Public Security Ministry. As a

result, the Public Security Ministry has

become more focused on crime prevention, criminal investigation, fire control,

traffic, census responsibilities, and border

control. In 1995, the Police Law came into

effect (Ma 1997). The law defines the police organization, duties, recruitment,

training, powers, disciplinary procedures,

and citizen complaint mechanism.

The many levels of police are controlled

in a top-down manner by the Ministry of

Public Security in Beijing with the approval

of the provincial and city governments. In

each province and in each city, there are

four major divisions of the police: military

police, which guard the important government buildings; fire police; traffic police;

and public security police. The unique

characteristics of Chinese policing are that

crime prevention and crime investigation

are largely shouldered by the public security

police at the neighborhood station, working closely with the neighborhood committee. Since 1978, there has been a slow but

steady shift from a force (imposer of order)

to a service (servant of the community)

orientation. The police officers have more

discretionary power than their counterparts

in the West as well as more responsibilities.
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They are given the power of ‘‘administrative

punishment’’ in cases of minor crimes and

public order offenses by means of warnings,

fines, and detention in police cells (Bracey

1989). In other words, in such cases the

police alone carry out apprehension, adjudication, and correction without reference

to the People’s Procurator, the courts, or the

correctional institutions. The police have a

teaching function as well as a legal brief. It is

their responsibility to educate the masses

about the law.

Police training for new recruits is largely

handled in provincial police colleges and at

the People’s Public Security University in

Beijing. All provincial colleges give certificates as well as associate degrees. They

are in charge of the training of entry-level

police officers and the in-service promotion of officers at the county/district and

city levels. In addition to age and health

requirements, new recruits have to pledge

their loyalty to the Communist Party (Cao

and Hou 2001; Jiao 2001). Some of the

provincial police colleges also grant bachelor’s degrees. Only the People’s Public

Security University grants academic degrees

from bachelor’s to Ph.D. In addition, there

are several specialty police colleges, such as

armed police college, border police college,

forensic science college, armed police college, and many other provincial academies.

The police academies in Hong Kong and

Macao do not give any academic degrees.



Policing in Japan

Japan was the first nation in East Asia to

establish a modern professional police in

the early 1870s during the Meiji Restoration. Their police force was modeled after

that of France and Germany (Ames 1981).

Kawaji Toshiyoshi is credited with the

creation of the modern Japanese police.

After a short period of a decentralized

police experiment during the occupation

of the United States after World War II,

Japanese police became centralized again



with the adoption of the Reform Police

Law in 1954. The police at the prefectural

level maintain a degree of autonomy, but

they must operate under the general supervision of the National Police Agency,

which is accountable to the National Public Safety Commission, which is, in turn,

directly answerable to the prime minister

(National Police Agency of Japan 2005).

The national nature of the police is

greatly enhanced by the way police officers

are trained and promoted. All new police

recruits have to go through vigorous training at the prefecture or national police

academy. To be promoted, they have to

go through training again at the National

Police Academy. However, none of the

police academies grants any academic

degrees to police officers. Compared with

China, the duties of Japanese police officers are more focused on crime. Similar to

China, the Ministry of Justice manages the

prison system in Japan.

Due to Japan’s history, in which the

police were first recruited from the ranks

of the samurai, the police enjoy high social

status in Japan and their supportive environment was considered a ‘‘heaven for a

cop’’ (Bayley 1991, 1). Japan’s unique police strategy is based on the urban koban

and the rural chuzaizo. The koban is a small

structure, a house or a storefront, which

provides an office and working space for

the officers assigned to it. It is staffed

around the clock and provides a broad

range of services to the people of the

community. Twice each year, the patrol

officers conduct a house-to-house visitation

in their district, gathering information

about who lives in the area and offering

information about crime prevention and

safety measures.



Policing in Korea

After the Japanese victory in the first SinoJapanese War in 1894 and after its

subsequent strengthened influence and
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control over Korea, the police bureau

Kyoung Mu Cheong was established in

1894 in the Home Affairs Ministry of the

Yi Dynasty (1392–1910) (Lee 1990). Between then and now, many changes have

taken place, but the centralization of the

police has survived all political eras: Yi

Dynasty, Japanese occupation, American

military guardianship, the Rhee dictatorship, authoritarian regimes, and the democratic regimes since 1988 (Korean National

Police Agency 2005). Currently, the Korean

National Police Agency sits within the

Ministry of Government Administration

and Home Affairs. Like China and Japan,

there is a separate Ministry of Justice in

charge of prison systems.

Having inherited the crisis of legitimacy

and a negative relationship between the

public and the police from the previous

military authoritarian regimes, the democratic governments since 1988 have placed

considerable emphasis on the service role

of the police, on the importance of the

partnership, and on a positive relationship

between the public and the police (Moon,

McCluskey, and Lee 2005). The National

Central Police Academy is in charge of all

new recruits. The Police Comprehensive

Academy is a training facility for officers

with the rank of inspector or below. The

National Police University provides training for officers above the rank of inspector

and also grants officers with bachelor’s

degrees (Korean National Police Agency

2005).

North Korea, after its proclaimed independence in 1948, has become increasingly

isolated since 1990 and is regarded as a

hermit kingdom once again. There is little

public information on its police force except that it is tightly controlled by the

Communist Party as a repressive force of

its citizens. The Ministry of Public Security (called the Ministry of the Interior until

1962) is closely patterned after the Soviet

model of the Stalin era. Both conventional

and secret police are subordinate to this

ministry, as are traffic control, fire prevention, and the penal system.
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Policing in Malaysia

The Malays, historically the dominant cultural group in Malaysia, probably originally came from South China (ca. 2000

b.c.), but marriages with other aboriginal

peoples over generations and isolation

from the Chinese influence have modified

their ethnic and cultural characteristics.

The peninsula was influenced greatly by

Hinduism and Buddhism before the fourteenth century, as evidenced by its temples

and Indian cultural traditions. The fall of

Madjapahit in the late fourteenth century

opened the way for the primacy of a

Malay state. In the fifteenth century, the

Malays, beginning with the Malaccans,

were converted to Islam, which remains

the religion of most Malays. During the

British occupation, various police organizations were formed in different parts of

Malaysia, and its current legal system was

derived in large measure from the British.

Malaysia is a mix of people from many

races and cultures, and uniting them under

a common flag was not an easy enterprise.

Because Malays represented the simple majority (51%), the constitution gave them

permanent spots in the government, made

Islam the national religion, and made

Malay the national language, although

English is used in the legal system. A few

years after its independence in 1957, the

federal government merged separate police

organizations into a single national police

called the Royal Malaysian Police. The

Police Act of 1967 established the office of

the inspector general, who commands the

police force and is responsible to the Minister of Home Affairs for the direction and

control of the organization. The correction system is administered by the Prison

Department within the same Ministry of

Home Affairs.

Candidates with primary school educations are recruited as constables; those

holding the Malaysia Certificate of Education are recruited as probationary inspectors; and university graduates are recruited
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as probationary assistant superintendents.

The Police Academy in Kuala Lumpur

offers basic training for constable recruits

and refresher courses for junior officers.

Higher level courses are given at the Police

College in Kuala Kubu Bharu. Separate

technical trainings are available for criminal

investigation and special branch personnel,

and paramilitary training for the police field

force is given at Ulu Kinta in Perak.



Policing in Singapore

Singapore was a fishing and trading village

when it was ceded to the British East India

Company in 1819. In 1824, it came under

the complete control of the British and it

developed fast into a port city. In 1965,

Singapore became an independent republic, but it has remained in the Commonwealth of Nations. The population is more

than 75% Chinese; Malays and Indians

constitute large minorities. The country

has four official languages: Mandarin,

Malay, Tamil, and English.

In 1857, the Police Act was passed in the

colony, establishing a regular police force

in Singapore. In 1923, the Police Force

Training Depot was started, which was

upgraded as the Police Academy in 1959.

It is in charge of all police training as well as

training for promotion in Singapore. It

does not give any academic degrees. Like

all other police forces in this region, the

police force is centralized in design. As in

Malaysia, it is housed within the Ministry

of Home Affairs, and the Prisons Department is another unit within the same

ministry (Singapore 2005). According to

Bayley (1989), the Singapore police force

has successfully shifted from a reactive,

incident-based police strategy before 1981

to full-scale community policing. Specifically, with the help of American and British

scholars, it has deemphasized motorized

patrolling and emergency response in

favor of intensive community involvement

through establishment of Neighborhood



Police Posts; it has redeployed a substantial

proportion of patrol personnel for community problem solving; and it has enmeshed

policing in a network of independent community organizations.

Despite the differences among these five

nations, there are a few striking similarities: the police are all centralized and

national in design. Of course, there are

different degrees of centralization. Arguably, the police force in North Korea is the

most tightly controlled by the Communist

Party, and it exerts the greatest control

over every aspect of its citizens’ lives. In

contrast, the police force in Malaysia is

probably the least tightly controlled by

its government and it exerts the weakest

control over its citizens. Police personnel

are all recruited on a voluntary basis from

applicants who are often young or from

the army. To be promoted, police officers

have to be retrained in police academies or

police colleges.

Compared with the United States, all

nations have lower official crime rates.

The quality of crime data, however, varies

from one nation to another. Official

crime statistics are very reliable in Japan

(Vaughn and Tomita 1990) and Singapore,

but not as reliable in China (Yu and Zhang

1999). The lower crime rates are due primarily to the cultural milieu of societies

rather than their police force. This is particularly true for all nations in East Asia.

LIQUN CAO

See also Accountability; Attitudes toward

the Police: Overview; India, Policing in
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ASSESSMENT CENTERS,

PERSONNEL

Employee selection is an important human resources decision, especially in

policing where employees are protected
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by civil service regulations and union contracts once they have served a probationary appointment. If an agency makes the

wrong selection decision, it may have to

retain a mediocre employee. Thus, the selection process is the most critical of all

personnel decisions, and no expense or

effort should be spared when making employment decisions.

Selection refers to hiring new employees, promoting employees to higher ranks,

and making decisions about transferring

officers to specialized units. A promotion

process in actuality is a selection process in

that the department is selecting an officer

from one rank for a higher position in

the department. When assigning officers

to specialized units, employers must ensure

that the officers have the knowledge, skills,

and abilities to perform these new jobs.

None of these decisions can be taken lightly

since they ultimately affect the overall

effectiveness of the department.

An assessment center (AC) consists of a

variety of tests with job simulations constituting a significant proportion of the

procedures used by the focal or selecting

agency (Joiner 2002). Many ACs also

include cognitive tests, which increase

the validity of the procedure (see Dayan,

Kasten, and Fox 2002). When the AC is

used for promotions, candidates typically

are given a reading list from which test

questions are drawn. Entry-level ACs

often contain a general aptitude test.

Thus, the AC is also used as a personnel

development tool at the promotional level.

Essentially, an AC is composed of multiple tests that examine candidates on a

wide range of knowledge, skills, and abilities. It represents a more comprehensive

examination as opposed to other testing

methods. Gaines et al. (2003) have identified several different types of exercises that

are commonly used in ACs. The content

of the exercises is determined by the position for which candidates are competing.

.



Leaderless discussion group. This exercise simulates a staff or other kind
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of meeting. Candidates are given a

topic, usually in the form of a problem, and required to discuss it and

provide a solution. In the leaderless

discussion group, the interpersonal

processes and interaction are of

more importance than the group’s

solution to the problem.

Role-play exercise. Here, the candidate interacts with a role player while

being observed by the raters. The

role player may assume the role of

a citizen, coworker, subordinate,

superior officer, or someone from another governmental department. The

role player is given a script providing

details of the situation and how he or

she should respond to different points

made by the candidate.

Presentation exercise. This exercise

requires officers to make some type

of presentation while being observed

by the raters. A variety of presentation situations can be contrived: roll

call training, presentation to a group

of citizens, academy training, or a presentation to governmental officials.

Once the presentation is completed,

the raters can ask questions adding

to the simulation.

In-basket exercise. This exercise consists of a variety of different types

of paperwork that the officer would

be expected to complete in the new

position: assignments, requests for

vacation or sick time, schedule

changes, letters and communications

from citizens, disciplinary problems,

requests to make presentations, complete reports, and so forth. Candidates complete the paperwork, and

it is graded in terms of completeness

and consistency with departmental

policies.

Tactical or problem-solving exercise.

Officers are given a situation and

asked to describe what actions they

would take to resolve it. They are

expected to tell raters what orders

they would issue, who they would



.



inform about the situation, and

what other police units or governmental agencies they would contact

to assist in resolving the problem.

Examples of tactical problems include a hostage situation, fight at a

bar, officer involved in domestic violence, crime problem, and a traffic

crash involving hazardous materials.

Report checking exercise. In this exercise, candidates are provided several completed reports, which they

grade, a common task performed

by supervisors.



The selection of AC exercises is guided

by the rank or position for which the test

is being designed. For example, the reports

exercise is generally used at the sergeant or

corporal level, whereas the leaderless discussion group and in-basket exercises

are used at higher ranks. Although these

exercises are designed primarily for promotion processes, some departments have

incorporated AC exercises into the police

selection process. For example, candidates

can be evaluated using a tactical or problem-solving exercise. Candidates would

first be given training, and then they

would observe a problem situation using

role players or video. The candidates could

be queried in terms of how they would handle the situation, interpersonal relations

with any role players, and performance on

a report that would be written describing

the situation.



AC Validity

ACs are generally validated using content

validation. Content validation has been

established by showing that exercises

simulate actual tasks or work activities

associated with the position. Content validation begins with a job analysis where job

incumbents are surveyed to determine the

tasks they perform and the knowledge,

skills, and abilities required to perform the
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tasks. Usually a job analysis will identify

fifty to one hundred tasks performed by

officers at any given level. Exercises are

then developed to match the job analysis

information. The following are examples of

tasks performed by lieutenants:

.

.

.

.

.



Assisting in supervising or directing

the activities of the unit

Meeting with superiors regarding

the operation of the unit

Ensuring that departmental and

governmental policies are followed

Holding role call

Reviewing the work of individuals

or groups within the section



The content validation process in police

ACs has taken two forms. First, once the

job analysis is completed, the tasks are

linked to specific job dimensions. Examples of these job dimensions include

leadership, decisiveness, communications

skills, motivation, planning, scheduling,

supervision, and community or public

relations. The AC exercises are then graded on some combination of dimensions.

Although this format is widely used, it is

problematic. Sackett (1987) advises that

when dimensions are used, it must be ensured that the total domain of a dimension

is sampled if content validity is used. For

example, if one of the dimensions used in

the AC is decisiveness, it must be ensured

that all types of decisions are addressed.

Officers make all sorts of decisions ranging from the mundane (granting an officer

vacation time) to the critical (supervising a

hostage situation). If the full range of

decision making is not measured, the AC

may not meet the standard for content

validity.

The second approach consists of measuring tasks rather than dimensions. Here,

various tasks are linked to the various AC

exercises, and candidates are graded on

their ability to perform the tasks. Evaluating candidates on task performance is

much more straightforward. This process

also results in more reliable ratings. A

multiple-exercise AC can measure from
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ten to thirty different tasks, or a representative sample of the job domain. Furthermore, it is less abstract and more

conducive to providing feedback to candidates in terms of strengths and weaknesses.



Implementing the AC Process

An AC must be implemented correctly if

it is to be an effective selection tool.

Caldwell, Thornton, and Gruys (2003)

have identified a number of problems

that must be considered during implementation. First, it should be properly planned

or coordinated. Most ACs operate for several days using a number of raters who

observe large numbers of candidates. Second, it should be based on a job analysis

that clearly defines the job tasks or dimensions. Third, exercises should consist of

simulations that match job requirements

and measure attributes that are important

to the job. Fourth, assessors should be

qualified and trained on the exercises and

measurement criteria. Fifth, candidates

should be well prepared. They should be

provided schedules and informed about

AC expectations. Sixth, AC preparers

should preestablish how the scoring will

be used to develop a list of successful

candidates. Common techniques include

pooled judgments by the assessors and

statistical methods where the dimensions

or task performance is weighted. Finally,

candidates should be given feedback on

their performance.

The AC is a process that can substantially enhance an agency’s selection processes. Research tends to indicate that it

is one of the most accurate selection methods and that it has fewer EEO problems.

Although costly and labor intensive, it

can substantially enhance the selection

process.

LARRY K. GAINES

See also Performance Measurement; Personnel Selection; Police Standards and

Training Commissions
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ATLANTA POLICE

DEPARTMENT

Ranking as the largest law enforcement

agency in the state of Georgia, the Atlanta

Police Department (APD) of 1,732 sworn

officers serves the resident population of

approximately 425,000 Atlanta citizens

as well as the thousands of commuters

who travel to the city to work. Its mission

is simple: Reduce crime and promote

the quality of life, in partnership with

the community. The department functions

around a community policing philosophy

and depends on the valued input and collaborative efforts of Atlanta residents.

Through this elevated community involvement, the APD strives to effectively address its three major priorities as a

protector of the public: youth-related

crime, domestic violence, and perceptions

of crime in Atlanta. The APD also allows

the community to obtain any information

or services it may need via its website.

Citizens have access to the Most Wanted

List, crime statistics, and community intervention services to name only a few.



History

The origins of the APD can be traced back

to 1837 when a railroad surveyor marked



the future site of Atlanta; the original settlement was named Terminus. A few years

later, the settlement’s name was changed

to Marthesville and the first marshal was

elected in 1844. By the year 1858, the

state legislature recognized the new name

Atlanta, the policemen count had raised

to twenty men, and the first night police

were elected. In 1873, a landmark event

occurred: Thomas Jones was elected as

the first chief of police and the APD was

reorganized into a fully functioning police

department.

Since that date, the APD has experienced many more landmark achievements.

During the late 1800s, the department

purchased its first police wagon and an

eight-hour workday was approved for all

officers. By 1890, the population of Atlanta

had risen to 65,553 and the department was

allotted more than $100,000 for their

yearly budget. The detective department

was reorganized under Sgt. Bradley Slaughter and through his guidance, detectives

used the Bertillon system of identification

for the first time.

The early 1900s saw multiple changing

of authority as several chiefs were elected

in a fifteen-year period. The APD developed its first juvenile court and juvenile

detention facilities. Organized prostitution

was attacked and vigorous antivice campaigns were announced. In 1911, the officers acquired their first motorized police

wagons, vehicles, and motorcycles. New

Police Chief William M. Mayo erected

the first police school of intensive instruction in 1915.

By the 1930s, Atlanta’s population had

grown to 270,336 citizens. Traffic signals

were installed downtown and a telephone

exchange was now functioning at police

headquarters. Policewomen were also

now part of the growing police force.

After the force lost two of its officers in

World War II, the department rebounded

in 1947 with the abolition of the Klandominated police union and the institution of the official Police Training Academy. Only one year later, the first African
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American police officers went on duty on

April 3, 1948.

The first noticeable crime rate decrease

since World War II occurred in the mid1950s. Women were assigned to regular

beats and new headquarter stations were

opened in different sections of the city. By

1960, the K-9 Corps had begun patrolling

and helicopters were used for traffic control. The population of the city had risen

to 487,455 persons.

During the heat of the civil rights

movement, Howard Baugh became the

first African American superior officer

on March 31, 1961, and the department

peacefully integrated Atlanta public high

schools. African Americans were authorized to arrest whites engaged in criminal

activities and the Fugitive Squad was

organized. Near the end of the decade,

African American officers were assigned

to regular patrols and the five-day workweek was instituted for officers.

In 1974, the City of Atlanta created the

Department of Public Safety, which included the police, fire, corrections, and

other functions of protection for the city.

However, this functioning unit only lasted

until 1990 when it was abolished and individual entities were reinstated as separate

functioning departments. Beverly Harvard

became the first African American woman

to hold the rank of chief of police of a

major city in 1994 and led the largest law

enforcement planning conducted by the

APD for the 1996 Summer Olympics. In

1995, Chief Harvard opened a citywide

911 communications center in correlation

with the Atlanta Fire Department, as well

as increased initiatives for community

policing and the domestic violence unit.



divisions and an annual budget of $120

million. Since his election as chief, he has

formed the Cyber Crime Task Force with

the FBI and established a new Homeland

Security Unit within the department. His

lateral entry program for new recruits has

improved policing techniques with the new

hires. Finally, and more importantly, he

has reduced crime in the city by 12%.

The APD is currently organized into

three divisions. The first is routine services,

which include uniformed patrol, criminal

investigations, and technical and administrative support services. A division of routine services includes the Police Operations

Bureau (POB) of the APD consisting of the

Field Operations Division, the Criminal

Investigations Division, the Bureau of

Taxicabs and Vehicles for Hire, and the

Tactical Crime Analysis Unit. The POB

coordinates the activities of police personnel who provide services to the citizens

and visitors of Atlanta. A weekly COBRA

(Command Operations Briefing to Revitalize Atlanta) meeting presents crime-fighting

strategies and activities used in the department. This program is designed after the

COMPSTAT program used nationwide.

A second main division is the emergency police response team, which is available twenty-four hours a day and can be

located at strategically placed precincts

citywide as well as at the Hartsfield-Jackson

Atlanta International Airport. The final

and third main division is the Citizen

Advisory Councils and Neighborhood

Planning Units representing 139 separate

neighborhoods. These units promote citizen input for departmental decisions, and

foot and bicycle patrols and mini-precincts

also promote frequent citizen–officer interaction.



Current Organizational Structure

Chief Richard J. Pennington, Atlanta’s

twenty-second chief of police, has been

residing in his position since July 2002.

He is responsible for the operation of five
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Becoming an Atlanta Police

Department Officer

The APD recruits for new trainees at job

fairs across the nation and also in San
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Juan, their latest recruiting effort. Each

recruit, after passing all minimum requirements to enter the academy, must pass a

rigorous twenty-one–week academy training program that includes high-level physical abilities test, firearm training, and

police procedures. The City of Atlanta is

an equal opportunity employer and does

not discriminate on the basis of race, sex,

age, national origin, religion, sexual orientation, or physical disability (except where

physical requirements constitute a bona

fide occupational qualification).

CATHERINE M. D. MARCUM

See also American Policing: Early Years;

Community-Oriented Policing: Practices;

COMPSTAT
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ATTITUDES TOWARD THE

POLICE: MEASUREMENT

ISSUES

The use of surveys as a tool to assess police–

citizen interactions dates back to the 1970s

in the United States and the United Kingdom. Although early surveys established

that most people are supportive of the police and satisfied with the way they perform

their duties, they also identified segments

of the population (especially blacks, the

young, and males) who are less satisfied

than others (see, for example, Lundman

1974; Thomas and Hyman 1977). Today,

citizen surveys are used for a variety of

purposes, including tracking the prevalence

and nature of citizens’ encounters with the

police among different ethnic groups

(Ewin 1996), evaluating community policing

initiatives (see Skogan and Hartnett 1997),

and cross-national comparisons of police–

citizen interactions (see Davis et al. 2004).

Increasingly, citizen surveys have also

been used by local police administrators



to gauge community opinion of the police,

diagnose problems, and measure the success of new initiatives. Surveys can also

be used by municipal government administrators or watch-dog agencies to assess

police performance and hold the police

accountable for how they interact with

the public.

Police researchers have come to define

two types of citizen surveys: community

surveys and contact surveys (Maguire

2004). The former refers to surveys that

attempt to gauge the attitude of the public

toward the police. In effect, it is a way of

‘‘taking the temperature’’ of the citizenry

in a way that is less biased and more

precise than assessing public opinions

through stories and editorials in the media

or other outlets of public discontent. Community surveys can help progressive police

commanders to know when they are on

track and when they are in trouble with

the entire community or segments of the

community defined by race, class, or other

demographics.

Contact surveys are administered to

people who have initiated contact with

the police (voluntary contacts) or who

have been stopped or detained by the

police (involuntary contacts). Instead of

measuring general attitudes, which is

what community surveys measure, contact

surveys attempt to measure the quality

of specific encounters. Although the number of complaints against the police may

serve as an indicator of excessive police

abuse, contact surveys can assess the full

spectrum of police–citizen interactions,

from highly positive to highly negative.

Police commanders can use contact surveys

to determine if some districts are handling

public interactions better than others, and

take appropriate corrective action.



Issues with Community Surveys

According to the Bureau of Justice Statistics’ LEMUS survey, community surveys
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have come into wide use: Roughly one

in three police departments conducts community surveys each year (Weisel 1999).

To produce an unbiased estimate of community sentiment regarding the police,

community surveys must attempt to sample a representative group of people from

the community. The best way to achieve a

representative sample is to draw households randomly from census data or telephone lists, and then interview those

selected over the phone or in person.

Because these methods are relatively

costly, many departments that conduct

community surveys on a regular basis use

the less costly methods of mail surveys or

online surveys through their websites. But

there are problems inherent with both

methods. Online surveys are completed

by those who have access to a computer

and who were motivated to seek out the

department’s website where they found

the survey. Mail surveys are likely to

have a low response rate. Both methods,

while inexpensive, raise the question of

whether the households that answer the

survey are representative of the community at large.

Regardless of how the surveys were

done, the results of community surveys

may be difficult to interpret. When citizen

satisfaction is assessed using global questions, the conceptual foundation of the

resulting measure is vague or fuzzy

(Worrall 1999; Wells et al. 2005). Recent

research asking people to explain the

reasons for their global assessment of the

police demonstrated that some respondents base their attitudes on specific

encounters, whereas others base their attitudes on general impressions of their local

department, presumably formed through

the media or conversations with acquaintances (Frank et al. 2005). Thus, the meaning of global satisfaction measures is

unclear, and may depend as much on

what is in the local media as on departmental priorities and policies or conduct of officers.
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Issues with Contact Surveys

Respondents in contact surveys may be

drawn from either the police files of persons

who have had specific types of encounters

with police officers or from respondents to

community surveys who indicate that they

have had a recent encounter with a police

officer. The former source is workable if

there is a high proportion of citizens who

have had recent police encounters. This is

likely to be the case in urban, but not in

suburban or rural areas. When using police

files as a sampling resource, researchers

must decide which subpopulations of experience with the police they are interested in.

Voluntary contact samples may be drawn

from crime reports, from reports of domestic violence incidents, from persons who

walk into stationhouses requesting assistance, or from callers to crime or drug

hotlines. Involuntary contact samples may

be drawn from summonses, arrests, traffic

stops, or stops of people on the street.

These sources are likely to vary in accessibility (whether the information is available

in a computer database or other central

repository) and in the completeness of

contact information (phone number or address). Researchers must balance ease of

access and quality of information against

the purposes of the research project to

determine which method is best for them.



Using Citizen Surveys in CrossJurisdictional Comparisons

Increasingly police experts and researchers

have argued for developing methods to

compare the performance of law enforcement agencies as a way to promote greater

police accountability to the public (Maguire

and Uchida 2000). In England and South

Africa, where police forces are national

and the movement for comparative measures is strong, citizen surveys have been
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incorporated as an integral part of performance measurement schemes.

However, it has been well documented

that citizen surveys, especially those that

measure global community opinion rather

than reactions to specific encounters, show

substantial variation across demographic

groups defined by gender, age, and race

(see, for example, Skogan 2005). Therefore, if citizen surveys are to be used

to measure comparative performance of

police agencies, results ought to be adjusted for demographic differences in the

communities being compared, as suggested

by Sherman’s work on evidence-based

policing (Sherman 1998).

Issues involved in comparing survey

results across jurisdictions in different

countries are even trickier as cultural differences come into play. In surveys using

common items in New York and St.

Petersburg, Russia, Davis and colleagues

(2004) noted that a much larger proportion

of Russian respondents registered ‘‘Don’t

Know’’ on questions related to police misconduct. Subsequent investigation of the

source of the difference revealed that

Russians were less willing than Americans

to express an opinion about taking bribes,

physical abuse, and so forth, if they had not

had firsthand experience with that form of

misconduct.

ROBERT C. DAVIS

See also Accountability; Administration of

Police Agencies, Theories of; Attitudes

toward the Police: Overview
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ATTITUDES TOWARD THE

POLICE: OVERVIEW

There is a rich tradition of research on

attitudes toward the police (ATP) in American police scholarship. The principal focus

has been on the attitudes of adult citizens,

but a smaller body of ATP research has

been conducted with juveniles. Researchers

in this area commonly use community

surveys as their main strategy for data

gathering in studying ATP, although other

methods such as in-school, self-administered surveys and focus groups are not uncommon. Studies in this area tend to define

ATP loosely: ATP can encompass citizen
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perceptions of police performance, beliefs

about police demeanor, assessments of police officer characteristics, and citizen preferences for police duties and practices. In

addition, ATP can be global or use very

general referents to the police, or it can be

very specific and refer to specific incidences

and experiences in police–citizen encounters. In the former case, researchers often

ask citizens to respond to attitudinal survey

items such as ‘‘Most police officers are usually courteous.’’ In the latter case researchers might ask citizens to respond to specific

situations such as ‘‘How satisfied were you

with the way the officer treated you when

you were stopped?’’

Conceptually, attitudes can be thought

of as individual cognitive evaluations of

objects that have a positive or negative

valence attached to them. In the case of

ATP, the positive or negative cognitive evaluations are of various police-related attributes such as fairness and courteousness

when dealing with minorities. It is generally

thought that attitudes toward objects (e.g.,

the police) and behaviors toward those

objects (e.g., cooperation) are positively

related. In other words, individuals with

positive ATP are more likely to engage in

positive behaviors toward and with the police than are individuals with negative ATP.

ATP should not be thought of as discreet

phenomenon, rather it falls along a continuum ranging from positive to negative.

Understanding ATP and ATP research

is important for several reasons. Decker

(1981) points out that police organizations

need public support, and positive attitudes

toward the police are especially important

in urban societies where the police are

primarily reactive and depend on the public to initiate police activity. The success

of the police in carrying out their duties

depends heavily on the cooperation of the

public, and the absence of cooperation

and support makes it difficult if not impossible for the police to perform effectively (Rosenbaum et al. 2005). Other

police scholars have noted that residents

from different cultural backgrounds have
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different values, attitudes, and beliefs

regarding the appropriateness of police

practices, and ATP research is important

for detecting these cultural differences.

ATP research became even more important with the community-oriented policing

movement that started in the 1980s and

continues through the present time. Community-oriented policing requires the

community and police to work closely together to develop and implement public

safety strategies, and ATP is an important

determinant of the ability of citizens and

police to work closely together. Improved

understanding of what shapes citizen ATP

can enable police administrators and policy makers to develop strategies for improving ATP that leads to citizen–police

cooperation and the coproduction of

public safety.

A major impetus for much of the early

ATP research was the police response to

the civil unrest and disorder associated

with the civil rights movement and anti–

Vietnam War movement of the 1960s.

Graphic media images of police brutality

in responding to urban rioting, along with

increased concern over the negative state

of police–community relations, led to an

expansion of research interest in ATP. The

National Advisory Commission on Civil

Disorders (known as the Kerner Commission) of 1968 carried out the first national, multicity studies of ATP. A cycle of

renewed interest in ATP and ATP research

tends to be repeated whenever highprofile, nationally visible incidents of police

brutality occur such as the Rodney King

incident involving the Los Angeles Police

Department in the early 1990s and the

torture of Abner Louima by several New

York City police officers in the late 1990s.



General ATP Research Findings

One of the most persistent findings of

ATP research is that citizens generally

hold positive attitudes toward the police.
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This finding has been replicated in several

studies and in national opinion polls that

consistently indicate that 70% or more of

the general public have positive attitudes

toward the police. However, in addition to

generalizing to the American public, much

of the early ATP research was aimed at

identifying the specific determinants of

ATP and focused on racial and ethnic

differences in ATP. Most of the research

carried out in this tradition has focused on

differences between African Americans and

whites with considerably less emphasis

placed on Hispanics. This research consistently demonstrates that ATP among

African Americans is substantially less

positive than that of whites. Although

more limited in number, studies show

that ATP of Hispanics is less favorable

than that of whites, but more favorable than that of African Americans. In

other words, ATP of Hispanics falls in

between that of African Americans and

whites.

In addition to exploring the role of race

and ethnicity in determining ATP, several

studies have examined the connection between individual-level characteristics and

ATP. In addition to race and ethnicity,

three domains of individual-level characteristics or variables have been identified

as important predictors of ATP (Webb

and Marshall 1995). These include socioeconomic status (SES), age, and gender.

The research evidence on the connection between age and ATP is mixed and

less consistent than the research linking

race and ethnicity to ATP. However, several studies have found a relationship between age and ATP with older citizens

being more positive about the police than

younger persons.

Research on the connection between

SES and ATP has produced findings that

are more equivocal than those on race

and ethnicity and ATP or those on gender

and ATP. Some studies show a connection while others fail to produce evidence

demonstrating a relationship between SES

and ATP. The lack of strong evidence in



support of such a relationship could very

well be a result of the difficulty in disentangling the interrelatedness of SES with race

and ethnicity, and varying neighborhood

characteristics such as crime rates and differences in the need for police service.

Research evidence on the relationship

between gender and ATP tends not to find

a significant relationship between the two,

and gender is usually not thought of as a

predictor of ATP. However, as with age

and SES, exceptions do exist; some research shows that females are more positive toward the police than males (Webb

and Marshall 1995).



Models of Attitudes toward

the Police

The early ATP findings were largely descriptive and characterized by a somewhat

oversimplified conceptualization, but over

time some relatively distinct ‘‘theoretical’’

models of ATP have evolved. Reisig and

Parks (2000) have identified three different models of ATP. They refer to the first

model as ‘‘the experience with police

model.’’ This model is premised on the

idea that ATP is largely a function of

one’s personal experience with the police.

The second model is the ‘‘quality-of-life

model,’’ which sees ATP as being largely

determined by the perceptions of one’s

neighborhood. The third model is the

‘‘neighborhood context model.’’ In this

model, ATP is a function of the objective conditions of neighborhoods such as

crime and poverty, and these conditions

are thought to be linked to ATP.

A good deal of ATP research has been

focused on examining the relationship

between actual experience with the police

and attitudes toward the police, hence the

‘‘experience with police model.’’ The research in this area indicates that the nature

of citizen–police contact plays an important role in shaping ATP. Research focusing on actual citizen–police contact has
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attempted to determine if the basis for

police contact, as well as the manner by

which the police handle the contact situation, influences satisfaction with the police.

Research findings related to this model

show that ATP (i.e., satisfaction with the

police) is more positive when citizens initiate the contact than when the police initiate

the contact. However, the type of contact is

also related to ATP, with negative contacts

(e.g., traffics stops and searches) being

associated with negative ATP. Negative

ATP also results when the police fail to

meet citizen expectations, for example, by

failing to respond promptly to calls for

service.

Research focusing on quality of life and

ATP is more recent, and it is largely the

result of the influence of the ‘‘broken-windows’’ hypothesis, which maintains that

crime stems from physical and social disorder at the neighborhood level. The body

of research in this area, although limited,

supports the notion that citizens who

perceive quality-of-life problems in their

neighborhood tend to hold the police

accountable for these problems and as a

result they are less satisfied with their

police. However, there is also evidence

that even in the face of disorder, citizen

satisfaction with the police increases when

citizens believe that they are living in

socially cohesive neighborhoods where

neighbors help each other.

Research carried out within the framework of the ‘‘neighborhood context

model,’’ focuses on the neighborhood itself as the primary source of ATP. The

idea is that neighborhoods develop relatively distinct cultures that include an

ATP component. In other words, ATP

depends in part on the neighborhood and

its culture and not just the characteristics

of the individuals living there or neighborhood conditions. Relatively little research has examined the ‘‘neighborhood

context model.’’ One of the first studies

to do so was carried out by Dunham and

Alpert (1988) in Dade County, Florida.

They conducted research in racially
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distinct neighborhoods and concluded

that the characteristics of the neighborhoods produced relatively unique cultures

that shaped ATP. The research of Reisig

and Parks (2000) also attempted to assess

this model.

Reisig and Parks (2000) were interested

in assessing the ability of these three models to predict ATP. Using a complex but

sophisticated research strategy, they concluded that the ‘‘quality-of-life model’’

performed the best in terms of explaining

differences in the ATP of the citizens

they studied. In other words, citizens

who perceived quality-of-life problems in

their neighborhoods were more negative

in their ATP. However, they also found

that the neighborhood itself made a difference, and that the differences in ATP

from one neighborhood to the next are a

function of a combination of economic

conditions and the racial composition of

neighborhoods. Citizens in neighborhoods

that are at the greatest economic and

social disadvantage tend to have more negative ATP. This also helps to explain why

most studies find that the ATP of African

Americans is more negative than that of

whites or Hispanics: African Americans

are disproportionately the residents of the

most disadvantaged neighborhoods.



Global versus Specific Attitudes

toward the Police

Police researchers have expanded insight

into ATP by focusing on its structure.

Specifically, Brandl and colleagues (1994)

attempted to disentangle the interrelationships between global and specific attitudes

toward the police. Global attitudes can be

thought of as attitudes about the general

institution of the police and specific attitudes are those about specific policerelated experiences. Prior to their efforts,

research had generally looked at and supported the notion that specific ATP influences global ATP. In other words, citizen
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attitudes based on specific individual

experiences with the police were found to

influence more general attitudes toward

the police. Citizens with negative specific

ATP were likely to exhibit less positive

global ATP than those with positive specific ATP. Brandl et al. drew on stereotyping theory and suggested just the opposite,

that global ATP influenced specific ATP.

They suggested that citizen processing of

information related to specific encounters

with the police would reflect the biases

inherent in citizen stereotypes of police.

They found that citizens who had contacts

with the police tended to have more positive attitudes about their individual contacts with the police than they did about

the police in general. This study also indicated that global and specific ATP are

causally and asymmetrically reciprocal.

This means that one influences the other:

Global ATP influences specific ATP and

specific ATP influences global ATP.

Frank, Smith, and Novak (2005) explored global and specific ATP in greater

detail by examining the reasons citizens

gave for their ATP. Consistent with the

larger body of ATP research, they found

that the majority of citizens had positive

ATP and that contact with the police had

an important influence on ATP. In addition, they found that the explanations that

citizens gave for their global ATP were

related to their specific experiences with

the police. Perceived police officer or encounter attributes such as friendly versus

hostile, polite versus disrespectful, or quick

versus slow response time were positively

related to global attitudes about the police.

The formation of specific ATP is largely a

function of citizen processing of information gleaned from their contact with the

police. One important implication of this

finding is that changes in the nature of citizen–police contacts can produce not only

more positive specific ATP, but also more

positive global ATP. Police administrators,

through training and or other means, can

affect citizen ATP if they can get officers to

engage in encounters with citizens that are



perceived by citizens to be positive. However, Frank et al. (2005) found that citizen

ATP sometimes appeared to be inconsistent, with citizens sometimes reporting

positive global ATP even after having experienced negative police encounters. They

suggested that citizens may have a ‘‘reservoir of support’’ for the police that they

dip into and are able to maintain positive

ATP in spite of negative experiences.



Juvenile Attitudes toward

the Police

In comparison to the extensive research

carried out on adult ATP, relatively little

is known about juvenile ATP. This paucity

of research on juveniles is probably in large

part a function of the methods used to

study ATP. Most ATP studies rely on citizen surveys, and typically these surveys,

regardless of whether they use telephone,

mail, or in-person techniques, limit respondents to persons eighteen years of age or

older.

There is a small body of evidence indicating that the most important factor affecting juvenile ATP is the nature of

juvenile–police interactions. Positive interactions are related to positive ATP and

negative interactions are related to negative ATP. However, the nature of police

interactions with African American juveniles seems to have less of an impact on

their ATP. In contrast to white juveniles,

positive interactions in police encounters

seem to be less influential in reducing negative ATP. While the nature of police–

juvenile encounters is an important source

of influence for ATP, it appears that in the

case of juveniles, minority status itself has

an important independent influence on

ATP. This may be a function of socialization processes in disadvantaged neighborhoods and among disadvantaged groups.

It is not surprising that researchers

have hypothesized that juveniles who

engage in delinquency are more likely to
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have negative ATP in comparison to lawabiding juveniles. There is some limited

evidence to support this hypothesize, but

it is indirect and incomplete due to the fact

that most studies on the topic have relied

almost entirely on samples of juvenile

delinquents. As a result they have not

been able to fully examine potential ATP

differences between juvenile delinquents

and nondelinquents. Nevertheless, ATP

studies of juvenile delinquents have contributed to understanding the development of juvenile ATP. Lieber, Nalla, and

Farnworth (1998) studied a sample of

adjudicated or accused juvenile delinquents in order to determine if their ATP

was primarily a function of contact with

the police or socialization in their community or neighborhood. Although they were

not able to compare the ATP of the delinquent sample with a nondelinquent sample, they found that social environmental

variables such as race, economic status,

and neighborhood were a bigger source

of influence on ATP than was contact

with the police. Additionally, they found

that in comparison to white juvenile delinquents, minority juvenile delinquents were

more negative in their ATP. They also

found that race and ethnicity were the

strongest predictors of ATP, and juvenile

delinquents who were most committed to

delinquent values had the most negative

ATP. This later finding provides support

for the contention that, in contrast to lawabiding youth, juvenile delinquents have

less favorable ATP, although the causal

direction of the relationship remains unclear. Does negative ATP, for example, disrespect for the police, lead to delinquency

or does delinquency lead to negative contact with the police that in turn leads to

negative ATP? Although additional research needs to be carried out in order to

answer this question, the evidence to date

seems to suggest that at least for minority

juveniles, global ATP is a greater source of

influence than is their contact with the

police. This means that even positive contact with the police might be insufficient to
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outweigh the negative ATP resulting from

socialization within minority neighborhoods and communities.



Societal Change and Change in

Attitudes toward the Police

Very little of the research on ATP conducted during the past forty to fifty years

has considered the possibility of change in

ATP resulting from larger social changes

in American society. Most ATP research

assumes stability both in the sources of

influence on the development of ATP as

well as ATP itself. Few scholars have considered the possibility that demographic

changes in America’s communities could

lead to changes in global ATP. An important exception is the research carried out by

Frank and colleagues (1996) in Detroit.

These scholars pointed out that early ATP

studies were carried out when there were

no major American cities led by minority

mayors. Additionally, the composition of

local police forces, including police leadership, was overwhelmingly white. Several

major American cities have undergone dramatic political and demographic changes

since these early studies were carried out.

For example, cities such as Atlanta, Detroit,

and Washington, D.C., have been racially

transformed and African Americans make

up the majority of their populations. These

cities have also developed minority mayoral

and police leadership. In their study of

Detroit, Frank et al. found that African

Americans had more favorable ATP than

whites. They suggest that this could be a

function of changes over time in the racial

composition of the city since African Americans went from being a minority to the

majority, and the numbers of African

American police officers and police and municipal administrators have also become

substantial. At best, these findings are tentative and suggestive since their study could

not track specific changes longitudinally

over time.
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The Future of Research on Attitudes

toward the Police

Increasing knowledge about ATP will continue to be important for the same reasons

that gave rise to ATP research in the first

place. Policy makers, police practitioners,

and academics alike recognize that effective crime prevention and control strategies depend on citizen–police cooperation,

and that ATP is an important determinant

of the extent and nature of citizen–police

cooperation. The history of ATP research

demonstrates that understanding ATP is a

challenging task, and disentangling the

complex web of influences that shape

ATP will be necessary if effective strategies

for improving ATP and consequently citizen–police cooperation.

VINCENT J. WEBB

See also Attitudes toward the Police: Measurement Issues; Broken-Windows Policing;

Community-Oriented Policing: Rationale;

Problem-Oriented Policing; Public Image

of the Police; Quality-of-Life Policing
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Background: The Historical

Context

The centralized, state-based nature of policing in Australia is historically grounded in

the colonial history of Australia, which was

settled by England in 1788 as a convict

colony. The first colonies in Australia were

in New South Wales (NSW) and what is

now called ‘‘Tasmania’’ (formerly Van Dieman’s Land). Most of the other states in

Australia had been proclaimed ‘‘colonies’’

by the mid-1800s. While the provision of

policing services in what was to become

Australia was provided by the military in
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the early days of settlement, the subsequent

development of civilian police was aided by

the provision of ex-convicts as labor. In

1839, for example, more than half of the

police officers employed in the district of

Sydney were ex-convicts (Bryett, Harrison,

and Shaw 1994). Thus, the line between

‘‘criminal’’ and ‘‘police officer’’ is somewhat blurred in an historical sense in Australia. Perhaps owing to these unique

qualities, as well as the prevailing economic,

social, and political conditions of the

period, early colonial policing in Australia

was oftentimes harsh and brutal, with police

officers enforcing laws as well as meting out

punishments (Bryett, Harrison, and Shaw

1994). The absence of local institutions in

colonial Australia created a vacuum for

police to assume broad social responsibilities, giving them extensive powers to administer not only criminal laws but also

public health and hygiene laws (Chappell

and Wilson 1969).

Professional police services only began

to emerge in Australia in the latter half of

the nineteenth century. While some historians have identified the Sydney Police Act

(1833) (NSW) as an important landmark

in the development of police forces in

Australia, subsequent reforms can be linked

to the passage of the New South Wales

Police Regulation Act of 1982 as well as

similar legislation in Western Australia

during the same period (Bryett, Harrison,

and Shaw 1994). By the time of federation

in 1901, all of the Australian states were

centrally controlled by their respective

state governments. By the turn of the century, police forces in Australia could be

characterized as being ‘‘thoroughly unpopular’’ (Ward 1968, 154), comprising substandard personnel possessing substantial

powers that provided the legal basis for the

police to perform a wide range of extralegal

activities.

Perhaps owing to their historical development, Australian police organizations

have received considerable scrutiny with

regard to major failures in internal accountability and corruption prevention.
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As a consequence of the increasing public

disquiet over police corruption, a series

of major inquiries and royal commissions have been conducted. The most recent and significant of these inquiries—the

Fitzgerald Inquiry (1989) in Queensland,

the Wood Royal Commission (1997) in

NSW, and the Kennedy Royal Commission (2002) in Western Australia—have

led to significant structural reforms in police accountability. In these jurisdictions,

formal civilian complaints commissions

have been created to provide formal oversight of police integrity, which is expected

to foster greater accountability in policing

as well as greater public confidence. In

general, the organizational functions of

these commissions include receiving and

processing police complaints, investigating

police corruption and serious misconduct,

preventing systemic organizational corruption, and educating officers about

ethical police practices.



Current Organizational

Arrangements

By comparison to the majority of police

organizations in the United Kingdom and

North America, Australian police organizations are centralized, state based, and

large. A unique feature of such organizations is that they are highly bureaucratized and are ultimately accountable to the

citizenry through a minister, an elected

member of parliament (e.g., a minister

for police). Ultimately, the commissioner

of police is accountable to the public via

the minister, as a representative of parliament under the Westminster system of

government.

Although current policing arrangements

in Australia are largely based at the state

level, there is a mix of some federal policing bodies. In total, each of the six states

in Australia as well as the Northern Territory is served by its own unique police organization. The Australian Federal Police
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(AFP) force is a federal statutory authority

established in 1979. The AFP is responsible for federal law enforcement activities

including the prevention, detection, and investigation of drug offenses, money laundering, transnational crime, fraud against

the Commonwealth, and organized crime.

The AFP also provides general policing

services for the Australian Capital Territory (ACT), where the national capital of

Australia, Canberra, is located.

In addition to the various statebased policing organizations, the Australian Crime Commission (ACC) provides a

coordinated national intelligence framework for informing policing priorities and

activities. The ACC has access to a range of

coercive, investigative powers, which it uses

to tackle various forms of crime including

organized crime, illegal handgun trafficking, money laundering, and tax fraud.

Australia is generally experiencing an

increasing investment in police organizations that is largely driven by increases in

the numbers of sworn and unsworn police

officers across the country. In 2003–2004,

real recurrent expenditure (in Australian

dollars) was $5.2 billion or approximately

$259 per person. All jurisdictions across

the country with the exception of South

Australia experienced increases in real

expenditures during the previous year.

Levels of expenditure varied greatly across

jurisdictions from a high of $637 per person in the Northern Territory to a low of

$230 per person in South Australia (Productivity Commission 2005).

Across Australia, general increases in

sworn and unsworn officers have been observed during the early 2000s, with increases

in unsworn officers more magnified as

moves toward greater civilianization of

several roles within police organizations

occurs. Total police staffing in 2003–2004

was 57,626 or 289 staff per 100,000 population. Across the country, police citizen ratios varied from a high of 624 per 100,000

population in the Northern Territory to

251 per 100,000 population in the ACT

(Productivity Commission 2005). Across



the country, approximately 20% of all

sworn officers are female and less than 1%

(0.66%) are defined as aboriginal police

aides, special constables, or liaison officers

(Australian Institute of Criminology 2001).



Current Challenges and Qualities

A series of unique challenges and characteristics help shape the nature of police

organizations in Australia. For example,

Australia is a geographically large country

with a comparatively small population

(approximately twenty million) that is unevenly distributed. Indeed, much of the

Australian population is concentrated

along coastal regions and metropolitan

centers. Thus, Australian police organizations are required to provide policing

services in large urban areas as well as

in remote areas, some of which are only

accessible by boat or plane. As a consequence, policing arrangements are highly

varied. For example, in some parts of the

country, police officers also function as

police prosecutors. Additionally, in certain

remote regions, police officers rely on the

assistance and cooperation of partially

trained local community officers who help

to maintain order by enforcing local municipal bylaws in the absence of an ongoing

police presence.

A second feature of police organizations in Australia is the unique relationship between the police and indigenous

Australians. Not surprisingly, the police

have an uneasy and oftentimes tense

relationship with indigenous Australians.

Indigenous Australians are twenty-seven

times more likely than nonindigenous

Australians to find themselves in police

custody (Cunneen and MacDonald 1997).

The tense relationship between the police

and indigenous people in Australia is

linked to the colonization of the country

in 1788 as well as the ensuing political,

economic, and social marginalization that

occurred. The police, as the primary agents
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of social control, have historically been

instrumental in perpetuating some of the

discrimination and marginalization experienced by indigenous Australians.

A key opportunity for reform occurred

with the development of a Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody in

1987. The inquiry was sparked by the

increasing concerns raised by aboriginal

leaders about the high rates of aboriginal

deaths in police custody. The final report of

the Royal Commission, consisting of five

volumes and 339 recommendations was

completed in 1991 at a cost of $40 million.

The findings of the report have been highly

influential in fostering reform across all police organizations in Australia (Atkinson

1996). While there have been important

gains in the quality of the relationship

between police and indigenous peoples, as

well as the development of more culturally

appropriate policing practices and structures during the past fifteen years, the relationship between the police and indigenous

communities is still one of conflict. For

example, a large-scale riot and subsequent

firebombing of a police station occurred on

Palm Island Queensland in 2004.

Despite the many unique challenges

faced by police organizations in Australia,

there exists a highly progressive spirit across

most organizations. Issues such as increased

performance management through the

use of operational performance reviews,

which are based on the COMPSTAT

model developed in New York City, exist

in most organizations. Similarly, police

organizations in Australia are well placed

for addressing police integrity and a range

of other issues including civilianization.

In summary, police organizations in Australia are increasingly promoting greater

effectiveness in police service delivery and

at the same time are working toward greater

accountability for the work they do.

PAUL MAZEROLLE

See also Accountability; Authority within

Police Organizations; Autonomy and the

Police
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AUTHORITY WITHIN POLICE

ORGANIZATIONS



What Is Authority?

Authority is a means by which one person or

institution gains the voluntary compliance
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of others. The concept of authority is somewhat ambiguous. Organization theorists

distinguish authority from other forms of

social influence such as power or persuasion (Blau and Scott 1962). It is easiest to

illustrate these three forms of social influence using some examples.

A mugger, a neighborhood bully, a cruel

parent or boss, or a despotic ruler all succeed in gaining the compliance of people

under their control by using power. In a

power relationship, one party achieves

compliance through dominance, coercion,

or force. People do not freely, willingly, and

voluntarily comply. In a power relationship, compliance is achieved through fear

of punishment, shame, harm, deprivation,

or other undesirable consequences.

At the other end is persuasion. A wants

B to do something, so A makes a persuasive argument about why B should do it.

B’s decision to comply is situational; B

may or may not choose to comply. Unlike

in the power relationship, the decision to

comply is voluntary, but the compliance is

situational, depending entirely on A’s ability to mount a persuasive argument.

True authority lies between power and

persuasion, relying on neither. People

comply voluntarily with authority because

they view it as legitimate, not because they

fear the sanctions or repercussions inherent

in a power relationship, and not because

someone has mounted a persuasive argument about why they should comply in a

particular situation. Legitimacy is the

foundation of authority.

It is important to remember that all of

these concepts are ideal types. All organizations hope to achieve perfect authority

relationships in which all employees do

what they are supposed to do out of an

innate sense of duty, voluntarily complying with all applicable laws, rules, policies,

and commands.

Of course, sometimes organizations

and those who work within them must

resort to power, instilling fear of sanctions

(such as being fired, laid off, disciplined,

or not receiving rewards, bonuses, or pay



raises). Sometimes managers must resort

to persuasion, goading or enticing employees to comply with commands or policies. Overall, the goal of creating an

authority system within organizations is

to encourage the majority of employees

to do the right thing the majority of the

time. Imagine how a police organization

would run in the absence of legitimate

internal authority. Nobody would know

what they were supposed to do, how or

when they were supposed to do it, or

to whom they were supposed to report.

The result would be organizational chaos.



Types of Authority

How do social groups create and maintain

authority? The famous German sociologist

Max Weber (1947) argued that authority

derives from three principal sources:

.



.



.



Rational-legal authority is based on

codified, impersonal, rational rules

that are enacted by law or established by contract. It is the principal

source of authority that we find in

modern society and in bureaucracies

such as police organizations.

Traditional authority, a common

source of authority in families,

churches, and premodern societies, is

woven into culture and social mores.

Traditional authority is vested in tribal chiefs, parents, priests, and others

who, by history and tradition, are

considered to occupy positions worthy of trust and compliance.

Charismatic authority is inspired

through the personal attributes of

extraordinary leaders who are able

to generate compliance through

their virtuosity, heroism, vision, religious inspiration, or charisma. Charismatic leaders, both bad and good,

are evident throughout history, from

Adolph Hitler to Mahatma Gandhi

and Martin Luther King, Jr. Some
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organizations have charismatic leaders whose personal attributes inspire others to view them as a

source of authority.

Rational-legal authority is the principal

form of formal authority within police

organizations, yet evidence of traditional

and charismatic authority is also evident,

as we will see shortly.



Authority within Police

Organizations

For much of the twentieth century, police

management textbooks sang the virtues of

rational-legal authority as a fundamental

organizing principle. For instance, O. W.

Wilson’s Police Administration (1950),

often regarded as the bible of police administration during its time, prescribed

such ideas as clear lines of authority in

which duties are precisely defined; an

established chain of command; unity of

command, with each subordinate under

the direct control of only one person; and

a small span of control, so that each supervisor, manager, or administrator has

under his or her direct control a small

enough number of subordinates to permit

effective supervision. These ideas became

ingrained in the professional policing

movement of the mid-twentieth century.

However, the rational-legal perspective’s focus on formal authority overlooks

other powerful sources of authority in

police organizations. Authority is manifested in multiple ways, some formal and

some informal. One compelling example

of these multiple sources of authority is

the concept of multiple hierarchies in

organizations (Evan 1993). Although the

concept was developed outside of policing,

Professor William King of Bowling Green

State University has recently applied it to

police organizations. He argues that there

are actually five hierarchies in police organizations: skills, rewards, seniority, status,
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and authority. Although only the last type

is called the ‘‘authority’’ hierarchy, King

(2004) argues that all five hierarchies

confer different levels of authority and

influence on people within police organizations.



The Skills Hierarchy

People in organizations have different skill

levels. Furthermore, employees generally

know who among them has the best (and

presumably the worst) skills. For instance,

when Bayley and Garofalo (1989) asked

police officers to name their most skilled

peers, they consistently nominated the

same small set of officers. Although more

skilled officers may not have greater formal rank authority, other officers respect

their skills and may accord them greater

levels of informal authority and influence

within the organization.



The Rewards Hierarchy

Rewards are not distributed evenly in

organizations. Some people receive higher

pay, more benefits, more commendations,

and more rewards. Once again, those who

are rewarded more by the organization,

regardless of their formal rank, may be

looked on as sources of authority and

influence, especially by young officers looking for guidance about the right way to do

the job.



The Seniority Hierarchy

We are told from the time we are young

that we should respect our elders. Police

officers with more time in service are sometimes given hash marks to place on their

uniform sleeves; in some agencies they are

granted titles like ‘‘master police officer.’’

To the extent that younger officers respect

and listen to the advice of those with more

experience, there is an informal seniority
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hierarchy in policing. Younger officers

may look on seasoned officers with more

‘‘street time’’ as having been around long

enough to have seen or done it all. For this

reason, more experienced officers become

important informal sources of authority

and influence.



The Status Hierarchy

According to King (2004), the status hierarchy recognizes the differential distribution of social honor and prestige within an

organization. Status is conferred on those

holding coveted positions, such as a spot

on the SWAT team or in other elite units.

In the New York Police Department, having a gold shield is a source of pride. Although these kinds of positions confer

status and prestige, they do not confer

any additional formal authority except in

certain, unique situations. As King (2004)

argues, ‘‘position on the status hierarchy

should determine, to an extent, the degree

of influence exercised by police employees,

regardless of their position in the rank

structure.’’



The Authority Hierarchy

The authority hierarchy is what comes to

mind most often when we think of a hierarchy or command structure. According

to King (2004), the authority hierarchy

is based ‘‘on the formal distribution of

power and authority among organizational members.’’ It encompasses the formal

organizational structure of a police agency, and is the principal source of rationallegal authority within the organization.

The five hierarchies are interdependent.

All officers are located somewhere on

these five hierarchies (and perhaps others);

the degree of authority they are granted by

their peers is a function of their location

on all of them. Those officers residing near

the top of all these hierarchies are the ones

who will convey the greatest authority



within the organization. Police organizations can be thought of as a cauldron of

competing sources of authority.



Beyond Rational-Legal Authority

Many critics have accused police organizations of stifling creativity and initiative

among their officers by relying too heavily

on paramilitary management styles and

organizational structures. Although these

various critiques all have different focuses,

they share a common perspective that

police organizations should become more

democratic and less bureaucratic.

These critiques, which began to emerge

most strongly in the early 1970s, led to the

development of early reform movements

such as team policing (Sherman, Milton,

and Kelly 1973) and the implementation of

matrix-style management strategies (Sabo

and Kuykendall 1978). The common

thread linking these reform efforts was

the need for police managers and administrators to allow lower ranking officers

and supervisors more authority to solve

community problems.

Although these early reform efforts

failed to catch on throughout the policing

industry, they were just the beginning of a

much larger reform movement to emerge

about a decade later: community policing.

Community policing is a complex reform

movement with a number of elements.

One of its core elements is redesigning

the police organization to give officers

both the freedom and the motivation to

work closely with citizens in designing

and implementing solutions to community

problems. Thus, implementing community

policing means treating police officers as

professionals, granting them the authority

to make decisions on their own without

fear of discipline and rebuke.

Community policing reformers envision a police organization in which the

rigid chains of rational-legal authority

are loosened sufficiently to allow police
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officers more freedom to design creative

solutions meant to improve safety and security in our communities.

EDWARD R. MAGUIRE

See also Community Attitudes toward the

Police; Organizational Structure: Theory

and Practice
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AUTONOMY AND THE

POLICE



The Meaning of Autonomy

Autonomy means that society has granted

the police discretionary space in which

to make decisions based on their skills,

expertise, and professional knowledge.

Within that space, the police have the

legitimate right to use their powers and

authority to make specific policy and tactical decisions unencumbered by external

demands. Without autonomy, the police
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would not be able to do their work in

accordance with democratic norms; they

would be mere instruments of control

wielded by others who have power in society and control the state, and they would

be unable to resist carrying out illegitimate

demands placed on them. Such demands

can be for minor acts (‘‘You can’t give me

a ticket—my cousin is the police chief ’’) or

rise to major acts of discrimination and

repression (‘‘Make sure that these people

[name a marginalized group here] do not

reach the voting places’’).

The autonomy of the police is granted

on the implicit condition that the organization will carry out its work in a manner that

abides by the rule of law, follows professional standards and ethics, respects the

democratic rights of citizens, and treats all

citizens the police come into contact with

equitably and fairly, and that the organization will control the discretion of individual

officers and functional groups (e.g., SWAT

teams, K-9 units, undercover detectives)

within the organization through appropriate managerial techniques.



The Need for Autonomy

An autonomous police is one of the hallmarks of democratic political systems but

only if the police embody, in their routine

practices, the foundational values of respect for human rights, due process, and

the rule of law. In autocracies, dictatorships, or military regimes the police have

no autonomy. They do what they are told

by the powerful and the important. If they

do not, they are dismissed, punished,

killed, or replaced by other coercive agencies. Similarly, in small communities that

are cohesive and exclusive, the police tend

to do whatever the community asks them

to do, whether those demands fall within

the legal authority of the police or not,

such as removing undesirable people

from the community through harassment,

intimidation, or force.



AUTONOMY AND THE POLICE

Though necessary for democratic life,

the autonomy of the police is to be feared

as well. The police are, in any society, a

powerful agency that could misuse or

abuse the powers granted to them. The

age-old questions of who guards the guardians and who polices the police assume

that the legitimate capacity of the police to

use all legal means, including deadly force,

against individuals and groups to ensure a

preferred social order can be misused for

personal, functional, or ideological reasons.



The Control of Autonomy

The critical issue is how to balance granting

the police enough autonomy to do their job

as they know best while staying within

the ambit of legal and professional norms

against allowing the police too much autonomy and thereby enabling the police to be

potentially unaccountable for their actions.

Sustaining the balance between autonomy

and accountability is a difficult and delicate

process for both the police and the state

and civic society actors. The police must

walk a fine, but ill-defined line to avoid

overstepping the authority granted them

and misusing their powers. They must also

take care not to be overly responsive to

demands made on them by the state and

society on how they should do their work.

The police need to have the capacity and

the will to refuse to follow outside orders.

In turn, state and civic society actors must

balance a desire to tell the police how to do

their work against the recognition that the

police are entitled to exercise their professional skills even if they go against the immediate interests and wishes of the state

and society.

The goal is an acceptable level of

autonomy, or semiautonomy. To achieve

that balance, society expects the police to

exercise self-control and accept the limitations placed on their authorities and

powers by society, and society has the

right and, indeed, the obligation to impose



constraints on the police through external

accountability and oversight mechanisms

(such as courts, citizen boards, media, investigative commissions, political control)

in case the police do not practice selfcontrol.

Democracy is a balancing act among

competing legitimate values and so is democratic policing. The police are caught up

in the same democratic dynamics as are all

other government institutions. They are,

being a political organization, inevitably

caught within the ebb and flow of political contests. Democracy complicates their

work in specific ways. Most fundamentally, in no societal system is the distribution

of values and goods equal and equitable

yet it is the task of the police to maintain

the hegemonic social order. Their work,

even if done well and according to accepted professional and legal standards, supports social orders that are perceived by

some as unfair. That sense of unfairness

regarding police protection is most pronounced in societies in which identitybased groups have great cultural and

political salience. Yet in all societies people

will judge the actions of the police by

both criteria of effectiveness and common

notions of fair treatment. The police can

stay somewhat aloof from the turbulence

of political contests only if they have some

autonomy.

The autonomy and accountability of the

police, an organization that has substantial

power for doing good or evil, is a political

issue because its resolution depends largely

on the role and place of the police, or, more

generally, coercive social control within the

political dynamics of the societies in which

they operate. Control of the police is a

valuable resource in any society, a prize

that winners of political contests for state

control sometimes receive as their reward.

But the police are also the target of constraints imposed on them through public

pressures, legal rules, and legislative and

executive determinations of their mission.

The balance between autonomy and accountability has no firm and specifiable
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condition but is, and needs to be, continually renegotiated between the police and

their societies, each side striving to tilt the

balance toward their preferred outcome.

The practical policy question is how

that balance between responsiveness to

external demands and insistence on autonomy can be kept in its proper state (and

what is the proper state at different times),

and what mechanisms from within the police and imposed externally are most likely

to lead to a proper balancing of equally

legitimate yet competing and conflicting

demands on the police. The police cannot

pretend that they are politically neutral

by using the rhetoric of professionalism and

expertise to conclude that they are entitled to

significant autonomy, and civic society cannot fool itself by thinking of policing as the

coercive political expression of democratic

majoritarian rule, hence there is no need to

impose accountability on the police.

Typically, the imposition of external

control on the police will be perceived by

the police as unwarranted interference and

will be resisted, unless deviance from professional conduct is so egregious that even

the police will have to admit that they

behaved badly. Yet in most circumstances,

accountability through external oversight

mechanisms leads to a tug of war between

civic society, the state, and the police. The

police have substantial political resources

to bring to those contests and will tend

to use these freely and effectively. They

can and will deploy the repertoire of ideological justifications that they, as a professional group, should be entitled to deal

with their own problems rather than be

forced into changes in policy, procedures,

and practices by external pressures.

The question of whether internal selfcontrol or external oversight is more effective in achieving a proper balance depends

on the specific political and functional

dynamics of societies. In democracies, external oversight is a right society possesses,

but its willingness to insist on that right can

be limited by the pendulum swings of crime

and disorder experienced at various times.
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Typically, when crime and disorder threaten and public fears rise, the police are

granted more leeway in how they do their

job. When the police overstep their authority to be more effective in controlling

crime, and feel that they do this to meet

perceived public expectations, external

means will come into play more easily and

frequently. In any case, though, achieving

the effective balance requires both internal

and external controls, because in any case,

even external controls become effective

only if implemented by the police. Autonomy only works smoothly if both the police

and society continually negotiate their

proper roles and responsibilities in making

decisions for themselves and each other.

OTWIN MARENIN

See also Accountability; Arrest Powers of

the Police; Attitudes toward the Police:

Overview; Civil Restraint in Policing; Civilian

Review Boards; Crime Commissions;

Discretion; Politics and the Police; Professionalism
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AVIATION APPLICATIONS

TO POLICING

In the 1940s, New York City created the

first aviation unit using fixed-wing aircraft

to serve rescue missions. The aircraft were

used to rescue civilians trapped in ice, spot
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fires, follow cars, and find cars ‘‘buried in

the swamps of Brooklyn and Queens’’

(Hoffman 1996, 26). Over the years, the

helicopter has replaced the fixed-wing

plane because of its ability to maneuver.

In 1956, Los Angeles County bought its

first helicopter and used it to assist in traffic enforcement on the city’s freeways

(Hoffman 1996). During the Los Angeles

riots in 1965, the helicopter was used to

spot problems and to direct officers and

troops to troubled areas. Early assessments of the helicopter noted its effectiveness as an efficient tool in ‘‘unusual

occurrences and discreet surveillance,’’

but it was thought to be overly expensive

for patrol work (Hoffman 1996, 26).

From modest beginnings, aviation in

general and specifically air support has

grown to have some role in more than

six hundred police departments (Morrison

1994). Traditionally, and for obvious financial considerations, planes and helicopters

have been mostly used by large agencies.

For example, the Bureau of Justice Statistics

informs us that more than 85% of departments serving populations of one million

or more have aircraft available.

There are a variety of law enforcement

activities that aircraft, especially helicopters, can perform. These activities include

(1) emergency response, (2) patrol duties,

and (3) backup to a ground unit. Air units

have served in search and rescue missions

(Morris 1995). Helicopters have also been

used to assist disaster relief in earthquakes, flooding, fires, and other emergencies (McGowan 1978; Pauley 1979).

In a study funded by the National Institute of Justice, researchers tested the

effectiveness of using a police helicopter

to prevent burglaries in a high crime area

of Nashville, Tennessee (Schnelle and

Kirchner 1981). The study indicated that

burglaries decreased during the period the

helicopter was flown with no evidence that

this type of crime was displaced to other

areas. Additionally, research conducted

in Columbus, Ohio, found that intense

airborne patrol reduced crime in targeted



areas (Simonsen 1975). This evidence suggests that helicopters can play a role in

deterring crime.

Perhaps the most important function

performed by an air unit is the support it

can provide ground units (Morris 1995).

For example, helicopters have supplied

backup to patrol units in monitoring

drug operations, tracking suspects, and

directing perimeter searches (McLean

1990). They can provide coordination of

stakeouts or pursuit activities from ‘‘a vantage point no ground unit could command

all in direct, second-to-second support of

the forces on the ground’’ (McLean 1990,

34). Helicopter support can also assist a

call involving an officer in trouble by

providing directions and, if necessary, a

show of force (Hoffman 1996).

In sum, law enforcement agencies may

be aided by the versatility, vision, and

speed of helicopters (McGowan 1978).

The versatility of the helicopter is seen in

its ability to track suspects, clock speeding

automobiles, rescue endangered citizens,

provide information, and support officers

on the ground. Versatility can also be seen

in the helicopter’s ability to land on a

variety of surfaces, including the ground,

streets, roof tops, or water (Hoffman

1996). The vantage point of an observer

in a helicopter can be described as a

‘‘bird’s-eye view’’ as compared to the

‘‘worm’s-eye view’’ available to an officer

in a patrol car. A helicopter has ‘‘30 times

the visual range of a street-bound counterpart’’ (Yates 1994, 65).

There are, however, costs (both direct

and indirect) associated with their use.

Costs for helicopters include the initial

purchase, maintenance, and fuel as well

as the costs of pilots and other flight personnel. Another disadvantage of helicopters is their noise (Riley 1995). Helicopters

are noisy instruments and their propellers

create strong winds that can cause damage

to persons and property from winds picking up and tossing objects around the area

below the aircraft. As a result, agencies

have had to deal with negative publicity
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and explain the problems and benefits to

the public.

There are, however, trade-offs that one

must consider in assessing the potential

costs and benefits of a police department

using helicopters. The costs also can be

considered through a comparison of helicopter and ground units. Obviously, the

cost of helicopters is far above that of car

patrols, yet helicopters can outperform

automobiles in many tasks. A study of the

Columbus, Ohio, helicopter patrol found

that the ‘‘cost-per-unit-of-output-per-hour

resulted in a more equitable comparison of

effectiveness between helicopter patrol and

cruiser patrol’’ (Simonsen 1975, 30). For

example, helicopters have faster response

times than ground units, because they

have uninterrupted routes and are faster.

In addition, they can handle many more

and different calls than ground units and

can support ground units in almost any

situation. In Simonsen’s study from thirty

years ago, the helicopter was determined to

be more efficient and effective than ground

units. In Pasadena, a study found that a

police car in an hour could effectively patrol one-fifth of a square mile, whereas a

helicopter could cover 7.6 square miles with

the same effectiveness (McGowan 1978). It

was also noted that a helicopter could observe subjects from 500 feet at 60 miles an

hour for ten times longer than a patrol car

(McGowan 1978). Advocates of helicopter

patrols claim a helicopter can do the work

of ten to fifteen ground units and offer the

same crime reduction effectiveness (Stone

and DeLuca 1985; Yates 1994). In addition

to the cost-effectiveness comparisons, helicopters also offer aerial support that cannot

be directly compared to ground units. This
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is particularly true in the area of drug enforcement, which comprises approximately

85% of helicopter flights (McLean 1990).

It is difficult to quantify how much a

department values the potential increased

feeling of safety that a helicopter can

provide ground officers, for example, the

increased feeling of safety a ground officer

experiences when a helicopter’s spotlight

illuminates a dark alley in which a suspect

has fled.

Overall, air units provide a unique opportunity for police departments. They are

expensive but can be cost effective when

used appropriately.

GEOFFREY P. ALPERT
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BERTILLON SYSTEM



Other identifying characteristics were

noted such as scars, peculiar marks, color

of eyes, hair, and beard, along with a

description of the nose. Calipers, sliding

compasses, and three graduated wall

charts were the standard measuring equipment; precision was the objective. To

analyze eye color, Bertillon turned the

subject’s face toward the light. The examiner then observed the color of the inner

circle of the iris to distinguish it from the

outer circle. (Bertillon maintained that eye

color was easily mistaken. A dark-blue

eye looks black in low light, and a gray

eye ‘‘is generally nothing but a blue eye

with a more or less yellowish tint, appearing gray on account of the shadow cast by

the eyebrows.’’) Ear identification was

more complex. The focus was on eleven

unique formations: lower rim, upper rim,

front rim, tragus, lobe, antitragus, cavity

of the shell, rim of the shell, furrow of the

rim, navicular cavity, and starting point

of rim. Whether the ear was indented,

flattened, or showed bruises was also

recorded.

For the correct recording of information, Bertillon insisted that the examiner



The Bertillon system was named after

Alphonse Bertillon (1835–1914), a French

criminologist often called the ‘‘Father of

Scientific Detection.’’ The system, also

known as bertillonage, utilized anthropometry, ‘‘the study and technique of human

body measurement for use in anthropological classification and comparison.’’

Bertillon applied anthropometry to the

identification of criminals; previously, police records had been inexact.

Bertillon argued that identification of

a prisoner rested on the following indications:

1. Length and width of the head

2. Length of the left, middle, and little

finger

3. Length of the left foot

4. Length of the left forearm

5. Length of the right ear

6. Height of the figure

7. Measurement of the outstretched

arms

8. Measurement of the trunk, that is,

measurement from bench to the top

of the head of a seated person
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and his assistant both independently perform the procedure as a double check for

accuracy. Once a subject was minutely described, he (adult white males comprised

Bertillon’s records) could hardly be confused with another man. The Prefecture of

Police in Paris inaugurated the system in

1882, and by 1883 had already positively

identified 49 men as habitual criminals; the

following year 241 more were identified,

and in 1885, more than 500.

Bertillon’s classification scheme began

simply by recognizing an individual’s size:

small, medium, or large, as noted on an

index card. Later, the scheme underwent

stages of subdivision until the individual

was cataloged in every way. Each personal

characteristic was filed in its proper place

among thousands of index cards so that an

investigator could retrieve any one characteristic to build a composite picture and

thus reconstruct the individual.

Another prominent feature of bertillonage was photography. Each subject was

photographed full-face and in profile with

his register number ‘‘conspicuously fastened to his coat’’; this was called a portrait parle.

Before fingerprints, Bertillon was emphatic about the uniqueness of ears and

would discard photographs that did not

capture them in sharpest outline. He also

compiled photographic albums that exhibited the diversity of human appearance.

Montages of foreheads, chins, lips, wrinkles, the eyeball and orbit, facial expressions, a synoptical table of the forms of

the nose, and so on, were his passion. For

him, any written or verbal record depicting personal differences aided criminal

identification.

Police departments throughout Europe

and North America adopted the Bertillon

system. It remained in vogue only until the

late 1890s, when the fingerprint method

of identification swept aside Bertillon’s

tedious system. Bertillon was one of the

first criminologists to embrace the fingerprint method, but he believed it to be no

more than supplementary to his own. His
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portrait parle was retained and is still in

use today. Anthropometry, misused by

pseudo-anthropologists to proclaim one

race’s superiority over another, has fallen

into disuse and ignominy.

Bertillonage furthered the emerging science of detection even though it was soon

replaced by better methods. That surgery,

disease, maiming, or accident could alter

the human body weakened the system,

whereas fingerprinting and now genetic

coding provide nearly indelible indications

of identity.

WILLIAM G. BAILEY
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BITTNER, EGON

Egon Bittner (1921–), a pioneer in the

sociology of policing, is widely credited

with largely defining the police function,

the role of police use of force, and significant principles of law enforcement organization. Bittner’s work is widely considered

among the earliest academic treatments of

law enforcement that moved away from an

applied and practitioner orientation to a

systematic social science study that largely

redefined our understanding of police functions and roles in contemporary society.

He received his doctorate from the University of California at Los Angeles in

1961 and subsequently held faculty appointments at a number of universities, including

the University of California at Riverside, the

University of California Medical School, a

social science research appointment at the

Langley Porter Neuropsychiatric Institute
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in San Francisco, and the position of Harry

Copland Professor in the Social Sciences

at Brandeis University. He remains affiliated with Brandeis University where he is

professor emeritus in the Department of

Sociology. He is a past president of the

Society for the Study of Social Problems

and has served as a consultant to many

police departments, the Police Foundation, and the Advisory Committee of the

National Institute of Law Enforcement and

Criminal Justice.

At Brandeis in the 1960s, Bittner interacted with several leading sociologists of the

day including Everett Hughes, Kurt Wolff,

and Lewis Coser. A synergy evolved from

the department’s long-standing strength in

classical European theory and a favorable

orientation toward fieldwork. In October

1967, Police on Skid Row: A Study of

Peacekeeping became Bittner’s first big academic hit that spearheaded a minor movement within social science qualitative

methodology. Bittner portrayed the police

as authority figures fueled by violence toward effecting absolute subordination to

control a vagrant underclass. Bright young

scholars embraced this authority-questioning style of ethnography and sought

appointments within the Brandeis sociology department. Most notably, Samuel E.

Wallace, whose transformed doctoral dissertation Skid Row as a Way of Life (1965),

actually an earlier but less credited treatment of life among the homeless drunken

underclass, joined the Brandeis sociology

faculty and helped to propel Bittner’s

work. They argued that interaction between police and vagrants was primarily

a process of assimilation that both alienates and reinforces through well-defined

roles determined by a dichotomous power

dynamic. The ethnographic approach of

studying human subjects in natural deviance settings made popular by Bittner and

Wallace has reemerged in contemporary

studies of crime and deviance through the

growing edge ethnography and extreme

methods movement en vogue with critical



criminologists and alternative qualitative

methodologists.

In 1970, Bittner published The Functions

of the Police in Modern Society, his most

famous work, which explains that the capacity to use force is the core of the police

role. Virtually every undergraduate and

graduate course in the sociology of the

police as well as policing courses taught in

the criminal justice sciences look to Bittner

for a definitional understanding of police

power. Perhaps the foremost message

in this work is the inevitable and necessary assignment of use of force as clearly

purported: ‘‘It is possible, certainly not

unthinkable, that at some future time

policemen may be able to compel the desired outcome of any problem without ever

resorting to physical force. But it appears

that in the existing structure of communal

life in our society such force is not wholly

avoidable. This being the case, not only its

avoidance, but its employment must be

methodically normalized’’ (p. 100).

The idea of police role, function, and

objectives, as described by Bittner, largely

bypassed technical and logistical dimensions of police work and focused on the

philosophical mission of law enforcement

as the face of and foremost realization of

formal social control and governmental

authority. Bittner’s work in this area has

set the parameters for long-standing and

continuing discussion of the legitimacy of

authority in society as expressed by police

behavior and related consequences. Also

often credited with contributions to organizational sociology, Bittner’s foremost

scholarly contributions to police ethnography and the functions of police in

modern society have shown lasting utility

and will likely continue to influence

both philosophical and logistical orientations to law enforcement in democratic

society.

J. MITCHELL MILLER

See also Arrest Powers of the Police; Role

of the Police
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BOSTON COMMUNITY

POLICING



Development of Neighborhood

Policing

Community policing in Boston, known as

neighborhood policing, developed from a

high level of community dissatisfaction

with the policing strategies and tactics engaged in by the Boston Police Department.

Like many American cities during the late

1980s and early 1990s, the city of Boston

suffered an epidemic of youth violence that

had its roots in the rapid spread of streetlevel crack-cocaine markets (Kennedy,

Piehl, and Braga 1996). Gangs became involved in the crack trade and increasingly

turned to firearms to protect their turf and
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financial interests and to maintain the respect of their rivals. Disrespect was a trigger

for gang violence. Gang violence involved

ongoing conflicts between particular groups

that were very personal and vendetta-like.

Cycles of violence among Boston’s gangs

remained after the street crack market turf

stabilized. In 1990, the city of Boston had

a record-setting 152 homicides. The city

seemed out of control and Boston residents

demanded an end to the serious violence

that plagued their neighborhoods.

Unfortunately, the Boston Police Department was ill equipped to deal with

the sudden increase in serious violence.

The Boston Police did not have an indepth understanding of the nature of the

gang violence problem and did not develop

a strategy to deal with street gangs. The

Boston Police relied on aggressive, riotoriented tactics used to quell civil unrest in

the 1960s. In 1988, the citywide Anti-Crime

Unit (ACU) was permanently assigned to

Boston’s most violent inner-city neighborhoods. The attitude among ACU officers was that they were expected to ‘‘go

in, kick butts, and crack heads’’ and this

mentality produced highly aggressive and

reportedly indiscriminate police tactics

(Winship and Berrien 1999, 55). A series

of well-publicized scandals emanating from

an indiscriminate policy of stopping and

frisking of all black males in high-crime

areas outraged Boston’s black community.

The community backlash was bolstered by

the Boston press reporting on a series of

mishandled investigations and abuses of

authority by the Boston Police. Subsequent

newspaper stories detailed how the department’s Internal Affairs Division failed to

identify and discipline officers who acted

too aggressively or were alleged to be corrupt. In 1991, the negative press exposure

eventually led to the appointment of the

St. Clair Commission, which was assigned

the task of thoroughly reviewing Boston

Police Department policies and practices

(Winship and Berrien 1999).

In response to the negative publicity,

the Boston Police Department began to
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overhaul the department’s activities. In

1991, the ACU was disbanded and replaced with the Anti-Gang Violence Unit

(AGVU), which was charged with disrupting ongoing gang conflicts rather than

mounting an aggressive campaign to arrest

as many offenders as possible. In 1992, the

St. Clair Commission released its report

and cited extensive corruption and incompetent management of the Boston Police Department. Commissioner Mickey

Roache was replaced with William Bratton,

a former Boston Police officer who was

the chief of the New York City Transit

Police. Commissioner Bratton immediately

replaced the old command staff with new

officers who were known to be innovative

and hardworking, made investments in developing the department’s technology to

understand crime problems, developed a

neighborhood policing plan, and commenced training of beat-level officers in

the methods of community and problemoriented policing (Bratton 1998). In 1993,

Bratton left the Boston Police Department

to become the commissioner of the New

York Police Department. Paul Evans, a

career Boston Police officer, became the

new leader of the Boston Police. Commissioner Evans expanded the initial groundwork laid by Bratton to institute a formal

neighborhood policing plan and led the department in its efforts to prevent youth

violence and to repair the department’s

badly damaged relationship with the community.

A cornerstone of Commissioner Evans’

neighborhood policing strategy was the

Same Cop Same Neighborhood (SC/SN)

plan to deliver public safety services to

every neighborhood in Boston (http://

www.cityofboston.gov/police). Under SC/

SN, the same officers were assigned to a

neighborhood beat and required to spend

no less than 60% of their shift in that

designated beat. SC/SN beat officers were

encouraged to form working relationships

with community members and engage in

problem-oriented policing strategies to

deal with crime and disorder problems in



their neighborhood. Beat officers developed relationships with community

members by participating in community

meetings and attending neighborhood

activities and events, many of which are

sponsored by the city of Boston. An important idea underlying the SC/SN plan

was to increase ownership and accountability for problems in specific neighborhoods by beat officers and, through

this sense of responsibility, to promote

increased coordination among the various

units within the Boston Police Department as well as with the community.

While this general strategy seems

straightforward, it required fundamental

changes in the way the Boston Police

Department operates internally and delivers public safety services to citizens

(http://www.cityofboston.gov/police). It also

required changes in the attitude of every

officer in the department from patrolman

to the highest command levels. Work processes and reporting procedures were redesigned and new uses of technology were

developed. For instance, local crime conditions in each of Boston’s eleven police districts were analyzed on a monthly basis at

Crime Analysis Meetings (CAM). CAMs

were similar to the New York Police

Department’s COMPSTAT meetings. Boston police crime analysts used crime maps

and trend analysis to uncover emergent

crime and disorder problems. District commanders were held accountable for developing problem-oriented strategies to deal

with changes in neighborhood conditions.

These changes mandated shifts in the assignment and deployment of personnel.

Some of the noteworthy changes included

reconfiguring boundaries for police districts

and sectors, training and education sessions

with supervisory personnel, the identification of potential roadblocks and suggestions on how to avoid them by middle

managers, and an ongoing dialogue about

implementation issues across the varying

ranks of the department.

The Boston Police Department credits

their neighborhood policing strategy with
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improving their relationships with the

community and positioning them to deal

more effectively with crime problems

when compared to their policing strategies and practices of the past. Between

1990 and 2000, the FBI index crime

rate in Boston fell by nearly 50%, from

11,850 per 100,000 residents to 6,088 per

100,000 residents (http://bjsdata.ojp.usdoj.

gov/dataonline/Search/Crime/Crime.cfm).

While Boston is known for its serious

commitment to community policing, it

has been nationally recognized for its innovative approach to youth violence prevention and its unusually strong working

relationship with black churches. These

success stories flow from the department’s

commitment to changing their ineffective

practices of the past.



Preventing Youth Violence

Under the leadership of Commissioner

Evans, the Boston Police Department

focused its efforts on dealing with the

upswing in youth violence that devastated

Boston’s inner-city neighborhoods. During the early 1990s, the AGVU evolved

into the Youth Violence Strike Force

(YVSF) and its mandate was broadened

beyond controlling outbreaks of gang violence to more general youth violence prevention. With a range of criminal justice

and community-based partners, the YVSF

developed many innovative programs including ‘‘Operation Nightlight,’’ a policeprobation partnership to ensure at-risk

youth were abiding by the conditions of

their release into the community; a partnership with the Bureau of Alcohol,

Tobacco, and Firearms (ATF) and the

U.S. Attorney’s Office to identify and apprehend illegal gun traffickers who were

providing guns to violent gangs; and the

‘‘Summer of Opportunity’’ program,

which provides at-risk youth with job

training and leadership skills that can be

transferred to workplace, school, or home
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settings. Although these programs were

certainly innovative and added to the

Boston Police Department’s array of

tools to prevent youth violence, in 1995,

the city still suffered from high rates of

youth homicide fueled by conflicts between street gangs.

The Boston Gun Project was a problemoriented policing exercise expressly aimed

at taking on a serious, large-scale crime

problem: homicide victimization among

young people in Boston. The Boston

Gun Project proceeded by (1) assembling

an interagency working group of largely

line-level criminal justice and other practitioners; (2) applying quantitative and qualitative research techniques to create an

assessment of the nature of, and dynamics

driving, youth violence in Boston; (3) developing an intervention designed to have

a substantial, near-term impact on youth

homicide; (4) implementing and adapting

the intervention; and (5) evaluating the

intervention’s impact (Kennedy et al.

1996). The project began in early 1995 and

implemented what is now known as the

‘‘Operation Ceasefire’’ intervention, which

began in the late spring of 1996.

The trajectory of the project and of

Operation Ceasefire has been extensively

documented (see, e.g., Kennedy, Braga,

and Piehl 2001). Briefly, the working group

of law enforcement personnel, youth workers, and researchers diagnosed the youth

violence problem in Boston as one of patterned, largely vendetta-like (‘‘beef’’) hostility among a small population of chronically

criminal offenders, and particularly among

those involved in some sixty loose, informal,

mostly neighborhood-based groups (these

groups were called ‘‘gangs’’ in Boston, but

were not Chicago- or LA-style gangs). The

Operation Ceasefire ‘‘pulling levers’’ strategy was designed to deter gang violence by

reaching out directly to gangs, saying explicitly that violence would no longer be tolerated, and backing up that message by

‘‘pulling every lever’’ legally available when

violence occurred (Kennedy 1997, 1998).

These law enforcement levers included
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disrupting street-level drug markets, serving

warrants, mounting federal prosecutions,

and changing the conditions of community

supervision for probationers and parolees in

the targeted group. Simultaneously, youth

workers, probation and parole officers, and

later churches and other community groups

offered gang members services and other

kinds of help. If gang members wanted to

step away from a violent lifestyle, the Operation Ceasefire working group focused on

providing them with the services and opportunities necessary to make the transition.

The Operation Ceasefire working

group delivered their antiviolence message

in formal meetings with gang members,

through individual police and probation

contacts with gang members, through

meetings with inmates of secure juvenile

facilities in the city, and through gang

outreach workers. The deterrence message

was not a deal with gang members to stop

violence. Rather, it was a promise to gang

members that violent behavior would

evoke an immediate and intense response.

If gangs committed other crimes but

refrained from violence, the normal workings of police, prosecutors, and the rest of

the criminal justice system dealt with these

matters. But if gang members hurt people,

the working group focused its enforcement actions on them.

A central hypothesis within the working group was the idea that a meaningful

period of substantially reduced youth violence might serve as a ‘‘firebreak’’ and

result in a relatively long-lasting reduction

in future youth violence (Kennedy et al.

1996). The idea was that youth violence in

Boston had become a self-sustaining cycle

among a relatively small number of youth,

with objectively high levels of risk leading

to nominally self-protective behavior such

as gun acquisition and use, gang formation, tough ‘‘street’’ behavior, and the

like—behavior that then became an additional input into the cycle of violence

(Kennedy et al. 1996). If this cycle could

be interrupted, a new equilibrium at a

lower level of risk and violence might be



established, perhaps without the need for

continued high levels of either deterrent or

facilitative intervention. The larger hope

was that a successful intervention to reduce gang violence in the short term

would have a disproportionate, sustainable impact in the long term.

A large reduction in the yearly number

of Boston youth homicides followed immediately after Operation Ceasefire was

implemented in mid-1996. A formal evaluation of Operation Ceasefire revealed

that the intervention was associated with

a 63% decrease in the monthly number of

Boston youth homicides, a 32% decrease

in monthly number of shots-fired calls, a

25% decrease in monthly number of gun

assaults, and, in one high-risk police district given special attention in the evaluation, a 44% decrease in monthly number

of youth gun assault incidents (Braga et al.

2001b). The evaluation also suggested that

Boston’s significant youth homicide reduction associated with Operation Ceasefire was distinct when compared to youth

homicide trends in most major cities in

New England and nationally.



Boston Cops and Black Churches

Operation Ceasefire benefited from strong

community support emanating from a

strong relationship with black churches in

neighborhoods suffering from gang violence. In 1992, a key partnership developed

between the Boston Police Department

and members of the city’s black clergy. A

loosely allied group of activist black clergy

formed the Ten Point Coalition after a

gang invasion of the Morningstar Baptist

Church. During a memorial for a slain rival

gang member, mourners were attacked

with knives and guns (Kennedy et al.

2001; Winship and Berrien 1999). In the

wake of that outrage, the Ten Point Coalition expanded their existing ministries to

include all at-risk youth in the Roxbury,

Dorchester, and Mattapan sections of
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Boston. The ministers decided they should

attempt to prevent the youth in their community from joining gangs, and also that

they needed to send an antiviolence message to all youth, whether gang involved

or not.

To do this, the clergy had to make two

adjustments to their normal ministry.

First, they had to define all youth as their

responsibility regardless of the parish the

youth lived in or the youth’s denominational affiliation. Previously, young people

who did not participate in church activities were not viewed as part of the ministry’s mission; henceforth, the protection of

these young people would be the primary

mission of many churches. The second adjustment involved taking the ministry to the

streets. It was clear that if the ministers

wanted to get involved with the community’s youth they could not wait in their

churches for the youth to come to them.

They had to go ‘‘where the kids were.’’

This meant that the clergy had to spend

time on the streets at night, getting to

know the kids they were attempting to

protect. This was a very different and

often frightening new approach to providing ministry services, but they found

the Boston Streetworkers, city-employed

gang outreach workers, were natural allies.

Quickly the streetworkers and the Ten

Point clergy came to work closely together

to provide at-risk youth with alternatives

to gang violence.

Working with the Boston Police Department, the Ten Point Coalition provided

another important dimension to the development of Operation Ceasefire: credibility

for the Boston Police Department with the

communities of color in Boston, which in

Boston, as in many other cities, had a

lengthy history of tension with the police.

Although the Ten Point Coalition had initially been very critical of the Boston Police

Department, they eventually forged a

strong working relationship with the

YVSF (Winship and Berrien 1999). Ten

Point clergy and others involved in the

faith-based organization accompanied
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YVSF police officers on home visits to the

families of troubled youth and also acted as

advocates for youth in the criminal justice

system. The presence of former adversaries

working together toward a common goal

dramatically enhanced the legitimacy of the

entire effort.

ANTHONY A. BRAGA

See also Community-Oriented Policing: Effects and Impacts; Community-Oriented

Policing: Practices; Community-Oriented

Policing: Rationale; COMPSTAT; Crime

Control Strategies; Minorities and the Police; Problem-Oriented Policing; Youth

Gangs: Interventions and Results
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DEPARTMENT

Boston is credited with being home to the

very first modern American police force in

1838. The Boston Police Department

(BPD) consisted of nine officers identified

only by a distinctive hat and badge. Instead of carrying guns, officers protected

themselves using six-foot blue and white

poles and ‘‘police rattles,’’ which they used

to call for assistance. Also, police communicated through a telegraph system that

linked the central office and area police

stations.

Boston, like many of the other police

forces forming across the nation at the

time, structured itself nominally after the

London model of modern policing created

by Sir Robert Peel. This British model

consisted of three elements: the mission

of crime prevention, the strategy of visible

patrol over fixed beats, and the quasi-military organizational structure. However,

the American police force differed from



its British counterpart in that politics

dominated nearly every facet of American

policing in the nineteenth century, which

led to inefficiency, corruption, and a lack

of professionalism. In Boston, for example, the mayor frequently rewarded loyal

campaign workers by appointing them as

members of the police force. Boston Police

also took on a more multifunctional role

than London police, carrying out a host of

civic activities that were not necessarily

crime related. Some of these additional responsibilities included snow removal, street

repair, and animal control. Finally, since

Boston police officers served at the pleasure

of the mayor, large numbers of police

officers were terminated each time a new

mayor took office.

Widespread police corruption planted

the seeds for the Reform Era in the

twentieth century, which introduced an

organized movement for police professionalism nationally. The Professionalism

Movement defined policing as a profession; thereby, raising standards for police

departments especially with regards to

recruiting and training. It also called for

taking power away from politicians and

captains in neighborhood precincts and

centralizing command and control within

police departments. Specialized units such

as traffic, juvenile, and vice emerged out of

this movement, and departments began to

employ female officers. The Boston Police

Department hired its first female officers

in 1921.

On the other hand, reformers alienated

the rank-and-file in their campaign to

recruit strong leaders, and this helped to

bring about one of the most infamous

events in police history, the 1919 Boston

Police strike. At the time, the department

consisted of mostly Irish-Catholic rankand-file and was under the control of a

Protestant police commissioner described

as ‘‘an uncompromising martinet with no

previous experience in police administration and no great affection for the Boston

Irish’’ (Russell 1975, 43). Also, new officer

pay had remained the same for sixty years
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despite a nearly 80% increase in the cost of

living, and officers worked between seventy-three and ninety-eight hours a week.

The police turned to the American Federation of Labor, but Police Commissioner

Edwin U. Curtis condemned the formation of a police union, which ultimately

resulted in nearly three-quarters of the

city’s police going on strike. The absence

of police brought out the worst in people,

and massive rioting ensued followed by

Governor Calvin Coolidge summoning

the entire State Guard. All of the strikers

lost their jobs, and the Boston Police

Department lost its reputation as being

one of the most respected police forces in

the country.

The wounds of the strike were slow to

heal. Department morale suffered following the strike, and there were rumors of

large-scale police corruption and inefficiency. The Boston strike also killed police

unionism around the nation for the next

twenty years. It would take forty-six more

years before Boston police, triggered by a

collective bargaining law giving state and

municipal workers the right to organize,

launched its own union, the Boston Police

Patrolmen’s Association. In those years,

and in large part due to the Reform Era,

the BPD became much more insular, shifting from a decentralized organizational

design influenced by politics and patronage to an organization centralized in both

command and control. It was around this

time that the changing social climate of

the 1970s and 1980s ushered in a new

era of policing, the Community ProblemSolving Era.

In the 1980s Massachusetts legislators,

following a national trend, enacted tax

reduction measures that resulted in officer

layoffs and reductions in overall staffing

within the Boston Police Department.

Around this time, Boston began to experience a significant increase in violence

fueled by gang rivalries that increasingly

involved firearms. The city averaged 95

homicides per year in the 1970s and

1980s, but the number of homicides
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increased to 152 in 1990. This unprecedented level of violence persuaded the

Boston Police Department to develop partnerships with community groups, most notably members of the African American

clergy, to deal with this extraordinary level

of violence.

A broad array of partnerships developed with community groups, many for

the first time. The clergy formed a group

called the Ten Point Coalition, and worked

in conjunction with area academics and

city-funded Boston Streetworkers. The

Boston police attempted to send a message

to the community that any future violence

would not be tolerated, and any future

shootings would be dealt with by the full

force of the law, including for the first

time the possibility of federal prosecution.

Police officials delivered their message in

face-to-face meetings with young men from

area gangs, who were most at risk of becoming victims or offenders of future gun

violence. Most importantly, this message of

deterrence was delivered in conjunction

with an offer to help those at-risk young

people turn their lives around through

employment and job readiness training,

educational support, substance abuse counseling, life skills workshops, and mentorship programs.

During the course of the next ten years,

gun violence in the city of Boston dropped

dramatically. The number of homicides

dropped from 152 in 1990 to 34 in 1998.

In addition, the city of Boston enjoyed a

two-and-a-half-year period with no juvenile homicides. This represented a first for

the city at least since homicide records had

been maintained.

The Boston Police Department received

national recognition for its success, most

notably from U.S. Attorney General Janet

Reno and also garnered a number of

national awards. In addition, the crime

reduction efforts in Boston, dubbed ‘‘the

Boston Miracle’’ by some in the media,

was replicated in cities across the country

and became the backbone of a number of

federal initiatives, including most recently
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the $1 billion Project Safe Neighborhoods

Program.
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Prelude to the Strike

The Boston (Massachusetts) Police Department boasts of being the oldest police

department in the nation. It has roots that

go back to 1635 when the country’s first

‘‘night watch’’ was established. It also possesses the distinction of engaging in one of

the most noteworthy and historic work

stoppages in the history of organized

labor. The Boston Police Strike of 1919

increased the interest in police reform

and helped to catapult then-Governor

Calvin Coolidge into the national spotlight, and ultimately into the White

House.



Though often regarded as an obscure

event in American history, the Boston

Police Strike of 1919 was one of the most

significant events in the history of policing. While other professions were organizing, unionizing, and generally improving

their standards of living, policing as a profession seriously lagged behind, and police

officers were becoming increasingly unhappy with their diminished status in society. In Boston, the largely Irish-American

police force had seen its wages lag badly

during World War I, and their respect

from average citizens was declining as

well.

There was a general consensus that the

Boston policemen of 1919 had a great

deal of validity in their work-related complaints and demands. Their substantive

grievances fell into three primary categories: length of working shifts, working

conditions, and, most importantly, pay.

After getting a raise in 1913, the policemen

asked for another raise in 1917 to compensate for the high wartime inflation. In

the summer of 1918, they asked for a

$200 increase in the patrolmen’s annual

salary, which was then $1,200. By the

time that raise was finally granted in May

1919, steady inflation had eroded buying

power so that even with the raise, policemen were still having difficulty making

ends meet.

Another point of contention was the

long, tormenting hours the men were

forced to work, including special details

and one night in the stationhouse each

week. Finally, the policemen objected to

the conditions under which they were

forced to work, particularly in the

crowded decay and disrepair of the police

station. Police officers in Boston had to

sleep in beds infested with bedbugs and

cockroaches and on the soiled sheets

left over from the previous occupant. The

officer’s primary means to voice their

complaints was the Boston Social Club,

a fraternal organization founded by

Police Commissioner Stephen O’Meara

in 1906.
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Attempts at Unionization

By the fall of 1919, a series of strikes hit the

United States as unions attempted to gain

higher wages to adjust for wartime inflation. Collective bargaining had long been

viewed with suspicion by many Americans, whose suspicions were heightened

by the worker revolution in Russia and

efforts to spread communism throughout

the Western world. Efforts were made to

organize in order to gain not only higher

pay, but also shorter hours and better

working conditions. The Boston police

officers endured a month-long labor dispute arising from an attempt to form a

union affiliated with the American Federation of Labor (AFL).

On the opposing side of the negotiation,

representing the city of Boston, was newly

appointed Police Commissioner Edwin U.

Curtis. Curtis had only been commissioner

since December 1918, when his predecessor

Commissioner O’Meara had died. Since

1885, police commissioners had been appointed and removed not by the mayor,

but by the governor of the Commonwealth

of Massachusetts, who in 1919 was a terse

Republican named Calvin Coolidge.

Though the mayor of Boston helped determine the police department’s annual budget, he could not override a decision by the

commissioner.

Curtis believed himself to be sympathetic to the policemen’s demands, but he

refused to deal with the Social Club and

instead established a Grievance Committee comprised of men from each station.

Curtis believed that if allowed to unionize,

the police department would take orders

from the AFL, thereby hampering discipline and, ultimately, his authority to

command the officers. Curtis banned the

officers from associating with any outside

organization and refused to sanction a

police union. On July 29, Curtis, responding to the rumor that the police were seeking a union, issued a statement detailing
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O’Meara’s objection to a police union

and proclaiming his own objection as

well. Seeing no other option, the fraternal

association of Boston police officers voted

to become a union affiliated with the

American Federation of Labor. On

August 9, 1919, the policemen, through

the Social Club, applied for a charter

from the AFL.

On August 11, Commissioner Curtis

followed up with an amendment to Rule

35 of the department’s Rules and Regulations, barring the policemen from forming

any organization within the department

with ties to an outside group, except for

veterans’ groups. This order initiated the

showdown that led to the strike: The policemen’s insistence on a union clashed with

Curtis’s demand for obedience. The Boston

police officers’ application was accepted

and on August 15 they formed Local

16,807 of the AFL: the Boston Policemen’s

Union.

As the weeks passed, the situation grew

tenser. On August 26 and 29, Commissioner Curtis began the process of suspending nineteen Boston police officers,

including the president and other officers

of the union, for violation of his amendment to Rule 35. Meanwhile, former police superintendent William Pierce began

recruiting a volunteer police force as insurance against a strike. Boston Mayor

Andrew J. Peters attempted to effect

a settlement between the two sides by

forming a Citizens Committee composed

of prominent residents of Boston and

its suburbs. This committee drafted a

compromise, which Curtis rejected. On

Monday, September 8, saying that the

compromise had nothing to do with his

legal obligation to punish violators of the

antiunion clause of Rule 35, Curtis announced the suspension of the nineteen

officers. That evening, the Policemen’s

Union voted to protest the suspensions

by striking at evening roll call the next

day: Tuesday, September 9.
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The Strike

At 5:45 p.m. on Tuesday, September 9,

1919, at the beginning of the evening

shift, 1,117 Boston policemen conducted

a work stoppage. This action removed

70% of the police force from protecting

the city’s streets. This was the first strike

by public safety workers in U.S. history.

With the city of Boston virtually unprotected, petty crimes escalated into looting,

and rioting took place. As Boston residents absorbed the reality of the policemen’s absence, assaults, rapes, vandalism,

and looting went unpunished as the city

struggled to get replacement police in

place. Checked only by a small coalition

of nonstriking Boston police, metropolitan police, and a few private watchmen,

the riots continued throughout the city.

The immediate consequence was about

forty-eight hours of looting and rioting

in Boston and sporadic, uncontrolled

violence during the next few days. Mayor

Peters summoned local militia units,

which managed to restore order the next

day. In the process of pacifying the city

and quelling nocturnal disturbances, the

guard forces killed five residents and

wounded several others. Civilians killed

three more, and dozens were injured

and wounded. The riots also destroyed

hundreds of thousands of dollars worth

of property.



The Aftermath

Angered by the violence in Boston, Governor Calvin Coolidge decided to take matters into his own hands after having passed

up several earlier opportunities to intercede

in the police dispute. Coolidge summoned

the entire Massachusetts Guard to take

over protection of Massachusetts’ capital

city. This overwhelming show of force



rapidly caused the strike to collapse and

earned for the governor the reputation of

a strict enforcer of law and order. Meanwhile, in the face of public disapproval of

their actions and the uncompromising

stance of Curtis and Coolidge, the police

began considering cutting their losses and

returning to work. But when the American

Federation of Labor president sent a telegram to Governor Coolidge asking that the

striking Boston policemen be reinstated

and their grievances negotiated later, he

was rebuffed on September 14 by Coolidge’s immediately famous reply that

‘‘there is no right to strike against the public

safety by anybody, anywhere, any time.’’

Striking officers were fired, and the collapse of the strike sounded the death toll

for the early police labor movement. Coolidge’s strong action was soothing to a fearful public and led to his nomination

for the vice presidency in 1920. Most of

the postwar strikes in the United States

were unsuccessful and ushered in a decade

of declining union membership. The

striking policemen in Boston were not

allowed to recover their jobs, which went

overwhelmingly to returning servicemen.

Despite repeated appeals from the American Federation of Labor requesting reinstatement of the striking officers, they

were not allowed to return to work. By

December 13, the new force had reached

its desired strength. Eight days later, the

last state guard unit was dismissed, bringing Boston back to some semblance of

‘‘normalcy.’’ The new officers were granted higher pay and additional holidays,

and gained the additional benefit of free

uniforms. The irony is that the Boston

Police Strike was effective in obtaining its

objectives, just not for the striking police

officers.

LORENZO M. BOYD
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BRITISH POLICING

By the end of the twentieth century, the

police service in England and Wales was

likely to experience the greatest change it

had ever encountered. According to one

author:

The police institution is beset by innovation

and undergoing changes which seem

momentous since the establishment of the

Metropolitan Police. The tacit contract between police and public, so delicately

drawn between the 1850s and 1950s had

begun to fray glaringly by 1981. The still

open question is whether current efforts

will suffice to repair it. (Reiner 1985, 62)



Various central government commissions examined such diverse issues as:

.



.

.



The practices and procedures to be

adopted by the police with regard to

the criminal justice process

The current and future structure of

the service

The political and managerial control

of forces



These commissions were created at

least partially in response to serious difficulties that had faced the service since the

1980s, including both external relations

between police and public and internal

revelations of scandal and wrongdoing.

The purpose of this article is fourfold.

First, it provides a brief historical description of the development of the police

service in England and Wales since its inception in 1829. Second, it examines the

structure, including the political and managerial controls under which it operates.

Third, it discusses some of the difficulties

that the service experienced and, finally,
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comments on three major initiatives promulgated by central government to address

those perceived problems.



The History and Development of

British Police Forces

The first formal professional police force

in England and Wales was the London

Metropolitan Force, which was created

following enactment of the Metropolitan

Police Act in 1829. This act provided for a

single force for the metropolis and ensured

that policing would cover a radius of

approximately seven miles from the city

center.

In 1835, the Municipal Corporations

Act required new towns and boroughs in

England and Wales to establish police

forces. This act applied to 178 corporate

towns, although not all towns took advantage of the act to establish police forces.

The problem of rural police forces was

addressed in the County Police Act of

1839, which was intended to permit regular police forces for the fifty-six existing

counties in England and Wales. Because

the Municipal Corporations Act gave

virtual unlimited discretion to local authorities in setting standards of pay, recruitment, and service, the result was the

creation of forces widely differing in quality. To avoid this result among counties,

the County Police Act of 1839 retained

significant powers given by central government, a condition that still exists today.

The home secretary was empowered to regulate the conditions of pay and service of

county forces and provided that the

appointment of the chief constable of each

force be approved by him. Again, because

this act was ‘‘enabling’’ rather than ‘‘obligatory,’’ only twenty-eight counties created

police forces under it.

By 1848, there were 182 police forces in

Great Britain. However, over time, a number of smaller forces were amalgamated

with either the county force in which they
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were situated or with larger city departments. According to Stead (1985):

The next principle measure was the County

and Borough Police Act of 1856, known as

the ‘‘Obligatory Act.’’ This is the major

landmark in the making of Britain’s modern

police system. . . . The Act of 1856 produced a model for the nationwide standardization of police that characterizes the

British system today. (p. 49)



This legislation placed on central government, for the first time, the responsibility of ensuring that a police force was

established in every county and borough

throughout the United Kingdom and to

ensure that they were operating in an efficient manner. In addition to the home

secretary’s responsibilities, as stated earlier, a further important provision was that

the central government undertook the

obligation of providing a proportion of

financing for those forces certified as efficient. As a result, central and local government became partners in providing police

service in Britain—a model that continues

to exist in contemporary policing. By 1939,

England and Wales had 183 police forces.

The watershed for the development of

the modern police service came with the

Royal Commission on Police in 1962. The

outcome of the commission’s deliberations

was the Police Act of 1964, which sets

the structure of policing in England and

Wales and is the basis on which modern

policing is formulated. Stead (1985) notes:

The Police Act of 1964 marks a decisive

stage in police development. It reaffirmed

the principle of local participation in police

governance. It gave Parliament a whole

range of subjects on which it can question

the Home Secretary and it makes possible

the consolidations of the 1960s. (p. 103)



Following the local government reorganization in 1974, the number of forces was

reduced to forty-three. As of 1992 there

were fifty-two police forces in the United

Kingdom with 29,243 special constables to

assist in law enforcement. These forces

vary in size from 798 sworn officers (City



of London Police) to more than 28,000

(Metropolitan Police Force). These totals

take no account of civilian staff whose numbers have swelled considerably during the

past few years as forces have implemented

extensive civilianization programs to ensure

that police officers are not tied down with

clerical and administrative tasks.

Although the geographic area that each

force covers varies, the boundaries are

coterminus with the principal local government areas. Each force has the total responsibility for policing policy and operations

taking place within its area.

Although this reorganization was

hailed by many as promoting greater

economy and efficiency through the elimination of many small forces, it was not

without its critics. Stead (1985) indicates:

Whether greater size really brought greater

efficiency was doubted, when it kept the

command too remote from the front line.

One major disadvantage was felt in the

most important sphere of all—that of

the police’s relationship to the public. . . .

The change entailed some loss on the

human side of policing and must be seen

in the context of a wholesale reshuffling of

local government structures, from which

the country has yet to recover. (p. 95)



In short, the readjustment of forces in

1974, while encouraging efficiency by creating larger forces resulting in greater economy, also created problems in service

delivery. Larger police forces resulted in

both greater separation between the administration and those at the sharp end of policing, and greater personal distance between

the forces and the public they served. The

latter problem was no small issue for a

police service that prided itself on service

delivery and relied heavily on its personal

relationship with the people it served.



The Structure of Police Authority

The chief officer of each force (i.e., a

chief constable in all forces except the
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Metropolitan and City of London forces,

each of which is headed by a commissioner) is totally responsible for the operational policing in his area. However, in all

forces except the two outlined above,

the local authority has the responsibility

under the Police Acts of 1964 and 1976 to

maintain an adequate and efficient police

force for its area. In this regard, they

appoint a police committee composed of

local politicians and magistrates to oversee

policing issues. They also have the responsibility for appointing the chief constable

and serve as his disciplinary authority.

On a national basis, the secretary of

state for home affairs (the home secretary), who is a senior member of the government, has a direct responsibility for the

police service. He or she exercises control

through the home office and his or her role

is primarily to maintain a consistent national policy on policing. This responsibility is undertaken primarily through the

medium of home office circulars, which

do not have the force of law, but which

provide chief officers with advice and

guidance on a variety of policing issues.

In addition, central government through

the home office funds 51% of all policing

costs and, as a result, maintains a considerable level of control. In effect, therefore,

police forces are controlled by what is

called a tripartite arrangement among:

.

.



.



The home office, which maintains a

consistent national policy

The local authority, which is responsible for maintaining an adequate

and efficient police force for its area

The chief constable, who is responsible for the operational efficiency and

the day-to-day management of the

force



In summary, therefore, although the

home secretary possesses administrative

power and control over the police service,

he or she tends to limit the use of such

authority. Thus, the chief constables and

the local authorities are afforded a good

deal of discretion to operate their police
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force in a manner suitable to local needs

and requirements.

While this system has withstood the

test of time, questions were raised as to

whether the same arrangement should

continue in the future. Vize (1992) indicates that the review of police organizations, which was commenced on the

instructions of the home secretary in the

summer of 1992 and which is commented

on later in this article, would include a

detailed examination of the powers of police authorities, including their control of

constabulary budgets. This review raised

issues of principle, particularly that of the

accountability of local forces.

Having

commented

on

issues

concerning the control of police forces,

we now propose to look at the rank structure. With the exception of the Metropolitan and City of London forces, the rank

structure for sworn personnel is identical

in all police forces in England and Wales.

(In the Metropolitan Police the rank structure above chief superintendent is commander, deputy assistant commissioner,

assistant commissioner, deputy commissioner, and commissioner. In the city of

London, it is assistant commissioner, deputy commissioner, and commissioner.)

The standard rank structure is outlined

below:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.



Chief constable

Deputy chief constable

Assistant chief constable

Chief superintendent

Superintendent

Chief inspector

Inspector sergeant constable



Note that there are a considerable number of layers of management in this structure, which results in an average of one

supervisor to every three constables.



Contemporary Issues

At no other time since its inception has the

police service in England and Wales come
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under greater scrutiny than in the 1980s.

Gone were the days when it enjoyed the

support of virtually all the community, a

fact evidenced by the results of the British

Crime Surveys of 1983 and 1988. These

surveys revealed that while there was

continuing support for the police, it had

been declining over time. This situation

was brought about, in part, by the adverse

publicity the service attracted due to malpractice on the part of some of its members. It was also a consequence of social,

political, and economic changes experienced by British society.

One of the most significant factors that

contributed to the erosion of public

support for the police service was the outbreak of serious urban disturbances across

England in the 1980s. Just as the United

States experienced rioting in a number of

major cities in the 1960s, rioting in English

cities broke out in the early 1980s. The

first of these occurred in the St. Paul’s

District of Bristol in April 1980. Almost

one year to the day later, serious disorders

in Brixton resulted in widespread damage

and injury to 279 police officers and 45

citizens (Benyon 1984, 3). Other cities

that experienced rioting in 1981 included

Birmingham, Sheffield, Leeds, Leicester,

and Derby.

In response to the Brixton disturbances,

Parliament appointed the Rt. Hon. Lord

Scarman, OBE, a highly respected appeals

court judge, to head an inquiry into the

causes of the disorders. The results of the

investigation were released in November

1981. According to the Scarman Report:

. . . a combination of a high incidence of

deprived groups in the population, the difficulties of living in the inner cities, the economic, social, and political disadvantages

of the ethnic minorities, and the latter’s

complete loss of confidence in the police

. . . constituted a potential for collective

violence. Scarman regarded ‘‘Operation

Swamp’’ . . . a massive and visible police

presence as the accelerator event which

triggered actual political violence. (Benyon

1984, 28)



With respect to the role of the police:

Lord Scarman came to the view that the

‘‘history of relations between the police

and the people of Brixton during recent

years has been a tale of failure.’’ (Benyon

1984, 100)



Further disorders were experienced in

1982 and again in 1985. The most serious

of these took place in London in October

1985:

The rioting began at about 7 p.m. on Sunday 6 October 1985, and during a night of

extraordinary violence PC Keith Blakelock

was stabbed to death, 20 members of the

public and 223 police officers were injured

and 47 cars and some buildings were

burned. (Benyon and Solomos 1987, 7)



Commenting on the observation that

the 1981 and 1985 urban disturbances

were fundamentally antipolice, David

Smith notes:

It does appear that racism and racial prejudice within the police, and the concentration of certain kinds of policing on young

people generally and particularly young

black people, has brought forth a response

both at the individual level and also at a

more collective level. (Benyon and Solomos

1987, 72)



Certainly, just as the Scarman Report

indicated, the cause of these riots, similar

to those in the United States in the 1960s,

goes much deeper than simply the attitudes

of individual police officers and different

styles of policing in predominantly minority

communities. Widespread discrimination,

poverty, and high rates of unemployment

in the inner cities were the locus of urban

unrest, whereas distrust and dissatisfaction

with the police service provided the spark.

Nevertheless, as a consequence, the spotlight was thrown on the British police service resulting in the most serious adverse

publicity and strain with the public than it

had experienced in many decades.

The public image of the police service

was further eroded by violent confrontations between the police and picketers
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during a number of notorious industrial

disputes, especially the Miner’s Dispute in

1984–1985. In another notorious event, on

April 15, 1989, a large and unruly crowd

attending a soccer game at Hillsborough

caused a disaster in which ninety-five persons lost their lives with many more injured. In this latter incident, the police

were severely criticized for their crowdcontrol tactics and a lack of command

control. The investigations that followed

produced further negative publicity for

the police service.

While all of these incidents (the riots,

industrial disputes, and the soccer disaster) involved serious criticisms of the

relationship between the police and the

public in order-maintenance functions,

the integrity of the service was still widely

acclaimed for its efficiency and dedication

in fighting crime. Much of this confidence

eroded as a consequence of two major

scandals involving the police and the

activities of the Irish Republican Army.

In the early 1970s, a series of pub bombings resulted in the deaths of twenty-six

persons in Guilford and Birmingham.

Four persons were convicted in the Guilford incident and six in the Birmingham

bombing. Following a series of inquiries

and appeals, the Guilford Four were

released in 1989 and the Birmingham Six

in 1991 on the grounds of tainted evidence. In each case, the convicted individuals served more than fourteen years in

prison, based on evidence produced by

alleged coerced confessions, uncorroborated testimony, and faulty scientific

investigations. Once again, the public

image of the police service was rocked,

morale was seriously affected, and public

inquiry into police behavior was initiated.

In sum, throughout the decade of the

1980s, the British police service faced

greater adversity and met with more public criticism than it had faced in half a

century. Public trust declined while the

central government’s interest in policing

increased. Graef (1990), who addressed

many of these issues, concluded that
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‘‘Perhaps the management of Police

Forces throughout the Western world

was faltering, jaded, unimaginative, inert,

and shy on accountability’’ (p. 456).

Interest on the part of central government was demonstrated through home office circulars, the Audit Commission, the

Home Affairs Select Committee, and the

Police Complaints Authority. These bodies demonstrated an ever-increasing interest in policing issues to ensure not only

greater accountability but also that a

more effective, efficient, and value-formoney service was provided. For example,

the Home Affairs Select Committee (1989)

commented that:

The Police Service of England and Wales

commands considerable public resources

which demand exceptional management

skills if Forces are to respond to the needs

of the public. The fundamental questions

which arose during our enquiry concern

whether the current system of training and

career development for police officers

based on a 19th-Century system and constrained by the separate organisation of

each is adequate for the Police Service as

it approaches the 21st Century.



Clearly, the concentration of interest in

policing in the United Kingdom was more

than just a passing phenomenon likely to

disappear once the initial enthusiasm had

worn off. It was symptomatic of a change

in relationships among police, their masters, and their customers.

All of these issues necessitated a change

in the role of police managers at all levels

of the organization, and, in consequence,

emphasis was placed on identifying the

skills those officers require to undertake

these new responsibilities. However, despite

the efforts made in this regard, considerable

debate took place within Parliament, the

service, and the media on the quality of

senior police managers. For example, Johnson (1990) indicated that events within the

service encouraged the ordinary public to

think that the police were not really able

to provide a professional service and that

radical proposals were needed to improve
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police management. On the other hand,

Robertson (1990) reported that it would be

easy to conclude that police executives were

either disinterested in pursuing efficiency

and general excellence or that they were

simply ill equipped to administer large and

complex organizations. To endorse either

assumption would be patently unfair, because, although particular chief officers

may suffer lethargy in one direction or the

other, such a rash generalization would be

inaccurate.

Nevertheless, in a world where the theory and practice of business administration and human resource management

are undergoing constant refinement, it is

essential that today’s police managers,

particularly those at a senior and executive

level, should be attuned to both private

and public sector management developments to avoid accusations of inertia and

stagnation.

It is against the background outlined

above that central government implemented three important reviews, likely to

greatly affect the police service and the

criminal justice system. The first was the

Royal Commission on Criminal Justice,

which had the following extensive terms

of reference:

To review the effectiveness of the Criminal

Justice System in England and Wales in

securing the conviction of those guilty

of criminal offences and the acquittal of

those who are innocent, having regard to

the efficient use of resources.



In particular, they were asked to consider whether changes were needed

regarding:

.



.



.

.



The conduct of police investigations

and their supervision by senior

police officers

The role of the prosecutor in supervising the gathering of evidence and

deciding whether a case should

proceed

The right of silence for the accused

The powers of the courts to direct

proceedings



.

.



The role of the Court of Appeal in

considering new evidence on appeal

The arrangements for considering

and investigating allegations of miscarriages of justice when appeal

rights have been exhausted



During the course of its work, the commission examined many aspects of the

criminal justice system and in that regard

received submissions from many interested individuals and bodies including the

police service.

The second was the review undertaken

by the local government commission

into the future of local government. Its

terms of reference were to examine all relevant issues and make recommendations

concerning the future structure, boundaries, and electoral changes to particular

local government areas. The review took

the form of a rolling program and, in consequence, it took some time to cover the

whole of the country. However, the results

could have major implications for the

police service. For example, if local authority boundary changes took place, it could

result in the demise of many of the smaller

forces, the amalgamation of others, and

even the breaking up of some of the larger

forces. The possibility of such changes was

a fact recognized by Chief Constable

O’Dowd in a speech at an international

police conference in London on the future

of the police service in England and Wales.

He concluded that there would be fewer

police forces. Many people believed that

the restructuring of forces was high on the

hidden political agenda.

The final review and probably the most

important as far as the police service is

concerned was that which the home secretary established in May 1992, under the

chairmanship of Sir Patrick Sheey, to

review police responsibilities and rewards.

The inquiry team, which had to report

by May 1993, comprised management

consultants, academics, and industrialists

who addressed a variety of policing issues

including the following:
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The structure of forces to ensure that

they meet the management needs of

today’s police service

The roles and responsibilities of the

various ranks within the service

The salaries of police officers to ensure the salary reflects the responsibilities of the particular individuals

Rewards and sanctions for good and

bad performance

The conditions of service, work

practices, and the improvement of

professional standards



This review was quite clearly very wide

in its scope and affected every officer in

the country in one way or another.



Summary and Conclusions

Although the results of these three major

commissions should produce significant

changes in policing in England and

Wales, the changes that occur must preserve both the traditional relationship

between the British police service and

its public and the internal morale and

cohesion of the forces. As Reiner (1985)

notes:

An adequate approach to police reform

must be grounded in an understanding of

police culture and practices, not a simplistic

view that if only the right authorities were in

charge all would be well. (p. 198)



Two particular areas of concern likely

to arise as a consequence of these commissions are the reduction in the number of

forces, which would produce larger forces,

and the ‘‘flattening’’ of the rank structure

through the elimination of some current

ranks. The former change was a likely

outgrowth of the Local Government Commission and the latter from the deliberations of the Sheehy Commission.

Changes in the size of forces, which

may alter the relationship between police

and community, appear especially critical.

Wells clearly anticipated these problems:
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If the police organisation is, or appears to

be, a centrally imposed anonymous body,

as in many states of Europe and elsewhere,

there will be little sense of the ‘‘familia’’:

rather than intimate and integrated, the police will seem remote and out of sympathy

with local needs. (Benyon and Solomos

1987, 81)



Further he noted:

Force policy and philosophy should be

aimed at making ranks from commissioner

to constable more obviously tied to community structures. . . . Any move which

makes the police appear as impersonal, external to the community and, accordingly,

anonymous must be resisted. (Benyon and

Solomos 1987, 79)



Clearly, any forthcoming recommendations from the Local Government Commission, which would create larger forces

responsible for wider geographic areas

and containing greater population heterogeneity, must address these concerns.

Another set of concerns involving the

internal cohesion of the forces was likely

to emerge from the Sheehy Commission.

One recommendation nearly certain to

be made was the elimination of certain

current ranks thus collapsing the rank

structure. While one possible result of

this change could produce a closer integration of command and line officers,

thus improving communication in both

directions, it would also raise issues of

professional development and promotional opportunities that could affect the

morale of younger officers. An article,

which appeared in one of Great Britain’s

national newspapers, took note of this

concern:

The ranks of chief inspector, chief superintendent, deputy chief constable and possibly commander seem certain to disappear

and the status of constables, sergeants and

inspectors enhanced. . . . Abolition of chief

inspectors and chief superintendent posts

would seriously diminish promotion prospects for thousands of officers and create

career bottlenecks. Existing chief inspectors

and chief superintendents are also worried
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about what would happen to them. (Darbyshire 1993, 1)



Another controversial recommendation

likely to occur was ‘‘performance-based

pay increments.’’ While the concept of

reward for those officers who are effective

in carrying out their duties and no reward

for those who demonstrate subpar performance is attractive in theory, there are

serious questions regarding the translation

of theory into practice. What criteria are

to be used to measure performance? What

norm will be established for satisfactory

performance so that those who fall above

and below that norm can be recognized?

Clearly these are crucial questions that beg

easy answers. These questions are imbedded in the much larger question of the

functions of policing, which has been the

center of controversy since the establishment of professional police forces. A

related issue is the fact that policing produces a qualitative product rather than

one that is quantitative in nature. The

president of the Association of Chief

Police Officers, Mr. John Burrow, is quoted as saying:

We agree in principle with the concept, but

our dilemma is that there are many aspects

to performance-related pay. It clearly can’t

be based on the number of arrests or traffic

summonses issued. That would do more

damage to public relations than the improvement in police performance it would

achieve. (Darbyshire 1993, 1)



In conclusion, therefore, it is apparent

that the police service in England and

Wales had entered a period of great uncertainty by the end of the twentieth century.

There is no doubt that changes will be

extensive and wide ranging and will result

in considerable conflict, particularly with

respect to local accountability vis-a`-vis

centralized control, a change in the traditional relationship between the police

and the communities that they serve, and

changes in police practices and procedures

brought about as a result of the changes in

the criminal justice process as a whole.



Such conflict will hopefully be the catalyst to reorganize the service to meet the

changing circumstances and the everincreasing demands that are likely to be

placed on it. Many managers at all levels

will no doubt have difficulty coming to

terms with the changes and will fall by

the wayside, but for those willing to accept

the challenge that will be forthcoming, the

future should be very interesting and

exciting.

DONALD B. WALKER and

MALCOLM RICHARDS

See also Rowand and Mayne, First Police

Commissioners, United Kingdom
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BROKEN-WINDOWS

POLICING

Broken-windows policing is a style of

policing generally associated with the broken-windows theory—namely, the idea

advanced by James Q. Wilson and George

L. Kelling that tolerating minor physical

and social disorder in a neighborhood

(such as graffiti, litter, aggressive panhandling, or turnstile jumping) encourages

serious violent crime. Although the broken-windows theory itself did not compel

a particular policing strategy, most policy

makers interpreted the broken-windows

theory as implying a form of aggressive

disorder policing that has come to be

known under several names, including

not only broken-windows policing but

also ‘‘order-maintenance policing,’’ ‘‘quality-of-life policing,’’ and ‘‘zero tolerance

policing.’’ George Kelling, for instance,

the coauthor of the original Broken Windows essay, suggests that the most effective

way to address disorder and reduce crime is

to increase the number of misdemeanor

arrests. There has been a lot of social scientific research conducted to test the efficacy

of broken-windows policing—including important work by Jeffrey Fagan, Bernard

Harcourt, Jens Ludwig, Stephen Raudenbush, Robert Sampson, and Wesley Skogan—but, to date, there is no reliable

empirical support for the proposition that

disorder causes crime or that broken-windows policing reduces serious crime.



The Emergence of Broken-Windows

Policing

The broken-windows theory was first

articulated by James Q. Wilson and George
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L. Kelling in a short, nine-page article titled

Broken Windows that appeared in the Atlantic Monthly in 1982. The theory is premised on the idea that ‘‘disorder and crime

are usually inextricably linked, in a kind of

developmental sequence’’ (p. 31). According to Wilson and Kelling, minor disorder

(such as littering, loitering, public drinking,

panhandling, and prostitution), if tolerated

in a neighborhood, produce an environment that is likely to attract crime. It signals

to potential criminals that delinquent behavior will not be reported or controlled—

that no one is in charge. One broken window, left unrepaired, invites other broken

windows. These progressively break down

community standards and leave the community vulnerable to crime.

From a policy perspective, the brokenwindows theory was, in principle, consistent with a variety of potential policy

levers, ranging from neighborhood beautification programs to community organizing. Nevertheless, the theory was soon

deployed by influential policy makers in

support of aggressive misdemeanor policing and became associated with the type of

policing that focuses on minor disorder

offenses. New York City mayor Rudolph

Giuliani was at the forefront of this development. Under the rubric of the ‘‘qualityof-life initiative,’’ Giuliani and Police

Commissioner William Bratton began

enforcing municipal ordinances against

minor disorder offenses, such as loitering,

panhandling, graffiti writing, turnstile

jumping, public drinking, and public

urination, through arrest, detention, and

criminal charges.

The New York City quality-of-life initiative produced what many observers

called a revolution in policing and law

enforcement. Today, the three most populous cities in the United States—New

York, Chicago, and, most recently, Los

Angeles—have all adopted at least some

aspect of Wilson and Kelling’s brokenwindows theory. In addition to the strategies of former New York City Mayor

Rudolph Giuliani, the city of Chicago
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implemented an antigang loitering ordinance in the early 1990s that it vigorously

enforced during the period from 1993 to

1995 resulting in misdemeanor arrests of

more than 42,000 individuals. In October

2002, Los Angeles Mayor James Hahn

appointed William Bratton police commissioner on a platform that promised a

broken-windows approach. According to

the New York Times, ‘‘Mr. Bratton said

his first priority after being sworn in on

Oct. 28 [2002] would be ending the smileand-wave approach to crime fighting. He

said he wanted policing based on the

so-called broken-windows theory.’’ The

popularity of broken-windows policing

in the United States is matched only

by its appeal abroad. In 1998 alone,

representatives of more than 150 police

departments from foreign countries visited

the New York Police Department for

briefings and instruction in order-maintenance policing. For the first ten months

of 2000, another 235 police departments (85% of them from abroad) sent

delegations to the New York City police

headquarters.



The Lack of Empirical Evidence

Despite the widespread policy influence of

the 1982 Atlantic Monthly essay, remarkably little is known about the effects of

broken windows. A number of leading

researchers in sociology, law, and police

studies have compiled datasets from different urban areas to explore the brokenwindows hypothesis, but the evidence

remains, at best, mixed. In 2000, John

Eck and Edward Maguire reviewed the

empirical evidence and studies on broken-windows policing in their contribution to Alfred Blumstein and Joel

Wallman’s The Crime Drop in America

(2000), and found that there is little evidence to support the claim that brokenwindows policing contributed to the sharp

decrease in crime during the 1990s.



To date, empirical testing of the broken-windows idea has taken one of two

forms. A first approach attempts to measure neighborhood disorder and crime, as

well as other correlates of criminality, such

as poverty and residential instability, in

order to determine whether there are statistically interesting correlations between

these variables. A second approach has

focused on measures of broken-windows

policing—for instance, rates of misdemeanor arrests—and conducts relatively

similar statistical analyses on these variables in order, again, to identify significant

correlations.



Disorder and Crime

Early on, many proponents of the brokenwindows hypothesis pointed to the research of Wesley Skogan, especially his

monograph Disorder and Decline: Crime

and the Spiral of Decay in American Neighborhoods (1990), and argued that it empirically verified the broken-windows theory.

Disorder and Decline addressed the larger

question of the impact of neighborhood

disorder on urban decline, but in one

section, Skogan discussed the brokenwindows hypothesis, ran a regression of

neighborhood disorder on robbery victimization, and concluded that ‘‘‘Broken windows’ do need to be repaired quickly’’

(p. 75). Many observers interpreted this

as an endorsement of the broken-windows

theory and accepted this view of the evidence. George Kelling contended that

Skogan ‘‘established the causal links between disorder and serious crime—empirically verifying the ‘Broken Windows’

hypotheses’’ (Kelling and Coles 1996,

24). Subsequent research by Bernard

Harcourt (2001), however, cast doubt

on Skogan’s findings and raised significant questions as to what conclusions

could properly be drawn from Skogan’s

analysis.

A few years later, Ralph Taylor

(2001) conducted research in sixty-six
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neighborhoods in Baltimore using longitudinal data. Taylor attempted to determine

the relationship between neighborhood

crime and what he termed social and

physical ‘‘incivilities’’—panhandlers, public drunks, trash, graffiti, and vacant lots,

among other things. What he found was

that, while certain types of incivilities were

associated with crime or urban decay,

others were not. He concluded from his

data that different types of incivilities

may require different policy responses:

‘‘Researchers and policy-makers alike

need to break away from broken windows

per se and widen the models upon which

they rely, both to predict and to preserve

safe and stable neighborhoods with

assured and committed residents’’ (p. 22).

In a 2005 study, Broken Windows: Evidence from New York City and a Five-City

Social Experiment, Bernard Harcourt

and Jens Ludwig explore the empirical

results from an important social experiment known as Moving to Opportunity

(MTO) that is under way in five cities:

New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Baltimore, and Boston. Under the MTO program, approximately 4,600 low-income

families living in high-crime public housing communities characterized by high

rates of social disorder were randomly

assigned housing vouchers to move to

less disadvantaged and disorderly communities. Harcourt and Ludwig compare the

crime rates among those who moved and

those who did not—using official arrests

and self-report surveys—and the results

are clear, though disappointing: Moving

people to communities with less social or

physical disorder on balance does not lead

to reductions in their criminal behavior.

Neighborhood order and disorder do

not seem to have a noticeable effect on

criminal behavior.

The implications of MTO for the ongoing debates about the broken-windows theory are significant and suggest that moving

people to communities with less social or

physical disorder—the key intervening

factor in the original broken-windows
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hypothesis—on balance does not lead to

reductions in their criminal behavior.

Taken together, the data from MTO

provide no support for the idea that ‘‘broken-windows’’ activities, including broken-windows policing or other measures

designed to reduce the level of social or

physical disorder within a community,

represent the optimal use of scarce government resources.

Another comprehensive study of the

broken-windows theory is Robert Sampson and Stephen Raudenbush’s 1999

study, Systematic Social Observation of

Public Spaces: A New Look at Disorder in

Urban Neighborhoods. Their study grew

out of the Project on Human Development in Chicago Neighborhoods and was

based on systematic social observation:

Using trained observers who drove a

sports utility vehicle at five miles per

hour down every street in 196 Chicago

census tracts, and randomly selecting

15,141 street sides, they were able to collect precise data on neighborhood disorder. With regard to the disorder-crime

nexus, they found that disorder and

predatory crime are only moderately correlated, but that, when antecedent neighborhood characteristics are taken into

account, the connection between disorder

and crime ‘‘vanished in 4 out of 5 tests—

including homicide, arguably our best

measure of violence’’ (p. 637). On the

basis of their extensive research, they

conclude that ‘‘[a]ttacking public order

through tough police tactics may thus be

a politically popular but perhaps analytically weak strategy to reduce crime’’

(p. 638). As an alternative to the brokenwindows theory, they suggest that disorder

is of the same etiology as crime—being, so

often, forms of minor crime—and that

both crime and disorder have the same

antecedent conditions. ‘‘Rather than conceive of disorder as a direct cause of crime,

we view many elements of disorder as

part and parcel of crime itself’’ (p. 608).

Thus, ‘‘a reasonable hypothesis is that

public disorder and predatory crimes are
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manifestations of the same explanatory

process, albeit at different ends of a ‘seriousness’ continuum’’ (p. 608).



Studies of Aggressive Misdemeanor

Arrest Policing

Another strand of research, focusing on

studies of aggressive arrest policies, has

also been brought to bear on the brokenwindows hypothesis. Here, too, James Q.

Wilson sparked the debate, primarily with

his 1968 book on the Varieties of Police

Behavior, and his research with Barbara

Boland on the effects of police arrests on

crime. Wilson and Boland hypothesized

that aggressive police patrols, involving

increased stops and arrests, have a deterrent effect on crime. A number of contributions ensued, both supporting and

criticizing these findings, but, as Robert

Sampson and Jacqueline Cohen suggested

back in 1988, the results were ‘‘mixed’’

(p. 166). There have been strong contributions to the literature, such as the 1999

study led by Anthony Braga, titled ‘‘Problem-Oriented Policing in Violent Crime

Places: A Randomized Controlled Experiment,’’ published in Criminology. But still,

most of this research is unable to distinguish between the broken-windows

hypothesis and more traditional explanations of incapacitation and deterrence

associated with increased police arrests,

presence, contact, and surveillance. The

problem is somewhat endemic to the design of these studies. As Sampson and

Cohen conclude with regard to their own

work, ‘‘[i]t is true that our analysis was not

able to choose definitely between the two

alternative scenarios’’ (p. 185).

The most recent study here, Harcourt

and Ludwig’s article Broken Windows:

New Evidence from New York City and a

Five-City Social Experiment, reanalyzes

and assesses the best available evidence

from New York City about the effects of

broken-windows policing. They demonstrate that the pattern of crime changes



across New York precincts during the

1990s that has been attributed to brokenwindows policing is more consistent with

what statisticians call mean reversion:

Those precincts that experienced the largest drop in crime in the 1990s were the ones

that experienced the largest increases in

crime during the city’s crack epidemic

of the mid- to late-1980s. They call this

Newton’s law of crime: What goes up,

must come down, and what goes up the

most, tends to come down the most.

In this vein, Jeffrey Fagan and Garth

Davies (2003) also test, in Policing Guns:

Order Maintenance and Crime Control in

New York, whether quality-of-life policing

in New York City contributed to the reduction in lethal violence in the late 1990s.

They analyze precinct crime rates from

1999 and try to determine whether these

crime rates can be predicted by the

amount of stop-and-frisk activity that

occurred in the precinct in the preceding

year. Based on their research, they find

that ‘‘[f]or both violence arrests broadly

and homicide arrests specifically, there is

no single category of citizen stops by

police that predicts where crime will increase or decrease in the following year.’’

When they examine homicide fatalities,

they observe different effects by type of

stop and by victim race. ‘‘Stops for violence are significant predictors of reductions in both gun homicide deaths and

overall homicide deaths, but only among

Hispanics.’’ In contrast, for African Americans, no type of arrests predicts homicide

victimization a year later; and for whites,

the results are not reliable because of the

low white homicide victimization rate.

Why is it that there may be effects for

Hispanics, but not for African Americans?

Fagan and Davies suggest that it may have

to do with what they call ‘‘stigma saturation’’ in black communities: When stigma

is applied in ways that are perceived as too

harsh and unfair, it may have reverse

effects. They write, ‘‘When legal control

engenders resistance, opposition or defiance, the opportunity to leverage formal
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social control into informal social control

is lost. The absence of crime control returns

from [order-maintenance policing] may reflect just such a dynamic among African

Americans, who shouldered much of the

burden of [order-maintenance policing].’’

Steve Levitt’s 2004 Journal of Economic

Perspectives review essay similarly suggests that policing practices probably do

not explain much of the crime drop in the

1990s because crime went down everywhere, even in places where police departments did not implement new policing

strategies. Instead, Levitt attributes the

massive period effects on crime throughout the United States during the 1990s to

some combination of increased imprisonment, increases in the number of police,

the ebbing of the crack epidemic that

started in many big cities in the mid1980s, and the legalization of abortion in

the United States during the early 1970s.



Criminological Evidence

The criminological evidence surrounding

New York City is not any more helpful to

the broken-windows theory. A number of

large U.S. cities—Boston, Houston, Los

Angeles, San Diego, San Francisco,

among others—have experienced significant drops in crime since the early 1990s,

in some cases even larger proportionally

to the drop in crime in New York City.

Several of these cities did not implement

the type of aggressive order-maintenance

policing that New York City did. Applying

a variety of different tests, one recent study

found that New York City’s drop in homicides, though not very common, is not

unprecedented either. Houston’s drop in

homicides of 59% between 1991 and 1996

outpaced New York City’s decline over the

same period of 51%, and both were surpassed by Pittsburgh’s 61% drop in homicides between 1984 and 1988 (Fagan,

Zimring, and Kim 1998). Another study

looked at the rates of decline of homicides
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in the seventeen largest U.S. cities from

1976 to 1998 in comparison to each city’s

cyclical peaks and troughs, using a method

of indexed cyclical comparison. With regard to the most recent cyclical drop

in homicides, New York City’s decline,

though above average, was the fifth largest, behind San Diego, Washington, D.C.,

St. Louis, and Houston (Joanes 1999).

A straight comparison of homicide

and robbery rates between 1991 and 1998

reveals that, although New York City is

again in the top, with declines in homicide

and robbery rates of 70.6% and 60.1%,

respectively, San Diego experienced larger

declines in homicide and robbery rates

(76.4% and 62.6%, respectively), Boston

experienced a comparable decline in its

homicide rate (69.3%), Los Angeles experienced a greater decline in its robbery

rate (60.9%), and San Antonio experienced a comparable decline in its robbery

rate (59.1%). Other major cities also experienced impressive declines in their homicide and robbery rates, including Houston

(61.3% and 48.5%, respectively) and

Dallas (52.4% and 50.7%, respectively)

(Butterfield 2000).

What is particularly striking is that many

of these cities did not implement New York–

style order-maintenance policing. San Diego

and San Francisco bear perhaps the greatest

contrast. The San Diego police department

implemented a radically different model of

policing focused on community–police relations. The police began experimenting with

problem-oriented policing in the late 1980s

and retraining their police force to better

respond to community concerns. They

implemented a strategy of sharing responsibility with citizens for identifying and solving

crime. Overall, while recording remarkable

drops in crime, San Diego also posted a 15%

drop in total arrests between 1993 and 1996,

and an 8% decline in total complaints of

police misconduct filed with the police department between 1993 and 1996 (Greene

1999).

San Francisco also focused on community involvement and experienced
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decreased arrest and incarceration rates

between 1993 and 1998. San Francisco’s

felony commitments to the California

Department of Corrections dropped from

2,136 in 1993 to 703 in 1998, whereas other

California counties either maintained or

slightly increased their incarcerations.

San Francisco also abandoned a youth

curfew in the early 1990s and sharply reduced its commitments to the California

Youth Authority from 1994 to 1998. Despite this, San Francisco experienced

greater drops in its crime rate for rape,

robbery, and aggravated assault than did

New York City for the period 1995

through 1998. In addition, San Francisco

experienced the sharpest decline in total

violent crime—sharper than New York

City or Boston—between 1992 and 1998

(Taqi-Eddin and Macallair 1999).

Other cities, including Los Angeles,

Houston, Dallas, and San Antonio, also

experienced significant drops in crime

without as coherent a policing strategy as

other large cities. There was a remarkable

decline in crime in several major cities

in the United States during the 1990s.

Depending on the specific time frame of

the ‘‘before-and-after’’ comparison, New

York City’s drop in crime can be characterized anywhere from the biggest decline

to a very high performer. Time frames can

be easily manipulated, but what is clear is

that numerous major U.S. cities have

experienced remarkable declines in crime

and have employed a variety of different

policing strategies. It is too simplistic to

attribute the rate of the decline in New

York City to the quality-of-life initiative.

Moreover, criminologists have suggested a number of factors that have contributed to declining crime rates in New

York City, including a shift in drug use

patterns from crack cocaine to heroin, favorable economic conditions in the 1990s,

new computerized tracking systems that

speed up police response to crime, a dip

in the number of eighteen- to twenty-fouryear-old males, as well as possible changes

in adolescent behavior. There have also



been important changes at the New York

Police Department (NYPD), including a

significant increase in the raw number of

police officers. Former Mayor Dinkins

hired more than two thousand new police

officers under the Safe Streets, Safe City

program in 1992, and Giuliani hired another four thousand officers and merged

about six thousand Transit and Housing

Authority officers into the ranks of the

NYPD. As a result, from 1991 to 2000,

the NYPD force increased almost by

half, up by 12,923 police officers (including those transferred from Transit) from a

force of 26,856 police officers in 1991 to

39,779 police officers in 2000. Excluding

the Transit merger, the police force grew

by almost a quarter. As a result, the New

York Police Department now has the largest police force in the country with the

highest ratio of police officers per civilian

of any major metropolitan area.

The bottom line is that the brokenwindows theory—the idea that public disorder sends a message that encourages

crime—is probably not right, and there is

no reliable evidence that broken-windows

policing is an effective law enforcement

tool. As Sampson and Raudenbush (1999)

observe, ‘‘bearing in mind the example of

some European and American cities (e.g.,

Amsterdam, San Francisco) where visible

street level activity linked to prostitution,

drug use, and panhandling does not necessarily translate into high rates of violence,

public disorder may not be so ‘criminogenic’ after all in certain neighborhood

and social contexts’’ (p. 638).

BERNARD E. HARCOURT

See also Accountability; COMPSTAT;

Crackdowns by the Police; Crime Control

Strategies; Order Maintenance; Qualityof-Life Policing; Role of the Police; Zero

Tolerance Policing
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In the most general sense, police budgeting is merely an agency-specific form of

public administration budgeting, and its
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development corresponds to budgetary

development throughout the public sector.

The only way in which police budgeting

might be distinguished from other public

budgeting is in the programmatic materials required to support budget requests

within the most recent forms of budgeting:

planning, program, budgeting systems,

and zero-based budgeting.

The historical derivation of modern

budgeting has been a cumulative working-out process resulting from the sequential emergence or ‘‘discovery’’ of fiscal

management problems and solutions to

those problems. As each problem has

become clearly identified and resolved by

means of new approaches to the management of public funds, the older techniques,

by and large, have been absorbed and

continued within the new techniques and

formats. The following description of

events and concepts rests on this view of

a derived, evolutionary, and cumulative

public-budgeting system.



Major Periods of Budgetary

Development

Allen Schick (1982) has identified three

periods of budgetary reform, each named

after the major purpose of the reform or

the problem that led to the reform. Those

three periods are reviewed after a brief

discussion of the pre-reform era.



The Pre-Reform Spoils Era

Although the local, state, and national

governments of the United States have

collected taxes and expended revenues

since Revolutionary times, budgeting as

we conceive of the term today was not

practiced until early in the twentieth century. Prior to that, the collection and

spending of public funds were pretty

much ad hoc practices, with little attention given to accounting for funds, at
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either the points of collection or expenditure. The lack of controls permitted carelessness and more than a little dishonesty

in the handling of public funds at all levels

of government. Fiscal abuses (as well as

nepotism) during President Grant’s administration gave rise to major reform

efforts during the Reconstruction era,

but it was not until 1906 that budget

reform became a serious force in public

administration.



with the invention, development, and

refinement of management techniques.

The emphasis was on efficiency, and the

primary budgetary format that emerged

was the performance budget. The control

emphasis of the previous era was continued and absorbed into a new mode of

budgeting, which required the administrator to submit budget documentation

showing efficient programmatic elements,

in addition to the line-item controls of the

previous era.



Reform for Control

Reform for Planning

New York City was the first American city

to establish a consolidated line-item budget, following the creation of the New

York Bureau of Municipal Research in

1906. President Taft appointed a Commission on Economy and Efficiency in 1909,

whose work prompted Congress to pass

the Budget and Accounting Act in 1921.

The first consolidated federal budget was

realized soon afterward. These earliest

line-item budgets were designed almost

solely to establish control over public

funds—to require accountability of public

funds from collection through expenditure. Although controls were focused primarily on integrity problems, there were

also increased efforts to ensure that funds

were spent for the purposes intended by

the appropriating officials. The expenditure categories of personnel, equipment,

supplies, contractual services, and capital

expenditures were devised at this time for

control purposes.

This initial period of budgetary reform

extended from approximately 1910 to the

mid-1930s. The line-item budget was originated during this period, and the skills of

accountants were predominantly required

to support the new system.



Reform for Management

For about three decades, beginning in

1930, public administration burgeoned



Systems theory contributed to the development of administrative concepts in both

business and the public sector after

World War II. By 1954 the Rand Corporation had presented program budgeting to

the U.S. Department of Defense, and

DOD Comptroller Charles Hitch had

instituted the planning, programming, budgeting system (PPBS) by 1961. Although

this new system included the former

requirements of control and management,

it emphasized the clear statement of

agency objectives and expectations of

results, all quantifiable as inputs and outputs. It also required cost/benefit analyses

of alternative approaches to the accomplishment of agency goals.

President Lyndon Johnson generalized

PPBS to most departments of the federal

government and the new system soon

spread to some progressive state and

local governments.

Zero-based budgeting (ZBB) was originated at Texas Instruments by Peter Phyrr

and introduced into the Georgia state government and then the federal government

by Jimmy Carter. It is a derivative of

PPBS, but an elaborate one, emphasizing

the setting of objectives, detailed planning,

and essentially placing all program elements of an agency in competition with

each other for funding on the basis of

their comparative contributions to the

agency’s goals.
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PPBS and ZBB are said to raise the

visibility of an agency’s operations and

the level of the political debate over the

allocation of fiscal resources.



State-of-the-Art Budgeting and

Current Police Practices

In most respects police agencies are required to use whatever budgeting format

has been adopted by the city, county, or

state government of which they are a part.

Following the initiative of the federal government in the early 1960s, some of the

more progressive states, counties, and cities, large and small, adopted varied forms

of PPBS, often applying a localized name

to the new approach. As this increasingly

occurred, the police administrators in

those jurisdictions were required to make

strategic decisions about the goals of their

departments, to quantify those goals in

multiyear formats, and to relate proposed

expenditures to expected levels of goal

achievement (e.g., a patrol plan would

specify a percentile reduction in business

burglaries for the next budget cycle, if

funded at a requested level; a new investigative unit, a specific clearance rate for a

given offense; a traffic enforcement unit, a

reduction in fatal collisions). This new

practice was found to be difficult, time

consuming, and expensive in terms of

analysis and data requirements.

As those local police agencies gained

experience with programmatic budgeting,

they built the requisite databases and

adapted to the system’s greater requirements of data and administrative work.

Soon, however, ZBB overtook PPBS and

was considered by many to be more useful

than PPBS, while costing no more to

administer.

Many state and local governments have

adopted only a few elements of PPBS or

ZBB, avoiding their more ponderous analytic requirements, and thus have produced

hybrids of line-item and programmatic
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budgeting techniques under a variety of

localized titles. Some sophisticated police

chiefs and sheriffs have adopted the analytic techniques associated with PPBS

and ZBB even though their parent governments have been unable to adopt the

advanced budgeting systems jurisdictionwide. In these cases, it should be pointed

out, the benefits to the agency consist

largely of internal improvements in administrative quality, rather than improved

budgeting practices of the jurisdiction.

Despite almost three decades of adaptation to the PBBS and ZBB systems by

many sophisticated local governments,

both large and small, indications are that

most of the approximately seventeen thousand local police and sheriff’s departments

continue to utilize line-item budgeting systems, consistent with the practices of their

parent governments.

All governmental budgeting systems

require the adoption of a fiscal calendar,

which generally includes the following elements: (1) adoption of a fiscal year, which

establishes the date on which a new annual

budget law becomes effective; (2) distribution of budget request forms to operating agency managers for the next fiscal

year; (3) submission of completed budget

request forms to the fiscal manager of the

jurisdiction; (4) analysis and adjustments of

operating agency requests by the fiscal

manager; (5) submission of the fiscal manager’s budget recommendations to the jurisdiction executive (mayor, supervisor,

governor); analysis and adjustments of the

fiscal manager’s recommendations into an

executive budget; (6) submission of the executive budget to the legislative branch

(council, legislature); (7) legislative consideration and presentation to the public;

(8) enactment of a budgetary ordinance or

statute by the legislative branch; (9) approval or veto of the budget law by the jurisdiction executive; and (10) enactment of the

budget at the beginning of the fiscal year.

In most governmental jurisdictions,

agency administrators are simultaneously

working with three different budgets.
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They are executing the current fiscal year

budget (spending it), they are fine-tuning

the next fiscal year’s budget prior to its

formal consideration and adoption, and

they are roughing-in a budget for a year

and a half hence. The need for this multiyear perspective often perplexes police

administrators who are new to their role

in fiscal management.

In summary, police budgeting in the

United States is a rich mix of all the conceptual approaches, methods, and techniques devised since the founding of the

nation, with the greater number of local

governments continuing to stress control

of public funds over the more recent concerns with management and planning. It is

expected that the more recent concepts of

budgeting will continue their diffusion

into the many thousands of local law enforcement agencies of the United States.

VICTOR G. STRECHER
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BUREAU OF ALCOHOL,

TOBACCO, FIREARMS, AND

EXPLOSIVES

In 1972 the Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms Division was separated from the

Internal Revenue Service by Treasury



Department Order No. 120-1 and became

its own independent bureau within the

Department of Treasury. Prior to that

point the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco,

and Firearms’ (ATF’s) mission had been

shaped by series of major federal legislation acts and regulations relating to alcohol, firearms, and tobacco. These included

the National Firearms Act of 1934, the

Federal Alcohol Administration Act of

1935, the Federal Firearms Act of 1938,

and the 1968 Gun Control Act, in addition

to other legislative acts, amendments, and

provisions. These acts and regulations

provided ATF with authority over the regulation and collection of taxes for the

alcoholic beverages, cigarette, and firearms industries and established new categories of criminal offenses involving

firearms and explosives under federal jurisdiction. (See ATF n.d.; Vizzard 1997; and

http://www.atf.treas.gov/about/history.htm

for information on the organizational and

legislative history of ATF and its predecessor agencies.)

The Homeland Security Act of 2002,

signed by President Bush on November

25, 2002, split the Bureau of Alcohol,

Tobacco, and Firearms into two entities.

The newly created Tobacco Tax and

Trade Bureau (TTB) remained in the Department of Treasury with responsibility

for collecting alcohol, tobacco, firearms,

and ammunition excise taxes, and for ensuring that these products are labeled and

marketed in accordance with the law

(see http://www.ttb.gov/about/index.htm).

ATF transferred as a bureau to the

Department of Justice and was renamed

the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms

and Explosives. The mission of the realigned ATF carried forth the law enforcement component of its predecessor agency

including the enforcement of federal criminal laws relating to firearms, explosives,

arson, alcohol, and tobacco. In addition

ATF retained the regulatory responsibility

of the firearms and explosives industries,

which include licensing and inspection

functions (ATF n.d.). Finally, a provision
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in the Homeland Security Act titled the

Safe Explosives Act (SEA) gave ATF additional responsibilities for regulating explosives. SEA requires all persons obtaining

explosives materials to obtain a federal permit issued by the ATF and to be screened

by ATF.

Today, ATF’s efforts are organized

into three major strategic program areas:

(1) firearms, (2) explosives and arson, and

(3) alcohol and tobacco diversion (ATF

2005). ATF’s firearms program is designed

to (1) enforce federal firearms laws in

order to keep firearms away from persons

who are prohibited from possessing firearms (felons, underage persons, etc.), and

remove violent offenders from communities; (2) monitor and increase compliance with firearms licensing laws and

regulations in order to prevent the illegal

transfer of firearms; and (3) collaborate

with community organizations, local law

enforcement, and the firearms industry to

implement initiatives to reduce firearms

crime.

In pursuit of these objectives ATF

assists law enforcement in identifying firearms trafficking patterns and trends and

in resolving violent crimes by providing

crime gun tracing support, ballistics imaging technology, and advanced firearms

investigative techniques. ATF firearms

programs, resources, and expertise also

support efforts to prevent terrorism and,

as part of this function, ATF serves on

the National Security Coordinating Committee and assists Joint Terrorism Task

Forces throughout the nation. In its firearms regulatory role, ATF oversees compliance with federal policies regarding the

production and distribution of alcohol,

tobacco, and firearms. As part of ATF’s

regulatory firearms program, the agency

inspects firearms dealers, monitors the

accuracy of dealer records required for

tracing, reviews applicants for firearms

dealer licenses to ensure they meet legal

eligibility requirements, and monitors firearms imported into the United States to

ensure they are legally importable and
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properly marked and recorded by the

importer for sale in the United States.

Finally, the agency regulates and enforces

federal civil penalties and criminal laws

relating to firearms production, import

sales, transport, use, carrying, and possession (ATF 2005; http://www.atf.gov/firearms/index.htm).

ATF’s explosives and arson program is

responsible for administering and enforcing the regulatory and crime provisions

of federal laws pertaining to explosives

and arson (including the Antiarson Act

of 1982, the Antiterrorism and Effective

Death Penalty Act of 1996, and the Safe

Explosives Act of 2002). As part of this

program, the agency also promotes new

methods of investigation into fire and

explosives-related crime and acts of terrorism. In support of these objectives ATF

supports and conducts investigations of

bombing, explosions, fire, and other incidents to determine whether they are criminal acts; conducts investigations of missing

explosives; shares intelligence with the counterterrorism community; assists and trains

federal, state, and local law enforcement in

investigation techniques relative to explosives and fires; and promotes standardized

reporting practices regarding explosives,

bombings, and fires.

In its role as a regulator, ATF screens

applicants for licenses in the explosives

industry to ensure that prohibited persons,

such as felons and potential terrorists, are

denied access to explosives; inspects explosive storage facilities; works with holders

of federal explosives licenses and permits

to ensure proper record keeping and business practices; assists in the enforcement

of federal and state regulations governing

explosives; and educates relevant actors in

the public sector and private industry

regarding ATF policies and regulations.

Finally, ATF is also charged with fostering innovation in the fire and explosives

investigative community (ATF 2005;

http://www.atf.gov/explarson/index.htm).

ATF’s alcohol and tobacco diversion

program recognizes that the proliferation
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of large-volume trafficking of alcohol

and tobacco products (particularly counterfeit and lawfully manufactured cigarettes) across international borders and

in interstate commerce, without the payment of taxes, provides increasing funding

and support to traditional organized criminal enterprises and to terrorist organizations. To address these problems, ATF’s

alcohol and tobacco diversion program

seeks to enforce laws that prohibit the

diversion of alcohol and tobacco from

legitimate commerce and to provide law

enforcement and regulatory agencies with

methods to identify trafficking schemes

and enterprises.

To support the ATF program of activities, the bureau has developed and/or

promoted a broad range of innovative technologies, information and intelligence systems, laboratories, and initiatives. Among

the most prominent of these innovations

and systems are ATF’s National Laboratory, the U.S. Bomb Center, the Bomb

Arson Tracking System (BATS), the

National Tracing Center, the National

Integrated Ballistics Information Network

(NIBIN), and the National Licensing

Center (for firearms dealers and manufacturers). In addition, ATF supports a range

of national response teams (including rapid

response laboratories designed to support

examination of evidence at the scene of a

fire or explosion) to support law enforcement investigations and respond to firearm,

arson, and explosives-related incidents or

threats.

GLENN L. PIERCE and ROBERTA GRIFFITH

See also Crime Control Strategies: Gun

Control; Federal Police and Investigative

Agencies; Firearms Regulation and Control; Firearms Tracing; Firearms: History
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Definition of Burglary

Burglary is defined by the Federal Bureau

of Investigation (FBI) as ‘‘. . . the unlawful

entry of a structure to commit a felony

or theft. The use of force to gain entry is

not required to classify an offense as burglary.’’ The FBI recognizes three distinct

types of burglary: (1) forcible entry, (2) unlawful entry where no force is used, and

(3) attempted forcible entry. Burglary is

one of three major property crimes

counted by the FBI’s Uniform Crime

Reporting (UCR) Program, along with

larceny-theft and motor vehicle theft.
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Data on Burglary

The two major sources of burglary data in

the United States are the UCR and the
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National Crime Victimization Survey

(NCVS). The UCR is a nationwide law

enforcement effort coordinated by the

FBI that provides annual crime statistics

on the city, county, and state levels

through the voluntary submission of statistics by agencies across the country. The

Bureau of Justice Statistics produces the

NCVS estimates of the number of households victimized each year by surveying a

nationally representative sample of households. Thus, the NCVS provides a valuable alternative to the UCR on crime

whether or not the crimes are reported to

the police. Like crime in general, and specifically other types of property crime,

both sources show a sharp decline in

burglary during the last several decades.

However, even though burglary has experienced a sharp decline, it remains a

persistent problem.

In 2003, the UCR estimated that

2,153,464 burglaries occurred, a 0.1% increase from the 2002 estimate of 2,151,252.

Despite the slight increase in burglaries between 2002 and 2003, the burglary rate per

100,000 citizens experienced a slight decrease. The burglary rate in 2003 was

740.5. For 2003, 62.4% of burglaries were

forcible entry burglaries, 31.2% were unlawful entry burglaries, and the remaining

6.3% were attempted forcible entry burglaries. In 2003, residential burglaries

accounted for 65.8% of all burglaries and

the remaining 34.2% of burglaries occurred in nonresidential locations. For

residential burglaries, the majority, 62%,

occurred during the day, while for nonresidential burglaries, the majority, 58.4%, occurred at night. The estimated loss for all

burglaries combined in 2003 is $3.5 billion,

with and average of $1,626 per offense. The

average of $1,600 for residential burglaries

is slightly less than that of $1,676 for nonresidential burglaries.

The residential burglary estimate

provided by the 2003 NCVS is 3,395,620

victimizations (29.9 burglaries per 1,000

households), up from the 2002 estimate

of 3,055,720 (27.7 burglaries per 1,000
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households). The NCVS estimates that

54.1% of residential burglaries are reported

to police. According to the NCVS data, the

burglary rate varies depending on annual

household income, ownership of household (owned or rented), location of household (urban, suburban, or rural), and

region of household (Northeast, Midwest,

South, or West). For households with an

income of $7,500 or less, the rate is 58

burglaries per 1,000, while the rate for

households with an income of $75,000 or

more is 20.8. The rate is 24.5 for those who

own their homes, while those who rent

have a rate of 41.2. For households in

urban areas, the burglary rate is 38.7 per

1,000 households, in suburban areas the

rate is much lower at 24.0, and in rural

areas the rate is 30.5. The Northeast experienced burglaries at the lowest rate of

20.5, and the Midwest has the highest

rate of 32.5. The South and West are not

far behind with rates of 32.2 and 30.6,

respectively.

In 2003, 13.1% of burglaries reported to

police were cleared, meaning that arrests

were made. Of cleared burglaries, 16.8% of

arrestees were under the age of eighteen

and 70.5% were male. Whites accounted

for almost three-quarters of arrestees.



Etiology

The etiology of burglary can be found in

the needs of offenders, whether perceived

or actual. This need is often immediate in

nature, thus requiring an equally immediate solution such as burglary, as opposed

to legitimate work or some other form of

crime.

The bulk of research on burglary indicates that the need for money is the primary

motivation for its commission (Bennett

and Wright 1984; Cromwell, Olson, and

Avary 1991; Rengert and Wasilchick

1985; Wright and Decker 1994). While the

motivation is generally financial, it varies

from the need for money for legitimate
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expenses to the necessity for the material

constructs of the lifestyle of most burglars.

Wright and Decker (2004) describe the motivation of burglars as largely falling into

the purposes of ‘‘keeping the party going,’’

in other words being able to have or buy

drugs and/or alcohol; ‘‘keeping up appearances,’’ including having stylish clothes or

cars; and ‘‘keeping things together,’’ or

simply being able to pay the rent or any

other necessary responsibility. Burglary

causes offenders to engage in behaviors

that promote the maintenance of shortterm goals and future offending.



Police Response

Police respond to burglaries and also attempt to prevent future burglaries. There

are two ways in which burglaries can come

to the attention of the police. The first is to

actually observe the burglary taking place,

and the second, and far more frequent,

way is to respond to reported burglaries.

Once a burglary has been called to the

attention of the police, and it has not

been directly observed by the police, an

investigation begins. The primary purpose

of the investigation is to identify, locate,

and apprehend the burglar. Once an offender has been identified, it is necessary for

the police to prepare a case that can be

successfully prosecuted.

The police can also respond to burglary

in an attempt to prevent it. While the

statement sounds paradoxical, police can

respond to patterns of burglary that exist

on their beats or in their cities. By understanding and being cognizant of the trends

of burglary, they can react by increasing

visibility and presence as well as by forming relationships with members of the

community, namely, the youth, creating a

mutual respect in the neighborhood.

Recent police efforts to prevent burglary

(and crime in general) have included such

policies/programs as problem-oriented

policing (POP) and community-oriented



policing (COP). POP involves identifying

specific problems and developing strategies to solve those problems. This type

of policing can be useful in the prevention

of burglary because often those involved

in burglary are both offenders and victims

of this crime, allowing for the reduction of

a significant portion of these crimes with

the removal of recidivists. COP, on the

other hand, is a law enforcement approach

that seeks to work closely with the residents of the community. In the case

of burglary, citizens can inform police of

specific problem areas and patterns of

burglarizing.



Conclusion

Because burglary involves the entering

into ones place of residence or business,

it holds particular fear for potential victims. While police can help to prevent burglaries, residents and business owners can

implement strategies such as using proxies

for occupancy and installing locks and

alarm systems. Although the burglary

rate has declined significantly in the past

several decades, it remains a problem and

the second most frequently occurring serious offense, after only larceny-theft. If

for no other reason than its frequency,

it is important for police to strategically

respond to committed burglaries and

attempt to prevent its occurrence in the

future.

LINDSEY GREEN and SCOTT H. DECKER

See also Clearance Rates and Criminal Investigations; Community Watch Programs;

Crime Prevention; National Crime Victimization Survey (NCVS); Problem-Oriented

Policing; Uniform Crime Reports
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BUSINESS DISTRICTS,

POLICING

Business districts represent social environments that differ substantially from residential areas in cities. They are key to local

economic development strategies, offering

employment as well as a range of goods

and services. They generally include a mix

of retail and service office space, as well as

restaurants, theaters, and other cultural

institutions. Because of their concentration on commerce, they are also prime

targets for crime and forms of social disorder including vagrancy, panhandling,

and other types of street-level disturbance

behaviors. Business districts are often

characterized by dense and congested traffic patters (vehicular and pedestrian) as

well. From the standpoint of crime, business or commercial districts also provide

substantial opportunities for crime—the

victimization of the businesses themselves,

as well as those who work in the business

districts and visitors to these areas of

cities.

Business districts also represent economic and political power in that they

provide substantial support for local government through employment and the

goods and services they sell to the public.

In many respects they anchor local government, and their decline inevitably

affects the ability of local governments to
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provide wider services outside of the business district.

While business districts within central

cities have always been acknowledged as

important to the fiscal health of cities,

over many years, particularly in the period

between 1970 and 1990, urban central cities faced considerable decline. The advent

and growth of suburban life in the 1950s

and beyond resulted in many local businesses leaving the central city for suburban communities. The strip mall and later

the mega-mall replaced city centers as

centers of commerce, and ‘‘office parks’’

emerged, drawing office and service support industries away from the cities. Many

city centers were abandoned, inhabited by

the dispossessed, and unable to provide

economic support for themselves or their

hosting cities. Urban decline in general

and in business districts in particular

fueled concerns for rising crime and social

disorder in these places (Skogan 1990).

Business districts also present different

problems for policing. As indicated, and in

contrast to residential areas, business districts require a high order of traffic management and are vulnerable to a range of

emergencies. In many communities, central business districts are often also some

of the oldest parts of the city, requiring

substantial investments in infrastructure,

including a wide range of public safety

services: fire, emergency medical response,

and police.

Beginning in the late 1980s and into the

1990s, a business improvement district

(BID) movement emerged as an effort to

recapture the vitality of central business

districts (Frieden and Sagalyn 1989). The

BID concept emerged first in the 1960s in

the form of special purpose, special assessment, and special zoning districts. Although each of these had slightly

different purposes, their similarities include the ideas of focused attention on

business districts, self-taxing to provide

funding to supplement but not replace

city funding for local services (e.g.,

police, fire, street cleaning, and other
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public works functions), and some

degree of legal independence from local

government.

BIDs tend to provide services under

three broadly defined categories: clean,

safe, and attractive. This approach often

is modeled on the broken-windows concept (Wilson and Kelling 1982) of addressing small and visible problems before

they become more significant. BIDs generally focus their attention on removing the

signs of crime, graffiti, unclean streets

and sidewalks, poor lighting and signage,

public panhandling, and the like, while at

the same time marketing and promoting

public use of the downtown area and its

commercial base.

Clean activities include street cleaning,

graffiti control, and other physical place

issues (e.g., repair of small parks and

sidewalks, improved lighting and signage). Safety is focused on public disorder

and public crime, thereby removing,

monitoring, or deterring those who

create a climate of fear of crime as

well as those who would engage in criminal acts. These activities involve ideas

associated with situational crime prevention, particularly the idea of place management and the creation of capable

guardians to ‘‘keep an eye’’ on the downtown area.

Marketing involves increasing use of

downtown businesses, restaurants, and

cultural activities and attracting businesses back to the city centers. The BID

movement has produced well over 1,200

business improvement districts nationally,

perhaps the most notable being the Times

Square Partnership in New York City

(Rogowsky and Gross 1999).

Central business districts often have

higher crime and disorder problems in comparison to residential areas (Wikstrom

1995) and they offer distinct problems

for policing because they are most often

characterized as being highly transient,

evidencing considerable variation in populations by hours of the day and day of

week (Reiss 1985). Additionally, the level



of ‘‘social control’’ in business districts is

often lower than that in residential areas

in that ‘‘ownership’’ for public space is

made more complicated by the transience in populations that use business

districts (Kelling and Coles 1996). They

are most often heavily populated during

traditional working periods (Monday

through Friday, between the hours of

7 a.m. and 7 p.m.), and are at times ‘‘abandoned’’ during the late evenings and on

weekends.

In a critique of crime and disorder

crimes in business districts, Reiss (1985)

suggested that these areas in cities have

become a place where homeless persons

have congregated and where ‘‘soft crimes’’

(harassment, aggressive panhandling, loitering, and threatening behaviors) have

flourished, resulting in increased fear of

crime and disorder on the part of those

who work, but do not live, in these areas.

Moreover, Reiss suggests that ‘‘control’’ of

business districts has often been taken over

by private security interests, making the

coordination of public safety in these

areas, particularly with the local police,

more complex.

Wikstrom (1995), in a major critique of

crime and crime prevention in business

districts, suggests that the central crime

prevention strategy to be employed is

that focused on the ‘‘routine activities’’

(Felson 1987) found in these areas and

by addressing problems created by youth,

public disorder, drinking and drug use,

and violence associated with entertainment opportunities provided in city center

areas. He further suggests that the best

partnerships available to the police for

these purposes are the businesses themselves and private security agents that provide security and surveillance to center city

areas.

JACK R. GREENE

See also Broken-Windows Policing; Crime

and Place, Theories of; Crime Prevention;

Routine Guardianship; Situational Crime

Prevention; Zero Tolerance Policing
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emergency number; today virtually all jurisdictions have established it for emergency

calls to police. The advantage of 911 is that

is it not an area code, and it is easy to

remember and dial.

By the 1990s, an overload of nonemergency calls on 911 had created serious

problems in some cities, with 911 callers

receiving busy signals or getting placed on

hold at peak times. Indeed, the three-digit

number became a victim of its own success

as citizens found it easier to dial 911 instead of looking up the nonemergency

seven-digit number. In February 1997,

the Federal Communications Center

designated 311 as a national, voluntary,

nontoll phone number for nonemergencies. The two most common types of

311 systems that are emerging are policeoperated systems, where 311 is for nonemergency calls, and 311 systems operated

by a jurisdiction for general services, including nonemergency police calls for service.

As examples, Chicago and Dallas have

implemented 311 for citywide services,

with Chicago describing the number as

‘‘your call to city hall.’’ The police department in Las Vegas started its service by



Calls for service are requests from citizens

for police assistance. Most calls for service

originate when a citizen dials either an

emergency number such as 911 or a nonemergency number for the local police

department. Calls for service range from

minor problems in the neighborhood (traffic complaints, loud neighbors, and graffiti)

to the most serious crimes (burglaries, robberies, and homicides). The obligation of a

police department is to respond to calls for

service in an efficient and effective manner.



Reporting Calls for Service

Historically, Great Britain introduced a

‘‘9-9-9’’ number in 1938 for its citizens

to contact the police. In the United States

the first 911 system became operational

in Haleyville, Alabama, in 1968, replacing

the need for citizens to dial a seven-digit

number or to press zero so that a telephone

company operator could connect them to

the police. The 911 number quickly became

adopted across the country as a universal
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encouraging citizens to call 311 ‘‘when

there’s urgency but no emergency.’’

A related technological impact on calls

for service is the evolution of the wireless

cell phone as a means of communication.

Police departments receive calls for service

more quickly than in the past, with traffic

accidents and crimes in progress as good

examples. Someone seeing a traffic accident

or a crime in progress may immediately dial

911 with a cell phone to report what has

occurred. In fact, police departments frequently receive several calls immediately

after a major incident occurs. The result is

faster response time by the police.

In reverse manner, officers in some police departments have been issued cell

phones for making work-related calls during their shift. An unanticipated result is

that citizens who find out about this number call the officer directly for service—an

occurrence that completely bypasses normal reporting avenues.



Call Classification Schemes

Regardless of how calls arrive, they are

classified by police departments by call

type and priority. Call type is based on

the caller’s information elicited through

question-and-answer protocols from call

takers. Police departments prioritize incoming calls based on the department’s

established policies on the emergency

nature of the call (for example, harm to

a person imminent, crime in progress),

response time, need for backup units, and



other local factors. Although call priority

schemes vary across the country, most

have three to five levels. A typical threepriority scheme might look like that shown

in Table 1.

Emergency calls include crimes in progress, serious traffic accidents, and other

types of calls for which the presence of

police is needed as quickly as possible.

These calls usually account for less than

5% of a department’s total volume. Immediate calls include less serious crimes (for

example, trespassing, loitering, minor traffic accidents) and routine calls that do not

require immediate police presence (for example, vandalism, noise disturbance, suspicious vehicle).

Calls that do not require a patrol officer

at the scene represent another call category. With some types of calls, the citizen

can report the problem to the police department in an alternate manner such as

connecting to the department’s telephone

report unit (TRU). Police departments establish TRUs for the specific purpose of

allowing citizens to provide information

about an incident by telephone. Policies

are established on the types of incidents

for which telephone reporting is applicable. Evaluations of TRUs consistently

find that citizen satisfaction is dependent

on the courtesy of the call taker, including

the call taker’s willingness to explain the

reason for taking the report over the

phone and how long it will take.

The Arlington County (Virginia) Police

Department provides another example of

an alternate way to report minor crimes.

The department maintains a website



Table 1

Priority



Designation



Response



Number of Units



1



Emergency



Two



2



Immediate



3



Routine



Immediate; lights and siren;

exceed speed limit

Immediate; lights and siren;

maintain speed limit

Maintain speed limit; response

may be delayed
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One or two depending

on call type

One
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(http://www.co.arlington.va.us/police) for

reporting destruction of property, fraud,

simple assault, eight types of theft (vehicle

license plate, bicycle, cell phone, and so

on), and threatening or harassing phone

calls. Citizens complete an online form

giving the type of incident, address, estimate of when it occurred, and other information.

Calls for service include incidents an

officer comes across while on patrol. An

officer may directly observe an incident or

a citizen may flag down a patrol car because an incident has taken place in the

neighborhood. These situations fall under

the rubric of ‘‘self-initiated activities’’ because it is the patrol officer who is starting the contact with citizens. In these

instances, a citizen eventually would have

called the police for assistance, and it is in

this sense that these activities are calls for

service.

Call classification schemes can range

from having twenty different call types in

some agencies to sixty or more different

call types in others. They include broad

categories, such as ‘‘suspicious persons’’

and ‘‘heard shots,’’ because the citizen

contacting the department may not be

able to provide more specific information.

It is only after investigation by a responding patrol officer that the final determination can be made, and an officer can

respond back to the dispatcher with a

more accurate call type.

Interestingly, in many jurisdictions,

alarm calls are the most frequent type of

call based on their classification schemes.

These calls are given a high priority with

two patrol units dispatched to the scene.

Unfortunately, the vast majority—usually

97% or more—are false alarms. That is,

they have been set off accidentally. Many

jurisdictions have established programs to

reduce the volume of false alarms. For

example, the Montgomery County Police

Department established a False Alarm

Reduction Section in 1994 to address the

large number of false alarms it had been

receiving. Between 1995 and 2004, the



county experienced a 55.2% reduction in

false alarms due to programs established

by the section.



Analysis of Calls for Service

Police departments depend heavily on

their classifications of calls for service for

strategic and tactical analysis. Analysis inevitably shows that a minority of calls for

service are serious crimes (homicide, sexual assault, aggravated assault, burglary,

auto theft, larceny), reflecting the reality

that the daily job of patrol officers centers

on problems happening on their beats.

Calls for disorderly conduct, traffic complaints, suspicious vehicles, noise disturbances, disputes between neighbors, and

other noncrime incidents are at the core

of what patrol officers do each day.

Analysis of calls for services blends

nicely into departments that have transitioned to community-oriented and problemoriented policing. Examples of analysis of

calls that support those policing approaches

include the following:

.

.

.



Analyze calls by call type and problem location

Conduct ‘‘hot spot’’ analysis

Identify repeat callers



As a problem-solving activity, the aim

of the analysis is to determine the underlying causes of the problems and enlist community support for solutions. Resolving a

local problem and freeing up patrol time

are the main benefits of problem-solving

activities centered on calls for service.

Analysis of calls for service also plays a

key role in determining the allocation of

patrol officers in the field. This analysis

is based on information captured in a

department’s computer-aided dispatch

(CAD) system. Call takers and dispatchers

employ a CAD system to capture information from citizens and track patrol officers

who are responding to calls for service. A

CAD system is the automated backbone
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of a communications center. Data in a

CAD system include the type of call for

service, priority, address, beat, unit(s)

responding, time of dispatch, time of a

unit’s arrival on the scene, and time the

call was completed.

By analyzing data on calls for service in a

CAD system, a department can determine:

.

.

.

.

.



Number of calls by day of week and

hour of day

Number of calls by beat

Calls requiring backup units

Patrol officer time devoted to call by

type and priority

Patrol officer time on calls by day,

shift, and geographic area



The analysis leads to determinations on

how many patrol officers are needed and

where they should be allocated both spatially and temporally.

Issues about calls for service center on

the impact of technology on how calls

come into a police department and the

need to merge disparate sources of information about calls. The impact of technology on calls for service has yet to be fully

determined. Calls are made by citizens and

handled by police in many different ways—

seven-digit telephone numbers, 911 or 311

numbers, online incident reports, TRUs,

and direct calls to officers. The diversity of

reporting methods makes it challenging

for a department to paint a complete picture of its activities. Departments must

find ways to merge the information sources

together for a richer analysis of calls for

service.

J. THOMAS MCEWEN

See also Community-Oriented Policing:

Practices; Computer-Aided Dispatching

(CAD) Systems; Differential Police Response; Performance Measurement; Personnel Allocation; Problem-Oriented Policing;

SARA, the Model; Technology, Records

Management, and Calls for Service
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The first documented presence of law

enforcement personnel on college and university campuses occurred when Yale University hired two city of New Haven police

officers to walk foot patrol on its campus in

1894 (Bordner and Peterson 1984; Powell

1994; Sloan 1992). As we enter the twentyfirst century, campus police agencies now

form the core of specialized protection and

law enforcement at postsecondary institutions in the United States and Western

Europe. This evolution has seen the campus police shift from providing little more

than a campus watch function to one in

which highly trained and specialized professional law enforcement officers engage

in law enforcement, crime prevention, and

service-related functions. This century of

evolution also saw the number of agencies

grow to nearly one thousand as of 2002

(http://dpsw.usc.edu/UnivPDWeb.html).

Campus police agencies developed as a

direct outcome of returning World War II

veterans and the arrival of the baby

boomers at college during the 1960s. Additionally, although sharing many of the

organizational and operational characteristics of local police agencies, they also

face some unique challenges. Finally, with

expansion and increased specialization of

their role on campus, the future of campus

police agencies involves further adaptation

to changing needs and circumstances.



The Development of Modern

Campus Police Agencies

The development of campus police agencies during the twentieth century involved

an evolution in the role the agency played

on the campus. The first decades of the

century saw no university-based formal

police entity on college or university campuses. Rather, the campus ‘‘watchman’’

or guard became a familiar presence at

many postsecondary institutions. These



individuals were part of the campus maintenance department, were typically retired,

worked only at night or on weekends, had

no law enforcement training, and expected

only to secure campus buildings.

During the 1930s and 1940s, campus

‘‘watchmen’’ began enforcing college and

university rules and monitoring violations

of codes of conduct. Again, however, these

individuals had no formal law enforcement

training and were little more than security

guards. During the late 1940s and early

1950s, an influx of WWII veterans flooded

the college campus, forcing campus administrators to recognize a need for a more

formal presence of security officials on

campus. During this period formal ‘‘campus security departments’’ or ‘‘campus police departments’’ began appearing on

college campuses. Separated from campus

maintenance, these units were typically

headed by administrators who were either

ex-police officers or whom universities had

hired away from local police departments.

These individuals then turned to an organizational model with which they were

most familiar—municipal police agencies—to structure the operational and tactical aspects of the department. Although

more formalized in appearance, the individuals who worked for these departments

did not differ greatly from their predecessors—poorly trained and educated, often

retired, and generally not in a position to

engage in true law enforcement functions.

With the coming of the baby boom

generation to college during the 1960s

and 1970s, colleges and universities faced

a variety of pressures, including tremendous increases in the sheer numbers of

students attending school; active political

environments on campus that included

protests; wide acceptance of drug use;

and a much freer lifestyle among students.

Because of these factors, college and university presidents were under increasing

pressure to ensure order and prevent

harm to property. They responded by allocating unprecedented resources to the
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campus police, including funding to hire

additional officers, as well as approving

enhancements to officers’ responsibilities.

Concurrently, colleges petitioned the states

to grant full police powers to campus officers and when the states agreed, it paved

the way for the emergence of a true

campus police entity on campuses.

During the 1980s, campus police

agencies sought further ‘‘professionalization’’ of officers. This was achieved by

upgrading prospective officers’ qualifications and training requirements, developing specialized units within departments

(for example, SWAT teams, detectives),

and increasingly adopting not only the

tactical, but the operational characteristics

of municipal police departments. Officers

relied heavily on automobiles to patrol

campus, response time was emphasized,

and crime control and order maintenance

were stressed as key functions of the department. Some campus law enforcement

agencies pursued—and were granted—

national accreditation, further enhancing

their stature.

By the 1990s, according to Jackson

(1992), Lanier (1995), and Sloan, Lanier,

and Beer (2000), campus law enforcement

agencies, like their municipal counterparts,

began to experiment with communityoriented policing (COP) or problem-oriented

policing (POP) as new ‘‘organizational

models.’’

Thus, the twentieth-century saw formal law enforcement on college campuses

evolve from ‘‘officers’’ performing little

more than a campus watch function to

officers receiving training comparable to

that received by municipal police officers.

Further, the evolution saw campus police

move from being housed in the campus

maintenance division to being housed

in a separate unit within the larger organization, headed by a ‘‘chief’’ or a ‘‘director.’’ Finally, as local police agencies

began exploring new organizational models, campus police agencies began looking to models such as COP and POP to
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determine their applicability on the college

campus.



Organizational Characteristics and

Functions of Campus Police

Agencies

The single most important source of data

on campus law enforcement is the Justice

Department’s Campus Law Enforcement

and Administrative Statistics (CLEMAS).

In 1995, the Bureau of Justice Statistics

(BJS) surveyed more than six hundred police agencies located at a random sample

of four-year institutions of higher education in the United States with twenty-five

hundred or more students to determine

the nature of law enforcement services at

these campuses (Reaves and Goldberg

1996; http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/pub/

pdf/clea95.pdf). The survey described

the agencies in terms of their personnel,

expenditures and pay, operations, equipment, computers and information systems, policies, and special programs.

Several studies using these data (for

example, Bromley and Reaves 1998a,

1998b; Paoline and Sloan 2003; Reaves

and Goldberg 1996) have shown that campus police agencies ‘‘mirror,’’ in many

ways, traditional municipal police departments. Similarities include a well-defined

and paramilitary-based rank structure; comparable operational practices and written

policies; equivalent levels of training; use

of technology, including computers, 911

systems, and advanced communications

capabilities; analogous service functions,

including provision of emergency medical

services and search and rescue operations;

and comparable use of officer protective

equipment such as body armor, batons,

and pepper spray. Additionally, Paoline

and Sloan (2003) found strong similarities

between the organizational structure of

campus agencies and that of municipal

police agencies.
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The Unique Challenges Facing

Campus Police Agencies

Although campus and municipal police

departments share many of the same tactical and organizational characteristics, and

both focus on engaging in crime control,

order maintenance, and service to the community, campus police do face challenges

not encountered by local law enforcement.

One unique challenge faced by campus

law enforcement involves federal crime

reporting requirements. Unlike their municipal counterparts who may choose to

release local crime statistics to the FBI

each year, campus police agencies are

under strict mandate from the Clery Act

to make campus crime statistics available

to current and prospective students, parents, and university employees each year.

Failure to do so may result in sanctions,

including reductions in federal financial

aid for the college or university. Thus,

careful record keeping and dissemination

of information involving campus crime

are tasks to which campus law enforcement must devote far more resources

than do local police agencies.

Another unique challenge faced by

campus law enforcement is the transitory

nature of the college campus. While certain areas of a municipal police agency’s

jurisdiction may be transitory, a college

campus experiences large numbers of students graduating and new students arriving each year, along with the departure

and hiring of faculty and staff and the

large numbers of visitors on campus each

day. This more transitory environment,

particularly when combined with a large

physical plant, creates unique problems

that campus police must address daily

through tactical and administrative considerations.

Finally, despite efforts to professionalize itself, including upgrading training and

education requirements, pursuing accreditation, and transforming itself into a ‘‘modern law enforcement agency (Sloan 1992),



campus law enforcement too often confronts the perception that somehow officers

are little more than ‘‘door shakers’’ (Peak

1995). Because modern campus police

agencies evolved from campus maintenance departments and for most of the

twentieth century ‘‘officers’’ were little

more than security guards, old stereotypes

remain. By adopting new organizational

models such as the COP model, campus

law enforcement will slowly help the campus community overcome its stereotypes of

who campus officers are and what they

represent.

Modern campus police agencies serve

as the foundation for security, crime control, order maintenance, and service on

college and university campuses around

the nation. The twentieth century saw the

growth, development, and eventual arrival

of formal law enforcement entities on

campus whose officers receive training

not only on par with, but sometimes exceeding, the training received by municipal

police officers. As we move into the new

century, campus law enforcement agencies

began involving themselves even more

with the campus community via new

‘‘models’’ of policing such as COP and

POP. Such models may prove invaluable

in helping campus agencies address the

unique challenges they face and continue

to grow and develop.

JOHN J. SLOAN, III

See also Community-Oriented Policing:

Practices; Problem-Oriented Policing
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Introduction

Policing in Canada has evolved into a separate and distinct form of professional

practice that reflects elements from many

sources throughout the Western world. In

a country that prides itself on multicultural

and officially bilingual public policies,

it is not surprising that Canada’s police

organizations demonstrate characteristics
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that derive from external influences. It

would be a mistake to focus exclusively

on the evocative image of the red-coated

officer of the Royal Canadian Mounted

Police (RCMP) as the central symbol of

Canadian policing. The reality is significantly more nuanced and diverse than

this compelling figure would imply. Indeed, Canadian policing presents an array

of complexities and qualities that warrant

careful attention.



Early Developments

The lands that became Canada were colonized by French and British interests.

Those interests have fundamentally informed Canadian institutions. The impact

of these dominating powers remains evident in the cultural, religious, linguistic,

and legal systems present in contemporary

Canada, including policing.

The French presence has important

concentrations in the provinces of Que´bec

and New Brunswick. Imperial Britain’s penetration of institutional life is emblematized

by the office of the governor-general, who

constitutes the British monarch’s official

representative in the Dominion of Canada.

In policing, the figure of Sir Robert Peel

stands in bold outline on the landscape.

His principles and practice, as manifest

in the London Metropolitan Police, were

assiduously adopted by Canadian police

departments and remain a touchstone for

police officers at all levels. Also, the

model of the Royal Irish Constabulary, as

embodied in the person of Inspector

General John R. McCowen of the former

Newfoundland Constabulary, remains embedded in Canadian policing.

Indeed, the office of the constable is

central to an understanding of policing

across Canada. To this day in several jurisdictions the chief of police is referred to

as ‘‘chief constable.’’ The role of police

constable is a direct inheritance from British practice and remains a strong sign of
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Canada’s attachment to British policing

tradition. Dating from medieval England,

constables were agents of the Crown who

also held responsibility for representing

their communities. The constable held a

range of duties that indicated the broad

complexity of police officers’ engagement

in their towns and villages. The overriding

allegiance of the constable to the Crown

was of high significance and has informed

a great deal of thinking about this position

in Canadian jurisprudence. Accordingly,

the constable occupies a unique position

with respect to the law and the chief of

police. The constable does not occupy a

typical master–servant relationship, and

Canadian legal tradition has operated to

preserve a high degree of independence for

this office. The British influence is also

apparent in the creation of the Chief Constables’ Association of Canada (CCAC) in

1905. This body was formed to advance

the interests of chiefs of police across

the nation and became known as the

Canadian Association of Chiefs of Police

in 1953.



The World at War (1914–1945)

During the period of the two world wars,

Canadian policing was on heightened alert

to preserve and protect national security.

In the interwar years it was not uncommon

for military leaders to be appointed as

chiefs of police. This, of course, had an

abiding impact on the nature of Canadian

policing. One reality of the war effort was a

significant depletion of the ranks in many

police departments as officers volunteered

to fight abroad. Cooperation among different levels of policing increased during these

years as a consequence of the external

threat to civil order and stability.

In 1932, Alberta, Manitoba, New

Brunswick, Prince Edward Island, and

Nova Scotia entered into contracts with

the RCMP for provincial police services.

Saskatchewan had already done so in



1928. Today, the only provinces that have

their own provincial police services are

Newfoundland and Labrador, Que´bec,

and Ontario.



Decades of Change

Following World War II technology has

played an increasingly important role in

modern Canadian policing. The widespread introduction of the automobile, telecommunications systems, computers, and

other means of automating police functions has brought about both challenge

and change for Canada’s police departments. However, the basic structure of

policing across Canada has persisted. Beginning with a strong federal presence in

policing, there are also ten provincial governments that have significant levels of

responsibility for local law enforcement.

Also, Canada has three territorial jurisdictions (Nunavut, Northwest Territories,

and the Yukon) with a degree of policing

responsibility delivered by the RCMP. At

the community level, municipalities (or regional municipalities) have direct responsibility for the delivery of police services

across Canada. Several municipalities have

entered into contracts with the RCMP

and/or the Ontario Provincial Police

(OPP) for the provision of police services

within their jurisdiction.

Increasingly, the governance of policing

by civilian bodies has become an important issue within Canada. Based on early

experience in Upper Canada (that is,

Ontario) the model of the board of commissioners of police has been extrapolated

across the country with certain local modifications. Today, the most popular model

of civilian governing authority appears to

be the police services board, which is

characterized by appointees from both

the provincial and the municipal levels of

government. However, other models of

civilian governance exist, including committees of municipal council or the direct
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reporting of the chief of police to a city

manager. In addition to this growing concentration on civilian governance of police

departments, increased attention is being

paid in Canada to the oversight of police

activities. This has resulted in the creation

of police complaint commissions, special

investigation units, and other civilian agencies mandated to investigate, inquire into,

and often adjudicate public complaints

about police behavior.

In the 1980s, police services across

Canada became devoted to the philosophy

of ‘‘community policing’’ and made great

efforts toward institutionalizing the principles of this philosophy. Today, many

departments have moved away from that

particular label, although many have

adapted the problem-oriented policing

model first articulated by Professor

Herman Goldstein. Along with such innovations in progressive policing, Canadian

departments have internalized race relations, employment equity, freedom of

information, and protection of privacy

initiatives. During the last few decades,

women and visible minorities have come

to play a more equitable role within police

services. First Nations policing has also

become an important issue on the national

political agenda. Also, police unions or

associations have grown in stature and

capacity as they continue to organize to

represent the collective interests of their

membership.



Essential Legal Aspects

It is important to highlight the national

nature of criminal law in Canada. The federal government holds responsibility for

enacting the Criminal Code of Canada, as

well as the Controlled Drugs and Substances Act, antiterrorism legislation, and

a wide range of other statutes that affect

policing and public safety across the country. Furthermore, as part of the Canadian

Constitution, the Canadian Charter of
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Rights and Freedoms sets out a series of

fundamental freedoms that profoundly influence the manner in which Canadian police officers will function. The Supreme

Court of Canada is the final court of appeal

on matters pertaining to search and seizure, arrest and release, interrogation, and

other essential police functions. Virtually

every police action may be scrutinized

through the lens of the charter, and police

officers in every Canadian jurisdiction are

bound by the rulings of the Supreme Court

of Canada.

Each province has enacted its own legislation for the establishment and administration of local police services. Of course,

there are many similarities among these

pieces of legislation and the core functions

of any police department typically include

law enforcement, emergency response, assistance to victims of crime, public order

maintenance, and crime prevention. Many

provincial jurisdictions have adopted formal standards for their police services and

have enshrined those standards in the

form of regulations. This approach is similar to the framework first developed in the

1980s by the U.S. Commission for the

Accreditation of Law Enforcement Agencies (CALEA).



Canada’s Response to 9/11 and Its

Aftermath

Following the events in the United States

pertaining to the September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks, integration in Canadian

policing has become an essential issue.

The goal of integrating the operational,

tactical, and strategic elements of police services is now paramount among Canada’s

police leaders. Developing a capacity to

respond in a coordinated manner with

high levels of interoperability is a high

priority. An enormously active series of

national bodies continue to work diligently

to provide leadership for policing issues

and priorities. The Canadian Association
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of Chiefs of Police, the Canadian Association of Police Boards, the Canadian

Professional Police Association, and the

Canadian Association for Civilian Oversight of Law Enforcement are some of the

distinct but often convergent interests relevant to their individual constituencies.

Furthermore, the Criminal Intelligence

Service of Canada (CISC) operates on a

national basis to coordinate the tactical

and strategic operational levels of police

agencies with direct concerns about organized crime.

The federal Department of Public Safety

and Emergency Preparedness Canada

was launched in December 2003. The

clear intent behind the creation of this department was to elevate issues of national

security and antiterrorism to a strategic

level. This department has responsibility

for the RCMP, the Canadian Security

Intelligence Service (CSIS), Correctional

Service of Canada, the Canadian Border

Services Agency, the Canadian Firearms

Centre, and the National Parole Board.

This new entity seeks to demonstrate

Canada’s recognition of global conditions

that require a steadfast focus on public

safety preparedness. Increasing integration

with American law enforcement agencies

is an inevitable by-product of this recognition. However, not everyone sees this trend

as desirable. Civil liberties groups have

been vocal in their critique of pending antiterrorism legislation and what is perceived

as an erosion of individual privacy and

human rights.

There have been welcome changes in the

area of Canadian police leadership development. One example of a growing trend

toward university-based police learning is

the Centre for Excellence in Police, Fire

and Security Management, which has

been developed at the Schulich School of

Business, York University. This is an effort

to provide high-quality, flexible, and relevant educational development for police

personnel across Canada. Also offering



a range of courses, programs, and seminars for police officers at all levels is

the Canadian Police College in Ottawa

(Ontario). Consistent with the principles

of continuous learning, at both the individual and organizational levels, police

services in Canada will be called on

to address socioeconomic, cultural, technological, legislative, operational, administrative, and international challenges

within an infinitely variable and complex

world.

PAUL F. MCKENNA

See also Accountability; British Policing;

Role of the Police
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The use of canine units in law enforcement

has become a prominent feature in policing today. The use of dogs in law enforcement can be traced back to the ancient

Egyptians, and it now borders on the impossible to go through police road blocks

without being exposed to a canine sniff

search. The same is true in airports across

the country, where dogs are used to search

for bombs and drugs in a post-9/11 world;

dogs were used in airports prior to the

September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks, but

their use since has more than doubled.

Searches are not the only purpose that

canine units serve in police work. Canines

are also used as an alternative avenue of

less-than-lethal violence, as additions in

patrol work, and as a means to locate

missing persons or stolen goods. While

canine units have become a hallmark of

modern police forces, they have done so

through numerous judicial reviews in

which the courts have helped in identifying and determining the proper role of

canines in law enforcement. This article

reviews the evolution of canine units in

police work, the canine unit role, and constitutional challenges to the use of canines

in relation to individual due process

rights.



The Historical and Contemporary

Role of Canine Units in Law

Enforcement

The use of dogs in policing dates back to

ancient Egypt, where dogs were used to

patrol and protect the pyramids. While

used in relation to police work throughout

the intervening centuries, it was not until

the 1960s that dogs began to make a significant mark on law enforcement. As of then,

dogs were being used for patrol, searches,

apprehending suspects, and finding stolen

property and missing persons. The utilization of canines has not changed much since

this time period.
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Today, the canine unit’s primary role

comes in the form of searches. Dogs are

used by law enforcement to search for

suspects, evidence, drugs, and bombs. Socalled detector dogs can be trained to

find drugs, bombs, and humans. Sniffing

for bombs has been a key role for dogs in

law enforcement after the 9/11 terrorist

attacks, although dogs are still employed

as a means of sniff searching for drugs on

individuals and vehicles. Indeed, dogs are

an important feature of police roadblocks.

Canine units can also be used to track

down suspects who have eluded the police

and to find homicide victims/cadavers,

crime or disaster victims in need of rescue,

or those who have been lost. All of these

functions of canines serve to decrease the

risk to officers’ safety, allow for the arrest

of suspects who may have temporarily escaped, or increase the likelihood of finding

lost individuals or dead bodies.

Searching is not the only role that dogs

can play in police work. Canine units

can be used as less-than-lethal force to

control crowds, break up fights, or chase

down fleeing suspects. Again, these services provided by canine units can greatly

add to police officer safety. Although the

use of canines as less-than-lethal force has

been debated by the courts, no official

consensus has yet been reached. However,

the use of dogs in this respect makes a

certain level of sense; a dog handler can

recall a dog, but a police officer cannot

stop a bullet.

Although many different breeds of

dogs have been employed in police canine

units (bloodhounds, Doberman pinschers,

Labradors, mastiffs, and retrievers to name

a few), the type of dog most associated

with canine units is the German shepherd.

German shepherds are preferred to other

dog breeds because of their ability to

engage in various tasks, ranging from

searches for illicit materials to their abilities to use less-than-lethal force due to

their size.

While canine units are now indispensable components of law enforcement, they
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do have both drawbacks and limitations.

First, canine units require both a trainer

and the appropriate amount of training

time to be successful (usually ten to twelve

weeks). The bond between the trainer and

the dog is imperative. If the trainer transfers, quits, or retires, the dog must be

retrained with a new trainer. Second, as

with humans, dogs have good and bad

days. Although considered unexplainable by trainers, sometimes canine sniff

searches will miss evidence, such as

drugs. Therefore, canine units are not successful 100% of the time. Third, when

using dogs as less-than-lethal force against

suspects, both the dog and the police officers (nonhandlers) want to get to the individual first. If a police officer reaches the

suspect first, it is possible that the dog will

bite the officer as well as the suspect. All of

these limitations can lead to a police department being vulnerable to potential

lawsuits.

As stated earlier, the key feature of canine units is their ability to search for

multiple objects (individuals and evidence). The search function inherent in

any canine unit makes them inherently

subject to the Fourth Amendment’s ban

on unreasonable searches and seizures and

thus judicial review. Although lower courts

have been somewhat divided on the use of

canines in searches and subsequent seizures, the Supreme Court has continually

sustained their usage. In Florida v. Royer

(1983), the Court actually maintained that

if a dog had been present then the search

and seizure of drugs would be lawful. This

support of canines has been shown in relation to luggage (United States v. Place),

vehicles (dominated by a host of lower

court rulings), roadblocks/highway checkpoints (City of Indianapolis v. Edmond ),

and persons (Horton v. Goose Creek Independent School District). While the Supreme Court has not ruled on every

aspect of canine searches, the Court has

shown considerable support for various

issues with regards to canine searches in

the past.



Conclusion

The use of dogs in police work dates back

to the Egyptians, and canine units are an

integral part of law enforcement agencies

today. Their ability to search for suspects

and evidence expedites police work and

adds another level of safety for officers.

The integration of canine units in police

work is further seen in the development of

canine bulletproof vests. Canine units are

now seeing the implementation of body

armor to better protect the dogs. Manufactured to the same specification as

human body armor to protect against

small firearms and stab wounds, the canine body armor costs around a thousand

dollars, but is money well spent when

compared to the cost of raising, feeding,

and training the dog in the first place.

With canines receiving better protection

and continued judicial support, it is clear

that canine units will continue as support

for law enforcement officials into the

future.

SEAN MADDAN

See also Airport Safety and Security; Constitutional Rights: Search and Seizure;

Drug Interdiction; Nonlethal (or LessThan-Lethal) Weapons: History
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CAPITAL CRIMES AND

CAPITAL PUNISHMENT

Capital punishment remains one of the

most controversial issues in the American

criminal justice system. Although precise

figures are unknown, scholars estimate

that some twenty-one thousand executions

have occurred in our history. Since the

1960s all those executed have been convicted murderers, but earlier in the twentieth century there were executions for rape,

burglary, robbery, and kidnapping; prior

to that criminals were also executed for a

wide array of property crimes.

Precise counts on the numbers of executions began in 1930. Between then and

1967 there were 3,859 people executed in

the United States, 54% of whom were

African American. The racial disparities

were especially evident in executions for

rape, where 90% of the 455 executed during that period were African American.

Prior to 1967 only 30 whites were executed

for crimes against blacks; no white person

was ever executed for the rape of an

African American woman.

Executions declined in the 1950s and

1960s, and came to a halt after two men

were executed in 1967. Five years later,

largely because of what it saw as the arbitrary administration of the death penalty,

the Supreme Court effectively invalidated

all existing death penalty statutes, and 630

death row inmates had their sentences

commuted to prison terms. However, this

5–4 decision was very complex (and one of

the longest decisions in the history of the

Court), and states quickly began to rewrite

capital statutes that they hoped would

pass Supreme Court scrutiny. In a series

of cases in 1976, the Court gave its stamp

of approval to some of these new statutes.

In 1977, a Utah prisoner, Gary Gilmore,

dropped his appeals and asked to be
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executed, ending the ten-year moratorium

on the death penalty. Between then and

mid-2004, 915 additional prisoners were

executed, all of whom were convicted of

murder. Thirty-five percent of those executions occurred in Texas and 82% in the

South. In mid-2004 the death penalty was

legal in thirty-seven states (the New York

statute was ruled unconstitutional in June

2004); the federal government and the U.S.

military also had active capital statutes.

Also in mid-2004, there were 3,500

inmates on America’s death rows, including 50 women and 79 inmates sentenced to

death for crimes that predated their eighteenth birthdays. The largest death rows

were in California (635 inmates), Texas

(454), and Florida (381); Pennsylvania,

Ohio, and North Carolina also had more

than 200 inmates each on their death rows.

The accelerating use of the death penalty in the United States in the past quarter

century is in direct contradiction to what is

happening in most of the rest of the world,

especially in those countries that are

America’s closest allies. Amnesty International counted 118 abolitionist countries in

2004, including all Western democracies

except the United States, all European

countries, and most countries in the Western Hemisphere. Another 78 countries

retained the death penalty. In 2003, 84%

of all executions worldwide occurred in just

four countries: China, Iran, Viet Nam, and

the United States.

Arguments supporting the death penalty have undergone significant changes

during the past generation. A few decades

ago, the leading argument in favor of the

death penalty was deterrence: Executing

offenders sends a message to potential

murderers, who will be discouraged from

killing when they realize that murder

might result in their own executions.

Today virtually no criminologists support

this argument, and a decreasing proportion of death penalty supporters base their

opinion on deterrence grounds. In part,

this is because the death penalty is far

from a certain punishment given a
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murder. (Less than 1% of those who commit murder can expect to be executed.) In

addition, while the typical punishment in

the mid-twentieth century for those convicted of murder and not sentenced to

death was a moderate prison term, today

in thirty-five of the thirty-seven death

penalty states those convicted of capital

crimes and not sentenced to death are sentenced to terms of life imprisonment with

no chance of parole. The deterrent effects

of a punishment tend to increase with the

severity of the penalty, but once a penalty

is already severe, further increases in severity do not add to the deterrent effect.

There is little reason to believe that those

who are not deterred by the threat of life

imprisonment would be deterred by the

remote possibility of execution.

A second pro‐death penalty argument

of a generation ago was fiscal: Offenders

should be executed to save the massive

costs of long imprisonment. Today’s capital trials, however, have increased significantly in complexity and length, and

combined with the costs of appellate review, the costs of each execution, on

average, quickly amount to millions of

dollars. Several recent studies (by legislators, state supreme courts, newspapers,

and academics) have examined these

expenditures, and though they use different data sources and methodologies, all

agree that the costs of the death penalty

are three to five times higher than the costs

of life imprisonment. Supporters of the

death penalty argue that bringing justice

to the offender is well worth these costs;

opponents claim that abolishing the death

penalty would allow more resources to be

used for helping families of homicide victims and funding programs that offer

more effective solutions to America’s

high rates of criminal violence.

A third argument used in past generations to support the death penalty was

religious; there is no shortage of biblical

passages (primarily Old Testament) that

can be quoted to support this position. In

the past two decades, however, more and



more leaders of the major American religious faiths (for example, Jewish, Catholic,

Episcopalian, Presbyterian, Lutheran, and

Methodist) have spoken out against the

death penalty, so that today only the most

conservative and fundamentalist branches

of each religion (with some exceptions)

support capital punishment.

In place of the preceding arguments,

the leading pro‐death penalty justification

today is retribution: Murderers deserve to

suffer for the immense suffering they have

caused, and life imprisonment without parole is simply insufficient to pay for the

crimes. Such arguments are often made

in the name of families of homicide victims

(‘‘survivors’’ or ‘‘co-victims’’), who in recent years have had an increased role in

capital cases. (For example, in most jurisdictions they are now permitted to testify

in the sentencing phases of capital trials

and/or to witness the execution of the

killer of their loved one.) Abolitionists

respond by claiming that executions do

not provide long-term relief (and point to

many families of homicide victims who

oppose the death penalty), and contend

that death penalty cases focus far too

many resources on only a small proportion of homicides cases, leaving fewer

resources for remaining families.

Two additional points about retribution enter the debate. First, approximately

11% of those executed in the past twentyfive years have dropped their appeals and

asked to be put to death, raising the question of whether death is significantly

different than life without parole in its retributive impact. Second, for the past century America has seen an effort to make

executions more ‘‘humane.’’ This movement was first seen in the 1890s with the

emergence of the electric chair, in the 1920s

with the gas chamber, and in the 1980s with

the first uses of lethal injection. Today almost all executions are performed by lethal

injection; the only prisoners who are put to

death by other means (hanging, gas chamber, firing squad, or electric chair) are those

who decline the opportunity to select lethal
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injection. Americans may want retribution, but they want it to be ‘‘humane,’’

perhaps revealing an underlying ambivalence about the death penalty itself.

To counter the retributive arguments,

those who oppose the death penalty point

to continued inequities in who is executed

and the ever-present danger of executing

the innocent. Inequities are linked with

social class (and inability to hire a highquality defense team) and race. Several recent studies in a variety of states have

found that for similar crimes, those who

kill whites are several times more likely to

be sentenced to death than those who kill

blacks. Also of concern is pure arbitrariness (for example, when two similar defendants are convicted of two similar crimes,

but for mysterious reasons—or pure

luck—one is sentenced to death and the

other is not).

Opponents of the death penalty contend that as long as we retain the death

penalty, innocent people will occasionally

be executed. Supporters of the death penalty acknowledge this risk, but contend

that the net retributive benefits of capital

punishment outweigh this liability. Between 1972 and mid-2004, 114 inmates

were released from America’s death rows

after significant doubts about their guilt

surfaced. Florida leads the United States

with 23 exonerations, and in second place

is Illinois with 18. These cases led former

Illinois Governor George Ryan to impose

a moratorium on executions in 2000.

While several major reforms have since

been implemented, in 2004 the moratorium

remained in place while the effects of those

reforms could be evaluated.

MICHAEL L. RADELET

See also Crime, Serious; Crime, Serious

Violent
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CARIBBEAN POLICING

Caribbean policing is now caught between

a series of forces, the major ones being the

rising rate of serious crimes, relentless

public pressures for Caribbean governments ‘‘to do something quickly,’’ the increasing politicization of crime, low public

confidence in the police, and governments’

hurried quests for effective and corruption-free policing.

Largely derived from a history of slavery and indentured labor in the eighteenth

century and mores in the nineteenth century, Caribbean states have also inherited,

especially from the British, a very authoritarian and centralized colonial policing

structure. Part of this policing culture
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was further derived from the need to protect and serve the property and safety of

plantation owners, mainly British, some

French and Spanish. The social and economic interests between the masses and

the colonial rulers were therefore quite

divergent, so Caribbean policing was inevitably a rather unfriendly, very coercive

exercise across the colonial Caribbean.

To some extent, it still is even though

most Caribbean states are now politically

independent.

The three major issues in Caribbean

policing are (1) governance, (2) police effectiveness, and (3) police–citizen relationships. Before dealing with these issues, it is

helpful to clarify what is the ‘‘Caribbean,’’

at least as used in this article. The Caribbean region is located in the Caribbean

Sea, bounded by the United States in the

north, Central America on the west, the

Atlantic Ocean on the east, and having

two of its states (Guyana and Suriname)

lodged in its southern border of South

America.

The Caribbean region consists of

twenty-one states that exhibit considerable

diversity in political, social, legal, and judicial structure. Puerto Rico and the U.S.

Virgin Islands are U.S. dependencies,

while Bermuda is still under British jurisdiction. French influence is still present in

Guadeloupe, Martinique, and, to a great

extent, the Dominican Republic. Fourteen

of these Caribbean states, mainly Englishspeaking and part of the Commonwealth, have formed themselves into a

legal regional body called the Caribbean

Community (Caricom).

The information provided in this article

will generally refer to the following fourteen states with a total population of

about seven million: Antigua and Barbuda,

Bahamas, Barbados, Belize, Dominica,

Grenada, Guyana, Jamaica, Montserrat,

St. Lucia, St. Kitts and Nevis, St. Vincent

and the Grenadines, Suriname, and

Trinidad and Tobago. In addition, some

reference will be made to Haiti, a



French-speaking country, with a population of more than seven and a half million.

Apart from trade and economic cooperation, there is increasing movement

among the English-speaking Caribbean

toward common policing and security

strategies, a movement no doubt inspired

by the serious crime facing the region,

especially drug trafficking, kidnapping,

and terrorism threats. Even once peaceful, tourist-dependent Barbados is now

experiencing an upsurge of crime and visible public discomfort. The governments of

these English-speaking Caribbean states

have established a Caricom Task Force

on Crime and Security that helps shape

policy recommendations to these governments. One of the important recommendations to help improve police–citizen

relations is the establishment of a National Crime Commission in each Caribbean

state; so far only St. Lucia and Barbados

have implemented this.

The complex challenges of effective

policing and crime reduction are very important for the economic well-being of

Caribbean states, especially those smaller

states that depend almost exclusively on

tourism. The repeated failures during the

last twenty years of numerous ‘‘crime

committees’’ and inquiries to improve police effectiveness help to diminish the credibility of the relevant authorities in the

matters of policing and national security.

Two major, related Caribbean initiatives have recently been undertaken. The

first is the Caribbean Institute for Security

and Law Enforcement Studies (CISLES), a

centralized training and educational police

center located in Barbados. The second is a

Regional Crime and Research Institute at

the University of the West Indies, which

has also recently established a graduate

program in criminology and criminal justice at its St. Augustine campus in Trinidad

and Tobago (through its Centre for Criminology and Criminal Justice) for police

officers and other members of the protective services across the Caribbean.
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Governance

Police departments in the Commonwealth

Caribbean are in varying degrees under

the control of a civilian minister of government. The commissioner of police, who

heads the police department (also called

police force in St. Lucia, police service in

Trinidad and Tobago, and constabulary

force in Jamaica), must be first approved

or directly appointed by the country’s cabinet. This matter of appointing a police

commissioner has become a controversial

public issue. On one side there are strong

views that the government should have a

direct role in such an appointment since it

is the government that is ultimately held

responsible for crime management and

crime reduction. On the other hand, there

are perhaps stronger views that the office

of police commissioner and the police service for that matter should be kept as far

as possible from political control and interference. This debate is now light in the

smaller states, such as St. Lucia, St. Kitts

and Nevis, and Grenada, but quite intense

in the larger states of Jamaica and particularly Trinidad and Tobago.

It is necessary to note two related

issues. One, the relationship between the

political directorate and the police service

depends on what the respective constitutions allow. In the smaller states, there is

no constitutionally independent body to

appoint, promote, or discipline police officers. The body that performs such functions largely operates as an administrative

body and under the hand of the relevant

government minister. Generally, the cabinet

appoints the members of this body. In

Trinidad and Tobago, it is different. The

constitution established a Police Service

Commission whose members are appointed

by the country’s president after consultations with the prime minister and leader

of the opposition. On several occasions,

the prime minister has tried to impress on

the Police Service Commission the need

to dismiss a police commissioner, but the
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commission resisted amidst intense public

controversy.

The second issue is the low confidence

that the populations in the various states

have in the police service. Overall, survey

data show that across the Caribbean more

than 50% of the population have low confidence in their respective police departments, a situation that no doubt creates

great apprehension over any sign of political control over police departments.

The jurisdictional issue is different from

that of the United States where Congress

and its oversight committees have statutory powers of inquiry over the FBI, CIA,

and other policing and intelligence agencies. In other words, the countervailing

and even veto powers of the U.S. Congress

are not present in the legislatures of the

Caribbean. The concept and practice of

the separation of powers are different.

These Caribbean legislatures (the parliaments) function as pale imitations of

the British Westminster-type system of

government, that is, with the country’s

cabinet generally having numerical and

statutory domination over each legislature. And so, in the smaller Caribbean

states particularly, the cabinet, which is

itself dominated by the prime minister,

virtually governs the police. Even in the

larger states, where there is an independent Police Service Commission, the

prime minister must first give his approval

to the service commission’s appointment

of a police commissioner or a deputy

commissioner of police.

Quite interestingly, however, in two

larger countries, Jamaica and Trinidad/

Tobago, there is a slight but discernable

move toward increased transparency in

police governance, mainly through the

constitutional establishment of a Joint

Parliamentary Select Committee to inquire and report on the Police Service

Commission and the agencies falling

under this commission, such as the police

service. The select committee reports are

presented to parliament, and the minister
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of national security is required to respond

within ninety days.



Public Confidence

The second issue, low public confidence in

Caribbean police, is mixed with the public’s rather high fear of crime across the

Caribbean. Again, survey data show that

as much as 50% of the population is afraid

to go out at night, with significant proportions also afraid of being ‘‘murdered,’’

‘‘kidnapped,’’ or having their homes ‘‘broken into.’’ Then there are strong suspicions and even validating court cases that

point to police corruption. For example, in

Jamaica, in early 2005, the police commissioner publicly complained about ‘‘drug

and bribery’’ corruption existing among

some officers in the Jamaica Constabulary

Force and pledged to clean up his force. In

Guyana, around the same time, alleged

complicity between a government minister

regarding police brutality has led to an

official inquiry. This reminds us of the

infamous ‘‘mongoose gang,’’ a group of

officers used in the 1970s by Grenada’s

then prime minister against his political

opponents.

In Trinidad and Tobago, the Police

Service Commission, under a new chairman, and the cabinet itself have expressed

strong views about ‘‘cleaning up the police

service.’’ The Joint Parliamentary Select

Committee is also pursuing this matter

because it has such serious implications

for improving public confidence and police accountability and for facilitating the

supply of strategic information by citizens

for effective policing.



Police Effectiveness

When detection and especially conviction rates are used as indicators of police

effectiveness, the picture is not very



encouraging and certainly shows a need

for quick improvement. The detection

rate for serious crimes generally ranges

from 25% to 40% of reported crimes. The

conviction rate for reported serious crimes

is generally between 10% and 15%. These

crime statistics imply that thousands of

criminals are either not caught by the

police or are acquitted for a number of

reasons, the disturbing ones being the unreliability, inefficiency, and even the total

absence of police evidence in many cases.

In fact, citizens’ complaints against the

police in all Caribbean states, especially

the larger states of Jamaica, Trinidad

and Tobago, and Guyana, have been

increasing and without the expeditious

adjudication required.

In fact, several attempts are now being

made, especially in Jamaica, Trinidad and

Tobago, Guyana, St. Lucia, and Barbados,

to improve police effectiveness mainly

through legislation, seeking foreign expertise, training, and providing increased

amounts of physical, technical, and manpower resources. The Caribbean country

with the smallest population is St. Kitts

and Nevis having a 450-strong police service. The largest, Jamaica has a population of more than 2.5 million and a police

service with 13,000 now. Though Jamaica

and Trinidad and Tobago have recently

made significant increases in the size

of their respective police departments

(Jamaica from an estimated 10,000 to

13,000, Trinidad and Tobago from an estimated 7,000 to 8,000), the police–citizen

ratio looks quite reasonable from an international viewpoint. For example, in St.

Lucia it is 1:285, Barbados 1:166, Jamaica

1:200, Trinidad and Tobago 1:162,

Guyana 1:212, Grenada 1:128, and Bahamas 1:120. Haiti is understandably lopsided with a ratio of 1:1,153. Given its very

unsettled political condition, Haiti is crippled by waves of police violence and partisanship, political rivalries, and escalating

crime and civil strife. In Jamaica, political

patronage to gang leaders has perpetuated

‘‘garrison violence’’ in several districts.
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The alliance between politicians and gang

leaders in Jamaica and Trinidad and

Tobago, in particular, has been severely

criticized by civic organizations because it

subverts effective policing.

The current means of recording, compiling, reporting, and analyzing crime data

within the police departments across the

Caribbean is not very effective for datadriven day-to-day operations, police accountability, and policy development. In

fact, there have been repeated complaints

from researchers, opposition members of

parliament, and even international funding agencies (for example, IDB, World

Bank) about the inefficient, nontransparent, and very inadequate manner of collecting and reporting police statistics. All

this is apart from the fact that, similar to

other countries, many crimes, both serious

and minor, are not reported to the police

across Caribbean states.

The official crime statistics therefore do

not tell the full story of crime and policing

in the Caribbean. For example, one study

found that more than ‘‘60%’’ of robbery,

break-in, burglary, and dwelling-house

larceny crimes—as a category—do not

get reported to the police. A similar proportion of rapes, incest, and domestic violence also do not get reported. For drug

abuse and trafficking, the unreported figure is more than 70%, and growing especially since the use of cocaine and

marijuana is also on the increase across

the Caribbean. Two related solutions

have been made to improve both the reliability and validity of police statistics.

The first is the systematic use of victimization surveys, which has already begun in

Barbados, and secondly the establishment of professionally independent, wellstaffed, technologically supported, and

easily accessible crime analysis and policy

development centers.

The police commissioners from all

Caribbean states, singly and collectively

through the Association of Caribbean

Commissioners of Police, have admitted
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that traditional law enforcement has not

been effective in reducing the crime rate

and increasing public confidence in the

police. During the last ten years, each

Caribbean state, with vacillating amounts

of financial, manpower, and training support, has adopted community-oriented

policing as an alternative or supplementary approach to traditional law enforcement. With much ambivalence still

residing in police operations, communityoriented policing has not been effectively

incorporated, practiced, or evaluated in

the Caribbean.

Several training programs and citizen

surveys have shown viable support from

citizens and junior officers for communityoriented policing. However, the managerial support and operational configuration required for the essential practices of

community policing, beyond the rhetorical stage, are largely lacking across the

Caribbean. This deficiency is accompanied

by quick relapses into traditional law

enforcement. Such relapse is tightly

connected to the mounting public concerns over serious crime and subsequent

public pressures, especially from the business sector, in all Caribbean states for

quick, drastic law enforcement.

RAMESH DEOSARAN

See also Academies, Police; Attitudes toward

the Police: Overview; Autonomy and the

Police; Clearance Rates and Criminal Investigations; Community-Oriented Policing:

Effects and Impacts; Corruption; Criminology; Deadly Force; Excessive Force; Fear of

Crime; National Crime Victimization Survey

(NCVS); Politics and the Police; Public Image of the Police
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CASE SCREENING AND CASE

MANAGEMENT FOR

INVESTIGATIONS

The concept of managing criminal investigations (MCI) from a ‘‘scientific’’ perspective has its roots in a Rochester Police

Department project in the 1970s and in

several other reports by the RAND Corporation and the Police Executive Research Forum. Over the years, and with

the introduction of computer technology,

more effective methods of managing the



investigative process have been developed.

Among the criteria developed to better

manage investigations are:

.

.

.

.



Number of cases handled

Number and percentage of cases

cleared

Number and percentage of cases accepted for prosecution

Number and percentage of convictions



Cases handled and cases cleared are

largely the responsibility of the investigative unit and individual investigators, and

serve as a measure of the effectiveness of

the crime investigation process. A case

may be cleared by an arrest or exceptionally when it can be determined that more

than one crime may have been committed

by a one or more individuals, but the suspect is deceased or is only charged with

one crime. A case may also be cleared as

unfounded.

The number of cases accepted for prosecution and the number of convictions are

largely under the auspices of the prosecutor or the judiciary, which may involve a

jury. An important consideration in evaluating investigators has been the premise

that placing responsibility for prosecution

on an investigator can unduly influence

or pressure an individual detective to go

beyond accepted legal and procedural

methods in order to obtain a conviction.

Further, if a prosecution is unsuccessful it

is frequently difficult to determine who

might have been responsible for a dismissal

or an acquittal.

Several other components of managing

criminal investigations include the elements of the process and case screening

methods. In evaluating an MCI program

the following points are important:

.

.

.

.

.



The initial investigation

Case screening

Management of ongoing investigations

Police–prosecutor relations

Ongoing monitoring of the process
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Solvability Factors

Case screening is an important aspect of

both effectiveness and efficiency, because

experience indicates that not all cases are

solvable, at least at the outset of an investigation. For this reason managers

frequently rely on so-called solvability

factors, which have proven to be instrumental in an investigation. These include:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.



Is there a witness to the crime?

Is a suspect named?

Is there a description of the suspect?

Can a suspect be located?

Can a vehicle be identified?

Is stolen property traceable?

Is physical evidence present?

Is there a distinguishable modus

operandi?

Can crime analysis help identify a

perpetrator?



These elements form the basis for MCI.

Coupled with a monitoring system they

make it possible for administrators to better manage resources devoted to crime investigation. Generally, it should be noted

that this model is designed largely for

more ‘‘common’’ types of cases, such as

theft, burglary, and robbery, whereas

cases involving murder, rape, organized

crime, and terrorism will involve more

than a preliminary investigation.

By focusing on the solvability of most

criminal cases that come to the attention of

law enforcement, better utilization of investigative resources can be attained. However, it should be noted that improved

technology and better training of investigators has made it possible to ‘‘keep an

eye’’ on cases that might not appear to be

solvable following a preliminary investigation. For example, in a burglary where

there is not enough evidence or information to pursue an immediate investigation,

the information about the crime can be

stored in a computer that may later serve

to link a suspect arrested or identified in a

future crime. Advances in crime analysis
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have made it possible to store information

on modus operandi (MO or method of operation), prior arrests for similar crimes,

identification of property that may turn

up later, and persons released from prison

who committed similar crimes in the past.

MCI is also used by administrators to

assess the effectiveness of investigative

operations and to a lesser degree the effectiveness of investigators. By monitoring

such variables as the percentage of crimes

solved or cleared, the effectiveness of individual investigators (when compared with

other investigators handling similar cases),

and resources employed, it is frequently

possible to identify the need for additional training, better allocation of human

resources, equipment and technology needs,

and better preparation of cases.

Experience has shown that some investigators are better prepared, through

experience, education, training, and motivation, to handle certain types of cases.

For example, some investigators are better

at handling interviews and interrogations,

whereas others may be more suited to use

a computer or to collect evidence that may

have gone unnoticed. Other investigators

may be more familiar with geographic

locations and the use of informants or

surveillance techniques.

Criminal investigation has become

more complex over time as offenders

have become more mobile, more aware

of investigative methods, more familiar

with the legal system, and more adept at

‘‘covering their tracks.’’ At the same time

investigative expertise has been enhanced

by better training; new technology, such as

single-digit computer systems (AFIS, the

Automated Fingerprint Identification System); advances in forensic science (such

as DNA); and the adoption of relational

databases.



Procedural Aspects of MCI

Of particular importance is the recognition that not all categories of crime are
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similar. Homicide investigations, for example, are different from burglary investigations. Thus, in developing a program it

is important not to mix ‘‘apples and

oranges’’ during the design phase. This

has proven to be one of the drawbacks of

MCI, because in many organizations more

experienced investigators are frequently

assigned the more difficult cases, and it

may appear that their productivity is

lower than that of an investigator who

handles cases that are easier to solve.

Strong-arm robberies, for example, are

generally more difficult to solve than

armed robberies, and residential burglaries may be more difficult to solve than

business burglaries. Nevertheless, over

time MCI provides a methodology for

evaluating a unit’s effectiveness and efficiency, as well as assisting in better case

assignments.

Of particular concern in the MCI

model is the assignment of ‘‘weighting’’

factors, and very little research has been

done to test the effectiveness of the scores

assigned to each category. For example,

one of the more popular models of case

screening uses the point scores shown in

Table 1.



Table 1



Assignment of Weighting Factors



Gravity of offense

Felony

Misdemeanor



Points

5

3



Probability of solution

Suspects

Suspect named

Suspect known or described

Witness available

Vehicle identified

Physical evidence recovered

Undeveloped leads available



10

10

4

5

1

1



Urgency of action

Danger to others

Immediate action required

Pattern or frequency of crime



4

3

1



In the model shown in Table 1, the

number of points generated dictates the

following priority levels and points necessary to assign a priority:

Priority Level



Points



1

2

3

4



20+

12–19

6–11

0–5



There is likely to be some room for

subjectivity, and the scores are open to

question. For example, a crime scene that

yields latent prints that might be matched

by AFIS would seem to have a fairly high

priority of solution if a match should

occur. Should the availability of a witness

be important if the witness can provide no

information? How does one determine the

need for ‘‘immediate action’’?

Such questions place great responsibility on the investigative review officer or

supervisor, who should have the knowledge and expertise to ‘‘overrule’’ the point

count if necessary. One must keep in mind

that MCI is a tool, generally designed to

assist in prioritizing caseloads, with a view

toward identifying those cases that have

the highest probability of solution. It

should help improve decision making,

especially in units where there are high

caseloads.

The MCI model has proven to be an

important tool in law enforcement administration when used as a means of better

deploying resources, improving investigative effectiveness, evaluating individuals

over time, and increasing the probability

of solving crimes. Utilized as a means of

improving investigations—and not as a

tool solely to put pressure on investigators to make arrests—the MCI model

can contribute to improving criminal

investigations.

RICHARD H. WARD

See also Clearance Rates and Criminal

Investigations; Computer Forensics; Computer Technology; Detective Work/Culture;
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Detectives; Forensic Evidence; Forensic Investigations; Homicide and Its Investigation; Investigation Outcomes
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CHANGING DEMOGRAPHICS

IN POLICING

During the last quarter of the twentieth

century, some noteworthy organizational

changes in American police organizations

occurred, and their influences were significant for the direction of American policing

in the twenty-first century. Two significant

changes in particular deserve special mention (Zhao, Herbst, and Lovrich 2001).

First, the presence of minorities and

women in policing is associated with the

broad goal of social equity in a democratic

society. The real change took place with the

passage of the Equal Employment Opportunity Act of 1972, an amendment to Title

VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (Steel

and Lovrich 1987). For example, the International Association of Chiefs of Police

(IACP) and the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA) conducted

a survey in 1973 and found that minorities
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accounted for about 4% of police employment in the nation. Since then, the representation of minorities in the public service

sector has received much attention in the

media and from government officials. In

addition, the employment of women in policing highlights the gendered nature of

public services where occupational segregation and exclusively male workforces in

public safety and criminal justice have

been the established tradition (Brown and

Pechman 1987). The change toward gender

equity may be as difficult as racial equity in

police agencies. Accommodation of gender

equity is complicated by the need for the

occasional use of force required in the line

of duty, which is believed to require an

emphasis on the physical strength of officers and, as a consequence, has become an

important component in police selection

(Morash and Haarr 1995).

A second significant change affecting

the demographics of policing concerns

the implementation of community policing, emphasizing elements of crime prevention, victim assistance, and police

partnership in the community. All of

these initiatives and associated activities

reflect the need for representatives of the

police to engage in collaborative (versus

enforcement) activities. This is an area of

work in which gender and racial differences can be a decidedly positive factor

in policing. In some situations female officers are preferable to males for tasks that

require empathy and sensitivity rather

than a credible threat of use of physical

force (Martin 1993). Walker (1985) has

pointed out that virtually every major

national report on the police in the post–

World War II period has explicitly recommended hiring more minorities and women

in policing for these specific reasons.



Data Sources

Two primary data sources offer information on minority and female employment
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in policing. Each has its merits and shortcomings. The first source is Police Employee Data (LEOKA), which is part of

the annual Uniform Crime Reports (UCR)

published by the Federal Bureau of Investigation. In these data there are questions

about the number of male and female

sworn officers in each department. Because

the UCR includes more than seventeen

thousand reporting agencies, researchers

can obtain a global picture about the

extent of female employment in law enforcement including employment in municipal, township, and special-purpose

police agencies (for example, school district and port authority police) as well as

sheriff ’s offices. Another advantage of the

employee data found in the UCR is that

they are published annually. Therefore,

researchers can examine change over a

period of time. However, a major disadvantage is that although there is a breakdown of the number of male and female

officers, no racial or ethnic breakdowns

are provided.

The second source of information on

police employment is the Law Enforcement Management and Administrative

Statistics (LEMAS), published periodically by the Bureau of Justice Statistics

(BJS). About every three years throughout

the 1990s, BJS conducted surveys of large

police agencies (those hiring more than

one hundred sworn officers). In the 1990

LEMAS survey, 387 municipal police

departments fit this definition. The number increased to 495 in the 2000 LEMAS

survey. In each LEMAS data series (1990,

1993, 1997, and 2000) information on gender and racial breakdowns is available.

For example, the total number of female

officers is broken down by racial/ethnic

categories to show the numbers of female

officers who identify themselves as white,

Hispanic, black/African American, Asian/

Pacific Islander, and other races/ethnicities. This detailed information on race

and gender is the primary advantage

of LEMAS data. A major drawback of

LEMAS data concerns the sporadic timing



of the survey. It seems that the survey is

administered at the convenience of the

BJS. Since the 2000 LEMAS survey, for

example, there has been no additional

data posted by the Inter-University Consortium for Political and Social Research

(ICPSR) for five years. Therefore, only

LEMAS data from the 1990s is currently

available to researchers. However, both

LEOKA and LEMAS data for past surveys are available on the ICPSR website

and can be easily downloaded.



Current Status of Change in

Demographics in Policing

How much did the demographics of large

police agencies change during the 1990s?

Table 1 compares the percentage changes

in three racial and ethnical groups for

both male and female officers as reported

Table 1 Percentage of Racial and Ethnical

Groups in Large Police Agencies

Groups



1990



2000



% Change



White male

officers

African

American

male

officers

Hispanic

male

officers

White female

officers

African

American

female

officers

Hispanic

female

officers



78.64%



73.05%



7.11%



8.03



8.64



þ7.6



5.01



7.00



þ39.7



5.37



6.88



þ28.1



1.46



1.74



þ19.1



0.40



0.72



þ80.0



Note: Number of police agencies surveyed = 387 in

1990 and 495 in 2000.

The base numbers are small, so that the changes

appear to have great magnitude, whereas in reality

they represent very small overall increases.
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in the first (1990) and, as of this writing,

most recent (2000) LEMAS surveys of

large police departments.

The percentages of each category listed

Table 1 clearly show that some significant

changes took place during the 1990s. First,

the percentage of white male officers declined from 78.64% in 1990 to 73.05% in

2000, a drop of 7.11%. In comparison, all

other racial and ethnical groups appeared

to have sizable gains during the same

period. This is particularly true for the

increase in the proportion of Hispanic

officers. There were 39.7% and 80%

increases in the number of Hispanic male

officers and Hispanic female officers, respectively. Overall, the change in the 1990s

closely resembled the 1970s and 1980s regarding an increase in the representation

of minority and female officers in the police force. It is important to note that the

increase in representation varied by racial

and ethnical groups during the 1990s. In

the meantime, the UCR data show that

female officers employed in cities with

populations of more than twenty-five

thousand in 1990 (1,953 cities) accounted

for 7.12% of all sworn officers. In 2002

UCR data on police employment, female

officers made up 9.0% of sworn officers in

cities with a population of more than

twenty-five thousand (2,307 cities), a

26.4% increase in twelve years.



Factors Associated with Hiring

Minority and Female Officers

A considerable body of literature has accumulated since the 1980s regarding the

hiring of minority and female officers in

U.S. law enforcement agencies (see, for

example, Zhao, He, and Lovrich 2005;

Zhao, Herbst, and Lovrich 2001; Ramirez

1997; Felkenes, Peretz, and Schroedel 1993;

Felkenes and Schroedel 1993; Martin 1991;

Zhao and Lovrich 1998; Potts 1983; Poulos

and Doerner 1996; Warner et al. 1989;

Lewis 1989; Steel and Lovrich 1987).
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Four primary factors have been identified in the empirical study on minorities

and women in policing (see Walker 1985).

The research revealed factors that are consistently significant with respect to the hiring of minority and female officers. The

first factor concerns minority representation in the population. This explanation is

simple and straightforward: The increase

in minority officers is positively associated

with increases in minority populations in

cities. The representation of minority

populations is the most significant predictor of hiring minority police officers. For

example, the presence of a large African

American population is the most significant predictor of the hiring of African

American officers, whereas a large Hispanic population is correlated with the

employment of Hispanic officers (Zhao,

He, and Lovrich 2005; Zhao, Herbst, and

Lovrich 2001; Zhao and Lovrich 1998;

Martin 1991).

The next factor is related to city size. In

particular, several studies found that city

size is a significant predictor of the rate of

employment of female officers after

controlling for other city demographics

such as percentage of young population,

minority population, and single-mother

households (see, for example, Zhao,

Herbst, and Lovrich 2001). The LEOKA

data on workforce composition in the

2002 UCR, for example, indicated that

the percentage of female officers relative

to males is higher in larger cities as compared to smaller ones.

The third factor is related to the unique

political environment in each city. Elected

public officials are inclined to represent

the interests of the people who elect them

to office. Following this line of thinking,

there is a positive relationship between the

presence of a black mayor, for example,

and the likelihood of the provision of

noteworthy collective benefits to African

Americans. Because top municipal administrators have considerable discretionary

power in determining the outcome of personnel policies in a local police agency, a
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minority mayor may advocate for additional hiring of minority officers. Furthermore, female council members and mayors

are also highlighted in previous studies

as possible predictors of increases in the

number of female police officers. (Note,

however, that the variables that attempt

to measure local political influence such

as the leadership of a minority mayor or

the percentage of female council members

have produced mixed findings.)

The final significant predictor is the

presence of an affirmative action program.

The passage of the Equal Employment

Opportunity Act of 1972 made a vast number of federal, state, and local agencies subject to requirements for ‘‘good faith effort’’

affirmative action programs as defined by

the federal courts and the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC),

pursuant to the legislative intent of Title

VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. A key

aspect of affirmative action programs is

their focus on a set of specific goals and

timetables keyed to the pools of qualified

applicants. These programs frequently feature specific goals in numerical terms with

respect to the hiring of minority and female candidates, particularly when reflecting a federal court mandate issued on a

substantiated claim of historical underrepresentation or manifesting discriminatory

personnel practices. The availability of an

affirmative action program in a police department is a significant determinant of

the hiring of female and minority officers

(Zhao, He, and Lovrich 2005; Zhao,

Herbst, and Lovrich 2001; Martin 1991;

Steel and Lovrich 1989).

JIHONG ZHAO

See also Community-Oriented Policing:

Rationale; Diversity in Police Departments;

Minorities and the Police; Personnel Selection; Women in Law Enforcement
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CHARLOTTE–MECKLENBURG

POLICE DEPARTMENT

Charlotte, North Carolina, located in

the southwestern region of the state in

Mecklenburg County, experienced steady

growth over time. Developing from just

1,500 citizens in 1861, Charlotte quickly

grew to 9,000 by 1881 (Kiser et al. 1990)

and continued growing for the next 150

years, including a particularly rapid

growth period between 1980 and 2005.

Much of the late twentieth-century population surge resulted from significant

expansion of banking and financial industries, where Charlotte ranked second only

to New York City. Local census counts

indicated that the city population had

doubled from an estimated 315,000 citizens in 1980 to 632,760 by 2005. The

Mecklenburg County population also

nearly doubled within that time frame,

growing from an estimated 404,000 citizens in 1980 to 829,978 by 2005. As a

result, the Charlotte Metropolitan Statistical Area housed more than 1.5 million

citizens by 2005 (Charlotte Chamber of

Commerce 2005).

Meanwhile, Charlotte law enforcement

efforts slowly evolved from informal to

transitional to formalized policing. Prior

to 1816 citizen volunteers enforced the

law, and in that year the town commissioner appointed a Town Watch to protect

the streets, patrol businesses, and enforce

local ordinances. Charlotte was soon

divided into two wards (an early precursor

to modern district systems). Each ward

was assigned a captain of the watch who

was responsible for assigning citizens to

serve on patrol. In 1827, the city hired its

first constable, and by 1850 the Town

Guard included ten paid positions at a

salary of fifteen dollars a month. Following the Civil War, North Carolina established a provisional government, which

appointed Charlotte’s mayor as the first

‘‘Intendant of Police,’’ although duties

were shared with the Mecklenburg County

sheriff who had primary law enforcement
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authority. Finally, on January 11, 1866,

town commissioners formally created the

Charlotte Police Department (CPD), adding eight officers to the payroll. On May 5,

1881, the CPD hired their first police chief

through a political appointment by the

town council. This appointment practice

continued until 1970 when a city manager

was hired (Kiser et al. 1990).

Consistent with Charlotte’s late twentieth-century population growth, the Charlotte Police Department also grew. By

1934, CPD had 91 employees on the payroll, including a surgeon and a dog catcher

(Kiser et al. 1990). By 1980 the department

(prior to a merger with the Mecklenburg

County Police Department) had grown

to 594 sworn officers and 152 civilian

employees for a total of 746 full-time

staff. The Mecklenburg County Police Department (not to be confused with the

Mecklenburg County Sheriff’s Office)

had about 160 sworn and civilian staff.

In 1993, following years of planning, financial considerations, and political negotiations, the Charlotte Police Department

merged with the Mecklenburg County

Police Department, and the Charlotte–

Mecklenburg Police Department (CMPD)

provided primary law enforcement services

for the metropolitan area going forward.

By 2002, CMPD had grown to 1,501 sworn

officers and 501 civilians for a total of 2,002

employees, the largest local law enforcement agency in North Carolina (Federal

Bureau of Investigation 2005).

The mission of CMPD is ‘‘to build problem-solving partnerships with our citizens

to prevent the next crime. Preventing the

next crime is a lofty goal, worth striving to

reach. And we believe that through the

successes of these partnerships, the contributions of officers and citizens, crime can

be reduced and the quality of life within our

community can be improved’’ (http://www.

charmeck.org).

In pursuing this mission, CMPD

embraced the community-oriented and

problem-oriented policing practices that
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evolved from the team policing of the

1970s (Goldstein 1990). CMPD was

widely recognized as a national leader in

community policing, problem solving,

community partnerships, and crime prevention (National Institute of Justice

1999). From 1995 to 2005, CMPD received

almost two dozen federal grants for more

than $38 million from the Office of Community Oriented Policing Services (COPS)

to hire additional officers, develop an effective technology-based infrastructure,

train officers in community policing,

ensure officer and agency integrity, and

engage the community in law enforcement

planning and practices (Office of Community Oriented Policing Services 2005).

While the effectiveness of community policing in reducing crime and fear remained

an ongoing debate, studies suggested that

COPS community policing hiring grants

generated significant crime reductions in

cities (like Charlotte) with populations of

more than ten thousand (Zhao, Scheider,

and Thurman 2002).

Despite their attempts at innovation,

CMPD faces several future challenges.

First, the growth of the Charlotte metropolitan area continues to present resource,

geographical (CMPD has twenty-two

facilities spread across the city and county),

and criminal challenges for the department. Gang crime slowly emerged as a

local concern and ‘‘twenty-first century’’

crimes such as identity theft, cybercrimes,

and terrorism threats required CMPD to

continually reconsider and balance officer

and civilian allocations, improve departmental training, and increase specialization

within the agency. Further, new crimes

require ongoing improvements in police

technology, hiring of technology specialists

(crime mapping experts or data analysts, for

example), and increased operating budgets

for technology implementation, maintenance, and information dissemination.

Second, Charlotte is home to an increasing numbers of Hispanics, Asians, American Indians, and African Americans. More

than 28% of the county population is



African American, although African

Americans comprised only 13% of the

U.S. population in the early twenty-first

century. Increased diversity is vitally important for communities, but diversity

requires that police officers learn new languages and cultures. Police departments

must work to ensure diversity in recruitment, hiring, and promotional processes,

and community members and leaders

must work with police to maintain public

trust in law enforcement.

Finally, like many large local police

departments, CMPD continues to examine

ways to enhance its reputation within the

community and within law enforcement,

reduce crime and disorder, maintain officer

and organizational integrity, and enforce

laws fairly and consistently. CMPD has

publicly addressed potential concerns

with racial profiling (Smith et al. 2004),

use of force and excessive force (National

Institute of Justice and Bureau of Justice

Statistics 1999), academy recruits cheating

on exams (Stephens 2004), deaths related

to high-speed pursuits (North Carolina v.

Lee Taylor Farrar 2002; Beshears, Moore,

and Wellin 2003), and other such challenges. The future success of the Charlotte

Mecklenburg Police Department rests

with their ability to adapt to new challenges, operate efficiently given increasing

demands and limited resources, address

emerging crime patterns and trends, and

maintain positive police–community relationships.

JOSEPH B. KUHNS, III

See also American Policing: Early Years;

Boston Police Department; CommunityOriented Policing: History; CommunityOriented Policing: Practices; Crime

Prevention; Integrity in Policing; Technology and the Police
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CHICAGO COMMUNITY

POLICING

In 1993, Chicago inaugurated an experimental community policing program in

five of its twenty-five police districts.

Known as CAPS (for Chicago’s Alternative Policing Strategy), it became a citywide program in 1995, after some of the

kinks were worked out of the plan.

What cities actually do when they implement community policing varies a great

deal. In some places it is in the hands of

special teams run from police headquarters, while in others it involves transforming the entire department. Under the

heading ‘‘community policing,’’ officers

patrol on foot and bicycles, and departments open small neighborhood storefront offices, conduct surveys to measure

community satisfaction, and work with

municipal agencies to enforce health and

safety regulations.

However, community policing is not a

set of specific projects. Underneath these

tactics lies a deeper organizational strategy

that involves changing decision-making

processes in a way that leaves the setting

of many priorities and the means for

achieving them in the hands of residents

and the police who serve in their area. As

a result, community policing projects

should look different in different cities,

and even in different neighborhoods, because crime and the resources that police

and the community can bring to bear on it

differ from place to place. Underlying these

seemingly different programs are three

core strategic elements: community engagement, decentralization, and problem

solving. These three elements are closely

interrelated, and departments that shortchange even one of them will not field a

very effective program. Police in Chicago

established an effective program, especially

for a large and unwieldy city, and this article describes what they did to turn each of

these elements of community policing into

reality.
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The first common feature of departments adopting this new model of policing

is community engagement. Community

policing calls for developing mechanisms

for constructively sharing information

with the public, and for accommodating

citizen input in setting priorities and evaluating whether or not they have been successful in addressing local concerns. To

accomplish this, departments hold community meetings, form advisory committees, and survey the public in order to

identify their priorities. In some places

police share information with residents

through educational programs or by enrolling them in citizen police academies

that give them in-depth knowledge of law

enforcement. Engagement usually extends

to involving the public in some way in

efforts to enhance community safety.

Residents are certainly asked to assist the

police by reporting crimes promptly when

they occur and cooperating as witnesses,

but community policing also promises to

strengthen the capacity of communities to

fight and prevent crime on their own.

Residents may get involved in the coordinated or collaborative crime prevention

projects, and even participate in officially

sanctioned neighborhood patrol groups,

though this is less common because of

the legal liabilities it threatens if someone

gets hurt. Even where these are old ideas,

moving them to center stage as part of a

larger strategic plan can showcase the

commitment of police departments to

resident involvement.

In Chicago’s plan, beat community

meetings are the most important mechanism for building and sustaining close

relationships between police and the public. Beats are the department’s smallest

administrative unit, and each month an

average of 6,700 residents attend about

250 evening beat community meetings.

They are held in church social halls, park

district buildings, hospital cafeterias, condominium party rooms, and other venues

located in the beats. Residents meet with

an average of five police officers, most of



whom regularly patrol in the area. Officers

working on other shifts are paid overtime

to attend, to ensure that day watch and

late-night problems are also discussed.

Officers serving in specialized units, such

as gang officers or detectives, are often

present as well, along with a representative of the police district’s neighborhood

relations unit. Meetings are sometimes

attended by representatives of the city’s

service departments and area community

organizations, and the local aldermen’s

staff.

The purpose of the meetings is to provide a forum for exchanging information

and a venue for identifying, analyzing, and

prioritizing problems in an area. Local

crime maps, ‘‘Top Ten’’ lists of the most

frequent crimes, and other informational

materials are distributed at the meetings.

There is always a discussion of what has

happened with regard to issues raised at

the last meeting, and this provides a bit of

community oversight of police activity.

Chicagoans are not shy, and an observational study found that criticism of the

police was voiced at about half the meetings. The new business segments of the

meetings focus on identifying new issues

and debating whether they are general

problems or just the concern of one resident. Beat meetings are also a very convenient place to distribute announcements

about upcoming community events, circulate petitions, and call for volunteers to

participate in action projects. Importantly, they also provide occasions for

residents and police who work in the area

and will likely answer residents’ calls to

meet face to face and get acquainted.

The city invests a great deal of energy in

turning residents out for the monthly

meetings. District officers distribute flyers

and hang posters in businesses and

apartment building entryways. District

neighborhood relations offices encourage

organizations to get involved and send

their members to the meetings, and they

maintain mailing lists from sign-in sheets

completed at the meetings. One district
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arranged to have beat maps and a list

of upcoming meetings stapled to the lids

of pizza boxes delivered in their area.

Low-turnout beats often raffle off donated

smoke detectors and crime prevention

equipment at the conclusion of their meetings, to reward attendees. In an attempt to

reach out more effectively to the city’s

growing Latino population, beginning in

2002, the department began circulating

Spanish-language beat meeting schedules

and maps at hundreds of Catholic

churches. On occasion, schoolchildren

have brought home announcements of

beat community meetings. Computersavvy residents can check the meeting

schedule for their beat via the Internet.

The city’s two cable television channels

feature a fifteen-minute ‘‘Crime Watch’’

infomercial each week that highlights

neighborhood ‘‘success stories’’ and urges

watchers to ‘‘get with the beat’’ and attend

the meetings. In addition, about forty

community organizers staff a civilian

CAPS Implementation Office that is

charged with sustaining turnout at beat

meetings, marches, assemblies, and problem-solving projects. They go door to

door in selected areas, trying to form

block clubs and encouraging residents to

attend beat meetings.

Beat meetings are one of the most distinctive features of Chicago’s community

policing program, and observers come

from all over the world to see how they

work. It turns out that meeting attendance

rates are generally highest in the beats that

need the most help. An early concern was

that attending beat meetings and forming

alliances with the police would be popular

in better-off, white, home-owning areas of

the city, but a tough sell elsewhere. However, beat meetings—and CAPS more generally—are most well known and widely

attended in predominantly African American neighborhoods. Surveys indicate that

about 80% of Chicagoans are aware of the

city’s community policing program and

60% know about neighborhood beat meetings, and that this awareness is highest
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among African Americans. Their enthusiasm for the program is bad news as well as

good news, for beat meeting attendance

rates are principally driven by concern

about violent crime, social disorder, street

drug markets, and other neighborhood

problems. But the result is that attendance

is highest in the city’s poorest, most disorganized, and highest crime neighborhoods.

A second common feature of community policing departments is that they attempt to decentralize responsibility and

authority. Decentralization strategies are

partly managerial and partly operational.

In management terms, many departments

try to delegate more responsibility for

identifying and responding to chronic

crime and disorder problems to midlevel

district commanders. This has forced them

to experiment with how to structure and

manage decentralization in a way that

holds midlevel managers accountable for

measures of their success. Here community policing intersects with another movement in policing, one toward a culture of

systematic performance measurement and

managerial accountability. At the same

time, more responsibility for identifying

and responding to community problems

is typically delegated to individual patrol

officers and their sergeants, who are

encouraged to take the initiative in finding

ways to deal with a broad range of problems specific to the communities they

serve. Decentralization, paired with a

commitment to consultation and engagement with local communities, allows the

police to respond to problems that are

important to particular communities, and

it legitimates having one priority in one

part of town, and allocating resources

some other way somewhere else.

Chicago completely reorganized the

work of its patrol division in order to

support community policing. The department formed teams of officers with responsibility for each of the city’s 279

beats. Each team consists of nine officers,

which is about the number it takes to staff

a beat 24/7, plus a sergeant who is assigned
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to coordinate their activities. The 911 system was reconfigured to concentrate officers’ activities in their assigned beat,

effectively restructuring the daily work of

thousands of patrol officers. The system

prioritizes dispatching in a way that

keeps them in their beat about 70% of

the time, with some ‘‘unassigned’’ time

available for getting out of their cars to

attend meetings and talk with residents,

merchants, and building managers. Calls

in their beat that they cannot answer are

forwarded to rapid response cars, which

take up the slack.

The goal of engaging with the public

was directly supported by this operational

decentralization. Beat cars are identifiable

by their beat number, which is posted on

the top of the vehicle, and they have become very familiar to local residents.

Team members regularly attend meetings

in ‘‘their’’ beat, and they have a sense of

ownership of place that did not exist before the teams were created. Residents

complain when they don’t see ‘‘their’’

beat officers around, a reciprocal sense of

ownership that certainly did not exist before CAPS. The entire team meets quarterly to discuss priorities and strategies.

One of the tasks officers are supposed

to attend to is working on their beat’s

priority problems. Under the watchful

eye of their sergeant, each team maintains

a list of about three priority problems that

they have identified based on crime

reports and 911 calls, complaints voiced

at beat meetings, and their own observations of their assigned beats. They create a

formal beat plan for each that describes

the nature of the problem and records

major actions they have taken to counter

it. The plan form tracks reported crimes

and 911 calls regarding the problem. All of

this is maintained online, where it can be

reviewed by their sergeant and the sergeant’s boss, the ‘‘CAPS lieutenant.’’ The

district’s CAPS lieutenant must approve

each plan, and must later approve closing

it when the problem has receded. These

plans provide major input into the crafting



of district-level plans, so senior managers

at that level also review them on a regular

basis. A 2002 study of a sample of sixtyeight beat plans found that in a year

about half of them were successfully resolved. Because the department’s definition of a ‘‘problem’’ includes that it

cannot be resolved by the regular routines

of patrol work, this was a respectable

accomplishment.

A third feature of many community policing departments is that they embrace a

broad-ranging, problem-solving orientation toward much of their work. Other

chapters in this encyclopedia address problem solving as an organizational strategy.

Community policing problem solving

involves the public in identifying and prioritizing a broad range of chronic neighborhood conditions, and it may involve the

public in solving them. Departments

doing both community policing and problem solving also find that they must take on

a much broader range of issues than they

did before. This is one of the consequences

of opening themselves up to the public. At

community meetings residents complain

about bad buildings, noise, and people

draining their car radiators at the curb,

not just about burglary. If police reply

‘‘that’s not our responsibility’’ and try to

move on, no one will come to the next

meeting. As a result, they need to form

partnerships with other agencies of government who can help them out, because even

though loose garbage and rats in an alley

may be a big issue for residents, police are

not organized to do the cleanup. Their

partners frequently include bureaucracies

responsible for health, housing, and even

street lighting. Community policing also

involves the public in solving problems.

Neighborhood residents can paint over

graffiti, walk their dogs in areas frequented

by prostitutes, and hold prayer vigils in the

midst of street drug markets.

Problem solving is one of the key components of CAPS. In Chicago, a ‘‘problem’’ is defined as ‘‘a group of related

incidents or an ongoing situation that
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concerns a significant portion of those

who live or work in a particular area.’’

Links between incidents can arise because

they share common victims, offenders, or

methods of operation, but most are defined by their concentration in specific

locations. Problems are also persistent:

They are unlikely to disappear without

an intervention of some significance, because they typically have survived routine

efforts by the police to resolve them. Because they are persistent, repeated incidents probably share causes, so dealing

with these underlying sources may prevent

future problems. Problems chosen by the

residents and police to work on should

be capable of being solved using the

resources that police and the community

can bring to bear on them; the team cannot take on society’s largest problems at

the beat level. Finally, while dealing with

crime remains at the heart of the police

mission, problems can include a broad

range of community concerns. They range

from noise to the dilapidated condition

of many of the city’s older rental buildings, and include a host of social disorders, municipal service shortcomings,

and a broad range of code enforcement

matters.

Chicago police and thousands of residents have been trained to respond to

local problems using a five-step process.

They have been taught to identify problems and prioritize them, and then analyze them by gathering information about

offenders, victims, and locations of crimes.

Subsequently, they are to design strategies

that might deal with the chronic character

of priority problems. They are asked to

‘‘think outside the box’’ of traditional

police enforcement tactics and to use new

tools that have been developed to support

their problem-solving efforts. Chicago’s

model also recognizes a stage during

which the community, police, and other

city departments implement strategies.

This highlights the special skill and effort

required to actually set plans in motion.

Finally, police and residents are to evaluate
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their own effectiveness by assessing how

well they carried out their plan and how

much good they accomplished.

Public participation in problem solving

is fairly widespread. Residents are prominently involved in weekend graffiti cleanups and ‘‘positive loitering’’ campaigns,

which attempt to reclaim the streets from

street prostitutes and public drinking. The

mayor heads a CAPS take-back-theneighborhood march almost every Saturday morning. A survey of participants at

beat meetings found 53% reporting being

involved in one or more CAPS-related

problem-solving projects or bringing problems to the attention of their alderman. Other groups sponsor neighborhood

patrols, which the department does not

officially support because of the risk of

lawsuits, and 20% of beat meeting participants reported being active in those. All of

this activism was more frequent in higher

crime, predominantly African American

neighborhoods.

Agency partnerships are another key

feature of an effective program. In cities

where community policing is the police

department’s program, problem solving

typically addresses only a narrow range

of issues, not the broad range of problems

that CAPS has taken on. In Chicago,

CAPS is the city’s program, and every

relevant agency is making an effort to support problem solving at the beat and district level. The CAPS Implementation

Office provides the interagency coordination that is required to address the most

significant problems. The city attorney’s

office and a multiagency inspection task

force support district efforts to deal with

gang and drug houses by using building,

fire, and health codes to force landlords to

take action.

Community policing, Chicago style,

thus involves all of the major elements of

this model of policing. It was intended to

be transformational; that is, it was

designed to change the way in which the

entire department and even city government did its business, and not just special
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units or even just the police department. It

weaves responsibility for problem solving

into the daily routines of beat officers and

integrates them into the fabric of the community. It created a mechanism by which

the public can influence and monitor the

work of officers in their neighborhood,

and do so in a constructive and collaborative way, and it is probably here to stay.

Immensely popular with the public, community policing has become the routine

way in which Chicagoans expect police

services to be delivered, giving the program the political support it might require

to survive budgetary downturns and

changes in administration.

WESLEY G. SKOGAN

See also Accountability; Administration of

Police Agencies, Theories of; CommunityOriented Policing: Practices; Crime Control Strategies; Problem-Oriented Policing;

SARA, the Model
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CHILD ABUSE AND ITS

INVESTIGATION

Police departments and social service

agencies witnessed a dramatic increase of

criminal cases involving children in the

1980s. This increase, driven by shifts in

societal attitudes and the resulting legal

and policy reforms, left forensic interviewers searching for optimal ways to

elicit accurate testimony from child witnesses. More than a quarter century of

research now demonstrates that children

can, when interviewed with certain methods, give accurate accounts of previously

experienced events.

Most of this forensic developmental research has focused on interview procedures

for cases involving alleged child victims of



sexual abuse (CSA). Because incidents of

CSA rarely involve witnesses or physical

evidence, garnering accurate reports in

these cases is especially important. Before

continuing it should be noted that, although the true prevalence of CSA is unknown, it is well agreed that child abuse is

a pervasive societal problem.



History of Forensic Interviews with

Children

Prior to the 1970s, children under age

fourteen typically were not allowed to

give uncorroborated testimony in the

courtroom. The courts reasoned that children were neither able to distinguish fact

from fantasy nor able to accurately remember past events. In the 1980s, as the

reality of the frequency of CSA became

more apparent, and as a wave of hysteria

swept over the United States regarding

mass (and sometimes ritualistic) sex abuse

rings, views of children’s competency took

a polemic shift. Many child protective

workers adopted the belief that children

do not make false allegations, and never

lie, especially about sexual abuse. Some

interviewers adopted the belief that children are reluctant to disclose sexual abuse;

some went as far as to consider denial of

abuse a sign that the child was abused.

Because of these views, some investigators

adopted forceful interview styles, doggedly pursuing children with techniques

such as bribery, selective reinforcement,

repeated suggestive interviewing, peer

pressure, and negative stereotyping during

interviews lasting several hours (and

sometimes over several days or weeks)

until the child finally assented to abuse.

During the past several decades, however,

a corpus of studies demonstrates that interviewer bias manifests in suggestive

questioning that leads to false reports

from children (see Bruck and Ceci 1999).

Suggestive interviewing extends beyond simply asking children misleading
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questions. For example, studies have

found that negative stereotyping can produce inaccurate accounts in children.

Leichtman and Ceci (1995) told children

a story about a man, Sam, who was very

messy and clumsy. Sam later visited their

classroom and engaged in a few neutral

actions with the children. When suggestively interviewed about the visit after a

ten-week delay, many children made false

claims about Sam that were consistent

with the stereotype of being clumsy and

messy (for example, that he tore pages

out of a book). Studies have also found

that selective reinforcement (for example,

telling the child he is a good boy only

when making abuse disclosures) may lead

children to provide false information. The

scientific literature indicates that children

sometimes agree with false statements

about central actions involving bodily

touch. While preschoolers are particularly

prone to acquiescing to suggestive questions, studies are emerging that find suggestibility effects in older school-aged

children.

Despite studies showing that suggestive

techniques are detrimental to children’s

reports, some interviewers justified their

continued use of such techniques by claiming that such methods were necessary to

elicit disclosures from reticent children.

However, a comprehensive review of the

literature revealed that while children

often delay disclosing abuse (or never disclose to anyone during childhood), the

evidence does not support the notion that

abused children commonly deny or recant abuse allegations when asked directly

about abuse (London et al. forthcoming).

In short, the evidence does not support the

practice of interviews characterized by

suggestive techniques; rather such methods have been shown to produce erroneous reports.

As a result of research showing the detrimental influences of suggestive interviewing techniques, a number of different

teams have developed ‘‘suggestion-free’’

protocols (for example, NICHD protocol
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[see Lamb 1994]; Poole and Lamb 1998).

These protocols provide detailed accounts

of empirically supported interview techniques, which are briefly summarized

next.



Empirically Supported Techniques

for Interviewing Children

The first interview is crucial in that it provides the first opportunity for the child to

provide his or her account of the event. In

the absence of suggestive techniques (or

some overt motive for the child to employ

deception), children as young as age three

can provide accurate details about past

experienced events.

The interview should start with brief,

open-ended rapport building (for example, ‘‘Tell me everything about a recent

holiday’’). Rapport building helps establish the conversational style of the interview (see Sternberg et al. 1997). The

interviewer should explain to children

that because the interviewer was not

there, he or she does not know what happened, and that the child can respond

‘‘don’t know.’’ If the interviewer conducts

a truth/lie ceremony, it should be brief and

he or she should avoid asking children to

explain the difference between a truth and

a lie. Rather, the interviewer can ask children to identify examples of truths and lies

(for example, ‘‘If John said that he was a

girl, is that the truth, a lie, or something

else?’’; see London and Nunez 2002).

Next, the interviewer must introduce

the topic of abuse without mentioning a

specific event or suspect. Sternberg et al.

(1997) found that the following prompt

elicited disclosure in 96% of alleged victims: ‘‘Now that we know each other a

little better I want to talk about the reason

you are here today. I understand that

something may have happened to you.

Please tell me everything that happened,

every detail, from the very beginning to the

very end’’ (p. 1146). The key point is to
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raise the topic of abuse without suggesting

a specific incident or suspect.

Research has found that children give

the most accurate reports to open-ended

questions (for example, ‘‘Tell me everything you can remember’’ and ‘‘What

else?’’). Children should be allowed to

make disclosures in their own words.

While research has found that open-ended

questions lead to the most accurate reports

for children, particularly for young children, their open-ended reports are sometimes sparse. The interviewer should be

patient and exhaust open-ended prompts.

After the child has provided a free narrative, the interviewer should continue to

prompt with open-ended questions to get

additional information and clarification.

More direct questions may be necessary

to elicit information from the child. Even

so, the interviewer should return to openended questions. (For example, an assent

to ‘‘Were your clothes on or off?’’ can be

followed with ‘‘Tell me about that.’’)

Yes/no questions should be avoided as

much as possible and only introduced at

the end of the interview to clarify statements the child has made. Wh- questions

are not necessarily neutral. (For example,

the interviewer might ask ‘‘What did he say

to you when he touched your penis?’’ when

the child had not made any statements

about touching.) The interviewer must be

careful not to embed suggestions within a

direct question (for example, ‘‘When he

took your pants off, were you in the bedroom or the living room?’’ when the child

previously said nothing about having

clothes off ), but rather only ask direct

questions about topics the child has already mentioned.

There is mixed evidence on whether interview props such as dolls and drawings

facilitate children’s reports (for a review,

see Salmon 2001). If props are used, they

should be introduced toward the end of

the interview (but only among children

who have made disclosures). The use of

props should be avoided with preschoolers,



because studies suggest that they do not

have the cognitive prerequisites to appreciate the props’ symbolic quality. At this

time, the safest practice would be to avoid

or minimize the use of props during forensic interviews with children.

Best practice guidelines recommend

audiotaping and videotaping the interview.

Typically, children’s disclosures comprise

the sole evidence in CSA cases, so it is crucial for fact-finders to be able to evaluate

the quality by which this evidence was collected. Also, by recording interviews, prosecutors can counter unfounded criticisms

that shoddy interview techniques were used.

Conducting quality forensic interviews

with children requires specialized and

continued training. Lamb and colleagues

found that intensive training in using

highly standardized interview procedures

alone was insufficient for maintaining

quality interview methods. Additional

monthly supervision and individual feedback, however, greatly bolstered the quality of interviewers’ methods.

Forensic interviewers have a weighty

job. The stakes of reaching correct decisions are high. Furthermore, once false

statements are elicited from children, evidence suggests that children come to believe these false claims, and adults cannot

reliably distinguish children’s narratives

about true versus false events. In the laboratory, researchers have knowledge of the

experimental events; in the real world,

however, interviewers, experts, and the

jury members do not know whether statements are true or false in most cases.

On a positive note, there is a growing

body of empirically supported guidelines

for conducting forensic interviews with

children. Previously, interviewers were basically being asked to build a house with

no tools in their toolbox. These forensic

manuals provide the best tools that we

have today to promote disclosure among

truly abused children while minimizing

false reports.

KAMALA LONDON
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See also Domestic (or Intimate Partner)

Violence and the Police; Forensic Evidence;

Forensic Investigations; Police Social

Work Teams and Victim Advocates
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CITIZEN COMPLAINTS IN

THE NEW POLICE ORDER

A dynamic tension exists in the role of

government in a society that aspires to be

democratic. On one hand, government is

created to provide citizens with safety, security, and service, while on the other it

serves as an instrument that organizes

many aspects of social life bringing a

sense of order, stability, and conformity

to social interactions. The tension between

service and control has been dramatized in

the writing of political philosophers. Political philosophers expressed this tension in

terms of a ‘‘social contract,’’ attempting to

present the proper balance between government as ‘‘service provider’’ and as ‘‘citizen controller.’’ By entering into the

social contract, citizens are thought to surrender certain natural rights and vest government with the power to maintain social

stability and to ensure citizen interests. In

exchange for relinquishing the right to use

physical force, for instance, citizens expect

government to provide effective systems

for regulating conduct and forums for

resolving social conflict.
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The police institution is the most visible

of the government’s formal social control

creations. The tension between the dual

roles of government is no better portrayed

than in the actions of social control

agents, who continually struggle with the

conflict that arises when balancing their

governmental role as service provider and

citizen controller. Historically, police have

provided little in terms of social service

and much in state-sanctioned social control. Yet, if the contemporary rhetoric of

leading police administrators, the printed

words of scholars, and the remarks of

politicians are to be believed, the role police play in society is changing. Spokespersons from both policing and academe

are addressing citizens and their colleagues

on an emerging philosophy of policing.

This new philosophy and its operationalization are usually spoken of as ‘‘community’’ and ‘‘problem-solving’’ policing. While

these role strategies differ in implementation, they are driven by reconceptualizing the police as service providers rather

than citizen controllers. While many scholars question the viability of instituting

such a reconceptualization (Strecher 1991;

Williams and Wagoner 1992), the rhetoric

from the trenches is certainly permeated

with expressions of a shift in police role

strategy.

As with any significant philosophical or

political change, this reform movement

has been accompanied by a new language.

Police chiefs are now referred to as

‘‘executives’’; citizens are referred to as

‘‘clients’’ or ‘‘consumers’’; and the control

that police provide is shrouded in the jargon of ‘‘service.’’ Remarks of Los Angeles

Chief Willie Williams capture the essence

of the role strategy: ‘‘I liken the L.A. police to a business. . . . We have 3 1/2 million

customers . . .’’ (Wickerham 1993, 13A).

In like fashion, the actions of the New

York City Police Department in placing

a twelve-page guide on how to use departmental services in a local news source

reflects attempts to transform rhetoric

into reality (USA Today 1993). As these



examples show, police are invoking the

language of business and capitalism

(Manning 1992). Perhaps because they are

relinquishing their ‘‘monopoly on legitimate violence,’’ they are embracing ‘‘the

language of economics and management

. . . to reconceptualize the police mandate’’

(Manning 1992, 1). This fundamental shift

in philosophy and its attendant rhetoric, if

accompanied by operational change, promises to have profound consequences on

virtually every aspect of policing.

One aspect of policing that provides

insight into the integration of the ‘‘new’’

service rhetoric and the ‘‘old’’ control reality is how police respond to citizen complaints. Few other aspects of policing

provide a more direct and empirical link

between the emerging language of service

and actual practices than does the police

response to citizen complaints. Within this

context, this article explores citizen complaints against police. Highlighted first

are some assumptions that drove the development of the current citizen complaint

system. Second, the nature of citizen complaints levied against the police is reviewed

and assessment is made of the responsiveness of the police institution to these

challenges to their control authority. By

examining police responses to citizen complaints, an assessment can be made of the

division between the emerging rhetoric of

service and the reality of citizen control.

Finally, the article explores the possible

transformations that citizen complaint

systems might find if the new police role

strategy is institutionalized.



Traditional Views and Responses to

Citizen Complaints

The history of citizen complaints against

police has been a quest to develop a system of ensuring accountability to the

citizenry that empowers it. Fundamental

in establishing police accountability was

the creation of a system from which
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assessments could be made as to whether

police abused their powers and authorities

as citizen controllers. The desire to develop a system of accountability for police

deviations in control practices is best

expressed in this report: ‘‘In 1903, a New

York City police commissioner turned

judge noted that his court had seen numerous citizens with injuries received when the

police effected their arrest. He felt that

many of them had done nothing to deserve

an arrest but most of them made no complaint’’ (Wagner and Decker 1993, 276).

Implicit in this judicial observation is that

there existed no effective mechanism for

citizens to levy complaints against police

or even a desire by police officials to encourage citizen complaints. What transpired in

the ninety-some years since this observation was the development of a policecontrolled citizen complaint system in

every major law enforcement organization.

With an overriding concern about police abuse, the emerging system focused on

technical rule violations by police—especially physical abuse. To ensure police accountability, the resulting system had to

allow agencies to document and investigate

citizen complaints so that some assessment

of performance could be obtained to demonstrate that police are accountable to and

controlled by the government and its citizens. Unfortunately, like many aspects of

modern policing, the citizen complaint system was born of two fundamental legalistic

precepts: accountability and control. The

current citizen complaint system was modeled after, and founded on, assumptions

that permeate the larger legal system.

Because it stressed localized accountability and patterned itself after other legal

forums, the citizen complaint system

became legalistic in form and adversarial

in nature, therefore mirroring the criminal

justice system. With an emphasis on accountability and control, a focus on legally

and organizationally defined abuse, and

driven by the assumptions that underpin

an adversarial model of justice, the citizen

complaint system became a quasijudicial
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forum. From its inception, then, the process pitted police against public in a quasilegal forum that focused not on the

adequacy of police as service providers

but on technical violations of legal and

organizational rules.

Given a legalistic framework, the system’s twin focal concerns became the establishment of the validity of citizen

allegations and the disposal of complaints

in finite fashion. The system was constructed with all the safeguards of a due

process model of justice, but failed to

benefit from its neutrality. Police agencies

adopting citizen complaint systems provided an array of shields similar to those

offered defendants in criminal trials, thus

insulating themselves from sanction by

housing investigative and adjudicative

functions in stationhouses. Approximately

84% of the nation’s largest police departments use a complaint system that relies

exclusively on internal investigation and

adjudication (West 1988). The system

allowed law enforcement to control the

types of citizen complaints it accepted;

the extent to which police investigated

complaints; the weight given to evidence

uncovered by police investigations; the

burden of proof required for adjudication;

and ultimately the disposition of citizen

complaints.

In developing the system, police have

erected formidable barriers to citizen complaints. Suffice it to mention just a few

obstacles police have used to bar the flow

of citizen complaints. First, there are inherent deterrents to citizen complaints

against police. These include a lack of citizen knowledge that they can and should

complain; a lack of citizen knowledge

concerning actionable police conducts;

the time and energy needed to complain;

and a fatalistic citizen attitude concerning

the effectiveness of complaining. While

these barriers are inherent in any system

of accountability, historically police have

done little to remove these obstructions.

Second, police have employed a deterrent

‘‘strategy’’ to reduce the number of citizen
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complaints. Although differences in complaint systems abound, many police departments have adopted tactics that

effectively block a large proportion of potential citizen complaints. These tactics

have generally included requiring citizens

to file complaints in person rather than

anonymously; requiring citizens to file

complaints at stationhouses; restricting

access to the complaint system (either

through location or language barriers);

requiring citizens to sign written formal

statements (often accompanied by warnings of criminal prosecution for falsely

reporting); requiring citizens to take polygraph tests before beginning an investigation; and limiting complaints to only those

behaviors recognized by police as falling

within their self-defined areas of accountability. Finally, and hopefully to a lesser

extent, police have used some draconian

measures to prevent citizen complaints.

Some of these measures have included

making citizens wait at stationhouses for

hours (hoping they will forego complaining); threatening minority citizens with

notification of the immigration and naturalization service; making it known that

police will run warrant checks on anyone

filing a complaint; and threatening citizens

with defamation lawsuits (see generally

Christopher 1991; Kolts 1992; Mayor’s

Citizen Commission 1991). In short, police

have not only availed themselves of the

protections of a legalistic system of citizen

complaints, but they have used many tactics to discourage challenges to their control authority. Many of these tactics

undermine the integrity of the citizen

complaint system.

Those citizen complaints that reach disposition are classified according to a typology developed by police officials. This

classification functions to sustain police

concern with reducing the volume of viable complaints that enter the system and

limits the effectiveness of the system as

a mechanism of accountability and control. Most police organizations classify

the citizen complaints they decide to



investigate into one of the following

categories:

.



.



.



.



Unfounded—the act complained of

did not occur. This classification

results when the investigators find

noninvolved citizens or police witnesses who contradict the allegations

of the complainant.

Not sustained—the evidence is insufficient to clearly prove or disprove the allegations made. This

classification almost always results

when the only witnesses to the allegations were the accused officer and

the complainant, or witnesses in

some way affiliated with the complainant, such as the complainant’s

family or friends.

Exonerated—the event of alleged

conduct occurred but it was justified,

lawful, and proper.

Sustained—the police officer engaged in the alleged conduct and

the conduct was out of policy. Excessive force and improper tactics

complaints are rarely sustained unless there are noninvolved, independent witnesses who corroborate the

complainant’s version of the facts

(Christopher 1991, 155).



Inherent in this classification, as with

the entire complaint process, is the assumption that citizens bring improper

or false complaints against police. Although false complaints do occur, the existing classification weights more heavily the

desire to determine whether a citizen complaint is valid than it does understanding

the reason for the complaint. A second

intent reflected in the current classification

is the desire to dispose of complaints in a

finite fashion with the least disruption to

the institution. This means that complaints must be disposed of with a designation that generally vindicates police

conduct to avoid other legal entanglements. Vindication can take the form of

an ‘‘exoneration’’ of the conduct as

proper, it can call into question the validity
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of the citizen’s complaint by labeling it

‘‘unfounded,’’ or it can fail to sustain the

complaint by challenging the sufficiency of

misconduct evidence. The vast majority of

complaints lodged against police are disposed of through this vindication process.

A national self-report survey of the largest

police agencies found that on average only

11% of citizen complaints are classified as

sustained (West 1988).

The police have generally failed to establish either accountability or control of

abuse of authority under the present system. Nor does the present system seem able

to handle the bulk of concerns citizens have

with the police institution. The manner in

which citizen complaints are disposed of

reflects these shortcomings. Consider how

few citizen complaints are sustained by select law-enforcement agencies in various

cities.



Table 1



Table 1 indicates that only a very small

percentage of all complaints filed against

the police are sustained. The research

demonstrates that of all types of citizen

claims, physical abuse claims are sustained

at the lowest rates (see table footnotes),

whereas complaints of rudeness, verbal

abuse, or improper attitude are sustained

at higher rates (Kappeler, Carter, and

Sapp 1992). There are several ironies in

this finding. First, a system designed to

provide accountability and control of

physical abuse has been shown to be the

least effective in dealing with this area of

police conduct. Second, the system seems

most conducive to controlling nonphysical

abuse when one would suspect that these

forms of abuse would produce the least

credible evidence of police misconduct.

Finally, of all the sustained complaints

reported in Table 1, relatively few officers



Police Response to Citizen Complaints in Select Agencies



Jurisdiction



Year(s)



Total



Sustained



Source of Data



Columbia, MO

Los Angeles, CA (PD)



1985–90

1986–90



413

3,419



92 (22%)

171 (5%)



Los Angeles, CA (SD)

Metro City



1990–92

1971

1972–73

1985–90

1989

1959–68

1980–90

1971

1973



514

304

280

206

255

868

2,218

253

279



27 (6%)

16 (5%)

32 (11%)

1 (.05%)

26 (10%)

145 (17%)

202 (9%)

40 (16%)

13 (5%)



Kappeler, Sapp, and Carter 1992a

Independent CA Commission on

LAPD 1991b

Special Counsel on LASD 1992c

Wagner 1980d



Milwaukee, WI

Omaha, NE

Philadelphia, PA

St. Louis, MO

Truck Stop City



a



Mayor’s Citizens Commission 1991e

Walker 1992f

Hudson 1972

Official Recordsg

Culver 1975



Includes complaints initiated by police officials, which inflates the percentage of sustained complaints.

Includes only allegations of excessive force and improper tactics. LAPD sustained only 2% of its citizen

complaints for excessive force, but since the commission report contains conflicting percentages, the most

conservative figure is reported.

c

Includes only citizen complaints of excessive use of force.

d

Only 2% of citizen complaints for physical abuse were sustained.

e

Includes four complaints against the city fire department.

f

Sustained rate was derived from disciplinary actions taken and may be an underestimate.

g

The official reports claim a much higher rate of sustained complaints due to the inclusion of complaints brought

against civilian employees and excluding unfounded, exonerated, and withdrawn complaints from analysis. The

authors’ independent analysis of the official data, however, indicates only 9% of citizen complaints are sustained.

In 1990, 12.6% of physical abuse complaints were sustained, whereas 36% of improper attitude complaints were

sustained.

b
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ever received the sanction of suspension,

demotion, or termination from duty (see

original sources of data). It is hard not to

conclude that the citizen complaint system,

as employed by many police organizations,

has failed to establish either accountability

to the citizenry or governmental control of

the police.



Citizen Complaints in the New

Police Order

If police adopt a service orientation to

citizen complaints, one that fashions its

approach on the rhetoric of the business

community, police may find that the general assumptions that underpin the existing system will have to be altered. First, a

system built around an ethos of service

would require police to accept more citizen complaints. Not only would police be

obliged to accept complaints in greater

volume, they would be required to accept

a greater variety of complaints including

those that challenge the quality of service

and the adequacy of police as service providers. The police would also have to be

concerned with the outcome of complaints

not as possible disruptive forces to the

integrity of the institution, but, rather, as

measures of the effectiveness of police in

providing service to a consumer population that could go elsewhere for service.

Additionally, the process by which police

handle citizen complaints would have to

be altered under the new police order. The

investigation of citizen complaints against

police could no longer focus on establishing the validity of the citizen’s complaint,

but rather on the underlying concern the

citizen had with the police. Police departments might find themselves adopting the

business adage that the ‘‘citizen is always

right’’ rather than requiring citizen complaints to meet the current police-imposed

burden of proof, as under the existing system. Finally, police would have to abandon the vision of the complaint system as



an adjudicative process in favor of negotiation or mediation processes designed to

satisfy its ‘‘customers.’’ Such outcomes if

followed by ‘‘imposed service improvements’’ rather than ‘‘departmental sanctions’’ could alter both police and public

perception of the citizen complaint system.

The likelihood of such a transformation is open to debate. It is questionable whether one can expect substantive

changes in the police handling of citizen

complaints, given the increasing litigious

environment in which they operate and

the protective nature of police subcultures.

The more important question, therefore, is

what consequences can we expect from

police attempts to tailor the citizen complaint system to the new police order.

Such an attempt to transform the citizen complaint system has both possibilities and perils. Developing a consumer

approach, for example, has the definite

possibility of opening up the institution

of policing to greater and more detailed

public scrutiny and control, an appealing

possibility for those who value a government guided by democratic principles and

a service orientation. By expanding what

constitutes a recognizable citizen complaint, by investigating complaints based

on responding to ‘‘consumer’’ needs, and

by processing cases in a mediation format,

the citizen complaint system could become

a critical component in promoting the new

police order.

A realistic peril of this new order and its

attendant role strategy is that reform may

only appear to seriously address citizen

complaints by spotlighting those that coincide with the police definition of service

provider. While the police institution focuses the community’s attention on its

‘‘new’’ role, the handling of complaints

associated with the previous role of police

as citizen controllers may remain unchanged. This situation is evidenced by

some police departments’ attempts to integrate community police with drug enforcement efforts in hopes of generating more

intelligence information. As with attempts
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to reform other organizational practices

that threaten members’ security, the envisioned complaint processing practices may

end up being only superficially service

driven and sustaining, instead of challenging the original problem of police abuses

as citizen controllers. Another peril lies in

how police might define ‘‘service’’ and

‘‘customer.’’ One can envision police definitions that exclude certain segments of

society from the distinction of ‘‘customer.’’

Such a system might develop ‘‘preferred’’

customers who receive preferential treatment based on their ability to differentially

influence the type, quality, and distribution

of police services. Whatever the possibility

and perils, clearly the citizen complaint

system will play a dominant and strategic

role in the new police order.

VICTOR E. KAPPELER and PETER B. KRASKA

See also Complaints against Police
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CITIZEN POLICE ACADEMIES

Citizen police academies (CPAs) are police

programs intended to educate members of

the public about the general duties and

problems of policing their community.

CPAs are intended to improve police–

community relations by informing citizens

about the structure and operation of their

local police department. Using a common

curriculum and structure, CPA programs

teach citizens about the challenges and

realities of police work. It is hoped that

CPA graduates will become more sympathetic to the difficulties of modern police

work, both in general and within their own

community. CPA graduates are expected

to serve as informal advocates for the

local police, exponentially increasing the

benefits of these programs.

CPA programs are based on the theory

that educating small groups of citizens on

how local police agencies and officers operate will improve broader community

support. The idea dates back to 1977,
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when the Devon and Cornwall Constabulary in the United Kingdom established a

ten-week ‘‘Police Night School.’’ Select

citizens from the area were invited to attend the school. Students and their police

instructors met one night a week, with

different police personnel volunteering to

teach various topics to the citizen-students. The school and its curriculum were

created to educate attendees about general

issues in British policing, as well as the

challenges faced by the local constabulary.

The night school was well received by both

constables and citizens, and similar programs were implemented in other British

constabularies.

The first American CPA program was

sponsored by the Orlando (Florida) Police

Department in 1985 (Greenberg 1991).

The Orlando program based its structure

and curriculum on the British model; it

also offered attendees the opportunity to

observe an officer during a ‘‘ride-along’’

and to receive basic training in the use of

police firearms. In the following years,

CPA programs were adopted by a number

of agencies across the United States. CPAs

are now a common programmatic element

that agencies use to educate the public

about the challenges and realities of crime

and police work. As the label implies, these

programs expose citizens to an accelerated

course about police work; in many ways

they are similar to some of the topics new

police officers will learn in their training

academy.

Although their exact structure, content, organization, and length might vary,

American CPAs tend to be alike in many

regards (Bumphus, Gaines, and Blakely

1999). Most programs meet one evening

a week for three hours and last a total of

ten to twelve weeks. It is common to have

a voluntary weekend meeting where citizens can learn basic firearm usage and

safety, while being exposed to the policy

and legal frameworks within which police

officers use deadly force. Many programs

also offer students the opportunity to

‘‘ride along’’ with an officer to observe



police work with their own eyes. Course

materials are delivered by a variety of

speakers, including patrol officers, detectives, police leaders, prosecutors, judges,

and social service providers. Common lecture topics include an overview of the

community and its crime problems, an introduction to the sponsoring agency and

its structure, patrol operations, investigative operations, the prosecution and adjudication of criminal cases at the local level,

special weapon and tactic teams, canine

and special service units, and criminal

law and police policy. Programs typically

end with a graduation ceremony in which

those completing the program are given

a certificate and other commemorative

memorabilia.

By exposing citizens to CPA programs,

it is hoped that departments will generate

more support and understanding within

their community. Much of the focus of

CPAs can be on differentiating between

the media image of police work and the

realities of policing in a community. For

example, discussions of patrol operations

provide insights into the realities of how

officers spend their time. Lectures on law

and policy shed light on the complex decisions officers must make and the context

within which they do so. Courses on firearms use and safety are also mechanisms

for introducing citizens to the complexity

of using deadly force in a legal, ethical, and

moral manner. In the end, agencies hope to

create ‘‘goodwill ambassadors’’ within

their community; in this way, CPAs can

be seen to serve important public relations

functions.

Another objective of CPAs is to build

citizen support for, and involvement

in, local police operations. Graduates of

some CPA programs have created ‘‘alumni

associations’’ that volunteer in support of

other departmental efforts and raise money

to support departmental needs and causes.

For example, alumni might hold a car

wash to raise money for a bulletproof vest

for an agency’s canine. In other communities, CPA graduates are encouraged to
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volunteer their time doing basic clerical

work, answering nonemergency phone

calls, and staffing information desks.

Even in the absence of volunteer involvement, it is expected that CPA graduates

will be more informed citizens who can

serve as an agency’s ‘‘eyes and ears’’ within

a community.

Some agencies have experimented with

CPA programs targeting select populations, including youth, senior citizens, and

business leaders. These focused CPA programs modify their content to present important information for their specific

audience. A youth academy might focus

more on policing as a career and the importance of cooperating with the police. A

senior’s academy could explore issues of

public safety and crime awareness, and

could also encourage retirees to volunteer

their time and talents to support the sponsoring agency. A business academy may

serve a crime prevention function by discussing facility security, how to avoid being

the victim of fraud, and how to train staff

members to respond to criminal events.

Despite their strong potential, we know

little about the actual outcome of CPA

programs. One of the greatest problems

CPAs have is attracting participants from

segments of the population that mistrust

the police. In one community, the average

CPA graduate began the program with a

positive view of the sponsoring agency

(Schafer and Bonello 2001). Although including ‘‘pro-police’’ citizens has many

merits, the absence of ‘‘anti-police’’ citizens

limits the ability of CPA programs to truly

improve police–community relations, particularly where such improvements are

needed the most. In this same agency

(Schafer and Bonello 2001), it was found

that 56% of CPA participants had already

volunteered their time prior to entering

this program. Although both volunteerism

and positive attitudes toward the police

increased after participants graduated, it

is reasonable to ask whether the program

was reaching deep enough into the community in an effort to achieve its goals.
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CPAs hold the promise of being effective dimensions of departmental efforts,

but whether they are having the impact

agencies hoped to achieve remains unclear. In addition, CPA programs can be

moderately expensive, costing agencies

several hundred dollars per participant in

addition to the time personnel must devote to operate the program and deliver

lectures. It is reasonable to ask whether

the resulting benefits are worth the associated expenses.

JOSEPH A. SCHAFER

See also Academies, Police; Attitudes

toward the Police: Overview; Media Images

of Policing; Public Image of the Police
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CIVIL RESTRAINT IN

POLICING

In a democratic society, everyone is

constitutionally equal; police officers are

not above the law and may find themselves

in the midst of civil litigation. An averagesize lawsuit against a large department,

with deep pockets, can be monetarily

devastating to the department and the

community it serves. In some civil cases,

jury awards exceed $30 million. When you

calculate jury awards and out-of-court

settlements in police liability cases, the sum

may reach hundreds of millions annually.

Consider the following hypothetical

scenario: Two police officers drink coffee

to stay awake while working the midnight shift. A red sports car unexpectedly
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appears and speeds past their location at

approximately one hundred miles an hour.

The officers, in full pursuit, follow the

reckless driver. Without warning, the

driver attempts to navigate a bridge, goes

airborne, and spins out of control in the

intersection. The officers repeat the same

misfortune; however, they strike a pedestrian, and immediately stop to render aid.

The speeding sports car pursuit continues,

involving several jurisdictions and approximately twenty police cars.

Suddenly, the driver navigates several

bootleg turns and drives in the direction

of the pursuing police cars. The officers

quickly divide to avoid impact, turn

around, and pursue the driver once again.

The officers engage the sports car in pursuit

for over an hour. Finally, the operator

abandons the vehicle and tries to run on

foot. One officer pursues on foot at the

location where he is likely to pass. The

officer catches the offender by surprise as

he turns the corner of a building and runs

directly in his path.

There are three general types of torts

against police officers: (1) negligence torts,

(2) intentional torts, and (3) constitutional

torts. The officers learn later that morning

that the pedestrian at the intersection died

of multiple injuries; that is a negligence

tort. After being transferred to another

jurisdiction, several police officers assault

the handcuffed sports car driver. The assault represents an intentional tort, in this

case, assault and battery. The emotionally

drained officers neglect to advise the violator of his right to remain silent and legal

counsel, which is a constitutional tort.

This police pursuit scenario characterizes the most frequent types of lawsuits

against law enforcement agencies. Officers

who operate police vehicles in violation of

their department’s policies or state law or

who place others in danger may find themselves subject to lawsuits. High-liability

behaviors typically involve reckless or

negligent operation of a police vehicle.

The courts may consider strict liability,

that is, acts used by the courts to infer



intent or omit state of mind considerations. For example, the officer failed to

use flashers and sirens, or did not consider

alternatives to vehicle pursuit. Moreover,

the officer’s failure to consider traffic control devices can fall under strict liability.

In strict liability cases, the court focuses

on proving the act, that is, not stopping to

assist innocent injured bystanders. Moreover, suits may surface in cases where

officers follow correct protocols.



Civil Restraint: Lawsuits

Numerous options are available for citizens to sue law enforcement officers and

their agencies. A lawsuit may be filed in

state court as a tort claim against local or

regional governments. Local governments

offer an excellent means for financial return, because their tort settlements present

more opportunities beyond addressing

constitutional issues. Many opportunities

exist to sue police officers and their agencies, including arrest, indifference to training and supervision requirements, abuse

of authority, and use of force. Some suits

may involve civil rights issues, directed at

changing the way agencies treat minorities

and women. A related lawsuit may be filed

in federal court as a violation of Title 42 of

the United States Code, Section 1983:

Every person who, under color of any statute, ordinance, regulation, custom, or usage

of any State or Territory, subjects, or causes

to be subjected, any citizen of the United

States or any other person within the jurisdiction thereof to the deprivation of any

rights, privileges, or immunities secured by

the Constitution and laws, shall be liable to

the party injured in an action at law, suit

in equity, or other proper proceeding for

redress....



Section 1983 requires due process of

law, protects life, liberty, or property, and

provides redress for the violation of one’s

constitutional rights by officials acting

under ‘‘color of law.’’ State municipalities,
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regional governments, and sheriffs are

vulnerable if (1) acting under color of

state law and (2) violating the U.S.

Constitution.



protection under the Fourteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution.



Bivens Actions: Federal Agents

Under Color of Law Requirement

‘‘Under color of law’’ means that a police

officer is acting or actually carrying out his

or her official duties or acting in a manner

that makes it seem appropriate according

to the law. Off-duty officers are liable

while working in security positions, because they are acting ‘‘under color of

law’’ while performing a police/security

function, for example, arresting shoplifters or enforcing state law. An off-duty

police officer identifying him- or herself

as a police officer is acting under ‘‘color

of law.’’ There are numerous situations in

which police officers are working for what

appears to be a private corporation. They

may come under the authority of the

‘‘color of law’’ in that private capacity

and meet the criteria for violating a citizen’s constitutional rights. Opportunities

for ‘‘conflicts of interest’’ for police officers acting in a double capacity are

considerable.



Constitutional Rights Violations

Provisions under the U.S. Constitution

and Bill of Rights, including the first

ten amendments, are primary areas of

concerns. Freedom from unreasonable

searches and seizures, a Fourth Amendment violation, is frequently cited in Section 1983 suits. In addition, citizens have a

right to assistance of counsel under the

Sixth Amendment, another frequent violation. Moreover, the Bill of Rights is applicable to the states and provides freedom

from deprivations of life, liberty, or

property without due process and equal
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In the case of Bivens v. Six Unknown Federal Agents, 456 F.2d 1339 (1972), the precedent for civil legal remedies for agents

who abuse the constitutional rights of citizens is noted. The decision reaffirmed the

importance of constitutional rights and

Section 1983. The plaintiff alleged that

agents of the Federal Bureau of Narcotics

acting under the ‘‘color of law’’ entered

the plaintiff’s apartment without probable

cause. He was humiliated and handcuffed

in front of his wife and children during the

illegal search. The agents threatened to

arrest the entire family, causing fear and

alarm.

The plaintiff was then transported to

the courthouse. He was immediately subjected to a visual strip search and interrogated. The petitioner sued in Federal

District Court. In addition to the allegations above, his complaint asserted that

the arrest and search were without a warrant, and claimed officers used unreasonable force while making the arrest. The

plaintiff cited great humiliation, embarrassment, and mental suffering because

of the agents‘ unlawful conduct.

The U.S. Supreme Court held that a

citizen could sue federal agents for financial damages. Citizens have U.S. Constitutional and Bill of Rights protections. In

the Bivens’ case, the Fourth Amendment

prevailed, not the agents. Citizens have the

right to sue federal agents.



State Court: Civil Restraints

If the plaintiff does not prevail in federal

court, he or she may seek remedies under

state law. Moreover, the standard of proof

is only a ‘‘preponderance of the evidence,’’
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a standard much lower than a ‘‘reasonable

doubt’’ standard in criminal cases. There

are three types of torts under state law,

each with different levels of proof:

1. Strict liability means the injury or

damage is severe and it is reasonably

certain that the harm could have

been foreseen. The law dispenses

with the need to prove intent or mental state, for example, excessive force

in tactical operations.

2. Intentional torts mean that the officer’s intent must be proven, using a

foreseeability test. This test determines whether the officer knowingly

engaged in behavior that was substantially certain to bring about injury, for example, in wrongful death

cases. It must be proven that the officer wanted to severely injure or cause

death.

3. In negligence cases, intent or mental

state does not matter. What matters

is whether some inadvertent act

or failure to act created an unreasonable risk to citizens, for example, speeding resulting in a traffic

accident, while not responding to

an emergency.



Civil Restraints: Defenses to

Liability

1. Contributory negligence: The government may prove that the plaintiff

contributed to his or her own injury

or damage.

2. Qualified immunity doctrine: Protects

public officials and government

agents from undue interference with

their duties.

3. A reasonable belief that probable

cause exists and the police officer is

entitled to immunity.

There are many other defenses, including

good faith exceptions.



In Summary

There are many civil constraints on law

enforcement officers’ behaviors. Civil tort

actions seek remedies for the plaintiff

against the police officer, supervisors,

and department. The injured person

brings the tort civil action before the

court. Generally, the plaintiff is seeking

money damages from the defendant(s).

Police officers and their departments

often have scarce financial resources; the

real targets are the law enforcement agencies and taxpayers. In the future, lawsuits

will likely increase. Solutions to this legal

quagmire will evolve from better trained

and educated officers; eventually, the cost

of civil litigation will improve.

THOMAS E. BAKER

See also Arrest Powers of the Police; Complaints against Police; Deadly Force; Liability and the Use of Force; Traffic Services

and Management
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CIVILIAN REVIEW BOARDS

During the 1970s, civilian review boards

(CRBs) were thought to provide a means

to control police misconduct. In effect,

CRBs permitted an appointed group of

outsiders (nonpolice) to judge—exonerate

or condemn—officers suspected of wrongdoing. The public credo was that police

would not police themselves. Therefore,

an autonomous body of adjudicators

given the power to decide misconduct
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cases appeared to be the answer. More

and Wegener (1990) state that the CRB

concept began to flourish in the late

1950s. Most likely, the concept of citizen

or civilian review of police antedated that

time period. The reason for assigning an

earlier date is because the impetus for

CRBs is usually a flagrant, or even a

shocking, instance of police misconduct.

Long before the 1950s victimized and/or

enraged citizens would have demanded a

say in police matters and exerted pressure

in some way.

If a police officer issues such orders to a

percolating crowd as ‘‘Move on’’ or

‘‘Break it up,’’ citizens complain. If a police officer is not completely respectful of

everyone involved, citizens complain. If a

police officer appears to engage in discriminatory enforcement of minor laws and

ordinances—causing citizens to cry ‘‘Why

me?’’—citizens complain. Because these

examples of perceived abuses of power

are somewhat daily occurrences, any CRB

would have its hands full hearing all citizen complaints. For that matter, any police internal affairs department would be

so handcuffed by the same looping complaints as to be ineffective. More officers

would sit in line for review than would be

out on the streets to protect the public

from itself. For a CRB to be responsible,

it would have to concentrate on real

wrongdoers, what used to be called

‘‘crooked cops.’’ But even that mandate

is dubious because an officer suspected of

committing a felony should go to regular

court, not to a citizens’ review board.

In the mid-1970s a survey conducted by

the National Opinion Research Center

found that 45% of the respondents favored

CRBs, 35% opposed them, and the

remaining 20% were undecided. The lessthan-half in favor is perplexing. During

the late 1960s and into the early 1970s,

police seemed to be barbarians. The televised mayhem in Chicago at the 1968

Democratic Convention and the Kent

State killings did nothing to uplift law

enforcement’s image. If at any point in
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recent history CRBs could have gained a

foothold, the mid-1970s should have been

optimal. Unified police resistance to CRBs

and a good deal of persuasive talk, however, curtailed the movement. In an article

written for Police Chief (1977), Gary F.

Stowell posed the critical question:

Reaction to a CRB in police circles is clear:

Almost any decision made by a police officer in a crisis situation could conceivably

leave him open to charges before a CRB.

How could a civilian sit in judgment on a

police officer’s actions any more than he

could sit in judgment on a doctor’s actions

in an operating room?



New York Police Commissioner Vincent

Brodrick added another dimension: ‘‘It is

vital that when a police officer’s action is

reviewed, it be reviewed by one who has

the capacity to evaluate the propriety of

the action, but also to its complement, the

propriety in the same situation with the

officer having failed to take the action.’’

FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover had long

before made his opinion known. CRBs

‘‘undermine the morale and sap the efficiency of the police. They deter officers in

the proper performance of their duties for

fear of having charges placed against

them, which will be judged by individuals

wholly unfamiliar with police work.’’ Also

a decade earlier, Chief O. W. Wilson had

warned, ‘‘A review board in this city

would destroy discipline in the Chicago

Police Department. If we would have a

civilian review board, it would create a

situation where I, as the head of the police

department, would be confronted by an

adversary group, which the entire department would tend to unite against.’’ Onand-off the record most police alluded to

CRBs as witch hunts of benefit to no one.



The Hartford Study

The Hartford Institute of Criminal and

Social Justice published an influential

study in 1980 entitled ‘‘Civilian Review
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of the Police—The Experiences of American Cities.’’ The institute prepared the

study in response to a proposal by the

Hartford, Connecticut, City Council to

establish a civilian review board. A shocking incident confirmed the council’s resolve. In February 1980 the council

endorsed the concept of a CRB. But in

March after Guy Brown, who turned out

to be innocent, was shot by a Hartford

police officer, public outcry forced the

council to act on its endorsement. On October 17 the council passed an amendment

calling for the immediate creation of a

permanent civilian review board. To advise the council of what to do next, the

institute surveyed literature on the topic

and conducted interviews to determine

how other municipalities set up their

CRBs and with what success.

In all, the institute was able to collect

information in detail from seven cities and

on a limited basis from several more. The

cities surveyed, the type of review board,

and the date established were as follows:

1. Chicago, Illinois: Office of Professional Standards; physically within

the police department but separate

from the Internal Affairs Division;

operated by three civilian administrators appointed by the superintendent of police; one black, one

white, one Hispanic—all lawyers.

Started in 1974.

2. Detroit, Michigan: Board of Police

Commissioners; administered by

the Office of the Chief Investigator; composed of five civilians

appointed by the mayor with the

approval of the city council; minority representation, including one

woman. Started in 1974.

3. Kansas City, Missouri: Office of

Citizen Complaints; five-person civilian staff appointed by the Board

of Police Commissioners. Started

in 1970.

4. Memphis, Tennessee: Police Advisory Commission; composed of no



5.



6.



7.



8.



9.



10.



11.



more than eighteen and no less

than

ten

civilian

members;

appointed annually by the director

of police and the mayor from a list

of candidates provided by the

commission; commission members

represented both extremes, for and

against police. Started in 1977.

New York City, New York: Civilian

Complaint Review Board; located

within the police department with

seven members: three police

appointed by the police commissioner and four community representatives assigned by the mayor;

ethnic mixture. 1953 forward—

police members only; after 1966—

addition of civilians.

Oakland, California: Citizens Complaint Board; mayor appoints

seven citizens to one-year terms

subject to approval by the city

council; cross section of the community. Started in 1980.

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: Police

Advisory Board; five, then eight civilian members appointed by the

mayor with no fixed length of

term; cross section of the community with two retired police officers

to add balance. 1958–1969.

Baltimore, Maryland: Complaint

Evaluation Board; unstated membership, all were government

employees or elected officials with

one active police officer as member.

Started around 1965.

Miami, Florida: Office of Professional Compliance; four members

with a director appointed by the

city manager and the police chief.

Started in 1980.

Minneapolis, Minnesota: Minneapolis Civil Rights Commission; unstated membership staffed by the

city council; short lived due in part

to the commission subpoenaing the

president of the city council. 1965.

Rochester, New York: Civilian

Review Board; nine members
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appointed by the city manager; disbanded when no longer funded.

1963–1971.

12. Washington, D.C.: Civilian Review

Board; seven members including

two attorneys, how appointed

not stated. 1948–1965; in 1965

completely

restructured,

then

oddly disbanded the same year;

reproposed in 1980.

13. York, Pennsylvania: Police Review

Board; city council appointed five

York residents to act as a board

and also to advise the mayor and

other officials about police ‘‘oppressiveness.’’ 1960–1962.

The civilian review boards also differed

in the amount of authority granted them.

Some of the boards had investigatory

power and could issue subpoenas, while

others subsisted as advisory only. Another

prominent fact from the institute’s study is

that either the boards were adversarial beyond normal expectations, or suspiciously

agreed in nearly every instance with the

police review. In conclusion, the institute

listed arguments for and against CRBs.
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.
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Against:

.

.



.

.

.



In Favor:

.

.

.
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CRBs are a means to create more

effective relationships with the public.

Courts cannot handle every legitimate complaint leveled at police.

Civilians are traditionally less strict

in reviewing police misconduct.

An officer exonerated by a CRB is

less likely to be thought of as having

been white-washed.

CRBs are useful as public relations

vehicles.

Police have too much discretion in

carrying out their duties and must be

watched.

CRBs are a safety valve for both

police and citizens to get at the

facts.

CRBs increase respect for the law

when reviews are handled promptly.



CRBs increase public confidence in

police departments by demonstrating

police agreement to undergo civilian

review.

CRBs often aid in dispelling the belief that police are brutal and arbitrary.

Police appear less isolated and more

accountable.

CRBs deter misconduct before it

happens because police fear public

review.

Citizens want some form of settlement (an apology) even if the complaint does not merit court action.

Police cannot deal fairly with complaints against their fellow officers.



.

.

.



.



.

.

.

.



Only police know their business.

Internal, not external, review places

the responsibility for handling misconduct with those who best know

how to cure it.

CRBs destroy morale.

CRBs are redundant to police

review.

Other adequate means are available

to citizens with legitimate complaints, for example, the courts.

Every profession should have the

right to discipline itself.

Criminals or anyone can harass police to get them in trouble.

CRBs are unlawful; the police

powers of a city cannot be delegated.

CRBs fail to provide for procedural

safeguards, for example, rules of evidence, protection against double

jeopardy, and so on.

CRBs entertain minor to frivolous

complaints.

CRBs by their very existence continue to polarize police and citizens.

The history of CRBs is lackluster.

Emotional catharsis takes place

more often than dispassionate

inquiry.
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.



Police job security hangs in the

balance.

Police are less efficient, knowing the

CRB can call them in for anything.



Of the reasons for and against, the third

‘‘for’’ reason—civilians are traditionally

less strict in reviewing police misconduct—stands out. If true, logic dictates

the reason should be in the ‘‘against’’ list.

The whole rationale behind civilian review

is to convene a group of citizens who will

do a better job of reviewing police misconduct (more punitive) than the supposed

buddy system does in the department. If

police are harder on themselves than the

public would be, then why involve citizens

at all? This reason alone does much to

defeat the CRB concept.



Current Accountability

Even though civilian review boards have

not worked out well, the need for greater

accountability external to police control is

still a burning issue. The Rodney King

beating incident in Los Angeles fueled

the debate. Other King-type cases occur

with regularity, whether the police are at

fault or not. Any show of force by police

usually guarantees citizen backlash and a

cry for investigation—if not the head(s) of

the officer(s) involved. Because an alert

citizen videotaped Rodney King being

beaten or subdued, depending on individual perception, no one could deny it happened exactly as filmed. The shock value

of the incident and the lawless aftermath

reinvigorated discussion of civilian review

boards and other accountability mechanisms. The ombudsman or ‘‘citizen advocate’’ is one such control. As a government

official, the ombudsman investigates abuse

and/or misconduct in the police department and elsewhere throughout city

government. He or she is a grievance

commissioner who chooses which complaints to investigate. With such a broad



jurisdiction, the ombudsman oversees a

general complaint office, not focusing on

any single department. Therefore, police

do not feel they are the only ones under

scrutiny. The Hartford study credited

a number of cities with adopting the

ombudsman concept, though it could not

obtain enough information from those

cities to clarify types of operation.

A second external control combines the

civilian review board with the office of

ombudsman. Independent review panels,

as they are called, investigate public complaints directed at any city department

and/or employee. Thus all city employees,

not just police, are held accountable for

their actions. Naturally, many police officers and public employee unions dislike

the panels and will resist them. Until one

or both of these controls achieves success

or a better concept arises, internal discipline administered by police to police will

continue to suffice.

WILLIAM G. BAILEY

See also Accountability; Complaints against

Police
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CLEARANCE RATES AND

CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIONS

The work of investigators has been the

subject of various empirical studies seeking

to provide systematic evidence regarding

their practices (for example, Greenwood

1970; Bloch and Bell 1976; Greenwood,

Chaiken, and Petersilia 1977; Waegel

1981; Eck 1992; Horvath, Meesig, and

Lee 2001). These studies have debunked

the mythical portrayals of ‘‘super-sleuths’’

who can solve any crime through careful

investigation. In contrast, research shows

that most crimes go unsolved and that

investigators perform a wide variety of

tasks not directly related to this outcome.

Additionally, a number of studies have

considered the effectiveness of investigations (for example, Isaacs 1967; Cordner

1989; Eck 1992; Davenport 1999; Wellford

and Cronin 2000). Various measures have

been used to assess effectiveness, including

victim/citizen satisfaction and prosecution

results. However, the one most commonly

employed is the clearance rate.

The clearance rate is used as a measure

for a variety of reasons. Most importantly,

it provides direct assessment of the goal of

‘‘crime management’’—dealing with crime

that has occurred and is reported (Wycoff

1982). This measure also reflects the internal goals of police departments and investigators. As such, this measure is highly

valued by practitioners (Horvath, Meesig,
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and Lee 2001; Davenport 1999). Furthermore, clearance data has been systematically collected through the Uniform Crime

Reports (UCR), permitting long-term

trend analysis. Virtually every other source

of data restricts researchers to crosssectional analyses.



Defining Clearances

The terminology and requirements for

clearing crimes are derived from the guidelines of the UCR program. Clearing a

crime occurs in two ways. Most commonly, a crime is cleared by the arrest of

one or more suspects. This may occur with

or without a warrant. By UCR guidelines,

this requires that the arrestee(s) be

‘‘charged with the commission of an

offense and turned over to the court for

prosecution’’ (Federal Bureau of Investigation 2004, 255). Alternatively, a crime

may be ‘‘exceptionally cleared’’ when sufficient evidence exists to justify an arrest

and prosecution, but the agency is prevented from making the arrest due to circumstances beyond its control. The

guidelines require that the exact location

of the suspect be known in order to clear a

crime by exceptional means.

Clearance statistics are gathered and

reported to the FBI regarding the eight

Part I offenses: murder and non-negligent

manslaughter, rape, robbery, aggravated

assault, burglary, larceny, auto theft, and

arson. The clearance rate is calculated as

the percentage of Part I index crimes

reported as cleared by arrest or exceptional means.

Clearance rates are highest for violent

crimes (murder, rape, robbery, and aggravated assault). Since 1971, an average of

46.1% of violent crimes have been cleared

annually. In contrast, clearance rates for

property crimes (burglary, larceny-theft,

auto theft, and arson) have averaged

17.5% during that same time period (data

drawn from UCR annual reports).
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Problems Using Clearance Rates to

Examine Performance

Despite the apparent utility of clearance data for measuring investigative

effectiveness, the measure is not without

its problems. Greenwood, Chaiken, and

Petersilia (1977) argued that variations in

defining and recording clearances by individual agencies make the clearance rate an

inappropriate measure for comparing investigative effectiveness of agencies. Additionally, Sherman and Glick (1984) found

that agencies operationally define arrests

in various ways, further undermining the

reliability of clearance data to examine

investigative performance.

In contrast to Greenwood, Chaiken,

and Petersilia (1977), Davenport (1999)

found that police departments strictly adhered to the UCR coding guidelines for

recording clearances. These agencies also

indicated that their reporting and coding

practices had not changed over time.

Thus, it is not clear that interagency variations are necessarily widespread or that

they preclude using the data for crosssectional analyses.

An alternative concern revolves around

the potential for agencies to distort their

clearance data to reflect either more or less

crime solved. It is possible that politically

motivated police administrators might

manipulate data to secure more funding

or improve the appearance of organizational success. However, the concern regarding distortion is more generally

applied to reported crime, rather than

solved crime, and there is no systematic

evidence that it occurs.



Factors Affecting Clearance Rates

Because of the importance of solving

crime, researchers have sought to identify

the factors that influence clearance rates.

Generally speaking, studies focus on



environmental factors (underlying community characteristics), contextual factors

(event-specific circumstances), and investigative factors (effort and resources).

Because policing occurs in a community context, the characteristics of that environment will have important effects on

police performance. Pogue (1975) looked

at aggregated clearance rates for metropolitan areas and found that population

density had a significant, negative effect.

Upon examining clearance data for Part I

offenses from a group of Maryland police

departments, Cordner (1989) found that

geographic region explained most of the

variation. Further examination revealed

that agencies outside the Washington or

Baltimore metropolitan areas had statistically significantly higher clearance rates.

Davenport (1999) used environmental

characteristics to analyze Texas clearance

data. He found that community complexity and turbulence had modest but significant effects on clearance rates. Both

violent and property crime clearance

rates were lower where complexity was

higher, while turbulence negatively affected property clearance rates. While

such factors have only indirect effects on

police performance, they clearly constrain

the ability of agencies to significantly improve clearance rates.

In the landmark RAND Corporation

study, Greenwood, Chaiken, and Petersilia

(1977) examined the effects of investigative effort (amount of time spent) on clearance rates. They found that only about

3% of clearances were due to the work of

investigators; the vast majority were

cleared based on arrests made by patrol

officers at the scene or through positive

identification of the suspects at the time

of occurrence. Thus, they argued that

there is no evidence that investigative

activities have any substantial effect on

clearances. Instead, clearance rates are primarily a function of the circumstances

present at the time of the event.

These findings supported the prior research of Isaacs (1967) and Greenwood
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(1970). Isaacs reviewed a group of case

files from the Los Angeles Police Department and found that only 8% of the arrests

were due to the activities of detectives. Far

more likely was an arrest based on the

victim naming the suspect in the initial

report. Greenwood considered burglary,

robbery, and grand larceny cases in New

York City. His research indicated that

only 2% of the arrests resulted from investigative follow-up. Most frequently, arrests

occurred when a suspect was named by the

victim.

However, additional studies have suggested that the relationship between investigative effort and clearances is more

complex. Eck (1992) reviewed burglary

and robbery cases in three jurisdictions,

distinguishing between the information

derived from the preliminary investigation

and information obtained during the follow-up investigation. Eck hypothesized

that if circumstances predicted outcomes,

then follow-up activities would not have a

significant effect. However, Eck found

that both preliminary and follow-up investigatory actions were significant. To further explain these findings, Eck (1992, 103)

proposed a ‘‘triage hypothesis,’’ whereby

investigators sort cases based on the

strength of preliminary information (solvability factors). Those cases that cannot be

solved with reasonable effort receive less

activity, as do those cases that have already been solved by circumstances. However, cases that may be solved with

reasonable effort (but would not be solved

otherwise) receive the most effort. This

explanation relies on circumstances for

identifying which cases would most likely

benefit from activity, but affirms the relative importance of investigative effort for

clearing crime.

Further support was provided by

Brandl and Frank (1994). They examined

burglary and robbery cases for a mediumsized municipal police department and

compared the relative effects of two factors: the strength of suspect information
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emerging from the preliminary investigation and the amount of time spent on the

follow-up investigation. For both robberies and burglaries, time spent on cases

with moderate suspect information significantly increased the probability of an

arrest.

Studies have also focused on clearance

rates for homicide, due to the dramatic

nature of the crime and the public attention the events receive. Wellford and

Cronin (1999) found that various factors,

including investigative effort, are important in clearing these crimes. Wellford

and Cronin examined more than two hundred factors in 798 homicide investigations from four large municipal police

departments. Several case characteristics

were significant predictors of clearance

status, including factors regarding the

victim, the suspect, and general crime circumstances. Detective and investigative

variables that influenced clearance status

include the number of detectives assigned

to the case, time taken to arrive at the

scene, and following up on witness information. Consistent with other research,

Wellford and Cronin found that information provided by witnesses at the scene has

a significant impact on clearance status.

Overall, research has consistently

pointed to the importance of witness identifications and cooperation for clearing

cases. Though the RAND study (Greenwood, Chaiken, and Petersilia 1977)

largely dismissed the role of follow-up

investigations, additional research has

demonstrated that focused efforts on selected cases produce successful outcomes.

It is also clear that careful work at the crime

scene (by investigators and responding patrol officers) increases the likelihood of

solving crime. Thus, clearance rates are

not simply the by-product of circumstances, but are constrained by them in

many ways. Investigative effectiveness can

be improved, but only within limits created

by the context of the criminal event.

DOUGLAS DAVENPORT
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See also Case Screening and Case Management for Investigations; Criminal Investigation; Homicide and Its Investigation;

Investigation Outcomes; Managing Criminal Investigations
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CLOSED-CIRCUIT

TELEVISION APPLICATIONS

FOR POLICING

Although it is common to talk about

closed-circuit television (CCTV) as if

there were just one type, nothing could

be further from the truth; indeed, it is

doubtful whether any two systems or

schemes are ever the same. For example,

the technical specifications of cameras differ markedly, so they vary considerably in

terms of what and how much they can

‘‘see’’ and how reliable they are. Also, the

process of transmitting images from a

camera to a place where they can be

viewed and analyzed affects the quality

of the images, and there are a variety of

ways to do the analysis. Then there is the

ability of the operators—those who watch

the screens and act on what they see. They

have vastly different skill levels and commitment to the job; and the quality of

management of both the equipment and

the people involved varies.

The different types of cameras have different capabilities. Redeployable cameras

move around a location and can be positioned at hotspots. The term mobile cameras usually refers to those that are located

in vehicles. Then there are cameras that

are static in one location, although some

of these may ‘‘pan, tilt and zoom’’ or rotate 360 degrees and so on. This is by no

means an exhaustive list of all the features

of CCTVs, but it does indicate reasons

why CCTV systems are unlikely to be the
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same and why the police, like anyone else,

need to be wary of a casual approach to

supporting or denigrating CCTV systems

(see, for example, Gill 2006; Gill and

Spriggs 2005; Nieto 1997; Nieto, JohnstonDodds, and Simmons 2002; Pierce 2002).

In discussing CCTV, therefore, one has

to be aware of these differences. Unfortunately, studies of CCTV have not always

been explicit about the characteristics of

the schemes in question and this complicates comparisons. Nevertheless, there is

now a rich body of research that offers

important insights and this has helped us

to understand how CCTV can be used.

This is especially the case in Europe where

some countries—the United Kingdom

being a case in point—have embraced

CCTV wholeheartedly such that CCTV

is commonplace in workplaces, public

areas including nearly all city centers and

most town centers, and many residential

streets. Therefore, although privacy issues

loom large in concerns about the use of

CCTV (see, for example, Davies 1998;

Goold 2004; McCahill 2002; McCahill,

and Norris 2003; Norris and Armstrong

1999), this does not amount to a collective

view that it is a bad thing. Most evidence

suggests the public likes cameras, and the

speed with which the police issued pictures

of those suspected of the Summer 2005

London transit bombings appears to

have reminded the public in the United

Kingdome of their value. But just how

effective is CCTV, and how useful is it to

the police?



The Effectiveness of CCTV

The research evidence on the effectiveness

of CCTV produces mixed findings. Of

course, one has to be careful about what

is meant by ‘‘effectiveness.’’ There are a

variety of ways of measuring effectiveness.

The most commonly used is that of impact

on crime rates, something with which the

police would clearly identify. However,
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one review that assessed the most scientifically rigorous studies found that CCTV

was wanting in this respect (Welsh and

Farrington 2002). It concluded that CCTV

did have some impact on crime rates in

some American apartment blocks and

when implemented alongside other measures in car parks, but overall supporters

of CCTV had little to be positive about.

But there are many other measures of

CCTV as a variety of studies have shown

(Gill and Turbin 1999; Tilley 1993) and as

the police have discovered over time. For

example, CCTV can make people feel

safer and can be used to manage crowds

and (controversially) to monitor staff. Its

images can be used to track suspects, and

this may help deter offenders because they

fear they will be caught. These are but a

few examples; the real question is, do they

work?

Recently a major study of CCTV, sponsored by the British Home Office, reported

its findings (Gill and Spriggs 2005) and

they were instructive. For example, of the

thirteen project areas studied, six showed

a reduction in overall crime relative to the

surrounding area, but in only one of these

could the reduction be confidently attributed to CCTV, and that project was a car

park scheme focused on reducing vehiclerelated crime. There were a number of

successes across the schemes although

few distinct trends were apparent. In general, alcohol-related offenses were less

likely to be reduced than theft and other

premeditated offenses.

In general, fear of crime was found to be

reduced after the implementation of CCTV

yet rarely at a rate greater than experienced

in each project’s respective control area

(that is, in a comparison area that did not

have CCTV). Generally, public support for

CCTV decreased after the public had experience with it, mainly because members of

the public became more realistic about

what it could do. For example, the number of individuals who believed CCTV

would lower crime went down substantially postimplementation. For the most
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part, good studies of CCTV have painted

a somewhat less than favorable impression

of its effectiveness.

But examining why such a mixed bag of

results occurs gives clues, and important

ones, as to how CCTV may be used in the

future. The truth about CCTV is that it is

quite a complex measure, there is a lot to

get right, and it is a relatively new measure

and one about which there is very little

information. Many of those who have

used CCTV have done so with little experience and little guidance, and this has certainly contributed to disappointing results

(Gill and Spriggs 2005). However, as a

knowledge base grows, so does the opportunity to influence improved performance.



Policing and CCTV: The Future

Although the police at a strategic level

have long endorsed CCTV in the fight

against crime, at lower levels they have

experienced problems. Offenders who

have been interviewed about CCTV have

tended to play down its effectiveness, because they can wear disguises, because all

too often no one is looking at the screens,

and most importantly because the images

are not of a sufficient quality to support a

prosecution of them (Gill and Loveday

2003). Of course, where the image is

good, it is a good friend of the police,

but often images are not that good.

There is another problem, there are so

many images—many cameras generate

images 24/7—that to both assess them all

and respond to each incident would be

impossible. The police have to prioritize,

and this can cause disquiet. Certainly

some British residents were disappointed

that CCTV had not marshaled a police

response more often, and this in part led

some to lessening of their support for it

(Gill and Spriggs 2005).

In a different way, the police are still

learning to trust CCTV. They have certainly been skeptical about the quality of



operators, and some police just don’t trust

them. Remember also that the police perform a range of duties in public space, and

these can now be monitored. Every decision police officers make can be scrutinized in detail in court later. This can

work both ways: It can protect the police,

but it can also magnify their errors.



CCTV in Perspective

Whole books have now been written

about CCTV, and in this short article it

has been possible to discuss just a few

issues about its use in policing. What is

clear is that CCTV is a valuable tool with

enormous potential to assist good policing

and highlight poor practice. But there are

a few things that need to be underlined.

First, it is a technical measure and technology is moving fast; its usefulness is

likely to be enhanced along the way, but

there is a need to keep abreast with developments in technology. Second, although

a technical solution, CCTV needs people to help make it work, and those people

need special preparation to act as operators. Third, CCTV is complex to use, there

is a lot to do to get it right, and the police

and society generally are only just beginning to understand how to use it for the

best. So while there are advocates of

CCTV who herald it as the silver bullet

in the fight against crime, in truth, it is

still maturing and we have to do a lot

more to integrate it into mainstream policing if its full potential is ever to be

realized.

MARTIN GILL

See also Crime Prevention; Surveillance;

Technology and the Police; Video Technology in Policing
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CODES OF ETHICS

In 1957, the International Association of

Chiefs of Police (IACP) adopted a document entitled Law Enforcement Code of

Ethics. Except for the 1956 California

code on which it was modeled, this IACP

document seems to have been the first
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‘‘code of ethics’’ for police. Behind the

IACP code lay a century-and-a-half of

police ‘‘rules and regulations,’’ ‘‘oaths,’’

‘‘pledges,’’ ‘‘guiding principles,’’ and other

documents containing similar provisions

(as well as an even longer line of ‘‘codes’’

in other professions, the earliest in medicine). Among the more important of police codes today are the Interpol Code of

Conduct for Law Enforcement Officers,

the U.S. Military Police Code of Ethics,

the United Nations Code of Conduct

for Law Enforcement Officers, and the

current IACP Code (adopted in 1989).



Names and Kinds

Attempts have been made to distinguish

between short, general, or uncontroversial codes (‘‘code of ethics’’) and longer,

more detailed, or more controversial ones

(‘‘code of conduct,’’ ‘‘guidelines,’’ and so

on). While some such distinction may

sometimes be useful in practice (as in the

Interpol code), it is hard to defend in theory. A ‘‘code of conduct’’ is as much a

special standard of conduct as a ‘‘code

of ethics’’—except where the ‘‘code of

ethics,’’ being a mere restatement of morality, is just ‘‘a moral code.’’ ‘‘Codes of

conduct’’ are also (generally) as morally

binding as ‘‘codes of ethics.’’

Whatever it is called, a code of police

ethics will belong to one of three categories: (1) professional code applying to

all, and only, members of a certain profession, such as the IACP code for police; (2)

employer’s code applying only to members

of a particular police department (like the

Police Code of Conduct and Ethics of

New South Wales for the NSW Police

Department); or (3) organizational code

applying only to members of some professional, fraternal, or technical organization. Codes of ethics may include ordinary

moral rules such as ‘‘Don’t steal’’ or

‘‘Don’t lie.’’ They may also be enacted
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into law. For example, in many police

departments, the code of ethics has been

adopted as a regulation. But a code of

ethics is not simply law or morality.

What then is it?



Code

The word code comes from Latin. Originally, it referred to any wooden board,

then to boards covered with wax that

were written on, and then to any book

(codex). That was the sense it had when

first applied to the book-length systemization of Roman statutes that the Emperor

Justinian enacted in 529 c.e. Justinian’s

Code differed from an ordinary compilation of law in one important way: He had

the legal authority to make his a law,

replacing all that preceded it.

Since 529 c.e., any document much like

Justinian’s Code could also be called

‘‘a code.’’ Sometimes the analogy with

Justinian’s Code is quite close, as it is, for

example, in the Illinois Criminal Code.

Sometimes it is not. For example, a spy’s

‘‘code’’ is a system of rules for concealing

(and then revealing) the meaning of

a message. Unlike Justinian’s Code (and

Illinois’), a spy’s code imposes no obligations.

One important feature of Justinian’s

Code was that it was written. Could a

code be unwritten? Since the point of codification (strictly speaking) is to give law

(and, by analogy, any similar system of

guidance) an authoritative formulation,

an unwritten code might seem to be no

code at all. Nonetheless, there are at least

two interesting ways in which codes can be

unwritten. First, a code might have an

authoritative oral formulation. Second, a

code, though unformulated, might be so

obvious to those who know the practice

that the formulation need only be stated to

be accepted. While some police departments may have a few unwritten rules in

one of these two exceptional ways (‘‘the



code of silence,’’ for example), no substantial department (or larger organization) of

police seems to have enough such rules to

constitute an unwritten code. Nor is it

likely that they would. How could so

many individuals differing in age, education, and experience—with some arriving

as others leave—reach and maintain

agreement on a complex set of rules without putting the rules in writing?



Ethics

Ethics has at least four senses in common

English usage. In one sense, ethics is a

synonym for ordinary morality (those universal standards of conduct that apply to

moral agents simply because they are

moral agents). Etymology fully justifies

this first sense. The root for ethics (e¯thos)

is the Greek word for ‘‘habit’’ (or ‘‘character’’) just as the root of morality (mores)

is the Latin word for it. Etymologically,

ethics and morality are twins (as are ethic

and morale). In this first sense of ethics,

codes of ethics would just be systematic

statements of ordinary morality.

In at least three other senses of ethics,

ethics differs from morality. In one, ethics

consists of those standards of conduct that

moral agents should follow (‘‘critical morality’’); morality, in contrast, is said to

consist of those standards that moral

agents generally do follow (‘‘positive morality’’). Morality in this sense is very close

to its root mores; it can be unethical (in the

first sense of ethics). What some believe is

morally right (for example, that torturing

suspects is justified) can be morally wrong.

Morality, in this sense, has a plural. There

can be as many moralities as there are

moral agents. Even so, ethics, in this

sense, can be a standard common to

everyone. Hence, this second sense of

ethics is as irrelevant here as the first.

Ethics is sometimes contrasted with

morality in another way. Morality then

consists of those standards every moral
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agent should follow. Morality is a universal minimum, our standard of moral right

and wrong. Ethics, in contrast, is concerned with moral good, with whatever is

beyond the moral minimum. This is another sense that seems not to fit codes of

ethics, for at least two reasons. First, this

ethics of the good is still universal, applying outside professions, employing departments, and other organizations as well as

within. Second, codes of ethics consist (in

large part at least) of requirements, the

right way to conduct oneself rather than

just a good way to. Any sense of ethics

that does not include the right cannot be

the sense relevant to ‘‘codes of ethics.’’

Ethics can be used in a fourth sense to

refer to those morally permissible standards of conduct governing members of a

group simply because they are members of

that group. In this sense, business ethics is

for people in business and no one else;

engineering ethics, for engineers and no

one else; and so on. Ethics (in this sense)

is relative even though morality is not;

it resembles law and custom, which can

also vary from group to group and over

time. But ethics (in this sense) is not mere

mores. By definition, ethics in this sense

must be at least morally permissible.

There can be no thieves’ ‘‘ethics’’ or torturers’ ‘‘ethics,’’ except with scare quotes

around ‘‘ethics’’ to signal an analogical or

perverted use.

Ethics resembles law and custom in another way: It sets a standard to guide and

evaluate conduct. Unlike ‘‘scientific law,’’

ethical rules do not describe conduct—

except insofar as people act as they should

(which they generally do only for the most

part).



The Moral Force of Ethical Codes

A code of ethics, though not a mere restatement or application of ordinary morality, can be morally binding on those to
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whom it applies (that is, can impose new

moral obligations or requirements). How

is that possible? Some codes of ethics are

morally binding, in part, because of an

oath, promise, or other express commitment (for example, one’s signature on

a contract making acceptance of the

employer’s code of ethics a condition of

employment). In general, though, codes of

ethics bind in the way rules of a (morally

permissible) game bind while one is a voluntary participant. While one voluntarily

receives the benefits of a code of ethics,

one has a moral obligation, an obligation

of fairness, to do what the code says. Because a code of ethics applies only to voluntary participants in a special practice,

not to everyone, a code (if generally followed) can create trust beyond what ordinary moral conduct can. It can create a

special moral environment. For example,

a code of ethics can justify trust in ‘‘professional law officers’’ beyond what they

would be entitled to if they were known

simply to do no more than law, market,

morality, and public opinion required of

them.

Because law applies to its subjects

whether they wish it or not, law (as such)

cannot bind in the way a code of ethics (a

voluntary practice) can. A code of ethics is

therefore always distinguishable from a

mere statute even when the code is embedded in a statute. One need only ask, ‘‘Does

this code state a (morally permissible)

standard of conduct I (at my rational

best) want everyone covered by it to follow so much that I would be willing to

follow it too if that were the price of everyone else doing the same?’’ If everyone

the code governs can answer yes, then it is

a code of ethics. If some (at their rational

best) answer no, then the code will have

the same status as other statutes. There

will be no moral obligation to fellow officers resulting from participation in a

cooperative practice (an obligation of fairness). There will be no ethical obligation

(in the fourth sense of ethics).
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Uses (and Misuses) of Police Codes

of Ethics

Codes of ethics have at least six uses: First,

and most important, a code of ethics can

establish special standards of conduct

where experience has shown common

sense is no longer adequate. Second, a

code of ethics, being an authoritative formulation of the rules governing a practice,

can help those new to the practice learn

how they should act. Third, a code can

remind those with even considerable experience of what they might otherwise

forget. Fourth, a code can provide a

framework for settling disputes, even disputes among those with considerable experience. Fifth, a code can help those

outside the group (‘‘the public’’) understand what may reasonably be expected

of those in the group. Sixth, a code of

ethics can justify discipline. The discipline

must, however, aim at helping those disciplined to understand the code, not at

deterring or punishing misconduct. Deterrence or punishment would turn the code

into ordinary (criminal) law. A code of

ethics is for the honest; the criminal law,

for the dishonest.

Codes of ethics may also be misused in

at least two ways. First, codes of ethics

may be proposed as ‘‘window dressing’’

to fend off regulation, closer supervision,

or public criticism. A code of ethics should

never be used in that way. Where it is not a

serious attempt to raise standards, a code

of ethics is a deceptive practice to be

avoided precisely because it is deceptive.

Nonetheless, one by-product of a code of

ethics that is well written, sufficiently demanding, and (generally) followed should

be an increased trust in (and respect for)

those subject to it.

Second, well-meaning advocates often

defend a code of ethics as a way to raise

the status or income of police by making

law enforcement a profession like law or

medicine. While adopting a code of ethics



can help change law enforcement from an

ordinary honest occupation into a profession, it probably cannot raise the social

status or income of law enforcement officers. A profession is simply a number of

individuals in the same occupation voluntarily organized to earn a living by openly

serving a certain moral ideal in a morally

permissible way beyond what law, market,

morality, and public opinion would otherwise require. In no society in the world

does law enforcement have the social status or income of law or medicine. A code

of ethics probably will not change that.

Ethics has little to do with social status

or income.

MICHAEL DAVIS

See also International Association of Chiefs

of Police (IACP); Professionalism
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COMMUNITY ATTITUDES

TOWARD THE POLICE

Public views about the police are central to

effective law enforcement efforts. Law enforcement agencies often measure public

attitudes toward police and try to improve

their image with the public because their

job requires public trust and cooperation.

The British government, for example, created a policy that emphasized a ‘‘customer

orientation among police forces’’ (Skogan

1996), which thus may increase the importance of national and local surveys about

public evaluations of police performance.

Much of police work is reactive, occurring

after citizens have reported crimes or

suspicious behavior. The police thus rely

on public assistance to obtain accurate

reporting of crimes so that they may

catch criminals and prevent future crimes.

In addition to reporting crimes, citizens

often are witnesses of criminal activity; in

order to identify suspects and report crucial information, they must believe that

the police are competent at protecting

them from violent crime and are honest,

law-abiding professionals. The shift toward more community policing and foot

or bicycle patrols has heightened the importance of positive public attitudes toward the police because such methods

require working closely with the public to

prevent and reduce criminal activity

(Huang and Vaughn 1996).

Public views of the fairness of the police

also affect their compliance with the law.

Based on systematic survey research, individuals who judge the police as less trustworthy are more likely to steal, speed, and

drive under the influence of alcohol or

drugs (Tyler 1990), and they are less likely

to report crimes, work with the police in

community policing activities, or report

accidents or suspicious behavior to the

police (Sunshine and Tyler 2003). Furthermore, it is important for the police to

increase public support of the policing institution so that when corrupt or biased

officers are caught the public does not lose
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their trust in the law enforcement institution as a whole.

A law enforcement system that stops,

searches, and arrests minorities in a discriminatory way, or a system in which

many officers lack integrity or are out of

touch with community values, will not be

seen as legitimate in the eyes of the public,

and will not have authority to enforce the

law. Legitimacy means that the public

believes the police have the authority to

enforce the law and should be obeyed because the citizens trust and respect their

power to do so; thus, legitimacy is the

linchpin of successful law enforcement.

Discrimination, lack of integrity, and

even incompetence at solving crimes can

undermine legitimacy. Several studies

have demonstrated that how fairly officers

treat citizens and respect them is the most

important determinant of legitimacy (Sunshine and Tyler 2003).

This article provides a brief review of

the literature on public attitudes toward

the police. The review focuses on published research using systematic, reliable

surveys of community members primarily

in North America, although, where available, European and Latin American

surveys are covered. Public attitudes toward the police cover two distinct, related

dimensions: how fairly the police treat

citizens and how competent they are at

controlling and preventing crimes. Fairness of treatment involves friendliness,

respect, honesty, concern for citizens’ welfare, and nondiscriminatory and ethical

behavior toward citizens and suspects.

Competence includes several instrumental

issues: How well can the police protect

citizens from violent crime? How much

effort do they exert to solve crimes? Are

the police priorities consistent with what

the public wants? Do they use force only

in circumstances that the public would

support? Before covering specific dimensions, public confidence in the police and

evaluations of police performance in general are reviewed. Racial differences in
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attitudes toward the police are then

covered and explanations for these differences examined. Linked to racial differences in attitudes is the police use of racial

profiling to stop and search potential suspects, and police use of force. Public views

on these topics are discussed.



Confidence in the Police

National surveys in many countries have

asked the public whether they have a great

deal, quite a lot, a little, or no confidence

in many institutions such as the police, the

criminal justice system, the military, religious organizations, public schools, the

media, legislators, and big business. The

police generally receive much higher confidence ratings than other institutions.

Moreover, across countries, public confidence or trust ratings in the police compared to other branches of criminal justice

such as the courts or prison system were at

least twenty percentage points higher. For

example, 64% of Americans, 76% of

Australians, and 83% of Canadians indicated that they had a great deal or quite a

lot of confidence in the police, and these

ratings were higher than all institutions

except the military. Citizens in Latin

American countries, however, have more

negative views of the police. Across seventeen Latin American countries, representative national surveys found that only

30% expressed a great deal or some confidence in the police, whereas 72% were

confident about the church and 50%

expressed this view about television (Public

Perceptions of Justice 2004).

The police also receive the most positive ratings from the public in surveys in

which respondents are asked to provide a

performance rating, such as excellent,

good, fair, or poor, of how well they are

doing their job. In general, the public

holds positive views about police performance. American surveys during the last



two decades indicate that between 50%

and 60% of respondents have confidence

in the police to protect them from violent

crimes (Bureau of Justice Statistics 2003;

Roberts and Stalans 2000). National

surveys in America indicate that public

support for expanding police monitoring

of cell phones and e-mails to intercept

communications has declined from 54%

in 2001 to 36% in 2004 (Bureau of Justice

Statistics 2003). This decline is in direct

conflict with recent federal policies to engage in more wiretapping of suspected terrorists without legal warrants. Most

Americans, however, do favor expanding

undercover activities to penetrate terrorist

groups, stronger security checks at airports, use of facial recognition technology

to scan for suspected terrorists, and closer

monitoring of banking and credit card

transactions. However, there is disagreement among the public about police performance and fairness, which is covered in

a later section.



Public Views of the Ethical

Standards of the Police

Across three decades, two to three times

as many minorities (20% to 30%) compared to Caucasians in national American

polls have rated the police as having low

or very low ethical standards (Ackerman

et al. 2001). Views of police integrity and

honesty also vary across countries. Based

on the 2004 Transparency International

Corruption Barometer given to large, randomly selected samples of adult citizens in

each country, the United States, England,

and Canada receive an average rating of

2.9 on a five-point scale where 1 is equal to

not at all corrupt and 5 is equal to extremely corrupt. The police are seen as

more corrupt in countries that have a

short history of democracy and more internal conflicts such as Russia, Lithuania,

Ukraine, Latvia, Romania, Bulgaria,
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Poland, and South Africa, with these

countries receiving a rating of 3.8 to 4.3.

The citizens of the socialist countries of

Iceland, Denmark, and Finland perceived

the police as the least corrupt providing an

average rating of 2 or less, whereas the

more established European democratic

or socialist countries such as Germany,

Austria, Netherlands, and Spain receive a

rating between 2.5 and 3. Research shows

that exposure to media stories about police misconduct lowers public views of the

police’s honesty and integrity (Weitzer

and Tuch 2005).



Racial Differences in Attitudes

toward the Police

Research during the last fifty years has

consistently documented that African

Americans distrust and have more negative views of the police than do Caucasian

Americans (Sunshine and Tyler 2003;

Roberts and Stalans 2000; Huang and

Vaughn 1996). Fewer studies have examined Hispanic American attitudes and this

group holds more complex views of the

police, though additional research is required to draw more definitive conclusions

on Hispanic Americans’ views (Weitzer

and Tuch 2005). Whereas 70% of Caucasians expressed high confidence in the

police, only 43% of minorities held this

view in a 2004 Gallup poll (Bureau of

Justice Statistics 2003). Other polls find

that a substantial minority (17% to 30%)

of African Americans, compared with

10% or fewer Caucasians, have little or

no confidence in the police (see Roberts

and Stalans 2000). Hispanic Americans

and African Americans have similar and

more negative views of the police’s honesty, ethical standards, and unfair treatment than do Caucasian Americans.

However, Caucasians and Hispanics both

rate officers as excellent or very good

on helpfulness, friendliness, and solving

crimes (see Roberts and Stalans 2000).
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African Americans’ discontent covers all

areas of policing such as dishonest and

discriminatory treatment and ineffectiveness at responding to crimes in a timely

manner, helping victims, or solving crimes.

Hispanics are more discontent about the

fairness of police officers’ treatment and

their integrity.



Explanations for Racial

Differences

What can explain minorities’ more negative views of the police? Studies have

found that the neighborhood context

shapes the public’s perceptions of police

performance. Irrespective of race, individuals living in neighborhoods that have

higher levels of disorder and crime have

less positive views of police performance

than individuals living in neighborhoods

that have low levels of disorder or crime

(Dunham and Alpert 1988; Maxson,

Henning, and Sloane 2003). Individuals

living in high-crime and disorderly neighborhoods rate police performance much

lower, and racial differences in these ratings are not evident. Thus, the level

of neighborhood disorder explains why

African Americans rate police performance lower, because they are more likely

to live in more disordered and crimeridden neighborhoods. However, in both

minimally and highly disordered neighborhoods, African Americans, as compared to Caucasians, believed that the

police were substantially less respectful,

concerned, fair, or trustworthy (Maxson,

Henning, and Sloane 2003).

One of the largest disagreements across

racial groups concerns whether the police

treat minorities worse than Caucasians.

The majority of African Americans and

Hispanics believe that the police treat

both African Americans and Hispanics

worse than Caucasians, whereas the majority of Caucasians disagree. Only about

one-quarter to one-third of Caucasians
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believe the police show discriminatory

behavior toward minorities and treat

Caucasians better than they do minorities

(Weitzer and Tuch 2005). Most Caucasians

do not acknowledge widespread and systematic discriminatory behavior of the police toward minorities, whereas most

minorities do. Other national surveys replicate this wide divide between minorities’

and Caucasians’ views of discriminatory

behavior by the police. The police use of

race as an indicator of a higher likelihood

of involvement in criminal activity has

been labeled racial profiling and is controversial. In the 2004 Gallup poll, more than

half of Caucasians and about two-thirds

of African Americans and Hispanic Americans indicated that racial profiling is

widespread in traffic stops. Thirty percent

of Caucasians and Hispanics believed racial profiling was justified, whereas 23% of

African Americans held this view. Based

on a 2002 national survey on contact between police and the public, this perception of racial profiling in traffic stops does

not result in a greater number of minority

drivers being stopped by the police. The

survey revealed that the likelihood of a

traffic stop did not vary across race, with

about 9% of Caucasians, Hispanics, and

African Americans being stopped. However, once stopped by the police, minorities

are significantly more likely to experience

a ‘‘pat-down’’ of their person for weapons

or have their cars searched. Moreover,

searches of African American compared

to Caucasian drivers or their vehicles

were more likely to be without the consent

of the driver, but the police were less likely

to find evidence of a crime in searches of

African Americans than in searches of

Caucasian drivers (Durose, Schmitt, and

Langan 2005). Minorities thus may perceive the police’s greater propensity to

search them as disrespectful and unfair

treatment. Given the fact that more than

80% of searches do not yield evidence of

criminal activity and more evidence

is found against Caucasians (Durose,



Schmitt, and Langan 2005), these public

views should shape police behavior. Based

on a 2002 national police–public contact

survey, minorities also report that the police are more likely to threaten the use

of force or to use force during their contact (Durose, Schmitt, and Langan 2005).

Research shows that minorities’ and

Caucasians’ differential direct experiences

with the police as well as their vicarious

experiences from their conversations with

others may explain why minorities rate the

police as providing less fair and respectful

treatment (Weitzer and Tuch 2005).



Conclusions

The literature on public attitudes toward

the police is vast and covers many aspects.

The public holds more positive views of the

police than any other justice institution and

most public institutions. The public places

great importance on respectful and fair

treatment in their interactions with the police. The amount of disorder and criminal

activity in their neighborhood shapes their

views of police performance, whereas personal victimization has little effect. Victims

and nonvictims do not have significantly

different views of police performance in

most studies (Roberts and Stalans 2000).

Moreover, whether the police provided

respectful treatment and took the time to

listen to their experience, rather than

whether the case was solved or the response

time, shapes victims’ evaluations of the police. Negative direct encounters, stories of

negative encounters with the police from

family and friends, and media reports of

misconduct all lower public views of the

fairness and integrity of the police. Because

minorities are more likely to live in neighborhoods with high levels of disorder or

crime and are more likely to have negative

direct or vicarious experiences, they are

more distrustful of the police.

LORETTA J. STALANS
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Community-oriented policing (also known

as community policing or CP) is an omnibus term. It can stand for (1) a contrast

to rapid response, enforcement-oriented

policing, involving long-term beat assignment so police are closer to the community; (2) a process by which crime control is

shared with the public, as in Neighborhood Watch programs; or (3) a means of

developing communication with the public

and interest groups, for example, consultation meetings (Weatheritt 1983). CP has

an enduring appeal to the public and is

found in many jurisdictions in the English-speaking world and elsewhere. The

term evokes images of police–community

relations in stable, consensus-based, and

homogenous neighborhoods where crime

is occasional and disorder largely consists

of petty vandalism. This idealized view is

one where police define, and strive to

enact, a posited common good.

Early initiatives emerged in the United

States and United Kingdom in the 1970s

(Trojanowicz and Moore 1988). Initially

CP represented short-term tactics to

repair police–minority relations and was

regarded by many as a cosmetic exercise

masking reluctance to change unsuccessful established law enforcement methods

(Bucqueroux 1988). Contemporary efforts,

such as the reassurance policing initiative

in the United Kingdom and a brace of

programs funded by the Office of Community-Oriented Policing Services (COPS)

of the U.S. Department of Justice, have

addressed fundamental change in the organization and delivery of policing services and have extended CP’s scope from

police–minority relations to policing in
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relation to the general community. COPS

(2004) defines CP as ‘‘a policing philosophy that promotes and supports organizational strategies to address the causes and

reduce the fear of crime and social disorder through problem-solving tactics

and police–community partnerships.’’ The

seminal U.K. statement was made by a

chief constable; CP would exist in its

purest form where all elements in the community, official and unofficial, would conceive of the common good and combine to

produce a social climate and an environment conducive to good order and the happiness of all those living within it (Alderson

1978, 9). At officer level, the CP role

emphasizes public contact and reassurance

along with deterrence, prevention, intelligence gathering, and reducing fear of crime

(Bennett 1994).

COPS was founded in 1994 and provides resources and grants promoting CP,

dispensing some $635 million in 2003. Between 1994 and 2003, its total investment

was $10.6 billion. Much of the budget goes

toward funding more police posts (more

than 118,500 at the end of 2003). COPS

also provides technologies that enhance

the police–community interface and funds

CP initiatives for tribal lands. Some 64%

of U.S. law enforcement agencies, serving

86% of the population, currently have

some engagement in CP. In the United

Kingdom, CP initiatives are funded by a

range of central and force-specific programs, and all U.K. police forces are engaged in CP. In England and Wales the

Crime and Disorder Act of 1998 created a

statutory requirement for police–community partnerships and mandated community consultation. The principal force-level

programs are Crime and Disorder Reduction Partnerships, which bring together

police and other local agencies from the

public sector (for example, health service,

probation service), private sector (via

business forums), and voluntary sector.

Community-oriented policing takes a

number of forms and incorporates a range

of initiatives. At the organizational level,



CP emphasizes the desirability of adopting an organization-wide CP ethos, decentralized decision making, locale-based

accountability, and the involvement of

volunteers as auxiliaries. It pursues proactive tactics oriented to crime prevention and a problem-solving approach. It

encourages interagency partnerships and

public involvement. This diffuse character

makes a tidy evaluation of its effects and

impact elusive. Rather than think in terms

of a uniform, generic entity, researchbased evaluations have focused on specific

initiatives and programs, although beatlevel engagement is a key feature in many.



Effects and Impacts: Overview

Research on CP is both voluminous and

dominated by policy-oriented evaluation

research. Evaluations must be mindful of

whether a given CP initiative aims to increase arrests (for example, by more effective information gathering as a result of

regular and forthcoming contact with citizens), prevent opportunities for crime (for

example, by providing target-hardening

advice), or manage reported crime rates

(Manning 2001). Evaluations also have

to take into account displacement.

A major interest has been to examine

the role of police managers, frontline officers, and community residents as factors

in the success of CP initiatives. These

strands of research have established a

myriad of organizational, operational,

and officer-level factors that may facilitate

or hinder CP. Research suggests that successful CP heavily depends on frontline

officer commitment and motivation,

which is itself reliant on managerial support (see Bayley and Rosenbaum 1994;

Lurigio and Skogan 1994).

Another strand of research is field studies of CP in practice, evaluating the efforts

to get close to the community to garner

information and respond to community

needs. One such study found that what
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police did was to develop a neighborhood

consensus among both the ‘‘good’’ citizens

and the troublemakers about appropriate

behavior that became self-enforcing over

time (Kelling 1998, 4). In a U.K. context,

Fielding (1995) documented a police division where CP had achieved a tangible

impact on crime detection and identified

the close effect that enhanced autonomy,

discretion, senior officer support, and protection from redeployment to non-CP

duties had on effective CP. This line of

research suggests that to bring about CP,

frontline officers need to be granted more

discretion and authority, with more backing from command, and the best safeguard against abuse is their relationship

with the community.

However, evaluation research on the

impact of increased police patrol is pessimistic. Sherman (1992) examined the

effects of increased, directed patrol on

levels of reported ‘‘hard’’ (predatory)

crime and ‘‘soft’’ crime and disorder at

110 crime ‘‘hotspots.’’ A 250% increase in

directed patrol had only a modest deterrent effect on robbery calls and no significant impact on ‘‘hard’’ crime calls

generally. However, when the much larger

number of ‘‘soft’’ crime calls were added, a

13% reduction in total calls for service was

observed. Enhanced, visible police presence appears to have little impact on

crime but a tangible impact on disorder.

Moreover, Bennett (1991) found in the

United Kingdom that a scheme involving

the police seeking more direct contact with

citizens had little effect on crime or reporting rates but did substantially improve

public satisfaction with police.

CP draws on conceptual foundations

including design for secure built environments (Otto Newman’s ‘‘defensible

space’’); the impact on public fear and

confidence of signs of physical dereliction

(George Kelling’s ‘‘broken windows’’ hypothesis); and the need to configure the

police organization and services to reflect public demand rather than internal organizational imperatives (Herman
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Goldstein’s ‘‘problem-oriented policing’’).

These conceptual roots help to draw together what may otherwise seem a panoply of unrelated initiatives. Trojanowicz

and Bucqueroux (1989) reported CP interventions against drug dealing involving

posting officers outside known dealing

premises or doing routine paperwork in

front of them. CP initiatives have seen

housing code violations used more aggressively and the instruction of landlords on

screening prospective tenants and adding

instant eviction clauses to leases in response to drug taking (McLanus 1990,

6–7). In the United Kingdom, partnership

work between police, local government,

and environmental authorities in red light

districts of London led to increased convictions and a two-thirds reduction in

drug dealing (Guardian February 16,

1994), and a campaign by police, schools,

and community forums against street robbery, including the designation of safe

routes through high-crime locations and

a ‘‘crime shop’’ offering preventive advice

on a high-crime estate, saw a 38% decrease

in robbery (Guardian April 4, 1994). These

interventions suggest that CP can impact

on serious crime and social problems in

difficult environments. However, in these

examples the interventions were by the

police, with a subsidiary role for partner

agencies. The evidence is that more active

citizen involvement is hard to achieve. CP

initiatives also often involve teamwork

across ranks and functions, challenging

established organizational practices.



Effects and Impacts: Crime,

Disorder, and Social Cohesion

One of the most sustained CP initiatives is

Chicago’s CAPS (Chicago Alternative Policing Strategy) program. It emphasized

integrating city services—police, housing,

social services—and involving residents in

efforts against disorder and crime. As it

developed, the policing element of the
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police/city services/civilian trio actually

delivered least well, while it would be fair

to speak in terms of a transformation of

city services and of real improvement in

civilian involvement.

City workers and police led problemsolving training sessions for the public, in

which tens of thousands of residents participated. Beat officers were required to

participate in community meetings to ensure community input when setting their

priorities. Between 1995 and 1997 most

patrol officers and thousands of civilians

were taught to analyze how offenders and

victims coincide at particular locations

to create crime/disorder hotspots. CP

expands the police mandate: Citizens

raised social disorder problems dominated

by unlawful activities police had customarily not prioritized—graffiti, public drinking, vandalism, truancy—and activities on

the fringe of legality—loitering, begging,

noisy domestic discord. Police found themselves involved in neighborhood cleanups

by inventorying dilapidated structures and

tracing the owners. Police accompanied

residents at prayer vigils where drugrelated shootings had occurred, guarded

barbecue ‘‘smoke-outs’’ on drug-selling

corners, and noted broken streetlights and

trees that needed trimming. The police

department had to change its dispatch system to protect beat cars for beat calls. The

proportion of calls to beat officers that

involved their own beat rose to an average

of 75%.

After two years of CAPS, about a third

of residents had attended a beat community meeting and three-quarters of these

reported that actions were taken or that

they noticed a change in their neighborhood as a result of the meetings.

Those reporting police doing a good job

increased with participation in CAPS programs. Those who were better off and

homeowners were most likely to participate in the training on problem diagnosis.

Some 65% of participants were already

involved in community groups—they

were ‘‘joiners.’’ The beat meetings chiefly



provided information to police on the

basis that it was for them to act. Residents

proved most active and successful in tackling troublesome or abandoned buildings.

They contacted landlords, worked with

city legal departments to evict problem

tenants or secure demolition of abandoned buildings, and put addresses on

the backs of buildings so officers in alleys

could specify their location. A key instrument was a one-page city service request

form that covered all service requests and

was available online or from police and

community organizations. Thus, interventions focused on the physical environment rather than direct interventions

against ‘‘problem people,’’ seen as a police

responsibility.

Problem measures declined about 7%

over the period from inception to 1999,

with a 10% fall (to 45%) in residents

reporting gang violence problems. The

property and street crime index fell (from

40% to 31%), the largest decline being

reports of problems with robbery and assault on the street. Burglary, car theft, and

car vandalism declined by 8%. The physical decay index fell 6%. These are not

spectacular improvements but disproportionately registered with those most in

need, particularly African Americans.

There was a modest increase in perceived

neighborhood safety. From 1994 onward

there were sustained if unspectacular

decreases in fear of crime. Feeling safe

outdoors while alone after dark increased

nearly 10%. Reports that nearby areas

were safe increased from 45% to 56%.

Before CAPS, fewer than 40% of

Chicagoans had an optimistic view of police responsiveness to community concerns. Under CAPS, perceptions of police

responsiveness to community concerns improved steadily (the index rose 20%).

Those who thought police were doing a

good job working with residents to solve

problems rose 20% (to 59%). Chicagoans

rating police as doing their job well rose

from 36% to 50%. Reports that police

were doing a good job assisting crime
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victims rose 20% (to 57%). Highest marks

were given for keeping order: Positive

scores hit 66% by 1999, from 56% in 1993.

The gains seen under CAPS do not

imply that CP’s focus on social disorder

will directly impact on serious crime (the

‘‘broken windows’’ hypothesis). Wilson

and Kelling (1982) argued that disorder—even if relatively minor—attracts

predatory crime because potential offenders assume that residents do not care

what happens in their neighborhood.

Both physical and social disorder are

seen as environmental cues that entice potential predators (Greenberg and Rohe

1986; Skogan 1990). Sampson and

Raudenbush (1999) offer a dissenting assessment, in which the relationship between public disorder and crime proves

to be spurious, except for robbery. Their

alternative hypothesis is that disorder and

crime have similar causes and that social

cohesion reduces disorder and crime by

disabling the forces that produce them.

Sampson and Raudenbush (1999)

found that disorder is a moderate correlate of predatory crime but varies consistently with antecedent neighborhood

characteristics. Once these characteristics

are taken into account, the connection between disorder and crime vanishes in four

out of five tests, including the best indicator of violence, homicide. Eradicating

disorder may indirectly reduce crime by

stabilizing neighborhoods, but a direct

link to crime is absent. Sampson and

Raudenbush found that neighborhoods

high in disorder do not have higher crime

rates than neighborhoods low in disorder

once collective efficacy and structural

antecedents are held constant. That it

would be fanciful to expect CP interventions against social disorder to yield significant returns against serious crime is

further evidenced by CAPS, which was

premised on the link between social disorder and serious crime. During the 1990s,

serious crime declined in American cities,

including Chicago. In the ten cities with
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a population of more than one million

(excluding New York, where the decline

was atypically large), robbery declined

45%, auto theft 39%, and murder 46%.

In Chicago the rates of decline were

47%, 38%, and 23%, respectively. CAPS

appeared to have had little impact on serious crime, and indeed Chicago closed the

decade with a higher homicide rate than

New York, a city with 60% more residents.

The message should not end with

skepticism about CP’s impact on serious

crime. Community-oriented policing can

bring benefits of social integration,

responsiveness of city services to residents’

needs, and improved handling of urban

decay. While the best research tells us

that working against social disorder does

not affect serious crime rates, it also tells

us that working against social disorder

impacts positively on public reassurance.



Evaluating Community-Oriented

Policing

Empirical research into the effects of CP is

abundant, but largely program specific.

Our understanding of community policing

could gain from more investment in conceptualizing the findings from the field’s

rich tradition of empirical research. A systematic attempt to assess the overall

effects and impacts of community-oriented policing, as opposed to evaluating

specific initiatives, would require attention

to the macro, mezzo, and micro levels of

CP as a system of service delivery

(Fielding 2002). The policy maker and police manager looking to CP to address

crime and disorder problems has a wealth

of studies to guide decisions and investment. If one finding rises above the rest

from the evaluative effort that has gone

into CP, it is that program integrity, and

the commitment of the organization and

its officers, are vital for success.

NIGEL G. FIELDING
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COMMUNITY-ORIENTED

POLICING: HISTORY

Community policing and variations on it

have become the operating philosophy and

underlie much of police practice today.

Moreover, community policing has become a powerful organizing theme that

continues to shape how police departments

deliver services, particularly at the local

level of government. The range and complexity of programs associated with community policing are broad and have often

evaded systematic scientific investigation.

Nonetheless, community policing has and

continues to transform modern policing
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in the United States and elsewhere. This

article reflects on how community policing

came about and was originally formed.

Most importantly, this assessment is focused on the historical roots of community

policing, and how it has set a premise for

a more ‘‘user-friendly’’ and communitysensitive form of local law enforcement.



Historical Roots of Community

Policing

Since their earliest inception in the nineteenth century in the United States and

England, the police have struggled with

balancing the need to be efficient and effective, while also being lawful (Walker

1994). Police practice is indeed rooted

in Western political philosophy, which

emphasizes equity, fairness, and justice

(Critchley 1967). The police originally

started as ‘‘thief takers,’’ but their more

traditional role has been to preserve local

order. In their historic role of maintaining

the public peace, the police have focused

their efforts mostly on maintaining social

order, controlling violence, and minimizing civil unrest. More recently the police

have also been associated with reducing

the public’s fear of crime and improving

community ‘‘quality of life’’ (Greene 2000).

Although the goals of the police to preserve

the public peace and maintain order are

indeed laudable, in practice policing has

often been criticized for its negative

impacts—being inefficient, brutal, corrupt,

and political.

This has led in the United States to several efforts to reform the police. Such

reforms have shaped policing over many

years, and have set the precedent for what

is now called community-oriented policing. These reforms, however, were not

always associated with ‘‘good policing’’;

rather they sought to minimize and control

what was seen as ‘‘bad police behavior.’’

In a review of the shifts in police strategy in the twentieth century, Kelling and
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Moore (1988) suggest that the earliest

organizational strategy of the police was

essentially political. Police were primarily

concerned with maintaining the political

power of those in office (who appointed

the police), and were consequently corrupted by their close association with

those in power. At the time, policing was

directly associated with the rise of political

machines in the late 1800s and early 1900s

and their dominance in large American

cities (Fogelson 1977).

During this era police were directly tied

to the political patronage systems of the

times, and their actions helped those in

power, often by punishing political enemies and the underclass, generally defined

as those of a different ethnic heritage. At

this time, the police problem was not one

of the police overenforcing the law, but

rather one in which the police selectively

underenforced the law, particularly within

political patronage systems of the era. In

many respects it was the police who were

‘‘lawless’’ (Walker 1977); they were often

seen as an adjunct to the local political

machine, using violence and brutality

against those who were not in political

favor, and were themselves otherwise lazy

and corrupt. During this same period

(roughly, 1890 to 1930) the local police,

particularly in large urban cities, encountered several waves of immigration. How

immigrants were to be socialized to their

new living arrangements, most particularly to the political processes that shaped

those living arrangements, was often left

to the uneven hand of the police—and the

police nightstick.

Reformers in the early 1900s began to

challenge the political corruption of much

of local government. A ‘‘good government’’ movement followed these efforts

and the strategy to reform the police was

to ‘‘take the politics out of policing.’’ This

strategy was built on efforts aimed at

administrative reform (Fogelson 1977),

wherein administrative control, distance

from political and social communities,

and law and professionalism guided the
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police response, not political partisanship

or party loyalty. Today this idea of police

reform still dominates much American

police administrative thinking.

The reform era sought to first make

the police legally accountable; it was not

so much a concern with public accountability, but rather in having a lawful police. The ‘‘lawlessness of the police’’ had

become legend by the beginning of the

twentieth century. Reformers sought to

divide the police from political control

and subject their actions to greater administrative review. All of this was done in

the name of controlling the political tendencies of the police, while introducing

efficiencies into police administration.

During this reform era of policing

(roughly the 1920s to 1960s), the police

expanded on their models of organization

and administration (typically borrowed

from the military); improved response

technology through the introduction of

telephones, radio cars, and dispatch systems; and attempted to instill uniformity

in police practice through more uniform

training. These reforms all sought to build

a foundation for policing and to raise the

status of the police from political hacks to

professionals.

Perhaps the success of these reforms

was also their failure. In embracing administrative reform, the police drifted

away from the public, often seeing the

public as an unnecessary interference.

Institutionally, the police became inward

looking, and cloaked their business in secrecy. Speed of response overtook policing

neighborhoods, and secondary measures

of effort eclipsed those of effectiveness.

Routinely the police presented themselves

as uniformed, selectively organized, and

capable of rapid response to emergencies.

Such a presentational strategy was thought

to help maintain the public legitimacy of

the police (Crank and Langworthy 1992)

and is still an important way the police

present themselves to the public, but

such a presentational strategy may actually be one of the major obstacles to



overcome in the implementation of

community-oriented policies.

Beginning in the late 1950s and

continuing into the 1970s, the institution

of policing encountered its most formidable challenge—a direct and frontal assault

on the legitimacy of the police and indeed

of the legal system itself. The civil rights

and Vietnam antiwar movements effectively merged two groups who had heretofore been socially and politically separated:

minorities, particularly blacks, and urban

and suburban middle-class white youth.

The convergence of these two social and

political movements confronted American

policing in very direct ways.

In response to these confrontations,

the police, generally speaking, became

militant. They were often so confrontational when dealing with these groups

that they produced what Stark (1972) has

termed ‘‘police riots.’’ The nationally televised Chicago Democratic Convention

and the riots that ensued for the first

time portrayed the police as institutionally

unaccountable. Moreover, the National

Advisory Commission on Civil Disorder

concluded that the spark of most urban

riots occurring in the late 1960s was

poor or aggressive police action, generally

taken in a minority community. Riots

in Los Angeles, Detroit, Philadelphia,

Newark, and elsewhere portrayed a disintegrating social structure, often precipitated

by police action. The police were at once the

cause and the solution to social unrest.

Liberals saw them as the cause of problems, conservatives as the solution. The

country was divided on these issues, and

the police were caught between significant

ideological shifts occurring in American

political and social life (National Advisory

Commission on Civil Disorder 1968).

The American police were sorely in

need of reform yet again. Beginning in

the early 1970s, the police began to experiment with ways that put them into closer

interaction with the public. The community relations movement, begun in the late

1940s and into the 1950s (Greene and
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Pelfry 1997), influenced this transition for

policing, as did the rise of alternative

forms of policing such as team policing

(Sherman, Milton, and Kelly 1973). In

both the community relations movement

and team policing, there was an attempt to

create more public support for the police,

while at the same time providing them

with a clearer role in community public

safety. Police–community relations programs sought to sensitize the police to

neighborhood ethnic and cultural differences, while team policing was an import

initial attempt to change the focus and

structure of the police. It is from these

early roots that the community-oriented

policing movement in the United States

can trace its roots.

The more current trends in U.S. police

reform, falling under the broad label of

community policing, began in the mid1980s and continue to the present. These

trends stress a contextual role for the police, one that emphasizes greater interaction with the community toward the

resolution of persistent neighborhood

crime and disorder problems (Wilson and

Kelling 1982; Goldstein 1987; Kelling and

Moore 1988). This newest in a long tradition of reforms has many implications for

police role definitions, strategic and tactical operations, and understanding about

the limits of formal and informal social

control.



Conclusion

The organizing themes of community policing suggest that law enforcement can be

more focused, proactive, and community

sensitive. Moreover, community policing

portends significant changes to the social

and formal organization of policing. On

the level of social organization, community policing is thought to break down the

barriers separating the police from the

public, while inculcating police officers

with a broader community service set of
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ideals. Organizationally, community policing is thought to shift police decision

making from what was a traditional bureaucracy to one emphasizing greater organizational–environmental interaction.

Simultaneously, the shift to community

policing is said to be accompanied by a

flattening of the police hierarchy and the

development of coordinated service delivery with any number of agencies that affect public safety. These are indeed

profound changes to policing, as they continue to be implemented and shape the

institution of American policing.

JACK R. GREENE
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COMMUNITY-ORIENTED

POLICING: INTERNATIONAL

Community-oriented policing has emerged

as the dominant model of democratic policing in the world. The core notions of

partnership with communities, orientation

to service, problem solving and crime prevention, organizational decentralization of

personnel, and permanent deployment of

officers to a defined area (leaving aside the

devolution of authority to lower echelons

within the organization) have an ideological resonance and legitimating utility that

transcend national boundaries, especially

for countries that are democracies or

are seeking to democratize. Additionally,

non–state security providers, for example,

private and corporate police, community

groups, and self-protection militias, have

expanded dramatically in all societies. The

decline of state capacity and the expansion

of informal social control raise the question of how the state can harness the

energy and normative power of informal

control efforts to state-centered policing.

Community-oriented policing (COP) does

that.



The COP model has been adopted in

domestic settings in Western democracies

for similar reasons: dissatisfaction with

police performance and negative police

relations as the consequences of prior

models, a decline of government resources

available to support policing services,

changes in the political climate favoring local governance, and technological

advances in communications and information processing. The ideology of COP has

been diffused around the globe by scholarly writings, the missionary activities of

advocates and reformers, the growing

networks of interactions and exchanges

among police from different countries, the

international legitimacy of reform commission recommendations (such as those from

the Patten Commission in Northern

Ireland), the efforts of nongovernmental

organizations (NGOs) promoting reforms

(such as the Justice Initiative of the Open

Society Foundation), and by international

policing missions and assistance programs.

COP has many ideological parents,

ranging from traditional and socialist

ideologies of the need for both informal

and formal social control to social sciencebased performance evaluations of specific

policing practices, and is reborn in many

organizational permutations in its global

travels, in effect rendering the ideology of

COP, except for core values and themes,

an illusory guide to policies and tactics.

Currently, it is not readily apparent, beyond the rhetoric, what it means to do

COP and how COP can be recognized in

practice. The specific ways in which the

goals of partnership, crime prevention

through problem solving, and decentralization have structured the activities of the

police have varied significantly, shaped by

the historical trajectory of how policing

developed in different countries. New

ideas and practices have been fitted into

existing policing patterns. In addition, the

desire by individual police organizations

to be acknowledged by other police organizations elsewhere as modern, efficient,

and up to date has led to the adoption of
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competitors, or variations on the COP

model, such as zero tolerance policing,

COMPSTAT, or the marriage of soft and

hard (militarized) policing to suit local

conditions. In the end, every variation of

COP is still a variation of policing—that

is, the use of coercive persuasion to maintain social control. That justification for

state policing still dominates the social

control discourse in all countries, and policing will continue to be judged by communities on how well it protects the safety

and sense of security of the public.

Policing systems all over are continually

being reformed in ways that fit changing

local political and social conditions. In the

United Kingdom, which has a long political tradition of central control of the police

combined with local input, advice, and supervision, policing has always been based

on community support and consent, a tradition that goes back to the Peelian origins

of the police. Recent reforms have both

centralized control over local policing

through oversight, performance demands

and direction from the Home Office and

expanded community participation by parceling out some aspects of police work to

volunteer constables who are entitled to

report deviations from community norms.

In the Netherlands community policing

policies have been integrated into a tradition of interagency cooperation in municipalities and are now elaborated in

contracts between the central government

and municipalities on how to incorporate

all local agencies, which have some responsibility and can make a contribution

to the quality of life and well-being of the

community, into a joint effort. In France,

‘‘proximity policing’’ is the national version of COP. Local communities were

allowed to create local police forces (to

supplement the existing two national police forces) as a way of bringing policing

closer to the local level and under the

influence of local governments. Cooperation among the three police forces has

been institutionalized in local security contracts, which require that the national
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police share information and responsibilities with the local police.

Policing practices in Asian communities are surrounded and supported by a

vast system of volunteerism and respect by

communities for the authority of the police and the power of the government. The

most widely cited example of a COP practice, the koban in Japan, along with the

street policing units in China have

integrated the police into the everyday

lives of their communities and have

provided an inspiration for one of the

few common organizational changes anywhere—local police–community forums,

such as community policing centers (Israel),

community policing forums (South Africa),

storefronts (United States), or district

policing boards (Northern Ireland).



Issues

The rhetoric of COP dominates national

and transnational policing discourses

among police officials, academics, and

policy makers. It is less clear whether

that rhetoric is being translated into practice on a consistent basis. In many

countries, for example, South Africa and

Hungary, the COP model has lost its luster under the onslaught of organized local

and transnational crime against which it

seems too soft and ineffective a model.

People demanded more repressive policies

than those delivered by COP.

Because the model has little organizational and policy specificity, it has been

fairly easy for some police to claim that

they are doing COP by pointing to specific

programs or by symbolic changes such

a relabeling themselves a police service,

when in reality they are continuing conventional and nondemocratic practices.

Policing in China has been organized by

streets and small neighborhoods and the

police routinely and systematically collect

and evaluate information on everyone

who lives or visits their territory. This
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looks like COP, and clearly the Chinese

police and their communities know each

other intimately, but the ideology that

drives familiarity is not partnership but

state control. Assisting the police is an

obligation, not a choice. In Singapore, intimate police–community relations serve

an authoritarian state and harness the

communities to state-approved self-control activities. In Japan the police are supported in their invasion of privacy (such as

twice annual census visits) by a cultural

values system based on respect for authority, tradition, and the dominance of group

identity over individual wants. In many

developing countries in which the state

and the police are under-resourced, ineffective, and perceived to be corrupt, much

of policing has drifted toward community

and vigilante forms of enforcing social

order, which are condoned or encouraged

by the state, with the formal police being

minor and distant partners. This looks like

community-based policing but partakes

little of the sprit or the practices of problem solving or respect for the rule of

law. Where the police and society have

become habituated to corruption—giving

and receiving as a normal part of life—

community policing will only enhance

corruption’s salience and intensity.

Some scholars and police have questioned whether COP is suited to all political, cultural, and economic environments

into which it is being introduced. COP

assumes particular environmental conditions to be workable, such as the level of

social capital and trust to enable communities to partner with the police; a progressive police leadership willing to devolve

more authority to its street police, and a

street police sufficiently trained and capable of doing COP work; access to other

governmental agencies or civic society

organizations, which can be called on

and are willing to participate in problemsolving programs; a minimum level of social order and safety (when insecurity is

massive and pervasive, it is quite unlikely

that the police or the community will



support COP); or a history of police submission to the demands of the powerful

and the state and the repression of society.

New COP practices will lack meaning and

legitimacy for the police and the public.

Such legacies of distrust cannot be overcome, except (possibly) in the long term,

by shifting the rhetoric and some policing

practices to a COP model.

OTWIN MARENIN
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COMMUNITY-ORIENTED

POLICING: PRACTICES

Those who have led the professional

change away from the crime fighting

model of policing toward the community

policing model so well known today have

alternately referred to it as a paradigm

shift, a major reform, or an evolutionary

outcome stemming from precursor efforts

in American law enforcement. In the literature on community policing the terms

community policing, community-oriented

policing, and problem-oriented policing are

used quite interchangeably, both among

practitioners and scholars; we follow

that practice here. To many leaders in
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professional law enforcement, community

policing is viewed as an outgrowth of progressive policing practices attempted in

the early 1970s when teams of officers focused on building public support through

police–community relations efforts of various sorts. Reflecting this commonplace

viewpoint, William Tafoya (2000, 306)

was moved to ask: ‘‘What could be done

to correct the commonly held perception

among practitioners that community

policing is ‘Old Wine in a New Bottle’?’’

Despite this common view, most scholars who have studied community policing

in depth have come to view community

policing as much more than a continuation of earlier experiments with community outreach; they see it as a fundamental

change from doing police business as

usual (Kelling and Moore 2000; Thurman,

Zhao, and Giacomazzi 2001). Careful

observers commonly note that the underlying philosophy of public outreach, citizen-centered service, citizen engagement in

crime prevention, and active partnership

with community-based groups and organizations leads to the adoption of new political elements, new professional norms, new

crime fighting tools, new community relations efforts, and a range of new interagency collaborations intended to manage

crime and public safety–related problems.

The practical implementation of community policing can be seen at the individual

officer level, at the specially designated

unit level, and at the organizational level

alike.

Given this degree of change in how

police work is to be carried out, it

shouldn’t be much of a surprise that the

implementation of community policing in

a quasi-military organizational setting

steeped in rich traditions has been challenging virtually everywhere it has been

instituted. Dennis Rosenbaum offered the

following telling comments about how

community policing was affecting police

agencies in the United States by the end

of the 1990s (1998, 4): ‘‘This reform movement is both promising and threatening; it
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promises to improve public safety, yet it

offers no simple formula or road map to

get there; it promises to reform police agencies and stimulate community involvement

in public safety, yet police officers and

community residents are often left to

imagine how this will happen.’’



public schools—both in the form of special officer-led instruction (for example,

Drug Awareness Resistance Education)

and in the form of school resource officers—uniformed officers who are assigned

to specific schools without direct classroom curricular roles.



Police Practices Reflecting a

Commitment to Community

Policing



Resources Available to Support

Community Policing Practices



Officers involved in the practice of implementing a community policing agency

commitment engage in a variety of activities spread across a wide range of specific circumstances. Community policing

practices typically feature the purposeful

planning of positive, trust-building, nonenforcement contacts between police and

law-abiding citizens and community youth.

A quite common problem-solving effort of

community policing-oriented agencies is

to address the public safety concerns of

citizens occasioned by the presence of

serious habitual offenders, violent youth

gangs, or persons selling/using illegal

drugs through neighborhood-based meetings and the development of collaborative

action plans linking citizen coproduction

of public order with supportive police

activities.

The planning process of Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design

(CPTED) is another frequently used tool

for the formation of police–community

collaboration. Community policing and

such problem-solving practices have been

used to address violent street crime in specific areas, as well as to address quality-oflife issues such as vandalism, loitering,

drunk driving, unwanted noise, litter, and

abandoned vehicles. The assignment of

officers to fixed beats and/or shifts has

also become a key feature of community

policing in many places. Finally, a quite

common community policing program

involves ongoing direct contact with



The Center for Problem Oriented Policing

(POP) was the primary early influence behind nascent community policing practices

arising in the early 1970s when police

executives and researchers alike focused

attention on improving police effectiveness

after researchers took note of the serious

limitations of foundational police practices. A nonprofit organization comprised

of affiliated police practitioners, researchers, and universities, the POP Center is

dedicated to the systematic application

of problem-solving practices, principally

situational crime prevention, and the commonly used SARA (Scanning, Analysis,

Response, and Assessment) problemsolving model. The primary institutional

affiliates of the POP Center include the

University of Wisconsin–Madison Law

School; the Rutgers University–Newark

School of Criminal Justice, where a library

houses most of the compiled research literature for Problem Oriented Guides for

Police; and SUNY Albany, where the

POP Center’s website is maintained.

The Community Policing Consortium

(CPC) represents another early-day influence on the institutionalization of community policing practices. Established in 1992

under the auspices of the Bureau of Justice

Assistance, the CPC represents a partnership of five of the leading police organizations in the United States: the International

Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP),

the National Organization of Black Law

Enforcement Executives (NOBLE), the

National Sheriffs’ Association (NSA),
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the Police Executive Research Forum

(PERF), and the Police Foundation.

Training modules, technical assistance,

and resource ‘‘toolboxes’’ were provided

to law enforcement agencies by the consortium across the entire country. Seminal

publications from the CPC include such

titles as Understanding Community Policing: A Framework for Action and The Police Organization in Transition. Later

publications, such as Community Policing

Exchange, Sheriff Times, and Community

Links, have been distributed to more than

two hundred thousand practitioners and

community members across the country.

Currently, the consortium assists the

COPS Office with enhancing law enforcement and community engagement processes to develop specific action plans

promoting trust in law enforcement, reducing community fear of crime, and enhancing homeland security through

terrorism countermeasures.

Although researchers, politicians, and

law enforcement practitioners express a

wide range of opinion about the overall

impact of the COPS Office, it is beyond

dispute that no other entity has had the

breadth of influence on the practices of

local, state, and tribal policing as this

organization—a relatively small federal

agency located within the enormous confines of the U.S. Department of Justice.

Roberg, Crank, and Kuykendall (2000,

402) correctly note that ‘‘the Violent

Crime Control and Law Enforcement

Act of 1994 (The Crime Control Act) is

the most comprehensive federal crime legislation since the Omnibus Crime Control

and Safe Streets Act of 1968.’’ That statute

established the COPS Office, and that duly

authorized agency has allocated approximately $30 billion to a wide range of criminal justice agencies, with almost $11

billion being directed to state and local

law enforcement—including almost $9 billion to hire an additional one hundred

thousand police officers ‘‘doing community policing’’ under guidelines set forth
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by the agency. According to the agency’s

‘‘Reports from the Field’’ web page, since

its inception, the COPS Office has

awarded more than thirty-eight thousand

grants to assist more than thirteen thousand local law enforcement agencies in

order to implement community policing

practices through eighty innovative grant

programs. Among these programs are

Universal Hiring; Making Officer Deployment Effective; Distressed Neighborhoods; COPS in Schools; School-Based

Partnerships; Problem Solving Partnerships; Tribal Government Resource

Grants; Domestic Violence Grants; Methamphetamine Initiatives; Technology

Adoption; Justice-Based After School

Activities; Anti-Gang Initiatives; ValueBased Initiatives; and the creation of a

network of twenty-seven regional community police institutes in 1997 for the

dissemination of community policing training and technical assistance. The ‘‘Reports

from the Field’’ web page lists law enforcement entities in all fifty states, the territories

of Guam and Puerto Rico, and a multitude

of tribal governments—all of which have

received COPS Office funds to implement

community policing practices.

Community policing practices, now into

their third decade of operation, have become firmly institutionalized into the profession of law enforcement in the United

States, and increasingly in police work in

democratic nations worldwide (Skogan

2004). It can be fairly stated that the capacity of the police and the public they serve

to work together to manage local public

safety issues has never been greater, and

many police–community partnerships are

now in place effectively promoting the

coproduction of public order and public

safety in their communities.

MICHAEL J. ERP and NICHOLAS P. LOVRICH
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Police Reform and the

Professional Era

Several important developments provided

the rationale for the contemporary community policing and problem-solving era

in America. First, reformers attempted to

remove the police from political influences

that prevailed from the 1840s to the 1930s

by creating civil service systems to eliminate patronage and ward influences in hiring and firing police officers (Goldstein

1977). August Vollmer, a pioneer of police

professionalism, also rallied police executives around the idea of reform during the

1920s and 1930s. Vollmer believed that



police officers should do more than merely

arrest offenders, and that they should

actively seek to prevent crime by ‘‘saving’’

potential or actual offenders. The focus on

prevention instead of repression was an

important step in police reform (Goldstein

1977).

During this reform period of the 1930s

to 1980s, however, police organizations

evolved into law enforcement agencies

that primarily emphasized controlling

crime. Thus, during this period the ‘‘professional era’’ of policing was in full

bloom, with officers expected to remain

in their ‘‘rolling fortresses,’’ going from

one call to the next with all due haste

(Manning 1971); officers were typically

judged by factors such as the number of

arrests they made or the number of miles

they drove during a shift. The crime rate

became the primary indicator of police

effectiveness—personified by television’s

Sgt. Friday on Dragnet: ‘‘Just the facts,

ma’am.’’ Citizens’ responsibility in crime

control was limited, and police were the

‘‘thin blue line’’ (Walker 1977) that separated residents from crime problems.



Problems Overwhelm the

Professional Model

Problems with the professional model of

policing began to arise during the late

1960s due to the following reasons:

1. Crime began to rise and research

suggested that conventional police

methods were not effective. The

1960s were a time of political and

social unrest. Inner-city residents

rioted in several major cities, protesters denounced military involvement

in Vietnam, and many questions

were raised about the role of the

police and their ability to effectively

control crime.

2. Increased fear of crime. Citizens abandoned parks, public transportation,
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neighborhood shopping centers,

churches, and entire neighborhoods.

Researchers found that fear was

more closely associated with disorder than with actual crime. Ironically, order maintenance was one of

the functions that police had been

downplaying over the years, choosing instead to focus on crime control.

Minority citizens did not perceive

their treatment as equitable or adequate. They protested not only police mistreatment, but lack of

treatment. The legitimacy of police

was questioned: Students resisted

police, minorities rioted against

what they represented, and the public began to question the effectiveness of police tactics.

Some of the premises on which the

reform era was founded could no longer be sustained. Police studies highlighted the use of discretion at all

levels of policing and reported that

law enforcement comprised but a

small portion of police activities.

Other research findings shook the

foundations of old assumptions

about policing (some of which are

discussed below) (Skolnick and Bayley 1986).

Although managers had tried to professionalize policing, line officers

continued to have low status. Police

work continued to be routinized

and petty rules governed officer behavior. Meanwhile, line officers

received little guidance in the use of

discretion and had little opportunity

for providing input concerning their

work.

Police began to acquire competition:

private security and the community

crime control movement. Businesses,

industries, and private citizens

began turning to private police agencies to protect themselves and their

property, reflecting a lack of confidence in public policing.



Changing the Conventional Wisdom

of Policing

As a result of the above-described problems, studies of policing provided a new

‘‘common wisdom’’ of policing (Goldstein

1977). For example, it was learned that

two-person patrol vehicles were no more

safe or effective than one-person cars; response time had very little to do with

whether or not an arrest was made at the

scene; detectives were greatly overrated in

their ability to solve crimes (Peak and

Glensor 2005); and less than 50% of an

officer’s time was committed to calls for

service (CFS), and of those calls handled,

more than 80% were noncriminal incidents

(Cumming, Cumming, and Edell 1965;

Bercal 1970; Reiss 1971). Such findings

demonstrated that many ‘‘sacred cow’’

beliefs about police methods were erroneous (Goldstein 1990). Officers who were

glued to their police car radios, flitting

like pinballs from one call for service to

the next as rapidly as possible, were not

effective in the long term, and learned very

little about the underlying causes of problems in the neighborhoods on their beats.



Three Generations of COPS

The elements just discussed made it clear

that police agencies had to change their

methods, management practices, and

how they viewed their work. First, they

had to reacquaint themselves with members of the community by involving citizens in the resolution of neighborhood

problems. The public, as well as other

government and social services organizations, were to be considered ‘‘a part of,’’ as

opposed to ‘‘apart from,’’ their efforts.

Crime control remains an important

function, but equal emphasis is given to

prevention. Police officers return to their

wide use of discretion under this model,

with decision making being shared across
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all levels of the organization, including line

officers. Participative management is thus

greatly increased, and fewer levels of authority are required to administer the organization. In essence, middle-management

layers are reduced.

COPS is now the culture of many police

organizations, affecting and permeating

their hiring processes, recruiting academies, in-service training, promotional

examinations, and strategic plans. Significantly, the Violent Crime Control and

Law Enforcement Act of 1994 authorized

$8.8 billion over six years to create the

Office of Community Oriented Policing

Services (COPS) within the U.S. Department of Justice, in order to add one hundred thousand more police officers to

communities across the country and to create thirty-one regional community policing

institutes.

COPS has now moved through three

generations (Oliver 2000). The first generation, innovation, spans the period from

1979 through 1986. It began with the

aforementioned seminal work of Herman

Goldstein concerning needed improvement of policing (Goldstein 1979) and

with the ‘‘broken windows’’ theory of

James Q. Wilson and George L. Kelling

(1982). Early trials of community policing

during this period—called ‘‘experiments,’’

‘‘test sites,’’ and ‘‘demonstration projects’’—were usually restricted to larger

metropolitan cities. The style of policing

that was employed was predominantly

narrow in focus, emphasizing foot patrols,

problem-solving methods, or community

substations.

In its second generation, diffusion (from

1987 through 1994), the COPS philosophy

and practice spread rapidly among police

agencies. In 1985, slightly more than three

hundred police agencies employed some

form of community policing (Walker

1985), and by 1994 it had spread to more

than eight thousand agencies (McEwen

1995). The practice of community policing

during this generation was still generally

limited to large- and medium-sized cities,



and the strategies normally targeted drugs

and fear-of-crime issues while improving

police–community relations. Much more

emphasis was placed on evaluating outcomes through the use of appropriate research methodologies. These evaluations

demonstrated the benefits and pitfalls of

various strategies, allowing more efficient

and targeted police work.

The third generation, institutionalization, began in 1995 and continues to the

present. Nearly seven in ten (68%) of the

nation’s seventeen thousand local police

agencies, employing 90% of all officers,

have adopted this strategy (U.S. Department of Justice 2003). Today, COPS

includes programs that address youth

firearm violence, gangs, and domestic violence, and involves crime mapping techniques and applies the principles of crime

prevention through environmental design.



In Sum: ‘‘What Works?’’

Following a systematic review of more

than five hundred scientific evaluations of

criminal justice and crime prevention

practices, a prestigious team of researchers

including Lawrence Sherman, John Eck,

and others stated in their 1998 report to

Congress that ‘‘problem solving analysis is

effective when addressed to the specific

crime situation’’ (emphasis added).

While many more impact evaluations

are needed before conclusions can be

reached about COPS, it is clear that this

strategy is now an established and accepted

approach to policing for the twenty-first

century.

KENNETH J. PEAK and EMMANUEL P.

BARTHE

See also Community-Oriented Policing:

Effects and Impacts; Community-Oriented

Policing: History; Community-Oriented

Policing: International; Community-Oriented Policing: Practices; Crime Prevention; Problem-Oriented Policing
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COMMUNITY WATCH

PROGRAMS

The term community watch covers several

programs based on the idea of crime prevention through citizen surveillance. These

include neighborhood watch programs,

block watch, home watch, and apartment

watch. The term can also be used to cover

citizen surveillance in nonresidential areas,

such as boat watch, farm watch, park

watch, and car watch.

The idea of watch programs emerged in

the United States during the 1960s and

1970s out of a broader movement to involve citizens in crime control. Other collective responses to crime introduced

at that time were citizen patrols, police–

community councils, citizen alerts, and citizen anticrime crusades. One of the earliest

community watch programs in the United

States was established in 1966 in Oakland

under the name of Home Alert. Participants in the scheme attended regular meetings, displayed window stickers, marked

their property, and acted as the ‘‘eyes

and ears’’ of the police (Washnis 1976).

Perhaps the best known of these early programs was the Seattle Community Crime

Prevention Project launched in 1973 (Cirel

et al. 1977). The Seattle program encouraged citizens to obtain home security

inspections, mark their property, organize

block watches, and ‘‘augment the range of

vision’’ of traditional policing.

Community watch programs were also

developed in other countries about the

same time. Most of these drew on the

U.S. model and incorporated similar components and terminology. One of the earliest neighborhood watch schemes in the

United Kingdom was established in 1982

in Mollington, Cheshire. The program

was based on the American model and

comprised neighbors keeping their eyes

and ears open for suspicious persons and

reporting anything suspicious to the police, property marking, and improvements

in physical security. The first scheme in
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Australia was launched in Victoria in 1984

and the first scheme in New Zealand

began in 1980.



Structure

Community watch programs are usually

made up of a number of component parts.

The typical package in the United States is

sometimes referred to as the ‘‘Big Three’’

and includes community watch, property

marking, and home security. In the United

Kingdom, the typical package is similar

and comprises neighborhood watch in conjunction with property marking and home

security surveys.

Comprehensive packages sometimes include other crime prevention measures in

addition to the ‘‘Big Three.’’ A notable

difference between schemes is the choice

of these additional elements. They are

often idiosyncratic and fit the needs of particular communities. A community watch

program in Wilmington, Delaware, for example, included in its package a ‘‘Senior

Citizen’s Educational Program’’ and an

‘‘Auxiliary Police Unit’’ to support the

watch groups (Decampli 1977). A Block

Watch program in Philadelphia included

providing emotional support for victims

of crime during court proceedings (Finn

1986).

There is also some variation in the size

of the schemes. Block watches and block

clubs in the United States typically cover a

small number of households (sometimes

less than fifty), whereas neighborhood

watch programs in the United Kingdom

typically include entire residential areas,

covering perhaps thousands of households. While there was some early interest

in ‘‘cocoon’’ watch schemes in the United

Kingdom, based on just a handful of

households, the dominant form has tended

to be much larger than this. Schemes in

Australia are more variable and sometimes



cover entire residential areas and sometimes smaller locations such as high-rise

apartment blocks and specific institutions

such as hospitals.

There is also some variation in the way

schemes are established and funded.

Watch schemes in the United States and

the United Kingdom are sometimes police

initiated and sometimes public initiated.

The choice is often a result of the stage

in the development of watch schemes in

the area. Early schemes tend to be police initiated to assist their establishment,

whereas schemes launched at a later stage,

after the program has become well developed, are often public initiated. However,

police involvement may continue for other

reasons. The police in Detroit, for example, continued to launch police-initiated

schemes to ensure that disadvantaged

areas that were unlikely to generate requests

from the public were also covered.



Function

There is a clear consensus in the literature

that the main aim of watch programs is to

prevent crime. There are some variations

in terms of which crimes are to be prevented. The most commonly identified

crime targeted is residential burglary. Programs sometimes aim to reduce street robbery, auto thefts, and vandalism. Schemes

also report supplementary aims such as

reduction of fear of crime and improvements in police–community relations,

crime reporting, and the quality of life.

Watch schemes are typically operated

by local citizens who watch out for suspicious incidents and behavior and report

these to the police. There are many references in the publicity material to the idea

of citizens becoming ‘‘the eyes and ears’’

of the police. Some police departments ask

the public to look out only for crimes

rather than anything else suspicious.
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Others encourage reporting of anything

suspicious and issue recording cards

for the public to complete when identifying suspects. Some programs include

additional activities that the public can

take to prevent crimes in their area. In

some areas, community watch residents

are encouraged to ensure that neighbor’s

homes look occupied while they are away.



Mechanisms

The most frequently recorded mechanism

by which watch programs are supposed to

reduce crime is as a result of residents

looking out for suspicious activities and

reporting these to the police. There are at

least three ways in which surveillance and

reporting might reduce crime. First, visible

surveillance might reduce crime as a result of its effect on the perceptions and

decision making of potential offenders.

Watching and reporting might deter offenders if they are aware of the propensity of

the local residents to report suspicious behavior and if they believe that this

increases their risks of being caught.

Second, community watch schemes

might reduce crime as a result of an increase in the flow of useful information

from the public to the police. This might

involve reports of crimes in progress and

early warning of suspicious persons and

events. These reports might then lead to

a greater number of arrests and convictions, which might in turn result in individual deterrence or (when a custodial

sentence is passed) incapacitation of local

offenders.

Third, watch programs might reduce

crime through the mechanisms of social

control. Community watch might enhance

a sense of community cohesion, community activism, and collective efficacy,

which might in turn increase the ability

of communities to control crime in their

neighborhoods.
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Effectiveness

Several evaluations of community watch

programs have been conducted. One of

the earliest conducted in the United States

was by Titus (1984) who summarized the

results of nearly forty community crime

prevention programs. Most of these included elements of community watch.

The majority of the studies were conducted by police departments or included

data from police departments. Nearly all

of the studies found that community

watch areas were associated with lower

levels of crime. However, most of the evaluations were described as ‘‘weak’’ in

terms of research design.

Another review of the literature looked

mainly at community watch programs in

the United Kingdom (Husain 1990). The

study reviewed the results of nine existing

evaluations and conducted an original

analysis of community watch in six additional locations using police-recorded

crime data. The review of existing evaluations concluded that ‘‘the published evidence to suggest that [neighborhood

watch] can prevent crime is extremely

thin.’’ The results of the original analysis

in six locations concluded that there was

strong evidence of a reduction in crime in

one location, but weak or no evidence of a

reduction in the remaining five.

One of the most recent reviews of the

literature on the effectiveness of community watch programs selected only evaluations with the strongest research designs

(Sherman et al. 1997). The authors included only studies that used random assignment or studies that monitored both

watch areas and similar comparison areas

without community watch. The review

found just four evaluations that matched

these criteria. The results of these evaluations were mainly negative. The authors

concluded, ‘‘The oldest and best-known

community policing program, Neighborhood Watch, is ineffective at preventing

crime.’’
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These three reviews of the literature

have produced mixed results. One explanation for this is that the nature of the

findings might be affected by the quality

of the research methods used. Evaluations

based on ‘‘before’’ and ‘‘after’’ measures

only with no comparison area can provide

false results because they do not show

what might have happened in the absence

of the scheme. Evaluations based on a

comparison of community watch and

non–community watch areas at a single

point in time can also produce false results

because they do not show whether there

were preexisting differences between the

areas. The best research designs are either

random allocation studies or carefully

controlled ‘‘before’’ and ‘‘after’’ studies

using matched comparison areas. Unfortunately, there are very few studies of

these kinds. More research needs to be

done, therefore, before the effectiveness

of community watch can be finally determined.

TREVOR BENNETT
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COMPLAINTS AGAINST

POLICE

To put complaints against the police into

perspective, it is necessary to briefly outline why police exist or, rather, the functions of the police in society. According to

the American Bar Association’s Standards

Relating to the Urban Police Function (as

in Peak 1997), the functions of the police

in modern society are as follows:

1. To identify criminals and criminal

activity and, where appropriate,

apprehend offenders and participate in court proceedings

2. To reduce the opportunities for the

commission of crime through preventive patrol and other measures

3. To aid individuals who are in

danger of physical harm

4. To protect constitutional guarantees

5. To facilitate the movement of

people and vehicles

6. To assist those who cannot care for

themselves

7. To help resolve conflict

8. To identify problems that are potentially serious law enforcement

or governmental problems

9. To create and maintain a feeling of

security in the community

10. To promote and preserve civil

order

11. To provide other services on an

emergency basis.

To this list, the authors would like to add

that the police are responsible for identifying and controlling situations that have

the propensity of becoming problematic

and to locate missing persons and help

recover missing and/or stolen property.
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According to Oliver (2001), the preceding

functions can be summarized into two

broad categories: enforcing the laws and

maintaining order. Between these two

broad functions, order maintenance constitutes the bulk of police officers’ daily

activities (Senna and Siegel 1999) and

therefore presents many opportunities for

face-to-face contact with the public and

complaints against the police.

Relative to their functions, it is obvious

that the police are the most visible symbol

of authority in society. Such visibility,

coupled with the complexity and ambiguity of their role and the heterogeneity

of the modern society in which they operate, not only makes law enforcement a

dangerous profession but also increases

the chance that similar conduct by police

officers in varying communities would result in different responses in different

parts of the community, thereby increasing complaints against the police. Also,

police organizations are the only governmental agency authorized to use force—

including lethal force—when necessary, to

carry out their responsibilities. How wisely

or judiciously police officers use their

powers is the primary determinant of

how free and open a society is (O’Connor

2005), and how open and free a society is

determines the types and number of complaints citizens have and/or file against

police officers. The number and types

of complaints against the police reflect

differences in behavior of police officers,

the willingness of the department to receive and act on complaints, and a political climate that either discourages or

encourages citizens to complain (Roberg

and Kuykendall 1993).

According to Bennett and Hess (2001),

citizen complaints against police officers

can be classified as sustained, not sustained, unfounded, or the officer is exonerated. Sustained complaints, they say, are

those that, as a result of an investigation,

are determined to be justified. That is,

it has been determined that the claim

made by the citizen is true. Unsustained
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complaints are those that, in the opinion

of those making the determination, cannot

be substantiated as either true or false. Unfounded complaints, they continue, are

those that the investigation has determined

did not occur as alleged by the complainant, whereas exoneration means that investigation of a complaint showed that the

allegation is essentially true but that

the officer’s behavior was found to be

justified, legal, or consistent with departmental policy.

Although research concerning police

behavior and the number, types, and dispositions of citizens’ complaints against

the police is scanty, studies (Bennett and

Hess 2001; Bittner 1975; Bobb 2002;

Christopher 1991; Dugan and Breda

1991; Fogel 1987; Human Rights Watch

1998a, 1998b, 1998c, 1998d, 1998e, 1998f,

1998g, 1998h, 1998i, 1998j, 1998k, 1998l,

1998m, 1998n; Lersch and Mieczkowski

1996; Petterson 1991; Rojek, Wagner,

and Decker 2001; Terrill and McCluskey

2002; Walker 1992, 2001) provide some

useful insights:

1. Whereas less than 1% of all citizens

who come in contact with the police

complain about police methods and

behavior, as many as 10% to 15%

may feel they have something to

complain about. For the most part,

citizens’ complaints against the police are in relation to what the officer

did or failed to do.

2. Whereas there is little agreement

among researchers regarding whether African Americans are overtly

discriminated against by the police

in their enforcement tactics, there is

no doubt that they constitute the

majority of complainants against

the police. African Americans make

up between 50% and 60% of complainants against the police.

3. The rate of complaints varies between six and eighty-one complaints

per one hundred officers among police departments.
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4. The number of complaints sustained by police departments varies

between 0% and 25% mostly due to

shoddy police internal affairs investigations, the blue wall of silence,

powerless citizens’ review boards,

lack of ‘‘credible’’ witnesses, and

police corruption.

5. The most common complaint concerns excessive use of force.

6. Complaints of excessive use of force

are usually sustained less often than

other types of complaints.

7. ‘‘Conduct unbecoming a police officer’’ is sustained more often than

other forms of complaints.

8. In instances where complaints are

sustained and the city or the police

department pays out a huge sum of

money to the complainant, police

officers are not disciplined mostly

due to political infighting within

the police department, attitudes of

city officials toward complaints

against police officers, resistance

by a strong police union, complainants’ criminal history, state immunity laws, and short-term

statutes of limitation on complaints

against the police.

9. A small number of police officers

account for a disproportionate

number of complaints. This is referred to as the ‘‘bad apple’’ theory.

(For a brief summary of the problem officer hypothesis, see Walker,

Alpert, and Kennedy 2000.) Although the number varies from

one department to another, it is

estimated that between 5% and

10% of officers in most departments account for between 20%

and 35% of complaints.

10. It seems that a disproportionate

number of complaints against the

police are filed against younger,

less experienced officers. As many

as two-thirds of all complaints in

some departments involve officers

who are thirty years of age or
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younger and who have five or

fewer years of experience.

The blue wall of silence exists in all

police departments and contributes

immensely to incidents of abuse of

citizens by the police. Police officers who are aware of misconduct

by other officers do not come forward for fear of reprisal by fellow

officers or the department. Those

who report misconduct are ostracized and harassed, become targets

of complaints and even physical

threats, and are made to fear that

they will be left alone on the streets

in a time of crisis. This situation

has given rise to what has been

termed the ‘‘subculture’’ theory of

police misconduct.

There is a general flaw in the supervision and evaluation of police officers. Officers with long records of

alleged misconduct, including some

with histories of alleged physical

abuse of citizens, are allowed to

remain on the street largely unidentified and unsupervised and consistently receive perfect performance

evaluations each year and are

rewarded with promotion.

Although use of excessive force (especially, deadly force) by the police

is a rare occurrence, there nonetheless is heightened concern among

citizens about excessive force. The

public has increasingly become

aware that law enforcement agencies cannot police themselves. The

public believes that the power

to investigate police misconduct

should be ceded by the police in

whole or in part to qualified, independent investigative bodies.

Abusive police officers sometimes

use excessive force just to show

who was in charge. Some keep

guns and drugs seized during

raids. The guns are used as ‘‘throwaway’’ guns to plant on a suspect in

the event of a questionable arrest
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or police shooting, and the drugs

can be used to frame suspects.

15. It is more difficult to prosecute and/

or fire police officers who are the

subject of sustained citizen complaints or who have a pattern of

alleged misconducts both on and

off duty than other city employees

due in part to lack of witnesses, a

strong police union that is willing to

defend even officers with a pattern

of citizens’ complaints, skewed internal investigation techniques, and

special immunity laws that protect

police officers from prosecution.

16. Cities and sometimes police departments pay out huge sums of money

each year to settle lawsuits and

awards dealing with police use of

excessive force, wrongful death,

false arrests, and false imprisonment.

17. Many police departments are not

in compliance with international

human rights standards or with

the 1985 U.S. Supreme Court ruling in Tennessee v. Garner, which

requires that police officers only

shoot fleeing felony suspects when

necessary to prevent escape and

when there is probable cause to believe that they pose a significant

danger to the officer or members

of the public.

Although it is a small percentage of officers in any police department that engages

in abuse of citizens, some researchers believe that the establishment of civilian review boards with real powers to ensure that

investigations of complaints are full, fair,

and thorough would further reduce the

number of such complaints. The benefits

of such boards are already being reaped

by the Los Angeles Sheriff’s Department

(LASD), which, since being subject to ongoing independent outside investigation

and monitoring, has noticed a decrease in

the number of officers killed or wounded in

the line of duty from a high of ten in 1991 to
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three in 2001, while the number of arrests

remained the same. Between 1991 and

2000, the number of suspects killed or

wounded by LASD officers also decreased

from a high of sixty-three people in 1991 to

a low of eighteen in 2000 (Bobb 2002). Also

during the ten years of outside independent

monitoring and reporting, the total docket

of excessive force cases on file against

LASD officers dropped from a high of

381 cases in 1992 to a low of 93 in 2001,

and the amounts paid out in settlements

and judgments in excessive force cases during the same period dropped from a high of

$17 million to a low of $2 million in 2001.

In today’s economic climate and budget

cuts, cutting this expense would save taxpayers money and improve community–

police relations.

GODPOWER O. OKEREKE, TOM JORDAN, and

GEORGE PARANGIMALIL
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The crime analysis and management approach known as COMPSTAT is widely

heralded and frequently imitated. The tributes describe COMPSTAT as ‘‘perhaps

the single most important organizational/

administrative innovation in policing during the latter half of the 20th century’’

(Kelling and Sousa 2001, 6). A Criminology

and Public Policy Journal editor termed

COMPSTAT ‘‘arguably one of the most

significant strategic innovations in policing in the last couple of decades’’ (Criminology and Public Policy 2003, 419). The

authors of a major study note that

COMPSTAT ‘‘has already been recognized as a major innovation in American

policing’’ (Weisburd et al. 2003, 422). In

1996, COMPSTAT was awarded the prestigious Innovations in American Government Award from the Ford Foundation

and the John F. Kennedy School of

Government at Harvard University. Former New York City Mayor Rudy Giuliani

proclaims COMPSTAT as his administration’s ‘‘crown jewel’’ (Giuliani 2002, 7).

Because most people only observe its

most visible elements, COMPSTAT is frequently misunderstood. These visible elements include up-to-date computerized

crime data, crime analysis, and advanced

crime mapping, which serve as the bases

for regularized, interactive crime strategy

meetings in which managers are held accountable for specific crime strategies and

solutions in their areas. It is fair to say that

the widespread diffusion of COMPSTAT

refers to these most noticeable elements.

Since COMPSTAT was first unveiled by

the New York City Police Department

(NYPD) in 1994, a Police Foundation’s

1999 survey for the National Institute of

Justice (NIJ) revealed that a third of the

nation’s 515 largest police departments

had implemented a COMPSTAT-like program by 2001 and 20% were planning to

do so. The same survey found that about

70% of police departments with COMPSTAT programs reported attending a
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NYPD COMPSTAT meeting (Weisburd

et al. 2001).

This process has continued in subsequent years. Gootman (2000, B1)

reported that 219 police agency representatives visited NYPD COMPSTAT meetings in 1998, 221 in 1999, and 235 in the

first ten months of 2000. Attendance at a

COMPSTAT meeting, while a useful introduction, does not provide adequate

preparation for introducing and establishing COMPSTAT into one’s own department. In fact, the presentations at such

meetings may be misleading because

attendees often become mesmerized by

the flashy overhead display of multiple

crime maps synchronized with technologically advanced portrayals of computerized

crime statistics. In the vernacular, it is only

necessary to display computer-generated

crime maps and pressure commanders

‘‘to make the dots go away’’ (Maple

2000, 38). This more elaborate but superficial approach is emblematic of the quick

managerial fix approach, thus contributing to the misunderstanding and misapplication of COMPSTAT.



Performance Management Comes

to Policing

More importantly, COMPSTAT is, in

many ways, emblematic of the application

of business-oriented managerial reforms to

modern policing. Enhancing accountability for performance by adopting business

and professional practices has repeatedly

emerged as the holy grail of police managerial reform. Early twentieth-century police

reformers such as O. W. Wilson sought to

upgrade the quality of police performance

through the introduction of sound business

practices.

In recent years, the goal of refashioning

police agencies so that they more closely

mirror private organizations has been

extended to entire police departments.
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For example, Herman Goldstein’s pathbreaking work advocated new managerial

structures capable of reading and responding to internal and external work environments (Goldstein 1990, p.162).

By 1994, there was a clear trend within

government to emulate business practices

and ‘‘reinvent’’ themselves by dramatically

altering administrative structures and operational processes in order to enhance

efficiency and the overall quality of performance. This all-embracing view is now

shared by many police scholars urging police adoption of ‘‘corporate strategies’’

and ‘‘entrepreneurial’’ approaches (Burns

and Stalker 1961; Moore and Trojanowicz

1988).

For police, as with other public organizations, performance measures were

viewed as integral to the adoption of and

accountability for these business characteristics (Kravchuk and Schack 1996;

Wholey and Hatry 1992). The Government Performance and Results Act of

1993 (GPRA) and Osborne and Gaebler’s

Reinventing Government (1992) promoted

the reinventing government movement as

the ‘‘public sector analogue to the corporate ‘business process engineering’ movement, which has been described as ‘one of

the most influential management ideas of

the nineties’’’ (Case 1999, 419, as cited in

O’Connell 2002).

Performance measures are supported

by concepts linked to the reengineering

process. ‘‘Benchmarking’’ and ‘‘best practices’’ cherish objectives and standards

that are shared throughout the entire organization (Bowerman and Ball 2000; Coe

1999).



The New York City Police

Department

The introduction and spread of these business concepts and practices in American

police departments is revealed through an

examination of post-1993 COMPSTAT



and related changes in the New York

City Police Department (NYPD). Modern

business management provided the orchestral score for these changes; reengineering was its name. Contemporary

management literature explains that reengineering requires ‘‘radical change,’’ a

‘‘starting over’’ throughout the entire organization, nothing less than a ‘‘reinvention of how organizations work.’’

New York’s police commissioner at this

time, William Bratton, was portrayed

by the Economist as ‘‘a fan of the reengineering rhetoric of Michael Hammer

and James Champy’’ (Economist 1995,

50). Business Week lauded the NYPD’s

‘‘innovative turnaround artists’’ who

used ‘‘private-sector’’ techniques (Business

Week 1995, 83). Each of twelve reengineering teams was dedicated to a specific

topic and was asked to determine what

was broken and how to fix it—or, perhaps

more accurately, what would be used to

replace it. Each committee was supplied

with a copy of Hammer and Champy’s

Reengineering the Corporation, which

advocates ‘‘abandoning outdated rules

and fundamental assumptions’’ (Hammer

and Champy 1993, 31).

The NYPD’s reengineering reports

questioned the department’s operating

procedures. What current policy yields,

they claimed, was inadequate. The precinct organization report, for example,

noted:

. . . 2 or 3% reduction in crime is not good

enough. We need to change the organization to do more. The need to reengineer

precincts is not immediately apparent. Citywide crime continues to decline year after

year. Every annual precinct state of command report, without exception, includes

evidence of neighborhood improvements.

Bureau and Special Unit Commanders to a

man, or a woman, will vigorously defend the

effectiveness of the present system. Why fix

what’s not broken?



The answer is in the new mission of the

department to dramatically reduce crime,

fear, and disorder. Slow, continuous
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improvement doesn’t cut it, and that is

all the present system can deliver. . . .

[R]e-engineering in its simplest form

means starting all over, starting from

scratch (New York City Police Department 1994, v).

COMPSTAT acted like a booster cable

to the NYPD’s battery, providing the

cranking power needed to activate decentralization and command accountability.

Relinquishing control of daily ground

operations was the most fundamental yet

difficult challenge facing the new administration. Traditionally, the person at the

apex of the NYPD pyramid would retain

control through standardized procedures

and policies. But in order to hold precinct

commanders accountable for crime prevention, the new leadership knew the

organization must grant them more discretion. Rather than allow headquarters

to determine staffing and deployment on

a citywide basis, it was decided that reducing crime, fear of crime, and disorder

would flow from patrol borough and precinct coordination of selected enforcement

efforts.

COMPSTAT emerged as the central

mechanism with which up-to-date crime

performance measures were developed,

and precinct commanders were held accountable for crime in their areas. In the

parlance of business management, performance standards were set for the whole

department and its subunits. Entrance to

Bratton’s higher echelon was restricted to

commanders committed to double-digit

crime reduction. Establishing a specific

objective—a 10% reduction in crime for

1994—was the initial propellant for

change. While target setting is the norm

for the private sector, it usually is anathema for public organizations because it

offers a yardstick against which performance can be more accurately measured

and, if deficient, condemned.

The commissioner and his top aides

recognized that data needed to be gathered and analyzed in a timely manner if

effective crime reduction strategies were to
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be implemented. These statistics constituted the first COMPSTAT book in

February 1994. Subsequently, periodic

meetings were scheduled at headquarters

whereby precinct commanders were required to report and react to crime data

generated from their areas of responsibility (that is, their commands). Over time,

these data-based informal discussions between department executives and field

commanders developed into formal biweekly strategy meetings (known as

COMPSTAT meetings) at which all levels

of the department participate to identify

precinct and citywide crime trends, deploy

resources, make assessments, and are held

accountable for crime control strategies

and results. (For details, see Silverman

1999.)

The first three years of the NYPD’s

COMPSTAT program corresponded with

dramatic declines in the city’s crime rate.

According to the FBI’s Unified Crime

Reports, the city’s 12% decline in index

crime in 1994 (compared to a national

drop of less than 2%) grew to 16% in 1995

and yielded another 16% in 1996. These

decreases accounted for more than 60% of

the national decline during this period.

Although these figures, of course, do

not prove a causal relationship between

COMPSTAT and a decrease in crime,

they received extraordinary law enforcement and national attention. The New

York model (COMPSTAT) was offered

as the road to rapid crime reduction

(Gootman 2000, B1). A Time magazine

1996 observation is still applicable ten

years later: ‘‘COMPSTAT has become the

Lourdes of policing, drawing pilgrim cops

from around the world . . . for a taste of

New York’s magic’’ (Pooley 1996, 55–56).



Response to COMPSTAT

Critiques

In a valuable national study, the Police

Foundation identified COMPSTAT’s
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‘‘six key elements.’’ They are ‘‘mission

clarification, internal accountability, geographic organization of operational command, organizational flexibility, data

driven problem identification and assessment, innovative problem solving tactics,

and external information exchange’’

(Weisburd et al. 2003, 427).

The study found many of these key elements lacking in many police COMPSTAT programs. In their comparison

of COMPSTAT and non-COMPSTAT

agencies, the study concludes that the

COMPSTAT agencies ‘‘have opted for a

model much heavier on control than on

empowerment’’ (Weisburd et al. 2003,

448). Moreover, despite its virtues, the

authors found that:

COMPSTAT agencies were largely indistinguishable from non-COMPSTAT agencies

on measures that gauged geographic organization of command, organizationally flexibility, the time availability of data, and the

selection and implementation of innovative

strategies and tactics. . . . COMPSTAT

departments are more reluctant to relinquish power that would decentralize some

key elements of decision making geographically . . . enhance flexibility, and risk going

outside of the standard tool kit of police

tactics and strategies. The combined effect

overall, whether or not intended, is to reinforce a traditional bureaucratic model of

command and control. (Weisburd et al.

2003, 448)



This analysis fails to address the fact that

the study’s COMPSTAT programs are

self-designated. There is no evidence that

these police agencies underwent the selfdiagnosis, reengineering, and organizational and managerial overhaul processes

that preceded the New York COMPSTAT

experience. In reality, COMPSTAT is a

revolution in thinking about the role and

ability of the police to address crime

as opposed to reacting to social and

economic conditions that breed crime.

COMPSTAT, then, is a performance

management mind-set that some have



likened to a paradigm change in policing.

In accordance with classic bureaucratic

structure, the overall orientation of managers within the department was ‘‘downward,’’ rather than outward (toward the

external environment) or upward. Precinct

commanders ‘‘did not see crime reduction

as their foremost responsibility’’ and were

‘‘essentially on their own in combating

crime’’ (Silverman 1999, 98). Commissioner Bratton quickly altered this mindset by making a variety of high-level

personnel changes and by redefining the

department’s overall purpose and mission

(Bratton 1998).

Both Henry and Wash follow Kuhn

(1996) in their adoption of the ‘‘paradigm’’

concept. Henry and Bratton (2002, 15)

posit that paradigms are a sort of mindset or a collection of organizing principles

and fundamental viewpoints around which

we organize our basic understanding of

the world. Paradigms can be compared to

ideologies, belief systems, philosophical

principles, or cognitive models that shape

our understanding of something.

Walsh, in 2001, adopted this approach

when he depicted COMPSTAT as representing an ‘‘emerging police organizational management paradigm’’ (p. 1). Three

years later, Walsh and Vito (2004) characterized COMPSTAT’s ‘‘paradigm shift’’

as a ‘‘goal-oriented, strategic-management

process that uses information technology,

operational strategy, and managerial accountability to guide police operations’’

(p. 57).

What started out as a computer file

and a book to satisfy crime informational needs has evolved and been reconstructed into a multifaceted forum for

coordinated, reenergized, and accountable organizational crime fighting strategies. Its strength lies in its adaptability

and compliance mechanisms. It is vitally

important to recognize that COMPSTAT’s

initial and prime raison d’etre was and is to

measure and hold managers accountable

for performance. In Moore’s words:
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It becomes a powerful managerial system in

part because the technical capacity of the

system allows it to produce accurate information on important dimensions of performance at a level that coincides with a

particular manager’s domain of responsibility. . . . [COMPSTAT] is, in the end, primarily a performance measurement system.

(Moore 2003, 470, 472)



The Future of COMPSTAT

Today, COMPSTAT crime reduction efficacy is frequently advocated by police

administrators, several of whom moved

from the NYPD to head other city police

departments. COMPSTAT’s introduction

in New Orleans, for example, corresponded with a decline in murders from

421 in 1994, diving 55% in 1999 to 162.

Minneapolis’s version of COMPSTAT,

CODEFOR

(Computer

Optimized

Deployment–Focus on Results), has been

credited with a double-digit decrease in

homicides, aggravated assaults, robberies,

burglaries, and auto thefts between 1998

and 1999 (Anderson 2001, 4). In 2000

COMPSTAT was introduced in Baltimore

by its new chief, a former NYPD deputy

police commissioner. By the end of the

year, there had been fewer than 300 homicides in Baltimore for the first time in

twenty years as well as an overall crime

drop of 25% (Anderson 2001, 4; Clines

2001, 15; Weissenstein 2003, 27). Between

1999 and 2001, Baltimore’s overall violent

crime declined 24%, homicides dropped

15%, shootings fell 34%, robberies

dropped 28%, rapes 20%, and assaults

21% (Henry and Bratton 2002, 307).

Philadelphia’s former police commissioner, another former NYPD deputy

police commissioner, attributed a decline

in the city’s crime to COMPSTAT-driven

policing. ‘‘Social conditions in the city

have not changed radically in the two

years and we have the same police department, the same number of officers.
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Nothing has changed but how we deploy

them and utilize them’’ (Anderson 2001, 3).

Similar crime reduction assertions have

been made for police agencies around the

world. Two Australian scholars, for example, recently published an evaluation of

the New South Wales COMPSTAT-modeled Operation and Crime Review (OCM).

The authors found that this process was

effective in reducing three of the four offense categories studied (Chilvers and

Weatherburn, 2004). Omaha’s year-old

COMPSTAT is credited with improving

cooperation among all units. ‘‘Instead of

one unit tackling a problem, everyone gets

involved. . . . The entire culture has

changed now’’ (Law Enforcement News

2004, 11).

In 1996, New York City’s Corrections

Department modeled its TEAMS (Total

Efficiency Accountability Management

System) program on COMPSTAT with

an examination of the department’s

‘‘most fundamental practices and procedures’’ (O’Connell 2001, 17). Again, accountability is a major theme, which,

when fused with more accurate and timely

statistical reporting and analysis and interunit cooperation, has been credited with a

dramatic reduction in inmate violence. Between 1995 and 1999, stabbings and slashing declined from 1,093 to 70 (Anderson

2001, 3).

TEAMS has evolved and now addresses

more than just jail violence. Its accountability system has been continually expanded to retrieve and assess almost six

hundred performance indicators addressing such issues as religious service attendance, maintenance work orders, health

care, overtime, compliance with food service regulations, completed searches conducted, and the performance of personnel

who have been the subject of the department’s civility tests (O’Connell and Straub

1999a, 1999b, 1999c).

COMPSTAT accountability mechanisms, long a staple of the private sector,

have also become increasingly attractive

to non–law enforcement public agencies.
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There are numerous examples. The New

York City Department of Parks and Recreation, for instance, developed its own

version of COMPSTAT, calling it Parkstat. When parks officials visited NYPD

COMPSTAT meetings in 1997, they realized that they could utilize this system to

develop and refine their Parks Inspection

Program (PIP), which oversees the maintenance and operation of more than

twenty-eight thousand acres of property

throughout New York City. Now Parks

Department data analysis and managerial

accountability are combined with monthly

meetings to assess overall conditions;

cleanliness of structural features such as

benches, fences, sidewalks, and play

equipment; and landscape features such

as trees, athletic fields, and water bodies

(O’Connell 2001, 20). The percentage of

parks rated acceptably clean and safe

increased from 47% in 1993 to 86% in

2001 (Webber and Robinson 2003, 3).

One observer’s assessment of Parkstat

ranks it comparable to COMPSTAT’s

high rating:

The Parkstat program is continually developing. Indeed, the department recently

renamed it Parkstat Plus and has expanded

it to include a broader range of performance

measures . . . relating to personnel, vehicle

maintenance, resource allocation and enforcement activity to ensure superior service delivery. Parkstat stands as an

excellent example of how the COMPSTAT

model can be adopted and successfully

implemented outside the field of criminal

justice. (O’ Connell 2001, 21, 22)



Perhaps the most ambitious extension

of COMPSTAT’s managerial accountability and informational exchange processes

began in the city of Baltimore in mid2000 when its mayor was delighted with

the results of the Baltimore Police Department’s first year with COMPSTAT.

Baltimore’s program, called Citistat (first

developed by the COMPSTAT architect,

the late NYPD Deputy Commissioner

Jack Maple), is an attempt to evaluate

and coordinate performance on a citywide



basis whereby supervisors report every

two weeks (as opposed to the previous

quarterly basis) on their departments’ performances. Citistat’s timely data permit

the assessment and coordination of diverse social services dealing with graffiti,

abandoned vehicles, vacant housing, lead

paint abatement, urban blight, and drug

use and drug treatment. Discussions are

based on up-to-date information. Citistat

meetings are similar to those of COMPSTAT whereby data, graphs, and maps

are projected to track and display department performance.

So far, the city is pleased with Citistat’s

development. There has been a 40% reduction in payroll overtime with a savings of

more than $15 million over two years. Its

director of operations maintains that ‘‘The

charts, maps and pictures tell a story of

performance, and those managers are

held accountable’’ (Webber and Robinson

2003, 4). The fact that the prestigious

Innovations in American Government

Award was awarded to Baltimore’s Citistat ten years after NYPD’s COMPSTAT

received the same award speaks to the

enduring concepts embedded in this managerial and organizational approach.

Speaking for an audience at Harvard

University’s Kennedy School, Stephen

Goldsmith (2004) stated, ‘‘Citistat is a

management tool for public officials that

translates into real, tangible results for

citizens. Government leaders across the

country and around the world are taking

notice of its success—and for good reason.’’

Citistat, like most COMPSTAT-type

programs, seeks to lower the informational

barriers that generally hinder intra- and

interagency collaboration. Baltimore is

constantly expanding the number of agencies included in the data analyses and its

Citistat meetings. It appears that Citistat is

the ultimate test of COMPSTAT’s ability

to serve as the informational cement of

reform, the central mechanism that provides communication links to traditionally

isolated specialized units. Fragmentation

plagues many organizations. Harvard
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management expert Rosabeth Kanter

(1983, 301) calls it ‘‘segmentalism’’ and

notes, ‘‘The failure of many organizationchange efforts has more to do with the lack

. . . of an integrating, institutionalizing

mechanism than with inherent problems

in an innovation itself.’’ Without COMPSTAT, fragmentation would continue to

rule supreme. COMPSTAT’s confrontation of informational splintering can be

indispensable to organizational wellbeing. COMPSTAT can serve as the organizational glue that bonds many changes

together.

COMPSTAT lends itself to a variety of

law enforcement and non–law enforcement contexts. Numerous additional

agencies are currently adopting their own

versions of COMPSTAT. These include

New York’s Office of Health Insurance

with its Healthstat, which is designed to

assist uninsured New Yorkers enroll in

publicly funded health insurance programs. ‘‘In the first 18 months, participating agencies enrolled about 340,000 eligible

New Yorkers’’ (Webber and Robinson

2003, 4). The Department of Transportation instituted MOVE, an accountability

and performance management system

that meets twice a month to assess operational performance. The cities of Miami,

Pittsburgh, and New York are pursuing

comprehensive COMPSTAT-like systems

similar to Baltimore’s Citistat.

Societal needs for information sharing,

data analysis, and effective organizationalmanagerial performance will only continue to proliferate and even expand

COMPSTAT’s rapid diffusion. Two and

a half years before the terrorist attacks of

September 11, 2001, on the United States,

COMPSTAT’s architect, the late Jack

Maple, was asked about the future of

COMPSTAT. He replied:

This should not be limited to the police

department. It should involve every city

agency, the fire department, the building

department, the transportation department;

everybody should be contributing and coordinating. And other law enforcement
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agencies need to participate fully. The FBI,

DEA and ATF offices in a city should be

running their own number and then bring

those to COMPSTAT meetings at the police

department. (Dussault 1999, 2)



Now in this post-9/11 era, there are numerous calls to overcome institutional

barriers by federalizing the COMPSTAT

process in order to combat terrorism.

The intelligence and accountability

mechanism known as COMPSTAT is tailor-made for combating terrorism. Applying this mechanism to America’s new war,

however, requires solving one of the most

enduring problems in policing: turf jealousy, especially between the FBI and

local law enforcement agencies.

The FBI’s antiterrorism efforts should

be COMPSTATed in every city where the

bureau operates. Where a Joint Terrorism

Task Force (JTTF) exists, the commanders of the agencies should meet on a biweekly basis to interrogate task force

members about the progress of their investigations. Where JTTFs do not exist, the

FBI should assemble comparable meetings with all relevant agency heads. The

new Fedstat meetings would have two

purposes: to ensure that each ongoing investigation is being relentlessly and competently pursued, and to share intelligence

(MacDonald 2001, 27).
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COMPUTER-AIDED

DISPATCHING (CAD)

SYSTEMS

Computer-aided dispatching (CAD) systems were developed in the 1960s as part

of the first major wave of police department computerization (Colton 1978). By

the mid-1980s CAD had become nearly

universal in medium and large-sized police

departments (Hickman and Reaves 2002a;

McEwen et al. 2002). By the late 1990s

CAD systems were used to a lesser extent

by sheriff’s offices and local police departments. In these agencies computers were

used for managing calls for police services

by 47% of sheriff’s offices and 32% of local

police departments (Hickman and Reaves

2003b). Today, along with 911 emergency

call systems, CAD systems are the primary information technology supporting police communications centers in

almost all medium and large-sized police

departments.

The first generation of CAD systems

was developed to manage the calls for

service and the dispatching functions of

police departments (Colton, Brandeau,

and Tien 1983). These systems were

designed to monitor large fleets of patrol
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units and calls for service, to centralize the

patrol function, and to reduce the response time of patrol units to citizens’

requests for assistance (Colton, Brandeau,

and Tien 1983). These systems were also

intended to operate as online work order

systems that kept track of calls for police

assistance and coordinated these calls with

available patrol units (McEwen et al.

2002; Pierce, Spaar, and Briggs 1988).

To support the goal of coordinating

requests for assistance and patrol units, a

CAD system operates by first defining a

set of items/data that call-takers collect

when they receive requests for assistance.

The CAD system then transfers the calltaker information to a police dispatcher’s

computer screen who has responsibility

for the geographic area associated with

the request for assistance. The CAD system provides information to the dispatcher on available patrol units and

recommends a unit(s) to dispatch to the

request for assistance. The dispatching

recommendations are usually based on a

set of rules/guidelines, such as patrol unit

availability, location of the incident, and

type of request for assistance (McEwen

et al. 2002). Finally, CAD systems also

often collect information from the patrol

unit(s) responding to requests for service

regarding the disposition of the request

and availability of the unit(s) for service.

The central role of CAD systems in

police communications centers makes it

possible for these systems to collect and

computerize a broad range of public

safety–related data for police departments.

The computerization of calls for service

data is a product of CAD systems’ ability

to track and store digitized data on the

actions and activities of call trackers, police dispatchers, and patrol units responding to request for assistance. Based on a

national survey of police departments,

McEwen et al. (2002) found that the

range of data routinely collected (and

also often computerized) by CAD systems

includes data on (1) requests for police

assistance (for example, time, location,
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and nature of problem or incident as identified by individuals requesting assistance),

(2) police officer responses to requests for

assistance (for example, time of dispatch,

arrival, and completion of service), (3)

recorded comments between responding

officers and dispatchers, and (4) information on the disposition of the request for

service (for example, office provided final

disposition information, formal incidents

reports, data on additional responding

units, arrest reports). Importantly, many

CAD transactions between callers, dispatchers, and patrol units are essentially

time stamped by the CAD system and

addresses are typically verified by the

CAD system’s geographic database.

Although CAD systems have successfully enabled police to more systematically

manage calls for service and patrol unit

dispatching, earlier generations of CAD

systems also may have caused police to

think too narrowly about the potential

uses of CAD systems (Dunworth 2000).

First-generation CAD systems (with little

reserve computing capacity to support

other law enforcement functions) encouraged many police departments to focus

on one of the primary performance indicators these systems routinely generated—

response time—at the expense of other less

easily measured performance indicators,

such as fear of crime (Gruber, Mechling,

and Pierce 1991). In addition, the introduction of CAD systems along with the

implementation of the 911 emergency call

systems in the 1960s and 1970s both supported and encouraged the centralization

of police services and the professional

model of policing, thus rapid response

became a primary strategy for addressing

serious crime (Maguire 1997; McEwen

et al. 2002). Finally, the advent of CAD

systems combined with the emergence of

911 emergency phone systems in the early

1970s provided the technological foundation for the development of the preventive

patrol emergency response strategy of

policing in major American cities during

the 1970s and 1980s.



During the last two decades, however,

CAD systems have evolved to support

potentially a much broader range of

law enforcement strategies and tactics, including problem-oriented policing and

community-oriented policing strategies,

which rely on a more proactive approach

to policing. CAD systems have evolved

to incorporate ‘‘intelligent’’ decision support capabilities that can triage requests

for assistance based on call priorities,

manage multiple unit dispatches, coordinate with fire and emergency medical

services, link to criminal history inquiry

systems and/or motor vehicle registry systems, and support mobile digital terminals

in patrol units (Gruber, Mechling, and

Pierce 1991; McEwen et al. 2002). As a

result, current CAD systems often incorporate a broad range of data that is

important to dispatchers directing the

calls and to officers responding to calls

(Morgan 2003).

A major challenge for the future development of CAD systems lies in the more

productive use of the data that these systems collect to support more proactive

policing tactics and strategies. A major

national study of the potential of CAD

systems to support community policing

identified several areas where CAD data

are either underutilized or need significant

enhancement (McEwen et al. 2002). The

study concluded that future CAD systems

should increase the scope (for example,

collect data on officer time devoted to

problem solving, expand call classification

schemes to incorporate data on community concerns and perceptions) and precision (for example, refine call classification

schemes), and that CAD systems need to

continue to increase links with other

sources of public safety information. The

report also concluded that CAD data

must become more accessible to potential

users (for example, patrol officers, crime

analysts, police supervisors, and administrators), and that there is a need for a

greater application of CAD to problemsolving tactics and strategies.
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Finally, as CAD systems continue to

evolve, they also need to coordinate with

(and take advantage of) advancements in

other types of law enforcement–related

technologies. These include advances in

global positioning systems (Casey et al.

1996) and geographic information systems,

and evolving applications for wireless communications (Douglas 2004; Dunworth

2000; Diemert 2005).

GLENN L. PIERCE

See also Calls for Service; Patrol, Types

and Effectiveness of; Technology and the

Police
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COMPUTER CRIMES

The phenomenon of computer crime is not

new; it has actually been around in one

form or another for more than thirty

years. Despite this, dealing effectively

with computer crime cases is proving

problematic for prosecutors and investigators. Society’s ever increasing reliance on

technology and the pervasiveness of the

Internet has resulted in the majority of

people owning or having access to a computer or computer-like device (for example, personal digital assistants, cell phones,

or digital music devices). This has resulted

in a significant increase in the amount of

evidence that is now digital or electronic,

as opposed to being document based (for

example, paper files, notes).

Computer crime has traditionally been

categorized with other white collar criminal activities (for example, fraud, embezzlement). This aggregation makes it

difficult to determine the exact impact

that computer crime has. The fact that

technologies such as the Internet have no

real geographical boundaries means that

this is truly an international issue. The

internationalization of computer crime

has serious implications for investigators

and prosecutors. With the global scope of

computer crime, elements such as motive,

opportunity, means, and jurisdiction take

on new and different meanings.



Definition

Although attempts have been made to define computer crime, the courts do not

appear to have adopted one universal definition. At its most basic level, computer

crime involves the use of a computer or
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computer-like device in the furtherance of

some criminal activity. The computer can

be a tool used to enhance the criminal’s

tradecraft (for example, child pornography, identity theft) or the victim of the

crime itself (for example, virus attacks,

and hacking).

Traditionally computer crime has

been categorized by the nature in which

the computer was used. The categories

are computer-assisted/computer as a tool,

computer specific or computer targeted,

or computer is incidental to the activity

(see Table 1). This categorization reflects

the distinction of the computer as being

either passive or active in the commission

of the offense. While the category of being

incidental has been included in most definitions, the fact that we as a society increasingly communicate with the aid of

computers or computer-like technology

(for example, e-mail, cell phones, Internet

messaging) may lead to this category being

dropped from future definitions of computer crime because it will no longer be

a discriminating element of the criminal

activity.



Common Offenses

We will confine our discussion to the first

two and most primary categories of

computer crime (that is, computer-assisted

Table 1



and computer-targeted crime). Several

offenses are included in these categories.

Offenses include but are not limited to

copyright infringement, trademarks and

trade secrets violations, hacking and cracking, mail and wire fraud, sexual exploitation of children, sending obscene, abusive

or harassing communications, online stalking and threats, identity theft, fraud, theft,

and forgery.

Various federal statutes directly or

indirectly address computer crimes, but

the most often cited and used are those

contained within Title 18 of the U.S.

Code:

.

.

.



Computer Fraud and Abuse Act,

18 U.S.C. }1030

Mail and Wire Fraud, 18 U.S.C.

}1341

Child Pornography and Protection

Act, 18 U.S.C. }} 2251–2260



Another less common but equally important statute is the Economic Espionage

Act of 1996 (18 U.S.C. }1831). This deals

with theft of trade secrets and economic

espionage by foreign governments.

The Uniting and Strengthening America

by Providing Appropriate Tools Required

to Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism Act

(USA PATRIOT Act) amended the 18

U.S.C. wiretap and pen register and trapand-trace sections and also broadened

the reach of court orders and other investigative tools.



Computer Crime General Categories



Category



Characteristics



Computer-assisted/computer as a tool



Criminal activities that are not unique to computers, but

use computers as tools to assist the criminal endeavor (for

example, fraud, child pornography)

Crimes directed at computers, networks, and the

information stored on these systems (for example, denial

of service, password sniffers, attacking passwords)

Criminal activity in which evidence is of a digital/

electronic nature, but the use of a computer or computerlike device is not directly involved in the crime (for

example, customer lists for traffickers)



Computer specific/computer targeted



Computer as incidental to

the activity
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Other commonly used statutes deal specifically with software piracy and have been

codified in Title 17 of the U.S. Code—

Copyright. The Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) passed in 1998

amended Title 17 U.S.C. }1201–1205 to

make it an offense to circumvent or tamper

with copyright protection. This also added

penalties for these offenses.

In response to the rise in computer

crimes, most states have passed laws dealing with criminal computer activity. These

laws reflect 18 U.S.C. }1030 definitions

and specified activities.



‘‘insiders’’ as opposed to those external

to the organizations. This is consistent

with white collar crime in general. Within

the insider category of offenders, disgruntled employees account for the greatest financial impact to businesses. These

employees often operate behind any computer security controls and have intimate knowledge of information and

intellectual property whose loss would severely damage the company either financially or be publicly embarrassing to the

company.



Scope

Motivations

Although the criminal tradecraft of computer crime is relatively new, the motivations of those committing computer

crimes appear to be similar to those motivations of criminals committing more

‘‘traditional’’ crimes. Computer criminals

are motivated by greed, revenge, anger

and other emotions, political motives, sexual impulses, and psychiatric disorders.

Research to date indicates that there

are no significant sociodemographic differences between computer criminals and

traditional criminals. Contrary to popular

myths computer criminals are not more

intelligent, introverted, or socially inept

than the general public or other criminals.

Although computer criminals tend to be

younger (twelve to twenty-five years old)

than traditional criminals, and male, this

demographic profile fits the majority of

individuals engaged in risky and criminal

behaviors and, like traditional criminals,

computer criminals tend to age out of this

behavior.

Specific computer criminal activities

such as those directed at corporations

(for example, intellectual property theft,

fraud, embezzlement) are correlated with

certain categories of offenders. Here the

greatest risk comes from employees and
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The actual impact of computer crime is

unknown but is estimated to be in the

hundreds of millions of dollars annually,

and this seems to be increasing year to

year. Despite numerous attempts to collect

meaningful data regarding the number of

computer crimes and their financial impact, most businesses refuse to report the

incident to authorities or take part in

studies. These businesses are reluctant to

report the crimes for several reasons including fear of bad publicity, loss of consumer confidence, negative impact to

share value/price, and fear of lawsuits

and official inquiries.

Computer crime is an international

problem that crosses borders and jurisdictional boundaries. Computer criminals

can sit behind a system and, using the

Internet, attack a computer or network

halfway around the world as quickly and

as easily as they could a computer system

located right next door. The global nature

of this type of criminal activity has complicated and hampered the successful

investigation and prosecution of those

engaging in these behaviors. Issues related

to investigative standards, rules of evidence, jurisdictional authority, and the actual codification and definition of criminal

statutes have added to the difficulty.
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As individuals, businesses, and governments become more connected and technology dependent, more evidence will

become digital in nature and the prevalence and frequency of computer crimes

will continue to increase.



Law Enforcement Response

Traditionally federal agencies such as the

Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI),

U.S. Postal Inspectors, and the U.S. Secret

Service have primarily dealt with computer and computer-related crimes. This

is changing as more states pass criminal

statutes targeting computer crimes and

more state and local law enforcement

agencies develop the capacity to conduct

computer forensic investigations. This capacity includes laboratory facilities and

trained technicians and investigators. The

American Society of Crime Laboratory

Directors/Laboratory Accreditation Board

(ASCLD/LAB)—the body tasked with

accrediting forensic laboratories in the

United States—has begun to accredit

crime labs that include the processing of

digital evidence.

The international law enforcement response has somewhat paralleled developments in the United States. Various

countries are struggling with passing effective legislation and educating the judiciary, lawyers, and investigators.



Investigative Issues

Although there are several issues related

to computer crime, the most pressing

can be classified as issues related to

resources, legislation, and the rapid rate

of technological change. Resource issues

include the lack of properly trained investigators, technicians, and laboratory

personnel.



Almost all agencies from federal to state

and local are finding it difficult to keep pace

with the increasing demand of computer

crime cases. The costs associated with education and training are significant, as is

keeping these trained individuals up to

date with new technologies, tools, and

techniques. Computer crime is very dynamic in nature and staying abreast of

new developments is vital. Although several private sector, government, and academic institutions are starting to provide

education and training in this field, there is

no single standard or curriculum that is

nationally recognized as the de facto standard. The American Academy of Forensic

Sciences (AAFS) also has yet to officially

recognize the discipline of computer forensics as a unique scientific/technical area.

Once investigators are trained, there

are problems retaining them because the

private sector is becoming very heavily

involved in investigating computer crime

for criminal, civil, and contract law cases.

Private-sector organizations are typically

much more able to pay competitive salaries

with which public-sector organizations

simply cannot compete.

Legal issues encompass problems

related to the admissibility of digital evidence derived from the investigations. The

federal and state courts are struggling to

come to terms with computer crimes and

have not fully articulated how they will

deal with the authenticity and integrity of

digital evidence. The courts have also chosen not to express an opinion on what

credentials they require in order to consider a computer crime investigator an

expert witness. While the federal courts

have opted to follow the FRE }702 Daubert considerations for scientific evidence,

several state courts have decided to use

other criteria (for example, Frye) or have

adopted a hybrid approach that relies

on the judge to determine if there is a

general consensus regarding the validity

of the methods used to derive the scientific

evidence.
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Other legal issues are related to clarifying the exact jurisdiction to both try the

case in and which jurisdiction should issue

court orders related to the search and seizure of computer system, wiretaps, and Internet service provider user subscription

information. The recently passed USA PATRIOT Act has simplified matters somewhat by extending court orders across state

borders. However, dealing with international cases is more difficult and usually

requires involvement by a duly designated

international liaison legal officer. Investigators often run into questions regarding

the exact equipment to be named in a warrant, the proper information to request in

court orders directed to Internet service

providers, and how to apply for wiretap

and pen register/trap-and-trace orders.

These legal tools are covered under sections of the Electronic Privacy and Communications Act of 1986 that amended

several sections of Title 18 U.S.C. }2500.

It is very important for investigators to

be familiar with these sections and the

subtle differences between stored and live

data, and what constitutes ‘‘addressing

information’’ and actual content of

communications (that is, data).

The ever changing nature of technology may be the largest issue faced by

investigators. Technology is changing at a

rate unseen at any other time in history.

New storage devices (for example, thumb

drives, memory sticks), changing computer operating and file systems, increased

storage capacity (for example, terabyte

hard drives), the move from magneticbased storage media to flash-based memory, faster computers, and storage area

networks (SANs) all make the job of an

investigator extremely difficult. Tools and

investigative protocols must be updated

and the searching of storage media has to

be automated in order to deal with the

increased volume of potential digital evidence on the average home computer

system (to speak nothing of the business

systems). Other computer-like devices
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such as cell phones, personal digital assistants (PDAs), and digital music players

are becoming more common and have

new features added almost monthly.

These devices must be considered within

the context of a computer crime investigation, because they can store digital

evidence directly or indirectly related to

the case in question.

As mentioned, the sheer volume of digital evidence to be analyzed and examined

during the course of a computer crime

investigation is quickly outpacing the

tools and protocols available. To date,

most investigations require a manual examination of data/files that could be of

potential evidentiary importance. This

worked well when storage media capacities were small, say, five to ten megabytes.

Today’s hard drives are in the range of five

hundred to eight hundred gigabytes and in

some cases terabytes. This very large jump

in storage capacity and its consequences—

vast increases in data—make the old

methods impractical. It would take months

if not years to manually sift through all the

data available on current computer hard

drives and other commonly available storage media (for example, thumb drivers,

external drives). Unfortunately the current

computer forensics tools are also feeling

the effects of this explosion in data volume

and need to be drastically improved to

remain an effective investigative tool for

officers.

Encrypted data and encrypted file systems present another significant challenge

to investigators because none of the current investigative tools can handle data

that are in an encrypted format. With

encrypted data, the data have to first be

decrypted into plaintext before a determination of its significance can be made.

Depending on the encryption scheme

used, decrypting the data without the

password or key can take anywhere from

hours to years, depending on the strength

of the encryption used. This raises Fifth

Amendment issues related to the suspect
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being obligated to assist investigators in

cases were encryption has been used to

protect data.



See also Computer Forensics; Computer

Technology; Forensic Evidence; Fraud

Investigation; Identify Theft



Conclusion
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Computer crime is an artifact of the technology and Internet revolution. This dark

side of technology is here to stay and it is

predicted that computer crime will only

continue to grow in prevalence and frequency, as we as a society become increasingly dependent on technology. The same

features that make computers and computer technology attractive to businesses

and individuals make them attractive to

criminals. Criminals have discovered that

technology can help them to reach more

victims more quickly, have access to victims they would traditionally not have access to (that is, geographically distant),

make them harder to locate and prosecute,

and overall help them improve their criminal trade craft. Investigators and prosecutors need to be sensitive to the various

issues surrounding computer crime and

the difficulty involved in dealing with a

relatively new criminal phenomenon (for

example, immature laws, a judiciary struggling to understand the nuances of

technology).

Obstacles such as jurisdictional authority, lack of consistent domestic and international laws, changing technology, and

lack of properly trained resources are

part of the computer crime landscape.

These issues should not overshadow the

fact that the investigation of computer

crimes is as much a part of modern-day

policing as telegraph, wire, and phone

fraud investigations were in the older

days. Technology has always been a

double-edged sword for law enforcement;

for every benefit gained, someone finds a

way to misuse and abuse technology for

personal gain and/or criminal enterprise.

MARCUS K. ROGERS and

KATHRYN E. SCARBOROUGH
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COMPUTER FORENSICS

With the advent of technology, law enforcement has seen a change in the types

of crimes committed as well has how

crimes are committed. Officers are still

faced with what are perceived as ‘‘traditional’’ crimes that involve tangible, physical evidence left at a crime scene with an

oftentimes unknown suspect. In addition

to those traditional crimes, however, officers on the street today are faced with the

less familiar computer crimes, which do

not conform as well to classic processes

and procedures that have been the foundation of criminal investigation for years.

Consequently, individual officers and

organizations must meet the challenges

that technology has brought, by ensuring

that appropriate measures are taken to

effectively deal with computer crime, including adequate training, dedication of

resources, and comprehensive laboratory

and examination support, in addition to

familiarity with significant issues and appropriate policies and procedures for legal

testimony.

Although law enforcement has become

more intimately familiar with computer

crime during the last decade, it is apparent

that consensus regarding the scope of computer crime has not been completely

reached and that the perception of the

scope is affected by one’s occupation,

such as a law enforcement officer or a computer scientist. Computer crime, unlike traditional crimes, is one that necessitates

multidisciplinary efforts to investigate and

solve cases. While law enforcement is accustomed to working with forensic scientists in a crime lab, and perhaps evidence

technicians in the field, no other crime

requires multidisciplinary efforts of this

magnitude. For instance, law enforcement

must potentially work with computer professionals, security professionals, information technologists, and forensic scientists

to solve these complex crimes. Some of

the law enforcement skills, such as basic

investigation skills, are useful for computer

crime cases, but issues such as digital
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evidence collection require personnel who

are more specially trained than basic investigators.



Computer Crime and Digital

Evidence

It is essential to have an understanding of

computer crime and digital evidence prior

to further exploring computer forensics.

The most consensus-based types of computer crime include the following: (1) the

computer as a target of crime, (2) the

computer as a tool to commit a crime,

and (3) the computer as incidental to

crime. An example of a computer as a

target of crime would be a case in which

a perpetrator hacks into a computer network. An example of a computer being

used as a tool to commit a crime would

be online fraud or the dissemination of

child pornography. Finally, an example

in which a computer is incidental to

crime would be a case in which a computer

is used to write a threatening letter to

someone (Brenner 2001).

The term digital implies the representation of information using numbers, specifically binary digits (bits) and hexadecimal

values. Digital evidence, then, is ‘‘any and

all digital data that can establish that a

crime has been committed or can provide

a link between crime and its victim or a

crime and its perpetrator’’ (Casey 2004,

668). So one goal of an investigation of

computer crime would be to identify and

seize any digital evidence associated with

the criminal activity.



Scope and Activities of Computer

Forensics

Literally, computer forensics is ‘‘computer

science for answering legal questions.’’

Nelson et al. (2004) describe computer



COMPUTER FORENSICS

forensics as ‘‘obtaining and analyzing digital information for use as evidence’’ in

court cases. Lacks and Bryce (2005) propose a definition of computer forensics

that incorporates policing, forensic, and

legal aspects, and further demonstrates

the multidisciplinary nature of the work.

Further they indicate that ‘‘Computer forensics draws upon not only technical skills

and criminal investigative skills, but also

on the combination and effective utilization of both of these skills sets within the

court system’’ (Lacks and Bryce 2005, 246).

In contrast, what is sometimes missed,

however, is that computer forensics applies

basic investigative principles in a digital

environment. Hence, the basic methodologies reflect long-accepted tenets of the

criminal investigation process and include

the following:

.

.



.



Acquire the evidence without altering or damaging the original.

Authenticate that your recovered evidence is the same as the originally

seized data.

Analyze the data without modifying

it (Kruse and Heiser 2002, 3)



In addition to the definition of computer

forensics, it is important to recognize

activities associated with computer forensics and used for the investigation of computer crime. These include (1) media and

electronic device analysis, (2) data communication and analysis, and (3) research

and development activities (Lacks and

Bryce 2005, 247). Practically speaking,

the analysis of media and electronic

devices includes more that analyzing computers or computer media, such as CDs

and thumb drives; other media include

personal digital assistants (PDAs), pagers,

and cell phones. Data communication

analyses emphasize Internet-based analyses, including but not limited to network

intrusions and data acquisition. Computer

forensic research and development is the

most important of these three activities

because these processes serve as the

‘‘crime analysis’’ for computer crime and



allow investigators to identify trends in

computer crimes (Lacks and Bryce 2005).



Training and Support for Computer

Forensics

Despite advancements in technology and

the increase in computer crime during the

last decade, law enforcement struggles

with limited resources with which to respond. Not only is technology for responding to computer crime limited, qualified

human resources are limited as well. For

law enforcement to be qualified to respond

to computer crimes using computer forensics, the assumption is made that the officers have received adequate training and/or

education. What is happening, however, is

that computer crime and computer forensics are not part of most basic police academy instruction and are a limited part of

in-service training. Therefore, officers currently employed in law enforcement agencies have minimal opportunities for

training, and those that are ‘‘qualified’’

are often self-taught computer aficionados.

Casey (2004) proposes that persons

who specialize in computer crime in law

enforcement organizations should be classified into three groups based on their

levels of knowledge and training: digital

crime scene technicians, digital evidence

examiners, and digital investigators. Digital crime scene technicians are essentially

first responders to a crime scene and are

responsible for identifying and collecting

evidence, specifically digital evidence. Digital evidence examiners are responsible for

processing digital evidence, and would use

computer forensics to perform this examination; Casey recommends that those

personnel who perform this kind of examination should be certified in this area.

Finally, digital investigators are those

who are responsible for reconstructing

the crime using information from the technicians and examiners. Ideally digital

investigators would be a multidisciplinary
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team consisting of law enforcement officers, forensic examiners, attorneys, and

computer security professionals, each of

which plays a key role in solving computer

crimes.

Typically law enforcement organizations recognize certifications, as Casey

(2004) proposes, from state training bodies or POST commissions. What appears

to be a trend for computer crime and forensics is the development of professional

organizations that support law enforcement in these areas and sometimes offer

certifications. The International Association of Computer Investigative Specialists

(IACIS), for example, is an international

volunteer nonprofit corporation composed of law enforcement professionals

dedicated to education in the field of forensic computer science, and includes

members from federal, state, local, and

international law enforcement organizations. IACIS members have been trained

and certified in the forensic science of

seizing and processing computer systems.

IACIS also assists in the creation of policies and procedures, training personnel,

and certifying forensic examiners in the

recovery of evidence from computer systems (http://www.cops.org).

Another useful organization that is currently helping law enforcement respond to

these challenges is the High Technology

Crime Investigators Association (HTCIA),

which encourages, promotes, aids, and

effects the voluntary interchange of data,

information, experience, ideas, and knowledge about methods, processes, and techniques relating to investigations and

security in advanced technologies (http://

www.htcia.org).



the process—perpetrators of these crimes

are simultaneously embracing technological advancements. Law enforcement must

make a concerted effort and maintain a

strong commitment if computer crime

prevention, as opposed to just computer

crime response, will ever be the norm. Understanding the phenomena and dedicating adequate resources to response efforts

can greatly benefit those who must deal

with these contemporary issues in an acceptable manner.

KATHRYN E. SCARBOROUGH

See also Computer Crimes; Computer

Technology; Constitutional Rights: Search

and Seizure; Crime Scene Search and Evidence Collection; Criminal Investigation;

Forensic Evidence; Forensic Investigations
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Future Prospects

Unfortunately, as law enforcement begins

to make strides in addressing computer

crime with computer forensics—and

becomes more technologically savvy in
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The use of computer technology in policing has increased during the last few years

primarily due to the rapid adoption and
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development of technology in today’s

society. Gilbert (2004) contends that law

enforcement’s use of the computer is as

significant as was the adoption of the police radio or the use of the motorized patrol car. When technology is mentioned

nowadays, it does not necessarily refer to

a desktop PC computer as has been the

case historically. Today, many different

types of equipment are dependent on computers and computer technology in order

to function (for example, radar guns,

breathalyzer machines, cell phones). It

will become apparent how Gilbert’s contention regarding technology is supported

by the variety and prevalence of computer

technology in contemporary law enforcement organizations.

Nunn (2005) developed a broad categorization of technological systems that can be

applied to computer technology in general.

He classifies technology into seven different

categories based on its usage: communications, database and record keeping, decision

support, biometrics, monitoring, imaging,

and weaponry and personal defense. Following are examples of law enforcement

uses of each type of technology.

Communications technology includes

analog and digital radios, digital wireless mobile terminals, and cell phones.

Database and record-keeping technology

includes criminal histories, warrants,

NCIC, and property and evidence room

inventories. Link analysis software, data

mining software, and case management

software are examples of decision support

computer technology that is useful to law

enforcement. Access control systems and

pattern recognition systems are examples

of biometric technology currently used by

law enforcement. Monitoring computer

technology includes video cameras, passive scanning thermography, and in-car

video recording. Imaging technology

includes facial recognition software, aerial

photography, geographic information systems (GIS), thermographics, and passive

scanning devices. Finally, for weaponry

and personal defense, law enforcement



uses taser stun guns, laser dazzlers, and

laser heating weapons.

Foster (2005) offers another useful

means of examining computer technology.

He categorizes law enforcement’s use of

computers as strategic, tactical, and administrative and management. Strategic

uses of computers are those that might be

used in planning and include communications via the dispatch center, agency

systems, external systems, the Internet,

information exchange, and crime analysis.

Tactical uses of the computer, on the other

hand, are those used in the field. These are

typically for immediate decision making

and include technology used in investigations, wiretaps, tracking and surveillance,

major incident and disaster response, and

technology on the street. Administrative

and management uses are those that enable the organization to operate systematically using standard operating procedures

and include personnel functions, training,

and implementing and managing of technology (Foster 2005).

Computer technology can also be

viewed as being used internally and externally. Internal uses of computer technology include paperless report writing, rapid

report review by supervisors, case status

communication between patrol and detective units, crime analysis projection, artificial intelligence, training, crime scene

reconstruction, and personnel communication within the organization—usually

via e-mail. External uses of computer technology include interagency Internet communication with local, state, federal, and

foreign jurisdictions regarding an entire

range of facts, communication of fingerprints, DNA and other forensic identification data, and posting of community

information through agency home pages

and websites (Gilbert 2004,186).

Even though significant advancements

have been made with computer technology, not all agencies routinely use computer technology. A lack of resources is often

cited as a reason for not adopting technology. Furthermore, while technology is
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much less expensive today than it was ten

years ago, many agencies, especially smaller ones, still cannot currently afford various computer technologies. Additional

reasons include concerns about the right

to privacy, lack of training, and a resistance by officers who do not have a good

understanding of the computer’s capabilities (Osterberg and Ward 2004).

The right to privacy is highly valued by

citizens; they are reluctant to support any

technology that appears to infringe on

that right, such as surveillance technology.

Even though law enforcement’s intentions

in using surveillance technology are typically acceptable, some are concerned that

law enforcement will abuse those capabilities and ‘‘spy’’ on them. Adequate training for computer technology is somewhat

limited. Training for computer technology

in basic academy training is minimal, as is

the case in in-service training. Absence of

training makes officers reluctant to embrace the technology for fear of not using

it appropriately or effectively. Resistance

to using computer technology is also a byproduct of some officers not wanting to

change the way things ‘‘have always been

done.’’ For reasons already stated, veteran

officers are not generally willing to try

these new technologies. On the other

hand, newer officers tend to be more comfortable with computer technology and,

therefore, are more willing to use it.

Aside from the uses listed earlier, computers are now used for criminal investigative purposes. Specifically, computers

can be used to efficiently access existing

records, record new information and store

it for immediate transmission to like systems, analyze the information for patterns

and trends, manipulate digital representations of people with respect to age,

and recreate and visually track a series

of events (Bennett and Hess 2004, 16).

Computer technology has dramatically

increased the information-gathering/sharing and the electronic document management capabilities of law enforcement;

today information can be obtained from
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paper, fax, e-mail, and handwritten documents (Bennett and Hess 2004).

Additional uses of computers in investigations include developing analytical

timelines and performing link analysis

that allows officers to generate intelligence

from raw data. The use of computerassisted drawing has also increased greatly

during the last few years and has enabled

law enforcement to improve their accuracy, repeatability, simplicity, and the

ability of files to be inserted into crime

scene reports (Bennett and Hess 2004, 57).

While training on the use of computers is sporadic, training using computers

is becoming more commonplace. For

example, computer-based training and

Internet-based training are being used

as alternatives to the more traditional

platform-based instruction. Given the resource constraints faced by most agencies,

providing training that officers can do independently and without having to leave

the organization for weeks at a time is an

attractive option to some law enforcement

administrators.

Baggett, Collins, and Cordner (2005)

evaluated the efficacy of computer-based

training compared to platform-based instruction with officers taking a DNA evidence collection training course. They

found that students taking both courses

significantly increased their scores from

the pretests to the post-test; the researchers concluded that computer-based training was as effective as the platform-based

training. An important point to note is

that the computer-based training was also

conducted in less time, for less money.

Additionally, officers expressed a generally positive attitude toward the use of

computer-based training. Computer-based

training may not be a panacea for law

enforcement, but it certainly offers a viable alternative to administrators who find

it difficult to send personnel away from

the organization for training.

A multitude of computer technologies

that are useful for law enforcement are

available today. Many of these technologies
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help law enforcement perform their jobs

more efficiently and effectively. However,

computer technologies are not readily

available to or adopted by all law enforcement agencies. As technology becomes

cheaper and more readily available, it is

incumbent on police administrators to

equip their personnel with the most advanced technologies available today in

order to meet the new and dynamic challenges of twenty-first-century policing.

KATHRYN E. SCARBOROUGH and
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(Morewitz 2003, 2004). Law enforcement

officers also face injuries when they try to

intervene in conflicts between strangers.

The highly stressful nature of police work

and the associated difficulties of managing

anger increase the risks for law enforcement officers (Novaco 1977; Sarason et al.

1979; Mearns and Mauch 1998).

Conflict management training programs have been developed for police to

enhance their skills in managing conflict

(Zacker and Bard 1973; Consortium for

Research on Emotional Intelligence in

Organizations 2006). Initially, some police

departments were resistant to these training programs because of their deeply ingrained military culture. However, these

conflict management training programs

have gained acceptance over time, and

today many large urban police departments use such training programs.

In fact, law enforcement agencies have

operational conflict management units.

For example, the Delaware State Police

(2006) uses a Conflict Management Team

to assist in hostage negotiation, kidnap

mediation, and other crises. In addition,

law enforcement agencies have early warning systems in place to identify and respond to officers who have problems

managing conflicts and other difficulties

(U.S. Department of Justice 2001).

A discussion follows of the elements of

conflict, different approaches to conflict

management, interpersonal skills needed

to manage conflict, and research on the

effectiveness of police training in conflict

management.



Elements of Conflict

CONFLICT MANAGEMENT

Police officers can be injured when they try

to intervene in conflicts between individuals who know each other. For example,

police officers who are called to the scene

of a domestic violence incident face potential violence-related injuries themselves



Social scientists have identified five elements of conflict:

1. Needs. All of us have needs that are

essential to our well-being. When we

ignore our own needs and/or the

needs of others, conflicts can occur.

Needs should not be confused with
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2.



3.



4.



5.



desires, which are things that we

want, but are not essential to our

well-being.

Perceptions. Conflicts occur because

different people interpret reality differently and perceive problems in

different ways. Self-perceptions,

others’ perceptions, differing perceptions of situations, and perceptions

of threat may lead to misperceptions

and conflicts.

Power. Conflicts may arise depending on how we define and use power.

The ways in which we define and use

power can determine the frequency

and types of conflicts that arise. In

addition, our use of power can affect

how we manage conflict. When people try to take advantage of others

or make others change their actions,

conflict can emerge.

Values. We are influenced by our

values—beliefs or principles that we

consider to be essential to our wellbeing. When values are incompatible

or not clear, conflicts can ensue.

Moreover, when one refuses to accept that others consider something

as a value rather than a preference,

conflicts can develop.

Feelings and emotions. Conflicts

arise when individuals allow their

feelings and emotions to affect how

they resolve problems. In addition,

when individuals ignore their own or

others’ feelings and emotions, conflicts can ensue. The fact that our

feelings and emotions may differ

over a particular issue also results

in conflicts (Managing conflict

2006).



Conflict Management

Social scientists have noted that conflicts

can be managed in five ways:
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1. Collaboration. This ‘‘win/win’’ strategy is considered the best way for

dealing with conflict. The goal of

collaboration is to reach agreement

over goals. Collaboration can lead

to commitment to goals and reduce

bad feelings. The disadvantage of

collaboration is that it can be time

consuming and requires energy.

2. Compromise. This ‘‘win some/lose

some’’ approach is used to reach temporary solutions, to avoid conflicts,

or when there is not enough time to

resolve problems. A disadvantage of

this strategy is that persons can ignore important values and long-term

goals. In addition, this strategy can

lead individuals to ignore the importance of an issue and can lead to

cynical attitudes toward an issue.

3. Competition. This ‘‘win/lose’’ strategy involves attempts to defeat

your opponents in order to acquire

scarce resources. Bargaining is one

form of competition. Competition

can lead to an escalation of conflicts,

and losers may try to retaliate against

the winners.

4. Accommodation. This ‘‘lose/win’’ approach is used when the problem is

more important to others than to

you. This strategy promotes goodwill. It is also effective when you

have made a mistake. The disadvantage is that your views are secondary

to others. In addition, you may lose

credibility and the ability to influence people in the future.

5. Avoidance. This ‘‘lose/lose’’ strategy

is employed when the issue is not

important or other issues are more

important. Avoidance is also used

when conflict can be very dangerous

or where more information is needed

to resolve the problem. The disadvantage of this strategy is that issues

may be decided by default (Managing Conflict 2006).
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Interpersonal Skills Needed to

Manage Conflict

Whatever strategies police officers choose

to manage conflicts, they should understand their own feelings about conflict.

Police officers should identify triggers,

for example, a tone of voice or words

that immediately cause negative emotional

responses. Once police officers identify

these triggers, they can better control

their emotions and the emotions of others.

In addition, police officers should do

more than just hear what another person

is saying (Beyond Intractability.org 2003).

They should attempt to understand what

the other person is saying. Police officers

should take the time to listen carefully,

instead of thinking about what they are

going to say next. As an active listener, a

police officer should concentrate on what

the other person is saying.

Law enforcement officers also should

collect all of the relevant information.

The law enforcement officers should

come up with ideas that might help resolve

the conflict.



Effectiveness of Police Training in

Conflict Management

Morton Bard designed a training program

to assist police officers in managing interpersonal conflict and using other interpersonal

skills, such as empathy and self-awareness

(Zacker and Bard 1973; Consortium for

Research on Emotional Intelligence in

Organizations 2006). Police officers were

trained using group discussions, real-life

simulations of interpersonal conflicts, role

plays, and lectures. Police officers who participated in this conflict management training program had higher clearance rates,

decreased absenteeism, and other improvements compared to controls.

STEPHEN J. MOREWITZ
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CONSTABLES

In many respects constables perform

duties similar to sheriffs. They serve criminal and civil legal papers, transport prisoners, collect back taxes and debts owed

the government, and provide emergency

assistance when needed. Different from

sheriffs, constables no longer retain the

peacekeeping or criminal investigatory

powers they once had. Thirty-seven states

mandate the office of constable; nine

states never recognized the office; and the

remaining states employed constables at

one time, but no longer. In some states

the office is elective; in others, appointive.

Constables serve in both urban and rural

areas and, like sheriffs, have the power to

deputize.



History

The word constable comes from the Latin

comes stabuli, meaning ‘‘head of the

stables.’’ In ancient Rome the first men to

perform the role of constable were trustworthy servants who guarded the royal stable and armaments. The French introduced

the position of constable into British common law, following the Norman invasion

of the British Isles in 1066. With more

expansive duties than stable groom, the

transported constables kept the militia and

the king’s armaments in a state of readiness to defend village communities throughout England. Before long the Lord High

Constable emerged to represent the king

in all military affairs and wield considerable power. In France the same elevated

personage enjoyed even greater authority.

The French constable stood next in line

to the king on matters of state. On a lower

level English constables, public civil officers

as opposed to military, acted as a legion of

enforcers for the Lord High Constable. The

Blackstone Commentaries on the Common

Law provided for a broad range of constable duties and powers. Constables were

entrusted with collecting taxes, arresting
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lawbreakers, conducting searches, transporting prisoners, and serving all criminal

and civil papers. Even the local apothecary

had to open his books and records to the

constable.

In the American colonies the constable

was the first law enforcement officer. His

duties varied from place to place according to the particular needs of the people

he served. Usually, the constable sealed

weights and measures, surveyed land, announced marriages, and executed all warrants. Additionally, he meted out physical

punishment and kept the peace. The first

constable on record was Joshua Pratt of

Plymouth colony (1634). His primary

responsibility was to maintain vigilance

against disorder by overseeing the Watch

and Ward, the Ward during the day and the

Watch at night. Curiously, New England

settlers went so far as to appoint Indian

constables who supervised Indian deputies

under their command. In populated cities

like New York, a large contingent of constables went about their duties. The indomitable Jacob Hays served as high constable

in New York for more than forty years and

built a reputation for stringent law enforcement. Farther west in youthful cities like St.

Louis, the constabulary was the precursor

of regular police forces. Being the first law

enforcement officers in the colonies did not

guarantee job security. As with sheriffs, the

rise of centralized police departments by the

mid-1800s appeared to diminish the need

for their services. Nevertheless, constables

have survived another 150 years.



Lack of Cohesion

The National Constables Association

(NCA) was founded in 1973 in New Jersey

as the National Police Constables Association (NPCA). Little came of the

NPCA, so in 1976 several dedicated members moved the association to Pennsylvania

where it was incorporated as the NCA.

Dropping Police from the title was a show
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of independence that may have estranged

cordial relations. Seemingly, police, sheriffs,

and constables cannot get along with one

another. If government funding is low, police believe they should get the lion’s share.

Not only money but authority and jurisdiction are at stake. Some police see sheriffs as

too power hungry and constables as taking

bread from their mouths, while sheriffs and

constables remind police of their rich heritages and cannot understand why their

brethren are so monopolistically bent.

Speaking on behalf of the NCA, Pennsylvania representative Peter H. Kostmayer

underscored the value of constables to the

nation:

More and more local municipalities are

finding it increasingly difficult to pay for

the salary and benefits of new patrolmen.

Constables are legally self-employed contractors who provide their own liability insurance, health insurance, the use of their

own emergency vehicles, and their own

uniform and radio communications equipment. . . . In all cases, the constable can be

paid for services on a salaried basis, an

hourly basis, or on a fee plus mileage basis

at almost no cost to the taxpayer.



Because constables are sanctioned by law to

carry out non–crime prevention duties

under the direction of the chief of police,

to serve court papers, and to perform a

myriad of other duties for the county commissioners and local municipalities, they

should be in great demand. Those are jobs

regular police disdain and should not have

to do anyway given their main charge of

crime prevention. However, sporadic friction continues to separate constables, police, and sheriffs. The national census of

constables and deputy-constables is unknown. Estimates for Pennsylvania, the

home state of the National Constables Association, run as high as five thousand professionals. The NCA proposed to President

Bill Clinton that constable positions be

made part of a jobs package to stimulate

the economy (1993). The proposal asked

for three million new positions that would

ensure the continuance of constables and in



the bargain be cost effective to government.

If today the United States still adhered

to the English model, constables would

be full-fledged police as they once were.

Throughout Great Britain police forces

are called constabularies and the highest

ranking officer is the chief constable. The

exception is the London Metropolitan Police Force, New Scotland Yard, administered by a commissioner, his deputies and

assistants, along with a group of commanders.

Information provided by the

NATIONAL CONSTABLES ASSOCIATION

See also American Policing: Early Years;

British Policing; Sheriffs
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National Constables Association (NCA)

website. http://www.angelfire.com/la/nationalconstable.



CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS:

IN-CUSTODY

INTERROGATION

The case of Miranda v. Arizona (384 U.S.

436, 1966) is arguably one of the most

influential Supreme Court decisions of

the latter twentieth century. The practical

effects of this narrow 5–4 decision on criminal procedure and police practice are so far

reaching that even today, some forty years

later, questions and debate persist regarding

the scope and manner of its application.

This is somewhat surprising given that the

Court very clearly spelled out the prophylactic measures to be taken in administering

what has since come to be known as the

Miranda warning. Specifically, the Court

stated:

To summarize, we hold that when an individual is taken into custody or otherwise

deprived of his freedom by the authorities

in any significant way and is subjected

to questioning, the privilege against selfincrimination is jeopardized. Procedural
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safeguards must be employed to protect the

privilege, and unless other fully effective

means are adopted to notify the person of

his right of silence and to assure that the

exercise of the right will be scrupulously

honored, the following measures are required. He must be warned prior to any

questioning that he has the right to remain

silent, that anything he says can be used

against him in a court of law, that he has

the right to the presence of an attorney, and

that if he cannot afford an attorney one will

be appointed for him prior to any questioning if he so desires. Opportunity to exercise

these rights must be afforded to him

throughout the interrogation. After such

warnings have been given, and such opportunity afforded him, the individual may

knowingly and intelligently waive these

rights and agree to answer questions or

make a statement. But unless and until

such warnings and waiver are demonstrated

by the prosecution at trial, no evidence

obtained as a result of interrogation can be

used against him.



Although unambiguous on this particular

dimension, the continually evolving case

law surrounding Miranda and its progeny

is anything but clear. This ambiguity stems

from the fact that at times the Supreme

Court has rendered various decisions

strengthening the case and its protective

measures, while at other times delivering

opinions that serve to weaken them. In the

years since the Miranda decision was initially rendered, subsequent cases have clarified the circumstances under which the

warning must be given and, once the attending protections have been invoked,

the measures that must be taken to prevent

their violation. For example, in Edwards v.

Arizona (1981), the Court ruled that once a

suspect invokes her or his Miranda rights,

not only must all questioning immediately

cease, but officers are strictly prohibited

from reinitiating contact with the suspect

even if only to inquire whether or not the

person has had a change of mind and wants

to confess. This rule was further expanded

by the decision in Arizona v. Roberson

(1988) where the Court held that police
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are also prohibited from reinitiating

contact with a suspect even where the

subsequent interrogation focuses on altogether separate offenses. Interestingly, not

only do these and other decisions serve to

restrict the actions of police interrogators,

but they also go so far as to effectively

render a suspect incapable of retracting

her or his right to remain silent once invoked. In simple terms, even if a suspect

later changes her/his mind and freely decides to talk to the police, s/he is expressly

prohibited from doing so. Thus, while a

suspect is capable of invoking the protections afforded by Miranda, s/he cannot rescind them later even if they wanted to until

such time as an attorney is physically present (Minnick v. Mississippi, 1990).

By comparison, other cases serve to

weaken the protections initially afforded

under the Miranda decision. For example,

the case of New York v. Quarles (1984)

created what is now referred to as the public safety exception. In this case, a woman

reported to police that she had been raped

at gunpoint by a man who only minutes

later was apprehended inside a grocery

store. Before reading Quarles his rights,

the officer asked and discovered where

the gun had been hidden. On appeal, the

Supreme Court ruled that the public safety

interest of an unattended gun in a public

location outweighed the officer’s failure to

immediately inform Quarles of his Miranda rights. Another case loosening restrictions associated with the initial decision is

Davis v. United States (1994), which stands

for the principle of law that authorities

may continue to question a suspect who

has knowingly and voluntarily waived her

or his Miranda rights until such time as she

or he clearly asks for assistance of counsel.

Stated differently, a suspect must clearly

and unequivocally indicate a request for

counsel before the police are required to

stop an interrogation. Under this ruling,

statements such as ‘‘I better ask an attorney’’ or ‘‘Maybe I should talk to a lawyer’’

do not constitute a clear request for counsel as does the statement: ‘‘I’d like to speak
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with (or want to see) an attorney before

answering your questions.’’

With little room for disagreement, television programs centering on law enforcement, investigative, or other law-related

themes have undeniably influenced pubic

perception regarding when the Miranda

warnings must be given and the form

they must take. While some might argue

that such dramatized depictions serve to

heighten public awareness thereby dissuading unscrupulous officers from taking advantage of uninformed individuals, it might

also be argued that such television shows

have created a gross misunderstanding of

the law as it relates to Fifth and Sixth

Amendment jurisprudence. To illustrate,

many individuals possess the erroneous belief that they have an absolute right to remain silent in all verbal exchanges with the

police. This is not the case and, in fact,

many states criminalize the refusal to provide officers with certain information such

as name, date of birth, and place of residence under what are generally referred to

as ‘‘failure to I.D.’’ or ‘‘obstruction’’ statutes so that individuals who do not provide this information where the officer has

probable cause to believe that a crime has

been or is being committed become subject

to immediate arrest. Additionally, the protections do not extend to routine booking

questions when a person is being processed

at the jail upon arrest.

Several Supreme Court cases supporting

these little-known and often overlooked

exceptions to the Miranda rule include

Berkemer v. McCarty (1984) and Pennsylvania v. Muniz (1990). In Berkemer, the

Court ruled that the roadside questioning

of a motorist who is detained pursuant to a

lawful traffic stop does not constitute a

custodial interrogation. Consequently, officers are not required to inform traffic violators of their Miranda rights. In the Muniz

case, the Court ruled that not only are police allowed to ask routine questions of a

DWI suspect during booking procedures,

but they are also allowed to videotape the

responses without having to first inform the



arrestee of her or his Miranda rights. Additionally, many people erroneously believe

that officers are required to read them

their rights exactly as they appeared in the

original Supreme Court opinion. Although

countless television shows have employed

the Miranda warnings so frequently that

even casual observers are themselves capable of restating them almost verbatim, the

Court has since adopted a more relaxed

standard by no longer requiring the police

to recite the warnings exactly as they

appeared in the original opinion (Duckworth v. Eagan, 1989).

As the preceding review makes clear,

case law surrounding the Fifth and Sixth

Amendment rights of criminal suspects during custodial interrogation is indeed confusing. While the decision in Miranda was no

doubt intended to draw a bright line rule for

protecting the rights of suspects during such

encounters with the police, it has in many

ways created more confusion than expected.

Consequently, the Supreme Court still finds

itself today, some forty years after its initial

attempt to standardize the rule of law on

such matters, hearing cases related to

Miranda on a regular basis. While crime

control advocates would argue that, like

the exclusionary rule, the decision in Miranda serves to figuratively handcuff the

police thereby making it difficult for them

to obtain confessions from criminals who

enjoy greater rights than those who they

have victimized, others would assert that

the protections are necessary to prevent

overzealous officers from using coercive

methods to obtain confessions from individuals who are truly innocent or of diminished capacity. In either instance, one fact

that becomes exceedingly clear is that, for

better or for worse, Miranda and its progeny are so solidly rooted in both American

culture and jurisprudence that the only

question that remains is how to effectively

manage its future evolution and application

to an ever widening context of contacts between the public and police or other agents

of government in a post-9/11 era.

R. ALAN THOMPSON
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CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS:

PRIVACY

This article provides readers with a basic

conceptual framework to serve as a launch

pad from which they can enter the various

areas covered by the title with a working

knowledge of the case law in these areas.

Our initial question is this: What protection, if any, does the U.S. Constitution

provide for the individual right to privacy?

Note that, stated this way, the question
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accepts that there is an individual right to

privacy and focuses on the scope of protection, if any, afforded by the U.S. Constitution. In the U.S. legal system, the

institutional body charged with answering this question is the U.S. Supreme

Court. The Court has said that the Constitution only protects the individual’s privacy against violations by governmental

action (state or federal). It does not protect

him or her against the actions of private

individuals. ‘‘. . . [T]he protection of a

person’s general right to privacy—his

right to be let alone by other people—is,

like the protection of his property and his

very life, left largely to the law of the individual states’’ (Katz v. United States, 389

U.S. 347, 88 S. Ct. 507, 19 L. Ed. 576

[1967]).

How then does the Constitution protect

the individual’s right to privacy against

governmental action? We must look to

the Court’s cases for the answer to this

question. Sometimes the answer is not so

clear and, on occasion, has been and continues to be controversial.

Our basic conceptual framework will be

enhanced if we divide all governmental

action into two categories: (1) governmental actions that involve the process of

administering the laws (this includes all

administering activities whether they are

statutes, rules, regulations, or other activities), which we shall call procedural due

process; and (2) governmental actions that

regulate or prohibit conduct that is not

involved with the administration of the

laws; this we shall call substantive due process. An example of the first is the rules

relative to the issuance and execution of a

warrant. An example of the second is a

law prohibiting an abortion.

The Court has recognized that the right

to privacy against government interference

has two zones: the spatial zone and the

decisional zone (Bowers v. Hardwick, 478

U.S. 186, 106 S. Ct. 2841, 92 L. Ed. 2d 140,

dissenting opinion, Justice Blackman). Privacy issues in the first category usually
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involve the First, Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, and

Eighth Amendments and the Due Process

Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment but

could include other amendments. Privacy

issues in the second category usually involve the Due Process Clauses of the

Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments but

could also include other amendments.



Privacy and Procedural Due

Process

In the first area we will focus on the

Court’s cases interpreting the Fourth and

Fourteenth Amendments. The Court has

decided that the Fourteenth Amendment

applies the Fourth Amendment to the

states. This means that the Fourth Amendment’s requirements are, essentially, the

same for the state as they are for the federal government. See Wolf v. Colorado,

338 U.S. 25, 69 S. Ct. 1359, 93 L. Ed

1782 (1949), and Mapp v. Ohio, 367 U.S.

643, 81 S. Ct. 1684, 6 L. Ed. 2d 1081

(1961). Note here the distinction between

actual requirements of the Constitution

and the Court’s use of its supervisory

powers over the federal courts to promulgate desirable rules of operating the courts.

In the Fourth Amendment area, the

Court has said that ‘‘The security of one’s

privacy against arbitrary intrusion by the

police—which is at the core of the Fourth

Amendment—is basic to a free society’’ (see

Wolf ). The cases before and after Wolf

struggled with efforts to give meaning to

this principle in trying to decide when and

under what circumstances the requirements

of the Fourth Amendment’s protections

come into play. Katz v. United States is

the major signpost in these efforts. Here

the Court rejected the locational theory of

protection and held that ‘‘. . . the Fourth

Amendment protects people, not places.

What a person knowingly exposes to the

public, even in his own home or office, is

not a subject of Fourth Amendment protection. . . . But what he seeks to preserve as



private, even in an area accessible to the

public, may be constitutionally protected’’

(Katz).

Now came the task of explaining what

this means and of applying it to the facts

of individual cases. This has not been an

easy task. The process started with the

concurring opinion of Justice Harlan in

Katz: ‘‘My understanding of the rule that

has emerged from prior decisions is that

there is a twofold requirement, first that a

person have exhibited an actual (subjective) expectation of privacy and, second,

that the expectation be one that society is

prepared to recognize as ‘reasonable’’’

(Katz).

The Court quickly adopted this formulation and went further by using the

phrases ‘‘legitimate expectation of privacy’’

and ‘‘justifiable expectation of privacy’’ interchangeably with, in addition to, and,

sometimes, instead of the phrase ‘‘reasonable expectation of privacy.’’ The Court

often also uses the phrase ‘‘an expectation

of privacy society is prepared to recognize

as legitimate.’’ The end result seems to be a

continuous stream of confusing and contradictory Court decisions severely denying

Fourth Amendment protection in situations where one would expect privacy and

the circumstances indicate the expectation

is a reasonable one.

A review of some of the precedent cases

in this area, from the last thirty years

or so, indicates the problem. Rakas v. Illinois, 439 U.S. 128, 99 S. Ct. 421, 58 L. Ed.

387 (1978) is a good place to start. In

Rakas, petitioners were convicted of

armed robbery. At their trial, the prosecution offered into evidence a sawed-off rifle

and rifle shell that had been seized by

police during a search of an automobile,

which included the locked glove compartment and the area under the front seat in

which petitioners had been passengers.

The petitioners moved to suppress this

evidence. Neither petitioner was the

owner of the automobile and neither had

ever asserted that he owned the rifle shells

seized.
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The Court cites, with approval, the language of Katz, and yet appears not to

follow it. It stated:

The Court in Katz held that capacity to

claim the protection of the Fourth Amendment depends not upon a right in the invaded space but upon whether the person who

claims the protection of the Amendment

has a legitimate [sic] expectation of privacy

in the invaded space.’’ Emphasis added.



The Court then went on to hold:

[The] . . . petitioner’s claims must fail. They

asserted neither a property or a possessory

interest in the automobile, nor an interest in

the property seized. And as we have previously indicated, the fact that they were ‘‘legitimately on the premises’’ in the same

sense that they were in the car with the

permission of its owner is not determinative

of whether they had a legitimate expectation of privacy in the particular areas of the

automobile searched. (Katz)



The Court’s recent cases indicate that the

Court is more likely to find a reasonable

expectation of privacy where an individual’s home is involved. See Kyllo v.

United States, 553 U.S. 27, 121 S. Ct.

2038, 150 L. Ed. 94 (2001) where the

Court prohibited the use of a thermal imager to obtain ‘‘. . . information regarding

the interior of the home that could not

otherwise have been obtained without

physical ‘intrusion into a constitutionally

protected area’ . . . at least where, as here,

the technology in question is not in general

public use.’’

Although it has been more protective of

the home traditionally, the Court has

stepped back from this position when the

facts of a case permit. See California v.

Carney, 471 U.S. 386 (1985), in which the

Court decided to permit automobile warrantless probable searches of motor homes

instead of requiring a warrant as is the rule

for the traditional home. See also California v. Ciraolo, 476 U.S. 207, 106 S. Ct.

1809, 90 L. Ed. 210 (1986), in which the

Court permitted police officers to conduct

surveillance of the defendant’s fenced
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backyard from a private plane flying at

an altitude of a thousand feet, even though

it had two years earlier declared this area

(the curtilage) to be part of the home. See

Oliver v. United States, 466 U.S.170

(1984).

The reasonable expectation of privacy

issue is critical because it determines when

the protections of the Fourth Amendment

must be enforced in specific situations.

However, if the Court decides that a reasonable expectation of privacy does exist,

it does not mean the government will not

be able to conduct the search. It simply

means that the government activity is a

search within the meaning of the Fourth

Amendment and must meet the requirements of the Fourth Amendment (warrant

requirement, probable cause requirement,

or some objective standard of reasonableness, and so on) before the search is conducted. See Payton v. New York 445 U.S.

573, 100 S. Ct. 1371, 63 L. Ed. 639 (1980);

United States v. Place, 462 U.S. 696

(1983); Illinois v. Caballes, 125 S. Ct. 834

(2005).

The Court has addressed the ‘‘reasonable expectation of privacy’’ issue extensively in many areas other than the home.

In United States v. Place, supra, it saw no

violation of a person’s Fourth Amendment’s privacy interest in the contents of

personal luggage in permitting the temporary seizure of luggage at an airport so

that it could be brought into contact with

a drug detection dog.

In Illinois v. Caballes, supra, the defendant was stopped by a state for driving

71 mph on an interstate highway with a

posted speed limit of 65 mph. Another

trooper assigned to the Drug Interdiction

Team heard a radio transmission reporting

the stop and without any request immediately traveled to the scene and walked his

dog around the defendant’s car while the

defendant was in the patrol car awaiting a

warning ticket. The dog alerted, and, in

a subsequent search of the car’s trunk,

marijuana was found. The Court found

that ‘‘. . . conducting a dog sniff would
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not change the character of a traffic stop

that is lawful at its inception and otherwise

executed in a reasonable manner, unless the

dog sniff itself infringed respondent’s constitutionally protected interest in privacy.

Our cases hold that it did not’’ (Caballes,

supra).

In United States v. Knotts, 460 U.S. 276

(1983) and United States v. Karo, 468 U.S.

705 (1984), the Court gave wide latitude to

police use of electronic tracking to assist in

their visual surveillance and tracking of a

container but limited it to situations where

the police would have a right to make

visual observations. The Court specifically

prohibited its use in the home absent a

valid warrant or exigent circumstances.

In Smith v. Maryland, 442 U.S.735

(1979), the Court held ‘‘. . . that the police

did not violate the Fourth Amendment by

causing a pen register to be installed at the

telephone company’s offices to record the

telephone numbers dialed by a criminal

suspect. An individual has no legitimate

expectation of privacy in the numbers

dialed on his telephone . . . because he

voluntarily conveys those numbers to the

telephone company when he uses the telephone. Again, we observed that ‘a person

has no expectation of privacy in information he voluntarily turns over to third

parties.’’’

In Dow Chemical Co. v United States,

476 U.S. 227 (1986), the Court held that

the Environmental Protection Agency’s

aerial photographing of Dow Chemical’s

industrial complex was not a Fourth

Amendment search. ‘‘It may well be, as

the Government concedes, that surveillance of private property by using highly

sophisticated surveillance equipment not

generally available to the public, such as

satellite technology, might be constitutionally proscribed absent a warrant. But

the photographs here are not so revealing

of intimate details as to raise constitutional concerns.’’

If the Court decides, on the facts of a

case, that there is ‘‘a reasonable expectation of privacy,’’ then the protections of



the Fourth Amendment come into play

and the Court has to decide which ones

are applicable to the facts of the case. The

protections include, but are not limited to,

the warrant requirement, the probable

cause requirement, the reasonableness

requirement, the Court’s diminished or

lesser expectation of privacy doctrine,

and the Court’s balancing test. These are

seen as methods of protecting constitutionally recognized reasonable expectations of privacy by setting standards for

when the government will be able to infringe on a person’s reasonable expectation of privacy. (They are not covered

in this article.) It may be argued that the

last two are methods of diluting the protections. Our focus is on the Court’s decisions of what expectations of privacy will

have the benefits of these methods of

‘‘protections’’ and which will not.



Privacy and Substantive Due

Process

In our second area of government action

set out earlier, substantive due process, the

cases indicate very clearly that the constitution recognizes and protects the individual’s right to privacy. The government is

not free to regulate and/or prohibit any

and all private conduct:

Our cases long have recognized that the

Constitution embodies a promise that a certain private sphere of individual liberty will

be kept largely beyond the reach of government. See Thornburgh v. American Coll. of

Obst. & Gyn., 476 U.S. 747, 106 S. Ct.

2169, 2184, 90 L. Ed. 2d 779 (1986);

Bowers v. Hardwick, 478 U.S.186, 106 S.

Ct. 2841, 92 L. Ed. 2d 140, dissenting opinion, Justice Blackman.



Here we focus on the decisional zone of

privacy, the right of the individual to make

certain private decisions and take certain

private actions in his or her life without

government interference. This became explicit in Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U.S.
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479, 85 S. Ct. 1678, 14 L. Ed. 510 (1965);

however, it was also affirmed in earlier cases

on freedom of association and freedom to

marry outside one’s ethnic group. See

NAACP v. Button, 371 U.S. 415; NAACP

v. Alabama, 357 U.S. 469; and Loving v.

Virginia, 388 U.S. 1, 87 S. Ct. 1817, 18 L.

Ed. 2d 1010 (1967). It is also generally accepted that the government may not decide

what an individual’s religion will be.

In construing the right to privacy, this Court

has proceeded along two somewhat distinct,

albeit complementary, lines. First, it has

recognized a privacy interest with reference

to certain decisions that are properly for the

individual to make. Second, it has recognized

a privacy interest with reference to certain

places without regard for the particular activities in which the individuals who occupy

them are engaged. Bowers v. Hardwick, 478

U.S.186, 106 S. Ct. 2841, 92 L. Ed. 2d 140,

dissenting opinion, Justice Blackman.



More recent cases indicate the continuing and growing debate over the scope of

the right to privacy against government

intrusion.

In Stanley v. Georgia, 394 U.S. 557, 89

S. Ct. 1243 (1969), the Supreme Court,

Justice Marshall, held that the First and

Fourteenth Amendments prohibit making

mere private possession of obscene material a crime.

In Roe v. Wade the Court ruled that a

woman’s right to privacy as protected by

the due process clause of the Fourteenth

Amendment gives her the right to make

the decision on continuing or terminating

her pregnancy during the first trimester of

her pregnancy. The Court employed its

three-step analysis process to arrive at its

decision. This process is used when the denial of a fundamental right is claimed. Step

one, what is the right claimed to have been

violated? Is it a fundamental right? Step

two, if it is a fundamental right, is the

conduct involved encompassed by the

right? Simply put, in the case of the right

of privacy, is it private or public conduct?

Step three, does the government have a

compelling state interest in regulating or
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prohibiting the conduct? After reviewing

the medical knowledge and the legal precedents, the Court found that the government

did not have a compelling state interest that

could override the woman’s right to decide

until the end of the first trimester. The compelling state interest after the first trimester

is the medical dangers to the woman and

the state’s interest in preventing them. See

Roe. V. Wade, 410 U.S. 113, 93 S. Ct. 705,

35 L. Ed. 147 (1973).

In Lawrence v. Texas 539 U.S. 558, 123

S. Ct. 2472 (U.S. 2003), the Supreme Court,

Justice Kennedy, overruled its prior decision in Bowers v. Hardwick, 478 U.S. 186,

106 S. Ct. 2841, 92 L. Ed. 2d 140 (1986),

and held that a Texas statute making it a

crime for two persons of the same sex to

engage in certain intimate sexual conduct

was unconstitutional, as applied to adult

males who had engaged in consensual act

of sodomy in the privacy of home.

A wide variety of laws impinging on

personal autonomy or privacy have been

challenged under the due process clause,

including laws prohibiting homosexuality,

adultery, and cohabitation; forbidding the

use of recreational drugs; imposing dress

and appearance standards; and requiring

motorcyclists to wear protective helmets.

This is an ongoing process and promises

to be a major area of development for

constitutional law into the foreseeable future and beyond. See generally, Lawrence

Tribe, American Constitutional Law,

chap. 15 (1978), cited by Brest and Levinson, Processes of Constitutional Decisionmaking, p. 683 (2d ed., 1983).

WALLACE W. SHERWOOD

See also Constitutional Rights: In-Custody Interrogation; Constitutional Rights:

Search and Seizure; Exclusionary Rule; Informants, Use of; Police Legal Liabilities:

Overview
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CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS:

SEARCH AND SEIZURE

The law of search and seizure derives primarily from interpretation by the U.S.

Supreme Court of the Fourth Amendment

to the U.S. Constitution. The Fourth

Amendment provides that ‘‘[t]he right of

the people to be secure in their persons,

houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be

violated, and no Warrants shall issue, but

upon probable cause, supported by Oath

or affirmation, and particularly describing

the place to be searched, and the persons

or things to be seized.’’ The amendment

was proposed by the first Congress assembled under the newly ratified Constitution

in 1789 and was approved by the required

number of states in 1791.

During the debate in the states about

whether to ratify the new Constitution



(written at a convention held in Philadelphia in 1787), much concern was expressed

about whether the federal government created by the instrument was too strong. In

particular, there was considerable concern

about the absence of a list of rights that

people possessed with respect to this new

national government. The Bill of Rights

(the first ten amendments to the Constitution) was written to address this concern.

Thus, the Fourth Amendment was

intended to be a limit on the national government, not on the states, and the Supreme Court held in 1833 that the Bill of

Rights applied only to the federal government (Barron v. Baltimore).

In 1868, the Fourteenth Amendment

was ratified. That amendment includes a

provision that prohibits the states from depriving anyone ‘‘of life, liberty, or property

without due process of law.’’ In 1949 in

Wolf v. Colorado, the Supreme Court held

that the due process clause requires that the

states comply with the Fourth Amendment,

although it also held that states did not

have to exclude at trial evidence obtained

in violation of the amendment. Twelve

years later, however, the Court reversed

itself in a very controversial decision, holding that in state criminal prosecutions evidence obtained in violation may not be

introduced at the criminal trial of the person

whose reasonable expectation of privacy

was violated in obtaining the evidence to

prove that person’s guilt (Mapp v. Ohio).

(The evidence may be introduced to contradict any testimony given at trial by that

person, Murray v. U.S.)



Scope of the Amendment

The Fourth Amendment prohibits unreasonable searches and seizures. The Supreme Court has held that the police are

not necessarily searching, for purposes of

the Fourth Amendment, just because they

are looking for contraband, evidence, or a

suspect. The Fourth Amendment provides
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no definition of ‘‘searches,’’ but the Court

has indicated that the police are searching,

as that term is used in the Fourth Amendment, only when their actions intrude

upon a reasonable expectation of privacy

(Katz v. U.S.). The Court has also indicated that even when the police are on

private property, they do not intrude

upon a reasonable expectation of privacy

when they walk about the ‘‘open fields’’

outside the residence and the area immediately surrounding the residence (Oliver

v. U.S.).

The Fourth Amendment also does not

indicate whose actions are covered. The

Supreme Court has determined that the

actions of law enforcement officers and

some other government officials, such as

public school principals, are subject to

Fourth Amendment requirements (N.J. v.

T.L.O.). The Court has also held that the

actions of private individuals are covered

when such persons are acting jointly with

the police, at the direction of the police, or

under the influence of the strong encouragement of the police (Coolidge v. N.H.).

When the police arrest someone, they

have seized that person; thus the Fourth

Amendment applies to arrests. The Supreme Court has indicated that persons

are seized when reasonable persons under

the circumstances would conclude that

they are not free to ignore the police or

otherwise terminate the encounter (Florida

v. Bostick). This definition includes arrests,

but it also includes temporary detentions

of people for purposes of a brief investigation where the police have reasonable suspicion to think that the person stopped has

committed, is committing, or is about to

commit a crime (Terry v. Ohio).



The Warrant Requirement

The Fourth Amendment has two distinct

components: (1) a prohibition against unreasonable searches and seizures and (2) a

requirement that warrants be specific and
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based on probable cause. The relationship

between the two components is not obvious. The two parts could be viewed as essentially separate from and unrelated to

each other. They could also be read as requiring the use of warrants (absent unusual

circumstances) in order for searches and

seizures to be reasonable. Over the years,

justices have supported both positions, but

most justices and scholars have favored the

warrant requirement. Consequently, discussions of the law of search and seizure

have typically been organized around a discussion of warrant requirements, followed

by a discussion of the most common exceptions to that requirement.



Requirements for Obtaining and

Executing Warrants

When a warrant to search or arrest is

required, the police must obtain it from

a neutral and detached judicial officer

and must have probable cause to think

that contraband or evidence of a crime

will be found at the place to be searched

or to think the person they want to arrest

has committed a crime (Coolidge v. N.H.).

The Supreme Court has defined probable cause as circumstances that would

cause a reasonable person to think that

seizable items are at the place to be

searched or to think that the person to be

arrested has committed a crime (Brinegar

v. U.S.).

The warrant itself must specify the things

for which the police may search and state

the place to be searched with sufficient precision that a police officer can determine,

with reasonable effort, where to search

(Maryland v. Garrison). Before executing

the warrant at a residence (or before entering the residence without a warrant, where

an exception to the warrant requirement

exists), the police must knock at the residence and announce their purpose and

then wait a reasonable time before entering

if no one responds to the knock (Wilson v.
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Arkansas). The police may dispense with

knocking and announcing if they have

reasonable suspicion to think that doing

so would result in the destruction of evidence, would place the officers in danger,

or would permit a suspect to escape

(Richards v. Wisconsin).



Exceptions to the Warrant

Requirement

The Supreme Court has long recognized

several situations in which the police may

search or arrest without a warrant. For

example, in English common law, arrests

for felonies could be made without a warrant. The Supreme Court held in 1976 that

this common law rule is part of the Fourth

Amendment, at least if the arrest occurs in

public (U.S. v. Watson). In 1980, the Supreme Court ruled that if the felony arrest

is made in a residence, a warrant is required because ‘‘physical entry of the

home is the chief evil against which the

wording of the Fourth Amendment is directed’’ (Payton v. New York).

Another important exception to the warrant requirement allows the police to search

an arrested person for a weapon or evidence of a crime (Chimel v. California).

The Court justifies the need for such

searches without a warrant in order to protect the arresting officer and to protect

against the destruction of evidence. While

the police do not need probable cause to

think they will find either a weapon or evidence of a crime, the search is limited to a

search of the arrestee’s body and the area

within his immediate control where he

could reach for a weapon or evidence

(U.S. v. Robinson; Chimel v. California).

The Court condoned pretext arrests (where

the arrest is made so the officer can search

incident to the arrest) when it held that, so

long as there is a lawful basis for an arrest,

the officer’s motivation in making the arrest

is immaterial.

JACK E. CALL



See also Arrest Powers of Police; Courts;

Criminal Investigation; Exclusionary Rule;
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CONTINENTAL EUROPE,

POLICING IN

Continental Europe stretches from the

Atlantic to the Urals, from the North Sea

to Turkey. It is comprised of many different countries, twenty-five of them being

part of the European Union (EU). We cannot account for the diversity of policing in

Continental Europe within a relatively

short article. We chose to exclude Russia

and the former countries of the Eastern

bloc, because policing there is still in transition. We shall focus on the largest

countries—France, Germany, Italy, and

Spain—to which we have added three

others—Belgium, the Netherlands, and

Sweden—for comparison purposes.

Although security and intelligence services are involved in political policing, we
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will not deal with them in any detail, because such work is of a specialized nature.

The article is divided into five parts: the

structure of policing in the seven countries

that we mentioned, history, common

aspects of police organizations in these

countries, selected features of the police

personnel and of the environment in

which they operate, and, finally, police

cooperation in Continental Europe. We

will briefly conclude with a comparison

between public and private policing. We

also contrast Continental European policing with Anglo-American policing.



.



The Structure of Policing

To provide some factual ground to our

analyses, we briefly describe the organizational structure of policing in the seven

selected countries:

.



.
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Sweden. Like the Irish Republic, Sweden has only one national police force

(Rikspolis), which answers to the

Ministry of Justice. Within this police

force, twenty-one police authorities

are responsible for policing the

counties of the country. The counties

are further subdivided into police districts, of which there are several

hundreds. The National Security Service is integrated into the national

police. There is also a national crime

investigation department and a special unit for crowd control.

France. France has two national police agencies. The Police nationale is

under the authority of the Ministry

of the Interior (Home Secretary) and

the Gendarmerie nationale answers to

the Ministry of Defense. The Police

nationale operates in cities, whereas

the Gendarmerie polices rural areas

and small towns. There is a third

force—the Compagnies re´publicaines

de se´curite´—that is part of the national police, but is organized like a

military unit, with its members living



.



.



in barracks. This unit specializes in

crowd control and riot policing.

There is a national criminal investigation department—police judicaire—and an intelligence service

that is part of the national police

(there are several other security and

intelligence services). In some cities,

mayors have set up municipal policing agencies (polices municipales).

Italy. The Italian structure of policing

is similar to that of the French. Italy

has three national police agencies, the

State Police (Polizia di Stato), the

Corps of Carabineers (Corpo Carabinieri), and the Treasury Guard

(Guardia di Finanze). All three are

under the authority of the Ministry

of the Interior and they are organized

like military forces. Among other

functions, the Carabinieri are responsible for criminal investigation, the

repression of organized crime, and

counterterrorism. All cities and larger

towns have municipal forces (Vigili

Urbani) that enforce municipal regulations and police traffic.

Spain. Spain’s police forces are

organized very much like those of the

two previous countries. It has two national police agencies, the National

Police (Policia Nacional), which is responsible for most police duties, and

the Civil Guard (Guardia Civil), which

is a militarized force that patrols rural

areas and is also specialized in the

protection of national security (counterterrorism) and crowd control.

There are also municipal police forces

(Policia Municipal) that enforce local

bylaws and traffic regulations.

Germany. Although they are also

highly centralized, the German police

forces are structured differently.

There are two federal police forces:

the Federal Criminal Police Office

(Bundeskriminalamt), which might

be termed a German FBI, and the

Federal Border Guard (Bundesgrenzschutz). Both are under the authority
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.



.



of the Ministry of the Interior. However, the basic policing structure rests

on the sixteen state or province police

agencies (Landespolizei), which are

similarly structured.

The Netherlands. The Dutch structure is similar to the German. There

is a National Police Agency (Rijkpolitie) that is under the authority of

the central government (Ministry of

the Interior) and twenty-five regional

police forces that provide the backbone of the policing system. There is

also a military police force, the Royal

Dutch Constabulary (Koninklijke

Marechaussee), that operates in rural

areas and polices the Dutch borders.

Belgium. The Belgian police underwent a complete reform in 2001 that

moved it closer to an Anglo-American

decentralized model. It is comprised

of a federal police force that brought

together the former Gendarmerie and

the national criminal investigation

unit and of 196 local police forces answering to a mayor.



This sample of continental police forces

was selected because it displays the various

types of police structure found in Europe:

(1) complete centralization in one police

force (Sweden); (2) high centralization,

with no more than four police forces

(France, Italy, and Spain); (3) regional centralization (Germany and the Netherlands);

and (4) an experiment into decentralized

local policing, with a strong national

agency (Belgium). Most police systems in

Europe fall under these categories. Except

in Belgium, the municipal police forces enforce various local bylaws, regulate traffic,

and are unarmed. They are closer to a private security agency accountable to the

local mayor than to a private police force.



History

The first policing system was founded in

1667, in France, with the creation of the



office of the general lieutenant of police.

The French system migrated throughout Continental Europe, particularly in

Austria and the German states. The crucial

feature of this system was that policing

originally meant governance, the police

mandate encompassing nearly all public

services (for example, garbage collection)

and all matters of interest to the state. This

was particularly true of the German states,

where Policeywissenschaft—the first German concept of policing—coincided with

what would be called today the welfare

state. The redefinition of policing as criminal law enforcement occurred only in the

late 1800s, under the influence of the

British reform of policing.



Common Structural Aspects

The most prominent feature of the police

systems just described is their high level of

centralization, Belgium being in part an

exception. Centralization means that there

is a single source of command that flows

from the top and that there is a drastically

limited number of police organizations. It

entails several other characteristics of Continental European policing:

.



Policing for the state. According to

Max Weber, the state is defined by its

monopoly over the use of force. This

reflects the reality of Continental Europe, where the state is ‘‘the monopoly’’ and the military and police are

the force. The police forces of Continental Europe were originally created

by the state on its behalf, and consequently all of them harbor a security

intelligence service, which performs

work similar to that of independent

national security agencies. There is

now a growing debate in Europe on

what the police should be doing: either preserving the state’s sovereignty

against threats (for example, political

dissidence) or providing security to
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.



.



.



.
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the community, the latter alternative

being increasingly favored.

Militarization. Military forces are

prototypes of centralized organizations. Expectedly, centralized police

forces also have a military structure.

In Continental Europe, many police

agencies are effectively under the authority of the Ministry of Defense.

The police are even more militaristic

in Eastern bloc countries.

Specialization. The larger the organization is, the more it can afford to

have specialized units. This is the

case in Continental Europe, where police forces have a wealth of specialized

units (for example, gambling police).

The crucial specialization is crowd

control, because of Continental Europe’s strong historical tradition of

mass demonstrations that could

threaten the state.

Friction. In Continental Europe,

large agencies take the form of a

pyramid, where hierarchy plays an

overwhelming role. This hierarchy

not only ranks individual members

of organizations, but it also scales

the prestige of the constituent parts

of these agencies. For instance, criminal investigation units staffed with

plainclothes inspectors have a higher

status than other units staffed with

personnel in uniform. These marked

differences in status generate friction

between the different components of

the police apparatus. Hence, high

centralization may maximize conflict

rather than unity of purpose.

Accountability. In the mind of their

Anglo-American critics, the police of

Continental Europe have a bad reputation with respect to accountability.

This reputation is largely undeserved

but reflects the symbiosis between the

state and its police. Scandinavian

countries, which have invented the

concept of an ombudsman—a government authority receiving citizens’

complaints—are not lacking in



.



accountability. France cuts an exemplary figure in this respect. The police

are subject to several accountability

mechanisms: their own hierarchy,

two kinds of inspectors (police and

administration), the courts, three national commissions (on data banks,

electronic surveillance, and police

ethics), and parliament. The French

National Commission on the Ethics

of Security (Commission nationale de

de´ontologie de la se´curite´) provides an

insight into the system. It receives

complaints against all main government agencies involved in security

(the police, customs, the national railroad police, and the prison system).

However, a citizen cannot complain

directly to the commission but must

instead typically go through an elected

official, such as a member of parliament or senator. Despite this limitation, complaints have risen from 19 in

2001 when the commission was established to 107 in 2004, an increase of

five times. The situation in France

reflects the mixed nature of police

accountability in other Continental

European countries.

Prosecution. Another feature of

police accountability is found in

countries such as France, Italy, and

Spain. The criminal investigation of

serious offenses—notably murder,

organized crime, or terrorism—is

supervised by a judge. Some of these

magistrates have achieved celebrity in

their fight against organized crime,

particularly in Italy (judges Falcone

and Borselllino).



Police Personnel

Several features of police personnel in

Continental Europe are in contrast with

Anglo-American policing. Having police

forces that represent the ethnic makeup

of the society is a concern that began to
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emerge around the end of the twentieth

century, if at all. Here are some more

structural features:

.



.



.



.



Lateral entry. Police forces having a

quasi-military structure recruit their

staff in two ways, as do military organizations. The rank-and-file officers

are recruited into the organizations

at the bottom entry level through recruitment centers. Individuals who

satisfy certain criteria, such as having

a university degree (generally in law),

are recruited as commissioned officers and undergo special training.

Thus, many forces have a dual system

of promotion. The rank-and-file can

move up the organization by succeeding at examinations. Commissioned

officers have their own promotion

files. The chief of police is generally

a political appointee, often without

any previous experience in policing.

Unionization. Police unions in Continental Europe do not follow the ‘‘one

shop for all’’ model that is current in

North America. There are different

unions for the rank-and-file and for

officers. Furthermore, there are various police unions at a given level,

which recruit members on the basis

of their politics. This fragmentation

pits unions against each other and

undermines their force.

Local posting. In large policing

organizations, the members are not

posted in a particular place on the

basis of where they originate from,

but according to the needs of the organization. Hence, a police officer

recruited in the south of the country

may be assigned to the north, with the

consequence that the local knowledge

of recently posted recruits is limited.

Ratio of police. The number of police

per 100,000 population is significantly higher in the south of Continental Europe than in Anglo-American

countries. For New Zealand, the

United Kingdom, and the United



States, this number is respectively

195, 318, and 321. This compares

with 379 police per 100,000 population in Greece, 394 in France, 440

in Portugal, 477 in Spain, and 488

in Italy.



The Environment

Europe is admittedly very different from

the countries of North and South America. We single out two features that have

special relevance for policing:

.



.



The urban environment. Historians of

policing have emphasized that policing was essentially an urban affair, the

policing of cities being a defining feature of the police mandate. The cities

of Continental Europe and the United

Kingdom are generally old, and their

beginnings can be traced back to the

middle ages and even before for ancient Greek and Roman cities. The

streets of these cities are generally narrow, some even feature stairs, and

their layout is irregular. Consequently, the urban topography in Europe

requires a deployment of police forces

that is markedly different from the

cruiser-based police patrol common

to many North American cities. Random car patrols and high-speed car

chases are not tactics adapted to the

European urban setting.

The legal environment. The legal

environment of Continental Europe

is complex. However, one simple and

general feature of this environment

is of paramount importance for policing: In nearly all the countries of

Continental Europe, citizens are

compelled to carry an identity card.

The control of identity affords the police with a pervasive way to initiate

contacts with citizens—particularly

youths—whenever they suspect that

something ought to be checked.
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Police Cooperation and

Transnational Policing

Police cooperation is rapidly developing

among the members of the EU. Cooperation is different from the U.S. model,

according to which federal agencies open

offices in various countries (for example,

the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration has had some sixty offices in more

than forty countries). In the EU, cooperation is based on various transnational

pieces of legislation enacted by the European Parliament, such as agreements

and conventions against terrorism, drug

trafficking, trafficking in human beings,

money laundering, and organized crime.

Interpol excepted, cooperation was formally launched in 1976 by the TREVI

(Terrorism, Radicalism, Extremism, and International Violence) minister group. Now

the main instruments of transnational police

cooperation in the EU are the Schengen

agreements signed in 1985 and 1990 and

Europol.

The Schengen agreements were followed by the creation of the Schengen Information System (SIS), which allows the

member states to obtain information regarding certain categories of persons and

properties. A more powerful SIS II was

expected to be developed by 2006. Europol

functions as a support for the law enforcement agencies of all countries in the EU by

gathering and analyzing information and

intelligence specifically about people who

are members or possible members of criminal organizations that operate internationally. Europol was first established as

the European Drug Unit in 1992, which

evolved into the European Police Office

(Europol) with a much broader mandate.

Europol’s headquarters is in The Hague

and it employs some 130 members and

forty-five liaison officers. Europol is still

far removed from police field operations

and its priority is building trust among the

hundreds of law enforcement organizations with which it liaisons.
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Private Security Forces

This article has essentially focused on the

public police forces and nothing has yet

been said about the private sector. The

EU countries differ greatly from AngloSaxon countries with respect to the size

of their private security sector. Australia,

Canada, and New Zealand have at least as

much private police as public, and the

United States has more than twice as

much (some figures for the United States

are much higher). In the EU, only the

United Kingdom and Denmark have a

private security sector that is approximately the same size as their public police

forces. In other countries of the EU—

Italy, Spain, Portugal, France, Greece,

Austria, and Belgium—the ratio between

the numbers of privately and publicly

employed police is rather small and ranges

from 0.16 and 0.32. Nevertheless, it is to

be expected that the private sector will

increase in the years to come.



Conclusion

It is difficult to foresee what the future of

policing has in store. Still, it is safe to

predict that the police systems of Continental Europe and of Anglo-American

countries will increasingly share common

features rather than widening their differences.

JEAN-PAUL BRODEUR

See also Community-Oriented Policing:

International; International Police Cooperation; International Police Missions; Terrorism: International
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According to Dean J. Champion (2005,

61), corruption is defined as ‘‘behavior of

public officials who accept money or other

bribes for doing something they are under

a duty to do anyway.’’ In terms of law

enforcement, police officers engage in corrupt actions when, for money or other

favors, they fail to do something when

they have a lawful duty to act or when

the officer does something that he or she

should not have done (Dempsey and Forst

2005, 296). Also, if officers incorrectly use

their discretion, they are engaging in corruption (Champion 2005, 61). An example

of an officer’s failure to perform his or her

duty is when an officer accepts a small

bribe in exchange for not issuing a traffic

citation. An example of a law enforcement

officer doing something that he or she

should not do would be an officer’s protection of criminals who engage in unlawful actions. Finally, an example of an

officer misusing his or her discretion

involves letting personal values, biases,

and beliefs interfere with the performance

of the job, such as when an officer issues

traffic tickets only to African Americans

because of personal discrimination against

this ethnic minority.



Dimensions of Corruption

Types of Corruption

Most researchers identify nine main types

of corruption by law enforcement officers:

(1) corruption of authority, (2) kickbacks,

(3) opportunistic theft, (4) shakedowns,

(5) protection of illegal activities, (6) case

fixing, (7) direct criminal activity, (8) internal payoffs, and (9) padding (Types and

dimensions 2005). Corruption of authority

is defined as ‘‘when an officer receives some

form of material gain by virtue of their

position as a police officer without violating the law per se’’ (Types and dimensions 2005). An example of this form of
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corruption occurs when an officer accepts a

gratuity, such as a free meal. Kickbacks

occur when, in exchange for referring an

offender to a business, the officer receives

a fee. When defense attorneys pay a police

officer a fee for referring everyone he or she

has arrested to their offices, this is an example of a kickback. When a police officer

steals from a crime scene or an arrestee,

this is known as opportunistic theft.

According to Champion (2005, 231), a

shakedown is defined as ‘‘a form of police

corruption in which money or valuables

are extorted from criminals by police officers in exchange for the criminals not

being arrested.’’ Protection of illegal activities involves, as the name suggests, the

officer using his or her position to protect

those individuals engaging in illegal conduct (Types and dimensions 2005). An example of this is an officer protecting

organized crime figures who are engaging

in prostitution rings. Fixing cases is also a

problem within policing, and it involves

officers using their position to get someone

that they know out of trouble, such as out

of a traffic ticket. Directed criminal activity involves officers actively committing

crimes for money or property. The key to

directed criminal activity is the officer’s

planning of the criminal offense. The final

two forms of corruption are padding and

internal payoffs. Padding involves interfering in the investigation of crime by planting evidence, and its purpose is to ensure

the prosecution of an offender (Types and

dimensions 2005). Internal payoffs are

associated with the police department itself. It includes things such as paying other

officers for their holiday or vacation times.



Levels of Corruption

There are three general categories or levels

of corruption within police departments

(Lawrence Sherman, as cited in Dempsey

and Forst 2005, 299). The first level is ‘‘the

rotten apples and rotten pockets’’ theory of
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police corruption, which holds that only

one officer or a very small group of officers

in a department or precinct is corrupt. With

this theory, because there is no widespread

corruption within the police department,

the organization might not do anything to

combat these corruption acts. The second

level of corruption that occurs in departments is known as ‘‘pervasive, unorganized

corruption’’ (Dempsey and Forst 2005,

299). With this form of corruption, many

officers within a department might be

engaging in corrupt actions, but they are

not working together. The final level of

corruption occurs when the entire police

department is working together and protecting each. This type of corruption is

known as ‘‘pervasive, organized corruption’’ (Dempsey and Forst 2005, 299).



Issues Associated with Gratuities

One of the most controversial issues in

terms of police corruption is the acceptance of gratuities by officers. Accepting

gratuities is defined as happening when an

officer accepts an incentive in exchange for

favors (Champion 2005, 114). Gratuities

can be free items, discounts, or gifts.

Many law enforcement administrators do

not allow their officers to accept any form

of gratuities; some departments allow

them to accept some things such as a free

meal. Those departments that allow officers to accept gratuities usually rationalize

it by letting the persons offering the gratuities know that they will not received any

special privileges, which is more like

the officer accepting a gift rather than a

gratuity. Those departments that do not

allow gratuities believe that it opens the

officer up to committing corrupted acts,

and administrators believe gratuities are

never offered without the expectation of

something in return (Delattre 1996, 77).

These departments believe that officers

will start justifying stealing and other
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major corruptions if they accept small

incentives for services. Stuart MacIntrye

and Tim Prenzler (1999) found that officers are more likely to respond favorably

to those individuals who have offered

them some form of special privilege.

With regards to the issue of gratuities,

there are different arguments for and

against their use. Because most gratuities

are small, many people do not see a problem

with officers accepting them (White 2002,

22). According to Mike White (2002, 21),

other reasons why those who support the

use of gratuities believe that it is safe to do

so is because not only do the officers who

receive the gratuities benefit, but the community is also helped. The relationship between the police and the citizens within their

policing community is improved when officers feel appreciated and rewarded for their

work. Also, officers might feel that their

supervisors do not trust them to make a

decision on unacceptable and acceptable

behavior if the department has guidelines

against the acceptance of gratuities.

In addition to the reasons previously

stated, critics of the use of gratuities believe

that other people are at a disadvantage

when they are offered (White 2002, 22).

For example, if one restaurant offers police

officers free meals in exchange for patronage and another restaurant owner cannot

afford to offer the same service, then problems might arise. If there were a sudden

string of robberies in the area, the owner

who could not afford the gratuity would be

at a disadvantage. Many people believe that

officers can be placed in situations where

they encounter such conflicts (White 2002,

21). This conflict could occur when individuals expect officers to ignore certain unlawful behavior, such as driving while

under the influence of alcohol, because of

the special services that the officer received.

Pollock and Becker (1996, 172) look at the

issue from a different perspective. If other

governmental professions cannot accept

gifts or services, then police officers should

not be allowed to accept them.



The Corruption Process

Many theories have been proposed for

why officers or police departments become

corrupt. One explanation involves the

increased drug use and distribution in

today’s society. With the current war on

drugs, police are encountering more

money than ever before (Carter 1990). Because of the lack of supervision that

occurs when an officer comes into contact

with criminals, this can increase the likelihood that officers will take money from

the offender because they are not likely to

get caught. Officers can further become

involved in drug-related corruption

through the sale of drugs for money or

the protection of those criminals engaging

in the drug trade for a bribe.



The Police Subculture and the

Cop Code

Another reason for the amount of corruption among law enforcement personnel is the nature of police work and,

particularly, the nature of the police subculture. Dean J. Champion (2005, 195)

defined the police subculture as ‘‘the result

of socialization and bonding among police officers because of their stress and

job-related anxiety’’ and the ‘‘unofficial

norms and values possessed’’ by those

working in the field of law enforcement.

These values that officers learn as part

of their job are different from the values

of non–law enforcement people. New

recruits learn quickly what is expected

of them in terms of their fellow officers.

They learn the cop code that is discussed

by John P. Crank and Michael A. Caldero. These authors identified the following relationships that exist within police

department between peers and supervisors. The following rules apply to law

enforcement:
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Rules Defining Relationships with Other

Cops:

1. Watch out for your partner first and

then the rest of the guys working

that tour.

2. Don’t give up another cop.

3. Show toughness.

4. Be aggressive when you have to, but

don’t be too eager.

5. Don’t get involved in anything in

another guy’s sector.

6. Hold up your end of the work.

7. If you get caught off base, don’t

implicate anybody else.

8. Make sure the other guys know if

another cop is dangerous or unsafe.

9. Don’t trust a new guy until you have

checked him out.

10. Don’t tell anybody else more than

they have to know; it could be bad

for you and it could be bad for them.

11. Don’t talk too much or too little.

Both are suspicious.

12. Don’t leave work for the next tour.

Rules Defining Relationships of Street

Cops with Bosses:

1. Protect yourself. (If the system

wants to get you, it will.)

2. Don’t make waves. Supervisors pay

attention to troublemakers.

3. Don’t give them too much activity.

Don’t be too eager.

4. Keep out of the way of any boss

from outside your precinct.

5. Don’t look for favors just for yourself.

6. Don’t take on the patrol sergeant by

yourself.

7. Know your bosses. Who’s working

and who has the desk?

8. Don’t do the bosses’ work for them.

9. Don’t trust bosses to look out for

your interests (Crank and Caldero

2000, 144).

The cop code demonstrates how the

police subculture can foster corruption

through protecting those who are engaging
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in criminal acts and not reporting them to

supervisors and the public.



Corruption Continuum

Neal Trautman (2000, 65) developed the

corruption continuum to explain the unethical actions of police officers. This continuum involves four levels. The first one is

the implementation of policies that ensure

that officers know the ethical rules that

they have to follow. If the administrator

fails to do this, then officers will believe

that they can be corrupt and no one will

do anything about it. The next phase of the

process involves police supervisors not

doing anything when they know of unethical acts committed by officers or when they

try to cover for those officers who engage

in corruption. The next step involves officers become indifferent or fearful of becoming involved in the situation. They

may feel that if they come forward, they

will be punished. After a period of time,

when these officers become unhappy

with their job, they are more likely to become corrupt. The final step of the corruption continuum involves officers doing

anything they can to survive within the

corrupt environment of the police organization, even if that means they have to

become corrupt themselves.



Combating Corruption in Police

Organizations

When faced with the issue of combating

police corruption, law enforcement agencies and administrators can try various

means to deal with the problem. J. Kevin

Grant (2002) listed four means of dealing

with this issue. The first method of fighting

police corruption is through leadership. Police agencies must have a strong administrator that is willing to assess the problems,

come up with solutions, and monitor the
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success of their implementations. Strong

leadership is very important in terms of

handling corruption because officers will

typically look to their leaders to determine

how they should behave (Pollock 1996,

220). If officers see that their supervisors

are engaging in corruption, they are more

likely to engage in it themselves, but if they

see that administrators are following the

law, punishing violations, and behaving

ethically, then they would learn that to do

otherwise is unacceptable.

Two other ways that J. Kevin Grant

(2002) developed for combating corruption involved the hiring process and departmental procedures. Grant believed

that if administrators selected quality

applicants through high standards, then

corruption would likely decrease. The use

of psychological tests can help in the selection process because they are designed to

determine characteristics of individuals.

The administrator can decline those applicants that do not meet the standards set by

the department. With regard to department standards, Grant believed that by

providing training, setting up codes of

conduct, making sure the officers are punished when violations occur, and encouraging officers to work together, a lot of the

problems with corruption would disappear

in police agencies. One of the main forms of

training that police departments can provide is ethics training. Joycelyn Pollock

(1996, 217) stated that ‘‘ethics training in

the academy, as well as offering in-service

courses, is common and recommended for

all police departments today.’’ This training

will give officers the opportunity to understand the different ethical issues that are a

part of the job, and, it is hoped, they will

learn how to deal with these conflicts in a

moral and ethical manner.



Civilian Review Boards

A final way to combat corruption in law

enforcement is through civilian review



boards (Dempsey and Forst 2005, 311).

It is the job of law enforcement civil review boards to investigate allegations of

corruption. The board can also make

recommendations for change in terms of

punishment meted out and policies on

dealing with corruption. Many people like

review boards that are independent of police departments because of the increase in

impartiality that is associated with them.

They believe that these types of boards

are able to fully investigate issues of corruption and look at everyone’s side of the

story.

TINA L. LEE

See also Accountability; Civilian Review
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COSTS OF POLICE SERVICES

This article examines the direct financial

cost of public police services. A broad

interpretation of the term costs could include various other costs and benefits such

as crimes prevented and detected, the resultant costs of criminal justice services,

and quality-of-life issues for society. However, these are not the present focus. In

what follows, the discussion of costs of

police services in both the United States

and the United Kingdom sheds light on

the significant differences in the composition, sources, and nature of the costs in

two industrialized countries. To provide a

broader context, that discussion is located

alongside coverage of the rise in private

police services as well as the most recent

estimates of the global costs of public police services.

Public and private police expenditures

change to reflect supply and demand.

Demand from society changes as crime patterns change with socioeconomic, technological, and political developments. Supply

of police services adapts to changes in labor

markets as well as technological and other

change. Generally speaking, industrialized

countries have seen an increase in police

salaries and numbers at the same time as

increasing expenditure on technology. In

many countries, private policing, that is,

the private security industry, has been a

major growth area in recent years (National

Archives 2005; Home Office 1999; Jones

and Newburn 2002).
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Costs of Police Services in the

United States

Estimating total expenditure on public policing in the United States is logistically

difficult due to the existence of around eighteen thousand law enforcement agencies of

varying sizes (Maguire et al. 1998; Reaves

and Hickman 2002). Federal government

expenditure on justice, funneled via the

U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ), trebled

in real terms between 1981 and 2001 to

reach $25.3 billion. Direct expenditure on

state and local agencies increased 230% in

real terms between 1982 and 2001.

This article was written in 2005, when

the estimated relevant DOJ budget for

2006 was $19.1 billion, down from $20.2

billion for 2005. The reduction was sought

from state and local law enforcement

grants deemed to have little impact on

crime. At the same time, however, increases

in spending on federal agencies was

expected, including increases for the Federal Bureau of Investigation and the Drug

Enforcement Administration (Office of

Management and Budget 2005).

At the state and local levels, the Law

Enforcement Management and Administrative Statistics (LEMAS) surveys of 1993

and 2000 found rising annual operating expenditure per officer (Hickman and Reaves

2003). Although the 2004 census of state

and local law enforcement agencies was

under way, results were not available at the

time of this writing (Police Chief 2004); the

2000 census found just under eight hundred

thousand full-time sworn staff in various

agencies (Table 1) and more than three

hundred thousand nonsworn police staff in

2000 (Reaves and Hickman 2002). Average

cost per officer, including equipment, was

around $100,000 in 2000 (Table 2).

A significant part of rising police costs is

attributable to increased use of technology including radios and other communications, vehicles, computers, and digital

equipment. LEMAS found that in 1990

only 14% of state and 19% of local agencies
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Table 1



Number of Police Agencies and Staff in the United States



Type of agency



Number of agencies



Number of full-time officers



Local police

Sheriff

Primary state

Special jurisdiction

Texas constable

All state and local

Federal

Total



12,666

3,070

49

1,376

623

17,784



440,920

164,711

56,348

43,413

2,630

708,022

88,496

796,518



Source: Bureau of Justice Statistics (2004c).



Table 2 Annual Operating Expenditure per

Officer per Annum 1993–2000



State

Sheriff

Municipal

County



1993



2000



$76,300

$64,400

$65,900

$66,500



$108,000

$108,000

$83,638

$90,237



Source: Reaves and Smith (1995); Hickman and

Reaves (2003).



used car-mounted computers compared to

59% and 68% respectively by 2000 (Reaves

and Hickman 2002).



Costs of Police Services in the

United Kingdom

In England and Wales in 2005, police were

organized into forty-three area police

forces, while in the process of consolidation to as few as a dozen (BBC 2005a,

2005b). Officially, 51% of police costs are

met by central government grants and 49%

by local government (Police grant report

2005). In practice, due to supplementary

small grants, the central government funds

around 80% of U.K. policing (MellowsFacer 2003; Home Office 2004). Central

government expenditure is established on

a needs-based formula with additional



funding received from three central sources:

police grants, revenue support grants including business rates, and council tax

(Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary 2004). Because central government

keeps a tight hold on the funding reins, it

has far more control and influence over the

nation’s policing than exists in the United

States. Together with the different structure, this way of meeting the costs of police

services is arguably one of the key differences between the organization of U.S. and

U.K. policing.

U.K. government spending on policing

increased by around a quarter from 2000

to nearly £12 billion ($21 billion at a 1.75

exchange rate) for 2005–2006 (Home Office 2004). Recent increases in spending

were mainly due to increased staff. In

1971 there were ninety-seven thousand police officers and twenty-eight thousand civilian staff (Census 2001). By 2005 there

were more than one hundred and forty

thousand police officers and more than

seventy thousand civilian staff (Home

Office 2005b). In the region of 85% of

police budgets are taken up by staffing

costs (Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary 1998/99; Newing 2002).

Prior to U.K. government allocation of

police funding, a proportion is retained to

fund science and technology initiatives.

This increased from £35 million in

2001–2002 to £164 million in 2002–2003

(Home Office 2004, 2005a). The government
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funds various agencies such as the Police

Scientific Development Branch (PSDB)

and the Forensic Science Service (FSS).

Their science and technology budget varies

with priorities. For example, the introduction of Airwave—a radio communications

system—was supported by £500 million of

central funding, and £34 million was

provided in 1999 to expand the national

DNA database (Home Office 2000).

Local police force expenditure in the

United Kingdom is difficult to calculate

because costs are based on local needs

and priorities. Total government expenditure on science and technology is estimated to have declined from £900 million

in 2001–2002 to £748 million in 2002–2003

(Home Office 2004, 2005a). The majority

of that budget was spent on equipment for

forensics, information technology, and

transport (Table 3).



Private Policing

The growth of the private security industry

during the last thirty years threatens the

Table 3 Average Percentage Spent on Science

and Technology Services and Equipment 2001–

2002 to 2002–2003



Forensics

Helicopters

Information

technology

Office equipment

Other science and

technology

Police national

computer

Radio

Telephone

Transport



2001–2002



2002–2003



21%

2%

26%



20%

2%

28%



2%

2%



5%

1%



5%



2%



8%

13%

21%



9%

13%

20%



Note: Figures from the average total force spent on

science and technology by six representative forces.

Figures exclude expenditure on centrally funded science and technology projects (Home Office 2004,

2005a).
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state monopoly (Jones and Newburn

2002; Maguire et al. 2002). Private security

policing covers three main areas: manned

security services, detention/professional

security services, and security products

(George and Button 2000, cited in Danby

2001). However, estimates of spending appear infrequent and are not comprehensively examined here. In the United States,

state and local government spending on

private security increased from $27 billion

in 1975 (Cunningham et al. 1990, cited in

Golsby 1998) to an estimated $40 billion

for local, state, and federal law enforcement

agencies combined in 1996 (Gage 1998). By

2002, annual expenditure for security products and services was estimated to be

around $45 billion (Gage 1998). In the

United Kingdom, estimated turnover of

the private security industry increased

from £130 to £140 million in 1979 to

around £2.1 billion by 1992 (Home Office

1999). The British Security Industry Association (2004) estimated the annual turnover of the private security industry in the

region of £4.8 billion for 2004.



The Cost of Global Public Police

Services

While industrialized countries such as the

United States and the United Kingdom

often have the administrative ability and

public accountability that produces public

estimates of the costs of police services, this

is far from true for the world as a whole.

The most recent estimates of the global cost

of public police services were based on a

global survey by the United Nations and

relate to 1997 (Farrell and Clarke 2004).

Expenditure on public police services

tends to reflect the overall strength of a

country’s economy. Based on a survey of

seventy countries, that relationship was

used to predict spending for countries

where the expenditure data were unavailable. It was estimated that the world spent
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$223 billion in 1997 or the equivalent of

$268 billion in 2005 prices (adjusted for

inflation using the Bureau of Labor Statistics inflation calculator, though it would be

expected that actual spending would have

increased along with economic growth during this period).

Whereas the costs of public police services per capita in the United Kingdom

and the United States were roughly similar

at around $215 per annum, significant

variations were seen across the world.

Switzerland had the highest estimated per

capita expenditure on police services at

$277. It is also the case that costs were

notably lower than expected for a simple

GDP–expenditure relationship in some

industrialized countries such as Japan and

Belgium. For many of the less affluent

countries of the world, per capita expenditure on policing was less than $50, although

that would go further if labor and other

costs were lower. While such issues require

further research and exploration, it is clear

that while the economy (and thus the availability of public funds) is an important determinant, other factors also play a role in

determining expenditure on public police

services.



Conclusion

The costs of police services are met from

different sources in different countries.

Costs of public policing have increased

significantly in recent years in industrial

countries (highlighted here by the United

States and the United Kingdom), reflecting both increased expenditure on technology and demands for more police officers.

Globally, however, the costs of police services vary enormously. A key determinant

of overall public policing expenditure

appears to be the strength of a country’s

economy, which drives tax revenues on

which public service expenditures are

based. Over time, existing technologies

will become cheaper and more readily



available, while new technologies will require additional expenditure.

The expansion of private policing is

likely to continue to play an increasingly

important role in the overall costs of police services. However, the introduction of

market-based innovations such as sponsorship could play an increasingly prominent role in generating revenue for public

services. It is not inconceivable that such

market-based funding sources could lead

to increased investment in public (and

publicly accountable) police services without requiring commensurate increases in

the allocation of public revenues. Advertising on police cars could increase if it

brings resources that allow public policing

to compete in the marketplace.

FAIZA QURESHI and GRAHAM FARRELL
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Police
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COURTROOM TESTIMONY

AND ‘‘TESTILYING’’

‘‘Testilying,’’ police fabricating evidence or

lying in court, is a type of police corruption.

It involves the interactions between the police and criminal offenders. A police officer,

while generally honest, can also think that it

is legitimate to commit illegal searches or to

commit perjury because he or she is fighting

an evil. For example, the officer reaches

inside a suspect’s pocket for drugs and

later testifies that the suspect ‘‘dropped’’

the package. This type of testilying is called

‘‘dropsy testimony’’ and covers up an illegal

search. The practice of testilying has different names in different cities. While in

New York, it is called ‘‘testilying,’’ in Los

Angeles it is called ‘‘joining the Liars

Club.’’ Other cities call the practice ‘‘white

perjury.’’



Nature of Testifying

Testilying can occur at any stage of the

criminal process. It is more likely to take

place during the investigative and pretrial

stages, with much of it as an attempt to

cover up illicit evidence gathering. Police

fabricate their reports, knowing that these

reports may be dispositive in a case resolved through plea bargaining. This

form of perjury is called ‘‘reportilying.’’

For example, it was found that narcotics

officers in New York City falsified arrest

papers to make it appear as if an arrest

had occurred out on the street rather than



inside a building, which would have made

the arrest illegal.

Testilying can also occur during the

warrant application process, which takes

place under oath. A frequent form of testilying is the invention of a ‘‘confidential

informant’’ to obtain a warrant. By using

this strategy, the officer essentially covers

up any irregularities in developing probable cause. In the 1990s, the Mollen Commission found that information from a

nonexistent ‘‘unidentified civilian informant’’ was used to cover up unlawful

entrances in New York’s 30th Precinct.

Testilying can occur at the suppression

hearing, and the most frequent type is post

hoc (after the fact) fabrication for probable cause. In this type of testilying, a multitude of tales can be manufactured.

Traffic violations that led to contraband

in plain view are a common story. A bulge

in the person’s pocket or money changing

hands is used to conceal unlawful searches

of an individual.



Police Response

Alan Dershowitz has suggested that

policemen are indirectly taught to commit

perjury when they are in the academy.

Their training implicitly supports attitudes

that perjury is not serious. This training, in

combination with both a police officer’s

job expectations and peer pressure, contributes to testilying. Officers that have testilied have frequently cited a desire to see the

guilty brought to justice. The officer does

not want a person that they know to be a

criminal to escape because of a technical

violation. And indirectly related, their

desire is to produce results by securing

convictions. Job productivity, for which

an officer is rewarded, is obtaining results

through arrests. A ‘‘code of silence’’

among police further supports testilying.

Knowledge that other officers commit perjury condones the practice. Because other
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officers commit perjury to obtain an end,

testilying is acceptable.

Police officers may also disagree with

laws that curtail their discretion, such as

the exclusionary rule. Judges have publicly

stated that the exclusionary rule influences

police to lie in order to prevent someone

they think is guilty from going free. As a

consequence, a police officer may not perceive that, when stretching an incident to

fit it into the legal requirements, this is

committing perjury. To circumvent the exclusionary rule, the officer may fabricate

details about the arrest, the search, or the

evidence. This type of testilying became

apparent after the imposition of the exclusionary rule. In particular, ‘‘dropsy testimony,’’ in which the officers testified that

the offender dropped the drugs before

being arrested, increased in drug-related

cases.

It has also been suggested that the police think that they can get away with

testilying because police supervisors implicitly accept the practice. For example,

the Mollen Commission found that in

New York’s 30th Precinct, there was either

an absence of supervision or supervisors

who turned a ‘‘blind eye’’ to testilying.

Higher rank officers in New York advocated that those officers who testilied

should not be prosecuted because testilying was a police tradition

Further complicity by prosecutors and

judges not only supports testilying, it legitimizes it as well. Prosecutors use a technique of steering police testimony by

informing the officer as to what courtroom scenarios lead to winning and what

courtroom scenarios lead to losing. If the

prosecutor is determined to win, trial

preparation can be geared to leading the

police witness. By doing so, impressionable officers learn to tailor their testimony

to the prosecutor’s expectations. Judges

have acknowledged that testilying occurs;

however, they also acknowledge that it

would not happen without their complicity. A judge’s rationalization to tolerate
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perjury stems from sympathy for the officer’s ultimate goal.



Prevalence

Research supports that courtroom workgroups are aware of testilying. In one

survey that included prosecutors, defense

attorneys, and judges, the courtroom

workgroup perceived that perjury occurs

20% of the time in court. The workgroup

believed that it occurred more frequently

at suppression hearings, between 20% and

50% of the cases. Only 8% of these professional workgroups believed that police do

not lie in court.

In another study of the Chicago court

system, extensive evidence of prosecutorial

and judicial acceptance toward police perjury was found. The research found that

nearly 50% of each group believed that

prosecutors had knowledge of perjury at

least half the time. An even greater percentage of the groups believed that prosecutors tolerate perjury.



Key Events

Two famous cases involving police perjury

occurred in the 1990s. One of the most

damaging cases of policy perjury and

testilying was in the New York Police

Department’s 30th Precinct during 1994.

William J. Bratton, then police commissioner, retired the officers’ badges; however,

the scandal reverberated throughout the

city. The Mollen Commission was formed

to investigate the extent of police corruption. One hundred and twenty-five convictions against ninety-eight defendants were

thrown out because the convictions were

based on untruthful testimony by officers

from the Harlem stationhouse. About seventy of these defendants admitted that they
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were committing crimes when they were

arrested. The officers who were involved

in the scandal gave different explanations

for testilying. Some officers reported that

they wanted to counterbalance loopholes

used by dealers to evade conviction, and

other officers lied to protect their own

drug business. The chain of command accepted the testilying by their officers. Prior

to the prosecution of the officers, some

ranking police commanders argued that

the officers who had ‘‘testilied’’ should not

be prosecuted. They indicated that police

tradition allowed officers to occasionally

‘‘shade’’ their testimony by changing details

of an arrest to meet search and seizure

standards.

In another well-known case, the O.J.

Simpson trial for the murders of Nicole

Brown Simpson and Ronald Goldman,

police perjury affected the outcome for

the prosecution. Detective Marc Fuhrman

was exposed as a liar by the defense when

he asserted that he had not used the word

‘‘nigger.’’ In addition, Judge Ito found

that Detective Vannatter demonstrated a

‘‘reckless disregard for the truth’’ in the

warrant application for the search of

Simpson’s house. The prosecution’s response to the perjury was that these lies

were well-intentioned efforts, though improper, to convict a guilty person. They

proposed that Furhman’s denial at trial

was meant to avoid a topic that would

distract the jury, and that Vannatter’s lies

were designed to cover up irregularities in

the evidence-gathering process that could

have led to exclusion of incriminating

information. The defense differed and

obtained an acquittal.



Effects and Public Opinion

The corrosive effects of ‘‘testilying’’ are

widespread. Testilying damages the credibility of police testimony in a trial. After the

Simpson case, prosecutors indicated that

their cases then had to begin with bringing



the jury around to the opinion that cops are

not lying. The perjury can extend to law

enforcement’s effectiveness in the streets,

as the public feel a lack of trust. This distrust can further extend into the criminal

justice system. Because other actors, such as

prosecutors and judges, are perceived to be

condoning police perjury, the system is

viewed as corrupt. Essentially by acting in

complicity with the police officers, the effectiveness of the entire criminal justice system is called into question.

In addition, convictions can be overturned, and departments, then, bear the

liability for unwarranted prison sentences.

Monetary considerations can have significant effect on a municipality. Several of

the drug dealers and perjury victims from

the 30th Precinct scandal sued New York

City for unlawful imprisonment. They

won six-figure settlements—the eventual

financial toll for the city could be up to

$10,000,000.



Unresolved Issues

Remedies for testilying focus on law enforcement and the law. Training has been

a major focus as a remedy. In New York

City, police cadets receive extensive training about perjury and about appearing

credible without resorting to embellishment. Commanders and assistant district

attorneys receive training on how to identify questionable police testimony.

Other suggested remedies include requiring police to produce their informant in

front of the magistrate rather than rely on

an unidentified confidential informant. In

addition it has been suggested that police,

when conducting a house search, be accompanied by lay citizens who observe the

search. This is a practice that is used, with

success, in other countries. Videotaping police activities, though time consuming and

expensive, has also been recommended. All

of these efforts focus on corroborating testimony, and it has been suggested that
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when an officer uses such measures, the

officer should be commended and promoted for such behaviors.

Legal scholars have suggested that

‘‘probable cause’’ should be approached as

a ‘‘commonsense’’ concept. At the same

time, this gives the officer greater discretion. However, if there is a more stringent

warrant requirement, the officer’s discretion is curtailed. A more controversial suggestion has been to abolish the exclusionary

rule, which would mean that officers would

no longer make adjustments to their testimony. Then, if an officer were committing

perjury, prosecutors and judges would be

more willing to expose and prosecute such

perjury.

KRISTEN J. KUEHNLE

See also Accountability; Codes of Ethics;

Complaints against Police; Corruption;

Cynicism, Police; Ethics and Values in the

Context of Community Policing; Informants, Use of; Integrity in Policing; Mollen

Commission; Occupational Culture; Police

Solidarity
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COURTS

Courts both symbolize justice and administer it. Courthouse architecture—often classic, stately, imposing—is meant to inspire

awe and reverence among those who pass

and enter the building. Judges, too, are

symbols of the law’s majesty, sitting on an

elevated bench, wearing black robes, wielding a gavel, and being addressed as ‘‘Your
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Honor.’’ The formal language of the law,

with its frequent use of Latin, reinforces the

pomp and solemnity.

Only in court are the aura and mystique

of the law made manifest, expressing the

collective mores and will of society. Not

surprisingly, judges rank high in studies of

prestige, with justices of the U.S. Supreme

Court standing first among all occupations. High prestige implies high expectations; many people criticize judges for not

living up to them. Critics include the press,

defendants, lawyers, police—even other

judges. A common criticism is that judges

are too lenient with offenders; other criticisms include dismissing cases for legal,

technical reasons; reducing felony charges

to misdemeanors; and letting convicted

offenders go free or nearly free with fines,

short jail terms, and probation.

The public generally rates judicial performance low and police performance

high. Police gain notoriety by being overly

assertive: arresting the innocent, abusing

suspects, plating evidence, and entrapping. People who think judges are too

soft on criminals are likely to applaud, if

only tacitly, police who err in the opposite

direction.

Judicial leniency is publicized; police

leniency is not (Wheeler et al. 1968). The

police often have probable cause for

making an arrest but choose not to use it.

On the other hand, more judges are prosecution rather than defense minded in their

leanings and decisions (Wice 1985). For

example, in voir dire (examination of potential jurors before trial), judges sometimes make only the most perfunctory

attempts to determine whether veniremen

are prejudiced against the defendant

(Kairys et al. 1975).



Prosecution

Much lay criticism of judges is based on

misunderstanding. The general public

holds judges responsible for dismissing
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charges; in fact, the prosecutor is responsible for more dismissals. One study

showed that the prosecutor typically

rejected twenty out of one hundred felony

arrests after initial screening. Thirty more

were dismissed later by the prosecutor or

judge (Boland et al. 1982). Of the remaining fifty, forty-five offenders pleaded

guilty, and only five went to trial. Prosecutors thus play a pivotal part in the determination of a case.

Prosecutors bargain for guilty pleas in

many cases. Hence, they do not usually go

to trial or push for the maximum sentence.

Several reasons have been offered for this

unwillingness to push for severity: (1) Prosecutors do not want to risk losing a case

at trial, (2) prosecutors face a large backlog of cases, (3) some suspects are initially

overcharged, (4) some cases are routine

and easily disposed of, and (5) some

cases are too weak to pursue very far.

Weaknesses may be due to various factors.

Problems with witnesses or victims are

particularly common. Either their stories

are implausible or they keep changing

them, or they are unwilling to testify—

perhaps because they fear reprisal or perhaps they know the offenders personally

(such offenders are of course easiest to

identify and therefore to find and arrest).

Police and prosecutors are often assumed to be like minded and to have the

same goals. But this is true only in the

most exiguous sense. Often their relations

are tense, sometimes breaking into overt

conflict. Police think that their arrests

should be prosecuted vigorously and result in conviction and punishment. Law

enforcement for them is both a career

and a moral commitment; hence, they accept the idea that they are the ‘‘thin blue

line.’’ No one imputes such qualities to

assistant prosecutors, who typically are

recent law school graduates who plan to

leave the job in a few years for more lucrative fields. Controlling offenders is neither

their career nor their passion. They want a

reputation for achievement, which in the

prosecutor’s office means handling a large



number of cases expeditiously, securing

guilty pleas, and not losing cases at trial.

Prosecutors have limited resources, so

they pursue cases only if the evidence

appears strong enough to produce convictions were the cases to go to trial. In addition, prosecutors face pressures not only

from police, but also countervailing ones

from defense attorneys and judges.

Complaints about courts’ dismissing so

many cases filter up to the state legislatures, which assume that judges are at

fault—hence, the new laws mandating determinate sentencing. When such laws are

combined with the many guilty pleas and

the prosecution-minded juries, they result

in a population explosion in American

prisons. Even before the wave of laws

on determinate sentencing, American laws

were tougher than those in Western Europe. Perhaps this is because legislators pass

these laws with the most serious career

criminals in mind.



Defense

Defense attorneys are important members

of the judicial process, but have far less

power than prosecutors or judges. Defense

attorneys may be hired by defendants or

appointed by the judge when defendants

are indigent. In some urban courts, as

many as 90% of defendants are considered

indigent by the judge. Therefore, the case

is turned over to the public defender or

assigned counsel. Public defenders predominate in urban courts; assigned counsel in rural ones.

Studies indicate that on the whole public defenders are consistently adequate or

capable. Private defense attorneys hired

by the defendants are much more variable,

ranging from the brilliant to the ineffective. The public, long nurtured on Perry

Mason television reruns or the headline

exploits of F. Lee Bailey, Edward Bennett

Williams, and Melvin Belli, continues to

believe in the myth of brilliant, vigorous
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defense advocates. Few lawyers live up to

this standard, however, perhaps because

the pay is uncertain and the status low

compared with that of other lawyers.

The life of a public defender is

frustrating: (1) Few cases can be won at

trial, so success in the conventional sense

is elusive; and (2) clients are notoriously

unsupportive. Like the general public, clients entertain the idea that defense attorneys should fit the Clarence Darrow or

F. Lee Bailey mold. Defendants rarely cooperate with public defenders by telling

them the truth, and defendants refuse to

believe that public defenders are bona fide

defense lawyers. This is because public

defenders spend so little time counseling

them, because there is a different public

defender at each stage of the court process, and because public defenders are

paid by the state and function as part of

the same workgroup with judges and prosecutors every day. Resentful clients and

poor pay make the life of public defenders

unattractive; many leave after a few years

on the job.

Most people arrested for felonies are

poor, so they tend to be powerless. In the

cities, many of them are young and either

black, Hispanic, or members of some

other minority. Thus they have little in

common with judges, who are usually

white, non-Hispanic, middle class, and

older; but most researchers find that such

extralegal factors are relatively unimportant in sentencing decisions (Hagan 1974;

Kleck 1981; Lotz and Hewitt 1977). Seriousness of offense and past record are the

factors that matter most.



Juries

Finally, there are the jurors. Trials are

costly, time consuming, and unpredictable—three reasons why few cases go to

a jury and many are instead disposed of

via dismissals and guilty pleas. But the
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United States holds more trials by jury

than any other nation, indeed more than

all others combined. And what transpires

in these trials forms a baseline for the rest

of the cases: Defense attorneys and prosecutors first try to anticipate how a jury will

react to their case, then they decide what

kind of plea bargain to make. Three kinds

of cases are more likely than others to

result in a trial: first, very serious crime

(murder, kidnapping, and forcible rape),

which would be likely to draw a stiff penalty even if there were a plea bargain;

second, those cases where the defense attorney thinks there is a good prospect of

gaining an acquittal; and, third, those

cases where the defendant ignores the public defender’s advice and stubbornly insists

on a trial.

Over the centuries juries have been both

praised and castigated, called the palladium of liberty, and damned as the apotheosis of amateurs selected for their lack

of ability. Such rave and critical reviews

abound, but juries were little understood

because for a long time researchers ignored them. In 1966 Kalven and Zeisel

brought forth a compendium of findings

in The American Jury. They discovered

among other things that (1) in about 80%

of the cases where juries are not hung, they

reach the same verdict as judges (to convict or acquit); (2) juries apparently understand the facts of a case, because their

verdicts are no more likely to disagree

with the judges’ in difficult-to-understand

cases than in easy ones; (3) many of the

judge–jury disagreements are due to jury

values—jurors go outside the law sometimes in search of equity; and (4) very

rarely does a minority persuade the majority to switch its votes in jury deliberations.



Pretrial Publicity

The same year The American Jury was

published, the U.S. Supreme Court took
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up the issue of fair trial versus free press

and overturned the conviction of Dr. Sam

Sheppard for murder. It said that his

trial had been marred by pretrial publicity,

and that during the trial the press had

been allowed to dominate the courtroom.

Subsequently, commentators have consistently maintained that pretrial publicity

affects jurors in a minuscule fraction of

cases, if ever. Researchers, however, have

discovered that (1) a majority of crime

stories in the press violate fair trial standards (mentioning, for example, that the

defendant has a prior record or has made

a confession) and (2) jurors exposed to

prejudicial publicity are more likely to

vote for conviction (Padawer-Singer and

Barton 1975; Tankard et al. 1979). The

more informed people are about a case,

the more likely they are to regard the suspect as guilty—and such information usually comes from the media.

Some jury trials are big events, attended

by the national media and followed closely

by a large number of citizens. They help to

put the courts in the best light, by showing

the due process model at work. The lawyers are in their attacking mode, the judge

is dignified as he or she rules on points of

law, and the jury makes the final decision

(democracy in action). But while all of this

press attention may promote interest in

the law and support for the adversary process, it may be carried too far if the police

and prosecutor feed the media damaging

information about the defendant, diminishing his or her chance of getting a fair

trial.

ROY LOTZ
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CRACKDOWNS BY THE

POLICE

Police have utilized variants of the crackdown tactic for decades. Crackdown measures are often employed in response to

demands from the community or political

leaders for the police to take action

against a particular crime problem that

receives significant attention from the

media or is severely degrading the quality

of life in a particular area.

Crackdown is a frequently used term in

the television and print media that loosely

describes a wide variety of police initiatives aimed at particular types of enforcement. More specifically, a crackdown may

be defined as a dramatic and measurable

increase in police enforcement activity directed at a particular crime problem in a

defined area or areas, generally with concomitant publicity and threats of severity

in prosecution.

The problems addressed by a crackdown can range from speeding vehicles
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on residential streets, to prostitution, drug

dealing, armed robberies, or other serious

offenses. Generally, police crackdowns result in increased numbers of arrests—

often for offenses that would only result

in a warning or be ignored by the police

under ordinary circumstances.

Other terms that are used to describe

this type of activity include sweep, raid,

saturation, and zero tolerance policing,

each of which is briefly outlined next.

The driving force behind the police crackdown has always been the notion that vigorous enforcement activity will serve to

suppress a specific crime problem. Additionally, the crackdown demonstrates positive action being undertaken by the

police. A publicized campaign of aggressive enforcement and increased arrests can

heighten the visibility of the police, reassure citizens, and provide political benefits

for the police department and the governing administration.

Of concern to professional police practitioners, however, is the critical question

of whether or not crackdowns produce

any measurable amount of crime reduction and how long any benefits may last

once the police activity returns to normal.

The academic and professional communities have studied these types of police

operations in an effort to determine their

effectiveness, both in the short term and

over the long run.



Types of Crackdowns

A police crackdown can take many forms,

from simply placing an emphasis on certain

violations of the vehicle and traffic laws, to

a city or county-wide sweep of search and

arrest warrants directed against a particular

set of offenders or an organized crime operation. Different terms are sometimes used

that informally differentiate between types

of police crackdowns.

A sweep typically refers to one particular

police action on a particular day, although
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it may be followed up with additional

sweeps. A sweep may involve a highly coordinated operation assisted by numerous

officers and even multiple agencies, or may

be as simple as arresting a large number of

vagrants occupying a city park.

A raid is generally a tactic of a larger

police action directed at particular premises where criminal or nuisance activity is

taking place.

Saturation describes increased patrol activity in a given area. This may be intended

to target a particular violation or to address

a problem of disorder more generally. This

is sometimes referred to as aggressive patrol

or aggressive enforcement.

Zero tolerance policing is a term popularized by its implementation in New

York City under Commissioner William

Bratton during the 1990s. This form of

policing can be implemented as part of a

crackdown in a particular area or for a

particular offense. It may involve suspension of the discretion that officers normally exercise when dealing with a certain

offense, or it may be part of a strategy

targeting minor incivilities in general, as

in the case of New York City’s program.

The police can initiate a crackdown as

a direct response to a problem identified

by the agency, or a crackdown may be

precipitated by public outcry or pressure

from government officials. To be effective,

the methods selected by the police must

be appropriate for the community and

for tackling the particular problem at

hand. Unintended consequences must be

anticipated and planned for to the extent

practicable.



Elements of Successful Crackdowns

In order for a police crackdown operation

to be effective, several elements should be

present. Generally, these actions should

include:

.



Heightened police visibility
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.

.

.



Increases in arrests

Intensive prosecution

Significant publicity



These elements help to ensure both initial and more lasting efficacy of the police

action. Visibility provides both a deterrent

to criminals as well as feelings of confidence among citizens. Increased numbers

of arrests both remove offenders from the

area and act as a deterrent. Cooperation

from prosecutors to aggressively prosecute offenders can have the effect of removing offenders for longer periods of time,

and publicity deters criminals, informs

the public, and demonstrates that officials

are taking action to improve conditions.

Obviously, some crackdowns may not

require all of these elements; for example,

a narcotics sweep involving undercover

officers may want visibility and publicity

only as the operation comes to a close.

In addition to these basic elements, effective crackdowns select the appropriate

method of police operation and include

other governmental agencies in a multifaceted approach to entrenched problems.

For example, police in New York City

and Richmond, Virginia, initiated operations known as ‘‘Operation Pressure

Point’’ and ‘‘Blitz to Bloom,’’ respectively.

These operations involved intensive police

efforts to remove drug dealers, vagrants,

and petty criminals from blighted areas,

combined with cooperation from city

agencies concerned with code enforcement, abandoned vehicle removal, and litter disposal. The results in both cities were

a dramatic reduction in both observable

and reported crime and disorder in the

targeted districts. Moreover, the crime

and disorder suppression also occurred in

neighborhoods adjacent to the area of interest. This phenomenon of benefits accruing to areas surrounding a crackdown is

known as diffusion.

The existing body of research leaves

little doubt that police crackdowns have

been proven to be an effective means of

reducing crime and disorder, and that



these positive benefits persist beyond the

conclusion of such initiatives. This residual benefit is important, given the fact that

police crackdowns tend to consume significant manpower, equipment, and financial resources, and cannot generally be

maintained for long periods of time. Although less definitive research exists, it

appears that strategies employing a multifaceted approach that includes a holistic,

problem-oriented approach, coupled with

an initial crackdown, enjoy longer-term

success.



Determining Effectiveness

It is important for police officials to determine in advance how they will measure or

evaluate the effectiveness of a crackdown

operation. Specific goals should be enumerated before plans are put into effect. Postoperatively, the value of an initiative can be

measured in a number of ways, including

reductions in reported crime, increased

(good-quality) arrests for targeted offenses,

improved perceptions of safety on the

part of neighborhood residents, reduction

in calls to the police, lack of complaints

about the operation from citizens, and no

evidence that the problems were merely

displaced to another location. Police officials who wish to continue to employ this

tactic should be prepared to convincingly

demonstrate their viability in the face of

budgetary and other pressures on the police

administration.



Consequences of Crackdowns

Unintended consequences can sometimes

attend a police crackdown. These can

be positive as well as negative, and should

be given careful consideration by administrators and planners considering such a

strategy.
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One of the most obvious considerations

about the impact of a crackdown in a specific area or neighborhood is that the criminal activity will simply be forced into

neighboring areas or adjacent jurisdictions,

a phenomenon researchers call displacement. This can be difficult to accurately

measure, because researchers cannot be certain how far the newly deterred perpetrators may travel to commit their offense of

choice. Moreover, there are other forms of

displacement that include such aspects as

changes in the time offenders operate, the

targets they select, the methods they use,

and even a shift in the crimes they choose

to commit. Depending on the type of crime

targeted and the geography of the area,

these concerns may present a greater or

lesser challenge to evaluating a crackdown’s effectiveness.

Civil rights concerns are also important

for police and political leaders to contemplate. Citizens who find themselves in an

area targeted for aggressive patrol or zero

tolerance enforcement may feel that the

police are treating them unfairly. When

offenses that have been ignored or given

low priority by police in the past are suddenly rigorously enforced, citizens may become sensitive to police actions and ascribe

economic class or racial motives to a crackdown initiative. Although these charges

may be without merit, public perception

of unfair treatment from the police can

have negative political consequences and

undermine the efforts of law enforcement

to improve those same citizens’ communities. Careful consideration should be

given to communicating with the public in

the area that is to receive intensive enforcement, so as to avoid misunderstandings

that can sabotage the best laid plans.

Positive consequences of a crackdown—aside from a reduction in the targeted violations—can include improved

police–community relations, a reduction

in crimes and nuisances other than those

targeted by the crackdown, and an improved sense of security among citizens,
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regardless of the true effect of the police

action.

Police crackdowns have been demonstrated to be a useful tactic. Careful

planning and a strategy for avoiding pitfalls and conducting an effective postoperational evaluation can help to ensure

a successful undertaking.

TODD D. KEISTER

See also Abatement of Nuisance Property

Seizure; Broken-Windows Policing; Hot

Spots; Kansas City Preventive Patrol

Experiment; Problem-Oriented Policing;

Weed and Seed; Zero Tolerance Policing
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Definition

Crime analysis is the collection and manipulation of crime-related information and

data to discern patterns within that data

with the goal of predicting, understanding,

or empirically explaining crime and criminality, evaluating justice agency performance, or creating tactical and strategic

deployment for criminal justice personnel.

Although crime analysis has become more

regularly used by police agencies, its development and utility can be found in other

criminal justice agencies, as well as among

the work of social scientists particularly in

the field of criminology, who have used

multiple crime analytic approaches to

study crime and to assist police agencies.

Each concept within this definition is explored next.



Information and Data Collection

Crime analysis begins with collecting information to analyze. While this first step

to any type of analysis might seem obvious, accurate and useful crime analysis

depends on the quality and sometimes the

quantity of information that is gathered.

Locating and collecting information to be

analyzed is therefore an essential and often

time-consuming starting point for crime

analysis. Further, because crime analysis

involves discerning patterns from large

amounts of seemingly disparate pieces of

information, computerized and automated

forms of data can be a convenient and

abundant source of data.

The most commonly used forms of computerized information collected for the purposes of analyzing crime are police calls for

service or 911 calls, computerized records

of written police reports, and computerized

records of arrest. These three sources are



most widely used by police analysts and

criminologists when attempting to discern

crime patterns, predict criminality, or develop crime prevention schemes.



Calls for Service

Computerized calls for service are generated each time a citizen calls the police for

assistance or when the police proactively

generate enforcement activity. Information

is often collected by a computer-aided dispatch (CAD) system and can include the

date, time, location, and type of call as the

citizen or dispatcher interprets it. Callsfor-service information databases usually

contain large amounts of records because

they are generated each time an individual calls for police, fire, or ambulance service. For large cities, the number is often

hundreds of thousands of records per

year. Thus, calls-for-service information

confounds analysis because these data

can be repetitive, represent false calls,

and include crimes that are misrepresented

by citizens or are not crime related.

In addition to these problems, calls-forservice information also contains systematic errors that are generated by emergency

personnel who initially record the data.

These include multiple data entrants who

use different styles and abbreviations when

entering data, spelling errors, or purposely

created errors, which may be generated

according to unwritten rules of the police

service. For example, homicides are often

not found in calls-for-service databases because dispatchers and responding officers

are specifically ordered not to label or announce an incident a homicide until

deemed so by a detective.

However, given these limitations, calls

for service are often a useful source of

information when conducting crime analysis. For example, a number of crimerelated incidents are found in calls for

service that are not found in other data

sources, which may provide police departments with a better understanding of crime
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in a particular neighborhood. These may

include calls about disorder and qualityof-life incidents, ranging from noise complaints and public drunkenness to drug use

and distribution, prostitution, street gambling, or fighting. Many of these crimes are

either ‘‘victimless’’ (or go unreported by

participants) or may not be formally

recorded into a police report once the police respond. Yet, these incidents provide

analysts with a better understanding of

crime and disorder in a city or neighborhood, and can help direct deployment

efforts.



Computerized Records of Written Reports

Another widely used source of information

for crime analysis is computerized databases of written reports. These computerized records usually begin as manually

written, paper forms that police personnel

fill out in the field. Recently, some police

departments have adopted computerized

systems in which reports are automatically

entered into a computerized database.

Manually written reports may later be entered into an automated information system by other personnel, and the entire

population of crime incident reports over

a particular time period may then be downloaded by crime analysts.

Computerized records of written

reports have been viewed as useful to analysts and researchers alike because they

represent a filter of incidents that may be

recorded in the calls-for-service database

that are not crime related, are duplicate

calls, or have other systematic errors and

misrepresentations. At the same time, police culture, departmental practices, and

the personal styles of individual officers

and detectives will also create systematic

biases and errors as to the types of incidents in which a report is written. Usually,

when police respond to more serious

crimes, this increases the likelihood that

an incident report will be written. Because

of this, computerized records of written
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reports vastly underreport disorder and

quality-of-life incidents or may only be

generated if an arrest is made (for example,

a report related to drug dealing).

However, computerized records of

written reports are a rich data source for

crime analysis because more information

is often collected in these records compared to the information collected in

calls-for-service databases. For example,

not only are the date, time, and location

of the incident collected (and perhaps

more accurately than the date, time, and

location of when and where a call for service was generated), but more specific information about the crime incident may

also be recorded. These specifics may include whether a weapon was used, what

type of building the crime took place in,

what relation, if any, was the suspect to

the victim; in some cases, the entire narrative of the report may be entered into the

computer database. All of this information might be used in crime analysis to

gain a better understanding of crime patterns and to assist with future predictions

about where, when, how, or why crime

will occur.



Computerized Records of Arrest Reports

Crime analysis has also been commonly

conducted on computerized records of arrest reports. In some cases, the arrest report and the incident report may be the

same report, or the arrest information

may be added to the incident database

as additional information connected to a

specific incident. Computerized records of

arrest can be especially useful to analysts

in ascertaining who the repeat offenders

are in a particular community, evaluating

officer productivity, or examining cooffending. However, because a large percentage of crimes do not result in arrest,

arrest records can also be less useful for

certain types of crime analysis (for example, in determining ‘‘hot spots’’ of criminal

activity).
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Other Information Sources

The sources of information collected and

used for crime analysis, however, are not

limited to computerized records of calls

for service, written reports, or arrest. In

addition to these three primary sources of

information, crime analysis is conducted

on a wide variety of data sources depending on the goals of the analyses. For example, information may be garnered for

crime analysis from these sources:

.

.

.

.

.

.



.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.



Surveys of residents in a community

Information about the modus operandi for a set of crimes

Sentencing dispositions and other

court records

Self-reports of victimization or

offending

Ethnographic observations

Police officer daily written logs of

minute-by-minute activities (‘‘run

sheets’’)

Detective case folders

Parole and probation case folders

Police personnel files

Ad hoc databases generated by

specialized units

Field interview cards

Data collected by evidence-submission units

Traffic citations or accident reports

Pawnshop tickets

Surveys of police personnel

Census, demographic, economic, or

land use information



Information Manipulation and

Analysis

Once data and information have been collected, crime analysis involves the manipulation of that data toward some goal. The

term manipulation is used here to connote a

wide variety of approaches in which data

can be aggregated, combined, reshaped,

related, reordered, or transformed in



order to ascertain patterns within the

data. The manipulation of collected information may involve a number of steps that

make up the ‘‘analysis.’’

First, information may need to be

prepared, ‘‘cleaned,’’ extracted, or made

into a form that can be analyzed because

of aforementioned errors within the data.

Raw intelligence may need to be coded

and entered into a computerized system

in order to systematically analyze it. Or,

as already mentioned, data entrants of

computerized crime information may

make a number of systematic and nonsystematic errors that need to be fixed in

order for analysis to continue. Often,

data entrants are not entering crime data

with the goal that such information will be

analyzed in the future, which further confounds the standardization of the data.

For example, in geographic crime analysis,

computerized records of the locations of

crimes are digitally mapped to determine

clusters of crime for deployment purposes.

If addresses are misspelled or include more

information (for example, an apartment

number) than a geographic information

system can interpret, the crime cannot be

digitally mapped. Further, if data entrants

or field officers use and record common

names for a particular location (for example, ‘‘Central Park’’) repeatedly for multiple crimes, entire groups of records may

never be digitally mapped if a geographic

information system does not understand

where ‘‘Central Park’’ is. The systematic

correction or ‘‘cleaning’’ of addresses is a

fundamental and time-consuming job of

crime analysts who conduct geographic

crime analysis.

Once information has been cleaned or

standardized, data manipulation and analysis can utilize a range of descriptive, statistical, qualitative, econometric, and/or

geographic tools depending on the purpose of analysis, the skills of the analyst,

and the data extraction and analytic tools

that are available. Examples of data

manipulations that have been conducted

include the following:
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Geographic ‘‘hot spot’’ analysis, in

which a geographic information system is used to create computerized

maps of the locations of different

types of crime incidents to ascertain

clustering of these incidents

Descriptive temporal analysis to determine the most likely times of the

day or year in which crime will occur

Statistical comparison methods to

analyze data from randomized controlled experiments to evaluate the

effectiveness of a particular crime

prevention strategy that the police

want to implement

The use of time series analysis to

determine the effects of a police

after-school program on juvenile delinquency or the effects of a police

deployment against terrorism

Measures of productivity of police

officers or supervisors (for example,

examining changes in crime rates

over time in a particular officer’s

beat) to evaluate officer performance

The analysis of long-term crime

trends across a neighborhood, city,

state, nation, or world region, to determine the development of crime

and its possible relationship with police activity or other social and economic trends

The analysis of modus operandi of a

group of crimes to determine patterns or commonalities for purposes

of investigation

The drawing of patterns from qualitative surveys of residents or ethnographies to better understand a

community’s concerns about crime.

Surveys can be used to gauge officer

satisfaction with their jobs or the level

of brutality in a police department

Statistical analyses of field interviews or traffic tickets to determine if police are racially profiling

individuals

Analysis of police activity logs to

determine the productivity of certain

officers or to monitor corruption



.



.



Determining the major streets and

pathways between locations of

stolen automobiles and locations in

which they are recovered to set up

tactical or covert checkpoints of

stolen automobiles

The analysis of the price or purity of

cocaine or crack sold on the street to

determine trends of international

drug trafficking



Purposes and Goals of Crime

Analysis

The wide variety of analyses given in the

preceding examples emphasizes that crime

analysis does not point to any specific set

of analytic tools, systems, or information

sources. The only constraining factors that

might determine what type of analysis is

conducted is the availability of data, the

purpose for which it was collected, or the

analytic abilities of the crime analyst. For

example, qualitative ethnographic observation data might require triangulation

analysis or the use of software developed

specifically to determine patterns in narratives. One might use logistic regression

to determine what factors contribute to

whether or not an individual is likely to

be rearrested after his or her first domestic

violence assault (for use by repeat offender

units). Spatial statistical software might

be utilized to determine whether drug

events in a particular neighborhood exhibit any statistically significant clustering.

Geographic information systems might

be used to map the locations of robberies

in a city. Link/network analysis can help

to analyze organized crime networks,

gang affiliations, and co-offending. Analysis can also incorporate noncrime data

as well, to determine correlates to crime

patterns or crime problems or to explore

alternative answers to initial questions and

hypotheses.

Thus, crime analysis is not limited to a

certain set of tools, data, or perspectives.
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Like any police investigation, crime analysis requires the exploration of multiple

sources, views, and manipulations of data

in order to reach a particular goal or purpose. Although crime analysis may have a

number of goals, these can be generalized

under the following four categories:

1. To understand and predict. One of the

primary, if not central purposes of

crime analysis is to ascertain patterns from information with the goal

of understanding crime phenomena

or to make predictions about crime

patterns. Spatial, temporal, behavioral, and correlational patterns

provide analysts with a better understanding of what types of crime might

occur in the future, as well as when,

how, where, and why they might

occur. Common questions in crime

analysis might include these: Which

offenders are responsible for committing a large proportion of crimes?

Where are crimes occurring? Why are

these crimes occurring? What environmental factors are influencing crime

occurrence? How are these crimes

related? Which officers are at higher

risk for health problems or corruption? Which areas of a city are most

prone to terrorist or drug activity?

2. To strategize and deploy. Police are

concerned with predicting and understanding crime patterns, often

with the explicit goal of determining

how to prevent crime in the future

through strategic and tactical

deployment schemes. Crime analysis

may be conducted to create cluster

maps of the locations of crimes to

direct general preventive patrol

efforts. Information from arrest or

incident records can be analyzed to

determine where an individual might

be hiding or how best to apprehend

someone. Or officer run sheets may

be analyzed to detect corruption or

laziness so that internal investigations might be generated.



Analysis might be used for both

short-run, immediate deployment

actions (sometimes referred to as

‘‘tactical’’ crime analysis) and more

long-run strategies (‘‘strategic’’

crime analysis). Tactical crime

analysis is conducted on short time

periods, perhaps examining crime

incidents in a specific location over

a week or month. Additionally, this

type of analysis is conducted to

obtain an up-to-date understanding

of specific types of crime patterns in

order to better inform a current police

operation. While the use of crime

analysis for tactical deployment may

seem logical, this is a new and recent

development for police agencies. Law

enforcement agencies have evolved

into reactive, calls-for-service–driven

organizations in which officers and

detectives respond to requests on

an individual, case-by-case basis.

Tactical deployment is rarely based

on analysis of past information, but

rather on tradition, ‘‘experience,’’

hunches, what officers did in the

past, or on ‘‘common sense.’’ The

use of tactical crime analysis stands

in sharp

contrast

to these

approaches. Tactical crime analysis

uses information and intelligence to

inform decision making, and groups

past crimes together to discern

patterns in order to take a proactive

and preventive approach to dealing

with a current crime problem.

Strategic crime analysis is conducted

for the purposes of long-run police

planning (perhaps to create a yearly

plan of action). Although strategic

and tactical analyses have a number

of overlapping goals and applications, strategic crime analysis may

examine long-run crime trends in a

particular city, or can be used to

allocate personnel or finances for an

upcoming year. At its most basic level,

strategic crime analysis is the

collection of crime information for
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the purposes of collecting descriptive

statistics on yearly crime data (for

example, for the Uniformed Crime

Reports collected by the Federal

Bureau of Investigation). However,

strategic crime analysis can also

include time series analysis of the

effects of major changes in general

policing strategies (for example,

patrol or investigations strategies)

across multiple months or understanding crime displacement and

geographic shifts across a city after a

change in the physical or social

environment of that city.

3. To evaluate the effectiveness of police

deployment schemes. Crime analysis

is also used in policing to evaluate

the effects of police tactics and strategies. Crime statistics, experiments,

and maps can provide useful ways

for police to see whether their efforts

are having any discernible effect on

crime, criminality, disorder, or quality of life. This type of analysis is a

subset of evaluation research, often

conducted by social scientists to

examine the effects of social programs on a particular problem. A

wide variety of evaluation techniques are available to crime analysts

conducting evaluations including

randomized controlled experiments,

quasi-experiments, time series analysis, statistical regression analysis,

or the examination of satisfaction

interviews. As with any type of analysis, evaluation methods are not created equal; some analytic methods

are considered more accurate than

others and thus are more reliable

when making decisions about what

police deployment schemes work.

4. To evaluate the performance of police

personnel. Along similar lines of

evaluating the effectiveness of police

deployment is evaluating the performance of police personnel. For example, the New York City Police
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Department’s COMPSTAT strategy

is an explicit effort to use analytic

tools including geographic information analysis and descriptive statistics about crime to monitor the

efforts of supervisors, detectives,

and officers (as well as the performance of other criminal justice

agencies, such as probation and parole). Monthly crime statistics (and

changes from previous months) are

presented by supervising commanders in front of senior command

staff and other supervising commanders in monthly administrative

meetings. In these COMPSTAT

meetings, information is then used

by senior command staff to ask officers and commanders to provide

reasons why crime has increased or

to give reports on what they have

done to deal with last month’s

crime problems. COMPSTAT has

been replicated in a variety of

forms across numerous police agencies who utilize crime analysis and

statistics to keep track of police

productivity.



Is Crime Analysis Useful and

Effective?

In general, crime analysis is believed to be

a positive policing development because its

central function is to facilitate a proactive

policing style in both administrative and

deployment matters. Traditionally, police

have focused on crime (as well as disciplinary issues) on a case-by-case basis, reacting

to crime after its occurrence with the goal

of arresting the offender. This reactive approach has been increasingly discounted in

terms of being useful in reducing crime

rates in cities or neighborhoods. As mentioned earlier, analytic results might help

to predict the locations of future crime

events and/or offenders, which may help
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police more efficiently target deployment.

Crime analysis may also be useful in

evaluating the effectiveness of policing

strategies and the performance of police

officers, thus serving as a way to more

directly and strongly supervise officers

and motivate them to be diligent.

Although little research is available that

directly evaluates whether crime analysis is

effective in reducing crime, there is evidence that preventive, proactive policing

approaches that rely on crime analysis

work better in reducing crime than those

that are reactive and address crime incidents on a case-by-case basis. Often, crime

analysis is not evaluated because it is seen

as a technical aspect of a prevention program rather than the program itself. Yet,

the intelligence that is generated by

manipulating seemingly separate pieces of

information might make deployment

more effective, efficient, logical, feasible,

or politically acceptable.

An excellent example of where crime

analysis has been central to the reduction

of crime is in one of the most common

uses of crime analysis—hot-spot patrol.

Hot-spot patrol, as made most famous

by Lawrence Sherman and David Weisburd’s experiments, is arguably a direct

and logical extension of hot-spot crime

mapping. However, it is the deployment

(that is, hot-spot patrol), not the information or information technology (that is,

maps generated by geographic information systems that indicate crime clustering)

that is often promoted as achieving the

outcome sought (crime reduction). Yet,

in hot-spot policing, the generation of

maps is a direct part of this deployment

strategy. Further, the development of

computerized crime mapping as well as

hot-spot work conducted by a number of

criminologists, social scientists, and crime

analysts have helped facilitate the adoption of this deployment innovation.

Three important theoretical developments in policing have provided a foundation and justification for why improving

information collection, analysis, proces-



sing, and use by police may help improve

police deployment effectiveness. These include problem-oriented policing, evidencebased policing, and information-driven

management strategies.



Problem-Oriented Policing

Problem-oriented policing was formally

introduced by Herman Goldstein in 1979

and represents the first structured framework for incorporating the collection, manipulation, and analysis of crime-related

information into an organized police

deployment strategy. Problem-oriented policing suggests that police can be more

effective when deployment is based on

the combination and manipulation of

information about multiple incidents rather

than separately focusing on individual

incidents.

The centrality of crime analysis in problem-oriented policing was well articulated

by Eck and Spelman in 1987 when they

introduced the acronym SARA to describe

the problem-oriented process. Respectively, SARA stands for a problemoriented process in which police should

‘‘scan’’ for common crime problems within

a community by collecting information

from multiple sources (crime and noncrime

related) about that community, ‘‘analyze’’

multiple sources and records of these problems to discern patterns, ‘‘respond’’ to problems according to the results of the analysis,

and then ‘‘assess’’ the effectiveness of the

response in reducing the problem.

The problem-oriented policing model

suggests that the proactive use of information and analysis in policing to better understand overarching problems is directly

connected to police effectiveness and evaluation efforts. Although evidence as to the

effectiveness of problem-oriented policing

can best be described as moderately

strong, the few empirical tests that have

been conducted show much promise to the

hypothesis that crime analysis can directly

help police to reduce crime.
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Evidence-Based Policing

Evidence-based policing, as articulated by

Lawrence Sherman in 1998, is another

foundation for the usefulness and effectiveness of crime analysis in policing.

Evidence-based policing refers to the idea

that deployment and prevention decisions

should be based on strong evidence that a

particular police strategy is effective in

reducing crime. Program effectiveness is

directly determined by evaluation research, a particular type of crime analysis

carried out by both criminologists as well

as police analysts. Through this type of

analysis, effectiveness is determined by

collecting information about the outcomes

of police prevention programs and then

scientifically testing whether these outcomes are linked to the program.

Like problem-oriented policing, evidence-based policing suggests a new perspective with regard to the use of

information that goes beyond examining

information related to a specific crime for

the sole purpose of clearing a case. In evidence-based policing, crime information is

combined and analyzed to evaluate programs as well as the productivity of personnel. Thus, it not only contributes to

determining better responses in the SARA

process, but also emphasizes the need to

collect information for the purpose of guiding decisions and assessing effectiveness.

Like problem-oriented policing, evidencebased policing also indirectly suggests that

improvements in information collection

technologies and more scientifically rigorous analysis are important mechanisms in

facilitating police effectiveness.



Information-Driven Management

Strategies

As already mentioned, police agencies are

beginning to use crime analysis as a tool in

which to evaluate personnel and carry out

strategic meetings to motivate officers and

supervisors. While the aforementioned
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COMPSTAT strategy used by the New

York City Police Department has been

the most visible manifestation of this administrative use of crime analysis, information-driven management strategies

more generally have placed crime analysis

at the center of management strategies.

These strategies utilize crime maps, crime

rate statistics, and other analyzed information on personnel (complaints by citizens, trends of medical leave, analysis of

the use of overtime by officers, and so on)

to uncover inefficiencies and problems in

police behavior. Here, information and

analysis are used in an attempt to improve

police services, uncover racial profiling, or

root out corruption and brutality.



The Realities of Crime Analysis in

Police Agencies

These broad definitions, theoretical justifications, and general overviews suggest that

crime analysis is a positive, effective development in police agencies. Yet, the realities

of the current state of crime analysis suggest

a number of challenges and shortcomings.

Furthermore, how crime analysis is conducted, who carries out crime analysis,

and how analysis might be disseminated

and used suffer from a number of myths

that should be dispelled. At the time of this

entry, these realities are as follows:

1. The types of crime analysis conducted

in policing are limited. The types of

analyses used in policing have been

restricted primarily to descriptive statistics on crime trends per week,

month, or year or the compilation of

Uniformed Crime Reports (UCR)

statistics. Although the use of geographic crime analysis and hot-spot

mapping has become more widely

diffused in policing, crime analysis

continues to be a relatively new

innovation. Other types of statistical,

qualitative, ethnographic, evaluative,
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network, or modus operandi analysis

are rarely conducted.

2. The use of crime analysis in policing

is limited. Not only are the methods

and types of analysis used by law

enforcement rudimentary in nature,

but law enforcement still primarily

relies on a reactive, case-by-case

mentality in which to tackle crime

problems. Often, hunches, officer experience, ‘‘word on the street,’’ or

‘‘common sense’’ (however vague

the term) are seen as more reliable

than other forms of information.

Crime analytic units in police agencies are not only small and poorly

funded, but are believed by other

police personnel, from patrol officers to sometimes the chief executive

officer, to have utility only in the

collection of UCR statistics or to

assist senior supervisors in gathering

crime statistics for monthly management meetings. It is rare to find tactical crime analysis being conducted

at the precinct or stationhouse level,

and there is clearly a gap between

the generation of crime analysis

and its dissemination as a regular

tool in police deployment. More

generally, the use of proactive and

innovative policing approaches has

generally been eschewed by policing

culture, which continues to support

a reactive, procedure-based approach.

3. Crime analysis is primarily not conducted by crime analysts. It is clear

that the vast majority of crime analysis that is conducted is not conducted by crime analysts in police

agencies. Rather, researchers doing

work in criminology, environmental

criminology, criminal justice evaluation, policing, geography, economics, and public policy have been the

primary supporters, providers, and

facilitators of the crime analysis

movement. For example, consultation, research, and pro bono work



by environmental and place-based

criminologists and geographers have

helped facilitate hot-spot analysis and

partnerships that have helped develop

crime analysis and mapping units

in police agencies. Police agencies

have partnered with researchers from

universities, research foundations, or

government agencies to understand

crime distributions within a jurisdiction or situational features that may

lead to the availability of crime

opportunities in a city. Police departments also have received crime analysis training, assistance, and products

from academic and other research

entities.

Further, crime analysts in police

agencies have often been ‘‘oneperson shops.’’ Many crime analysts

in police agencies are uniquely

innovative individuals who have

been identified by chief executive

officers as being able to provide (or

who can learn very quickly to

provide) analytic services to police

commanders.

Their

function,

however, still remains ambiguous

and they are widely underutilized in

terms of tactical or strategic

functions. Crime analysts in police

agencies often rely on on-the-job

training or support from outside

individuals; because the use of

analysis in policing is relatively

new, very little mentorship or

apprenticeship is available to train

crime analysts in the tools needed

for analysis. Recently, police

agencies have begun to hire civilians

to conduct crime analysis, including

students with graduate degrees in

criminology, statistics, geography,

and computer science.

4. The purpose and function of crime

analysis are often misunderstood.

Crime analysis is often mistaken

for other police functions, including

forensics, crime scene processing, or

computer-aided dispatch systems by
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both police personnel and those outside of the police agency. One primary difference between forensics/

crime scene processing and crime

analysis is that crime analysis is not

conducted on one single incident for

the purposes of finding a perpetrator

to make an arrest. While this might

be one specific goal of a particular

type of crime analysis, crime analysis

is primarily focused on discerning

patterns from multiple pieces of data

in order to create prevention programs, tactical or strategic deployment schemes, evaluate officers, or

determine the effectiveness of programs. Crime analysis might be used

with the goal of arresting an individual by examining multiple crimes that

individual is believed to have committed. However, the key difference

and discerning characteristic of crime

analysis is that it is the analysis of

multiple pieces of information, often

with proactive goals.

5. Police culture is often suspicious of

analysis. It is also clear that crime

analysts are seen as outsiders within

the police agency. For analysts who

work for administrative purposes to

evaluate other officers (such as its use

in COMPSTAT meetings at the New

York City Police Department), crime

analysts might be seen along similar

lines as detectives in internal affairs

units. In many cases, crime analysts

are academic researchers volunteering their services to police agencies.

This further places the crime analyst

at the peripheries of the police service. Police culture continues to be

suspicious of any activity that seems

academic, proactive, or preventive,

and this will be a major obstacle to

overcome if crime analysis is to become a regularly used investigative

and patrol tool.

Overall, crime analysis is a promising

and useful tool for police agencies.
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However, it remains to be seen whether

proactive approaches that involve the

collection and manipulation of multiple

sources of information can become incorporated into police practice and culture.

CYNTHIA M. LUM
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CRIME AND PLACE,

THEORIES OF

Theories of crime and place understand

crime in a physical or spatial environment.

They explain crime patterns by the location

of targets, offenders’ choice of travel routes,

use of space for various activities, and the
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innate ability of a place or target to defend

itself. Theories of crime and place can be

described as belonging together under the

umbrella of what is called ‘‘environmental

criminology’’ (Brantingham and Brantingham 1981). Theories of crime and place

trace their origins to the work of the Cartographic School in the mid-1800s. Henry

Mayhew, who is considered to be the

founder of the Cartographic School, pioneered the use of maps in the analysis of

crime. Mayhew’s maps of counties of

London showed spatial relationships between crime and rates of illiteracy, teenage

marriage, and number of illegitimate

children. Other statisticians, including

Andre Guerry and Adolphe Quetelet, were

also working with statistics and maps to

represent crime patterns in France in the

mid-1800s.

In the United States, the analysis of

crime and place is rooted in the work

done by the members of what is known

as the ‘‘Chicago School’’ early in the twentieth century. Robert Park and Ernest

Burgess, founders of the Chicago School,

borrowed from plant ecology to explain

the development of cities. According to

Park and Burgess, cities developed in a

process they called ‘‘succession’’ whereby

competition for scarce resources, primarily land, drove the development of the

city outward from the city core. They

proposed that cities would develop in a

series of successive concentric zones with

the zones at the interior being the most

deteriorated.

Based on their analysis, Park and Burgess proposed a theory of crime known as

concentric zone theory. They showed that

the zones closest to the inner city had the

highest prevalence of social ills, notably,

unemployment, poverty, reliance on social

assistance, and rates of disease. Park

and Burgess said that the prevalence of

these social problems in the inner zones

of the city where social conflict was

high led to a condition they called social

disorganization.



Other work by members of the Chicago

School, notably Clifford Shaw and Henry

McKay (active from the early to mid1900s), explored the theory of social disorganization. Shaw and McKay (1969)

divided the city into ‘‘natural areas.’’

These areas shared social and demographic characteristics. They examined the

locations of residences of juvenile delinquents and noted that areas with the highest

rates of juvenile delinquents were geographic areas with weak community controls.

Shaw and McKay did not attribute crime

problems to the people who lived in these

areas, but instead to characteristics of the

areas including physical deterioration, ethnic heterogeneity, and low rental costs.

Shaw and McKay (1969) showed that

social disorganization peaked in the central business district (CBD) (the first zone)

and the zone of transition (the second concentric zone where recent immigrants first

moved to and where industries were located). Social disorganization was shown

to decrease in a linear fashion as one proceeds through the remaining concentric

zones outward from the CBD. With each

progressive zone away from the CBD,

housing became more desirable and household income increased.

From these origins, much of criminology has sought to explain or predict crime

based on factors (‘‘causes’’) external to

the individual and the individual’s interaction with them. The ecological or areal

tradition of criminology is concerned

with the environmental, contextual, community, physical, or situational correlates

of crime—or their interactions. Together,

these theories aim to explain the relationships between crime and place at three

different levels of spatial aggregation: the

micro-level, the meso-level, and the macrolevel. Often, though not always, the microlevel refers to the actual location of a crime.

The meso-level often refers to a neighborhood or community. The macro-level, on

the other hand, may refer to a city, or an

area even larger such as a country.
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Macro-Level



Behavioral Geography and Crime

Pattern Theory



Theories of crime and place at this level of

spatial aggregation explain crime patterns

across larger areas. Examples of macrolevel crime and place theories include the

crime prevention through environmental

design (CPTED) perspective, routine activity theory, and behavioral geography

and crime pattern theory.



Closely related branches of crime and

place theory to routine activity theory are

behavioral geography and crime pattern

theory. In general, behavioral geography

and crime pattern theory propose that

offenders, in choices of victims and targets,

use mental maps and cues. Places are said

to exhibit special cues that elicit specific

responses from motivated offenders and

others (Brantingham and Brantingham

1981; Rengert and Wasilchick 1985).

Like routine activity theory, behavioral

geography and crime pattern theory focus

in part on movement throughout and

travel paths within the city. A motivated

offender’s choice of targets and locations is

based on his or her travel paths and awareness or activity spaces in a city. Awareness

and activity spaces are part of mental

maps. Cues are located within awareness

spaces. Brantingham and Brantingham

(1991) suggest that it is through travels

from home to work and places of recreation (‘‘nodes of activity’’) that an offender

develops an ‘‘awareness space’’ within the

environment. It is within the awareness

space that an offender will search for ‘‘suitable’’ targets.



Crime Prevention through Environmental

Design (CPTED)

According to this perspective, areas within

the city emit ‘‘cues’’ about their characteristics that offenders use to select suitable

targets. Urban settings can discourage

crime and limit the number of targets

that are perceived as ‘‘suitable’’ by motivated offenders through physical design

that incorporates cues that show how the

living space is well maintained, well cared

for, and hence well controlled. Under such

conditions, the potential offenders realize

that (1) she or he will be easily recognized

and (2) not tolerated (Newman 1972).



Routine Activity Theory

Routine activity theory suggests that each

successful crime has at least one motivated

offender and at least one personal or property target and requires the absence of

an effective ‘‘guardian’’ capable of preventing its occurrence (Cohen and Felson

1979). Routine activity theory was originally intended to explain the spatial nature

of crime on a citywide basis (Cohen and

Felson 1979). The theory as originally

conceptualized addresses how the movement of motivated offenders throughout

a city shapes spatial patterns of crime

when this movement overlaps with places

where suitable targets or victims congregate and where there is no person or entity

to properly guard the target.
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Meso-Level

Explanations of crime at the meso-level

explain crime at an intermediate level of

spatial aggregation. Examples of crime

and place theories at the meso-level include territorial functioning, social disorganization, and collective efficacy.



Territorial Functioning

Territorial functioning is a perspective

within environmental criminology that

links the presence of fear of crime to the

amount of crime. From this perspective,
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the occurrence of crime and fear of crime

are associated with three particular elements: (1) attitudes of residents (responsibility and perceptions of control); (2)

behaviors (responding to intrusions or

potential intrusions and exercising control over activities in the territory); and

(3) markers (signs and embellishments)

(Taylor and Brower 1985). The territorial

functioning perspective is clearly helpful

to the examination of crime in residential

neighborhoods. The applicability of this

theoretical perspective to the examination

of crime in other types of land use (for

example, retail and commercial) is more

difficult to establish.

According to the territorial functioning

perspective, the perceptions and behaviors

of residents of a residential setting act in

combination with physical characteristics

of a place to influence crime in that area.

Local social ties not only increase territorial functioning, for example, but more

cohesive social culture on the street block

mitigates both crime and fear of crime

among residents (Taylor, Gottfredson,

and Brower 1984).



social control among residents in Chicago

neighborhoods and combined these indicators to develop a measure of what they

refer to as collective efficacy. Specifically,

collective efficacy includes three elements:

informal social control, organizational

participation of residents, and the willingness of neighbors to intervene in problematic situations. In neighborhoods where

collective efficacy was strong, signs of disorder and crime were lower, regardless of

sociodemographic characteristics of the

residents.



Micro-Level

Theories at the micro-level focus on explanations of crime at the individual level

or at the actual location of the crime.

Examples of these theories include rational choice theory, revised routine activity

theory, the situational crime prevention

perspective, and the criminal events perspective.



Rational Choice

Social Disorganization

Social disorganization is a meso-level theory and was described earlier in this article. This theory serves as the underpinning

for a more recent development in crime

and place theory, Sampson and Raudenbush’s theory of collective efficacy.



The existence of motivated, rational offenders is an underlying assumption of many

theories included under the rubric of environmental criminology. In a majority of

these theories, the motivated offender is

portrayed as a rational actor choosing,

based on a weighing of costs and benefits,

suitable targets (Cornish and Clarke 1986).



Collective Efficacy

Routine Activity Theory (Revised)

Where social cohesion between residents is

high, they are more likely than those who

do not have good social cohesion to have

control over what happens on their block

and in their neighborhood, and they are

more likely to intervene in problematic

events (Taylor, Gottfredson, and Brower

1984). Sampson and Raudenbush (1999)

measured social cohesion and levels of



John Eck (1995) expanded routine activity

theory to include more elements about

the nature of the crime event and shifted

the focus of routine activity theory to the

micro-level. He expanded the routine activity into six ‘‘subtheories’’ of targets, guardians, offenders, handlers, places, and

managers. Eck argues that each of these
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micro-level ‘‘subtheories’’ functions systematically to form a theory that has macrolevel implications.



Situational Crime Prevention

As a type of crime prevention activity,

situational crime prevention (Clarke and

Homel 1997) targets specific places and

seeks to change physical characteristics of

places in order to reduce or prevent crime.

This perspective is designed to reduce

opportunities for crime as well as to reduce criminal motivation. More specifically, situational crime prevention aims to

change the routine activities associated

with clearly targeted places.



Criminal Events Perspective

The criminal events perspective posits that

criminal acts and criminal events are two

separate and distinct phenomena (Meier,

Kennedy, and Sacco 2001). This approach

considers not only the offenders and victims, but also ‘‘the contexts within which

they interact,’’ or in other words, the specific conditions that may influence the likelihood of a crime occurring (Meier,

Kennedy, and Sacco 2001, p. 1). Ekblom

(1994, 197) notes that criminal events

should be viewed ‘‘more like a dynamic

process,’’ rather than a ‘‘single episode.’’

The criminal events perspective requires

one to consider a number of conditions or

components. According to Meier, Kennedy, and Sacco (2001, 3), they are ‘‘the

immediate parties to the event, the possible

history between them, the social situation

in which they find themselves, and the

rules that define their actions as legal and

illegal.’’ Other conditions may also be

taken into consideration, such as ‘‘interpersonal context: how individuals define

situations, their expected role, and acceptable responses to others’ actions,’’ as well

as, ‘‘time (weekends, at night), geography

(inner-city areas), economic and political
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pressures, and community characteristics

that increase the likelihood of crimes’’

(Meier, Kennedy, and Sacco 2001, 4).

Brantingham and Brantingham (2001,

278) refer to these components, or

‘‘vectors of the criminal event,’’ as ‘‘the

law, the offender, the target (or victim),

the site of the crime, the social situation

obtaining at the site at the time of the

crime, and the mechanics of the criminal

act.’’ The authors also stress that ‘‘every

vector provides potential crime prevention

intervention points’’ (Brantingham and

Brantingham 2001, 290).



Police Response

Beginning with Block’s (1979) work, much

of the research that is focused from a policing perspective on the spatial nature of

crime in environmental criminology on the

specific locations characterized by high

rates of crime or calls for service have

used the term hot spot to describe these

places. Although explanations for spatial

patterns of crime are often associated with

the term hot spot, this term is problematic

for the following three reasons. First,

there is no single, accepted definition in

criminology for the term hot spot. Second,

because of this lack of definitional consensus, as a term for characterizing places

that have high rates of crime or police

calls for service the term hot spot is unclear. Third, the inherently resulting elasticity of the hot-spot concept poses

methodological problems in research focused on the spatial nature of crime.

Nevertheless, hot-spot and other placebased research has led a number of police

departments to implement strategies that

target these hot-spot areas. Use of the hotspot approach allows police to concentrate on manageable challenges (Sherman

1995). Hot-spot policing is based on empirical findings that may allow police to

maximize effectiveness and productivity by

concentrating on manageable challenges
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(Farrell and Sousa 2001; Sherman 1995;

Taylor 1997).

Sherman and Weisburd (1995), for example, evaluated the effectiveness of a

hot-spot patrol experiment in Minneapolis. Half of the city’s hot spots received

twice as much police patrol than the

other half over a one-year period. Analyses revealed significant reductions in total

calls and disorder in the areas that

received the extra police patrol. Similarly,

Sherman et al. (1995) evaluated the effect

of police raids on crack houses in Kansas

City, Missouri. Police executed raids at 98

of 207 identified crack house locations

within the city. Results showed that although some crime and disorder appeared

to be prevented, the deterrent effects of the

raids disappeared quickly.

Place-based theories have also led to the

development of new technologies for the

police including crime mapping and geographic profiling. The use of computerized

crime mapping can assist police departments in a number of ways. In its simplest

form, mapping allows police to clearly

visualize, identify, and target criminal problem areas within their jurisdictions. Police

also benefit from the use of geographic

profiling. According to Rossmo (1995,

218), the geographic profiling strategy

takes, compiles, and analyzes information

from ‘‘crime site locations, their geographic

connections, and the characteristics and demography of the surrounding neighborhoods’’ in an attempt to locate and

apprehend suspects.

Many community and problem-oriented

policing strategies benefit from place-based

criminological theory. To illustrate an example of a place-based problem-oriented

policing tactic, Green (1995) examined the

effects of the Specialized Multi-Agency

Response Team (SMART) program in

Oakland, California. The SMART program involved using ‘‘municipal codes and

drug nuisance abatement laws to control

drug and disorder problems’’ (Green 1995,

737). The police department partnered with

other agencies and members of the commu-



nity in order to combat neighborhood drug

problems. Evaluation of the SMART program revealed that the combined efforts of

police, landlords, and municipal code enforcement can reduce crime and improve

the appearance of targeted places.



Conclusion

In short, theories of crime and place, in

different ways, suggest factors apart from

attributes of individuals or in interaction

with individual attributes that explain

crime occurrence or offending.

JENNIFER B. ROBINSON and

LAUREN GIORDANO
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CRIME COMMISSIONS

Crime commissions can fit a variety of different descriptions. Some are privately

funded and provide citizens, especially the

civic-minded business and political elites,

opportunities to participate in criminal justice. Others are affiliated with the government and perform a variety of functions.

Some are instruments of criminal justice

reform. Others thwart progressive change,

deflect blame, and delay action. The main

types of crime commissions are citizens’

crime commissions, survey commissions,

state crime commissions, truth commissions, and presidential crime commissions.



Citizens’ Crime Commissions

Citizens’ crime commissions are independent, privately funded agencies that serve

as public watchdogs—they observe judges

in courtrooms, investigate public corruption, and conduct research on the administration of justice. In contrast to state

crime commissions and presidential crime
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commissions, citizens’ crime commissions

have neither governmental status nor official power. Instead, they serve as pressure

groups, attempting to alter the practices

and policies of criminal justice agencies

and to articulate the public interest. A

citizens’ crime commission’s importance

in any community cannot be measured

simply by the results obtained in the particular problems it addresses. Its very presence in a community serves as a

potentially powerful force for good government and accountability.

The first citizens’ crime commission in

America was the Chicago Crime Commission (CCC). Formed in 1919 by the Chicago Association of Commerce, the CCC

is the oldest, most active, and most

respected citizens’ crime commission in

the United States. Influential businessmen

and civic leaders established the organization to prevent crime and to wage war

against corruption and inefficiency within

the criminal justice system. Over the years,

the CCC has advocated a more punitive

criminal justice system that deters crime.

Its leadership describes the CCC’s role as

that of a ‘‘watchdog’’ that monitors police,

courts, and correctional institutions for lenience, laxity, and corruption. The commission’s main claim to fame rests on a

clever publicity stunt it pulled during the

Prohibition era in order to arouse public

indignation against Chicago’s gangs.

When the CCC released the first ‘‘public

enemies list’’ in 1930, Chicago’s newspapers published this list and labeled Al

Capone as ‘‘Public Enemy Number One.’’

Although the CCC has not been in the

limelight in recent decades, it has remained

active in Chicago, monitoring the justice

system, campaigning against legalized

gambling, and pressing authorities to take

a punitive response to crime.

The CCC was one of more than two

dozen citizens’ crime commissions operating in the United States in 2006. Atlanta,

Dallas, Kansas City, Los Angeles, New

Orleans, New York, Philadelphia, San

Diego, and Wichita are some of the other



communities that had citizens’ crime commissions in 2006.



Survey Commissions

Survey commissions were in vogue in

America during the 1920s. These commissions mobilized the talents of experts from

different fields, focused their energies on

investigating the state of criminal justice in

a particular city or state at a specific moment in time, prepared reports, used those

reports to arouse public opinion to win

support for the commission’s recommendation, and then went out of existence. In

terms of their politics, these commissions

reflected the crime control perspective that

dominated thinking in the 1920s. They

stressed the importance of improving the

bureaucratic efficiency of criminal justice

agencies and gave short shrift to the question of whether or not the legal system was

achieving equal justice for all.

The Cleveland Survey of Criminal Justice was the single most important crime

commission of its type. It put forth the

model of criminal justice as a system, a

model that other crime commissions copied. Codirectors of the survey were Roscoe

Pound and Felix Frankfurter, two of the

most famous figures in American criminal

law in the 1920s. The final seven-hundredpage report, published in 1922, represented the best thinking about criminal

justice in the United States. The section

on the police, for instance, was written

by Raymond B. Fosdick, author of American Police Systems.

The Missouri Crime Survey (1926) and

the Illinois Crime Survey (1929) replicated

the Cleveland Survey’s approach. These

commissions differed from the Cleveland

Survey, however, insofar as they were

studies of criminal justice at the state

level rather than the city level. Both the

Illinois and Missouri surveys were started

by respective state bar associations, were

funded by business interests, and retained
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social scientists to do the research. The

Illinois Survey also included an extraordinary study of organized crime in Chicago.



State Crime Commissions

State crime commissions are state agencies

whose responsibilities range from investigation to planning and coordination. The

examples of Nebraska and New York capture the diversity of state crime commissions.

The Nebraska Crime Commission provides comprehensive planning of activities

leading to the improvement of the criminal

justice system. Through the direction of a

board comprised of criminal justice and

juvenile justice professionals, this crime

commission serves a leadership role by

providing expertise, technical assistance,

training, financial aid, enforcement of jail

standards, research and evaluation, and

informational resources to criminal justice

and juvenile justice programs across the

state.

The New York State Crime Commission investigates public corruption, labor

racketeering, fraud, and organized crime.

When evidence of criminal involvement is

developed during an investigation, the

commission refers the case to an appropriate prosecutor. Of equal importance is the

commission’s role as a ‘‘sunshine agency.’’

To focus public attention on particular

problems of local or statewide importance,

the commission has the authority to conduct public hearings and issue public

reports. As a result of playing this role,

the commission has been a catalyst for

the passage of new laws and changes in

existing laws.



Truth Commissions

Truth commissions are ad hoc bodies

formed to research and report on human
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rights abuses in a particular country or in

relationship to a specific conflict. These

commissions permit victims, victims’ relatives, and the alleged perpetrators of

human rights violations to present evidence. Usually truth commissions prepare

recommendations on how to prevent a

recurrence of human rights abuses. Governments and international organizations

sponsor and fund truth commissions.

During the twenty-first century the

international community has favored the

idea of truth commissions as an alternative

to prosecutions in order to document

abuses and facilitate national reconciliation. Some shortcomings of truth commissions are that they lack prosecutorial power

to subpoena witnesses or punish perjury

and they are vulnerable to politically imposed limitations and manipulation.

A prominent example of a truth commission is Nelson Mandela’s Truth and

Reconciliation Commission. Following

the end of apartheid and Mandela’s election, South Africa sought to come to grips

with its violent past. The Truth and Reconciliation Commission was established to

address human rights abuses during the

time of apartheid and minority rule. The

commission emphasized collecting information over assigning blame and guilt. It

even extended pardons to those willing to

cooperate. This commission did not bring

any perpetrators of injustice to justice,

but it did begin the dialogue necessary

for ethnic healing and national unity.



Presidential Crime Commissions

Presidential crime commissions are corporate bodies of civilians created by the

president to operate for a short period of

time and to focus on a discrete task. Two

types of presidential crime commissions are

agenda commissions and information commissions. Agenda commissions direct their

efforts toward a mass audience and try to

marshal support for new presidential policy
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initiatives. Information commissions target

a much narrower group of officials. Their

goal is to improve policy making by

providing new ideas, new facts, and new

analysis to policy makers. Both types can

be either proactive or reactive.

Examples of proactive presidential

crime commissions include the Reagan

administration’s Presidential Commission

on Drunk Driving and the Attorney General’s Commission on Pornography (the

Meese Commission), which was created

in 1985 to bring greater public attention

to the harms associated with pornography. An example of a reactive agenda

commission is the Wickersham Commission. It responded to a hotly debated issue

already in the public eye, prohibition, and

its task was to control political damage,

defuse the issue of prohibition enforcement to allow political passions to cool,

deflect blame, and provide some sort of

official administration response.

Proactive information presidential crime

commissions feature a forward focus. These

commissions are meant to get out in front

of a policy problem and anticipate future

developments. One of the most significant

proactive crime commissions has been the

U.S. Commission on National Security in

the Twenty-First Century (better known as

the Hart–Rudman Commission after its

cochairs, former Senators Gary Hart and

Warren Rudman), which was created in

1998 to review U.S. national security challenges after the Cold War. This commission’s final report made the most accurate

prediction ever made by a presidential

crime commission: The report warned in

January 2001 that terrorists would attack

America on U.S. soil.

In their reactive form presidential crime

commissions assess what went wrong, investigate policy failures, and report on

lessons learned. Examples of reactive

information commissions are the Warren

Commission on President Kennedy’s assassination, the Kerner Commission on the

1967 race riots, and the 9/11 Commission.

DENNIS E. HOFFMAN
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CRIME CONTROL

STRATEGIES

Whereas crime prevention efforts seek to

thwart crimes from occurring, attempts at

crime control concentrate on restraining,

monitoring, supervising, and incapacitating those who have already committed a

crime. Crime control in the United States

has historically emphasized the use of legislative measures as well as various other

mechanisms of incapacitation, surveillance, and restraint. Debates arguing the

benefits of both punitive sanctions and

rehabilitative treatments each carry political undertones, but the critical question

as to what will keep communities safe

remains to be answered.

The effort to control criminal misdeeds

has been referred to as a ‘‘war on crime,’’

yet Walker explains that ‘‘‘war’ is the

wrong metaphor to use for reducing crime

[since] it raises unrealistic expectations . . .

promising a ‘victory’’’ (Walker 2001, 11).

According to Walker, fighting crime consists of a political process in which ‘‘liberals
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and conservatives begin with different

assumptions about crime, the administration of justice, and human nature’’ (p. 11).

Whether each side proposes harsher punishments or more treatment, ‘‘crime control politics makes criminal law a

particularly attractive area of law reform’’

(Coker 2001, 802) for politicians seeking

the approval of their constituency. Afraid

of being victimized, voters turn to their

leaders for solutions to the crime problem.

As revealed by Cohen et al.’s 2001 study

of 1,300 residents living in the United

States, ‘‘the typical household would be

willing to pay between $100 and $150 per

year for crime control programs that reduced specific crimes by 10% in their

communities.’’ Unfortunately, despite the

residents’ eagerness to pay for a safer community, Walker (2001) claims that ‘‘both

liberal and conservatives are guilty of peddling nonsense about crime’’ (p. 17) by

espousing solutions that ‘‘rest on faith

rather than facts’’ (p. 18). Still, the majority

of the crime control efforts in the United

States are initiated through federal legislative action, state crime control measures,

or local surveillance efforts by community

corrections agencies.



Crime Control Legislation

As a result of increased crime rates during

the 1960s, Congress passed the Omnibus

Crime Control and Safe Streets Act, which

created the Law Enforcement Assistance

Administration (LEAA) to encourage and

fund the recruitment, training, and education of law enforcement officers. In addition, the Violent Crime Control and Law

Enforcement Act of 1994 lengthened the

list of federal crimes eligible for capital

punishment, added a ‘‘three-strikes’’ condition mandating life imprisonment for

third-time recidivists in federal cases, and

prohibited the manufacture of semiautomatic assault weapons for a ten-year period. Until it expired, the ban barred the
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manufacturing of semiautomatic weapons

except for military or police use.

Since that time, the Omnibus Act has

been revised to revamp the sentencing

systems (1984), build new prisons, and develop community-based alternatives to

incarceration (1990). Furthermore, the Violence Against Women Act, which was

renewed in 2000, allocated federal funds

to investigate and address violence against

women, hire an additional one hundred

thousand police officers, and build new

prisons. More recently, the September 11,

2001, plane hijackings and terrorist attacks

on the World Trade Center in Manhattan

and the Pentagon led to the signing of

the USA PATRIOT Act on October 26,

2001. Along with several expansions of

law enforcement powers, the PATRIOT

Act enhanced the powers of the Federal

Bureau of Investigation to monitor phone

and Internet communications as well

as detain noncitizens under suspicion for

extended periods of time.

At the state level, Megan’s law,

three-strikes laws, mandatory minimum

sentences, and capital punishment all exemplify efforts to control crime through limiting anonymity, increasing the length of

incarceration, or completely incapacitating

offenders. Megan’s law extends a sex offender’s responsibility for his or her crime beyond the incarceration period by publicly

notifying the community of his or her

returned residency in a community neighborhood. Upon the offender’s release,

the sex offender will register with local law

enforcement and, whenever deemed a high

risk of recidivating, local residents will be

notified of the offender’s return to the community. Three-strikes policies mandate that

offenders of a third violent offense serve

a life sentence, and mandatory minimum

sentences require that offenders, particularly drug offenders, complete a specified

minimum amount of incarceration prior

to their eligibility for release.

Unfortunately, crime control efforts

that lengthen the incarceration period for

offenders such as three-strikes laws and
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mandatory minimum sentences have ‘‘actually backfired in many states. As prisons

become overcrowded, correctional officials are forced to release many offenders

earlier than they normally would just to

make room for new arrivals’’ (Walker

2001, 11). With the increasing prison overcrowding, critics claim that nonviolent

drug offenders sentenced to mandatory

minimum sentences are being held in correctional facilities, while more dangerous

offenders are released. Furthermore, besides elongating the length of incarceration and turning to life sentences, the

ultimate sanction is the use of capital punishment. While the controversy against the

use of the death penalty continues, at the

beginning of 2006, more than 3,300 death

row inmates awaited their executions in

thirty-eight states (Death Penalty Information Center 2006).

As with the unanticipated consequences

of three-strikes laws and mandatory minimum sentences, other crime control policies

have also resulted in adverse effects despite

their good intentions. The ‘‘one strike and

you’re out’’ policy targeting drug dealers,

gang members, and violent offenders implicated in unlawful activities within public

housing sites became effective in March

1996. According to the Department of

Housing and Urban Development, all public housing residents must sign an assurance

that they will forfeit their housing contract if

they, another member of the household, or a

guest engages in drug-related activities within proximity of the property. In the case

Department of Housing and Urban Development v. Rucker et al. (2002), the U.S. Supreme Court upheld the right of the housing

authority to evict an entire household as a

result of a drug or criminal conviction. In

this particular case, three sets of elderly

tenants brought suit against the housing

authority. Despite years of law-abiding

behaviors, senior citizens Pearlie Rucker,

Barbara Hill, and Herman Walker were all

evicted from their home as a result of a

daughter, grandchild, or caretaker being

apprehended in possession of marijuana or



cocaine. Barbara Hill had lived in public

housing in Oakland, California, for thirty

years when she was evicted as a result of her

grandson smoking marijuana with his

friends in the parking lot of the public housing site. While the ‘‘one-strike’’ policy

sought to control gang and drug activity

within public housing, those who were

most disadvantaged and vulnerable became

the casualties.



Incarceration

Whether crime control efforts are the result of legislative initiatives or state measures, the greatest impact of these policies

has been felt within the correctional system. Crime control tactics have mainly included punitive attempts at lengthening

incarceration sentences and toughening

terms of release; therefore, ‘‘imprisonment

rates have skyrocketed since the 1970’s to

levels not seen anywhere else in the world,

except South Africa and Russia’’ (Rosenfeld 2003, 296). The United States is currently housing more than two million

inmates within its correctional facilities

while ‘‘more than twice that number are

under some form of correctional supervision in the community’’ (Rosenfeld 2003,

296). According to Clear and Dammer

(2003, 3), ‘‘five million Americans are

under some form of correctional control.

Four-fifths of them are not in prison or jail;

they are on probation or parole or in another community program.’’ Clear and

Dammer estimate that one in forty-seven

adults is under community supervision.

Both probation and parole, the most

frequently used types of communitybased corrections, involve the supervision

of offenders within a community context.

Whereas probation represents an alternative sentence to incarceration, parole

embodies the supervised release of an offender prior to the conclusion of his or

her full sentence of incarceration. While

under supervision, parolees sign a contract
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agreeing to abide by the conditions that

they maintain regular contact with their

probation or parole officer, abide by a curfew, secure regular employment, remain

substance free, and refrain from involvement in illicit activities. In some cases, additional conditions such as geographic

limitations or restricted contact with particular individuals may be added depending

on the parolee’s circumstances. For some,

halfway houses are offered to aid offenders

in transitioning back into society. While in

these residential programs, offenders and

ex-offenders experience more freedom

than while incarcerated, yet they are still

held to higher standards of control than

the general public. They live and work within the community, but they must follow

the conditions of the program or risk

returning to jail or prison. Often, those

supervised within the community are monitored using various technologies and surveillance equipment. ‘‘Most states now use

some form of electronic monitoring to

manage offenders in the community, and

some have begun to use Global Positioning

Satellite (GPS) systems to track their

whereabouts twenty four hours a day’’

(Rosenfeld 2003, 297).

Technology used to monitor, restrain,

or apprehend individuals assists in capitalizing on limited resources. In situations in

which an offender has fled, technology

has been used to locate and disable the

offender. In Australia, ‘‘a variety of technologies are under development for the incapacitation of motor vehicles’’ (Grabosky

1998, 4) fleeing a scene. Controlling crime

often entails immobilizing absconding

vehicles. ‘‘One such method involves transmitting a short electromagnetic pulse

which can damage the electronic components of a vehicle’s ignition system and

cause it to stall’’ (Grabosky 1998, 4) in the

same manner as if the vehicle had consumed all its gasoline. Furthermore, the

increasing efficacy of GPS allows for

the use of a ‘‘small adhesive projectile containing a radio-frequency transmitter’’

(Grabosky 1998, 4) to be propelled at the
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escaping vehicle and used in determining

its location at a later time.

While technological advances provide

assistance in apprehending, monitoring,

and controlling offenders, technology

alone cannot fight crime. Bryne and Taxman (2005) believe that both treatment

and control must be utilized to achieve

the desired results. Countless others suggest that ‘‘with the burgeoning explosion

of incarcerated individuals throughout the

country, and the proliferation of prisons in

which to house them . . . [one must examine the] current policies on crime control in

conjunction with issues of social justice’’

(Pomeroy, 213), social change, and community involvement. Boyum and Kleiman

(2001, 1) state that ‘‘one of the few universally accepted propositions about crime

in the United States is that active criminals are disproportionately substance

abusers. In Manhattan, urine tests indicate

that over three-quarters of those arrested

have recently taken one or more illicit

drugs.’’ For these exact reasons, drug

courts were established in 1989 in Dade

County, Florida, in an effort to specifically

address the special needs of drug-abusing

offenders. ‘‘Drug courts recognize the

atypicality of drug abusers and their need

for special services provided only through

an integrated community program involving several helping agencies’’ (Champion 2005, 535). According to Boyum and

Kleiman (2001):

It is our view that current reentry initiatives

also need to incorporate both treatment

and control features to be (even marginally)

successful in reducing the number of offenders who continually move back and forth

from institutional to community control.

The challenge is to develop initiatives (for

example, a civic engagement model of restorative justice) that focus on individual

and community change (Bazemore and

Stinchcomb, 2004) because it is becoming

increasingly clear that the system can not

realistically expect offenders to change unless it begins to change the long-standing

problems in offenders’ communities (for
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example, poverty, collective efficacy, culture). Ultimately, our choice of crime control policies should reflect our recognition

of the inexorable link between individual

and community change (Bryne and Taxman, 2005: 291–310).



While some hesitate about adding more

therapeutic and restorative elements to

crime control methods, one has to evaluate and consider the effects of current

efforts to control crime through restraining, monitoring, supervising, and incapacitating offenders. Both nationally and

globally, alternate justice models including

therapeutic justice and restorative justice

are recording successes. With the increasing problem of prison overcrowding and

countless offenders under community supervision, data on these alternate justice

models will be needed to develop the next

wave of crime control approaches.



Conclusion

Crime control in the United States has

emphasized the use of legislative measures

to incapacitate, monitor, and restrain individuals. Various legislative crime control

measures have lengthened incarceration

sentences, expanded the list of federal

crimes eligible for capital punishment, notified the public of sex offenders residing in

their neighborhoods, prohibited the manufacture of semiautomatic assault weapons,

and ejected individuals involved in illicit

activities on public housing grounds.

Although it is clear that citizens are

eager to solve the crime problem, one cannot discount the unintended consequences

and adverse effects of some crime fighting

initiatives. Furthermore, the problem of the

increasing number of individuals under correctional control must be addressed. While

the number of incarcerated individuals in

the United States has surpassed two million, the numbers of individuals under community supervision continues to grow. The

use of technology has provided assistance



in monitoring probationers and parolees

within the community, yet other solutions

for controlling crime may require greater

use of drug treatment programs, restorative

justice endeavors, and additional community-based alternatives. Although it is unrealistic to expect that all crime will cease,

new approaches to crime control will need

to be developed.

SILVINA ITUARTE

See also Crime Prevention; Criminology;

Domestic (or Intimate Partner) Violence

and the Police; Federal Commissions and

Enactments; PATRIOT Acts I and II; Prisoner Reentry, Public Safety, and Crime;

Repeat Offender Programs
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CRIME CONTROL

STRATEGIES: ALCOHOL AND

DRUGS

The social control of alcohol and illegal

drug use dominates policing activities in

the United States. Twice as many arrests

for driving under the influence occur each

year than they do for all violent crimes

combined. During 2004, 12.4% of all

arrests were for drug abuse violations, defined as the manufacture, sale, possession,

or use of specified controlled or prohibited

psychoactive substances. More arrests are

made for drug abuse violations each year

than for any other specified offense category (Federal Bureau of Investigation

[FBI] 2004).



Policing Alcohol

The Volstead Act outlawed the sale or

distribution of alcohol in the United

States from 1920 to 1933. In the wake of

its repeal a ‘‘control of consumption’’

model emerged. Today each state is given

the authority to regulate the manufacture

and distribution of alcohol, including

hours and days of sale, allowable points

of purchase and consumption, and drinking age (Hanson 1995). In 2004 there were

360,825 arrests for ‘‘liquor law violations’’

related to these various statutes. This compares with 374,499 arrests for all violent

crimes combined. Liquor law violations

have increased by 10% since 1995, reflecting efforts to suppress underage drinking

(FBI 2004; National Highway Traffic

Safety Administration 2002). Enforcement

duties are the purview of state-level alcohol beverage control agencies and local

police.
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Public drunkenness is a second major category of alcohol-involved offenses.

There were 355,495 such arrests in 2004,

reflecting a 28% decrease over 1995 (FBI

2004). During the 1960s, arrests for public

drunkenness comprised almost 40% of the

nontraffic arrests in the United States, primarily involving ‘‘skid-row’’ men (Nimmer

1971, 1). Public drunkenness was decriminalized in thirty-seven states throughout

the 1970s (Whitford 1983). Earlier federal

court decisions such as Easter v. District of

Columbia found that because alcoholism

was considered a disease then it did not

technically constitute a crime. Such findings

influenced the 1967 President’s Crime Commission, which recommended that public

drunkenness be treated as a public health

and not a criminal justice concern (Hutt

1968). In 1971 the Uniform Alcoholism

and Intoxication Treatment Act developed guidelines for developing treatment

diversion models at the state level in response to the federal Alcohol Rehabilitation Act of 1968 and the Comprehensive

Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism Prevention,

Treatment and Rehabilitation Act of 1970

(Whitford 1983; Room 1976). St. Louis,

New York, and other major cities established detoxification facilities designed for

police diversion (Nimmer 1971). While

arrests for public drunkenness have declined over time, current proportions of

arrests reflect the conflation of drunkenness

with disorderly conduct and varying levels

of police discretion in support of diversion

(Pastore 1978; Aaronson, Dienes, and U.S.

Department of Justice 1982).

Finally, driving under the influence

(DUI) currently absorbs the most amount

of policing attention as this pertains to

alcohol-involved offending. This was not

always the case. Lundman (1998, 529)

reports that police used to treat DUI as a

‘‘relatively minor problem.’’ Social movements were definitive in changing laws and

policing attitudes pertinent to DUI

offenses. Organizations such as Mothers

Against Drunk Driving mobilized nationally to require that twenty-one be the legal
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drinking age in all fifty states, to lower

legal alcohol blood content levels for

operating motor vehicles, and to demand

more enforcement (Wagenaar and Toomey

2002; McCarthy and Wolfson 1996). Sobriety checkpoints for random drivers

emerged as a constitutionally acceptable

method of control (Ross 1994; Pellicciotti

1988). During the 1970s and 1980s, arrests

for DUI steadily increased from less than

225 per 100,000 to almost 900 per 100,000.

In 2004 there were 842,704 DUI arrests, a

4.6% decline from 1995, but still roughly

10% of all arrests (FBI 2004).

The policing of DUI remains problematic. Officers need to be adequately trained

to collect evidence, and there have been

difficulties in sustaining officer commitment to enforcement (Mastrofski and

Ritti 1992; Lacey and Jones 1991).



Policing Illegal Drugs

There was a time in the United States when

anyone could purchase grams of morphine

or heroin from his or her corner druggist

for just a few pennies (Duster 1970). This

changed with the dawn of the twentieth

century. ‘‘Moral entrepreneurs’’ from government and religious groups drew increasing attention to the dangers of addiction as

both a public health concern and socially

degenerative phenomenon (Becker 1963).

Fears related to opium use and its links to

Chinese immigration, and the belief that

cocaine was a ‘‘public menace,’’ especially

among African Americans, led to the passage of local and state laws against recreational drug use (Faupel, Horowitz, and

Weaver 2004, 41). Among the Western

industrialized nations, the United States

has been the most decidedly prohibitionist

(MacCoun and Reuter 2001).

The passage of the Harrison Act in

1914 in the midst of concerns over the

global opium trade signaled greater federal involvement in drug control. Largely a

revenue measure, Harrison also stipulated



that the distribution of narcotics and cocaine be for medical purposes only, effectively prohibiting the legal purchase and

use of these psychoactive substances

(Duster 1970).

U.S. Treasury agents were responsible

for enforcing the Harrison Act, focusing

particularly on distributors such as physicians and pharmacists. Supreme Court

decisions in 1919 narrowed the definition

of medical intervention and allowed for

crackdowns on ‘‘narcotics clinics’’ devoted

to drug maintenance therapies. Increasing

numbers of users and physicians filled

America’s prisons throughout the 1920s.

Eventually prison wardens and the U.S.

Justice Department raised concerns about

mixing addicts with the rest of the offender

population, leading to the creation of socalled narcotics farms (Musto 1999; King

1953). The establishment of the Federal

Bureau of Narcotics in 1930 and its first

commissioner, Harry Anslinger, further

intensified America’s prohibitionist control

regime, working to pass the Marijuana Tax

Act of 1937, which effectively outlawed the

sale and use of cannabis (Musto 1999).

The immediate post–World War II era

represented a period of ‘‘relative calm’’

where the policing of drugs was concerned

(Faupel, Horowitz, and Weaver 2003, 54).

Increasing drug use and the discovery of

psychedelic substances such as LSD in the

1960s created a resurgence of government

concern. In 1968 President Nixon called

recreational drug use the ‘‘modern curse

of the youth’’ (Goode 2005, 105), and in

1970 the passage of the federal Controlled

Substances Act ‘‘scheduled’’ drugs according to the severity of legal sanctions.

The Department of Justice became the

lead federal agency in combating drugs

through the formation of the Drug Enforcement Administration. On the local

level, drug enforcement that once targeted

inner-city neighborhoods was shifted to

the youth counterculture and focused in

particular on the use of marijuana. Federal

drug control costs increased substantially during the Nixon administration
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(1968–1974), although a surprising twothirds of this went to treatment, primarily

methadone maintenance (Massing 1998).

During the 1980s the Reagan and Bush

administrations launched a ‘‘war on drugs,’’

despite indications that use patterns were

declining (Goode 2005; MacCoun and

Reuter 2001). Drug arrests for adults, in

particular, doubled between 1980 and

1990 (FBI 2004). In 1984 the federal government stipulated mandatory minimum

sentences for drug offenders convicted in

the federal courts. Fears over the scourge

of ‘‘crack’’ cocaine within African American communities led to the passage of differential federal sentencing guidelines in

relation to powder cocaine in 1986, and in

1988 the Anti-Drug Abuse Act allowed the

death penalty to be applied to drug traffickers tried in federal courts (Musto 1999;

Lusane 1990). The drug war emphasized

supply or ‘‘source reduction’’ strategies

aimed at stopping importation at the border and at the street level through ‘‘buy and

bust’’ operations and arrest crackdowns

(Kleiman 1992; Moore 1990). Other efforts

included targeting trafficking ‘‘kingpins’’

and confiscating the property of traffickers

(Moore and Kleiman 2003; Worrall 2003).

Critics of the drug war have argued that

supply reduction models have failed to

reduce the demand for illegal drugs while

at the same time leading to a tripling of

America’s prison population since 1980

(Harrison 2001). The drug war has also

been blamed for exacerbating racial

inequities in the criminal justice system

(Tonry 1996; Lusane 1990). In 1989 blacks

comprised 40% of drug arrests while only

12% of the population. The proportion of

blacks or Hispanics charged with drug

violations rose from 55% in 1983 to 73%

in 1989 (Currie 1993).

Increasing opposition to punitive drug

control prompted a vigorous debate over

legalizing drugs in the 1990s (Massing

1998; Currie 1993). Twelve states decriminalized the possession of small amounts of

marijuana (Goode 2005). The community

policing movement was seen as a ‘‘third
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way’’ to drug policy reform emphasizing

‘‘problem-oriented’’ control strategies, for

example, using housing code enforcement

to abate trafficking (Green 1996; Uchida

and Forst 1994). Some programs also supported harm reduction initiatives such as

needle exchange programs and treatment

diversion (Goetz and Mitchell 2003).

Despite reforms, drug arrests still

increased by 21% between 1995 and 2004.

In 2003 roughly one-half of all federal

prison inmates and one of five state inmates

were drug offenders (Harrison, Page, and

Beck 2005). Recent increases reflect ‘‘zero

tolerance’’ policing models that caused a

surge in misdemeanor arrests during the

1990s (Conklin 2003).



The Future

Drug treatment courts have changed the

ways that many drug and alcohol-involved

offenses are now adjudicated (Nolan

1999). Nevertheless, drug courts do not

necessarily impact policing behaviors or

policies. Therapeutic interventions for

drug and alcohol users and strategies to

suppress drug supplies ‘‘beyond arrest’’

represent some innovations in the policing

of alcohol and drugs. Nevertheless, arrests

continue to dominate as the primary social

control strategy used by police to regulate

the distribution and use of psychoactive

substances in the United States.

BARRY GOETZ

See also Alcohol, Drugs, and Crime; Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and

Explosives; Community-Oriented Policing:

Effects and Impacts; Crime Control Strategies; Drug Enforcement Administration

(DEA); Drunk Driving
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CRIME CONTROL

STRATEGIES: CRIME

PREVENTION THROUGH

ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN



Origins

The origin of crime prevention through

environmental design (CPTED) dates back

to the 1960s. The term crime prevention

through environmental design was first

coined by criminologist C. Ray Jeffery in a

book by the same name (1971). However, it

has an earlier beginning in Jane Jacob’s

book, The Death and Life of Great American

Cities (1961). Jacobs drew on her observations of Greenwich Village in New York.

She saw that well-used streets were more

likely to be safe from serious crime. She felt

crime opportunities could be minimized by

a clear demarcation between public and private areas and by plenty of legitimate ‘‘eyes

on the street.’’ She thought this was accomplished by encouraging diverse urban places

and creating opportunities for positive social interactions. The core of this idea was

Jacob’s belief that a sense of neighborliness

and caring can lead to safer neighborhoods.

Beginning in the mid-1970s, CPTED

was taught to police and crime prevention

officers as a specific strategy, the main principle of which was the idea of territoriality,

or physical areas where legitimate users of a

place exert influence and take ownership

over places. Architect Oscar Newman expanded these ideas during his work in public housing and wrote Defensible Space
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(1972). Newman broke the concept down

into four basic strategies:

1. Territorial control—the design or

modification of a place so that legitimate users can exert influence. Property owners might separate their front

door from public areas by symbolic

landscaping, such as terracing and

different pavement treatments. Another way to accomplish this was to

divide the lawn space in front of

apartments into semiprivate courtyards with overlooking windows.

Pedestrians entering this area walk

from the public sidewalk into the

realm of the apartment prior to entering the building foyer. Residents can

then monitor and control the area

more easily.

2. Access control—controlling entrance

and exits into buildings or neighborhoods. This can be done through

physical designs such as fences and

gates, or through softer approaches

such as entrance signs. In recent

years technological devices, such as

electronic card readers, have become

part of building security.

3. Natural surveillance—opening up

natural sightlines into vulnerable

areas to give potential offenders

the impression they cannot offend

with impunity. Although many

forms of surveillance can have effect,

natural surveillance is preferred to

organized surveillance (security

patrols) or mechanical surveillance

(closed-circuit television).

4. Image and maintenance—Newman

called this concept milieu (the total

impression of one’s surroundings).

It refers to the cleanliness and maintenance of properties. In recent years

this has become known as the ‘‘broken-windows’’ effect. Improving the

maintenance and cleanliness in a

neighborhood can help to confer to

potential offender that residents care

and control the public areas where
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Throughout the 1970s and 1980s these

basic CPTED concepts, now known as

first-generation CPTED, were tested in

numerous field studies, such as the Hartford Anti-Crime Project (Gardiner 1978).

Gardiner summarized how his research

team successfully reduced crime by applying CPTED to urban planning. Because

the strategies in these approaches aim to

minimize the opportunity for crime by

making it more difficult for the potential

offender, they became known as opportunity reduction strategies.



skateboard park can minimize opportunities for potential conflict between two legitimate users of each space.

Armed with the new strategies, crime

prevention specialists in some locations

have had success implementing these

ideas into new urban developments. For

example, in 1987 Florida passed the Safe

Street Act (Zahm, Carter, and Zelinka

1997) to provide funds for local crime prevention improvements and collaboration

between police and planners. In British

Columbia CPTED-trained police officers

sit in city hall on urban design panels

when new developments are being planned

and then recommend changes to enhance

safety long before construction begins.



Conceptual Debates



Key Events



In the 1980s and 1990s the criticism against

CPTED was environmental determinism—

the concept that the physical environment

determines human behavior in spite of

other social and cultural influences. Criticism also arose regarding displacement, or

moving problems from one geographical

location to another. In response, research

in the geography of crime and situational

crime prevention showed that displacement

was not as big a problem as originally

thought (Clarke 1997). It also led to the

development of more advanced first-generation CPTED strategies.

Advanced strategies involve looking at

opportunity reduction in places, but at a

more complex and larger scale. Deflecting offenders, movement predictors (walkways in isolated subway platforms), and

conflicting land uses (porn shops near daycare facilities) are among advanced concepts. Environmental criminology is the

academic study of such topics. Using these

advanced notions, planners and developers

can properly locate different land uses in a

new development to minimize the conflicts

between users of that space. For example,

avoiding placing a seniors’ home next to a



In response to growing demand for more

professional CPTED practice, police,

CPTED planners, and criminologists gathered in Calgary, Alberta, for a 1996 international conference on CPTED. Emerging

from that event was the International

CPTED Association (http://www.cpted.

net), a nonprofit semiprofessional organization dedicated to professionalizing the

practice of CPTED worldwide in annual

conferences. Emerging at one such conference was the concept of second-generation

CPTED (Saville and Cleveland 2003). Second-generation CPTED further expands

CPTED by combining the reduction of

crime opportunities with reducing the

motives for crime in the first place.

This aligns with successful crime prevention and problem-oriented policing

projects in recent years. For example, a

theme emerging from successful problemoriented policing projects is that they typically employ a wide range of strategies for

maximum effect, many including first- and

second-generation CPTED (Saville and

Clear 2000). As Scott (2000) notes in his

twenty-year summary of problem-oriented

policing, the most successful projects



they live. Potential offenders feel unable to offend with impunity and are

less likely to victimize residents in

that area.
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typically combine a minimum of five or

more strategies including social programs,

enforcement, education, situational prevention, and CPTED.

Second-generation CPTED seizes on

that reality and revisits Jacob’s original

formulation that a sense of neighborliness

and community is at the core of safe

streets (Colquhoun 2004). It incorporates

a wide range of social crime prevention

strategies in a holistic way. Police officers

have long used similar strategies such as

Neighborhood Watch and Community

Crime Prevention.

Second-generation CPTED employs

four new strategies—the four C’s: enhancing social cohesion (for example, mediation skills, conflict resolution training);

expanding local connections (for example,

networks with outside agencies such as

governments for fund-raising); community culture (for example, street fairs and

festivals); and neighborhood capacity (for

example, creating activities that support

positive relations).

Other policing strategies adopting an

approach somewhat similar to secondgeneration CPTED include quality-of-life

policing, insofar as it hinges on the idea

that safety emerges from community cohesion and neighborliness—all of which

contribute to shared standards of behavior

and values that bring people together in

common purpose.

GREGORY SAVILLE

See also Broken-Windows Policing; Crime

and Place, Theories of; Crime Control

Strategies; Crime Prevention; Neighborhood Effects on Crime and Social Organization; Neighborhood Watch; Quality-ofLife Policing; Routine Guardianship; Situational Crime Prevention
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CRIME CONTROL

STRATEGIES: GUN CONTROL

The use of guns in crime is a major problem

in the United States. Cook (1982) counted

682,000 violent crimes in 1977 in which a

gun had been used, including 11,300 homicides, 367,000 assaults, 15,000 rapes, and

289,000 burglaries. Guns have several features that make them more dangerous than

other weapons. They can be used by weak

and unskilled assailants, they kill impersonally at a distance and quickly, and sometimes merely the display of a gun can

immobilize the victim.

Guns are also responsible for a large

number of deaths each year. From 1979 to

1987, an average of 32,639 deaths resulted

from firearms each year (encompassing suicides, homicides, and accidental deaths).

The average overall death rate from firearms ranged from 4.6 per 100,000 per year

in Massachusetts to 26.4 in Alaska (Centers

for Disease Control, n.d.).

Focusing on the use of guns in crime

and death leads to strong support for gun
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control. However, guns are also owned by

many Americans who have not committed

and will not commit a crime. Guns are used

for sport and competition and to give the

owner a sense of security against enemies.

Many gun owners belong to the National

Rifle Association (NRA), which has become a powerful lobby against any restrictions on the purchase and ownership of

guns. However, organizations in favor of

gun control, such as Handgun Control,

have become more effective as lobbyists

even though the membership of Handgun

Control was only about two hundred thousand in 1995.

In fact, polls conducted for the NRA and

the Center for the Study and Prevention of

Handgun Violence have produced similar

results, although their sponsors differed in

their views on the issue (Wright 1981). The

majority in both polls (whether they owned

a gun or not) favored registration of handguns, but there was little support for an

outright ban on handguns, except for

cheap small handguns, the so-called Saturday night specials. The majority in both

polls felt that the right to own guns was a

constitutional right, but that registration of

guns would not violate that right. The majority also favored strict mandatory sentences for crimes committed with a gun,

and many states have now introduced such

laws. Other proposed gun control measures

have included prohibiting certain individuals from owning guns (such as criminals

and those psychiatrically disturbed) and

prohibiting the ownership of particular

types of guns (such as cheap handguns and

semiautomatic and automatic assault weapons). Others have suggested using product

liability laws to force manufacturers to limit

the kinds of weapons they sell.

Police are among those supporting stricter gun control laws. In a study conducted

by Lester (1984), both state and municipal

police favored stricter handgun laws, bans

on the manufacture of Saturday night specials and on forbidding citizens from carrying guns in cars, mandatory sentences for

crimes committed with a gun, stricter



requirements for commercial gun dealers,

and longer waiting periods between obtaining a permit and taking ownership of a gun

in order to permit a more thorough search

of the buyer’s background. Though many

police officers are members of the NRA, the

opposition of the association even to

restrictions on armor-piercing (‘‘cop-killer’’) ammunition has increased police support for stricter gun control laws.

Schuman and Presser (1981) discovered

that opponents of stricter gun control laws

are more active in their opposition than proponents. For example, they donate more

money and write more letters. Hence, stricter gun control laws are difficult to pass.



The Use of Guns in Crime

Wright and Rosi (1986) surveyed felons in

prison and found that half had used guns in

their crimes. Of the gun-using criminals,

28% had used a gun once, 28% had used

guns sporadically, and 44% had used them

regularly. Of these regular users, handguns

were more than three times as common as

shoulder weapons for the weapon of choice.

The gun-using felons had committed every

type of crime more frequently, and though

representing only about 22% of the total

sample they accounted for nearly one-half

of the violent crimes.

The most common sources of handguns

for these felons were friends (40%), the

street (14%), and gun shops (11%). The

most common sources for shoulder weapons were friends (33%), family (22%), gun

shops (17%), and hardware/department

stores (11%). Thirty-two percent of the

handguns and 23% of the shoulder weapons were stolen.



Guns in the United States and

the Netherlands

It is revealing to compare data on guns

in the United States with data from a
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country where gun ownership is rare.

Colijn, Lester, and Slothouwer (1985) estimated that there were approximately three

hundred guns per thousand people in the

United States as compared to nine per

thousand in the Netherlands. The rate of

robbery with violence in 1980 in the Netherlands was 37 per 100,000 adults as compared to 303 in the United States, and the

percentage of guns used in crimes is also

lower in the Netherlands. For example,

13% of the crimes of robbery with violence

in the Netherlands involved guns as compared to 45% in the United States.



Do Stricter Handgun Control Laws

Prevent Crime?

The issue of gun control in America

arouses powerful emotions on both sides

of the issue. The National Rifle Association lobbies against any strengthening of

gun control laws, appearing to believe that

allowing any change in the laws governing

the purchasing or ownership of guns

would lead inexorably to the banning of

all gun ownership. Proponents of stricter

gun control, led by Sarah Brady, are often

represented in public by her disabled husband, James Brady, who was seriously

wounded in the assassination attempt on

President Reagan.

The strong opinions involved in this

issue render evaluations of the research on

the effectiveness of gun control on firearm

deaths suspect. Kleck (1991) did not think

that research had demonstrated that stricter

gun control prevents firearm deaths. Lester

(1984, 1993) reviewed the same research

and concluded that strict gun control had

prevented suicide and that even stricter gun

control would prevent murder. It is difficult, therefore, to draw unambiguous conclusions from past research.

Although two of the three studies from

the 1960s and 1970s argued that stricter gun

control laws did reduce the homicide rate,

they can be criticized on methodological
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grounds. Lester and Murrell (1982) found

that states with the stricter handgun control

laws in the 1960s did not have lower

homicide rates in 1960 or 1970 or less of

an increase in the homicide rate from

1960 to 1970. (They did, however, have a

smaller proportion of homicides committed

with guns.)

On the other hand, Lester and Murrell

(1982) also found that states with the stricter handgun control laws did have lower

suicide rates, both by gun and overall.

They concluded that stricter handgun control laws may prevent suicide, possibly by

restricting the means available for committing suicide. Restrictions on the buying

and selling of handguns were the critical

variables here, while restrictions on the

carrying of guns were not. Lester (1993)

concluded that more recent research conducted in the 1980s and 1990s supported

the conclusion that restricting gun availability would reduce the use of firearms

for suicide and possibly for murder. Lester

has urged that researchers move on to the

study of why (and under what circumstances) some individuals would switch to

a different weapon for suicide, murder, or

criminal acts while others would not.

The apparently weak (or possibly nonexistent) effect of strict gun control laws

on the prevention of crime is understandable given the relatively weak controls

even in those states with the strictest gun

control laws. Gun control laws in the

United States are much weaker than

corresponding laws in Europe, for example. Thus, it is not surprising that these

laws have not been conclusively shown to

have any impact on the use of guns in

crimes. Furthermore, even when stricter

gun controls are passed, compliance with

and enforcement of those laws is often lax.

DAVID LESTER

See also Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives; Firearms Availability

and Homicide Rates; Firearms Regulation

and Control; Firearms Tracing; Firearms:

Guns and the Gun Culture
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CRIME CONTROL

STRATEGIES: MORE POLICE

When crime rates begin to increase; when

residents, business owners, tourists, or visitors begin to feel unsafe; when local politicians want to appear tough on crime;

and when high-profile violent crimes are

splashed across the headlines, the most

common policy response is to hire more

cops. For example, in his 1992 presidential

campaign, Bill Clinton promised to ‘‘fight

crime by putting 100,000 new police officers on the streets’’ (Clinton 1992, 72).

Once in office, he fulfilled that campaign

promise with the enactment of the 1994

Crime Act. Clinton’s rationale for wanting

to hire more police was simple and intuitively appealing:

Our crime bill fulfilled a commitment I

made to the American people to put



100,000 new police officers on the street

in community policing. It’s an old-fashioned idea, really. It means put the police

back on the street, in the neighborhood,

working with neighbors to spot criminals,

shutting down crack houses, stopping crime

before it happens, getting to know children

on the street and encouraging them to stay

away from crime. (Clinton 1996)



In a 1995 Atlantic Monthly article,

one prominent police reformer, Adam

Walinsky, suggested that the United

States needs at least 500,000 new police

officers to protect us from rising crime

rates.

This affinity for hiring more police officers to reduce crime appears to transcend

time and place—it is a universal instinct for

achieving safer communities. From tiny

developing nations to heavily populated industrial democracies, the pressure to hire

more police is omnipresent. Research has

shown that growth in the world’s policing

industry has outpaced population growth,

which means the ratio of police to citizens

is increasing worldwide (Maguire and

Schulte-Murray 2001).

Although the idea of hiring more police

to control crime is understandable, the

evidence for its effectiveness is weak. Social scientists have studied the relationship

between the number of police officers

(known as ‘‘police strength’’) and crime

rates for many years. If we look closely

at this body of research, we find that it is

exceedingly complex and often reaches unclear or contradictory conclusions.

Why is the research on the relationship

between police strength and crime so complex? One reason is that it suffers from what

statisticians call an ‘‘identification’’ problem. In other words, the statistical equations

used to model the relationship between police and crime often lack sufficient information for the model to be identified or

solved. The reason for this statistical difficulty is that the relationship between police

and crime is reciprocal or simultaneous—

the amount of police may influence the

crime rate, and the crime rate may influence
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the amount of police. If we find a positive

relationship between police and crime (as

one increases, so does the other), is it because places with high crime hire more police, or because there are more police

officers available to detect and report

crime? If we find a negative relationship (as

one increases, the other decreases), is it because places with high crime cannot afford

to hire a sufficient number of police, or

because more police means less crime? For

these reasons, merely finding a statistical

relationship (or a correlation) between police and crime is not enough to conclude

that one ‘‘causes’’ or exerts an influence on

the other.

Due to the model identification problem, complex statistical methods are often

used to assess the relationship between

police strength and crime. These studies

are difficult to understand and evaluate

for somebody without advanced statistical

or econometric training, thus they are

often inaccessible to those who can use

them most such as police chiefs, politicians, and the media.

In 2000, a pair of university criminologists, John Eck and Edward Maguire,

reviewed every published study that had

ever investigated the relationship between

police strength and violent crime. These

twenty-seven studies contained eightynine separate estimates of the effects of

police on violent crime. Of these estimates,

49.4% found no relationship, 30.3% found

a positive relationship (more police, more

crime), and 20.2% found a negative relationship (more police, less crime). The

authors concluded that they ‘‘could not

find consistent evidence that increases in

police strength produce decreases in violent crime’’ (Eck and Maguire 2000, 217).

One of the most well-known papers

reviewed by Eck and Maguire was written

by the popular economist Steven Levitt

(1997), who found that hiring more police

results in less crime. In a replication of

Levitt’s (1997) analysis, McCrary (2002)

criticized his methods and concluded ‘‘In

the absence of stronger research designs,
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or perhaps heroic data collection, a precise estimate of the causal effect of police

on crime will remain at large.’’ Levitt

(2002) then replied by using different

methods and finding the same results as

his previous study. Though social scientists continue to use better data and

more sophisticated methods, the results

are often not very illuminating for practitioners and policy makers trying to decide

how to spend taxpayer’s money to reduce

crime.

Two more recent studies took advantage of the increase in police presence during periods of terrorist threat—a sort of

‘‘natural’’ experiment—to examine the

effects of police on crime rates. Klick and

Tabarrok (2005), for instance, found that

the heightened police presence associated

with terror alerts resulted in no effect on

violent crime, but a substantial decrease in

auto thefts and thefts from autos. That

analysis relied on daily crime data from

Washington, D.C. Similarly, DiTella and

Schargrodsky (2003) found that auto

thefts decreased significantly during the

heightened police presence that occurred

in the aftermath of a terrorist incident at a

Jewish center in Buenos Aires. In another

recent study, Corman and Mocan (2003)

used data collected over time in New York

City, and found that increased police presence had an effect on motor vehicle thefts,

but not on other types of offenses. Thus,

three careful, recent studies have now

found that increased police presence can

reduce auto theft.

Taken together, the studies that were

completed after Eck and Maguire’s review

of the research suggest that police strength

may have effects on some offenses but not

others. Altogether, combining the most

recent research with the earlier findings

summarized by Eck and Maguire, it

seems that the scientific evidence on the

effects of police strength on overall crime

rates and violent crime rates is unclear.

Why are the research findings inconsistent and often contradictory? One reason

is that different research methods often
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produce different findings. Another reason might simply be that increasing the

number of police officers may have a dramatic effect in some places and times but

not in others. Moreover, it may deter some

offense types, such as those committed

outdoors (like auto theft), but not others.

In other words, this universal ‘‘cure’’ for

unsafe communities may only work in

some places, at some times, and under

some conditions.

There are good reasons to support this

interpretation of the evidence. As Sherman (1997) notes:

Hiring more police to provide rapid 911

responses, unfocused random patrol, and

reactive arrests does not prevent serious

crime. Community policing without a

clear focus on crime risk factors generally

shows no effect on crime. But directed

patrols, proactive arrests and problem-solving at high-crime ‘‘hot spots’’ has shown

substantial evidence of crime prevention.

Police can prevent robbery, disorder, gun

violence, drunk driving and domestic violence, but only by using certain methods

under certain conditions.



The research evidence suggests that

what police do may be far more important

than how many of them there are. Hiring

more police may have a large effect when

the officers are assigned to perform the

tasks of problem-oriented policing or

hot-spot policing that have been found

highly effective in reducing crime. When

officers are deployed inefficiently or they

are asked to perform tasks having a low

probability of reducing crime, then the

number of police may not matter. This

conclusion is consistent with the findings

of a committee of social scientists convened recently by the National Research

Council to review research on policing.

The committee found that previous research on the effects of police strength

‘‘are confounded with . . . the effects of

changes in the strategies of policing’’ (National Research Council 2004, 225).

Some communities in the United States

are chronically understaffed and could



benefit from hiring more police officers.

Other communities have too many police—where scarce community resources

might be used to greater benefit by hiring

more teachers or social workers or investing in more effective crime prevention

strategies. There is no magic number of

police—no ratio of police to citizens that

is right for every community. The challenge is looking carefully at police operations, making sure that police are using

the right tactics and strategies in the right

places at the right times—and then hiring

a sufficient number of police to get those

things done.

EDWARD R. MAGUIRE

See also Attitudes toward the Police: Overview; Computer-Aided Dispatching (CAD)

Systems; Costs of Police Services; Differential Police Response; Fear of Crime; Homeland Security and Law Enforcement; Hot

Spots; Performance Measurement
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CRIME CONTROL

STRATEGIES: SELECTIVE

PROSECUTION/

INCARCERATION

Selective prosecution and incarceration is

a tool used in the criminal justice system to

identify those offenders who pose the

greatest risk to society and impose stiff

sentences on them with the goal of incapacitating them from committing future

harm. Supporters argue that incarcerating

habitual offenders early, even if it is for a

minor offense, will reduce crime in the

future. Persistent offenders, as well as

offenders who present certain risk factors

such as drug users, are generally the targets

of selective prosecution and incarceration.

Policies that support this notion were

created in response to the Philadelphia

birth cohort studies. In these studies, Marvin Wolfgang and his colleagues followed

a cohort of Philadelphia residents and described a group of them who were habitual

offenders at high risk of offending again.
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These offenders came to be known as ‘‘career criminals’’ (Wolfgang, Figlio, and

Sellin 1972). Policies were then created

with which prosecutors, judges, legislators, and probationers could identify,

prosecute, and incarcerate others who fit

this ‘‘career criminal’’ description.

While prosecutorial discretion influences the rigorous prosecution of certain

groups of offenders, discretion among legislators, judges, and probation officers

influences the selective incarceration of

certain groups of offenders. The prosecutor can decide whether to file charges at

all and which charges to file. More severe

charges generally come with harsher penalties such as longer periods of incarceration.

Thus, the prosecutors can select certain

types of offenders that they feel are deserving of more serious charges and longer

periods of incarceration. Judges are also

important because they ultimately decide

the severity of the sentence an offender

receives upon conviction and have some

discretion in their decisions. As such, they

can selectively target particular groups of

offenders with their decisions.

Legislators may also influence this process by creating sentencing guidelines for

certain offenses and offenders. For example, one of the main contributors to the

increased percentages of offenders incarcerated at the federal level for drug-related

offenses that began in the 1980s and continues until today resulted directly from

the sentencing changes at the federal level

that require a mandatory five-year sentence for crimes involving five hundred

grams of powder cocaine or five grams of

crack cocaine (U.S. Sentencing Commission 1995). Finally, probation officers can

also influence the sentencing process because they generally conduct presentence

investigations and subsequent reports for

the court. This report provides information on the offender and a sentencing recommendation that can greatly influence a

judge’s decision.

Most scholars suggest that there are

five goals of punishment: deterrence,
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retribution, rehabilitation, restoration, and

incapacitation. Selective prosecution and

incarceration seek to achieve deterrence,

retribution, and, to some extent, rehabilitation, but the main goal of this strategy

is incapacitation. With incapacitation,

the idea is to deprive offenders of the

ability to commit crimes against society,

usually by detention of the offender in

prison. It is not clear whether prison

achieves deterrence, rehabilitation, or retribution, but what is clear is that it incapacitates offenders from future crime, at

least for as long as they are incarcerated.

Because most of the targets of selective

incarceration are persistent offenders who

have not been responsive to previous

attempts to achieve other goals of punishment, incapacitation is often seen as a last

resort.

Selective prosecution and incarceration

are also seen as ways to ease some of the

practical problems faced by the corrections system. Proponents argue that by

reserving incarceration for the most serious and persistent offenders, selective incarceration can reduce overcrowding and

prison costs. It also prevents the cost of

prosecuting and the cost to the victim for

crimes committed by ‘‘career criminals’’

who would otherwise be in the normal

population.

Greenwood (1982) provides some evidence that selective incarceration has the

potential to be an effective strategy. Using

data from almost 2,200 prison inmates in

California, Texas, and Michigan incarcerated for burglary or robbery, Greenwood

classified inmates into low-, medium-, and

high-risk offenders based on their previous juvenile and adult arrest and drug use

records and their employment histories.

He demonstrates that reducing the time

served by low- and medium-risk inmates

and increasing the time served for highrisk inmates could simultaneously reduce

both the crime rate and incarceration rate

for specific crimes. This study has been

criticized by a number of researchers;

however, it does offer some promise that



selective incarceration has the potential to

reduce crime.

Although selective prosecution and incarceration may incapacitate criminals

and reduce the cost of corrections, critics

argue that it actually widens the net of

corrections. In many cases, selective incarceration is used in addition to, not in place

of, incarceration of other offenders, thus

increasing the number of people in prison.

There are also questions surrounding the

overall efficacy of selective incarceration.

Some studies reveal that selective incarceration has little or no effect on arrest rates.

In fact, some suggest that there must be an

extremely large increase in incarceration

to achieve even a small reduction in arrest

rates (Visher 1986).

A further net-widening effect occurs in

the use of sentencing guidelines. Those

who have committed an offense and are

on probation or parole have a higher likelihood of being arrested for an offense, but

are not necessarily more likely to offend

than their counterparts who are not under

supervision. Selective incarceration may

also reduce civil liberties and rights because (1) individuals are by definition treated unequally under the law and (2) the

system may unfairly target groups that are

defined by characteristics that have nothing

to do with future criminality (for example,

prior criminal history, type of offense).

The overarching criticism of selective

prosecution and incarceration, however,

concerns the inability to predict future behavior in the criminal justice area. Criminal

justice researchers have identified certain

risk factors whose presence increases the

likelihood that one will engage in criminality, but have not been able to identify any

single factor that consistently and unfailingly predicts criminal behavior. Thus, the

idea of incarcerating people for longer sentences based on what they might do is

highly controversial.

Selective prosecution and incarceration in practice currently target repeat

offenders, drug offenders, and offenders

who use firearms in commission of their
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crimes. ‘‘Three strikes and you’re out’’

laws mandate that an offender be sentenced

to a long period of incarceration on a third

felony offense no matter how severe the

offense(s). While the proponents of this legislation argue that it will deter both the

offender and society from future crime,

they also argue that it will incapacitate

those with proven records of criminality

and incorrigibility. Policy makers have

also created mandatory sentences for certain drug-related crimes (for instance, the

crack/cocaine sentences mentioned earlier).

Drug users and sellers face selective incarceration in the war on drugs, partly because

drug use and drug distribution are often

linked to other types of crime. Therefore,

drug use and distribution are often used as

a signal in sentencing decisions to suggest to

the sentencing authority that a longer, more

stringent sentence is warranted. The goal of

selective incarceration and prosecution is

thus not only to incapacitate drug users

and sellers from committing future drug

crimes, but also from committing crimes

that are tied to drug use and sales. Finally,

a number of legislative efforts have centered on harsher sentences for those who

use firearms in commission of crime and

who possess firearms when they are legally

prohibited from doing so (for example, probationers, parolees). Although the evidence

is still far from conclusive, a number of

authors suggest that these efforts reduce

firearm-related crime (National Research

Council, 2005).

While the practice of selective prosecution and selective incarceration remains

highly controversial, most jurisdictions use

it regularly, often for widely disparate

crimes and sentences. Until legislators,

judges, and prosecutors are convinced that

these practices do not provide greater protection for the public, it is likely that selective prosecution and incarceration will

continue to be used widely throughout

many jurisdictions by many of the aforementioned actors in the criminal justice

system.

TIMOTHY E. MCCLURE and DAVID C. MAY
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CRIME LABORATORY

Police rely heavily on the positive identification of evidence in a case and its link to

the suspect in solving a crime. In fact, this

identification alone often secures a conviction. The police department crime laboratory is, therefore, of singular importance

and houses a necessary array of highly

trained individuals and technology.

Forensic science is the application of

science to the law. It is in the crime laboratory that the forensic scientist plies his or

her craft. The field of forensic science is

new and hence is constantly growing and

changing. Today’s crime laboratory has

many specialists. This was not so just a

few years ago. In the early days of forensic

science, a few scientists had to wear many

hats and examine a variety of evidence

types. Whereas before one scientist might

have tested controlled substances, analyzed blood alcohols and bloodstains, and

compared hairs and fibers, now there

are specialists, especially in the areas of

serology—the study of body fluids—and
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toxicology—the study of toxic substances

(usually drugs) in body fluids. Specialization has come about because of the vast

store of knowledge needed to interpret

myriad evidence resulting in a final answer.



Lab Requirements

The basic equipment and supplies needed

for a crime laboratory vary with the types

of analyses performed. Before equipment

is purchased, some considerations and a

commitment must be made. Qualified forensic scientists are hired, with degrees in

chemistry, biology, or one of the related

sciences. Support personnel are also hired

to type affidavit reports, file, and so forth.

An area for the laboratory must be designated that is safe for the storage of hazardous chemicals, well ventilated, and

secured by alarms, with entry allowed

only to the forensic scientists. A separate

area is set aside with its own alarm and

lock for the securing of evidence and controlled substances.

The funding agency for the laboratory

should underwrite any ongoing training

expenses. Approximate cost for this additional training was $3,000 per person per

year as of 1995. At no cost to the agency,

though, are training seminars given at the

FBI Academy in Quantico, Virginia. The

FBI seminars cover a multitude of forensic

subjects. One training course that does have

a fee, but is invaluable, is the Forensic

Chemist’s Seminar at the Drug Enforcement Administration Training Center in

McLean, Virginia; this excellent course

deals with controlled substance identification methodologies. Because forensic science is currently evolving at a fast pace,

membership in forensic societies is essential

to keep abreast of new developments. Two

such societies are the American Academy

of Forensic Sciences and the American Society of Crime Laboratory Directors. Besides the national ones, regional forensic

societies offer many learning opportunities.



A Drug Enforcement Administration

(DEA) license is needed to purchase, handle, use, and store controlled substances, as

is a state license. General laboratory

supplies cost approximately $20,000 in

1995. In a typical police crime lab a visitor

sees lab coats, test tubes, racks, microscope

slides, spot plates, scissors, weighing papers,

spatulas, tweezers, gloves, chemicals, a

safety shower and eyewash station, spill

pillows, safety blankets, safety goggles, a

refrigerator/freezer, a burn station, a firstaid kit, a flammable storage cabinet, an

acid storage cabinet, and fire extinguishers.

The controlled substances acquired are for

use as primary and secondary standards.

The equipment and supplies listed next

pertain to specific types of examination:

.



.



.



.



.



Marijuana identification: stereo microscope, reagents, thin-layer chromatography tanks, sprayers, silica gel plates

Blood alcohol analyses: blood alcohol

kits, gas chromatograph, column,

compressed gases, recorder, miscellaneous supplies (an automated

headspace gas chromatograph is expensive, but the best)

Controlled substance analysis: Physicians’ Desk Reference, analytical balance, ultraviolet viewer, microscope,

fume hoods, infrared spectrometer,

compilation of known spectra, pellet

maker

Firearms: comparison microscope

with fiber optics, workstation complete with tools and supplies, shooting tank (horizontal), reference

collection of firearms for parts, subscriptions to firearms journals/magazines, membership in Association of

Firearm and Toolmark Examiners

Library: forensic texts, catalogs

from laboratory supply companies



Evidence Submission Procedure

The police crime lab devises and enforces

a procedure so that evidence is always
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submitted in the same manner and to the

same place. Evidence envelopes and seals

are provided to the submitter for packaging the evidence. Evidence envelopes contain the following information: suspect’s

name, report number, incident, date of incident, submitting officer’s name, date of

submission, and completed chain of custody. After the evidence is packaged, it is

sealed with an evidence seal, on which are

placed the sealer’s initials, service number,

and date. The chain of custody is a most

important step in the process. Depending

on the laws of evidence endorsed by courts

in the area, it might be required that every

person who has custody of the evidence—

no matter for how brief a time—must sign

the chain of custody. An alternative might

be that every person who opens the evidence must sign the chain. The officer who

collects the evidence at the scene of the

crime is the first name on the chain, and

next to his or her name is the date. On the

next line is the name of the second person

to receive the envelope, and so forth. Defense attorneys look for a broken chain of

custody or a shoddily done envelope to

discredit the evidence.

Evidence must also be packaged properly, so that no part of it is damaged or

lost. Controlled substances must be tightly

sealed to avoid leakage, arson evidence

put in cans to avoid evaporation, blood

tubes protected from breakage, and wet

evidence completely dried before packaging. Evidence of any type is never packaged in plastic because it promotes mold

formation; paper is used. An evidence

analysis request form should clearly state

what analysis the forensic scientist is to

perform. The properly filled-out request

accompanies the evidence, is logged in the

master log book, stamped with the date,

and placed in the evidence vault for safekeeping. Cases are then assigned for evidence analysis on a first-come, first-served

basis, unless a certain urgency exists.

The evidence stays in the evidence vault

until called for by the examiner, who

opens the package without damaging the
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collecting officer’s seal, if at all possible.

After analysis, another seal is affixed by

the examiner, with his or her initials, service number, and date. The evidence is

then returned to the vault, awaiting either

pickup by the law enforcement agency or

destruction.

In any case where source is to be determined, such as blood or semen, known

samples must be submitted. This requirement is critical in homicides and sexual

assaults. Known blood and semen must

be collected from both victim and suspect

for proper identification of origin.



Court Testimony

By the very nature of their work, forensic

scientists are expert witnesses in court.

They possess knowledge and skill outside

of the range of the average person when

it comes to identification of evidence. But

to be a good expert witness requires skill

of a different sort—a skill in communication. Complex chemical and biological

reactions must be explained to a jury of

‘‘peers,’’ who might possess knowledge of

varying degrees, from that of a highschool dropout to that of a nuclear scientist. So it is imperative that the forensic

scientist in the role of expert witness make

eye contact with the jury and communicate his or her laboratory findings plainly,

accurately, and unequivocally.

CARLA M. NOZIGLIA

See also Forensic Evidence; Forensic

Investigations; Forensic Medicine; Forensic

Science
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CRIME MAPPING

Crime mapping is a tool used by the police,

other agencies in the criminal justice system, and researchers to visualize locations

of criminal events and related phenomena.

The practice of crime mapping has evolved

over time from the plotting of points on

paper maps by hand to the use of computer

software programs known as geographic

information systems (GIS). The following

discussion of crime mapping will explore its

development over time, major principles,

practice, techniques, unresolved issues,

and future directions.



Development over Time

The origins of the practice of crime

mapping and spatial analysis of crime can

be traced to the work of French sociologists

Andre Guerry and Adolphe Quetelet in the

early to mid-1800s. In the United States,

principles of crime mapping and crime

analysis hail primarily from the work conducted by sociologists in the early to mid1900s at the University of Chicago. Now

referred to as members of the ‘‘Chicago

School,’’ Robert Park, Ernest Burgess, Clifford Shaw, Henry McKay, and others performed research that comprises the basis

for crime mapping today. Today, crime

mapping is used by law enforcement agencies in many countries including Australia,

Brazil, Canada, India, Japan, Norway, the

United Kingdom, and the United States.

One of the earliest official examples of

crime mapping in the United States is the



Illinois Crime Survey of Homicides performed by the city of Chicago in 1926.

The city of Chicago researchers reproduced

the patterns of homicides via pin maps

(Block 2000). What was most likely the

first use of computerized crime mapping

occurred in St. Louis in the mid-1960s

(Harries 1999). Official recognition of the

value of crime mapping by the U.S. federal

government came in 1997 when the National Institute of Justice (NIJ) established

the Crime Mapping Research Center

(CMRC), now known as the Mapping and

Analysis for Public Safety (MAPS) office.

MAPS serves as a clearinghouse of information for crime mapping–related funding, research, software, conferences, and practice.

By the mid-1990s, computerized crime

mapping became more widely used and

accepted in large police departments,

most notably by the New York City Police

Department (NYPD) and the Chicago

Police Department (CPD). COMPSTAT,

computer-aided statistical analysis, for

example, was first introduced to policing

in 1994 by the NYPD. Since then many

police departments have adopted the

COMPSTAT program or developed a

similar program. COMPSTAT has been

heralded as a successful tool for law enforcement leading to increased communication between departmental units and

outside agencies. The use of COMPSTAT

by police is related to reductions in crime

and improvement in community policing

(Weisburd et al. 2004).

By 1998, 75% of law enforcement agencies performed at least some crime analysis

but only 13% of those agencies used some

form of crime mapping (Mamalian and

LaVigne 1999). In 1999, approximately

11% of small police departments (fifty to

ninety-nine sworn personnel) and 32.6%

of large police departments (one hundred

plus sworn personnel) had implemented a

COMPSTAT-like program, with approximately 60% of departments with five hundred or more sworn personnel having

implemented such a program (Weisburd

et al. 2004, 6, 12).
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Major Principles

Current techniques of spatial analysis of

crime, including crime mapping, are based

on an area of criminological theory known

as environmental criminology. The theories

of environmental criminology state that

crime is predictably located in place and in

time (Brantingham and Brantingham

1991). According to this perspective, the

locations of crime can be explained through

a number of factors, including the road and

transportation network of a city and the

ecological and demographic characteristics

of places. Crime mapping is a natural tool,

therefore, not just for law enforcement

agencies, but also for criminologists.

Crime mapping relies principally on police data—calls for service and arrest data.

Data used for crime mapping analysis must

contain, at the very minimum, specific location data, incident types, and dates of occurrence. Accuracy of the data is of

paramount importance. Without accurate

data meaningful analysis cannot be performed. Before crime location data can be

mapped, careful procedures must be in

place to ensure the accuracy of recorded

data and the thoroughness of recording

(Casady 1999). In other words, for crime

mapping to be a truly useful tool for the

police there need to exist databases that

integrate accurate and useful information

from a variety of sources, the proper infrastructure to support it, and an efficient

method for distributing the information to

the officers and management (Manning

2001, 93).



Practice

Improvement in the capabilities of desktop computers is one explanation for the

increased use of crime mapping by the

police. The basic tool of crime mapping

is the GIS. Modern desktop computer

GISs permit the depiction and analysis of
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spatial phenomena in ways that were not

possible before their widespread introduction. The ultimate reason for using a GIS

is to provide a medium for geographic

analysis. Traditional statistical analyses

cannot do this.

A GIS spatially codes data and attaches

attributes to the features stored to analyze

these data based on those attributes. Data

that are spatially coded have geographic

coordinates associated with each data

point. This process is called geocoding.

The location of arrests may be coded to,

for example, a street address, a zip code, or

a police precinct, among other types of

locations. A GIS is an increasingly flexible

analytic tool that is limited only by the

imagination of the analyst or researcher

and the availability of spatially coded data.

Because a GIS organizes data in a way

similar to maps it is an excellent tool for

examining multidimensional, multifaceted

crime problems. In other words, GISs are

able to examine and clarify the spatial

relationships that exist between general

social indicators in an environment and

the crime patterns that also exist there

(Rich 1995). Due to their flexible analytic

capabilities, GISs are used by the police

for more than crime analysis and resource

planning. GISs are also used for intelligence dissemination (Ratcliffe 2000, 315),

to inform residents about crime problems

in their area (Mamalian and LaVigne

1999, 3), and to support court testimony

(Travis and Hughes 2002, 3).

A 1997 survey of law enforcement

agencies in the United States found that

of the departments that did not use GIS,

20% reported having budgeted funds to

purchase hardware and software in the

following year (Mamalian and LaVigne

1999, 1). The survey also found that of the

departments that possessed crime mapping

capability, ‘‘. . . 88 percent use commercially available software packages, 38 percent have customized . . . application[s],

89 percent use . . . desktop computers, 82

percent use the Internet [and] 16 percent

use [Global Positioning Systems] to assist
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in their operations’’ (Mamalian and

LaVigne 1999, 2). Ninety-one percent of

the agencies reported mapping offense data

and 52% reported mapping vehicle recovery

data (Mamalian and LaVigne 1999, 2).

An example of a sophisticated use of

GIS for crime mapping is the Information

Collection for Automated Mapping

(ICAM) program used by the Chicago Police Department (Rich 1995, 1996). This

system allows patrol officers to create their

own maps. The ICAM system is easy for

the officers to use; it requires only the use of

a mouse where the officer selects the crimes

of interest by clicking on incident types,

districts or patrol beats, location types,

and ranges of dates (Rich, 1995, 5; 1996).

ICAM is installed in each of the district

stations as well as in patrol cars.

Agencies other than the police use GISs

to map crime. Two examples are the Wisconsin Department of Correction and the

Office for Victims of Crime. The Wisconsin Department of Corrections uses GISs

to map probationers and parolees as a

means of targeting increased neighborhood supervision in areas where their residences congregated (Mixdorf 1999). The

Office for Victims of Crime (2003) suggests the mapping of services for crime

victims to compare them with the locations of crime victims’ homes.

Crime mapping is also used in criminological research to describe a number of

different phenomena including, but not

limited to, gang activity (Block 2000),

drug arrests and interventions (Robinson

2003), crimes of serial rapists (LeBeau

1992), residential burglary (Rengert and

Wasilchik 1985), and the home addresses

of juvenile delinquents (Shaw and McKay

1969).



Techniques

Techniques of crime mapping are of

two types, exploratory or confirmatory.

Unlike exploratory techniques, which



simply describe spatial and temporal patterns in the data, confirmatory spatial statistics explain the interdependence of

spatial phenomena as well as their heterogeneity. To explore and confirm spatial

patterns of crime, crime mapping generally assumes one of the following forms:

point pattern analysis (electronic pin

mapping), hot spots (clusters of crimes

near to one another), and density mapping

(for example, choropleth mapping uses

color intensities to indicate crime density

in places) (Vann and Garson 2003).

As technology improves and practical

knowledge among analysts develops, techniques are increasing in complexity. Digital

images (raster images) rather than simple

point and line data (pin maps and street

networks), temporal weighting (aoristic

analysis—the recognition of patterns of

crime based on time of day as well as in

space), dasymetric mapping (for revealing

patterns obscured with traditional choropleth mapping), and spatial autocorrelation

(taking into account the criminogenic influence of adjoining places) are a few examples

of the increasing complexity in current

crime mapping techniques.

Techniques and tools for the mapping

of crime for use by communities have also

been developed. An example of this type

of tool is the GeoArchive. A GeoArchive

contains address-level data from both

community and law enforcement sources,

linked to a GIS capability (Block 1998).

This tool brings crime mapping to community residents and multiagency task

forces, thus allowing them to tackle their

respective crime problems.



Unresolved Issues

Many agencies experience barriers to using

crime mapping (Mamalian and LaVigne

1999; Rich 1995). These barriers include

the acquisition of tools (computer hardware

and software), technical expertise, sharing data across jurisdictional boundaries,
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duties of crime analysts, data accuracy, and

data privacy issues.

The costs of computer hardware and

software can be prohibitive to smaller

departments (Rich 1995). Although street

maps and maps of census blocks and census tracts are likely to be available from

local and state agencies, if an agency purchases these maps from commercial

sources, the financial costs can be high. A

related issue to cost is training. Training

personnel is costly. Without proper training for crime analysts and proper tools

available for their use, including software

and computer hardware, crime mapping

will not be useful to the police.

Another unresolved issue involves

mapping crimes across jurisdictional boundaries. Mapping across jurisdictional

boundaries necessitates the sharing of

spatial data between neighboring agencies.

City limits and other boundaries can create

artificial crime hot spots and can also limit

the analytical utility of a GIS. Barriers to

sharing data across boundaries often stem

from political and organizational reasons

rather than simply budgetary reasons (Eck

2002).

The type and quantity of duties assigned

to crime analysts comprise a fourth unresolved issue in crime mapping. The amount

of time a crime analyst spends conducting

overall analysis for the department, generating reports, and responding to individual

officer inquiries will affect the quality of

analysis and crime mapping. Information

technology (IT) can also become a problem

for crime analysts, either when IT is not

able to provide proper support to crime

analysis software and hardware or when

crime analysts are responsible for IT duties.

Problems with IT can become a source of

frustration for crime analysts (Ratcliffe

2000, 319).

A fifth unresolved issue involves data

quality. Street maps become outdated on a

regular basis, and a number of costs are

associated with keeping them up to date.

These costs can be financial in nature—for

example, purchasing new software—but
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also involve personnel costs, to maintain

the databases. Data recording lag time

also affects the timely relevance of crime

mapping reports. The amount of time between the filing of an officer report and

accurate data entry affects the ability of

crime analysts to provide useful information to their departments.

Privacy concerns are a sixth unresolved

issue. The dissemination of spatial crime

data can be problematic when the locations of crimes can be linked to specific

addresses and, therefore, specific individuals. Police reports are public record. A

number of police departments offer Internet crime mapping tools on their website.

Suggested measures undertaken to address

privacy issues when releasing crime data

to the public include employing disclaimers, mapping to polygons rather than

specific locations, eliminating exact street

addresses, and limiting underlying information in data tables about the incident

(Casady 1999).



Future Directions

The ‘‘relative utility’’ of crime mapping to

law enforcement will determine its viability

as a resource (Travis and Hughes 2002, 4).

To ensure continued use among law enforcement agencies, future directions and

considerations for crime mapping include

the following: professional standards, funding, global positioning systems (GPSs),

data accessibility for patrol officers and

for the public, cross-jurisidictional alliances, and crime forecasting.

The development of professional standards is a clear directive for the future

(Wartell 1999). Standards may help to

counteract misinterpretation of and misuse of information presented in maps

(Idsvoog 1999). The amount of funding

for the use of GIS by law enforcement

agencies is a clear second future directive.

To promote the use of GIS for crime analysis, funding will need to be increased.
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A third directive for the future involves

the use of GPS coordinates. GPS has

many potential uses for law enforcement

including locating officers to increase their

safety and evaluating officers’ performance. GPS can also be used in conjunction with other place-related data and

officer activities (Rich 1995; Travis and

Hughes 2002). Corrections agencies have

also begun to experiment with the use of

GPS in electronic monitoring (Rich 1999).

The accessibility of spatial data to patrol

officers is a fourth issue to be addressed in

the future. If crime mapping is to be useful

to the police, it must be available to patrol

officers who can use maps to identify current problems or issues in the areas they

patrol and to react accordingly. An example of where this type of crime mapping

is being used is the ICAM system employed

by the CPD. Fifth, the public should be

granted increased access to crime mapping.

A number of police departments currently

offer crime mapping applications on their

websites. Examples include the Portland

(Oregon) Police Bureau, the Sacramento

(California) Police Department, the Redlands (California) Police Department, and

the Austin (Texas) Police Department.

Cross-jurisdictional alliances and collaboration between agencies at different levels

of government comprise a sixth area to be

addressed in the future in order to ensure

the continued viability of crime mapping

for crime analysis. The GeoArchive described earlier is an example of this. Last,

crime mapping and analysis must focus on

the development of methods to predict

(forecast) crime patterns rather than simply

display and explain current patterns.



Conclusion

Crime mapping is becoming widespread

throughout law enforcement as technology

improves and costs to purchase requisite

software and hardware decrease. Whether

law enforcement is able to overcome



unresolved issues to allow crime mapping

as a tool for crime analysis to realize its full

potential remains to be seen.

JENNIFER B. ROBINSON

See also Boston Police Department;

COMPSTAT; Crime Analysis; Crime and

Place, Theories of; Criminology; Intelligence Gathering and Analysis: Impacts on

Terrorism; Neighborhood Effects on Crime

and Social Organization; New York Police

Department (NYPD); Problem-Oriented

Policing; Social Disorganization, Theory of
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While the concept of crime prevention is

familiar to most people, traditional definitions have focused on the role of police

protecting the public from law violators

(Rush 2000) or groups engaging in activities

intended to deter individuals from committing crimes (Champion 1998). While others

connote crime prevention with deterrence,

incapacitation, and rehabilitation (Rosenbaum, Lurigio, and Davis 1998, 9), this

analysis explores various approaches to

the prevention of crime. Some of these include innovative policing strategies (that

is, problem-oriented policing), situational

crime prevention (lighting and access control), legislative mandates (civil remedies),

delinquency programs (family-based programs, mentoring, and so on), and public

awareness (media campaigns, citizen patrols,

and Neighborhood Watch). For the purposes of this analysis, crime prevention and

crime control will be distinguished according to efforts to prevent criminal events

from occurring in the first place, versus

controlling the behaviors of those who have

already committed criminal acts.

How crime prevention efforts are

viewed, implemented, and preferred relies

heavily on the political emphasis of the era

and the inclination of those in command.

‘‘Ingrained in the very process of designing crime prevention strategies are certain

core assumptions and political choices’’

(White 1996, 97) defined by whether a

crime prevention strategy assumes a conservative, liberal, or radical view of crime.

Each of these three models ‘‘identifies the

key focus and concepts of a particular

approach, preferred strategies of intervention, dominant conception of ‘crime’, the

role of the ‘community’ as part of the

crime prevention effort, and relationship
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to ‘law-and-order’ strategies’’ (White

1996, 98).

The conservative model focuses heavily

on opportunity reduction theories that

seek to deter crime through increased costs

to offenders and reduced opportunities for

crime commission. In the liberal model,

the emphasis is placed on addressing social

problems and improving opportunities for

disadvantaged groups through creating

self-help and community development programs. Finally, the radical model embraces

a social justice approach that confronts the

problem of marginalization, social alienation, and inequality (White 1996, 100) by

seeking to improve social conditions for

every member of society. Throughout the

most recent decades, the political inclinations and public outcry have leaned toward

a ‘‘law and order’’ approach that concentrates on police taking the lead in the prevention of crime.



Police Strategies of Crime

Prevention

Traditionally police work was reactive in

nature with the expectation that officers

would respond to calls for service, rather

than take a proactive approach to crime

fighting. In the 1970s, efforts to improve

policing practices led to a new approach

that focused on fostering positive police–

community relations: the birth of community policing (Cordner and Biebel 2005,

158). While this was an improvement

over traditional policing approaches, a

need for proactive crime prevention strategies was needed. As a result, in 1979,

Herman Goldstein introduced the concept

of problem-oriented policing (POP) in

which officers became the problem solvers

of recurring crime problems.

In problem-oriented policing, officers,

in coordination with skilled crime analysts

and community members, work together

to develop effective strategies for reducing

crime. Problem-oriented policing shifts



police efforts away from reactive policing

to more proactive and preventive efforts.

‘‘By focusing more on problems rather

than incidents, police address causes

rather than mere symptoms and consequently have a greater impact’’ (Cordner

and Biebel 2005, 156) on public safety.

The focus of POP is to find patterns and

resolve problems utilizing the ‘‘most targeted, analytical, and in-depth approach’’

(Cordner and Biebel 2005, 158) to uncover

the ‘‘underlying conditions that give rise

to incidents, crime, disorder, and other

substantive community issues’’ (Cordner

and Biebel 2005, 156).

Officers have incorporated a systematic

four-stage approach to problem solving

called the SARA Model (scanning, analysis, response, and assessment), which

allows police to conduct in-depth analyses

of crime problems and seek creative alternative strategies to prevent crime. In the

scanning phase, officers identify recurring

problems through a cursory review of data

including, but not limited to, calls for service, arrest rates, recurring acts of vandalism, requests from store owners for

assistance, or other indicators of crime

and disorder.

The analysis phase delves further into

the crime problem and identifies the problem’s underlying causes and characteristics. The focus is to gather information

about the problem such as finding answers

to questions such as ‘‘Where is the problem most concentrated?’’ ‘‘When are the

crimes occurring?’’ ‘‘Why does the problem persist?’’ ‘‘Who is responsible?’’ and

‘‘How is it affecting the community?’’

Quite often, this phase involves officers

interviewing neighborhood leaders, business owners, and residents for their input.

During the response stage, officers devise

custom-fitted responses best suited to address the community’s problem. In the selection of a prevention strategy, officers

most frequently use the problem analysis

triangle, which targets the three components

of a crime to be altered: the victim, offender,

and location of the crime. Through the use
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of this triangle, officers select strategies that

protect probable victims, ward off likely

offenders, or reduce opportunities for

crime at given locations.

Finally, the strategy is assessed to ensure its effectiveness, make improvements,

and create a foundation of knowledge for

police everywhere. This evaluation utilizes

measures taken before and after the intervention was introduced to assess the impact of the response.

The advent of new technologies that

increase communication between agencies,

handle large sources of data, and identify

crime patterns have also aided police in

the prevention of crime. Technologies including, but not limited to, the geographic

information systems (GISs) used for crime

mapping and advances such as AMBER

Alerts help police identify and respond to

problems more quickly than ever before.

While crime mapping is used to mark the

sites of recent crimes in order to ascertain

patterns and trends occurring within specific neighborhoods, AMBER (America’s

Missing: Broadcast Emergency Response)

Alerts utilize media broadcast systems

to quickly distribute information about

missing children among an assortment of

law enforcement agencies as well as to the

public.

At the same time that policing strategies

underwent a transformation, another multidisciplinary approach to crime prevention

originated. Crime prevention through environmental design (CPTED) was established

in the early 1970s as a multidisciplinary

approach intended to alter the physical environment in ways that discourage offenders from committing crimes (Jeffrey 1971;

Newman 1972). Careful attention to design

details was said to lead to a ‘‘reduction in

the fear and incidence of crime, and an

improvement in the quality of life’’ (Poyser

2004, 123). Now, ‘‘it is widely accepted

that the design of buildings and their surroundings can influence the commission of

crime and nuisance behavior’’ (Poyser

2004, 123) through the creation or elimination of opportunities for the commission of
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crime. Although this approach did not

gain popularity rapidly, some criminologists incorporated elements of CPTED

into new ways of fighting crime.

James Q. Wilson and George Kelling’s

broken-windows theory (1982) examined

the effects of how visible signs of decay in

neighborhoods impacted the behavior of

both abiding and non–law-abiding community members. According to the authors,

signs of disorder including both physical

indicators of disorder such as broken windows, vacant lots, deteriorating buildings,

litter, and graffiti as well as social indicators

such as loitering, public drunkenness,

gangs, drugs, panhandling, and prostitution (Lab 2000, 42) instill fear in law-abiding citizens and communicate a host of

available criminal opportunities to non–

law-abiding offenders. Wilson and Kelling

‘‘suggest that neighborhood incivilities are

fear-inspiring because they indicate a lack

of concern for public order and suggest the

inability of officials to cope’’ (Poyser 2004,

124) with the negative influences that are

leading to the incivilities in the first place.

Law-abiding members respond to these

indicators with fear, whereas potential

offenders welcome the increasing opportunities of limited risk of apprehension since

frightened citizens are too afraid to leave

their homes, confront strangers, or call the

police.



Situational Crime Prevention

In yet another perspective, Cohen and Felson’s (1979) routine activity approach states

that three components must converge in

time and space for a crime to occur. A

suitable target, a motivated offender, and

a lack of a capable guardian must all converge at one time in a specific place. Cohen

and Felson’s routine activity approach focuses more on the elements of the crime

than on the characteristics of the offender.

The authors claim that crime is the result

of everyday activities and interactions and
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assume motivated offenders exist everywhere. Cohen and Felson originally developed their perspective as a result of the

rising crimes between the 1960s and 1980s.

Their controversial perspective focused on

the changing number of women working outside of the home who were leaving

residences unoccupied and therefore unguarded against possible offenders. For

them, the key to crime prevention rests with

limiting the number of suitable targets and

increasing the number of capable guardians.

The routine activities approach uses the

term target instead of victim to indicate the

fact that the victim of a crime may be a

person or thing as in the case of a stolen

wallet. The four main factors that make

targets more attractive from the offender’s

perspective may be summarized by the acronym VIVA: value, inertia, visibility, and

access. Typically, offenders want to obtain

the most valuable item through exerting the

least amount of effort. Items such as CDs,

iPods, and other small items with a high

monetary value exemplify these principles.

The item should be valuable, whether it be

for resale purposes, or for personal use.

Inertia refers to the weight of the item and

the ease with which to steal it. For example,

inertia would explain why a thief would

choose to steal a small laptop that can be

easily concealed in a backpack as opposed

to a traditional desktop computer system,

which must be carried in multiple pieces in

a less secretive fashion. Visibility and access

both refer to the principles of witnessing the

availability of an item and the ease with

which to remove it. If a thief witnesses a

college student place an expensive iPod in

the pocket of a coat placed on a chair next

to the aisle in a cafe´, the offender has the

advantage of visibility and access. He or she

has seen the item and knows exactly where

it is placed. Furthermore, the fact that the

chair is located next to an aisle provides

easy accessibility to make an attempt to

remove it without being noticed (Felson

1998).

Much like Cohen and Felson’s approach, an economist and a psychologist



began viewing crime from a perspective

they coined rational choice theory. They

viewed crime from the perspective of the

offender’s decision making. According to

the authors, offenders make rational

choices and decisions as to who is a suitable

target based on the possible gains achieved

and the risks suffered. In viewing crimes

according to the opportunities for offenders, Cornish and Clarke (1986) concluded with five techniques by which to alter

situations in a manner that limits opportunities for offenders. These techniques

focus on limiting the opportunities for

offenders by increasing the effort in carrying out the crime, increasing the risk of

being apprehended, reducing the benefits

expected from the desired target, removing

the possible rationalizations to justify a

criminal act, and reducing provocations

that tempt or incite offenders. Applying a

cost–benefit analysis to rational decision

making about crime, Clarke turned these

five categories of altering situations into

twenty-five techniques of situational crime

prevention that include, but are not limited

to, target hardening, controlling access

entries, identifying property, and countless

other techniques (Clarke 2003) that limit

crime opportunities and constrain the decisions of offenders.



Civil Remedies

Legislative measures such as civil remedies, also known as civil injunctions, also

serve as a tool for law enforcement to address crime. Civil remedies represent a

wide array of ‘‘procedures and sanctions

found in civil statutes and regulations

[designed] to prevent or reduce criminal

problems and incivilities, such as drug

dealing, disorderly behavior, panhandling,

and loitering’’ (Mazerolle and Roehl 1999,

1). Police and prosecutors gather evidence

of public nuisances in neighborhoods

using ‘‘evidence used to support an injunction [which] includes the criminal history
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of gang members, written declarations by

officers familiar with the neighborhood,

and sometimes, declarations from community members that describe the effects of

specific nuisance activities on neighborhood residents’’ (Maxson, Hennigan, and

Slone 2005, 580). Using this evidence,

restraining orders are filed against the

defendants for ‘‘illegal activities such as

trespass, vandalism, drug selling, and public urination, as well as otherwise legal

activities, such as wearing gang colors,

displaying hand signals, and carrying a

pager or signaling passing cars; behaviors

associated with drug selling. Nighttime curfews are [also] often imposed’’ (Maxson,

Hennigan, and Slone 2005, 579). These

civil injunctions, or restraining orders, create a vehicle by which lawbreakers can be

‘‘prosecuted in either civil or criminal court

for violation of a valid court order and

fined up to $1000 and/or incarcerated for

up to six months’’ (Maxson, Hennigan, and

Slone 2005, 581).

Civil remedies are also intended to encourage law-abiding individuals to assist

in fighting crime. ‘‘Police often apply civil

remedies to persuade or coerce nonoffending third parties to act against criminal or nuisance behaviors’’ (Mazerolle

and Roehl 1999, 1), by encouraging store

owners to file reports against loiterers or

anyone engaged in illicit behaviors. In a

gang prevention attempt initiated by the

Chicago Police Department, unresponsive

owners were forced to respond by the Municipal Drug and Gang Enforcement

(MDGE) program. ‘‘Before the program,

according to CPD, building owners or

managers were not forced to manage

their properties in a manner that contributed to the vitality rather than the decay of

the neighborhood. The MDGE program

strategy attempt[ed] to engage building

owners as proactive partners in corrective

measures—and

present[ed]

powerful

deterrents against those owners who are

unresponsive’’ (Higgins 2000, i). In many

cases in which ordinary citizens are too

afraid to intervene, police place the
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responsibility for illicit behaviors on

landlords and store owners. Typically, a

specifically designated task force

. . . identifies city buildings . . . [and] documents drug and gang problems, conducts

inspections for code violations, provides information and recommendations for improving the properties, and conducts

administrative proceedings to bring landlords into compliance. . . . [The task force

also] refers some cases to city attorneys at

the Department of Law for prosecution

under the modified city nuisance abatement

ordinance allowing the city to hold landlords accountable for some criminal activities of their tenants. (Higgins 2000, i–ii)



While civil remedies demonstrate some

promise in preventing crime, studies have

shown the effects to be short lived (Green

1996) and many fear the potential abuses

of mishandling such a tool. ‘‘Stop-andfrisk practices and anti-loitering laws cause

concern because they circumscribe the rights

of individuals . . . [and] are used disproportionately against minorities (Rosenbaum,

Lurigio, and Davis 1998, 117). According

to White (2004, 3), many ‘‘attempts to restrict the street presence of gangs have taken

the form of youth curfews or anti-loitering

statutes . . . [that] have been struck down by

the Supreme Court as being unconstitutional,’’ yet when legislators have clarified

specific types of loitering, such as blocking

traffic, the courts have accepted the injunctions (White 2004, 3). Nonetheless, countless individuals are troubled by ‘‘the

commonly applied prohibitions [that] any

two or more named gang members associating with one another’’ (Maxson, Hennigan,

and Slone 2005, 580) be questioned.



Delinquency Prevention

A challenge of crime prevention is to recognize which techniques are effective and

which show little, if any, effectiveness

despite their popularity. Though widely

popular, Scared Straight and boot camps
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have not shown the type of effectiveness

suggested by their popularity. Scared

Straight was designed to take young offenders to a maximum security men’s institution in hopes of frightening the juveniles

into ceasing their criminal activities

(Finkenhauer 1978). While this may

sound logical, Scared Straight has consistently failed to show deterrent effect on

juveniles (Finkenhauer and Gavin 1999).

Similarly, in a meta-analysis of boot

camp participants, the results show ‘‘no

overall difference in recidivism between

boot camp participants and their control

group counterparts’’ (Welsh and Farrington 2005, 345). Only those boot camp programs incorporating counseling and

therapeutic programming show positive

results among boot camps’’ (Welsh and

Farrington 2005, 345). On the other

hand, research has cited numerous programs that have demonstrated effective

results in preventing delinquency including

family-based techniques such as home

visiting programs, day care/pre-school programs, parent training, treatment foster

care and multisystemic therapy (Farrington

and Welsh 2003), cognitive-behavioral

techniques (Tong and Farrington 2005;

Wilson et al. 2001), and drug courts

(Wilson et al. 2005).

In a meta-analysis of 200 program evaluations, Lipsey and Wilson (1998) determined that ‘‘overall, the most effective

programs were cognitive-behavioral skills

training programs’’ (Farrington 2005,

242). ‘‘Other programs showing evidence

of effectiveness included individual counseling, restitution, employment programs,

academic programs, and family counseling

(for noninstitutionalized offenders) and

teaching family homes and community

residential programs such as therapeutic

communities (for institutional offenders)’’

(Farrington 2005, 243). The programs

showing the least effectiveness at preventing

delinquency were programs emphasizing

deterrence, challenges (that is, wilderness

camps), increased supervision, and drug

and alcohol self-restraint (Farrington



2005). Of the community-based prevention

programs, gang member intervention,

mentoring, and after-school recreation programs offer the greatest success (Farrington

2005, 243).

While some family-based and community-based programs offer hope for prevention, lack of evaluation research of other

types of programs makes it difficult to

assess the effectiveness of many programs.

In some cases, the most effective crime prevention method may involve more than one

mode of intervention. In a study by Whitted

and Dupper (2005), ‘‘the most effective

approaches for preventing or minimizing

bullying in schools involve[d] a comprehensive, multilevel strategy that targets bullies,

victims, bystanders, families, and communities’’ (Whitted and Dupper 2005, 169).



Community and Individual

Self-Protection

Citizens have sought participation in proactive crime prevention efforts through

increased awareness, Neighborhood Watch,

citizen patrols, and property marking

projects. Several efforts involving mass

media campaigns have sought to empower

citizens through increased awareness. In

October 1979, the ‘‘Take a Bite Out of

Crime’’ campaign was initiated as a joint

venture involving various agencies (Rosenbaum, Lurigio, and Davis 1998, 61). This

campaign encouraged citizens to take a

more active role in the prevention of

crime through their participation in Neighborhood Watch. As the times and the crime

problem changed, so did the emphasis of

the campaigns (Rosenbaum, Lurigio, and

Davis 1998). At first the focus was to increase awareness about crime, but as the

need changed, the stress shifted to reducing

drug use. More recently, the ‘‘Friends

Don’t Let Friends Drive Drunk’’ campaign renewed its message to target the

casual drinker who consumes one or two

drinks with the new slogan ‘‘Buzzed
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Driving Is Drunk Driving.’’ According to

Rosenbaum, Lurigio, and Davis (1998, 64),

‘‘mass media crime prevention programs

have produced mixed results,’’ which have

raised public awareness and at times led to

increased fear of crime.

On a more individual level, Rosenbaum, Lurigio, and Davis (1998) have

identified two distinct self-protective measures for individuals to protect themselves

from victimization: ‘‘(1) those behaviors

intended to reduce the risk of victimization, and (2) those behaviors intended to

manage the risk of victimization when

crime is unavoidable’’ (p. 81). Risk avoidance behaviors encourage individuals to

focus on, and often alter, their routine

activities by avoiding certain places, activities, or people that may lead to increased

risk of victimization. This may include

activities such as not staying out in the

evenings, avoiding bars, and avoiding persons who have a propensity to cause harm.

In contrast, risk management focuses on

reducing the opportunity for victimization

in a different way. Because it may not

always be possible to avoid specific places

or activities, one can manage the risk by

not carrying cash or by driving instead of

walking (Rosenbaum, Lurigio, and Davis

1998, 85).

It may be possible that self-defense

training or other individual efforts to defend oneself provide individuals with the

confidence to take better measures to protect themselves (Brecklin and Ullman

2005, 738). ‘‘From 1992 to 1996, nonfatal assaults on nurses, others in health

care, and those in mental health settings

were similar in frequency to those in law

enforcement, well over 200,000 annually’’

(Massachusetts Nurse 2005, 12). While

encouraged to attend self-defense and crisis intervention courses, nurses are also

encouraged to protect themselves with a

few small behavioral changes such as not

carrying any keys or pens that can be used

as a weapon against them or wearing

things around their necks that could be

used in confrontations.
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Conclusion

While problem-oriented policing, situational crime prevention, civil remedies, socially based programs, public awareness

projects, and self-defense represent some

of the most popular current crime prevention trends, these do not embody an

exhaustive list of all existing crime prevention efforts. Unfortunately, fighting crime

presents an interesting dilemma in that

crime prevention efforts require a significant amount of resources, yet provide

few substantial measures to confirm that

a criminal act was prevented. Political

pressures often lead to a misuse of time,

energy, and resources on efforts that have

not been proven to work, and forego the

resources needed to design new approaches

for preventing crime. For prevention

efforts to succeed, careful planning, implementation, and evaluation are required.

For these reasons, there is a growing need

for more research into which programs

work, for whom, and under what circumstances.

SILVINA ITUARTE

See also Broken-Windows Policing; Crime

and Place, Theories of; Crime Control

Strategies; Criminology; Quality-of-Life

Policing; Situational Crime Prevention;

Social Disorganization, Theory of; Zero
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CRIME SCENE SEARCH AND

EVIDENCE COLLECTION

Crime scene searches and evidence collection are the backbone of criminal investigation. If the crime scene boundaries are

not adequately identified, with an appropriate search and systematic identification

and collection of evidence to follow, then

cases may not be prosecutable.

Crime scenes are sources of evidence,

and therefore must be painstakingly examined for both visible and latent evidence.

Searches may vary by type of crime, geography, human resources, and availability

of equipment. Of particular note is that

the size of an organization, which directly

affects human resources, dictates who

conducts a crime scene search and collects

evidence. In small organizations, which

represent approximately 90% of local police agencies, it is common for one officer

to be responsible for not only responding

to a crime scene, identifying and searching

the scene, but also for identifying and

collecting the evidence. In medium and

large organizations, however, where there

tends to be more specialization among

duties, one or more officers might be responsible for each of the preceding tasks.



Purpose of a Crime Scene Search

The primary purpose of a crime scene

search is to develop associative evidence
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that could link a suspect to the scene or a

victim, and to answer questions crucial

to the investigation, such as who perpetrated the crime, how the crime was committed, the circumstances surrounding the

commission of the crime, and why the

crime was committed. Additionally, police

search crime scenes to identify evidence

through which a psychological profile of

the suspect can be developed, to identify

an object(s) that does not logically belong

at the crime scene and that could potentially be linked to a suspect, and to identify the suspect’s modus operandi (MO),

or motive for committing the crime (Osterburg and Ward 2004; Swanson, Chamelin,

and Territo 2003). It is important to note

that although these principles apply to all

crime scenes, more specific tasks may be

undertaken, depending on what type of

crime has been committed.

Swanson, Chamelin, and Territo (2003,

51–55) indicate that there are five primary

considerations for conducting a crime

scene search: (1) boundary determination,

(2) choice of search pattern, (3) instruction

of personnel, (4) coordination of efforts,

and (5) processing of the evidence. Again,

it should be noted that depending on

human resources available, one officer or

a number of officers might be responsible

for these tasks.

Determining the boundary of the crime

scene is critical. Numerous factors affect

boundary determination, such as whether

the crime scene has more than one location, and whether the crime scene is indoor

or outdoor. Crime scenes may be categorized into primary and secondary, though

secondary crime scenes do not always exist

when the crime occurred in only one area.

Typically when a crime scene is inside a

physical structure (indoors), boundaries

are restricted and more easily identifiable.

In contrast, with an outdoor crime scene,

determining accurate boundaries is more

challenging.

Additionally, crime scenes are divided

into inner and outer perimeters, with the

inner perimeter being where the actual
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crime took place and the outer perimeter

being the boundary for maintaining control of the crime scene (Swanson, Chamelin, and Territo 2003).

Choosing a search pattern is critical

and depends on the locale, size of the

area, and the apparent actions of the suspect, victim, and any others having access

to the scene, that is, witnesses (Saferstein

2004). The number of personnel available

also affects the type of search, with some

methods requiring more personnel than

others.



Types of Crime Scene Searches

Common search patterns include the spiral,

strip/line, grid, zone/quadrant, and pie/

wheel. The spiral search is used most often

for outdoor crime scenes, is conducted by

one person, and is done by walking in a

circle from the outermost point of the inner

perimeter toward the center of the circle.

The strip/line search is done by dividing the

crime scene into a series of lanes in which

personnel search up and down the lanes

until the scene is completely searched. A

grid search is similar to a strip/line search

but is also divided into lanes perpendicularly, thereby constituting a more systematically thorough search from multiple

perspectives. A zone/quadrant search is

one in which the crime scene is divided into

four quadrants and searched using another

method, such as a strip or line search. In a

pie/wheel search, the crime scene is divided

into a large circle with numerous sectors,

and searched using another method, such

as a strip/line search. Practically speaking,

a strip/line or grid search is used most often

(Swanson, Chamelin, and Territo 2003).

Careful instruction of personnel, when

more than one officer is involved, is of the

utmost importance. When numerous individuals are involved in searching a crime

scene, it is imperative to delineate responsibilities to provide for a thorough, systematic search, but also to ensure that
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efforts are not duplicated. Additionally,

continuous coordination of tasks may

provide for effective and efficient completion of searches, regardless of how many

people are involved. Comprehensive instruction and coordination of crime scene

search efforts result in optimal conditions

for the identification and collection of evidence, which can ultimately lead to a successful prosecution.



Evidence Collection

The type of evidence officers look for will

typically be determined by the circumstances surrounding the crime. Physical

evidence may be visible and easily identified in some cases, and in other cases evidence may be invisible and only detected

using advanced technologies. While evidence is typically searched for at a crime

scene, evidence may also be found in other

places, such as on a suspect or victim, or at

a morgue or laboratory. Therefore, it is

extremely important to examine less obvious places and/or items that might contain

potential evidence, such as a vehicle or a

victim’s clothing (Saferstein 2004).

Physical evidence may be collected so

that it is not altered from the time it is

removed from the scene or other receptacle, until it is transferred to the crime laboratory. However, changes in the state of

the evidence may occur due to contamination, breakage, evaporation, scratching,

bending, or improper packaging. Also

critical to the evidence collection process

is the proper packaging of evidence, which

means that each item must be collected

and placed in a separate container to prevent damage and maintain the integrity of

the evidence (Saferstein 2004).

Although digital evidence is a form of

physical evidence and is commonplace in

many crime scenes today, the identification

and collection of digital evidence presents

unique challenges for law enforcement.

Digital evidence, or electronic evidence, is



‘‘any data stored or transmitted using a

computer that support or refute a theory

of how an offense occurred or that address

critical elements of the offense such as intent or alibi’’ (adapted from Chisum 1999,

as cited in Casey 2004). Digital data is the

binary numerical representation of information such as text, images, audio, or

video. Digital evidence is typically the product of crimes such as fraud, child pornography, and computer intrusions.

Even though digital evidence is prevalent today, many police organizations

have limited capabilities when it comes to

not only handling, but simply identifying

digital evidence. Particular challenges regarding digital evidence include but are

not limited to these: (1) Digital evidence is

difficult to handle, (2) digital evidence

represents only an abstraction or part of

what occurred during the criminal activity,

and (3) digital evidence is easily manipulated (Casey 2004). With technology

advancements occurring every day, it is

likely that handling digital evidence will

increasingly become a major part of crime

scenes in the future.

Another important consideration when

collecting evidence and subsequently

transferring it to the crime laboratory is

chain of custody, which means ‘‘continuity of possession’’ (Saferstein 2004, 45).

Practically speaking what this means is

that all personnel who have handled the

evidence must have maintained its integrity and provided no means through which

the evidence could have been altered.

When evidence is finally presented in

court, if the chain of custody cannot be

established, then the evidence will probably not be allowed to support the prosecution’s case.

Following identification and collection,

evidence is submitted to a crime laboratory

for analysis. Transferring of the evidence

may take place by personnel delivering the

evidence themselves or, in some cases,

transferring may occur by mail or other

means of shipment. Regardless of the

method of transferring the evidence to
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the crime laboratory, the chain of custody

must be maintained throughout the

process.

Crime scene searches and evidence collection constitute a vital part of the duties

of law enforcement. Strict adherence to policy and procedure, as well as thoughtfulness

and common sense, contribute significantly

to not only a successful prosecution, but

also to the effectiveness and efficiency of

police operations.

KATHRYN E. SCARBOROUGH

See also Computer Crimes; Computer Forensics; Constitutional Rights: Search and

Seizure; Criminal Investigation; Forensic

Evidence; Forensic Investigations
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CRIME, SERIOUS

Serious crime is a term that shows up

everywhere today: in the news, political

speeches, radio and television talk shows,
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policy white papers, courses at universities,

movies, music, magazines, and so forth.

Oddly, despite the prevalence of the term,

its meaning is far from clear. For example,

many would argue that only so-called

street crime—murder, assault, rape, robbery, burglary, larceny-theft, auto theft,

and arson—is serious crime. Others would

contend that polluting streams and rivers

with dangerous chemicals by major corporations is serious crime. Still others

would include organized crime and belonging to various types of criminal syndicates

or gangs under the umbrella of serious

crime. Some would include computer hacking as serious crime. And, of course, no

post-9/11 discussion of serious crime can

ignore terrorism (see Siegel 2004, 354–64).

The fact of the matter is that the problem of

fully defining ‘‘serious crime’’ is itself a very

knotty problem and could easily occupy a

full volume (see, for example, Henry and

Lanier 1988, 2001).

This article focuses on the traditional

definition, the ‘‘street crime’’ approach,

used by the majority of U.S. law enforcement agencies. Those agencies participate

in a national crime reporting system, the

FBI’s Uniform Crime Reporting System

(commonly known as ‘‘the UCR’’). Serious

crimes in the UCR include the following

violent and property crimes: murder and

non-negligent manslaughter, forcible rape,

robbery, aggravated assault, burglary,

larceny-theft, motor vehicle theft, and

arson. The first seven of these offenses

were originally chosen in 1929 during the

early development of the UCR because

they were considered ‘‘generally serious in

nature’’; arson was added to the list in 1970

(Bureau of Justice Statistics 2004; Maltz

1999, 4–15). These eight crimes are referred

to as index crimes or Part I offenses.



How Much Serious Crime Exists?

This seems like an easy question to answer, but it is not. Crime measurement,
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while certainly no ‘‘sexy’’ topic for most

people, lies at the heart of our thinking,

decision making, and policies regarding

serious crime. Listening to contemporary

politicians, talk show hosts, police chiefs,

and other commentators on crime and

crime policy, one easily gets the impression that reliable and exact numbers/rates

of crime are readily known and available.

The appearance of certainty that some of

these spokespersons are able to generate is

quite impressive in terms of persuasive

skills. However, those skills aside, the unfortunate fact is that the data foundation

is not nearly as solid as some would have

us believe: Unhappily, in the case of serious crime, we only have a rough idea

about how much exists. What we do have

is a collection of indicators, each flawed in

its own ways and useful in others.

Four main measures of crime are in

common use by academic and government

researchers/policy analysts. These four

measures may be subclassified into two

broad categories: the first category includes

crime measurement based on government

data—specifically, law enforcement information—and the second category includes

crime measurement based on scientific sampling and survey research techniques. The

crime measurement based on government

agency data includes these two important

instances: (1) the Federal Bureau of Investigation’s Uniform Crime Reporting Program, representing nearly 18,000 law

enforcement agencies’ reports of crimes

known to police and (2) the FBI’s National

Incident-Based Reporting System, a modernized and more comprehensive but, as of

yet, not completely implemented version of

the UCR (cf. Bureau of Justice Statistics

2004; Lindgren 2001). The crime measurement based on scientifically based survey

information includes (1) the Bureau of Justice Statistics’ National Crime Victimization Survey (NCVS), a nationwide sample

of some forty-two thousand households

and about seventy-five thousand individuals begun in 1973; and (2) self-report

surveys of offending by various academic



research institutes (for example, Monitoring

the Future [Survey Research Center 2005]),

policy researchers, and others (Cantor and

Lynch 2000; Junger-Tas and Marshall

1999).

Current available information for the

UCR estimates a violent crime rate of

465.5 per 100,000 inhabitants in 2004.

That means that for every 100,000 people

living in the United States in 2004, about

465 cases of murder and non-negligent

manslaughter, forcible rape, robbery, and

aggravated assault were reported to the police. This rate was down slightly (–2.2%)

from the 2003 estimate. An important additional statistic provided by law enforcement data is the clearance rate, which

describes the level of reported crimes that

are resolved by arrest. For 2004, 46.3% of

the reported violent crimes were cleared by

arrest (Federal Bureau of Investigation

[FBI] 2005; see also web page ‘‘Offenses

Reported, Violent Crime’’). With respect

to property crime, in 2004, the UCR estimates a property crime rate of 3,517.1 or

about 7.6 times greater than the violent

rate. That is, about 3,517 cases of burglary,

larceny-theft, motor vehicle theft, and

arson were reported to the police for every

100,000 persons living in the United States

in 2004. The property crime rate was also

down slightly (–2.1%) from the 2003 estimate. The 2004 property crime clearance

rate was—at 16.5%—much lower than the

clearance rate for violent crime (FBI 2005).

The total volume of serious crime

measured by victimization surveys always

is considerably larger than that measured

by official agency statistics. This is not

surprising in view of the fact that many

crimes are never reported to the police for

a variety of reasons (for example, the belief that nothing can be done about it or

fear of retaliation by the offender). The

NCVS follows the UCR’s definition of

index crimes as closely as possible with

one important exception: Homicide is not

included in the victim surveys and thus

homicide is not included in the violent

victimization estimates provided by the
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NCVS. The 2003 National Crime Victimization Survey estimate of the level of victimization by personal crimes—defined as

both attempted and completed rape/sexual

assaults, robberies, and assaults—is 23.5

per 1,000 persons ages 12 and older. In

other words, based on interviews with a

representative sample of U.S. households

and persons, it is estimated that about

23 out of every 1,000 people ages 12 and

older were the victim of rape/sexual assault, robbery, or assault in 2003. For

property crimes—attempted and completed household burglaries, motor vehicle

thefts, and personal thefts—the rate is

161.1 per 1,000 persons ages 12 and older

(Catalano 2004, 3).

An important quality of the NCVS

enables crime victimization comparisons

between important subgroups of society.

For instance, in 2003, males were more

likely than females to be victims of robbery and assault (26.3 males per 1,000

persons ages 12 and older and 19.0

females). Also, black citizens are more

likely than white citizens to be victimized

by violent crime (29.1 blacks per 1,000

persons ages 12 and older and 21.5 for

whites) (Catalano 2004, 6). As one moves

upward through the household income

levels of Americans, NCVS data show

that the likelihood of violent victimization

diminishes. Specifically, those having less

than $7,500 annual household incomes are

about three times as likely as those having

greater than $75,000 annual household

incomes to be victimized by a violent criminal act; this inverse relationship generally

holds true for the intervening income categories as well (Catalano 2004, 6).

With respect to property crime, the

2003 NCVS estimates that property crime

is more likely in the Western region of the

United States (213.5 per 1,000 households)

and in an urban setting (215.8 per 1,000

households) and in rented households

(206.7 per 1,000 households) (Catalano

2004, 6). Once again, as one moves upward through the household income levels

of Americans, the likelihood of property
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victimization of the household diminishes,

though not as dramatically as for personal

victimization. Specifically, those households having less than $7,500 annual

incomes are about 1.1 times more likely

to be victimized by a property crime than

those households having an annual household income greater than $75,000; that

inverse relationship generally holds true

for the intervening income categories as

well (Catalano 2004, 6).



What Are the Trends in Serious

Crime?

Main data sources demonstrate a general

decline, beginning around 1993, in three

categories of serious crime (including

homicide): total violent crime, victimizations reported to the police, and crimes

recorded by the police (Bureau of Justice

Statistics 2002a, slide 1). Furthermore, the

NCVS reports declining household victimization rates since the early 1970s (Bureau

of Justice Statistics 2002a, slide 2).

With respect specifically to homicide

and personal violence, while regrettably

the United States remains atop the industrial nations in terms of lethal violence

(that is, homicide and gun-related robberies), the levels of homicide and other

violence in the United States have generally declined through the 1990s; furthermore, the rates have remained relatively

stable in the early 2000s (Blumstein and

Wallman 2000, 1). After peaking in the

early 1980s and then again in the early

1990s, the homicide rates declined through

the 1990s to mid-1960s levels (Bureau

of Justice Statistics 2002b; U.S. Census

Bureau 2005). At its highest peak in 1991,

the U.S. homicide rate was at 10.1 per

100,000 population; by 2002 this rate has

been almost cut in half to 5.9 homicides

per 100,000 population (U.S. Census

Bureau 2005). Much effort has been

made to explain this drop in violence in

the United States. Respected analysts
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Alfred Blumstein and Joel Wallman (2000)

argue that no single cause accounts for this

drop; instead, a credible explanation should

incorporate a combination of factors including demographic factors, the decline of

crack cocaine markets, the rejection of

crack cocaine as the drug of choice by a

new generation of young people (see the

particularly interesting discussion in Johnson, Golub, and Dunlap 2000), aggressive

police tactics, the strength of the economy,

the growth of incarceration, and local and

federal efforts to control gun crime.



The Globalization of Serious Crime

We have focused on what is variously called

‘‘street crime’’ or ‘‘ordinary crime’’ or, for

some, ‘‘serious crime.’’ Most of the time,

when thinking of this kind of crime, we

formulate the discussion in terms of onecriminal-and-one-victim. However, a fact

that has become ever clearer in the twentyfirst century is the global interconnectedness

of many serious criminal acts. Dick Hobbs

(2000, 172) comments that ‘‘. . . [t]he political economy of contemporary crime links

street dealers with private armies in the

Far East, market traders in provincial cities

with sweat shops producing counterfeit designer clothing in Asia, and weekend cocaine, ecstasy, and amphetamine users with

rogue governments and men of marketable

violence all over the globe.’’ The topical

areas of international criminology or transnational crime are becoming more and more

popular in the academic disciplines of criminal justice and criminology. The reason

for this growing popularity is straightforward: Much serious crime is international

in a fundamental sense. Also, it is not unreasonable to expect that serious crime will

be increasingly examined from an international perspective as we move further

into the twenty-first century. As Hobbs has

made clear, a sale of cocaine on any ordinary street corner on any ordinary day in

any ordinary city is anything but simple,



and can only be fully understood as an action embedded in a broader and interconnected world.

CHRIS E. MARSHALL

See also National Crime Victimization

Survey (NCVS); Uniform Crime Reports
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Definitions

In general usage, serious violent crime

consists of the crimes of murder/nonnegligent manslaughter, rape, robbery, and

aggravated assault. Other behaviors have

been defined as serious violent crimes, including everything from terrorism to the

sale of drugs, but these are usually merely

different classifications of the four major

types just listed.

Murder and non-negligent manslaughter involve the criminal killing of a human

being. As reported in the Uniform Crime
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Reports (UCR), this category does not include attempted murder, nor does it include

noncriminal homicides, so self-defense, justifiable homicide, capital punishment, and

combat deaths do not fall under this category. The essential features defining murder

and non-negligent manslaughter are intent

and premeditation. When both intent and

premeditation are present, the homicide is

classified by the UCR as murder. When

there is intent to kill, or an awareness at

the point of attack that one’s actions could

have a lethal outcome, but no premeditation, the homicide is classified as non-negligent manslaughter. These distinctions are

standardized for these definitions through

the reporting standards of the UCR, and

the specific name of the crime varies by

jurisdiction, so that non-negligent manslaughter may be murder two, manslaughter, voluntary manslaughter, non-negligent

manslaughter, or any other name within a

particular state.

Rape, as defined in the Uniform Crime

Reports, is the carnal knowledge of a female forcibly and against her will. In this

UCR classification, as in all others except

murder, assaults are included. Because this

definition is based on the common law

definition of rape and is limited to females,

states have passed laws creating the category of sexual assault. Sexual assault

brings a broader range of sexual behaviors

under its umbrella, and covers male victims as well as female victims.

Robbery involves taking something

from someone by the use of force, the

threat of force, or putting the victim in

fear for themselves or another. While it

involves a theft, it is necessarily a confrontational crime and requires that the victim

and offender be in some direct contact. As

a consequence, although one may speak of

a bank being robbed late at night, or a

house being robbed when no one is

home, these do not constitute robbery

as legally defined and are not considered

serious violent crimes.

Aggravated assault is a personal attack

for the purpose of inflicting severe or
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aggravated bodily injury. Attempts to

cause this degree of injury are also included, so assaults that involve a weapon capable of causing this degree of injury, even

if the victim is not so injured, are regularly

included. Both aggravated assault and

murder involve an attack on another

with the potential for a lethal outcome.

The attacker seldom has the real ability

to control the degree of injury inflicted,

so that one of the primary distinctions

between these crimes is the lethality of

the weapon used. This fact has consequences for theories on these crimes and

for practical policies that have reduced the

incidence of violent crimes.



Rates and Rate Changes

Rates of specific violent crimes change annually, of course, so for the latest rate

information one must refer to the Uniform

Crime Reports or to the data available at

http://www.fbi.gove under Crime In the

United States. However, the rates of all

violent crimes displayed the same pattern

during the last half of the twentieth century. From 1950 to around 1965 the rate

for each of the violent crimes was stable.

Around 1965 the rates began a steady increase, which peaked between 1975 and

1980. The rates then showed little variation until around 1990, when they all

began to go down steadily. By 2000, murder had reached its 1965 level. Rape, robbery, and aggravated assault all showed

exactly the same pattern of increase, stability, and then decline, but never returned

fully to their 1965 levels and remain closer

to rates found in the 1970s.

This pattern is important because it

reflects some of the major features that

we believe contribute to violent crime.

Chief among these are changes in demographic factors (primarily age composition), and changes in policy and social

conditions that have an impact on violent

crime. The pattern of these changes also



supports the idea based on medical models

of disease transmission that violence is

somehow ‘‘contagious’’ within a community. As rates of violent crime increase,

they develop their own inertia, and will

continue to increase because of that inertia

until some other factors intervene to bring

a change in the direction of the rates

(Loftin 1986; Jones and Jones 2000). If

this is true, it suggests that early intervention as violent crimes begin to increase

may be critical in preventing their longterm increase.



Major Features of Violent Crime

Every crime is unique, but overall the

offenders and victims in violent serious

crimes have some significant features in

common. Two factors stand out: age and

gender. Statistically speaking, violent

crime is a young man’s game. Consistently,

more than 80% of all violent offenders are

male. Also with notable consistency, more

than 40% of those arrested for violent

crimes are under the age of twenty-five

(44.3% in 2003).

Minority groups also tend to have

higher rates of violent crime, and one of

the major debates in research and theory

on violent crime concerns the roles that

race, the structure of poverty, and the culture of the South play in violence. Since

the 1930s researchers have reached very

different, and often contradictory, answers

on whether racial and ethnic differences in

violent crime are reflections of differing

poverty rates among racial and ethnic

groups in the United States, or whether

those differences reflect a cultural difference in the tolerance or acceptance of violence within the South and populations

with Southern origins in other parts of

the United States. (Hawley and Messner

[1987] provide the best general review of

this argument.) Quite simply, there is no

definitive answer on this even today, and

one has to go to the research and reach an
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individual conclusion based on reading of

that work.

Significant debate also surrounds the

role of firearms, and whether either their

presence or the nature of the laws regarding them contribute to an increase or a

decrease in violent crime. Both sides of

the debate, however, agree that firearms

are lethal weapons that change the nature

of an interpersonal conflict, whether in the

hands of the offender or of the potential

victim. Although aggravated assault and

murder are sibling crimes in that they involve very similar sets of offenders and

victims in very similar situations, they are

vastly different in weapon involvement,

with more than 65% of all murders, but

only about a third of aggravated assaults,

involving a firearm.

Understanding these characteristics,

and how they play out in differing types

of violent crimes, provides us with clues as

to how to explain and then to reduce violent crime.



Theory and Policy Impacts on

Serious Violent Crime

The goal of research, theory, and policy

is either to prevent or to reduce the

harm produced by violent crime. History

teaches us that attempting to prevent all

violent crime is an unrealistic goal. The

more pragmatic approach is to try to figure out ways to reduce the level of violent

crime, or to reduce the harm or damage

following from violent crime.

There are a multitude of theories

attempting to explain violent criminal behavior on biological, psychological, or sociological frameworks. (Englander [1997]

provides a good basic overview.) However,

at least one approach, called routine activities theory, does not concern itself with the

origin of the violent behavior, but pragmatically considers the structures in which

violence is more likely to occur (Cohen

and Felson 1979). This theory suggests
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that violent crime occurs because of the

convergence in the same place and at the

same time of people with the motivation to

commit the crime, suitable victims, and the

absence of capable guardians to prevent the

crime. Basic police work attempts to place

suitable guardians in the right places at the

right times, and to remove motivated offenders from the picture. However, there are

other ways to prevent this convergence of

all the wrong factors. The principle of target hardening in burglary or robbery, for

example, reflects this approach by reducing

the ‘‘suitability’’ of victims (see Wright and

Decker 1994, 1997). And anything that

keeps offenders and potential victims

apart in space or in time, that makes targets

less suitable, that places capable guardians

in the picture, or that reduces the motivation of offenders can have an impact.

The Boston Gun Project is one example

of a program that attempts to change the

dynamic of motivation, offenders, and

structure, in this case by focusing on the

role of firearms in increasing the seriousness of violent crimes (Braga et al. 2001).

The goal was not to prevent all violent

crimes, but rather to form a workable policy to reduce the harm following from

levels of violent crime by reducing the use

of firearms among problematic groups in

the city, and the attempt seems to have

paid positive dividends.

In devising policies to reduce the level

of violent crime, it helps to remember that

violent crime is only one outcome in a

situation that could have had a number

of other results. Whether those involved

in any situation are male or female, young

or old, whether they are armed, whether

they are drunk, and so on, all change the

odds that a situation may result in violence. Obviously, whether the individuals

are male or female, young or old, cannot

be changed, but police practices that

change the probability that one or both

of these people will be armed, that they

will be drunk, or that they will have no

other outlet to settle their dispute can have

an impact (White et al. 2003). As a result,
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policies and practices that address the significant features that increase the probability of violent outcomes can be effective

in reducing the occurrence of serious violent crime at every level from political

decisions to street level policing.

DERRAL CHEATWOOD

See also Attitudes toward the Police: Overview; Capital Crimes and Capital Punishment; Crime Control Strategies: Gun

Control; Crime, Serious; Domestic (or Intimate Partner) Violence and the Police;

Firearms: Guns and the Gun Culture;

Homicide and Its Investigation; Homicide:

Unsolved; Offender Profiling; Responding

to School Violence; Robbery; School

Violence; Serial Murder; Uniform Crime

Reports
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Crimestoppers is a program that is

designed to utilize citizens in the criminal

justice process. The role of the citizen is to

contribute to the capture of felony offenders who have escaped the law. Citizens

can help the police solve a crime in various

ways. When the police do not have any

clues as to who committed the act, information that citizens provide can be the key

to solving the crime. Citizens can also help

officers recapture those individuals who

fled after becoming known to the police.

The key premise of the Crimestoppers

programs is that in exchange for information that leads to the arrest and conviction

of an offender, the person that volunteered the information receives a cash reward (Dempsey and Forst 2005, 215).

According to the Crimestoppers USA

website, there are three impediments to officers obtaining information on offenders,

the nature of the crime, and witnesses to

the crime: (1) the fear that if a citizen

comes forward with information about a

crime or criminal, there will be some form

of retaliation or reprisal; (2) a general sense

of apathy or lack of concern on the part of

the citizens; and (3) an aversion or reluctance, of the community, to get involved in

the issue of crime (Crimestoppers USA

2005). Crimestoppers programs around

the world have taken several steps to overcome these problems. One is to ensure that

tips given to the program are anonymous.

To accomplish this goal, Crimestoppers

programs provide telephone hotlines that

anyone can call and leave a tip on without

giving his or her name. Providing cash

rewards to individuals for information is

another method of increasing public participation in criminal justice (Crimestoppers

USA 2005). The premise behind providing

cash rewards is that people are more likely
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to become involved with the criminal justice

system if they are getting something in return. (This, of course, would require forgoing anonymity.)

The stated mission of Crimestoppers is

‘‘to develop Crimestoppers as an effective

crime-solving organization throughout the

world, with the primary objective of this

tri-partite organization of the community,

media and law enforcement being ‘Working Together to Solve Crime’’’ (M. Cooper, personal communication, October 10,

2005). There are three elements of every

Crimestoppers program that help to ensure the mission of this agency is accomplished: the community, the media, and

law enforcement personnel. The role of

the community in Crimestoppers programs is the involvement of citizens who

‘‘are responsible for forming a Crimestoppers non-profit corporation, whose directors establish policy, determine amount

and method of reward payments, work

closely with the police and the media and

generally oversee the program’’ (Crimestoppers USA 2005). Without the community, Crimestopper programs cannot be

effective because the members of the community are responsible for raising money

and volunteering their time. The role of

the media in the continued success of

Crimestoppers programs is to provide information about the goals, objectives, methodology, and phone numbers to the public

(Crimestoppers USA 2005). The media

also contribute by relaying to the public

which offenders are under investigation

through newspapers and television programs. The job of law enforcement personnel is the investigation of tips and the arrest

of suspects.

Currently, about 1,200 Crimestopper

programs are in existence in twenty

countries including the United States,

Australia, and the United Kingdom (Worldwide importance of Crimestoppers 2005).

Although there are many different Crimestoppers programs around the world, Crimestoppers International, Inc., is the central

agency that encompasses all programs. The
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main goal of Crimestoppers International,

Inc., is the creation of programs around

the world, and they provide training, support, publications, and useful information

to established programs as well as to those

communities that are interested in starting

a Crimestoppers program of their own

(What is Crimestoppers International?).

Tips from citizens have led to the capture of many fugitives. As of October 2005,

about 1,142,717 cases have been solved internationally, and citizens have helped in

the arrest of 611,807 felons (Worldwide importance of Crimestoppers 2005). In terms

of property and drugs, Crimestoppers

programs have succeeded in the recovery

of an estimated $1,543,997,725 in property

and $5,640,370,838 in drugs seizures

(Worldwide importance of Crimestoppers

2005). The total amount of money received

from drugs and property recovery was

$7,184,368,563. Crimestoppers program

have paid an estimated $68,556,831 in reward money to those individuals who gave

information that helped lead police to the

arrest and capture of felons (Worldwide

importance of Crimestoppers 2005). The

statistics reported on Crimestoppers programs ‘‘show an average conviction rate of

95% and tips to Crimestoppers save law

enforcement agencies thousands of dollars

in investigation time’’ (Worldwide importance of Crimestoppers 2005). This indicates that once citizens become involved

with helping the police solve crime through

reporting tips, the rate of solving that crime

increases. This means that police officers

must indeed rely on the help of the community to solve some crimes.

Crimestoppers programs are very effective, and there are many benefits of having

Crimestoppers programs throughout the

world. Some of these benefits include (1)

making the community aware of the crime

problems within their area, (2) helping

citizens in the fight against crime, and (3)

ensuring that the community, law enforcement officers, and the media work together to solve crime (The tri-partite

concept 2005).
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Although no recent study could be located on the effectiveness of Crimestopper

programs today, some studies evaluated

these programs in the past. According to

Challinger (2004, 9), three studies, in addition to the current one that the author was

conducting, evaluated Crimestoppers programs. The three evaluations were conducted by the United States in 1987, the

United Kingdom in 2001, and Canada in

1989. These past studies found it hard to

evaluate the true effectiveness of Crimestopper programs because of the nature of

the program itself. Because these programs are based on anonymity, there is

no way to collect data on informants and

how they obtained their information

about the crime or the criminal suspect

(Challinger 2004, 9). Most Crimestoppers

programs only evaluate the number of

cases that are solved by the police based

on tips and the amount of property seized,

and this is not a true measure of effectiveness because it is not known if the police

would have solved the case eventually

without the help of the informant (Challinger 2004, 9). The true effectiveness of

Crimestopper programs might not ever be

fully evaluated as long the program is

based on anonymous tips.

TINA L. LEE

See also Crime Prevention; Criminal Investigation
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CRIMINAL CAREERS

The term criminal career describes an individual’s total involvement in criminal activity, from the point of onset, through

continuation, ending at the last incident of

criminal activity. Specifically, a criminal career charts an individual’s long-term

sequences and patterns of criminal behaviors. Instead of focusing on aggregate

crime rates, the criminal career perspective

explores the causes of criminal behavior by

placing emphasis on individuals and individual long-term patterns of offending

(Blumstein et al. 1986). This perspective is

an important framework within which the

life-course perspective can be studied with

regard to crime. While life-course perspectives are concerned with the duration,

timing, and ordering of transition events

and their effects on long-term social development and trajectories (Sampson and

Laub 1992), the criminal career perspective

focuses on the origins, continuation, and

cessation of an individual’s criminal activity. Although the criminal career perspective is interested in the causes and patterns

of criminality, another goal central to this

perspective is to aid in developing crime

control policies that would focus on

interrupting or altering criminal careers

(Blumstein and Cohen 1987).

There are four main components to the

criminal career paradigm: participation,

frequency, seriousness, and career length.

The first two, participation and frequency,

are considered the primary components.

Participation separates those who have

offended from those who have not. In

other words, this component operates as a

filter, making the necessary distinction between those individuals who engage in

crime from those individuals who do not

(Blumstein et al. 1986). The point at which

the criminal career begins is referred to as
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the age of onset. The end of the criminal

career is generally called desistance. Research on the participation component of

criminal careers has shown that males have

higher participation rates than females, that

blacks have higher participation rates than

whites, and that the probability of onset is

strongest between the ages of thirteen and

eighteen (Piquero, Farrington, and Blumstein 2003). Once the subset of criminally

active individuals has been identified, the

other components of the criminal career

perspective can be utilized to characterize

the offender population.

Among those who have criminal careers, there is variation in the intensity of

offending. Therefore, the second component, frequency (represented by the

Greek letter lambda, l), indicates the rate

of criminal activity for an active offender.

It is measured by the number of criminal

offenses committed during a specified

period of time (Blumstein et al. 1986).

Often, it is measured as the number of

crimes committed during a one-year period

per individual offender. This dimension of

the criminal career is often considered to

be the most significant of the four components, and research on criminal careers has

identified notable variation in individual

offender frequencies. While some criminal

careers are marked by low frequencies of

offending, other individuals have high frequency rates. Criminal career research has

indicated a relationship between age of

onset and offending frequency, with individuals exhibiting an earlier at age first

offense having higher offending frequencies. In terms of gender, research on frequency has indicated that, among active

offenders, frequency rates are similar for

males and females (Piquero, Farrington,

and Blumstein 2003).

The third component, seriousness,

describes the severity of offenses. This element of the criminal career perspective

refers to the severity of the criminal act

committed, as well as the patterns and

sequences of seriousness from one offense
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to another (Blumstein et al. 1986). In other

words, this dimension focuses on whether,

during an individual’s criminal career,

criminal acts escalate in severity, deescalate in severity, or are intermixed and

display no apparent patterns. Within this

element, there is also a concern about crime

type and crime specialization. The term

generalist refers to offenders who commit

a variety of crimes, while the term specialist

refers to offenders who tend to repeat and

engage in the same type of offense (Benson

2002). Research in this area of the criminal

career perspective has found that while

there exists some small tendency to specialize in a small range of crimes, most offenders display generality in their offenses. The

research has also indicated differences in

crime type specialization among adults

and juveniles, with adult offenders being

more likely to specialize than juvenile offenders (Piquero, Farrington, and Blumstein

2003).

The fourth and final component of the

criminal career is career length, which

describes how long the offender is actively

committing crimes. This dimension is

measured as the time between age of

onset and desistance (Vold, Bernard, and

Snipes 2002). Criminal career lengths can

vary to a large extent. For one-time offenders, the duration of the career is short,

whereas for chronic offenders the duration

of the criminal career is much longer

(Blumstein et al. 1986). The research on

this dimension has suggested that most

criminal careers are brief, and begin and

end during the teenage and late teenage

years. For a smaller number of individuals,

however, career lengths are longer and can

continue through the adult years (Piquero,

Farrington, and Blumstein 2003).

The criminal career perspective is guided

and shaped by two pieces of criminological

knowledge. The first is the largely accepted

aggregate age–crime relationship. This relationship was first observed in the 1800s,

and describes crime rates as reaching their

peak during the late adolescent years and
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subsequently declining with age. Although

this finding is accepted at the aggregate

level, the interpretation is at the center

of criminological debate (Piquero and

Mazerolle 2001). While certain scholars

view the decline in the aggregate age–

crime curve as the result of active offenders

experiencing declining offending rates with

time, the criminal career perspective holds

that this does not necessarily have to be the

case. According to the criminal career paradigm, the decline in the aggregate age–crime

relationship may also be the result of a

change in participation rates. As individuals

age, the numbers of criminally active offenders declines, but those who continue to

offend, offend at high or stable frequencies

(Vold, Bernard, and Snipes 2002).

Second, and also guiding the criminal

career perspective, is the knowledge that a

small percentage of offenders is responsible

for the majority of crime. This piece of

information was first identified in a seminal

birth cohort study by Wolfgang, Figlio, and

Sellin (1972). Similar findings have emerged

in many other longitudinal studies that utilize different samples from different cohorts

and contexts (Piquero, Farrington, and

Blumstein 2003). On this score, the criminal

career perspective directs focus to identifying the chronic offenders who are accountable for the largest proportion of crime, and

to use this information in order to develop

crime control policies (Blumstein and

Cohen 1987). These chronic offenders are

often referred to as career criminals, but

terms such as habitual offenders and persistent offenders are also used (Svensson

2002). Several public policy implications

stem from the combination of these two

pieces of criminological knowledge.



Policy Implications

The criminal career framework identifies

three crime control policies. The first is

deterrence, which is a prevention strategy.

The goal of deterrence is to dissuade



nonoffenders from becoming offenders in

the first place. The second crime control

strategy is modification. The goal of this

strategy is to reduce offending among active offenders by modifying their current

behaviors. The third crime control strategy is incapacitation. The criminal career

perspective has given incapacitation the

greatest amount of consideration and attention. The goal is to separate active

offenders from general society, normally

through incarceration, during the duration of the criminal career.

Incapacitation efforts can be either

general or selective. In other words, collectively incapacitating all offenders, or

selectively incapacitating chronic offenders (Blumstein et al. 1986; Piquero,

Farrington, and Blumstein 2003). Selective

incapacitation, in theory, would identify

and confine those offenders who commit a

high frequency of more serious offenses.

According to Blumstein and Cohen (1987),

this method of crime control could reduce

‘‘wasted’’ sentencing on offenders who

would desist from crime naturally and end

their criminal careers. Instead, selective

incapacitation would target ‘‘career criminals,’’ those offenders who have longer

and more active criminal careers. Unfortunately, it has been difficult to identify

prospective career criminals.



Unresolved Issues

There are a number of unresolved issues in

the criminal career literature. Five of them

are highlighted here. First, due to lack of

longitudinal data, there exists very little

information on patterns of participation,

frequency, and desistance past the third

decade of life. To obtain true estimates of

desistance, lengthier data collection efforts

are required. Second, because much of

the early data collection efforts in criminology employed samples of white male

offenders, there exists no long-term information on patterns of offending across sex
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and race. Third, much of the information

about criminal careers comes from official

records (arrests and convictions). Selfreported information obtained from individuals over the life course is necessary.

Fourth, the effect of incapacitation policies shows that offenders are oftentimes

incarcerated for lengthy periods when

they would otherwise likely not offend. A

review of current sentencing policies

appears relevant. Finally, very little information on the nature of criminal careers

exists in a cross-national context. Future

studies should attempt to document the

natural history of offending using data

from around the world.

ZENTA GOMEZ-SMITH and

ALEX R. PIQUERO

See also Crime Control Strategies; Criminology
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CRIMINAL HISTORY

INFORMATION

Criminal history information (CHI) is

defined as ‘‘a record, or system for maintaining records, that includes individual

identifiers and that describes an individual’s arrests and subsequent dispositions’’

(Search Group Inc. 2001, 3). Records

generally reflect arrests and subsequent

processing for the most serious of crimes

including serious misdemeanors and felonies. Criminal history records include a

variety of information about personal

characteristics of individuals, and characteristics of criminal events for which individuals were arrested.

Individual personal identifiers include

name, address, date of birth, Social security

number (SSN), sex, race, and other physical

characteristics such as hair color, eye color,

height, weight, scars, marks, and tattoos.

Other personal information such as place

of employment and automobile registration

is included in some situations. There has

been an emphasis on also including biometric identifiers such as fingerprints. The completeness of biometric identifiers varies by

state. The most recent statistics indicate

that approximately thirty-seven states include fingerprint support for 100% of criminal history records (Barton 2003, 3).

Records also include characteristics of

criminal incidents for which individuals

were arrested including date, type of offense, and court disposition. Disposition

information generally refers to final disposition such as a police decision to drop all

charges, prosecutorial decision not to

prosecute, or trial court disposition such

as ‘‘guilty’’ or ‘‘not guilty.’’ In 2001 more

than sixty-four million criminal history

records were maintained in state systems

(Bureau of Justice Statistics [BJS] 2003, 3).

It is important to note that not all states

include juvenile records as part of adult

criminal history records due to increased

privacy protections over juvenile criminal

records. One of the categorical exceptions

relates to crimes involving juveniles who
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are charged in adult courts. Although

juveniles still maintain increased levels of

privacy compared to their adult counterparts, there is an increased tendency

among states and the federal government

to relax such standards.



Creating Criminal History Records

A number of agencies throughout the

criminal justice system are responsible for

the generation, collection, maintenance,

and dissemination of criminal history information. Police agencies complete arrest

reports as part of booking processes,

which include demographics, personal

descriptors, and arrest charges. In addition, arrestees are typically fingerprinted

when charged with felonies or serious misdemeanors. The collected data along with

captured fingerprints are subsequently forwarded to state central repositories once

the booking process is completed. A state

central repository is either a law enforcement or criminal justice agency within

state government that has been charged

with the responsibility of collecting, maintaining, and disseminating criminal history information. Today all fifty states

plus the District of Columbia and Puerto

Rico have central repositories (Search

Group Inc. 2001, 23). Additional data elements are subsequently updated to arrest

records by prosecutors, courts, and correctional facilities as cases progress through

the criminal justice system.



criminal history information in a number

of key decisions such as bail, pretrial release, trial decisions, and sentencing. Prosecutors rely heavily on criminal history

throughout a case whether or not to impose

enhanced charging or charge a person as a

habitual or career criminal. Correctional

institutions use criminal history to complete

presentencing reports. In addition, corrections consider criminal history information

when making classification decisions.

Criminal history information is also

used to determine an individual’s eligibility

to purchase firearms or possess a license

to carry firearms. Provisions in both state

and federal legislation place restrictions

on individuals previously convicted of certain offenses (primarily felonies) from purchasing or possessing firearms. In 2001,

nearly eight million background checks

were conducted to verify a person’s eligibility to purchase firearms (Bureau of Justice Statistics 2003, 3).

Increasingly, criminal history information is also used by employers for screening applicants who work in occupations

that have access to sensitive information

or are responsible for the care of vulnerable populations such as children, the elderly, or populations with disabilities. Some

returning convicts may even be restricted

from reentering professions in which they

were employed before incarceration. Surprisingly, nearly all states go so far as to

restrict individuals with serious criminal

histories from employment as barbers

and beauticians even though many correctional facilities provide this type of training (Petersilia 2003).



What Are the Uses of CHI?

Criminal history information is a critical

decision-making tool used by both criminal

justice and non–criminal justice agencies

alike. Criminal history information is used

by law enforcement during investigations as

well as in the field when assessing the potential risk a person may present based on a

past criminal history. The courts utilize



Initiatives to Improve the Quality of

the Information and Its Utility

Given the importance of criminal history

information to the criminal justice community, a number of initiatives have been dedicated to improving the completeness,

accuracy, and timeliness of criminal history
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information. In 1995, the U.S. Department

of Justice’s Bureau of Justice Statistics

(BJS) initiated the National Criminal History Improvement Program (NCHIP).

Under this program, all states have been

the ‘‘recipient of direct funds and technical

assistance to improve the quality, timeliness, and immediate accessibility of criminal history and related records’’ (see BJS

2003, 1).

As a direct result of NCHIP, a number

of significant accomplishments have been

realized. These accomplishments include

increased state participation in the Interstate Identification Index, increased record

automation, increased record completeness, increased state participation in the

FBI’s Integrated Automated Fingerprint

Identification System (IAFIS), increased

submissions by states to the National Protection Order File, the development of sex

offender registries, participation of all fifty

states plus Guam, District of Columbia,

and the Virgin Islands in the National Sex

Offender Registry, and support of nearly

eight million background checks annually

for firearms purchases (BJS 2005).



Future Issues

Federal and state governments have

worked earnestly during the past two decades to improve criminal history records

systems. Improvement of these systems is

critical to the criminal justice community

and public alike. The need for timely and

accurate data is particularly important in

the wake of national security concerns

related to terrorism.

The future of criminal history information lies in two core areas. The first relates

to issues of data quality. More specifically,

it is imperative for the criminal justice system to work to ensure criminal history

records are timely, accurate, and complete.

Tremendous efforts have been made in

recent years to reduce administrative backlogs and rectify technical problems that
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hinder such quality. The NCHIP has

been an effort directed solely at these problems.

The second major issue that needs to be

addressed in the upcoming years relates to

levels of automation and accessibility of

data. Criminal history data must be electronically stored and easily accessible by

local as well as other agencies. The FBI,

for example, has implemented the Interstate Identification Index in order to serve

as a national repository of criminal history

records to improve the level of interstate

sharing of criminal history information.

Such initiatives hold the potential for

dramatically improving the usefulness of

such information.

TRACY A. VARANO and SEAN P. VARANO

See also Computer Technology; Criminal

Investigation; Fingerprinting; Information

within Police Agencies; Terrorism: Police

Functions Associated with
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CRIMINAL INFORMANTS

The acquisition and organization of legally reliable evidence is the essence of the

criminal investigation process. Evidence
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is usually obtained through the use of one

or more of the three I’s of investigation:

interviewing, instrumentation, and information. Information provides direction

to investigation. Information about a crime

may be obtained from many sources. However, people motivated by the desire to

improve the community usually have only

limited knowledge of crime. Investigators

must often turn to another, more questionable source of information: the criminal

informant.

American law enforcement agencies

have long made use of informants. In the

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries,

detectives concentrated on identifying suspects and set about building a case from

testimony of witnesses and confessions, or

from actually catching offenders in the act

(Lane 1967; Richardson 1970).

In time, investigators began to concentrate less on suspects and more on crimes.

The shift away from suspects came because

investigators began to view the collection of

physical evidence as the most essential part

of their job. However, an interest in the use

of informants has reemerged. A major conclusion from a study of investigation methods suggested a need for both patrol

officers and investigators to make greater

use of informants (Eck 1983).



Using an Informant’s Information

The concept of probable cause is at the

heart of American law enforcement. Of

particular importance is the hearsay

method for establishing probable cause

most commonly used by officers relying

on informants.

In Aguilar v. Texas, the Supreme Court

created what became known as the twopronged test for establishing probable

cause on hearsay evidence. This test required that two things be done: (1) that

the credibility of the informant be established, and (2) the reliability of the informant’s information also be established.



The establishment of an informant’s

credibility was usually satisfied in one of

two ways. First, if the informant made

statements that led to prosecution this

was generally considered proof of an

informant’s reliability. This technique is

particularly valuable when using informants for the first time.

Multiple use of an informant establishes a ‘‘track record,’’ the second means

used to demonstrate an informant’s credibility. A police officer preparing an affidavit for a warrant can cite the track record

as proof that the informant has provided

accurate information leading to a specified

number of arrests and convictions.

Demonstrating the reliability of an informant’s information, the second prong of

the test, is most commonly accomplished

by stating the informant’s direct knowledge of the facts.

In Spinelli v. United States, the Supreme Court approved the technique of

corroboration as a means to establish

probable cause. Under this concept, the

Court suggested that facts, when combined in sufficient number, could establish

probable cause. Thus, traditional investigative techniques such as surveillance, record checks, and neighborhood canvasses

could be of value in obtaining warrants.

In 1983, the Supreme Court handed

down a decision that impacted the use of

informants. In Illinois v. Gates, the Court

established a totality of the circumstances

test to determine the existence of probable

cause. In Gates, a police officer received an

anonymous letter so detailed that a judge

felt the information contained in the letter

was adequate to establish probable cause

and issued a search warrant. At no point in

the letter did the informant identify himself or provide information as to his credibility, from the perspective of Aguilar. The

judge inferred the informant’s credibility

from the detailed information provided in

the letter. The Court had eliminated the

‘‘first prong’’ of the two-pronged test,

that of establishing credibility of the informant. Presently, the techniques set forth in
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Aguilar, Spinelli, and Gates affect use of an

informant’s information.



Protecting an Informant’s Identity

Investigators must make every effort to

protect informants. The reasons are obvious: No one can be expected to provide

information if it leads to his or her injury,

death, or ostracism. Two cases have established principles that determine circumstances under which courts can compel

disclosure of an informant’s identity. In a

1957 case, Roviaro v. United States, the

Supreme Court held that when an informant is a material witness in a case, such

as a participant, his or her identity must

be revealed to the defendant. This requirement stems from the Sixth Amendment,

the right of a criminal defendant to confront his accusers. Thus, if an informant

is actually making drug buys, for example,

this activity must be undertaken with the

informant aware that he or she might have

to testify in court. In a later decision, however, the Supreme Court held that where

an informant, whose reliability has already

been established, only provides information that establishes probable cause, the

informant’s identity need not be disclosed

(McCray v. Illinois).

In some states, the identity of an informant may be protected as a privileged

communication between police officer

and informant. Where that privilege exists,

a police officer may refuse to disclose the

identity of an informant who has only

provided information leading to probable

cause. In those states where privilege does

not exist, an informant’s identity may be

treated as a matter of relevancy. A prosecutor may argue that as long as the informant is not a material witness, revealing

his or her identity is not relevant. The trial

judge will then make an in camera determination on the need to reveal the informant’s identity.
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Problems Related to the Use of

Informants

By its very nature, the use of informants

requires secrecy. The potential for abuse

is therefore enormous. One of the most

complex problems concerns to whom

informants should provide information.

Should they provide it only to specified

police officers who will then have exclusive

use of the information or should the informants’ names and their information be

maintained in a master informant file?

Proponents of individual control argue

that informants are developed on a personal basis. A working relationship, based

on a degree of trust, facilitates the flow of

information. Once the relationship has

been altered by inclusion of the informant’s

name in a master file, the informant’s fear

of exposure may hinder the acquisition of

any further information. Another argument is that once the informant’s identity

is known to others it may become impossible to protect his or her identity, despite the

most stringent security measures.

Arguments in support of centralized

control hold that centralization reduces

the potential for corruption either by police

or informants. Administrative review may

serve as a check on police officers engaging

in corrupt and illegal acts. Centralization

also makes an informant’s information

available to other investigators.

Use of informants also presents problems vis-a`-vis the system as a whole. The

American criminal justice system is rooted

in the concepts of accountability and punishment; that is, persons are to receive

their just desserts for violating the law.

The ‘‘buy–bust–flip’’ procedure by

which informants are developed reduces

the certainty of being held accountable

for violating the law. The ‘‘buy–bust–flip’’

technique of developing informants is

well documented (Jacobson 1981; Wilson

1978). In its simplest form, the technique

involves hand-to-hand purchases of drugs:
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the buy. The buy results in an immediate

arrest, the bust. The arrestee is then given

an unpleasant choice: going to prison or

becoming an informant (the flip). While it

could be argued that being compelled to

perform in the sometimes risky role of informant is a form of punishment, it is

equally likely that the person will feel it to

be the more attractive option. But the

threat of punishment cannot be effective

as a deterrent unless it is certain. As long

as law violators believe that an avenue of

escape as an informant exists, there can be

no certainty of punishment.

Another problem of informant use

relates to the selection of a target. Investigations tend to focus on individuals and

activities already known to the informant,

not necessarily on the most serious offenders. Allocation of resources should be

made only after careful sifting of all available information, rather than on only the

idiosyncratic knowledge of an informant.

The decision to investigate someone is also

tied to the amount of ‘‘buy money’’ available. For example, if an agency’s resources

are limited, purchases will be small. The

larger the budget, the larger the prize.

Eventually, however, the prize becomes

too expensive and the person making the

last transaction becomes the target. Thus,

money, not criminal activity, determines

who is prosecuted.



access must be tightly controlled. The policy must state that neither the agency’s administration nor its individual members will

allow informants to commit crimes, and

those who do will be prosecuted. Officers

must be prohibited from offering immunity

without review by the prosecuting attorney.

Informants must be briefed on entrapment

laws and warned that they cannot present

themselves as sworn or nonsworn employees of the agency. Finally, the commission

emphasizes the need for special efforts to

protect juvenile informants.



Conclusion

The use of criminal informants is an essential aspect of criminal investigations. It is

also an area in which the potential for

abuse is enormous. An understanding of

the issues associated with informant use

and a policy regulating the use of informants can reduce the possibility of informant misuse. The solution, however, lies

not in the creation of rigid policies, but

in the continual reevaluation of the goals

of the police and the extent to which

those goals are appropriate in a democratic society.

MICHAEL F. BROWN

See also Detective Work/Culture; Sting

Tactics; Undercover Investigations
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CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION

Criminal investigation is defined as ‘‘a reconstruction of a past event,’’ through

which police personnel solve crimes

(Osterberg and Ward 2004, 5). Detectives

or other investigative personnel take numerous factors into consideration when

reconstructing a case in order to determine

who committed the crime and under what

circumstances the crime was committed.

Personnel who perform criminal investigations must have certain characteristics and

abilities in order to do the job successfully.

Great care is taken in selecting those who

perform criminal investigations.

Very broadly, the objectives of the criminal investigation process are (1) to establish that a crime was actually committed,

(2) to identify and apprehend the suspect(s),

(3) to recover stolen property, and (4) to

assist in the prosecution of the person(s)

charged with the crime (Swanson et al.

2006, 50).

The three major functions performed at

the crime scene as part of the investigative process are overall coordination of the

scene, technical services, and investigative services (Swanson et al. 2006). Most

crime scenes require someone who coordinates the crime scene, due to the numerous

responsibilities involved in the process. This

person is ultimately responsible for everything that goes on at the crime scene. Technical services are performed by crime
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laboratory personnel, civilian evidence technicians, or sworn law enforcement personnel who are responsible for collecting and

processing evidence. Investigative services

include gathering information from people,

including victims, witnesses, or other people

who were in the vicinity of the criminal activity, but may not have necessarily known

that.

Various factors affect the criminal investigation process. The more significant

factors include the size of the organization,

type of the organization, geographical location of the organization, and the philosophy of the organization. Most agencies

are affected by more than one of these

factors simultaneously, in varying degrees.

The size of the organization may affect the

resources of the organization, thereby dictating how many personnel might be allocated to perform criminal investigation

duties. In larger organizations, there

tends to be more specialization of duties,

which means that there is a great likelihood that criminal investigation might

consist of an entire unit. In contrast, in

smaller organizations, which constitute

roughly 90% of local police organizations,

the likelihood that criminal investigation

will comprise an entire unit is minimal.

In small organizations, it is not unusual

for all personnel to perform criminal investigations. In the larger, more specialized

organizations, it is unusual for several personnel to be involved in the criminal investigation process.

The type of organization affects the

criminal investigation process as a result

of its mission. For example, local organizations are more likely to perform all general

criminal investigations, whereas federal

organizations have a narrower focus, such

as the Drug Enforcement Administration,

which focuses primarily on drug investigation and interdiction.

The geographical location of the organization can also affect the type of criminal

investigations that the agency performs.

Agencies that have coastal borders would

be more than likely to have a greater
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number of crimes that involve the coastline

or water. In other states, in the Midwest for

example, crimes involving farming and agriculture would be more prevalent.

The philosophy of the organization may

also affect the criminal investigation process, both in formal and informal ways.

Policies will dictate some of the investigation process and could be additionally affected by the internal and external politics

of the community. Informally, if the administration lets its desires be known with

respect to types of investigations to pursue,

this could also have an effect on the criminal investigation process.



to taking further action, the responding officer must identify and control the crime

scene, followed by issuing a ‘‘be-on-thelookout’’ order as needed. In most organizations, even the smaller ones, an officer will

be joined by additional personnel to help

identify and gather evidence. Finally, an

offense report must be completed documenting the circumstances of the criminal

activity, which is basically the reconstruction of events, as stated previously. The offense report serves as the foundational basis

for further follow-up of the investigation.



Follow-Up Investigation



Phases of Criminal Investigation

The criminal investigation process consists of two primary phases: the preliminary investigation and the follow-up

investigation.

Preliminary Investigation

The steps of the preliminary investigation

are (1) receipt of information, initial response, and officer safety procedures; (2)

emergency care; (3) secure and control

persons at the scene; (4) issue a be-onthe-lookout; (5) evidence procedures generally; and (6) the incident/offense report

(Swanson et al. 2006, 53–58).

Information typically originates with the

victim or a witness to a police dispatcher

and then to whomever is responding to the

call, which is usually a uniformed patrol

officer. Regardless of the size of the organization, a uniformed patrol officer usually

makes the initial response. At the scene, if

an organization has a criminal investigation unit, it is determined whether or not

to turn the case over to a detective. The

initial response will vary based on the type

of case, and officer safety is paramount

regardless of the type of call. Emergency

care for anyone at the scene, including the

suspect, is a primary consideration. Prior



Procedures vary from organization to organization regarding whether or not to continue the preliminary investigation with a

follow-up investigation, which is the secondary information gathering phase following the preliminary investigation and

prior to the closing of the case (Swanson

et al. 2006). Typically the larger the organization, the more elaborate the process is for

determining whether or not to proceed with

a follow-up. Some organizations use solvability factors to determine whether or not

to pursue a case. Solvability factors use a

system of weighting in which values are

assigned to certain case characteristics.

The total of the weights have to meet a

certain numerical value, or threshold, in

order for the case to be pursued. Examples

of case characteristics that are considered

include, but are not limited to, the naming

of a suspect, the presence of physical evidence, whether or not there are any witnesses, and whether or not the crime fits

an established modus operandi (MO)

(Swanson et al. 2006).

As with the preliminary investigation,

certain steps must be adhered to during the

follow-up investigation: (1) further examination of physical evidence, (2) neighborhood and vehicle canvasses, (3) checking

pertinent databases, and (4) interviewing victims and witnesses (Swanson et al.

2006).
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Further examination is typically performed at a crime lab unless the organization is large enough to have its own lab.

Neighborhood and vehicle canvasses provide detectives the opportunity to gather

information from people in proximity to

where the event occurred. Oftentimes, citizens provide useful information to police

without even knowing that the information is related to a crime. Numerous databases are available to police personnel for

the follow-up investigation. The National

Crime Information Center (NCIC), which

is maintained by the Federal Bureau of

Investigation, is one of the most comprehensive sources of information. The NCIC

database includes information such as a

stolen vehicle file, a stolen gun file, a

wanted persons file, and a terrorist file.



Research

Oftentimes, research will be conducted to

evaluate the effectiveness of certain procedures or practices in order to improve the

work that is being evaluated. The most

significant work examining the process of

criminal investigation was the RAND

study by Greenwood, Chaiken, and Petersilia (1975). This study found that 80% of

serious crime cases were never solved, and

of those that were solved, most of the

cases were solved because of information

gathered from witnesses and patrol officers rather than because of detectives

or forensic science. Greenwood and colleagues also found that physical evidence

was often collected at crime scenes, but

most of it was never analyzed and it was

rare for physical evidence to lead the police to a suspect.

Following the RAND study, Eck

(1983) and the Police Executive Research

Forum (PERF) came to similar conclusions. Eck examined robberies and burglaries in three jurisdictions. He found that

follow-up work performed by detectives

contributed to solving some cases. Use of
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physical evidence, though, while readily

available, was still limited. The detective

activities that contributed the most to

crime solving were searching for additional witnesses, contacting informants,

talking to other officers, and using police

records—not using physical evidence or

forensic science. Consequently, it appears

that gathering information from people

appears to be more valuable than using

physical evidence recovered at a crime

scene.



Processing the Crime Scene

Processing the crime scene should follow

routine protocol under most circumstances. Following a systematic process

provides for the likelihood of the most

thorough collection of evidence at the

scene. Comprehensive crime scene processing consists of the following components:

(1) developing a plan of action, (2) note

taking, (3) crime scene search, (4) crime

scene photography, (5) sketching the

crime scene, and (6) collection of evidence

(Fisher 2004).

The plan of action will vary from crime to

crime, but it is important to do an initial

assessment of the scene to ensure that all

aspects of the crime are covered. Note taking should be done throughout the entire

process. These notes may be used in court

by both the prosecution and the defense.

The crime scene search should cover the

entire area within the crime scene boundaries, but also should take into consideration the areas surrounding the crime

scene. Although it is ideal to control the

entire crime scene, evidence might leave the

crime scene as personnel go in and out of it.

So, it is wise to search whatever is within

reasonable proximity to the crime scene.

Photographing the crime scene with

multiple views of relevant items is necessary. Photographs provide visuals of

objects in their original states and also

aid in demonstrating size, with the use of
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measuring tools that are also present in

the photographs. Sketching the crime

scene as it appears upon the first responder’s arrival is imperative because objects

or even people may be moved during the

course of processing the scene. Typically a

rough sketch is done at the crime scene

and a final sketch, usually for use in

court, is done after the scene is processed

and sometimes with technological aids for

computer-aided drawing.

Finally, collecting and packaging evidence must be done. This is tedious work

that requires strict adherence to policies

and procedures in order to not damage

the evidence. Criminalistics, the science

dealing with the interpretation of physical

evidence, is used frequently when trying to

solve crimes. Some form of physical evidence is always present at a crime scene

whether it is visible to the naked eye or

not. The examination of the crime scene

for physical evidence often constitutes a

major part of the tasks that must be performed by various personnel.



Physical Evidence

One of the most important considerations

regarding physical evidence is that every

crime scene has to be treated individually,

with its own particular history and challenges. So those who collect evidence at the

crime scene must have a very broad knowledge base when it comes to not only how

to collect evidence, but also how evidence

is processed at a crime scene (Saferstein

2004).

The examination of physical evidence is

undertaken for two reasons: identification

or comparison. Identification provides a

substance’s chemical or physical identity;

comparison is the process through which

it is determined whether or not two

or more objects have a common origin

(Saferstein 2004).

The following is a list of common types

of physical evidence found at crime scenes.



Although this list is comprehensive, it is not

exhaustive. Common physical evidence

includes blood, semen and saliva, documents, drugs, explosives, fibers, fingerprints, firearms and ammunition, glass,

hair, impressions, organs and physiological

fluids, paint, petroleum products, plastic

bags, plastic, rubber and other polymers,

powder residues, serial numbers, soil and

minerals, tool marks, vehicle lights, and

wood and other vegetative matter. Those

who collect evidence must be familiar with

the many different types of processing and

packaging associated with the previous

types of evidence.



Digital Evidence

With current technological advances,

crimes nowadays are often committed

with the use of technology. In these cases,

in addition to physical evidence as identified earlier, digital evidence is left at crime

scenes, ready to be collected. Digital evidence is ‘‘any data stored or transmitted

using a computer that supports or refutes

a theory of how an offense occurred or that

address critical elements of the offense such

as intent or alibi’’ (Casey 2004, 12). Unlike

traditional physical evidence, police are not

as familiar with digital evidence and often

overlook it at the crime scene, or sometimes

are aware of its existence but are unable to

process it due to insufficient knowledge and

lack of training. As was with the case of

DNA, police must become more familiar

with digital evidence in order to successfully

solve crimes of the future.



Conclusion

Criminal investigation is a complex and

tedious process that requires a certain

knowledge base, skills, and attention to detail. This process is perhaps the single most

important action performed by police
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because it starts the action of a case in the

entire criminal justice system. Criminal investigation varies from agency to agency

based on numerous factors. Regardless of

the variation, each case must be treated

individually while simultaneously adhering

to consistent standard policies and procedures in order to facilitate the solving of

crimes and improvement of the quality of

life in contemporary society.

KATHRYN E. SCARBOROUGH

See also Case Screening and Case Management for Investigations; Clearance Rates

and Criminal Investigations; Computer
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Definition

The study of crime and criminals is the

province of the field of criminology. As

the late Edwin Sutherland wrote in his
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classic work Principles of Criminology

(1939, 1): ‘‘Criminology is the body of

knowledge regarding crime as a social

phenomenon. It includes within its scope

the processes of making laws, of breaking

laws, and of reacting toward the breaking

of laws.’’ Although Sutherland’s definition

of criminology is commonly accepted and

widely quoted, it is not quite accurate because it declares that the study of crime is

solely focused on social factors. In fact,

the study of crime by criminologists has

encompassed several fields of knowledge

that are not primarily social in nature.

It is also necessary to add that criminology has been generally defined as the

scientific study of crime and criminals.

Thus, not all those who comment on

crime and criminals (such as forensic

experts, lawyers, judges, and those who

work in the criminal justice system) are

criminologists. This distinction of a scientific approach to the subject is, however,

not as simple as it seems. There are scholars who consider themselves criminologists and yet do not embrace a scientific

method of study. Instead, they generally

practice a methodology that studies crime

and criminals from a dynamic, historical

perspective. Further, these scholars usually focus on the ‘‘making of laws’’ and

‘‘reaction to the breaking of laws’’ rather

than on the actual behavior of the lawbreaker.

As a final note on the definition of

criminology, the terms crime and criminal

are not as clear as they might seem. Much

debate has surrounded what constitutes

crime and criminals. Some have argued

that the definition of crime is fully a legal

matter; that is, if something is prohibited

by law it is then and only then a crime.

Others answer that because the laws are

not really concerned with behavior itself, a

legal definition does not provide a clearcut focus for behavioral distinctions. The

act of taking a life, for example, is not

necessarily murder because states perform

executions and nations go to war. They

suggest that a social definition more
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tuned to deviance, in all of its forms, is a

better approach. Yet other scholars point

out that if a crime or deviant act is not

noticed, then for all intents and purposes

the act might as well not have occurred

and the individual involved is not deemed

criminal or deviant. Thus, the legal or social definitions of crime and criminals capture only those acts and persons to whom

we react. This problem makes it quite difficult to talk of criminals and ‘‘noncriminals’’ and obscures the subject matter of

the field.



Disciplinary Focus

Criminology is generally understood to be

an offspring of the discipline of sociology.

While this is arguably the case, such a

statement slights both the history of criminology and the various disciplines that

comprise the breadth of the field. At one

time or another, the disciplines of philosophy, history, anthropology, psychology,

psychiatry, medicine, biology, genetics,

endocrinology, neurochemistry, political

science, economics, social work, jurisprudence, geography, urban planning, architecture, and statistics have all played

prominent roles in the development of

criminological theory and research. Since

the 1930s, however, sociology departments

have been the primary source of academic

training for most criminologists and there

have been very few free-standing academic

departments of criminology in the United

States. Nevertheless, in spite of this sociological focus, it should be recognized that

criminology is characterized by a relative

integration of materials from several disciplines. The advent and rise, through the last

four decades, of the multidisciplinary field

of criminal justice has challenged sociology

as the training ground for criminology.

Within the general discipline of criminology lie several interest areas. In their

more general forms they are allied with

such fields as philosophy of law, sociology



of law, sociology of deviance, penology/

corrections, police science, administration,

and demography. It is possible, then, to

identify oneself as a criminologist and yet

spend an entire career working within a

relatively small area of the field, such as

policing.



The Development of Criminology

Criminology, as a generic form of study

relating to crime and criminals, can be

traced far back into history. It is only recently, however, that a systematic study

developed. Perhaps the best estimate of

the ‘‘birth’’ of criminology lies with the

rise of the European Classical Period in

the eighteenth century. The real thrust of

the period was not so much the study of the

criminal, but the system of justice itself.

With relatively capricious and arbitrary

law in effect, the writers of the day criticized

the system of justice and proposed massive

reform. Referred to as the Classical School

of criminology, the ideas of these reformers

became the basis for today’s criminal law

and justice systems, and originated the

modern concept of deterrence.

In the nineteenth century the study of

crime and criminals began in earnest.

Scholars began mapping the distribution

of crimes in what were the first real studies

using so-called social statistics. Other

scholars engaged in the study of head

shapes and produced some of the first scientific studies of criminals. The generally

accepted beginning of scientific criminology, however, occurred in the 1870s with

the work of an Italian physician, Cesare

Lombroso.

Drawing on the positive science methods

of the day (thus the generic name ‘‘the Positive School’’), Lombroso’s work on the

relationship between physical features, personality, and criminals led to theories of a

‘‘born’’ criminal and spurred both genetic

and hereditary studies. It was during this

period that the term criminology itself came

into popular usage. Followed by others,
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this work was extended into the arena of

social and environmental factors. With the

rise of sociology as a discipline in the 1890s,

scientific criminology expanded under a

number of fronts.

The first two decades of the twentieth

century saw an assortment of criminological explanations rise, most notably the social varieties, the emotional/psychoanalytic,

and the combined product of then-new intelligence testing and heredity research. By

the 1920s, sociological studies were in full

swing and the Sociology Department of the

University of Chicago began to dominate

criminology. The major explanations of

criminality became tied to the transmission

of values from one person to another, especially in areas that were culturally different

and socially disorganized. In addition, statistical studies that placed crime and delinquency in particular areas of the city

became popular.

By the 1940s criminology had become

concerned with the effect of social conditions on people in general and began an

examination of the relationship among social structure, social class, and crime.

Commonly known as ‘‘structural functionalist’’ theories, their focus was on differing rates of criminality or delinquency

among groups of people in society. This

approach held sway until the 1960s, when

criminology, along with the rest of society,

became concerned with civil rights and

liberal political issues. The focus shifted

away from the criminal and toward the

way in which the criminal justice system

reacted to and processed people.

Following the federal government’s crusade and ‘‘war’’ against crime during the

late 1960s and early 1970s, which culminated with the creation of the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA;

now the National Institute of Justice), criminology became much more concerned with

studying the criminal justice system itself.

Under the aegis of LEAA funding, criminologists examined the operation of the police, the courts, and correctional systems

with an eye to evaluating their effectiveness.
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Where the criminal was concerned, explanations of behavior favored an assumption

that people made rational choices and that

crime was simply a rational choice decision.



Relationship between Criminology and

Police Science

Along with the rise of academic criminology in the United States came the field

of police science. Actually, police science

departments preceded criminology departments in the colleges and universities.

While often difficult to distinguish from

each other, police science departments

usually focus more on the technical aspects

of policing: administration, management,

crime analysis, and the ‘‘doing’’ of law

enforcement. Criminology, when it deals

with the police province, more often uses

a ‘‘system in action’’ focus. Thus, criminological approaches to the problem of

policing are apt to be sociological in nature

and to focus on informal structures and

relationships.



Contributions of Criminology to

Police Work

Because it is difficult to separate early

criminology from early police science,

one may argue that some of the first scientific contributions could have come from

either source. Nonetheless, a review of the

first three decades of the Journal of Criminal Law and Criminology suggests that

much of contemporary policing was developed from research of the early twentieth

century. Articles include training, personnel selection, psychological testing, use of

technology, fingerprinting, and so forth.

Obviously, too, the various techniques of

crime analysis have their origins in early

work on crime statistics and geographic

mapping.

During the 1960s and 1970s the criminological work of Egon Bittner, Albert
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Reiss, Jerome Skolnick, and Peter Manning found its way into police training and

community relations work. Similarly, the

work of political scientist James Q. Wilson, who some view as a criminologist,

had an effect on police administration

practices. The products of civil disobedience research and victimization studies

changed police selection processes and created an emphasis on education.

George Kelling and colleagues’ Kansas

City Preventive Patrol Experiment caused

police departments nationwide to restructure their patrol procedures. Several

response time studies suggested that immediate response to all citizen calls was not

necessary and that response time was not

as critical to making an arrest as was

thought. Lawrence Sherman and Richard

Berk’s research on response to spousal

assault calls (Minneapolis Domestic Violence Experiment) led to changes in response and arrest policies for disturbance

calls. Studies by RAND Corporation and

the Police Executive Research Foundation

on detective work and crime solving

resulted in patrol officers being given

more responsibility in the investigative

process and in new ways to screen cases.

A criminological theory, the routine activities approach, precipitated a new analytical approach to locating crime, known as

hot spots. Finally, Herman Goldstein’s

work on problem-oriented policing influenced many police departments to give

up traditional policing for variations on

community policing. This latter influence

gained momentum from Wilson and Kelling’s ‘‘broken-windows’’ essay and is now

the dominant approach to policing.

In short, criminology is not focused on

the police by any means, but it has had a

profound effect, which ranges from the

Classical School’s reform of criminal justice operation and philosophy to the techniques and crime control styles in use by

police departments today. Indeed, of all

the components of today’s criminal justice

system, it is the police who rely most

heavily on criminological research to



make substantial changes in basic structure and methods of operating.
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CRITICAL INCIDENTS

Until the mid-1990s most studies of stress in

law enforcement focused exclusively on

post-shooting trauma. Kureczka (1996)

identified a number of other traumatic

events, collectively known as critical stress

incidents. His definition encompasses any

event that has a stressful impact sufficient

to overwhelm the usually effective coping

skills of an individual. Among the events

listed are a line-of-duty death or serious

injury of a coworker, a police suicide, an

officer-involved shooting in a combat situation, a life-threatening assault on an officer, a death or serious injury caused by an

officer, an incident involving multiple

deaths, a traumatic death of a child, a barricaded suspect/hostage situation, a highly

profiled media event, or any other incident

that appears critical or questionable.

According to Kureczka, the definition of

a critical incident must remain fluid because

what affects one officer might not affect

another. This particular assumption is extremely valid for the expanded definition of

critical incident stress (CIS), which will be

presented in the next section of this article.

In 1980, the American Psychiatric Association formally recognized the existence of

a disorder, similar to what was frequently

referred by the military as ‘‘battle fatigue,’’

that became known as post-traumatic

stress disorder (PTSD). Symptoms of the

disorder include intrusive recollections, excessive stress arousal, withdrawal, numbing, and depression. Pierson (1989) claims

that critical stress affects up to 87% of all

emergency service workers at least once

in their careers. Critical incident stress

manifests itself physically, cognitively, and

emotionally.

Walker (1990) provides a slightly different definition of a critical incident and

describes it as ‘‘. . . any crisis situation
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that causes emergency personnel, family

members, or bystanders to respond with

immediate or delayed stress-altered physical, mental, emotional, psychological, or

social coping mechanisms.’’ She recognizes the need for critical incident stress

debriefing procedures, using Mitchell’s

(1983) process, which includes the elements of factual description of the event,

emotional ventilation, and identification

of stress response symptoms.



Stress Management Training as a

Function of an Ill-Defined Problem

The approaches to the CIS, as defined earlier, are among the prevalent definitions of

the problem, and the stress management

training modules, devised by and for various law enforcement training academies,

rely heavily on those definitions. Finn

and Esselman Tomz (1997) published a

thorough manual about developing law

enforcement stress programs; however,

this publication seems to ‘‘suffer’’ from a

similar disease—the multiple and intangible definitions. The overreliance on fluid

and elusive terms on one hand, and on an

infinite host of traditional traumatic events

(such as shootings, deaths, injuries) on the

other, provides for a misguided approach

to training.

The problems enveloped in the CIS are ill

defined and inadequate. First, one cannot

devise an effective training module if one

cannot define—and define precisely—what

it is that you would like your recruits to

be trained in, against, for, and so on. Undoubtedly there are a number of good definitions, offered by the researchers; however,

those definitions cover only a small percentage of the problematic issues involved in a

critical stress incident. If, as the researchers

claim, the definition must remain fluid, since

what constitutes a critical incident for one

officer might not affect another, then the

only rational conclusion is that we must

abandon stress management training since
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we are targeting only a very small percentage of our audience.

It is extremely difficult to identify with

certain situations that are supposed to

generate feelings and emotions, when one

cannot generate those feelings and emotions if the situations presented are not

relevant to one’s emotional buildup. The

theoretical depiction of the events, in a

given training environment, no matter

how realistic and potent, remains theoretical for a significant segment of the audience. The examples, mentioned by the

researchers, such as the death of your

partner, death of a child, traumatic

media event, and so on, remain in the

sphere of ‘‘unreal,’’ since the training is

offered to the recruits who still do not

have a partner, most of them do not have

a child, and they cannot possibly envision

the power and influence of the media on

their daily performance. When stress management training is offered only to the

officers who are already on the force,

then the new recruits enter the workforce

exposed to the dangers of being affected

by CIS and having no coping mechanism

whatsoever, nor the ability to recognize

the danger (Haberfeld 2002).



Redefining CIS: ‘‘It’s a Cop Thing;

You Wouldn’t Understand’’

The new, and expanded, definition of critical incident stress offered in this article is

based on the assumption that police officers, en masse, join law enforcement agencies to serve and protect the public from the

so-called bad guys. These sentiments

were adequately defined by researchers.

Crank (1998) believes that police see themselves as representatives of a higher morality embodied in a blend of American

traditionalism, patriotism, and religion.

According to Sykes (1986), as moral agents,

police view themselves as guardians whose

responsibility is not simply to make arrests

but to roust out society’s troublemakers.



They perceive themselves to be a superior

class (Hunt and Magenau 1993), or as people on the side of angels, the sense of ‘‘us

versus them’’ that develops between cops

and the outside world forges a bond between cops whose strength is fabled

(Bouza 1990). Police believe themselves to

be a distinct occupational group, apart

from society (Van Maanen 1974). This belief stems from their perception that their

relationship with the public, with brass, and

with the courts is less than friendly, sometimes adversarial. As outsiders, officers

tend to develop a ‘‘we–them’’ attitude, in

which the enemy of the police tends to shift

from the criminal element to the general

public (Sherman 1982).

‘‘To serve and protect’’ entails, at least in

an officer’s mind, to deliver justice. In other

words the ‘‘good guys’’ (the police officers)

are here to enable ‘‘us’’ (members of the

society) to live in a civilized manner, protected, or at least being under constitutional

certainty entitled to the protection, from

the ‘‘bad guys.’’ This profound, sometimes

taken for granted, subconscious belief

enables ‘‘us’’ to function on a daily basis,

without looking over our shoulders for

predators and enemies. This sense of security is almost built into our civilized systems;

we ‘‘know’’ that around us there is this invisible fence of protection provided by law

enforcement officers. Of course, sometimes,

we do experience some erosion in the sense

of this built-in security, predominantly

when we are involved in an incident, from

which we emerge injured physically, psychologically, or both, since there was nobody out there to protect us, on an

immediate basis. This sense of insecurity

could be extremely traumatic, for the rest

of the person’s life, and frequently one cannot regain the ‘‘built-in’’ feeling of security.

Police officers, despite serving as protectors from evil and messengers of justice,

no matter how symbolic, have the same

‘‘built-in’’ need for security and justice,

even though they are supposed to provide

these needs for themselves. They are fully

prepared, at least mentally to do so;
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however, very frequently, as opposed to a

citizen, they face the reality of danger and

injustice. From these assumptions, a new

and expanded definition for CIS is presented as follows:

A critical stress incident can be generated by any situation /encounter with a

citizen, peer, organization, or others,

from which a police officer emerges with

a feeling/perception that ‘‘justice has not

been served’’ for him and or the others.

The sense of being on the ‘‘right side,’’ on

the ‘‘side of the angels,’’ crumbles when the

officer realizes that, although he or she is

expected to provide justice for others (again

in a symbolic way by serving and protecting

the ‘‘good citizens’’ from the ‘‘bad ones’’),

there is no justice for him or her. The ‘‘builtin’’ mechanism that produces the faulty,

but effective, sense of safety and security

disintegrates, the sense of ‘‘fairness’’ disappears, leaving a residue of fear and cynicism, a proven formula for stress.



Future Recommendations

Crank (1998) asserts that danger is a

poorly understood phenomenon of police

work. Police officers believe that their

work is dangerous, although they perceive

it in a different way than the one depicted

by the media. It is not necessarily the actual danger but rather the potential for

danger. The reality is that anything could

happen on the streets.

A counseling session, therapy, a peer

support group, or any other environment

that contains a potential ‘‘stigma’’ for

being weak and fearful is usually and rather

routinely met with complete resentment on

the part of law enforcement officers. They

spend their days and night preparing to

deal with danger, to protect others and

themselves; a sign of weakness (which can

be associated with any reaching out for

help—whether external or internal) will immediately decrease an officer’s perceived
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ability to face danger in a boisterous and

forceful way. The officers who are willing to

admit that they need the offered ‘‘support’’

inadvertently admit their weakness; they

are stigmatized not so much in the eyes of

the others but first and foremost in their

own view and perception. This is the reason

why counseling and support sessions, in the

format offered today, are not as effective as

they might have been had they been

approached from a different angle.

Time must be set aside for all members

of a given agency to participate in meetings during which individuals will take

turns revealing their feelings of injustice.

Time should be provided for inputs from

other participants, as well as tips and tactics about how to deal with a given injustice in the future. Nobody should be

excluded from those meetings, or excused

for any reason. Even members who feel

that they have nothing to share with

others have to participate, the same way

as in any other mandatory meeting or activity, regardless of the enthusiasm or willingness. Only by securing the attendance

of the entire personnel of a given agency

will it be possible to get rid of the stigma,

the label, and provide for a productive and

preventive forum. Mandatory, in-service

stress management training for police personnel is no longer a luxury; it is a necessity in a law enforcement environment

that is more stressful than ever.

M. R. HABERFELD

See also Danger and Police Work; Psychological Fitness for Duty; Psychological

Standards; Psychology and the Police;

Stress and Police Work
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Any large gathering of people presents

special challenges to law enforcement

agencies regardless of the type of crowd

or its reasons for assembling. Problems

associated with crowds range from minor

acts of public disorder and vandalism

to large-scale riots. Understanding the

dynamics of crowds and crowd behaviors



is essential in formulating and implementing appropriate law enforcement responses.



Explanations of Crowd Behavior

Traditional crowd theory was originated

with the work of Gustave Le Bon (1885).

He believed that individuals in a crowd

lose their ‘‘conscious personality’’ and become enmeshed into the crowd mentality

and behavior. When this occurs, crowds

become irrational, impulsive, and destructive. Le Bon argued that there were three

stages to crowd behavior: (1) when people

lose their individuality and take on the

crowd mentality (submergence), (2) when

people seem to lose their ability to make

sound decisions and begin to follow others

in the crowd (contagion), and (3) when the

crowd ideas and emotions become unruly

and violent and then become group mentality (suggestion).

Self-categorization theory extends traditional crowd theory by attempting to understand the relationship of the individual

to the crowd along with the relationship of

the crowd to the individual (Turner 1987).

When identifying oneself in a crowd, individuals do not lose their conscious personality; they simply shift their values and

identity to that of the crowd. A person’s

social identity fluctuates depending of

their social context. For instance, a person

may think of themselves as a Boston Red

Sox fan while at a baseball game, a Democrat while voting in the national election,

and a Catholic while attending church. Selfcategorization theorists argue that there is a

shared collective understanding among

individuals in a crowd that drives the

crowd’s behavior. Moreover, crowd behavior is greatly influenced by the actions of

other groups or crowds with differing collective understandings (for example, the police or opposing political protest groups). A

key aspect of understanding crowd behavior is to include the role and behaviors of

other groups (Stott and Reicher 1998).
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Mob sociology is similar to traditional

crowd theory and is based on the belief

that any crowd can become lawbreaking

and violent (Schweingruber 2000). Crowds

become mobs when a significant event

occurs that causes ‘‘spiral stimulation’’

(Momboisse 1967). As the excitement or

tension created by the significant event

increases, individuals lose their selfconsciousness and respond to the influences

of the group. During this time strangers

within the crowd develop camaraderie

or shared bonds. The resulting unruly behavior is attributed to the crowd rather

than the individual, who has temporarily

lost the ability to make rational decisions

and has become an anonymous component

of the crowd.

Raymond Momboisse (1967) has identified four types of crowds: casual, conventional, expressive, and hostile or aggressive.

The casual crowd is defined as a large

gathering of people who happen to be at

the same place and have no type of organization or purpose (for example, crowded

city streets during rush hour). Conventional

crowds have a specific purpose but are not

organized (for example, spectators at sporting events or parades). Expressive crowds

also have a specific purpose but are not

organized. They differ from conventional

crowds because expressive crowds are participating in an expressive behavior, such as

singing or dancing. Hostile or aggressive

crowds lack formal organization but have

come together for a specific purpose (such

as political protests). Hostile or aggressive

crowds are the most unpredictable and raise

the most concern to law enforcement agencies because the individuals in these crowds

may already have destructive or unlawful

intentions prior to joining the crowd.



Crowd Control Goals and Law

Enforcement Responsibilities

As stated earlier, any crowd has the potential to become unruly and violent. Police
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responses to crowds and riots have been

developed from components of the previously discussed theories. Regardless of

the response, law enforcement agencies

dealing with crowd situations need to consider several goals and responsibilities

(California Commission on Peace Officer

Standards and Training 2003).

There are four overarching goals and

responsibilities of law enforcement agencies

when creating and implementing crowd

control policies and practices (these are

not listed in any priority). First, it is very

important that any response does not jeopardize the constitutional rights of anyone

involved, especially individuals in the

crowd. While it may be difficult for police

officers to allow protesters to express controversial or inflammatory beliefs, these

lawful activities are considered free speech

and are protected by the First Amendment

of the U.S. Constitution.

Second, another important goal and

responsibility is to protect life and property. This goal involves not only maintaining the safety of innocent bystanders

and their property, but also the lives of

those individuals participating in the

crowd. Police officers responding to aggressive crowds are placed in vicarious

situations because they are being asked to

protect the general citizenry from the rioters, and the rioters from other rioters, all

while using the least amount of force possible in order to minimize police-induced

injuries to the rioters.

Third, police agencies must develop

crowd control strategies that include the

protection of critical facilities in or near

the crowded areas. These critical facilities

include but are not limited to hospitals,

power and telecommunication companies,

police stations, chemical factories, and

government buildings.

Fourth, crowd control policies and procedures must maximize police officer safety. This goal includes supplying responding

police officers with the proper equipment,

establishing clear procedures for engaging

crowds and using force, maintaining
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constant communication with all officers

involved, deploying a sufficient number

of police officers to the area, and having

adequate medical and emergency services

personnel nearby.



Common Approaches to Crowd

Control



Given the nature of crowds, it is not

always possible to be proactive to individual events or have firm knowledge of

crowd activity. Therefore, it is necessary

to establish crowd control policies and

procedures that are also reactive. The primary reactive activities are:

.

.

.



Several different types of crowd control

and crowd management strategies can be

used depending on the type and behavior

of the crowd. In any case, the best approach is one that is well thought out,

includes various community stakeholder

agencies and groups (for example, prosecutors, town elected officials, emergency

services agencies, hospitals, social service

agencies, hospitals, local businesses, and

religious officials), and is proactive rather

than reactive.

Proactive strategies seek to understand

the type and behavior of the crowd, coordinate activities with community stakeholders, and establish procedures for

when and how to engage the crowd, if

necessary. Some of these activities include

the following:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.



Coordinate incident planning and

preparation

Host prearranged meetings with

group organizers

Coordinate preincident training

Conduct preincident community education

Designate public assembly areas

when reasonable

Separate opposing factions

Provide effective means of communication

Establish rules of conduct

Define illegal activity

Create a photo/video chronology of

events

Ensure on-the-scene incident command (California Commission on

Peace Officer Standards and Training 2003)



Establishing contact with the crowd

Implementing dispersal orders

Using force



Police tactics have often been seen as

the contributing factor in crowd aggression and hostility (Schweingruber 2000;

Stott and Reicher 1998). Therefore,

crowd control policies and procedures

need to explicitly state who is to establish

contact with the crowd and the format in

which this contact will take place, how

and when dispersal orders will be carried

out, and, most importantly, when and

what types of physical force will be used.

Physical force should be viewed as the

last viable option but one that must be

applied to minimize the likelihood of police officers needing to use deadly force.

Types of nondeadly physical force vary

but generally consist of nonlethal chemicals (for example, pepper spray, mace),

electrical control devices (for example,

tasers, stun guns), and less lethal options

(for example, bean bags, rubber bullets).

In using force for crowd control purposes,

the legal standard is based on reasonableness of the force used. That is, consider

whether the amount and type of force used

reflect the overall circumstances presented

to the law enforcement agency (California

Commission on Peace Officer Standards

and Training 2003).

The unpredictable nature of crowds

raises serious concerns of law enforcement

officials, elected officers, and the general

public. However, these concerns can be

greatly minimized with the creation of

proactive crowd management strategies

between law enforcement agencies and

community stakeholders, the establishment of detailed police policies and procedures regarding crowd engagement and
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use of force, and extensive training of law

enforcement personnel.

STEPHEN M. COX

See also Codes of Ethics; Conflict Management; Critical Incidents; Emergency Management and Planning; Excessive Force;

Liability and the Police; Nonlethal (or

Less-than-Lethal) Weapons: History; Nonlethal Weapons: Empirical Evidence; Order

Maintenance
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CYNICISM, POLICE

Police cynicism is a widely acknowledged,

little quantified property of the police subculture. It is a belief that the world—or at

least the criminal justice system—operates

according to rules that are opposite to its

publicly articulated principles. The concept summarizes an ingrained belief that

there is no altruism, everyone is out for

themselves at the expense of anyone who

gets in the way, and everyone lies—especially to the police.

It may be that police cynicism is little

different than any other form of occupational cynicism. On the surface, there is an

apparent relation between cynicism and
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‘‘burnout.’’ A cynical individual is jaded,

seemingly no longer devoted to professional ideals, simply ‘‘going through the

motions’’ and making judgments based

on an impaired, narrow interpretation of

the facts available. Citizens and policy

makers have real concerns that cynical

individuals will make erroneous decisions

that are life changing for citizens.

Most police officers enter the work with

idealism, however, and never really lose it.

There is reason to understand police cynicism as a pressure valve, something that

allows officers to deal with their frustrations through verbal outlets that are not

connected to their official actions. Another recognizable widespread trait of police culture, ‘‘gallows humor,’’ performs

the same function, and is only a step

away from the realm labeled ‘‘cynicism.’’

Police speak vividly and directly, and their

viewpoints are continuous sources of interest to social scientists and other observers,

who may misinterpret the relationship between verbal expressions and any actions

they may actually commit in their capacity

as officers. In modern systematic observations of police behavior, scholars have

noted a dissonance between the privately

held views police officers express toward

particular groups and the professional

manner with which the officers deal with

members of those groups in the field.

Contemporary police agencies are not

monolithic, but staffed with individuals

representing a wide range of backgrounds

and outlooks. Cynicism in such a setting

represents the voice of past experience at

one level, giving words to alternative interpretations that otherwise might be suppressed as ‘‘politically incorrect.’’ At the

same time, the cynic’s voice is but one of

many, leavened by (and a leaven for)

others with alternative views.



Early Research

The subject was first explored scientifically

by Arthur Niederhoffer (1967), using an
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instrument called the F-scale to examine

the tendency of police subculture to foster

cynicism and authoritarianism. His observation that ‘‘[a]s the cynic becomes increasingly pessimistic and misanthropic,

he finds it easier to reduce his commitment

to the social system and its values’’ (Niederhoffer 1976, 208 [1967]) is in accord

with the perceived alienation of the police

from society. Cynicism is ‘‘learned as part

of socialization into the police occupation,’’ which Niederhoffer identifies as

taking a full five years to complete (Niederhoffer 1976, 209 [1967]). Progressing

from benign, affected pseudo-cynicism in

the police academy through the resentment

and hostility of ‘‘aggressive cynicism’’

around the ten-year mark of an officer’s

career, cynicism becomes a resigned acceptance of the foibles of humanity and the

criminal justice system. Viewing cynicism

as ‘‘a mode of adaptation to frustration’’

(209), Niederhoffer noted other dimensions of variance as well, including position

and status within the organization, recognition and achievement factors, and socioeconomic background.

Cynicism is a hard-shelled attitude, one

of the by-products of the conditions in

which the police work. Much of Jerome

Skolnick’s concept of a ‘‘working personality’’ forged by constant potential danger,

a craft based on suspicion, and imposed

expectations of ‘‘efficiency’’ holds true

today, despite considerable gains in raising education levels and diversifying the

police force. Cynicism arises from similar

factors of suspicion, conflicting demands,

and unrealized expectations. The tension

between stated goals and observed factual

conditions—in public life and within police organizations themselves—produces a

belief that ‘‘the job ain’t on the level.’’

Police suspicions are based on more

than just potential danger: To do police

work is to deal constantly with liars.

‘‘Liars’’ are not just people who tell baldfaced untruths, but also people who shade

the truth to their advantage, omit important facts that might work against them,



provide false rationales for questionable

actions, deny accusations, and grudgingly

admit only to things that the police can

already prove. These behaviors are expected

when dealing with the criminal element,

but police officers encounter the same behaviors among respectable citizens. In response to a steady diet of lies, immersed in

a web of half-truths and indeterminate evidence, the police develop an operational

cynicism, the willing suspension of belief.

Police also endure periodic intrusion by

moral entrepreneurs who demand that the

police devote resources to a specific target

of choice, then move on to other pursuits

or different venues. Other sources of disdain are politicians, especially high-profile

ones whose positions shift with the winds

or the public opinion polls. The feet of

clay of these reputed leaders, and the periodic scandals that erupt in other echelons

of the justice system, are major sources of

cynicism. In politicized departments, the

phrase ‘‘the job ain’t on the level’’ summarizes officers’ disdain for processes

where connections and influence take precedence over merit.

The view also extends to those higher

up in the police hierarchy, those superiors

who—in the view of the line officer and

those who still think like line officers—

have ‘‘forgotten what it’s like to be a

cop.’’ An attitude heard in one form or

another in many police agencies around

the country denigrates the process of promotion: Line officers may scoff that a supervisor had been a failure when she or he

was on patrol, and that’s considered

grounds for promotion in this department.



Consequences of Cynicism

One of the outgrowths of a cynical outlook

is a tendency to look for the down side of

everything: Well-connected crooks will go

free despite overwhelming evidence, programs are launched only for political capital, funding will disappear, or whatever
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process is established will quickly be coopted and manipulated to the selfish advantage of a few, sometimes even by the

nominal targets the program is intended to

suppress. Cynicism is one of the major

obstacles to new initiatives or meaningful

reform of unethical or outdated practices.

(In this regard, police cynicism also

embodies a certain amount of irony:

There are a number of cases in which the

public has succeeded in establishing a police review board to deal with allegations

of police misconduct, and the police and

their supporters have rushed to try to

‘‘stack the deck’’ with police sympathizers,

but this is not subject to the same police

scrutiny as the motives of those who advocate for the board in the first place.)

In day-to-day encounters, visible cynicism can be damaging to police–community relations. If citizens detect subtle or

overt indicators that the police do not

believe them, they may interpret the cues

as products of bias or contempt. Individual and public support of the police can

be damaged, and valuable information

withheld.



The Sources of Cynicism

Unrealistic expectations on the part of the

police themselves may be a major contributor to the formation of cynicism. Despite

vigorous attempts to transform the occupation, most of line-level police culture

defines police work in terms of ‘‘law enforcement,’’ the detection, apprehension,

and successful prosecution of criminals.

That worldview subscribes to an intuitive

version of Herbert Packer’s ‘‘crime control’’ model, an assembly-line process of

justice wherein decision makers at each

stage rely on the judgment of the decision

maker at the prior stage. The police, as the

gatekeepers to the criminal justice system,

expect that supervisors, prosecutors, judges, and juries will accept and confirm the

officer’s original judgment. Whenever that
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expectation is thwarted, cynicism attributes the result to incompetence or corruption.

Such a view ignores (sometimes willfully) the other realities of the system.

Officers who recognize the primacy of the

presumption of innocence, strength of evidence, how well the police ‘‘make their

case’’ in the report, and the occasional

triage of cases demanded by prosecutors’

workloads are less vulnerable to developing cynical attitudes.

Similarly, police cynicism about new

programs also has a firm grounding in

reality, and a counterpart in the community outlook: ‘‘innovation fatigue.’’ Officers

who invested personally in new programs,

as well as those who took a wait-and-see

approach, have seen projects fail from lack

of resources, misguided political interference, or personnel changes. A pattern of

false starts creates an expectation that all

programs will suffer the same fate; therefore, there is no reason to invest in them.

The attitude is certainly not universal:

New ideas and new programs invariably

attract acolytes who see the possibility of

doing something good. Nevertheless, cynicism impedes agencies’ ability to obtain

the buy-in needed to expand a good project beyond its original champions.

Complaints about the department’s

promotional policy may have a variety of

sources. Not every negative assessment

of an agency’s practices is a product of

cynicism alone. Despite advances in professionalization, politicized departments

remain places where ‘‘who you know’’

determines career paths. There are departments that are poorly structured and managed, marked by cronyism or burdened

with a legacy of past mistakes.

Not every officer necessarily appreciates the demands of the upper or special

positions, and they may be unable to appreciate the judgments of those who make

promotion decisions. Complaining officers

may have an unrealistic view of their own

knowledge, skills, and abilities (KSAs)

for certain positions. Some foreign police
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prepare potential supervisors and others

with training courses prior to the promotional process, including training achievements in their promotability assessment.

American police tend to promote on standardized test scores (a marginal improvement over the seniority system that existed

before the modern reform era), and occasionally on performance in the previous

assignment. Critics of the process suggest

that it is not suited to selecting the best

candidates, or even those amenable to the

subsequent training.

To dismiss all criticisms as the whining

self-pity of no-hopers would be cynical in

itself. Promotions and desired assignments

are hard won in an occupation that has

few of the private sector’s reward opportunities. Disappointments and perceived

injustices may be more keenly felt, and

past errors magnified.



occupation and not others, or toward any

combination of aspects simultaneously.’’

Additional studies failed to validate the

F-scale on measurement grounds, yielding

only mixed results with modest effects and

low reliability (Regoli et al. 1987; Langworthy 1987). Niederhoffer’s original cohort has long since retired; recruitment,

management, and the sociolegal environment have all changed. Current research

has all but abandoned trying to validate

cynicism as a concept, in favor of examining the multiple factors affecting police job

satisfaction.

MICHAEL E. BUERGER

See also Accountability; Danger and Police

Work; Deviant Subcultures in Policing;

Knapp Commission; Media Images of Policing; Personnel Selection; Police Solidarity; Theories of Policing
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formation of ‘‘vigilance committees’’ that

were created to protect early settlers from

skirmishes with the native population

during the 1840s and through the incorporation of Dallas as a town in 1856

(Stowers 1983). Later in the nineteenth

century, the city adopted a formal charter,

and the Dallas Police Department came

under the control of the Texas governor,

who appointed the police chief through

the police commissioner. The DPD instituted formal uniforms and mounted

patrols during the 1880s. Similar to other

newly formalized police agencies during this

period, the department was understaffed

and overworked (Stowers 1983). By the

turn of the twentieth century, Dallas had

grown from a frontier outpost into a city

of 45,000 inhabitants, and the DPD had

expanded to serve the increasing needs of a

growing population. The department numbered forty-seven sworn officers by 1903,

and it instituted its first motorized patrol

units and had created a substation in the

city’s newly incorporated Oak Cliff section

by the end of the decade (Stowers 1983).

The 1920s and 1930s has been described

as a crucial period for law enforcement



The Dallas Police Department (DPD) is

one of the nation’s largest municipal police

forces, employing more than 2,900 sworn

officers and 550 civilians who collectively

serve as the primary law enforcement agency for the city of Dallas, Texas (population

1,188,580). The department originated

more than 120 years ago and is one of the

oldest law enforcement agencies in the

southwestern United States. The historical

development of the DPD into one of the

nation’s largest and most comprehensive

police agencies has paralleled the explosive

population growth that has occurred within the Dallas region, and the department

has incorporated many of the technological advances that have marked the history

of the law enforcement industry in the

United States during the course of the last

century (Fogelson 1977).



History of the Department

The origins of formalized policing in

the Dallas region can be traced to the
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agencies in general and the Dallas Police

Department in particular. Like many other

police agencies during this period, the

DPD struggled to control the growth of

organized crime and other criminal elements during prohibition by utilizing

many of the new technologies that had recently emerged. The department became

increasingly ‘‘professionalized,’’ with the

creation of training classes for new recruits,

a rudimentary radio dispatch system, and

the creation of a detective section and a

special traffic division to deal with the increasing presence of automobiles within

the city (Fogelson 1977; Stowers 1983).

The creation of the Texas Department

of Public Safety in 1932 led to a much

greater exchange of information among

Texas’s various police agencies, as well as

the expanded use of fingerprint files and

ballistics tests in the investigation of criminal suspects (Stowers 1983). Although the

advent of World War II worked to cut the

number of sworn officers and resources of

the Dallas Police Department during the

1940s, the postwar years saw a resumption

in growth for the DPD. By the end of

the 1950s, the department employed 966

sworn officers, who patrolled a city with a

population of close to 700,000 (Stowers

1983).

The department was put into the national spotlight with the assassination of

President John F. Kennedy on November

22, 1963, in Dallas. Kennedy’s presidential

motorcade was traveling through Dallas’s

central business district when he was hit in

the head and the throat by gunman Lee

Harvey Oswald. Texas Governor John

Connelly was also wounded in the attack.

As the nation watched, the Dallas Police

Department served as the primary investigative agency in the death of the president.

Members of the Dallas police force and

federal agents recovered the rifle used in

the attack from the Texas School Book

Repository. Oswald was apprehended later

that same day, but only before killing

Dallas police patrolman J. D. Tippett.

Oswald himself would be killed by gunman
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Jack Ruby two days after the Kennedy

assassination in a parking garage adjacent

to Dallas Police headquarters.



The Modern Era

As the nation emerged from the 1960s and

a period of civil unrest associated with

rising violent crime rates, the struggle for

civil rights, and the antiwar protests of the

Vietnam war era, law enforcement executives began to recognize the need to improve

the relationship between police agencies and

members of the public and improve the

quality of police services. Beginning in

the 1970s, the Dallas Police Department

initiated numerous tactics and programs

associated with the nationwide movement toward community-oriented policing

(COP). These initiatives include the creation

of an Interactive Community Policing Coordination Unit designed to manage community crime prevention and educational

programs. In addition, the department has

strived to tailor police services to the local

neighborhood level by creating nine ‘‘storefront’’ ministations to make the department

and its officers more accessible to citizens.

As a result of these and other communitybased initiatives, the department has been

generally regarded as one of the most progressive law enforcement agencies in the

United States.

Despite these developments, the city and

the department continue to struggle with a

violent crime rate that has been among the

nation’s highest in recent years. The region’s

persistently high violent crime rate has been

associated with many of the social problems

that plague most urban areas in the United

States, including shrinking municipal tax

bases and resources, problems associated

with the trade in illegal drugs, and rising

levels of youth gang membership in the

city. The department continues to recover

from a highly publicized scandal involving

the alleged false arrest of Mexican immigrants on drug possession charges in 2001.



DANGER AND POLICE WORK

These issues led to the appointment of a

new chief and an administrative reorganization in 2004 designed to refocus the department toward community policing and

addressing the city’s chronic crime problems. As part of this shake-up, the department reorganized its patrol operations

in order to become more responsive to

local community problems. These initiatives were recently aided by the acquisition

of a $15 million private grant to be used

for the purchase of new equipment and to

implement innovative strategies designed

to reduce the city’s persistently high violent crime rate. The grant is thought to be

one of the largest ever awarded to a municipal police department by a private

donor in the United States.

JOHN LIEDERBACH
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DANGER AND POLICE WORK

It is common wisdom both within and

outside law enforcement circles that policing is dangerous business. While workers

in several other U.S. occupations (for example, timber cutting, commercial fishing,

and construction) are killed on the job at

rates higher than police officers, policing is

one of the few lines of work that include

an ever-present threat of being attacked

and killed by fellow humans. In addition,

the fact that officers are regularly involved

in hazardous activities that do not involve

criminal activity directed at them (for example, emergency driving, handling vehicle mishaps, search and rescue) means that

police work involves an elevated risk of

being accidentally injured or killed. The

degree of danger officers face can be seen

in records kept by the Federal Bureau of



Investigation (FBI), which indicate that in

the decade ending in 2003, 697 officers died

in accidents, another 688 were murdered,

and tens of thousands of officers suffered

injuries in the 550,000-plus assaults that

citizens perpetrated against U.S. cops (the

FBI does not keep records on officers who

are accidentally injured).

Despite the fact that officers are more

likely to die in accidents than to be slain in

the line of duty, popular conceptions

(both within policing and among the general public) of the dangers inherent in police work focus on the threat from criminal

attack. This outlook has profound consequences for how officers think about and

carry out their duties, which, in turn, have

profound consequences for public perceptions of the police. We provide an empirical sketch of key points related to the

threat officers face from criminal attack

and discuss how officers’ perceptions

about the dangers of being attacked

shape both how police work is done and

how the public views the police.

The aforementioned FBI data include a

good deal of information about numerous

aspects of assaults perpetrated against police officers. This information indicates

that officers are killed and assaulted in a

wide variety of circumstances and ways

and that the circumstances and means of

attack vary markedly between lethal and

nonlethal assaults. While the vast majority

of nonfatal assaults (some 80%) involved

no weapon and fewer than 4% were perpetrated with firearms, more than 90% of the

officers murdered (excluding the seventytwo officers who perished in the terrorist

attacks on September 11, 2001) were killed

with firearms. Fewer than 1% died in unarmed attacks.

Regarding the circumstances of attacks, the FBI data (again excluding the

9/11 deaths) indicate that the single most

dangerous sort of activity during the past

decade was attempting to take suspects

into custody, with just above 30% of the

officers killed trying to make arrests when

they were murdered. Four other types of
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activities each accounted for about 16% of

fatal attacks: traffic stops and pursuits,

handling disturbance calls, investigating

suspicious persons, and ambushes. Finally, about 3% of murdered officers were

killed while handling or transporting prisoners, and 2% were killed while dealing

with mentally deranged individuals.

The FBI data provide more precise information about three of the sorts of

circumstances in which officers were murdered—disturbance calls, arrests, and

ambushes—and a closer look discloses

some interesting patterns. The FBI differentiates between family quarrels and all

other types of disturbances. Fifty-seven

of the ninety-eight officers slain during

disturbance calls were handling family

quarrels, which indicates that domestics

are the most dangerous sort of disturbance

that officers are called upon to deal with.

The FBI divides arrest situations into those

involving burglaries, robberies, drugs, and

all other sorts of crimes. More officers,

sixty four, were killed while attempting

arrests for robbery than any other single

crime. Drug-related arrests cost thirty-six

officers their lives, twenty-three officers

were murdered while trying to arrest burglars, and sixty-four others were killed

while attempting to make arrests for

crimes besides robbery, burglary, and

drug offenses. Finally, the FBI identifies

two different types of ambush: spontaneous and premeditated attacks. Sixty-three

of the one hundred officers who were killed

in ambushes died in unprovoked attacks,

while the other thirty- seven were murdered

by assailants who had a premeditated plan

to kill them.

The patterns evident in the FBI data on

attacks on officers show that some police

tasks are more dangerous than others.

They also indicate that officers are susceptible to being attacked in virtually any

situation. These two features of the police

environment have important implications

for how officers approach their jobs.

Because the threat of assault is ever

present, officers seek ways to mitigate the
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risks they face by employing a variety of

tactics designed to lower the chances they

will be hurt. This approach to the job

begins in the academy when young officers

are taught that they must always be vigilant in all their dealings with citizens, so as

to not be taken by surprise. Recruits are

also taught what the FBI statistics show

about the relative danger of various law

enforcement actions: that they are more

likely to be killed when making arrests,

dealing with disturbances, and so on, and

that they should be especially cautious

when called upon to handle these sorts of

situations.

When rookie officers take to the streets

upon completing their academy training,

they learn additional lessons from veteran

officers about how to protect themselves

in their dealings with citizens. One of the

things that young officers learn as they

work with their more experienced peers is

to look for signs that the people, situations, and places they encounter might

pose a greater than normal risk to them.

In this way then, officers are constantly

sizing up the potential for danger as they

go about their business. When officers perceive that a specific person, place, or situation involves heightened danger, they

take steps to mitigate it. Such action

might involve conducting a ‘‘pat down’’

search of a suspicious individual, parking

some distance away from and observing a

dwelling that is known as a drug den when

dispatched to investigate a disturbance

therein, or calling for assistance before

getting involved in certain sorts of situations. Thus do perceptions of danger influence how officers behave in the field.

One of the first commentators to recognize how the threat of physical harm

shapes the outlook and actions of police

officers was Jerome Skolnick, who studied

a group of California detectives in the early

1960s. Extrapolating from the observations he made, Skolnick asserted that officers’ concerns about the danger inherent in

their job was a key determinant of the

occupational orientation—or ‘‘working
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personality’’—of police officers. One danger-driven aspect of the police working personality, according to Skolnick, is the

development of a perceptual shorthand

for identifying those individuals who were

most likely to attack them. Individuals who

exhibit the signs of increased danger—

‘‘symbolic assailants’’ as Skolnick dubbed

them—are more likely to be stopped and

dealt with carefully.

Unfortunately, the cues that officers

sometimes use to identify citizens as potentially dangerous (for example, dress and

status characteristics) are features that are

shared by many individuals who have

no intention of harming the police. When

officers view and treat innocent citizens as

symbolic assailants, both the citizens in

question and members of the public at

large can take offense, which can lead to

problems such as heightened racial tensions and damage to police–community

relations. That innocent citizens can (and

do) take offense at some of the practices

that officers use to protect themselves from

the very real dangers they face presents a

challenge to our society. On the one hand,

citizens have the right to expect to be

free from government intrusion in the

form of unreasonable police intervention

in their lives. On the other, officers must

be able to behave in ways that reduce their

exposure to danger.

In recent years, many police agencies

have taken steps to reduce the fallout potential posed by officers’ protective posture. One component of this is to educate

members of the public through means such

as citizen police academies about the dangers officers face and how they are trained

to deal with these dangers. Another is to

provide officers with training that is

designed to ensure that the self-protective

steps they employ violate neither citizens’

rights nor their sense of probity. Despite

such actions, however, police officers do

not always comport themselves at the highest level of police professionalism, and

some members of the public take offense

even when officers do their jobs 100%



correctly. As a consequence, the down side

of the protective actions that officers take

cannot be eliminated entirely from police

work. Because of this, the danger that officers face on the streets of America will

continue to be a source of tension between

the police and the public.

DAVID KLINGER

See also Civil Restraint in Policing; Conflict Management; Crime, Serious Violent;

Cynicism, Police; ‘‘Good’’ Policing; Occupational Culture; Stress and Police Work
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Significance

The use of deadly force by the police

remains a national issue. The deadly

force issue has found its way to the U.S.

Supreme Court, and Court decisions have

altered related laws across the nation.

Ironically, criminal law itself could not

resolve the emerging issues and problems

revolving around the ‘‘fleeing felon statutes’’ in various state jurisdictions. Eventually, citizens sought civil damages under

42 U.S.C. 1983 and other landmark decisions that restructured criminal statutes,

the police use of deadly force, and law

enforcement protocols.

The following scenario was part of a

larger pattern and problem unfolding
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across America prior to the 1983 Supreme

Court case. An officer in one car calls,

‘‘Send some backup, a possible burglary

in progress.’’ Another officer following

closely behind responds to the announcement, ‘‘Car 239 responding as backup.’’

An unarmed suspect attempts to flee the

scene by running away from the rear exit

of the building. The first arriving officer

warns the offender, ‘‘Halt, or I will shoot’’;

the burglar continues to run at an even

faster pace. The officer fires his revolver

and kills the fleeing suspect.

This kind of shooting occurred within

the legal guidance across the United

States. This was a legal shooting under

the state ‘‘Fleeing Felon Statute.’’ Eventually, the U.S. Supreme Court decisions

modified the legalities of the use of deadly

force and formulated new policies concerning constitutional standards. As a result, the justification and application of

deadly force by law enforcement officers

revolves around two basic components:

(1) dangerousness and (2) necessity.



Supreme Court Intervention:

Deadly Force

It would take years for the U.S. Supreme

Court to address this kind of deadly force.

It took the legal controversy surrounding

the fatal police shooting of an unarmed

teenage boy to precipitate the Court’s

consideration. A Tennessee police officer

responded to the scene of a residential

burglary and intercepted the juvenile who

was fleeing from an unoccupied house at

the time of the crime. The officer ordered

the suspect to stop, then fired his weapon

and killed the juvenile as he attempted to

escape.

In this landmark 1985 case, Tennessee

v. Garner (105 S. Ct. 1694), the U.S. Supreme Court reviewed the following facts

of the case: While Garner (the fleeing

juvenile) was crouched at the base of the

fence, the officer called out ‘‘Police! Halt!’’
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and took a few steps toward him. Garner

then began to climb over the fence. Convinced that if Garner made it over the

fence, he would elude capture, the officer

shot him. The responding ambulance crew

quickly transported Garner to a local hospital, where he died on the operating table.

The Supreme Court ruled that laws

authorizing the police use of deadly force

against unarmed and nonviolent felony

suspects violated the Fourth Amendment’s guarantees against unreasonable

seizure. The U.S. Supreme Court cited as

unconstitutional the use of deadly force

laws of numerous states. The thirty-one

states and law enforcement agencies followed the legal guidance provided by the

U.S. Supreme Court. Police departmental

policies authorizing deadly force to apprehend nonviolent fleeing felony suspects

changed significantly.

Before the Tennessee case, state law

guided the use of deadly force by law enforcement officers. The Tennessee statute

required police officers to warn a fleeing

felon that they would shoot if they

continued their flight. The officer could

then use all necessary means to make an

arrest. The main weakness of these state

statutes centered on the fleeing felon sections. Many statutes stemmed from the

old common law rule concerning fleeing

felons. The law was antiquated and failed

to meet contemporary standards.

Many law enforcement agencies developed guidelines that stated that ‘‘deadly

force’’ may not be used unless (1) necessary to prevent escape and the officer has

probable cause to believe that the fleeing

felon poses significant threat of death or

serious physical injury to officers or others,

and, (2) if practical and feasible, a warning should precede using deadly force.

However, firing verbal warning shots is a

controversial practice and can lead to unintended consequences. Many law enforcement agencies are concerned about injuries

that may result from stray bullets.

Law enforcement agencies responded

to these concerns by implementing new
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policies and protocols to address the use of

deadly force. As a consequence, the use

of deadly force was restricted to instances

in which the offender had (1) the ability

and capacity to kill the officer or another,

(2) the ability and capacity to cause great

bodily harm, and (3) the opportunity to

cause great bodily harm to the officer or

another. Additionally, the threat must be

imminent, and the preclusion factor

requires the exhaustion of other avenues

of action. Deadly force against violent

fleeing felons who do not meet these

requirements are not within the protection

of the law, and the emphasis is on using

the least amount of force necessary to stop

the aggressor’s violence.



Supreme Court Intervention:

Nondeadly Force

Officers must be able to distinguish between nondeadly and deadly force. In police street confrontations this is no easy

task, especially when dealing with intense

emotional situations. Generally, nondeadly

force requires nondeadly strategies; for example, when a citizen engages in passive

resistance during a demonstration, generally two officers simply restrain and handcuff

the individual and place him or her in the

police van to be transported to jail.

Active resistance requires the appropriate level of force for the situation; for example, if a suspect tears the badge off the

officer’s uniform, the officer may respond

with a nondeadly physical response that

requires restraining techniques. If the resistance continues to escalate, the officer’s

response may include the use of mace, a

nightstick, or other nondeadly strategies.

However, after the subject is subdued, a

nondeadly or deadly force response would

not be appropriate. Once resistance ceases

and the subject is handcuffed, the use of

additional force would be illegal.

A scenario involving nondeadly force

may escalate to deadly force under certain



circumstances; for example, an offender

may attempt to seize the arresting officer’s

weapon during a struggle. What appears to

be a nonviolent situation can quickly turn

into a deadly force incident. Consider, for

example, the following scenario: An offduty officer responds to a scene of disorderly conduct, identifies himself as a police

officer, and attempts to detain one of the

suspects. The officer enters into a physical

struggle with the suspect, now the arrestee,

who soon overpowers and begins to strangle the officer. The officer starts to lose

consciousness and fears that he may lose

his weapon and die in the struggle. In the

twilight of semiconscious, the officer

reaches for his revolver, shoots the resisting

subject, who falls over and dies.

As noted above, deadly force is appropriate if the officer has probable cause to

believe that the suspect poses significant

threat of death or serious physical injury

to officers or others. In addition, the severity of the crime, uncertain conditions or

rapidly evolving circumstances, and a suspect actively resisting arrest may enter into

the ‘‘objective reasonableness’’ standard.

In other words, the Court views the situation from the officer’s perspective, evaluating the objective reasonableness of the

officer’s response to the unfolding events.

Directly related to the police deadly

force issue is nondeadly force, occasionally interconnected and evolving from the

same scenario. In 1989, the issue of nondeadly force emerged in Graham v. Connor, 490 U.S. 386. The U.S. Supreme

Court established the standard of ‘‘objective reasonableness’’ where the use of

deadly force applied by an officer could

be evaluated by the ‘‘reasonableness at

the moment.’’ The Court ruled that the

evaluation of the decision to use force

should be judged from the perspective of

a reasonable officer on the scene, not with

the benefit of retrospective analysis.

The following example from the case

illustrates the objective reasonableness

standard. The police officer focused on

what he believed to be suspicious behavior.
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The officer conducted an investigative

stop of the vehicle operated by Graham’s

friend. During the stop, a physical altercation developed between the officer and

Graham. The officer checked with the

employees of a store where Graham had

been prior to the stop, discovered that

there was no criminal activity, and released

Graham. However, during the investigative stop, Graham sustained injuries and

filed suit, 42 U.S.C. 1983. Graham’s argument alleged that excessive force was applied maliciously and sadistically to cause

harm. The U.S. Supreme Court applied the

Johnson v. Glick test, 481 F.2nd 1028 to his

case evidence and did not find that the

force applied was constitutionally excessive. The objective reasonableness test justified the officer’s vehicle stop and the

questioning of its occupants.



Event Phase: Deadly Force

While the media and public focus on victims of police shootings, comparatively

less concern is shown for police victims

of deadly force. The exception was the

televised Los Angles bank robbery shootout in which suspects fired high-powered

automatic weapons and wore bulletproof

vests. While most shootings of police officers are not as dramatic or highly publicized as this event, approximately fifty

officers lose their lives in deadly force

confrontations every year.

The public becomes outraged when a

citizen encounters physical abuse from a

police officer. The officer is in a position of

trust and the criticism is justified and fair.

However, a considerable amount of nondeadly force is directed at police officers,

though the same level of outrage is rarely

forthcoming.

Wearing a police uniform and making

arrests increase an officer’s risk for becoming a victim. Officers may become

complacent (less vigilant) and expose their
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weapon. Criminals may seize an officer’s

weapon, without warning, and escape by

shooting the officer or threatening to use

violence. Unfortunately, such incidents

often turn deadly for the officer. Appropriate training and recognizing identifiable

behaviors enhance survival skills and help

officers anticipate unfortunate dangerous

field experiences.



Postevent Phase: Deadly Force

Even if an officer survives a deadly assault

and prevails over an attacker, there often

remains a price to be paid after the shooting incident. The emotional response of an

officer who uses deadly force may secondarily impact the officer psychologically.

Posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD)

may follow the event phase, and the emotional aftermath may create problems for

the officer, the officer’s family, and the law

enforcement agency.

The officer may experience a heightened sense of danger, vulnerability, fear,

and anxiety about future encounters.

PTSD has been linked to combat and violent personal assault. Aftereffects of such

traumatic events can be experienced in

various ways. Most often, the officer

suffering from PTSD has recurring and

intrusive recollections of the shooting

event.

An officer who has been at either end of a

shooting may develop a pattern of employment problems that did not exist before the

incident, exhibit signs of the trauma and

noticeable behaviors that require professional intervention, and experience nightmares, flashbacks, and disruptive sleep

patterns.

PTSD requires early proactive intervention to avoid additional violence and posttrauma-related problems. Officers need

appropriate information and referral services. Psychological defenses may develop

in post-shooting incidents. Counseling
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and the retraining of these officers may

assist in the adjustment process.



Research: Use of Force

Gathering and analyzing use-of-force statistics and related data in the United

States remains problematic; however, the

methodology has been improving in recent

years. Additional research would prove

helpful in identifying how often use-offorce incidents, as well as possible legal

or policy transgressions, occur. According

to the National Institute of Justice (NIJ)

and the Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS)

in Use-of-Force by Police: Overview National and Local Data, research is critically

needed to determine the reliability and validity of use-of-force data. The weakness

of the current data is that police agencies

often self-report. The main argument

against police self-reporting is that filtering and bias may cause underreporting.

According to NIJ and BJS (1999), 2.1%

of the 7,512 arrests studied involved the

use of weapons by the police.

The research moderately supports that

the use of force occurs more frequently

when police officers encounter suspects

who are under the influence of alcohol or

drugs or individuals with mental health

problems. Generally, the police use of

force results while officers are attempting

to make arrests and the suspects resist.

The moment of arrest continues to be a

hazardous time for citizens and officers.

According to NIJ, BJS, and Kenneth

Adams, the use of force appears to be

unrelated to an officer’s age, gender, and

ethnicity. However, other studies indicate

that female officers tend to use less force.

The research on the type of officer who

might be prone to use excessive force is

beginning to focus on the problem officer

and early warning signs. According to an

NIJ 2001 research report, a small percentage of police officers constitute high-risk

employees. Early warning signs might



identify future police officers with problematic behaviors. According to police

administrators, this population constitutes

less than 10% of the officer corps, yet the

group causes 90% of the problems. According to the research, these police officers are

easily identified by supervisors, citizens,

and peers as being conflict oriented.

Problematic police officers have a high

grievance reporting level and disciplineoriented behaviors. The application of

early warning systems assists law enforcement agencies in identification, monitoring, and intervention strategies. Some of

the performance indicators of problematic

behaviors include citizen complaints, useof-force complaints, resisting arrest incidents, high-speed pursuits, and firearms

discharge reports. In addition, civil litigation and civil rights violations are

other strong indicators.

The predictive ability of the present

warning tools has problems with reliability

and validity. The danger is that contrary

to what the data indicate, individual officers may be correct concerning their behaviors, especially if the officers are working

in high-profile crime areas, with high-risk

working conditions, or in socioeconomically and culturally deprived neighborhoods. Moreover, the leadership in the

agency may create a climate that produces

hostile and aggressive behaviors.

A hostile work environment is not conducive to promoting an ethical climate

and effective social bonds between officers

and the communities they serve. The individual is part of a larger police culture; the

starting point is with the organizational

climate and its leadership. However, mentoring, counseling, and timely interventions can provide some of the solutions.



Use-of-Force Training

Mastery of diverse use-of-force situations

is the result of excellent training. Excellent

training increases an officer’s level of
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performance and confidence. Officers who

control their emotions and practice critical

tasks have a high probability of success.

Moreover, they will increase the probability of survival in deadly confrontations.

Realistic deadly force training saves lives,

citizens, and officers.

The department’s use-of-force training

philosophy provides the foundation for

positive outcomes. The value of human

life is of extreme importance in our society. Therefore, life is to be respected

and protected by the police and serves as

the foundation of law enforcement service.

The philosophy of minimum force emphasizes the safety of citizens. Officer training

serves as the basis for effective action.

Teaching effective and ethical decision

making improves clarity of thought

concerning the use of force.

The Federal Law Enforcement Training

Center (FLETC) has developed a use-offorce model. The FLECT use-of-force

continuum describes a variety of circumstances relating to the ethical application of

the use of nondeadly and deadly force. The

FLECT learning-organizing center serves

as a frame of reference, emphasis, and focal

point for conceptualizing the application

of force and describes the various levels of

force applied to basic scenarios.

Police learning occurs most efficiently

and effectively when the officer has the

opportunity to engage in active learning

behaviors. The learning simulation or

practical scenario is the best format. The

ultimate test for judging a learning experience demands evidence that the learning

opportunity or instructional invention is

actually creating the desired responses.

All learning experiences should evoke

desired change in the learner. If a given

learning experience does not create the

expected or desired outcomes, then the

experience is considered invalid.

The FBI Hogan’s Alley deadly force

shooting range is an excellent example of

simulated shooting scenarios. This active

learning simulation approximates field situations. This shooting range applies tactical
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training and is located at the FBI Training Academy. The simulated scenario includes the actors, such as terrorist bank

robbers and drug dealers, and innocent

bystanders in realistic town locations.

Simulated gunfights add to the realism

and lessons learned. In short, most officers

learn best by doing, not by listening to

long lectures that do not meet diverse

learning needs.

Law enforcement agencies must train

and execute well thought out training

plans to achieve mission effectiveness.

The element of surprise in certain situations will favor the offender. An officer

may face superior firepower or encounter

multiple criminals. For these officers, even

excellent training may not help them survive. There will be inevitable causalities in

the war against crime. However, excellent

and realistic training may save many lives.

In summary, a significant part of the

solution remains the psychology of violence

and performance under stress. Training police officers to perform in stressful situations

is a difficult task. Law enforcement officers

must perform efficiently in situations that

are a matter of life and death.

What does it take to survive a deadly

confrontation or avoid civilian casualties?

An officer must have the discipline and

ability to stay focused in the moment and

must anticipate the emotional response of

citizens. Finally, excellent training is important, but the quality of the person behind the badge remains the deciding factor

when faced with deadly force scenarios.

THOMAS E. BAKER

See also Accidental Deaths/Assaults against

Police and Murder of Police Officers; Arrest

Powers of the Polices; Civil Restraint in Policing; Complaints against Police; Excessive

Force; Liability and Use of Force; PostShooting Review
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Act was required for America’s new war on

terrorism.



The New Department

The new Department of Homeland Security is supposed to make Americans safer

because the nation now has one department whose primary mission is to protect

the nation. More security officers are in the

field working to stop terrorists. The goals

and responsibilities of the department are

as follows:

.
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Background



.



On November 25, 2002, President George

W. Bush signed the Homeland Security

Act of 2002 into law. The act restructured

and strengthened the executive branch of

the federal government to better meet the

threat to the United States posed by terrorism. In establishing the new Department of Homeland Security, the act, for

the first time, created a federal department

whose primary mission is to help prevent,

protect against, and respond to acts of

terrorism on American soil. Some historians believe that this act is the most significant law to be passed by Congress since the

approval of the National Security Act in

1947, which combined the War and Navy

departments into a single Department of

Defense headed by a civilian secretary

appointed by the president, established

the Central Intelligence Agency to coordinate all foreign intelligence activities, and

created the National Security Council in

the White House to coordinate all foreign

and defense policy initiatives. While the

National Security Act was necessary to

face the Cold War, the Homeland Security



.



.

.



Securing borders, the transportation

sector, ports, and critical infrastructure

Synthesizing and analyzing homeland security intelligence from multiple sources

Coordinating communications with

state and local governments, private

industry, and the American people

about threats and preparedness

Coordinating efforts to protect the

American people against bioterrorism and other weapons of mass destruction

Helping train and equip first responders

Managing federal emergency response activities



In order to achieve these goals, this department was organized into four divisions:

Border and Transportation Security; Emergency Preparedness and Response; Chemical, Biological, Radiological, and Nuclear

Countermeasures; and Information Analysis and Infrastructure Protection. Other key

components include increased federal, state,

local government, and private sector coordination; the Secret Service was moved to

this new department; and the White House

Office of Homeland Security and the Homeland Security Council are to continue to

advise the president. Although not directly

related to homeland security, the Federal

Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)
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and the U.S. Coast Guard were also transferred to this new department.



A Slow Start

Congress approved the new department in

November 2002, and some critics felt that

the federal government took too much time

to create a national mechanism for responding to possible future terrorist attacks, and

some feel that it is still stumbling over

efforts to better coordinate preventive measures at the federal level. For example, it

was not until October 2003 that the new

secretary of this department, Tom Ridge,

approved the Initial National Response

Plan (INRP), an interim plan designed to

help develop a unified approach to domestic

incident management across the United

States. The INRP represents a significant

first step toward the overall goal of integrating the current family of federal domestic

prevention, preparedness, response, and recovery plans into a single all-hazards national response plan.

The initial plan was developed in conjunction with state and local governments,

law enforcement officials, fire and emergency management agencies, tribal associations, the private sector, and other

nongovernmental organizations. The objective of the INRP was for the United

States to be better prepared by integrating

emergency response plans that cover terrorist attacks, major disasters, and other

emergencies. This led to the development

of the National Incident Management

System (NIMS). NIMS serves as the

model for all state and local governments

in America for responding to significant

emergency incidents, including acts of

terrorism.

The Homeland Security Act also designated the secretary of the Department of

Homeland Security as the principal federal

official for domestic incident management.

The secretary is responsible for coordinating federal operations to prepare for and
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respond to terrorist attacks and for coordinating the use of the federal government’s

resources during recovery from terrorist

attacks, major disasters, and other emergencies. For this action to take place, one

of four conditions must apply:

.



.



.



.



A federal department or agency acting under its own authority has

requested the assistance of the secretary of the Department of Homeland Security.

The resources of state and local

authorities have been overwhelmed,

and the appropriate state and local

authorities have requested federal

assistance.

More than one federal department

or agency has become substantially

involved in responding to the incident.

The secretary of the Department of

Homeland Security has been directed to assume responsibility for managing the domestic incident by the

president of the United States.



The USA Patriot Act

Congress passed the USA Patriot Act in

response to the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001. The act gives federal officials

greater authority to track and intercept

communications, both for law enforcement and foreign intelligence gathering

purposes. It vests the secretary of the Treasury with regulatory powers to combat

corruption of U.S. financial institutions

for foreign money laundering purposes. It

also seeks to further close U.S. borders to

foreign terrorists and to detain and remove

those within U.S. borders.

It also creates new crimes, new penalties, and new procedural efficiencies for

use against domestic and international

terrorists. Although it is not without

safeguards, critics contend some of its provisions go too far. Although it grants
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many of the enhancements sought by

the Department of Justice, others are

concerned that it does not go far enough.

The future will require finding and maintaining a tight balance between effectively

‘‘cracking down’’ on terrorism and doing

so at the expense of the civil liberties of

Americans in all walks of life.



Local Officials Are First

Responders

Federal and state officials have made substantial progress in the field of homeland

security since September 2001. City and

county managers and locally elected officials, however, are at the forefront of this

movement. After all, local governments

were the first responders to the terrorist

acts of September 11. While national and

state leadership are essential, the future of

security will depend on preparedness initiatives at the local level. Fire, public health,

and law enforcement officials have developed new emergency management practices, applied new computer software to

the field, and begun to initiate new security

measures and safeguards to protect citizens. All of these new measures fall into

one or more of the four phases of emergency management: mitigation, preparedness, response, and recovery.

The national government has responded

with a new agency, the first in a halfcentury, the Department of Homeland

Security. As this department evolves, coordination among federal agencies in the

area of homeland security will improve.

Equally important, federal departments

are initiating training programs to educate

public safety personnel in the many

facets of homeland security. In only a few

years, state law enforcement agencies have

standardized many of their practices in

emergency management for those cities

and counties within their respective

boundaries. Some of the more important state-of-the-art practices and major



homeland and police service trends are as

follows:

Mitigation

New federal assistance programs

U.S. Homeland Security advisory

system

Threat analysis and assessment

practices

Measures to improve building safety

Designation of pedestrian and

vehicular evacuation routes.

Preparedness

New emergency plans and possible

hazards

Mutual aid agreements

Simulated disaster exercises

Training for police personnel

Use of the National Incident

Management System.

Response

New early-warning public notification

system

Evacuation procedures and practices

Geographic information systems

Public information and the news media.

Recovery

Crime scene security

Crisis counseling for police personnel

Management of fatalities

Restoration of public infrastructure

and open spaces.

Some acronyms commonly used in

homeland security and by the police are

as follows:

ARC

ATAC

ATF

CBRN

CB-RRT

CBW

CCP



American Red Cross

Anti-Terrorism Advisory

Council

Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco,

and Firearms

Chemical, Biological,

Radiological, Nuclear

Chemical and Biological

Rapid Response Team

Chemical and Biological

Weapons

Civilian Corps Program
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CISM

DHS

DMAT

DMORT

DOJ

EOP

ERRT

FEMA

FRERP

IRZ

LETPP

NAS

NDPO

NECC

NIMS

PDA

PTE

RAP

RERT

SRT

WMD



Critical Incident Stress

Management

Department of Homeland

Security

Disaster Medical Assistance

Team

Disaster Mortuary Response

Team

Department of Justice

Emergency Operations Plan

Emergency Rapid Response

Team

Federal Emergency

Management Agency

Federal Radiological

Emergency Response Plan

Immediate Response Zone

Law Enforcement Terrorism

Prevention Program

National Advisory System

National Disaster

Preparedness Office

National Emergency

Coordination Center

National Incident

Management System

Preliminary Damage

Assessment

Potential Threat Elements

Radiation Assistance Program

Radiological Emergency

Response Team

Search Response Team

Weapons of Mass Destruction



Some Internet resources for homeland

security and police services are

American Red Cross (http://www.

redcross.org)

Centers for Disease Control and

Prevention (http://www.cdc.gov)

Central Intelligence Agency (http://

www.odci.gov/terrorism)

Counter-terrorism Office (State Dept.)

(http://www.state.gov/s/ct)

Domestic Terrorism Research Center

(http://www.ksg.harvard.edu/

terrorism)

Department of Homeland Security

(http://www.dhs.gov)
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Emergency Management Institute

(FEMA) (http://training.fema.gov/

emiweb)

Federal Bureau of Investigation (http://

www.fbi.gov)

Federal Emergency Management

Agency (http://www.fema.gov)

International City/County Management

Association (http://www.icma.org)

National League of Cities (http://www.

nlc.org)

National Association of Counties

(http://www.naco.org)

National Infrastructure Protection

Center (http://www.nipc.gov)

Office of Domestic Preparedness (Dept.

of Justice) (http://osldps.ncjrs.org)

U.S. Conference of Mayors (http://

www.usmayors.org)

U.S. Department of Health and Human

Services (http://www.hhs.gov)

U.S. Department of Justice (http://

www.usdoj.gov)

Local public safety and health officials

throughout the nation should be aware of

these evolving practices, because the public expects those local officials to take the

necessary steps to safeguard their life and

property during times of disaster.

Against this backdrop of increased security and safeguards comes the loss of

personal freedom that Americans commonly take for granted. Many Americans

feel their world has changed since the terrorist attack on September 11, 2001. In a

less secure world, Americans are reexamining the delicate balance between protecting the public safety and preserving

individual civil liberties. Also, government

officials are revisiting policies that some

consider intrusive or discriminatory. The

public’s attention has shifted, at least temporarily, to several public policy debates,

including racial profiling, Internet privacy,

and the rights of noncitizens. These sensitive issues will be sorted out in state

capitols, by the federal government, and

in the court systems, as America’s security

practices continue to evolve.
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Conclusion

After the terrorist attacks on September

11, 2001, the federal government coined

the phrase ‘‘homeland security’’ to describe the actions of all levels of government to protect citizens from future

actions of this type. While the emergency

management practices that evolve during

the coming years will be different from

those of the past, the goal of these initiatives will still be the same, that is, to minimize the loss of life and property when

such acts occur. FEMA’s NIMS approach

to emergency management enables public

safety officials to prepare plans that encompass all potential hazards, including

man-made ones such as terrorist acts.

Law enforcement and fire officials are

taking the dangers posed by the threat of a

possible terrorist attack seriously and have

implemented many state-of-the-art homeland security practices since 2001. New

practices continue to be developed and

tested by public safety officials at all levels

of government. The trends examined

above are at the promising forefront of

this new field. Police and fire personnel,

along with health and public works officials, are now working together in preparing homeland security plans in safeguard

the United States from a future terrorist

attack.

As future homeland security practices

emerge, the challenge will be to maintain

democracy and accountability while

attempting to protect the nation and its

citizens from terrorist acts. The challenge

is to develop a framework in which liberty

and order can coexist while public officials

take steps to increase domestic security.

In the less secure world we all live in,

Americans are beginning to reexamine

that fine line between protecting the public

safety and maintaining individual civil liberties. Evolving homeland security practices should fit the nation’s long-standing

philosophy of maintaining security while

at the same time protecting the rights of



citizens from the overzealous actions of

their government.

ROGER L. KEMP

See also Emergency Management and

Planning; Homeland Security and Law Enforcement; PATRIOT Acts I and II; Terrorism: Domestic; Terrorism: International
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DETECTIVE WORK/CULTURE



Introduction

Contemporary detectives are information

processors who investigate, define, clear,

and otherwise manage the tension between

‘‘the case’’ as their property (Ericson 1981/

1991) and the case as an organizational

object of concern. The first work is constrained by rules and the second varies by

the type of case or detecting involved. The

process of managing the case within the

organization may involve how to document it, what relations with other units

are required (for example, concerning

handling informants or ‘‘deals’’ made

with the suspect). Detectives investigate

reported incidents that may be founded

or established as crimes, instigate crime

by making it happen (vice, drugs, internal

affairs), take cases to court if required,

process arrested prisoners, and attempt

to clear founded crimes. To do this, they

may interview suspects, witnesses, and victims; interrogate citizens (interview intensively with the purpose of extracting a

confession or revelation); gather evidence;

visit crime scenes; process forms (the disliked paperwork); carefully track or observe citizens or their communications; and

clear, solve, or otherwise close cases. They

make numerous phone calls. In recent

years in the United States and the United

Kingdom there has been more pressure to

develop informants and to be concerned

with homeland security. While carrying
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out these functions, the modern detective,

at best, is a careful and skillful bureaucrat

who fits the organizational demands to

‘‘produce’’ (clear cases) with career aims

and the extant detective (occupational)

culture. As Ericson (1993, 213) observes

dryly, while this process was designed to

meet the needs of the citizenry and sometimes does, it does well ‘‘. . . meet the needs

of the detectives, facilitating their working

designs.’’ There are at least four sorts of

local, city, or state detective work: general

investigation (Ericson 1993); vice/drugs

(Manning 1989); homicide (Innes 2000;

Simon 1991); and political intelligence

(Brodeur 1999; Marx 1981). Much more

is known about local general investigation

and homicide operatives than about those

in other specialized investigative work,

and we know almost nothing about federal

investigators (forty-three U.S. federal

agencies do investigations, and there is

little known about the workings of the

FBI and the investigators attached to the

services, for example, nor about those

attached to the congressional, court, and

executive branches of the federal government) and private investigators. This suggests that as in most other matters, the

knowledge social scientists possess is inversely related to the power, status, and

authority of the segment or subgroup studied, both within and across occupations.



Historical Perspective

While crime detection as a social function

has been known since the sixteenth century in England, it was in the middle of

the eighteenth that it became a socially

organized, state-based role. Even at that

time, detection of villains was a mixed

public/private activity with fees, rewards,

and paid private investigations entwined

with public policing. It was not until

1878 that private fees as a supplement to

a police salary were abandoned in London

(Kuykendall 1986, 177). It is important to
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note that it was assumed that the burden

of detection and identification was an obligation of the citizen, not the state. This

collective burden for investigating serious

crime, especially murder, was not assumed

by the state until the late nineteenth century in the United Kingdom (Kuykendall

1986, 178). The resistance to public police

detectives was very strong in the United

Kingdom and less so in the United States.

This was rooted in a concern for privacy,

the corruption potential of such work,

and its alliance with thieves, associations

that have haunted detectives since (see

Kuykendall 1986, 175, for a summary).

The transition to public policing began

in the late 1840s in the United States

(Johnson 1979, 48–50). The impetus was

not only the rising crime figures but concerns that entrepreneurship and public

duties were in some conflict. Also encouraging the transition were the development

of the insurance industry, techniques used

by private detectives, and perhaps a shift

to crime control concerns rather than prevention via citizens’ mobilization of the

reaction. This mixture of control modes

remains in the Anglo-American world,

where private detectives, the private security industry, and public police may investigate crimes against persons or property,

but only public police can enter a case into

the criminal justice system as police.

Kuykendall (1986, 179–193) argues

using ideal types that the detective role

has evolved from a ‘‘secretive rogue’’ to

an ‘‘inquisitor’’ and thence to a ‘‘clerk’’ or

bureaucrat. The secretive rogue was an entrepreneur in league more with criminals

than responsible citizens and is corrupt,

venial, and inefficient. The inquisitor was

an interrogator whose apex was in the early

part of the twentieth century and whose

skills lay in pressing suspects to confess or

betray others. Solving crime was arrived at

via confessions, betrayals, informants, and

intense physical and psychological abuse.

The reform movements of the 1920s

and 1930s brought new constraints, and

the detective, according to Kuykendall,



became a bureaucrat, a clerk, and a

‘‘paper pusher’’ in the mid-twentieth century. While they became no more efficient

in clearing or solving crimes and more

scientific investigation was urged by reformers, constraints of supervision, procedural innovations in criminal law, and

the professionalism movement within policing did reshape detective work. The aim

of reform, as with policing in general, was

to create a clean-living, scientifically oriented, rational, competent, and incorruptible officer (Kuykendall 1986, 186), but

the effort focused on control and restraint

rather than improved capacity to influence

and reduce crime. The general structural

approach to criminal investigation has not

changed, formal selection criteria for entry

into detective work have not changed, and

the role of detective work in reducing

crime is unknown. There is some indication that female detectives experience the

job differently, have innovative detection

styles, and suffer different sources and

kinds of stress.



Detectives Subculture

The role of the detective in contemporary

police departments stands in contrast to

the visible, well-known uniformed patrol

officer, and the subculture of the detective

differs as well. Ironically, of course, the

detective is dependent upon the patrol

officers’ acuity, memory, and reports for

constructing a case. Patrol officers who

want to ‘‘make detective’’ often cultivate

detectives’ friendship and ‘‘hang around’’

the detective unit. The occupational culture of policing is shared by detectives. An

occupational culture is a means for coping

with the vicissitudes of the job: a reduced,

selective, and task-based version of culture

that includes history and traditions, etiquette and routines, rules, principles, and

practices that serve to buffer practitioners

from contacts with the public. The sources

of the occupational culture are the
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repeated, routinized tasks incumbent on

the members, a technology that is variously

direct or indirect in its effects (mediated by

the organizational structure within which

the occupation is done), and the reflexive

aspects of talking about the work.

The following are distinguishing features or hypotheses about this context:

.



.



.



.



.



.



.
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The detective works in plain clothes,

not a uniform, and has considerably

low visibility and high autonomy.

The detective learns the job, following brief (generally a few weeks’)

training, via apprenticeships and partnerships between junior and senior

agents.

The detective has flexible hours,

guided by the individual’s energies

and imagination, current caseload,

and pressures to produce clearances

for the particular shift or unit.

The detective is generally paid more

than a uniformed officer and has

many opportunities for earning

money via overtime through court

appearances, longer hours approved

by supervisors, and special investigations that may be required, such as

for manhunts for escaped prisoners,

‘‘moral panics’’ associated with a series of homicides, or crimes by or

upon major political or social figures

in the city.

The workload is variable and the

demand episodic. While most cases

are simple, the demands associated

with some cases are complex. The

weighting of such cases with respect

to workload and their political significance is not easily resolved and

makes comparisons across organizations and cases difficult.

Skill level varies among detectives,

and the stratification system (vertical

ranking by skill) within a unit is generally well known and shared.

Detectives have higher status than

patrol officers in the department, although SWAT units are also highly



.



.



.

.



.



respected because of their equipment, public respect, and visibility

in media-covered occasions.

There is a hierarchy within the detective world from homicide detectives

to general investigators working

primarily auto thefts and burglaries,

a scale that reflects the importance

attached to actually catching the

villain.

Cases present various degrees of

‘‘trouble’’ in that victims, witnesses,

and evidence can all be problematic

to manage. Homicide cases are the

most likely to produce media concern, pressure for solution, and paperwork tracking decisions made.

Supervision is democratic and less

rule-bound than in uniform patrol.

The mode of selection of detectives,

transfers in and out, as well as rank

promotion within the unit are political, based on sponsorship and reputation more than on exam results,

seniority, or even the selection interview. The networks of sponsorship

extend outside the unit and may involve city politicians.

Paperwork and interviewing skills

are admired and required, even

though paperwork is viewed ambivalently or disdained (see Manning

1980).



The detective subculture is omitted in

conventional descriptions of the police occupational culture (Reiner 2000; Crank

1998). It is possible, however, to draw

some generalizations about the work and

its rewards, evaluative standards, values,

and divisions.

The criteria and bases for selection vary

across departments but generally include

an interview, approval of the transfer, and

a good reputation. Being chosen to be a

detective requires personal skill, good interpersonal networks within the organization, or ‘‘politics,’’ support from present

detectives, and ‘‘fit’’ with local traditions.
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A detective soon has a network of informal power relations inside and outside the

unit. The prestige of a detective rests in

part upon the boundary spanning and networking work that is essential to carry out

the job well. This ‘‘politicking’’ is necessary but is viewed ambivalently within the

department. Selection to a unit signifies

that the person has the potential to be

trusted and loyal, a ‘‘team player,’’ and

has investigative skills.

Status accrues as a result of accomplishing the possible with style, in a

collegial and egalitarian organizational

environment. This is mitigated by gender

and ethnicity as factors in interaction and

evaluation. Failure to carry the load,

‘‘ducking cases,’’ failing to clear conventional crimes, and adding to others’ workload all decrease a detective’s status with

his peers. Rank or formal position is rarely

used to define social relations (Corsianos

1999). The stratification and differentiation within detective units is greater than

in the patrol division. Fine status distinctions based on skill and experience are

observed in the work that is done in

teams or collectively.

The values of detectives are shaped by

the insulated position of the unit in the

police organization. They are dependent

on their investigative colleagues and to a

lesser degree on the public but view themselves as independent operators, skilled

artisans, and puzzle solvers. Detectives

are much less threatened by rules, supervision, and public complaints than are patrol

officers, so their autonomy is less salient,

and collective obligations are emphasized.

Their authority is rarely challenged except

in court. To an important degree, detectives view the uncertainties they encounter

as controllable.

The subculture of detectives is gender

and ethnicity biased in dramatic fashion

(Simon 1991; Martinez 1996; Corsianos

1999). Females, African Americans, and

Latinos who are selected enter a white

male world. This subcultural bias manifests itself in gossip about these officers



being lazy, not being hustlers, being unable

to clear cases. In Latino-based units, it is

believed that Anglos cannot investigate

cases properly because they cannot get

people to talk with them, have no informants, and do not know African American

or Latino neighborhoods (Martinez 1996).

In Boston, for example, the clearance rate

of below 35% in homicide cases in 2005 was

at least in part attributable to the absence

of experienced African American investigators and distrust of police in disadvantaged areas of the city. Where ethnicity

divides the unit, racial stereotypes also

shape the prestige of officers. A corollary

of this is that sponsorship to the unit is

difficult for those from stereotypic categories, and power shifts among ethnic

groups are revealed in the composition of

the unit. When police organizations are

divided by conflict between ethnic groups

and this division exists between the top

command and detectives, transfers and

promotions indicate additional ethnically

based power relations.



Detective Work as Casework

Modern detective work, television and

movies not withstanding, has been transformed into a bureaucratic function, constrained by procedural constraints, public

intolerance of direct efforts to produce

confessions, and supervision to reduce corruption, and is less reliant on paid informants, undercover work, and citizen-paid

investigations. While the pressures toward

intelligence work are extant in the United

States, they have been made visible

through the creation of the national intelligence model and specialist intelligence

units in the United Kingdom. They are

primarily, but not exclusively, reactive (to

crime brought to their attention) agents of

the state, or public servants. Kuykendall

(1986, 192) rather unkindly writes that ‘‘. . .

the role of the police detective [has been]

gradually changed to that of a clerk.’’ This
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suggests a routinized, impotent, and highly constrained manque´.

This view is contested by Ericson (1981/

1993), who argues that detectives deal with

suspects, witnesses, and victims quite differently, depending on the police detective’s definition of the outcomes to be

achieved. The game is defined by the officer and played to achieve his or her ends.

Further, Ericson sees the detective not as

constrained by rules and law but facilitated by them. The officer uses various

definitions of the case’s features (who is a

victim, who is a suspect) and rules to

achieve desired outcomes. These are but

two sides of the same process. Detective

work is a case-focused enterprise, and preparing cases for court is a demanding aspect of the job.

Officers are assigned cases on a regular

basis, either weekly or on a one by one

basis as in homicide units. Typically, officers make a first cut. They set aside cases

that have little or no chance of being

solved: those with no witness, no physical

evidence, no suspects or confession, no

arrest on the scene. These cases are treated

superficially, with only a few calls or interviews. A second set of cases involves those

that have some potential to be cleared as a

result of further investigation. How these

cases are typified varies by the unit (burglary, robbery, homicide, other crimes).

For example, in homicide work, a binary

division was reported in two departments

(Miami and Baltimore) between ‘‘dunkers’’

or ‘‘smoking gun’’ cases (immediate arrest

or confession) and ‘‘whodunits’’ (‘‘WDIs’’).

The time spent on such ‘‘solvable’’ cases

varies but is typically brief. From an instrumental perspective, or the workers’ view of

efficiency, screening has three aims: to reduce the workload, to focus effort on those

cases most likely to be cleared, and to avoid

legal or ‘‘bureaucratic’’ complications. Concern that these bureaucratic complications

may arise leads to failures to complete

paperwork or to avoiding it altogether.

The police occupational culture emphasizes the capacity to cope creatively with
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the unexpected, especially events of social

importance but of low statistical probability such as a child kidnapping, a mass

murder, or a series of rapes of elderly

women. Such matters are central to policing because they are highly visible in the

media, raise public anxieties about police

effectiveness, and produce enormous

goodwill if cleared.

There are therefore exceptions to the

screening and focusing activity of detectives. These arise when the case involves

a child or an old person, becomes a media

case, or involves a politician or notable

figure in the city. These are ‘‘high-profile’’

cases. High-status victims, if they received

media attention, are also subject to additional police time and attention. If the

victim is a police officer or relative of a

police officer, the case will receive special

attention, and often special task forces are

assigned (Simon 1991; Corsianos 1999).

Clearing high-profile cases conveys lasting

respect.

Cases do not have equal weight, as the

exceptions noted above imply. The time

and attention given to a case will depend

on the status, gender, and age of the victim.

Detectives, like all officers, are especially sensitive to cases that might reveal

any ‘‘dirty laundry’’—crimes involving

other officers, cover-ups of controversial

decisions, or corruption more generally

(Corsianos 1999).

Case knowledge is personal, a kind of

property not easily shared with others.

Knowledge developed and synthesized is

not always written and accessible. What

might be called collective or institutional

memory, facts and associations possessed

by individual officer’s that are not written

down nor shared, increase iniquitous practices. The occupational culture assumes

that information is virtually personal

property, and secrecy is highly valued.

This is magnified by the absence of articulated databases within departments and

(especially in homicide) the absence of

easy, known, and trusted modes of data

sharing, accessible informant files and
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records, and access to the case files or

databases of other squads, for example,

gang, juvenile, drug, or warrant-serving

squads.

‘‘Case-focused’’ means that the efforts

of detectives are organized and framed by

the named case at hand. For detectives, the

‘‘case’’ is the key concept. It is not just a

named manila file folder; it is a concept,

itself a social creation, constituted by

tradition, by unspoken and tacit knowledge, and by organizational processes. The

definition of a case is very subtle. This is

certainly true of proactive investigations,

such as watching and tracking members

of a drug-dealing network in which any

transaction, individual, or group of two or

more persons could be the target and any

number of tactics could be used, such as

informants, a buy bust, or tracking back to

the wholesaler. In proactive cases, the flexibility of the concept of a case is clear, and

the deciding done by agents shapes who will

be the target, how the case will be worked,

the tactics employed, and what the hopedfor results will be.

In reactive investigations, on the other

hand, such as a stranger-stranger rape, it

is rare for officers to see the incident

reported as being connected to outstanding domestic violence cases, other rapes

unless they are dramatic and occur in a

short time span, and drug cases. The aim

is to narrow the quest for a clearance and

close the case, not widen or deepen it. The

case is the center; connections to other

cases (unless after the fact to clear cases

‘‘taken into consideration’’), multiple victims of the villain, or direct links between

the case of someone arrested and another

case are of secondary concern.

The day-to-day work of a detective

illustrates some combination of a walk in

bureaucratic doldrums and occasioned,

situational rationality. This type of rationality is case based, craftlike, and often

stylistic and is sensitive to the changing

horizon of possibilities that a case represents. The detective’s ‘‘case’’ is defined by

the layered meanings it denotes and



connotes in the subjective and objective

forces in the surround (the social structure

of the city) and the field (the occupational

values, routines, and tacit knowledge).

By ‘‘working a case well,’’ detectives

mean the flair, the aesthetics one brings to

the work. It is assumed that things will go

wrong: Witnesses disappear or recant testimony, evidence will be overlooked or contaminated, interrogations will go badly,

and errors in procedure will arise (see

Simon 1991, 195–220). While some officers

do not work much or are incompetent (and

known to be incompetent), most officers

use their past experience, tacit or intuitive

knowledge, and understanding of typical

areas and practices to construct what

might be done and why. Officers develop

their cases privately and restrict access to

their cases, thus reducing the capacity of

crime analysts or other officers to infer

patterns of cooffending or to identify multiple victims of the same murderer or links

between crimes. While they may try to clear

a series of cases with similar features by

eliciting a confession or agreement to cooperate, thus clearing several, they are

working from a perpetrator to cases, not

by examining diverse cases that may link a

set of co-offenders or, least likely, working

from ‘‘raw intelligence’’ to discover a yet

unknown suspect or set of suspects. The

individual detective is seen as the defining

‘‘expert’’ in a case unless it is reassigned.

‘‘Working’’ a homicide case begins with a

crime and usually a body. It seems to involve a combination of substantive and

concrete local knowledge—of offenders,

settings, and types of offenses—associational thinking, responding to intuitive

hunches, and following leads. It would be

difficult to devise an expert system version

of such detecting.

Performance or success is indicated traditionally by unit clearance rates, arrests,

and seizures in drugs units. Court convictions are of little interest unless the case

is an important one politically in the

city. Clearance is an organizational term

not to be confused with solved (in the
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conventional sense of arresting a perpetrator), closed (which means investigative

efforts were abandoned), or closely investigated to the point of exhausting the

clues. A case may be cleared in a variety

of ways. These include clearance by issuing a warrant, either by name or a John

Doe warrant, cases being transferred to

another jurisdiction or force (for example,

the FBI or tribal or state police), and those

cleared by exception (two men shoot each

other, a murder-suicide combination).

There are local variations about what is

an excepted clearance. In short, the term is

context dependent. Homicide is considered the most consistently measured and

investigated crime and of greatest public

concern. However, criteria for clearing a

homicide are neither universal nor universally applied. While the Bureau of Justice

Statistics compiles the Uniform Crime

Reports and defines and sets standards

for homicides and clearances, practices in

individual departments vary, as do the

warranted processes of producing an organizationally acceptable clearance.

Officers and squads keep records of

clearances, and sergeants and lieutenants

seek to increase the clearance rate or

the percentage of homicides cleared. The

personnel, size of the unit, number of

homicides, and percentage ‘‘cleared’’ (an

organizational label) vary in urban departments. Most reported crimes, unlike homicide, are processed quickly and given little

attention. The clearance rate for homicide

varies across the country; estimates are

from 60+% to more than 90%. The homicide clearance rate itself appears to have

low association with reported crime rates

in general (JCRS research). It is a powerful reflexive indicator used generally to

assess the performance of the unit, even

while it is routinely manipulated, and is

insensitive to the quality of the investigation and court results (Martinez 1996).

While there are pressures to ‘‘produce’’

and a focus on clearances (Waegel 1982;

Simon 1991, 197 ff.), clearances result for

the most part from the structural, political,
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economic, social, and psychological forces

that shape the event more than from

how the detective works the case as paperwork that has to be cleared. Research

(Greenwood, Petersilia, and Chaikin 1977)

suggests that a few key elements—physical

evidence, witnesses present, or a confession—are of critical importance in determining the probability of a clearance.

These are rarely under the officer’s control.

In many respects, social scientists have

been taken in by the oral culture of detectives that emphasizes this pressure.

Clearances, although a standard measure of police detective work, like arrests,

are not always sought. It depends. Closing

a case, clearing it from organizational

records, is but one of several functions of

a homicide investigation. While conventional wisdom would elevate the instrumental aim, a closure, there are expressive

or socioemotional aspects of the investigation, such as the quality of the police work

involved or the wish to hold a case to obtain witness cooperation or confession or

to protect the families of the witnesses or

victims. Even in a matter as serious as

murder, charges are laid to discipline people, to force them to confess to acknowledge complicity in other crimes or to a

lesser charge. Thus, the present topic is

merely background to other moral and political issues (Corsianos 1999, 98) and a

focus for a repertoire of tactics. While police detectives deal with many crimes, these

crimes are clustered in areas of large cities

where witnesses are reticent and revenge

and retaliation operate, areas that are

crime dependent insofar as types of crimes

(burglaries and drug use) and criminals are

linked. Because detectives see themselves

as catching criminals and putting them

in jail, the failure to clear crimes causes

morale variations and cynicism among

detectives.

Detective work remains a complex subspecialty within policing, and the culture

reflects some of its self-created nuances

and tactics. It stands midway between the

citizen and the organization, a kind of
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buffer that expands and contracts its tactical reservoir as need be.

PETER K. MANNING
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Since the earliest use of detectives, there

has been somewhat of a mystique surrounding them and their jobs. Unlike patrol officers and most other personnel in

the police organization, detectives typically do not wear uniforms, work primarily



during the day shift, and in the case of undercover detectives may be covert operatives unknown to many people, even in the

police organization.

Detectives are responsible for starting

the entire criminal justice process, because

if an arrest is not made based on probable

cause, with grounds to further pursue investigative inquiry, then nothing happens.

A series of questions must be answered

using logical, systematic processes in

order to facilitate the criminal investigative

activity. As will be evident, these processes

are complex, necessitate great responsibilities, and require dedicated individuals

with numerous characteristics that support

these processes.



Origin

Detectives play an important role in the

criminal investigation process. While some

organizations do not have detectives,

someone, usually patrol officers, must perform the investigative function in the police organization. In larger organizations,

which tend to be more specialized, entire

units of detectives, which are called criminal investigative units, exist. Oftentimes

criminal investigative units are even subdivided into smaller units that focus more

specifically on certain types of crimes such

as homicide or sex crimes (Gilbert 2004).

The American police organization, and

consequently the American detective, were

greatly influenced by English policing. In

fact, the origin of the American detective

can be traced back to the early English

police organizations. The ‘‘Bow Street

Runners’’ were the first organized group

of detectives in England and became professionalized with the passage of the Metropolitan Police Act of 1929, which also

called for the Metropolitan Police Force.

Thieves were often used as early detectives due to their access to information

and knowledge of the criminal lifestyle (Osterberg and Ward 2004). Early
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detectives, some of whom were criminals,

initially also mingled with the criminal element in order to perform the investigative

function. As time passed, the role of the

detective became more professional, resulting in detectives spending less time with

criminals and gathering information from

other sources and in different ways. Consequently, thieves were used less frequently

as detectives, used instead as informants.

In 1845 in New York City, there were

more than eight hundred plainclothes police officers functioning as detectives. It

was not until 1857, however, that the police department officially designated twenty officers as detectives. Shortly after the

officers were designated as detectives, the

New York City Police created the ‘‘rogues’

gallery’’ to assist detectives in doing their

jobs. The rogues’ gallery was a systematic

set of photographs of known criminals

that were coded by criminal specialty and

height. Then in 1884, New York City created the first formally recognized Criminal

Investigation Bureau, with Atlanta following suit in 1885 (Swanson et al. 2006).

While these efforts were undertaken in

municipal policing, both state and federal

governments were trying to establish investigative capabilities in their jurisdictions. In 1865, Congress created the U.S.

Secret Service. In 1908, the U.S. attorney

general created a small police organization, which years later, in 1924, became the

Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)

under the direction of J. Edgar Hoover.

Federal investigative agencies were typically responsible for more specific duties

than the more generalized local agencies.

During the same period in 1905, California

became the first state to set up a state

bureau of investigation, followed quickly by Pennsylvania, which created the

Pennsylvania State Police. New York,

Michigan, and Delaware developed state

police organizations during the early

twentieth century also. State police organizations quite often assisted local organizations in investigations and still do this

today (Swanson et al. 2006).
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While American police organizations

such as New York’s were evolving, the private sector saw a need for investigators that

the public sector police organizations simply could not fill. Allan Pinkerton, along

with Edward Rucker, formed the first private detective agency in response to the

overabundance of graft and corruption,

the limited jurisdiction of the public police,

and the lack of communication of vital

information between police organizations.

In fact, in 1849, the mayor of St. Louis

appointed Pinkerton as the first city detective. Pinkerton’s detectives were known as

the only ‘‘consistently competent’’ detectives for more than fifty years and set a

good example for public sector detectives.



Detective’s Responsibilities

As stated previously, whether or not an

organization has a criminal investigative

unit depends primarily on the size, type,

and level of specialization within the police organization. Regardless of whether

the organization has a criminal investigative unit, personnel still have the same

responsibilities if they are performing

the investigative function. Very broadly,

a detective is an officer who gathers, documents, and evaluates evidence in order to

solve crimes (Swanson et al. 2006), but

more specific responsibilities of a detective

include the following:

1. Determine whether a crime has been

committed.

2. Decide if the crime was committed

within the investigator’s jurisdiction.

3. Discover all facts pertaining to the

complaint.

4. Gather and preserve physical evidence.

5. Develop and follow up all clues.

6. Recover stolen property.

7. Identify the perpetrator or eliminate

a suspect as the perpetrator.

8. Locate and apprehend the perpetrator.
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9. Aid in the prosecution of the offender by providing evidence of

guilt that is admissible in court.

10. Testify effectively as a witness in

court (Osterberg and Ward 2004,

5–6).



Desirable Traits of a Detective

As is apparent, a detective’s responsibilities

are extensive, and if the case is prosecutable,

working on a single case can take weeks,

months, and sometimes even years. Obviously, to be a successful detective requires

certain attributes. These attributes are twofold: the ability, both physical and mental,

to conduct an inquiry, together with those

skills necessary to reach the intended objectives (Osterberg and Ward 2004, 11). More

specifically, Osterberg and Ward (2004) indicate that the following traits of a criminal

investigator are desirable:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.



8.



9.



10.



11.



Intelligence and reasoning ability

Curiosity and imagination

Observation and memory

Knowledge of life and people

Technical ‘‘know-how’’

Perseverance, ‘‘stick-to-itiveness,’’

and energy

Ability to recognize and control

bias and prejudice in one’s self and

on the job

Sensitivity to people’s feelings, acting with discretion and tact; showing

respect and confidence

Honesty and courage enough to

withstand temptation and corruption

Ability to testify well in court,

being neither overzealous nor committing perjury

Miscellaneous characteristics, such

as physically fit appearance, reportwriting skills, awareness of good

public relations as a future source

of cooperation and information

(Osterberg and Ward 2004, 12–13)



In addition to these traits, Swanson

et al. (2006) include other essential qualities of an investigator. These are knowing

that investigation is more of a science than

an art due to its systematic method; using

inductive reasoning, knowing that both

inductive and deductive reasoning can be

distorted; having empathy, sympathy, and

compassion; and finally, avoiding becoming calloused and cynical due to the nature

of the work. While all of these traits are

not likely to be characteristic of many

detectives, ideally detectives can develop

some of these traits over time with more

experience in their jobs.

Gilbert (2004) adds that of all the desirable traits of a detective, critical thinking

is the most important to the criminal investigation process. Without adequate

critical thinking in the investigative process, it does not matter how many of the

other traits you have or how well you

perform certain tasks. Critical thinking

allows one to differentiate between fact

and opinion, determine cause and effect

relationships, determine the accuracy and

completeness of information, recognize

logical fallacies and faulty reasoning, and

develop inferential skills using deductive

or inductive reasoning. The importance

of using the appropriate type of reasoning,

deductive or inductive, cannot be understated. It is imperative that a detective

know which to emphasize based on the

facts available.

Weston and Lushbaugh (2003) contend

that there are certain standards to which

detectives must be held. These are reasonable care, self-discipline, and judgment.

Reasonable care is ‘‘care fairly and properly taken in response to the circumstances

of a situation, such care as an ordinary

prudent person would take in the same

time frame, conditions, and act(s)’’ (p. 5).

Self-discipline is that quality that enables a

person to monitor his or her activities to

ensure that all activities are aboveboard.

Using sound judgment, then, is a product

of taking reasonable care and being selfdisciplined.
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The comprehensive knowledge base

that a detective must have, along with

certain traits, helps him or her to facilitate

successful prosecutions. Without the thorough job of the detective, the criminal

justice system would cease to function.

The importance of the job should never

be underestimated, because detectives are

relied upon tremendously by numerous

individuals who would not be able to

perform their jobs without the work of

the detective.

KATHRYN E. SCARBOROUGH
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Bureau of Investigation; Investigation Outcomes
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DEVIANT SUBCULTURES IN

POLICING

Subcultures are collections of ‘‘norms,

values, interests (and associated artifacts)

that are derivative of, but distinct from the

larger’’ dominant culture; deviant or criminal subcultures consist of the norms, values,

artifacts, and interests that revolve around

deviant or criminal behavior (Anderson and

Short 2002, 499). Within police departments, supervisors and colleagues who tolerate violent or corrupt behavior set the

standard for and encourage misbehavior.

Most police departments have a fraternity
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of officers who find and support each other

in their deviant or corrupt activities, as well

as in the ideology that rationalizes these

behaviors. Police often view themselves as

an isolated fraternity, alienated from both

the criminals and the public. This alienation

is often rationalized by suggesting that the

stresses and pressures of the job lead officers

to be embittered about the criminal justice

system and create an attitude that the

ends can justify the means (see especially

Kappeler and Potter 2005, chap. 10).

Even if a few officers are responsible for

most of the brutal and corrupt acts in a

police department, fellow officers’ reaction

to the behavior, either overtly or in passive

acceptance, allows it to flourish. A common phenomenon termed the ‘‘code of

silence’’ is an excuse for otherwise noncorrupt officers to tolerate the misbehavior of

their fellow officers. From very early in

their careers young policemen are discouraged from reporting misbehavior by their

colleagues, thus creating an environment

in which officers act as a type of fraternity

or close-knit family. As corrupt NYPD

cop Michael Dowd would say, ‘‘You kick

some punk down the stairs in front of

10 cops and you have 10 friends, . . . how

much bad could you be trusted to see, the

old-timers wanted to know, before you

ratted on another cop’’ (McAlary 1994).

‘‘Two cops [‘bad apples’] can go berserk,

but 20 cops embody a subculture [‘rotten

barrel’] of policing’’ (Skolnick and Fyfe

1993, 25).

If an officer arrests a criminal, even

though it might not be a technically correct arrest, it is generally acceptable to his

colleagues, supervisor, and society that the

‘‘bad guy’’ be punished. Police perjury is

rationalized as hiding technicalities (such

as illegal searches), and officers often

cover for each other. Judges and juries

make it easier because they generally give

police officers the benefit of the doubt.

Police rationalize their main task as removing criminals from society and often

justify violating citizens’ rights as an

unfortunate by-product of that goal.
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Many rationalize that going ‘‘by the book’’

leads to fewer arrests and less jail time for

criminals. Police become frustrated by the

expansion of laws that provide increased

protection of criminal suspects.



Low Salaries and Police Corruption

Low wages provide a popular rationalization for corruption. ‘‘When police see dealers with $300,000 in the back seat of their

car and know if they arrest them the court’s

going to turn them out anyway, it may

seem a better form of justice to hit them in

the pocketbook and take their money—

especially if the policeman has a big mortgage’’ (At Issue 1995). The reality that

some criminals make much more money

than the officers sworn to apprehend them

provides yet another rationalization for

extorting or accepting bribes from crooks.

The New Orleans police have a long history

of low pay and corruption. One-third of its

entire police force abandoned their posts

during 2005’s Hurricane Katrina.

Two independent commissions have

been organized to investigate New York’s

problems, the Knapp Commission of the

1970s and the Mollen Commission of

the 1990s (The Economist 1994). New

York police earn relatively low salaries.

The Knapp Commission report of 1972

exposed major corruption in virtually

every NYPD precinct and found that some

corrupt officers rationalized that taking

‘‘clean’’ money from illegal gambling operations was morally superior than taking

‘‘dirty’’ money from traffickers who sold

narcotics to children.

The Mollen Commission report in 1994

described rampant police corruption, especially in the West Harlem precinct. Officers

terrorized minorities in neighborhoods and

participated in drug trafficking. One particularly surprising charge was the shooting and serious wounding of a drug dealer

when officers stole the dealer’s cocaine

supply and $100,000 in cash while illegally



searching an apartment. An officer testified

that police would keep guns that had

been seized from suspects and use them as

‘‘throwaway’’ guns to plant on suspects

in the event of a questionable arrest. The

report claimed that officers found to be

corrupt were more likely to be brutal (violate citizens’ rights) as well. Perjury by

NYPD officers was so common that some

officers referred to it as ‘‘testilying’’ (The

Economist 1994).

The central figure in the Mollen investigation, Officer Michael Dowd, organized

groups of officers in raids on Brooklyn

drug dealers’ apartments for cash and

drugs. The officers extorted protection

money from dealers and sold cocaine to

youths.

Undercover officers are especially susceptible to corruption because of the corrupt nature of the job. Their role involves

deception and risk taking, and they often

possess corruption-prone personalities, especially if they are undercover long term.

Officers start believing the criminals are

their friends and become alienated from

law-abiding society.



Conclusion

There is little evidence that police departments discourage all types of police deviance and corruption. If a department takes

a no-tolerance stance, it may be able to

discourage the behavior that leads to corruption. Most departments allow some

corruption to exist within the department.

Police officers often alienate themselves

from society by spending their time almost

entirely with other officers. They often do

not see their deviant or corruptive behavior

as a problem. Potentially deviant or corrupt officers are influenced by their fellow

officers and, hence, view their behavior as

socially acceptable. Those officers who insist on honesty are often themselves viewed

as deviant within corrupt departments.

DAVID R. SIMON
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DIFFERENTIAL POLICE

RESPONSE

Differential police response (DPR) is a

management tool that extends the range

of options for responding to requests for

police service, intended to optimize the

match between the service required and the

response made. Rather than dispatching a

patrol unit to every call, on an as-available

basis, police agencies that practice DPR
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allow for systematically delayed responses

by patrol units to some types of calls and for

‘‘relief’’ responses, which do not involve a

patrol unit, to other types of calls. This

practice builds on research that has shown

that much of the time an immediate response by patrol units does not improve

the prospects for desirable outcomes: the

apprehension of suspects, the prevention

of injuries, the collection of evidence, or

even the satisfaction of callers. Furthermore, the time saved or restructured

through the use of DPR is a resource that

can be put to more productive uses.

Research in the 1970s and 1980s

found that police response time is in

most instances unrelated to key outcomes

(Kansas City Police Department 1978;

Spelman and Brown 1984). Some crimes

are ‘‘cold,’’ having been perpetrated long

before they are discovered (thefts from

automobiles would be one example), and

sometimes the victims of personal crimes

(such as a robbery) delay contacting the

police, as they assess their situations, decide whether to contact the police, cope

with the immediate problems that their

victimization has caused, and seek advice

or support from friends or family. Thus,

even successful efforts by the police to

minimize the two components of response

time—dispatch time, the lag between receipt of a call and the dispatch of a patrol

unit, and travel time, the lag between

dispatch and the arrival of the unit at

the scene—often cannot have beneficial

results. Spelman and Brown (1984) found

that a rapid police response was instrumental in apprehending the offender in

only 2.9% of reported serious crimes,

mainly incidents that were in progress at

the time of the call or that were reported

with a short delay.

Furthermore, and contrary to the conventional wisdom of police administration, citizen satisfaction with the police

response does not turn on response time

by itself. Research has shown that citizens’

satisfaction is shaped by the speed of

the police response relative to their
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expectations, and that their expectations

are malleable. When citizens expect an immediate response, they tend to be dissatisfied with anything less. But when they are

told that police will arrive in thirty minutes (or an hour), and the police do arrive

in that time, they tend to be satisfied (Pate

et al. 1976; Percy 1980). Citizens are also

receptive to relief responses, though not

equally receptive to all forms (McEwen,

Connors, and Cohen 1986; Worden 1993).

DPR systems may include a number of

response options. One of those is a

delayed response by patrol units. For any

of the types of calls to which a rapid response is not essential—when neither lives

nor property are in jeopardy and neither

serious offenders nor evidence will vanish—a dispatcher can place the call in a

queue, awaiting the availability of the unit

assigned to the beat in which the call originated. Response may be deliberately

delayed for thirty minutes, an hour, or

longer. Responses to such calls are often

delayed even without DPR, but with DPR

the delay is by design, and the response

protocol specifies that the caller be informed of the likely delay. Other options

are relief responses, which divert calls

from the patrol dispatch queue altogether.

Some kinds of calls may be handled by

dispatching nonsworn (civilian) personnel

or a sworn specialist (such as community

policing officers), while others may be referred to other agencies for assistance.

To other types of requests, callers may

be asked to give reports over the phone, to

mail a report to the police, to come to the

police station to complete a report, to

complete a report over the Internet, or to

schedule an appointment with a specialist.

Reports may be of minor motor vehicle

accidents or of minor crimes—typically,

offenses in which the loss (for example,

from theft) or damage (for example, from

vandalism) is under a specified dollar

threshold and in which no physical evidence or other leads are available. Research has shown that in such cases, the

likelihood of apprehending offenders is



very low, and in many departments cases

with such low solvability are not even

assigned to detectives for follow-up investigation (Greenwood and Petersilia 1975;

Eck 1983).

Delayed responses do not save patrol

time but reallocate it in what might be

more productive ways. A substantial fraction of the time that patrol officers have at

their discretion, free of dispatched calls

and other administrative assignments, is

in blocks that are too small to be put to

constructive use. In Indianapolis, for example, one study showed that in a sample

of beats 71% of patrol officers’ time was

‘‘unassigned,’’ but only 44% was unassigned time in blocks of an hour or more

(Mastrofski et al. 1998). The more that dispatchers ‘‘clear their screens’’ by assigning

calls as quickly as possible to the nearest

available patrol unit, the more likely that

officers’ unassigned time will be fractured

into pieces too small for problem solving

or other proactive work. When dispatchers

are able to ‘‘stack’’ low-priority calls, however, officers are better able to go out of

service to engage in activity at their initiative, uninterrupted by dispatches.

Relief responses save patrol officers the

time that they would spend handling the

diverted calls, at the cost of the time of

the personnel who staff the alternative

responses. A field test of DPR in three police

departments in the 1980s suggested that

15% to 20% of calls were eligible for relief

responses, which could yield net time savings of substantial magnitude (McEwen,

Connors, and Cohen 1986). In one department (Garden Grove, California), the evaluators estimated that alternative responses

to selected types of calls could free patrol

officers from five hundred hours on dispatched calls each month, while other personnel (for example, telephone report

takers) would spend 162 hours handling

those diverted calls.

The field test, and other research, also

shows that the implementation of DPR is

not simple or straightforward. When normal practice provides for dispatching a
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patrol unit in response to most calls, the

information demands at call receipt are

minimal: the location, the general nature

of the problem, and the identity of the

caller. Many police agencies provide for

only a small number of call categories

(signified by ‘‘10’’ codes) to characterize

the nature of the problem. When DPR is

adopted, call takers must gather more information, including not only the nature

(and seriousness) of the problem but also

when it occurred, whether an offender

remains at the scene, and so forth so that

they can determine what kind of response

is appropriate. Often the information that

call takers can obtain is fragmentary or

ambiguous. Any doubt about the nature

of the response that is required tends to be

resolved in favor of dispatching a patrol

unit, because mistakes are not symmetrical

in their consequences: The consequences

of underresponding (for example, referring the call to a telephone report unit

when a patrol unit should be dispatched)

are potentially much more serious than

the consequences of overresponding.

The call classification burden might be

eased somewhat if citizens were to play a

greater part in differentiating between

calls that require an immediate dispatch

and calls that do not, especially where

this differentiation is facilitated by a 311

system. These systems, designed to field

nonemergency calls, emerged in the mid1990s as an alternative to 911, with the

expectation that they would reduce the

volume of 911 calls. One study of 311

systems in four cities (focusing primarily

on Baltimore) found these expectations

fulfilled: Citizen reporting changed dramatically, with the newly established 311

system absorbing about 30% of the calls

previously made to 911, and there was

widespread community acceptance to

using 311 as an alternative number. However, the new system did not have a great

impact on policing strategies. Officers

continued to be dispatched to all calls (except for priority five), whether the call was

placed through 911 or 311. Response
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times to most categories of 911 calls

were the same as before. Further, more

than two-thirds of officers surveyed noticed little change in how much discretionary time they had available (Mazerolle

et al. 2005).

Police are ‘‘slaves to 911’’ not only when

they run from call to call but also, and

much more commonly, when they keep

themselves ‘‘in-service’’—by doing nothing

other than driving around—and available

for the next call (Cordner 1982; Kessler

1993). Although some departments actually may be understaffed, in most agencies the deployment of patrol resources is

inefficient (Bouza 1990). DPR enables police to meet public demands more economically, and it frees some patrol resources for

more productive purposes, including community policing, problem-oriented policing, and other proactive strategies such as

directed/aggressive patrol (Worden 1993).

Thus, DPR enables police managers to exercise more managerial influence over what

their officers do.

ROBERT E. WORDEN and HEIDI S. BONNER
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of liberty or life. Examples of police discretion include issuing a speeding ticket,

resolving a domestic dispute, handling an

encounter with a mentally ill person in

crisis, and using deadly force.

Although discretion is widely accepted

and considered an important part of

policing today, this has not always been

the case. Many scholars attribute the ‘‘discovery’’ of discretion in criminal justice to

survey research conducted by the American Bar Association in the 1950s (American

Bar Association 1956). Much of the early

research and emphasis on discretion focused on its abolition; many argued that

the decisions in criminal justice are too

important to be made subjectively by

criminal justice officials, including police.

Law enforcement officials were especially

reluctant to acknowledge the existence of

discretion, arguing instead that laws were

enforced consistently and equally all of the

time (the myth of total enforcement).

However, the President’s Commission on

Law Enforcement and the Administration

of Justice (1967, 106) argued that discretion is an essential element of criminal

justice and with regard to discretion in

policing stated that ‘‘the police should

openly acknowledge that, quite properly,

they do not arrest all, or even most, offenders they know of.’’



DISCRETION

The Context for Police Decision

Making

Defining and Discovering Discretion

Any discussion of police discretion must

first begin with defining the construct and

charting its historical recognition and acceptance in criminal justice. In general

terms, discretion involves the ability to

make a decision, choosing from several

different alternatives. Police officers can

choose from alternatives in a wide range

of circumstances, from relatively minor

incidents to those involving potential loss



Police officers do not make decisions in a

vacuum. As we will see later, police decision making can be influenced by a wide

range of factors involving the suspect,

the officer, their encounter, the police department, and the external environment.

Before examining the panoply of factors

that influence police discretion, one should

consider more broadly the general context

of police decision making. More specifically, there are several defining features of
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policing that provide an important backdrop for officers’ use of discretion.



The Complex Police Role

It is difficult to understand police discretion and decision making without considering the complex role of the police in

society. Research has demonstrated that

the role of the police goes far beyond

chasing criminals and solving crimes. Instead, the primary functions of the police

are considered to be order maintenance (or

peacekeeping) and service-related tasks

(Wilson 1968; Manning 1978). ‘‘Police

spend most of their time attending to

order-maintaining functions, such as

finding lost children, substituting as ambulance drivers, or interceding in quarrels of

one sort or another’’ (Manning 1978, 107).

The police have traditionally emphasized

the crime-fighting element of their job,

which has created a distorted image of

their role, exacerbated their role conflict,

and devalued the other elements of their

role (Walker and Katz 2002).



Police and Politics

One of the fundamental early differences

between Robert Peel’s London Metropolitan Police Department and early American

departments involved the role of politics.

While London ‘‘Bobbies’’ were representatives of the Crown, American police officers were tied to local politics. In many

places during the last half of the nineteenth

century, police functioned at the whim of

local political leaders, leaving a legacy of

poor performance, brutality, and corruption. In fact, one of the primary tenets of

the Professional Reform effort—led by

August Vollmer and others—centered on

removing politics from policing. Many police scholars, however, argue that politics is

an intrinsic part of American policing (see,

for example, Manning 1978).
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Force as the Core of the Police Role

Police officers have the legal authority to

use force in certain situations including

to protect themselves, to make an arrest,

to overcome resistance, and to gain control of a potentially dangerous situation

(Walker and Katz 2002). Research generally shows police use of force to be a rare

event (Bureau of Justice Statistics 2001).

However, Bittner (1970) argues that force

is the core of the police role. Accordingly,

police use of discretion occurs in this context. Their ability to resort to force defines

each police–citizen encounter and shapes

the decisions that citizens and police officers make during each situation.



The Factors That Influence Police

Decisions

During the past forty years, much research

has focused on identifying the primary

determinants of police behavior, and three

sets of potentially influential variables

emerge from prior research: environmental, organizational, and situational. Each

set of influential factors is described below

(see referenced sources for more in-depth

discussion).



Environmental Variables

‘‘Environmental’’ variables refer to factors

outside the police organization and can be

separated into two basic categories: community-level characteristics that indirectly

affect police behavior, such as variations

in local levels of crime and violence, and

direct external efforts to control police

behavior (such as court rulings):

.



Formal action such as arrest and use

of force appears more likely in minority neighborhoods (Wilson 1968;

Swanson 1978; Smith, 1986).
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The community’s political culture

helps shape police behavior (Wilson

1968; Rossi, Burke, and Edison

1974; Wilson and Boland 1978).

Social class of a community affects

police behavior (Wilson 1968; Westley 1970; Swanson 1978).

The prevalence of community crime

and violence affects police behavior

(Kania and Mackey 1977; Mastrofski 1981; Geller and Karales

1981; Fyfe 1980).

Direct external efforts to control police behavior—such as changes in

law and court rulings—can influence

police behavior, if there is departmental support of those external

efforts (Skolnick and Fyfe 1993;

White 2003).



.



Situational Variables

Last, situational variables refer to contextual factors specific to each police–citizen

encounter. These contextual factors may

involve the suspect (such as race), the officer (such as the number of years on the

job), or the characteristics of the encounter

(such as when others citizens are present):

.



Organizational Variables

Organizational variables refer to factors

that are within the realm of the police

agency, such as administrative policy, informal norms, and the police subculture:

.



.



.



.



The departmental philosophy influences police officer behavior—that

is, aggressive crime fighting, community-oriented policing, and order

maintenance (Skolnick 1966; Wilson

1968; Skolnick and Fyfe 1993).

The size of the department can influence police officer behavior (Ostrum,

Parks, and Whitaker 1978; Mastrofski 1981; Brown 1981).

The degree of supervision and accountability that a department provides will affect police officer

behavior (Reiss 1971; Walker and

Katz 2002).

Organizational structure—such as

the degree of bureaucracy or professionalism, adherence to the military

model, rotating shifts and assignments, and patrol strategy—can influence police officer behavior

(Boydstun and Sherry 1975; Brown



1981; Murphy and Pate 1977; Skolnick and Fyfe 1993);

Informal norms and rules affect police officer behavior (that is, police

subculture) (Skolnick 1966; Brown

1981; Reuss-Ianni 1983; Skolnick

and Fyfe 1993).



.



.



.



.



.



.



Citizen hostility toward police

increases the likelihood of formal police action (Westley 1970; Reiss 1971;

Black and Reiss 1967; Lundman

1974, 1996; Worden 1989).

Suspects in lower socioeconomic

classes are more likely to be subject

to formal police action (Black 1970;

Reiss 1971; Black and Reiss 1967).

Police tend to treat juveniles and the

elderly more severely than middleaged citizens (Friedrich 1980; Black

1970).

Some research has shown that minority citizens are treated more

harshly than whites, though findings

are mixed (Black and Reiss 1967;

Black 1970; Smith and Visher 1981).

Some research has shown that female

citizens are treated differently than

males, though findings are mixed

(Smith and Visher 1981; Klinger

1996).

The degree of relational distance between suspects and complainants

can influence police officer behavior—formal action is more likely

when they are strangers (Black

1970; Friedrich 1980).

The seriousness of the alleged offense is an important influence on
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police officer behavior (Black and

Reiss 1967; Black 1970; Ricksheim

and Chermak 1993).

Police may be more likely to act

harshly toward suspects in public

places than in private (Friedrich

1980; Reiss 1971).

Police often follow a polite complainant’s wishes (Black 1970; Friedrich,

1980; Lundman, Sykes, and Clarke

1978; Smith and Visher 1981; Smith

1984).

The presence of others appears to

affect police behavior (Friedrich

1980; Smith and Visher 1981).

Decisions made earlier in the encounter—by the officer and citizen—influence subsequent decisions—wielding

a weapon or physically assaulting an

officer will increase likelihood of a

formal response (Binder and Scharf

1980; Bayley 1986).

Overall, officer characteristics—education, race, gender, attitudes—

appear to exert little influence on

police officer behavior (Worden

1989; Fyfe 1980; Geller and Karales

1981; Brooks 2001).



Clearly, a wide range of both legal and

extralegal factors have been linked to police discretion. Although it is difficult to

assess or compare the relative importance

of these factors, several overriding themes

emerge. First, the police department itself

plays a critically important role in guiding

and controlling police officer discretion.

The department can provide this guidance

through a range of different means, including official policies and procedures,

training, effective supervision, and setting

an overall organizational tone that officers

will be held to account for the decisions

that they make. Second, police decision

making appears to be affected by the environment in which officers work. Levels of

community violence, socio-economic status, politics, and even the level of disorder

and disorganization all may influence police officer discretion. Quite simply, police
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officers are aware of and affected by their

surroundings. Third, the police–citizen encounter is a fluid event with numerous decision points, and the decisions made by

both participants at each of those points

affect the final outcome. In many ways, the

police–citizen encounter resembles a chess

match, with each participant making

‘‘moves’’ to which the other participant

then responds. Any number of characteristics of the encounter—and either participant—can play a role in shaping how the

incident is ultimately resolved.



The Role of Perceived Danger in Police

Decision Making

Understanding how environmental, organizational, and situational factors explain

or influence police discretion is complicated because of their interaction. For example, consider why an officer may make an

arrest in a domestic dispute. Was the arrest decision made because of department

policy, the suspect’s demeanor, the socioeconomic status of the neighborhood, or

some combination of these factors? Teasing apart the relative contributions of factors is extremely difficult. However, one

critical element in determining the relative

role of each set of factors is the perceived

danger or threat facing the officer. As

the perceived danger in the encounter

increases, situational factors tend to play

a more prominent and important role and

organizational and environmental factors

become secondary.

For example, the officer responding to

a ‘‘man with a gun’’ call will be most

influenced by the situational characteristics of the encounter: Is there an armed

suspect? Formal organizational rules and

environmental characteristics may still

play a role in decision making (such as, is

this also a high-crime neighborhood?), but

the relative influence of those factors will

be mediated by the situational variables.

Alternatively, in less dangerous encounters organizational and environmental
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factors typically become more influential.

Clearly, there are no hard-and-fast rules

for interpreting the importance of specific

factors since police–citizen encounters are

complex, but perceived danger often plays

a critical role.



Building on What We Know:

Increasing the Rationality of Police

Decision Making

Police departments and police scholars

have begun to think about ways to improve police decision making, that is, to

reduce the likelihood that police officers

will make bad decisions. Given their tremendous amount of discretion and the

potentially devastating consequences of

poor police decisions—strained police–

community relations, riot and disorder,

and even loss of liberty and life—it is critically important to think about ways to

structure police discretion.



The Three-Legged Stool

Gottfredson and Gottfredson (1988) argue

that each decision is composed of three

parts: goals, alternatives, and information.

The goal represents the objective the decision maker would like to achieve. For a

police officer, that goal may be any number

of things, such as deterrence, order maintenance, or incapacitation. Alternatives represent choices, which are central to the

concept of discretion. For a police officer,

alternatives may include taking no action

or making an arrest, using force or not,

issuing a traffic citation or not. Finally,

the decision maker has information to

help him or her select from the alternatives

(Gottfredson and Gottfredson 1988). Information about previous tickets may influence the officer to issue another ticket.

Gottfredson and Gottfredson (1988,

xii) consider ‘‘goals, alternatives, and information as three legs of the stool on



which the decision maker sits.’’ The central issue for police departments then is to

ensure that none of the legs are weak:

Goals must be clearly stated and known

among all personnel; alternatives must be

identifiable and understood; and officers

must possess relevant information to

guide their decision making.



Fostering the Rational Use of Police

Discretion

There are five major areas a police department can target to improve the rationality

of police decision making. First, departments must be careful and selective in

who they hire as police officers. A rigorous

recruitment and selection process can weed

out those who will be ill equipped to make

good decisions under pressure. Second,

departments must ensure that their officers

are properly trained and adequately

prepared for the situations they will encounter on the job. Police officers will be

more likely to make rational and fair decisions if their training, both in the academy

and while in service, has prepared them

to do so.

Third, police departments should develop clear and understandable administrative guidelines for structuring police

discretion in certain types of encounters.

Davis (1971) argued that administrative

rule making is the most effective method

for controlling discretion, and research

has supported his position in a number

of critical areas of policing: use of deadly

force, automobile pursuits, domestic violence encounters, handling the mentally ill,

and the use of police dogs (see, for example, Fyfe 1979, 1988; White 2001; Alpert

2001; Walker and Katz 2002). Fourth, administrative policies are meaningless if

not enforced. Police officers must be held

accountable for the decisions they make,

especially if the decision violates departmental policy. When officers are not

held to account by management for their

decisions, the informal message sent to
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line officers is that regardless of the decisions they make, their use of discretion is

essentially unfettered.

Last, rational decision making by police is facilitated when there are mechanisms to supply systematic feedback

(Gottfredson and Gottfredson 1988). Traditionally, police officers hear very little

about the consequences of their decisions

after the case or suspect moves farther

along in the criminal justice system. Did

an arrest result in the prosecutor filing

charges? Was there a conviction? Did the

officer’s decisions have anything to do

with a negative outcome (case dropped,

acquittal, or the like)? These are important

questions that are typically not answered

for police, but they go to the central issue

of whether the alternative that was selected

achieved the stated goal (Gottfredson

and Gottfredson 1988). Although the decision ‘‘stool’’ has three legs, the information leg is perhaps most critical for

rational decision making, and a feedback

mechanism provides officers with a constant flow of information about their use

of discretion.



Conclusion

In the context of a poorly defined, inherently political role in which each citizen

interaction is shaped by the potential use

of force, police officers exercise tremendous discretion in carrying out their duties.

Four decades of research have demonstrated that their use of discretion is influenced by a wide array of factors—legal

and extralegal—and that police decision

making is a complex process. The factors

that influence police discretion have led to

recommendations for enhancing the use of

discretion in the context of a ‘‘decision

stool’’ metaphor. There are no guaranteed

methods for eliminating poor decisions,

but departments can reduce their occurrence by attending to all three legs of the

decision stool—goals, alternatives, and
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information—and by holding officers accountable when they make poor decisions.

MICHAEL D. WHITE

See also Accountability; Attitudes toward

the Police: Overview; Clearance Rates and

Criminal Investigations; Crime Commissions; Crime, Serious Violent; Discrimination; Early Warning Systems; Ethics and

Values in the Context of Community Policing; ‘‘Good’’ Policing; Integrity in Policing;
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Police; Post-Shooting Review; Styles of
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Introduction

The equal and just application of law is

central to the mission of criminal justice in

the United States. Despite this goal, law
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enforcement has historically struggled

with race and gender discrimination. The

fourteenth amendment of the constitution

protects citizens from state actions that

‘‘deprive any person of life, liberty, or

property, without due process of law; nor

deny to any person within its jurisdiction

the equal protection of the laws.’’ Since

the 1960s, courts have used evidence of

disparate treatment and outcomes based

on race and gender as a means to evaluate

whether various law enforcement practices

are unconstitutionally biased.

Addressing the challenges of discrimination, both real and perceived, has become critical as local law enforcement

agencies across the country embrace community policing models, which depend on

the trust and confidence of all members of

the community. We explore public perceptions of discriminatory treatment in the

enforcement of justice and racial and gender disparities that have emerged in statistics regarding traffic stops, arrests, and use

of force as well as the legal and legislative

responses to discriminatory treatment of

citizens by the police. Such treatment in

the hiring and promotion of employees

within police agencies also is discussed.



Racial Discrimination in the

Application of Criminal Law

Perceptions of Police by the Public

Perceived disparate treatment of groups in

the enforcement of justice strongly shapes

the public trust and confidence in the

police and may lead to legal claims of

discrimination. The loss of public trust,

particularly among minority groups, has

led to legal challenges of discrimination

against the police. In general, a majority

of Americans express confidence in the

police; however, non-whites consistently

demonstrate lower confidence levels than

do whites. In 2004, according to Gallup

Poll results, 90% of U.S. citizens had at
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least some confidence in the police. Seventy

percent of white Americans had a ‘‘great

deal’’ of confidence in the police, compared

to 43% of non-white Americans. In addition, non-whites were almost twice as likely

to indicate that they had ‘‘very little’’ confidence in the police when compared to

whites (Bureau of Justice Statistics 2003).

In general, race tends to influence public

perception of police injustice. Blacks are

considerably more likely to perceive criminal injustice (Hagan and Albonetti 1982).

More recently, Weitzer (2000) demonstrated that a majority of all individuals,

regardless of race, believed that being black

made a difference in how an individual was

treated by the police. Ultimately, however,

research indicates that although nonwhites are more likely to believe the police

are unjust, these attitudes are affected by

factors other than race exclusively.

A variety of factors negatively influence non-white perceptions of the police,

including marital status, income, and

neighborhood crime rate (Parker, Onyekwuluke, and Murty 1995). Class inequality

appears to be a significant factor in blacks’

experience of social institutions. Research

indicates that perceptions of blacks from a

middle class neighborhood more closely

paralleled those of middle class whites

than those of blacks from a lower class

neighborhood (Weitzer 1999, 2000). Ultimately, in examining police perception,

neighborhood and class characteristics appear to play a more significant role than

race alone.



Racial Profiling

During the past decade, concern about

racial profiling and the disparate treatment of drivers during routine traffic

stops has become a critical issue for law

enforcement. Although there have long

been allegations of police targeting people

of color, aggressive crime control strategies utilized by police in an effort to reduce

crime rates throughout the 1980s and
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1990s heightened the perception that police may use traffic offenses as a pretext

to conduct disproportionate numbers of

roadside investigations of black or Hispanic drivers and their vehicles. The term

‘‘racial profiling’’ was derived from the use

of a ‘‘profile’’ of drug couriers developed

by the Drug Enforcement Agency during

the mid-1980s to interdict interstate drug

trafficking. Allegations of racial profiling

become so common that the phenomenon was popularly labeled ‘‘driving while

black’’ or ‘‘driving while brown.’’

Racial profiling is generally understood

as any ‘‘police-initiated action that relies

upon the race, ethnicity, or national origin

of an individual rather than the behavior

of that individual or information that

leads the police to a particular individual

who has been identified as being engaged

in or having been engaged in criminal activity’’ (Ramirez, McDevitt, and Farrell

2000). Using this definition, it is appropriate for police to use race or ethnicity to

determine whether a person matches a

specific description of a particular suspect

but not appropriate to use racial or ethnic

stereotypes as factors in selecting whom to

stop and search.

National surveys indicate that a majority of Americans, regardless of race, believe

that racial bias in police stops is a significant social problem. In Gallup Polls from

1999, 2001, and 2003, almost 60% of Americans surveyed believe that the practice of

racial profiling is widespread. For black

respondents, the perception that racial

profiling is widespread actually increased

from 77% in 1999 to 85% in 2003.

In April 1999, the issues of racial

profiling took the national spotlight when

the New Jersey attorney general released a

report concluding that the New Jersey

State Police illegitimately used race as a

basis for stopping drivers on interstate

highways in an attempt to make drug

arrests. The attorney general’s findings

followed public outcry over several high

profile incidents, including the shooting

and wounding of three unarmed black



and Hispanic men during a traffic stop

by New Jersey state troopers. In the same

year, the U.S. Department of Justice

brought a federal civil rights suit against

the New Jersey State Police based on ‘‘pattern and practice’’ of discrimination. Ultimately, the New Jersey State Police and

the Department of Justice came to an

agreement memorialized in a federal

consent decree.



Arrest

Suggestions of racial disparity and discrimination in policing have also been attributed to arrest discretion. Black and Hispanic

individuals are disproportionately likely

to be arrested, compared to their representation in the general population. In 2002,

blacks comprised 12.9% of the population

but 26.9% of all arrests. Whites represented

77.1% of the population but made up

70.7% of arrests (Bureau of Justice Statistics 2003). Further, blacks perceive that

they are more likely than whites to be

hassled by police, both personally and

vicariously (Browning et al. 1994).

Although research does indicate the

veracity of at least some level of disparity

in arrest discretion, there exists no consensus or clear indication of the presence of

specific racial discrimination. As with

other components of police work, the decision to arrest involves a multitude of

factors, and thus disparity may in fact be

attributable to other confounding variables. Arrest discretion has been attributed to situational factors, and further, it

has been suggested that disparity could be

accounted for by factors such as increased

disrespectfulness to the police or greater

involvement in more serious crimes

(Walker, Spohn, and Delone 2004). The

neighborhood in which an incident occurred may also play a more significant

role than race alone in determining arrest

decision.

It is possible that discrimination exists

but has little to do with the suspect. Some
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research indicates that even when no

evidence of racial bias against suspects is

ascertained, police appear more inclined to

arrest in the event that a white complainant

is involved. Thus, it becomes unclear as

to whether disparities can be attributed to

the existence of racist practices or to other

criteria such as seriousness of offense,

neighborhood characteristics, age, suspect

history, behavior and demeanor, or presence of a complainant.

Research also suggests that differential

treatment by police occurs in relation to

female suspects. The presence of chivalry,

where women receive preferential treatment, has been suggested and examined.

Visher (1983) found that women were

treated differently than males in arrest

situations, with the decision to arrest a

female being made more on the basis of

individual factors than larger situational

cues. Results also indicate that females

who violate stereotypical female characteristics and behaviors are less likely to

be afforded chivalry. Here, young, black,

and hostile women did not receive preferential treatment, while calm older white

women were granted leniency. The presence of a complainant or victim appeared

to influence chivalry, with victim request

for arrest discouraging chivalry. Further

research has supported the discrepancy

between arrest decisions for black and

white female suspects (Smith, Visher, and

Davidson 1984).

Additional research is needed in the

area of disparity and discrimination in police arrest discretion. Research has been

used to both support and to refute the

presence of discriminatory practices. It is

possible that disparities may be more attributable to where a suspect lives or to the

nature of the suspect’s interaction with

police than to specifically race in and of

itself. However, gender does appear to

play a role in arrest discretion. Ultimately,

conclusions cannot be drawn until further

experimentation is conducted and confounding variables are more specifically

examined.
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Use of Force by the Police

From the Wickersham Commission’s 1931

examination of the practice of using the

‘‘third degree’’ and infliction of pain in

order to obtain confessions to reactions to

the 1991 beating of Rodney King by Los

Angeles police officers, police use of force

has and continues to represent an issue of

fundamental concern in the United States.

This concern is heightened by the suggestion that force may be used disproportionately on certain groups.

It is estimated that police use force in

approximately 1% of police–citizen interactions (Langan et al. 2001). Use of force is

relatively infrequent, typically occurs at the

lower end of the spectrum of force, and

typically occurs when a suspect is resisting

arrest. Research has shown that minorities

have an increased likelihood of experiencing police use of force. For example, a

1999 Bureau of Justice Statistics national

survey of contact between the police and

public suggests that blacks and Hispanics

were more likely than whites to have

reported police use of force, or threatened

use of force (Langan et al. 2001).

Discerning the extent and nature of use

of force is challenging. Recent empirical

research examining local police departments supports prior findings that use of

force is infrequent and that when it does

occur, it usually involves a low level of

force. Factors previously thought to influence use of force, such as the race of both

officers and suspects, do not appear to

significantly predict police use of force

(Garner et al. 1996). Research also indicates that officers tend to use higher levels

of force against suspects of the same ethnicity as the officer (Alpert and Dunham

1999).

A more specific subcategory of police

use of force that receives significant public

attention is the use of deadly force by

officers. Public outcry, such as the Cincinnati riots following the shooting of a black

man in April 2001, heightens social concern

about disparate uses of force. Although
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there is evidence of racial disparity in fatal

shootings by police, there appears to be no

consensus as to whether the disparity that

does exist is indicative of discrimination.

Data suggest that a growing percentage of

felons killed by police are white, while a

declining percentage are black. In 1978,

blacks were killed at a rate of eight black

to every one white victim. By 1998, such

discrepancy had decreased by half (Brown

and Langan 2001).

Ultimately, it is unclear as to the extent

to which discriminatory use of force exists

and, if present, what the nature of such

discriminatory practices is. As with other

components of policing and discrimination, there potentially exist other factors

(such as age, class, or suspect behavior)

that may additionally explain findings.

Further research is necessary, specifically

research that examines both the explicit

nature of use of force as well as the

dynamic interaction of confounding variables that might exist.



Legal Responses to Discriminatory

Treatment

Lawsuits against the Police

A number of laws protect individuals from

discriminatory conduct by the police in

arrests, traffic stops, and use of excessive

force, in the use of racial slurs, or in the

refusal of an agency to respond to complaints alleging discriminatory treatment

by its officers. The Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968 and Title

VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 together

prohibit discrimination on the basis of

race, color, sex, or national origin by police departments receiving federal funds.

These laws prohibit both individual acts

and patterns or practices of discriminatory

misconduct by state and local law enforcement agencies that receive any financial

assistance from the federal government.

Departments found to have engaged in



discriminatory practices risk losing all

federal funding.

Individuals who are subject to police

discrimination can also bring civil litigation against police officers or municipalities for violations of 42 U.S.C. } 1983. To

establish a legal claim of discrimination

under } 1983, a citizen must show that

the action occurred ‘‘under color of law’’

and that they were deprived of a constitutionally protected right. Over time, however, it has become more difficult for

citizens to succeed in } 1983 claims against

police officers or agencies. The courts have

consistently ruled that the citizen must

prove that discriminatory treatment by

the police was intentional, not merely a

practice with a disparate impact on a particular group. Additionally, state and local

law enforcement agencies have largely escaped liability under } 1983 because citizens must additionally show that the

leadership of an agency either promoted,

condoned, or had knowledge of discriminatory practices within the organization

and failed to prevent such practices.

Prior to 1994, the federal government

primarily prevented discrimination by the

state and local police through legal action

to withhold federal funding if discriminatory treatment was found. Following the

high profile beating of Rodney King by

Los Angeles Police Department officers,

Congress passed legislation amending the

federal code under 42 U.S.C. } 14141,

which made it unlawful for state and

local law enforcement officers to engage

in a pattern or practice of conduct that

deprives persons of their constitutional

civil rights. Section 14141 allows the U.S.

Department of Justice to mandate structural changes within law enforcement

agencies to end patterns of abusive and

discriminatory practices.



Commissions and Civil Rights

Perceived police misconduct and racial discrimination by the police has historically
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led to racial turmoil in many minority communities. In response to these high profile

events, numerous government sponsored

commissions have addressed the impact of

disparate treatment and discrimination.

Following urban race riots of the 1960s,

President Johnson appointed the Kerner

Commission to investigate community upheaval and offer recommendations. The

commission identified deep hostility between the police and the minority communities as a primary cause for the public

disorder and a glaring lack of minority

representation in policing as a primary

cause of the negative relationship between

communities of color and the police. The

conclusion of the commission was that predominately large city police departments

employed few individuals of color and

‘‘loomed as virtually all-white occupying

armies’’ in urban neighborhoods (Walker,

Spohn, and Delone 2004, 197).

Since that time, numerous commissions

have found that discriminatory treatment

by the police in the application of justice

and employment practices has led to

community distrust and instability. More

recently, the Christopher Commission

was formed to investigate the beating of

Rodney King by members of the Los

Angeles Police Department. The commission concluded that ‘‘the problem of excessive force [was] aggravated by racism and

bias within the LAPD’’ (Commission, 54).

To address the concerns raised by these

commissions and other public outcry, law

enforcement has largely moved from

reactive patrols to more proactive models

of community policing. Under a community policing model, police agencies are

expected to solicit input and participation

from citizens and communities in order to

determine what neighborhoods or individuals should be targets of law enforcement

attention. As a result of this shift, minority

representation in the police force has

gained increased attention since it constitutes an important tool for helping police

departments gain the trust of minority

community members who might not
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otherwise serve in a police–community

partnership. The underrepresentation of

minorities among the police ranks has historically signified a lack of sensitivity and

understanding of minority concerns and

culture within law enforcement, which

threatens to reduce the support for community policing within the communities

where partnerships are needed the most.



Bias and Discrimination in

Employment

Prior to the 1960s, there were very few

women or racial minorities employed in

law enforcement professions. Employment

discrimination through formal requirements and informal practices kept many

qualified individuals out of the police

ranks. Changes in employment law since

the 1960s have largely reversed biased

practices that were codified in departmental hiring policies. Despite these legal

advances and the widespread acceptance

and support for diversifying the law enforcement profession, the majority of law

enforcement agencies continue to struggle

with issues of recruiting a diverse workforce—particularly people of color and

women. A 2002 Bureau of Justice Statistics

report on police departments nationally

indicated that more than three-quarters

(77.4%) of officers were white males

(Reaves and Hickman 2002). The same report estimated that, as of June 2002, 10.6%

of all full-time officers were female and

22.6% members of a racial/ethnic minority.

Historically, physical requirements, including height-weight proportion and

physical strength, prevented women from

advancing through the recruitment process, thus limiting the pool of qualified

female applicants (Milton 1972; Sulton

and Townsey 1981; Police Foundation

Report 1989). Although many of these

tests have been modified to test the true

occupational requirements of law enforcement, the ability of female recruits to pass
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physical agility tests remains a concern for

administrators interested in diversifying

the police workforce. In a 1998 study by

the International Association of Chiefs of

Police looking at women in policing, physical strength was listed as the top concern

(28%) regarding women’s skills. Among

the explanations provided for the underrepresentation of minorities are a lack of

education, including higher dropout rates

(Winter 1991), and the use of drugs and

arrest rates (Clark 1989). Thus, the criminal background check has limited the pool

of minority recruits.

Despite these barriers, one of the primary reasons for the small proportion of

women and minorities available within the

applicant pool is a lack of interest or perceived lack of interest in law enforcement

careers by women and racial and ethnic minorities. Life experiences, including

higher education and familial obligations,

of both women and minorities vary from

the conventional model of a police officer.

Due to the traditional all-white, all-male

environment, there is also a low probability of mentors or support for female or

minority officers within the upper echelons

of police organizations.



Legal Remedies to Discrimination in

Law Enforcement Hiring and

Promotion

The legal landscape has changed dramatically since 1960, protecting the rights of

persons seeking employment and enabling

applicants facing discrimination to seek

compensatory and punitive damages from

employers or potential employers. Most

prominent among these changes were the

Civil Rights Acts of 1964 and 1970, which

provided explicit protection of employees

from discrimination based on race, sex,

religion, or ethnicity. Title VII of the Civil

Rights Act states that it is unlawful for

an employer ‘‘. . . to limit, segregate, or

classify his employees or applicants for



employment in any way which would deprive or tend to deprive any individual of

employment opportunities or otherwise

adversely affect his status as an employee,

because of such individual’s race, color,

religion, sex, or national origin.’’ The

Supreme Court has subsequently interpreted disparate treatment of individuals

based on these protected categories as a

violation of Title VII. Therefore, employers must not engage in hiring or promotion

practices that have a disparate impact on

certain groups, which might be indicative

of a pattern of discrimination.

The Equal Employment Opportunity

Act of 1972 amended Title VII and created

the Equal Employment Opportunity

Commission (EEOC). The EEOC has

been the primary governmental agency to

investigate disparate hiring and promotion practices that may violate employees’

civil rights. Employers may also face liability for discriminatory treatment when

they ‘‘use employment practices that although apparently unbiased on their face,

operate to the disadvantage of groups of

persons based on race, color, sex, religion,

or national origin’’ (Sustra et al. 1995). In

essence, standards set forth by departments and to be applied to all applicants,

such as written exams, cannot have a purposefully disparate effect.

More recently, federal law and the

courts have expanded the protected categories of individuals who can be protected

from discrimination in hiring. The Age

Discrimination Act of 1967 prohibits discrimination in hiring and promotion

against people older than forty. The Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 again

amended Title VII of the Civil Rights Act

of 1964, providing significant protections

against discrimination for people with handicaps, mental impairments, or medial illness. The 1990 act provided compensatory

and punitive damages, which had previously been available only to racial and

ethnic minorities but can now be sought

by any victim of intentional discrimination

based on sex, religion, or disability.
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As courts continue to expand and clarify

the protections to citizens facing discrimination by law enforcement in either the

administration of justice or professional

employment, fair and equitable enforcement will be central to the operational mission of law enforcement agencies seeking

public trust.

AMY FARRELL and DANIELLE ROUSSEAU

See also Accountability; Attitudes toward

the Police: Overview; Community-Oriented

Policing: Rationale; Discretion; Excessive

Force; Independent Commission on the
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Police; National Advisory Commission on

Civil Disorder; Personnel Selection; Racial

Profiling; Women in Law Enforcement
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DISPATCH AND

COMMUNICATIONS

CENTERS

As society has become more mobile, so

police dispatch and communications centers have become increasingly important to

the social organization of policing. They

are crucial in terms of how members of

the public contact the police and also in

relation to the command and control processes by which police organizations manage public demand and coordinate their

responses to it.



Calling the Police

The impact that the telephone has had

upon policing is a comparatively neglected

issue, but it is a pivotal technology in

terms of understanding the trajectory of
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change of police–community interactions.

Prior to the widespread availability of telephones, people were limited in terms of

how they could make the police aware of

an issue that potentially required a policing intervention. But with the spread of

landline telephones to most domestic addresses and subsequently the adoption of

mobile phones by much of the population,

it has become much easier for the public to

make contact with the police. Therefore,

dispatch and communications centers are

often one of the first points of contact that

members of the public have when trying

to engage with the police, whether they

are reporting a ‘‘hot’’ emergency, requiring

immediate response, or making contact for

some other reason.

Particularly as a result of the adoption

of single emergency number systems that

make it easy for citizens to establish a

contact, police dispatch and communications centers are typically responsible for

handling large numbers of calls for service

from the public. Indeed, in most police

organizations the total volume of calls

being handled has increased significantly,

a pattern amplified in the late twentieth

and early twenty-first centuries with the

spread of mobile phones. In both U.S.

and U.K. policing agencies, a number of

efforts to manage this gap between the

public demand for services and the police

capacity to supply them have been instigated through reforming the organization

of dispatch and communications centers.

Of particular note is a trend toward

the regionalization of call centers or the

sharing of them with other emergency services. Utilizing advances in information

and communication technologies, such

reforms offer the promise of increased efficiency in managing public demands, but

it is not clear whether this translates into

improved public experiences of contacting

the police.

Given that public demand for police services now routinely outstrips police resources, important organizational



decisions are implemented through the

dispatch and communications centers in

terms of which incidents will receive what

response. Thus, although working in these

centers is typically seen as being a comparatively low status occupation in many

police organizations, the operators are

actually involved in making significant

decisions that determine both how the

organization responds to individual incidents and also the ways that it manages its

overall workload.

Peter Manning’s research has demonstrated that members of the public in

trying to communicate information to

police often do so in a confused, complex,

and unclear fashion (Manning 1988). Consequently, the first task for the police

organization, through the individuals

working in the dispatch and communications center, is a sense-making one. Upon

receiving a call from the public, the operator has to interpret the information

provided by the caller, fit the information

to some form of meaningful organizational

classification, and on this basis arrange for

an appropriate response to be made. To aid

in this complex decision-making task,

many police organizations have adopted

formal graded response criteria for establishing what form of response is required

to different situations. Nevertheless, the

presence of such bureaucratic protocols

does not eradicate the important interpretative work that is performed by human

operators.

The decision making of the operators

working in dispatch and communications

centers is structured to varying degrees by

a number of organizational imperatives. A

particularly important one is the ‘‘just in

case’’ rule. If the situation is ambiguous in

terms of how much trouble might be present, operators will often decide to send

officers to attend just in case the problem

should escalate or just in case the incident

is more serious than is immediately apparent from the information being provided

to them by the caller.
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A similar outcome results from the

need of the organization to ‘‘demonstrate

concern.’’ Thus, in many instances when

police are called, there is little probability

of them catching the perpetrator as a result of a fast response, but it is nevertheless felt important that they respond

quickly in order to demonstrate concern

for someone’s personal crisis, especially

where the individual concerned is deemed

vulnerable in some way. Consequently, although dispatch and communications

workers can often exercise considerable

discretion in the performance of their

role, their decision-making power is not

completely unfettered. Other organizational and political imperatives directly

impact upon and influence their work.



Command and Control

Just as the development of communications technologies has transformed how

the public contacts the police, so they

also changed how the police have organized themselves to respond to such

calls for service. The ability of dispatch

and communications centers to relay publicly provided information to police officers who are not co-present establishes a

capacity, at least in principle, for a faster

and more flexible response to be provided.

This is certainly the case when contrasted

with the ‘‘fixed point system’’ of patrol

that was used in many forces prior to the

widespread use of personal radios. Because officers can be contacted via their

radios, they do not need to return to the

station to be assigned new tasks, nor do

they have to be sought out by a citizen

wanting to contact them. As such, the

dispatch and communications center is

vital to an increasing flexibility in terms

of the organization of policing and needs

to be understood as a central component

of the command and control systems by

which modern police bureaucracies seek to

coordinate their resources.
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Given the well-established research

finding that a police patrol officer often

operates in conditions of comparative

low visibility in respect to their supervisors, something that is facilitated in part

by dispatch and communications centers,

it is perhaps unsurprising that increasingly

these centers have come to perform a surveillance function over officers on the

streets. The conduct of officers is increasingly monitored through the communications technologies that are used to stay in

contact with them. This information is

used for monitoring the performance of

individual officers but also, in a more

aggregated form, the organization as a

whole.

Research has demonstrated that it is

important not to overstate the efficacy of

the police command and control systems

(Waddington 1993). The promise of the

command and control system to effect better oversight over police activity has only

been partially realized. It is also the case

that with advances in information and

communication technologies and a growing realization about how consequential

the work in dispatch and communications

centers is, the conduct of those in these

centers likewise is increasingly subject to

surveillance. The number of calls being

handled and how they are handled by

individuals is routinely monitored by

supervisors.

MARTIN INNES

See also Calls for Service; Computer-Aided

Dispatching (CAD) Systems; Technology

and Police Decision Making; Technology

and the Police; Technology, Records Management, and Calls for Service
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DISPUTE RESOLUTION,

COMMUNITY

Although community dispute resolution

can refer to a wide range of initiatives

aimed at addressing community conflicts

and undertaken by many very diverse

local entities (Auerbach 1983), since the

early 1970s the phrase has become associated with a variety of eclectic, innovative

community-based centers that focus their

attention on how to better manage conflict

situations involving citizens in their respective local communities.

Known by many different names, such

as community mediation programs, restorative justice programs, neighborhood

justice centers, community peacemaking

programs, community justice programs,

victim–offender mediation programs, dispute settlement programs, and conflict or

dispute resolution programs, all of these

efforts aim to provide local citizens with

more accessible, less adversarial, more appropriate, less time-consuming, and less

expensive or even free services, handling

an extensive variety of conflicts, many of

which would otherwise be handled by the

legal system. In many instances, these centers are closely associated with the civil

and criminal courts, from which they receive referrals. The community dispute

resolution centers also partner with other

components of the criminal justice system,

particularly the police, for access to cases

that come to their attention or to conduct

conflict resolution training.



Community Dispute Resolution and

Mediation

Central to most community dispute resolution initiatives has been the use of

mediation and related collaborative problem-solving processes such as conciliation

and facilitation. Mediation, the best known

and most widely used process, relies on a

third party known as a mediator, who

assists disputing parties to resolve their



differences. Through face-to-face meetings,

parties have an opportunity to exchange

information and work through their differences voluntarily (Moore 2003). Mediation is viewed as especially useful in those

situations where parties have an ongoing

relationship.

Key recognizable characteristics of the

mediation process are self-determination

by the parties, impartiality by the interveners, and confidentiality of process (Association for Conflict Resolution 2005).

Self-determination means that the parties

are empowered to make informed choices

about their situation and can choose to

terminate the process at any point. Mediators do not make decisions for parties.

They use techniques and skills to help the

parties share their perspectives, clarify concerns, generate possible options, and craft

a working arrangement for the future. Impartiality refers to the need for mediators

to pay careful attention to any conduct

implying any partiality on their part.

Their actions should not show any biases

or preferences. Confidentiality assures the

parties that they can speak candidly in a

safe, respectful setting. It means that information exchanged during the mediation

sessions will not be discussed with others

or used in future court or administrative hearings. Depending on the context,

there are some exceptions to the confidentiality provisions. A few widely recognized

exceptions include child abuse, domestic

violence, or imminent harm to a person.

While it is generally understood that

mediation is a process in which parties

are assisted to work through their differences, there is no one way to do it. Mediation reflects the mediator’s personality,

styles, training, and philosophy as well as

the context in which the mediation is being

conducted. Despite mediation’s sensitivity

to nuances of practitioners and milieu, as

its use has expanded, several dominant

styles have evolved. The style most common to community dispute resolution is

facilitative, in which facilitative mediators

ask questions to identify, reframe, and
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analyze issues and options. They rely on

the parties to play an active role in identifying their needs and interests and shy

away from making recommendations or

expressing opinions.



The Development and Growth of

Community Dispute Resolution Centers

Community dispute resolution centers

have flourished since the early 1970s. The

growth of these centers has been attributed to a number of factors. Chief among

them are dissatisfaction with the cost,

slowness, and inappropriateness of the

traditional adversarial processing of cases

and the desire for greater social justice

(Wahrhaftig 2004).

Because community dispute resolution

centers are very decentralized and highly

dispersed, comprehensive and accurate

data about them are elusive. Despite the

paucity of available data, what is evident

is that community dispute resolution centers have proliferated throughout the

United States (McGillis 1997). Although

there were only a handful of such centers in

the early 1970s, by the end of that decade

the U.S. Department of Justice had begun

formally funding experimental neighborhood justice centers in Atlanta, Kansas

City, and Los Angeles. According to estimates made by the National Association

for Community Mediation (NAFCM),

the number of centers has swelled to more

than 550. NAFCM also reports that over

the years more than 76,000 citizens have

been trained as mediators and that each

year more than 97,500 disputes are referred

to community dispute resolution centers

(NAFCM 2005).

Increasingly, community dispute resolution centers have focused on restorative

justice, an umbrella concept that refers to a

variety of responses to criminal wrongdoing, including victim–offender mediation,

circle sentencing, community reparative

boards, and family group conferences. Restorative justice involves rectifying harm
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and restoring relationships by providing

victims, offenders, and community members with an opportunity to actively participate in the justice process.

The best known of the restorative justice

efforts is victim–offender mediation, which

formally began in Kitchener, Ontario, in

1974 and increasingly has been adopted in

a variety of communities and contexts

worldwide (Umbreit 2001). As an informal, nonadversarial process bringing victims and offenders together face to face,

victim–offender mediation allows the victims to share their concerns about the

impact of the crime, the offenders to give

information about the offense, and in some

instances, community members an opportunity to participate. This approach to

community dispute resolution assists the

victim to recover and the offender to be

restored to the community. Minor criminal

matters such as vandalism, theft, burglary,

and minor assaults tend to be referred to

victim–offender mediation by the courts.

However, violent crimes are also mediated,

usually when so requested by victims or by

a surviving family member (Umbreit 2000).

Finally, hybrid versions of community

dispute resolution centers have emerged.

For example, community or victim impact

panels provide offenders with an opportunity to meet face to face with members of

the community, not necessarily the victims

themselves, to discuss the impact of their

offense on the community. In New York

City, the offenses brought to impact

panels consist of those involving quality

of life offenses, where a summons from

the police has been issued for a misdemeanor crime or violation.



The Eclectic Community Dispute

Resolution Landscape

Community dispute resolution centers can

be quite diverse (McGillis 1997). In general, they tend to be operated by nonprofit

organizations and funded by a variety of
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sources, including government, private

foundations, fund-raisers, and fees from

special services such as training programs.

They tend to be low budget centers,

providing the bulk of their services gratis,

for a nominal fee, or on a sliding scale

basis. Program costs are kept low since

virtually all of the centers utilize volunteer

citizens who are trained to mediate cases.

The citizens come from very diverse backgrounds in each community, often mirroring the local population.

There are no universally accepted guidelines for training mediators. As a result,

training is quite varied, ranging from little

formal training to precisely defined criteria

identifying specific topics and activities.

New York State, for example, which has

one of the nation’s most comprehensive

statewide community dispute resolution

networks, has identified standards and

requirements for community mediators.

To be certified by a local dispute resolution

center, mediators must attend a thirty-hour

basic mediation training program that

includes skills practice and ‘‘role plays,’’

followed by an apprenticeship with two

role plays, the observation of one actual

mediation, the mediation or comediation

of at least five cases with an experienced

mediator, and the mediation or comediation of one case that is debriefed by staff or

through a self-evaluation instrument. Additionally, each year, mediators must participate in at least six hours of continuing

education and mediate or comediate at

least three mediations. Finally, mediators

who mediate any special cases must complete additional training (New York State

Unified Court System 2003).

The types of cases handled by the community dispute resolution centers are quite

varied and reflect local context. Generally

speaking, they process both civil and criminal cases, including neighborhood conflicts involving noise, barking dogs, lifestyle

differences, family conflicts over custody

disputes and parenting, landlord–tenant

complaints about leases and repairs, business disputes about consumer complaints,



and minor criminal matters such as harassment, assaults, and trespassing.

The community dispute resolution centers have been viewed as providing a wide

range of benefits. Some of the benefits

widely attributed to the centers include

highly satisfied parties, faster and less expensive processing of cases than in conventional court processing, and creative

outcomes defined by the parties.



Ongoing Challenge: Need for

Rigorous Research

While community dispute resolution centers have proliferated throughout the

country and are staffed by very enthusiastic mediators, these centers are significantly

underresearched (Hedeen 2004). Most of

the data are dated, filed in the wide range

of local program reports and newsletters,

or based on fragmented anecdotal and descriptive accounts from program staff and

participants. Information is needed to fully

understand what works, what does not,

and why the centers are underutilized in

their respective communities. Since virtually all centers are staffed by volunteers

and run by nonprofit organizations operating on very limited budgets, research

is particularly important for funding and

policy-making purposes. Of particular

note, research could also help shed light

on questions regarding the specific role of

the community dispute resolution centers

vis-a`-vis the criminal justice system.

MARIA R. VOLPE

See also Conflict Management; Crime Prevention; Police Social Work Teams and

Victim Advocates; Public Safety, Defined;

Victim Rights Movement in the United

States
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DIVERSITY IN POLICE

DEPARTMENTS

As the political landscape and social conditions of American society have changed,

so have the personnel policies and practices of local law enforcement departments

and, ultimately, the racial and gender

makeup of American police departments.

We trace the growing diversity that now
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exists in American police departments and

conclude by offering general, yet pertinent, policy implications to better facilitate public safety and public order in the

present-day mosaic of post-9/11, twentyfirst century American society.



Introduction: The Functions and

Reformations of American Policing

Police have played and will continue to

play a pivotal role in the development of

American society and the life of American

communities. As one of the most visible

branches of civil government, police departments are called on to enforce the

laws and maintain public safety and public

order. However, the guiding philosophy,

strategic designs, tactical approaches,

and organizational structuring of police

departments have changed with the ever

expanding notion of American democracy

and its more inclusive classification of,

and regard for, American citizens, regardless of racial, ethnic, gender, and other

differences.

Current attempts to redesign and restructure the police role have been guided

by the identification of four dimensions—

the philosophical, the strategic, the tactical, and the organizational (Cordner 1999).

These dimensions seek to: (1) increase citizen involvement and input, (2) expand the

role of law enforcement from one exclusively addressing crime fighting to one

that fights crime in the context of enhancing the community welfare, (c) reintroduce

more positive interactions and experiences

with the public, as well as (d) build and

facilitate active partnerships between the

police and their constituents.

Consequently, these dimensions have

played a key role in the ongoing efforts to

compensate for the darker side of American policing, inclusive of the compelling

evidence that identifies the old slave patrols

as the progenitor and forerunner of contemporary policing (Williams and Murphy
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1990; Walker 1977, 1980). Moreover, these

dimensions have ushered in a more coactive function of local law enforcement by

facilitating the partnering or integration of

the police with the community in the

coproduction of public safety and order.

This coactive function blends the more traditional reactive role (responding to calls

for service) and proactive functions (police-initiated activities) with community

partnering (police and citizens regularly

meeting, listening, discussing, planning,

and evaluating concerns that relate to public safety, broadly conceived) (Ottemeier

and Wycoff 1997; Koven 1992).

However, the success of this coactive

function (with its coproduction implications), especially when considering the

multiethnic realities of post-9/11 America,

is dependent upon more diverse police personnel who are sensitive to the cultures,

traditions, and perceptions of others who

make up and contribute to the presentday American mosaic (MacDonald 2003;

Culver 2004).



The Changing Face and Responsive

Nature of American Policing

The face of American policing traditionally has been white and its gender male.

Even taking into account the growing

racial and gender diversity of full-time

sworn personnel in local police departments during the past twenty-five years,

this historical description generally holds

true today. The most recent national statistics compiled by the U.S. Department of

Justice’s Bureau of Justice Statistics on the

gender and racial makeup of full-time

sworn personnel in local police departments reveal that of the 440,920 full-time

sworn officers, 89.4% were male and 10.6%

were female (Hickman and Reeves 2003).

In 2000, the estimated 46,569 female officers represented an increase of nearly 60%

(or 17,300 officers) from 1990 figures

(Hickman and Reeves 2003).



In terms of race and ethnicity, 22.7% of

all full-time local police officers in 2000

were minorities. This represented an increase of about 61%, or 38,000 officers,

from the 1990 levels. African Americans,

Hispanics or Latinos, and other ethnic

groups (that is, Asians, native Hawaiians,

American Indians, and Alaska natives)

accounted for 11.7%, 8.3%, and 2.7%, respectively, of all local police officers in 2000

(Hickman and Reeves 2003). In terms of

numbers, the number of Hispanic or Latino officers represented an increase of

17,600 officers from the 1990 level, while

that of African American officers represented an increase of 13,300 (Hickman

and Reeves 2003).

Based upon the analysis of Hickman

and Reeves (2003), much of the growing

diversity in local police departments is taking place in larger police agencies. For

example, in local agencies that serve a million or more citizens, women make up

16.5% of all full-time sworn police officers,

compared to 15.5% in departments serving

a population of 500,000 to 999,999, 14.2%

in those serving 250,000 to 499,999, but

only 8.2%, 7.0%, and 5.7% in those serving

50,000 to 99,999, 25,000 to 49,999, and

10,000 to 24,999, respectively.

Similarly, employment of blacks (25.2%)

in 2000 was highest in those departments

serving a population of 500,000 to 999,999,

followed by 19.0% and 16.1% in those

serving 250,000 to 499,999 and a million or

more, respectively. Furthermore, Hispanic

or Latino representation at 17.3% in 2000

was highest in those departments serving a

population of a million or more, followed

by 10.7% and 8.0% in those serving 250,000

to 499,999 and 100,000 to 249,999, respectively (Hickman and Reeves 2003).

These statistics reflect the growing diversity in local police departments; however, they fail to reflect the more responsive

nature of local law enforcement to a more

diverse American society. The American

landscape has changed from the more

idealistic analogy of the melting pot into

the more realistic view of a salad bowl.
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As such, police departments, both large

and small, have become more responsive

to the changing demands of their more

diverse communities of constituents. For

example, such police departments as those

in Atlanta, metropolitan Washington, D.

C., Cambridge, Massachusetts, and Missoula, Montana, have implemented and

utilized gay and lesbian liaison officers

and units to better understand and address

the concerns of the gay, lesbian, and transgender community.

Similarly, the Chicago Police Department, through its Chicago Alternative Policing Strategy (CAPS) model, like other

local police departments has embraced a

preventive problem-solving approach

(Goldstein 1990) and increased its efforts

to overcome various language, cultural,

and other barriers to connect with immigrants and other new residents of the community (Skogan et al. 2002). These efforts

represent only a small sample of what is

being done by local police departments to

better learn from, understand, connect

with, serve, and protect a more diverse

American society.



Conclusion

Egon Bittner has noted that ‘‘the role of

the police is best understood as a mechanism for the distribution of nonnegotiable,

coercive force employed in accordance

with the dictates of an intuitive grasp of

situational exigencies’’ (1970, 46). Similarly, MacDonald (2003) acknowledges

that the growing ‘‘challenge for police in

multiethnic, liberal, democratic societies is

to find the correct balance among the public goods at stake. They must enforce the

law but also maintain racial and ethnic

peace. These goals are incompatible to

some extent . . . enforcing the law may

disrupt the peace’’ (p. 233).

Both Bittner (1970) and MacDonald

(2003) speak to the need for police to be

adept at operating from a dichotomous
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nature—they must be able to employ coercive force when needed while understanding the very infrequent conditions

that warrant such behavior. This is of

greater import when considering the coactive function of contemporary law enforcement and its efforts to coproduce

public safety and public order when coupled with the post-9/11 conditions facing a

more multiethnic America.

Considering the perspectives of Bittner,

MacDonald, and others, one viable approach to embrace this paradigm is to

continue to exert more effort and energy

in recruiting and retaining more diverse

police officers—officers who are more sensitive toward and have a greater appreciation for diversity. However, for this

approach to be most effective, local police

departments must continue to tailor their

approach to public safety and public order

in a fashion that best fits with the changing

nature of American society and that facilitates a symbiotic relationship.

Progress in terms of greater representation and enhanced sensitivity to the American mosaic is evident. The personnel

policies and practices of local law enforcement departments have changed dramatically since the successful efforts by the

American Federation Reform Society to

install female ‘‘matrons’’ in prisons in

1845, the utilization of African Americans

as police officers in Washington, D.C., in

1861, and the subsequent hiring of Alice

Stebbins Wells, America’s first female

police officer, by the Los Angeles Police

Department in 1909 (Cox 1996). The more

recent hiring practices and personnel policies have been aided by presidential and

legislative assistance, including the President’s Commission on Law Enforcement

and the Administration of Justice in 1967,

the 1972 congressional amendment to

Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, as

well as the social and occupational ramifications of World War II and the civil

rights movement (Cox 1996).

However, due to the present-day realities of a more heterogeneous, multiethnic,
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post-9/11 America, local police departments have many miles to go before they

can rest. They must continue to seek

greater diversity within their ranks and at

all levels of the organizational hierarchy.

Likewise, they must continue to find ways

to better learn from, understand, connect

with, and eventually serve the dynamic

and ever-changing social landscape of

the American mosaic by devising and

implementing tailored approaches that

foster a more collaborative and coproductive approach to public safety and public

order.

BRIAN N. WILLIAMS
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DNA FINGERPRINTING



Background

Prior to the mid-1980s, crimes were solved

by criminal investigators who compared

evidence collected from crime scenes to

known or suspected offenders. Evidence

commonly consisted of fingerprints, hair,

teeth marks, blood or semen samples, and

fingernail scrapings. Fingerprints were

often considered by investigators to be

the best lead for the identification of a

suspect and for connecting the suspect to

the crime scene. Fingerprints are unique

markers to an individual, but they have

limited value in impacting crime because

they can be altered through surgery. Evidence such as hair, teeth marks, blood, and

semen likewise suffer in their ability to convince juries to the standard of ‘‘beyond a

reasonable doubt’’ because their uniqueness is subjective. In many criminal cases

it can be shown that a suspect’s hair or

blood type was similar to that found at a

crime scene, but not to the exclusion of all

other hair or blood. A paradigm shift occurred in the mid- to late 1980s that

changed the way criminal investigators impact crimes. The change was the result not

of the type of evidence collected but, rather, of the way the evidence was forensically

examined.
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DNA and the Criminal

Identification Process

Sir Alec Jeffreys and associate Victoria

Wilson successfully proved in 1985 that

in the DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) of

human beings, ‘‘hypervariable’’ regions

that they called ‘‘minisatellites’’ exist in

which core sequences of DNA repeated

(Jeffreys, Wilson, and Thein 1985). They

determined that the repetitive sequences

were unique to each individual (except in

the case of identical twins), and thus the

term ‘‘DNA fingerprinting’’ was born.

For forensic criminologists, this discovery was monumental. They knew that if

they could examine evidentiary samples

from crime scenes that contained nucleated

cells left by a perpetrator, they would have a

basis on which to build a case that would be

more unique to an individual than previous

evidence such as fingerprints. In essence,

this discovery could be deemed as genetic

fingerprinting. Since much of the evidence

left at crime scenes includes nucleated cells,

including hair follicles, semen, white blood

cells, saliva, and perspiration in the ridges of

fingerprints, it was widely thought that

crimes would be easier to solve. The effectiveness of forensic evidence, however, is

limited by the proper collection, storage,

and analysis of the evidence.



Criminal Justice Application of

DNA Fingerprinting

Police agencies, through their regional or

state crime labs, submit crime scene DNA

profiles for inclusion in the national

DNA database CODIS (or combined

DNA index system). Following a pilot

database program in 1990, the CODIS

database became effective in 1994 and is

maintained by the Federal Bureau of Investigation. The CODIS database contains both crime scene DNA samples and

DNA from known offenders. Officers from
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local law enforcement agencies run queries

on the CODIS database based on crime

scene evidence. When a match is made between evidentiary DNA and a DNA profile

in CODIS, the match is known as a ‘‘hit.’’

According to the CODIS information website maintained by the FBI, there were

119,782 forensic files and 2,643,409

offender profiles housed in the National

DNA Index System as of November 2005.

As a measure of success, the FBI reports

that the CODIS database has ‘‘produced

over 25,900 hits assisting in more than

27,800 investigations’’ (Federal Bureau of

Investigation 2005).

Criminal justice agencies use DNA fingerprinting in the course of their duties in

various ways. Consider for a moment that

the attacks on the World Trade Centers on

September 11, 2001, constituted the largest crime scene in the history of the United

States. DNA fingerprinting was used to

identify perpetrators and victims of that

crime. DNA fingerprinting is also used to

identify human remains in other disasters,

such as airplane crashes. A growing field

of concern and study for criminal justice

agencies concerns missing children and

adults. DNA fingerprints are used not

only by criminal prosecutors to identify

offenders but also by prosecutors and defense attorneys to aid in the exclusion of

specific people as suspects in specific cases.

Although the absence of DNA samples

from seminal fluids in a rape case does not

mean that a suspect did not commit the

offense, the presence of such evidence

could exonerate a suspect if it does not

match that of the suspect. As of November

2005, the Innocence Project reports that

163 people have been exonerated of crimes

they had previously been convicted of after

postconviction DNA sampling was conducted on their behalf (Scheck 2005).

Because DNA samples can be obtained

from a wide variety of evidentiary sources,

police officers are trained in ever-changing

methods of collection and preservation of

crime scene evidence. For example, it was

once thought that evidence should be
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preserved in plastic bags. The common

practice in use today is to place dried samples in paper bags so that contamination

or degradation of the evidence is not facilitated due to the development of moisture.

Additionally, the amount of evidence necessary in order to collect a usable DNA

sample has decreased due to new technologies and methodologies in the processing

of DNA. Crime labs nationwide are increasingly becoming certified to handle

and process DNA evidence using industry-accepted protocols. Uniformity in the

handling and processing of DNA samples

helps to ensure judicial acceptance of the

evidence when presented in criminal cases.



Issues Facing Law Enforcement

As the probability of discovering DNA

evidence left by a suspect at a crime scene

increases, so too does the demand for the

storage and processing of evidence. Police

agencies, in anticipation of someday clearing reported crimes through the matching

of DNA fingerprint profiles from evidence

to those housed in CODIS, are forced to

create additional storage space for crime

scene evidence. Frustration mounts as

officers wait for results of DNA analysis

from crime labs that have been inundated

with extremely high numbers of requests

for analysis. A recent National Institute of

Justice study conducted by researchers at

Washington State University, in cooperation with the law firm Smith, Alling, Lane,

P.S., reported that state and local crime

laboratories claimed they maintain more

than 57,000 unanalyzed DNA cases (Lovrich et al. 2003). The backlog was attributed to the lack of manpower to conduct

DNA analysis. In addition, the researchers

discovered that there are more than half a

million cases nationwide in which DNA

evidence could exist but has not yet been

submitted to the crime lab for analysis

(Lovrich et al. 2003).



Many people involved in the criminal

justice system agree that increasing the

volume of DNA fingerprint analysis at

various crime labs and the inclusion of

such analyses in massive databases such

as CODIS will improve the quality of life

in the United States by making the identification of offenders quick and certain.

Others, however, argue that the improvement in DNA fingerprinting technology

may lead to the restriction of personal

liberties.



Legal Challenges

Among the questions surrounding the inclusion of DNA fingerprint profiles are,

Which profiles are to be included, and

which are not? Are the DNA fingerprint

profiles of misdemeanants to be included,

or only those of felons? Which felonies

qualify for inclusion, violent only or nonviolent also? How long are the profiles to

be maintained in the database? Are they

to be purged upon the completion of the

corresponding prison sentence by the offender? When are the profiles to be collected? Are they collected and entered into

CODIS on conviction, on prison entrance,

or on exit?

All of those questions have been the

basis of lawsuits filed by civil libertarians.

On a more technical note, concerns about

near misses have sounded with respect

to disclosure of a match probability when

a suspect in a criminal action has a sibling

who has not been excluded as a possible

suspect (Buckleton and Triggs 2005). To

summarize the argument, it is contended

that when a crime lab returns the results of

DNA fingerprinting, an obligation is owed

that goes beyond simply making notification that a suspect’s DNA fingerprint is or

is not the donor of origin. If possible, the

argument goes, crime labs should make

notification if a relative of the suspect is

the donor.
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Future of DNA Fingerprinting in

Criminal Justice

Legal wrangling surrounding the collection, preservation, and analysis of DNA

evidence and the presentation of DNA fingerprints as unique personal identifiers will

highlight criminal justice forensics during

the next few decades. Criminal justice

agencies and crime laboratories will adapt

to newly defined protocols as the demand

for improved DNA fingerprint profiling

increases. Crime labs will continue to

need increased funding to meet the everincreasing demands placed on them by the

law enforcement community. New discoveries in the methodology of DNA fingerprint analysis will put additional pressure

on the FBI’s CODIS database to improve

in both capacity and classification capability. As DNA fingerprint typing becomes

more prolific due to improved methodologies and as the CODIS database capacity

increases in numbers of both crime scene

profiles and offender profiles, the ability of

law enforcement to impact crime should

increase.

CHARLES L. JOHNSON
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DOMESTIC (OR INTIMATE

PARTNER) VIOLENCE AND

THE POLICE

In the 1970s, domestic (or family) violence, in particular spousal or intimate

partner violence (IPV), was transformed

from a private issue into a public concern

that warrants intervention by the criminal

justice system. Societal acceptance of family violence as a criminal matter has made

demands on the police to change their

traditional (or nonintervention) practices

of handling victims and offenders of IPV,

resulting in reforms that include proarrest

policies. We provide a definition of domestic violence or IPV and describe its patterns, reviewing the history of domestic

violence laws, traditional police practices

in responding to it, and reforms in police

response. Research on police responses to

domestic violence, factors that influence

victims’ calls to police, and the effectiveness of proarrest practices are presented,

and remaining concerns in this area are

discussed.



Definition and Extent of Domestic

(Intimate Partner) Violence
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Domestic violence is defined as ‘‘the willful intimidation, assault, battery, sexual

assault, or other abusive behavior perpetrated by one family member, household

member, or intimate partner against another’’ (National Center for Victims of

Crime 2005). It includes physical, sexual,

and psychological abuse of a family member, as well as the destruction of property,

which is why the term ‘‘intimate partner

abuse’’ is now more widely accepted than

‘‘domestic violence.’’ Physical abuse commonly includes rape or sexual assaults on
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the victim (Johnson and Sigler 1997). In

most cases of domestic violence, mental

and physical abuse occur together. Verbal

abuse includes threats regarding the

woman’s welfare and the welfare of the

children and degrading comments.

In most state laws criminalizing domestic violence, a charge of this offense

requires that the parties are spouses, former spouses, cohabitating persons, or

those who have resided together within

the previous year, or persons who share a

common child. A significant number of

states also include dating relationships

within the scope of domestic violence. Research confirms that a substantial amount

of abuse occurs among persons who are

not married to each other (for example,

who are dating, cohabitating, ex-spouses,

or ex-cohabitants [Erez 1986; Tjaden and

Thoennes 2000]). Research has consistently

found that the majority (more than 90%)

of the victims are women. There is currently an academic debate as to the extent

to which domestic violence is gendered,

but the most careful research designs report it as being predominantly male offenders and female victims, and this is most

pronounced when the measures include

high levels of fear, injury, and abuse

(Belknap and Melton 2005).

Domestic violence data are typically

derived from calls to the police or national

survey data. The severity of the injuries

and the danger facing the victims of

abuse are often high. Weapons are used

in about a third of all domestic violence

incidents. Almost a third of all women

murdered in the United States are killed

by their husbands, ex-husbands, or lovers,

making IPV the largest cause of injury to

women in the United States (Tjaden and

Thoennes 2000)



Historical Background

Domestic violence appears to be a cultural

universal; its historical roots are ancient



and deep. In many societies the woman

was essentially defined as her husband’s

property; her sole purpose to satisfy his

needs—bearing his children and tending

to his household (Martin 1976). In medieval times, husbands had the power of life

and death over their dependents and the

right to unrestrained physical chastisement

of the wife and other family members

(Pleck 1987). Physical cruelty, including

murder of the wife, was allowed as long as

it was inflicted for disciplinary purposes

(Davis 1971). Men killed their wives for

reasons such as talking back, scolding and

nagging, miscarrying, or sodomy (Martin

1976).

For ‘‘family protection’’ purposes, the

English common law provided husbands

the right to chastise their wives ‘‘moderately’’; it excluded death (Blackstone 1987,

177). This law was brought to the American colonies, which allowed husbands to

physically chastise their wives, as long as

they did not use a stick larger than their

thumb. Courts did not consider family

violence incidents proper matters for

court intervention, arguing that family

arguments were best left inside the walls

of the home. Exceptions to this rule were

when the violence was excessive, was exercised merely to gratify ‘‘bad passions,’’ or

resulted in lasting injury. The economic

and legal dependency of women on their

husbands ‘‘justified’’ the state’s nonintervention, which had an overriding interest

in keeping the family intact. The sanctity

of the family home and the maxim that ‘‘a

man’s home is his castle’’ were major reasons for a de facto decriminalization of

wife abuse. They led to police treating

spouse abuse differently than assaults between persons who were not intimate,

resulting in policy of nonintervention in

domestic violence cases.

The husband’s right to use necessary

force to make the wife ‘‘behave’’ and

‘‘know her place’’ was not challenged in

court until the end of the nineteenth century. At that time many of the legal

restrictions on married women were lifted,
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and the right of the husband to chastise his

wife was abolished. Yet, the belief that

physical abuse in spousal relationships

does not constitute a crime continued to

guide the police in their responses. Until

the 1970s, police officers treated domestic

violence as a private matter, unsuitable for

the intervention of the criminal justice system. At that time, the women’s movement

began calling attention to the problem,

and victim advocates initiated actions

designed to bring about a change in police

handling of domestic violence cases.



Police Attitudes and Changing

Practices Concerning Domestic

Violence

Until the 1980s, arrest in misdemeanor

domestic violence cases was rarely made

since police attached low priority to domestic violence. In the police culture, intervention in domestic situations was not

viewed as ‘‘real’’ police work; the police

perceived intervention in it as unglamorous and unrewarding. Thus, police often

ignored these calls, or if they did respond,

treated it as a ‘‘family dispute’’ where everyone needed to calm down.

The low level of enforcement of domestic violence incidents, however, was primarily attributed to legal requirements

that the offense be committed in the presence of an officer, which technically barred

officers who did not witness the abuse from

making warrantless arrests. Other possible

explanations include the erroneous police

perception that domestic violence incidents

are dangerous situations for the police, victim preferences against arrest, and possible

police officers’ support or sympathy for the

abusive male partner (Sherman 1992). This

attitude was reinforced by the long-held

belief that family conflict is a private matter

and that taking action against abusers

will hurt their families, particularly if they

are economically dependent on the abuser.

Female complainants were also viewed as
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uncooperative, making arrest (and prosecution) a waste of time in the eyes of the

police (Parnas 1967).

This policy of avoiding making arrests

received some professional attention in

the 1960s, when social scientists and psychologists began to advocate mediation in

‘‘family disturbance’’ incidents as the appropriate measures to handle IPV. Police

officers received training in mediation, and

many police departments established family crisis intervention units or police crisis

teams that included social workers. This

approach resulted in a further decrease

in arrests in cities in which crisis intervention was practiced. Mediation resulted in

keeping domestic violence out of the criminal justice system (Hirschel et al. 1992).

Mediation was soon rejected by both

the police and women’s groups. For police

officers, mediation seemed like social work

rather than activities suitable for being

considered police work. There was also no

evidence to show that mediation was useful

in the long run. Women’s groups objected

to this approach because it ignored or

underplayed the danger to women in abusive relationships. Mediation assumes

equality of culpability between the parties

to a dispute and fails to hold the offender

accountable for his actions, inadvertently

contributing to a dangerous escalation

of the violence. In some jurisdictions

(California, New York, and Connecticut)

women’s groups filed suits against police

departments on behalf of abused women

whom the police failed to protect by arresting their abusers. The victims in these cases

were awarded large sums of money for police negligence in protecting them. This litigation put pressure on the police to adopt

a full enforcement policy in domestic violence. Arrest was now advocated as domestic violence began to be perceived as a

criminal act, to be treated like assaults

among nonfamily members. The pressure

of litigation alone, however, could not

resolve the problem of the ‘‘in presence’’

requirement for warrantless misdemeanor

arrests. Legislative action was necessary to
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provide officers with the power to arrest in

misdemeanor domestic violence cases

(Sherman 1992).

The preferred (or presumptive) arrest

policy advocated slowly began to be transformed into laws in several states, and by

1984 the number of police departments

that had adopted such policies had

increased fourfold. Nonetheless, the actual

implementation of this policy remained

problematic, since there was no evidence

to show that arrest in fact deters recidivism

by abusive partners. And research still

reports troubling responses by police to

battered women (Erez and Belknap 1998).



Deterrent Effect of Arrest on

Repeated Domestic Violence

Despite not being necessary to justify arrest in criminal offenses, the deterrent effect of arrest has become a central issue in

attempts to convince policy makers to

change the traditional police nonintervention practices in domestic violence cases.

To provide evidence that arrest deters batterers, a scientific study of the effect of

arrest on domestic violence recidivism

rates was needed. In the early 1980s in

Minneapolis, Sherman and Berk (1984)

conducted an experimental design study

comparing the effects of the traditional

responses of the police (separation of the

parties and mediation or advising) and

arrest on subsequent battering by intimates (‘‘the Minneapolis experiment’’).

Analysis of the data showed that arrest

was more effective than the other two

responses in deterring repeat abuse.

The Minneapolis experiment received

national attention and was instrumental

in promoting arrest as the preferred response to domestic violence cases across

the country. By 1989, about three-quarters

of the large city police departments had

adopted a mandatory arrest policy and

more than 80% a preferred arrest policy

(Hirschel et al. 1992). Predictably, the



national arrest rate for misdemeanor domestic violence rose by 70% from 1985 to

1989 (Sherman 1992). However, this did

not amount to a full compliance with

proarrest policies. Research shows that

despite official proarrest policies by many

police departments, the arrest rate continues to be low (for example, Buzawa

and Buzawa 1996; Ferraro 1989).

Several factors may account for this

low compliance: persistent negative attitudes of the police concerning the seriousness of the abuse (Belknap 1992) or the

appropriateness of intervention in family

matters, identification with the abuser,

fear of being sued in civil court for wrongful arrest (Hirschel et al. 1992), and the

erroneous perception that intervention is

highly dangerous to the police. The perception about higher probability of injury

or death to the officers who intervene in

domestic violence has been a part of police

folklore for a long time and was often

promoted in crisis intervention training

to convince recruits who were reluctant

to adopt the mediation approach. This

perception was also supported by misinterpretation of ‘‘disturbance calls’’ data,

which grouped family violence with all

other types of disturbances, such as fights

in bars (Garner and Clemmer 1986).

While an in-depth analysis of police injury

and death rates has raised serious doubts

about such danger to officers, some studies continue to suggest that in some locations domestic calls may still constitute the

most dangerous category for police, both

in assault and injury (Hirschel et al. 1992).

To overcome remaining resistance to

the preferred arrest policy by some police

officers and departments and to provide

further evidence of the superiority of the

arrest response, the National Institute of

Justice (NIJ) funded replications of the

Minneapolis experiment. These six studies, known collectively as the NIJ’s Spouse

Assault Replication Program (SARP) field

experiments, were carried out between

1981 and 1991 by police departments and

research teams in Omaha, Nebraska,
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Charlotte, North Carolina, Milwaukee,

Wisconsin, Colorado Springs, Colorado,

Dade County, Florida, and Atlanta,

Georgia. The combined results of five

studies (all except Atlanta; see Maxwell,

Garner, and Fagan 2001) show that arresting batterers was related to reduced

subsequent aggression against female intimate partners, although not all comparisons met the standard level of statistical

significance. The impact of arrest on repeat offending (that is, the deterrent effect

of arrest) was also found to be modest

when compared to such factors as the batterer’s prior criminal record or age. It

showed that regardless of whether the batterer was arrested, more than half of the

suspects committed no subsequent criminal offense against the original victim

during the follow-up period, and a minority of suspects continued to commit

intimate partner violence regardless of

whether they were arrested, counseled, or

temporarily separated from their partner

(Maxwell, Garner, and Fagan 2001).

Legal experts, feminist scholars, social

activists, and researchers have criticized

the attention to the deterrent effect of arrest on batterers and the interpretation of

the Minneapolis experiment and its replications. Practitioners and women’s advocates argue that arrest alone is ineffective in

halting the long-term expected progression

of violence by socially marginal offenders.

Research has documented that domestic

violence escalates in spousal relationships

whether or not the abuser is arrested

(Frisch 1992). Social activists argue that

the heavy emphasis on arrest as a panacea

for domestic violence detracts from the role

of community attitudes and practices in

determining the scope and nature of the

problem. The preoccupation with proarrest policies results in focusing on the

individual rather than acknowledging societal factors that perpetuate the dependency

of women on batterers (Ferraro 1989).

They also point out the need for coordination among the police, the judiciary, and

social services in responding to domestic
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violence, for additional resources to pursue

IPV cases through the legal system, and for

higher probability of abusers’ prosecution

(Hirschel et al. 1992).

Feminists have argued that the experiments’ effects were interpreted from the

viewpoint of the abuser and ignored the

perspective of the battered woman. For instance, the importance of the employment

status of victims has not been taken into

account; employed women are more able

to successfully leave battering relationships

than their unemployed counterparts. Generally, the Minneapolis experiment and its

replications have centered on police response almost exclusively in terms of the

arrest versus mediation decision. Other police actions, such as referrals made by the

police for battered victims and their offenders for programs, shelters, and rights are

critical and need to be addressed. The research on the deterrent effect of proarrest

policies has also limited the definition of

‘‘success’’ to whether arresting batterers

reduces their recidivism rates. This view

ignores other influences that arrest might

have, such as providing victims and their

children an opportunity to escape, as well

as communicating to offenders and victims

and their children that the batterers’ behavior is reprehensible.

Mandatory or presumed arrest policies

and practices have been criticized. Research shows that many victims would

prefer to resolve the incident without an

arrest (Kingsnorth and Macintosh 2004).

When victims do call the police, many

merely want the violence to end, not to

have their abuser arrested. In some cases,

police are called to the scene by a third

party rather than the victim. The majority

of IPV victims do not even call the police

(Buzawa and Buzawa 1996; Hoyle and

Sanders 2000). Fear of reprisal, perceived

social stigma, and a belief that nothing can

be accomplished by reporting all reduce

victim willingness to call the police.

Some researchers have attributed the

drop in calls to the police for assistance

in domestic violence cases following the
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passage of mandatory arrest laws to

women’s fears that their abusers will be

arrested (Felders 2001). From the victim’s

perspective, the costs of involving the police (for example, losing the abuser’s financial support or fear of loneliness or of

future problems such as retaliatory violence) outweigh the benefits. In many

cases, however, arrest accomplishes what

the victim wanted in terms of changes in

the offender’s behavior, and prosecution is

not necessary. A major criticism of mandatory arrest policies is that they deprive

women of choice. It is argued that despite

victims’ emotional involvement and trauma, they are usually in a better position

than patrol officers to determine the likely

impact of an offender’s arrest on their

safety.

Finally, the implementation of proarrest policies led to the unprecedented

large numbers of women arrested for domestic violence, even though they were not

the primary aggressor. Most of these

women appeared to be the victims, but

police arrested them based on the male

offender claiming they were abusive or

the police simply arresting both the man

and woman (dual arrests) when a woman

resisted the abuse in any way (see Belknap

and Melton 2005).



Conclusion

The gradual changes in societal attitudes

toward spousal abuse and recognition of

its criminal nature have led to a reevaluation of state law concerning domestic violence and reforms in police response to it.

Currently, most police departments

throughout the country adopt either preferred or mandatory arrest policies, although this reform did not result in a

substantial increase in arrest rates. Police

response to domestic violence and the

amount of discretion they may or should

use in making arrests in misdemeanor

incidents remains an open question. The



magnitude of the IPV problem justifies

attention to the deterrent capability of

arrest from a victim safety perspective.

Arrest, which is mainly a response to criminal conduct, also serves as the gateway to

the justice system. On the other hand, preoccupation with its deterrence capability

ignores the fact that arrest alone may not

be a panacea and that policy makers need

to explore other avenues to handle this

persistent social problem.

EDNA EREZ and JOANNE BELKNAP

See also Accountability; Arrest Powers of

the Police; Community Attitudes toward the

Police; Conflict Management; Minneapolis

Domestic Violence Experiment; Presumptive

Arrest Policing; Victim Rights Movement in

the United States; Victims’ Attitudes toward

the Police
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DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION

EDUCATION

National statistics on drug use show there

is truly cause for alarm. After decades of

progress in the war on drugs, the number

of young people using drugs began to increase in 1992; use among young kids

showed the sharpest increase. LSD use
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reached its highest level since 1975, when

it was first measured. Since 1992, the number of children between the ages of twelve

and seventeen using marijuana has nearly

doubled. To put the problem in perspective, in the average class of 25 eighth graders (thirteen- and fourteen-year-olds),

five (20%) are now using marijuana. Portman (2005) describes a horrific event,

wherein a sixteen-year-old boy died from

a lethal combination of ‘‘huffing’’ gasoline

and smoking marijuana. This is just one of

the tragic stories of 2005.

Drug abuse, of course, is implicated in

other social problems such as violent

crime, dropout rates, and domestic violence. According to the National Institute

on Drug Abuse (NIDA), most successful

antidrug programs share the following five

features: (1) They target all forms of drug

abuse, including tobacco, alcohol, marijuana, cocaine, steroids, and inhalants with

a focus on whatever their communities’ primary drug problems are. (2) They use interactive methods, such as peer discussion

groups, skits, or public service projects. (3)

They teach skills to resist offers to use drugs,

helping to strengthen commitments against

drug use in general, and helping to build

social skills such as communication, peer

relationships, and self-evaluation. (4) They

offer opportunities for families or caregivers

to participate if they wish to do so. (5) They

have components that are appropriate for

all age levels. However, they give special

emphasis to young people moving from

grade school to middle school and from

middle school to high school. According

to most research these are the times when

young people are most likely to make poor

choices about smoking, drinking, or using

other drugs (Ingram 2005).

Between 2001 and 2004, the use of illicit

drugs among teenagers declined almost

7%. This trend translates into about six

hundred thousand fewer adolescent drug

abusers than in 2001 and has advanced

President George W. Bush’s initiative to

decrease drug use among adolescents by
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25% in five years. Other statistics show

a drop of 41.0% to 36.4% between 2001

and 2004. Several key abuse patterns

emerged. Between 2001 and 2004, cigarette

smoking declined among adolescents.

Marijuana abuse has declined by 18.1%,

and from 2003 to 2004, amphetamine

abuse dropped from 9.6% to 7.6% and

LSD and Ecstasy (MDMA) use dropped

by 60%. However, between 2001 and 2004,

the use of inhalants among eighth graders

and of OxyContin among students increased (National Institute on Drug Abuse

Statistics 2005).



Project D.A.R.E.

Project D.A.R.E. began in Los Angeles

when Chief of Police Daryl Gates

approached Superintendent of Schools

Dr. Harry Handler in January 1983 to

explore how they could collaborate to

deal more effectively with the problem of

drug and alcohol use among adolescents.

Law enforcement efforts to control the

distribution and sale of illicit drugs on

school campuses in Los Angeles, primarily

through undercover work and periodic

drug busts, had made little impact and

had alienated students and school personnel from police. Chief Gates viewed project D.A.R.E. as a priority and offered to

reassign officers to the program.

After examining current drug abuse education and prevention programs, a joint

police–school task force made its recommendations. First, the program would address the broad spectrum of substance

abuse, including drugs, alcohol, and tobacco. Second, it would extend from kindergarten through high school. Third,

veteran police officers, recognized by the

students as experts in the field of substance

abuse, would serve as full-time instructors.

And fourth, emphasis would be placed on

teaching the skills and developing the

strength of character that enable students



to make responsible decisions regarding

substance use (Brown 2001).

For more than twenty years, D.A.R.E.

programs have been run collaboratively

by schools and police departments

throughout the United States and more

recently in other Western countries as

well. Despite wide dissemination and

broad acclaim, there is little scientific evidence to show that D.A.R.E. is effective.

Generally, by eighth grade more than 50%

of children and by high school more than

80% of adolescents have consumed alcohol. Eighteen- to twenty-nine-year-olds

drink 45% of the alcohol in the United

States, and 63% of the heaviest drinkers

(consuming more than six drinks per day)

are under thirty years of age (Brown

2001).

It is sometimes argued that although

alcohol use is illegal for teenagers, it is

not realistic to expect total abstinence. A

number of programs educating adolescents to drink responsibly or advocating

‘‘safe drinking’’ have included helping

teens understand the direct toxic effects

of alcohol and poor judgment that results

from intoxication and often leads to violent and destructive behavior and dangerous risk taking, including unsafe sex and

driving. Public service announcements

broadcast on television caution, ‘‘Friends

don’t let friends drive drunk.’’ It is interesting to note that no matter how much

information seems to be forthcoming,

most individuals under the age of thirty

will still drink alcohol and use illicit drugs.



Project SHAHRP

The theory behind harm reduction is that

the best should not become the enemy

of the good. Examples of such programs

are the life skills training programs and the

Alcohol Misuse Prevention Study in the

United States and Australia’s School

Health and Alcohol Harm Reduction
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Project (SHAHRP) (McBride et al. 2003)

These programs generally use cognitive

behavioral methods. Their goals are to reduce anticipation of positive drug effects,

explain the negative effects, promote selfesteem and social skills, and teach young

people how to resist peer pressure. Another

thematic shift is an emphasis on the advantages, even the pleasures, that come from

choosing healthy alternatives to drugs and

alcohol. Several controlled studies have

shown that the shift of emphasis lowers

the rate of alcohol-related problems.

Australian researchers have recently

had some success reaching thirteen- and

fourteen-year-olds with the SHAHRP approach. In several group sessions spanning

two years, the students in the SHAHRP

program group rehearsed skills, put their

heads together about decision making,

and discussed scenarios of their own devising. These students reported less use of

alcohol than a control group receiving

standard alcohol education. Interestingly,

that difference almost disappeared once

the course was completed. A year and a

half after the program’s completion, it was

reported that the adolescents in the

SHAHRP program group had experienced 23% less harm than the control

group.

One part of the study pointed out that

the retention rate for the study remained

at 75.9% over a thirty-two-month period.

It should be noted that the intervention

used evidence-based approaches to enhance behavioral changes in the target

population. The intervention was classroom based, with goals that minimized

explicit harm and work conducted in two

phases during a two-year period. This

study indicates that a school drug education program needs to be offered in several

phases in order to enhance success. Findings also indicate that program components are included to meet the needs of

different groups and that early unsupervised drinkers need these programs in

order to reduce harmful alcohol effects

(McBride et al. 2003).
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Motivational Therapies for Success

in Drug Abuse Programs

A motivational interviewing (MI) approach (Miller and Rollnick 2002) suggests

that motivation to change can be increased

by increasing an individual’s awareness of

personal negative consequences of substance abuse. MI involves using a nonconfrontational, empathic, therapist style and

highlighting discrepancies between the

patient’s goals for life and effects of drug

use to increase the likelihood that personal

feedback of the effects of the substance

abuse will be absorbed. This approach

first showed significant effects on drinking for non-treatment-seeking adolescents

(Miller, Sovereign, and Krege 1988; Miller,

Benefield, and Tonigan 1993) and demonstrated that the empathic patient-centered

approach was crucial as compared to a

confrontational style (Miller, Benefield,

and Tonigan 1993). Non-treatment-seeking older adolescents in emergency care

for an alcohol-related incident had fewer

alcohol-related problems during follow-up

when provided with this type of therapy

than when given referral resources (Monti

et al. 1999). As preparation for treatment,

MI resulted in more alcoholism treatment

attendance and better drinking outcomes

than no preparation (Bien, Miller, and

Buroughs 1993; Brown and Miller 1993;

Connors, Walitzer, and Dermen 2002)

plus greater retention in addiction treatment after incarceration. A second part of

this is coping skills training (CST), which is

a promising approach that focuses on

anticipating and coping with situations

that pose a high risk for relapse (Monti

et al. 2002).



Summary of Programs

D.A.R.E. and other ‘‘just say no’’ programs are a legitimate police initiative,

similar in intent to neighborhood watch,
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‘‘Officer Friendly,’’ and other crime prevention efforts. Yet, the reassignment of

officers from patrol and other essential

law enforcement work to teach in classrooms is a profound step. Every veteran

officer, whose training represents a significant financial investment, is an important

weapon in the fight against crime. In communities where public concerns about

crime are especially great, it may be politically impossible for the police department

to staff a drug prevention program. Ultimately, of course, the wisdom of redeploying officers must emerge from evaluation

data. Unfortunately, the police may reject

this program as not being ‘‘real police

work,’’ not recognizing that many of the

crimes committed are done under the influence of drugs, alcohol, or mind-altering

substances.

In a 2001 study conducted by Brown, it

was noted that students who completed

60% or more of the life skills training

studies were less likely to be prone to

drug use. Interestingly, when the participation level of the students was 59% or

less, the program did not decrease their

drug use, and some students even had a

higher incidence of drug use.

D.A.R.E. officials likewise tried to

counter bad publicity by falling back on

beliefs, trumpeting that 97% of teachers

rated D.A.R.E. as being good to excellent,

93% of parents believed D.A.R.E. teaches

children to avoid drugs, and 86% of school

principals believed students would be less

likely to use drugs after D.A.R.E. With

only beliefs to cite and not actual research

data, D.A.R.E. was left off the federal governments ‘‘exemplary’’ and ‘‘promising’’

prevention curricula in 2000. Desperate to

retain its dominance in the prevention market, D.A.R.E. has begun a dramatic overhaul of its curriculum to keep up with

the current emphasis on scientific research,

decision making skills, and resistance techniques. It remains to be seen whether this

new D.A.R.E. curriculum is going to be

more successful than the old one (Brown

2001).



None of these programs accomplishes all

we might wish for. They are not designed to

address mental disorders or family conflict

and other environmental stressors that

may contribute to alcohol and drug use.

As research continues to refine our knowledge, it may be hoped that positive changes

and improved efficacy may impact the

adolescent culture of drugs abuse.

JOSEPHINE A. KAHLER and SHIRLEY GARICK

See also Crime Control Strategies: Alcohol

and Drugs; Drug Abuse Resistance Education (D.A.R.E.); Juvenile Crime and Criminalization; Juvenile Delinquency; Juvenile

Diversion
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DRUG ABUSE RESISTANCE

EDUCATION (D.A.R.E.)

Drug Abuse Resistance Education

(D.A.R.E.) is one of the most popular prevention strategies utilized to educate children about the impact of drug and alcohol

abuse. According to Dr. Herb Kleber,

chairman of D.A.R.E. America’s Scientific Advisory Board, D.A.R.E. currently

reaches twenty-six million children a year

in 75% of all school districts (D.A.R.E.

2005). It has also been implemented in

more than fifty foreign countries.

The underlying philosophy of D.A.R.E.

is that exposure to information regarding

the impact of drug and alcohol abuse coupled with skills training in areas such as

self-esteem and decision making during

the formative years will significantly reduce

the likelihood that a child will experiment

with and possibly abuse drugs and alcohol.

D.A.R.E. seeks to improve the lives of

children through the cooperative efforts

of law enforcement, schools, parents, and

the community. It has thrived, in large

part, due to generous donations from the

business community, private foundations,

and government (D.A.R.E. 2005). Corporate sponsors include General Mills, Polaroid, Sam’s Club, and Warner Brothers.

Private foundations that contribute to

D.A.R.E. include the Horn Foundation,

the American Express Philanthrophic Program, and the Brener Family Foundation.
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The U.S. Departments of Defense, Justice,

and State are among government agencies

that have provided funding.



Origins of D.A.R.E.

D.A.R.E. was the result of the dedication

of a parent whose child struggled with drug

addiction. Daryl Gates, better known as

the chief of the Los Angeles Police Department (1979–1992), was frustrated by the

prevailing wisdom toward the problems

associated with drug abuse. Gates’ frustration led him to approach the Los Angeles

County School Board for support (Gates

and Shaw 1992). The board agreed and

Gates instituted the first D.A.R.E. program in 1983 in fifth grade classes within

the Los Angeles County School District.

The combination of Gates’ motivation

and a leap of faith by the board transformed an idea of a concerned parent into

a national program. Less than a decade

later, the D.A.R.E. program was operational in all fifty states (U.S. House of

Representatives 1990; Wysong, Aniskiewicz, and Wright 1994; Rosenbaum et al.

1994; Harmon 1993).



The D.A.R.E. Curriculum

The traditional D.A.R.E. program involves

the use of uniformed law enforcement officers within the public schools to provide

instruction to middle school students. The

curriculum was developed by Dr. Ruth

Rich, a curriculum specialist with the Los

Angeles Unified School District (Lundman

2001; Harmon 1993). The foundation for

the original D.A.R.E. curriculum was Project SMART (Self-Management and Resistance Training), which was designed by

researchers at the University of Southern

California (Lundman 2001; Harmon 1993)

to instruct middle school students regarding

resistance to drugs and as such served as an
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excellent model from which to develop the

D.A.R.E. curriculum. Moreover, the programs are philosophically similar in their

belief that children can be taught the necessary skills that will enable them to resist

drugs and alcohol.

In essence, D.A.R.E. is an instructional

program designed to teach students the

skills necessary to resist the lure of drugs,

alcohol, and violence. As such, D.A.R.E. is

quick to distinguish itself from other programs that use scare tactics to convey their

message. Moreover, while uniformed officers provide D.A.R.E. instruction, officers

are not in the classroom to perform law

enforcement–related functions. For example, officers do not elicit information from

students regarding family or friends who

may be involved with drugs or other criminal activity. In addition, the D.A.R.E.

curriculum does not include specific

information regarding the mechanics of

drug use.

The traditional D.A.R.E. curriculum is

delivered over a seventeen-week period

during the academic year (Lundman

2001; Rosenbaum and Hanson 1998/

2003). Students receive instruction for

fifty-minute periods once per week by uniformed law enforcement officers. Officers

are required to undergo intensive training

prior to certification as a D.A.R.E. instructor. Training is intended to provide

the officers with a foundational understanding of the D.A.R.E. program, skills

necessary to relate to children in the classroom environment, and basic educational

strategies. The traditional D.A.R.E. curriculum includes topics such as resistance

techniques, the consequences of drug

abuse, stress management, self-esteem enhancement, role modeling, assertiveness,

and personal safety (D.A.R.E. 2005;

Lundman 2001; Rosenbaum and Hanson

1998/2003).

While the traditional D.A.R.E. program has been received well, ongoing evaluation of program effectiveness has led to

curriculum modifications. Such actions

demonstrate the willingness of D.A.R.E.



to continually evaluate and modify its program in order to best meet the needs of

the children who participate. The new

D.A.R.E. program is designed to address

not only substance abuse but violence prevention as well. According to D.A.R.E.,

the new program is designed to assist the

educational system with ‘‘ever-evolving

federal prevention program requirements

and the thorny issues of school violence,

budget cuts, and terrorism’’ (D.A.R.E.

2005). In addition to the inclusion of violence prevention and terrorism, the modern curriculum minimizes the use of

traditional lecture-based instruction and

emphasizes the use of group exercises

such as role playing and group discussions.

The modern reliance on group techniques

is believed to enhance the ability of children to develop skills that facilitate positive

social interaction, coordination, and critical thinking skills (D.A.R.E. 2005).

The role of law enforcement officers is

also modified in the new D.A.R.E. program. Traditional D.A.R.E. programs utilized officers in teacher-mentor roles,

whereas officers are now trained to function as coaches for the children in the

program. Officer coaches are trained to

assist children in the development of skills

using ‘‘refusal strategies in high-stakes

peer-pressure environments’’ (D.A.R.E.

2005). In addition, modern D.A.R.E. officers are also certified as School Resource

Officers.



Evaluation and Results

Despite generous funding and continued

development of the D.A.R.E. curriculum,

researchers and policy analysts continue

to debate the effectiveness of D.A.R.E.

and other drug prevention programs. The

ongoing debate is fueled by rising rates of

drug abuse among adolescents and young

adults. As such, the question most policy

makers and parents want answered is

whether drug prevention programs work.
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Moreover, with the passage of the DrugFree Schools and Communities Act (1986)

and the more recent Safe and Drug-Free

Schools and Communities Act (SDFSCA),

Congress is also concerned with the effectiveness of school-based drug and violence

prevention.

There have been numerous studies

designed to evaluate the effectiveness of

drug abuse prevention programs. Due

to its widespread popularity, D.A.R.E.

receives much of the critical attention. Interestingly, despite its popularity, many

evaluation efforts have questioned the effectiveness of the D.A.R.E. program

(Dukes, Stein, and Ullman 1997; Wysong,

Aniskiewicz, and Wright 1994; Rosenbaum et al. 1994; Becker, Agopian, and

Yeh 1992).

However, researchers have noted the

methodological flaws present in many of

the evaluations. Such flaws diminish the

scientific rigor of the designs and therefore

potentially undermine the results. For

example, Rosenbaum and Hanson (1998/

2003) suggest that most of the prior evaluations are ‘‘. . . of limited scientific value

because of their weak research designs,

poor sampling and data collection procedures, inadequate measurement and analysis problems.’’ They also note the failure

of prior research to evaluate the impact

of school-level effects on youth who are

exposed to drug prevention programs.

Rather, previous studies tend to limit

their analysis to individual-level variables

that may ‘‘lead to overly liberal estimates

of program effects.’’

In response to the identified flaws that

plagued prior evaluation efforts and with a

desire to obtain valid information regarding the effectiveness of the D.A.R.E. curriculum, Rosenbaum and Hanson (1998/

2003) designed a six-year multilevel analysis of D.A.R.E. programs in Illinois. In

an effort to remedy many of the methodological issues present in prior evaluations,

the analysts utilized a randomized field
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experiment with one pretest and multiple

posttests. Eighteen pairs of elementary

schools (rural, urban, and suburban)

were included in the sample. Each school

was matched with a similar counterpart

(in terms of type of school, ethnic composition, number of students with English

proficiency, and number of students in

low income families) to form the pair.

Schools were assigned either to a control

group that did not provide the D.A.R.E.

program or to an experimental group

that did.

The primary means through which data

were collected was the administration of a

survey instrument to students. Surveys

were administered to participants over a

six-year period and thus allowed the analysts to perform a longitudinal evaluation.

The survey instrument specifically included

items designed to assess the drug use behaviors of students, attitudes toward the use

of specific drugs, onset of alcohol use, perceived benefits and costs of using drugs,

self-esteem, attitudes toward police, peer

resistance skills, and other measures.

Like other studies, the Rosenbaum and

Hanson evaluation did not find that exposure to D.A.R.E. instruction resulted in

long-term drug use prevention. However,

the study revealed that the primary effects

of D.A.R.E. were realized in the two-year

period following participation in the program. As such, additional drug prevention

programming in subsequent school years

may enhance the long-term effects of the

initial training. In addition, the authors

found that D.A.R.E. had the most significant impact on urban as compared to suburban children. The authors suggest that

this difference may be attributed to the

amount of time that D.A.R.E. officers

spent on school campuses. The authors

suggested that the officers spent considerably more time on campus in urban

schools, which in turn provided children

more opportunity to bond with and relate

to the officers.
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The Future of D.A.R.E.

Despite the ongoing debate regarding the

long-term effects of D.A.R.E., its future

looks bright. D.A.R.E. continues to

enjoy widespread community and parental

support and as such has not declined in

number or strength. Moreover, with the

modification of the curriculum, continuing

evaluation is needed.

LISA S. NORED
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DRUG ENFORCEMENT

ADMINISTRATION (DEA)

The Drug Enforcement Administration

(DEA) enforces the law and regulations

relating to narcotic drugs, marijuana,

depressants, stimulants, and the hallucinogenic drugs. Its objectives are to reach all

levels of source of supply and to interdict

illegal drugs before they reach the user. To

achieve its mission, the administration has

stationed highly trained agents along the

many and varied routes of illicit traffic,

both in the United States and in foreign

countries. DEA’s enforcement program is

aimed at disruption of the highest echelons of the traffic in the priority drugs of

abuse. Drug enforcement action by state

and local agencies is also an essential part

of the national drug enforcement strategy.



Inception

The earliest federal drug enforcement

efforts can be traced organizationally to

the Internal Revenue Service. In 1915, 162

collectors and agents placed in the IRS

Miscellaneous Division were assigned responsibility under the Harrison Narcotics

Act for ‘‘restricting the sale of opium.’’

Over the years a number of agencies

became involved in federal drug law enforcement. In 1973, the U.S. attorney
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general was given overall federal responsibility for drug law enforcement. The DEA

was established July 1, 1973, by Presidential Reorganization Plan No. 2. It resulted

from the merger of the Bureau of Narcotics

and Dangerous Drugs, the Office for Drug

Abuse Law Enforcement, the Office of

National Narcotics Intelligence, those elements of the Bureau of Customs that had

drug investigative responsibilities, and

those functions of the Office of Science

and Technology that were related to drug

enforcement. Clearly, reorganization was

needed.

On January 21, 1982, the attorney general gave the Federal Bureau of Investigation concurrent jurisdiction with DEA

over drug offenses. The DEA’s administrator now reports to the director of the

FBI, who was given general supervision of

the drug enforcement effort. DEA agents

work side by side with FBI agents throughout the country in major drug cases—a

significant change in narcotics law enforcement.



production and level of purity of heroin on

the streets of the United States. In anticipation of possible smuggling from Southeast Asia, measures to slow its progress

were undertaken immediately. Cocaine,

imported illegally from South America, is

an increasing problem now receiving special attention through programs designed

to reduce the illicit traffic and the cultivation of coca leaf, from which cocaine is

derived.

The DEA never lacks for business,

whether it has to identify type and variety

of drug or plan some new way of seizing

the contraband. The animal tranquilizer

and hallucinogen PCP has replaced other

hallucinogens such as LSD as the most

abused of this type of drug. Because of

the serious psychological effects of using

PCP, including violent and irrational behavior, clandestine manufacturing and

trafficking in PCP have become an important target of the DEA’s enforcement

operations. PCP laboratories, difficult

to detect but easily set up, have been discovered and dismantled in increasing

numbers.



Mission

Enforcement of drug laws by the DEA

emphasizes the reduction of available cocaine, phencyclidine (PCP), illicit and legally produced but diverted stimulants

such as amphetamines and methamphetamines, as well as barbiturates and other

depressants and sedative-hypnotics. Trafficking in multiton quantities of marijuana

and other types of cannabis such as hashish and ‘‘hash oil’’ receives similar enforcement attention. The DEA’s response to

the varying patterns, methods, and international routes of the traffic in illicit drugs

must be flexible and timely. After the

‘‘French connection’’ for heroin from

Marseilles was cut off in 1973, Mexican

brown heroin began to replace it. To

counter the new threat, the DEA instituted

interdiction and eradication programs

that resulted in a reduction of both opium
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Compliance and Regulatory Affairs

The DEA is also responsible for regulating

the legal distribution of narcotics and

dangerous drugs. This includes monitoring

all imports and exports of controlled substances and establishing manufacturing

quotas for all Schedules I and II controlled

substances. All individuals handling controlled substances are required to register

with the DEA and are periodically investigated by DEA compliance investigators,

who ensure that record keeping and security safeguards of all controlled substances

comply with existing federal regulations.

Other responsibilities of the DEA’s regulatory program include monitoring various

drug abuse patterns and determining

whether a drug should be controlled,

based on its abuse potential.
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Training

The DEA’s National Training Institute

conducts intensive training in narcotics

and dangerous drug law enforcement for

law enforcement officers from agencies

throughout the United States and the

world. Ten-week schools allow police officers to receive training similar to that

received by DEA special agents. In addition, they are introduced to management

concepts that will enable them to develop

and lead drug investigative units and organize drug traffic prevention programs

in their own communities. Specialized

two-week schools offer eighty hours of

instruction in the basic techniques of narcotics and dangerous drugs investigation

to state, county, and city officers. These

schools are held at the DEA’s National

Training Institute in Washington, D.C.,

and at field locations across the United

States. The programs conducted in foreign

countries range from a few days to three

weeks and are presented in the native

languages.



Interagency Cooperation

The DEA’s global agents provide intelligence information to Bureau of Customs

and Border Patrol agents so that they can

intercept illegal drugs and traffickers at

entry points into the United States. The

DEA also coordinates EPIC (the El Paso

Intelligence Center), the first joint factfinding operation in the annals of federal

law enforcement. This interagency group,

located in the southwestern border area,

receives and disseminates information on

drug trafficking and illegal alien activity

along the southern border. The DEA

Mobile Task Forces (MTF), another cooperative effort, have been successful in

removing illicit drugs from the streets

through coactive planning tailored to the

specific assignment. The DEA State and



Local Task Forces (SLTF) ensure that

drug enforcement ventures do not stagnate and acts as an impetus for nonfederal

law enforcement assaults on drug trafficking. The administration regularly

responds to requests for investigative assistance from state and local authorities

and through its six regional laboratories

provides analyses of drug evidence and

also supplies related expert testimony. Additionally, DEA-FBI task forces have

been established to identify potential

organized crime narcotics activities.



Achievements Mid-1980s

Acting Administrator John C. Lawn,

appearing before a House Subcommittee

on Crime, May 1, 1985, reported the

following notable achievements of the

DEA:

The DEA rate of arrests has gone from less

than 1,000 per month in FY 1980 to nearly

1,100 per month in FY 1984. Arrests in

those cases targeted at the top echelon, or

Class I cases, have increased approximately

40 percent. Convictions are up from about

four hundred per month in FY 1980 to more

than nine hundred per month in FY 1984.



Cocaine removals were up 380% and

totaled 11.7 metric tons in FY 1984. Marijuana seizures increased 270% and heroin

seizures increased 80 percent. During FY

1984, DEA investigations also accounted

for the seizure of 190 clandestine laboratories, including 120 methamphetamine,

18 PCP, and 17 cocaine laboratories.

Other impressive figures accrued for

task force operations, the cannabis eradication program, EPIC, and international

control of illicit drugs. For example, based

on DEA information, the Colombian government seized seven cocaine laboratory

complexes and ten tons of cocaine, later

described as the ‘‘largest drug raid ever in

the world.’’ The DEA’s budget and employee request for fiscal year 1986 was
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for a total of $345,671,000 and 4,564

permanent positions. That represented

a net increase of 134 positions and

$15,683,000 above the 1985 enacted level.



Total Federal Effort

The DEA has primary responsibility for

enforcing federal drug laws and policies,

but it does not and cannot carry the entire

burden for enforcement. A number of

other federal departments assist in the effort. The Federal Bureau of Investigation

has concurrent jurisdiction with the DEA

over federal drug laws focusing on complex conspiracy investigations. The ninetythree U.S. attorneys are the chief federal

law enforcement officers in their districts;

they are responsible for investigating and

prosecuting federal drug offenses and are

often involved in drug task forces and

asset forfeiture cases. The Immigration

and Naturalization Service performs interdiction duties through its Border Patrol

and is responsible for deporting aliens

convicted of drug crimes. The U.S. Marshals Service manages the Department of

Justice Asset Forfeiture Fund, serves warrants on federal drug suspects and fugitives, and escorts them when in custody.

The Customs Service interdicts and seizes

contraband, including illegal drugs that

are smuggled into the United States. The

Internal Revenue Service assists with the

financial aspects of drug investigations, particularly money laundering. The Bureau of

Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives

investigates federal drug offenses that involve weapons. The U.S. Coast Guard

enforces federal laws on the high seas and

waters subject to U.S. jurisdiction and is

involved with the interdiction of drugs

smuggled via water into the United States.

The Federal Aviation Administration’s

radar system detects suspected air smugglers. The Department of Defense detects

and monitors aerial and maritime transit

of illegal drugs into the United States. The
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State Department formulates international

antidrug policy and coordinates drug control efforts with foreign governments. The

Postal Inspection Service of the U.S. Postal

Service enforces laws against the use of the

mails in transporting illegal drugs and drug

paraphernalia.



International Narcotics Control

The DEA has more than 343 employees in

fifty countries throughout the world.

Under the policy direction of the secretary

of state and the U.S. ambassadors, the

DEA provides consultation, technical assistance, and training to drug law enforcement officials in those countries. The DEA

also collects and shares international drug

data and assists in drug control activities

and investigations where authorized. The

United States encourages foreign governments to control cultivation and production of illegal drugs.

Success has been modest but promising;

the following figures are for 1990: In

Bolivia an estimated 8,100 hectares of

coca were eradicated, representing 14%

of coca cultivation. In Mexico and Guatemala about half of the opium poppy crop

was destroyed. Eradication of opiates is

more difficult in other areas of the world

due to the lack of government support for

such efforts. In Belize 84% of the estimated marijuana crop was destroyed, as

was 46% in Jamaica, 25% in Colombia,

and 16% in Mexico. Colombian authorities seized fifty metric tons of cocaine and

destroyed more than three hundred processing labs. They also arrested seven

thousand traffickers and extradited fourteen drug suspects to the United States

for prosecution. Mexico seized 46.5 metric

tons of cocaine and destroyed twelve

heroin labs. Bolivia destroyed thirty-three

cocaine hydrochloride labs and 1,446

maceration pits that produce cocaine

paste. India seized twelve heroin labs and

Turkey, seven labs.
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The War on Drugs

The combined federal effort and the

promise of greater international cooperation continue to bolster the DEA in its

pursuit of the seemingly impossible. Drug

control figures are always disappointing to

cite. Domestically, no matter how large a

confiscation or bust might be, it is a mere

token of what is left out on the street. The

modest international figures for 1990 are

for that year only and do not carry over.

Drug crops destroyed one year can return

even twofold the next year. Current political and law enforcement thinking believes

that since supply cannot be cut off, much

more effort should go into stemming

demand.

Given that new emphasis, the DEA will

still conduct business as usual, although

there was some worry in 1993. The Clinton

administration, wanting to streamline the

federal bureaucracy, considered merging

the DEA and FBI. Furthermore, it was

argued that such a merger would eliminate

disputes that hindered both agencies in

their ability to combat and prosecute drug

traffickers. FBI Director Louis J. Freeh

favored the merger, which also included

placing the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco,

Firearms and Explosives (BATF) under

FBI control. Naturally, the DEA and

BATF put up strong resistance. On October 21, 1993, Attorney General Janet Reno

announced that the Clinton administration

would abandon its proposal. The FBI

would not become the sole federal law enforcement agency for the United States.

WILLIAM G. BAILEY

See also Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco,

Firearms and Explosives; Crime Control
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DRUG INTERDICTION

Drug interdiction is designed to prevent the

importation of illegal drugs into the United

States from foreign source countries. The

intent of the policy is to intercept and seize

drug contraband. In practice, interdiction consists of five categories of activity:

(1) intelligence, (2) command and control,

(3) surveillance, (4) pursuit, and (5) capture. Most drug interdiction efforts focus

on major points of entry and the twelvemile ‘‘customs search’’ radius surrounding

the U.S. border. The major agencies

involved in interdiction efforts are the

U.S. Coast Guard, Customs Service, and

Border Patrol, with support from the Department of Defense and the Federal Aviation Administration (Lyman and Potter

2003, 301–306).

Interdiction policies assume that with

sufficient resources, drugs can be stopped

from entering the United States by

controlling the borders. However, using
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the most optimistic claims of interdiction

success, only about 8% to 15% of the heroin and about 30% of the cocaine in international drug shipments is seized (United

Nations 1999, 32, 40).

Certainly interdiction policies are complicated by the massive increases in both

international travel and trade in the late

twentieth century. In the last half of the

twentieth century, the ability of people to

easily move across large distances has

increased dramatically, as has the ability

of people to move materials across equally

large distances. In 1999, some 395 million

people entered the United States overland

from Mexico and Canada, 76 million people arrived on more than 928,000 commercial airline and private flights, and

9 million arrived by sea. In addition,

135 million vehicles—including automobiles and commercial trucks—crossed U.S.

borders with Mexico and Canada, and

more than 200,000 merchant and passenger

ships and other maritime vessels docked at

U.S. seaports or coastal harbors. Those

seaports handled more than 4.4 million

shipping containers and 400 million tons

of cargo in 1999. U.S. Customs is able to

inspect only about 3% of the goods entering the United States, a figure that will

drop to about 1% by the end of the first

decade of the twenty-first century as the

volume of trade continues to grow.

The difficulty with interdiction strategies can be illustrated by taking a quick

look at the cocaine market. The entire

U.S. demand for cocaine, the largest market in the world, can be satisfied by thirteen

pickup truck loads of cocaine per year.

The only minor success that the interdiction campaign can claim is with marijuana, a bulky commodity that is difficult

to transport. However, the net effect of

that success has been an even bigger problem. Marijuana smugglers and growers in

other countries have simply moved to cocaine and heroin as substitutes for marijuana, meaning even more of those drugs

are being imported to the United States,

and marijuana production in the United
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States has increased dramatically in the

past ten years.

A RAND Corporation evaluation study

of interdiction determined that ‘‘even massively stepped up drug interdiction efforts

are not likely to greatly affect the availability of cocaine and heroin in the United

States’’ (Reuter, Crawford, and Cace

1988).

The primary problem with interdiction

is that it is based on two false assumptions. First, it assumes a stable and static

supply of illegal drugs. That assumption is

wrong. The supply of drugs is infinitely

elastic: ‘‘Suppliers simply produce for the

market what they would have produced

anyway, plus enough extra to cover anticipated government seizures’’ (Rydell and

Everingham 1994, 5). Second, it is based

on a similarly incorrect assumption that

drug traffickers do not adjust to the exigencies of new enforcement strategies. In

reality, U.S. drug enforcement efforts in

Colombia in the 1980s and 1990s resulted

in the creation of hundreds of small, decentralized drug trafficking organizations,

organizations that are virtually impossible

to find, let alone control. In addition, these

new traffickers have altered their product

in a significant manner. They began producing ‘‘black cocaine’’ by using a chemical process that evades detection by drug

sniffing dogs and chemical tests. The process is simple and inexpensive, primarily

requiring adding charcoal and a couple of

chemicals to their cocaine shipments

(GAO 1999, 4–5).

The idea that interdiction will impact

the supply and cost of drugs, thereby simultaneously hurting both traffickers and

users, is simply wrong. After several decades of intensive interdiction campaigns,

the facts are that heroin and cocaine are

cheaper, more readily available, and of

higher quality than ever before.

For example, in 1982, the cost of a

gram of heroin at the retail level on the

streets of an American city was $3,295.01.

In 2000, the cost was $2,087.86. But the

huge price reduction is only part of the
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story. In 1982, that gram of heroin at the

retail level was at 4% purity. By 2000, that

much cheaper gram of heroin was at 25%

purity. At the wholesale level the impact is

even more dramatic. In 1981, the wholesale

price of a gram of heroin (the price paid by

drug dealers) was $865.21 at 59% purity. In

2000, the wholesale price per gram had

fallen to $112.51 at 59% purity (Abt

Associates 2001, 43). In 1987, the average

purity level of heroin in the United States

was 6%; by 1997, it was 37% on average

and in New York City it had reached 60%

(United Nations 1999, 86). The net effect of

interdiction and the drug war on heroin

consumers is obvious, a 63% drop in price

and a 635% increase in quality.

What about cocaine? In 1981, at the

retail level a gram of 36% pure cocaine

cost $423.09. In 2000, a gram of 61%

pure cocaine at the retail level cost

$211.70. For retail customers, the net impact of the drug war has been cocaine at

twice the quality and half the price. At

the wholesale level the differences are

truly enormous. The wholesale price of a

gram of 70% pure cocaine fell from

$125.43 in 1981 to $26.03 in 2000 (Abt

Associates 2001, 43). In the 1990s alone,

the inflation-adjusted prices for cocaine

and heroin fell 50% and 70% respectively

in the United States (United Nations

1999, 86).

GARY W. POTTER
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DRUG MARKETS

Both licit and illicit drug use and dealing

continue to present serious challenges for

law enforcement and for our communities.

Criminal justice and law enforcement

responses to drug markets, drug abuse,

and drug dealing at all levels vary significantly depending on the substance, the

defined user base, and the dealing and

distribution structure. We examine the

drug distribution process, consider various local and national law enforcement

responses to drug markets, and explore

the impact of law enforcement on drug

markets.



Drug Distribution Processes,

Dealers, and Users

Drug markets may operate differently

depending on the nature of the substance

being marketed, the user base, the presence and impact of federal and local law

enforcement, and a myriad of other social

factors. However, the general distribution

process of illicit drugs is somewhat consistent and requires the active participation

of many different players across different

venues. Farmers (or chemists, in the case of

synthetic drugs such as methamphetamine)

must initially grow and harvest the base

plant or ingredient(s) and fully prepare

the substance(s) for the manufacturing
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process. Manufacturers must then transform the base plant(s) or ingredient(s)

into a usable form that can be eventually

consumed through drinking, eating, smoking, snorting, injecting, or inhaling the substance (some substances, such as cocaine,

can be consumed in many different ways).

The manufacturing process typically

involves the introduction of additional

components, compounds, and chemicals,

a cooking, drying, heating, or chemical

process, and subsequent packaging of the

product for shipment. The manufacturers

must then transfer the drugs to various

traffickers, who are typically responsible

for transferring larger quantities of drugs

to wholesale movers, regional distributors,

and street-level dealers, who ultimately sell

the substances to end users.

In addition to the drug distribution

process, illicit drug markets rely on the

ongoing participation of a variety of support staff, including accountants and

bankers (who manage the money and

property), security personnel or enforcers

(who ensure that payments are made on

time, handle disputes, and manage other

responsibilities that require force), lawyers, and others with a financial or political stake.

Illicit drug markets also operate in different ways, again depending on a variety

of factors. ‘‘Open markets’’ are markets

where anyone can buy or sell within any

of the designated buying/selling locations.

Open markets are often located in heavily

trafficked areas (street corners, neighborhoods, bars, and so on), where users

can easily find dealers and vice versa

(Harocopos and Hough 2005). ‘‘Semiopen

markets’’ develop when dealers restrict

their sales to known customers or to customers who are referred by other acquaintances or dealers in an effort to reduce

risk, minimize botched deals, and avoid

transaction conflicts. ‘‘Closed’’ or ‘‘discreet markets’’ are those where a finite

number of individuals buy, sell, and use

the drugs and access to the dealers is

strictly controlled (Rengert 2003). City
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areas with extensive drug market activity

have also been referred to as ‘‘hot spots,’’

and police often focus significant enforcement and prevention efforts on these particular zones in an effort to disrupt routine

deals, apprehend dealers and users, and

minimize drug-related harm to communities (Ratcliffe 2004; Weisburd and

Green 1996; Green 1995).

Final sale and transfer of drugs to the

end user and use of the drug can also

occur in a variety of settings and is often

a function of the substance, the marketing

strategy, the targeted audience, and the

method of ingestion. Ecstasy and other

‘‘club drugs’’ are frequently distributed at

nightclubs or at ‘‘rave’’ parties to mostly

younger users. Crack cocaine (which is

smoked) and heroin (which is either

smoked or injected) are typically sold on

the streets or in abandoned buildings

turned into ‘‘shooting galleries’’ or ‘‘crack

houses.’’ Methamphetamine is often manufactured and sold out of temporary

apartments, rented hotel rooms, or even

from moving vans or trucks that are difficult to detect given their mobility. Marijuana may be distributed essentially

anywhere, including at schools and colleges, at parties, and during concerts.

OxyContin and other prescription-based

drugs are often disseminated through illegal prescription services, stolen out of doctors’ offices or clinics, or ordered online

(Drug Enforcement Administration 2005).

In fact, the evolution of the Internet has

had a significant impact on traditional

drug markets because drug transactions

can simply be set up online, payments

transferred wirelessly, and products simply shipped via mail or other courier

services.



Drug Market Impact on Local

Crime and Violence

There is little doubt that illicit drug markets

contribute to, and in some situations
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cause, various crimes to occur and facilitate

increases in overall crime rates. First,

casual or excessive users of various substances are at increased risk of being victimized, engaging in dangerous sexual

activity, being involved in automobile

accidents, committing property crimes,

engaging in violence, and participating in

other illegal and high-risk behaviors

(McBride and McCoy 1993; Thornberry,

Huizinga, and Loeber 1995; Kuhns 2005).

Further, involvement in drug dealing and

participation in illicit drug markets also

facilitates increased criminal involvement

(beyond those crimes that are associated

with drug use and dealing), including prostitution, violent crime, property crime, and

financial crime (Elliott, Huizinga, and

Menard 1987).

The risk of drug-related crime and violence also rises and falls depending on

the nature and stability of the selling market, real and perceived levels of local enforcement, and other ecological and

economic factors. Open drug markets are

usually more susceptible to drug-related

systemic violence, including robberies,

homicides, and assaults. Open markets

are often less stable, which generates

increased uncertainty during transactions

due to the lack of established trust between buyers and sellers, ongoing fears of

undercover police operations, emergence

of new users who are often younger and

less self-controlled, and lack of defined

territories among competitive dealers

who will quickly resort to violence to enforce market rules.

Open markets can also introduce new

drugs, which can also bring in new users,

inexperienced dealers, and uncertainty

regarding drug-induced behaviors. The

emergence of crack cocaine in the late

1980s and early 1990s was directly related

to increased violence rates during that time

frame (Inciardi 1990), and the cross-country

spread of methamphetamines from the

southwest is also thought to be a significant

contributor to increased violence.



Law Enforcement Responses to

Drug Markets

A number of law enforcement responses

to drug markets have been implemented,

with varying degrees of success. Drug,

vice, or narcotics squads have been established in many small and large law enforcement agencies. Their measure of

success is often based on arrest rates and

quantity of drug seizures. Vice squads utilize a variety of strategies and tactics,

including undercover work, buy-bust

operations (where police agents purchase

drugs and subsequently arrest dealers),

and buy-bust campaigns (which are more

strategic extensions of buy-bust operations that involve identification of numerous drug dealers before numerous arrests

begin). Sting and reverse-buy operations

involve having police pose as dealers and

subsequently arresting purchasers and

users. Interagency task forces draw on

the collaborative resources of a number

of agencies to conduct large-scale investigations and stings (Green 1996). Police

crackdowns involve intensive suppressionfocused operations designed to quickly

maximize arrests and clean up the streets

(Scott 2003). Crackdowns are often effectively implemented in drug hot spots

(Weisburd and Green 1995), although

such efforts are not always successful for

extended periods of time (National Institute of Justice 1996).

Problem-oriented policing and community policing, ‘‘weed and seed’’ operations,

and other nontraditional approaches have

been attempted in various drug market

settings, including dilapidated neighborhoods, open air markets, public housing

complexes, and schools. Increased emphasis on the physical environment, including

enforcement of code violations for crack

house and shooting gallery landlords and

crime prevention through environmental

design, are other nontraditional tactics

that have been successful in some settings.
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Issuing citations, in lieu of making arrests,

for possession of minor amounts of marijuana is gaining popularity in some areas

of the country, although processing offenders through the court system is still both

time consuming and costly.



See also Alcohol, Drugs, and Crime; Community-Oriented Policing: History; Community-Oriented Policing: Practices; Crime
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Enforcement Administration (DEA); Drug
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Crackdowns can be a viable approach to

drug market disruption, but many suppression efforts are effective only for a

short time, with the positive impacts typically not being sustainable unless additional long-term measures are in place

(for example, community policing, community engagement and support, infrastructure improvements, job placement

opportunities, or the like). Drug markets

controlled by street gangs have been effectively disrupted (permanently in some

situations), particularly when police, prosecutors, probation officers, and others

worked collaboratively to disable the entire organizational structure at one time

(Decker 2003).

Displacement, which occurs when illicit

drug markets adapt to law enforcement

techniques and subsequently migrate elsewhere and/or change the methods of dealing, remains an ongoing challenge for law

enforcement (Johnson and Natarajan

1995). Although mapping and other innovative technologies sometimes allow

researchers and police to anticipate and

predict displacement patterns and develop

effective strategies and responses accordingly, drug markets will nevertheless persist where demand continues to exist.

Demand reductions strategies, including

education, family services, drug treatment

availability, mental health services, and

career counseling, are all important supportive measures that can deter excessive

drug use and abuse.
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Introduction

Just over a hundred years have passed since

the first scientific report on drunk-driving

crashes of motorized wagons in 1904 (U.S.

Department of Transportation 1968).

The number of alcohol-related deaths in

that year is unknown, but in 2004, a century later, 16,694 Americans died on

the nation’s highways in alcohol-related

crashes. That is a 36% decline from the

26,173 alcohol-related fatalities in 1982

[National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) 1998]. The number of

non-alcohol-related crashes has risen as the

number of cars on the road (vehicle miles of

travel) has increased, yet alcohol-related

crashes have declined, saving an estimated

270,000 lives in the past two decades. Even

so, drunk driving costs the nation $110

billion annually: $40 billion in direct costs

and $70 billion in quality of life costs

(Miller et al. 1997).



A Bit of History

Today, enforcement of drunk-driving laws

is technologically complex, involving standardized behavioral tests and procedures



for measuring blood alcohol concentration (BAC). These scientific techniques developed slowly over the twentieth century.

Early in the century, a number of scientists

worked on methods for detecting alcohol

in blood (Jones 2000). A pioneer in the

field was Widmark, a Swedish scientist,

who between 1914 and 1932 described

the relationship between BAC and the

amount of alcohol consumed, based on

the process by which the body absorbs

and eliminates alcohol. Widmark developed his famous eponymous formula to

calculate BAC from the amount of alcohol consumed (Andreasson and Widmark

1985).

In 1934, Heise published the first scientific paper directly relating alcohol consumption to driving. This, along with the

work of Widmark, led Norway to adopt a

per se BAC limit (0.05) in 1936, which

defined impaired driving in terms of alcohol in the blood rather than the appearance and behavior of the driver. Even

earlier, while the United States relied on

officer testimony to obtain impaireddriving convictions, Scandinavian officers

brought suspects to the police station to be

examined by a physician who made the

impairment decision.

Three important milestones occurred

in the United States. In 1954, Robert

Borkenstein, a professor at the University

of Indiana, invented the Breathalyzer, the

first practical, easily used breath-testing

device (Borkenstein and Smith 1961). A decade later, he conducted the Grand Rapids

study that compared crash-involved drivers

with non-crash-involved drivers. This

provided the means for plotting the relative

risk of crash involvement as a function of

BAC level (Borkenstein et al. 1974). The

Grand Rapids study was repeated in 1995

and produced similar results. In 1977, Burns

and Moskowitz (1977) developed a set of

three standardized field sobriety tests

(SFSTs) that are now widely used by officers

to measure driver impairment.

These technological developments during the past twenty years have led to the
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passage of approximately 2,300 drunkdriving laws by state legislatures

(NHTSA 2001). The National Committee

on Uniform Traffic Codes and Laws

(NCUTLO) issued a model state traffic

law in 2000 (NCUTLO 2000) reflecting

two decades of progress. Four laws

formed the foundation for the current impaired-driving criminal justice system:

1. Implied consent laws, first adopted

by New York in 1953, provide that

accepting a driver’s license obligates

the driver to submit to a BAC test if

the officer has probable cause to believe that the driver is impaired. The

penalty for refusal is administrative

suspension of the driver’s license.

2. Administrative license suspension

laws allow the officer to confiscate

and the Motor Vehicle Department

to suspend the license of any driver

arrested for impaired driving with a

BAC at or higher than the legal limit

(currently 0.08). This law, adopted

by Minnesota in 1976, responded to

the courts’ inability to consistently

suspend impaired drivers.

3. Driving-while-impaired (DWI) laws,

which make it an offense to drive

while impaired, were first adopted

by New York in 1910. These laws

require descriptive evidence of impairment from an officer (such as

how the vehicle was operated and

the appearance and behavior of the

driver).

4. Per se laws make it an offense to

drive with a BAC higher than a prohibited level. Indiana passed the first

per se law in 1939, setting the limit at

0.15 BAC. As more and more states

passed per se laws, that limit was

gradually lowered to 0.10 BAC and

then to 0.08 in 2000, following a

congressional action. Now, all fifty

states have adopted 0.08 as their

legal BAC limit.

Based on these four primary laws, the

standard impaired-driving arrest procedure
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follows four steps: (1) Identify and stop a

vehicle likely being driven by an impaired

driver; (2) interview the driver at the driver’s

window to determine whether there is sufficient evidence to invite the suspect to step

out of the car; (3) perform SFSTs to determine whether there is probable cause to

make an arrest; and (4) arrest and transport

the suspect to the police station for an evidential breath test. During the past three

decades, the NHTSA has sponsored research on each of these steps to engender

procedures useful to officers enforcing

drunk-driving laws. This includes the development of observable signs that a vehicle is

being driven by an impaired driver (Harris,

Howlett, and Ridgeway 1979), the development of SFSTs (Burns and Moskowitz

1977), preliminary breath-test devices

(PBTs) to be used in the field (Cleary and

Rodgers 1986), and finally, standards for

evidential breath-test devices (NHTSA

1992).

The current DWI enforcement system

is substantially limited by several problems. Two recent reviews, one funded

by NHTSA (Hedlund and McCartt 2001)

and the other by the Traffic Injury Research Foundation of Canada (Simpson

and Robertson 2001), have highlighted

some issues faced by police in enforcing

DWI laws. Hedlund and McCartt (2001)

point to the need to (1) simplify arrest

procedures to reduce the time required to

apprehend and process offenders; (2) increase penalties to discourage breath-test

refusals; and (3) provide improved training on the use of SFSTs and PBTs.

Hedlund and McCartt also emphasize

the need for greater use of PBTs, particularly passive sensors that can detect alcohol in the expired air from a distance of six

inches to identify heavy drinkers who are

tolerant to alcohol and show few behavioral signs of intoxication. Sobriety checkpoints, where all drivers can be stopped

and examined for impairment by the police under controlled conditions, have

been strongly supported by the NHTSA

and safety advocates. Police departments
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have been less enthusiastic, viewing them

as expensive and as yielding too few DWI

arrests (Fell, Lacey, and Voas 2004). Proponents argue that if the checkpoints were

run with minimum personnel using passive

sensors, they would be cost effective and

produce greater deterrence to DWI than

the traditional enforcement procedures

(Voas, Lacey, and Fell 2005).

Recently, there has been an increasing

concern with high BAC first offenders becoming repeat offenders, based on work by

Simpson and colleagues (1996). They argue

that most crash-involved drinking drivers

have high BACs and that many are repeat

offenders. This has stimulated interest and

legislation aimed at controlling such drivers by increasing the DWI offense penalties and, ultimately, has led to lengthier

license suspensions and, for multiple offenders, longer jail sentences. It also has

increased the use of vehicle sanctions,

such as vehicle impoundment, vehicle forfeiture, and registration suspension with

license plate seizure or special plates

(Voas and DeYoung 2002). Of these sanctions, vehicle impoundment has produced

the strongest evidence for effectiveness in

reducing recidivism rates.

Ignition alcohol interlocks, which prevent a driver with a BAC greater than 0.03

from starting a car, have been proved to

reduce recidivism by 50% to 90% when

installed on an offender’s vehicle (Voas

et al. 1999).

Unfortunately, this positive impact is

lost after the unit has been removed, and

only 10% to 20% of eligible DWI offenders install the units (Voas and Marques

2003). Only when coerced by the threat of

house arrest do as many as two-thirds of

offenders agree to install the units (Voas

et al. 2002).

Following prohibition, most states

adopted twenty-one as the minimum

legal drinking age (MLDA) (Toomey,

Rosenfeld, and Wagenaar 1996). When

the voting age was lowered to eighteen in

response to the Vietnam War, however,



twenty-nine states followed this trend

between 1970 and 1975 and lowered their

MLDA to younger than twenty-one

(Mosher 1993). A series of research studies

followed, demonstrating that the lower

drinking ages increased crash involvements

for the affected youth. This led to a reversal

of the low MLDA trend and culminated in

federal legislation—the Uniform Drinking

Age Act—that resulted in all states adopting twenty-one as the MLDA by 1988

(Toomey, Rosenfeld, and Wagenaar

1996). Since that time, NHTSA has estimated that 900 lives are saved each year

by the MLDA (NHTSA 2004).

Aside from the traffic safety benefit, the

MLDA led to an increase in the attention

to primary prevention of impaired driving

through control of alcohol availability (Wagenaar and Holder 1996), price

(Cook 1981; Chaloupka, Saffer, and

Grossman 1993), and server interventions

to promote ‘‘responsible sales’’ practices

(McKnight 1996). This was characterized

by an expansion of the traditional drunkdriving prevention programs into the

broader public health field. Consequently,

police departments became more involved

in enforcing ‘‘zero tolerance’’ laws, which

make it an offense for drivers age twenty

and younger to have any alcohol in their

systems. Police also began conducting

‘‘cops in shops’’ programs (Century Council 2005), in which officers in civilian

clothes act as clerks to apprehend underage alcohol purchase attempts. In addition, alcohol outlet ‘‘stings’’ (University

of Minneapolis 2000) are held, in which

underage police cadets attempt to purchase alcohol, and party patrols are

formed to break up teenage keg parties.

Some police departments have a low enthusiasm for enforcing such underage and

alcohol sales laws; however, recent research has shown that early onset of drinking (before age sixteen) leads to increased

probability that the individual will be

an impaired driver as an adult and will

be more likely to become dependent on
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alcohol (Grant, Stinson, and Harford

2001; Hingson et al. 2002).

ROBERT B. VOAS

See also Alcohol, Drugs, and Crime; Traffic

Services and Management
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E

EARLY WARNING SYSTEMS



or requires formal disciplinary action.

The idea is that by alerting the department

and assisting the officer, the employee, his

or her agency, and the citizens they both

serve can all benefit.

While little is known about the use of

early warning systems, a 1999 survey by

the Police Executive Research Forum

(PERF) found that about one-fourth of

police and sheriff’s departments serving

populations of 50,000 or more had an

early warning system in place; half of

those had been created since 1994 while

more than one-third of departments had

introduced theirs after 1996. Another 12%

of agencies had planned to introduce a system within a few years of the survey date.

Municipal agencies were more likely than

county police or sheriff’s departments to

have such systems.

Basically, most early warning systems

have three distinct phases: selection, intervention, and postintervention monitoring.

First, of course, officers have to be selected

for the program. Although no standards

exist as to how this should be done, there

is general agreement about the criteria

that should be used. Among these criteria



It has become a truism among the police

that 10% of their officers cause 90% of

their disciplinary problems. Investigative

journalists have found police departments

where as few as 2% of all officers are

responsible for at least half of all citizen

complaints. As early as the 1970s, Herman

Goldstein observed that problem officers

were well known to all, but that all too little

was often done to alter their conduct. In

1981, the U.S. Commission of Civil Rights

recommended that all police departments

implement an early warning system to

identify those officers generating frequent

citizen complaints or demonstrating identifiable patterns of inappropriate behavior.

Still, what are early warning systems and

do they work?

An early warning system is a databased police management tool designed

to identify officers whose behavior is problematic. Once problem behaviors are identified, some form of intervention is offered

to correct the performance. An early response means the police department is

able to intervene before the officer’s behavior damages the department’s efforts
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are citizen complaints, discharges of firearms, uses of force by police, involvement

in civil litigation, a disproportionate number of resisting-arrest incidents, involvement in high-speed pursuits, and the

occurrence of incidents causing vehicular

damage.

Although a few police departments rely

on citizen complaints alone to identify

problem officers, most use a combination

of factors such as those just noted instead.

The PERF survey showed that among

those agencies relying on citizen complaints as at least a factor in their early

warning system, most (67%) require three

complaints within a specified time frame

(overwhelmingly twelve months) for an

officer’s inclusion.

Once identified, the primary goal of an

early warning system is to intervene with

the officer to correct his or her problem

behavior(s). Usually this means some

combination of deterrence and education.

Simply put, it is assumed that the process

of being identified and included will induce officers to change their behavior so

as to avoid some anticipated punishment.

General deterrence assumes that even

those officers not selected will alter their

behaviors to remain outside of the system’s concern. In addition, any training

that follows has the potential to correct

officers’ mistakes and help them improve

their performance.

For nearly two-thirds of the police

departments in the PERF survey, the initial response consisted of a review by the

selected officer’s immediate supervisor.

Command officers participated at least in

counseling selected officers in nearly half

(45%) of the surveyed departments, while

an equal percentage (45%) made training

classes available for groups of officers

identified.

Once they have intervened, nearly all

(90%) of the agencies in the PERF survey

reported that they monitored the selected

officer’s conduct so as to determine if the

effort had been successful. Although

the officer’s immediate supervisor often
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informally did the monitoring, some

departments have instituted formal methods of continued observation, evaluation,

and reporting of the officer’s actions.

Nearly half (47%) continued to monitor

the officer’s performance for at least

three years after the initial intervention.

The remaining half either did not specify

the length of follow-up or noted that

monitoring decisions were made on a

case-by-case basis.

While there are no experimental evaluations of the impact of early warning systems, case studies of the systems in place

in Minneapolis, New Orleans, and MiamiDade County are instructive. Overall, the

systems in place in these cities appear to

have been successful at reducing citizen

complaints against officers as well as other

indicators of problematic police performance. In Minneapolis, for example, complaints against selected officers dropped by

67% within one year of the initial intervention. In New Orleans, the reduction was

64%, while in Miami-Dade the numbers of

selected officers having no uses of force

went from only 4% to at least 50% following

the early warning intervention.

Further, from the New Orleans data it

appears that the officers themselves generally had a positive mind-set toward the

early warning intervention. In that city,

selected officers participated in a Professional Performance Enhancement Program (PPEP) class designed to address

the concerns that had led to their selection

by the system. In anonymous evaluations

of those classes, participating officers gave

them an average rating of 7 on a 1 to 10

scale. All officers had at least one positive

thing to say about the class experience,

and some added specific comments about

how the class had helped them. Observations of the PPEP classes found officers

most engaged in those components most

directly related to the practical problems

of policing—especially those incidents

that often generate citizen complaints—

and least engaged in the more abstract or

moralistic components.
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Although the use of early warning systems appears to offer some potential benefits, each of the system’s three phases

involves a number of complex policy issues.

For example, while the criteria involved

in officer selection can vary, most systems

appear to rely significantly on citizen complaints. The problems related to official data

on citizen complaints—including underreporting—have long been documented. As

such, a broad range of indicators of problem behaviors is more likely to effectively

and accurately identify officers requiring

department intervention.

The intervention also can be problematic. In many systems the initial intervention relies on informal counseling between

the selected officer and his or her immediate supervisor. Some of these systems required no documentation of the content

of that counseling, raising concerns about

whether the supervisors know, and delivered, the desired content. Some supervisors

may choose to minimize the importance of

the intervention by telling the officer not to

worry. If so, the selected officer’s behavior

may be reinforced rather than corrected.

Clearly, further research on the most effective forms of intervention is necessary.

Finally, the types and methods of postintervention monitoring vary widely. Since

the department’s follow-up may be critical

to the success of the system and how it

is perceived both inside and outside of

the department, more research here is

important as well.

An effective early warning system is

likely to involve a complex, high-maintenance effort that requires a significant investment of administrative and supervisory

resources. Unfortunately, some systems

appear to be little more than symbolic

efforts with little substantive content. It is

unlikely that these systems can be effective,

especially if the agency otherwise lacks

a serious commitment to accountability.

When taken seriously, however, the limited

information available suggests that early

warning systems can become effective

management tools. We should remember,



however, that an early warning system is

but one of many tools needed to raise standards of performance and improve the

quality of policing.

SAMUEL WALKER, GEOFFREY P. ALPERT,

and DENNIS JAY KENNEY

See also Abuse of Authority by Police;

Accountability; Civilian Review Boards;

Corruption; Deadly Force; Deviant Subcultures in Policing; Discretion; Ethics and

Values in the Context of Community Policing; Excessive Force; Integrity in Policing;

Performance Measurement; Professionalism
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EDUCATION AND TRAINING

The preparation of police recruits for their

profession includes practical training as

well as classroom education. For example,

it would be almost impossible to train officers to use firearms through educational

approaches only. This particular skill will

always remain in the domain of police

training. However, as a concept, the use

of force and implications of the use of firearms can never be learned through the

training approach alone. It should and

must be approached from a more academic

and educational angle.
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History

Although the profession of policing can be

traced back thousands of years, the concept of training is a relatively new phenomenon; the education of officers is

even more revolutionary in nature. Although larger police departments in the

United States trace their training academies to the nineteenth century, training

became mandatory for all police departments only in the late 1960s. A training

council in California led the way, establishing the Police Officers Standards and

Training guidelines in 1959. Although this

was a state rather than a federal initiative,

within approximately four years, many

states throughout the country had developed their own standards for training

(Christian and Edwards 1985).

In 1967, the President’s Commission

on Law Enforcement and Administration

of Justice recommended that a Peace

Officer Standards and Training (POST)

commission be established in every state.

These POST commissions or boards were

empowered to set mandatory minimum

requirements and appropriately funded

so that they might provide financial aid

to governmental units for the implementation of established standards. The two important charges of the POST commissions

were as follows:

1. Establish mandatory minimum training standards (at both the recruit and

in-service levels), with the authority

to determine and approve curricula,

identify required preparation for

instructors, and approve facilities acceptable for police training.

2. Certify police officers who have acquired various levels of education,

training, and experience necessary

to adequately perform the duties of

the police service (Bennett and Hess

1996).

In the 1960s and 1970s a number of

blue-ribbon committees furthered the
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goals of police training and education.

One of the outcomes of these activities

was creation of the Law Enforcement

Education Program (LEEP), which was

funded by Congress to provide financial

assistance for police officers who enrolled

in various academic courses offered at

more than a thousand academic institutions around the country. Although it

was considered to be a major push in the

direction of furthering the goal of professionalism in the field of policing, it had a

relatively short life span and was removed

from the federal budget, though without

real justification.



Education

Education involves the learning of general

concepts, terms, policies, practices, and

theories. The subject matter taught is

often broad in scope. Typical relationships

and practices within a given field are discussed, as well as hypotheses as to why

these particular relationships and practices exist. Among the types of skills

stressed in education are correctly analyzing different situations; communicating

information and defending one’s opinion

effectively, both orally and in writing;

drawing insights from related situations

in different settings; gathering information using various methods of research;

creating alternative approaches and solutions to diverse problems; and learning

new facts and ideas from others through

various media (for example, lectures,

books, articles, conversations, or video

presentations).

The goals of education include teaching

people to recognize, categorize, evaluate,

and understand different types of phenomena; to interact and communicate

effectively with others; to think for themselves; and to predict the probable outcomes of competing solutions (Haberfeld

2002).
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Training

The goal of training is to teach a specific

method of performing a task or responding to a given situation. The subject matter

taught is usually narrow in scope. Training usually involves two stages:

1. Prescribed procedures are first presented and explained.

2. Prescribed procedures are then practiced until they become second nature

or reflexive.

Training is focused on how to most

effectively accomplish a task whenever a

particular situation arises. Training is experiential and goal oriented.

Among the skills associated with most

training programs are the ability to determine whether or not the circumstances

warrant following a prescribed course of

action, the physical and verbal skills associated with those actions, and the cognitive abilities needed to recall what steps

should be followed and in what order for

each of the situations covered in the training program (Timm and Christian 1991).



The Role of Training and Education

in Law Enforcement

Both training and education appear to be

essential regardless of the law enforcement

position one holds within an organization

(Timm and Christian 1991). Both play important roles in the field of law enforcement. Training provides unambiguous

instructions on how to perform many

of the tasks that an officer is expected

to complete. As a result, trained officers

often respond both consistently, using

proven techniques, and automatically,

even under emergency conditions. Education, by contrast, helps prepare officers to

solve problems independently, as well as

to communicate and interact effectively

with others.



Different law enforcement positions

may require different levels of education

and training; however, a combination of

both is needed in every position. Law enforcement officers, for example, often interact with people from a wide range of

backgrounds, exercise considerable discretion in many critical situations (such as

deciding whether or not to arrest someone, to shoot or not to shoot, whether or

not to evacuate an area in an emergency

situation, and so on), and must prepare

written incident reports. These tasks can

be effectively performed only through acquisition of some general evaluative and

decision-making skills traditionally taught

through various educational programs.

Officers also need hands-on training in

a wide range of specific physical tasks

directly related to their positions (such

as arresting people, shooting firearms,

operating equipment, and handling emergency situations).

Middle- and top-level administration

personnel also need practical training in

certain areas, even though in performing

most of their tasks they rely more heavily

on knowledge and mental skills generally

acquired and/or developed through formal

education. For example, middle and senior police executives often need training

in how to operate computers, use new

software (such as crime mapping software)

and other technologies that they will need

personally, what reporting procedures to

follow, and a number of other essentials

that will enable them to complete the tasks

for which they are responsible. Law enforcement executives may also participate

in training programs to familiarize themselves with new evaluation tools and

research findings.



Merging Training and Education

The term police academy usually refers to

three main types of police academies in

the United States: agency, regional, and
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college sponsored. Agency schools are

generally found in large municipal areas

or are established for the state police or

highway patrol. Regional academies handle the training functions for both large

and small departments located in a designated geographical area. The collegesponsored training academies operate on

the premises of postsecondary institutions,

particularly community colleges. These

college-sponsored academies allow a person to take police training courses for

college credit (Thibault et al. 1998).

There is no international consensus on

the best possible model for police training

and education, and even within jurisdictions several models may be employed.

As one example of an approach from a

diverse democracy, the Canadian police

used four models of basic training for

police recruits in the early 2000s:

.



.



.



.



Model 1: Education and training in

a police academy, separated from

mainstream adult education.

Model 2: Education and training

on a university campus (with adult

mainstream education).

Model 3: A holistic approach, exposing recruits to the entire criminal

justice system rather than just to

the field of policing. It alternates

classroom learning with field experience in a bloc program.

Model 4: Police education integrated

with adult education (the Quebec

model). New recruits must complete

a three-year college program to obtain a diploma of collegial studies,

which includes general academic

courses and instruction in criminology, policing, and law (Griffits et al.

1999).



The United States has more than nineteen thousand autonomous police agencies and thus a myriad of training and

educational approaches, ranging from as

little as eight weeks of training to as much

as thirty-two weeks. On average, departments require 640 training hours of their
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new officer recruits (425 classroom training hours and 215 field training hours).

While minimum hours are determined by

the respective state’s POST, academies

may add extra sessions to reflect particular

agencies’ areas of emphasis or need.

In the United States, there is a lack of

consensus on what constitutes the most

important skills and requirements for police officers to acquire and hone. Lawyers,

accountants, social workers, and medical

doctors—all are required to be educated

and trained in a consistent manner in

order to practice in their profession. However, in the United States policing is subject to an enormous variety of educational

and training requirements. Critics believe

that in order for policing to be looked

on as a true profession, its apprentices

need to be educated and trained in a consistent manner. They disagree, however,

on whether it should be done through

training, education, or some combination

of both. The academic community tends

to push for more education for officers,

while practitioners tend to emphasize the

value of training. One approach toward

bridging this schism would be focused on

identifying the basic and mandatory standards that reflect police qualifications, but

customizing them to reflect local need. If

basic professional standards can be identified, then developing the methods to refine

those skills will be a less controversial

process.

The overall impact of education and

training on quality of policing cannot be

overstated. Modern police training has

come a long way in just three decades. In

1975, the grim state of the police profession was reflected by the following quote:

‘‘Ignorance of police duties is no handicap

to a successful career as a policeman’’

(Reith 1975). This statement no longer

holds true. Progress has come primarily

from the recognition that police officers

must and will be trained and educated as

professionals. The increasing sophistication of crime and criminals has made essential the development of academically
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oriented training, to enable officers to cope

with the complexity of various criminal

activities they may confront. Furthermore,

as society has become more sophisticated,

it increasingly resents the notion that force

alone can solve problems. Policing is,

first and foremost, about the use of force.

Improved training and education means

that officers now wield this ultimate tool

in a more balanced and nonthreatening

manner.

M. R. HABERFELD

See also Academies, Police; Personnel

Selection; Police Standards and Training

Commissions; Professionalism
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Statistics show that in general people are

living longer. With this longevity comes

the increased likelihood of victimization

at some point in the life course. Many



seniors are fearful that they will be victimized as they age even though the crime

victimization rate for seniors has continued

to decline over the years. The elderly as

a group are the least likely of all age

categories to experience crime. Still, the

elderly are vulnerable to certain types of

crimes. According to the National Crime

Prevention Council, the most common

types of crimes committed against seniors

are (1) financial crime, (2) property crime,

(3) violent crime, and (4) elderly abuse/

mistreatment.

Concern about the victimization of elderly persons increased in the early 1980s

after British medical researchers drew

attention to a phenomenon they called

‘‘granny battering.’’ Eventually, the granny

battering term was replaced with less offensive concepts such as elder mistreatment and elder abuse. Elder mistreatment

is a broader concept used to characterize a

range of violations against elderly persons.

The National Center on Elder Abuse cites

six types of elder mistreatment: physical

abuse, sexual abuse, financial exploitation,

emotional/psychological abuse, neglect,

and self-neglect. Although these forms of

abuse are discussed separately below, they

usually occur simultaneously or in some

combination.

Physical abuse is likely the type of elder

abuse that comes to mind when people use

the phrase elder abuse. Examples include

acts such as hitting, slapping, cutting,

punching, or kicking an elderly person.

Also included are instances in which elderly

persons are overmedicated or undermedicated. Overmedication usually occurs because caregivers want to make their elderly

care recipient passive and easy to manage.

Undermedication generally occurs because

caregivers are stealing drugs or money that

would be used to purchase drugs.

Sexual abuse likely conjures up images

of elderly individuals being forcibly raped.

However, such acts make up only a very

small proportion of the cases of elder sexual abuse. More common are instances

of groping during bathing, voyeurism,
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obscene language, and other behaviors in

which genital–genital contact does not

occur. Studies using social services samples have found that family members are

more likely to be the offenders in these

cases, while those using self-report strategies have found that nonfamily members

are more likely to be the offenders.

Financial exploitation occurs when

individuals steal from elderly persons

using any number of strategies. Examples

range from instances when family members misuse an elderly person’s Social

Security check to cases in which loved

ones convince elderly persons to sign over

their property. Power-of-attorney fraud

(for example, signing an elderly person’s

name for fraudulent purposes) is among

the most popular types of elder financial

exploitation. In such exploitation, individuals gain complete access to all of the elderly person’s assets once they are granted

power of attorney. Unfortunately, some

misuse this power. One problem that arises

is proving that the actions were fraudulent.

Verbal and nonverbal acts that torment

the senior, such as verbal abuse, rights

violations, and harassment, are considered

to be acts of emotional abuse. Emotional

abuse is the most difficult form of elder

abuse to prove and among the least

reported forms of elder mistreatment.

Neglect occurs when individuals fail to

provide adequate care to the elderly care

recipient. Experts distinguish between active and passive neglect. Active neglect

refers to instances of intentional neglect,

whereas passive neglect refers to instances

when care providers unintentionally fail to

provide care.

Self-neglect is perhaps the most controversial type of elder mistreatment. It refers

to instances in which elderly persons fail to

provide adequate care to themselves and

adult protective services intervenes to provide or recommend improvements in care.

Although self-neglect is arguably the most

common form of elder mistreatment, it

is also the least studied form of elder mistreatment.
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Some researchers have focused specifically on types of elder abuse occurring in

nursing homes or other long-term care

settings. These forms of abuse include the

same forms noted earlier, but also include

a form called duty-related abuse. Dutyrelated abuse refers to instances in which

a worker’s failure to perform a particular

job-related duty ultimately results in harm

to the elderly person. Failing to report

abuse, lifting residents without the help

of coworkers, and ignoring the medical

needs of residents are examples of dutyrelated abuse.

Estimates suggest that anywhere from

five hundred thousand to two million elderly persons are victims of elder abuse

each year. However, it is difficult to determine the true extent of elder abuse for a

number of reasons. First, different states

may define elderly in different ways. Some

states define elderly as more than fifty years

of age while other states use the age of 65.

The way a state defines elderly in its elder

abuse legislation will influence official estimates about the extent of elder abuse.

Second, victims may not report instances

of abuse for a number of reasons. Some may

be afraid of repercussions for reporting

abuse. Concerns about being placed in a

long-term care setting inhibit communityresiding residents from reporting abuse,

and fear of increased abuse by caregivers

keeps many nursing home residents from

notifying authorities. Also, some elderly

victims may be cognitively unable to report

abuse.

Third, the failure of authorities to recognize elder abuse and set into motion a

response system has made it difficult to

determine the extent of abuse. In some

cases, failure to report is intentional and

stems from a culture of silence that exists

in families and the health care field. In

other cases, the failure to report is unintentional and stems from the lack of understanding about risk factors and causes of

elder abuse among practitioners and policy

makers. Indeed, not knowing what to

watch for allows cases of elder abuse to go
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unnoticed. The importance of understanding the causes and risk factors of elder

abuse goes beyond the need to identify

and intervene in elder abuse cases. In fact,

understanding the risk factors and causes

of elder abuse potentially sheds light on

effective prevention strategies.

Crime prevention strategies have been

developed that focus primarily on educating the elderly. The best defense against

any type of crime is an awareness of the

crime with some commonsense ways to

avoid certain behaviors that make one

more vulnerable to victimization. Many

senior organizations such as AARP (American Association of Retired Persons) or

NCPEA (National Committee for the Prevention of Elder Abuse) provide elaborate

websites with lists of publications and other

resources to provide information to seniors

about how to avoid becoming a victim of

crime, and also to explain how to report

being a victim of crime with clear and detailed information about what to do to overcome the victimization. Workshops and

presentations are given to seniors in local

community settings such as senior centers,

club houses, and so forth. These presentations focus on senior victimization and how

to avoid it. These educational programs

usually focus on financial crimes with some

consideration given to personal crimes, such

as violent crimes. Most programs spend a

great deal of time talking about fraud. The

elderly are particularly vulnerable to acts of

deception (for example, fraud) resulting

in financial loss for the victim. Generally,

the types of fraud discussed include home/

auto repairs, overseas investments, lottery

winnings, and work-at-home schemes. The

elderly are especially vulnerable to telemarketing scams because this group often is the

sole target of such fraud. The first line of

defense to prevent these types of crime is to

question the proposal—and if ‘‘it sounds too

good to be true,’’ it probably is too good,

meaning that the senior should be very suspicious of the offer. Anytime money must to

be exchanged to get the ‘‘big winnings’’ or

prize package, often, fraud is involved.



Law enforcement agencies often have

Senior Victim Assistance Units or some

similarly named units that deal specifically

with elderly crime victims. Often volunteers work in these units to assist victims.

The units serve as advocates for victims

over a certain age, usually fifty-five or

above. Police departments that have such

units often also have special training for

the police officers that includes empathy

training so that police officers can understand what seniors are experiencing in

terms of the decline in their physical and

mental abilities in an effort to help

police be more sensitive and understanding when trying to assist senior crime victims. They are also trained on the warning

signs of elder abuse including but not

limited to new or unexplained bruises,

broken bones, or other physical injuries;

changes in routine activities, such as not

participating in daily activities; quick financial hardships; and uncared for medical conditions.

In 2000 then-attorney general of the

United States, Janet Reno, called for a

justice system that responded in helpful

ways to the aging population. She challenged police departments to work with

other agencies to develop an inclusive,

well-coordinated, and well-funded national

plan to address elder abuse. To date, such a

national plan is not in effect; however, more

national level organizations are working

with local and regional police departments

to ensure the aggressive prosecution of

crimes against the elderly, and to provide

crime prevention awareness programs to

educate seniors about how to avoid becoming a victim of crime.

LAURA J. MORIARTY and BRIAN K. PAYNE

See also Crime Prevention; Fear of Crime;

Uniform Crime Reports
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

AND PLANNING

After World War II, U.S. military personnel and citizens were highly involved in

civil defense initiatives. Citizens would assist the military and other government

agencies by checking borders for illegal

immigrants, observing coastlines for foreign vessels, and watching the skies for

foreign aircraft. Any transgressions would

be immediately reported to the government, typically the military. These efforts

were typical following the war, even during

the years of the Cold War, but slowly waned

as life returned to normal in America. Over

time, civil defense gave way to emergency

management, and the focus became both

human-made and natural disasters. Emergency management was the byword for

disaster preparedness until only a few short

years ago.

The world was shocked on September

11, 2001, when terrorists used commercial

airplanes owned by U.S. airline companies

in a well-planned attack on the Pentagon in

Washington, D.C., and the World Trade

Center towers in New York City. The loss of

life caused by this terrorist attack was the

largest to take place on American soil since

the Civil War. In total, nearly three thousand people died, including police officers,

firefighters, and other emergency personnel.



Levels of Responsibility

The responsibility for responding to emergencies and disasters, both natural and

human-made, begins at the local level—

in cities and towns. The next level of
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response is activated when the resources

and capabilities of a municipality have

been exhausted, and help is still needed.

After this, a city or town calls on its

county for assistance in coping with the

disaster or emergency at hand. If all local

efforts fail, and help is still needed, assistance is requested from the state. Most

cities and towns, counties, and states have

mutual aid agreements, whereby they provide assistance to one another, if necessary,

when a natural or human-made disaster

takes place, and these resources are also

tapped in the event of an emergency. Once

available local, state, and regional resources have been exhausted, the resources

of the federal government are requested.

Table 1 illustrates the four levels of

disaster and emergency management,

from citizens through the federal government. While citizens are directly involved

in level 1, other levels of involvement require the actions of public officials, at the

local, state, and federal levels. Each level

of government, once its resources and capabilities have been exhausted, must request assistance from the next higher

level of government. This burden falls on

municipal, county, and state officials.



Four Phases of Emergency

Management

The terrorist acts of September 11, 2001,

have launched a new wave of efforts by

cities, counties, and states throughout the

Table 1 Emergency Management: Levels of

Responsibility

Level 1—Citizens

Level 2—Local Response

. . . Cities and towns

. . . Counties

. . . Mutual aid agreements

Level 3—State Government

. . . Mutual aid agreements

Level 4—Federal Government
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country to enhance their emergency management programs. Specifically, local,

state, and federal officials have focused

their attention on the four primary phases

of emergency management: mitigation,

preparedness, response, and recovery,

which are explained in greater detail next.

.



.



.



Mitigation: Mitigation includes

efforts to prevent a human-made or

natural disaster or to reduce its impact on the community. Mitigation

involves an assessment of the threats

facing a community, such as the likelihood of a natural disaster, such as

a snowstorm, hurricane, or flooding,

or a human-made disaster, such as a

terrorist attack. This initial phase of

emergency management involves an

assessment of the possible venues, or

sites, where a disaster would likely

take place. Mitigation is an ongoing

process, with continual reassessments done as needed to ensure proper preparedness by local officials.

Preparedness: City and county officials must be prepared to respond

properly to disasters of all types,

including terrorist attacks. Preparedness includes proper planning, resource allocation, training, and

conducting simulated disaster response exercises. It is important to

conduct simulated disaster exercises

to ensure that skills, equipment, and

other resources can be effectively coordinated when an emergency occurs.

Simulated disaster exercises also

provide a good opportunity to identify organizational and departmental

shortcomings, and provide time to

take corrective action before an actual

event takes place.

Response: A local government’s response to a human-made or natural

disaster has many components. If

possible, the jurisdiction must issue

appropriate warnings to the public

and keep citizens informed of an

agency’s ongoing recovery efforts.



.



Donations from the public must be

accepted and properly managed.

Mass care and sheltering may also

be necessary, depending on the type

and magnitude of the disaster. Proper

incident management and coordination are essential. Emergency services

and hospital/medical care must be

provided. Other important aspects of

the response phase include search and

rescue operations, evacuation of citizens according to established procedures, damage assessments, and the

proper handling and management of

on-site fatalities.

Recovery: After a natural or humanmade disaster takes place, the cleanup of debris, the restoration of the

environment, the reinstitution of

public services, and the rebuilding of

the public infrastructure are all necessary to restore civic life to a community. This phase of the emergency

response typically also includes disaster assistance, for both citizens and

their local governments, and crisis

counseling, for both civilians and

public safety employees (for example, typically those on-site emergency

response employees such as police

and fire personnel).



Departmental Responsibilities

Local government employees from numerous departments are involved in the four

phases of emergency management. They

include executive-level personnel, public

safety employees (for example, sworn police officers and firefighters), public health

officials, public works employees, as well

as those employees working for nonfor-profit public utility companies. Traditionally, police and fire personnel have

been involved in responding to disasters,

both natural and human-made. After September 11, 2001, other local public officials
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have been actively involved in a local government’s response (for example, public

works and public health officials).

The public officials involved in emergency planning and management at the

local level are several. Cities and towns

most likely designate the position of

emergency management coordinator to an

existing full-time police or fire employee.

This function winds up as one of his or

her collateral duties. In larger cities, there

may be a part-time or even a full-time

emergency management coordinator or

director. Most county governments have

full-time emergency management directors.

In both smaller cities and counties, this

person would report to the police or fire

chief. In the case of larger cities and towns,

this person would report to the city or town

manager. In larger cities and counties, this

person would report directly to his or her

chief executive officer.

The emergency management coordinator or director is assisted by, and coordinates the efforts of, several employees in

departments that perform disaster-related

services (that is, mitigation, preparedness,

response, and recovery). These departments

contain sworn personnel, such as police

officers and firefighters, as well as other

employees who work in public works and

health departments. It is also a common

practice for local governments to have a

citizens’ advisory committee that works

with the emergency management coordinator or director. The names of these

departments, as well as the titles of their

Table 2



directors, change from city to county government. The most common titles given

to these emergency management personnel are shown in Table 2. Note that the

functions of local governments, and the

names of their departments, change from

state to state. Some services may also be

provided by special districts or private

utility companies.

Most states throughout the nation have

a full-time director of emergency services,

or an official with a similar title, who is

appointed by the state government. Since

September 11, 2001, the titles of these

positions have changed to reflect additional

duties related to homeland security. These

officials, in some states, may even be called

director of homeland security. However,

they typically still perform the duties and

responsibilities of a director of emergency

management or director of emergency services. With the advent of the national focus

on homeland security, the various facets of

emergency management at the state and

local level are now being reviewed and expanded to include human-made disasters,

in addition to natural disasters, which had

traditionally been the focus of emergency

management after the Cold War.



Managing Emergency Incidents

The way the United States prepares for

and responds to emergency incidents

changed in the wake of the 2001 terrorist



City and County Departments Involved in Emergency Management



Cities Counties

(for incorporated areas)



(for unincorporated areas)



City manager

Fire chief

Police

Public works

None

Public utilities



County manager

Fire chief

Sheriff

Public works

Health director

Public utilities
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attacks. It was not designed to be an

abrupt change, but a gradual one. The

best practices that have evolved over the

years are part of the new comprehensive

national approach known as the National

Incident Management System (NIMS).

NIMS was developed by the Department

of Homeland Security (DHS) in March

2004. NIMS represents a core set of doctrines, principles, terminology, and organizational processes to enable effective,

efficient, and collaborative incident management at all levels of government to

properly respond to emergencies. The role

of the private sector is also included in this

model. The role of responders is defined in

advance, along with common sets of protocols, so that all agencies work together

seamlessly when responding to a disaster.

NIMS training is now commonplace in the

federal and state governments. An increasing number of training programs are

also being offered to local governments

throughout the nation with funds provided

by the federal government. NIMS will

enable responders from all levels of government, and across all functional jurisdictions, to work together more effectively

and efficiently when responding to emergencies. In fact, beginning in 2006, all federal funding for state and local government

preparedness grants will be tied to compliance with the NIMS requirements.

One of the most important ‘‘best practices’’ that has been incorporated into

NIMS is the Incident Command System

(ICS). ICS is a standard, on-scene, allhazards incident management system already in use by firefighters, hazardous

materials teams, rescuers, and emergency

medical teams. The ICS has been established by NIMS as the standardized

incident organizational structure for the

management of all incidents. This model

of emergency response was developed to

facilitate coordination of on-site activities

by all agencies when responding to a disaster. All levels of government have ICS

plans in advance that include common



terminology, the organizational structure

of on-scene personnel, how to deal with

the press and public, and designating an

on-scene chain of command. Reliance is

also placed on an incident action plan.

On-scene personnel may also assume other

roles, different from their regular job titles,

such as public information officer, safety

officer, and liaison officer. ICS classes are

now being offered by the Department

of Homeland Security to state and local

government officials. The implementation

of the NIMS approach to dealing with

emergencies will essentially institutionalize

the use of ICS throughout the nation as

the response system for all levels of government as they work together to respond to

disasters.

In case of a large disaster, either natural

or human-made, all responding agencies,

at all levels of government and in the private sector, must work closely together to

limit the loss of life and property. The

purpose of the ICS is to have an established and standardized local response to

emergencies within the national framework provided by NIMS. In fact, the

DHS has established the NIMS Integration Center (NIC) to develop a common

understanding and application of the ICS

process among all stakeholders, including

tribal nations and the private sector. This

focus will continue in future years.

Individual public agencies are now conducting more disaster exercises than ever

before to test their skills. The number of

multiple public agency disaster exercises is

also on the increase. It is better for officials

in public agencies to fine-tune their skills

before an actual disaster takes place. Here

are a number of major national trends in

emergency planning and management:

.

.

.



Advanced training for public safety

employees

Crisis counseling for public safety

employees

Designation of building evacuation

routes
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.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.



Early warning public notification

systems

Expanded geographic information

systems

Greater use of the Incident Command System

Immediate public assistance to the

needy

Measures to improve building safety

Mutual aid agreements for public

safety services

New federal assistance programs

Simulated disaster exercises

Threat analysis and assessment

practices

Updated emergency response plans

Use of the National Incident Management System



As citizens become increasingly aware

of the resources and agencies involved in

emergency planning and management, it is

helpful to familiarize themselves with the

acronyms by which these resources and

agencies are commonly known:

ARC

ATF



American Red Cross

Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco,

Firearms and Explosives

CBRRT Chemical and Biological Rapid Response Team

CISM

Critical Incident Stress Management

DHS

Department of Homeland

Security

DMAT

Disaster Medical Assistance

Team

DMORT Disaster Mortuary Response

Team

DOJ

Department of Justice

EOP

Emergency Operations Plan

ERRT

Emergency Rapid Response

Team

FEMA

Federal Emergency Management Agency

ICS

Incident Command System

IRZ

Immediate Response Zone

NDPO

National Disaster Preparedness Office
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NECC

NIMA

NIMS

PDA

PTE

RERT

SRT



National Emergency Coordination Center

National Incident Management System

National Incident Management System

Preliminary Damage Assessment

Potential Threat Analysis

Radiological Emergency Response Team

Search Response Team



The Future

In the era of homeland security, the field of

emergency management once again has a

civil defense focus. Citizens and the private

sector are being encouraged to assist governments in their efforts to prevent a possible terrorist attack, such as the one that took

place on September 11, 2001. The emphasis

is not only on being prepared to respond,

but on proper planning that includes citizens, the private sector, and non-for-profit

organizations. New emergency planning and

management practices will continue to

evolve, and the existing practices will continually be fine-tuned to limit the loss of life

and property during an emergency.

During the last half of the twentieth

century and into the twenty-first century,

the United States has evolved from civil

defense, to emergency management, to the

new field of homeland security. Both public and private sectors are working closely

together in the new field of homeland

security, which has incorporated major

aspects of emergency management. The

principles and practices of emergency

management will be with us forever, notwithstanding what the government agencies are called that oversee them.

ROGER L. KEMP

See also Terrorism: Domestic; Terrorism:

Overview
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ENTRAPMENT

The defense of entrapment is one of the

most familiar defenses within criminal

law. However, the ability of criminal

defendants to successfully establish entrapment through proof at trial is uncommon. Although the defense of entrapment

did not exist at common law, modern

courts have easily embraced this defense.

Legal scholars suggest that the entrapment

defense has been widely accepted by the

judiciary due to the common use of informants and undercover agents in law enforcement coupled with the increasing

focus during the twentieth century on

drug-related offenses and other crimes

that are commonly described as ‘‘victimless,’’ such as offenses ranging from prostitution and pornography to gambling

(Samaha 1999).



Entrapment is generally defined as the

inducement of an individual by government

agents to commit a crime that the defendant

would not otherwise commit. Generally, the

motivation to induce individuals to commit

criminal behavior is the need to obtain

a criminal conviction (21 Am. Jur. 2d.,

} 246). Thus, the defense of entrapment

exists to prohibit law enforcement from inducing otherwise innocent persons to commit crimes for the purpose of securing a

criminal conviction. However, entrapment

does not occur when law enforcement officers simply provide an otherwise willing

participant with an opportunity to engage

in criminal behavior.

A review of the literature and appellate

court decisions reveals several theoretical

justifications for the entrapment defense

(Colquitt 2004). Many courts have held

that the defense exists to deter unethical

or overzealous behavior of law enforcement agents, whereas others suggest that

sound public policy requires a defense

such as entrapment to protect law-abiding

individuals from unscrupulous law enforcement tactics. Still others cite the lack

of the element of mens rea in true entrapment situations as a sufficient justification

for the defense. However, regardless of

the basis for the entrapment defense it is

currently allowed in all federal and state

jurisdictions (21 Am. Jur. 2d., } 246).

Entrapment is considered an affirmative

defense. Generally speaking, defendants

who assert the entrapment defense must

establish two critical elements: the lack

of predisposition to commit the crime

and inducement by government agents. The

majority of American jurisdictions require

the defendant to admit that the criminal

acts occurred prior to proceeding with an

entrapment defense. Thus, an admission by

the defendant is a prerequisite to presenting evidence to establish the defense. While

a defendant must admit his or her participation in the criminal acts, a guilty plea to

the offense is not required.

Currently, two tests are used to determine whether the defendant has established
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the elements of entrapment. The first is a

subjective test and is used in the majority of

American jurisdictions and in the federal

courts (Samaha 1999). The focus of this

approach is the state of mind of the defendant. The defendant must establish that he

or she was not predisposed to commit the

crime, but rather was induced into doing so

by the conduct of government agents. Thus,

the defendant must prove that, absent the

inducement by government agents, the defendant would not have participated in

the criminal behavior. Courts have developed criteria to assist the jury with this determination. These include the following:

the character or reputation of the defendant, including prior criminal convictions;

whether the initial suggestion regarding

criminal behavior was made by government

agents or the defendant; whether the defendant engaged in criminal behavior for

financial gain; whether the defendant displayed initial reluctance to participate in

the suggested activity that was overcome by

the actions of government agents; and last,

the nature of the conduct of government

agents alleged to constitute inducement

(21 Am. Jur. 2d., } 263).

The second test used to establish the

elements of entrapment is an objective

test. The impetus for the use of the objective test is the deterrence of unethical law

enforcement practices that serve to entrap

otherwise innocent individuals. With this

approach, the primary focus is on the nature of the police conduct as opposed to

the predisposition of the defendant. Thus,

the proper line of inquiry asks whether the

conduct of law enforcement was sufficient

to induce a reasonable law-abiding person

to commit a crime.

Unlike the subjective test, the jury is

not obligated to determine whether the

conduct of law enforcement would have

induced the particular individual on trial,

but rather, whether the conduct would

have induced a hypothetical person of reasonable intelligence (Colquitt 2004). As

such, the predisposition of the defendant

is not a central issue in jurisdictions that
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utilize the objective test, and juries are not

instructed to consider the particular characteristics of the defendant, which would

normally be relevant to determine predisposition.

In the most recent ruling by the U.S.

Supreme Court on the issue of entrapment, the Court reversed a conviction of

a Nebraska farmer for a violation of the

Child Protection Act of 1984 due to the

inability of the government to clearly establish the predisposition of the defendant.

In Jacobson v. United States, 503 U.S. 540

(1992), the Supreme Court emphasized the

distinction between merely offering or

providing an individual with the opportunity to commit the crime with which he or

she is charged and conduct by government

agents which either due to its nature or

frequency actually induces the individual

to commit a crime he or she would not

otherwise commit. In Jacobson, the Court

concluded the prosecution failed to establish that the actions of the defendant were

the result of an independent predisposition

as opposed to the result of the twenty-six

months of solicitations through the mail by

government agents. The Court concluded

that the evidence presented by the government ‘‘. . . merely indicates a generic inclination to act within a broad range, not all

of which is criminal, [and] is of little probative value in establishing predisposition.’’

Other entrapment cases decided by the

U.S. Supreme Court include Sorrells

v. United States (1932), Sherman v. United

States (1958), United States v. Russell

(1973), and Hampton v. United States

(1976).

An example of law enforcement tactics

that have been condemned by many courts

is the practice of ‘‘supply and buy.’’ Supply and buy was once a common practice

within the field of drug enforcement. In the

typical supply and buy case, government

agents or informants supply the drugs

that the defendant is eventually encouraged to sell to undercover government

agents. Once the ‘‘sale’’ is complete, the

defendant is arrested. Many courts have
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characterized the practice of supply and

buy as official misconduct. However, in

some jurisdictions, evidence that clearly

establishes the predisposition of the defendant to engage in the criminal act will avoid

acquittal. However, absent such clear

proof of predisposition in supply and buy

cases, entrapment is established and the

defendant discharged. Other examples of

police conduct that have been deemed unacceptable include cases involving ‘‘extreme pleas of desperate illness, appeals

based primarily on sympathy, pity or

close personal friendship and offers of inordinate sums of money’’ (21 Am. Jur. 2d.,

} 267: 326).

Regardless of the test utilized by the

courts, there is ongoing debate regarding

the propriety of the entrapment defense

within modern American jurisprudence.

However, despite this debate, law enforcement officers must understand the essential elements of entrapment and continue

to strive to maintain the delicate balance

that exists between the use of proper law

enforcement practices and those that may

snare otherwise law-abiding citizens.

LISA S. NORED

See also Accountability; Arrest Powers of

the Police
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Background

Crimes against the environment of the

United States have occurred since the

country’s beginning. During colonization,

indiscriminate removal of trees and resulting unchecked erosion and sedimentation

polluted our environment. Westward expansion brought the slaughter of buffalo

herds, placer mining utterly destroyed

streams of the Sierra Nevada, and mining

of lands for minerals forever changed our

landscape. Activists such as Henry David

Thoreau and John Muir teamed with thenPresident Theodore Roosevelt to pass

federal legislation to protect wild lands—

technically the first environmental legislation passed in the United States aimed

specifically to protect the environment.

Twentieth-century industrialization and

chemical waste production, land use expansion, and urbanization radically changed

the environment in the United States.

Some, such as Rachel Carson, decried the

harmful effects of chemical use, particularly

horrors from pesticides such as DDT, instigating a chain reaction of events leading to

the establishment of Earth Day in 1970 and

a subsequent avalanche of environmental

legislation. The National Environmental

Policy Act (NEPA) created national environmental awareness through the Council

on Environmental Quality (CEQ) within

the Executive Office of the President. The

Clean Air Act (CAA) and Clean Water Act

(CWA) followed as major environmental

legislation protecting the environment.

With this legislation it became a crime to

pollute without governmental oversight.
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Modern environmental protection is

rooted in statutory law—the passing of

legislation by congress and state legislators to protect the environment. Legislation sets out the framework such as

protection of air or water. Federal and

state regulators mold legislation creating

rules. Rules carry the full weight of the

law. Courts carry final interpretation

often deciding the meaning of vague environmental legislation, settling disputes

generated from rules, or setting the precedents we follow today. All branches of

government are involved as the president

appoints key environmental posts such

as EPA director and secretary of the interior. Within the states, governors appoint

top posts such as secretary of natural

resources. These posts set and enforce the

policy framework legislators develop as

environmental law.



Enforcement

Once an environmental crime is suspected,

investigators and prosecutors at the federal and state levels become involved. The

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA),

Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI),

Defense Criminal Investigative Service

(DCIS), and the U.S. Coast Guard regulate and enforce federal law. Specifically,

EPA’s Office of Criminal Enforcement,

Forensics and Training (OCEFT) investigates environmental crime for all EPA

programs along with the FBI through the

attorney general of the United States. Individual state environmental protection

agencies, attorneys general offices, or the

state police prosecute crimes within individual states.

The EPA began initial enforcement in

1982 with full law enforcement authority

by 1988. The 1990 Pollution Prosecution

Act greatly expanded the EPA’s enforcement authority. The National Enforcement Training Institute was founded to
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provide training to federal, state, and

local personnel with regard to both criminal and civil enforcement. To further

strengthen the EPA’s enforcement capabilities, the Environmental Crimes and

Enforcement Act was introduced into

Congress in 1992, 1996, and again in

1999. The act’s intent was to amend the

federal criminal code to require that, on

motion of the United States, a person convicted of an environmental crime (defined

as a violation of specified statutes, including provisions of the Toxic Substances

Control Act, Solid Waste Disposal Act,

and Community Right-to-Know Act of

1986) be ordered to pay the costs incurred

by a state, local, or tribal government

when assisting in the investigation and

prosecution of the case by the United

States.

Enforcement may be divided into

three distinct areas of environmental law.

Civil enforcement brings violators into

compliance with existing laws. Typically

fines are imposed and permits revoked to

force compliance. The effort is toward

prevention and elimination of illegal

pollution into the air, water, and soil.

Cleanup enforcement forces responsible

parties to clean up hazardous waste sites

or pay the government for the cleanup.

Both federal and state governments have

created priority lists for the cleanup of

contaminated areas. Criminal enforcement brings criminal sanctions against

the most serious environmental violators.

Serious environmental crimes involve negligent, knowing, or willful violations of

law. These acts are deliberate—not an

accident or a mistake.

Local governments develop, investigate, and prosecute a limited number of

environmental crimes. Budget limitations

dictate the breadth of environmental enforcement possible by a local government.

Typically issues of land use, erosion, and

water/sewage disposal are covered by the

local municipality. Any violation is subject

to local, state, and federal prosecution.
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Prosecution

Many legal questions arise during the

prosecution of an environmental crime.

The most difficult question surrounds

standing or right to sue in criminal litigation. Because the environment does not

have rights under our constitution, individuals must show harm or loss of use from

an environmental crime to prosecute. Administrative charges must show violation

of rules set by the regulating authority.

Different means exist to prosecute

under the law. Charges of assault and battery by means of a dangerous weapon from

hazardous materials, criminal trespass for

leachate from underground storage tanks,

or felony convictions for illegal fishing

activities in closed waters are examples of

charges relating to environmental crime.

Many environmental statutes contain provisions for citizen suits allowing anyone to

bring charges against purported environmental violators. Courts view these provisions as a necessary and vital component of

environmental enforcement.



Punishment

Punishment for convictions takes three

forms: notice of violation, permit revocation or fines, and community service and/

or incarceration. Stemming from some of

the earliest convictions in 1979 to current

punishments, the courts show a pattern of

increasing fines and jail sentences indicating a greater level of seriousness associated with environmental crime.



Corporate Crime

Of the top one hundred corporate crimes

committed during the 1990s, thirty-eight

were environmental:

.



Exxon Corporation and Exxon

Shipping pled guilty to federal



.



.



.



.



criminal charges in connection with

the March 24, 1989, Exxon Valdez oil

spill. The company was assessed a

$125 million criminal fine, possibly

the largest single environmental criminal recovery ever enacted.

Louisiana-Pacific Corporation pled

guilty to eighteen felonies for tampering with pollution control equipment, was fined $37 million, and was

placed on five years of probation.

The

Summitville

Consolidated

Mining Co., Inc., pled guilty to forty

counts of violating the Clean Water

Act and other federal statutes at its

Summitville Gold Mine operation

in southwestern Colorado from 1984

to 1992. The company was fined $20

million.

Rockwell International pled guilty

to four felony violations of the Resource Conservation and Recovery

Act and to one felony and five misdemeanors of the Clean Water Act

for illegally stored and treated hazardous wastes generated during the

production of plutonium ‘‘triggers’’

and other components of nuclear

weapons at Rocky Flats.

Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd., one

of the world’s largest passenger

cruise lines, pled guilty to twentyone felony counts and agreed to

pay a record $18 million criminal

fine for dumping waste oil and hazardous chemicals and lying to the

U.S. Coast Guard.



Individual Criminal Violations

Courts are becoming less tolerant of environmental crimes by the individual. While

the criminal threshold still demands willful

knowledge of the crime, punishment is increasingly becoming more severe.

.



Father and son owners of asbestos

abatement companies in New York

State were sentenced to twenty-five
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.
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years of imprisonment with forfeiture to the United States of America

of more than $2 million in assets for

violation of the Clean Air Act and

the Toxic Substances Control Act.

Their illegal asbestos abatement activities took place over a ten-year period

at more than 1,550 facilities throughout New York State—including elementary schools, churches, hospitals,

military housing, theaters, cafeterias,

the New York State Legislature Office

Building, public and commercial

buildings of nearly every sort, and private residences. Each was sentenced

to serve the two longest federal jail

sentences for environmental crimes

in U.S. history.

A Connecticut businessman who

made millions by illegally importing

and selling ozone-depleting chlorofluorocarbon (CFC) gases was sentenced to six years and six months in

prison with $1.8 million in restitution. The businessman concealed

more than $6 million in profits

from the sale of more than a million

pounds of CFCs between 1996 and

1998. The defendant admitted smuggling about 660 tons of CFCs into

the United States, and importing

another 1,100 tons without paying

excise taxes. These chemicals are

subject to an excise tax of about $5

per pound, which is imposed to discourage their use and to promote the

transition to more ozone-friendly

replacement products.

A Mississippi man was sentenced to

six years and six months in prison

for his conviction on forty-five counts

of spraying the pesticide methyl parathion without a license and three

counts of illegally distributing methyl

parathion in violation of the federal

Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act. Methyl parathion is approved only for outdoor agricultural

use in uninhabited fields. Human

exposure to methyl parathion can



.



produce convulsions, coma, and

death.

A Connecticut metal finisher pleaded

guilty to discharging wastewater

containing excessive amounts of

cyanide and acid into a public sewer

system between November 1993 and

April 1995, operating without a permit, and making false monitoring

reports to environmental officials.

The metal finisher was sentenced to

six months of home confinement,

three years of probation, and a

$15,000 fine.



Lab Fraud

Environmental protection is dependent on

accurate and reliable reporting by laboratories. All regulators rely on this reporting

to determine if polluting entities are in

compliance. Lab fraud cases go to the

heart of a regulatory system that relies on

accurate reporting.

.



.



Intertek Testing Services, Inc., was

fined $9 million for falsifying the

results of environmental tests. ITS

conducted environmental sample

analysis, primarily as a subcontractor, for environmental consulting

firms, engineering firms, and federal,

state, and local governments nationwide. The test results were used for

decision making at Superfund sites,

Department of Defense facilities,

and hazardous waste sites to determine site safety and to monitor the

migration of hazardous wastes, including cancer-causing petrochemicals. The migration could affect

groundwater, drinking water, and

soil conditions in places where people might be exposed.

The owner of a Baton Rouge laboratory known as Enviro-Comp was

sentenced to serve forty-six months

in federal prison and was ordered to

pay $13,359 in public defender fees
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for mail fraud and obstruction of

justice. The owner admitted to witness tampering and making false

statements in an EPA Criminal Investigation Division (EPA-CID) lab

fraud investigation.

THOMAS D. SHAHADY

See also Criminal Investigation; White

Collar Crime
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ETHICS AND VALUES IN THE

CONTEXT OF COMMUNITY

POLICING

In the late 1980s and early 1990s, it became

evident that police departments would

have to implement various forms of community policing programs to assist in the

fight against ever increasing crime rates.

Departments were, for the most part,

chronically short of resources and, when

coupled with a developing siege mentality, continued to reinforce an ‘‘us’’ versus

‘‘them’’ attitude against the communities

they were paid to serve. There was increasing realization that police departments

could not by themselves manage the crime

scene in their communities without assistance, input, and cooperation from other



partners such as community associations,

individual citizens, and municipal, state/

provincial. and federal agencies.

It also became evident that a paramilitary, hierarchical policing service would

have difficulty participating in such programs without significant changes to its

organizational culture and behavior. Police officers were obligated to comply with

inflexible operational policies and procedures. This severely restricted their ability

to collaboratively develop and implement

practical solutions to community problems

and supported the perception by police

officers that their police services were

isolated from the communities they served.

As mentioned earlier, community policing emphasizes individual initiative rather

than compliance with inflexible operational policies and procedures. Legal frameworks emphasize the individual rights

of citizens with corresponding limitations

on police powers. There is a demonstrated

need for peace officers to recognize this

dichotomy and to be able to resolve ethical

issues and ethical dilemmas. To institute an

ethics dialogue within an organization, it

is necessary to change the culture of an

organization.

The adoption of the philosophy of

community policing as a service delivery

model requires a proactive collaborative

approach in partnership with key elements

of the communities of interest. The ability

to deal proactively with the root causes of

crime and social problems should be

the desired outcome rather than the traditional reactive response associated with the

professional policing model, which emphasizes command and control as the dominant response. A shared leadership style

of management should be identified as the

sought after approach and the optimum

model for the organization.

The initial step would be to establish a

working group comprised of a cross section of employees to review existing policy

structures with the objective of establishing guidelines to streamline and eliminate

redundant policy directives that inhibit the
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ability of employees to operate in a shared

leadership environment. This review would

also send the message within an organization that senior management is serious

about implementing the required changes

and willing to champion the process.

To achieve a shared leadership approach in its service delivery model, a second internal grassroots initiative should

be considered. The objective is to develop

a mission statement for a department supported by a corporate vision and underlying organizational core values aligned in

all respects with the community policing

philosophy. This process can take several

months and involve extensive consultation

and discussion with many employees and

other stakeholders representing all categories, from police officers to support

staff.

This process can be accomplished by

initially training a number of employees

in facilitation methods with each facilitator subsequently working in their own

units or sections in sessions with individual groups of twenty or thirty people.

Each group’s members would look at how

they saw themselves within the organization and how the organization was seen

within their communities. At the same time,

employees would be encouraged to identify

contentious issues of concern to them that

they felt needed to be addressed. Their concerns would cover a wide spectrum and

include everything from administrative

issues through to communications and on

to operational issues. These issues would

be subsequently reviewed by the relevant

policy centers. Their responses would then

be communicated to all employees in the

form of a staff newsletter or other appropriate form of communication.

Training in principle-based leadership

such as the Stephen Covey approach on

the four roles and seven habits of effective

leaders should be implemented. This could

be complemented by community policing

workshops at which officers discuss issues

among themselves and with citizens of the

community they serve.
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Most police departments have extensive

discipline and grievance processes in place.

However, in a shared leadership environment, there should be an opportunity for

employees and management to work out

their differences in an informal environment. An informal, alternative dispute resolution (ADR) initiative should be put

in place. It provides a simple formula for

building stronger relationships and is another way of doing business. It offers a

fresh approach to finding sensible resolutions to internal conflict. With ADR, talk

comes first. Early face-to-face discussions

between parties are encouraged and quite

often offer the best results. The ADR process can also significantly reduce the cost

of resolving outstanding conflicts and

avoids costly discipline or grievance procedures, which are much more formal and

labor intensive.

Finally, in focusing on the operationalization of the mission, vision, and values,

and to ensure that the exercise does not

become just another ‘‘notice on the wall,’’

a department should consider the appointment of an ethics adviser. The principal

role of this position would be to serve as

an adviser to senior management and as

an ambassador working with all employees to ensure that the core values are internalized and become part of one’s everyday

behavior. The ethics adviser would also be

expected to articulate the relationship between the core values and discipline and

grievance policies in effect in the department, and to bridge the values-based culture with compliance requirements.

The ethics adviser should be ‘‘a trusted

and very senior officer who is respected

all around for being of the highest integrity’’ (Change management 2000, 18). The

ethics adviser also must have considerable

experience in operational matters and professional standards. People must be able

to consult with the ethics adviser on issues

affecting both themselves and others, and

much time is spent in traveling to various

units advocating the inculcating of the

mission, vision, and values into each and
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every activity and meeting employees face

to face to explain and discuss the process

undertaken. The ethics adviser could also

assign the responsibility of championing

the dissemination of best practices, the

sharing of which is fundamental to the success of a continuous learning organization.

In the words of the Royal Canadian

Mounted Police (RCMP) commissioner

of the day, ‘‘Ethics is not a subject to be

taught or a set of rules to be memorized,

but rather a dimension of whom and what

we are. We do not teach ethics as a module,

rather, we follow a more holistic approach,

integrating ethics with diversity, dignity

and respect’’ (Change management 2000,

19). The RCMP core values of integrity,

honesty, professionalism, compassion, respect, and accountability, as prescribed

by the commitment of the RCMP to its

employees and the communities they

serve, are in fact the Code of Ethics for

the RCMP. Further elaboration on the

mission, vision, and values of the RCMP

and of the organization itself can be

obtained on the RCMP website (http://

www.rcmp-grc.gc.ca).

Community-based policing is the very

embodiment of the ethical behavior that

police departments should implement.

Community policing by principle-based

leaders is about partnering with the communities an organization serves in open

dialogue to identify policing problems and

community-tailored solutions. It means

putting the needs of the communities first

and empowering all employees to make

decisions on the front line. Acceptance of

change is never easy. Only through valuing

people and developing a truly ethical

workplace can the diverse challenges of

the coming years and the expectations of

a department’s many clients and stakeholders be met.

The process just described can be

implemented by most departments to

change culture and behavior. Initiatives

such as policy reviews to streamline and

eliminate redundancy, the use of in-house

facilitators to lead discussion groups



on organizational renewal, an alignment

task force to permit the organization to

be more flexible and adaptable, and the

training of managers and supervisors in

leadership and ADR are valuable tools in

such a review process. An ethics adviser

within a department could also be an integral player in supporting and promoting

ethical behavior, integrity, and decision

making and to shift the department from

an emphasis on ‘‘rules-based’’ to a ‘‘valuesbased’’ form of leadership and to maintain

the appropriate balance between the two.

Recruiting and staffing procedures will

also have to be reviewed to ensure that a

department is employing individuals who

emulate those ethics and values adopted by

the department.

It is essential in today’s environment to

develop and maintain the trust of the community being served by a department. The

constant monitoring of police activities

by citizens, the media, and government

agencies requires police departments to

demonstrate that they are concerned with

the ethical behavior of their employees.

The implementation of an ethics and values

program should provide a department with

the tools required to inculcate expected

behaviors throughout their organization

and provide employees with a guide to

handle their ethical dilemmas in service to

their communities.

WILLIAM E. MAXWELL

See also Accountability; Administration of

Police Agencies, Theories of; CommunityOriented Policing: Practices
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Malice Green, Rodney King, Amadou

Diallo, Erroll Shaw, and Nathaniel Jones

are all names that for many citizens have
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come to represent what is wrong with policing, that is, when officers appear to

cross the line between what is a reasonable

response to a perceived threat and move

into the realm of excessive force. When

officers have to use force in the line of

duty, particularly deadly force, citizens

often wonder: Could anything else have

been done? Were other options available?

How widespread is this problem?

The use of excessive force by police is

not a new phenomenon. Few policing historians would argue that early law enforcement agencies in the United States

were free from the use of excessive force.

As Mark Haller (1992) points out, historically police felt justified in their use of

excessive force. Many officers believed

they had a duty and responsibility to punish criminals. Rather than making an arrest of a petty criminal, an officer in the

1880s in urban America would simply give

the suspect a good beating to deter future

lawbreaking. In addition to deterring crime,

excessive force and violence were used

to gain confessions during interrogations.

Finally—and perhaps most relevant for

sociology and criminal justice research—

there was a subculture that supported this

behavior, encouraging officers to use violence to maintain dignity (Kappeler et al.

1998).

The concept of a police subculture was

first proposed by William Westley (1970)

who studied the Gary, Indiana, police department in 1950 and found, among many

things, a high degree of solidarity, secrecy,

and violence. More recently, the issue of a

subculture of violence resurfaced after the

Christopher Commission examined the

Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD)

after the beating of Rodney King in 1991.

After investigating the facts of the beating

and culture of the LAPD, the commission

found that a significant number of LAPD

officers repeatedly misused force and ignored written department policies and

guidelines on the use of force (Christopher

1991, 3–4). Officer Laurence Powell testified that before going on patrol the
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evening of the King beating he was

instructed to be more aggressive with

baton blows in situations that called for

the use of force (Alpert et al. 1992).

Law enforcement in the United States

is decidedly different from nearly every

other country in the world. Police in

America work in a violent environment,

and using force to end threats or to complete an arrest is a part of the job. Decisions about what amount of force should

be applied are made by the individual officer even with restrictive guidelines given

by the department; officers may find that

they are in a unique situation that calls for

drastic measures. Furthermore, because a

disproportionate number of crimes and

arrests occurs in minority neighborhoods,

racial and ethnic relationships with the

police may become further strained when

officers must use force and there are allegations of excessive force.

Although considerable research and

media attention is given to the police use

of force, data from official police reports,

citizen complaints, and victim surveys indicate that most police–citizen encounters

rarely involve the use of force. A 1996

pretest of the Police Public Contact Survey estimated that nearly forty-five million

people had contact with the police over a

twelve-month period and that five hundred thousand people had force or the

threat of force used against them (Greenfeld et al. 1997). As Adams (2002, 132)

points out, these results must be taken

with caution. As the definition of police

contact changes, that is, calls for service

versus contacts that result in arrest, the

rates of use of force will vary considerable,

with calls for service resulting in fewer useof-force actions and arrest leading to

higher rates.



Defining Excessive Force

Given the history and concern over police

abuse of force, it may be surprising to
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learn that there is no standard definition

of what excessive force is. Although it may

seem clear-cut to determine if the use of

force was excessive, many complexities are

involved when trying to define what a reasonable use of force may be. In some circumstances where police must use force,

the line between what is justifiable and

excessive is fuzzy. Whenever individual

discretion must be applied, misjudgments

will occur—force may be used where none

was warranted, for example. Force has

been defined as the exertion of power to

compel or restrain the behavior of others

(Kania and Mackey 1977, 29).

Furthermore, force can be classified by

how appropriate its use may be, for example, justifiable or excessive. Police departments use these definitions to determine if

an officer’s use of force was out of line

and requires discipline or criminal prosecution. Legally, force becomes excessive

when it is used for purposes that are unlawful or when it is out of proportion to

what is needed to remove the threat or

subdue the suspect (Cheh 1995). Kania

and Mackey (1977) offer a more appropriate explanation for this discussion stating

that excessive force is ‘‘violence of a degree

that is more than necessary to effect a

legitimate police function’’ (p. 29).

A closely related term that is often used

in connection with excessive force is brutality. Few citizens can forget the shocking

images of the Rodney King beating that

was captured on videotape by George

Halliday, or the equally disturbing photos

from the emergency room of the injuries

King sustained from the beating. Most

recently, the case of Abner Louima has

stood as an example of the wanton violence that citizens may suffer at the hands

of the police. Louima testified that after he

was arrested for allegedly assaulting a police officer he was savagely beaten and

sodomized with a toilet plunger by Officer

Justin Volpe.

Although researchers, police administrators, and citizens have a stake in

eliminating police brutality, a standard



definition is difficult to find. Kenneth

Peak (2000) states that citizens may use

the term police brutality to capture a wide

array of behaviors and practices ranging

from verbal abuse to violence. Peak further notes that there is a literal definition

of brutality, in which there is physical

abuse, but there may also be verbal abuse

such as racial slurs. Also, some citizens

feel brutalized by the mere presence of

the police because they have come to represent the establishment and symbolize

violence used to oppress minority groups.

There may be considerable overlap to

many citizens between excessive force and

police brutality, particularly as police brutality involves physical force. Nonetheless,

there is a distinction between the two

terms. Kenneth Adams (2002, 134) offers

a clear definition of police brutality, stating that it is instances of serious physical

injury or psychological harm to civilians

with an emphasis on cruelty or savageness.

Adams admits that the term does not

have a standard meaning, and that some

authors would prefer a less emotionally

charged definition. However, the emphasis

on ‘‘cruelty or savageness’’ is a clear delineation between force that is beyond what

is necessary to effect a legitimate police

function, which may be a judgment call,

and actions such as the torture of Abner

Louima.



The Research on Excessive Force

Determining the amount of force used and

misused by police is difficult. Researchers

have attempted to uncover these numbers

through a variety of methodologies, from

observational studies and official reports

to officer surveys. Each method has its

strength and is revealing; nonetheless, all

have shortcomings. For example, observational studies try to place a trained

observer with a police officer to document

the officer’s behavior. Worden (1995) performed a secondary data analysis of a
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1977 Police Services Study on 5,700

police–citizen encounters and found that

police used force in just over 1% of all

the encounters, and in one-third of these

encounters, the observer judged the force

to be unnecessary or excessive. Once the

data set was revised and included only suspects, instead of all citizens involved in the

contact, improper force was observed in

only 1% of the encounters.

Although revealing, observational research has limitations in that it is time

consuming and expensive. Furthermore,

there are issues with reactivity, because

the officers are aware that they are the

subject of observation and may alter

their behavior. Even though the observer

is being passive and nonjudgmental, they

may simply not be seeing the officers behave as they normally would. Limitations

also exist with the other methodologies.

As Fridell and Pate (1997) point out, community surveys on excessive force measure

perceptions of excessive force not legally

defined excessive force. Surveys of police

officers may reflect that officers have a

narrower definition of excessive force

than citizens do. Furthermore, official

records may be incomplete and not capture use of force that officers chose not to

report.

Notwithstanding these research issues,

there is a base of information and knowledge about the police use of force and

excessive force. In general, police use of

force tends not to be related to age, race,

and gender. Researchers such as Garner et

al. (1996) and Crawford and Burns (1998)

have found that officer and suspect characteristics are generally not good predictors of police use of force. More detailed

analysis has revealed that officer use of

force appears to be based on situational

factors and what the suspect does. Police

tend to respond to circumstances. Officer

use of force is likely when they respond to

a violent crime, deal with suspects who are

under the influence of drugs or alcohol, or

deal with suspects who use force against

them.
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As discussed earlier, definitions can

vary and perceptions of excessive force

may further complicate the issue, so

finding a measure of excessive force that

is agreeable to all interested parties may be

equally difficult. Not unlike measuring the

use of force in general, the methodologies

involved in measuring excessive force are

not without limitations. The most widely

available measure of excessive force is

civilian complaints and lawsuits. Civilian

complaints alleging excessive force are

infrequent and substantiated complaints

are rare. Several studies that have calculated the average number of complaints

received per year per officer show between

0.3 and 1 complaint per officer per year

(Fridell and Pate 1997, 226). Wagner’s

(1980) findings support the claim that few

complaints are substantiated by the police.

In his study, only 2.1% of the excessive

force complaints were substantiated.

Understanding how force in general is

measured helps to understand the context

of excessive force. Nonetheless, there is a

major gap in knowledge about the extent

of excessive force by police. There is simply a lack of precision in understanding

whether the problem is systemic or merely

tied to a handful of overzealous officers.

Excessive force by officers is a critical

problem facing many communities and

law enforcement agencies across the country and there have been positive attempts

across the nation to institute better controls and review systems.



Controlling Excessive Force

Internal policies and methods of controlling police deviance, whether manifested as corruption, brutality, or excessive

force, must first be based on having qualified personnel. The 1991 Christopher

Commission report on the LAPD after

the Rodney King incident indicated that

a relatively small number of officers were

responsible for a large proportion of
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excessive force incidents. Researchers have

attempted to draw correlations between

officer personality and characteristics so

that they might be able to predict misuse

of force and develop better screening

procedures. However, Grant and Grant

(1995) state that there are no studies that

effectively assess the link between screening and the use or misuse of force. Kappeler et al. (1998) offer that while there is

no foolproof way to screen applicants for

police work that will indicate how competent they will remain, officials should look

beyond simple screening measures and at

the larger issues of respect for human life

and sensitivity to diversity. Background

investigations may need to become especially demanding and check into violent

histories and conflicts versus the typical

concern about past drug use.

Selecting highly qualified candidates is

important for having a professional police

force and trying to reduce the likelihood

of the misuse of force. Once these qualified

people are in place, how they are trained is

equally important. Proper training can

have a tremendous impact on nearly all

aspects of policing, most notably with the

use of force. Police departments have

recognized that if they wish to avoid or deescalate violent encounters they must teach

their officers proper skills in tactics and

communication. For example, the MetroDade Violence Reduction Project used

role-playing for police–citizen encounters

to teach patrol officers how to enhance

their skills in defusing potentially violent

situations. Fyfe (1995) finds that this training has resulted in a 30% to 50% reduction

in injuries to officers, complaints of abuse,

and use of force by officers.

The emphasis in such training programs is to not view a potentially violent

encounter with split-second syndrome, in

which the officer suddenly has to make a

choice to use force to respond to an attack, but rather to see the multiple steps

involved in an escalating encounter and

how they may be defused so force is

avoided all together. As apart of this



approach to training, it must be clear that

excessive force will not be tolerated and that

the department places a value on peaceful

resolutions, not aggressive use of whatever

force it takes to resolve a situation.

Having good people and training in

place is essential, but clearly written policy

is also important in controlling the use of

force and curbing excessive force. One

early study by Uelman (1973) that collected information from fifty police departments found that departments with

the most restrictive use-of-force policies

had half the shooting rates of departments

with the least restrictive policies. Policy

can shape how police operate in the field

and it can be an effective tool of control.

However, the best policy is useless if it is

not enforced by the department. The content of policy must be clear, but the

administrative commitment and posture

must also be demanding and clear.

Undoubtedly most police departments

would prefer to address excessive force

through internal measures such as policy,

recruit screening, and training. However,

in some situations these remedies are too

late or the actions of the officers are so

egregious and the community reactions

so strong that outside remedies become

necessary to restrict the use of excessive

force. Legal recourse is available to control excessive use of force by officers. The

use of force by police departments falls

under the Fourth Amendment, which governs the ability to search persons and

places and to seize evidence and people.

The seizure of people involves arrest and

applies the standard of reasonableness to

the use of force.

Therefore, any force that is excessive

and by this definition unreasonable

would violate the Fourth Amendment.

Under federal law, Section 1983 of the

Civil Rights Act of 1871 allows citizens

to sue persons who, under color of state

authority, deprive them of their constitutional rights. Most states also permit civil

lawsuits against law enforcement agencies

for the use of excessive or unreasonable
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force, and these state lawsuits are more

common than federal suits. Lawsuits essentially put a high price on the improper

actions of police officers and often gain national attention when the dollar amounts

total into the millions. Depending on the

officer’s agency, the law can vary as to

whether the individual officer, entire department, or even the city/state is liable for the

misconduct.

Data on the number of lawsuits filed

and judgments awarded are difficult to

find on the national level. City-level data

do provide some detail on the types of

actions that are contested and the dollar

amounts awarded. The following examples are particularly noteworthy:

.



.



.



According to reports prepared by

City Councilman Mel Ravitz, the

city of Detroit spent $72 million on

all police lawsuits between 1987 and

1994. Focusing on excessive force,

between July 1, 1995, and April

1997, the city paid nearly $20 million

in cases involving excessive force,

wrongful death, vehicle pursuits,

and minor accidents (Chesley 1997).

The city of Los Angeles paid $11

million and $13 million in 1990 and

1991, respectively, for damage

awards involving police misconduct

(del Carmen 1993).

The New York City Law Department (1996) reported that excessive

force, false arrest, and shootings by

police cost city taxpayers more than

$44 million for fiscal years 1994–

1995, averaging almost $2 million a

month for police misconduct lawsuits alone.



As a result, those filing lawsuits receive

compensation from the city, but little may

be done to correct problems identified in

the suits. Lawsuits over alleged police

abuse have their place in controlling excessive force. They can be financially devastating to a city’s budget; they are also

more common than criminal prosecution

of the officer. As the dollar amounts climb
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into the tens of millions of dollars, the

price tag for the failure to restrict officer’s

behavior also grows.

In addition to the use of the courts as

an external control mechanism, civilian

oversight committees have regained attention as a method of dealing with excessive

force outside the department. Civilian oversight committees involve citizens receiving, reviewing, and analyzing complaints

against the police. Many assumptions have

been made about the nature and function of

these committees, but very little research

evaluation has been done to determine

whether their goals are being accomplished.

For example, it is assumed that civilian review is more effective than internal police

investigations because they are more objective, they result in higher rates of sustained

complaints, and there is greater deterrence

and higher levels of satisfaction from the

public (Walker and Kreisel 1997). As important as these assumed goals are, their

effects have never been studied and no evaluations have been conducted concerning

the best way to design a civilian review

board.

Civilian oversight committees are typically set up as a cross section of the community, and their members are often

appointed by political figures independent

of the police department. This outsider position has been met with hostility in some

departments. Officers may view committee

members as being soft on crime, not understanding true police work, and out to ‘‘get’’

officers. Although civilian review boards

may have an impact on controlling police

actions, they are surprisingly lacking in

power since they serve in a primarily advisory role. They do not have the ability to

subpoena, cannot decide on punishments,

and do not have an investigative body.

Nonetheless, civilian review boards

have had some success in changing police

departments. Even with the limitations

and criticism, civilian review boards can

create a structure in which citizens and

police officers work together to deal with

serious issues of misconduct. In addition,
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the review boards may help to resolve the

question ‘‘Can the police police themselves?’’ For example, the Christopher

Commission of the LADP (1991) found

that investigations of complaints were severely lacking and there was no indication

that the police investigators had made any

attempt to locate witnesses or to seriously

deal with the allegations.



Conclusion

The use of excessive force by police will

continue to be a complex and troubling

issue that faces many communities and

police departments across the nation.

Attempting to provide answers to questions

of how to define excessive force, how widespread excessive force is, and how to control

excessive force will remain difficult. The

problem is costly as cities and departments

face civil lawsuits that run into tens of

millions of dollars and are forced to deal

with solutions to the problem to satisfy

both the courts and the public.

Research on police use of force and

excessive force is important because it

helps us to understand the nature of the

encounters. For example, we have learned

that very few police–citizen encounters involve the use of force and even fewer

would be defined as involving excessive

force. Furthermore, research has been

able to provide answers to the questions

of how and when police officers use force,

which better enables us to define what is

excessive and try to gain a working knowledge of the situations in which it is likely

to occur. Research on this level can also

guide the solutions to dealing with excessive force, illustrating whether it is a matter of training, selection policy, or even the

culture of the department.

Although many questions remain to be

answered about the police use of excessive

force, there are promising signs across the

nation of police departments willing to

change and take allegations of misconduct



seriously. The number of citizen watch

groups and review boards that have been

created to assist departments in dealing

with this problem is increasing. As community policing continues to grow as a

concept and goal of police departments,

attempts have also been made to improve

police–citizen relationships, particularly in

minority communities, so the involvement

of citizens in controlling the use of excessive force and attempting to curb police

misconduct in essential.

There will always be questions when officers have to use force, mainly when citizens

and even police officers perceive that the

fuzzy line between reasonable and excessive

force has been crossed. As the research on

this topic becomes more sophisticated, and

as citizens become more aware of the subtleties in definition and demand solutions,

there is optimism for change as the seeds

of reform take root across the country.

CHARLES CRAWFORD

See also Accountability; Arrest Powers of

the Police; Attitudes toward the Police:

Overview; Citizen Complaints in the New

Police Order; Crowd/Riot Control; Deadly

Force; Early Warning Systems; Independent Commission on the Los Angeles Police

Department (The Christopher Commission); Liability and Use of Force
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EXCLUSIONARY RULE

Succinctly stated, the exclusionary rule

stands for the principle of law that evidence seized in violation of the Constitution and attending Bill of Rights should be

considered inadmissible in criminal proceedings. Although seemingly straightforward and well intentioned, the rule has

met with some criticism—most notably

the fact that it is a purely judge-made

protection not specifically enumerated in

the language of the Constitution. Initially

conceived by the Supreme Court in the

early 1900s, the exclusionary rule has

since been applied, and in some instances

retracted, to varying degrees over the intervening years. To better understand the

rule’s origin and intent, as well as the manner in which it is applied to contemporary

legal questions, a review of the relevant

case law is required. Following this review,

a balanced summary of its relative contributions to American jurisprudence are

contrasted with the most common criticisms regarding its application.



Origins of the Exclusionary Rule

Prior to the twentieth century, state

and federal courts gave little if any attention at all to the method by which incriminating evidence was appropriated and
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subsequently presented for consideration

at trial. Rather than focusing on how a

particular piece of evidence had been

obtained, the primary focus was on its

probative value—did the evidence in question aid the court in determining guilt or

innocence? This ‘‘don’t ask, don’t tell’’

approach to how evidence was obtained

by law enforcement prevailed throughout

the judiciary despite the Fourth Amendment’s warrant requirement and prohibition against unreasonable search and

seizure. This common law practice of giving greater consideration to probative

value over the method of appropriation,

at least with regard to federal proceedings,

was struck down by the U.S. Supreme

Court’s decision in Weeks v. U.S. (1914)

in response to a residential search undertaken by officers in the absence of a warrant.

Specifically, the majority opinion stated

‘‘The tendency of those who excuse the

criminal laws of the country to obtain conviction by means of unlawful seizures and

enforced confessions . . . should find no

sanction in the judgment of the courts

which are charged at all times with the support of the Constitution and to which people of all conditions have a right to appeal

for the maintenance of such fundamental

rights’’ (Weeks at 392).

The decision in Weeks, however, only

required the suppression of illegally acquired evidence in federal proceedings

but did not apply to cases initiated against

defendants at the state level. Consequently, the behavior of police at lower

levels of government remained unchecked.

It was during this period that state and

local officers began the practice of turning

illegally acquired evidence over to federal

agents on a figurative ‘‘silver platter.’’

Eventually, the Court closed this loophole

in the case of Elkins v. United States

(1960). The following year, the Supreme

Court extended the rule’s prophylactic

measures via the Fourteenth Amendment

to state criminal proceedings in the case of

Mapp v. Ohio (1961).



Confusion Surrounding the

Exclusionary Rule

These early cases served as watershed decisions for future proceedings, which, in

turn, began to closely scrutinize the manner by which police had obtained evidence

presented at trial. Over the years, several

additional cases supporting the rule’s principle that illegally obtained evidence should

be suppressed at trial found their way to

the Supreme Court’s docket and today

stand as reinforcing case law used to regulate police behavior. As with any newly

adopted principle of law, however, questions regarding the rule’s full protective

scope began to emerge. Most notably, prosecutors and judges struggled with the issue

of admissibility in instances where evidence

had been obtained by all reasonable legal

means only to find out later that some technical error had occurred, therefore, casting

the entire case into question. In other words,

lower courts needed to know if evidence

was to be suppressed without exception in

instances where a technical error or deficiency was found to have occurred.



Creation of the ‘‘Good Faith’’

Exception

The most commonly cited decision that

ultimately addressed this issue is that rendered in United States v. Leon (1984). In

this particular case, officers secured a

search warrant that had been previously

reviewed by several deputy district attorneys and ultimately approved by a judge.

The warrant was used to seize a large

quantity of drugs as evidence. Unfortunately, the federal district court refused

to admit the evidence even though it had

been obtained under warrant on grounds

that the affidavit on which the order was

based did not sufficiently establish the element of probable cause. On appeal, the
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Supreme Court ruled that the exclusionary

rule did not require the suppression of

evidence obtained by officers who reasonably relied on a warrant that had been

issued by a neutral magistrate but was

later found to be deficient. The practical

importance of this decision was the creation of what is now commonly referred to

as the ‘‘good faith’’ exception to the exclusionary rule so that where officers are able

to demonstrate that they were acting in

such a manner, evidence that is found

to be tainted by technical error remains

admissible.



Criticisms of the Exclusionary Rule

Since the decision in Leon, the Supreme

Court has at times expanded the good

faith exception and at others has upheld

the rule’s prophylactic intent. Consequently, this area of the law is extremely

complex. Because of this, law enforcement

officials must remain constantly abreast of

changes to the rule’s relative status through

participation in legal update training, generally at the agency level. Oftentimes, however, officers are reluctant consumers of

such information based on the perception

that the rule has the practical consequence

of making their jobs more difficult.

Shortly after its initial application to

federal proceedings, and most certainly

upon its extension to state proceedings,

the rule came under heavy criticism from

crime control advocates for figuratively

‘‘handcuffing’’ the police and letting obviously guilty criminals go free on minor

technicalities ‘‘because the constable has

blundered’’ (People v. Defore, 242 N.Y. 13

at 21, 1926). This contention, combined

with the Supreme Court’s activism in

other areas of criminal procedure, gave

rise to the assertion that judges had gone

too far in protecting the rights of criminals.

Critics have also asserted over the years

that the rule unnecessarily forces the
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police to work harder to obtain evidence

and confessions while distracting their energies and attention from other matters—in

essence claiming that the rule inadvertently

impedes efficiency and effectiveness.

Whether or not this particular criticism

holds true, other unintended consequences

have surfaced. For example, the rule was

clearly intended to deter police misconduct. Arguably, however, strict application of the rule could motivate the police

to cut certain corners in the interest of

obtaining evidence and convictions. Simply stated, the rule may have the latent

effect of promoting questionable police

practices rather than preventing them.

Finally, it is important to note that the

protective intent of the exclusionary rule

is only triggered when the police and prosecutors plan to submit evidence at trial.

However, in instances where police and

prosecutors do not intend to bring a case

against the defendant, no foul has occurred. This type of situation potentially

leaves adversely affected individuals without remedy but for the ability to seek redress through civil action for deprivation

of rights under Title 42, U.S.C. Section

1983.



Concluding Observations

In conclusion, the exclusionary rule is

ideally intended to deter law enforcement

and other government agents from obtaining evidence by means that contradict protections afforded by the Bill of Rights.

Application of the rule has been extended

over the years to not only physical evidence under the Fourth Amendment, but

to improperly obtained confessions and

admission under the Fifth Amendment as

well. In limited instances, especially those

where the police are acting in ‘‘good faith,’’

exceptions have been created. Despite this

acknowledgment by courts that the police

do sometimes make honest mistakes, they
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should not generally assume that an exception will be granted, particularly where an

important case is at stake.

Arguably, the rule has improved police

professionalism by making police more

conscientious abut their work and deterring them from cutting corners. On the

other hand, the rule’s prophylactic intent

does not always sit well with officers,

conservatives, and crime control advocates who see it as a mechanism that sometimes lets obviously guilty people go free.

Whichever perspective one subscribes to—

the due process rights of defendants or

the crime control rights of the public—

the rule has become such an integral component of American jurisprudence that it

will most assuredly endure into the indefinite future.

R. ALAN THOMPSON
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EYEWITNESS EVIDENCE

Eyewitness testimony, particularly the

identification of a suspect, is powerful evidence and can make the difference between

a case solved and a case forever cold. However, because it is powerful and so compelling to juries, mistaken identifications are

also the most frequent cause of wrongful

convictions in the United States (Huff,

Rattner, and Sagarin 1996). The problem

is that it is difficult for jurors to distinguish

between an eyewitness who has correctly

identified the perpetrator of the crime and

an eyewitness who has identified an innocent person. Both correct and incorrect

eyewitnesses may testify at trial with great

confidence, detail, and emotion.

Psychologists and legal scholars have,

through empirical research, identified a

number of factors that affect the accuracy

of eyewitnesses. Some of the conditions that

reduce the accuracy of memory are conditions over which the police have absolutely

no control. Law enforcement cannot control a witness’s opportunity to observe, cannot change the lighting of an event that has

already occurred, and cannot encourage the

witness to keep calm during the crime.

Here, we focus on factors within the

criminal investigation over which the police have either some or complete control,

specifically (1) the procedures for questioning and interviewing witnesses, (2) the way

the lineup is composed, and (3) the way in

which the lineup is presented to the witness. Much has been learned about these

aspects of criminal investigations, some

just in the last few years, and the research

is leading to new insights and new procedures that have been shown to increase the

identifications of perpetrators and decrease

the misidentifications of innocent people.

This body of research has also led to

several publications and training manuals

that provide up-to-date guidelines for best

practices in obtaining witness statements

and eyewitness identification evidence. We

note in particular an article published in

Law and Human Behavior (Wells et al.
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1998) and two reports by the U.S. Department of Justice that give very specific

guidance and direction for interviewing

witnesses and obtaining reliable identification evidence. We note also the California

Peace Officer’s Legal Sourcebook (Calandra

and Carey 2004), which is published and

updated every year by the California District Attorneys Association, as a guidebook

for police officers. Although we do not endorse all of its recommendations, it is—with

a few exceptions—consistent with research

and with the U.S. Department of Justice

guidelines.



these witnesses responded to subsequent

questions. When asked if they had seen

any broken glass (there was none), the

‘‘smashed’’ group was twice as likely as

the ‘‘hit’’ group to erroneously state that

they had.

From this example, an important lesson

is illustrated. We typically think of interviewing as a one-way street in that the flow

of information comes from the witness to

the interviewer. However, as these experiments illustrate, the interview is actually a

two-way street; witnesses can also obtain

information from the interviewer.



Interviewing, Suggestive Questions,

and Postevent Information



Memory Is Dynamic



When interviewing witnesses, one must

keep in mind two important properties of

memory: Memory retrieval is cue dependent and dynamic.



Cue-Dependent Retrieval

By ‘‘cue dependent’’ we mean that the

information retrieved from memory

depends on the cues that are used to

probe memory. In simpler terms, the witness report depends not only on the veracity of the witness’s memory, but also on

how the questions are asked.

Not only can a suggestive question influence how the witness answers that particular question, it can also influence how

the witness answers questions asked later.

Consider this example from Loftus and

Palmer (1974): Participants were asked

about the speed of the cars in a simulated

car crash. They were asked one of two

questions; either ‘‘About how fast were

the cars going when they smashed into

each other?’’ or ‘‘About how fast were

the cars going when they hit each other?’’

Not surprisingly the ‘‘smashed’’ question

produced higher speed estimates than the

‘‘hit’’ question. More surprising is how
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Memory changes over time; that is, it is

dynamic. It would be extremely useful if

memory were compartmentalized so that

we would not confuse what we saw at

Time A with what we heard at Time B.

Unfortunately, memory does not work

that way. When a witness is presented

with information from outside sources,

that information may find its way into

the witness’s subsequent statements and

testimony (see Loftus 1992 for a review).

The two-way street of interviewing is one

way in which information can be transmitted to, rather than from, the witness. Other

sources of postevent information include

other witnesses; television and print news

media; the witness’s friends, family, and

acquaintances; and, of course, the police.



Lineup Composition

One of the major questions in constructing

a lineup is how to pick the fillers. In two

surveys (Wogalter et al. 1993, 2004), police

officers indicated that they typically pick

the fillers based on their similarity to the

suspect. This certainly sounds, on the surface of it, appropriate.

However, as reasonable as it sounds,

the strategy of selecting fillers based on
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their similarity to the suspect may lead to

serious problems. When selecting fillers

based on their similarity to the suspect,

one question that arises is How similar

is similar enough? A conscientious police

officer, in trying to be careful to pick

only ‘‘good’’ fillers, may select fillers that

are unnecessarily similar to the suspect,

making it more difficult to correctly identify the perpetrator (Wells, Rydell, and

Seelau 1993).

A second problem of suspect-matched

lineups may be more difficult to detect.

Consider the case in which an innocent

person is suspected of a crime, in part

because he fits the description of the perpetrator given by the witness. This innocent suspect is placed in a lineup with five

fillers who look similar to that innocent

suspect. Given this scenario, one may ask

How many people are in the lineup because

they fit the description of the perpetrator?

The answer is only one—the innocent suspect. The other five people are in the lineup

because they look similar to a person who fits

the description of the perpetrator. This situation suggests that the person in the lineup

who will be the closest match to the witness’s memory is the innocent suspect. It

follows further that the innocent suspect is

the person in the lineup who is the most

likely to be identified. Indeed, laboratory

research has confirmed this prediction as

well (Clark and Tunnicliff 2001).

Because the biases in a lineup can be

very subtle, they may not be immediately

apparent. However, mistakes that initially

seemed invisible may become glaring once

someone else points them out. One such

case involved a bank robbery in Chino,

California, in 1997. A bank teller described the robber as ‘‘looking more like

a college kid than a criminal.’’ In the lineup shown to the bank tellers, the suspect

wore a white t-shirt under a crisp-looking

polo shirt, and was surrounded in the

photo display by people who looked and

dressed more in the style of the stereotypical criminal. This was pointed out to the

jury, who quickly acquitted the defendant.



Either way one looks at this outcome, a

serious mistake was made. If the defendant was guilty, then his ‘‘walking papers’’

came as the result of a poorly constructed

lineup. If the defendant was innocent, then

the criminal investigation went astray due

to the poor lineup, an innocent person was

forced to stand trial, and the real robber

went free.

From the research on lineup composition comes two clear recommendations:

(1) It is not necessary to pick fillers who

are ‘‘gratuitously’’ similar in appearance

to the suspect, but (2) it is necessary to

make sure that the fillers are consistent

with the description of the perpetrator

given by the witness.



Lineup Presentation

Identification errors can also arise from

the procedures used in presenting the lineup to the witness and recording the witness’s response. Eyewitness identification

research has pointed to two modifications

to traditional identification procedures:

that (1) the lineups be administered using

a blind administration procedure and (2)

lineups be presented sequentially, rather

than simultaneously.



Blind Lineup Administration

One of the strongest, clearest recommendations that researchers have made about

the presentation of lineups is the use of the

blind testing procedure. Blind testing has

a long history in the behavioral, social,

and medical sciences, much too long to

discuss here (see Rosenthal 1966). The

main characteristic of the blind procedure,

for present purposes, is that it is designed

to minimize the influence of the lineup

administrator.

The blind testing procedure requires

that the police officer who administers the

lineup not be involved in the investigation.
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The lineup administrator should not know

about other evidence in the case, should

not know the identity of the suspect, and

should not know the position of the suspect

in the lineup.

It may seem odd to have the lineup

administered by a person who knows

nothing rather than a person who is

deeply familiar with the case. However, a

moment’s reflection illustrates the usefulness of the blind-testing procedure. One

way the defense can challenge the reliability of eyewitness evidence is to argue that

the witness’s identification was the product of the suggestive behavior of the police

officer who administered the lineup (Nettles, Nettles, and Wells 1996). If the police

officer becomes overinvolved in the identification with statements such as ‘‘I noticed

you paused on number three,’’ the court

and the jury are left to wonder whether

the identification was the product of the

witness’s memory or the police officer’s

comment. It is precisely because of this

problem that the California Peace Officer’s

Legal Sourcebook states, ‘‘You must avoid

any conduct during the identification

which might be ruled suggestive. Never

permit a witness’s attention to be drawn

to the suspect because of . . . remarks you

make during the identification.’’

The leaking of information by the police officer need not be deliberate. Even the

inadvertent leaking of information from

the lineup administrator can taint the witness’s identification. Thus, to minimize the

possibility of inadvertently leaking cues,

the Sourcebook continues, ‘‘Try not to say

or do anything during the identification.’’

In considering the potential advantage

of using the double-blind procedure, one

need only to consider this: One cannot

leak what one does not know.



time. This is called a simultaneous lineup.

Research has provided strong evidence

that witnesses, when presented with such

a lineup, will often make relative decisions,

identifying the person in the lineup who

looks more like the perpetrator than anyone else in the lineup. It is not hard to see

how such a decision strategy can lead to

false identifications.

Researchers reasoned that these false

identifications could be reduced if the witness’s tendency to make such relative

judgments could be minimized (Lindsay

and Wells 1985). One way to do this is to

present the lineup members sequentially,

rather than simultaneously. In the sequential lineup, the witness must give a yes or

no response to each lineup alternative as

that person is presented. To see how the

sequential lineup can reduce false identifications, consider the case in which an

innocent person similar in appearance to

the perpetrator is shown as the third person

in the lineup. In the sequential lineup the

witness may note the high level of similarity

but decline to make an identification—

waiting instead to see if an even better

match might be yet to come. In contrast

in the simultaneous lineup, the witness sees

all the alternatives, and is more likely to

make a positive identification of that very

same person (because it is clear that no

better alternative is available).

The research shows that the sequential

presentation of the lineup results not only

in fewer false identifications, but in fewer

correct identifications as well. Those who

advocate the use of the sequential lineup

note that the decrease in false identifications is greater than the decrease in correct

identifications.



Summary

Simultaneous and Sequential Lineups

In the standard identification procedure, a

witness is presented with all of the individuals (or photos) in the lineup at the same
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Human memory has several properties that

have been shown through research to lead

to errors: Human memory is incomplete,

error prone, cue dependent, and dynamic,
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allowing memory to be influenced by—and

distorted by—outside sources. Moreover,

human memory is not self-correcting. A

memory stored incorrectly, or distorted

by exposure to postevent information,

cannot easily be ‘‘fixed,’’ or undistorted.

Finally, witnesses (at least some witnesses)

make identification decisions using decision strategies that are error prone. Despite

all of these inherent limitations, the likelihood of correct identifications can be

increased and false identifications minimized by following procedures that have

been developed in recent years.

STEVEN E. CLARK and ELIZABETH LOFTUS

See also Arrest Powers of the Police; Constitutional Rights: In-Custody Interrogation; Constitutional Rights: Search and

Seizure
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F

FEAR OF CRIME



Background



Community policing and fear of crime

have been inextricably linked since 1981,

when the evaluation of a field experiment

in Newark, New Jersey, found that the

presence of a foot patrol made neighborhood residents feel safer. Soon after, a foot

patrol study in Flint, Michigan, found the

same thing. Since then, it has become

widely accepted that fear reduction is a

legitimate police objective and that community policing is perhaps the best fear

reduction strategy in the police arsenal.

Except for a few studies in the early to

middle 1980s, however, research attention

has not stayed focused on the connection

between policing and fear of crime. Similarly, police program and strategy development targeted at fear reduction seems to

have waned. Police departments today

have only a few dated studies and little in

the way of practical information to rely

upon if they want to implement fear reduction initiatives.



Fear of crime is a significant issue for

Americans. A 2002 Gallup Poll determined that 62% of adults believed there

was more crime than in the previous

year, and a 2000 ABC Poll found that

80% of adults rated the crime problem in

the United States as bad or very bad

(though only 23% gave the same rating

to crime problems in their own community). A 2000 Pew Survey reported that

fewer than half of adults nationwide felt

very safe when walking in their neighborhoods after dark, at school, or when at a

shopping mall at night. Only two-thirds

felt very safe in their homes at night.

Fear of crime has a range of deleterious

effects on citizens and communities. Fear

can cause individual citizens to restrict

their work and leisure activities. It is especially likely to constrain the lives of those

who feel most vulnerable, including the
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elderly, children, and women. Fear can

cause neighborhoods to lose businesses

or residents, contributing to a downward

cycle of deterioration, and it can generally

interfere with the vibrancy and vitality of

any community. Public life is damaged

when fear of crime causes citizens to stay

at home or to frequent only highly protected enclaves.

In contrast to the few studies about

how police or others might reduce fear of

crime, a tremendous amount of research

attention has been focused on the social

and psychological phenomenon of fear of

crime. It is recognized that fear of crime is

multidimensional, including (1) feelings of

fear, concern, and/or worry for self versus

others, such as children and spouses; (2)

feelings of fear, concern, and/or worry in

one’s home, in one’s neighborhood, and

elsewhere; (3) perceived likelihood of becoming a crime victim; and (4) reported

behavioral effects such as going out at

night, going out during the daytime,

going downtown, etc.

It has also been documented that fear

often increases during periods when crime

is decreasing, that the most fearful individuals are often not those at most risk of

crime victimization, and that the most

fearful communities are not always the

ones with the highest levels of crime. Generally, elderly citizens and women report

higher levels of fear than middle-aged people and men. When included in surveys,

teenagers often report surprisingly high

levels of fear. The most consistent finding,

though, has been the inconsistent correlation between actual crime and fear of

crime.



Broken Windows

Fear of crime played a crucial role in the

development of the influential ‘‘brokenwindows’’ theory. When James Q. Wilson

and George Kelling sought to explain why

a foot patrol reduced fear of crime even
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though it did not reduce actual crime,

they noted that when neighborhood residents complain about crime, they typically

cite graffiti, abandoned cars, panhandlers,

loud kids, and other types of minor crime

and incivility, rather than robberies and

assaults. They then posited that foot

patrol officers are more likely than motorized patrols to address these kinds of

low-level crime and disorder that seem to

be uppermost in people’s minds. This explanation achieved face validity precisely

because it built on the observed inconsistent correlation between levels of serious

crime and fear of crime.

The broken-windows theory goes on to

claim a second stage of effects—that when

police address minor crime and disorder,

residents are reassured and communities

are strengthened, thus leading to reductions in serious crime as well. These second stage effects on the levels of serious

crime are disputed by many researchers

and social theorists. The underlying dynamic, though, that policing of minor

crime and disorder can reduce fear of

crime in a community, has become widely

accepted.



COP and POP

For twenty years now, conventional wisdom has been that community policing and

broken windows are the best approaches to

reducing fear of crime. Because these conclusions were reached so quickly, however,

few studies of specific techniques have been

undertaken. Consequently, the evidence

that specific community policing techniques, such as storefront offices, newsletters,

door-to-door visits, citizen patrols, crime

prevention programs, or bicycle patrol, are

effective in reducing fear is largely missing.

Similarly, how best to reduce fear of crime

in settings where a foot patrol is not feasible, or in communities where the brokenwindows approach is not applicable (such

as upper-income neighborhoods without
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much disorder), has not received much concentrated attention.

A promising problem-oriented approach

to fear reduction was implemented in

Baltimore County, Maryland, in the early

1980s. That approach emphasized the necessity of analyzing the causes of elevated

fear of crime in a neighborhood before

designing and implementing responses. The

Baltimore County experience revealed that

a community’s fear of crime might be caused

by one or a few neighborhood kids, by

rumors (true or not) about a series of crimes,

by disputes between ethnic groups, by one

hate crime, by aggressive panhandlers, or

by a variety of other specific factors. The

range of causes was broad enough to demonstrate that any one-size-fits-all solution to

fear of crime, including foot patrol or broken-windows policing, would not always

apply. This realization led Baltimore County

to adopt a problem-oriented approach to

reducing fear of crime, relying first on careful identification and analysis of neighborhood-level problems, followed by tailored

responses.



Reassurance Policing

The British police have recently implemented a strategy that they call ‘‘reassurance

policing.’’ They noticed in the late 1990s

that crime had declined for several years

but the public’s fear and concern about

crime had not followed suit. They termed

this situation the ‘‘reassurance gap’’ and set

out to develop techniques for addressing the

situation. In contrast to U.S. terminology,

they elected not to emphasize fear of crime

but rather risks, signals, neighborhood security, and community safety. The methodology is for locally assigned police officers to

work jointly with local partners and the

public to identify and target the specific

problems that are of greatest concern to

local people, using techniques such as

environmental visual audits, tasking and

coordinating groups, intelligence-oriented



neighborhood security interviews, and key

individual networks.

Reassurance policing seems to combine

the best of broken-windows and problemoriented policing. In particular, it relies on

signal crimes theory, which holds that

people’s fears and concerns are determined

more by specific events and conditions than

by the mass of all crime and disorder. It

naturally follows that if police and communities address the specific events and conditions that people are concerned about,

their levels of fear will decrease and their

feelings of security will improve.



Fear of Terrorism

The next frontier for police may be fear of

terrorism. Three observations come to

mind. (1) There would seem to be a qualitative difference between the generalized

feelings of fear and helplessness experienced by Americans after the attacks of

September 11, 2001, on the World Trade

Center and the Pentagon and the more

routine fear of crime caused by disorder

and incivility in the local neighborhood.

(2) If this is true, then the techniques

developed by police during the past twenty

years to deal with fear of crime may not be

applicable to fear of terrorism. Nevertheless, (3) fear is the very objective of terrorism (the aim of terror), and therefore

limiting the impact of terrorism would

seem to require limiting the fear that it

creates. Whether this will develop as an

important role for local and state police,

as opposed to national investigation agencies, intelligence services, the military,

and/or politicians, remains to be seen.

GARY CORDNER

See also Attitudes toward the Police: Measurement Issues; Broken-Windows Policing;

Community-Oriented Policing: Practices;

Community Watch Programs; Media

Images of Policing; Order Maintenance;

Police Reform in an Era of Community and
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FEAR OF LITIGATION

In reviewing the existing literature and empirical research on the fear of litigation by

police officers, it becomes quickly evident

that this topic is still in its infancy. In fact,

only one study prior to 1995 had examined

how law enforcement officer candidates

perceived the fear of litigation (Scogin

and Brodsky 1991). In order to examine

how fear of litigation impacts law enforcement, it is first necessary to gain an understanding of how this concept developed.

The concern about litigation can be traced
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predominantly to the health professions,

primarily physicians. As Brodsky (1988)

noted, the fear of litigation has moved

from a background issue of mild concern

to a prominent topic of considerable concern in health professions. He concluded

that it is not only the reality of a lawsuit

but the possibility of malpractice or serious litigation that are sources of marked

anxiety.

Brodsky (1983) utilized a case report on

health professionals to describe the irrational and excessive fear of litigation,

which he labeled ‘‘litigaphobia,’’ defined

as an excessive avoidance of legal actions

prompted by irrational fear. Breslin,

Taylor, and Brodsky (1986) went on to

develop a psychometrically sound instrument that permitted measurement of the

phenomenon of litigaphobia. They also

suggested that the plethora of litigation is

not restricted to physicians and that society as a whole is showing a rise in litigation as a means of solving interpersonal

and societal difficulties.

Other studies have examined litigaphobia with other professionals, namely psychologists. Wilbert and Fulero (1988)

surveyed practicing psychologists in Ohio

and found two factors to be positively

correlated with their degree of concern:

the number of hours per week of clinical

service and the number of hours per week

of supervision. Overall, they concluded

that there was no epidemic of litigaphobia.

Brodsky and Schumacher (1990) estimated

at least a 5% to 10% incidence of litigaphobia among practicing psychologists.

Because labels such as ‘‘litigaphobia’’ suggest pathological responses, it was important to examine whether the fears are

rational responses to genuine, immediate

threats or whether they are irrational and

excessive reactions to rare events. Since no

research has been able to distinguish between the rationality and irrationality of

these behaviors, the term ‘‘fear of litigation’’ is now used because it is free

of psychopathological labeling (Brodsky

1988).
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As has been noted, this fear of litigation

is certainly not limited to health professionals. For instance, a commonality that

is increasingly evident between policing

and other professions is the threat of lawsuits. To examine the fear of litigation

among law enforcement officers, Scogin

and Brodsky (1991) assessed 101 trainees

in a regional law enforcement academy, focusing on how much officers worry about

being sued, what they do to prevent suits,

and to what extent such concerns become

excessive. They addressed such areas using a

five-item questionnaire they developed.

Their results indicated that officers

reported worrying moderately about workrelated lawsuits. Sixty-nine percent reported

taking specific actions to prevent lawsuits.

The subjects reported moderate to severe

distress when hearing of another officer

being sued. The majority of officers indicated that they do not think their fears

of litigation are irrational and excessive.

In fact, only 9% indicated that they felt

their fears of litigation were irrational

and excessive. However, based on their

responses to open-ended questions, the

authors believe this rate to be higher. In

response to open-ended questions such as

asking which specific situations they fear

might lead to lawsuits, subjects indicated

several: shootings, auto accidents, improper arrest, and excessive force. When

asked about the irrationality of their fear

of litigation, most responses indicated that

participants view lawsuits as an inevitable and practically unavoidable consequence of the job. Hence, their fears and

concerns appear quite rational from this

perspective.

However, in a study of the fear of litigation in college students and citizens in

general, Brodsky and Gianesello (1992)

found that almost 80% of the general public felt that too many lawsuits were being

filed in the United States. They concluded

that this feeling may be self-perpetuating;

that is, the perception that increasing

numbers of people are involved in litigation gives rise to the belief that lawsuits



are an inevitable fact of life, which may

result in feelings of vulnerability. This vulnerability may serve as a form of selfjustification for suing others. Indeed, it

seems that the law enforcement trainees

exhibited such vulnerability since they

felt that fear of litigation was an unavoidable consequence of their jobs (Brodsky

and Gianesello 1992; Scogin and Brodsky

1991).

This idea that law enforcement officers’

increased feelings of vulnerability may

serve as a form of self-justification for

suing others moves the fear of litigation

from outside the department into it. The

police department administration itself

may have cause for a unique fear of litigation, which is intradepartmental. Indeed, Bale (1990) has examined stress

litigation stemming from police work.

He looked at the connection among

work, stress, and emotional distress and

their role in extensive litigation in the workers’ compensation system. Terry (1985)

reported that police work has been viewed

as either the most stressful or among the

most stressful of all occupations and that

perceived stresses and strains of police

work are thought to cause certain physiological ailments among police officers, as

well as the presence of high divorce and

suicide rates. Likewise, Bale (1990, 413)

stated:

Police officers perform stressful and dangerous work that is highly visible to the

public, both in the community and in its

many media representations. Police officers are often covered by disability schemes

that allow them generous presumptions

of compensability for heart attacks. These

provisions, reflecting a widely held view,

expressed by some courts, that police work

is inherently more stressful than most occupations, can directly aid police officers

bringing claims that work stress helped induce other medical conditions, such as a

peptic ulcer or a mental illness.



Bale (1990) goes on to state numerous

cases in which police officers have been

successful in workers’ compensation claims
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that involved stress on the job. Some of the

cited litigation addresses claims concerning

harassment and abuse of authority; physical intimidation and other forms of

threat; adverse personnel decisions; excessive demands; whistle-blowing; and internal

investigations into alleged illegal activity.

As Bale (1990) notes, a growing set of

legal remedies is transforming distressing

workplace situations into forms of money,

medical care, and justice.

This growing area of stress litigation

within law enforcement suggests that future studies on the fear of litigation in

police officers need also to address the

differences between the fears of officers

who are in contact with the public and

those of officers involved in administrative

and organizational tasks. Furthermore, it

may be useful to examine whether officers

who feel that fear of litigation is an unavoidable consequence of their job indeed

feel more vulnerable. If so, would they

then feel more justified in bringing a

stress-related lawsuit against their own

department?

Although this concept of police fear of

litigation is relatively abstract at present,

numerous implications from the limited

available research are relevant. First,

Scogin and Brodsky (1991) suggested that

preservice and in-service training on liability and the process of litigation is highly

desirable. They also concluded that the

impact of the concerns about litigation on

work and personal functioning is not

known. They proposed that fear of litigation may be adaptive in that it discourages questionable activities. On the

other hand, it might be detrimental in that

officers may become overly conservative

and engage in avoidant law enforcement

behavior. Their recommendation for further research was to contrast the litigation

fears of veteran officers, as well as those

who have undergone litigation preservice

and in-service training, to recruits or those

who have not received such training.

Scogin and Brodsky (1991) also commented that because law enforcement is
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inherently stressful, moderate levels of

worry about lawsuits adds to the emotional wear and tear of the job. This point

of view directly ties into the question

about the self-perpetuating concept of the

fear of litigation in police officers. Is there

some point at which the stress induced by

fear of litigation from outside the department becomes a contributor to increased

stress litigation within the department?

To better answer this question, future research should examine this issue to more

fully understand the entire range of effects

of fear of litigation in police officers.

JENNIFER F. GARDNER and

FORREST R. SCOGIN

See also Police Legal Liabilities: Overview;

Stress and Police Work
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF

INVESTIGATION

The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)

is the main investigative arm of the U.S.

Justice Department. The FBI’s mission

encompasses both law enforcement and

intelligence, including more than two hundred types of federal law violations. In the

post-9/11 era, the FBI’s top priorities are

investigations of domestic and international terrorism and of foreign intelligence

services operating within the United States.

In addition, federal criminal law violations

remain an important part of FBI responsibilities, including investigations of

organized crime, white collar crime, cybercrimes, and certain major violent crimes.

Approximately twenty-nine thousand employees, including more than eleven thousand special agents, carry out the work of

the bureau throughout the United States,

operating out of fifty-six field offices and

four hundred smaller offices, known as resident agencies. There are also forty-five

offices in foreign cities.

The FBI’s role in law enforcement and

domestic security has not always been so

extensive. In fact, when the bureau was

first established in 1908, its mandate was

limited and uncertain. The original thirtyfour agents were limited to investigating

cases involving antitrust laws, interstate

commerce laws, land frauds, and miscellaneous statutes not enforced by other federal agencies. It was not until 1910 that

Congress assigned the Bureau of Investigation (renamed the Federal Bureau of

Investigation in 1935) its first major investigative responsibility with the passage of

the White Slave Traffic Act (or Mann

Act). This legislation was aimed at curbing

organized prostitution, specifically the interstate transportation of women for immoral purposes.

A central theme of the FBI story

throughout the twentieth century is the expansion of its law enforcement authority.

Although historically law enforcement has

been (and is) a local and state function, the



U.S. Constitution’s Commerce Clause,

which allows Congress to regulate interstate

commerce, provided a basis for extending

federal police powers. This clause was invoked in the passage of the Mann Act and

later legislation involving auto theft (1919),

kidnapping (1932), and bank robbery

(1934). The administration of President

Franklin D. Roosevelt (FDR) provided a

major impetus for the expansion of the

federal role in law enforcement. His attorney general, Homer Cummings, embarked

on a ‘‘war on crime’’ as he and FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover pursued Depressionera gangsters, such as John Dillinger. The

success of this anticrime crusade culminated in the 1934 passage of legislation

that dramatically increased the FBI’s role

in crime control. It was during this period

that the crime fighting G-man image of the

bureau became embedded in American

popular culture. In subsequent decades

the FBI acquired additional law enforcement responsibilities: white collar and

organized crime in the mid-1970s (made

top priorities), drug enforcement in 1982,

and violent crime in 1989 (became a highpriority program).

Paralleling the FBI’s widening role in

law enforcement was its development as

an intelligence agency. In the bureau’s

early years, the ‘‘Palmer raids’’ of 1919

and 1920 marked a controversial foray

into intelligence matters. U.S. Attorney

General A. Mitchell Palmer formed a

General Intelligence Division (GID) within the Justice Department as a response to

the post–World War I threat of Reds

(communists), alien anarchists, and radical workers, who it was feared were about

to launch a revolution. The culmination of

this Red Scare was the arrest and detention by bureau agents of several thousand

aliens and radicals nationwide (the ‘‘Palmer raids’’) and the deportation of several

hundred of the alien detainees.

The excesses of these raids along with

other Justice Department scandals, such

as Teapot Dome, led to major changes
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in both the Justice Department and the

bureau. In 1924, the reform-minded attorney general, Harlan F. Stone, abolished

the GID, limiting bureau investigations

to federal criminal law violations, and at

the same time appointed Hoover to head

the FBI. FBI domestic intelligence authority was not restored until World War II—

at first by a secret 1936 directive from

FDR and then publicly in 1939 by an

executive order at the outbreak of World

War II. The 1939 order established the

FBI as the national clearinghouse for all

information pertaining to espionage, sabotage, and subversive activities.

In the postwar era (1950s), communists

in the United States became the main target of FBI domestic intelligence activities,

and in the 1960s, civil rights leaders and

antiwar (Vietnam) activists were surveilled

under various domestic security programs.

During the early and mid-1970s, public

disclosure of questionable FBI intelligence

activities, such as COINTELPRO, culminated in congressional inquiries (the

Church and Pike Committee hearings).

The aftermath of this scandal led to reforms in FBI intelligence and a curtailing

of such activities.

In 1982, during the administration of

President Ronald Reagan, terrorism (which

replaced the older term ‘‘domestic security’’) again became a national priority, but

it was not until the 1990s (following the

bombings of the World Trade Center and

the federal building in Oklahoma City) that

the FBI began to allocate significant

resources to it. And it was not until after

the 9/11 terrorist attacks that the FBI

began to transform itself into an agency

focused on the prevention of future terrorist attacks.

Key events in U.S. history (FDR’s

‘‘war on crime,’’ World War II, the Cold

War, and the 9/11 terrorist attacks) have

shaped the FBI’s traditions and culture.

All of these events left their mark on the

bureau, but perhaps none was as noteworthy and long lasting as the forty-eightyear directorship of Hoover (1924–1972).
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Hoover helped to professionalize the FBI

and its agents by requiring higher training and education standards. He also attempted to bring an aura of science to

crime investigation with the establishment

of the FBI Crime Laboratory in 1932 and

the extensive use of fingerprints in criminal

identification. However, his long tenure as

director gave him (and the FBI) power

and autonomy unprecedented in the federal government. Major abuses of authority

were publicly revealed only after his death

in 1972, resulting in a major rethinking of

FBI policies and investigative priorities in

the mid-1970s.

The contemporary FBI faces many unresolved issues, some stemming from its

controversial past, others from the circumstances of the historical moment.

Among them are the federal role in law

enforcement, the tension between law enforcement and intelligence functions, and

the balance between national security and

civil liberties. As fears and threats about

law and order and national security wax

and wane, each historical era has confronted these issues differently. Throughout FBI history, controversy has often

centered on how to resolve these issues.

The post-9/11 era is no different. The passage of the USA PATRIOT Act in 2001

and Attorney General John Ashcroft’s revised guidelines on domestic intelligence

gathering (May 2002) have once again expanded FBI powers in this historically

controversial area of bureau operations—

domestic security.

TONY G. POVEDA

See also Abuse of Authority by Police; Academies, Police; American Policing: Early

Years; Computer Crimes; Crime Laboratory;

Criminal History Information; DNA Fingerprinting; Federal Bureau of Investigation

Training Academy; Federal Police and
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Investigation; Future of Policing in the
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INVESTIGATION TRAINING

ACADEMY

The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)

is by far the most popularized federal law

enforcement agency. The FBI originated

from a special force of elite and specially

trained law enforcement agents created in

1908 by then-Attorney General Charles

Bonaparte under the presidency of Theodore Roosevelt. Today, the FBI is the

major investigative arm of the U.S. Department of Justice, with its authority

found in Title 28, Section 533 of the U.S.

Code (Cole and Smith 2005).

J. Edgar Hoover was the director of the

FBI from 1924 until his death in 1972.

Under Hoover, the Bureau of Investigation



was renamed the Federal Bureau of Investigation. Hoover established the Uniform

Crime Reports (UCR) and institutionalized the FBI National Training Academy,

an educational and training facility for

law enforcement throughout the United

States and the world (Cole and Smith

2005).

The FBI National Academy, established in 1935, provides a professional

and academic course of study for U.S.

and international law enforcement officers. It was created in response to the

1930s’ Wickersham Commission that had

recommended the standardization and

professionalization of law enforcement

across the country. Prior to the Commission, police training was on an ad hoc

basis, with little uniformity existing in

the training of law enforcement. When

it was recognized that the performance of

a police officer was not based solely on

his personality but also his training, the

FBI Academy became an accepted addition to law enforcement. With formal

training needed to gain an understanding

of the legal rules, weapon use, and the

socialization of law enforcement officers,

new agents and seasoned law enforcement officers in the field learn the various aspects of the job through other

officers.

Included under the umbrella of the FBI

Academy are various specialized units (to

include the New Agents’ Training Unit

and the Investigative Computer Training

Unit), the National Academy, and the International Academy. The academy’s mission is ‘‘to support, promote, and enhance

the personal and professional development of law enforcement leaders by preparing them for complex, dynamic, and

contemporary challenges through innovative techniques, facilitating excellence in

education and research, and forging partnerships throughout the world.’’ Nowhere

in the academy’s mission are the themes of

elitism or exclusion communicated. The

academy works in partnership with all

law enforcement in training.
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The New Agents’ Training Unit provides seventeen weeks of instruction in academics, firearms, operational skills, and

integrated case scenarios. New Agents’

Trainees (NATs) are also required to pass

a physical training test and a defensive tactics test while attending the academy. In

addition, NATs must conduct interviews,

perform surveillance, and apply street survival techniques taught by the academy

instructors. Instructors, for the most

part, are agents in the field who volunteer

to spend seventeen weeks at the academy

to train future agents.

The Investigative Computer Training

Unit (ICTU) provides computer instruction and curriculum development to FBI

and other law enforcement personnel

throughout the world. The training through

ICTU includes how to use the computer

(1) as an investigative tool, (2) as a communications device, and (3) to analyze digital evidence. ICTU has also developed

partnerships with other federal law enforcement agencies to provide training to

local and regional computer crime units

(Evans 1991). Finally, ICTU provides

investigative computer training internationally to law enforcement schools in

Europe, Asia, and Africa.

The academy students, law enforcement leaders, attend the academy to gain

the tools to improve their administration

of justice within their home law enforcement agencies. Law enforcement officers,

aware of the excellent quality of training

within the FBI Academy, often wait years

for their opportunity to attend it. For ten

weeks, law enforcement officers, based

throughout the country, attend undergraduate and/or graduate courses on the

U.S. Marine Corps Base at Quantico,

Virginia, in the areas of law, behavioral

science, forensic science, leadership development, communications, and health/

fitness. These selected officers dedicate

themselves to the training at the academy

as they place both their professional and

personal lives on hold while attending

their session.
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The current facility, opened in 1972, is

located on approximately four hundred

acres of land and provides the private,

safe, and secure environment necessary to

carry out the training function required by

the FBI. Within the facility is a firearms

range as well as simulated communities for

use in case scenarios. To date, the FBI

National Academy has graduated approximately forty thousand law enforcement

officers of all genders, races, and ethnicities. After graduation, each officer has the

opportunity to join the National Academy

Associates, an organization of more than

fifteen thousand law enforcement professionals who continue to work together.

This organization of associates is dedicated to the continued improvement of

law enforcement through training and

education.

In addition to the FBI National Academy, there is also the FBI International

Training Program. After 9/11, the FBI and

other federal law enforcement agencies

began focusing their efforts on preventing

terrorist threats against the United States.

New laws, such as the PATRIOT Act, expanded the FBI’s antiterrorism powers. In

2002, Congress created the Department of

Homeland Security, which, in coordination with the CIA and the FBI, now coordinates the training efforts to combat

terrorism. The FBI International Training

Program is the FBI’s part of that coordination. The mission of the International

Training section is to administer and coordinate all international mission-oriented

training for the FBI.

Because the director of the FBI is currently charged with the duty to detect and

investigate crimes committed against the

government, the establishment of the international training component was critical to carrying out this directive. The

international training initiatives fall into

the basic categories of (1) international

country assessments, (2) international incountry training, (3) international training

conducted in the United States, (4) FBI

instructor development and cultural
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awareness, (5) international law enforcement academies, (6) Mexican/American

Law Enforcement Training initiatives,

and (7) the Pacific Rim Training Initiative

(PTI). Through these initiatives, national

and international efforts to protect the

citizens of the United States and to train

law enforcement are supported.

Finally, the FBI and its FBI Training

Academy conduct three five-day seminars

under its National Executive Institute.

These seminars are for large local and

state law enforcement agencies. In addition, they also conduct eighteen regional

executive training mini-sessions each year

for small law enforcement agencies.

The FBI is probably the most wellknown federal law enforcement agency, although the facility is not open to the public.

With more than ten thousand agents and

an annual budget of more than $3 billion,

the FBI and FBI Academy now place their

greatest emphasis on investigations and

training in the areas of white collar crime,

organized crime, terrorism, foreign intelligence within the United States, and political corruption. Today the FBI Academy

provides valuable assistance to state and

local law enforcement through its programs. The FBI strives for excellence by

adhering to the law and its duties as conferred by the U.S. Congress, through everyday ethical behavior, by demonstrating

fairness, and through the training of law

enforcement officers by the FBI Training

Academy. The FBI’s motto is ‘‘Fidelity,

Bravery, and Integrity.’’

KIMBERLY A. MCCABE

See also Federal Bureau of Investigation; Federal Law Enforcement Training

Center (FLETC); Homeland Security and

Law Enforcement; International Police

Cooperation
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FEDERAL COMMISSIONS

AND ENACTMENTS

Federal commissions and enactments have

had a significant impact on the police role

in America. Commissions and laws have

affected the function and funding of police

at all levels of government. They have been

instrumental in crafting an elastic police

role that has stretched to include the police as ‘‘fun cops’’ (who raided speakeasies

during Prohibition), riot participants (who

triggered as well as controlled civil disturbances in the 1960s), gangbusters, narcotics

officers, moral police (who strictly enforced

pornography statutes and similar laws), intelligence gatherers and analysts, and

homeland security agents.
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Eighteenth Amendment of 1919

The Eighteenth Amendment prohibited

the manufacture, sale, transportation, import, and export of intoxicating liquors.

Its implementing legislation, the Volstead

Act, gave the Bureau of Internal Revenue

enforcement authority. Enforcement of

Prohibition by Treasury agents was riddled with violence, dishonesty, and incompetence. In 1927, Prohibition agents were

placed under civil service and in 1930

the Prohibition Bureau was transferred to

the Justice Department. The Prohibition

agents’ overzealous, violent enforcement

of the Volstead Act shocked the public

and undermined Prohibition.

To make matters worse, Prohibition

presented opportunities for gangs to take

over the importation (‘‘bootlegging’’),

manufacture, and distribution of alcoholic

beverages. Al Capone, the king of the

bootleggers, built his criminal empire on

profits from illegal alcohol. In an effort to

bust Capone, President Hoover launched

the first federal attack on organized crime

in 1929. It culminated in Capone’s conviction for tax evasion in 1931.



1931 National Commission on Law

Observance and Enforcement

(Wickersham Commission)

Reacting to public fears about crime stemming from the gang wars in Chicago and to

public concerns about Prohibition enforcement, President Hoover in 1929 established

the National Commission on Law Observance and Enforcement, popularly known

as the Wickersham Commission after its

chairperson, a former U.S. attorney general. The Wickersham Commission performed the first federal assessment of law

enforcement and published its findings in

1931. Its Report on Lawlessness in Law Enforcement indicted the police for their use of

the ‘‘third degree’’ in interrogations (that is,
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the use of physical brutality to obtain involuntary confessions). The report stirred public interest, mobilized reform efforts, and

generated a new awareness of the need for

legal controls over the police.

Although the commission documented

the utter failure of Prohibition, the commissioners issued a politically safe final

recommendation (which comported with

President Hoover’s own position on the

issue): The commission opposed repealing

the Eighteenth Amendment. Nonetheless,

the Eighteenth Amendment was repealed

in 1933.



1964 President’s Commission on the

Assassination of President Kennedy

(Warren Commission)

The assassination of President John F.

Kennedy on November 29, 1967, prompted

the formation of the President’s Commission on the Assassination of President

Kennedy. The commission took its unofficial name—the Warren Commission—from

its chairman, U.S. Supreme Court Chief

Justice Earl Warren. In September 1964,

after a ten-month investigation, the Warren

Commission Report was published. The report concluded that Lee Harvey Oswald,

acting alone, was responsible for the assassination of Kennedy. This conclusion has

been challenged on many grounds. The

final report also scored the Secret Service

for failing to provide adequate security.

This criticism caused the Secret Service to

modify its security procedures.



1967 President’s Commission on

Law Enforcement and the

Administration of Justice

This commission’s report, The Challenge of

Crime in a Free Society, bore the earmarks of Great Society thinking. The Great
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Society was a set of liberal domestic programs enacted on the initiative of President Lyndon Johnson. Consistent with the

Great Society’s focus on ending poverty

and racial injustice, the commission’s

goal was to reduce the fear of crime

through criminal justice reforms aimed at

attacking the ‘‘root causes’’ of crime.

Some of the commission’s main contributions include (1) recognizing that criminal justice agencies and their processes

should be viewed as a system, (2) stimulating criminal justice research and evaluation, (3) advocating higher education in

the criminal justice professions, (4) introducing the victimization survey, and (5)

emphasizing reintegration of offenders

into the community. In the area of law

enforcement, the commission suggested

establishing citizen advisory boards and

community relations units in minority

neighborhoods, recruiting more minority

police officers, and developing guidelines

for the exercise of police discretion.



1968 National Advisory

Commission on Civil Disorders

(Kerner Commission)

The race riots of the summer of 1967

forced President Johnson to create yet

another federal commission. This commission was known as the Kerner Commission after its chairperson, Illinois

Governor Otto Kerner. The commission’s

famous conclusion was that ‘‘Our nation

is moving toward two societies, one black,

one white—separate and unequal.’’

Riot participants reported to researchers that abusive police practices were their

number one grievance. The police had

come to symbolize white power, white racism, and white repression. This symbolism

was reinforced in the minds of African

American citizens by a widespread belief

within the African American community

that police brutality against people of

color was widespread and by a belief that



the police used a double standard of justice and protection—one for African

Americans and one for whites.

The commission called for establishing

effective mechanisms for handling complaints against police, reviewing police

operations in ghettos to ensure proper police conduct, improving protection for

ghetto residents, recruiting more African

Americans into policing, assigning welltrained police officers to patrol ghetto

areas, and providing police training in

riot prevention and control.



Omnibus Crime Control and Safe

Streets Act of 1968

Title I established the Law Enforcement

Assistance Administration (LEAA) to

make grants to state and local governments

for planning, recruiting, and training of

law enforcement personnel; public education relating to crime prevention; building construction; education and training

of special law enforcement units to combat organized crime; and the organization,

education, and training of regular law enforcement officers, special units, and law

enforcement reserve units for the prevention and detection of riots and other civil

disorders. The grant programs significantly expanded federal involvement in local

law enforcement. LEAA was eventually

phased out after a twelve-year life and an

expenditure of $7.5 billion.

Primarily because of Titles II and III,

some critics charged that this law represented a move toward a police state. Title

II attempted to overturn Supreme Court

decisions by stating that all voluntary confessions and eyewitness identifications—

regardless of whether a defendant had

been informed of his or her rights—could

be admitted in federal trials. Title III

empowered state and local law enforcement agencies to tap telephones and engage in other forms of eavesdropping for

brief periods without a court order.
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1969 National Commission on the

Causes and Prevention of Violence

(Eisenhower Commission)

In June 1968, a few days after the assassination of Senator Robert F. Kennedy and

two months after the assassination of the

Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr., President Johnson issued an executive order

authorizing another federal commission.

The National Commission on the Causes

and Prevention of Violence came to be

known as the Eisenhower Commission

after its chairperson, John Hopkins President Emeritus Milton S. Eisenhower. The

commission advocated the licensing of

handguns and the abandoning of television broadcasts of children’s cartoons

containing serious, noncomic violence.



Comprehensive Drug Abuse

Prevention and Control Act of 1970

(Controlled Substances Act)

The Controlled Substances Act (CSA),

Title II of the Comprehensive Drug Abuse

Prevention Act of 1970, is the legal foundation of the federal government’s fight

against drug abuse. This law consolidates

numerous laws regulating the manufacture

and distribution of narcotics, stimulants,

depressants, hallucinogens, anabolic steroids, and chemicals used in the illicit production of controlled substances. This

statute is the legal basis by which the manufacture, importation, possession, and distribution of certain drugs can be regulated

by the federal government of the United

States. The Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) is the lead agency in charge of

federal drug law enforcement.



Organized Crime Control Act of 1970

Provisions of the Organized Crime Control Act of 1970 include stronger gambling
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laws, expansion of grand jury powers,

and authorization for the attorney general

to protect witnesses and their families.

This last measure led to the creation of

WITSEC, an acronym for witness security.

Title IX of the act is the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations (RICO)

statute. During the latter part of the twentieth century, RICO was a major weapon

in the federal government’s drive to fight

organized crime.



1970 President’s Commission on

Obscenity and Pornography

(Lockhart Commission)

In 1968, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled in

Stanley v. Georgia that people could read

and look at whatever they wished in the

privacy of their own homes. A ‘‘deeply concerned’’ U.S. Congress authorized $2 million to fund a federal commission to study

pornography. President Johnson named as

chairperson William B. Lockhart, Dean of

the University of Minnesota Law School.

Because the commission did not finish

its work until after Johnson had left office,

the Nixon administration ultimately became the recipient of the Lockhart Commission’s final report in 1970. In its final report,

the commission recommended massive sex

education and the legalization of pornography for adults. Vice President Spiro

Agnew associated this commission with

the Johnson administration, and said, ‘‘As

long as Richard Nixon is president, Main

Street is not going to turn into smut alley.’’



1972 National Commission on

Marijuana and Drug Abuse (Shafer

Commission)

In 1972, Chairperson Raymond Shafer

presented the National Commission on

Marijuana and Drug Abuse final report.

It stated that ‘‘neither the marijuana user
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nor the drug itself can be said to constitute

a danger to public safety.’’ The commission recommended decriminalization of

possession of marijuana for personal use

on both the state and federal levels of

government. President Nixon reportedly

refused to even read the report.



1973 National Advisory

Commission on Criminal Justice

Standards and Goals

LEAA appointed the National Advisory

Commission on Criminal Justice Standards

and Goals in 1971 to formulate the first

national standards and goals for crime control and prevention at both the state and

local levels. In 1973, the commission issued

six reports. The commission stressed the

importance of police–community relations,

neighborhood watch, SWAT and riot

squads, and team policing.



1978 National Advisory Commission

on Higher Education for Police

Officers (Sherman Report)

The National Advisory Commission on

Higher Education for Police Officers published The Quality of Police Education in

1978. Lawrence Sherman, the chairperson,

and the other members criticized educational programs that emphasized the

technical/vocational aspects of policing

and those staffed by former police rather

than academics. Colleges, the commission

recommended, should employ full-time

Ph.D. faculty and refuse to give college

credit for completion of police academies.



Comprehensive Crime Control

Act of 1984

The Comprehensive Crime Control Act

of 1984 was part of President Ronald



Reagan’s crime fighting package for law

enforcement. It allocated $69 million for

programs that provided management training and technical assistance for police,

created new laws for the seizure of evidence, broadened the scope of warrantless

wiretaps, and expanded the list of crimes

for which wiretaps could be used.



1986 Attorney General’s

Commission on Pornography

(Meese Commission)

President Reagan set up this commission

to obtain results more acceptable to his

conservative supporters than those of the

Lockhart Commission. Reagan appointed

arch-conservative U.S. Attorney General

Edwin Meese to chair the Attorney General’s Commission on Pornography and

stacked the panel with antipornography

crusaders.

When the Meese Commission attempted to exert indirect pressure on magazine

distributors to censor the books and magazines they sold or be publicly branded as

pornographers, a federal district court ordered the commission to retract its threats.

Predictably, the commission’s final report

highlighted harmful effects of pornography while minimizing evidence indicating

that pornography is not dangerous.



1990 National Commission to

Support Law Enforcement

The National Commission to Support Law

Enforcement consisted of law enforcement

officers as well as managers and academics

specializing in law enforcement. This commission’s report covered a variety of areas

including the effectiveness of informationsharing systems, the adequacy of equipment, physical and human resources, and

the quality of research, education, and

training.
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2001 U.S. Commission on

National Security/21st Century

(Hart-Rudman Commission)

The U.S. Commission on National Security/

21st Century final report made perhaps the

most accurate prediction ever made by a

federal commission. The report warned in

January 2001 that terrorists would attack

America on U.S. soil. Yet, at the time the

report was released, the administration of

President George W. Bush did not implement any of its recommendations.

The bipartisan panel, known as the

Hart-Rudman Commission because two

former U.S. senators, Gary Hart and

Warren Rudman, served as chair and

cochair, respectively, also had the foresight to make a sound proposal: The

panel recommended the establishment of

a National Homeland Security Agency, an

independent agency whose director would

be a member of the president’s cabinet.



2001 USA PATRIOT Act

Just forty-five days after the September 11,

2001, attacks on the World Trade Center

and the Pentagon, with no debate, Congress passed the Uniting and Strengthening

America by Providing Appropriate Tools

Required to Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism Act (USA PATRIOT Act). This

law expands law enforcement powers to

fight terrorism. Many sections strip away

checks and balances necessary to protect

constitutional rights.

Critics claim that under this sweeping

law the government can search your home

and not even tell you; collect information

about what books you read, what you

study, your purchases, and your medical

history; seize a wide variety of business

and financial records; and read parts of

your e-mails and monitor what you look

at online. Some even allege that this law

represents a step toward a police state.
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Defenders claim that the threat of another

terrorist attack justifies the PATRIOT

Act’s expansion of police powers.



2002 Homeland Security Act

In the aftermath of the 9/11 attacks, Congress enacted the Homeland Security Act

(HSA) to protect America against terrorism. Following the recommendation of

the Hart-Rudman Commission, Congress

created the federal Department of Homeland Security (DHS) and assigned a number of government functions previously

conducted in other departments to DHS.

The establishment of DHS is the most

significant transformation of the U.S. government since 1947, when President Harry

S. Truman merged the various branches of

the armed forces into the Department of

Defense in order to better coordinate the

nation’s defense against military threats.



2004 National Commission on

Terrorist Attacks upon the United

States (9/11 Commission)

President George W. Bush withheld support for the idea of creating an independent, bipartisan federal commission to

investigate the 9/11 catastrophe until the

media and the ‘‘Jersey Girls,’’ a gutsy

group of wives of 9/11 victims from New

Jersey, pressured him into it. Bush finally

signed legislation authorizing the so-called

9/11 Commission in late 2002. The commission was chartered to examine the

causes of the 9/11 attacks, identify lessons

learned, and provide recommendations to

safeguard against future acts of terrorism.

The commission concluded that failures of the Central Intelligence Agency

and the Federal Bureau of Investigation

permitted the terrorist attacks to occur.

It was the commission’s view that if these

agencies had acted more wisely and
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aggressively, the attacks might have been

prevented. In addition, the commission

outlined a global strategy for preventing

Islamist terrorism and introduced a plan

for reconfiguring U.S. national security

institutions.

DENNIS E. HOFFMAN

See also Crime Commissions; Department

of Homeland Security; Law Enforcement

Assistance Administration; National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorder;

PATRIOT Acts I and II; Police Standards

and Training Commissions; Terrorism:

Overview; Wickersham, George W.
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FEDERAL LAW

ENFORCEMENT TRAINING

CENTER (FLETC)

The Federal Law Enforcement Training

Center, also known as FLETC, is a law

enforcement partnership funded by the federal government and operating under the

auspices of the U.S. Treasury Department.

FLETC’s mission is to offer high-quality

professional law enforcement training at

cost efficient prices. This federal training



center provides both federal law enforcement officers (excluding Federal Bureau of

Investigation officers and agents) and

state, local, and international police officers and agents with a multitude of training courses on a variety of different basic

and specialty law enforcement topics.



History

FLETC officially took shape on March 2,

1970, and began its official operations in

Washington, D.C. Later, in 1975, the center was relocated to its present headquarters near Brunswick, Georgia, in the small

town of Glynco. The creation of FLETC

was the result of a 1968 study conducted

by an interagency task force comprised of

various federal law enforcement agencies.

The results of the study indicated that

federal law enforcement officers reporting

to the various federal agencies had no

consistency in their formal law enforcement training. One of the major concerns

with the study’s findings centered on the

fact that most federal law enforcement

officers lacked the appropriate training,

knowledge, and specific skill sets to do

their job at even a minimum level of efficiency. In fact, most federal law enforcement training up to 1970 was conducted

by part-time instructors, in dilapidated

facilities, and with no consistent schedule

of training courses or particular subject

material.

To address this problem, the interagency task force proposed that a central

Federal Law Enforcement Training Center

be established. This proposed recommendation called for a centrally located stateof-the-art training facility that was to be

operated and managed by a full-time staff

that looked to offer high-quality programs

ranging from basic law enforcement courses to highly specific investigative classes

on a wide array of topics (for example,

money laundering investigation, drug

identification, fraud investigation).
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Finally, in 1970, the federal interagency

task force signed a federal Memorandum

of Understanding for the Establishment of

the Consolidated Federal Law Enforcement Training Center. It was further decided that the U.S. Treasury Department

would provide both managerial and administrative support for the new facility

since the department had already established a successful interbureau training organization known as the Treasury Law

Enforcement Training School. At the conclusion of its first year of operation in 1970,

FLETC had graduated 848 police officers

from the center. By the end of 1975, the

number of graduates had climbed to well

above five thousand officers. Since 1970,

more than 325,000 federal, state, local,

and foreign law enforcement officers have

successfully graduated from one of the

many training courses and programs that

FLETC has offered.



Organization

Today, FLETC falls under the auspices of

the Department of Homeland Security

(DHS), with the FLETC director answering to the under secretary for Border and

Transportation Security. FLETC is governed by an eight-man interagency board

of directors representing various federal

law enforcement agencies throughout the

country. Assisting the FLETC director is

an executive staff comprised of one deputy director, six assistant directors, a

team of legal counsel, and a chief of staff

operations.

Today, FLETC offers training to a majority of federal officers and agents from

more than eighty different federal agencies. Along with federal law enforcement

training, the center also provides instruction to hundreds of state, local, and international police agencies. On average,

FLETC graduates more than fifty thousand officers a year from its numerous

training programs, with an annual budget
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of more than $200 million. Currently,

FLETC’s fifteen-hundred-acre training

center is the largest in the United States

and is considered to be one of the elite

training facilities in the world. Along with

its main center in Glynco, Georgia, the

center now has four satellite training campuses that offer a vast array of law enforcement courses, in Cheltenham, Maryland,

Charleston, South Carolina, Artesia, New

Mexico, and Gaborone, Botswana, Africa.



Mission and Operations

As previously stated, FLETC was created

to serve as a high-quality training center

for federal law enforcement officers. Since

its inception, the mission has expanded to

include law enforcement officers at various levels throughout the United States

and abroad. Currently, FLETC offers

more than two hundred training programs

and courses ranging from basic to advanced policing and investigative techniques to international courses regarding

global terrorism. All of these programs

are continually evaluated and assessed

through curriculum meetings and student

evaluation reports to ensure that the quality of instruction remains extremely high,

professional, and efficient. FLETC officials also offer a unique selection of technical, clerical, and managerial support

services to enhance the overall training

needs of a particular participating agency.

FLETC instructors are experienced and

highly trained professionals who have at

least five years of law enforcement or investigative experience. Instructors range

from federal officers and investigators

on assignment from their respective agencies to state and local police officers who

have specialized skills in a particular area

(such as fingerprint analysis or forensic

investigation) to civil instructors who

have particular training in a law enforcement–related field (such as hand-to-hand

combat, behavioral profiling, or fraud
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investigation). Instructors include both

full- and part-time faculty who are complemented by a full-time support staff.

It is also important to note that since

both the Oklahoma City Federal building

bombing and the terrorist attacks of 9/11,

the Federal Training Center has seen a

tremendous increase in issues involving

terrorism. As a result, the need to create

more specific courses centering on international and domestic terrorism has become

one of the new operating goals of FLETC.

With respect to international terrorism,

FLETC has become an important venue

for international officers and government

officials to learn about the potential concerns regarding global terrorism.

PAUL M. KLENOWSKI

See also Academies, Police; Bureau of

Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives;

Federal Bureau of Investigation; Federal

Bureau of Investigation Training Academy;

Federal Police and Investigative Agencies;
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U.S. Secret Service
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FEDERAL POLICE AND

INVESTIGATIVE AGENCIES

The policing and criminal law enforcement role of the federal government has

always been constrained by two factors.

The first of these is the limit on jurisdiction



created by the U.S. Constitution. Article

X reserves all powers not granted the

federal government to the ‘‘States respectively, or to the people.’’ Thus, the Constitution expressly delegated police power to

the states. In addition, the political culture

of the country has not accepted centralized power in general and centralized police power in particular. This is clearly

evident in the distribution of state police

power to local police and sheriffs.

The nation began with virtually no law

enforcement structure at the federal level.

When faced with the need for enforcing

federal law, as in the Whiskey Rebellion

of 1794, the president was forced to call up

the state militia. The one exception to this

was the creation of the U.S. Marshals for

each federal judicial district in 1789.

Although appointed by the president,

marshals were neither police nor investigators in the modern sense. For the first

century of their existence, they primarily

functioned as court officers and were

supported through fees charged for their

services.

The functions of U.S. marshals expanded somewhat as the country expanded

west and added territories, where they

enforced federal law until a territory

was admitted to the union as a state, yet

they continued to lack any central management and lacked resources. Not until

1969 were the marshals placed in a centrally managed bureau within the Department

of Justice, the U.S. Marshals Service

(USMS). Today, deputy U.S. marshals protect judges, serve arrest warrants, transport

federal prisoners, secure the courts, and

oversee security of federal courthouses.

The USMS possesses the broadest jurisdiction of any federal law enforcement

agency, but it has a limited criminal investigative role in the current structure.

Federal law enforcement in the nineteenth century was primarily concerned

with enforcing taxes on whiskey, collecting customs duties on imports, and protecting the mail. Though none of these

functions produced a police or criminal
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investigative agency, revenue and customs

officers were responsible for the collection of the taxes, and postal authorities

enforced a variety of laws. Ironically, it

was not in the Department of Justice but

in the Department of Treasury that Congress established the first criminal investigative agency, the U.S. Secret Service

(USSS).

Created to suppress counterfeiting, the

USSS assumed responsibility for protecting presidents after the assassination of

President McKinley in 1901. They have

since assumed responsibility for protecting the vice president, the families of the

president and vice president, former presidents, candidates for president and vice

president, and foreign heads of state

visiting the United States. Their investigative jurisdiction continues to include counterfeiting but now includes threats to those

they protect, forgery of government documents, and certain fraud crimes. The Secret

Service employs both special agents and

uniformed officers, who guard the White

House and protect foreign embassies. In

2002, the USSS was transferred from the

Department of Treasury to the Department of Homeland Security.

Concurrent with the Treasury developing a law enforcement arm to protect the

currency, the Post Office inspection function expanded from audit and inspection

to include enforcing criminal laws against

using the mails to defraud and theft from

the mails. The current Postal Inspection

Service continues to investigate crimes

that use the mails for illegal purposes or

attacks on the mails.

The twentieth century saw significant

expansion in the federal criminal justice

role. Much of this expansion was in the

Department of Treasury, since the tax

laws provided the justification for several

federal moves into criminal enforcement.

The Bureau of Internal Revenue, later the

Internal Revenue Service (IRS), created

the Intelligence Division, which conducted

investigation of tax violations. These included violations of the first federal drug
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law, the Harrison Narcotics Act (1914).

The Alcohol Tax Unit, created to suppress

the distilling and sale of non–tax paid

whiskey, became the Prohibition Bureau

when the Eighteenth Amendment allowed

Congress to outlaw production and sale of

alcoholic beverages. The Federal Bureau

of Narcotics (FBN) emerged from the

Prohibition Bureau in 1930, creating yet

another Treasury enforcement bureau.

Although the Intelligence Division of the

IRS has remained stable in structure and

mission, the other Treasury bureaus have

experience significant change. The FBN

was renamed the Bureau of Narcotics

and Dangerous Drugs and moved to the

Department of Justice in 1968, then again

renamed the Drug Enforcement Administration in 1973. It has grown from an

agency of a couple of hundred people to

one employing more than five thousand

special agents with offices throughout the

United States and overseas.

Like the DEA, the Bureau of Alcohol,

Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives has

gone through a series of name changes and

reorganizations. After returning to being a

division of the Bureau of Internal Revenue

at the end of Prohibition, the agency acquired jurisdiction over the newly passed

National Firearms Act because Congress

again used its taxing authority to pass a

criminal statute. As the firearms laws were

revised, the agency, now called Alcohol,

Tobacco Tax Division, moved progressively away from liquor enforcement and

toward investigating firearms violations.

After the passage of the Gun Control

Act of 1968 and the Explosives Control Act of 1970 significantly expanded the

agency’s jurisdiction into bombing and

explosives violations, the Nixon administration separated it from the IRS and established the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and

Firearms (ATF). ATF remained a Treasury

bureau, acquiring added authority over

arsons of businesses engaged in interstate

commerce and interstate tobacco smuggling, until 2002, when it moved to the

Justice Department. Now designated the
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Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and

Explosives, it enforces firearms, arson, and

explosives laws as well as regulating commerce in firearms and explosives. ATF, like

the DEA, employs both special agents, who

are criminal investigators, and inspectors,

who enforce regulatory law.

The 2002 reorganization also moved the

U.S. Customs Service and the Immigration

and Naturalization Service from the Departments of Treasury and Justice to the

Department of Homeland Security. Their

functions were incorporated into two new

agencies, Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) and Customs and Border

Protection. ICE special agents conduct

investigations of violations of both the

immigrations and customs laws, while Customs and Border Protection includes the

Border Patrol as well as security and inspection functions. They employ inspectors,

pilots, dog handlers, air marshals, and a

variety of other specialized employees.

Although the Treasury role in federal

law enforcement was significant during

much of the twentieth century, the progressive use of interstate commerce authority

by Congress to pass federal criminal legislation has moved much of the jurisdiction

to the Justice Department. That trend has

transformed the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) from an obscure bureau

within Justice to the largest criminal investigative agency in the federal government,

with more than twenty-eight thousand

employees. The FBI exercises jurisdiction

over a wide variety of criminal and national

security investigations and employs more

than ten thousand special agents. Since

2001, the agency has shifted significant

recourses to counterterrorism.

In addition to these large civilian law

enforcement agencies, each of the military

services has components charged with

investigating criminal and security violations by its members. Only the Navy’s

Naval Criminal Investigative Service employs civilians exclusively as special agents.

The other services use a combination of

military and civilian investigators. The



Department of Defense also maintains police agencies on many of its installations.

Numerous other federal entities including Congress, the Supreme Court, and the

General Services Administration employ

police forces to secure and enforce law

on federal property. Natural resource

agencies also employ police, rangers, and

investigators for the enforcement of federal laws or for policing federal properties.

The Park Service includes both the U.S.

Park Police, primarily employed in

Washington, D.C., as well as law enforcement rangers. Likewise, the Bureau of

Land Management and Forest Service

both employ law enforcement personnel

to patrol large tracts of public land, and

the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service employs

agents to enforce protection of endangered

species and migratory fowl.

Virtually every department of government, from Agriculture to Education, employs investigators or agents to investigate

fraud crimes. In most cases these investigators are housed in the Office of the Inspector General for the department in

question.

All federal law enforcement agencies

operate within jurisdictional constraints

imposed by the Constitution, federal structure, and political traditions. Some, such as

the FBI, DEA, and ATF, have attained

broad mandates because Congress has

used its power to regulate interstate commerce to criminalize a wide variety of behaviors, from car jacking to drug dealing, but

even these agencies do not exercise the

broad jurisdiction that police possess

under state law. Federal law enforcement

in the United States has largely retained its

specialized focus and fragmented organizational structure.

WILLIAM J. VIZZARD

See also American Policing: Early Years;

Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and

Explosives; Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA); Federal Bureau of Investigation;

Military Police; U.S. Border Patrol; U.S.

Marshals Service; U.S. Secret Service
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FENCING STOLEN PROPERTY

‘‘Fencing’’—the crime of buying and reselling stolen merchandise—is one of the

links that binds theft to the larger social

system. Without someone to dispose of

stolen property, thieves would have to

rely on their own connections, and both

the costs and the risks of crime would

increase substantially. For the rest of society, the fence provides an opportunity for

interested people to buy something at less

than market price.

Fencing remains a rather poorly researched area in criminology, for several

reasons. First, it often wears the cloak of

legitimate business and is carried out in a

rational, business-like manner, so that it

has few of the qualities traditionally associated with crime. Second, because fencing is a crime with low visibility and is

conducted in secrecy, researchers have

directed their attention to more visible

crimes such as theft or to violent crimes
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against persons, for which statistics are

available. Third, the cloak of secrecy and

the maintenance of a legitimate ‘‘front’’

make detailed investigation difficult.

The legal requirements for demonstrating that fencing has occurred are complex.

In America, as in England, there are

three elements to the crime: (1) The property must have been stolen; (2) the property must have been received or concealed

(though the fence may not have actually

seen or touched it); (3) the receiver must

have accepted it with knowledge that it

was stolen.



Case Studies of Fences

Much of what is known about fencing

today comes from two in-depth studies of

individual fences, one being Carl Klockars’

work, The Professional Fence (1974), and

the other being Darrell Steffensmeier’s

The Fence: In the Shadow of Two Worlds

(1986). Klockars interviewed ‘‘Vincent

Swaggi’’ (not his real name), a well-known

fence in his city, while Steffensmeier interviewed ‘‘Sam Goodman’’ (also an alias),

a well-known fence in an unnamed

American city. Steffensmeier also interviewed thieves and customers who had contact with Sam, several other fences, and

law enforcement officials to authenticate

Sam’s account of events. Subsequently,

Steffensmeier and coauthor Jeffery Ulmer

updated the criminal career and fencing

operation of Sam in a recent work, Confessions of a Dying Thief: Understanding

Criminal Careers and Criminal Enterprise

(2005).

These works portray the fence as an

‘‘entrepreneur’’ and describe fencing as

an enterprise requiring resourcefulness,

charisma, ingenuity, and a good grasp of

market practices and the rules of economic

competition. Pricing norms and prevailing

market conditions are used to determine

what is ‘‘fair,’’ and a sense of justice is

developed based on the risks borne both
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by the thief and by the fence. Fences must

pay a fair price so that thieves will come

back to them again with stolen goods. However, because of their greater experience and

knowledge, fences tend to dominate thieves

in the pricing of stolen goods. The thieves

often need money quickly, have few options

other than to agree to the fence’s offer, and

are under pressure to get rid of the stolen

merchandise.

Professional thieves who steal highpriced items are usually given the highest

amounts—about 40% to 50% of the

wholesale price. The amateur or drug

addict thief who is not in a good bargaining position will receive the smallest

amounts—often only ten to twenty cents

on the dollar. Fences also often use chicanery to pad their profits by duping

thieves (especially small-time thieves)

about quality, quantity, and price.

These studies document that ‘‘wheelin‘

and dealin‘’’ fences rely on extensive networking, developed through word of

mouth, referrals, and sponsorship by underworld figures. Major fences also play

an active role in coaching thieves on techniques of theft and product identification,

and in developing long-term relationships

with buyers. Rewards of fencing include

money, reputation in the criminal community, excitement, a sense of mastery over

one’s life, and pride in being a ‘‘sharp businessman.’’ Vincent and Sam justified their

fencing involvement by claiming that the

fence is not the same as a thief, does little

harm to the victims of theft, does not differ

much from legitimate business people, is

able to operate only with the support of

legitimate people (including the police),

breaks no more rules than most people,

and does a lot of good for others.

All fences are by definition businessmen: They are middlemen in commerce—

albeit illegitimate commerce—providing

goods and services to others, regardless

of whether they operate from a legitimate business or rely solely on individual

resources. Although a few operate independent of any business ‘‘front,’’ most



fences are simultaneously proprietors or

operators of a legitimate business, which

provides a cover or front for the fencing.

Businesses most often favored are those

having a large cash flow (for example, a

coin and gem shop, secondhand store,

auction house, or restaurant) and the flexibility to set one’s own hours (for example,

a salvage yard or bail bonding). For some

fences, the trade in stolen goods is their

major source of income and the central

activity of their business portfolio. For

others, fencing is either a lucrative sideline

to their legitimate entrepreneurship or just

one of a number of illicit enterprises they

are involved in.

Although some commentators (for example, Walsh 1974) have described the

typical fence as essentially a ‘‘respectable

businessman,’’ the evidence that is available strongly suggests otherwise (see Steffensmeier and Ulmer 2005). The typical

fence is characterized by one or more of

the following: (1) prior criminal contact or

background in criminal or quasi-legal

activities, such as theft, hustling, or the

rackets in general; (2) operation of a

quasi-legitimate business such as a secondhand discount store, salvage yard, auction

house, foundry, or bail-bonding business;

(3) affinity with the underworld, such as

ongoing business and leisure associations

with its established members. It is hardly

surprising that many organized crime

members and associates are involved in

the fencing of stolen property (Pennsylvania Crime Commission 1991). The significance of the fences having affinity with

the underworld and not only within the

realm of seemingly honest business is in

terms of their acquiring the skills and contacts necessary to run a fencing business.



Types of Fences and Stolen Goods

Handlers

Already by the late eighteenth and early

nineteenth century, with the growth of
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fencing operations accompanying industrialization, it was commonplace for students

of fencing to distinguish among receivers

according to scale of operations and

criminal intent (Colquhoun 1800; Crapsey

1872). Jerome Hall (1952) subsequently

distinguished professional dealers from

other criminal receivers (for example, ‘‘occasional’’ and ‘‘lay’’) by the intent to resell

the stolen property and by the regularity or

persistence with which they purchased

stolen goods. Recently, Steffensmeier and

Ulmer (2005) proposed that criminal receivers and other buyers of stolen goods may

be differentiated by (1) whether they deal

directly with thieves, (2) the frequency

with which they purchase stolen property,

(3) the scale or volume of purchases of

stolen property, (4) the purpose of purchase (for personal consumption or resale), and (5) the level of commitment to

purchasing stolen property.

They delineate four major groupings of

criminal receivers or buyers of stolen

goods, along with six more differentiated types of receivers (see Steffensmeier

and Ulmer 2005, Confessions of a Dying

Thief, pp. 90–96; see also Colquhoun

1800; Hall 1952; Henry 1977; Klockars

1974; Walsh 1977; Steffensmeier 1986;

Cromwell, Olson, and Avary 1996; Sutton

1998). The four major groupings are as

follows:

1. Amateur or ‘‘Joe Citizen’’ buyers

refers mainly to someone who buys

stolen goods once in a while to use

himself or to peddle to a friend or

close acquaintances. They tend to

exhibit the lowest level of commitment and experience in buying

stolen goods.

2. Occasional or part-time dealers are

in-between dealers, the ones who

buy off and on and then peddle the

goods out of their business premises,

on the street, or at an auction;

fencing is a sideline activity within

their primary occupation or business.
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3. Professional fences refers to the ‘‘regular’’ or ‘‘bigger’’ dealers whose

buying and selling of stolen goods

is ‘‘a main part’’ of what they do.

(Professional fences overlap socalled master fences, what Confessions of a Dying Thief characterizes as ‘‘referral’’ or ‘‘go-between’’

operators who do not deal directly

with thieves but instead stay behind

the scenes.)

4. Online buyers and sellers who fence

stolen goods through websites have

accompanied the rise in popularity

of online auctions (such as eBay.

com), a fast-growing distribution

path that emerged in the late 1990s.

The online trade in stolen goods

overlaps the other forms of criminal

receiving and is also a major avenue

for ‘‘self-fencing’’ stolen goods

today.

The other, more differentiated types include the following:

.



.



Referral or contact fences are ‘‘background operators’’ who regularly

buy stolen goods through another

middleman and then resell them to

other outlets, where the merchandise

is then sold to the consuming public.

These referral or contact fences thus

do not deal directly with thieves. In a

sense, referral fences are ‘‘the fence’s

fence,’’ or ‘‘master fences.’’ Referral

fences tend to be all-around criminal

entrepreneurs or ‘‘racketeers,’’ with

extensive criminal networks. For

them, fencing stolen goods is usually

part of a larger criminal portfolio.

They tend to have a high commitment to crime and quasi-legitimate

activities, but they may not necessarily be highly committed to fencing (it

may depend on the significance of

fencing for their overall criminal

portfolio).

Associational fences are those whose

legitimate occupations place them in

close contact and interaction with
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.
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thieves. Examples might include police, bail bondsmen, bartenders, or

defense attorneys.

Neighborhood hustlers are those for

whom fencing is one of several ‘‘hustles,’’ or small-time criminal activities. They are often as apt to buy

stolen goods for personal use as for

resale.

Drug dealer fences barter drugs for

stolen goods. In addition, other suppliers of illegal goods and services

are also known to sometimes fence

stolen goods (for example, gambling

operatives, pimps, or other providers

of illicit sex).

Private buyers are merchants or collectors who deal directly with thieves, but only with a small number of

select or established thieves.

Merchant or business buyers do not

deal direct with thieves but buy

stolen goods from other, perhaps

more professional fences or referral/

contact fences and then resell such

goods to (probably unsuspecting)

legitimate customers.



Fences can also be distinguished along

other dimensions: first, by the kind of cover

used to conceal their fencing trade—

whether the trade in stolen goods is fully

covered, partly covered, or uncovered by

the fence’s legitimate business identity—

and second, by ‘‘product specialization’’—

the kinds of stolen goods they handle. At

one pole is the generalist, a fence who will

buy and sell virtually anything a thief

offers. At the other pole is the specialist,

who handles only certain kinds of goods,

such as auto parts or jewelry.



Fence’s Relationship to Theft

Reconsidered

The fence does play a primary role in the

marketing of stolen property, but that role

is often hyped by commentators and law



enforcement officials as bigger and more

important than it actually is, and the involvement of other participants in the illegal trade is also ignored. The old saying

‘‘if no fences, no thieves’’ assumes that

thieves are not autonomous or ‘‘free’’ in

their stealing behaviors and that the police

and the public have little or nothing to do

with the maintenance of a criminal system.

While thieves are supposed to be dependent on fences, at the same time they are

assumed to engage in their theft activities

independently of the fences, so an inherent

paradox exists. If they are independently

motivated to theft, then they will steal

irrespective of whether or not fences exist.

Furthermore, emphasizing that they depend on and could not exist without fences ignores the fact that the fence is in

precisely the same position as the thief:

dependent on outlets or a market for

stolen property.

Frequently, this problem is resolved by

the involvement of merchants who are

tempted to purchase stolen goods at cheap

prices so that they may sell at a higher

profit. Public demand for stolen goods

also helps maintain the fences. Budgetconscious consumers are often willing to

buy stolen goods, ‘‘no questions asked,’’

and need little encouragement. In addition, when they are victims of theft, ordinary citizens are frequently willing to

forgo prosecution once their stolen goods

have been restored to them or they have

received compensation. In a similar way,

insurance companies and private detective

agencies protect fences from public or

legal reaction to a theft, either by diluting

the rightful owner’s desire to pursue those

responsible by providing compensation or

by cooperating with the owner for the

return of stolen property.

Finally, the saying ‘‘if no fences, then

no thieves’’ ignores that official complicity

of some kind is often required if the prospective fence hopes to buy and sell stolen

goods regularly and for a long time

(Henry 1977; Klockars 1974; Steffensmeier

and Ulmer 2005). Sometimes the official
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protection fences enjoy is an outgrowth of

the corruption of law enforcement on a

large scale. Present-day fences connected

to Mafia or localized syndicates, for example, may benefit from the corruption of

legal authorities achieved by way of general racketeering activities. Other times,

the basis of police–fence complicity stems

from the operating reality that both have

access to resources desired by the other. In

exchange for a muted investigation, for

example, a fence is able to offer the police

good deals on merchandise or to act as an

informer who helps police recover particularly important merchandise and arrest

thieves.

Thus, the sociolegal writings on the

traffic in stolen property have addressed

two complicated issues. One is the fence’s

role in the overall flow of stolen property

from thieves to eventual consumers. The

other is whether enforcement efforts

should be more rationally directed at the

fence than at other agents in the traffic in

stolen property—thieves, occasional receivers, those to whom the fence sells, or

complicitous authorities.

DARRELL STEFFENSMEIER

See also Burglary and Police Response;

Corruption; Crime Control Strategies;

Criminology; Organized Crime
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FIELD TRAINING AND

EVALUATION PROGRAM



Program Overview

The San Jose (California) Police Department developed one of the first formal

field training and evaluation programs

(commonly referred to as the ‘‘San Jose

model’’) in 1972. Department personnel

realized that newly graduated academy

trainees needed additional attention if

they were going to become effective police

officers.

The San Jose model was structured in

accordance with a couple of important

principles that have withstood the test of

time. First, trainees must be provided sufficient time to learn how to apply their

knowledge, skills, and attitudes (KSAs)

in real-life settings. Second, field training

personnel assess the performance and

progress of a trainee’s efforts using a

standardized set of job-related skills and

evaluation guidelines. Without these
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guidelines, the reliability and validity of

the training would be jeopardized, leading to claims of bias and favoritism from

trainees.

Field training programs (referred to as

FTO programs) modeled after the San

Jose model are typically administered

for a period of eleven to sixteen weeks;

the length varies in accordance with department resources and needs. Various

job-related skills serve as benchmarks

to which a trainee’s performance is compared. To ensure program validity, these

categories must be directly related to a

detailed job task analysis of the position

of a particular officer within that officer’s

respective agency. In other words, it is

important to ensure that all trainees

learn how to use their skills to perform

the same job activities that veteran officers

within their department are expected to

perform.

Any number of job-related skills can

be used within the program to measure a

trainee’s performance. A sample of these

skills includes officer safety, field performance under stressful conditions, driving

skills, control of conflict, report writing,

use of the radio, self-initiated field activities, knowledge of policies, procedures,

traffic laws, and the penal code, managing

calls for service, and relationships with

officers, supervisors, and citizens. These

skills are critical because they represent

primary tools trainees use to gain experience, maturation, and wisdom on the

job.

It takes a special person to work with

new trainees. The job requires each officer

to perform multiple roles. First and foremost, each officer’s primary duty is to deliver a multitude of diverse services to the

public. Second, the officer either serves as

an instructor (referred to as a field training

instructor, or FTI) or as an evaluator (referred to as a field performance evaluator,

or FPE). The degree of commitment made

by instructors and evaluators significantly

influences how well trainees perform within the program.



Program Format

Instruction Phases

Upon graduating from a recruit training

program, a trainee will attend a brief orientation session for the purposes of being

told how the FTO program is administered and what is expected of participants.

Trainees will be assigned to an FTI and

begin the process of completing a series of

instructional phases (usually three phases,

each phase lasting three weeks). Time

spent in each instructional phase corresponds to a trainee’s shift assignment. For

example, a trainee could complete the first

instructional phase on the day shift, the

second instructional phase on the night

shift, and the remaining phase on the evening shift. Continuity usually exists within

departments relative to these assignments;

however, each department may vary the

sequence of the phase assignments.

As trainees progress through the instruction phases, they are expected to

perform a number of predetermined activities. These tasks are administered in conjunction with a checklist contained in the

trainee’s training manual, which each

FTO uses as a guide to document a trainee’s

exposure and accomplishments. The checklist also serves as a historical reference that

communicates to the next FTI which activities a trainee has or has not performed.

Concomitantly, as trainees complete each

instructional phase and perform different

tasks, they assume more and more responsibility for their own actions. Associated

with this shift in responsibilities is a

change in expectations by the FTI and the

trainee.

Trainees must demonstrate the ability

to perform the job of a police officer.

Technically, by the end of the final instructional phase, trainees should be able to

discharge their responsibilities in accordance with program standards (which is

a direct reflection of what is expected of

an officer working within the department
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the trainee is employed by). The FTIs determine whether trainees are capable of

performing their job independently. As this

becomes more evident, the FTIs begin to

allow the trainees more flexibility in the

performance of their duties throughout

their tours of duty.

Part of each day is set aside for the FTI

and the trainee to discuss daily performance. The FTI will provide detailed

instructions designed to guide and improve a trainee’s performance. At the end

of each training day, detailed documentation of a trainee’s performance is recorded

by the FTI on a daily activity report. At

the end of each week, the trainee, FTI, and

a FTO program supervisor meet to discuss

the trainee’s weekly progress. Meetings are

also held at the end of each instruction

and evaluation phase. The purpose of these

meetings is to provide the trainees with an

opportunity to discuss any problems or

strengths and/or weaknesses they may

be experiencing. Meetings also provide

an avenue to check the administrative performances of the FTI so as to ensure that

program standards are being properly

observed and followed.



during any other portion of the selection

process if performance consistently fell

below minimum standards. A second

more viable option is to recycle a trainee

through a ‘‘remedial training’’ phase. This

phase can last up to three weeks. The

trainee is placed with a new FTI, and they

concentrate on the weaknesses shown by

the trainee during the previous evaluation

phase. Upon completion of the remedial

training phase, the trainee enters a final

evaluation phase, also lasting two to three

weeks. If the trainee fails to successfully

complete this second evaluation phase, the

trainee is terminated. Successful completion allows the trainee to complete the

remaining probationary period.



Program Considerations

Despite the similarities of the various FTO

programs implemented within different

agencies, a number of variations have enhanced program administration as well as

improving validity and reliability.



Standardized Evaluation Guidelines

Evaluation Phases

Once a trainee completes all instructional phases, the evaluation process

begins. This phase usually lasts from two

to three weeks. Trainees are expected to

demonstrate a degree of independence in

the performance of their duties. Again, a

trainee’s performance is assessed in accordance with how well the trainee performed

job-related skills measured against standardized performance guidelines.



Remedial Training/Evaluation

If a trainee fails to successfully complete

the evaluation phase, choices are available

for management to consider. First, a trainee may be dismissed, as would happen
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A valid program must require and accomplish compliance with the use of standardized evaluation guidelines. Those

guidelines include a complete description

of what constitutes unacceptable and various degrees of acceptable performance.

Program administrators have generally

chosen to use a ‘‘graphic scaling technique’’ to distinguish differences in performance. The San Jose model uses a sliding

numeric scale, usually beginning with the

number 1, designating unacceptable performance, and ending with the number 7,

designating outstanding performance.

To ensure a reasonable degree of reliability, the San Jose model uses anchor

points within the graphic rating scale. On

a seven-point graphic rating scale, the

numbers 1, 4, and 7 are designated as
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‘‘behavioral anchor points.’’ Since performance standards are specifically described

for each of the anchor points, instructors

and evaluators are more easily able to

match observed performances with the

other non–anchor scale points (that is, 2,

3, 5, and 6).

Additional documentation is required

if performance is unacceptable or outstanding. Some departments require documentation for all observed performances,

regardless of the scale designation awarded. Although program administration is

perceived by management to be a fair and

impartial way to screen prospective police

officers, trainees will sometimes challenge

recommendations for dismissal or termination. A chief of police or sheriff is usually the only person authorized to dismiss

a trainee and will rely heavily on documentation generated by FTIs and FPEs

to discount any allegations of favoritism,

bias, or prejudice lodged against the department by a trainee.



Termination Review Committees

To assist a chief of police or sheriff in

making a decision to keep or dismiss a

trainee, termination review committees

(TRCs) have been established in some

departments. Committee members, designated by the department chief/sheriff, will

assume responsibility for reviewing the

trainee’s file. The material reviewed consists of documentation associated with the

trainee’s performance while being trained

or evaluated. The committee’s review is

specifically designed to determine whether

inadequacies or unfair practices adversely

affected the trainee’s standing within the

program.

The review process includes the ability

to call FTIs, FPEs, supervisors, and/or

program administrators before the committee to answer questions regarding the

trainee’s behavior or to address accusations of bias and favoritism. This procedure strengthens checks and balances



within the program and assures the trainee

of a fair and impartial review to verify the

validity of a recommendation for dismissal. The TRC ultimately makes a recommendation to the chief/sheriff regarding

the trainee’s continued employment.



Conclusion

The most recent modification to the FTO

program occurred in 1999, when the Reno

(Nevada) Police Department developed

a different variation that has come to

be known as the Police Training Officer

(PTO) Program. This program relies heavily on a ‘‘problem-based’’ learning method

in which the teaching method is ‘‘learnercentered,’’ compared to the ‘‘teachercentered’’ San Jose model. Core competencies (skills) are measured in terms of how

well a trainee performs various activities

associated with substantive topics (that is,

nonemergency incident responses, emergency incident responses, patrol activities,

and criminal investigation). Core competencies and substantive topics are commingled to form a ‘‘learning matrix’’ that

serves as the heart of the PTO program.

Problem solving is woven throughout the

program and causes the trainees to become

effective critical thinkers, which is a significant improvement over the focus of the

more traditional San Jose model.

TIMOTHY N. OETTMEIER

See also Academies, Police; CommunityOriented Policing: Overview; Discretion;

Ethics and Values in the Context of Community Policing; Performance Measurement; Personnel Selection; ProblemOriented Policing
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FINGERPRINTING

The gross patterns of fingerprints, namely

arches, loops, and whorls, sometimes referred to as first-level detail, are primarily

employed for classification or elimination

purposes. The identification of individuals

by fingerprints involves instead the minutiae of fingerprint patterns, such as ridge

endings, bifurcations, and so forth, called

second-level detail. The locations of pores

on fingerprint ridges and the very structures of ridges, referred to as third-level

detail, can, if the fingerprint is of good

quality, be employed for identification as

well.

A fingerprint obtained from an article

of evidence is compared with an inked fingerprint if a suspect is on hand. Otherwise,
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it is entered into the Automated Fingerprint Identification System (AFIS) to be

searched against the fingerprint database.

This is referred to as cold searching. Similarly, a live fingerprint may be scanned

(Livescan), mostly for security purposes,

and compared with the fingerprint database. We do not in this entry belabor the

AFIS and Livescan computer technology

but focus instead on the methods for detecting fingerprints on articles of evidence

to begin with, emphasizing milestones of

fingerprint detection methodology.



Current State of the Art

The detection of fingerprints for criminal

identification dates back to the late 1800s.

At that time, it involved mainly dusting,

iodine fuming, and silver nitrate processing. A number of additional techniques

were devised over the years for specialized

situations, but no truly major advance

occurred until 1954, when Oden and von

Hofsten reported the use of ninhydrin.

This compound was discovered in 1910 by

Ruhemann, who recognized it as an amino

acid reagent. Soon thereafter, ninhydrin

became a universal reagent for amino acid

assay in the bioscience community.

It is unfortunate that it took so long

for ninhydrin, which since the mid-1960s

has become the workhorse of chemical

fingerprint detection, to enter the fingerprint arena. From the mid-1960s to the

early 1980s, a number of techniques were

explored, mostly in England, including

among others metal deposition in vacuo

and fuming with radioactive sulfur dioxide. These techniques did not reach wide

use, being applicable to special instances

only. Physical developer, devised in England as well in the early 1980s, targets

lipids in fingerprints. It is a photographic

process reminiscent of the silver nitrate

treatment. It is based on the formation of

silver on fingerprints from a ferrous/ferric

redox couple and metal salt mixture.



FINGERPRINTING

Physical developer reached wide use by the

late 1980s.

Of these techniques, only dusting, ninhydrin, and physical developer remain in

wide use. Fingerprint visualization with

these techniques involves the basic phenomena of light absorption and reflection by

substances, namely the principles of ordinary everyday color or black-and-white

vision. This visualization is often referred

to as ‘‘colorimetric.’’

The year 1976 marks the advent of fingerprint detection with lasers. The basic

phenomenon involved is fluorescence, also

referred to as luminescence or photoluminescence. Fluorescence detection differed

markedly from the absorption/reflectionbased, namely colorimetric, techniques

then in use. Operationally, the article of

evidence is illuminated with a high-intensity

light source of the appropriate color and

the article is visually inspected through a

filter that blocks the illumination reflected from the article but transmits the fingerprint fluorescence produced via the

illumination. The examination is conducted in a darkened room to eliminate interfering ambient light. The fingerprint is

literally seen to glow in the dark, much

like a firefly.

The rationale for attempting to detect

fingerprints by photoluminescence techniques is that such techniques, regardless of

the field of science, are quite generally

characterized by very high sensitivity.

Initially, the fluorescence detection of fingerprints by laser involved the inherent

fluorescence of fingerprint material, dusting with fluorescent powder, and staining

with fluorescent dye. When a finger touches an article, only very little material is

deposited on the article in the form of a

latent fingerprint. Nonetheless, this fingerprint must be made to fluoresce sufficiently intensely to be visible to the naked

eye, hence the high-intensity requirement

for the illumination source.

Initially, high-power argon-ion lasers

(blue-green) were employed. Some agencies,

notably in Israel, followed with adoption of



copper vapor lasers, which have a green

output and a yellow output. The latter is

only of limited utility for fingerprint work.

By the mid-1980s, frequency doubled

Nd:YAG lasers, which operate in the

green at 532 nm, began to see use as well.

Their powers then were low, however. The

technology has since matured, such that

high-power 532-nm lasers that are easy to

use are on the market today. A number of

agencies have adopted them for fingerprint work.

The argon-ion laser and copper vapor

laser are expensive and somewhat cumbersome to use. The 532-nm lasers are expensive as well. Ordinary lamps, such as

xenon arc lamps, equipped with band-pass

optical filters to extract the blue-green

light used mostly for fingerprint fluorescence production, were examined from

the very outset as well. Such lamps began

to be commercialized by the mid-1980s

and are often referred to as alternate

light sources or forensic light sources.

They do not provide nearly the sensitivity

the large lasers are capable of, but they are

cheaper and easy to use. One can equip

them with a range of band-pass filters for

a variety of forensic examinations that

do not involve fingerprint detection.

In the early days of fingerprint detection with lasers, there was a need for a

chemical fingerprint detection procedure

that would lend itself to fluorescence visualization in order for the fluorescence

approach to be a universal one, capable

of detecting fingerprints, fresh or old, on

porous items such as paper. Ruhemann’s

purple (RP), namely the product of the

reaction of ninhydrin with amino acid, is

not fluorescent, which is unfortunate given

the wide use of ninhydrin for fingerprint

work. The remedy came in 1982 with the

discovery that a simple follow-on treatment with zinc chloride after ninhydrin

would convert the nonfluorescent RP to

a highly fluorescent complex, thus greatly

increasing the sensitivity of ninhydrin.

In the early 1980s, efforts began, most

notably in Israel, to synthesize ninhydrin
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analogs that would have the same chemical reactivity as ninhydrin but that would

have superior colorimetric or fluorescence

(in concert with zinc chloride) properties.

Benzo(f)ninhydrin in particular, first synthesized by Almog and coworkers in Israel,

was found, in concert with zinc chloride,

to be very nicely tailored to the 532-nm

laser, whereas ninhydrin/zinc chloride is

not very effective with this illumination,

being tailored, instead, to the argon-ion

laser. In 1988, Pounds reported the use of

1,8-diazafluoren-9-one (DFO) for the fluorescence detection of fingerprints on paper.

This reagent has since been adopted by

many fingerprint examiners as an alternative to ninhydrin/zinc chloride. In 1998,

1,2-indanediones were reported for fluorescence detection of fingerprints. These

compounds resemble ninhydrin but their

reaction chemistry with amino acid differs

from that of ninhydrin. There are claims

that 1,2-indanedione is the most sensitive

amino acid reagent yet devised for the

fluorescence detection of fingerprints.

In the early days of laser fingerprint

detection, old fingerprints on smooth surfaces, such as plastics, that might not be

amenable to dusting, posed considerable

problems. Development of such prints by

staining with fluorescent dye proved tricky

in that the dye solution tended to wash

fingerprints away, as would solutions of

chemical reagents. The situation changed

for the better with the advent of cyanoacrylate ester fuming (Super Glue fuming).

This material polymerizes on fingerprints

to stabilize them. A white polymer is

formed by which the fingerprint becomes

visible. The technique was first devised in

1978 by the Japanese National Police

Agency and was subsequently introduced to the United States by latent print

examiners of the U.S. Army Criminal

Investigation Laboratory in Japan and

of the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and

Firearms.

From the fluorescence perspective, cyanoacrylate ester fuming is marvelously

compatible with subsequent fluorescent
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dye staining and laser examination. The

dye intercalates within voids of the polymer. Very high sensitivity gain over the

Super Glue fuming alone is realized. A

number of fuming procedures have been

developed, including heat acceleration,

chemical acceleration, and, most recently,

fuming in a vacuum chamber. With the

latter, the formed polymer tends to be

colorless rather than white. Thus, the vacuum fuming is invariably followed by

fluorescent dye staining.

In the late 1980s, fingerprint detection

by reflective ultraviolet imaging systems

(RUVIS) was developed, first in Japan.

The light source typically is deep ultraviolet, namely a mercury lamp operating at

254 nm. When a fingerprint is located on a

smooth surface, the ultraviolet light is specularly reflected from it but diffusely from

the fingerprint. The article is inspected

through a camera or night vision goggle

that converts the UV light—invisible to

the eye—to visible light via an image intensifier. The illumination is at a suitable

angle such that the image intensifier only

sees the diffuse reflectance (from the fingerprint). RUVIS is a variant of oblique

lighting, long used for shoeprint examination, for instance. RUVIS is expensive,

cumbersome, and useful only in special

instances and thus is not widely employed.

Fluorescence represents the most sensitive approach to fingerprint detection currently available, and it is the approach of

choice, especially in serious cases. Inherent fingerprint fluorescence, dusting with

fluorescent powder, staining with fluorescent dye after Super Glue, and chemical

development with ninhydrin/zinc chloride, DFO, or 1,2-indanedione are the

bread-and-butter routine procedures. They

have amply proved their mettle in worldwide use.

Meanwhile, fluorescence approaches

have spilled over into other areas of forensic analysis, such as the detection of

elusive fibers, body fluids (mostly semen),

or bone and tooth fragments and the examination of documents for erasures,
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alterations, obliterations, or the like. Indeed, the labeling of DNA, which early on

involved radioactive tags, now makes use

of fluorescent tags as well. As a result of

concern with terrorism, fluorescence is beginning to find its way into field methods

for the detection of traces of explosives

and nerve agents. It is safe to say that

fluorescence methodology has become a

new paradigm in forensic analysis.



Future Developments

Fluorescence techniques, though generally

very sensitive, suffer from a major difficulty, namely that of background fluorescence. In the fingerprint context, that

background would come from the article

on which the fingerprint is located. Background fluorescences are ubiquitous and

often so intense that they completely mask

the fingerprint luminescence. Moreover,

they frequently are spectrally very broad,

such that there is a background component of the same luminescence color as that

of the fingerprint. Thus, optical filtering is

ineffective.

To make fingerprints detectable by

fluorescence under these conditions, timeresolved techniques can be employed.

Their details are left to the references.

The feasibility of time-resolved fingerprint

imaging was demonstrated by Menzel as

early as 1979, but the technology to produce a practical instrument was not

available then. Worse still, a range of fingerprint treatments that would produce

luminescences with long lifetimes, as required in time-resolved imaging, did not

exist either. With the advent of microchannel plate image intensifiers in the

mid-1980s, it became possible to construct

instruments that had practicality potential. By the early 1990s, the instrumentation issue was largely under control. The

accompanying fingerprint treatment issue

took longer to come to grips with. By the

late 1980s, researchers began to gravitate



toward europium-based fingerprint treatments because europium luminesces with

an exceptionally long lifetime. By the mid1990s, luminescent europium powders and

staining dyes had materialized.

The chemical development of fingerprints, akin to ninhydrin, especially for

old fingerprints, was more recalcitrant.

That chemistry is now in hand as well,

using SYPRO Rose Plus Protein Blot

Stain, although, no doubt, improvements

in europium-based chemical fingerprint

processing remain desirable.

Although much progress has been

made in the time-resolved methodology,

several factors have so far mitigated

against its adoption by law enforcement.

The main one is the complexity of the

instrumentation, which calls for a highly

trained operator. Instrument cost is an

issue as well. Furthermore, specialized fingerprint treatments pertain that otherwise

would not be used.

An instrumentation design change

reported in 2004 by Menzel and Menzel

makes for a system that is much simpler

and cheaper than the earlier ones, and

even shows portability potential. The expensive computer controlled intensified

and gateable CCD camera of earlier instruments is eliminated altogether and is

replaced by the human eye for the observation of the time-resolved fingerprint.

Most any garden variety photographic

camera can then be employed for the recording of the fingerprint. The system

still uses a laser, but one can foresee a

further simplification and cost saving by

replacing the laser with an electronically

controlled array of light-emitting diodes

(LEDs). The LED technology has matured greatly in recent years, such that

such controlled arrays are now available.

One can thus envision miniaturizing the

instrument to where it may be worn at

the crime scene, much like night vision

goggles. It should be emphasized, though,

that the instrumentation is still wedded

to the europium-based fingerprint treatment strategy.
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Even though the time-resolved fluorescence detection of fingerprints is not entirely mature yet, there is little doubt that

in time it will become part of the fingerprint examiner’s arsenal.

E. ROLAND MENZEL

See also Forensic Evidence; Forensic Investigations; Forensic Science
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FIREARMS AVAILABILITY

AND HOMICIDE RATES

The question of whether firearms availability helps cause homicides is important

for two reasons. First, scholars want to

understand why homicide rates differ over

space and time, and access to guns may

partly account for the patterns. Firearms

are then one of many factors that might

explain variations in the rates, making the

relationship a matter of theoretical interest.

Second, and more controversially, the

link between firearms and homicides has

a bearing on gun control policies. If widespread gun ownership promotes lethal violence, stricter regulations may lead to

fewer murders. If gun availability does

not affect homicides, gun control laws
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will be of only symbolic value. Knowing

that people have ready access to guns

might even deter some potential killers,

and tighter restrictions could endanger

public safety.

No doubt exists that many murderers

use firearms—usually handguns—to commit their crimes. Currently, guns are the

instruments of death in about 65% of

homicides in the United States. In 2002,

firearms accounted for more than nine

thousand killings in the nation, with

seven thousand of these due to handguns

(Federal Bureau of Investigation 2002a).

Homicides of police officers are even

more likely to involve firearms than homicides of other citizens. Between 1993 and

2002, gunshot wounds claimed the lives of

93% of all law enforcement officers murdered in the line of duty (Federal Bureau

of Investigation 2002b). Lester (1987)

shows that the risk of firearm murder

for a city police officer rises with the gun

murder rate in the city at large.

Despite these figures, it does not necessarily follow that gun ownership levels

influence homicidal violence. Homicide

rates may depend mostly on the number

of persons who wish to kill. If guns were

not handy, murderers might simply switch

to other weapons.

Two issues have received special attention in studying the impact of gun availability on murder. The first of these is a

theory to explain how firearm ownership

levels might affect homicide rates. The

second is how much association exists

between the two variables.



Weapon Choice Theory

The mechanism most often used to link

firearm ownership to homicides is the weapon choice theory proposed by Zimring

(1968; Zimring and Hawkins 1997). The

theory rests on the idea that murderers

often do not set out with a desire to kill.

A robbery goes awry, for example, or an



argument spirals into violence. The offender attacks the victim with whatever

weapon is at hand, ending the assault

after causing injury. The victim’s fate

then depends heavily on the weapon. If

the weapon is highly lethal, it is more

likely that the victim will die.

According to the weapon choice theory,

shootings are more deadly than are other

methods of attack. If fewer guns were

available, the offender would not be as

likely to have one and would use a less

effective weapon instead, reducing the

chances of death.

The theory assumes that people who are

bent on killing can find guns if they make

enough effort. Yet they must make more

effort when firearms are less available, and

fewer assailants will have a gun nearby if

general levels of ownership are low.

The weapon choice theory suggests that

lower rates of firearm ownership will not

change the total amount of criminal violence. Violent persons can, and will, use

other weapons. Still, if these weapons are

not as dangerous as guns, assaults will not

as often end as murders.



Evaluation of the Weapon

Choice Theory

The weapon choice theory claims that

guns are especially lethal instruments and

that homicides are often unintentional.

There is little question about the first

point. In Zimring’s (1968) study, the

death rate for persons attacked with guns

was five times higher than the death rate

for persons attacked with knives.

It is not as easy to estimate how many

murderers lack a firm wish to kill. This

depends on motivations, and motivations

can be elusive. Scattered evidence does

suggest that criminal shootings are often

a matter of chance. In one research project, Wright and Rossi (1986) surveyed a

sample of felons about the weapons they

used. Of the felons who had fired a gun
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during a crime, only 23% said that they

had originally planned to do so.

These and other data measure motivations after the fact, and this part of the

theory probably will remain arguable.

The theory also does not consider the

role that armed citizens might play in

discouraging violent attacks. Due to issues such as these, the effect of firearm

ownership on homicides must be found

empirically.



Evidence on the Relationship

between Firearm Availability and

Homicides

Figure 1 plots homicides per hundred

thousand residents of the United States

and new firearms offered for sale per

thousand residents. The data are annual,

between 1950 and 1999. Both variables

follow similar trends, with changes in the

homicide rate roughly mirroring changes

in the stock of new guns.



This comparison suggests that the relationship between firearm ownership and

homicides deserves additional study. By

itself, however, it is not enough to show

that rising levels of gun availability lead to

increases in murder. This is so for three

reasons.

First, the number of firearms in private

hands is difficult to measure. Estimates of

available guns in the United States vary

widely, and useful figures do not exist for

areas smaller than the entire nation. Figure 1 uses new guns, and homicides may

also involve firearms that people obtained

in earlier years. Guns wear out over time,

and no one knows how many older weapons remain in service.

Second, firearm ownership may depend

partly on the same social conditions that

generate homicide rates. To take only one

example, attitudes favorable to violence

may lead to higher levels of gun access

and also to higher rates of murder. As

far as this is so, the association between

gun ownership and homicides exists only

because of common causes.



Figure 1 Homicides per hundred thousand and new firearm per thousand in the United States,

1950–1999.
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Third, much firearm ownership may be

a response to crime. That is, people may

obtain guns to protect themselves as homicide rates rise. Then the two variables will

be correlated because homicides help

cause the demand for guns.

Many studies have considered the link

between gun availability and homicides,

and most have tried to deal with one or

more of these problems. No study has

satisfied all critics, and not all findings

are in accord (Hemenway 2004; Kleck

1997). The bulk of this research nevertheless points in the same direction.

Studies of the Entire United States or

of U.S. States

Several studies examine the stock of firearms and homicide rates in the entire

United States or in individual states. As

in Figure 1, they measure gun availability

using data on firearm sales or production.

Examples are Kleck (1984), Magaddino

and Medoff (1984), and Sorenson and

Berk (2001). Each study included controls

for common causes of gun availability and

murders. Kleck and Magaddino and

Medoff also considered whether homicide

rates affected ownership levels. Except

for Kleck, these researchers all found

that increases in homicides accompanied

increases in the supply of guns.

Studies that use production or sales figures must allow for the average lifetime of a

firearm. Any estimate is no more than a

guess, and errors here may affect the conclusions. In addition, murder rates are highest

in large cities, but firearms are most common in rural areas. Findings for the nation

or states may then rest on false correlations between crimes committed in urban

areas and gun ownership in rural areas.

Studies of Cities and Counties in

the United States

A second set of studies considers the association between firearms and homicides



in U.S. cities or counties. These smaller

areas avoid some of the problems with

using the nation or states, but no accurate

counts of gun owners exist for them. The

city and county studies must therefore

gauge firearm availability from indirect

indicators. Common indicators include

the fraction of robberies committed with

guns, the fraction of suicides committed

with guns, and sales of gun-oriented

magazines. The values of these indicators presumably increase with levels of

ownership.

Research that uses this approach

includes Cook (1979), Duggan (2001),

Kleck and Patterson (1993), and McDowall

(1991). Each study controlled for common causes of firearm ownership and homicide, and Duggan, Kleck, and Patterson,

and McDowall allowed for a mutual relationship between the two variables. Cook

found that city robbery-murder rates

rose with the volume of available guns.

Duggan found that availability predicted

homicide rates in a sample of counties,

and McDowall found that availability

influenced homicide rates in Detroit. In

contrast, Kleck and Patterson concluded

that gun ownership was unrelated to

the murder rates of the cities that they

examined.

These studies assume that firearm availability in a city or county depends on how

often its residents use guns. Yet no indicator of use will be a completely satisfactory

measure. One limitation is that most indicators focus on violent acts, and so they

may have only a weak relationship to the

number of responsible owners.

Employing a different strategy, a highly

publicized study by Lott (2000) compared

homicide rates before and after states relaxed their laws on carrying concealed

weapons. Lott found that homicides fell

after the laws began, and he argued that

this was due to easier access to guns by

honest citizens. Yet his study did not measure actual changes in available guns, and

critics have serious doubts about its conclusions (Hemenway 2004).
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International Studies

A third approach compares murder rates

in nations that differ in their amount of

access to firearms. In one study of this

type, Killias (1993) used survey data to

estimate gun ownership in fourteen

nations. Ownership levels ranged from

very high (the United States) to very low

(the Netherlands), and homicides increased with ownership. Hemenway and Miller

(2000) likewise correlated measures of

firearm availability with homicide rates in

twenty-six nations. As with Killias, they

found that nations with higher gun availability had higher homicide rates.

Killias, von Kesteren, and Rindlisbacher

(2001) used the same procedures as Killias,

but they expanded the number of nations

they examined to twenty-one. Unlike the

original Killias study, their results showed

little connection between gun ownership

and homicide rates. This difference was

mainly due to the presence of Estonia in

the second study. Estonia had low levels of

ownership, and its crime rates had surged

after the breakup of the Soviet Union.

The fragile findings show a general

problem with the international research:

Only a few observations exist, and unusual

cases can skew the results. Culture and

history also complicate the comparisons,

because both gun ownership and homicide

are due in part to features unique to a

nation. These features are hard to measure, and the small number of countries

makes it difficult to control them.



Magnitude and Implications of the

Relationship

Although the findings are not entirely consistent, studies using different methods

largely agree that homicide rates rise as

firearms become more available. Importantly, however, the sizes of the associations are often small. McDowall (1991)

estimated that Detroit’s 1986 homicide
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rate would have been 4% lower if access

to guns had been at 1980 levels. Yet even

then, the city’s 1986 rate would have been

a 45% increase above its 1980 value.

Cook’s (1979) results showed that a 10%

decrease in gun availability would reduce

a city’s rate of robbery-murder by only

4%. This broadly agrees with Duggan

(2001), who found that a 10% drop in

county gun ownership would reduce total

homicide rates by 2%.

Firearm availability may therefore have

only a relatively modest impact on murder

rates. The United States has many guns,

and only a tiny fraction of owners use

them in criminal violence. This makes it

hard to find effective prevention policies,

and it ensures that restrictive gun control

laws will be controversial.

DAVID MCDOWALL

See also Crime Control Strategies: Gun

Control; Firearms: Guns and the Gun Culture; Firearms Regulation and Control
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FIREARMS: GUNS AND THE

GUN CULTURE

Guns are versatile tools, useful in providing

meat for the table, eliminating varmints

and pests, providing entertainment for

those who have learned to enjoy the sporting uses, and protecting life and property

against criminal predators, so their broad

appeal is not surprising (Cook, Moore,

and Braga 2002). They are an especially

common feature of rural life, where wild

animals provide both a threat and an



opportunity for sport. As America has

become more urban and more violent,

however, the demand for guns has become

increasingly motivated by the need for

protection against other people (Cook,

Moore, and Braga 2002).

Gun enthusiasts are sometimes portrayed by the media as ‘‘nuts,’’ ‘‘sexuallywarped fetishists,’’ ‘‘vigilantes,’’ and ‘‘anticitizens’’ (Kates 1997, 9). Research on gun

owners, however, reveals that they are not

more likely to be racist, sexist, or violence

prone than non–gun owners (Kleck 1991).

Only a small fraction of privately owned

firearms are ever involved in crime or unlawful violence (Kleck 1991). For many

Americans, guns are an integral and essential part of their identity. Guns are revered

as a liberator and guarantor of freedom;

guns symbolize independence and self-reliance (Slotkin 2003). For many young men,

guns can be a symbol of masculinity, status, aggressiveness, danger, and arousal

(Fagan and Wilkinson 1998). Not surprisingly, gun owners are more likely to approve of ‘‘defensive force’’ to defend

victims when compared to their non–gun

owning counterparts (Kates 1997).

The gun culture plays a central role in

the contentious American debate on guns

and gun control. Three key areas provide

important insights on the role the gun

culture plays in the larger gun debate:

gun ownership patterns, the Second Amendment and the ‘‘rights and responsibilities’’ perspective, and the uses of guns for

self-defense.



Patterns of Gun Ownership

The 1994 National Survey of the Private

Ownership of Firearms (NSPOF) by the

National Opinion Research Center found

that 41% of American households included at least one firearm. Approximately 29% of adults say that they personally

own a gun. These percentages reflect an

apparent decline in the prevalence of gun
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ownership since the 1970s (Cook and Ludwig 1996). While the prevalence of gun

ownership has declined, it appears that

the number of guns in private hands has

been increasing rapidly. Since 1970, total

sales of new guns have accounted for more

than half of all the guns sold during this

century, and the total now in circulation is

on the order of two hundred million

(Cook and Ludwig 1996).

How can this volume of sales be reconciled with the decline in the prevalence of

ownership? Part of the answer is in the

growth in population (and the more

rapid growth in the number of households) during this period; millions of new

guns were required to arm the baby boom

cohorts. Beyond that is the likelihood that

the average gun owner has increased the

size of his or her collection (Wright 1981).

The NSPOF estimates that gun-owning

households average 4.4 guns, up substantially from the 1970s (Cook and Ludwig

1996). Kleck (1991), however, suggests

that the true prevalence trended upward

during the past couple of decades and that

survey respondents have become increasingly reluctant to admit to gun ownership

during this period.

One addition for many gun-owning

households has been a handgun. The significance of this trend toward increased

handgun ownership lies in the fact that

while rifles and shotguns are acquired primarily for sporting purposes, handguns

are primarily intended for use against people, either in crime or self-defense. The

increase in handgun prevalence corresponds to a large increase in the relative

importance of handguns in retail sales:

Since the early 1970s, the handgun fraction

of new-gun sales has increased from onethird to near one-half (Cook 1993). The

Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms

and Explosives (ATF) estimated that one

out of every two new guns sold in the

United States in the early 1990s was a

handgun. In the late 1990s, the handgun

share of all new gun sales decreased to

about 40% (ATF 2000).
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Some of the increased handgun sales

have been to urban residents who have

no experience with guns but are convinced

they need one for self-protection, as suggested by the surges in handgun sales after

the Los Angeles riots and other such

events (Kellerman and Cook 1999). But

while the prevalence of handgun ownership has increased substantially during

the past three decades, it remains true

now as in 1959 that most who possess a

handgun also own one or more rifles and

shotguns. The 1994 National Survey of the

Private Ownership of Firearms found that

just 20.4% of gun-owning individuals have

only handguns, while 35.6% have only

long guns and 43.5% have both.

These statistics suggest that people who

have acquired guns for self-protection are

for the most part also hunters and target

shooters. Indeed, only 46% of gun owners

say that they own a gun primarily for selfprotection against crime, and only 26%

keep a gun loaded. Most (80%) grew up

in a house with a gun. The demographic

patterns of gun ownership are no surprise:

Most owners are men, and the men who

are most likely to own a gun reside in rural

areas or small towns and were reared in

such small places (Kleck 1991). The regional pattern gives the highest prevalence

to the states of the Mountain Census

Region, followed by the South and Midwest. Blacks are less likely to own guns

than whites, in part because the black population is more urban. The likelihood

of gun ownership increases with income

and age.

The fact that guns fit much more comfortably into rural life than urban life

raises a question. In 1940, 49% of teenagers were living in rural areas; by 1960,

that had dropped to 34% and by 1990, to

27%. What will happen to gun ownership

patterns as new generations with less connection to rural life come along? Hunting

is already on the decline: The absolute

number of hunting licenses issued in 1990

was about the same as in 1970 despite the

growth in population, indicating a decline
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in the percentage of people who hunt

(Cook, Moore, and Braga 2002). Confirming evidence comes from the National

Survey of Wildlife-Associated Recreation,

which found that 7.2% of adults age sixteen and above were hunters in 1990, compared with 8.9% in 1970. This trend may

eventually erode the importance of the

rural sporting culture that has dominated

the gun ‘‘scene.’’ In its place is an ever

greater focus on the criminal and selfdefense uses of guns (Cook, Moore, and

Braga 2002).



The Second Amendment and the

‘‘Rights and Responsibilities’’

Perspective on Guns

Very much in the foreground of the debate

on guns and gun control lies the Second

Amendment, which states, ‘‘A well regulated Militia, being necessary to the security of a free State, the right of the people

to keep and bear Arms, shall not be infringed.’’ The proper interpretation of this

statement has been contested in recent

years. Scholars arguing the constitutionality of gun control measures focus on the

militia clause and conclude that this is a

right given to state governments (Vernick

and Teret 1999). Others assert that the

right is given to ‘‘the people’’ rather than

to the states, just as are the rights conferred in the First Amendment, and that

the Founding Fathers were very much

committed to the notion of an armed citizenry as a defense against both tyranny

and crime (Kates 1992; Halbrook 1986).

The Supreme Court has not chosen to

clarify the matter, having ruled only once

during this century on a Second Amendment issue, and that on a rather narrow technical basis. William Van Alstyne (1994)

argues that the Second Amendment has

generated almost no useful body of law to

date, substantially because of the Supreme

Court’s inertia on the subject. In his view,

Second Amendment law is currently as



undeveloped as First Amendment law was

up until Holmes and Brandeis began taking it seriously in a series of opinions in the

1920s. Indeed, no federal court has ever

overturned a gun control law on Second

Amendment grounds.

Regardless of the concerns that motivated our founding fathers in crafting the

Bill of Rights, the notion that private possession of pistols and rifles is a protection

against tyranny may strike the modern

reader as anachronistic—or perhaps all

too contemporary when recent events with

such groups as the Branch Davidians and

the Aryan Nation are considered. Much

more compelling for many people is the

importance of protecting the capacity for

self-defense against criminals. Some commentators go so far as to assert that there

is a public duty for private individuals to

defend against criminal predation, now

just as there was in 1789 (when there

were no police).

The idea that citizens have responsibility for their own self-defense is now widely

embraced by police executives and is central to the ‘‘community policing’’ strategy,

which seeks to establish a close working

partnership between the police and the

community. But the emphasis in this approach is on community-building activities such as the formation of block watch

groups or neighborhood patrols, rather

than on individual armaments. The argument is that if all reliable people were to

equip themselves with guns both in the

home and out, there would be far less

predatory crime (Snyder 1993; Polsby

1993).

Other commentators, less sanguine

about the possibility of creating a more

civil society by force of arms, also stress

the public duty of gun owners, but with an

emphasis on responsible use: storing them

safely away from children and burglars,

learning how to operate them properly,

exercising good judgment in deploying

them when feeling threatened, and so

forth (Karlson and Hartgarten 1997). In

any event, the right to bear arms, like the
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right of free speech, is not absolute but is

subject to reasonable restrictions and carries with it certain civic responsibilities.

The appropriate extent of those restrictions and responsibilities, however, remains

an unresolved issue.



Self-Defense Uses of Guns

While guns do enormous damage in crime,

they also provide some crime victims with

the means of escaping serious injury or

property loss (Cook, Moore, and Braga

2002). The National Crime Victimization

Survey (NCVS) is generally considered the

most reliable source of information on

predatory crime, since it has been in the

field for more than two decades and incorporates the best thinking of survey methodologists. From this source it would

appear that use of guns in self-defense

against criminal predation is rather rare,

occurring on the order of a hundred thousand times per year (Cook, Ludwig, and

Hemenway 1997).

Of particular interest is the likelihood

that a gun will be used in self-defense

against an intruder. Cook (1991), using

the NCVS data, found that only 3% of

victims were able to deploy a gun against

someone who broke in (or attempted to do

so) while they were at home. Since 40% of

all households have a gun, it is quite rare

for victims to be able to deploy a gun

against intruders even when they have

one handy.

Gary Kleck and Marc Gertz (1995) have

suggested a far higher estimate of 2.5 million self-defense uses each year and conclude that guns are used more commonly

in self-defense than in crime. However,

Cook, Ludwig, and Hemenway (1997)

have demonstrated that Kleck and Gertz’s

high estimate may result from problems

inherent in their research design. There is

also no clear sense of how many homicides

were justifiable in the sense of being committed in self-defense (Kleck 1991).
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Of course, even if we had reliable estimates on the volume of such events, we

would want to know more before reaching any conclusion. It is quite possible that

most ‘‘self-defense’’ uses occur in circumstances that are normatively ambiguous:

chronic violence within a marriage, gang

fights, robberies of drug dealers, or encounters with groups of young men who simply

appear threatening (Cook, Moore, and

Braga 2002). In one survey of convicted

felons in prison, the most common reason

offered for carrying a gun was self-defense

(Wright and Rossi 1986); a similar finding

emerged from a study of juveniles incarcerated for serious criminal offenses (Smith

1996). Self-defense conjures up an image of

the innocent victim using a gun to fend off

an unprovoked criminal assault, but in fact

many ‘‘self-defense’’ cases may not be so

commendable (Cook, Moore, and Braga

2002).

The intimidating power of a gun may

help explain the effectiveness of using one

in self-defense. According to one study of

NCVS data, in burglaries of occupied

dwellings only 5% of victims who used

guns in self-defense were injured, compared with 25% of those who resisted with

other weapons (Cook 1991). Other studies

have confirmed that victims of predatory

crime who are able to resist with a gun

are generally successful in thwarting the

crime and avoiding injury (Kleck 1988;

McDowall, Loftin, and Wiersema 1992).

But the interpretation of this result is

open to some question. Self-defense with

a gun is a rare event in crimes such as

burglary and robbery, and the cases where

the victim does use a gun differ from others

in ways that help account for the differential success of the gun defense. In particular, other means of defense usually are

attempted after the assailant threatens or

attacks the victim, whereas those who use

guns in self-defense are relatively likely

to be the first to threaten or use force

(McDowall, Loftin, and Wiersema 1992).

Given this difference in the sequence of

events, and the implied difference in the
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competence or intentions of the perpetrator, the proper interpretation of the statistical evidence concerning weapon-specific

success rates in self-defense is unclear

(Cook 1991).

The ability of law-abiding citizens to be

armed in public has been facilitated in

recent years by changes in a number of

state laws governing licensing to carry a

concealed weapon, and by 1997 a majority

of states had liberal provisions that enable

most adults to obtain a license to carry

firearms. A controversial study (Lott and

Mustard 1997; Lott 2000) found evidence

that states that liberalized their concealedcarry regulations enjoyed a reduction in

violent crime rates as a result, presumably

because some would-be assailants were

deterred by the increased likelihood that

their victim would be armed. However,

other researchers, using the same data,

conclude that there is no evidence of a

deterrent effect (see Ludwig 2000 for a

comprehensive review).

Many analysts are also skeptical of the

deterrent effects of easing concealed-carry

laws because the prevalence of carrying by

likely victims is too small (less than 2% of

adult residents) to generate the very large

effects on homicide and rape suggested by

the Lott studies (Cook, Moore, and Braga

2002). Given the available evidence, it is

difficult to make firm conclusions about

the effects of these laws on preventing

crime.

ANTHONY A. BRAGA

See also Crime Control Strategies: Gun

Control; Firearms Availability and Homicide Rates; Firearms: History; Firearms

Regulation and Control; Firearms Tracing
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Technological Developments

Firearm technology changed dramatically

during the nineteenth century. The standard handgun in the early 1800s was a

single-shot flintlock pistol loaded from

the muzzle using black powder and a
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lead ball. These were available wrapped

together in the form of a paper cartouche.

The priming charge was poured into a

small pan covered by a steel frizzen that

sat in the arcing path of the spring-loaded

cock. The cock grasped a piece of flint

that, when the trigger was pressed, sprang

forward to strike the steel frizzen to produce a shower of sparks. During the second quarter of the 1800s, the pressuresensitive percussion cap containing fulminate of mercury came into use, and the

flintlock gradually gave way to the new

percussion lock. Importantly, this small

explosive cap made it possible for Samuel

Colt to design his multishot ‘‘revolver.’’

Colt’s Paterson model revolver and

other ‘‘cap-and-ball’’ style handguns of

this general design had revolving cylinders

typically featuring five or six chambers

that could be loaded with powder and

ball and left capped for immediate use.

Prior to this development there was the

major impediment to sustained and effective self-defense in that one had to have

handy as many pistols as one might desire

available shots. The revolver’s half-dozen

shots therefore was a tremendous leap forward in a person’s capacity to counter an

assault.

The next major development displaced

the old technology of loose powder and

lead ball, as well as the handier paper

cartouche, through the introduction of

the durable and far more reliable metallic

cartridge. The self-contained metallic cartridge accomplishes several important

ends; it confines the powder in its cavity

and has its ignition source on one end in

the form of a primer fitted into the base

and at the other end, its bullet. Metallic

cartridges are relatively impervious to

moisture that always had plagued gunpowder.

The next major development was to

bore the chambers of the revolver’s cylinder straight through to accommodate metallic cartridges being inserted from the

rear. Perhaps the most popular example

is Colt’s Firearms’ Peacemaker.45 caliber
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introduced in 1873, which many consider to

have been the standard of its day. For the

military and police use, however, the ‘‘singleaction’’ Peacemaker that was thumb-cocked

prior to each shot would soon give way to

double-action revolvers that had a second

mechanism for simply pressing the trigger

to cock and fire the revolver. These revolvers also would come to feature a swingout cylinder to facilitate easier and quicker

loading.

The metallic cartridge’s final major development came around 1900, when

‘‘smokeless’’ propellants began to displace

the black powder that discharged thick

smoke that grew thicker with subsequent

shots. This metallic cartridge was the catalyst for another technological leap around

the turn of the century: the semiautomatic

handgun. This type of handgun, also referred to as ‘‘self-loading,’’ holds its ammunition not in a revolver cylinder but,

rather, stacked inside a spring-loaded

magazine that is then inserted into the

frame of the pistol. During the span of the

nineteenth century, the single-shot flintlock pistol that might be loaded and fired

two to perhaps three times a minute gave

way to semiautomatic handguns capable

of continuous firing.



Arming of the U.S. Police

Nineteenth-century municipal patrolmen

did not at first routinely carry handguns.

The infrequent but sometimes calamitous

riots in large urban areas gave some impetus to carrying handguns, but the uncertainties imbedded in routine police work

provided the principal motivation. Precisely how officers and their departments

approached the matter of carrying handguns during the late nineteenth century

remains difficult to chronicle, but we gain

some sense of this from among the larger

urban departments. For example, in 1857,

New York State quietly provided its

‘‘Metropolitan’’ police in New York City



with revolvers that were to be carried in a

uniform pocket. Detroit patrolmen were

not provided with revolvers through the

mid-1860s, but they were allowed to

carry personally owned handguns. In the

mid-1880s, the Boston Police Commission

armed its patrolmen with Smith & Wesson

.38 caliber revolvers. Near the turn of

the century, Commissioner Roosevelt in

New York City (NYPD) settled on a .32

caliber Colt’s Firearms revolver as the

department’s approved, though not issued, handgun. By the early 1900s, the

official or unofficial norm was to carry

handguns, and carrying them concealed

gradually gave way to wearing them in

a holster worn in plain view over their

uniforms.

Colt’s Firearms and Smith & Wesson

dominated the U.S. police handgun market for roughly a century. The most popular cartridge was the Smith & Wesson

.38 Special cartridge that the firm introduced in the early 1900s. Other revolver

cartridges were developed during the middle of the twentieth century—such as the

Smith & Wesson ‘‘magnums’’ in .357 caliber in 1935, .44 caliber in 1955, and .41

caliber in 1963—but were not widely

adopted by U.S. police even though they

offered far more power than available in a

.38 S&W Special. This was due to practical drawbacks; the revolvers designed for

these cartridges usually were more expensive as well as larger and heavier, ammunition was more expensive, and they

produced far heavier recoil, louder muzzle

blast, and brighter flash in the barrel

lengths favored by police.

Semiautomatic pistols were introduced

to the civilian market around the turn of

the century, and the U.S. Army adopted

Colt’s Model of 1911 in .45 Automatic

Colt Pistol (ACP) in the early 1900s. U.S.

police remained faithful to various doubleaction, swing-out cylinder models by Colt’s

Firearms and Smith & Wesson chambered in .38 Special through the mid1980s. Among the earliest departments

to make the change were the El Monte,
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California, Police Department, which adopted the Colt 1911 pistol in .45 ACP in

1966, and the Illinois State Police, which

adopted Smith & Wesson’s Model 39 double-action semiautomatic pistol in 1967.

Revolvers gave up noticeable ground to

semiautomatic pistols in the mid-1980s

and today essentially have been replaced.

Now it is rare to see anything other than a

semiautomatic pistol in a police officer’s

holster. This also has had the effect of

ushering in manufacturers that were relatively new to the U.S. police market, such

as Beretta, Glock, and SigArms.

The Beretta and SigArms pistols usually are of the double-action variety in that

the first shot is fired by way of a comparatively heavy, long pull on the trigger that

both cocks and then releases the hammer.

This is somewhat like the double-action

revolver’s trigger-cocking and helps explain this design’s appeal. Subsequent

shots with the double-action semiautomatic pistol, however, are fired using the

second action that involves a shorter, lighter press on the trigger. This is because the

hammer remains cocked after each shot.

Some models are available in ‘‘doubleaction only,’’ dispensing with the part of

the mechanism that enables the shorter,

lighter trigger press. The other major style

of firing mechanism is the single-action

venerable Colt Model of 1911 and the more

recent Glock that features only one mechanism and thus a single manner for activating

the firing mechanism.

Three pistol cartridges currently are

popular among U.S. police. Two of these

are the long-standing 9mm Parabellum

and the .45 ACP, both of which trace

their roots to the early 1900s, and the

third is the .40 Smith & Wesson introduced

in the 1990s. Glock added its .45 Glock

Automatic Pistol (GAP) cartridge in 2004,

which is a ballistic twin to the .45 ACP.

The .45 GAP’s shorter overall length, however, permits its use in Glock’s already

established line of smaller framed pistols

designed for the 9mm and .40 S&W

cartridges. This can be advantageous to
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officers with smaller hands because of the

reduced circumference of the frame.



Proficiency Training

Across the first half-century of U.S. policing

(1840s–1890s), there essentially was no

handgun instruction, and during the second half-century (1900s–1940s), it remained

the exception to the rule. Handgun safety

and proficiency instruction first appeared

in New York City in 1895 when its police

commissioner, Theodore Roosevelt, introduced semiannual bull’s-eye target shooting through the School of Pistol Practice

that he established. Although the approximately twenty shots fired by each patrolman seems very unlikely to have had much

practical effect—contemporary entry-level

training consumes two to three thousand

cartridges per officer—this enlightened

step nudged police practices toward meaningfully improving both officer and public

safety.

In the 1920s, the National Rifle Association (NRA) (est. 1871) championed the

introduction and improvement of handgun proficiency among the police from

the editorial page to its national matches.

NRA developed some practical shooting

contests better suited to its practicalminded police contestants than the 25and 50-yard bull’s-eye target matches.

These police matches featured such elements as humanoid silhouette instead of

bull’s-eye targets; simulated urban settings

where targets appeared and disappeared

from windows, doors, and corners or

other concealed positions; and moving

targets. NRA offered instructor development courses for police firearms instructors through it Small Arms Firing School,

and it encouraged local affiliates to provide firing range access, instruction, and

other assistance to state and local police.

During the 1930s and 1940s, the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) was in its

ascendancy as a law enforcement agency.
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When its special agents were authorized by

Congress in 1934 to be routinely armed, the

FBI first looked to conventional military

handgun training but then, around 1940,

developed its well-known Practical Pistol

Course (PPC), which became the basis for

innumerable variants used widely by state

and local police well into the 1980s. The

generic elements of the PPC include a humanoid target; at least one close target

distance of seven yards in better keeping

with violent encounters; and greater emphasis upon gun handling such as drawing

the handgun from its holster and reloading under time pressure.

Beginning in the 1980s, police slowly

began to move toward more realistic firearms and deadly force training that reflects

substantial change in the types and extents

of marksmanship and gun handling skills,

emphasis on tactics and judgment, and

more comprehensive curriculum design

and sophisticated instructional methods.

Judgment and decision making are far

more common today through live-fire tactics training, role-playing scenarios, and

computer simulation exercises. Most recently, integrated training—for example, combining in one extended scenario such things

as car stop procedures, approaching suspects, communication skills, applying

one’s knowledge of the law, cues that

might warn of pending assault, and physical and weapon-based use of force to include firearms–has been advanced as a

means for achieving more realism.

These approaches seem far more likely

to enhance police potential for dealing

with dangerous encounters than that previously offered by the static and seemingly irrelevant nature of bull’s-eye target

shooting or the rote nature of PPC courses

that together formed the foundation for

police firearms training during the twentieth century.

GREGORY B. MORRISON
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FIREARMS REGULATION

AND CONTROL

The actual number of firearms in the

United States is impossible to count with

confidence, but Reiss and Roth (1993, 256)

compiled a list of the best estimates of gun

totals: ‘‘60–100 million in 1968 (Newton

and Zimring 1969), 100–140 million in

1978 (Wright, Rossi, and Daly 1983), and

130–170 million in 1988 (Cook 1991).’’ In

terms of the purchase and sale of firearms

in the United States, recent data from the

Annual Firearms Manufacturing and Exportation report from the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives

(ATF) indicate that more than four million new firearms were added into commerce in 1999 (ATF 2002). Hahn et al.

(2003) estimate that approximately 4.5

million new firearms are sold each year in

the United States, including two million

handguns, and Cook, Molliconi, and

Cole (1995) and Cook and Ludwig (1996)

estimate that secondhand firearms transactions (sales, trades, or gifts) range from

2 million to 4.5 million annually.

Most firearms policies in the United

States focus on regulating the primary

firearms market. The primary market

encompasses the transfer of firearms by

mainstream sources such as firearms manufacturers, retail gun dealers, and pawnbrokers (see Wintemute 2002 for a

description of the character of legal and

illegal firearms markets). A firearm enters

the secondary market once it is in private

hands and is transferred by an individual

who is not a licensed firearms dealer to

another individual (Cook, Molliconi, and

Cole 1995). It is far easier in the primary

market to identify and regulate who

should and should not buy, own, or possess a firearm. Once a firearm has moved

into the secondary market, it is difficult to

identify and regulate who is eligible to purchase and own a gun. In addition to the

regulation of the manufacture, transfer,

and possession of guns, firearms policies
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in the United States attempt to control

the illegal use and transfer of firearms.

Firearms policy frameworks are often

organized in terms of the sequence of decisions associated with a firearm from its

manufacturer through its ownership and

on to its potential legal or illegal use. This

type of policy framework can be characterized as a firearms life cycle approach

to organizing firearms regulations and

laws in the United States. Under this

schema firearms laws and regulations are

organized with respect to each stage in the

life cycle of a firearm, from manufacture

through its potential uses. From a policy

analysis perspective this framework is useful for (1) identifying the particular point

in the transfer, possession, or use of a

firearm that is typically the focus of firearms laws and regulations and (2) highlighting the actors/agencies responsible

for carrying out specific policies and regulations. Firearms regulations are examined in terms of the Firearms and Gun

Violence Policy Life Cycle Framework:

1. Manufacture/import controls

2. Individual sale/purchase/ownership

3. Handling/carrying/storage/

accessibility

4. Use in a crime—penalty enhancements

5. Recovery—gun buybacks/exchange

programs

6. Firearms tracing

7. Civil liability litigation



Manufacture/Import Controls

As articulated in the Gun Control Act of

1968 (GCA), the regulation of guns begins

with either the manufacture or importation of a firearm. When this occurs, the

firearm is considered a durable good and

becomes subject to regulation. A manufacturer is defined as ‘‘any person engaged

in the business of manufacturing firearms
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or ammunition for purposes of sale or distribution’’ [18 U.S.C. 44 Sec. 921 (a) (10)].

An importer is defined as ‘‘any person

engaged in the business of importing or

bringing firearms or ammunition into the

United States for purposes of sale or distribution’’ [18 U.S.C. 44 Sec. 921 (a) (9)].

As required by the GCA of 1968, both

manufacturers and importers need to be

licensed in order to engage in business. An

application must be submitted to the ATF.

This license allows the licensee to transport, ship, and receive firearms and ammunition covered by such license in interstate

or foreign commerce while the license is

valid. Each applicant (licensee) must be at

least twenty-one years of age and have a

place of business that does not violate state

or local laws. Once a license has been granted, the manufacturer or importer must

keep records of ‘‘importation, production,

shipment, receipt, sale or other disposition

of firearms at his place of business’’ [18

U.S.C. 44 Sec. 923 (g) (1) (A)].



Individual Sale/Purchase/

Ownership

After a firearm has been manufactured or

imported, it is typically distributed either

to a wholesaler or directly to a dealer, who

ultimately transfers it to a private individual. A federally licensed firearms dealer

(FFL) is defined as ‘‘any person engaged

in the business of selling firearms at wholesale or retail and any person engaged in

the business of repairing firearms or of

making or fitting special barrels, stocks,

or trigger mechanisms to firearms, or any

person who is a pawnbroker’’ [18 U.S.C.

44 Sec. 921 (a) (11)]. Dealers, like manufactures and wholesalers, must be licensed

by the ATF to engage in business [18 U.S.C.

44 Sec. 923 (g) (1) (A)].

Firearms policies that focus on the sale,

purchase, and ownership of firearms can



be divided into three broad categories: (1)

the process of selling and owning a firearm, (2) the eligibility of who can sell,

purchase, or own a firearm and/or those

types of weapons that can be legally sold

(that are eligible for sale), and (3) the taxation of firearms sales and purchases.

There are generally two types of licensing

systems: permissive and restrictive. Permissive systems, such as the federal regulations,

exclude small groups, such as minors, the

mentally ill, or convicted felons, from owning any firearms. Restrictive licensing systems, such as the Washington, D.C., gun

ban, are more strategic in that they exclude large groups of people from owning

a particular type of firearm, such as a

handgun (Zimring and Hawkins 1987).

The minimum standards for buying a

firearm, established by federal law, restrict

individuals from buying a firearm if they

have been convicted of a crime punishable by imprisonment for a term exceeding

one year, are a fugitive from justice, are

addicted to any controlled substance, are

mentally defective, are an illegal alien,

have been dishonorably discharged from

the armed forces, have renounced U.S.

citizenship, or have a court order related

to domestic violence [18 U.S.C. 44 Sec.

922 (g) (1)–(9)].

The process for purchasing a firearm

from a licensed dealer was significantly

changed by the Brady Handgun Violence

Prevention Act of 1993 (Brady Act), which

became effective February 28, 1994. The

central element of this law is the concept

of background checks for firearms purchases from FFLs and the introduction

of an initial waiting period. The intent

behind waiting periods and background

checks legislation is to decrease the purchases by ineligible people and to decrease

crimes of passion or suicides by discouraging instant purchases. At the passing of

the bill, only thirty-two states were affected. The remaining eighteen states and

Washington, D.C., were exempt because
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they already had a comparable background check system in place (Fact Sheet

n.d.).

Under the Brady Act, the National

Criminal History Improvement Program

(NCHIP) was established to help states

to improve their criminal history information systems in order to enable more

complete, accurate, and rapid background

checks. Since its inception, NCHIP has

made much advancement in connecting

states to the federal government (Bureau

of Justice Statistics 2004).

A major loophole of the Brady Act is

that it only requires background checks to

be performed when a firearm is purchased

from a federally licensed dealer. As a result, the private sale of a firearm (from one

private citizen to another) does not require

a background check (Jacobs and Potter

1995). Another concern with the Brady

Act is often referred to as the ‘‘gun show

loophole.’’ Here, unlicensed, private sellers

are not compelled by federal law to conduct background checks (JoinTogether

2002), which makes it inapplicable to the

secondary market and creates ‘‘anonymous’’ buyers (Jacobs and Potter 1995).

Cook and Ludwig (2000, 12) propose

that in order to regulate private sales,

‘‘law-enforcement authorities must be

able to hold owners accountable for their

firearms. Requiring that all transfers be

channeled through federally licensed dealers, and holding owners responsible for

misuse of their guns, would be a good

start.’’



Handling/Carrying/Storage/

Accessibility

Once the transaction from dealer to individual has occurred and that purchaser

now legally owns that firearm, policies

can be instituted and directed at how the

owner handles, carries, or stores the firearm. Since the late 1990s, there has been a

push to increase these types of laws,
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whether it is advocating for high-tech firearms, safety features, or storage requirements. Some of these laws are at the local

level, such as when a firearm is purchased:

A trigger lock needs to be purchased simultaneously. The intent behind carry

laws, limiting where guns can be used, is

to make them less immediately available

and reduce firearms crime and accidental

injury (Kleck 1997). Currently, there is no

empirical data supporting their efficacy

in stopping accidental deaths (Azrael

et al. 2003).



Use in a Crime—Penalty

Enhancements

Penalty enhancement refers to the policy

of adding additional penalties for the use

or possession of a firearm in the course of

committing a crime. Penalty enhancement

laws at the local, state, or federal levels are

among the most popular of gun control

measures. They fare well in opinion polls,

which make them politically advantageous

(Kleck 1991). Even firearms advocate

groups agree that this type of policy is

beneficial, because the target group is the

people who misuse firearms and it places

no restrictions on firearm ownership

(Kleck 1991; Zimring 1991).

There are two types of penalty enhancement policies: mandatory and discretionary. Mandatory sentences represent

minimum or additional prison terms that

are automatically added to a convicted

criminal’s time for the use or possession

of a firearm in crime regardless of the

circumstances of that crime. Discretionary

sentencing provides guidelines, to be used

at a judge’s discretion, for penalties that

can be added for the use or possession of a

firearm in a crime. On the federal level, the

Comprehensive Crime Control Act of

1984, which overhauled the federal sentencing system, contains two sections that

pertain to penalty enhancements: the Sentencing Reform Act of 1984 (SRA) and
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the Armed Career Criminal Act of 1984,

which is often referred to as the ’’threestrikes’’ law. The Armed Career Criminal

Act states that any person with three previous convictions (state or federal) must

get an add-on, mandatory imprisonment

of at least fifteen years if in possession of a

firearm while committing a violent felony

and/or serious drug offense [18 U.S.C.

Sec. 924 (e) (1)]. These sentencing guidelines have periodically been updated and

changed (Sentencing Guidelines Act of

1986, Sentencing Act of 1987, Crime Control Act of 1990).

Finally, the Violent Crime Control and

Law Enforcement Act of 1994 added enhanced penalties (some to mandatory life

imprisonment) for a multitude of crimes:

smuggling firearms, theft of firearms,

intentionally lying to an FFL, or using a

firearm in the commission of counterfeiting or forgery, and it increased penalties

for interstate trafficking. Research on the

effectiveness of penalty enhancement laws

is mixed. Research by Marvell and Moody

(1995) concluded that these laws may have

an impact in a few states, but generally

they do not reduce crime or increase prison populations.



Recovery—Gun Buybacks/

Exchange Programs

Gun buyback or gun exchange programs

are intended to reduce the number of firearms in a community through a variety of

programs, including exchange or trade-in

programs, where goods such as concert

tickets are given in exchange, amnesty

programs, where the reward is no prosecution or possessor documentation for guns

turned in, and buyback programs, which

are voluntary and open to all firearms

possessors and are either targeted specifically at handguns or give rewards for all

types of guns.

The hypothesis behind these types of

policies is that reducing gun availability



will decrease gun-related crime since prior

research has demonstrated a correlation

between the availability of handguns and

the frequency of fatal violence (Callahan,

Rivara, and Koepsell 1994). These programs are generally implemented at the city

or community level. A number of researchers (Kleck 1996; Romero, Wintemute, and

Vernick 1998) argue that even though gun

buyback programs may have removed

thousands of firearms from circulation,

they are largely ineffective.



Firearms Tracing

Firearms gun tracing is the systematic process of tracing a crime-related firearm recovered by a law enforcement agency from

its manufacture or importation through

the chain of distribution to first retail sale

of the firearm to a private citizen. For an

overview of firearms tracing, see Firearms

Tracing.



Civil Liability Litigation

Relatively recently civil liability litigation

has been introduced as a policy approach

that is intended to reduce the damage

inflicted by firearms and increase the responsibilities of gun manufacturers (Cook

and Ludwig 2002). The use of litigation as

a tool to influence the gun industry began

with the high-profile lawsuits against asbestos and tobacco companies, which

proved to be profitable and effective at influencing asbestos and tobacco companies

(Butterfield 1998; Kairys 1998; Barrett

1999; Bogus 2000). The early lawsuits

have central themes, based on grounds of

traditional tort to attach liability through

strict products liability, strict liability for

abnormally dangerous activities, and negligence (Bonney 2000).

Partially in response to this type of litigation, the Protection of Lawful Commerce
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in Arms Act (Public Law No. 109-92) was

enacted into law in October 2005 to limit

the civil liability for gun manufacturers,

distributors, dealers, and importers for

damages resulting from the misuse of

their products by others. At this time it is

still unclear how this particular policy approach will proceed.

ROBERTA GRIFFITH and GLENN L. PIERCE

See also Crime Control Strategies: Gun
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FIREARMS TRACING

The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF) enforces federal firearms laws and regulations, as well

as providing support to federal, state, and



local law enforcement officials in their

efforts to reduce violent crime and terrorist-related crimes involving firearms (ATF

n.d.a). For example, the ATF’s Strategic

Plan for Fiscal Years 2004–2009 identifies

firearms tracing as a key resource in the

agency’s program to reduce violent gun

crime, stating that the ATF will ‘‘assist the

law enforcement community in identifying

firearms trafficking trends and resolving violent crimes by providing automated firearms ballistics technology, tracing crime

guns, and developing advanced firearms

trafficking investigative techniques’’ (ATF

n.d.b, 4). Crime gun tracing is the systematic process of tracing a crime-related

firearm recovered by a law enforcement

agency from ‘‘its source (manufacturer/

importer) through the chain of distribution (wholesaler/retailer) to the individual

who first purchases the firearm’’ (ATF

2000, A-4).



The Legal Context of Firearms

Tracing

The legislative mandate for ATF to trace

crime-related firearms is the Gun Control

Act of 1968 (GCA), which establishes a set

of requirements that allows any given firearm to be traced from its manufacture or

import to its first sale by a retail dealer.

The GCA mandates that each new firearm, whether manufactured in the United

States or imported, must be marked with a

unique serial number. In addition, the

GCA requires all federally licensed firearms dealers (FFLs), including manufacturers, importers, distributors, and retail

dealers, to maintain records of all firearms

transactions, including whole/retail sales

and shipments received.

The GCA also requires FFLs, in response to a request for trace information,

to provide details from transaction records

to the ATF. The GCA also mandates

that the ATF can perform an audit of an

FFL’s transaction records once during a
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twelve-month period to ensure compliance

with record-keeping requirements of the

law. Finally, when an FFL goes out of

business, the GCA requires the FFL to

transfer its transaction records to the

ATF, which stores them for the purpose

of tracing. In essence, the GCA established a set of record-keeping procedures

that allows the ATF to trace firearms

to first-time retail purchases (Pierce and

Griffith 2005). In 1994, Congress further

required firearms manufacturers and FFLs

to respond to a firearms trace request

within twenty-four hours (27 C.F.R. Part

178, Sec. 178.25a).

In addition to establishing requirements for the collection of firearms trace

procedures, Congress also passed legislative mandates that regulate how the ATF

manages firearms trace information. Specifically, Congress passed restrictions prohibiting the ATF from consolidating or

centralizing records of receipt and disposition of firearms maintained by FFLs. For

example, ATF’s fiscal year 1979 appropriation provided (Federal Register 1978)

that ‘‘no funds appropriated herein shall

be available for administrative expenses in

connection with consolidating or centralizing . . . the records of receipt and disposition of firearms maintained by federal

firearms licensees.’’



The Firearms Tracing Process and

the National Tracing Center

In order to provide investigative leads, the

National Tracing Center (NTC), a division

within the ATF, conducts crime traces (of

firearms recovered at crime scenes and

from youth or other persons prohibited

from possessing firearms) from any federal, state, local, or international law enforcement agency (ATF, n.d.b). Requests

for traces may be submitted by telephone

(for high-priority/urgent requests), fax,

mail, or electronically.
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Figure 1 presents a flowchart of the

basic firearms tracing process (from Pierce

and Griffith 2005). The tracing process

begins with a law enforcement agency’s

submission of a trace request to the NTC

for a crime-related firearm recovered by

their agency. The law enforcement requestor must submit one of two forms

before a trace can be initiated: Form

ATF F 3312.1 (http://www.atf.gov/forms/

pdfs/f33121.pdf) for standard crime gun

trace requests or form ATF F 3312.2

(http://www.atf.gov/forms/pdfs/f33122.pdf)

for crime guns with an obliterated serial

number or where there has been an attempt

to obliterate the serial number. These

forms require information regarding the

firearm type (for example, pistol, revolver,

shotgun, or rifle), manufacturer, caliber,

serial number (unless obliterated), importer

(if the gun is of foreign manufacture), the

location where recovered, the criminal

offense associated with the recovery, and

the name and date of birth of the firearm

possessor.

Each firearm trace request is assigned

to an NTC firearms tracing program specialist. The information is first checked

against an index of manufacturers and

firearms serial numbers contained in the

records of out-of-business FFLs that are

stored by the ATF against the records of

multiple handgun purchases reported on

an ongoing basis by FFLs, as well as

against records of weapons reported

stolen by FFLs. If the firearm does not

appear in these databases, the firearms

tracing specialist contacts the manufacturer or importer and tracks the recovered

crime gun through the distribution chain

(the wholesaler and retailer) to the first

retail sale dealer. If the dealer, wholesaler,

or manufacturer is still in business, the

dealer is asked to examine its records to

determine the identity of the first retail

purchaser. Data on traced firearms are

entered into the Firearms Tracing System

(FTS), a database system maintained by

the NTC that manages the data on all
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Figure 1 Flowchart of the basic firearms tracing process.



prior firearms trace requests, multiple sales

records, and reports of firearms stolen

from FFLs that have been submitted to

and processed by the NTC (Pierce and

Griffith 2005).

The tracing process necessitates that

the NTC communicate with many different organizations across the nation from

both the private and public sectors and

from the federal, state, and local levels of

government. During fiscal year 2003, the



NTC received more than 280,000 firearms

trace requests from law enforcement agencies. In the course of conducting these firearms traces, the NTC communicated with

approximately seven hundred different

firearms manufacturers, 46,000 separate

retail and wholesale firearms dealers, and

6,500 individual law enforcement agencies

or units. In addition, information was collected on 203,933 crime gun possessors.

The average time to complete a trace varies
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with this workload, ranging from twelve

to seventeen days for routine traces in

recent years (Pierce and Griffith 2005).



Firearms Tracing in Support of Law

Enforcement and Crime Reduction

Firearms tracing is a major component of

the ATF’s strategic initiatives and goals

(see ATF n.d.a, n.d.b). For many crimerelated guns, the ability to trace firearms

to a first-time retail sale provides potentially valuable information regarding possible sources of firearms trafficking and

the possession and use of firearms by

prohibited persons and violent criminals.

Analysis of ATF investigations indicates

that firearms trace data have been a useful

tool in many trafficking investigations. A

detailed analysis of 1,530 firearms trafficking investigations initiated during the period from July 1996 to December 1998

found that ‘‘almost 30% of investigations

(448 of 1,530) were initiated through the

innovative investigative methods of information analysis—analysis of firearms

trace data, multiple sales records, or both

(ATF 2000, x).

Further, after the initiation of investigations, tracing was used as an investigative tool to gain information on recovered

crime guns in 60% of the investigations.

Examples of the value of firearms trace

information for strategic law enforcement

planning are available in ATF’s reports

(for example, ATF 2002) and other analyses of firearms trace data (see Kennedy,

Piehl, and Braga 1996; Pierce et al. 2003,

2004).

ATF’s legal mandates place some

restrictions on how firearms trace data

can be used by law enforcement and the

policy makers. ATF’s legal mandates limiting what firearms-related data the agency

can store in a central database repository

(see Federal Register 1978) make it difficult

to trace firearms beyond the first-time retail purchaser of a firearm. The restriction
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against the centralized storage of information on firearms (for example, the serial

numbers of firearms sold or the FFLs

making the sales) means that the ATF

typically has no record of the sale of secondhand guns. Although it is possible to

trace a crime gun past the point of its first

retail sale through a process of the ATF

agent interviewing subsequent gun possessors (that is, ‘‘investigative traces’’), this is

a time-consuming process that cannot be

applied to most firearms trace requests. In

addition to restrictions on the management of firearms trace data, Congress has

also recently placed limits on what type of

information can be provided to the public.

Specifically, the Consolidated Appropriations Act of 2004 prohibits the ATF from

disclosing to the public information required to be kept as a record by an FFL

(as mandated by law) or FFL information

reported to the ATF.

GLENN L. PIERCE and ROBERTA GRIFFITH

See also Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives; Crime Control Strategies: Gun Control; Firearms Availability

and Homicide Rates; Firearms: Guns and

the Gun Culture; Firearms: History; Firearms Regulation and Control
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Definition

It has been said that patrol is the ‘‘backbone of policing, the central aspect of police operations, . . . the center of police

activity’’ (Walker and Katz 2002, 87).

There are three distinct functions of patrol:

to deter crime, to make officers available



for service, and to enhance the feelings of

public safety. Foot patrol is but one method of patrol. It is characterized by officers

making neighborhood rounds on foot.

Like any other method of patrol, foot patrol has its drawbacks as well as its benefits: ‘‘While extremely expensive and able

to cover only a limited ground, foot patrol

allows for enhanced police–community

relations’’ (Walker and Katz 2002, 492).



Significance

Police departments use foot patrols primarily to (1) increase visibility of officers,

(2) make greater contact with the community, (3) increase rapport with community

members, (4) increase community policing, and (5) improve police officer job attachment and satisfaction (Greene 1987;

Walker and Katz 2002). Although motor

vehicles have taken over much of modern

life, many police departments across the

country still rely on foot patrol officers to

proactively reduce crime and improve

relations with community members.

‘‘While motorized patrol may have

increased efficiency in terms of response

time and area covered, several unintended

and undesirable consequences also surfaced. With officers removed from the

streets, informal contacts between officers

and citizens were decreased’’ (Esbensen

1987, 45). However, with the increase of

community policing and increased attention to the benefits of fostering informal

contacts within a given community, some

police departments have begun decreasing

the number of officers assigned to mobile

units and increasing the number of officers

on foot patrol in select neighborhoods

(Walker and Katz 2002). Certain departments employ officers whose primary

function is foot patrol. Foot patrols allow

officers to have a more approachable and

welcoming presence within communities.

In addition, foot patrol officers are often

able to have better rapport with community
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members because they present a less threatening appearance than their mobile unit

counterparts.

While a foot patrol officer can cover

only a limited area, which in turn means

that the cost of foot patrol is higher than

vehicular patrol, such limitations can be

offset by the gains in community relations.

Moreover, depending on the area and the

situation, sometimes foot patrol officers

can respond more quickly to a scene than

officers patrolling in vehicles.



Brief History

Between the 1920s and the 1950s, many

departments converted from foot patrol to

car patrol because car patrol was deemed

more efficient. ‘‘A patrol car can cover

more area, pass each point more often, return to particular spots in an unpredictable

manner if necessary, and respond quickly

to calls for service’’ (Walker and Katz 2002,

93). However, as noted above, direct contact with citizens was lost by officers patrolling an area and/or community within the

confines of a patrol car. As a result, officers

were starting to be viewed as an occupying

army, or at least not very approachable, as

had been those officers patrolling on foot.

In response to crises of strained police–

community/citizen relations during the

1960s, many departments started restoring

foot patrols within select neighborhoods.

In addition, many community policing

programs implemented foot patrols to increase the officers’ visibility and their approachability by citizens (Walker and

Katz 2002).

In the 1980s, a number of evaluations

examined foot patrols and found that

though increased foot patrols did not reduce crime, they did increase feelings of

safety (Walker and Katz 2002). In addition, these positive feelings were generalized

to the whole department, not just assigned

to the individual foot patrol officers in a

community. Therefore, by increasing foot
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patrols and subsequently relationships

between police and citizens, departments

can increase knowledge about the specific

roles of officers and possibly also reduce

fear of crime.



Community Relations

The increase in the amount of motor

patrols has lead to a decrease in interaction between citizens and police officers.

‘‘Decreased interaction between police

and citizens has led not only to deterioration of relations but also to an inaccurate

and unrealistic assessment of the police

role’’ (Esbensen 1987, 46). This deterioration of relations not only may increase

inaccurate views of police and their roles

but may also increase fear of crime and/or

victimization.

In the era of community policing, such

trends may have begun to change: ‘‘In

recent years there has been a resurgence

of interest in programs that attempt to

place the police and the community in

greater harmony and interaction’’ (Greene

1987, 1). With the advent of community

policing, many departments started increasing foot patrols to increase officer

and citizen interactions and improve community relations. Although not ideal in

every circumstance or community, foot

patrols do appear to increase positive interaction between officers and citizens and

improve community relations when compared to traditional motor patrols.

Even though motor patrols are often

able to get to certain areas faster than

foot patrols and are able to cover a larger

area, officers on motor patrol often have

less contact with community members and

often do not have as good a relationship

with the public as do foot patrol officers.

Foot patrol officers, because of their

heavy interaction with the public, are

able to learn more about their community,

their beat, and those who reside within it,

thereby increasing public satisfaction with
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the police and encouraging community

policing and better community–police

relations.

An increased relationship between citizens and police may foster increased cooperation of citizens and increased crime

reporting. Citizens who feel alienated or

who have a negative image of police officers are less likely to report crimes to

departments and less likely to offer tips

when asked (Esbensen 1987). By increasing foot patrols and increasing a positive

image of police and police–community

relations, there is a higher likelihood that

citizens will report crimes that occur and

offer tips on unsolved crimes, thus helping

police to make communities safer and

solve crimes more often and/or more

quickly.



Effectiveness

Another positive result of initiating foot

patrol units, besides the increase in police–

community relations, is that they may help

to reduce crime. Although ‘‘this notion of

high visibility being positively correlated

with lower crime rates . . . remains suspect

at best’’ (Esbensen 1987, 48), increased officer visibility may prevent certain crimes

from occurring, reduce rates of crime, or,

as noted in a study cited above, reduce fear

of crime. Officers may be able to be more

proactive in crime fighting because their

knowledge of the community they serve

allows them to better recognize when something is ‘‘not right.’’ When a community and its members are better known by

officers, it is clearer to officers when there

is something suspicious occurring that

demands their attention.

For example, if in a certain neighborhood a shopkeeper always turns out the

lights and goes home at 7 p.m., an officer

who knows the area will know that something is amiss if at 7:45 the officer walks by

the shop and sees lights on. Whereas an

officer who does not know the area or the



shopkeeper may not think anything is

wrong and potentially miss a crime that

is in progress or just completed. Yet, ‘‘while

previous evaluations of foot patrol programs have found support for improved

community relations resulting from foot

patrols, the findings have been inconsistent regarding any reduction in crime

associated with foot patrols’’ (Esbensen

1987, 48).

Despite the fact that motor patrol officers can respond to calls for service more

quickly than their foot patrol counterparts,

the real effectiveness of foot patrols

should not be measured in response time

or area covered but in citizen perceptions

of the police, police knowledge of the community and its residents, and citizen satisfaction with the police. ‘‘Foot patrol

officers are involved with the public on a

much more proactive basis than motor

patrol officers’’ (Payne and Trojanowicz

1985, 24). Foot patrol officers, although

they have many of the same duties as

motor patrol officers and engage in traditional patrol activities, are generally more

involved with and interact more frequently and positively with the public.

Such information exchanges and nonadversarial situations make foot patrols

ideal for community policing.

However, motor patrols still are faster

than foot patrols in responding to serious

situations, and the automobile has the

ability to cover a larger area than a foot

patrol. Therefore, foot patrols will never

take over contemporary policing but can

be of added value to departments by supplementing motor patrols with specialized

foot patrol officers to increase community

relations, improve officer job satisfaction

and possibly effectiveness, decrease fear of

crime, and perhaps also decrease victimization by allowing officers to more proactively fight crime.

JENEPHYR JAMES

See also Accountability; CommunityOriented Policing: Effects and Impacts; Patrol, Types and Effectiveness of
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FORENSIC EVIDENCE

The adjective ‘‘forensic’’ is commonly used

today to describe nearly every type of evidence related to a criminal case or in any

way associated with a legal debate both

in and out of a courtroom. Anything that

has the potential to be evidence—aside

from eyewitness evidence, hearsay, or

speculation—can be considered forensic

evidence. The word is typically associated

with ‘‘forensic science’’ and is related to

forensic evidence examined in crime

laboratories, now commonly called forensic laboratories. ‘‘Material evidence’’ is

synonymous with forensic evidence and is

normally recovered from a crime scene.

Physical items found at the crimes scene

or on the victim are analyzed to determine what happened, who did it, how,

and why.

Ideally, the thorough examination of

the crime scene, the victim, and the associated items of evidence will result in clues

for solving the case. However, no matter

how thorough the investigation and the

examination of the evidence, there is no

guarantee a case will be solved. Some cases

are solved immediately, while others may

be solved years afterward when new techniques or new evidence develops; sadly,

some are never solved.
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A Criminal Act

The authority of forensic evidence is based

on its probative value in court—that is, its

ability to prove something. Forensic evidence may associate a person, place, or

thing to another person, place, or thing

or to a criminal act. However, sometimes

valuable forensic evidence is destroyed or

not located at all during the investigation.

Legally, to have a crime there must be a

person who commits an act, with a specific

intent, and there must be a statute that

makes the act illegal. For example, two

people are killed in separate incidents as

a result of being hit by an automobile; the

first was deliberately run down by an

enemy, while the second was a small boy

whose parent accidentally ran over him

while backing out of the driveway. Both

deaths were the result of being hit by an

automobile, but only the driver in the first

case had criminal intent.

Intent is a key factor in determining

whether or not a crime was committed, the

severity of a crime, and whether a crime was

a premeditated, first-degree crime or a lesser

charge, such as first-degree murder as opposed to manslaughter. Intent is in the

mind of the perpetrator. There is no forensic laboratory test for it—forensic scientists are not mind readers. However, the

evidence may certainly give some indication of intent. A shotgun blast to the

back of the head at the end of an abandoned road would likely lead an investigator to open a homicide case, because it

appears that someone intended to kill the

victim. An incident in which the victim

was stabbed two hundred times and an

incident in which the victim was stabbed

once would each give a different impression of an accused killer to a jury, even

though both victims died of stab wounds.

Intent is determined by the jury, judge, or

special panel only after hearing and studying all the facts and evidence associated

with the case.
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The Goal of Forensic Analysis

The goal of the analysis of forensic evidence is to find the truth. This is often

accomplished by connecting the perpetrator to the criminal act itself through biological evidence (the exchange of blood

and body fluids), physical evidence (such

as chemicals, illegal substances, or tools or

weapons used as implements of the act),

and digital evidence (electronic evidence

in a binary form found in computers, personal data assistants (PDAs), cell phones,

digital answering machines, digital cameras,

e-mails, etc.). Other biological evidence

comes from identifying human features

such as facial characteristics, scars, marks,

and fingerprints, which may become forensic evidence if they can be used to connect

the suspect to the act, the crime scene, or

the victim. These same identifiers can also

help identify the victim.

DNA-related forensic evidence is the

most notable biological evidence. Prior to

the use of DNA as evidence, blood types

(O, A, B, and AB) were used to either

include or exclude a suspect, but matching

a blood type could not provide any individually identifying features.

The implements or tools used to commit an act, such as a car, a knife, a gun, or

a pry bar, can also be associated to the

crime scene and/or the victim through the

development of forensic evidence. A car

used to deliberately run down and kill a

victim could have fibers or even large

pieces of clothing attached to it that can

be physically matched to the victim’s

clothing. Fragments of the car can be

found on the victim’s body as well. Additionally, the DNA in the blood on the car

can be excellent forensic evidence to identify the victim hit by the car. A bullet

removed from a shooting victim can be

traced back to the gun used to fire the

bullet. However, a bullet that fragments

in the body may not have enough surface

characteristics to trace the bullet fragments



back to the weapon that fired it, even

when investigators have the correct weapon for comparison. Tool marks from a pry

bar used to forcibly enter a residence or

business can be associated back to the

tool. The association of the tool mark

with a specific tool involves the comparison of the tool mark at the scene to a mark

made in the laboratory by a tool taken as

evidence from the suspect. Forensic science procedures and techniques make

these associations possible. However, a

forensic scientist may have the evidence

from the scene, but it is not suitable for

comparison to the known samples taken

from the suspect due to degradation or

destruction of the evidence or the known

sample.



Characteristics of Evidence

Forensic evidence characteristics can be

divided into two classifications: class characteristics and individual characteristics.

For example, the largest percentage of

the population has blood type O, whereas

the smallest percentage of the population

has blood type AB. Blood types are class

characteristics. Suspects can be grouped

by blood type and can either be set free

or kept for further questioning. However,

if the DNA of a suspect matched blood

found under the victim’s fingernails, the

DNA profile would be an individualizing

characteristic that would narrow it down

to one individual suspect.

An example of physical evidence with

the same class characteristics could include a group of athletic shoes that were

the same brand, the same color, the same

size, the same style, and the same tread

pattern. If a footwear impression was left

at a crime scene, a tread pattern in blood,

soil, dust, or mud, all of the footwear in

this class of shoes could be suspected of

having made the impression at the scene.

The impression at the scene would be
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preserved by photography or a lift or casting, depending on the circumstances, and

a search for individual characteristics on

the impression would begin.

Individual characteristics caused by

wear and unique damage to a shoe sole

are identified by the forensic scientist by

shape and type. These features are mapped

onto a photograph, much like the identifying features of a fingerprint are mapped

onto an enlarged chart to show that they

match the known fingerprint minutia of

the suspect. Comparisons are made with

impressions from the actual suspected

footwear to see if the individual characteristics are unique and can be matched to the

footwear impression found at the scene.

The forensic scientist is able to match the

shoe impression from the scene, which was

submitted to the laboratory by the investigator, to the known shoe the investigator

removed from a closet in the suspect’s

apartment during a legal search. On the

witness stand the forensic scientist would

testify only to the work performed personally, and the findings might read as in the

following fictitious case:

Footwear impressions and photographs,

marked as exhibits Q1, Q2, and Q3 from

the crime scene of case number 12346ABC,

were hand carried in a sealed package to

the forensic laboratory on June 2, 2005, by

Investigator John Smith. We were requested

to examine the footwear sole pattern for

investigative leads, such as associating the

tread pattern of the footwear impression to a

particular brand and type of footwear.



On June 10, 2005, a pair of athletic-type

footwear was submitted to the laboratory

by Investigator Smith. The athletic footwear was described in the letter of submission as exhibits K1 and K2 and was taken

from the closet of John Doe, on June 9,

2005, during the execution of a search

warrant.

Visual examinations in the laboratory

of K1 and K2 revealed that the sole and

heel footwear patterns were consistent

with the herringbone tread design of an

athletic footwear impression at the crime
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scene. Extensive microscopic examination

of the wear patterns to the sole and analysis of numerous individual characteristics

revealed that exhibits K1 and K2 match

the multiple individual characteristics on

footwear impressions at the crime scene.

Exhibit K2 was identified as having made

the impression in photograph Q3.

The questioned exhibits Q1, Q2, and Q3

were returned to Investigator Smith by

registered mail No. 345,876,213 on July

15, 2005. The known exhibits K1 and K2

were returned to Investigator Smith by

registered mail No. 345,876,214 on July

15, 2005.

The official report would bear the signature of the forensic scientist who worked

the case, and in the case file would be the

initials of the case reviewer. This is a quality assurance measure. The reviewer would

be able to testify to the findings if something happened to the original examiner.



Chain of Custody

Forensic evidence has no value in court

unless it is accompanied by a rigorous

legal ‘‘chain of custody’’ and is protected

from degradation. Proper packaging is

required to protect the evidence and documentation attached to the item or associated with the item. This documentation

is critical and must describe the place from

which it was seized and the date, time,

and initials or notation of the person

who collected the evidence (noted on an

evidence tag attached to the evidence or

its container).

Additionally, every time an item of evidence changes hands, the evidence must be

signed for and properly documented by

the person receiving the evidence. The person who had custody of it would have had

to sign and date documentation when it

was received, and the same process would

occur when it was turned over to yet

another person. It would not be accepted

as evidence in the court without these
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procedures. The questioned and known

exhibits should be packaged separately so

that cross contamination does not occur.

Forensic examiners must also ‘‘mark the

evidence for identification’’ so that they

can identify items on the witness stand as

those examined in the laboratory. The

‘‘mark’’ is usually the initials of the forensic scientist and the date of examination,

made in a manner not easily removed or

destroyed.



Digital Evidence

One of the newer forms of forensic evidence is in binary format, found on computers, cell phones, digital voice recorders, and

digital pictures and movies and referred

to as digital evidence. Digital evidence was

defined in 1998 by the Scientific Working

Group on Digital Evidence (SWGDE) as

‘‘information of probative value that is

stored or transmitted in a binary form.’’

In the past when a homicide of a

woman in her bedroom was discovered,

investigators secured the area so that they

could look for physical evidence. Not just

the bedroom but the entire house, garage,

and yard are the crime scene. It was critical

to photograph or videotape the scene as

it was when the first responders arrived.

The medical examiner would determine

the official cause of death, but the investigators looked for a potential cause of

death and evidence of a forced entry.

This would help them decide if the perpetrator knew the victim. They would look

for the object(s) that might have caused

the victim’s death. Was there anything unusual about the scene or how the victim

was killed? Then they would look for

items such as an address book, a diary,

notes on the bedside table, numbers scribbled near the telephone, letters, bills, and

other documents that might lead them to a

suspect.

Today most of the addresses are not on

paper but can be found in a PDA; letters,



bills, and banking can be on a personal

computer or the PDA. All of the same

investigative information is now on computers or stored in a digital format on

answering machines, faxes, cell phones,

or the like.



Rules of Evidence

Related to giving testimony in court about

forensic evidence, under the Federal Rules

of Evidence, Rule 702 deals with the admissibility of expert testimony as follows:

If scientific, technical, or other specialized

knowledge will assist the trier of fact to

understand the evidence or to determine a

fact in issue, a witness qualified as an expert

by knowledge, skill, experience, training, or

education may testify hereto in the form of

an opinion or otherwise, if (1) the testimony

is based on sufficient facts or data, (2) the

testimony is the product of reliable principles and methods, (3) the witness has applied the principles and methods reliably to

the facts in the case.



Closing

Vital forensic evidence can be the smallest,

most unlikely particle at the crime scene. It

is only by the hard work and professionalism of crime scene processors that the potentially suspect items are collected, sealed

and preserved in containers, labeled as to

where they were located in the crime scene

and with the evidence tags signed and

dated by the collectors, and logged into

the evidence log. It does not matter how

large or small the crime scene; the same

care and attention to detail must be maintained. The effort, professionalism, and

dedication of forensic scientists give

families of victims the rights afforded to

them in a democracy and will continue to

bring criminals to justice.

CARRIE MORGAN WHITCOMB
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Introduction

Prior to the twentieth century, the traditional investigative techniques used by law

enforcement were the obtaining of confessions by interrogation, the testimony of

eyewitnesses, the utilization of informants,

and undercover operations. There were

very few uses of forensic evidence beyond basic identifications. Today physical

evidence plays a vital role in many types

of criminal investigation. Perhaps highprofile cases and what has been dubbed

the ‘‘CSI effect’’ have generated enormous

public interest in crime scene investigations and can partially explain this focus

on forensic investigations. Advances in

forensic sciences and the development of

new crime scene techniques certainly offer

new alternatives in finding the facts of a

crime.



Utilization of Physical Evidence in

Forensic Investigation

The following are some important uses

of physical evidence in contributing to a

forensic investigation:
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1. Establishing a corpus delecti. Corpus

delecti refers to those essential facts

that show that a crime has taken

place. It is the presence of elements

of the law defining the occurrence of

a criminal offense. Physical evidence

and forensic testing results are often

used to establish that a crime has, in

fact, been committed. Establishing

that a seized white powder substance

is cocaine, that fire debris contains

accelerant or gasoline residue, or

that semen is present on a vaginal

swab taken from a sexual assault

complainant are all examples of utilizing physical evidence to establish

corpus delecti.

2. Determining the modus operandi.

Many criminals have a particular

MO (modus operandi, or method of

operation), which consists of their

characteristic way of committing a

crime. Physical evidence found at a

crime scene often can help in establishing an MO. For example, in burglary cases, the means used to gain

entry, tools that were used, types of

items taken, and other telltale signs,

such as urine left behind at the scene,

are all important. In arson cases, the

type of accelerant used and the way

in which the fires are set constitute

physical evidence that helps to establish the patterns, or ‘‘signature,’’ of

an arsonist.

3. Identifying people. The role of physical evidence in helping to identify a

victim or a suspect is central to forensic investigation. Fingerprints

have been used for more than a hundred years, but we have come to depend on DNA, bite marks, and a

variety of other forensic techniques

to identify a victim, a suspect, or a

witness. Unambiguous identification

is not restricted to homicide, or even

to criminal cases. In accident or

major disaster situations, victims

have to be identified so that the

remains can be returned to families.
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In disputed parentage cases, the parent(s) of a particular child must be

identified so that the law can assign

proper responsibility for the child’s

care and support.

4. Identifying substances. The positive

identification of an item of physical

evidence is one of the most important

functions of forensic laboratories.

Substances that require chemical or

instrumental analysis to be identified

must be subjected to these tests to

prove that an offense occurred. For

example, analysis can show that

white powder seized by a detective

from a defendant contains a particular controlled substance—heroin.

Similarly, the scientific determination

that a sample of blood taken from a

driver contains more alcohol than the

law allows for someone to operate a

motor vehicle is critical to a driving

while intoxicated (DWI) case.

5. Establishing linkages or exclusions.

The most important application of

physical evidence is developing linkages between a suspect and a crime.

Linkage of victims, suspects, witnesses, and physical evidence can

apply at many levels, from a mere

possibility that two items could have

a common source to complete individualizations. For example, paint

chips found at a hit-and-run scene

match the suspect’s vehicle, or DNA

recovered from a vaginal swab of a

sexual assault kit matches the suspect’s DNA profile. Linking a victim

or suspect to a crime scene in some

cases can be as important as a connection between the victim and suspect. A simple illustration is the

situation in which a victim’s blood

is found on a suspect’s clothing. Another example might occur when a

bloody fingerprint found at a victim’s home matches a suspect’s

right thumb.

6. Supporting or disproving statements.

Another useful application of physical



evidence in a forensic investigation is

corroborating or disproving statements or testimony of a witness or

suspect. Corroboration can be critical in finding the facts of a case. For

example, a suspect denies he has been

at a homicide scene, but the investigator found bloody shoeprints at

the scene that are matched to the

suspect’s shoes.

7. Providing investigative leads. Physical evidence can help investigators

develop leads. For example, it can

help in developing the perpetrator’s

MO. Perpetrators of criminal acts

follow behavioral patterns. In many

situations the ability to connect two

or three seemingly unrelated incidents provides critical information

to help the investigators to progress

in their investigation. With recent

advances in forensic technology,

data mining and artificial intelligence have provided an additional

dimension in forensic investigation.

AFIS, CODIS, and NIBIN are the

major causes of that change. Each of

these three computerized databases

allows cases to be connected even if

the source of the evidence is still not

known. This can energize an investigation and give it direction.



Forensic Investigation Process

As forensic-based investigations became

more prevalent, the scope of potential evidence and methods for examining that evidence expanded. Evidence available from

a crime scene consists of more than just

physical objects. It also includes a wide

variety of pattern evidence, such as blood

stains, imprints, gunshot residue, or the

like, conditional evidence, which is created

by an action or event, transient evidence,

which is temporary in nature, and trace/

transfer or associative evidence, which

provides a direct association between the

victim and suspect.
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The nature and mechanism of generation of such categories of physical evidence are critically important in forensic

investigation. Identification and examination of physical evidence is only one part

of forensic investigation. Knowing the

mechanism that produced it in the precise

location where it was found, observing

changes at a crime scene, and determining

the sequence of events are often the key in

solving cases.

Utilization of forensic investigation in

the justice system requires that a series of

steps be taken in the proper sequence. This

process may include any or all of the following major forensic activities:

1. Recognition. Recognition is the ability to separate important and potentially informative items in a case

from the background and other unrelated materials. The evidence is

selected on the basis of what is likely

to help in distinguishing between the

possibilities. The recognition process

involves basic principles of forensic

examination, pattern recognition,

physical property observation, field

testing, and information analysis.

2. Documentation. After recognition

comes documentation. Proper and

complete documentation is critical to

fulfilling the requirements of chain of

custody. Documentation of a scene

is as important as documentation of

individual items of physical evidence.

Many types of pattern evidence and

conditional evidence can be recorded

only by proper documentation. The

exact location where evidence was

found can be very important in the

reconstruction of an incident. A reconstruction requires the synthesis of

all of the information available.

3. Collection and preservation. This is

an important step to ensure that

physical evidence was collected and

preserved to meet the legal and scientific requirements. If a piece of physical evidence reaches the laboratory
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in a condition not suitable for laboratory analysis, it loses its legal

and investigative value. Different

types of physical evidence have

somewhat different requirements in

terms of packaging and marking.

Investigators have to fellow the correct guidelines in handling physical

evidence.

4. Identification. Identification is a process common to all of the sciences

and, in fact, to everyday life. It may

be regarded as a classification scheme,

in which items are assigned to categories containing like items and given

names. Different items within a given

category all have the same generic

name. In this way, botanists will identify plants by categorizing them and

naming them. Likewise chemists

identify chemical compounds. In forensic science, identification usually

refers to the identification of items

of physical evidence. Some types

of physical evidence require that

scientific tests be conducted to identify them. Drugs, arson accelerant,

bloodstains, and seminal stains are

examples. Objects are identified by

comparing their class characteristics

with those of known standards or

previously established criteria.

5. Classification. Classification is done

by comparing the class characteristics of the questioned evidence with

those of known standards or control

materials. If all of the measurable

class characteristics are the same between the questioned sample and the

known control, then these two samples could have come from the same

source or origin. If there are significant differences in some of the class

characteristic measurements, then

the questioned sample can be absolutely excluded as having coming

from the particular source. In other

words, the exclusionary value of

comparison in the forensic investigation is considered absolute.
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6. Individualization. Individualization

is unique to forensic investigation;

it refers to the demonstration that a

particular sample is unique, even

among members of the same class. It

may also refer to the demonstration

that a questioned piece of physical

evidence and a similar known sample

have a common origin. Thus, in addition to class characteristics, objects

and materials possess individual

characteristics that can be used to

distinguish members of the same

class. The best examples are fingerprints and DNA matching.

7. Reconstruction. Reconstruction is

based on the results of crime scene

examination, laboratory analysis,

and other independent sources of information to reconstruct case events.

Reconstruction often involves the

use of inductive and deductive logic,

statistical data, information from the

crime scene, pattern analysis, and

laboratory analysis results on a variety of physical evidence. The developing fields of artificial intelligence

and expert systems have opened up

a new dimension in reconstruction.

These systems allow the modeling

and representation of laboratory

analysis results, the reasoning and

enacting of a crime scene, and the

comparing and profiling of suspects.

8. Interpretation and testifying. Forensic scientists must be able not only to

master analytical skills, but also to

write clear and informative laboratory reports with proper interpretation of laboratory testing results. A

final step in this multistep forensic

investigation process is court testimony. Court testimony represents

the capstone of a forensic scientist’s

work. It is essential to treat every

item and every case as if it will go

to a major trial. The most important

aspect of court testimony is to maintain the scientific objectivity and

neutrality. Although the majority of



forensic scientists put forth every effort to maintain objectivity, there is

no doubt that they may disagree

about the meaning or interpretation

of results.



Conclusion

Forensic science is the application of scientific principles and techniques to matters

of law. Because of this unique application,

a forensic scientist not only must master

scientific methods but also must know the

limitations of science. A forensic scientist

not only has to be familiar with the law but

also has to appreciate the rules of evidence.

As scientists, we have to possess the ability

of recognition, the skill of documentation,

the knowledge of examination, and the

power of reconstruction. Also, we have

to faithfully testify regarding laboratory

findings in court in an objective manner.

Perhaps the most important issue in

forensic investigation is establishing professional standards. There is a need for

standards of practice in the collection,

examination, and analysis of physical

evidence, the interpretation of results, and

the giving of testimony in court. Both

forensic and legal professions must carefully examine their role in examining and

presenting scientific evidence in the court

of law. The professionalism and ethical

standards of both groups in criminal and

civil investigations must continue to develop to ensure that justice can be served.

HENRY C. LEE and TIMOTHY M. PALMBACH

See also Crime Laboratory; Crime Scene

Search and Evidence Collection; Criminal

Investigation; DNA Fingerprinting; Forensic Evidence; Forensic Science; Polygraphy
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Forensic medicine is the application of

medicine to the legal arena. It is a very

broad area of study integral to the entirety

of forensic science. While many subdisciplines of forensics have had to struggle for

acceptance from judges and attorneys,

medical evidence has enjoyed a long history of courtroom acceptance. The historical record indicates that medical evidence

was presented in courtrooms dating back

to Ancient Greece and China. Since the

1960s and the due process revolution,

medical and forensic evidence has become

increasingly important to the resolution of

cases within the criminal justice system,

since fewer cases are resolved by confessions and more are resolved by the presentation of physical evidence to the judge

and jury.

Forensic medicine is divided into three

general subareas: forensic pathology, forensic psychiatry; and forensic toxicology and

serology. There are also a number of fields

closely related to forensic medicine, including forensic odontology and anthropology and forensic biology, chemistry,

and biochemistry.



Forensic Pathology

Pathology is the study of disease and injury

from the causative aspect, as distinct from

those branches of medicine that are concerned with the diagnosis and treatment of

disease. Within pathology are numerous

subspecialties such as hematology (the

study of blood), microbiology (the study

of bacteria and other microorganisms),

clinical biochemistry, and histopathology.

Forensic pathology, a subdiscipline of

pathology, is the study of how and why

people die, concentrating on sudden,
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unexpected, and violent deaths. During a

homicide investigation, either a forensic

pathologist or the medical examiner will

conduct the autopsy, which includes a

thorough interior physical examination of

the body and specialized laboratory tests.

The medical examiner is a physician

appointed in a particular jurisdiction to

oversee death investigation. It is the responsibility of the medical examiner to

lead the investigation of all deaths that

are sudden, unexpected, or violent, and

make a determination as to the time, manner (natural, accident, suicide, homicide),

and cause of death.

Initially, the colonies had a coroner system very much like the system that had

been in place in Europe for 1,000 years.

A coroner is an elected official who may

or may not have medical training. Autopsies were carried out in Massachusetts prior

to 1647. In 1666 coroners in Maryland were

appointed by county. In the eighteenth century, Philadelphia became the major center

of medical learning in colonial America

with the first medical school being developed at the University of Pennsylvania.

Prior to that time, physicians received

training in Europe. In the late 1870s, growing dissatisfaction with the coroner system

led jurisdictions to change to a medical

examiner system. The first medical examiner, Frank W. Draper, was appointed in

Boston. Draper also wrote a textbook on

legal medicine in 1905. Currently about

half of the U.S. population is served by a

medical examiner. Those jurisdictions still

using the coroner system are generally smaller, more rural areas. However, Pittsburgh,

Pennsylvania, and its surrounding Allegheny County still use a coroner system.

While Allegheny County’s coroner is an

elected official, individuals in this position

have long since been medical doctors.

It is the primary duty of the medical examiner to establish the time, manner, and

cause of death. Frequently, time of death

is not in question, because most deaths

are witnessed. It is only when a death is not

witnessed that the question of time of death
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becomes important. Time of death can be

established by looking at the interval

between the time when the individual was

last seen alive and the time when the body

was found. The larger this interval, the

more difficult it is to accurately pinpoint

the time of death. The manner of death

refers to whether the individual died of

natural causes, accident, suicide, or homicide. Often, this is not a difficult question,

but a suicide is not always clearly a suicide, and a perpetrator may attempt to

disguise a homicide. The medical examiner

will determine both the immediate and

proximal causes of death. The immediate

cause is the last event prior to a death,

which may happen hours or days before

death. The proximal cause of death is the

first event leading up to a death, which

may have been evident in the individual

for years prior to death.

In a homicide investigation, the body is

usually the single most important piece of

evidence that will be processed. Also, the

area surrounding the body will generally

contain most of the forensic evidence in

the case. The medical examiner may also

be called upon to testify in a civil or criminal courtroom regarding the findings from

the completed investigation.

Medical examiners have received a medical degree and frequently have received

advanced training in pathology (the study

of disease mechanisms and death) and forensic pathology (the study of how and

why people die). They also generally acquire knowledge in a variety of fields

related to forensic medicine, for example,

ballistics, serology, and DNA analysis.



Forensic Psychiatry

Forensic psychiatrists combine knowledge

and practical experience in medicine, mental health, the neurosciences, and the law.

The vast majority of work that forensic

psychiatrists (and psychologists) perform

is on the civil side of the law and deals



with product liability, custody issues, and

competency to handle personal affairs.

In the criminal court, forensic psychiatrists may testify regarding issues of sanity

and competency. Sanity refers to an individual’s state of mind during the commission of a crime. Competency generally

refers to competency to enter a plea, competency to stand trial, and competency to

be executed.

A forensic psychiatrist may be called

upon to construct an offender profile, or

criminal personality profile. Offender profiling is a method of identifying the perpetrator of a crime based on an analysis of the

nature of the offense, the victim, and the

manner in which the crime was committed.

It is typically used when there is little physical evidence that can be used to identify a

suspect, when the crime is bizarre or appears to be serial in nature, or when murder

with sexual overtones is committed.

A forensic psychiatrist may also be

called upon to determine whether a sexual

offender meets the statutory criteria to be

deemed a violent sexual predator and subject to civil commitment. This evaluation

takes into account the current offense and

the statutory definition of ‘‘violent sexual

predator.’’

Prior to any psychiatric evidence being

presented in a courtroom, a forensic psychiatrist will conduct a thorough examination of the individual to evaluate mental

status. The psychiatric testimony may also

be supported by the results of psychological testing and neurological examination.

Forensic psychiatrists have received a

medical degree and advanced training in

psychiatry. Their knowledge of forensic

psychiatry is acquired through working

in a variety of forensic settings, including

mental health facilities and prisons.



Forensic Toxicology and Serology

Forensic toxicology is concerned with chemicals (drugs and poisons) found in the
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human body. During a death investigation, forensic toxicologists may make a

determination as to whether the victim

was killed using a poison such as lead.

Toxicology results can also determine

whether a drug such as Rohypnol was

used during a sexual assault.

Throughout history, poisons have been

used to harm and kill. The Roman emperor Claudius may have been poisoned. During the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries,

poisoning was quite common in Italy.

There are numerous tales of poisoning

involving the Borgia popes. Poisoning as

a method of killing spread throughout

Europe during the sixteenth, seventeenth,

and eighteenth centuries. It was so common that it was universally feared by the

nobility.

In the United States, the New York

medical examiner’s office established the

first toxicology laboratory in 1918. This

predates the inception of the first forensic

science laboratory. The American Board of

Forensic Toxicology was founded in 1975.

Serologists are involved with the identification and processing of blood, semen,

saliva, and other bodily fluids; they may

also be involved in bloodstain, bloodspatter, and DNA analysis. These types of

evidence may be crucial in sexual assault

cases or during a homicide investigation.



Related Fields

There are many fields that are related to

forensic medicine. Professionals in the

fields of forensic odontology and forensic

anthropology assist in the identification of

bodies. Professionals in the fields of forensic biology, forensic chemistry, and forensic biochemistry frequently work in

laboratories.

Forensic Odontology and Anthropology

Generally, forensic odontologists (dentists) and anthropologists will assist in the
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identification of a body that otherwise cannot be identified. It may be burned, in a

significant state of decay, or even skeletonized. Forensic anthropologists are most

frequently called upon when skeletonized

remains are found. From these remains,

the anthropologist will assist in identifying

the victim and may also provide an approximate date and cause of death. Forensic anthropologists have a Ph.D. degree in

anthropology.

Forensic odontologists compare antemortem dental records to present observations of dental characteristics in a body for

the purpose of identifying the victim. They

may also be called upon to link a suspect

to bite marks left upon a living or dead

victim. Forensic odontologists have completed dental school.

Forensic Biology, Chemistry, and

Biochemistry

Individuals in the areas of forensic biology, forensic chemistry, and forensic biochemistry have received training in their

primary disciplines, having received either

a master’s or a Ph.D. degree. These individuals often specialize in more narrow

areas, such as optics, microbiology, molecular biology, or genetics. Forensic chemists may work in forensic laboratories,

analyzing mostly drug samples, which

makes up the bulk of the work of forensic

laboratories. Forensic biologists may

work with biological samples that are

received in a laboratory.

AYN EMBAR-SEDDON and ALLAN D. PASS

See also DNA Fingerprinting; Forensic

Evidence; Forensic Investigations; Forensic

Science
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Definition

There have been many changes regarding

the definition and common usage of the

word ‘‘forensic.’’ In college English departments, the term refers to a formalized debate. It is not uncommon for ‘‘forensic’’

mail, intended for the English department,

to be delivered to the Forensic Science

department in error. The addition of ‘‘science’’ to the word ‘‘forensic’’ implies a

scientific debate. In the early 1900s, what

we now refer to as forensic science was

referred to as police science. Crime laboratories, as they were previously known, are

now called forensic laboratories. Currently, the term is overused, and many

jobs only remotely related to a legal activity or the courts have the adjective ‘‘forensic’’ attached to their job title. Television

news coverage, reality and true crime

programming, and prime-time crime dramas have had a great influence in perpetuating the overuse of the term.

Forensic science refers to the legal debate related to the scientific examination

of evidence and its admissibility and value

in a court of law. The debate is refereed

by the judge, takes place in a courtroom,

and involves the defense, the prosecution,

and expert witnesses in a case. This debate



is based on both legal issues and the

valid application of the scientific method

and technologies to the examination of the

evidence.



History of Forensic Science

Historically, modern forensic science as

we practice it today had its foundations

in England and Europe in the 1800s, even

though ancient history has many examples

of forensic science being practiced. The

practice that has evolved into the contemporary medical examiner system can be

traced back to the British coroners, public

officials who would pronounce a person

dead and could describe the cause of

death.

Physical evidence, prior to that time,

was of much less importance than the

testimony of an eyewitness. Behavioral

studies since have shown that several people witnessing the same event will often

have radically different accounts as to

what occurred. For this reason alone, the

importance of physical evidence became

widely relied upon and required the associated development of a scientific basis for

the analyses—hence the birth of the various forensic specialties.

In the 1800s, Hans Gross, a German,

and Edmond Locard, a Frenchman, were

responsible for developing the scientific

principle for the exchange of trace evidence between two objects that come in

contact with each other. This principle is

the basis for seeking evidence that has

been transferred to or from the people or

things that come in contact with each

other at a crime scene.

In 1923, Chief August Vollmer of the

Los Angeles Police Department established a laboratory within the department

where they practiced ‘‘police science’’ and

used the scientific method in working their

cases. Scientists were sought out by the

police to help them solve problems. University professors served as some of the
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earliest forensic scientists. In the 1930s,

Vollmer headed the first university program in the United States for criminology

and criminalistics, at the University of

California, Berkeley. It was not until

1948 that the university officially formed

the School of Criminology, headed by

criminalist Paul Kirk. Today in the United

States there are more than forensic laboratories at the federal, state, and local levels

and numerous private forensic laboratories. Many European forensic institutes

were formed after World War II.



Forensic Science Specialties

There are many forensic science specialties, as exemplified by the various sections

of the American Academy of Forensic

Sciences (AAFS). AAFS was formed in

1950 and today has more than six thousand members internationally. The forensic specialty sections at AAFS are general,

criminalistics, engineering sciences, jurisprudence, odontology, pathology/biology,

physical anthropology, psychiatry/behavioral sciences, toxicology, and questioned

documents.



Digital Evidence

The newest section under consideration

by AAFS is a Digital and Multimedia

Section. With the advent of personal

computers, cellular telephones, and digital

photographs and movies, information in

a digital format has become a new category of forensic evidence. The Scientific

Working Groups for Digital Evidence

(SWGDE) and for Imaging Technologies

(SWGIT) were developed and supported

by the Federal Bureau of Investigation

(FBI) so that forensic experts can work

together to develop consensus guidelines

for how digital evidence is to be identified,

collected, preserved, and examined for evidence of a crime.
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The development of the Internet has

been a wonderful resource for forensic science while at the same time an international phenomenon for new forms of

criminal activity. In past years, it was obvious when a bank was being robbed.

Today, banks can be robbed electronically

without it being immediately obvious to

the customers or even the bankers themselves. E-mail and chat rooms can pose

many dangers for children and adults

alike. Luckily, forensic evidence exists on

the Internet and on all electronic devices.

‘‘Computer forensics’’ is a term that has

been used to describe evidence on computers. It has almost become outdated, given

the advent of cell phones with numerous

computer-like capabilities and automobiles that operate almost completely by

computer chips. ‘‘Digital forensics’’ is a

more inclusive term that covers all technologies operating in a binary format.

Universities are developing programs to

meet these new challenges and to develop

the scientific basis for these new digital

forensic specialties.



Public Opinion

After the O. J. Simpson trial, ‘‘forensic’’

became a household word. This was later

followed by numerous television shows,

including the very popular CSI (Crime

Scene Investigation) series. The public has

been given both unreal expectations for

forensic science laboratories and the false

appearance that forensic scientists can be

investigators in designer clothes at a crime

scene as well as scientists in the laboratory.

This has been referred to as the ‘‘CSI effect’’ by the US News & World Report

(Roane 2005). Juries, based on their television knowledge, now second-guess the

real forensic scientists during trials. It is

important to remember that real-life forensic scientists work within a real-life

legal system; sometimes justice prevails

and sometimes it does not.
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Professionalism

Forensic science is practiced by extremely

dedicated professionals. Their opinions,

while their own, are based on valid science. They must try not to be unduly influenced by the press or higher authorities.

To that end, laboratory directors, with the

assistance of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), formed the American Society of Crime Laboratory Directors in

1972. This professional organization supports the development of laboratory managers with high standards in both ethics

and forensic science.



The Scientific Method

The basic process that a forensic scientist

follows when looking at a crime scene or

examining evidence in the laboratory is

first to clearly understand the circumstances of the crime and the examinations

requested by the law enforcement investigator. These observations along with the

information that the evidence reveals

allows the scientist to formulate what

happened, how it happened, and when it

happened. The initial assumption and rationale are considered a hypothesis. Further examination of the evidence and

comparing the questioned exhibit to a

known sample verify or discredit the original hypothesis. The examinations continue and comparisons are made until

there is a clear association of the evidence

with the crime, a clear exclusion of such

an association, or a clear indication that

the evidence is unsuitable for reaching a

conclusion.

The implementation of the scientific

method will extract the truth in a manner

that can be duplicated by others who follow the same procedures. The scientific

method as it applies to forensic science is

as follows:



1. The forensic scientist makes an observation at a crime scene or about a

particular item of evidence.

2. Based on the observations, the scientist develops a theory about what

took place; this is referred to as ‘‘developing a hypothesis.’’

3. The scientist tests the hypothesis

using logic and experimentation,

including only those things in the

experiment that are relevant and excluding those that cannot be proved

relevant or whose source is unknown.

4. The scientist tests the hypothesis by

examining the results of the experimentation, which lead to particular

changes to the original hypothesis,

the experimental design, and/or the

way the experiment was conducted.

5. The testing and subsequent alterations of the hypothesis are repeated

until all of the experimental data

from the testing results in proving one solid and well-defined hypothesis.



The Role of the Forensic Scientist

The role of a forensic scientist is to use the

logic of the scientific method when conducting the various observations and

examinations of physical evidence. It is

not the forensic scientist’s role to determine guilt or innocence of the suspect,

but rather through observation, experimentation, and interpretation of physical

evidence, they determine what happened,

how the crime took place, when and where

it happened, and who could have been at

the crime scene during the crime.

Because the U.S. legal system is based

on the ‘‘presumption of innocence until

proved guilty,’’ it makes sense that the

forensic scientist might assume that the

evidence will support the innocence of

the suspect. By developing a hypothesis
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of innocence, the forensic scientist tests

the hypothesis by trying to prove that the

physical evidence was not involved in the

alleged crime and that the crime was not

committed by the suspect. When all hypothetical theories, experiments, and data

cannot uphold the suspect’s innocence,

but rather put the suspect at the crime

scene holding the gun that killed the victim, then the ‘‘presumption of innocence’’

may not be upheld.



Evidence Examination

Typically, the ‘‘presumption of innocence’’ is the mind-set for all forensic

scientists. The actual approach to evidence

examination involves comparing a questioned exhibit from a crime scene to a

known exhibit taken from a suspect by

the investigator. Forensic laboratories

and their scientists are given the legal responsibility to take possession of the physical evidence, to protect it from damage,

contamination, or alteration, and to keep

it under their care and control while they

perform their scientific examinations.

They make scientific observations that

fall into three categories:

1. The evidence can be connected to

the crime scene or victim.

2. The evidence can be eliminated as

being related to the crime scene or

victim.

3. The evidence is inconclusive.

In a criminal investigation, forensic

scientists examine and analyze evidence

using such tools as basic optical microscopes, which enhance visual observations. Evidence examination also utilizes

advanced instrumentation such as infrared

spectrometers, gas chromatographs, mass

spectrometers, and scanning electron

microscopes with energy dispersive X-ray

analysis. Such instruments can be used to

separate complex chemical and biological
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mixtures and to identify the molecular

structure of each compound or elements

of interest in the evidence related to the

investigation of a crime. The scanning

electron microscope is capable of doing

elemental analysis of each layer of paint

in a small paint chip that adheres to a pry

bar for comparison to a known sample of

paint from the door facing supposedly

attacked by the pry bar. Computer databases allow for matching genetic material,

deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), from the

biological stain at a crime scene to an

individual whose DNA is in the national

database.

Using science and technology allows

the forensic scientist to draw conclusions

about the evidence that is legally sound

and scientifically valid. Information and

physical evidence used in forming a valid

conclusion must be attributed to a specific

source. That source may be a class or

group of items or connected to one specific

item or person. If there is any question

that the information or evidence is suspect

or contaminated, it should not be analyzed or used as a basis for conclusions.

The science used to examine evidence

must not only be valid but also provide a

traceable chain of custody for each item of

evidence, which must be maintained from

the crime scene to the courtroom. In order

for items of evidence that were examined

by the forensic scientist to be admitted

into court, the items must be handed to

the expert on the witness stand for identification. The expert then describes from

whom the evidence was received, how it

was received, and how it was returned to

the investigator. The expert will have

made a mark in the evidence (usually initials and the date of examination or receipt), or if the evidence is very small and

in a container, the expert will have initialed and dated the container, the seal,

and the evidence tag. Without this secure

chain of custody, the best scientific evidence will not be admitted into court as

evidence.
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The Forensic Scientist in Court

Forensic scientists must be qualified as an

‘‘expert’’ each time they go to court to

testify in a particular case. Once qualified

as experts, they are able to give their opinions on matters related to the evidence

they have examined and analyzed. Nonexperts must testify to only the facts. After

the expert is sworn in and on the witness

stand, the individual must be ‘‘qualified’’

as an expert by a process called voir dire.

The prosecuting attorney will ask his or

her name, place of work, job title, length

of time employed as a forensic scientist,

education and training, number of publications, other experience relevant to expertise in the matter before the court, number

of cases worked, reports written, testimonies given as an expert, so forth.

The defense attorney will then either

accept the forensic scientist as an expert

or ask additional questions that might discredit him or her, such as ‘‘Have you ever

failed a course in college?’’ ‘‘Is the college

you graduated from accredited?’’ ‘‘Have

you ever made a mistake?’’ ‘‘Have you

ever driven your car after drinking alcohol?’’ ‘‘Have you ever been arrested?’’

‘‘Have charges of any kind been filed

against you?’’ ‘‘Can you list three journals

in forensic science that you have read in

the past year?’’ If things are brought out

that the jury might find questionable

about the expert, then the prosecutor will

redirect questions that will allow the expert to clarify any misleading impressions

that the defense attorney’s questions

might have created. The defense can also

have a redirect.

Once qualified, the expert is handed an

item of evidence by the prosecutor and

asked to identify it. Once the expert identifies the evidence item, questions begin as

to the chain of custody and security of the

evidence while in the expert’s possession

and, finally, the results of the examination.

After this direct examination by the defense attorney, which may be minutes,



hours, days, or weeks (depending on the

circumstances), the defense attorney has

the opportunity to cross-examine the expert. If the evidence is strong, the defense

will attack the credibility of the expert.

Expert witnesses are called to render

opinions as to the value of evidence they

have examined or reviewed. The prosecution will have an expert testify to his or her

findings. The defense will likewise have an

opposing expert to refute the findings of

the prosecutor’s expert. For scientific evidence to be entered into court under the

Frye standard, which dates back to 1923,

the scientific specialty or technology has to

be ‘‘generally accepted’’ by experts in the

field.

In 1993, Daubert v. Merrill Pharmaceutical resulted in the judge being the ‘‘gatekeeper’’ for admitting scientific evidence

into court. Both Daubert and later Kumho

inquiries regarding scientific processes indicate that they should be flexible and

suggest that the scientific theory or technique should be tested and its error rates

known, should have relevant scientific

articles published in peer-reviewed journals, should have standards related to the

techniques applied, and should be accepted by the relevant scientific community.

The jury or judge (if the trial is before

only a judge) has the responsibility to interpret all of the evidence, including physical evidence presented by the forensic

scientists, and the testimony of witnesses,

investigators, and the suspect to determine

guilt or innocence. If the evidence is not

strong enough to make a decision of neither guilt nor innocence, it is referred to as

a ‘‘hung jury.’’ The case will either be dismissed or scheduled for a retrial.

Forensic science specialties will continue to evolve as we move into new lifestyles and new technologies are developed.

New issues and new evidence will always

be facing our society and the forensic

science community. The basic principles

and ethics of forensic science, however,

will remain the same.

CARRIE MORGAN WHITCOMB
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See also Computer Crimes; Forensic Evidence; Forensic Investigations; Forensic

Medicine
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FOSDICK, RAYMOND B.

Raymond Blaine Fosdick (1883–1972),

lawyer, public servant, and author, was

born in Buffalo, New York, the son of a

high school principal. Of Puritan descent,

Fosdick began his higher education at

Colgate College but transferred to Princeton, where one of his intellectual idols,

Woodrow Wilson, was president. Fosdick

received his B.A. degree in 1905 and his

M.A. in 1906 and was elected to Phi Beta

Kappa. New York Law School granted

him the LL.B. degree in 1908, after which

he went to work for New York City

Mayor George B. McClellan. At first assistant corporation counsel, Fosdick two

years later became commissioner of

accounts.

The next notable event in his life came

when John D. Rockefeller, Jr., on behalf

of the Rockefeller Bureau of Social Hygiene, asked him to make a broad study of

police organizations in Europe. On the

basis of a few previous meetings, two

connected with an investigation of the

white-slave traffic in prostitutes and one

with a Bible class, Rockefeller had singled

out Fosdick, a green attorney, for a demanding project. Fosdick immersed himself in the task and in 1915, European

Police Systems was published. From his

autobiography, Chronicle of a Generation:
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My itinerary took me to practically every

large city in Europe except those in Russia

. . . . In every city I visited I tried to see the

police in actual operation . . . . The outstanding impression I received from my

study in Europe was that police administration there was a distinct career which

attracted the best brains obtainable . . . .

Its elaborate training schools for recruits

had no counterpart in the United States.



Fosdick’s compliments continued to flow

and American police appeared amateurish

in comparison. Naturally, the book stirred

immediate interest at home but gathered

an even larger audience in Europe. An

acute observer and fluent writer, Fosdick

had proved his worth to such an extent

that Rockefeller asked him to write a companion volume, American Police Systems,

published in 1920. This time Fosdick visited seventy-two cities and, with what must

have seemed a poison pen to the American

police, indicted the whole system of law

enforcement in this country:

In America the student of police travels

from one political squabble to another, too

often from one scandal to another. He finds

a shifting leadership of mediocre calibre . . .

there is little conception of policing as a

profession or as a science to be matured

and developed.



Hardly finished yet, Fosdick continued:

Every police department is a graveyard of

projects and improvements which, had they

been developed to maturity, would have

reconstructed the police work of the city

. . . . We have, indeed, little to be proud of.



He did explain, however, that in European

cities the volume of crime was much lower

and therefore more manageable. European

populations were more homogeneous and

less inclined to crime caused by assimilation barriers. With less crime to combat

and people tied through kinship, European

police could achieve a higher standard of

professionalism. No matter, the word was

out that, according to Fosdick, American

police were decidedly inferior to European.
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Criminal Justice in Cleveland, published

in 1922, did not soften the blows dealt by

the earlier books. Fosdick had joined ten

other writers, such as Felix Frankfurter

and Roscoe Pound, to conduct a ‘‘scientific study’’ of criminal justice in that city.

Fosdick had, if anything, sharpened his

criticism:

Lack of intelligence and imagination in Cleveland’s police work is shown in the ragged

character of the internal arrangements of

the department . . . . Inadequate equipment

adds to this appearance of raggedness . . . .

Official lethargy lies behind much that is

distressing in this picture.



Cleveland and other American police

departments (guilty in absentia) bristled

at his denunciations, but the glaring public

attention was impetus enough for most

police departments to start on the uphill

road to improvement.

Once again Rockefeller convinced

Fosdick to take on a challenging project.

He was to make a thorough study of how

various countries of the world handled the

sale of alcohol. In collaboration with

Albert L. Scott, Fosdick wrote Toward

Liquor Control, published in 1933. It presented the arguments for and against selling liquor through regulation by license or

through a state authority system (preferred by Fosdick and Scott), though

they admitted that no system was ‘‘final.’’

Rockefeller’s specific request for studies of

the liquor business in Canada and certain

European countries filled the appendices.

The repeal of the Eighteenth Amendment

in 1933, and this book written in anticipation of repeal, relieved much of the workload police had shouldered during the

thirteen years of Prohibition.

Fosdick’s substantial contributions to

policing were only one side of his career.

He lived a long life full of other accomplishments and honors. In 1916, he rode

with ‘‘Black Jack’’ Pershing in Mexico

against Pancho Villa. In 1917, he observed

military training methods in Canada,

England, and France. What he learned



went into Keeping Our Fighters Fit (1918),

written with E. F. Allen, a book made

necessary because America had not fought

in a full-scale conflict since the Civil War.

After World War I, President Wilson chose

him to represent the United States at the

League of Nations; Fosdick resigned when

the Senate failed to ratify the Covenant

(1920). By 1930, he had been elected trustee of seven prestigious public service organizations: the Rockefeller Foundation,

the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research, the Rockefeller General Education

Board, the International Education Board,

the Spelman Fund, the Brookings Institution, and the National Institute of Public

Administration. In 1936, he became president of the Rockefeller Foundation and

the General Education Board. Entrusted

with nearly $200 million dollars, he administered the money prudently, much of it

going for educational grants and disease

prevention research.

The author of fourteen books, Fosdick

struck people as ‘‘a good conversationalist, genial, witty, and generous.’’ Of course,

his having been at the center of so much

turbulent history enhanced his storytelling. Recipient of the Distinguished Service

Medal and two doctorates, accorded the

rank of commander of the French Legion

of Honor, elected as a fellow of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, and as

a member of the American Philosophical

Society, he had much to be proud of.

Tragedy befell him in 1932 when his first

wife shot and killed their two children

before taking her own life. At the apogee

of his public career in 1936 he married a

second time, to Elizabeth Miner.

WILLIAM G. BAILEY
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FRAUD INVESTIGATION

Throughout history some people have always cheated and tricked others. Since the

fourteenth century, such dishonesty and

deceit has been known generically as fraud,

a word that has far older etymological

roots. Yet, oddly to our eyes, English law

failed for many centuries to grapple effectively with fraud. Not until 1677 did the

Statute of Frauds become law, requiring

wills to be written, signed, and witnessed

and deeds to be provided for the creation

and assignment of all trusts. Victims of

fraud could in principle find relief in equity, provided their own unbusiness-like behavior had not been a contributory factor.

The English judiciary was uneasy about

laying down rules for the definition of

various types of fraud. Lord Nottingham,

the Lord Chancellor, said that such rules

‘‘would be perpetually eluded by new

schemes which the fertility of men’s invention would contrive.’’

There was a widespread feeling in the

eighteenth century, and even into our own

times, that a person defrauded deserved to

lose. As an English jurist asked rhetorically in the eighteenth century, ‘‘Shall we

indict a man for making a fool of another?’’ A legal maxim summed up the

attitude of many jurists and of the public

at large: caveat emptor, or ‘‘let the buyer

beware.’’

Such hardheaded advice ignored the

fact that many of the people defrauded

were ignorant and gullible; that others, however prudent, had been cheated by master

confidence tricksters; and that some offenses, such as the willful misrepresentation of
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goods or real estate, could be detected

only by experts or after the fraudulent

transaction had taken place. To be sure,

many victims of fraudsters are trapped by

their own greed, but to argue that they do

not deserve redress is to shift the blame

from where it really lies.

In the past decade or so, legal and popular attitudes in the United States have

undergone a dynamic metamorphosis, with

caveat venditor (‘‘let the seller beware’’)

replacing caveat emptor. There has also

been a marked change in the attitude of

police administrators. Until recently,

many saw investigation of fraud as too

time consuming and difficult, with a relatively low probability of successful prosecution and adequate sentencing. Fraud

investigation therefore took a back seat

to the more emotive crimes of violence,

burglary, and automobile theft and drugrelated offenses. Now there is growing recognition that the losses caused by fraud

are often more traumatic, and have longer-term effects, than the quick and sudden violence of the average street offense

or burglary.



Nature of Fraud

The ‘‘trilogy of fraud’’ describes the three

basic forms of theft: false pretenses, trick

and device, and embezzlement. All three

are statutory offenses. Effective investigation requires fundamental knowledge of

each type of fraud.



False Pretenses

The requisites are (1) specific intent to defraud, a frame of mind on the part of the

thief, (2) misrepresentations by the thief of

a material fact, which can be in any form

of communication, expressed or implied,

(3) reliance by the victim on the representation, inducing him or her to release

property to the thief, and (4) actual loss,
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this being satisfied if the victim in fact did

not receive what he or she bargained for.

The intent of the victim is also material.

It has to be the victim’s intent that title

should accompany the transfer of property

to the thief. The victim’s intent is essential

as it differentiates between the elements

of false pretenses and theft by trick and

device.

False pretenses thefts present an added

requisite, corroboration. This is usually

demonstrated by the ‘‘false token’’ or

writing subscribed to by the accused, or

the testimony of two witnesses and corroborating circumstances. This is a precaution against perjury by an ostensible

victim. Frequently, allegations of false

pretenses are based upon contractual

arrangements. This brings into play the

parole evidence rule, which precludes any

evidence of prior or contemporaneous verbal agreements that would alter the provisions of a written contract. However, in

a criminal action based upon the same

facts, the parole evidence rule is generally

held to be operative only between the original parties to the contract, and in a criminal prosecution the state may go

outside the provisions of the contract to

establish the accused’s real intent and the

truth of representations made during

negotiations.



Trick and Device

In this form of theft the basic elements of

specific intent, misrepresentation, and reliance and loss are the same as those required

in prosecution of theft by false pretenses.

However, trick and device is distinguished

by the intent of the victim, who does not

intend to relinquish title to the property,

only its possession to the accused. The victim expects that it (money, or something of

value) will be used only for a specific purpose, such as a loan, investment, or purchases. The accused, however, has no intention

of putting it to such use, specifically intending from the outset to divert it to his or her



own use. There is no requirement here for

the ‘‘corroboration’’ demanded in false

pretenses prosecutions.

This form of theft is the basis for the

prosaic street cons or bunco games. It is a

fast-moving, high-mobility operation, usually with smaller losses involved (although

this is relative to those victimized) and a

higher frequency rate. The street con involves ‘‘the three G’s’’ (greed, gullibility, and

goodness). One or all can be present.

Whether it is the victim’s avarice, naivete´,

stupidity, or misunderstanding, the con artist works to create a feeling of rapport and

‘‘confidence.’’ The term ‘‘street-con’’ relates

primarily to the ‘‘switch’’ scams, the ‘‘bank

examiner,’’ and similar approaches. However, this form of theft is not limited to the

‘‘short’’ or ‘‘street’’ buncos. The legal format (elements) has application to longterm, major frauds also, such as those in

the securities investment field, fraudulent

loans, and real estate scams.



Embezzlement

This form of theft is extremely difficult to

prevent in spite of enforced basic accounting procedures and internal control methods utilized by the victim or his company.

It is a crime of opportunity, frequently

remains undiscovered for long periods,

and is usually repetitive, not an isolated

act. The embezzler, like the check writer, is

the classic recidivist. The elements of the

offense require that (1) there is a fiduciary

relationship between the victim and the

accused, a form of trust whereby the victim entrusts property to the accused (employee usually), (2) the property comes

into the hand (dominion, control, possession) of the agent-servant-employee as

the property of the victim, the title remaining with the victim at all times, (3) the

employee-agent receives the property in

the course of employment (some exceptions exist such as obtaining from a constructive trust) and it is lawfully in his or

her hands, having received it properly in
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the scope of employment, (4) the agentemployee forms the intent to take the

property for personal use or for some use

not contemplated within the trust and

deprives the owner of it, this intent forming after possession is acquired legally, (5)

the agent-employee takes control-possession of the property, and (6) the victim

never intends the agent-employee to use

the property for any purpose other than

that specified or agreed upon. The rule of

corroboration as in theft by false pretenses

is not required here.

Motive is important to establish in examining the embezzlement. The crucial

question is, why does a certain suspect

need the money? The need does not always

have to be rooted in an antisocial behavior. It can represent perfectly legitimate

problems, such as house payments, medical bills, or automobile expenses and costs.



Check Offenses

Although most jurisdictions have specific

sections of the criminal codes that relate to

the ‘‘paper’’ offenses—forgery, nonsufficient funds checks, fictitious checks, and

so forth—the crimes are still essentially

false pretenses. The technical areas involved include handwriting identification,

document examination, paper typing, and

check classification systems, but the fundamental principles still remain: deceit

and trust. The act of forgery occurs when

a person, with intent to defraud, signs the

name of another person (or a fictitious

person) without authority to do so, or

falsely makes, alters, or forges an instrument (checks, notes, bills, contracts, and

the like) and tenders, utters, or passes it.

Nonsufficient funds (NSF) checks

probably are the most prevalent offenses.

When a person with the intent to defraud

makes a check, knowing at the time there

are insufficient monies on hand or credit

with the bank to pay in full the amount on

the face of the check, and presents, utters,
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or passes the instrument, he or she has

committed the offense. The amounts required to differentiate between a felony

and misdemeanor vary by jurisdiction. Because of the multiplicity of NSF check

cases, many police agencies are forced to

set an arbitrary minimum limit on the

amounts involved. This administrative device does not satisfy the victim, but budgetary and personnel demands prevail.



The Investigative Process

With a few exceptions, most major frauds

are legislatively mandated to federal and

state agencies. That still leaves the police

with more than enough offenses to consume the time and other resources they

have available.

A police agency that investigates fraud

must adhere to the basic rule applicable to

any specialized area of inquiry: placing

someone in control who has the needed

training and knowledge. Just as efficient

homicide investigators must have some

understanding of physiology, biology, and

psychology, so must fraud investigators be

acquainted with the applicable law, business practices, accounting principles, modern data processing, and psychology. They

must have this requisite array of knowledge, perhaps not to the level of the professional in these varied fields, but at least

to the degree that enables them to recognize the significance of the information

developed and the need for specialized

help. Consequently, in this era of specialization, the general assignment investigator

is losing ground in the larger and more

progressive police agencies to specialized

investigators.

Any investigation of a protracted nature requires the formulation of a plan that

outlines definitively the areas of concern.

One form that has proved its efficacy for

countless years is a variation of the standard military operational order, or Five

Paragraph Field Order: (1) the situation
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or assessment, (2) the mission, (3) the execution, (4) logistics, and (5) command.

1. Situation assessment. What allegedly

occurred? Is the initial information

received from a victim or informants,

or the ensuing investigation? Victims, through embarrassment and

confusion, frequently furnish erroneous facts. This requires a logical assessment of the victim’s motivation,

emotional and mental state, degree of

reliance, and ability to relate accurately the representation being made,

its falsity, and the actual property loss.

2. Mission. This segment relates the

strategy to be used in a given case/

situation. A case cannot be based

solely upon the unsupported allegations of the victim. The legal requirements of the particular crimes have

to be met. Investigative efforts will

be directed to documentation, witness testimony, and instruments, all

needed to prove or disprove that a

crime in fact has been committed.

This is the who, what, when, and

where of an investigation.

3. Execution. What tactically is to be

done to carry out the mission? To do

this, consideration has to be given to

the documentation to be developed,

the witnesses to be identified and

interviewed, the corroboration to be

established, and the suspects to be

identified and researched, including

their net worth and the source and

application of their funds, and the

similar acts and transactions to be

analyzed to establish the plan, scheme, design, and intent of the suspects

and victim. Intent is a subjective

thing, a frame of mind that is extremely difficult to establish and prove.

4. Logistics (support). Consideration is

given here to the probable technical

and expert assistance that will be

needed to support the investigators.

It may be available within the police

agency or it may have to be obtained



from outside. Examples of such outside experts range from accountants

and security analysts to plumbers

and tile setters and can include any

type of help that is required to effectively carry out a successful inquiry.

No approach is too ethereal or too

prosaic.

5. Command. A fundamental principle

applicable to all forms of police investigation concerns the director of

operations. There can be only one

person who has the responsibility,

authority, and final overall accountability. These charges cannot be

delegated or handled by a committee. A bifurcated approach, with its

resulting duplication and conflicts of

direction, hampers the effectiveness

of any investigation, thereby reducing its chances of being successful.

ROBERT S. NEWSOM

See also Identify Theft; White Collar Crime
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FUTURE OF INTERNATIONAL

POLICING

It is only recently that ‘‘international policing’’ has become a focus of scholarly

concern, as evidenced by the previous

two editions of the Encyclopedia of Police
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Science. There was no entry on themes pertaining to ‘‘international policing’’ in the

first edition (1989). In the second (1995),

there was an entry on ‘‘international police cooperation,’’ authored by Malcolm

Anderson, which provides a thorough description and consideration of the implications of the many connections—in terms

of formal legal-institutional connections

and more informal practices—that link

public police agencies in the international

sphere. (Anderson has updated his entry

for this current edition, and entries covering other issues of international policing

have been added.)

This entry focuses on the broader issue

of ‘‘the future of international policing.’’

Its title speaks to changes in how scholars

and practitioners think about and carry

out policing at every level of collectivization, from the local level of municipal

government to the national and inter-/

supranational arenas. Criminologists and

sociolegal scholars have come to understand policing as a process that involves

a network of state (that is, ‘‘public’’) and

private (that is, ‘‘nonstate’’) agencies (see

especially Johnson and Shearing 2003;

Kempa et al. 2004). These agencies include

the public police, private security agencies,

and other bodies that make a direct contribution to ‘‘collective security,’’ such as

citizens engaged in neighborhood watch

programs and, in other less positive

cases, vigilantes.

The activity of this network of bodies—

which entails both cooperative and antagonistic relationships—entails the enforcement of a broader dominant normative

order that is founded upon a particular

‘‘political-economic’’ context. Thus, it is

possible to speak of the rise to dominance

of ‘‘democratic policing’’ models that are

founded upon the values of efficiency, efficacy, accountability, and community involvement that are deeply tied to the

global spread of the neoliberal model of

political economy that places much faith

in the capacity of markets to distribute

collective goods, such as security (see, for
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example, Kempa et al. 2004; O’Malley

1997; Rose 1996).

In keeping with these developments in

policing scholarship, the issue of ‘‘the future of international policing’’ broadens to

address not only what the public police are

doing in the international realm but, further, to an analysis of the contributions

made by private security and other agencies in the processes of the governance of

international security. Further, the practical and normative quandary of what the

future of international policing ought to be

is directly connected to debates and contests between groups over what the future

of global governance ought to look like.

This entry canvasses these themes.



Context: The Changing Nature of

International Space and Governance

It is widely acknowledged that we are living in globalizing times that entail profound shifts in how collective life is

thought about, organized, and governed.

Goods and (certain classes of) human

beings are more globally mobile than

they have been at any point in human

history (Castells 2000). Further, the development of hypercommunications technology has given individuals around the

planet the capacity for simultaneous contact, and, further, has rendered ‘‘information’’ itself a valuable commodity to be

traded in the postindustrial economy

(Castells 2000). Such massive transformations have tested the dominance of the

‘‘nation-state’’ as the primary envelope of

collective life: Individuals currently conduct their personal and professional

affairs across a wide range of local, national, and supranational/virtual collectivities, ranging from local community

associations to transnational trade links

and Internet chat groups.

In response to and partially driving

these trends has been massive governmental restructuring at the local, national,
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international, and supranational levels. It is

widely acknowledged that we have moved

beyond the ‘‘modern’’ era of governance

that was driven, in the first instance, by

state governmental institutions. Statedominated governance has been usurped

by a proliferation of other state and nonstate ‘‘nodes’’ that participate in networked processes of governance.

These trends have wrought many benefits and posed major challenges to collective life, and to security more particularly:

The global information economy has seen

the rise of certain forms of crime and disorder—some new and some simply more

advanced—ranging from Internet fraud

and corporate espionage to human trafficking and violence directed against opposing cultures and ways of life (that is,

terrorism).

Transformations in policing both reflect and drive these broader transformations in ‘‘governance’’: In the era of the

neoliberal, networked, risk society, the

public police have abandoned certain of

their claims and aspirations for a ‘‘monopoly’’ over the business of governing security, while in other cases they have

had their functions stripped from them

against their will by nonstate actors of

the corporate and civil varieties. State

and nonstate policing agencies each behave in ways that reflect and shape the

trends in governance described above.



Transformations in Public Policing

in the International Domain

Cooperation between state policing agencies in the international domain has a long

history, though these links have multiplied

in number and form, and new types of

‘‘state-oriented’’ international policing

bodies have proliferated in recent decades.

Charting the formal and informal links

between public policing agencies constitutes the focus of the ‘‘classic’’ sociolegal

scholarship on international policing. To



date, this work has been largely descriptive and empirical in nature: as Manning

(2005) points out the driving forces and

social implications of such trends have

been undertheorized.

As Anderson (1995) outlined, information sharing and technology transfer

between state police agencies were commonplace during the ‘‘high point’’ of the

consolidation of the state project in the

nineteenth century. Over the course of

the twentieth century, these initiatives

became more formalized and widespread

and can be categorized into three general

types: formalized liaison between state

police agencies, ‘‘supranational’’ coordination institutions, and probate or unofficial investigation forms.

A noteworthy aspect of formalized liaison entails the exchange of ‘‘police liaison

officers’’ between police bodies: These

agents participate in policing initiatives

of mutual concern through providing

advice on investigative approaches and

technical support in foreign jurisdictions.

One of the objectives of recent rounds of

pan-European legislation has been to extend and render increasingly uniform and

efficient the liaison officer system. With

respect to supranational coordination,

INTERPOL plays the most direct role in

having the explicit mandate of acting as

the institutional hub for police information; it does not, however, have any executive police powers in any of the member

states to carry out the business of law

enforcement. Probate or unofficial investigation forms are essentially ‘‘one off ’’

exchanges or lending of officers in foreign

jurisdictions.

International public police cooperation

of these forms is furthest developed in the

European region, though significant institutional efforts have developed in the

Australasia region in recent years. The

cornerstone of European police cooperation has been the TREVI group: the regular meeting of the ministers of justice

and the interior of the European community countries originally set up in 1975 to
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coordinate measures against terrorism.

Within the TREVI system, four committees were established: TREVI 1 manages

the secure communications link for passing sensitive terrorist-related intelligence

along to the twelve member countries;

TREVI 2 exchanges information about

police techniques, training, and equipment

between member states; TREVI 3 is a

forum for discussing serious crime other

than terrorism, such as illegal drugs, migration, and human trafficking; and

TREVI 4 is the special committee minted

in 1992 concerned with coordinating the

measures made necessary by the proposed

abolition of frontier controls.

The plurality of the international statebacked policing initiatives described above

are most concerned with combating

organized crime and global terrorism. For

some commentators, this raises concerns

about ‘‘rings of steel’’ being thrown up

around Europe and other Western regions,

with policing agencies acting as the essential bulwarks controlling ingress to and

egress from the privileged spaces of the

First World (Weber and Bowling 2004).

In the classic sociolegal international

policing scholarship, the main thematic

issues raised are centered around practical

concerns over the efficacy of international

policing collaborations and normative

concerns over accountability of international policing practices. Critically, both

of these issues are reducible to the common theme of the inadequacy of the flow

of information between policing agencies

themselves and between the policing agencies and governmental and/or community

agencies (Sheptycki 2002). A long history

of poor information sharing and antagonistic relationships between state nodes in

networks for international policing has

limited the efficacy of their efforts to combat organized networks of international

crime and terrorism. Accountability concerns also arise on the difficult legal issue

of what nation’s jurisdictional rules ought

to apply where foreign police services
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undertake operations on soil other than

their own (Sheptycki 2002). In this connection, national governments have proved

very reluctant over time to cede aspects of

their sovereign authority upward to regional policing bodies and laterally to foreign policing agencies (Sheptycki 2002;

Deflem 2002; Marx 1997).

The increasing ‘‘paramilitarization’’ of

state-backed international policing is a further significant trend in this domain. On

the one hand, national armies are increasingly engaged in what are essentially crime

control functions at home and in foreign

jurisdictions. Such military policing functions were concentrated first upon the

Western (principally American) ‘‘war on

drugs,’’ which since the late 1990s has

been surpassed by the same nations’ ‘‘war

on terror’’ (see, generally, Sheptycki 2002).

The role of the military in the policing

of international crime raises important

practical and normative concerns. Most

obviously, there are concerns about the

ability of soldiers who have been trained

for mortal combat and view opposition as

‘‘the enemy’’ to adhere to ‘‘democratic policing’’ standards, which characterize suspects as citizens who are innocent until

proved guilty (Dunlap 2001). Conversely,

there is legitimate concern that immersing

soldiers in relatively nuanced ‘‘policing’’

functions may inappropriately ‘‘soften’’

those who may later be called upon to

engage in mortal combat in high-intensity

conflicts (Dunlap 2001).

In addition to the increased involvement of conventional armies in international policing issues, recent decades have

seen the resurgence of specialist forces—

gendarmeries—that engage in ‘‘national

security’’ policing functions within their

own borders and across borders in collaboration with parallel agencies abroad

(Lutterbeck 2004). These bodies are typically modeled along the lines of the French

Gendarmerie (Gendarmerie nationale),

which was created in the late eighteenth

century. Similar to the French model, the
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preponderance of gendarmeries is connected to both their ministries of defense

(which are responsible for the conventional military) and ministries of the interior/

justice (which traditionally hold jurisdiction over the public police). Gendarmeries

play a central role in securing national

borders.

Further, in the event of war, gendarmeries would perform more combat-related

tasks, such as protecting sensitive infrastructure and gathering intelligence toward maintaining national security. Also

significantly, gendarmeries play a critical

and increasingly intrusive role in multilateral peacekeeping missions: The missions

that national gendarmeries have engaged

in from the early 1990s have included such

‘‘frontline’’ duties as crowd control, combating organized crime, protecting returning refugees, and the reorganization of

local police forces (Lutterbeck 2004, 60).

The blurring of military organizations and

public police organizations that conduct

their operations within and external to

the borders of nation-states indicates the

convergence of internal and external security concerns.

An important subissue that arises in

the area of public agency involvement in

international policing concerns the active

role taken by Western states in supporting

‘‘democratic’’ policing reform abroad. A

massive industry has blossomed in this domain, with the United States of America

and Britain spearheading such efforts

(Bayley 2005). David Bayley estimates that

the government of the United States, as

the dominant bilateral provider, currently

spends about $750 million USD on programs that contribute to developing public

police forces abroad (Bayley 2005, 206).

Additionally, international programs

of police reform are carried out by other

multilateral institutions, including the

European Union, the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund, and the InterAmerican Development Bank. Many of

these reforms are driven by the recognition



that economic development can be undermined by disorder, crime, and instability:

Thus, policing reform and the development

of local security is seen by the major players

in global development as underpinning socalled second-generation social reforms.

Significantly, therefore, the successful implementation of Western-orientated programs for policing reform serves as a

precondition for loans and other forms of

foreign assistance from the major global

development agencies. Thus, the connection of policing reform to broader questions of the ‘‘political economy of human

security’’ are rendered stark in the case of

foreign assistance programs.

International policing reform assistance

has for the most part amounted to the

transplantation of technocratic methods

of policing and policing governance that

years of evidence suggest are of dubious

benefit in the West itself (Bayley 2005;

Kempa and Johnston 2005). In terms of

accounting for this peculiar practice, attention can be paid to both ‘‘challenges

of intention’’ and ‘‘challenges of imagination,’’ which both relate to ‘‘challenges of

implementation.’’ On the one hand, many

police reform agencies act in their own

partisan interests: It has literally become

an ‘‘industry’’ that follows the same profitmaking imperative of conventional industry. Yet, there are very many policing

reformers who harbor the very best of intentions. Nevertheless, their programs for

policing reform reflect in many cases outdated, state-dominated ‘‘habits of mind’’

as to what ‘‘good governance’’ and, by extension, ‘‘good policing’’ can and should

look like, which are maladaptive in the

current network society (Kempa and

Johnston 2005).

In addition to being ineffective, the

transplantation of Western policing models throughout the developing world has in

many cases produced ‘‘malignant’’ outcomes (Cohen 1988). In a very important

sense, technocratic policing reforms often

simply increase the efficiency and efficacy
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of a policing system in maintaining a

broader unjust social system and tenuous

global political-economic order. In other

cases, Western policing models undermine

indigenous ordering practices and create a

culture of dependency. Such deleterious

impacts are so pervasive that some authors

have wondered whether such processes are

deliberate, in the sense that international

policing assistance models that are aligned

with Western worldviews and interests

function as ‘‘one mechanism for a country

to gain political control over another

state’’ (Huggins 1998, 19).

Here, therefore, there is a clear need to

look at alternate conceptualizations of

what local and international ‘‘human security’’ can and ought to look like and, by

extension, what alternate forms the institutions for effecting these standards and

institutional visions might take (see especially Agozino 2004; Dixon 2004; Finlay

and Zvekic 1993).



Corporate Policing in the

International Domain

It has become well known that there

are no functions performed by the public

police that are not also, somewhere and

sometimes, performed by paid private security agencies (Johnston 2002; Stenning

2000). Thus, corporate entities engage in

all manner of policing functions in the

international domain, just as they do at

the local level. Paid private security

engages in such functions at the behest of

both corporate and state authorities.

Under corporate direction, private security agencies principally guard against

espionage and data theft. Further, private

security agencies are often ‘‘linked up’’

with state agencies in undertaking ‘‘national security’’ functions: typically, they

perform a data gathering and analysis

function. This is convenient, in the sense

that nonstate bodies are not subject to the
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same constitutional controls as are public

authorities in undertaking surveillance of

the public.

Nonstate agencies also act as ‘‘armies

for hire’’ under both corporate and state

direction (Johnston 2002). On the one

hand, they act to secure corporate interests and property/natural resources in disorderly political contexts. Further, they

act sometimes to secure the interests of

armies that have invaded states, even

where such invasions have been against

international law and counter to the consensus of the United Nations. For example, the current occupation of Iraq by the

forces of the United States of America and

its ‘‘coalition of the willing’’ has been supported by a massive contingent of nonstate policing agencies in the so-called

green zone (that is, the administrative

‘‘nerve center’’ of the American invasion)

in Central Baghdad.

These practices raise serious concerns

over accountability. Operating, as they

do, at ‘‘arms length’’ from state authorities, the involvement of corporate security

agencies in exercising coercion to secure

state interests creates opportunities for

‘‘plausible deniability’’ on the part of government ministers for policing operations

gone wrong (Toombs and Whyte 2003).

While it is generally acknowledged that

accountability mechanisms for private security agencies are inadequate at all levels

of collectivization (see especially Stenning

2000)—they are nearly nonexistent in the

international realm (Toombs and Whyte

2003). Indeed, the bodies that do exist for

the regulation of private security are so

limited in their authorities that some commentators have questioned the motivations of state governments in establishing

them at all. Toombs and Whyte (2003), for

example, wonder whether such agencies

have been created to provide a ‘‘scintilla

of legitimacy’’ to the impure actions of

elite members of state government and

corporations in steering networks for security in their partisan interests.
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The Future of International

Policing: Research and Policy

Agenda

What therefore is the future of international policing, in terms of the interrelated

issues of a research agenda and practical

ways forward? One critical set of issues

concerns the need to develop institutions

and mechanisms to ensure the efficacy and

accountability of networks for international security. Technically speaking, there is

a need for the development of information

sharing mechanisms between state and

nonstate nodes involved in international

policing.

In a deeper sense, there is a need for

institutions that will bring together groups

with competing visions for the future of

planetary security and justice to deliberate

on the form and nature of future international policing arrangements. The critical

question here will be at what level these

agencies ought to be situated: regional;

continental; hemispheric; completely global? Further, there are the questions of what

powers these coordinating agencies ought

to have and how they might be linked up

with existing bodies toward ensuring legal,

political, and fiscal accountability on the

part of all agencies that engage in international policing processes. Examples of

questions that must be addressed include

(1) What might the role of the International Court be in bringing to heel inappropriate state and nonstate policing action

in the international domain? (2) Who

might initiate proceedings against a pariah

corporation that deploys corporate security agents in brutalizing policing practices? (3) What are the prospects for

actually achieving these reforms, in the absence of support on the part of the United

States of America for the International

Court?

MICHAEL KEMPA

See also Accountability; Autonomy and

the Police; Continental Europe, Policing
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FUTURE OF POLICING IN

THE UNITED STATES

Though some believe there is nothing new

under the sun in the field of law enforcement, the question of what the future

holds for U.S. policing really is an interesting one. The answers lie in studying the

past and applying those tried-and-true tactics using the technology of the present

and appreciating their potential impact

on the future. The terrorist attacks on the

World Trade Center and the Pentagon of

September 11, 2001, and the hurricanes of

2005 have heightened the public’s awareness of their communities’ and their own

personal vulnerability. In light of this,

they look to their local, state, and federal
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governments for prevention, protection,

and mediation of these events. This entry

looks at some key points that provide both

opportunities and barriers to providing

essential services for the future.



Philosophy of Policing

A tactic that has proved to be successful in

meeting these demands from the public

with a high level of customer satisfaction

is community policing. Reciprocally, police

officers—in essence, community service

practitioners—seem to be highly satisfied

as well. For law enforcement and political

executives it is a win–win situation. Direct

community involvement in the police decision-making process is the key.

For the process to be most effective, the

police agency and community leaders

must be immersed in it from top to bottom

and across all functions. The success of the

problem solving, prevention, and mitigation of negative impacts of crime or social

unrest on the community are dependent

upon the immersion levels. The lack of

success, efficiency, and effectiveness in

providing essential and problem-solving

services in times of crisis, often the result

of poor police or government communication with the community, results in community frustration and the judging of

police and government agencies. However,

raising the level of a community’s expectation by providing token ‘‘community policing’’ efforts is a recipe for failure and

deepening mistrust between the public and

its police. Every officer, support person,

supervisor, and commander must be directly involved and accountable.

With the integration of services, there

exist opportunities for customized services and timely solutions to current and

emerging problems. These services allow

for greater success at a reduced cost to

the citizen in both economic and social

terms. There is no substitute for success.

Trust and knowledge among service
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providers can break down the barriers associated with ‘‘turf’’ issues and allow them

to work across agency lines more efficiently and effectively—in other words, more

successfully.

‘‘Turf’’ issues are among the many challenges facing chiefs of police and other

leaders trying to facilitate interagency cooperation. Whose turf is it anyway? The

taxpaying citizens demand and deserve

their combined and focused attention in

solving problems and preserving the peace.

As demands for service and the costs of

adding additional officers increase, it will

be imperative that alternative resources—

both physical and financial—be identified.

Police chiefs and other agency leaders will

need to know what other resources are

available within their community and how

to bring them together to better serve the

community.



Government Structure

The government structure itself is one of

the greatest barriers to providing effective

and efficient services. This is especially

true in the eastern region of the United

States, with its archaic form of government. Boroughs, townships, and counties

have long outlived their usefulness in

providing services to their constituents.

Add the state and federal levels, and is it

any wonder why things are not accomplished faster and more effectively?

There are many examples of agencies

working at cross-purposes to one another,

to the detriment of the public. Systems of

information sharing (or the lack thereof )

between intelligence operations, emergency disaster response agencies, and other

government and law enforcement agencies

have proved problematic. Duplication and

wasteful services compound problems. In

many instances various agencies even

within the same branch of government

have no idea what the other segments are

doing or toward what goal. Attempts at



regionalization have been made with varying degrees of success, but no one wants to

give up the ‘‘palace guard.’’



Communications

Communications between fragmented and

disproportionately assigned service providers present a communications nightmare.

Distribution and assignment based on political subdivisions rather than need or risk

analysis sets the stage for a potential disaster. Even where there are regional communications centers, fire fighters, police,

and emergency medical services often cannot talk to one another despite standing

side by side at the scene using their radio

equipment to communicate with their respective headquarters and commanders.

Even if they could agree upon using a unified command approach to providing emergency services, they would be thwarted

by the lack of communication interoperability. In such situations, sadly, it is the

taxpaying citizen who suffers most.



Leadership

Preparations for working under a unified

command in a majority of circumstances

are not practiced. Turf battles are constantly interfering with the basic ability

and affinity of emergency and law enforcement agencies to cooperate. Egos play a

major role where volunteer, sworn and nonsworn services overlap. However, when personalities are put aside, great gains in the

service delivery systems are attainable

with little or no added cost. Minimizing

egos in the interest of providing the best

service is the responsibility of those in command or leadership positions in both the

public and private sectors. When the citizenry gain, all will prosper and get their

share of the credit.
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Ironically, the key element in this dynamic is each individual’s confidence level.

Exposure to various command schools

and practitioners from other disciplines

must become an essential step toward the

development of leaders within the law enforcement profession. Providers of such

exposure and training include the Federal

Bureau of Investigation Training Academy and the Police Executive Research

Forum’s Senior Management Institute.

Membership and participation in professional organizations such as the International Association of Chiefs of Police,

Police Futurist International, American

Management Association, and local Chambers of Commerce provide avenues of

discussion and experimentation with relatively low risk. These associations are essential resources when a leader is reaching

out to the community to form multidisciplinary teams capable of responding to various crises and events within the community.

Examples of these multidisciplinary units

include police service areas, youth aid panels, and Drug Abuse Resistance Education

programs. Volunteers can be drawn from all

segments of a community, including but not

limited to churches, schools, social services,

the criminal justice system, businesses, and

the general citizenry.



Technology

The use of technology in solving recurring

problems is a function that citizens have

come to expect. For example, programs

that examine and analyze calls for service

have proved to be very effective in reducing the incidence of repeat calls. In the

coming years, as the development and

use of various forms of technology continue to grow increasingly more sophisticated, so too will technology’s applications

in law enforcement.

The timely dissemination of information to officers at the point of service delivery allows them to customize the service
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as needed by the individual citizen. People

have to be in the know and have their

opinions, ideas, and concerns addressed.

Technology will permit the few to inform

and empower the many. Personal contact

plays an important role in providing essential services, and interactive technology

is an effective tool for augmenting personal contact as a part of the service delivery system. The use of interactive Internetbased communications can be done in real

time. Distance learning regimens make

information and training available and

accessible when the officer or citizen is

available. Through the use of analytical

computer-based tools, the analysis of problems will take on a more reasoned approach to solvability.

The crunching of volumes of information into usable products will hasten intervention so as to keep small problems small

and to allow for various service teams to

become directly involved in a situation as

quickly as possible. This is a precursor to

the advent of multidisciplinary teams

being deployed from within the existing

community structure.



Education and Training

Education and training are the keys to success in any organization. The process of

team and trust building, the ability to develop and stick to an effective plan, and

coordination of timing and sensibility all

have their roots in the shared experience of

training. In a high-risk (and high-failure)

environment, it is training that provides the

skills necessary for risk reduction and the

high probability of success. Integrated training provides a platform for trust building

among multidisciplinary team members.

The selection and recruitment of persons to fill these essential roles takes on

even greater importance in a world facing

a staggering increase in speed and volume

of communications and information. These

persons must come to law enforcement
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training with an already solid foundation of learning. It is the community that

bears the responsibility for providing

qualified and dedicated individuals as

service candidates.

It is education and training that allow

for the customization of security and safety services delivery. Training provides for

the increased proficiency of and the retention of key law enforcement personnel at

all levels. Investing in personal development pays big dividends by reducing

costs associated with recruitment and preassignment training. Training permits the

introduction of new ideas and practices

while reducing the probability of mistakes

and negative influences associated with

defending the status quo. The introduction of technology has added another

tool to the educator’s arsenal. Distance

learning, utilizing PC-based technology,

has changed the concept of place regarding the delivery of training. Training will

now be available on demand, by an officer

in the car, on a beat, in the station house,

or while off duty at home.

As the demand for services continues to

increase, the need for interdisciplinary

teams will become the norm. Shared

knowledge deployed at the point of service

will increase effectiveness and decrease

costs of more complicated interventions.

Nanotechnology will enable the portability and instant recall of knowledge and

information on an as-needed basis at the

point of service delivery. Successful operations will breed further experiments with

the use of teams. Unique training opportunities will break down stereotypical

concepts that have blocked cooperative

efforts among departments.

A true training academy, based on the

military model, with two career tracks

(noncommissioned and commissioned)

will be essential to meet the new demands.

The present K-to-12 education system

does not adequately prepare an individual

to take on the responsibilities and rigors

associated with law enforcement practices.

It now takes someone who has finished at



least two years of college education to

equal the level attained by a high school

graduate in former times. In a similar

fashion, present military training academies are in the same situation. In a previous era, many candidates served in the

military prior to entering law enforcement.

Today, that tends to be the exception, not

the rule. Self-discipline is not learned in a

few weeks. Twelve to twenty weeks of

training does not produce a police officer.

Society is changing so rapidly that it

will take an individual of ever increasing

skill and knowledge to provide police

services to America’s communities. The

growth of elderly and minority populations, increased demand for personalized

services and common opportunities, concerns about threats to security, and the

new awareness of how much help is needed in the aftermath of natural and humanmade tragedies are but a few of the ongoing changes that will have an impact on

the practice of law enforcement. There is

both an increased need for and increased

competition for qualified candidates for

law enforcement positions at all levels.

As law enforcement training academies

look to the future, they would also benefit

greatly by looking to the past. Heretofore,

law enforcement leaders have unwittingly

permitted highly trained and experienced

officers to merely disappear from the scene

via the retirement route. They have not

fully utilized this tool to the benefit of the

profession. Just as there is no such thing

as an ex-marine, police officers remain

officers at heart. Veteran officers represent an underutilized resource that could

assist in the ongoing training and mentoring of new officers, supervisors, and

commanders.

CLIFFORD BARCLIFF

See also Accountability; Autonomy and the

Police; Community Attitudes toward the

Police; Community-Oriented Policing: Rationale; Education and Training; Homeland

Security and Law Enforcement; Public Image of the Police; Technology and the Police
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GANG RESISTANCE

EDUCATION AND TRAINING

(G.R.E.A.T.)



constituents in Phoenix, Senator Dennis

DeConcini was struck by the volume of

gang violence in his state’s largest city and

called for efforts to confront this crime

problem. The Phoenix Police Department,

in conjunction with several other area police agencies, was charged with developing

a program to provide ‘‘students with real

tools to resist the lure and trap of gangs’’

(Humphrey and Baker 1994, 2). The police

officers assigned the task of creating a gang

prevention program relied on their knowledge of and experience with D.A.R.E. as

they developed what became known as the

G.R.E.A.T. program. Considerable effort,

however, was made to develop an antigang

program that was distinct from a drug prevention program. Early versions of the curriculum were reviewed by educators and

pretested by several classrooms of students

and their teachers. By the end of 1991,

G.R.E.A.T. had been born.

This school-based gang prevention program taught by uniformed police officers

that was ‘‘never intended to go beyond the

Valley of the Sun, went national almost

before the ink was dry on the lesson



Program History and Current

Structure

The Gang Resistance Education and

Training (G.R.E.A.T.) program can be

described as an accident of history. In a

detailed history of the program, Winfree

and colleagues (1999) describe what can be

summarized as a haphazard and uncoordinated effort that accidentally produced a

widely popular, school-based gang prevention program. G.R.E.A.T. was certainly

not the product of a well-orchestrated and

planned effort to develop a national, let

alone international, program.

During the late 1980s, gang-related

crime had increased substantially throughout much of the United States (part of what

has been described as a ‘‘youth crime epidemic’’) and the situation in Phoenix,

Arizona, was no different. While visiting
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plans and workbooks’’ (Winfree et al. 1999,

164). From its inception, G.R.E.A.T. experienced rapid acceptance by both law

enforcement and school personnel; as of

2004, more than seven thousand law enforcement officers had been certified as

G.R.E.A.T. instructors and nearly four

million students had graduated from the

G.R.E.A.T. program (http://www.greatonline.org). Coinciding with this program

development was creation of an organizational structure to facilitate national-level

coordination and training. From 1992 to

2004 the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco,

Firearms and Explosives (ATF), the Federal Law Enforcement Training Center

(FLETC), and representatives from what

eventually grew to be five local law enforcement agencies (Phoenix, Arizona;

Portland, Oregon; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; La Crosse, Wisconsin; and Orange

County, Florida) shared responsibility for

and oversight of the program. In 2004,

Congress transferred administrative responsibility for the G.R.E.A.T. program

from ATF to the Bureau of Justice Assistance (BJA) in the U.S. Department of

Justice.



Program Description

The stated objectives of the G.R.E.A.T.

program are (1) ‘‘to reduce gang activity’’

and (2) ‘‘to educate a population of young

people as to the consequences of gang

involvement’’ (Esbensen et al. 2001, 109).

The original curriculum consisted of nine

weekly lesson plans offered once a week to

middle school students, primarily seventh

graders. Officers were provided with detailed lesson plans containing clearly stated

purposes and objectives. The G.R.E.A.T.

program is illustrative of a general prevention approach to the gang problem. As

such, uniformed law enforcement officers

introduced students to conflict resolution

skills, cultural sensitivity, and the negative

aspects of gang life. Discussion about
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gangs and their effects on the quality of

people’s lives were also included. The original eight lessons were as follows:

1. Introduction: Acquaint students with

the G.R.E.A.T. program and presenting officer.

2. Crime/Victims and Your Rights: Students learn about crimes, their victims, and their impact on school and

neighborhood.

3. Cultural Sensitivity/Prejudice: Students learn how cultural differences

impact their school and neighborhood.

4. Conflict Resolution (two sessions):

Students learn how to create an atmosphere of understanding that

would enable all parties to better

address problems and work on solutions together.

5. Meeting Basic Needs: Students learn

how to meet their basic needs without joining a gang.

6. Drugs/Neighborhoods: Students learn

how drugs affect their school and

neighborhood.

7. Responsibility: Students learn about

the diverse responsibilities of people

in their school and neighborhood.

8. Goal Setting: Students learn the

need for goal setting and how to

establish short- and long-term goals.

As evidenced by the curriculum, the

G.R.E.A.T. program was intended to provide life skills that would empower adolescents with the ability to resist peer pressure

to join gangs. The strategy is a cognitive

approach that seeks to produce attitudinal

and behavioral change through instruction, discussion, and role-playing.



Evaluation Results

The national evaluation of the G.R.E.A.T.

program sought to answer the following

question: Can a cognitive-based prevention program produce a measurable
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treatment effect? A second issue of considerable policy interest concerns the role

of law enforcement in such programs;

that is, are officers suitable deliverers of

prevention programs in schools? Previous

evaluations of law enforcement prevention efforts similar to G.R.E.A.T. have

provided mixed results. However, contrary to the mixed reviews of DARE

(e.g., Lynam et al. 1999; Rosenbaum and

Hanson 1998), the national evaluation of

G.R.E.A.T. produced modestly positive

results (Esbensen and Osgood 1997, 1999;

Esbensen et al. 2001).

The first component of the National

Evaluation consisted of a cross-sectional

study of almost six thousand students enrolled in public schools in eleven U.S. cities. Esbensen and Osgood (1997, 1999)

found that students who had completed

the G.R.E.A.T. program reported committing fewer delinquent acts and expressed

more prosocial attitudes, including more

favorable attitudes toward the police,

higher levels of attachment to parents and

self-esteem, and greater commitment to

school. The second component, conducted

in twenty-two schools in six American

cities, consisted of a longitudinal, quasiexperimental design with pretests and

post-tests plus four years of annual

follow-up surveys. Once again, modest

program effects were reported: Students

participating in the G.R.E.A.T. program

expressed more prosocial attitudes after

program completion than did those students who had not been exposed to the

G.R.E.A.T. curriculum (Esbensen et al.

2001).

In spite of these consistent yet modest

program effects of the G.R.E.A.T. program, two issues need to be addressed.

First, the program’s primary stated objective is to reduce gang activity. While the

cross-sectional evaluation did find slightly

lower rates of gang membership and selfreported delinquency, this was not the

case in the longitudinal study. Second,

while the cross-sectional findings reflected

a difference between groups one year after



program completion, the longitudinal design did not produce any significant group

differences until three to four years after

program exposure. Had the evaluation

been concluded after a one- or two-year

follow-up period, the conclusions would

have been different.

The finding that the benefit of

G.R.E.A.T. became evident only gradually over many years can be considered

curious and unexpected. For a program

such as G.R.E.A.T., one might expect the

impact to be strongest immediately after

program delivery and to be subject to

decay over time. However, a number of

relatively recent evaluations have reported

similar lagged or long-term effects (see

Esbensen et al. 2001 for discussion).



The Current G.R.E.A.T. Program

In 1999, following reports from the national evaluation that there were no significant programmatic effects two years after

program exposure (Esbensen et al. 2001),

the G.R.E.A.T. National Policy Board

(NPB) requested that the national evaluation team conduct a rigorous assessment

of the curriculum. Concerned about the

lack of effect, the NPB wanted to improve

their product. Following a critical assessment, the review team recommended a

major curriculum revision: Retool the current curriculum to be more skill based

with a focus on interactive and cooperative learning strategies. The revised program was unveiled in 2002 and consists of

the following thirteen lessons (http://www.

great-online.org/corecurriculum.htm):

1. Welcome to G.R.E.A.T.: Introduction and relationship between

gangs, violence, drugs, and crime.

2. What’s the Real Deal?: Message

analysis and facts and fictions

about gangs and violence.

3. It’s About Us: Community, roles

and responsibilities, and what you

can do about gangs.
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4. Where Do We Go From Here?:

Setting realistic and achievable

goals.

5. Decisions, Decisions, Decisions:

G.R.E.A.T. decision-making model

impact of decisions on goals, and

decision-making practice.

6. Do You Hear What I Am Saying?:

Effective communication, verbal

and nonverbal communication.

7. Walk in Someone Else’s Shoes: Active listening, identification of different emotions, and empathy for

others.

8. Say It Like You Mean It: Body language, tone of voice, and refusalskills practice.

9. Getting Along Without Going

Along: Influences and peer pressure, refusal-skills practice.

10. Keeping Your Cool: Anger management tips, practice cooling off.

11. Keeping It Together: Recognizing

anger in others, tips for calming

down.

12. Working It Out: Consequences for

fighting, tips for conflict resolution,

conflict resolution practice, where

to go for help.

13. Looking Back: Program review,

‘‘making my school a G.R.E.A.T.

place’’ project review.

Thus, the length of the program was

increased, the delivery mode was changed

to a focus on interactive learning, and

rather than a cognitive emphasis, the new

curriculum was skill based. The new program has slowly replaced the original, although no evaluation of the new program

has yet been implemented. As of school

year 2004–2005, G.R.E.A.T. was offered

in schools throughout the United States,

at military bases around the globe, and in

a number of other countries. In addition to

the middle school program, the G.R.E.A.T.

program has also developed a family component; an elementary school program for

third- and fourth-grade students; and a
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summer component. To date, G.R.E.A.T.

remains the best-known gang prevention program, although its impact remains

questionable.

FINN-AAGE ESBENSEN

See also Drug Abuse Resistance Education

(D.A.R.E.); Juvenile Crime and Criminalization; Juvenile Delinquency; Youth Gangs:

Interventions and Results
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One of the most widely accepted conclusions in criminology is that females are less

likely than males to commit crime. The

gender difference in crime is universal:

Throughout history, for all societies, all

groups, and nearly every crime category,

males offend more than females. The correlation between gender and the likelihood

of criminal involvement is quite remarkable, though many take it for granted.

Since the prototypical offender is a

young male, most efforts to understand

crime have been directed toward male

crime. However, examining female crime

and the ways in which female offending is

similar to and different from male crime

can contribute greatly to our understanding of the underlying causes of criminality

and how it might better be controlled.



Similarities and Differences in Male

and Female Offending

There are important similarities between

male and female offending (Daly 1994;

Steffensmeier and Allan 1996; Steffensmeier and Schwartz 2004). First, females and

males have similar patterns of offending

with higher arrest rates for minor compared to serious offenses. Both males and

females have much lower rates of arrest for

serious crimes such as homicide or robbery

and higher rates of arrest for minor property crimes such as larceny-theft, or public

order offenses such as alcohol and drug

offenses or disorderly conduct.

Second, female and male arrest patterns

are similar over time and across groups and

geographic regions. For example, in the

second half of the twentieth century, both

women’s and men’s rates of arrest

increased dramatically for larceny-theft

and fraud and declined even more dramatically in the category of public drunkenness. Similarly, states, cities, or countries

that have higher than average arrest rates

for men also have higher arrest rates for



women (Steffensmeier and Allan 2000).

This symmetry implies that there are

similar social and legal forces underlying

offending for both sexes.

Third, as is the case with male offenders, female offenders tend to come from

backgrounds marked by poverty, discrimination, poor schooling, and other disadvantages. However, women who commit

crime are somewhat more likely than men

to have been abused physically, psychologically, or sexually, both in childhood

and as adults.

While substantial similarities between

female and male offending exist, any gender comparison of criminality must acknowledge significant differences as well.

First, females have lower arrest rates

than males for virtually all crime categories

except prostitution. This is true in all

countries for which data are available. It

is true for all racial and ethnic groups, and

for every historical period.

Second, the biggest gender difference is

the proportionately greater female involvement in minor property crimes, and the

relatively greater involvement of males in

more serious personal or property crimes.

Relative to males, women’s representation

in serious crime categories is consistently

low. For example, since the 1960s in the

United States, the female percent of arrests

has generally been less than 15% for homicide, robbery, and burglary. Aside from

prostitution, female representation has

been greatest in the realm of minor property crimes such as larceny-theft, fraud,

forgery, and embezzlement with female involvement as high as 30% to 45%, especially since the mid-1970s. The thefts and

frauds committed by women typically involve shoplifting (larceny-theft), ‘‘bad

checks’’ (forgery or fraud), low-level employee theft or fraud, and welfare and credit fraud—all compatible with traditional

female consumer/domestic roles.

Third, when women do engage in serious offenses, they perpetrate less harm.

Women’s acts of violence, compared to

those of men, result in fewer and less
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serious injuries. Their property crimes

usually involve less monetary loss or property damage.

Fourth, women are less likely than men

to become repeat offenders, and long-term

careers in crime are very rare among

women. Some pursue relatively brief

careers (in relation to male criminal

careers) in prostitution, drug offenses, or

minor property crimes like shoplifting or

check forging.

Fifth, female offenders operate solo or

in two- or three-person partnerships more

often than male offenders do. Girls’ involvement in gangs remains relatively

low, accounting for about 10% to 15% of

gang members. When women do become

involved with others in offenses, the group

is likely to be small and relatively nonpermanent. Males are overwhelmingly dominant in the more organized and highly

lucrative crimes and women’s roles in

these operations are generally as accomplices to males or in other low-level positions (Steffensmeier 1983).

Sixth, the context of female offending

differs from that of males. Even when the

same offense is charged, there are often

differences in the setting; victim–offender

relationship; offender’s culpability, level of

damage, modus operandi, and/or purpose;

presence of co-offenders; and other contextual features. For example, whereas males

tend to perpetrate violence in street or commercial settings against acquaintances or

strangers, women are more likely to offend

within or near the home against family or

other primary group members. Female

robbers typically are unarmed and victimize mainly other females, whereas male

robbers are more likely to target other

males by directly confronting them with

physical violence and guns (Miller 1998).



Explaining Female Offending

Causal factors identified by traditional

gender-neutral theories of crime such as
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anomie, social control, and differential

association-social learning appear equally

applicable to female and male offending

(Steffensmeier and Allan 1996). For both

males and females, the likelihood of criminal behavior is increased by weak social

bonds and parental controls, low perceptions of risk, delinquent associations,

chances to learn criminal motives and

techniques, and access to criminal opportunities. In this sense, traditional criminological theories are as useful in

understanding overall female crime as

they are in understanding overall male

crime. They can also help explain why

female crime rates are so much lower

than male rates. For example, females develop stronger bonds, are subject to stricter parental control, and have less access

to deviant type-scripts and criminal

opportunity.

On the other hand, a gendered approach

may offer insight into the subtle and profound differences between female and

male offending patterns. Recent ‘‘middle

range’’ approaches, which typically draw

from the expanding literatures on gender

roles and feminism, typically link some

aspect of female criminality to the ‘‘organization of gender’’ (that is, identities,

roles, commitments, and other areas of

social life that differ markedly by gender).

These approaches delineate structural and

subjective constraints placed on females

that limit the form and frequency of female

deviance (see, for example, Broidy and

Agnew 1997; Cloward and Piven 1979;

Harris 1977; Daly 1994; Chesney-Lind

1997; Gilfus 1992; Miller 1998; Richie

1996).

Steffensmeier and Allan (1996) draw on

these approaches to identify at least five

aspects of the organization of gender that

tend not only to inhibit female crime and

encourage male crime, but also to shape

the patterns of female offending that do

occur:

.



Gender norms. Female criminality is

both constrained and molded by
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gender norms. The constraints posed

by child-rearing and other relational

obligations are obvious. Femininity

stereotypes (for example, nurturing,

submissive) are the antithesis of

those qualities valued in the criminal

subculture (Steffensmeier 1983, 1986)

and a criminal label is almost always

more destructive of life chances for

females than for males. In contrast,

stereotypical ideas about masculinity

and valued criminal traits share considerable overlap. Risk-taking behavior is rewarded among boys and

men but censured among girls and

women.

Moral development and affiliative

concerns. Women are more likely

than men to subscribe to an ‘‘ethic

of care,’’ whether via socialization or

differences in moral development or

both (Gilligan 1982), that restrains

them from violence and other behavior that may injure others or cause

emotional hurt to those they love.

Men, on the other hand, are more

socialized toward status-seeking behavior and may therefore develop an

amoral ethic when they feel those

efforts are blocked.

Social control. The ability and willingness of women to commit crime is

powerfully constrained by social

control. Particularly during their

formative years, females are more

closely supervised and discouraged

from misbehavior. Careful monitoring of girls’ associates reduces the

potential for influence by delinquent

peers (Giordano, Cernkovich, and

Pugh 1986). Even as adults, women

find their freedom to explore worldly

temptations constricted by social

control.

Physical strength and aggression. Gender differences in strength—whether

actual or perceived—put females at a

disadvantage in a criminal underworld where physical violence

and power are functional not only



.



for committing crimes, but also for

protection, contract enforcement,

and recruitment and management

of reliable associates.

Sexuality. Stereotypes of female sexuality both create and hinder certain

criminal opportunities for women.

The demand for illicit sex generates

the opportunity for women to profit

from prostitution, which may reduce

the need for women to seek financial gain through serious property

crimes. However, it is a criminal enterprise still largely controlled by

men: pimps, clients, police, and businessmen. The extent and nature

of involvement in other criminal

groups, also predominantly controlled by men, are often limited to

sexual service roles or other secondary positions.



These five aspects of the organization

of gender overlap and mutually reinforce

one another. In turn, they condition gender differences in criminal motives and

opportunities and also shape contexts of

offending. Offenders, male or female, tend

to be drawn to criminal activities that are

easy and within their skill repertoire, and

that have a good payoff with low risk. The

organization of gender limits the subjective willingness of women to engage in

crime, but inclinations are further constrained by a lower level of criminal motivation and limited access to criminal

opportunity.

Criminal motivation is suppressed in

women by their greater ability to foresee

threats to life chances, their predisposition

to an ethic of care, and by the relative

unavailability of female criminal typescripts that could channel their behavior.

Women’s risk-taking preferences differ

from those of men (Steffensmeier 1983;

Steffensmeier and Allan 1996). Consistent

with gendered relational obligations and

norms of nurturance, women tend to

take greater risks to protect loved ones or

to sustain relationships. Men will take
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risks to build status or gain competitive

advantage.

Limits on female access to legitimate

opportunities also put constraints on

their criminal opportunities, since women

are less likely to hold jobs such as truck

driver, dockworker, or carpenter, which

would provide opportunities for theft,

drug dealing, fencing, and other illegal

activities. The scarcity of women in the

top ranks of business and politics limits

their chance for involvement in pricefixing conspiracies, financial fraud, and

corruption. In contrast, abundant opportunities exist for women to commit petty

forms of theft and fraud, low-level drug

dealing, and sex-for-sale offenses.

Like the legitimate business world, the

underworld has its glass ceiling. If anything, women face even greater occupational segregation in underworld crime

groups, at every stage from selection and

recruitment to opportunities for mentoring, skill development, and, especially,

rewards (Commonwealth of Pennsylvania

1991; Steffensmeier 1983; Steffensmeier

and Ulmer 2005).



Recent Trends in Female-to-Male

Offending

The perception that females are gaining

equality has caused both the media and

criminologists to question whether female

crime is increasingly emulating more masculine forms and levels of offending and, if

so, what explains this convergence in the

gender gap.

Researchers have found that, for the

most part, there has been neither a significant widening nor a significant narrowing of

the gender gap in criminal offending during

the past several decades (Steffensmeier

1993; Steffensmeier and Schwartz 2004).

The main exceptions to this general pattern of stability in female-to-male offending (that is, much smaller female rates)

involve (1) substantial increases in the
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female share of arrests for the minor property crimes of larceny-theft, forgery, and

fraud where the female percent of arrests

doubled between 1960 and 1975 (from

around 15% to 30% or more), with slight

additional increases since then; and (2)

recent increases in the female share of

arrests for criminal assault where simple

assault increased from about 20% in 1980

to about 33% in 2004 and aggravated

assault grew from 15% to 24%.

Some criminologists, as well as the

media, have attributed the female increases

in minor property crimes to gains in gender

equality (for example, increased female

labor force participation)—dubbing this

phenomenon the ‘‘dark side’’ of gender

equality. However, other criminologists

have pointed to the peculiarity of the view

that improving girls’ and women’s economic conditions would lead to disproportionate increases in female crime when

almost all the existing criminological literature stresses the role played by poverty,

joblessness and marginal employment,

and discrimination in the creation of

crime (Miller 1986; Steffensmeier 1993;

Steffensmeier and Allan 2000). In addition, it is generally not the ‘‘liberated

woman’’ who is offending; traditional

rather than nontraditional gender views

are associated with greater criminality

(Pollock-Byrne 1990; Steffensmeier and

Allan 2000). In this same vein, female

property crimes continue to be mainly

minor, low yield, and perpetrated within

the context of stereotypical female roles

(for example, consumer/domestic roles,

pink-collar employment).

Instead, most students of female crime

propose that a combination of factors

explains the increases in female-to-male

offending during the past several decades

(Steffensmeier and Schwartz 2004). Besides

possible changes in gender roles allowing

girls and women greater independence

from traditional constraints, these factors

include the increasing economic marginalization of large segments of women;

increased opportunities for traditionally
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female crime (for example, shoplifting,

check fraud, welfare fraud); rising levels

of drug use, which may increase motivational pressures and initiate females into

the underworld; and the social and institutional transformation of the inner

city toward greater detachment from

mainstream social institutions. This body

of explanations collectively asserts the

possibility that girls’ and women’s lives

and experiences are changing in ways

that lead to profound shifts in their propensities or opportunities to commit

crimes.

Another possibility is that female arrest

gains are artifactual, a product of changes

in public sentiment and enforcement policies that elevate the visibility, reporting,

and sanctioning of female offenders. The

rather large increase in female arrests for

violence during the past two decades may

be explained, in large part, by such

changes. A recent study by Steffensmeier

and colleagues (2005) finds that the rise in

girls’ violence as counted in police arrest

data from the Uniform Crime Reports

is not borne out by other longitudinal

sources that include unreported offenses

independent of criminal justice selection

biases. Victim reports of offender characteristics from the National Crime Victimization Survey along with the self-reported

violent behavior of the Monitoring the

Future and National Youth Risk Behavior Survey show little overall change in

girls’ levels of violence during the past

one or two decades and constancy in the

gender gap in youth violence. Rather than

girls and women becoming more violent,

several net-widening policy shifts have apparently escalated their arrest-proneness:

(1) the stretching of definitions of violence

to include more minor incidents that girls

and women in relative terms are more

likely to commit, (2) the increased policing

of violence between intimates and in private settings (for example, home, school)

where female violence is more widespread,

and (3) less tolerant family and societal

attitudes toward female violence. This



study provides strong evidence supporting

the position that it is policy rather than

behavioral change that is driving violent

arrest trends.



Conclusion

The various aspects of the organization of

gender discussed here help explain why

women are far less likely than men to be

involved in serious crime, regardless of

data source, level of involvement, or measure of participation. Recent theory and

research on female offending have added

greatly to our understanding of how the

lives of delinquent girls and women continue to be powerfully influenced by gender-related conditions of life. Profound

sensitivity to these conditions is essential

for understanding gender differences in

type and frequency of crime, for explaining

differences in the context or gestalt of

offending, and for developing preventive

and remedial programs aimed at female

offenders.

DARRELL STEFFENSMEIER and

JENNIFER SCHWARTZ

See also Age and Crime; Crime, Serious;

Crime, Serious Violent; Criminology; Domestic (or Intimate Partner) Violence and

the Police; Juvenile Delinquency; National

Crime Victimization Survey (NCVS);

Uniform Crime Reports; Victim Rights

Movement in the United States
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‘‘GOOD’’ POLICING

The question of what makes for good policing overlaps many of the topics covered

in this encyclopedia, such as accountability, community-oriented policing, and integrity. Many aspects of ‘‘bad’’ policing

are also covered, such as corruption, deviant subcultures, and excessive force. What

counts as good policing is as debatable as

what counts as bad policing. Some citizens

will want a tolerant, highly discretionary,

form of policing, tending in the direction

of social work. Others will want a hardline approach, with police being quick to

prosecute offenses, especially public nuisance misdemeanors and juvenile disorder.

A challenging task for police managers,

therefore, is to negotiate these conflicting

demands and keep as many citizens as

possible satisfied with police crime prevention and law enforcement services.

Modern concepts of good policing remain strongly influenced by a model

adopted with the formation, in 1829, of

the ‘‘New Police’’ in London. At the

time, there was widespread opposition to

the idea of an organized police force

on the assumption that it would be militaristic and oppressive. Partly in response to

this concern, the London bobby walked

the beat without a firearm, equipped only

with a strengthened hat, a truncheon, and

a rattle (Critchley 1967, 51). Police were to

be courteous, helpful, and use force as an

absolute last resort; and they were meant

to focus on prevention rather than prosecution. From this beginning came the

idea of the local police officer as a reassuring presence, who makes personal

contact with residents and visitors, and

responds quickly to calls for assistance.



‘‘GOOD’’ POLICING

However, although the foot patrol officer

is still in existence, policing functions

have developed well beyond this simple

picture, and the idea of good policing

has become a much more measurable

product.



Legitimacy

Modern ideas of good policing are also

firmly rooted in the social contract theory

of government that developed during the

Enlightenment period in European history

(Pollock 2004). Police derive their authority from government, with legitimacy dependent on the consent of the people.

Governments that operate police departments and set the general direction for

policing need to be fairly elected and

consultative, so that the policy framework

is representative and balances community concerns wherever possible. Police

who operate in nondemocratic regimes

need to acquire as much legitimacy as

they can from indirect sources of democratic authority, such as sensitivity to

local concerns about crime and equity in

the application of criminal law (Bayley

2001).

Although policing needs to be part of

the democratic process, it also needs to be

above ‘‘politics.’’ Policing is highly susceptible to ‘‘politicization,’’ where a party or

faction has undue influence over police

strategies or receives biased support from

police (Guyot 1991, cf. chap. 10). Good

policing requires a higher degree of operational independence from elected officials.

But this higher level of freedom needs to

be matched with a policy of ‘‘triage’’—

focusing police resources through objective criteria based on the greatest criminal

threats to human welfare. And accountability requires genuine freedom of information and transparency so citizens can

know how decisions about policing are

being made and by whom.



Responsiveness and Community

Policing

Even in a strong democracy the principles

of police public service and legitimacy are

challenged by social inequality. Left-wing

critics argue that crime reduction strategies involving arrest, force, and deterrence

are misdirected away from the social origins of crime (Rock 1997). In this critique,

policing methods are dismissed as largely

ineffective and repressive, with negative

implications for ideas of ‘‘good’’ policing.

It is certainly the case that crime is often

rooted in low social capital and in disadvantaged communities (Sherman 1997a),

and the history of policing also shows

that police have often served as guardians

of ruling class property and power. The

term police state refers to a regime where

terror, arbitrary arrest, torture, and murder are carried out in the interests of the

state and the ruling class by police. However, even in prosperous, relatively egalitarian, welfare states, opportunity is often

a critical element in crime (Gabor 1994),

and many motivating factors in crime—

such as envy, passion, or peer pressure—

operate at a tangent to inequality. This

means that the types of incapacitative

and deterrence-oriented crime fighting

techniques typically adopted by police retain relevance. And in places where crime

is deeply rooted in inequality, police can

provide a front-line protection service for

the poor and defenseless.

In relation to the issue of policing and

social equality, Michael Buerger has argued

for the variability of police legitimacy.

Drawing on the social contract theory, he

states that ‘‘police authority is weakest

when officers act on their own initiative,

and strongest when they act on behalf of

citizens requesting assistance’’ (Buerger

1998, 93). Police responsiveness is therefore

a cornerstone of good policing when it is

focused on serving ‘‘the people’’ rather

than prioritizing elites. Police, however,
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also need to be responsive to the victims

of crimes who may be intimidated into

silence: the victims of sexual assault, for

example, or child abuse, fraud, extortion,

coerced prostitution, or the illicit drug

trade.

Responsiveness also entails communication well beyond simply reacting to

calls for assistance or preempting unreported crime (Bayley 2001; Guyot 1991).

Good police will regularly inform their

local constituency of crime risks—through

newsletters or local newspapers and

radio. They will also need to seek advice

about residents’ concerns through regular

meetings—such as ‘‘community consultative committees’’—or different types of

surveys. Advocates of community policing

also argue that police should extend their

crime prevention capability by enlisting

residents in copolicing arrangements such

as Neighborhood Watch or Crimestoppers. Even where such programs have little

impact on overall crime rates, they can be

useful in reducing fear of crime and assist

in solving specific offenses. Personal contact in fact remains a major criterion for

citizen satisfaction with police (Reisig and

Parks 2002). Again, however, it must be

emphasized that in working closely with

communities police need to guard against

undue influence from particularly vocal or

powerful residents whose preferences for

police action may not match the needs or

preferences of all groups.



Ethical Standards

One way of analyzing good policing is to

break it into two primary areas: ethical

conduct and performance. One can imagine a police department that is considered

effective in terms of catching offenders,

but officers might do this in part by beating up suspects, forcing confessions, and

generally riding roughshod over suspects’

rights. On the other hand, one could imagine a police department that is free of
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corruption but is unable to effectively penetrate the crime problem. While ethical

conduct entails being conscientious and

therefore as competent as possible, the

theoretical example illustrates the importance of getting both of these aspects of

policing into alignment.

The best guide to ethical policing is

found in codes of conduct, such as that

of the International Association of Chiefs

of Police (IACP). IACP’s Law Enforcement Code of Conduct adopts specific

positions on ethical issues, including protection of confidential information and rejection of bribes and gratuities. In terms of

the use of force, the code emphasizes that

threats and physical force should be used

‘‘only after discussion, negotiation and

persuasion have been found to be inappropriate or ineffective’’ (IACP 2005, 2). The

most important general principle is that of

equal treatment:

A police officer shall perform all duties impartially, without favor or affection or ill will

and without regard to status, sex, race, religion, political belief or aspiration. All citizens will be treated equally with courtesy,

consideration and dignity. (IACP 2005, 1)



Few people would dispute such ideals, but

police managers need to ensure that behavior is consistent with principles. For

example, if officers are regularly dining at

restaurants that provide discount meals to

them, then a double standard applies between commitment to the code and police

practice. With issues of discretion, where

the ethical course of action may be less

clear, the guiding principles should be

public interest and impartiality. If police

decisions are motivated by racism, selfinterest, or personal biases, then these

decisions are unethical.

The principle of minimum force also

obliges police to carefully match the level

of force they use to the level of threat. The

principle has diverse implications for police action, including the management of

public protests. Police need to allow people to exercise freedom of speech and
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assembly, but cannot stand back if people

are being hurt, property damaged, or legitimate activities disrupted. At the same

time, police need to avoid unnecessary

force and physical harm in dispersing

demonstrators. Here the concept of negotiated management is useful in reducing the

likelihood of violence by involving protest

leaders in planning for order maintenance

(Waddington 2003).

Observance of due process is also a key

element of good policing (Guyot 1991).

The ‘‘Dirty Harry syndrome’’ (named

after a film character) or ‘‘noble cause

corruption’’ occurs when police are

tempted to use illegal means to obtain

justice, such as coercing a suspect into

confessing. In some situations, breaches

of due process might be considered justified in terms of a higher goal such as

saving a life. Generally though, police

ethicists and lawmakers hold that any

gains that might be achieved by illegal

means are not worth the miscarriages

of justice and negative precedents that

might result (Kleinig 1996; Pollock 2004).

Consequently, maintaining ethical standards may mean that offenders escape justice, or harms are committed, in some

instances.



Efficiency, Effectiveness, and

Performance Indicators

Police services are funded by taxpayers, and

police are engaged in the realization of fundamental human values of protection of life

and property and bringing offenders to justice. Efficient use of resources is therefore

crucial to good policing. From the earliest

days of the formation of organized police

services, some degree of accountability was

usually required via reporting to parliament

or local assemblies. But the old image of the

local bobby involved a great deal of trust in

regard to fulfillment of delegated tasks. The

1980s and 1990s saw a growing emphasis

on accountability through quantitative



measures, and police were obliged to

adopt an increasing range of performance

indicators.

The traditional culture of policing has

tended to be averse to research and evaluation, focusing instead on working

through cases with a view to solving as

many as possible. However, this is not

necessarily the most efficient way to reduce crime, and police must be able to

show they are producing the best possible

outcomes from the inputs they receive. In

a paper, ‘‘It’s Accountability, Stupid,’’ police studies scholar David Bayley (1994)

sums up many of the issues involved in

police performance management. He

begins by cautioning against expecting

too much of police—given the many factors involved in crime that are beyond

police control—while at the same time examining ways of enlarging the police

contribution to crime minimization. Governments now frequently require that police set goals and report the extent to

which they reach these goals. Average response times, for example, are frequently

reported, but these need to be set at a

realistic standard. Similarly, reported

crimes need to be set against numbers of

prosecutions and convictions (the clearance rate) while the limited capacity of

police to solve crimes is also understood.

Police are expected to initiate innovative

crime reduction programs and measure

their impacts—targeting stolen goods outlets, for example, or confiscating the proceeds of organized crime. They are also

now expected to make use of surveys in

areas such as public confidence and victim

satisfaction (Mawby 1999). These areas

often overlap with ethical conduct issues.

Some jurisdictions survey ‘‘arrestees’’ for

their views on how police managed the

arrest process. ‘‘Ethical climate’’ surveys

are being adopted to obtain rank-and-file

police views on ethical issues, willingness

to report misconduct, and perceptions of

colleagues’ compliance with ethical standards. Complaints against police and the

outcomes of investigations of complaints
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are additional indicators of police compliance with conduct standards (Klockars

et al. 2000).

The danger with a measurement approach to policing is that it becomes fixed

on activity rather than real achievements

(Bayley 1994). Problem-oriented policing

(POP) is a term used for the more sophisticated application of statistics and research.

POP is a strategy in which police systematically analyze crime-related problems, develop targeted intervention strategies,

evaluate the impact, and make modifications where necessary. Some of the most

promising research in this area concerns

intervening in repeat victimization. This

stems from the finding that police often

attend to the same victims or visit the

same localities on numerous occasions. In

a review of successful crime reduction programs, Sherman (1997b, 1) concluded:

Hiring more police to provide rapid 911

responses, unfocused random patrol, and

reactive arrests do[es] not prevent serious

crime. Community policing without a

clear focus on crime risk factors generally

shows no effect on crime. But directed

patrols, proactive arrests and problemsolving at high-crime ‘‘hot spots’’ has

shown substantial evidence of crime prevention. Police can prevent robbery, disorder, gun violence, drunk driving and

domestic violence, but only using certain

methods and under certain conditions.



Random breath testing (RBT) to reduce

drunk driving is a good example of

this systematic approach to prevention.

Dramatic reductions have been achieved

in crashes, injuries, fatalities, and noncompliance with traffic laws from strict

application of randomization and testing

of all drivers (in combination with widespread advertising) to ensure the maximum deterrent effect. The success of

RBT depends on police refraining from

traditional and preferred practices of nonsystematic, discretionary testing of drivers

who police think might be drunk (Homel

1994).
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Problem-oriented policing is also useful

to identify counterproductive policing

strategies. High-speed vehicle pursuits are

an example of this. Police often believe

that they must engage in vehicle pursuits,

even for minor offenses, in order to remove offenders and maintain respect for

the rule of law. However, research shows

that the risks to public safety and police

safety considerably outweigh the crime reduction effects of pursuits. Few offenders

are caught in pursuits and offenders are

usually not deterred by fear of imprisonment. Pursuits also result in numerous

accidents and injuries, and some deaths,

and many offenders are attracted to committing traffic offenses by the thrill of a

police chase (Homel 1994). From the perspective of ‘‘good’’ policing, the natural

tendency of many officers to want to engage in hot pursuits needs to be curtailed

and carefully managed.

Policies of maximum efficiency and effectiveness need to be kept in the foreground

but also moderated by other policies, such

as responsiveness (Bayley 1994). An example involves how to deal with ‘‘volume

crimes’’ such as burglary. Burglaries generate a large number of calls for police attendance at the scene, but by the time police

arrive the thief has usually left without leaving any evidence behind. As a result, typically less than 10% of burglaries are solved.

Police attendance is largely a waste of

money. Nonetheless, members of the public

expect this service. It provides reassurance

and may be necessary for an insurance

claim. Managers concerned exclusively

with efficiency would put a stop to police

callouts to burglaries. However, this would

likely be highly unpopular and conflict with

the democratic principle of responsiveness.



Cooperation between Policing

Agencies

One feature of modern policing with important implications for good policing
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practices is the proliferation of agencies

involved in different aspects of law enforcement. This phenomenon has occurred partly in response to the lack of

expertise in conventional police forces,

for example, in fighting sophisticated economic crimes. But the existence of multiple agencies can exacerbate jealousies and

conflicts over who has jurisdiction or who

is in command in different crime cases, or

it can produce ‘‘buck-passing’’ where no

agency wants to take responsibility. Lack

of cooperation can mean crimes remain

unsolved and criminals remain free to

commit further offenses. Hence, the

IACP code of conduct (2005, 2) states

that ‘‘Police officers will cooperate with

all legally authorized agencies and their

representatives in the pursuit of justice. . . .

It is imperative that a police officer assist

colleagues fully and completely with respect and consideration at all times.’’ The

diversification of policing agencies has

also involved large growth in ‘‘private police.’’ Private security services operate on

fundamentally different bases to public

police, with the private sector focused on

selective services to owners and clients.

Nonetheless, the traditional enmity between public and private police needs to

be overcome in the public interest. Cooperation can occur in areas such as intelligence sharing, but, again, police need to

guard against favoring one private security firm and its clients over others.



External Monitoring and Instituting

Good Policing

Another feature of modern policing is the

growth of civilian oversight through external ‘‘watchdog’’ agencies concerned primarily with corruption prevention. These

agencies have variable names, including

police ombudsman or Police Integrity Commission. They provide a vital independent

means of investigating complaints and of

evaluating how police handle complaints



internally and integrity management strategies. Nongovernment agencies are an

important part of this process, including

human rights groups, such as Amnesty

International, and civil liberties groups.

The 1998 Human Rights Watch report

Shielded from Justice: Police Brutality

and Accountability in the United States is

an example of a major expose´ of problems

of police misconduct by a community sector organization. Good policing is reliant

on scrutiny by outside agencies and police

need to cooperate as much as possible

with providing information and access

to these groups to counter the natural

tendency toward coverups, secrecy, and

dependence on self-validating internal

planning and evaluation processes.



Human Resource Management

Many of the problems of corruption, brutality, racism, and lack of innovation associated with traditional police departments

relate directly to a military model of recruitment of young men through narrow

selection procedures focused on physical

criteria. In Western countries policing was

dominated by poorly educated ‘‘white’’ or

‘‘Anglo-Saxon’’ males with little interest in

a scientific approach to policing, multiculturalism, or principles of community policing. Women and people from ethnic

minorities, considered ‘‘outsiders,’’ were

frequently subject to intense discrimination, and male police officers, even those

with a family at home, were expected to be

on call twenty-four hours a day.

Fair employment practices have been

largely imposed on police from the outside,

through antidiscrimination legislation and

court orders. Many police departments

in the last thirty years have been subject

to recruitment targets, and even quotas,

for women and minorities. The influx of

women and a ‘‘family-friendly’’ agenda

meant that management has had to consider flexible rostering practices and
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improved leave arrangements. The growth

of police studies and the police reform

agenda also emphasized the value of

higher education in making police more

socially tolerant, with a more educated,

critical approach to the job. Good policing

now requires a well-educated, demographically diverse workforce. There is an argument that in principle the police profile

should approximate the composition of

the communities police serve. There are

likely to be beneficial operational outcomes from this approach if it is properly

managed. For example, there is a growing

body of research that shows that women

police attract far fewer complaints than

men and are less likely to engage in corruption. They also are generally better

able to manage conflict with citizens without resorting to force (Waugh, Ede, and

Alley 1998). Good human resource management policies will also involve the

deployment and promotion of police on

the basis of merit, as opposed to seniority

or ‘‘cronyism,’’ with civilian staff placed

on an equal footing with sworn officers.



Conclusion: Does One Size Fit All?

Can we set down principles of good policing that apply everywhere in the world?

Some proponents of cultural relativity

would suggest we cannot assume that general requirements—scientific measurement

of performance, for example, or prohibition of gratuities—can simply be applied

anywhere in the world without problems

of cultural fit. Nonetheless, in a report

commissioned by the U.S. Department of

Justice, Democratizing the Police Abroad:

What to Do and How to Do It, David

Bayley (2001) identifies four basic norms

that need to be pursued in order for police

anywhere to be genuinely accountable and

‘‘democratic’’:

1. Police must give top operational priority to servicing the needs of individual citizens and private groups.
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2. Police must be accountable to the

law rather than to the government.

3. Police must protect human rights,

especially those that are required

for the sort of unfettered political

activity that is the hallmark of democracy.

4. Police must be transparent in their

activities (pp. 13–14).

Bayley argues, however, that accountable policing entails responsiveness to

local needs and conditions. Police need

to be sensitive to local customs, while

actively educating their constituency in

principles such as the avoidance of favoritism. It is also hard to imagine a good

modern policing service that is not subject

to some form of civilian oversight in disciplinary matters and that is not engaged in

some form of measurement of inputs and

outputs and of public satisfaction. There

can be little doubt over the need for these

norms and standards. The challenge lies in

putting them into practice.

TIM PRENZLER
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origin, ethnicity, sexual orientation, disability or gender.’’ The Prejudice Institute (2005)

includes a broader set of behaviors in what

they label ‘‘ethnoviolence.’’ This ‘‘is an act

or an attempted act which is motivated

by group prejudice and intended to cause

physical or psychological injury. These violent acts include intimidation, harassment,

group insults, property defacement or

destruction, and physical attacks. The targets of these acts involve persons identified

because of their race or skin color, gender,

nationality or national origin, religion, or

other physical or social characteristic of

groups such as sexual orientation.’’

Hate crime statutes differ from these

behaviorally based definitions since they

need to cover specific legal situations.

They also differ significantly by state, although most statutes share a few broad

commonalities. As Jenness (2001) describes, the ‘‘canon’’ of hate crime laws addresses three issues. It provides for state

action, contains a subjective standard to

interpret the intent of the offender, and

specifies a list of protected status characteristics (race, sexual orientation, disability, and so forth) (Jenness 2001).



What Is Hate Crime?

‘‘Hate crime’’ and ‘‘bias crime’’ are terms

that were coined during the 1980s to describe criminal behavior motivated by bigotry. They represent the most recent

development toward understanding and

eradicating offenses committed out of animosity for members of a particular group.

‘‘Bias’’ more accurately reflects the notion

that an offense is committed out of animus

for a group with certain attributes, whereas the connotation of ‘‘hate’’ suggests anger

at a particular person for reasons particular to that individual. However, given that

‘‘hate crime’’ has become more popularly

associated with the phenomenon, that term

will be used herein.

Definitions of hate crime can vary widely.

The Anti-Defamation League (2005) defines

a hate crime as ‘‘a criminal act against a

person or property in which the perpetrator

chooses the victim because of the victim’s

real or perceived race, religion, national
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The Federal Bureau of Investigation

(FBI), which is responsible for collecting

data on hate crimes reported to law enforcement agencies in the United States,

defines hate crimes as ‘‘criminal offenses

that are motivated, in whole or in part, by

the offender’s bias against a race, religion,

sexual orientation, ethnicity/national origin, or disability, and committed against

persons, property, or society’’ (1999). Some

other definitions expressly state that the

characteristics motivating the offenders

may be falsely perceived and that the victims may be targeted for reasons other

than their own characteristics (for example, their association with members of a

particular group). However, the FBI’s definition makes this unnecessary by focusing

specifically on the offender’s bias against a

particular protected group—not the victim’s status. Definitions of hate crime

have not typically addressed the goals of

the perpetrators (Boeckmann and TurpinPetrosino 2002), attending only broadly to

their motivation.

The two defining elements of hate crime

are the interchangeability of victims and

the potential for secondary victimization

(McDevitt et al. 2001). Victims of hate

crime are singled out because of characteristics shared with a particular group; it is

these shared (or perceived) characteristics

rather than something unique to the individual that make someone a target. Hate

crimes are often committed with the purpose of ‘‘sending a message’’ to other members of that group. Part of what makes

hate crime particularly egregious is that,

because one’s immutable characteristics

make one a target, victims cannot protect

themselves from future victimization as

readily as victims of non–bias crimes

sometimes can.

It is important to recognize that hate

crime statutes do not criminalize thoughts,

beliefs, or legal forms of expression. Rather,

depending on the statute, they (1) establish

an additional category of offense specifying that an existing criminal act was

committed out of bias or (2) permit a
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sentencing enhancement for existing criminal offenses that can be shown to have

been committed based in part on bias

against a particular group. Although

crimes motivated by such bias, bigotry,

or prejudice pervade human history,

only during the past three decades has

this behavior been defined and constructed as a social problem that may

be combated through public policy and

legislation.



Who Are the Victims of Hate

Crime?

In Hate Crime Statistics, 2003, the FBI

reports that 9,100 individuals were victimized in 7,489 incidents of reported hate

crimes. Approximately half of the offenses

were motivated by racial bias. Of this group,

two-thirds (66%) were motivated by an antiblack bias. Of the other third, more than

21% were motivated by anti-white bias, 6%

were motivated by anti-Asian/Pacific Islander bias, 2% were motivated by antiAmerican Indian/Alaskan Native bias, and

almost 5% were committed against targeted

groups of individuals with more than one

race represented.

Religious and sexual orientation bias

each motivated more than 16% of hate

crimes committed. Of the religiously motivated crimes, 69% were anti-Jewish, 11%

were anti-Islamic, 8% targeted individuals perceived to be from other religious

groups not specified by the reporting

agency, almost 6% were anti-Catholic,

almost 4% were anti-Protestant, 2% were

against groups of varying religions, and

1% were antiatheist/agnostic. Of those

victimized because of their sexual orientation, 62% were targets of anti–male homosexual bias, 21% were targets of

antihomosexual bias, both male and female, 16% were targets of anti–female homosexual bias, 1% were targets of

antiheterosexual bias, and almost 1%

were targets of antibisexual bias.
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Of the 1,326 victims of hate crimes

committed because of people’s ethnicity

or national origin, 45% were targets of

anti-Hispanic bias, and 55% were victims

of other biases.



Who Are the Perpetrators of Hate

Crime?

There were 6,934 ‘‘known offenders’’ in

2003. According to Hate Crime Statistics,

2003, ‘‘the term known offender does not

imply that the suspect’s identity is known

but that an attribute of the suspect is identified which distinguishes him or her from

an unknown offender.’’ Race is the only

offender attribute collected. Of these

known offenders, 62% were white, 19%

were black, groups of individuals of varying races accounted for 6%, more than 1%

were Asian/Pacific Islander, and almost

1% was American Indian/Alaskan Native.



What Types of Crime Are Reported

as Hate Crimes?

In 2003, agencies reported a total of 5,517

victims of crimes against persons and

3,524 victims of crimes against property.

Of the crimes against persons, 50% of victims were targets of intimidation, 33%

were targets of simple assault, 17% were

targets of aggravated assault, and less than

1% targets of murder or rape. Of property

crime victims, 83% were targets of acts of

destruction, damage, or vandalism, more

than 5% of burglary, more than 5% of

larceny-theft, more than 4% of robbery,

and more than 1% of arson.



Where Does Hate Crime Occur?

The 2003 report states that approximately

one-third (32%) of reported hate crimes



occurred in or near residences or homes,

18% took place on highways, roads, alleys,

or streets, 12% were committed at schools

or colleges, 6% occurred in a parking lot or

garage, and 4% took place at a church,

synagogue, or temple.



What Are the Effects of Hate

Crimes?

While there is a substantial body of research showing the negative psychological

effects of chronic discrimination (Dunbar

2001), little systematic research has been

conducted on the effects of hate crime on

its victims as compared to individuals similarly victimized but without experiencing

an element of bias. Critics of hate crime

legislation claim that the motivation of the

offender does not cause additional injury,

while victim advocates have long argued

that the consequences of hate crimes can

be considerably more detrimental than

those of the same offense without the bias

element. What research does exist appears

to lend support to the contention that hate

crimes are more destructive than offenses

lacking a bias motivation.

Comparison studies in which victims of

hate and non–hate crimes are surveyed

show that hate crime victims indicate a

greater number of symptoms and behavior

change (Ehrlich et al. 1994; Barnes and

Ephross 1994; and Herek et al. 1999, as

discussed in McDevitt et al. 2001). In

McDevitt et al. (2001), a mail survey was

sent to all victims of bias-motivated aggravated assault in Boston over five years and

a random sample of non–bias assault victims over the same time period. Results

showed significantly greater consequences

for hate crime victims in the aftermath of

the victimization. There was little difference between groups in terms of behavior

change following incidents, which the

authors suggested reflects the notion that

victims are chosen because of their immutable characteristics and cannot avoid
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future victimization through changes in

their own actions. However, the study

showed differential psychological impact,

with hate crime victims showing a greater

tendency to feel angry, nervous, and depressed, have greater trouble concentrating, and feel like not wanting to live any

longer when compared to the sample of

non–bias assault victims.



Why Do People Commit Hate

Crimes?

Although many theories have been offered,

it is not yet clear why people commit crimes

based on hatred of a particular group. Unresolved methodological issues have prevented widespread and rigorous study of

the causes of hate crime. These relate to the

inclusiveness of hate crime legislation, the

etiology of hate crime, and data collection

limitations.



Issues of Definition

There is no agreement as to how inclusive

a definition of hate crime should be. Some

state laws are written very broadly to include a victim targeted for membership in

any group whatsoever; others are very limited in their scope, such as those of Indiana and South Carolina, which apply only

to acts of institutional vandalism (AntiDefamation League 2005).

All-inclusive statutes can be problematic for research purposes if the specific

circumstances and group affiliations are

not recorded. Since offender motivations

and tactics (as well as hate crime prevention and response strategies) will differ for

a white-on-black attack as opposed to a

black-on-white attack, this information is

extremely important.

Whether to include gender as a protected group is also controversial. If any attack against a woman is considered a hate
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crime if the crime was motivated primarily

because of gender, should all sexual assaults against women be counted as hate

crimes? If so, should acquaintance rapes

and domestic violence be excluded, since

the victim is not interchangeable? Some of

the more than twenty-five states that include gender in their hate crime laws have

tried to answer these questions with limited

success. For example, the Massachusetts

attorney general requires at least two previous restraining orders issued to protect

two different domestic partners for an individual to be prosecuted under the hate

crime statute. During the policy’s first ten

years, fewer than ten cases met these criteria. California law requires an articulated

threat by the offender against women in

general. It is unrealistic to expect such an

utterance during most offenses (Levin and

McDevitt 2002, 21–22).



Issues of Etiology

As a result, it is not surprising that little

systematic study has been done on the

causes of hate crime. To date, more research has concentrated on descriptive

elements of hate crime rather than investigations into its causes. This research lacks

an explanatory or predictive theory, and

there is little or no evaluation research to

guide its development. Such a theoretical

base would be valuable to provide a useful

framework for criminal justice practitioners, social service organizations, and

other government agencies (Shively 2005).

In their critique of the state of hate

crime research, Green, McFalls, and Smith

(2001) argue that theories attempting to

explain the etiology of hate crime ‘‘must

distinguish between two broad levels of

analysis: individual and societal’’ (Green,

McFalls, and Smith 2001). Factors at the

individual level include psychological

orientations, while causes at the societal

level attend to social forces such as integration and changes in the economy. The
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authors note that these categories are

blended to some degree and that there

are six general types of explanations for

hate crime in the literature: psychological, social-psychological, historical-cultural,

sociological, economic, and political.

Thus far, there is little support for theories speculating that economic downturns

and unemployment rates are responsible

for increased levels of hate crime. However, several studies have found in-migration

to be positively correlated with hate crime

incidence (Green, McFalls, and Smith

2001), and particular events such as the

terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001,

are likely motivators for bias crime.

According to Shively (2005), there was a

seventeen-fold increase from 2000 to 2001

for crimes motivated by anti-Islamic bias.



Issues of Data Collection

Although the U.S. government is required

to collect data on hate crimes, state participation in the collection effort is voluntary,

which has resulted in several thousand

agencies electing not to participate. Additionally, McDevitt et al. (2000) have

shown that of the nearly twelve thousand

law enforcement agencies participating

in the Uniform Crime Reporting (UCR)

Hate Crime Reporting Program, nearly

83% reported zero hate crimes in 1996

(McDevitt et al. 2000). Complicating matters further, 37% of agencies that didn’t

participate or that reported zero incidents

in 1997 believed their departments had

investigated at least one hate crime incident. To understand the reasons for these

phenomena, McDevitt et al. examined the

hate crime reporting process and the barriers to obtaining accurate data. These

barriers are broken down into two groups:

individual (victim) inhibitors and police

disincentives. The former refers to such

obstacles as not recognizing that a hate

crime has been committed, feeling the incident was not serious enough to report, and



mistrust of the police. Police disincentives

include failing to recognize the commission of a hate crime, putting a low agency

priority on taking hate crime reports, and

lacking formal policies on the reporting of

hate crimes.

The authors state (p. 134) that improving the national documentation of hate

crimes ‘‘requires a broad-based strategy

that addresses four overarching areas: (1)

building trust between members of the minority community and their local police,

(2) improving law enforcement’s ability to

respond to victims who do come forward

to report bias crimes, (3) making the national data more ‘user friendly’ for local

law enforcement purposes, and (4) using

supplemental data to both shed light on

the level of unreported hate crime and

promote community collaboration.’’

A few studies have systematically investigated the motivations of hate crime

offenders. Levin and McDevitt (2002) and

Levin, McDevitt, and Bennett (2002) have

offered a typology of perpetrators based on

their motivations. The support for this

framework comes from data on hate crimes

reported to the Boston Police Department

during an eighteen-month period in the

early 1990s. The typology includes the

following motivations for offenders:

1. Thrill seekers, who constitute about

two-thirds of offenders, have little

commitment to bias per se. Although

the underlying factor is bigotry, thrill

seeking offenders appear to be motivated by the desire for excitement or

for peer acceptance.

2. Defensive offenders view members

of a group as unfairly using up the

offender’s groups resources, such as

when a minority member moves into

a previously all-white neighborhood.

3. Retaliatory incidents are carried out

when the offender reacts to a real or

perceived hate crime on his or her

group by attacking someone from

the group of the first perpetrator.
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4. Offenders on a mission have often

joined hate groups and make it their

mission in life to rid the world of

groups they consider evil or inferior.

The typology also provides useful investigative information. For example, while

nine out of ten thrill seeking offenders in

the study reportedly left their own neighborhood in search of a victim, defensive

offenders tend to attack victims within the

offenders’ own neighborhoods. The typology is currently being used by the FBI and

in other national training curricula.

How Is Hate Crime Addressed in the Law?

In 1979, Massachusetts became the first

state to enact modern legislation targeting

hate crime. The Massachusetts Civil Rights

Act did not include particular protected

status groups but was aggressively enforced with the interpretation that it covered crimes based on religious or racial

characteristics. By 1985, another seven

states (Rhode Island, Connecticut, New

York, Illinois, Pennsylvania, Oregon, and

Washington) had passed laws punishing

individuals who committed offenses because of race, ethnicity/national origin,

and religion (Levin 2002). By 1991, twentyeight states had passed hate crime laws; by

2000, forty-one had.

In the past decade, hate crime laws

have been institutionalized federally and

in more than 80% of the states. During

the 1990s, the federal government introduced four pieces of hate crime legislation.

The Hate Crime Statistics Act (HCSA)

was passed in 1990 and requires the attorney general to collect data on crimes motivated by race, religion, sexual orientation,

and ethnicity for five years. Responsibility

for collecting hate crime data was given to

the director of the FBI, who assigned the

task to the UCR program. HCSA did not

criminalize any behavior, and it neither

provided funding for localities to collect

data nor required them to submit data.

However, training provided to local law
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enforcement by the FBI in order to increase

reporting did much to sensitize many agencies to the importance of hate crimes.

The Violent Crime Control and Law

Enforcement Act of 1994 added disability,

both physical and mental, to the list of

protected constituencies. Also passed in

1994, the Hate Crime Sentencing Act

increases by about 30% the sentence for

underlying violations of federally protected activities in which the victim is

intentionally chosen because of his or her

race, color, religion, national origin, ethnicity, gender, disability, or sexual orientation. The Church Arson Prevention Act

of 1996 expands the list of federally protected activities to cover religious worship

and increased penalties for the arson of

churches. It also makes the collection of

hate crime data, originally mandated for

five years following passage of the HCSA,

a permanent feature of the UCR.

Originally introduced in 1998, the Hate

Crime Prevention Act would extend federal protection on the basis of gender, disability, and sexual orientation, but in cases

of interstate commerce only, and would

broaden the current protected circumstances that require a victim to have been

attacked both because of his or her status

and in the exercise of a specific activity

protected by the list of federally protected

activities. Despite support in the Senate,

the bill has not successfully made it to the

floor of the House for a vote.

Hate crime legislation is criticized by

some for what they view as criminalizing

thoughts and beliefs in violation of the

First Amendment. Indeed, in R.A.V. v.

St. Paul (1992), the Supreme Court ‘‘invalidated those hate crime laws in which

the criminality of a particular act hinged

solely on the idea expressed through the

use of a particular symbol’’ (Levin 2002)

(in this case, cross burning). The Court

has, however, upheld hate crime legislation that takes into account an offender’s

biased intent during sentencing for an underlying offense. In Wisconsin v. Mitchell

in 1993, the Court determined that the
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penalty enhancement for choosing an

assault victim because of his race was constitutional because the state law did not

prevent anyone’s free expression, that motivation has traditionally been one of the

factors used in determining sentences and

the Constitution does not bar admitting the

offender’s beliefs at sentencing, and that the

severity of the effect of hate crimes warrants

its use as an aggravating factor in making

sentencing decisions. Legislation often specifies that this extra penalty can be served

only after the original sentence, guaranteeing its function as a true enhancement.



What Is the Main Critique of Hate

Crime Law?

As mentioned above, some critics have

argued that federal hate crime legislation

is a step toward criminalizing unpopular

beliefs. This is not, however, the only criticism of the concept of hate crime. In Hate

Crimes: Criminal Law and Identity Politics, James B. Jacobs and Kimberly Potter

(1998) offer a critique of the major justifications for hate crime legislation. In addition to this analysis, which is discussed

below, critics have also addressed several

issues concerning hate crime legislation

that deal with the feasibility of enforcing

hate crime laws, poorly written laws, and

laws that ultimately function as unfunded

mandates (Jacobs and Potter 1998; Shively

2005). We do not discuss these concerns

here because, while they may reflect important considerations, they address implementation rather than substantive

issues relating to the concept of hate

crime legislation per se.

To begin with, Jacobs and Potter (1998)

argue that although they do not object in

principle to correlating punishment and

motive, they question whether prejudice

is any worse a motive than, for example,

‘‘greed, power, lust, spite, desire to dominate, and pure sadism’’ (p. 80). They also

ask whether there is not an argument to be



made that hate criminals are less culpable

due to early indoctrination by parents and

peers. The evidence, they state, does not

support the notion that bias-motivated

assaults tend to be excessively brutal or

somehow worse than non–bias assaults,

which already are governed by a severity

continuum when it comes to sentencing. In

terms of psychological injury, the authors

point to a lack of comparison groups of

non–hate crime victims in studies of the

deleterious effects of hate crimes on victims. They note the existence of one study

that found less severe injury in victims of

hate crimes versus non–hate crimes.

In response to claims that hate crimes

impact innocent third parties in addition

to the primary victim, Jacobs and Potter

argue that other non–bias crimes, such as

murder, rape, child abduction, carjacking,

and subway crime, similarly can elicit fear

in the broader community. On the other

hand, they say, hate crimes that include

such low-level offenses as vandalism do

not spread terror.

In response to the critique of Jacobs and

Potter, many researchers and advocates

have pointed out that historically we have

always considered the status of the victim

(for example, children or elderly) and the

impact on the community in assessing

punishment for a crime. Hate crime legislation follows this standard but expands

the values being safeguarded from age and

potential vulnerability to the increasing

diversity of our society.



Hate Groups

Hate groups have been defined as ‘‘any

organized group whose beliefs and actions

are rooted in enmity toward an entire class

of people based on ethnicity, perceived

race, sexual orientations, religion, or

other inherent characteristic’’ (Woolf and

Hulsizer 2004). According to the Southern

Poverty Law Center, there were 762 active

hate groups in the United States during
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2004, including black separatists, Christian

identity, Ku Klux Klan, neo-Confederacy,

neo-Nazi, and racist skinhead groups in

addition to other groups representing other

biased doctrines. ‘‘Active’’ refers to criminal acts, marches, rallies, speeches, meetings, leafleting, or publishing (Southern

Poverty Law Center 2006).

Interestingly, there is evidence showing

that most hate crimes committed in the

United States are not committed by individuals who are part of hate groups. This

is not to say that hate groups aren’t harmful. For one thing, they help perpetuate

prejudice, stereotyping, and discrimination

and prompt other members of society to

violent acts. Teenagers and young adults,

predominately males, are particularly susceptible to hate groups’ messages regardless of whether they are actual members

(Woolf and Hulsizer 2004). Additionally,

acts of domestic terrorism are typically

perpetrated by individuals associated

with hate groups (for example, Timothy

McVeigh and Terry McNichols were

connected with right-wing militia and

Christian identity groups).

The members of organized hate groups

have broadened the meaning of the term

‘‘defense’’ to include aggressive behavior

attacking innocent victims. For example,

in a recent issue of the White Aryan Resistance (WAR) newsletter, the group’s leader asserts ‘‘We have every right to use

force in self-defense, in retaliation, and in

preemptive strikes against those who

openly threaten our freedom.’’ Thus, no

pretext of a precipitating event is necessary; the very presence of members of a

particular group may be considered sufficient to call for a group response (Levin

and McDevitt 2002, 101).

The advent of the Internet has, unfortunately, widely broadened the reach of

hate groups. There are hundreds of websites operated by various hate groups. This

enables hate groups to communicate with

a potentially enormous audience, including children, and makes it possible to sell

wares (for example, ‘‘white power’’ music)
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that would not be permitted in mainstream

stores.

In the little research that has been done

to systematically measure the impact of

the organized hate groups, it appears that

their effect is greater through their messaging than their individual actions. In

those jurisdictions that measure hate

group involvement by the offenders in

hate crimes, they find that generally less

than 10% of the hate crimes committed in

a jurisdiction are committed by members

of a hate or bias group. It does appear to

be the case, though, that a much larger

number of hate crime offenders have seen

hate group literature or logged on to a

hate group website.



Hate Crime Prevention

There are two options for addressing the

commission of hate crimes: prevention

and rehabilitation. The former seeks to

increase awareness of the consequences

and to stop hate crime before it occurs,

while the latter strives to deter an offender

from committing future hate crimes. There

are several strong prevention programs

offered in the United States, some of

which are directed at schoolteachers.

Some examples follow:

.



.



.



World of Difference program. Sponsored by the Anti-Defamation League, it has trained more than three

hundred thousand teachers in the

skills necessary to identify and combat acts motivated by hate in their

schools.

Teaching Tolerance program. Offered

by the Southern Poverty Law Center, it has trained thousands of teachers to foster equity, respect, and

understanding inside and outside

the classroom.

Facing History and Ourselves. Aimed

at middle and high school history

and social studies teachers, this
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curriculum uses the Holocaust to

teach about the dangers of bigotry

and emphasizes the positive and

negative roles bystanders can play

in hate crimes.

Hate crime rehabilitation programs for

offenders face many obstacles. However,

Levin and McDevitt (2002) argue that model programs should include the following

elements:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.



Assessment of the offenders

Discussion of impact on victims

Cultural awareness

Restitution/community service

Delineation of legal consequences

Participation in a major cultural event

Aftercare



Conclusion

While much debate involves the exact role

the law and the criminal justice system

should play in violence motivated by bias

or hatred, there is little debate that a number of crimes are committed annually on

the basis of victims’ races, ethnicities, or

other group characteristics. In a society

that is becoming increasingly diverse, history informs us that as diversity increases,

interpersonal tensions and all too often

violence follow. Hate crime laws and the

response to these crimes by the police,

courts, and, most important, members of

our communities will be increasingly important in helping our society to grow and

to respect the contributions and dignity of

all its members.

JACK MCDEVITT and RUSSELL WOLFF

See also Accountability; Crime, Serious;

Criminology; Minorities and the Police
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HISTORY OF AMERICAN

POLICING

This article examines the history of American policing, from its English heritage to

the community policing movement of the

latter part of the twentieth century.



The English System

The origins of modern policing in the

United States are linked directly to its English heritage. Ideas about police and the

community, crime prevention, the posse,

constables, and sheriffs developed from

English law enforcement. Beginning at

about 900 c.e., the role of law enforcement

was placed in the hands of the common,

everyday citizen. Each citizen was held responsible for aiding neighbors who might

be victims of outlaws and thieves. Because

no police officers existed, individuals used

state-sanctioned force to maintain social

control. This model of law enforcement

is known as ‘‘kin police’’—individuals
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were considered responsible for their

‘‘kin’’ (relatives) and followed the adage,

‘‘I am my brother’s keeper.’’ Slowly this

model developed into a more formalized

‘‘communitarian,’’ or community-based,

police system.

After the Norman Conquest of 1066, a

community model was established, which

was called frankpledge; this system required that every male above the age of

twelve form a group with nine of his

neighbors, called a tything (a group of

ten). Each tything was sworn to apprehend and deliver to court any of its members who committed a crime. Each person

was pledged to help protect fellow citizens

and, in turn, would be protected. This

system was ‘‘obligatory’’ in nature, in that

tythingmen were not paid salaries for their

work but were required by law to carry

out certain duties (Klockars 1985, 21).

Tythingmen were required to hold suspects in custody while they were awaiting

trial and to make regular appearances in

court to present information on wrong

doing by members of their own or other

tythings. If any member of the tything

failed to perform his required duties, all

members of the group would be levied

severe fines.

Ten tythings were grouped into a hundred, directed by a constable (appointed

by the local nobleman), who in effect

became the first policeman. That is, the

constable was the first official with law

enforcement responsibility greater than

simply helping one’s neighbor. Just as the

tythings were grouped into hundreds, the

hundreds were grouped into shires, which

are similar to counties today. The supervisor of each shire was the shire reeve (or

sheriff ), who was appointed by the king.

Frankpledge began to disintegrate by

the thirteenth century. Inadequate supervision by the king and his appointees led

to its downfall. As frankpledge slowly

declined, the parish constable system

emerged to take its place. The Statute of

Winchester of 1285 placed more authority

in the hands of the constable for law
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enforcement. One man from each parish

served a one-year term as constable on a

rotating basis. Though not paid for his

work, the constable was responsible for

organizing a group of watchmen who

would guard the gates of the town at night.

These watchmen were also unpaid and

selected from the parish population. If a

serious disturbance took place, the parish

constable had the authority to raise the

‘‘hue and cry.’’ This call to arms meant

that all males in the parish were to drop

what they were doing and come to the aid

of the constable.

In the mid-1300s, the office of justice of

the peace was created to assist the shire

reeve in controlling his territory. The local

constable and the shire reeve became assistants to the justice of the peace and supervised the night watchmen, served warrants,

and took prisoners into custody for appearance before justice of the peace courts.

The English system continued with relative success well into the 1700s. By the

end of the eighteenth century, however,

the growth of large cities, civil disorders,

and increased criminal activity led to

changes and eventually a new system. In

1829 Parliament passed the London

Metropolitan Police Act, which established a paid, full-time, uniformed police

force with the primary purpose of patrolling the city. Sir Robert Peel, Britain’s

home secretary, is credited with the formation of the police. Peel synthesized the

ideas of his predecessors, convinced Parliament of the need for police, and guided

the early development of the force.



American Policing in the

Colonial Period

In colonial America, policing followed the

English systems. The sheriff, constable,

and watch were easily adapted to the colonies. The county sheriff, appointed by the

governor, became the most important law

enforcement agent, particularly when the



colonies remained small and primarily

rural. The sheriff ’s duties included apprehending criminals, serving subpoenas,

appearing in court, and collecting taxes.

The sheriff was paid a fixed amount for

each task he performed. Since sheriffs

received higher fees based on the taxes

they collected, apprehending criminals

was not a primary concern. In fact, law

enforcement was a low priority.

In the larger cities, such as New York,

Boston, and Philadelphia, constables and

the night watch conducted a wide variety

of tasks. They reported fires, raised the

hue and cry, maintained street lamps,

arrested or detained suspicious persons,

and walked the rounds. For the most

part, the activities of the constables and

the night watch were ‘‘reactive’’ in nature.

That is, these men responded to criminal

behavior only when requested by victims

or witnesses (Monkkonen 1981). Rather

than preventing crime, discovering criminal behavior, or acting in a ‘‘proactive’’

fashion, these individuals relied on others

to define their work.



Nineteenth-Century American

Policing

In the nineteenth century, American

cities and towns encountered serious problems—urban areas grew at phenomenal

rates, civil disorders swept the nation,

and crime was perceived to be increasing.

New York, for example, sprouted from

a population of 33,000 in 1790 to 150,000

in 1830. Between the 1830s and 1860s,

numerous conflicts and riots occurred

because of ethnic and racial differences,

economic failures, and moral questions

and during elections of public officials.

At the same time, citizens perceived that

crime was increasing. Homicides, robberies, and thefts were thought to be on the

rise. In addition, vagrancy, prostitution,

gambling, and other vices were more observable on the streets. These types of
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criminal activities and the general deterioration of the city led to a sense of a loss of

social control.

The first American police departments

modeled themselves after the London

Metropolitan Police. The most notable

carryover was the adoption of the preventive patrol idea—the notion that police

presence could alter the behavior of individuals and could be available to maintain

order in an efficient manner.

American police systems followed the

style of local and municipal governments.

City governments, created in the era of the

‘‘common man’’ and democratic participation, were highly decentralized. City

councilmen or aldermen ran the government and used political patronage freely.

The police departments shared this style

of participation and decentralization. The

police were an extension of different political factions, rather than an extension of

city government. Police officers were recruited and selected by political leaders in

a particular ward or precinct.

Cities began to form police departments from 1845 to 1890. Once large cities

such as New York (1845) had adopted the

English model, the new version of policing

spread from larger to smaller cities rather

quickly. Where New York had debated for

almost ten years before formally adopting

the London style, Cleveland, Buffalo,

Detroit, and other cities readily accepted

the innovation.

Across these departments, differences

flourished. Police activity varied depending upon the local government and political factions in power. Standards for officer

selection (if any), training procedures,

rules and regulations, levels of enforcement

of laws, and police–citizen relationships

differed across the United States. New

officers were sent out on patrol with no

training and few instructions beyond their

rulebooks. Proper arrest procedures, rules

of law, and so on were unknown to the

officers. Left to themselves, they developed their own strategies for coping with

life in the streets.
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Police officers walked a beat in all types

of weather for two to six hours of a twelvehour day. The remaining time was spent at

the station house on reserve. During actual patrol duty, police officers were required to maintain order and make

arrests, but they often circumvented their

responsibilities. Supervision was extremely

limited once an officer was beyond the

stationhouse. Sergeants and captains had

no way of contacting their men while they

were on the beat since communications

technology was limited.

One of the major themes in the study of

nineteenth-century policing is the largescale corruption that occurred in numerous departments across the country. The

lawlessness of the police—their systematic

corruption and nonenforcement of the

laws—was one of the paramount issues

in municipal politics during the late

1800s. Officers who did not go along with

the nonenforcement of laws or did not

approve of the graft and corruption of

others found themselves transferred to

less than desirable areas. Promotions

were also denied; they were reserved for

the politically astute and wealthy officer (promotions could cost $10,000 to

$15,000). These types of problems were

endemic to most urban police agencies

throughout the country. They led to inefficiency and inequality of police services.

A broad reform effort began to emerge

toward the end of the nineteenth century.

Stimulated mainly by a group known as

the Progressives, attempts were made to

create a truly professional police force.

These reformers found that the police

were without discipline, strong leadership,

and qualified personnel. To improve conditions, the progressives recommended

three changes: (1) The departments should

be centralized, (2) personnel should be

upgraded, and (3) the police function

should be narrowed (Fogelson 1977). Centralization of the police meant that more

power and authority should be placed in

the hands of the chief. Autonomy from

politicians was crucial to centralization.
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Upgrading the rank-and-file meant better

training, discipline, and selection. Finally,

the reformers urged that police give up all

activities unrelated to crime. Police had

run the ambulances, handled licensing of

businesses, and sheltered the poor. By

concentrating on fighting crime, the police

would be removed from their service orientation and their ties to political parties

would be severed.

From 1890 to 1920, the Progressive

reformers struggled to implement their

reform ideology in cities across the country. Some inroads were made during this

period, including the establishment of police commissions, the use of civil service

exams, and legislative reforms.

A second reform effort emerged in the

wake of the failure of the Progressives.

Within police circles, a small cadre of

chiefs sought and implemented a variety

of innovations that would improve policing generally. From about 1910 to 1960,

police chiefs carried on another reform

movement, advocating that police adopt

the professional model. This model embodied a number of characteristics. First,

the officers were experts; they applied

knowledge to their tasks and were the

only ones qualified to do the job. Second,

the department was autonomous from external influences, such as political parties.

Third, the department was administratively efficient, in that it carried out its

mandate to enforce the law through modern technology and businesslike practices.

These reforms were similar to those of the

Progressives, but because they came from

within the police organizations themselves,

they met with more success.

Overall, the professional movement

met with more success than the Progressive attempt. The quality of police officers

greatly improved during this period. In

terms of autonomy, police reformers and

others were able to reduce the influence of

political parties in departmental affairs.

Chiefs obtained more power and authority

in their management abilities, but continued to receive input from political leaders.



In terms of efficiency, the police moved

forward in serving the public more quickly

and competently. Technological innovations clearly assisted the police in this

area, as did streamlining the organizations themselves. However, the innovations

also created problems. Citizens came to

expect more from the police—faster response times, more arrests, and less overall

crime. These expectations, as well as other

difficulties, led to trying times for the police in the 1960s.



Crisis of the 1960s

Policing in America encountered its most

serious crisis in the 1960s. The rise in

crime, the civil rights movement, antiwar

sentiment, and riots in the cities brought

the police into the center of a maelstrom.

During the decade of the 1960s, crime

increased at a phenomenal rate. Between

1960 and 1970, the crime rate per hundred

thousand persons doubled. Most troubling was the increase in violent crime—

the robbery rate almost tripled during

these ten years.

The civil rights movement and antiwar

sentiments created additional demands for

the police. The police became the symbol

of a society that denied blacks equal justice under the law. Eventually, the frustrations of black Americans erupted into

violence in Northern and Southern cities.

Riots engulfed almost every major city

between 1964 and 1968. Most of the disorders were initiated by an incident involving the police. In Los Angeles and

Newark, the riots were set off by routine

traffic stops. In Detroit, a police raid on

an after-hours bar touched off the disorders. In Chicago, the brutality of the police toward antiwar demonstrators during

the Democratic National Convention

highlighted the difficulties of the police

and the community.

The events of the 1960s forced the police, politicians, and policy makers to
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reassess the state of law enforcement in the

United States. For the first time, academics

rushed to study the police in an effort to

explain their problems and crises. With

federal funding, researchers began to study

the police from a number of perspectives.

Sociologists, criminologists, political scientists, psychologists, and historians began

to scrutinize different aspects of policing.

Traditional methods of patrol development, officer selection, and training were

questioned. Racial discrimination in employment practices, in arrests, and in the

use of deadly force were among the issues

closely examined.

In addition, the professional movement

itself came into question. The professional

movement had unintended consequences—

a police subculture developed, police–

community relations suffered, modern

technology separated the officer from routine contact with citizens, and the impersonal style of professionalism often

exacerbated police–community problems.

Tactics such as aggressive patrol in black

neighborhoods, designed to suppress crime

efficiently, created more racial tensions.

As a result of the problems of the 1960s

and 1970s, a third wave of reform of police

operations and strategies began to emerge—

community-oriented policing. Community

policing came to light as an idea and philosophy in response to the communication

gap between police and community and

because of research studies that questioned police tactics and strategies. A

new paradigm that incorporated the ‘‘broken-windows’’ theory, proactive policing,

and problem-oriented policing shaped the

community policing reform era.

Police strategists recognized that simply

reacting to calls for service limits the ability of law enforcement to control crime and

maintain order. Police on patrol cannot

see enough to control crime effectively—

they do not know how to intervene to

improve the quality of life in the community. The reactive strategy used during the

professional era no longer was effective in

dealing with complex problems in the 1980s
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and 1990s. Instead, Herman Goldstein

(1979, 1990) and James Q. Wilson and

George Kelling (1982) called for police to

engage in proactive work and problemoriented policing. Like other reform movements, community policing took time,

resources, and strong leadership before it

was adopted by law enforcement agencies.

By the end of the twentieth century, however, many agencies had adopted the community policing philosophy, and all of the

largest agencies in the country had community policing officers working on the street.

CRAIG D. UCHIDA
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HOMELAND SECURITY AND

LAW ENFORCEMENT

Homeland security has been defined

(Dobbs 2001) as

The prevention, deterrence, and preemption

of, and defense against, aggression targeted

at U.S. territory, sovereignty, population,
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Figure 1 Homeland Security responsibilities for state, local, and tribal police.

and infrastructure as well as the management of the consequences of such aggression and other domestic emergencies.



As the idea of homeland security has

been embraced (often reluctantly) by state,

local, and tribal law enforcement agencies,

a pattern has emerged with respect to the

programmatic, training, and policy implications for law enforcement agencies.

There are four broad pillars of responsibility that have been embraced by policing

as the strategic components of homeland

security: intelligence, community policing/

partnerships, planning and preparedness,

and understanding terrorism.

There are significant implications of

these responsibilities with respect to resocialization of the police work force,

resource development and reallocation,

and organizational development that go

beyond any change experienced in modern

American policing. Each law enforcement

agency and community will respond in a

different way, depending on the level and

nature of the threat inherent in the community characteristics, the political and

community mandate with respect to homeland security, the ideology of police leadership on these issues, and the resource



capacity of the jurisdiction. Since every

community is different, every community

must make a self-assessment of how the

pillars of homeland security will apply to

its law enforcement agency.

Because of the changes brought to contemporary society by the threat of terrorism, new aggressive actions by the law

enforcement and intelligence communities

have been undertaken. Yet, an essential

element of maintaining a secure homeland is to protect the constitutional principles that the United States is founded on.

Hence, an ethical (and ideological) dilemma

has emerged. Because of this dilemma, the

overriding capstone to the four pillars of

homeland security is to ensure adherence

to our founding principles via ethical and

judicious decision making by law enforcement personnel. If these principles are lost,

so is our homeland.



The Pillars

Law Enforcement Intelligence

The National Criminal Intelligence Sharing Plan (NCISP) states that every law
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enforcement agency, regardless of size,

should have an intelligence capacity. This

means that law enforcement agencies need

to have, at the least, a person who has

been trained to understand the guidelines

for collecting raw information for the intelligence process, proper means of storing

and reviewing data in intelligence records

systems, and rules for disseminating intelligence and sensitive information. That

person should also have access to critical

information systems, such as the FBI’s

Law Enforcement Online (LEO) and/or

the Regional Information Sharing System’s (RISS) secure system RISS.net.

Intelligence is critical to understanding

the nature of terrorists’ threats, identifying

local suspects and local targets, and determining intervention and prevention strategies. Intelligence is the currency by which

homeland security is managed within a

jurisdiction. The need to develop and

share intelligence is unequivocal for the

success of the homeland security initiative.



Planning and Preparedness

The primary goal of intelligence in homeland security is to prevent a terrorist

attack. Lessons learned from crime prevention have shown us that while many

crimes can be prevented, they cannot all

be prevented. The same is true with terrorism. Hence, part of the homeland security

responsibility is to ensure that comprehensive and effective plans are in place to

respond to a terrorist attack in a manner

that will both facilitate the safety of the

community and permit a comprehensive

investigation in order to identify and prosecute the offenders. As a result, the law

enforcement agency must develop coordinated plans and incident management

protocols and establish effective working

relationships with neighboring law enforcement agencies as well as the first

responder community (Bea 2005).



Understanding Terrorism

Community Policing

Inherent to the success of identifying

threats within a jurisdiction is to have an

effective, trusted line of communication

between citizens and the law enforcement

agency. Hence, the strong foundation that

has been laid in America’s law enforcement agencies with community policing

as a tool to reduce disorder and prevent

crime can be translated to counterterrorism and homeland security. Law enforcement agencies must educate citizens about

the signs and symbols of terrorism as well

as provide direction on what to do when

suspicious activity is observed. Lessons

learned in Israel, Turkey, and the United

Kingdom have found that good community partnerships can be critical in preventing terrorism. Indeed, each of these

countries has policing programs with

the community designed specifically for

counterterrorism.
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Terrorist threats emerge from both ends of

the political spectrum and can be domestic

or international in nature. History has

shown criminally extremist acts committed by such diverse groups as alQaeda, the Earth Liberation Front, and

religious extremists. Regardless of their

cause, there is a foundation of information

that is consistent among all groups—

each has motives, methods, and targets.

For a law enforcement agency to be

most effective in identifying the signs and

symbols of terrorism, personnel must understand the motives, methods, and targets of the group(s) that threaten the

community. This permits officers—and

citizens—to focus their attention and

more readily identify behaviors and circumstances that are truly suspicious. Understanding terrorism plays critical roles

for successful intelligence and community

policing.
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Translating Responsibilities to

Police Policy

Overarching the four pillars of responsibility for homeland security are critical

organizational functions that must be

addressed.



Information Management

There is a great deal of information associated with all policing tasks; homeland

security is no different. Information management includes a broad array of responsibilities ranging from public education—

which can contribute to fear reduction

or aid in identifying threats—conducting

threat assessments, establishing effective

communications between agencies, and

managing complaints or tips. This last

element has significant implications and

can be a labor-intensive investment for

the organization.

For example, during the anthrax scare

occurring shortly after the 9/11 attacks,

police agencies across the United States

received a large number of calls about

potential anthrax. Fortunately, almost all

of those calls were unfounded; nonetheless, they required some type of response

from the police. Important questions

emerged:

.



.

.



.

.



.



How should an agency respond

when the probability of a problem

is extraordinarily low?

Can the police agency afford to simply dismiss the call?

If the agency responds, is there a

mechanism for filtering which calls

will receive a response?

How would such a determination be

made?

What are the implications of not responding to a complaint that turns

out to be valid?

What will be the cost of responding

and what, if any, other police



responsibilities would have to be reduced in order to manage such calls,

particularly in a time of crisis?

Although tempting, one has to be careful

about dismissing a call. As an example,

during the course of the sniper shootings

occurring in Maryland, Virginia, and the

District of Columbia during October

2002, a tip line was created that generated

tens of thousands of calls. It was later

learned that one of the suspects, John

Muhammad, had actually called the tip

line twice and the call was dismissed by

an overwhelmed staff member. If contact

had been established sooner, would lives

have been saved? The answer is unknown;

however, the point remains: A mechanism must be established to manage

information.

Physical Responsibilities

When potential targets are identified within a community, there are inherent obligations to harden and protect those targets.

In some cases, such as an electrical power

generating plant, the target will typically

have private security with whom the police

must work to ensure that protection of the

target is maximized. In other cases, such

as a municipal water treatment plant, the

only security available may have to be provided by the police. Moreover, if the threat

to those targets should be heightened, the

police agency must then become more vigilant in physical protection, often even

supplementing private security forces.

When the wide range of potential critical infrastructure targets within a community are considered, then the impact of

potential security responsibilities becomes

even more profound. Not only are security

responsibilities inherently labor intensive

(and hence costly), but when personnel

are at a security assignment, there are typically no other policing duties they can

fulfill. As such, the options include the

following:
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.



.

.

.



.



Minimize other police activities (for

example, not respond to every call

for service, decrease investigative

follow-ups, reassign officers working

in the schools, and so on).

Pay overtime to officers to work security assignments.

Contract with a private security firm

to work the security assignments.

Develop a volunteer force of citizens to supplement police security

responsibilities.

Employ a combination of these

methods, depending on the nature

or seriousness of the threat and the

duration of the threat period.



Regardless of the option, there are significant resource implications for the police

response. Law enforcement leaders must

ask the question ‘‘How will we fund this?’’



are new responsibilities not previously

bestowed on state, local, and tribal law enforcement. Thoughtful planning is essential

for success to be achieved without undue

sacrifice to other policing obligations.



The Impact on State, Local, and

Tribal Governments

This is an uncharted journey that requires

research, careful thought, and effective

planning. As noted previously, homeland

security is an added police responsibility

with two broad concerns: policy and

resources. An example will illustrate the

issues:

.



Procedural Responsibilities

Homeland security requires that there

simply be ‘‘a number of things which

must be done’’ to accomplish the responsibilities discussed so far. These include

the following:

.

.

.

.



Developing and implementing a terrorism investigative capability

Developing, teaching, and implementing prevention strategies

Developing, continually reviewing,

and practicing response plans

Developing interagency planning

responsibilities and agreements,

with constant monitoring of changes

that need to be made in such agreements as a result of fluctuations in

the budget and agency staffing and

the changing characteristics of the

jurisdictions involved



As in the previous cases, the resource

implications are significant, particularly

for staff time.

Two factors cannot be stressed enough:

(1) Each of these responsibilities has

significant resource implications. (2) These
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Police departments need to make

policies on how to respond when

the Homeland Security Advisory

System (HSAS) alert status increases. If, for example, the alert status

moves from yellow to orange, what

does this mean to a police agency?

Are police and emergency services

placed on a standby status? If so,

are there overtime costs associated

with this? Are duty hours extended?

If so, there are further salary

implications.

As a result of the higher alert level,

will personnel be reassigned for contingency purposes? If so, what are

the implications for managing calls

for service? For example, during a

high alert status will ‘‘priority three’’

calls be ignored because of staffing

implications?

What equipment—vehicles, radios,

hazardous materials (hazmat) tools,

and so forth—is needed and how

will it be deployed? How will operational priorities change? For example, will officers be directed to be

more proactive in stopping vehicles

of people thought to be involved in

terrorism? If so, the obvious concern

is allegations of racial profiling and

deprivation of civil rights.
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This simple, yet realistic, example illustrates that the impact of homeland security on local police policy and resources

can be dramatic. Expanding this line of

thought, the National Preparedness Goal

has significant implications for training,

staffing, deployment, and resource allocation. Importantly, police administrators

should fully analyze the expectations and

role of their agencies in homeland security. This is a laborious, and somewhat

subjective, process, yet it is essential.

Second, the department must conduct

an operations analysis to understand its

capacity to fulfill the homeland security

mission. Were plans executed as anticipated? Were responses effective? Was intelligence accurate? Self-directed evaluations

provide important insight for refining

plans and responses.

Third, methods must be explored to

determine how these homeland security

needs may be met (for example, exploring

grants and creative funding, partnering

with agencies on a regional basis, public–

private partnerships, working with community service groups, and developing a

volunteer program). Of course, these

must also consider the balance between

homeland security with other police

responsibilities.

Fourth, once methods are determined,

they must be operationalized. This includes

establishing a command structure, identifying responsibilities, developing operating

policies and procedures, and implementing

plans.

Fifth, implementation begins with

training and education. Not only must

skills be developed (that is, training), but

there must also be an understanding of the

broader issues. This includes ensuring that

reasonable, consistent decision-making

skills have been inculcated in personnel

(that is, education). Finally, the homeland

security initiative must be implemented

and evaluated. Fundamentally, the question to be answered is, ‘‘Did it work?’’

In determining if the plan ‘‘worked,’’

it must be recognized that homeland



security has implications for changing all

aspects of the police organization. Any

type of change has implications for

resources, management, the development

of new expertise, defining accountability,

and evaluating activities/initiatives to ensure that new plans and initiatives are

meeting expectations. Examples of changes

include the following:

Line level officers—greater awareness

of the potential for terrorism,

including scanning the community

for ‘‘signs’’ or indicators of threats,

establishing relations and

communications with segments of

the community that may have some

relationship with extremist groups,

and creating a new public dialogue

for public education and fear

reduction associated with terrorism.

Investigations—new knowledge and

responsibilities for detectives who

must develop expertise for

investigating the different types of

extremist groups that may pose a

threat to the community. This

includes developing confidential

informants, understanding local

dynamics of criminal extremism, and

developing the ability to infiltrate

group(s) in an undercover capacity.

Intelligence—a more proactive

intelligence capability within the

police department to address

homeland security issues, including

more frequent and more substantive

relationships with multiple agencies

at all levels of government, including

the FBI Field Intelligence Groups

(FIG), Joint Terrorism Task Forces

(JTTF), and intelligence fusion

centers.

Public/private partnerships—required

to maximize the protection of critical

infrastructure as well as to

coordinate resources and capabilities

for a response to a terror attack.

Multiagency cooperation—both within

the jurisdiction and between
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neighboring jurisdictions. The police

agency must revisit formal

relationships—such as mutual aid

pacts or memoranda of

understanding—to have a clear

understanding of relationships,

authority, responsibility, resource

sharing, and types of aid that will be

provided in prevention, planning,

and response to terrorism.

First responders—ensuring that those

who would respond first to a terror

attack have the equipment,

knowledge, and expertise to

effectively manage virtually any type

of terror scenario that could be

anticipated. This requires a

significant investment in training and

equipment and cannot be strictly

limited to a unique team since the

first responders will frequently be

patrol officers who, at the minimum,

will need to render aid and manage

the scene until specialists arrive.

Hence, first responder training will

need to include varied levels of

expertise, ranging from those who

are truly the first to arrive at a scene

and need to manage the immediate

emergency to the incident

commander who will ensure stability

of the scene, rescue, recovery, and

investigative/evidence gathering

responsibilities.

Prevention/target hardening—

developing greater attention,

knowledge about, and expertise in

prevention and the hardening of

potential terrorist targets. This

requires broadened expertise and

time, which translates into a greater

number of dedicated staff hours to

meet these responsibilities.

Training—new training must be

provided at virtually all levels of the

organization to meet several

purposes. These include providing

baseline information about threats,

issues, plans, and responsibilities,
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providing more detailed/intensive

training to develop new expertise in a

wide range of areas from intelligence

to investigations, and managing a

response to weapons of mass

destruction (WMD).

Planning—both long-range and shortrange plans must add a new

dimension not previously included in

the police planning equation: having

a greater sense of urgency when

considering growing and changing

terrorism threats to a community

and how the law enforcement agency

will respond to those threats.

Questions include the following:

.



.



.



.



Are new businesses on the horizon

that may be targets of any type of

terrorist group?

Is the demography of the community or region changing in a way

that may suggest new targets or

attract people who may be

involved in terrorism?

Are there changes occurring within the design of the community

that will change a response plan?

Are new resources—such as a hospital—emerging within the community that need to be included

within the critical incident plan?



The implications of these activities can be

dramatic. They all require two things that

are inherently in short supply: money and

people. There will be some financial support

available from the federal government for

the purchase of equipment and training

personnel; however, these represent only a

fraction of the costs. The personnel costs of

learning to use the new equipment and to

attend the training can be significant.

Moreover, addressing these new homeland

security responsibilities is more than a simple ‘‘add on’’ to the police department.

Decisions have to be made about how the
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department will balance homeland security

with other responsibilities:

.



.



.



.



.



Will there be fewer burglary followup investigations in order to devote

more time to investigating extremist

threats?

Will less emphasis be devoted to

gangs or drug enforcement in order

to develop an intelligence expertise

related to terrorism?

Will less emphasis be placed on traffic enforcement and more emphasis

on developing a comprehensive expertise in first response?

Will less public education be devoted

to fear of crime and more public

education be devoted to fear of

terrorism?

Will citizen volunteers spend less

time in assisting parking enforcement and more time observing critical infrastructure facilities looking

for security lapses?



The answers to these questions, and

others, must be unique to a community,

as will be the method of paying for the

added homeland security activities.



A Local Police Response to Federal

and Public Demands

The impact of the added homeland security responsibility on police departments

since 9/11 is substantial. A number of

agencies—such as the police departments

in New Orleans and Austin as well as sheriffs’ departments, such as in Orange County, Florida, and Harris County, Texas—

have created homeland security units.

Many other agencies have reassigned personnel to new homeland security–related

areas as well as purchased equipment and

increased training. (For the most part, the

threat of terrorism has not translated into

the hiring of more officers.) While efforts

vary according to each community’s



resources and perceived vulnerability,

among the steps local law enforcement

agencies have taken are the following:

.



.



.



.



.



.



Strengthened liaisons with federal,

state, local, and tribal law enforcement agencies, fire departments,

emergency planners, emergency responders, and private businesses

representing critical infrastructure

or unique targets

Refined their training and emergency response plans to address terrorist threats, including attacks with

chemical, biological, radiological,

and nuclear (CBRN) weapons

Increased patrols and strengthened

barriers around landmarks, places of

worship, ports of entry, transit systems, nuclear power plants, and other

‘‘hard’’ targets that include utilities, telecommunications, keytransportation

facilities, and government buildings

Ensured that public speeches, parades,

and other public events have greater

police involvement in planning and, as

appropriate, greater police presence

Created new counterterrorism initiatives and reassigned officers to counterterrorism and/or intelligence from

other assignments such as drug enforcement or gangs

Employed new technologies such as

devices that can test for and sense

chemical and biological substances



The benefit of these initiatives is that police

agencies are taking positive steps to deal

with terrorism threats and make their communities safer. The problem, however, is

that all too often these steps have been

taken based upon assumptions of threats,

not careful threat assessments related to the

types of groups that pose threats, the character of those groups’ targets, the character

of attack from those groups, and the probability of attack. In other words, most of these

initiatives have been reactive and based on

assumptions, rather than being the product

of planning based on intelligence.
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Federal, State, and Local

Cooperation: The Joint Terrorism

Task Forces

One aspect of law enforcement that has

evolved significantly is local police involvement in the Joint Terrorism Task

Forces (JTTF). The concept for these

joint task forces, combining federal, state,

local, and tribal law enforcement capabilities, was first used by the FBI in New

York City in 1979, due to an overwhelming number of bank robberies. Because

this approach proved to be a valuable investigative tool, it was applied to the counterterrorism program in 1980 when the

first JTTF was established in New York.

This was the direct result of the increasing

number of terrorist bombings in the late

1970s and early 1980s, which mandated

an immediate and coordinated response.

The JTTF’s have a wide variety of law

enforcement agencies at all levels of government—FBI, ATF, Secret Service, immigration and customs enforcement, U.S.

Marshals, and other federal organizations

as well as state, county, municipal, and

tribal police organizations within a defined geographic area. There are currently

more than a hundred JTTFs operating out

of all FBI field offices and many FBI resident agency offices.

The unfunded mandate of homeland

security has broad implications that reach

beyond protecting our communities from

terrorist attacks. How will it affect yours?

DAVID L. CARTER

See also Authority within Police Organizations; Autonomy and the Police; Community-Oriented Policing: Practices; Department

of Homeland Security; Intelligence Gathering and Analysis: Impacts on Terrorism;

Intelligence-Led Policing and Organizational Learning; INTERPOL and International Police Intelligence; PATRIOT Acts

I and II; Technology and the Police; Terrorism: Domestic; Transnational Organized

Crime
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HOMICIDE AND ITS

INVESTIGATION

Counterposed with many other aspects of

policing there is a comparative lack of

research on homicide investigation. This

is somewhat surprising given its predominance in both fictional and factual mass

media representations of police work.

Whereas media accounts of homicide investigation often portray detectives as able

to solve cases through flashes of brilliant

insight, the reality is often significantly

different. The majority of homicide investigations typically involve and owe their

success to meticulous, painstaking, and

detailed work, following fairly standard

organizational operating procedures. This

routinization of investigative practice is

structured by several problems that are

regularly encountered and have to be
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resolved by detectives if they are to successfully investigate a homicide case.

Problem one for homicide investigators

is that when confronted with a death under

suspicious circumstances, how, in the early

stages of enquiries, do they decide whether

it is an accidental death, suicide, a death

from natural causes, or the result of the

(possibly criminal) actions performed by

some other person? As such, the classification of a death is one of the key tasks and

will be informed by medical opinion and

information collected through a postmortem examination. Overall, though, early

decisions taken in terms of establishing

whether this is a homicide or not do

much to structure subsequent investigative actions. Of course, any such classifications are provisional and may be revised

in light of further information. Nevertheless, there is a widespread belief among

murder squad detectives that if one gets

the initial classification wrong, the rest of

the investigation will be more difficult.

A second, related problem regularly encountered by homicide detectives concerns

how homicide as a legal classification actually provides an appearance of homogeneity that masks the diverse ways in which

people kill and are killed. The reality of

homicide investigation is that cases are not

easily comparable units—they differ in

terms of their circumstances and their respective ‘‘solvability.’’ The circumstances

of some incidents simply make them

more difficult to successfully investigate

than others. But it can be hard at the

outset of an investigation to predict how

difficult it is going to be to identify a suspect and, consequently, what level of

resources should be made available to an

investigation.

Resourcing represents the third problem in the structuring of homicide investigation work. Given the public and legal

scrutiny that homicide investigations are

often subject to, effective and efficient investigation of major crimes is a resource

intensive activity. As such, the capacity of

police to investigate either large numbers



of homicides or a small number of very

high profile cases needs to be understood

as interrelated to their ability to deliver

other policing services demanded by the

public.

The resourcing issue remains an important one despite the increasing use of a

variety of sophisticated technologies to assist in the conduct of investigations. There

is little doubt that the development of increasingly sophisticated investigative technologies has enabled police to successfully

investigate cases that would previously

have been intractable. However, such

technologies have also required of the police increasing levels of technical expertise

and greater care in terms of the identification, collection, processing, and interpretation of many kinds of physical evidence.

All of these problems are routinely encountered by homicide investigators and

serve to structure to some degree the

tasks that they perform. However, by far

the most important problem in the structuring of homicide investigation work is

that of information management. The essential dynamic of a homicide investigation is that when starting at a new crime

scene, by undertaking a number of lines

of enquiry the police start to acquire a lot

of information about the circumstances of

the death, the identity of the victim, and so

forth in a comparatively short space of

time. In essence then, the information

problem for an investigator is to distinguish between the relevant and irrelevant

data.

Given the volume of the information

being captured and processed by murder

squads, computers are increasingly being

used to assist in handling the large data

flows. However, while computers do assist

the information management task, one of

the unintended consequences of their introduction into homicide investigations

has been that in some cases it actually

amplifies the problem. This is due to investigators thinking that just because the

computers can process large amounts of

data, they need to be given lots of data.
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Often this results in an investigation losing

focus and direction.



Investigative Systems

Different policing jurisdictions employ

different approaches in responding to

criminal homicides, although as a general

trend, major crime investigations have become increasingly specialized and rely

upon a diverse range of technical expertise. Thus, working alongside the police

detectives investigating the homicide will

be a number of other different specialist

responsible for particular aspects of the

investigation, possibly including crime

scene search officers, a pathologist, experts

in different branches of forensic science,

fingerprint specialists, offender profilers,

legal advisers, police intelligence officers,

police surveillance teams, and so forth.

Consequently, a key skill for the police

detectives leading a homicide investigation

is the ability to coordinate, respond to,

and synthesize the intelligence and evidence derived from these separate roles.

It is a different division of labor than

that which routinely occurs in ‘‘volume’’

crime investigations.

In many ways the technological

advances discussed above have changed

and are changing the investigative practices

relating to major crimes. Rapid advances in

areas such as DNA processing technologies and other branches of the forensic

sciences are fundamentally altering how

suspects can be identified and how legal

cases against them can be constructed.



Investigative Process

Research on homicide has repeatedly

demonstrated that the majority of victims

are killed by someone known to them.

This is important in defining the contours of the standard police investigative
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process for homicides. In many homicide

investigations, the early lines of enquiry

will focus upon the family, friends, and

acquaintances of the victim as possible

suspects for the crime, and it is only if

these individuals are eliminated from

suspicion that police attention tends to

consider the possibility of a stranger

assault.

When a victim is thought to have been

killed by someone known to them, the

focus of police activity is frequently less

upon ‘‘whodunit,’’ since this is comparatively easy to establish. Rather, police lines

of enquiry are typically directed to the

issues of how and why. So while there are

differences evident in terms of the investigative process employed, most homicide

investigations tend to follow a basic trajectory of three key phases of activity:

initial response, suspect development,

and case construction. It is important to

note that these phases may not occur in a

strictly linear sequence, since there is

frequently a degree of overlap between

them.

In the initial response phase, the focus

is upon assembling the investigative team,

classifying the incident, identifying the

victim, and establishing initial lines of enquiry into the circumstances of the death.

As implied previously, the conduct of this

work in the initial response phase is subject to time pressure. There is a widespread

recognition that there are limited opportunities for collecting both physical and

other sorts of evidence from the crime

scene in the hours and days after a death

in suspicious circumstances is discovered.

With the passing of time any contact trace

materials that were present may well degrade in quality, as may witnesses’ memories. Therefore, if opportunities are missed

or mistakes made at this early point in

an investigation, the evidence is unlikely

to be recovered at all. More than this

though, research in the United Kingdom

has identified that in a significant proportion of successful homicide investigations, police identify a prime suspect in the
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first forty-eight hours of their response

(Innes 2003).

Following on from the initial response

where the basic facets of the investigation

will have been defined, the suspect development phase involves a variety of lines of

enquiry being conducted in order to develop a more detailed understanding of

how death occurred and, on the basis

of this knowledge, who might be considered as potential suspects for it. It is not

uncommon in homicide investigations for

a number of individuals to be identified as

potential suspects, only for them to be

eliminated from further suspicion upon

investigation by police. At some stage

though, the police will hope to identify a

‘‘prime suspect’’ (or suspects). When this

occurs, the tenor of the investigation shifts

from trying to develop knowledge about

the incident to a more focused collection

of intelligence about the involvement of

this individual.

If sufficient intelligence and evidence

can be developed by the police against a

particular suspect (or suspects), the investigation enters the case construction

phase. This is where all of the information

that the police have collated, through their

varied lines of enquiry, is brought together

and organized in such a fashion to support the charging and prosecution of the

suspect. This is often complex, lengthy,

and detailed work. In the contemporary

legal environment a significant aspect of

case construction work often concerns

anticipating potential lines of attack that

might be adopted by the defendant’s legal

team and attempting to neutralize them.

MARTIN INNES

See also Crime Control Strategies; Crime

Scene Search and Evidence Collection;

Criminal Investigation; Detective Work/

Culture; Detectives; DNA Fingerprinting;

Firearms Availability and Homicide Rates;

Forensic Evidence; Forensic Investigations;

Homicide: Unsolved; Managing Criminal

Investigations; Serial Murder; Technology

and the Police
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Arresting a suspect of any crime is critical

because without an arrest, there is little

that the courts or correctional systems

can do. Court-ordered sanctions or treatments depend on the apprehension and

arrest of a suspect. Crimes that go unsolved reflect poorly on the criminal justice system and indicate an inability of the

system to achieve the goal of reducing

future crime. When the murders of citizens

cannot be solved, the problem of uncleared

crimes becomes particularly revealing of

the criminal justice system’s inability to reduce violent crimes (Wellford and Cronin

1999). Researchers have attempted to explain the difficulties of solving homicides

by comparing incident variables of cleared

and unsolved homicides. Police administrators have implemented cold case units

in their efforts to increase clearance rates.



Clearance Rates

The national clearance rate for homicide,

according to the Uniform Crime Reports

(UCR), has declined from 94% in 1961 to

64% in 2002 (U.S. Department of Justice

2002). Although UCR rates are not always

considered the most dependable measure

of crime, they are probably the most dependable for the crime of murder. It is

important to recognize that UCR clearance rates are established by dividing the

number of homicides by the number of arrests, but also included are murder-suicides

and self-defense cases. Including suicides and self-defense cases, in which the
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offender can be easily identified, lowers

the actual clearance rates of homicides.



Variables Affecting Clearance of

Homicides

There was little research on the solvability factors of homicide investigations until

the early 1990s. Previously, Greenwood,

Chaiken, and Petersilia (1977, as cited in

Wellford and Cronin 1999) studied outcomes of detectives and questioned their

usefulness, but did not study investigative

strategies. Keppel and Weis (1994, as cited

in Mouzos and Muller 2001) examined the

distances between important areas of the

crime itself, for example, the point of contact and disposal site, and clearance rate.

They concluded that information about

the time and location issues increases the

crime solvability. Reidel and Rinehart

(1996) found that the single most important factor was whether the homicide was

related to another crime. If it was committed in connection with such crimes as

robbery or rape, it was less likely to be

solved than if involving a dispute. It is

reasonable to assume that most of these

unsolved homicides were committed by

strangers or others who had not been directly known by the victims or their

associates.

Wellford and Cronin (1999) examined

fifty-one characteristics and constructed

eight regression models from the significant variables. The offender–victim models disclosed that if the offender was

African American and/or the victim had

a history of drug use, the solvability increased over the base rate. The computercheck model that included computer

checks of the victim, suspect, witnesses,

and guns resulted in all four of these variables adding to the increase in solvability.

The witness model increased the solvability to 95%, with three of its predictors

being significant: witness provided valuable information, friends or acquaintances
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interviewed, and neighbors interviewed.

Crime scene variables that were significant included the notification of the homicide unit, medic, and crime lab by the first

officer, the attempt to locate witnesses,

and proper crime scene sketch and measurement.

The model that examined detective variables was particularly impressive. Four

variables—three or more detectives working the case, arrival by detectives to the

crime scene within thirty minutes of being

notified, detailed description of the crime

scene in detectives’ notes, and following

up on all witness information—rated a

96% chance of solving the case. Circumstances such as occurring in a private residence, having an eyewitness to the crime,

and not being drug related improved the

base rate from 74% to 98%. Of the original

fifty-one variables identified as associated

with clearance, thirty-seven were associated with police practices rather than

the event itself. Wellford and Cronin

(1999) found that these variables remained

significant across different sizes of cities.

These researchers concluded that the practices and policies of law enforcement agencies can impact the clearance rates of

homicides.

Although there are differences among

homicides and their level of solvability,

there is support for the conclusion that

the necessary allocation of resources for

homicide investigations does increase the

probability that cases will be cleared.

Mouzos and Muller’s Australian study

(2001) supports many of Wellford and

Cronin’s findings. They found a few

more incident and victim characteristics

that made cases less likely to be solved,

such as older victims (thirty years or

older), working at the time of the incident,

lack of alcohol consumption, and occurrence between 6 p.m. and 6 a.m.. They also

included the importance of forensic evidence and specialists and modern technology, emphasizing the growing importance

of DNA evidence and national databases

such as AFIS (Automated Fingerprint
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Identification Systems) and CODIS (Combined DNA Index System).



The Implementation of Homicide

Cold Case Units

With advanced technology to analyze

physical evidence and DNA and fingerprint national databases, there has been

an increased interest in old homicide

cases that have never been solved. Many

police agencies began adding cold case

homicide investigators around the year

2000 as advancements in DNA and other

forensic technology progressed. A few

departments such as the Metropolitan Police Department in Washington, DC,

implemented a unit as early as 1992. Utilizing six homicide detectives and eight

FBI agents full time, the Metropolitan

Police Department closed 157 cold cases

within the first five years (Regini 1997).

Making use of other resources, several

agencies are teaming with their prosecutors’ offices. Harris County Police in

Texas formed a homicide cold case unit

that works in conjunction with the division chief of their major offender unit of

the district attorney’s office, who prosecutes cold cases exclusively. In Fairfax

County, Virginia, the state’s attorney

works along with the local police agency’s

cold case unit. Other agencies such as

Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department in North Carolina have included

volunteers with previous law enforcement

backgrounds. These individuals review

case files and meet with designated cold

case investigators to help them establish

investigative leads (Lord 2005).

Selecting cold cases that have solvability possibilities is critical. Agencies have

found that the availability of physical evidence that is conducive to modern technology, of witnesses, and of an identifiable

and living suspect are important criteria.

The following are two examples of solved

cold cases.



After several decades, a skeleton was

found, then identified and publicized.

After seeing the broadcast of the discovery

on America’s Most Wanted, the defendant’s ex-wife came forward to report

the murder of a young girl by her thenhusband. There was no physical evidence

or weapon to link the defendant to the

crime; the case revolved around the exwife’s testimony. She described how she

drove while he attempted sex with and

then killed the girl. The defendant was

convicted (Lord 2005).

An example of one of many cases in

which samples for DNA analysis are submitted to CODIS for comparison was in

Iowa, where a suspect was tried in 2003 for

the sexual assault and murder of a woman

in 1981. The decision to prosecute was first

made in 1996 when DNA analysis was

conducted on swabs taken at the victim’s

autopsy. At that time, the ratio was one in

ten thousand chances that the DNA could

be from a different individual than the

defendant. In 2003, the DNA was reanalyzed, and the chance was increased

to one in 100 billion chances of wrong

identity. The defendant was convicted

(Lord 2005).

There are still several problems in solving cold cases. In the past, technicians and

detectives collected evidence based on the

analysis that could be conducted at that

time. Therefore, evidence that could be

analyzed today and would have been helpful in connecting the suspect to the crime

scene or the victim may not have been

collected. Second, old technologies, such

as ABO or enzyme typing, used up a great

deal of the evidence in analysis, so often

there is little evidence left to analyze with

new technologies. Also, the packaging of

the evidence in some cases is deteriorating,

so the evidence might have become contaminated. In addition, the memory of

living witnesses and the admission of previous statements from witnesses who have

died can be an issue (Lord 2005).

A large volume of unsolved homicides

is a stain on any law enforcement agency’s
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credibility. Cold case homicide units have

caught the imagination of the public, and

families of the victims have renewed faith

that the murderers of their loved ones will

still come to trial.

VIVIAN B. LORD

See also Accountability; Criminal Investigation; DNA Fingerprinting; Forensic Investigations; Homicide and its Investigation
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HOOVER, J. EDGAR

J. Edgar Hoover (1895–1972), director of

the Federal Bureau of Investigation, was

born in Washington, DC, son of a career

government employee who rose to become

superintendent of engraving and printing

in the Coast and Geodetic Survey. Young

Hoover’s mother taught her children the

tenets of Calvinism and would not let

them forget the sinfulness of human

ways. Because of her and the example of

a Presbyterian preacher whom he admired

excessively, J. Edgar wanted to be a minister. He graduated from high school as

valedictorian of the class of 1913 and
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began law school at night, working days

in the Library of Congress as a messenger.

Exactly why he turned from the ministry to law is not known, but during this

time he still continued to participate in

Bible classes and to preach moral values

to anyone within earshot. Those who

knew him in youth remembered that he

loved sports, was a loner, and was humorless. In 1916, George Washington University awarded him the LL.B. degree and the

following year the LL.M. degree.

His first law job was with the Department of Justice as a file reviewer. He

enjoyed the detail work that others disliked

and pleased his superiors with his diligence

and organizational skills. In 1919, Attorney General A. Mitchell Palmer choose

Hoover to help with prosecution of alien

agitators, deportation of every ‘‘red’’ being

the goal. Hoover wrote a report on the

‘‘communist conspiracy’’ and prepared numerous legal briefs sanctioning government raids of suspected ‘‘red’’ hideouts.

The raids terrorized hundreds of innocent

aliens, though in a major legal action

Hoover and other Department of Justice

lawyers won the deportation of anarchists

Emma Goldman and Alexander Berkman.

Hoover was later to regret his role in the

mostly unwarranted persecution.

Favorable political winds blew his

way on August 22, 1921. President Warren

G. Harding’s attorney general, Harry

Daugherty, had fired William J. Flynn,

chief of the Bureau of Investigation, and

replaced him with William J. Burns, the

celebrated detective. On that date the highly

visible Hoover was named assistant director. The bureau’s sphere of activity before

World War I had encompassed investigating violations of neutrality, bankruptcy, antitrust laws, and white-slave trafficking.

During the war it had focused on sabotage,

espionage, and other subversive activities. Vice President Calvin Coolidge fired

Harry Daugherty and gave the job of attorney general to Harlan Fiske Stone. When

Burns announced that he planned to retire

soon, Stone and Secretary of Commerce
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Herbert Hoover (no relation) jointly

recommended promotion of the assistant

director. So on May 10, 1924, J. Edgar

Hoover took control of the Bureau of Investigation (at first as acting director; full

confirmation came seven months later).

Hoover would not relinquish that control

for the next forty-eight years.

Hoover’s early changes in the bureau’s

functioning included the hiring of lawyers

and public accountants as special agents,

expansion of the central fingerprint bureau, and introduction of the latest scientific methods of detection. On June 11,

1930, a congressional act authorized the

compiling of crime statistics gathered

from police agencies throughout the nation. Hoover, the premier detail man, delighted in this task. To this day, the FBI

Uniform Crime Reports is the standard

work by which the incidence of American

crime is measured.

Federal legislation such as the National

Kidnapping Act, the National Extortion

Act, and the Bank Robbery Act gave FBI

agents more leverage in the fight against

crime and also more crime to contend

with. ‘‘Public enemies’’ fled from state to

state, posing a difficult problem for local

authorities, who could not easily cross jurisdictional lines. But FBI agents could,

and because they were Hoover’s men,

bent on subduing gangsterism, they often

conducted their business ruthlessly.

Hoover wanted quick results once he had

committed his ‘‘G-men’’—so called by the

press and popularized in the movies—to

running down a public enemy. His methods of ensuring capture garnered criticism,

since at times he appeared to flaunt the

law. However, faultfinding by the legal

and law enforcement establishments did

not diminish the fact that the FBI was

very effective in apprehending the foremost criminals of the day.

In 1935, the Bureau of Investigation officially became the Federal Bureau of Investigation, and in that same year the FBI

Training Academy at Quantico, Virginia,

opened. The academy’s purpose was to



train ‘‘selected police officers from every

State in the Union and many foreign

countries’’ in state-of-the-art law enforcement techniques. Inception of the academy

may have been the single most important

event in Hoover’s tenure in office. But no

matter what the event, he was swift to

publicize it. Hoover knew that the press

created public opinion, and he wanted the

best press possible for his FBI. So while

G-men risked their lives in volatile confrontations, he spoke at public gatherings

of their exploits, and before long the FBI

assumed a legendary status. To acquaint

America further with the bureau, he wrote

Persons in Hiding (1938), which was filled

with thrilling accounts of criminal cases.

The book added considerable luster to the

federal arm of the law and told Americans

who had not yet heard of J. Edgar Hoover

just who he was.

As World War II dawned, President

Franklin Roosevelt directed Hoover to engage in the same activities as he had in

World War I, namely, stamping out subversion at home. Hoover already had a list

of enemy aliens, so within twenty-four

hours of the attack on Pearl Harbor

1,771 of them were in custody. The usual

number of FBI agents, six hundred, was

increased to a wartime peak of five thousand. This buildup successfully prevented

any major instance of ‘‘foreign-directed

sabotage.’’ Hoover was rewarded with

the Medal for Merit, the U.S. Selective

Service Medal, and the Order of Honor

and Merit of the Cuban Red Cross for

his domestic peacekeeping efforts.

When the war was over, the FBI undertook a prodigious assignment: to test the

loyalty of more than 2.8 million federal

employees. In addition, it was to investigate all violations of the Atomic Energy

Act of 1946. Hoover made the transition

from war to peace easily and with his customary zeal for any assignment soon

asserted publicly that the FBI had matters

in hand.

On May 10, 1949, the twenty-fifth anniversary of his appointment as director,
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Hoover could justifiably take pride in his

accomplishments. Due to his leadership,

about four thousand agents enforced some

120 major federal laws with a conviction

rate of 97.2%—the envy of the law enforcement world. That was surely his high

point. By the late 1950s, he was talked

about in a much different way. Prolific

wiretapping and McCarthyism fueled the

debate over his unchecked power. He listened in on private conversations of

whomever he desired, and not necessarily

of those who threatened the country. He

assisted Senator Joseph McCarthy’s purge

of communists, even though the memory

of his earlier red-baiting still haunted

him. Yet he continued to direct his men

to ferret out communists and in 1958 promulgated his fear in Masters of Deceit:

The Story of Communism in America and

How to Fight It, a book that sold 2.5

million copies.

Sharp criticism of Hoover did not prevent President John F. Kennedy from

reappointing him as director in 1960. Attorney General Robert Kennedy, though,

did not get along with the feisty director

and broke with him completely after his

brother’s assassination. Hoover disliked

taking orders from the attorney general

when before he had always gone straight

to the head man. Besides, Robert Kennedy

demanded that he assign more agents to

civil rights and organized crime cases,

which he had neglected to do. Networking

the country with wiretaps and hunting

communists had been Hoover’s priorities

for too long.

Presidents Lyndon B. Johnson and

Richard M. Nixon also reappointed the

indomitable Hoover, waiving the mandatory retirement age of seventy. Hoover

was at his imperial best in the latter stage

of his career. He told off the Warren Commission, investigating President Kennedy’s

assassination, when he was accused of not

sharing FBI intelligence with it, and he

called the Reverend Dr. Martin Luther

King, Jr., ‘‘the most notorious liar in the

country’’ when the civil rights leader had
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said that the FBI cared little or nothing

about protecting blacks.

In his final years and particularly after

his death, Hoover attracted many written

appraisals of his character and influence.

The tendency has been to expose the roots

of his power. The jurist, the politician, the

psychiatrist, and the law enforcement officer can all find much to ponder in his life,

but none should forget that J. Edgar

Hoover turned a politically subservient

bureau into a globally recognized force,

suppressed kidnapping and gangsterism

during the 1930s, stopped the infiltration

of spies during World War II, and muffled

the voice of communism in the postwar

period.

His honorary academic degrees filled a

wall, as did his awards for good citizenship. Never married, he died alone in his

bedroom after having worked a full day in

his office. High blood pressure had overtaxed his heart.

WILLIAM G. BAILEY

See also Federal Bureau of Investigation;

Surveillance
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HOSTAGE NEGOTIATIONS

In the mid-1970s, police administrators

nationwide began to realize that there



HOSTAGE NEGOTIATIONS

was really no mystique to dealing with

hostage, barricade, or suicide attempt

situations—all that was really needed was

in-depth training of qualified officers, an

interdisciplinary team that included individuals trained in mental health, an

overall department policy, and a list of

guidelines that would fit various types of

incidents. Police negotiation teams were

formed, trained, and became operational

throughout the country. Not surprisingly,

many high-anxiety situations were defused,

lives were saved, and the accepted policy

of talking people out of their dramatic

intentions rather than relying on firepower

became part of police method and policy.

There are two primary goals to hostage

negotiations. The first goal is that no one

gets hurt, either outside or inside the

scene. The apprehension of a perpetrator

who uses a hostage to further escape is

secondary to the life and safety of the

hostage. The second goal is for the situation to be resolved without assault. Assault should be a last resort, used only

after there is clear and convincing evidence

that the perpetrator is about to kill or

has killed the victims. The situation can

easily be escalated when and if necessary,

but seldom can it be deescalated easily.

Under no circumstances should the perpetrator be allowed to become mobile

with the victims.



Types of Hostage Situations

A hostage situation can arise in a variety

of ways, and the police approach to a

situation often depends on the type of

subject being dealt with and on the type

of incident. Four common types of hostage takers are criminals, mentally ill individuals, unorganized groups, and terrorist

groups.

The criminal hostage taker is typified

by the armed offender who is caught in

the act by quick police response and takes

a hostage in order to facilitate escape. The



hostage taker can predict with some accuracy how far the police can go and knows

what to expect from them during the incident and after capture. Usually the negotiating team can convince the hostage

taker that the best course of action is to

give up.

The hostage taker suffering from mental health or mental retardation issues can

be the most challenging for negotiators

and law enforcement. It is very important

for the negotiators to receive as much

information as possible regarding the hostage taker’s diagnosis, propensity to violence, and whether the individual is taking

medication. If an accurate psychiatric history can be obtained, it can assist the

negotiators tremendously.

The unorganized group that takes hostages is usually the result of a spontaneous

riot or jail break. This situation requires a

rapid response because once the group

gains cohesion and a leader or leaders are

chosen, the response becomes increasingly

difficult. Negotiations with prisoners differ from negotiations in the outside world.

Prisoners rarely are seeking to escape but

generally are asking for improvements in

living conditions.

Hostages may be taken by terrorist organizations. In general, local police agencies would not deal with this sort of a

group without outside assistance. Many

of the concessions demanded would not

fall within the scope of police responsibilities, and the terrorists know it. Also, the

terrorists may be willing to die to further

their cause and take any and all hostages

with them. Whenever the hostage taker is

willing to die, negotiations will be more

difficult and the situation less likely to

result in a successful outcome. For the

most part the terrorist does not want to

deal with police and would want higherlevel government officials and/or the

media involved in the negotiation sessions.

Negotiations may also be used to deal

with individuals who are threatening suicide. Even though many suicidal individuals pose a danger only to themselves,
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some will not hesitate to risk the lives of

others in their suicide attempts. Any suicidal individual with a weapon should be

regarded as posing a definite threat and

must be handled accordingly.

The strategy for each situation will

depend upon the factors involved. If the

perpetrator is armed, there is a greater

risk involved. If the perpetrator has a

bomb, there will be a large-area evacuation plan and the possibility for greater

collateral damage. In this case, establishment of perimeter security is more difficult

due to the range of destruction, and a

higher level of medical response is necessary. Guns pose less of a threat than

bombs because they have a much shorter

range. In this type of a situation, the evacuation plan covers a smaller area, and

there will be less collateral damage. The

hostage taker who is unarmed, of course,

presents the least amount of risk to everyone involved.



Resolution

The successful resolution of any hostage

situation requires that the negotiation

team contains, controls, and diffuses the

situation.



Containment

The first step is containment. When the

team arrives at the scene, very little is

known about the situation. Because of

this lack of knowledge, this is the most

dangerous time during a negotiation. At

this point, anything could happen; for

this reason, the scene must be approached

with extreme caution. It should not be

approached by a single officer; a team

response is necessary because many things

will be occurring simultaneously. The

scene should be quarantined immediately

using multiple perimeters. The primary

perimeter comprises the negotiators and
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a small tactical group with advisers and

communications specialists. The secondary perimeter comprises the sniper squad,

bomb squad, and a police backup force

with heavy arms. The tertiary perimeter

comprises medical airlift if needed, technical advisers, media, and in some cases

family members of the perpetrator and

hostages.

Contact with the perpetrator should be

initiated by trained primary and secondary negotiators; the primary conducts all

communication with the perpetrator, and

the secondary acts as an on-site adviser to

the primary. The secondary is also responsible for collating the intelligence data

on the perpetrator as provided by the technical staff. Face-to-face negotiations are

to be avoided; negotiations should be

conducted only over the phone.

While the primary and secondary negotiators make contact with the perpetrator, other members of the negotiation

team are assisting them in a variety of

ways. The media should be controlled,

and only selected information should be

released. All utilities should be shut off

(this provides something that the primary

negotiator can ‘‘give back’’ to the perpetrator during the course of negotiations).

There should be a show of force as soon as

possible, with large numbers of police all

dressed in the same military assault gear

and heavy weaponry and special equipment. The sniper squad should be positioned as close to the scene as possible.

Data should be collected on the perpetrator and victims. Medical issues that are at

risk should be identified, and backup

agencies should be notified for medical

coverage and treatment.

The key to the successful resolution of

many hostage situations is the availability

of information for the negotiator. It is

extremely difficult to negotiate in the

blind; the more known about the perpetrator, victims, and logistics of the area,

the greater the chance for successful resolution. Data should be collected on the

perpetrator and victims. This includes the
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stressor that caused the current incident,

the perpetrator’s criminal record, mental

health data, strong points, weak points,

family relationships, probability ratings

for extreme violence, familiarity with

weapons, and motivation in normal settings. Data on the victims should include

personality constructs, medical conditions, and mental health information regarding the ability to sustain stress and to

lead rather than follow other victims.



Control

The second step in the negotiation process

is control. This is accomplished through

talking. A negotiator should talk as much

as possible with the perpetrator. This talking will accomplish several goals. First, the

negotiator can determine the level of stability of the perpetrator and the intent to

harm self or others. Second, the negotiator

can establish what the needs of the perpetrator are. These needs should be met at

the lowest level possible in incremental

levels to create the perception that the

perpetrators are in control by giving

them what they think they want via negotiation. Third, negotiators are required to

slow down the sense of pressure created by

the uncertainty of the situation and to

build trust between themselves and the

perpetrators. The longer the crisis drags

out, the greater the potential for peaceful

resolution.

This is the number one rule applying to

all high-anxiety situations. Stalling for

time is beneficial for everyone involved.

It provides time to contain and isolate

the scene. The initial state of high emotion

is given time to subside and rational thinking to return. As time passes, the lives of

hostages become more secure as the perpetrator realizes the value of their

continued safety and is subjected to increasing awareness of them as persons

and not pawns. A long-range benefit is

that fatigue will set in and alertness will

fade.



Diffusion

The final step in the negotiation process

is diffusion. Through give-and-take between the negotiator and the perpetrator,

terms can be agreed upon under which

the perpetrator will surrender hostages,

weapons, and self to law enforcement.

The vast majority of perpetrators do not

want to die; this alone makes diffusion

likely.

Regardless of whether the resolution

was successful or unsuccessful, each incident should be objectively critiqued by the

entire team and their responses refined.

This debriefing will increase the success

and value of the team over time.

AYN EMBAR-SEDDON and ALLAN D. PASS

See also Arrest Powers of the Police; Conflict Management; Psychology and the Police; SWAT Units; Terrorism: Overview
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Introduction

‘‘Hot spots’’ of crime are defined as ‘‘small

places in which the occurrence of crime is

so frequent that it is highly predictable, at

least over a one-year period’’ (Sherman

1995, 36). Hot spots are places such as

street corners, malls, apartment blocks,

subway stations, and public parks that

generate a large number of complaints to

police. Research shows that about 3%

of all places generate more than half of

all citizen complaints about crime and disorder to the police.

Policing these hot spots of crime is generally regarded as an effective use of scarce

police resources. By targeting hot spots,

research shows that the police can directly

contribute to an overall reduction in crime

problems in a city.



Identifying Hot Spots

Crime analysts in police departments are

generally responsible for identifying hot

spots of crime. Crime analysts employ sophisticated spatial analysis techniques using

geographic information systems (GISs) to

understand the distribution of crime and

pinpoint the locations of crime hot spots.

Many techniques have been used to empirically and conceptually describe the clustering of crime into hot spots, and new,

innovative techniques often developed in

the physical sciences are used to understand the nonrandom distributions of

crime.

One recent line of inquiry in the crime

and place tradition is the application of

trajectory research—traditionally used to

describe individual offending patterns over

the life course (see Weisburd et al. 2004).

The use of trajectory analysis enables

researchers and crime analysts to view
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crime trends at places over long periods

of time and to use group-based statistical

techniques to uncover distinctive developmental trends and identify long-term patterns of offending in crime hot spots.

Researchers from a number of disciplines including geography, architecture,

environmental planning, sociology, social

psychology, political science, and criminology have helped advance the theories

and methods used by crime analysts to

identify hot spots of crime. The ‘‘crime

and place’’ perspective that informs

today’s hot spots of crime research has a

long history dating back to late nineteenth-century researchers in France (for

example, Andre-Michel Guerry and

Adolphe Quetelet) and early twentiethcentury researchers in Chicago (for example, Clifford Shaw and Henry McKay).

Recent research on hot spots of crime

straddles a number of theoretical perspectives such as ecology of crime, environmental criminology, routine activities

theory, crime pattern theory, defensible

space, crime prevention through environmental design, and situational crime prevention.

Routine activities theory is particularly

relevant for understanding both the reasons why crime becomes clustered in hot

spots as well as for thinking through ways

that the police can be effective in

controlling crime problems in these places.

Most recently, routine activities theory

has been extended to explicitly delineate

the importance of ‘‘amenable places’’

(that is, hot spots) and those who discourage crimes and criminogenic places (that

is, the police). John Eck refers to these

people as ‘‘place managers.’’ Routine

activities theory crime event equation is

now understood as follows: Crime occurs

when there is the convergence in time of a

desirable target without an effective guardian, a motivated offender without an effective handler, at a facilitating place without

an attentive manager.

Places are seen as being amenable

when certain place attributes influence
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the likelihood that a crime event will

occur. For example, places located near

bars or main throughways and places

that have multiple access points, weak

place management, or indicators of decay

all correlate highly with places that become crime hot spots.

Routine activities theory as well as

other crime and place theories all contribute to our understanding of why crime

clusters into hot spots. Research using

these theoretical perspectives consistently

demonstrates that crime is not a random

event but rather the result of environmental factors. These environmental (and situational) factors create opportunities for

crime in some places and prevent crime

from occurring in others.

Sherman (1995) draws from these (and

other) theories to propose six primary

dimensions that help to define and distinguish one hot spot of crime from another:

1. Onset. This dimension examines the

factors that cause a place to become a

hot spot. Such factors that might

cause the onset of a crime hot spot

include change in the management of

a local bar, the construction of a

parking lot that has poor environmental design, some type of change

in the routine activities of a neighborhood, or mere chance.

2. Recurrence. This dimension deals

with the point in time when a crime

analyst labels a place as a hot spot.

For example, we know that when a

place experiences three robberies during a one-year period, that place has a

58% chance of recurrence. Recurrence encourages us to ask whether

there is a threshold of activity that

would define a place as a hot spot.

3. Frequency. This dimension deals

with the number of times per year

crime occurs in a defined hot spot of

crime.

4. Intermittency. This dimension deals

with two issues. The first is the

amount of time between criminal



events. The second is what explains

intermittency. Such factors as the

criminal habits of the occupants,

the economic difficulties of place

owners, and changes in traffic flow

that impacts the flow of targets and

offenders have been considered.

5. Career length and desistence. The

fifth dimension is concerned with

the desistence of crime problems in

a particular hot spot. Places desist

from having crime problems for

five reasons: death (for example, a

hot spot bar is torn down), vigilante

behavior (for example, omnipresence patrol by police or patrol by

citizens), incapacitation (for example, civil remedies or boarding up

buildings), blocking opportunities (for example, rerouting a bus

route), or building insulators (for example, community cohesion and

problem solving).

6. Crime types. The final dimension

describes the fact that some places

tend to have crime specialization because the place characteristics limit

the types of crimes possible (for example, drug dealing).



Policing Hot Spots

The work of crime analysts is crucial for

frontline officers to obtain a comprehensive understanding of the concentration of

crime in hot spots. Results generated by

crime analysts are used by operational law

enforcement officers in their efforts to target police resources at hot spots involving

street-level drug markets, burglary, violent

crimes, traffic, gun markets, and motor

vehicle theft and at other places where

crime problems cluster together.

Research into hot spots of crime highlights the importance for frontline officers

to use both formal as well as informal

crime control efforts that specifically

target hot places and seek to alter their
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attributes. These crime control efforts fall

into two distinct categories: those that increase formal surveillance of a place (for

example, increased levels of preventive

patrol, or directed patrol) and those that

change the environmental and situational characteristics of a place (for example, civil remedies or problem-oriented

policing).

Evaluations of police efforts to target a

variety of different types of hot spots suggest significant crime control potential for

policing the hot spots of crime. Anthony

Braga’s systematic review of five randomized experiments and four nonequivalent

control group quasi-experiments reveals

that focused police actions (for example,

crackdowns, problem-oriented policing,

directed patrols, aggressive patrols, raids,

or civil remedies) can prevent crime and

disorder in crime hot spots. His review

also showed that focused police actions

do not necessarily result in crime displacement, but rather crime prevention benefits

were observed as a result of these focused

law enforcement efforts in crime hot spots.

Generally speaking, we know that policing hot spots of crime is an effective

approach for controlling street crime problems. But there are two important dimensions to understand in order to maximize

the effectiveness of policing in crime hot

spots. First, we need a comprehensive

understanding of the policing strategies

that work best in responding to crime in

hot spots, and second, we need to understand whether or not different types of

crime hot spots respond differently to different types of interventions. The research

evidence is limited, yet instructive, on

these matters.



Types of Policing Strategies Conducive to

Hot Spots Policing

The types of policing strategies that are typically used to target crime hot spots include

problem-oriented policing, increased presence of uniformed police patrols (directed
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patrols), crackdowns, court authorized

raids, civil remedies, and zero tolerance

policing.

Problem-oriented policing is an approach to policing in which problems are

subject to in-depth examination (drawing

on the specially honed skills of crime analysts and the accumulated experience of

operating field personnel) in the hope

that what is learned about the problem

will lead police to implement new and innovative ways for dealing with it.

Crackdowns are defined as abrupt escalations in proactive enforcement activities

that are intended to increase the perceived

or actual threat of apprehension for certain offenses occurring in certain situations or locations. During crackdowns

police operations are typically highly visible and involve uniformed and/or undercover officers.

Raids are localized search and secure–

type operations that generally target residential and commercial (that is, clubs,

motels, and the like) properties that are

the source of numerous drug, crime, and

disorder problems (that is, calls for service, arrests, or citizen complaints). Raids

generally involve arrests and seizures

and are typically highly visible, with the

intention of acting as a deterrent to others.

Civil remedies are procedures and sanctions, specified by civil statutes and regulations, used to prevent or reduce criminal

problems and incivilities. In third-party

policing, the police partner with other regulators and use civil remedies to persuade

or coerce nonoffending third parties to

take responsibility and action to prevent

or end criminal or nuisance behavior.

Civil remedy approaches often target

nonoffending third parties (for example,

landlords or property owners) and use

nuisance and drug abatement statutes to

control problems.

Zero tolerance involves the strict enforcement of minor offenses.

More detailed descriptions of each of

these strategies can be found elsewhere

in this encyclopedia. What is important
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about each of these police tactics is that

they have been consistently used by the

police in dealing with problems in crime

hot spots. Of these, problem-oriented policing and civil remedies used in thirdparty policing efforts show the most

promise for controlling problems in crime

hot spots.



Types of Crime in Hot Spots

People generally think of crime hot spots

as having some level of crime specificity.

Indeed, a hot spot is often thought of in

terms of being a drug market hot spot or a

car theft hot spot or a violent crime hot

spot or that of other categories of crime.

However, research suggests that some

crime hot spots do experience a plethora

of specific types of crime problems. For

example, examining the distribution of

crime problems in Minneapolis, Weisburd

and his colleagues found that theft problems and domestic disturbances are two

types of crime problems that showed signs

of crime specificity in a hot spot. Data

from the five cities (Jersey City, Kansas

City, San Diego, Pittsburgh, and Hartford)

involved in the Drug Markets Analysis

Program funded by the National Institute

of Justice reveal consistent and similar

types of crime specificity for street drug

market activity.

Crime-specific perspectives on crime

and crime prevention, notably situational

crime prevention, are useful for understanding the factors that cause specific

crime problems. Analysis of the environmental causes in the crime hot spots that

experience some degree of crime specialization are then used to develop highly

tailored types of policing responses.

While some categories of crime tend to

dominate some hot spots (such as drugdealing places), many hot spots of crime

experience a range of different types of

problems, such as domestic violence,

burglary, assaults, and robberies. These

‘‘potpourri’’ hot spots are places that



experience a clustering of different crime

problems. They are likely to have environmental and situational features that operate similarly to cause a variety of problem

outcomes. For example, a nightclub that

has weak management and poor alcohol

serving practices might be situated in an

area with low levels of informal social

control. This type of hot spot is likely to

have a variety of problem outcomes, such

as assaults, robberies, drunk and disorderly behavior, as well as domestic disputes. Policing these potpourri hot spots

is usually more difficult than policing

those hot spots that exhibit a high degree

of crime specialization.



Conclusion

Research shows that focused police activities—such as directed patrols, raids, civil

remedies, crackdowns, and problem-oriented policing—that target crime hot

spots can reduce crime problems. Further,

research shows that focused policing in

street-level drug markets, violent crime

places, and gun markets can markedly reduce crime and disorder problems in these

places. Police resources for dealing with

street crime problems are thus best utilized

when crime prevention resources are focused at micro places with large numbers

of crime events.

Recent research agrees with this ‘‘hot

spots policing’’ approach but adds that

police need to distinguish between shortlived concentrations of crime in hot spots

versus those hot spots that have long histories (see Weisburd et al. 2004). Indeed,

Weisburd and his colleagues (2004) suggest that if hot spots of crime shift rapidly

from place to place, it makes little sense to

focus crime control resources at such locations. By contrast, the police would be

most effective by identifying and targeting resources at those hot spots with long

histories of crime.

LORRAINE MAZEROLLE
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I

IDENTITY THEFT



Examples



Knowingly using another person’s identity

without authority for a criminal or illicit

purpose has become, according to the U.S.

Federal Trade Commission (FTC), the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), and the

U.S. Secret Service, an increasingly common offense, victimizing nearly ten million

Americans in the year ending in mid-2003,

and more than twenty-seven million in the

previous five years. The term identity theft is

used to describe several types of criminal

activity, including theft and illegal use of

identity documents (driver’s license, passport, birth certificate), checks, credit cards,

account information, or identifying data,

usually to obtain goods or cash fraudulently

in the name of another person. Offenses

include opening new accounts in another’s

name, taking over someone’s existing accounts, and claiming to be another person

when arrested. Identity theft is often involved in bank fraud, Social Security, mail,

wire, and Internet frauds, bankruptcy

fraud, money laundering, terrorism, espionage, and fugitive crimes.



Internet auction frauds occur when the

buyer pays, but receives no goods from a

seller using a false identity, or the seller is

paid with a worthless or stolen check or

credit card. Customers’ credit card information, obtained by scanning at a gas

station or restaurant, is used to manufacture credit cards for fraudulent purchases

of high-priced items. Gangs steal purses

and mail to take or make fake identification documents (IDs), checks, and credit

cards for frauds.

Computer hackers, often operating

abroad, break into a firm’s computer system, copy customers’ account data, and

demand payment from the firm, threatening to post the data on the Internet and/

or commit multiple frauds. Victims of

‘‘phishing’’ receive e-mail apparently from

a bank or e-commerce firm asking for account information, which when entered

into a realistic but fake website is used for

frauds.
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Motivation

Identity theft occurs for a wide variety of

reasons, but most often to hide the true

identity of the perpetrator and to gain

access to credit, currency, or privileges in

the name of the person whose identity is

stolen. Examples include people who pick

pockets for cash and credit cards; impersonate a legal U.S. resident to work or

avoid deportation; or assume another’s

identity to avoid detection or apprehension (as a fugitive, terrorist, spy), to obtain

goods (for example, phone or utility services) or cash using another’s credit, to flee

bill collectors or an abusive spouse, to live

‘‘underground,’’ undetected (for example,

a terrorist), to enable a fraudulent business enterprise (for example, drug dealing,

fraud schemes such as medical insurance

fraud,educationloanfraud,mortgagefraud,

stock fraud), to avoid arrest in one’s own

name, or to impersonate a privileged person

(for example, club member) to enjoy benefits. Fraudulent claims of identity theft

have increased, as consumers attempt to

avoid paying just debts. Teenagers often

use ‘‘fake IDs’’ to buy alcohol or cigarettes.

A student who assumes a friend’s identity to

take an examination as a favor may graduate to filing false income tax returns with

the Internal Revenue Service to obtain

fraudulent refunds. The frauds described

are federal U.S. Code Title 18 and/or state

crimes.



Causes

Identity theft has increased markedly due

to many factors, among which are automation, Internet and telephone transactions

for which the physical credit cards are not

present, thefts of unsecured databases of

customer credit information, vulnerable

technologies (for example, devices that

allow cloning of credit cards by copying

the magnetic stripe data), and merchant
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policies of accepting risk in relatively

low-value transactions. Computers, scanners, and printers can produce low-cost,

high-quality counterfeit documents, and

available commercial equipment allows

for the manufacture of cloned credit

cards. Privacy protections in law and practice are overcome by security breaches by

insiders and intruders. Like many crimes,

identity frauds often are perpetrated by

drug abusers to obtain cash quickly.



Impacts

The FTC’s September 2003 Identity Theft

Survey Report estimated that U.S. businesses lost $48 billion in 2002–2003, and

consumers spent about $5 billion to reconstitute their identity documents and credit.

The FTC’s and other studies indicate a

rapid growth in identity crimes, during a

period of generally lower or steady property crime rates. Led by the financial services industry, business has increased

security spending in response.

Law enforcement, criminal justice, and

private security practices have been heavily

impacted by the rise in identity crimes.

Many agencies find it difficult to investigate and prosecute multijurisdictional

crimes (for example, involving a New

Mexico resident’s credit card stolen in

Seattle, and used in New York City to

buy a laptop computer). Internet fraud further complicates the issue of venue. Most

financial institutions will not hold victims

responsible when their identity is misused,

even for the advertised ‘‘$50 maximum.’’

Often, the merchant who took a credit card

or check in a fraudulent transaction will be

charged with the loss, while the issuing

bank is protected by contract. Many state

and local police agencies, acting under

instructions from district attorneys who

declined to prosecute individually small extraterritorial frauds, did not investigate

ID crimes or even take a report until the

Fair and Accurate Credit Transaction Act
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(P.L. 108-159) passed in 2004. Extraterritoriality includes the county next door and

interstate and international venues.

Rapid increases in identity crimes

prompted the U.S. Congress to pass the

1998 Identity Theft and Assumption Deterrence Act (18 USC } 1028) and the 2004

Fair Credit Reporting Act amendments,

among others, to establish federal criminal

jurisdiction and enhance punishments for

identity theft crimes.

Jurisdictional issues and increased

fraud have led to enforcement changes at

federal, state, and local levels. The FTC,

federal law enforcement, and many states

collect identity fraud case data, provide it

to agencies with local jurisdiction, and

collate and analyze patterns of multiple

and large-scale offenders. The FBI uses

the Internet Crime Complaint Center

(IC3) website, run by the National White

Collar Crime Center, to take reports of

frauds and many types of crimes. Unfortunately, FTC figures show that only 36%

of identity crimes are reported to law enforcement. Of those reported, an even

smaller number of cases are investigated,

due to volume, priorities, unavailable local

resources, and multijurisdictional issues.

Studies, best practices, and training

materials on identity crimes are proliferating, created by the FTC, Justice Department, International Association of Chiefs

of Police, Secret Service, states, financial

services firms, and others, to help consumers to reconstitute stolen identity documents and credit, assist law enforcement

in responding to identity crimes, and make

it harder to obtain false identity documents. Resources include http://www.consumer.gov/idtheft/ (FTC) and http://www.

usdoj.gov/criminal/fraud/idtheft.html (Justice Department).



American Identity

Unlike other countries, the United States

has rejected national identity credentials.



Privacy protection, anonymous transactions, and the Fourth Amendment are

guiding public values. Accepted types of

identification are Social Security cards/

numbers, birth certificates, driver’s licenses,

state and employer identification cards,

credit cards, and passports. Some can be

used as ‘‘breeder documents’’ for others,

such as a birth certificate presented to a

motor vehicle bureau to obtain a driver’s

license. Exploitation of some states’ vital

records systems has allowed impersonators to obtain and use birth certificates of

dead persons to get driver’s licenses and

U.S. passports. To prevent this practice,

many states (and counties, where they

hold vital statistics repositories) are automating systems and cross-checking. U.S.

motor vehicle administrators are standardizing driver’s license security features, and

vital statistics administrators are improving security of vital records. These efforts

are spurred by the realization that terrorists and criminals have used false identities

for activities in the United States and that

driver’s licenses and their breeder documents are being counterfeited widely for

illicit purposes.

Besides the national security need for

federal confidence in the identity of individuals (for example, for employment,

investigations, air transportation, and government business), there are social issues,

including medical care, insurance, and Social Security. Due in part to a high rate

of Medicare fraud, states and the federal

government have taken steps to improve

antifraud efforts, including increased staff,

technologies, and interagency cooperation.

Biometrics, digital signatures, and other

innovative technologies are being applied to the problem of identity verification. In the absence of a national identity

standard, many employers, financial institutions, universities, military and government agencies, and others are using or

experimenting with more positive authentication. By using three types of identity

verification—something you are (for example, fingerprint), something you know
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(for example, personal identification number), and something you have (for example,

identity card)—more positive identification

could facilitate credit and bank transactions, air transportation, secure Internet

business, substitute for cash on campus,

and so forth. Among the problems being

addressed are flaws in developmental technologies, privacy issues, and the added risk

of fraud, if databases of customer personal

data and biometrics were stolen.



Trends

Increased consumer response and public

agencies’ and private companies’ intensified efforts have made reduction of identity theft a prime goal. The ease of identity

falsification for illegal and illicit purposes,

and the limited enforcement response, help

explain the rapid increase in identity crimes.

Investigators employed by large financial

institutions, credit card companies, and

transaction processors have begun sharing

much of their expertise and automated tools

and resources to enable investigation and

prosecution by law enforcement. Public–

private partnerships are emerging that

should facilitate the prevention and response efforts already under way. Nevertheless, identity crimes promise to remain

serious in scope, incidence, and impact for

the foreseeable future.

EDWARD J. APPEL

See also Computer Crimes; Computer Forensics; Computer Technology; Constitutional Rights: Privacy; Constitutional Rights:

Search and Seizure; Criminal Investigation;

Forensic Evidence; Forensic Investigations;

Fraud Investigation; Information Security;

White Collar Crime
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IMMIGRANT COMMUNITIES

AND THE POLICE

The fabric of the United States is woven of

an extremely complex patchwork of minority groups—based on race, ethnicity, or

national origin. Some minorities have been

part of American society for a long time

(for example, African Americans and Native Americans), others are foreign-born,

recent legal immigrants, or undocumented

aliens; some come from Europe, others

from Asia, South America, or Africa. They

are political refugees, migrant workers, economically driven immigrants, members of

international organized crime groups, or

highly educated professionals. Immigrants

have always been very important in the

United States, but never before has the

immigrant population been so large and

diverse as it is today.

More than 11% of the population

(thirty-one million people) were born in



another country, according to the 2000

U.S. Census, which represents an increase

of more than eleven million people compared to a decade earlier (Khashu, Busch,

and Latif 2005, 1). Approximately half of

the foreign-born immigrants entered the

United States after 1990. The national

origins of the recent immigrants are considerably different than earlier groups of

immigrants, most of whom were born in

Europe. In 2000, Europe accounted for

about 14% of the new immigrants, with

53% coming from Latin America and 25%

originating in Asia. In New York City,

more than one-third of the population

was foreign born according to the 2000

U.S. Census, coming from some two hundred countries.

Although large cities such as New

York, Los Angeles, and Chicago remain

important destination cities for immigrants, many immigrants now move to

regions that have not been traditional immigrant destinations. In the one hundred

largest U.S. cities, the Hispanic population

grew by 43% and the Asian population

increased by 38% during the 1990s; the increase was even larger in midsize cities. The

Census Bureau projects that the foreignborn population will continue to grow during the next few decades, and so will the

importance of improving police relations

with immigrant communities. The focus

of this article is on immigrant communities, permanent ethnic communities that

have been formed as part of the process of

integration in the new country (for example, Chinatown in San Francisco).



Immigrants and Crime

America is a nation of immigrants; it is thus

only natural that the crime of foreign-born

and recent immigrants has always been an

issue, although at times overshadowed by

interest in crime by blacks (Hawkins 1995).

Immigrants have always played an important role in organized crime in the United
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States. Organized crime in the United

States has long been thought of as an

underworld enterprise composed almost

exclusively of traditional white ethnic

(immigrant) groups such as Italians, Irish,

and Jews. Recent evidence suggests that

new ethnic groups have been ‘‘waiting

their turn’’ in the ethnic queue for getting

involved in organized crime activities:

blacks (African and Caribbean), Hispanics

(Cuban, Mexican, Puerto Rican, Colombian, Venezuelan), Asians (Chinese, Japanese, Vietnamese, Filipino, and Korean),

Soviet Jews, Nigerians, and Ghanians

(O’Kane 1992, 89).

The line between ‘‘organized crime’’

and ‘‘youth gangs’’ is becoming increasingly blurred now that more youth gangs

are getting involved in organized criminal

activity and criminal networks operate

more frequently through youth gangs

(Marshall 1997, 25). With the influx of

new immigrants, the American youth

gang picture is no longer dominated by

urban black and Hispanic gangs. At the

beginning of the twenty-first century, the

U.S. urban landscape provides an increasingly complex amalgamation of gangs. For

instance, Chicago has black and Hispanic

gangs, but there are also Chinese, Cambodian, Vietnamese, Filipino, and Greek

gangs; in Los Angeles, Samoan, Tongan,

Guamanian, and Hawaiian gangs have

emerged, as well as Filipino, Salvadorian,

Mexican, Korean, and Vietnamese. The

presence of these gangs reinforces the belief

that certain non-native ethnic communities

are dangerous and crime ridden.

Still, contrary to public belief, there is

no evidence that immigrants or noncitizens commit more crimes than American

citizens. Most research in this area indicates that—overall—immigrants have lower

crime rates than natives. (For an excellent study of crime rates of immigrants in

Chicago, see Sampson, Morenoff, and

Raudenbush [2005].) Three factors play

a role in the lower crime rates of firstgeneration immigrants: the availability of

support groups of earlier and now settled
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immigrants from the same areas of emigration, the desire to succeed, and the fear of

deportation. Undocumented immigrants,

in particular, are typically believed to be

more law abiding than their legal counterparts—they have much to lose by police

detection.

This situation seems to be changing,

however, with respect to the most recent

(first-generation) immigrants, in particular

the undocumented newcomers. The widespread trafficking in undocumented aliens

sometimes results in criminal involvement

of these new arrivals. There is a growing

body of evidence that undocumented immigrants are frequently exploited by those

who imported them in violation of the law.

To pay back the debts incurred for their

illegal transportation into the country,

they are forced to work as prostitutes or

to get involved in drug dealing. They are

reluctant to go to the police, even though

they are victims of criminal exploitation

(Marshall 1997, 237).

Starting in the late 1990s, there has

been renewed interest in the link between

immigrants and criminality. Concepts such

as ‘‘country of origin,’’ ‘‘nationality,’’ and

‘‘citizenship’’ have made a comeback in

American scholarly and public debate

about crime. It is not difficult to see why

that is happening. There is a growing

number of foreigners in U.S. prisons, although it must be noted that a large proportion of the noncitizens are in prison

because of immigration offenses. Highly

publicized violent terrorist acts committed

by foreigners on U.S. territory, or against

U.S. citizens or property, have shaped the

public image of ‘‘the foreigner’’ as dangerous. The terrorist events of September 11,

2001, solidified the belief that international organized crime groups represent a

major threat to U.S. national security

interests and to the democratic world

order. With the spotlight on the international character of crime comes a renewed

interest in the foreign-born as criminal.

After 9/11, law enforcement used racial

profiling based on Muslim or Arabic
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background in several ethnic communities

with a high population of Muslims.



Immigrant Communities and

the Police

The American police have a long history

of mistrust and strained relations with minorities, in particular African Americans.

Minority communities feel both overpoliced and underprotected; minorities

have a lower trust in the police and often feel

they are being unfairly treated. Community policing models have been introduced

to improve police relations with minority

communities; yet, black citizens who encounter police (whether as a victim or as a

suspect) continue to have less chance of

receiving civil and fair treatment than

whites (Donziger 1996).

The problems related to policing racial

minorities are likely to be exacerbated

when communities contain large numbers

of foreign-born minorities (Davis and

Henderson 2003, 565). Just as there are

some well-known examples of police

abuse of American-born blacks (for example, Rodney King), there also have been

several well-publicized incidents of abuse

by the police of immigrants. Two notorious allegations of police misconduct in

New York City threw a national spotlight

on police dealings with immigrants. In the

1997 Abner Louima case, New York police officers were accused (and convicted)

of brutalizing a Haitian immigrant held at

a Brooklyn precinct house. In the 1999

case of Amadou Diallo, four special unit

New York police officers faced grand jury

charges of second-degree murder in the

shooting of an unarmed West African immigrant. The two incidents tapped into

deep-seated frustrations that immigrants

and established minorities have harbored

concerning their treatment at the hands

of the police (Davis and Henderson 2003,

565).



The growing importance of large and

diverse numbers of immigrants, combined

with the threat of terrorism, and the perceived growing problems of ethnic gangs

has forced law enforcement agencies to

reexamine their relationships with hardto-reach immigrant communities (Khashu,

Busch, and Latif 2005). There is no doubt

that many new immigrants have been

reluctant to work with the police as witnesses to a crime, to report their own

victimization, or to apply as new recruits.

A number of barriers exist between immigrant communities and police to explain

this:

.



.



Imported negative perceptions of police, crime, and justice systems. Many

immigrants come from corrupt, violent, and undemocratic countries,

where they have had bad experiences

with the police. They fear and mistrust the police. Immigrants who

have experienced the police in their

country of origin as ineffective or

dishonest are unlikely to have confidence in the effectiveness of the police when they migrate to the United

States (Davis and Henderson 2003,

565–566). These perceptions are

often reinforced after they enter the

United States where the police—

whose actions are often seen at a

distance and can appear arbitrary

and bewildering—are made into an

object of ‘‘mystery and local urban

legend’’ (Ibarra 2003, 147).

Fear of deportation. The 2005 Report

of the Vera Institute of Justice

(Khashu, Busch, and Latif 2005)

states that immigrant groups often

cite fear of deportation (their own

or that of family members or friends)

as a major barrier to building trust

and partnerships with the police.

Even legal immigrants from regions

that produce many undocumented

immigrants avoid police contact for

fear of endangering their undocumented associates. As local and
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state law officials have begun to work

more closely with federal immigration authorities in the aftermath

of September 11, 2001, immigrants

have had even more difficulty distinguishing among these agencies

(Khashu, Busch, and Latif 2005, 3).

Because they assume the police will

inquire about immigration status

(although many cities prohibit these

practices), they are reluctant to contact the police.

Linguistic isolation and cultural differences. Limited or no English language skills are an everyday reality

for many new immigrants. In many

cities, 911 operators do not speak or

understand other languages. Immigrants may have negative contacts

with the police because of misunderstandings arising from language

differences. The language barrier

prevents immigrants from receiving

information about policing from

mass media or officers themselves

to the same extent as English speakers (Henderson and Davis 2003,

655). A nationwide study found that

cultural misunderstandings and language barriers lead immigrants to

access public safety and justice services less often than native-born

citizens do (Davis and Erez 1998).

Although language is very important, cultural differences represent

an even more challenging obstacle

to smooth relations between police

and immigrants.

Community norms against seeking

help from outsiders. Immigrants

often come from countries that are

accustomed to resolving disputes informally; there is a sense of interdependence and reliance on one’s own

rather than a state-run police system. Immigrants may also have ‘‘relatively thick skin regarding what is

truly dangerous or police relevant’’

(Ibarra 2003, 140). Making direct

contact with the police is often



.



viewed as a last resort to deal with

trouble. Some new immigrants have

little experience with modern technology, such as using the phone to

call the police.

Fear of retaliation. Because of their

relative isolation from mainstream

society in the host country, and

their reluctance to rely on the police,

new immigrants are favored targets

of criminals. Often, immigrants are

victimized by members of their own

nationality (including those involved

in the illegal trafficking of immigrants). Many immigrants are victimized by organized groups involved

in prostitution, extortion, and fraud.

These criminals are likely to know

the victim and where he or she lives

and are often ruthless in retaliating

against victims who seek redress

through the criminal justice system

(Davis and Henderson 2003, 567).



A number of additional factors explain

why immigrants regard the police with

suspicion, or why they are reluctant to

call on the police for assistance. Many

immigrants have suffered some form of

trauma, in war or as a result of persecution or economic collapse; for many, relocation to a new country is itself a deep

trauma. Traumatic experience breeds distrust that not only affects immigrants’

relations with the authorities (especially

the police) in their new country of residence, but also alienates members of an

immigrant community from one another

(Khashu, Busch, and Latif 2005, 3). Also,

many immigrants tend to settle in impoverished, high-crime urban neighborhoods—

exactly the kinds of communities likely

to promote apathy, a lack of social cohesion, and a sense of helplessness (Davis

and Henderson 2003, 567). And last but

not least, many immigrants have encountered discrimination and prejudice since

they entered the United States: from

stores, landlords, potential employers, and

the police. Ibarra (2003, 150) summarizes
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the predicament of immigrants very well:

‘‘[I]nteractions with the police have a

very unpredictable quality to them in their

neighborhood. If you call the police, you

cannot be sure that the police will respond;

if they do respond, you cannot be sure that

they will treat you courteously; and, even if

you are treated courteously, you cannot be

sure that you will not be considered a ‘rat’

by neighbors. . . .’’

Police–immigrant community relations

are not a one-way street, of course. The

police themselves—with its preconceptions, its policies, its practices—also play

a crucial role in how immigrant communities interact with law enforcement. Individual police officers are not exempt from

the more general prejudice and hostility

that permeates American society’s attitude

towards immigrants. Aside from the possibility that explicit prejudice influences officers’ behavior, the police may also have

very different interpretations of ‘‘problems’’ in immigrant communities. The

police often act on misconceived ideas

about what represents a sign of crime and

disorder in need of being ‘‘nipped in the

bud, ideas which are not shared by the

residents themselves’’ (Ibarra 2003, 157).

For example, police may view young men

hanging in an immigrant neighborhood as

‘‘gang bangers, taggers, drug dealers, or

people who are on their way to becoming

the same’’ (Ibarra 2003, 139), ideas that are

not shared by the immigrant community members themselves, who view the

police treatment of their youth as unduly

harsh.



Community Policing and Immigrant

Communities

Law enforcement agencies across the

country are having unprecedented levels

of contact with immigrants—as victims,

witnesses, suspects, and potential recruits.

Immigrant communities are becoming

more prevalent and diverse; because of



association with terrorism and crime,

they are becoming very important to the

police. At the same time, immigrant communities typically are very averse to contact with the police, who have a bad

record in their dealings with immigrant

communities.

A very popular approach used to improve police–community relations is community policing because of its mandate to

build bridges between the police and the

many different types of neighborhoods.

‘‘The importance of building such bridges

represents recognition that effective and

productive police work is contingent on

the ‘input’ of residents concerning both

the needs of the community and the best

way in which the police can meet these

needs’’ (Skogan and Hartnett 1997, as

cited in Ibarra 2003, 155). Through consulting with residents on their beats, police

departments gain insights into neighborhood problems, and they can adjust their

policing strategies street by street and thus

be viewed as ‘‘responsive to local concerns

and worthy of the community’s confidence

and trust’’ (Ibarra 2003, 155).

However, when residents are mistrustful of the police, as tends to be the case

in immigrant communities, it is very difficult for the police to establish a working

relationship with the people in the neighborhood. The police cannot function effectively in communities where tensions

are prevalent; community outreach is essential for gaining trust. Gaining trust is

especially challenging in light of the long

history of strained and often volatile relationships between the police and minorities (Fridell et al. 2001, 99). Community

policing relies on an ingredient that is in

very low supply in many immigrant communities: trust in the police. Immigrants’

strained relationship with the police is

evidenced by low levels of contacting the

police in order to report a crime, reluctance

to serve as a crime witness, and little eagerness to join the police force. However, a

number of recent promising community

policing efforts have attempted to rebuild
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this trust (Khashu, Busch, and Latif 2005;

Fridell et al. 2001).

Those who design programs to try to

improve police–community relations must

realize that a particular neighborhood

context not only influences the way the

residents perceive the police, but also

how the police interact with the residents.

The ‘‘locality’’ provides the police with

cues on how to act appropriately, given

the neighborhood they are in. Police

must realize that immigrant communities

are made up of ethnically, culturally,

socioeconomically, and often linguistically

diverse subgroups (Khashu, Busch, and

Latif 2005). When police work with immigrant communities, they must realize that

immigrant communities differ not only

in size, but also in how recently they have

arrived in the United States, and the

degree of integration in the larger society.

Some immigrant communities are quite

homogeneous (that is, they consist of one

particular ethnic group, with one shared

language, strong interdependence, and

mutual reliance); others are very heterogeneous (that is, there are several different

immigrant groups with different native

languages and religions, with high degrees

of internal conflict). Effective, efficient,

and humane policing of non-native communities requires a genuine understanding

of the dynamics, culture, and composition

of a particular immigrant community

or neighborhood. There is no such thing

as a ‘‘one-size-fits-all’’ community policing

model for immigrant communities.

INEKE HAEN MARSHALL

See also Accountability; Attitudes toward

the Police: Overview; Minorities and the

Police; Multiethnic Communities: Interactive Model
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On March 3, 1991, members of the Los

Angeles Police Department (LAPD) pursued Rodney King shortly after midnight

after he was clocked driving at more than
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one hundred miles per hour according to

officer reports (Independent Commission

on the Los Angeles Police Department

[Independent Commission] 1991). During

the pursuit, officers assumed that King

was under the influence of PCP due to

his sporadic, reckless driving. However,

King was later found to only be under

the influence of marijuana (Independent

Commission 1991). In total, there were

more than eleven squad cars, as well as

one police helicopter that heard the announcement of the pursuit (known as a

code 4) and proceeded to join in on the

chase of King and the two passengers who

accompanied him in the car (Independent

Commission 1991). The officers eventually

ended the pursuit with King and, upon

forcefully removing him from his vehicle,

proceeded to hit him with more than fifty

strikes of a baton. The strikes were in

response to the officers’ belief that King

was resisting arrest, but whether that justified fifty swipes of a baton is quite subjective.

The police report filed on the incident

mentioned the aggressive nature of King

resisting arrest in order to justify the excessive force that was implemented. However, the accuracy of this report received

considerable attention because Holliday, a

citizen who witnessed the event, videotaped the incident from a distance (Independent Commission 1991). Not only did

this tape provide visible proof of the beating, but it also captured some derogatory

and unnecessary racist remarks made by

one of the arresting officers: ‘‘Nigger,

hands behind your back’’ (Independent

Commission 1991). Holliday and King’s

brother immediately filed complaints to

the department, but both were ignored.

At that point, it appeared as though the

LAPD would take no further action, and

the department was going to let this overly

excessive display of force go unnoticed.

However, the videotape was released to

the public, which allowed the entire nation

to see the event and form their own judgments, and the Christopher Commission



was created in response to investigate the

department and determine how this act

could take place.



The Christopher Commission

After viewing the videotapes and thoroughly analyzing the LAPD’s policies

and procedures in the time period leading

up to the King incident, the Christopher

Commission identified numerous issues

within the LAPD (Independent Commission 1991). First, the presence of a sergeant

who did not attempt to stop the onslaught

led the commission to question the ability

of senior officers and upper management to

control and discipline their subordinate

officers. The commission concluded that

there was no professional model for management to follow in supervising, which

led to flawed recruiting, training, and promotional processes, causing several officers

with histories of use of excessive force to

be promoted to high ranks (Independent

Commission 1991). It also discovered that

unqualified candidates were being promoted to high-ranking positions. For example, many of the field training officers

believed that they had been promoted to

the position much too quickly or without

the training to properly evaluate possible

candidates (Independent Commission

1991).

Additionally, the obscene transmissions

over the police computer systems also raised

concerns about the LAPD’s racially biased

policies and attitudes toward blacks and

other minorities (Independent Commission

1991). The commission concluded that

the LAPD failed as an organization because it was not concerned with serving

everyone in the community in a humane

and civil manner, and failed to deal with

the overwhelmingly strong presence of racism, sexism, and other types of biases that

had developed over the years within its department. Many officers who were interviewed by the commission indicated that
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they were instructed each day at roll call

to use extreme caution when dealing with

minority communities because they usually

were more likely to be aggressive and carry

guns, unlike people in white neighborhoods.

Furthermore, the commission uncovered an overwhelming number of complaints

by residents of Los Angeles concerning the

LAPD’s inability to successfully and effectively handle complaints made about

officers who used excessive force (Independent Commission 1991). For example,

the commission discovered the manner in

which police reports and citizen complaints were handled to be complicated

and unreliable with the majority of complaints never being filed, and reports being

totally inaccurate. The commission asserted that this was due in part to the LAPD’s

Internal Affairs division’s incompetence

because it lacked valuable resources. For

example, of eighty-three civil litigations

examined from 1987 to 1991, only 29%

resulted in a sustained complaint against

an officer.

The Christopher Commission also found

the use of excessive force to be the central

problem associated with every pitfall within

the department. Nearly 25% of all complaints filed by citizens were for cases involving an excessive amount of force

(Independent Commission 1991). After examining these cases of excessive force, the

commission concluded that the department’s policy on the use of force allows

officers to use whatever force necessary in

order to prevent bodily harm to themselves,

which allows room for discretion in determining a reasonable situation to apply

force. Additionally, the Christopher Commission also places the blame on the officers

for their abuse of the California policy and

guidelines on the proper situations to use

excessive force, which also gives officers

too much discretion when deciding the

level of force necessary.

Finally, after examining almost every

aspect of the LAPD, the commission expressed the department’s desperate need

for a system in which accountability is
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clearly stated, as well as a flowing process in which the recommendations and

suitable punishments stemming from the

complaints of excessive force can be administered properly (Independent Commission 1991). The commission describes a

successful professional model of policing

as a department that is well trained, disciplined, and humane, and one that is

prepared to adapt to situations that vary

in terms of the amount of necessary force

required.

In 1996, a follow-up commission was

created to assess the implementation of

the suggestions made by the Christopher

Commission, and it found that many of

the same problems still existed within the

LAPD (Bobb 1996). Many people questioned whether the department was amenable to change or doomed to continue its

unlawful practices. Despite the abundance

of problems and inefficiencies documented

by both commissions that investigated the

LAPD, the department continues its operation and receives its share of funding

from the city of Los Angeles.



Conclusion

Fayol’s (1949) elements of an organization

serve as guidelines that organizations

should follow in order to be efficient and

effective. Organizations should clearly define accountability and responsibility for

tasks throughout the chain of command.

Without clearly defined tasks, employees

tend to adopt status consciousness and

claim that things are not their problems

(Fayol 1949). Additionally, it is essential

that communication be open up and down

the scalar chain in order to ensure that

accidents do not become normalized.

Proper training and task specialization is

the best way to prevent accidents from becoming normalized, but the LAPD failed

to properly train its officers. Finally, it is

essential for management to take proper

disciplinary action against its officers
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when they do adopt deviant means of policing. The LAPD’s inability to properly

manage these aspects of the department

enabled an incident like the Rodney King

beating to occur.

After assessing all of the issues within

the LAPD, the Christopher Commission

found the organization to be inefficient

and flawed. Sergeants did not closely supervise their subordinate officers, and they

failed to take disciplinary action against

them despite the numerous citizen complaints (Independent Commission 1991).

The department’s division for handling

and filing complaints was not ‘‘customer

friendly,’’ and most people interviewed by

the commission agreed on the difficulty of

officially filing a claim within the department. The department’s training and recruitment programs had deteriorated over

the years because it lacked the necessary

resources to properly evaluate officers for

any psychological deficiencies. Promotions were given to undeserving officers

who had an extended history of complaints (Independent Commission 1991).

The burden caused by each of these departmental downfalls is shared by every

member of the organization.

According to Charles (2000), no organization is completely free or resistant to

encountering risk factors that could potentially lead to a crisis. Problems are bound

to occur, but successful organizations are

able to work through them because they

have managers who work diligently to

find the root of the risk (Charles 2000).

Every officer on the chain of command,

including the LAPD chief of police, shared

in the responsibility for the department’s

failures outlined by the Christopher Commission. The Rodney King beating was the

result of the normalization of deviance at

the workplace, which Hall (2003) refers to

as the inability of organizations to make

note or take action of problems in their

infrastructure over a long period of time.

The King beating was not an accident or a

coincidence, for the department continued

to operate according to flawed policies and



procedures for a number of years with

no attempts to amend them. The overall

inability of the LAPD to follow correct

policies and the poor supervision and administration of sergeants and other members of management allowed for a crisis

like the King incident to occur.

DOUGLAS R. HAEGI and TYLER S. KRUEGER

See also Accountability; Attitudes toward

the Police: Overview; Excessive Force;

Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD);

Police Misconduct: After the Rodney King

Incident
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History

The Indian police force has a long and

impressive past going back to recorded

history. A famous work on statecraft and

public administration, Arthasahtra, traceable to 300 b.c.e. and written by Kautilya,

a minister in the Maurya Dynasty, confirms the use of spies to keep track of
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criminal elements. The Laws of Manu

(200 b.c.e. to a.d. 200) speak of the

king’s duty to maintain fixed police posts,

run spies to help in criminal justice administration, and punish those indulging in

violence by imposing penalties on them.

There follows a dark period of several

centuries, during which only sketchy information is available. Reliable material

starts appearing only about the fifteenth

century, when a mixed race of Persian,

Turkish, and Mughal elements stabilized

in the Indian subcontinent to establish a

formal Mughal Empire. Chronicles of this

period speak of various officials looking

after public administration, of whom the

Kotwal was an urban police officer. Ain-IAkbari, a treatise written by Abul Fazl

Allami, one of Emperor Akbar’s advisers,

also gives glimpses of police management.

The British, who followed the Mughals

in the early seventeenth century, tried out

several experiments before introducing the

Royal Irish Constabulary system, first in

Sind (now part of Pakistan) in 1843, and

extending it later to other parts of the

country. The report of the Police Commission (1860) was a landmark, since it saw

the abolition of the military police and the

launching of a homogenous civil police. It

also resulted in the coming into being of

the Police Act of 1861, which remains to

this day as the fundamental enactment

outlining the police charter for the whole

country. Several police reforms followed,

until India obtained independence from

the British in 1947.



Present Structure

India is a quasi-federation with a clear

demarcation of authority between the federal government (officially known as the

Union Government) based in New Delhi

and the twenty-eight states. There are also

seven union territories (UTs) directly

administered by the Ministry of Home

Affairs (MHA) of the federal government.
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Under the constitution of India promulgated in 1950, the subjects of ‘‘police’’ and

‘‘public order’’ are within the legislative

competence of the state legislature. Policing is, therefore, the specific responsibility

of state governments. The federal government has only an advisory role, except in

UTs where the MHA has control over the

police. However, with the help of its own

paramilitary and specialist forces such as

the Border Security Force (BSF), Central

Reserve Police Force (CRPF), Central Industrial Security Force (CISF), and the

Railway Protection Force (RPF), the federal government assists state governments

in crisis situations, such as widespread rioting or a natural calamity. Interestingly,

however, those who belong to the Indian

Police Service (IPS), the elite corps of police officers who occupy the senior ranks in

the force, are recruited and appointed by

the federal government, although they

spend a major part of their career with

state governments.

Every state police force is headed by a

director-general (DGP) to whom several

additional directors-general (ADGP) and

inspectors-general (IGP) report. There are

at least seven ranks below them, going

down to the police constable (PC), who is

at the bottom of the pyramid.

The authorized strength of the Indian

police (federal and state police forces together) is about two million. About 10% of

positions at any point in time remain unfilled for a variety of reasons, such as dismissals, resignations, or deaths. (Police

casualties in action are about one thousand

personnel every year.) There are 41 policemen per one hundred square kilometers

and 1.2 policemen per one thousand of

the population.



Composition

Affirmative action is known to India. Nearly

22% of policemen are from the Scheduled

Castes and Tribes (two disadvantaged
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groups in society that had been traditionally

neglected) and 8% are Muslims. Women

police (thirty thousand nationally) are a

well-established wing, and have proved

quite useful in a variety of positions, such

as guarding and escorting women prisoners,

handling women demonstrators in the

streets, and settling marital disputes.

The sizes of the state police forces vary

enormously. In a large state, such as Uttar

Pradesh in north India, there are more than

150,000 policemen. A small state, Mizroam

in the northeast, has less than 4,000. The

country has about 12,900 police stations.

Of these, more than 230 are staffed wholly

by women, which cater mainly to women

with complaints of various forms of sexual

harassment and domestic disputes.



Division of Work

State police personnel are normally distributed among three functional groups: law

and order (equivalent to what patrol officers do in the United States), crime (analogous to the work of detectives), and road

traffic enforcement. This division of work

is more common to urban police stations.

In the rural stations, all three functions are

performed by the same group. There is a

fourth group, known as the Armed Police,

which is basically the riot police available

at state headquarters as well as in districts,

which are administrative divisions of a

state headed by a district collector (generalist) and a district superintendent of police. Except under grave circumstances, the

average patrolman in the country seldom

carries firearms on beats. He uses the firearms (normally .303 rifles) kept in custody

at police stations for handling any major

situation.



Police Response

Police stations and supervisory staff are

connected by VHF radio. Polnet is a



major federal government project that is

under way. It is designed to connect online

all police stations in the country for the

quick exchange of crime information. The

public have telephone access to the police

for an emergency response through control rooms in cities that are manned on a

24/7 basis and have a limited number of

mobile patrol vehicles. While police response is reasonably fast in major cities,

it is slower elsewhere.



Use of Science

Each state has a forensic science laboratory and a chain of regional laboratories.

DNA testing as part of crime investigation

is now common, but is available only in a

few laboratories that are shared by two or

more states.



Major Operational Problems

Terrorism

The issues that occupy police attention are

mostly on the law and order front. These

take the form of terrorism (especially in

Kashmir and a few northeastern states

such as Manipur and Assam) and interreligious riots (as witnessed in the western

state of Gujarat in 2002). The Indian police

force has tackled terrorism imaginatively

and with great courage. The success it

achieved in the Punjab by breaking the

back of Sikh terrorism in the late 1980s

and early 1990s is a testimony to its professional competence. Terrorism is still a

problem that keeps the police on their

toes in some parts of the country.



Religious Riots

Hindu–Muslim clashes test the neutrality

of a heavily Hindu-dominated force, and
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several post-riot commissions of inquiry

have indicted the police for partisanship.

The situation has been changing with better training methods and through judicial

monitoring. A rapid action force (RAF)

under the CRPF of the federal government

is available to states to provide impartial

and prompt handling of interreligious

riots.



movement led by Mahatma Gandhi. The

present perception of the common man is

one of an insensitive and corrupt force

that will not hesitate to use torture to

extract information from crime suspects.

(Eighty-four deaths in police custody were

reported in 2002.) Integrity levels, even

among senior ranks, have dipped, inviting

public ire and ridicule.



Handling of Crime



Lack of Autonomy



The serious crime rate (that is, offenses per

one hundred thousand population) holds

steady at around 170. The trend is one of a

marginal increase or decline over the years.

Police investigation time is taken up mostly

by homicides (about thirty-five thousand

to forty thousand annually), burglaries

(one hundred thousand), riots (seventy

thousand), and auto thefts (sixty thousand). The use of firearms in violent crime

has been increasing, despite a restrictive

gun license policy. About one-third of

homicides in 2002 were committed with

the help of firearms, many of which were

unlicensed.



Crimes against Women

Crime in India, an annual publication

of the National Crime Records Bureau

(NCRB) of the federal government, recognizes twelve categories of offenses with respect to women. It reports an annual figure

of about 140,000 cases. Rapes alone account for about 16,000 cases, nearly 90%

of which are committed by persons known

to the victims. Success rate in court prosecutions of offenders is low.



Public Image

Under the British rule, the Indian police

force was considered a tool in the hands of

an alien power to suppress the freedom
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Perhaps the most trenchant criticism is that

the Indian police force does not enjoy sufficient operational autonomy, as a result of

which it acts as the handmaiden of whichever political party runs the government in

a state. Several reform bodies, including

the National Police Commission (1977),

have suggested measures on how the police

could be insulated from misuse by political

leaders. These have mostly been ignored

because of a lack of political will.

R. K. RAGHAVAN
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Although police informants have been

around for centuries—longer than professional police forces—we know little about

them. Not only is their work a well-guarded secret, but their identity is almost always

protected by the courts and can only be

divulged in common law countries as a

last resort to save an innocent from wrongful condemnation. The main source of

knowledge with respect to informants is

press clippings.

The field of informants is evolving rapidly and there have been important developments from the 1960s until the turn of

the new millennium. This article on informants is divided into three parts: history,

typology, and trends in the use of informants. We conclude with a discussion of

changes that have occurred with respect to

informants.



as a delator. This word derives from a verb

(deferre) meaning ‘‘to give notice’’ or ‘‘to

refer to’’ the proper authorities those guilty

of fiscal evasion. The term later came to

apply to all public accusers.

Informants began to cast a wide

shadow with the establishment of the

French police by King Louis XIV in

1667. The French king created an organization with a new magistrate, the general

police lieutenant, who was responsible for

developing a police agency. In so doing, the

lieutenant recruited police inspectors and

they created a vast network of informants,

known as mouches, which translates as

‘‘flies.’’ (The word is said to have come

from the name of a notorious police informant, Mouchy.) There were so many of

these informants that a French lieutenant

of police could boast to King Louis XV

that whenever three Frenchmen would

come together, one of them would be a

police informant. Prostitutes were tolerated insofar as they were police informants.

The French police were created to protect the political regime and kept this

mission after the 1789 revolution and during the first empire. Hence, the extensive

reliance on police informants came to be

associated with political or ‘‘high’’ policing and, during the twentieth century, with

totalitarian states. Informants have also

exercised an important influence on knowledge. Our common representations of

organized crime have been to a significant

extent shaped by informants who, like

Joseph Valachi, Tommaso Buscetta, Antonino Calderone, and Salvatore Contorno

and Marino Mannoia, have decided to go

public.



History



Typology of Informants



Informants were known in Greek and

Roman antiquity. They were called sycophants by the ancient Greek. Sycophants

originally denounced thieves who stole

figs. In Rome, an informant was known



The political use of informants is far from

being their only use. Although they were

used in this capacity in democracies, albeit

in a limited way, they mainly serve as a

tool against organized crime (for example,
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drug trafficking). However, their political

usage is being rediscovered in the face of

the new terrorist threat that has emerged

after the September 11, 2001, terrorists

attacks against the United States. It is

impossible to be efficient against deviant

groups that rely on networks without succeeding in infiltrating them with police

informants.

The police make a distinction between

human and technical sources, the former

being live informants and the latter various

types of technological devices (for example, wiretaps). The acronyms HUMINT

(human intelligence) and SIGINT (signals

intelligence) refer, respectively, to human

and technical sources. The different types

of human sources, which should not be

confused, are discussed next.



Occasional Sources

The police refer to anyone giving information to them as a source or an informant.

Most of these people are simply crime

victims or witnesses to a crime. Others

are trying to help the police solve a crime

by giving them clues as to who the perpetrator may be. Many are answering calls

for information that are aired during TV

programs. The distinctive character of

these informants is that they are not repeat

informants—they are connected to a particular crime—and that they are generally

acting out of goodwill.



Informers

This is a wide category encompassing various kinds of police informants. Despite

their differences, they have three things in

common: (1) They inform the police on a

regular basis, (2) they have a personal stake

in informing the police, and (3) they generally do not testify in court, their value being

as mid- or long-term infiltrators. Each

of these statements needs to be further

qualified.
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First, informers do not provide only

intelligence to the police; in many cases,

they take a more active part, for instance,

as a party in a sting operation. Their personal stakes vary greatly, ranging from a

grant of partial immunity from prosecution or the promise of a reduced charge

and sentence (for example, ‘‘working a

beef’’ for narcotics agents), substantial

sums of money, and protection of family

and friends against retaliation from the

state in political cases. When taking a

more active part than merely providing

intelligence, informers may become agents

provocateurs. Such agents are party to the

entrapment of persons who had no intention of committing a crime, or they perpetrate crimes themselves for the purpose of

falsely accusing innocent people (for example, inciting people to riot). Finally,

many informers are double agents, in the

sense that they are informers for a particular police unit (for example, drugs), while

covering up their crimes in another criminal field (for example, car theft). Being a

double agent is the rule rather than the

exception in a walk where loyalty has little

or no meaning at all.



Special Witnesses

There is no accurate word in English for

these informers who agree to testify in

court. These trials are not only public but

highly publicized by the media. These

witnesses for the prosecution are called

supergrass in Northern Ireland, pentiti

(repentants) in Italy, and delateurs in

France and in Canada. Special or protected witnesses are a new development

in the field of informants. It goes against

police wisdom to assert that blowing the

cover of an informant to obtain convictions in court does not balance the loss of

the intelligence that the informant could

have provided if he had not testified in

court and been kept active as an infiltrator.

In Italy, however, pentiti such as Tommaso

Buschetta and Antonio Calderone have
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been highly instrumental in defeating

organized crime. The Italian police force

maintains a network of some five thousand

informants against organized crime and

the Mafia,

Whistle-Blowers

In most languages, dictionaries define

informers as persons informing the police

for ‘‘contemptible’’ reasons. This definition would not apply to the latest kind of

public accusers, called whistle-blowers.

Whistle-blowers share with informers the

characteristic of being insiders. However,

they are generally motivated by the public

good, although some private companies

give whistle-blowers a share of the money

they will save the company by denouncing

deviant business practices. Three such

whistle-blowers were named ‘‘persons of

the year’’ in 2003 by the U.S. magazine

Time for their role in bringing to light the

Enron scandal. Following business scandals such as the 2002 bankruptcy of the

Texas company Enron, an increasing

number of private enterprises are establishing mechanisms through which their

employees are incited to denounce wrongdoing. This is a momentous development,

because private enterprise may eventually

supersede the state as the facilitator of

denunciations.

Undercover Police

Police who are working undercover are not

considered informants of a police force.

However, their field work as infiltrators is

little different from that of professional

informers.



Trends

Important trends can be noted with respect

to informants. However, it does seem that

each trend is paired with its own countertrend.



Formalization

Relationships between informants and special witnesses and their handlers are increasingly formalized through contracts spelling

out their mutual obligations. These contracts are administered by agencies independent of the police such as the U.S.

Marshall’s office. However, research conducted in police files shows that despite

the multiplication of regulations with respect to the management of informants

and special witnesses, the case officers

still retain a great amount of discretionary

power. In Canada, special police witnesses

have formed a pressure group denouncing

the fact that their contracts were not

respected by the police.



Legalization

The biggest problem in dealing with informants is that they are granted a license to

commit crimes in order to infiltrate criminal organizations at a deeper level and also

to protect their cover. In Canada, there is

even a law that explicitly allows undercover

police and their agents to commit crimes

(for example, to buy drugs in ‘‘buy-andbust’’ operations). These attempts to regulate what crimes are permissible for police

informants often end up in failures. In

Canada, a professional assassin who testified against accomplices was authorized to

plead guilty to forty-two reduced charges

of manslaughter and ended up serving only

four years in prison, before being released

into the community.



HUMINT

The failure of the very powerful U.S. agencies collecting SIGINT to prevent the 9/11

attacks has resulted in the rediscovery of

the necessity of HUMINT and of infiltrating terrorist and other criminal organizations. However, infiltration is now much

more difficult to practice in the context of
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global immigration, multiethnicity, and

multilinguisticity. The language obstacle

is particularly formidable



Conclusion

In the past, the state and its various agencies (for example, the police or the Department of Revenue) were the main recipients

of the intelligence provided by informants.

In the wake of the Enron scandal, pressure

is growing on private enterprise employees

to blow the whistle on extralegal business practices; the state may not be the

prime recipient of denunciations anymore.

Whistle-blowing is facilitated by the legal

protection given to the whistle-blowers

and by the establishment of efficient channels (for example, special telephone lines)

to proffer denunciations.

On a more fundamental level, we should

ask whether the information society will

not foster the advent of a society of informants. Phenomena such as the exponential

growth of Internet blogs may increase the

scope and frequency of denunciation to

levels that were not imaginable even in the

most totalitarian of societies.

JEAN-PAUL BRODEUR
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INFORMATION SECURITY

Police thrive on information. Without information it would be impossible for them

to perform their jobs, much less perform

them efficiently and effectively. Nogala

(1995, 193, as cited in Chan 2003) characterizes police work as primarily ‘‘information work,’’ and the police as knowledge

workers (Ericson and Haggerty 1997, 19,

as cited in Chan 2003). The need for information in the police organization has been

affected by crime control and police internal administrative demands and is now

affected by police risk management needs

(Chan 2003). Without timely accurate information, the police would simply be the

primary agents of social control minimally

able to enforce laws, but certainly not able

to investigate violations of laws.

It is imperative that police have access

to information. Police must also be able to

transmit accurate information without

concern that the information will be intercepted and completely lost, or intercepted and modified. Therefore, information

security for police operations must be considered an important and necessary practice for contemporary organizations trying

to meet the challenges of the twenty-first

century.

Information security (infosec) is ‘‘the

protection of information and its critical

elements, including the systems and hardware that use, store, and transmit that information’’ (Whitman and Mattord 2004,

4). Physical security, personal security,
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operational security, communications security, and network security all contribute

to the information security program as a

whole (Whitman and Mattord 2004, 4).

The C.I.A. triangle—confidentiality, integrity, and availability—are three desirable characteristics of information and

have historically formed the cornerstone

of information security and security policies and practices. These concepts in and of

themselves have now become somewhat

dated and inadequate because of their limited scope and the dynamic environment

of information technology (IT). As a result

of the dynamic nature of the IT environment, threats to confidentiality, integrity,

and availability have increased with subsequent additional measures to combat

threats being absolutely necessary. The

C.I.A. triangle, therefore, has been updated

to include more necessary critical characteristics (for example, authenticity, privacy)

(Whitman and Mattord 2004).

Confidentiality ensures that only those

with a demonstrated need for the information and sufficient privileges can access the

information in question. Measures that

protect the confidentiality of information

include but are not limited to information

classification, secure document storage,

application of general security policies,

education of end users who are responsible for the information, and cryptography

(Whitman and Mattord 2004). Confidentiality of information concerning people is extremely important, regardless of

the type of organization, but is even a

greater concern within law enforcement

where a breach could result in the loss of

life or serious physical injury. Confidentiality may be breached by either insiders

(for example, officers, employees) or outsiders to the organization (for example,

hackers).

Integrity is the ‘‘quality or state of

being whole, complete and uncorrupted’’

(Whitman and Mattord 2004, 6). Integrity

is threatened when information is corrupted, damaged, destroyed, or altered

from its authentic state. This can occur



accidentally or be the result of more purposeful behavior. Corruption can happen

when the information is in various states

of storage, entry, or transmission. Specific

threats include viruses, Trojan horses,

worms, faulty programming, application

errors, or noise in the transmission channel. Like confidentiality, integrity can be

threatened both internally and externally.

Measures to combat threats to integrity

include redundancy bits, check bits, algorithms, hash values, and error-correcting

codes.

Availability, the third component of the

C.I.A. triangle, means that authorized

users have timely access to information

in a usable form without interference or

obstruction. The distributed denial-ofservice attacks that occurred in early 2001

demonstrated the importance of access to

information and how costly this threat

could really be.

In addition to the C.I.A. triangle, other

essential characteristics of information are

privacy, identification, authentication, authorization, and accountability. Privacy,

while more of a policy issue, is closely

related to confidentiality. Privacy is concerned with the rights and obligations of

individuals and organizations with respect to the collection, use, retention, and

disclosure of personal information. In

other words, the information that is collected from its owner is to be used only for

purposes stated by the collector and is not

to be disclosed without the permission of

the individual. If a collector of information

uses it for purposes other than those that

were stated, or discloses information without the proper authorization, the collector

is violating the owner’s privacy, and in

some jurisdictions, the law. Typical security controls related to privacy include detailed policies, procedures, and guidelines.

Identification is the first step for a user

to gain access to a system and is essential

for authentication and authorization.

Identification deals with the ability to

distinguish among various users. Typical

security controls here include user IDs and
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more recently biometrics (for example,

fingerprints, iris scans).

Authentication is the act of proving or

validating that the user is whom he or she

claims to be. Controls such as passwords

are weak methods of authentication and

are being replaced by stronger authentication controls such as two-factor authentication (for example, password plus a

security token) and biometrics.

Once a user has been identified and

authenticated, the privileges that these

users or programs have on a system(s)

need to be established. This is referred

to as authorization. Authorization allows

users to perform certain functions with

information, such as reading, writing,

modifying, updating, and deleting the

information. An example of an authorization control is an access control list

(ACL).

Accountability provides an audit trail

of all access and activities related to the

information (Whitman and Mattord 2004).

Typical controls include log files or other

related files (for example, event logs).

Nunn (2005) identifies the following as

significant information systems for police:

communications, database and record

keeping, and decision support systems.

Communications systems include analog

and digital radio systems, digital wireless systems such as local-area networks

(LANs) and wide-area networks (WANs).

Database and record-keeping systems used

by the police include but are not limited

to National Crime Information Center

(NCIC), Automated Fingerprint Identification System (AFIS), National Auto

Theft Bureau (NATB), criminal histories,

and warrants. The NCIC includes information on guns, securities, vehicles and license

plates, and missing persons. The other

databases are self-explanatory.

Manning (2005) characterizes modern

policing information technology systems

in the following ways:

.
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Many nonlinked databases that are

locally sourced



.

.

.

.



.

.



.

.



Other databases that are nominally

national

Storage capacity and use that are not

calibrated

Numerous software systems

Websites with descriptive materials,

some data on calls for service or

crime patterns, and hyperlinks to

other websites

Secrecy and nonlinked access points

Multiple and incompatible channels

of communication between the public and the police within the police

department

Inconsistent user and backside technology interfaces

A tendency to use mapping information for short-term tactical interventions absent ‘‘problem solving’’ (pp.

230–31)



Consequently, certain problems arise

from these characteristics. The two biggest

challenges for police are interoperability

and security between the information

systems. Interoperability is the ability for

various systems to communicate with one

another and pertains to both voice and

data communications. If agencies do not

have the same type of resources (or databases), they cannot access or share information. With the variation in resources

between police organizations, this is a

common problem. Typically, one agency

does not have the most advanced technology, and so is unable to maximize the use

of their resources.

A lack of proper database security is

problematic and also quite common.

Breaches of a database are always a possibility given the inherent vulnerabilities of

these systems. The risk is compounded further if proper security controls have not

been implemented (for example, encryption,

access controls). Unfortunately, law enforcement has been inadequately trained

in information security, risk management,

and security controls, resulting in a situation in which many of the attacks on the

information systems could have been
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easily prevented, or at least more easily

identified.

Most of the risks associated with information technology include violations of

privacy and confidentiality. These may

come in the form of unrestrained official

use of information, unauthorized access of

information, and certain types of cybercrime such as identity theft. If certain controls are not put on the official use of

information, potentially confidential information can be easily transmitted after

which control of the information is lost.

Both insiders and outsiders could gain access to information, thereby jeopardizing

privacy. It should come as no surprise that

criminals are developing innovative ways

to access vital information and the police

are challenged to keep up with them

(Dunworth 2005).

Major threats to information systems

include but are not limited to unauthorized

access to information, unauthorized use

of information, unauthorized disclosure

of information, unauthorized diversion of

information, unauthorized modification

of information, unauthorized destruction of

information, unauthorized duplication of

information, and unavailability of information (Wood 2002). When considering

the police organization it is readily apparent that any one of these threats to information systems could be extremely

problematic, whether done by an insider

(police personnel) or outsider to the police

organization. For example, if information

from police records was destroyed without

authorization, this could hinder investigative activity. Additionally, if information

that was to be evidence in a trial was modified, the evidence might not be admissible.

Risk management is a necessary process

for information technology in an organization. Risk management is the process of

identifying the threats, vulnerabilities, and

likelihood of attacks to information systems and then creating a plan to mitigate

or reduce the risk to these systems, thus

managing the risk. The process includes



conducting a risk analysis and then identifying and implementing security controls.

Risk management is more common in the

private business sector, but with the increase in federal regulations it is now starting to become part of the public-sector

(police organizations) approach to information security as well. While the process

might have to be modified somewhat for

organizations in the public sector, it is

good practice to follow recommended risk

management practices regardless of the organization type and size. Police administrators must decide on certain strategies

to manage and/or control risk in their

organizations.

With risk management there are four

strategies to choose from: avoidance,

transference, mitigation, and acceptance.

Avoidance is the strategy that attempts to

prevent the exploitation of a vulnerability

by a threat or threat agent (for example,

hacker, virus). The goal of transference is

to shift the risk to another organization

such as an Internet service provider, insurance company, or other third party. Mitigation focuses on reducing the potential

damage caused by exploitation of a vulnerability through planning and preparation—this is the most common strategy

used given the fact that risk is inherent

with today’s networks and technology.

Finally, acceptance is to do nothing about

the vulnerability and simply accept the outcome of the exploitation (Whitman and

Mattord 2004).

The use of protection mechanisms or

controls is an important part of ensuring

that information is secure. The most commonly used protection mechanisms for

information systems are access controls,

firewalls, virtual private networks (VPNs),

antivirus system intrusion detection systems (IDS), scanning and analysis tools,

and cryptography. In many cases these

controls are implemented in a layered manner, providing what is commonly termed

defense in-depth, the logic being that no one

control is 100% effective so by layering
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these defenses, the controls as a whole are

stronger. Unfortunately, these security

controls are not without cost. These costs

are in terms of resources as well as capital. Administrators must perform cost–

benefit analyses when determining what is

best and reasonable for their information

systems.

A firewall is ‘‘any device that prevents a

specific type of information from moving

between the outside world, known as the

untrusted network (e.g., the Internet), and

the inside world, known as the trusted

network’’ (Whittman and Mattord 2004,

375). Firewalls include separate computer

systems, separate networks, or specific

services running on existing routers or

servers. VPNs are temporary encrypted

and authenticated connections that allow

someone on the outside (remotely) to access resources and information on the inside network. Antivirus systems attempt

to detect and block malicious code (for

example, worms, viruses, Trojan horses)

from successfully entering a system, device,

or network. Intrusion detection systems

work like burglar alarms and produce an

alert or notification if an attack against any

of the protected systems or network occurs.

Scanning and analysis tools are used to

conduct vulnerability analyses in order

to identify areas of concern within the IT

environment. Cryptography involves the

coding and decoding of messages, so that

anyone who does not have the key cannot

make sense of the information (Whittman

and Mattord 2004).

Physical or environmental security is

one of the most fundamental domains of

information security, yet for some reason it

seems to be the most neglected. The physical security of information technology

(IT), network technology, and telecommunications is paramount. If physical access

to a system or device containing critical

information is possible (either by an insider

or outsider), then most of the technical

controls described thus far are moot

(for example, firewalls, access control

lists). Despite the importance of physical
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security, most of today’s modern IT facilities are not designed with this concept in

mind (Erbschloe 2005).

Physical security is important for numerous reasons. First, information technology equipment is expensive to integrate

into an information system within an

organization. Second, when the information system goes down, work oftentimes

must stop. Disruptions can be not only

costly, but also potentially dangerous if a

law enforcement organization were not

able to access its information. Finally,

laws require the protection of most data,

so when the data are not adequately protected there is the potential for violations

of these laws (Erbschloe 2005).

Access to mobile computing devices

such as laptops and personal digital assistants (PDAs) is also problematic and, like

physical security, these have been inadequately addressed. Therefore, when taking

physical security into account, it is wise to

include mobile computing in any assessment

and planning for improvement. Physical security measures should be taken into account

for each of the following types of technologies: wiring and cabling, laptops, remote

computers, desktops, department servers,

telecommunications equipment, and data

communications equipment (Erbschloe

2005).

Cowper (2005) describes today’s police

organization as a ‘‘Net-Centric’’ organization. This organization is one in which

‘‘real-time information is delivered to all

the right people in an entire networked

organization . . . [with] an organizational

structure and policies, both administrative

and operational, [that is] fully adapted to

our technology’’ (p. 121). Cowper also

says that ‘‘policing could see a dramatic

increase in overall efficiency and effectiveness’’ (p. 121). If police follow proper

risk management processes (that is, appropriately assess threats and vulnerabilities

and identify proper security controls to

mitigate the risk), and take into account

operational, technical, and physical security, the benefits of IT to policing will
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far outweigh any of the risks and will

allow policing to evolve into the twentyfirst century.

KATHRYN E. SCARBOROUGH and MARCUS

K. ROGERS

See also Computer Crimes; Computer

Technology; Technology and the Police
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INFORMATION WITHIN

POLICE AGENCIES

The police have a great many facts stored

and information in abundance, all of

which can be used diversely. Unfortunately, the ways in which such facts and

information are coordinated, analyzed,

and used are determined by factors other

than their raw availability. The primary

determinant of information distribution

is the structure and strategies of AngloAmerican policing based on the premise

that one distributes randomly (in theory,

but based largely on workload or past

levels of calls) a large percentage of the

available personnel ecologically around a

city, keeps them in radio contact, and

assigns investigators to later investigate

some of the reported incidents. The raw

data, the facts, that are taken in via the

911 number (and 311 and seven- to tendigit numbers) and written by patrol officers are a vast, diverse, and selective, stylistically shaped (written and reported by

officers) bundle. These ‘‘bundles’’ are a

selective, abstracted, formatted, and strikingly partial reflection of what might be

called the ‘‘natural incident’’—that which

is seen, reported, and told that stimulates

the police action to investigate. Thus,

what is seen and reported is a partial version of the event, and that which is of

concern to the police is even more stylized

and fitted to the contours of police work.

If one considers the natural event (a

fight, a dispute, lost property, bodily

harm) as a kind of stimulus, it must be

socially constructed or defined as police

work, not a job for sanitation workers,

electricians, a coroner, or a physician. The

conversion of the stimulus-of-natural-incidents-as-reported into facts to be further

considered is a version metaphorically of

how the organization ‘‘sees and gives’’

meaning to the complex, environment.

This is what Weick (2001) calls the

‘‘enacted environment,’’ those facts that

the organization identifies and processes.

The police as an organization is like the
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person who hears the tree fall in the forest.

If he or she does not hear it, it cannot be

acted upon. These facts as known are of

passing utility, not systematically analyzed, disposed of, or stored for very long.

Until recently, it would be safe to say that

police departments operated on a loosely

coupled model in which specialized units,

divisions, and ranks above the patrol officer shared information largely on a ‘‘need

to know’’ basis except when exchanges

were required by functional connections

such as those between patrol and the investigative units and by ad hoc staff functions

(IAD, research and development, the

chief’s staff ) that serve the chief’s office

directly.



Facts, Information, and Knowledge

It is necessary to distinguish fact from information, and information from knowledge. A fact is a free-standing piece of

data. Examples of facts might be the score

of a Boston Red Sox game; the square

miles of France in 1940; the present population of Gervais, Oregon; the number of

people named Sean born in 1962; and the

average height of Mexican Americans in

Texas. Absent a context in which these

facts are considered, they are mere clutter.

Context is what is brought to facts, usually

more than an isolated one; context tells us

how they are framed and connected. One

result of a visible shared context is that

intersubjectivity and shared meanings are

possible. In one respect the occupational

culture of policing is a framework for

knowing what a fact is and why it is such.

This embedded matter is information, or a

difference that makes a difference. Knowledge is that which can be transmitted

broadly across contexts, so that it is a

kind of information about information.

It has been argued that the police are

‘‘information dependent’’ (Willmer 1970;

Manning 1988, 1997, 2003). This means in

effect that the police rely on information
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from the public, other agencies, and their

own records and databases to direct their

strategies and tactics. This is a proposition

or hypothesis to be tested, because the

facts the police gather must be processed

to become information. Information is not

a physically identifiable, clearly established empirical matter that can be defined

absent context. Think, for example, of calls

to the police: Some considerable number

of them are about dreams, vague memories, requests for information (When do

the Red Sox play? How can I reach city

hall? What time is it?), reports of fires or

matters that cannot be entered into the

menus offered. The number of calls processed by a police department does not

index in a sensitive fashion what the police

know, nor are the calls easily classified in

binary, mutually exclusive Aristotelian

fashion (either this or that, logically discrete, and with essential features).The content is also highly stylized and selectively

entered. Workable or actionable facts are

those the police define as such.



Making Facts into Information

The police are located in a world of complex communications and are the firstline receptors of information about anything that might get worse, to paraphrase

Bittner (1970). They process facts and

buffer demand (Manning 1988):

The world is constituted of a flow or stream

from which ‘‘strips’’ are extracted or framed.

Some of these strips concern natural events

which may be reported or witnessed and

communicated to the police. As such they

become police-relevant or workable facts.



Facts are ordered. Once processed in

the police organization, they result in a

message—an ordered selection of signs

from an agreed source (for example, a

code, alphabet, or dictionary) intended to

convey information beyond the communications center.
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The police receive messages from four

different message sources: the general

public, alarm calls, operating units (vehicles, walking officers, special squad detectives, and so on), and cell phone calls

(which require special treatment because

their location is not given when the call is

received as with other landlines).

These sources are differentially organized. The response of police varies by

the degree of organization of the source.

The more organized the source, the more

ritualized or predictable the response. Response to alarms is highly ritualized,

whereas citizens’ calls, because they are

the least organized as a source, are more

pragmatic and less predictable. This is why

officers are almost always sent to ‘‘have a

look’’ at calls made by citizens.

These messages come into the police

organization on four different channels.

Three are disembodied, calls from 911,

311, and seven-digit numbers, and one is

embodied, face-to-face reporting, made at

police stations or to officers.

The messages are screened (ranked,

some eliminated, some dealt with summarily at source) and given priority. This is

done at three positions in the police communications system (PCS): at the operators’ position, at the dispatchers’ position,

and at the officers’ position. The final

meaning of an incident is determined by

the officer.

Once the messages are in the system,

they are converted from facts into information (facts-in-context), but the contexts

are different for each of the positions

just listed. The flow of information in

a police department is highly context

bound. The ability to define and redefine

the meaning of the message is very great,

and the emphasis in the organization is

that facts on the ground have to be

assessed directly by an office if they are

to be given credibility.

Once information is lodged in the organization, it can be classified in accord with

the degree to which it has been processed

and refined. Facts from the social world



that are incident relevant have a kind of

quasi-independence in that they can be

measured by data other than reports to

the police (for example, victim surveys,

public opinion polls, elections, data from

other agencies such as emergency rooms

and hospitals, accident and insurance

reports, fires, and observations by the

media and scholars). But within the organization, there is no independent measure

of the salience or meaning of the messages-as-information that exist in files. In

the organization, there are four levels or

kinds of information:

.



.



.



.



Primary—data gathered by officers,

lodged in reports, arrest records,

field stops, and calls for service data

(CAD)

Secondary—data processed further

by investigators (detectives, special

task forces, and so on)

Tertiary—data processed by internal

affairs, special units such as hate

crimes or domestic violence units,

and research and development units

within the department

Policy-like information—data organized into abstract categories that are

not incident or crime driven (for example, CAD data), but the result of

problem-solving activities such as

crime analysis meetings (Boston Police Department) or the New York

Police Department’s COMPSTAT



These kinds of information are roughly

aligned by their degree of abstraction.

The further the data from primary information, the greater the energy of interpretation required to act on it.

Facts that are originally gathered by

officers in the course of patrol, investigation, or records analysis are the result of

police proactive work. Facts to which officers respond, originating with citizens,

alarms, or the media, are the result of

police reactive work. Policing originated

as a mechanism for scanning the environment is still largely reactive and responsive, and is little concerned with victims,
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crime prevention, intelligence (knowledge

gathered in advance of an incident), or

policy analysis.



Influences That Shape Information

The term influences as used here refers to

five social structural features of police organizations. These are contexts, much as the

three positions in the PCS are contexts.

Police organizations are (1) vertically (by

rank) and (2) horizontally differentiated

(by ecology or the spatial distribution of

functions and personnel), and these both

shape information. (3) Police tasks are clustered into routines that make some kinds of

facts more relevant than others. (4) Police

information is formatted or placed in standardized bureaucratic, numbered forms

that sustain its meaning. (5) This information is also encoded and decoded or put into

organized functional units or ensembles

(such as the codes used to classify computer-assisted dispatches; criminal categories provided by NIBRS or the former

UCR; rules and regulations of the organization that outline internal violations and

their investigation). Let us discuss these

five sources of shaping information.

Police organizations are divided by

ranks, a mode of vertical differentiation

in police departments that varies from six

to twelve or more. To these distinctions

are tied prestige, salary, perks of the office,

and duties and tasks. It also gives authority

to request documents as well as the power

to create and demand them. The top command in effect has information about information and where it is located, and can

sequester information and refuse to divulge

it. This is bureaucratic power. Because the

top command can rule on exceptions that

arise, it can alter the paper reality.

Police organizations are ecologically disbursed, and in effect the patrol officer is a

semi-independent nodule of information

processing. Traditionally, the patrol officer

is expected to act as a buffer, translator,

information channel, and receptacle of
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information and fact, all the while

scanning the environment for information

that should be either processed at that

time, or processed and passed on subsequently to investigators, internal affairs, juvenile departments, or vice officers.

Much remains in the memories of officers

and is unwritten. The decisions faced are

complex, fateful, and persistent. The patrol

role has decision-making features displayed

repeatedly. These include the centrality of

autonomy and discretion with respect to a

set of limited functions—those involving

encounters with the public (this is in effect

an index of organizational power) that

are either initiated or occur as a result of

a response to a call. The autonomy of the

officer, although constrained by tacit standards within the department and organizational reward systems, is manifested in

decisions made to intervene, and how to

intervene, and with what intended consequence. Because the decisions made are typically ‘‘low visibility,’’ and most are

unreviewed, the net effect is to empower

the officer as a gatekeeper who accesses

and sets in motion the criminal law.

Officers’ decisions are very consequential in the lives of citizens and in the

quality of life of neighborhoods and communities. The initial decision to stop and

arrest sets in motion fateful mechanisms

producing expense, stress, economic loss,

and possible punishment. They are binary:

intervene or not; arrest or not; ticket or

not; and so forth. Furthermore, when compared with other legal decision making,

police decision making is marked by complexity. The less serious the offense, the

wider the choice of actions. The conduct

subject to policing control varies widely

from untoward behavior of great triviality

to major violations of the criminal law of

the utmost gravity. The perceived gravity

or triviality of an act or event will almost

certainly have implications for judgments

made about whether to enforce or not. This

decision, however, is not entirely a binary choice—action or inaction—because

the question of how to act is equally
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important. Police can choose to do nothing, refer to other agencies, give advice,

warn, threaten, formally caution, or arrest.

The contingencies, risk, and uncertainty confronted daily must be reduced

to manageable proportions, fit standing

patterns of behavior in the force, fit the

expectations of immediate supervisors,

and be carried out with some style. Recall

that police work is learned apprentice-like;

it is a craft with uncertain contours; styles

and tactics vary widely and are accepted as

such; and one’s personal style, if any,

emerges in a dialectic between past experiences such as the services, one’s field training officer, and one’s current and past

partners. This description of the patrol officers’ role is a microcosm of the police communication problem more generally. Patrol

officers look ‘‘up,’’ hoping to avoid trouble

and not have things come back to them,

while command staff look ‘‘down’’ as well

as up and across, hoping to produce compliance and have it reciprocated, and to

connect performance expectations, technology, and supervision within organizational

context with interorganizational relationships in a chaotic, turbulent external environment. Both of these segments, mediated

by the supervisors’ role, are concerned with

how to create and manage compliance from

the public and the external environment and

how to sustain the morale and autonomy

necessary to mobilize work effort.

The roles and tasks of police, seen as

routines, place them somewhere in the information flow stream. As noted earlier,

the primary information flow is to and

from patrol officers who are at the face

or boundary of the organization. The

levels of abstraction are critically based

on a decision that cannot be made with

impunity by any other segment or rank:

whether to enter a fact or set of facts into

the organization’s database.

The last two influences are more syntactical than the others, because they bear

on the ways the facts are formatted and

interpreted. The first is the formatting

effect, the forms and requirements for



assembling facts. These are the many

forms, the paperwork, the electronic and

paper files, and their vertical and horizontal ordering. Consider as examples the format of a traffic ticket, with its several fields;

the categories used in communications centers to classify messages; the several menus

used in the mobile digital terminal in a

car; and the highly standardized police report form for reporting an incident. These

forms reduce and elevate some types of

facts over others; they omit some facts

that are not requested; and they enable

the incident to be transmitted, filed, recovered, coupled with others, and aggregated

and disaggregated statistically. These are

the data much favored by criminologists.

The second effect is the coding effect.

Facts must be sorted in some systematic

fashion within an organization to produce

lasting organizational memory, guide decisions, reveal contradictions and errors, and

otherwise stabilize social relations. Organizations encode facts to make information

that is relevant to operations. Thus, the

police use a variety of formal and semiformal codes such as the legal code (misdemeanors, felonies, civil violations, violations of

housing and other codes), the rules and regulations of the organization, a product of

years of responding to threatening errors

and omissions in practice, and the union

contracts where unions are present.

There are at least three problems with this

formulation of the information question in

police departments. The first is that the officer is viewed as the fundamental trustworthy

source, and ‘‘you had to be there’’ is the

cardinal rule of the job (in other words,

don’t second guess). If the officer does not

report it, because the alternative sources of

information, citizens, are distrusted, as are

police investigators of citizen complaints,

then the facticity of what are considered

"facts" according to official reporting may

be in serious doubt. This is a powerful filter

upon what the organization knows and

knows that it knows.

The second problem has to do with

the influences as described. The fact of
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different contexts of determining facts

means it is very difficult to exercise control

via formal information sources alone. The

flow of knowledge is asymmetrical (more

goes up than down), but the power to

determine meaning, reverse decisions, and

redefine them lies at the top.

The third problem is that the police are

the front end of the criminal justice system

and, as such, are a screening and boundary

maintaining agency for other agencies.

While they receive a wide range of information, they tend not to share it with other

organizations; they prize secrecy and primarily communicate with citizens as individuals, insurance companies, the courts,

and prosecuting and defense attorneys.

PETER K. MANNING

See also Administration of Police Agencies,

Theories of; Authority within Police Organizations; Discretion; Performance Measurement; Technology and Police Decision

Making; Technology and the Police;

Uniform Crime Reports
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these objectives, the agency must compartmentalize itself into the box and function

model that typifies the organizational structure. These organizational boxes are created

to achieve the prioritized goals.



Functions

Most municipal police agencies basically

approach their tasks from a three-pronged

perspective:

1. Attack street crime. This means

organizing the agency to detect and

arrest criminals, and to make it more

difficult to commit crimes.

2. Better service. The great majority of

police work involves responding to

emergencies, accidents, illnesses, and

mishaps. The response mechanism

involves 911, single-person patrols,

prioritization of calls, and other factors that focus on improving the

speed and efficiency of the response.

3. Traffic safety. Promoting the safe,

speedy flow of traffic requires concentration on engineering, education, and enforcement—the three

E’s of traffic policy.

A well-organized police department has

recognized its mission, prioritized its approach, and organized itself in the most

relevant and cost-effective manner. The

result should be an organization that

understands its objectives and is moving

effectively toward their realization. With

the mission defined and the objectives

established, the question for the chief

must be ‘‘How well are we doing?’’ This

is where inspection comes in.



INSPECTION

Police departments serve several purposes.

These are to protect life and property,

prevent crime, detect and arrest offenders,

preserve the peace, and enforce the laws.

Every function of the agency should be

aimed at one or another of these objectives.

Deviations are dysfunctional. To achieve
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Management

Despite the complaints of many executives, there seems little doubt that the

true problem in government is not money



INSPECTION

but management. Under the widening

pressures of budgetary constraints, police

managers have learned how to get more

bang for the taxpayer’s buck through inventive cutback management techniques.

In a very real sense, the budget crises

that attended much of municipal life in

the 1970s and 1980s proved a boon to

executives who were forced to manage,

as opposed to being mere caretakers of,

police enterprises.

Management implies making maximum

use of the resources available to achieve

the organizational aims. The final responsibility for the results lies with the chief.

Removed as he or she is from the daily

functionings of the agency, how can he or

she establish that subordinates adhere to

policy faithfully? Tools have to be devised

to enable verification that the operating

levels are conforming to the program.

The size and complexity of the models

used to inspect the processes will, of

course, depend on the size and complexity

of the organization being examined.

Information becomes central to effective functioning. The accuracy of the information is critical to the outcome.

Subordinates will be inventive in finding

ways to report faithful conformity with

procedures.

Control is central to the chief executive’s direction of his or her agency,

and it will not be effective without essential pieces of information about the actual performance of the organization’s

members.

Inspection can serve as the helm that

steers the vessel through uncharted seas. It

enables the captain to make the necessary

adjustments.

Inspection will not only establish

whether there is compliance and conformity but will also reveal needs and deficiencies that need to be addressed, as well

as whether programs that are being faithfully implemented actually work. Thus,

it is a very broad management strategy

that goes beyond mere verification and



assessment of stewardship, important as

these factors are.



Control

One of the constants of police administration is nasty surprises. How many chiefs

and mayors have awakened to such scandals as narcotics evidence missing from

police custody, some egregious brutality

complaint that clearly reflects loss of control, collections or other corrupt practices

that indicate a climate of wide-open practices, or any of a hundred other problems

that communicate a sense of total loss of

control over a police agency? Inspections

will serve to restrict acts of non-, mal-, and

misfeasance to the occasional, specific,

and individual—as opposed to the tolerated, systemic, and clearly widespread.



Inspection

Inspection is an examination of persons,

places, or things intended to establish

whether they are contributing to the

achievement of organizational objectives.

Performance is evaluated, deficiencies discovered, needs are identified, and corrections suggested. It is a method for

monitoring and controlling organizational

behavior. It may be defined as an auditor

verification.



Procedures

Inspection procedures can be reactive or

proactive. The former involves after-thefact inquiries, examinations, or investigations to establish the when, where, why,

how, what, and who of an event, action,

program, incident, or procedure. The latter involves cover testing of the process,
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frequently through replicating situations

to establish whether abuses really are

occurring.

Inspection is primarily aimed at determining the quality of a commander’s stewardship, as opposed to specific inquiries

into individual wrongdoing that characterizes the work of internal affairs units

(IAUs). It is important that the distinction

be understood if organizational confusion

is to be avoided. A police officer is accused

of police brutality and an investigation is

launched. This is typically the work of

internal affairs. A command is accused of

widespread and systemic use of brutality

as an instrument of policy, which is at

least tolerated—and perhaps even encouraged—by the commander. This requires

an inspection. An officer is charged with

a dishonest act and is investigated by internal affairs. Citizens complain of shakedowns, thefts, or extortions by the police,

with the commander doing nothing. This

falls within the province of inspections.

A precinct commander is accused of

falsifying crime statistics to make his or

her unit look good. This would fall within

the purview of the IAU, but charges that

the data are being fudged widely would be

examined by inspections. The distinction

centers on whether we are examining a

specific, individual act or assessing the pervasiveness of a negative condition.

Inspection then becomes the verifying,

auditing, and examining arm of the chief

executive. It establishes the degree of compliance, detects deviations from policies,

and informs the chief as to the operational

realities, as opposed to the upbeat reports

he or she is certain to be receiving from

those charged with the responsibility for

carrying out the chief’s program.

An inspections unit will determine what

the agency’s priorities and policies are and

then undertake examinations to establish

how faithfully they are kept. It will do so

through examination of records, the monitoring of performance, the observation of

managerial competence, and the verification of findings through such independent
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means as polling, replications, and the use

of undercover operatives.



Stewardship

Since the function centers on the commander’s stewardship, and since modern

theories emphasize the importance of

managerial autonomy, in order to allow

the development of the individual’s talent,

it becomes more important than ever that

a chief executive officer have the tools

necessary for the evaluation of progress

made by his or her subordinates toward

organizational goals. This, of course,

makes the clear and explicit enunciation

of those goals essential.

A police chief, for example, will typically require that any citizen, appearing

at a police installation to report an act of

police wrongdoing, be treated courteously

and that the complaint be recorded and

forwarded for investigation. This is the policy. If the chief asks for a report on the

degree of compliance, he or she will inevitably receive a glowing account of how

faithfully the requirement is observed.

Executives who rely on such indices are in

for rude surprises.

A proactive approach will involve

the chief executive’s replication of the

situations he or she wants to verify. Are

the troops complying with requirements?

Send an agent, posing as an irate citizen,

into a police station to ask how to report

an incident of police brutality. The treatment of that agent will establish, more

accurately than the report, the reality

that complaining citizens encounter.

Integrity tests might involve turning

valuable property over to a cop on the

street to see how he or she handles it. An

errant motorist might explore a cop’s honesty by hinting at a payoff. The law cannot

be broken by those seeking to enforce it.

The point is to replicate the circumstances

pinpointed as possible sources of problems

to establish the true state of things.
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Overt and Covert

A solid inspection will operate on two

levels, overt and covert. The overt function

involves interviews, examination of records,

physical inventories, random sampling,

polling, and related techniques intended to

elicit facts. Covert operations will involve

the use of police informers within the

ranks to report on actual conditions, as

well as self-initiated and proactive integrity

tests or checking on adherence to procedures. It might involve as simple a process

as making a number of phone calls to establish a commander’s accessibility to the public, or willingness to be the target of police

shakedowns in order to test a suspicion,

which under such controlled conditions

would enable the inspectors to verify and

record the activities.

A sound organization understands its

mission and develops strong programs

and sound policies to achieve its goals.

It cannot then rest on its laurels and

hope all will be faithfully performed. Systems of verification have to be established

to ensure adherence to policy, at the street

level.



Goals of Inspection

A sound inspection program will identify

the effective leaders as well as those who

must be weeded out. It will promote the

organization’s progress by identifying the

high performers and pointing them toward higher responsibilities. It will also

enable the agency to pinpoint those paying

little more than lip service to organizational policies and goals. The importance

of this latter point is frequently ignored,

because of the desire to avoid negative

connotations. The fact is that identifying

the losers and winners becomes one of the

key features of any system attempting to

enhance organizational effectiveness.



A comprehensive inspection program

will provide the chief executive with a

report that completely describes the operations of the unit examined, thereby enabling

the chief to make informed judgments on

the levels of performance and to take corrective action or otherwise respond to positive findings. Such an inspection program

will also promote organizational introspection—forcing commanders to focus on policy and then to verify how faithfully it is

carried out. No commander would want to

risk the chief’s discovering the problems

first.



Conclusion

An organization exists for a purpose. To

achieve that purpose, it must organize itself

into boxes, assign tasks, and prioritize functions. Once it sets out to produce results, the

administration needs to verify how well it is

doing. Inspection is the key to this process.

The key ingredient of any such process of

monitoring and control is the commitment

of the chief to the task; the chief executive

must believe in the process or it will fail.

ANTHONY V. BOUZA
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The public expects its police to enforce the

law while obeying the law. To be more

precise, the police are expected to enforce

the criminal code while adhering to certain

procedural constraints. But this represents

only our minimum threshold requirement.

We further expect our police to comport

themselves with honesty, fairness, and

impartiality; in short, we expect the police

to embody our collective notion of justice.

We extend this expectation beyond their

uniformed life, to include off-duty activity

as well. To summarize using a commonly

expressed sentiment, we hold police officers to a ‘‘higher standard’’ than we might

hold ourselves.
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Integrity in policing thus includes not

only adherence to procedural law, but in

a broader sense, adherence to a set of

morals that guide officer decision making.

The public presumes that officers have

been subjected to a rigorous screening,

selection, and training process, and that

police agencies are vigilant in monitoring

and responding to officer behavior. But

because policing is such a visible occupation, involving direct personal contacts

with citizens, the presumption of integrity

can quickly be destroyed by incidents involving poor officer behavior. The public

cannot see integrity within the officer;

they see integrity as it manifests in officer

behavior—how officers carry out their official duties, including their decision

making and subsequent actions. The public experiences officer behavior through

direct police–citizen contact, and indirectly

through exposure to the experiences of

family, friends, and acquaintances, as

well as media reports of police misbehavior and portrayals in the entertainment

industry.

Police integrity is partly perceptual, and

officer behavior has direct consequences

for public perceptions. Although police

administrators, reformers, and others have

long recognized this perceptual component of policing, it wasn’t until the United

States reached a national crisis of race

relations and police legitimacy during the

1960s that public opinion data motivated

large-scale change efforts to improve the

relationship between the police and the

communities served. For example, national surveys cited by the President’s Commission on Law Enforcement and the

Administration of Justice (1967) provided

evidence that while the public as a whole

exhibited favorable attitudes toward the

police, African Americans consistently

gave lower ratings on police effectiveness

and conduct. One survey found that while

only 9% of the public believed police brutality existed in their community, this

overall figure included 35% of African

American males. The same survey found
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that two-thirds of whites believed the police were ‘‘almost all honest,’’ but only

one-third of African Americans felt so.

Ten percent of nonwhites believed the police were ‘‘almost all corrupt,’’ compared

to less than 2% of whites. Another survey

found that 15% of African Americans believed that the police in their communities

took bribes, compared to less than 4% of

whites. In summarizing these findings, the

commission wrote that attitudes toward

the police are influenced most by the

actions of officers, and that community

programs will be ineffective to the extent

that citizens—particularly minority citizens—are mistreated during contacts

with the police.

The National Advisory Commission on

Criminal Justice Standards and Goals

(1973) considered these findings in writing

Standard 1.2: ‘‘Every police chief executive immediately should establish and disseminate to the public and to every agency

employee written policy acknowledging

that police effectiveness depends upon

public approval and acceptance of police

authority.’’ Further, police departments

should periodically survey the public ‘‘. . .

to elicit evaluations of police service and to

determine the law enforcement needs and

expectations of the community.’’ Today,

many agencies conduct surveys of the public. In 2000, about one-quarter of the

roughly thirteen thousand local police

departments in the United States, including more than 60% of those serving populations of one hundred thousand or more

residents, surveyed citizens during the

prior year (Hickman and Reaves 2003).

Eighteen percent of all departments, and

more than half of the larger departments,

inquired about citizen satisfaction with police services. About two-thirds of agencies

provided this information to their officers.

The linkage between officer behavior

and public perceptions is demonstrated

by recent research showing that incidents

of police misconduct substantially influence public opinion about the police. For

example, Weitzer (2002) examined public
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opinion trends in Los Angeles and New

York prior to and following several negative incidents. In Los Angeles, these included the 1979 killing of an African American

woman, the 1991 Rodney King incident,

a 1996 videotaped beating, and the unfolding scandals involving the LAPD’s

Rampart Division in the late 1990s. A

substantial drop in favorable ratings of

the police followed each incident. For example, prior to the King incident, the percentage approving of the LAPD’s job

performance was 80% among Hispanics,

74% among whites, and 64% among

blacks. These figures fell to 31%, 41%,

and 14%, respectively, following the King

incident and eventually returned to preincident levels, although recovery took longer among Hispanics and blacks as

compared to whites.

Integrity in policing is thus best conceptualized in terms of two components: police behavior and the public perception of

that behavior. Police behavior within a

particular neighborhood, throughout cities, and across the states is interpreted

and reacted to by the citizens served. The

public can view police behavior as being

respectful of the awesome and necessary

power entrusted to them, or as a violation

of that trust. Integrity in policing at any

time and place, whether speaking of a specific officer or an entire agency, is strong

when actual police behavior is trustworthy

and the public perceives police behavior as

trustworthy, and weak when either actual

police behavior is untrustworthy or the

public perceives police behavior as untrustworthy.

Evidence suggests that how the police

treat citizens and procedural justice (that

is, the extent to which the process police

use to arrive at decisions is viewed as fair)

are the most important factors influencing public judgments of police legitimacy,

which includes elements of trust and confidence in the police (Tyler 1990; Tyler and

Huo 2002). Tyler and Huo argue that citizens are in general more likely to cooperate and defer to police authority when the



police are viewed as legitimate, and that

citizens will be more likely to accept negative outcomes because they are more focused on fairness in decision making.

Their research suggests that the police

may be able to influence long-term public

perceptions of the police by ensuring fair

treatment in citizen contacts.

Citizen allegations of wrongdoing will

occur, however, and these events give rise

to the timeless question of ‘‘Who will

police the police?’’ Integrity in policing

depends on the extent and effectiveness

with which officer behavior is monitored,

and the adequacy of agency responses to

integrity lapses. The monitoring of and

responses to integrity lapses are tied to

the notion of police accountability; simply

stated, integrity in policing is diminished

where accountability is weak. Here, accountability can be defined in terms of

two aspects: (1) whether the behavior

that the public views as a violation of

trust is acknowledged by the agency and

other governing bodies as a violation of

public trust; and (2) whether something is

being done to correct the problem (that is,

to compensate or restore the damage, punish the wrongdoer, and/or punish the

agency to ensure the behavior does not

continue to occur). Police accountability

at any time and place, whether speaking

of a specific officer or an entire agency, is

strong when the answers to these two

questions are in the affirmative and weak

when they are not. Here, too, the issues of

treatment and procedural justice are important—allegations of wrongdoing must

be taken seriously, and processed fairly.

The monitoring of officer behavior can

be described in terms of both internal and

external processes, with the traditional

internal process being an internal affairs

unit or its equivalent. Most large agencies

have an internal affairs unit, while smaller

agencies have designated personnel to

handle the internal affairs function on an

as-needed basis. External processes include

those of other government agencies (for

example, city agencies and, more recently,
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the federal government) as well as citizenbased entities such as civilian complaint

review boards (CCRBs) or similar agencies

(see Walker 2001).

A growing trend in police monitoring is

the development and use of early warning

systems (EWSs) to identify negative officer

behavior patterns before they develop into

more serious problems. EWSs are essentially data management tools in which information about officers is continuously

compiled and analyzed, with the goal of

averting potential problems. Some EWSs

are fairly simple and operate on a ‘‘threestrikes’’ approach; for example, the generation of three citizen complaints in a short

period of time triggers a ‘‘flag’’ suggesting

that an officer may be having some problems and is in need of assistance. Other

EWSs are more sophisticated and take

into consideration officer background histories, academy performance, work context, and other factors. EWSs have been

around since the late 1970s, when the idea

of early warning was focused largely on

the use of force, and has expanded into

other areas of officer behavior. Recently,

EWSs have been recast as early intervention (EI) systems having four key components: performance indicators, a process

for identifying officers in need of formal

intervention, formal intervention (for example, retraining, counseling), and postintervention follow-up (Walker 2003).

In sum, integrity in policing is rooted in

both police behavior and the public perception of police behavior as trustworthy.

Integrity in policing also depends on effective monitoring of officer behavior and the

adequacy of responses to integrity lapses.

Available evidence suggests that the treatment of citizens, procedural fairness, and

attention to public opinion are key issues

for agencies committed to the maintenance of integrity in policing.

MATTHEW J. HICKMAN

See also Abuse of Authority by Police;

Accountability; Attitudes toward the

Police: Overview; Civilian Review Boards;
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Complaints against Police; Corruption;

Early Warning Systems; Ethics and Values

in the Context of Community Policing;

Risk Management
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INTELLIGENCE GATHERING

AND ANALYSIS: IMPACTS ON

TERRORISM

In the wake of the September 11, 2001,

terrorist attacks, the United States expanded law enforcement and policing

powers to fight against international terrorism. The main areas of expansion were

in the pursuit of domestic terrorists, drug

traffickers, and organized crime. The expanded powers made it easier for police

and intelligence agencies to share information that could be used for the possible prosecution of suspected terrorists.

Changed policies and laws promoted

efforts to collect personal information, religious and political affiliations, and

records of finances and travel. Revisions
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of investigative rules expanded surveillance

of oral and electronic communications and

legalized a wide variety of undercover

operations against suspected terrorist targets. The most controversial innovations

allowed law enforcement agencies to arrest

suspected terrorists and detain them indefinitely without providing access to counsel

or opportunities to seek judicial review.

New criminal laws relaxed the definition

of terrorism sufficiently enough to potentially reclassify drug trafficking and

organized crime as threats to national security. Expansions of criminal involvement also made it possible to pursue

fringe members of terrorist organizations

without requiring individualized information about whether and how particular

defendants promoted the aims of the organization with which they associated.

These expansions of law enforcement

powers were not simply a reaction to the

9/11 attacks. They were built on initiatives

under way well before 9/11 that targeted

organized crime. Starting in the late 1980s

and accelerating through the 1990s, many

European nations established laws that,

for the first time, tried to better control

law enforcement powers. These controversial powers included covert policing methods, such as wiretaps, electronic bugs, and

the strategic deployment of informants and

undercover agents. Like the post-9/11

initiatives against terrorism, these developments arose from a perception that the

targeted problem of organized crime transcended national borders, threatened the

survival of the democratic state, and

resisted more conventional modes of police

inquiry. And like the post-9/11 antiterrorism campaigns, Europe’s revamping of its

covert policing apparatus was designed to

facilitate international cooperation, particularly with U.S. law enforcement agencies.

The Bush administration, in reaction to

the large-scale 9/11 terrorist attacks, made

national security one of the priorities of the

government. Securing the United States

from additional terrorist attacks had become part of the administration’s policy



of combating terrorism. The administration’s first response was to establish the

USA PATRIOT Act, which was modeled

after the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance

Act (1978). The USA PATRIOT Act

stands for ‘‘Uniting and Strengthening

America by Providing Appropriate Tools

Required to Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism.’’ Congress enacted it virtually

without significant debate, without detailed committee reports, without a conference committee, and with little floor

commentary. Submitted just days after

the 9/11 attacks, it was rushed through

Congress at lightning speed for a statute

of its size and complexity. It passed the

House on October 24, 2001, by a vote of

357 to 66, and passed the Senate the next

day, October 25, 2002, by a vote of 98 to 1.

It was signed into law by President Bush

the following day, October 26.

The PATRIOT Act contains more than

150 sections. It is divided into ten separate

titles and is hundreds of pages long. The

powers it grants to federal investigative

agencies and law enforcement agencies

are unprecedented and reach everything

from voice mail to consumer reports to

banking records. The act is among the

most wide-ranging laws passed in recent

memory, bringing new federal offices into

being, creating new crimes, amending at

least twelve federal statutes, mandating

dozens of new reports, and directly appropriating $2.6 billion, with more funding to

come from approval of various ‘‘authorizations’’ of unnamed amounts, scattered

throughout the statute.

In the Justice Department, the attorney

general issued information-sharing protocols authorized by the PATRIOT Act.

These protocols make it clear that the

Justice Department will use to the fullest

extent the authorities granted to it by the

act. Among this information sharing is

communication by Justice Department

personnel to intelligence personnel within

thirty days on whether a criminal investigation will be launched based on a given

crime report, if the crime report indicates
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that foreign intelligence may be involved.

Federal investigative task forces have been

created under the Justice Department, including identification by the U.S. attorney

for each judicial district of members of a

terrorist task force, which can be quickly

assembled from local federal agency personnel when the need arises. Also, there

are several ongoing cross-agency task

forces to investigate terrorism or terrorist

financing.

The PATRIOT Act has given not only

new authorities but also a new hubris to

federal investigative agencies. Its emphases

on information collection, information

sharing, expanded definitions, new regulations, cross-agency cooperation, wider

authorities, enhanced surveillance techniques, swifter prosecutions, and more severe

sentences have brought law enforcement

and terrorism investigation in America to

new levels.

The entire PATRIOT Act is designed

for increased surveillance, information

gathering, and investigation of terrorism

with a minimum of judicial review. Under

the PATRIOT Act, mostly under Title II,

investigators can obtain information ranging from consumer reports, certain telephone data, certain details from Internet

service providers, educational records, and

banking transactions, all without a court

order. All that is required is a certification

by a federal investigator that the information is necessary or required for a particular investigation, which does not even

reach the standard of probable cause that

is required with ordinary search and seizure warrants. There is no opportunity

for judicial review of these informationgathering activities because, in general,

the information obtained is obtained in

secret and the act provides that the person

or entity providing the information is immune from civil liability. The act’s establishment of single-jurisdiction search warrants

and national service of search warrants effectively means that federal investigators

only have to stop by one federal district

court to obtain a search warrant for a
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particular investigation. Investigators will

not be required to further justify their information request and continue to meet

search warrant standards in any other federal court even if the investigation goes

into other jurisdictions. This is ‘‘one-stop

shopping’’ for federal search warrants and

essentially takes the federal courts out of

the loop.

The information sharing mandated

chiefly by Titles II and IX is conducted

by and large without any judicial review.

In those limited instances where judicial

review might be involved, such review is

limited to specific challenges and those

challenges can be delayed at the request

of the government.

‘‘Special measures,’’ which under Title

III can be imposed by federal investigators

on domestic banks and other financial

institutions, are completely unprecedented

in the history of federal banking regulation and represent a total rewrite of banking law. Yet these ‘‘special measures’’ can

be submitted to banks by investigators

once various required ‘‘certifications’’ are

made by the Treasury Department, without any condition for a court order or

court review.

Title IV of the PATRIOT Act identifies

three types of terrorist organizations:

‘‘Section 219’’ designations of terrorist

groups borrowed from existing immigration law, terrorist groups identified by the

government under a similar procedure but

with fewer requirements and no express

judicial review, and a wide-ranging category of any group of two persons or more

‘‘whether organized or not’’ that engages

in any of the broadly defined list of ‘‘terrorist activities.’’ The act therefore gives

federal investigators or agencies tremendously wide latitude in designating terrorist groups. It must be noted that the

definitions of ‘‘terrorism’’ and ‘‘domestic

terrorism’’ and ‘‘foreign intelligence’’ do

not exclude the potential involvement of

American citizens, so investigations, surveillance, and prosecution are not restricted to aliens.
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The mandatory detention of aliens

under Title IV allows for habeas corpus

review. The only review allowed by an

alien in indefinite detention is a request

for administrative review of the detention

every six months. This provision does not

rely on judicial oversight to review the

detention. There is limited judicial oversight of many other act provisions such

as forfeiture provisions, long-arm jurisdiction, and reduced or eliminated statutes

of limitations. Although these provisions

may be seen as giving federal courts more

power, in actuality the power is being

given to federal prosecutors and investigators, who continue to drive federal criminal investigations and prosecutions.

The PATRIOT Act provisions for information sharing, grants and funding,

and cross-agency training and cooperation, as well as the ‘‘fellow PATRIOT

Acts’’ passed by state legislatures, have

given state and local governmental law enforcement units a new emphasis and a new

influence. Now, the county sheriff or local

municipal law enforcement unit may be

involved in a terrorism investigation, can

search for ‘‘foreign intelligence,’’ and can

watch out for ‘‘domestic terrorism.’’ The

professionalism of these organizations can

sometimes be called into question, not to

mention their lack of experience in these

types of investigations.

No one can argue that the PATRIOT

Act has not given federal agencies and law

enforcement agencies new powers, which

can be used to gather and analyze information on a potential terrorist threat. But

the real question is this: Have the provisions of the USA PATRIOT Act helped

analysts and law enforcement agencies uncover and prosecute that threat?

In the first two years after 9/11, federal

investigators and law enforcement agencies recommended the prosecution of

more than 6,400 individuals who the government believed committed terrorist acts

or who became targets on the grounds that

charging them with some crime would

‘‘prevent or disrupt potential or actual



terrorist threats.’’ Based on these recommendations, as of September 30, 2003, the

government had in one way or another

processed 2,681 individuals who had been

the subject of the recommended prosecutions. Analysis of the case-by-case data

obtained by the Transactional Records

Access Clearinghouse (TRAC), revealed

the following data. Of the 6,400 individuals recommended for prosecution,

1,802 individual cases were closed without

conviction; 879 were convicted of a terrorist-related offense. Of the 879 convictions,

only 5 individuals were sentenced for more

than twenty years; 23 were sentenced to

five to twenty years; and 373 were sentenced to one day up to five years in

prison. There were still 642 cases pending

trial at the time of the report on December

8, 2003. Unfortunately, the Bush administration began withholding information

that the government had previously released to TRAC. As a result it is no longer

possible to determine exact numbers of

individuals who the investigative agencies

recommended be prosecuted.

However, TRAC’s analysis of Justice

Department data estimates that from

September 11, 2001, to September 30,

2003, the total number of such ‘‘referrals’’

involved more than 6,400 individuals.

However, the two years’ worth of collected

data are more than sufficient to show an

overwhelming increase in the number of

arrests and convictions by the federal agencies and law enforcement agencies.

Whatever the case, the absolute number

of terrorism and antiterrorism situations

that have been recorded by assistant U.S.

attorneys around the country in the two

years after the 9/11 attacks is sobering. As a

result of the 9/11 attacks, the Justice Department added a number of new crime

categories to its internal record-keeping

system, tracking actions that in its view

are in some way related to terrorism.

Most prominent among the new groupings

is what it now calls ‘‘Anti-Terrorism.’’ This

area, according to the department’s data

manual, covers immigration, identity
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theft, drugs, and other such cases brought

by prosecutors that were intended to prevent or disrupt potential or actual terrorist

threats. Even if we were to set aside the

antiterrorism matters referred to prosecutors by investigative agencies during the

two-year period, more than half, approximately 3,500, were cases that were classified as involving actual acts of terrorism

from one of the following categories: financial terrorism (added after 9/11), international terrorism, or domestic terrorism.

Without question, the events of 9/11

resulted in a dramatic escalation in the

government’s enforcement activities in the

terrorism area. Justice Department referrals for prosecution received during the

two years prior to September 30, 2001,

when compared to two years after 9/11,

show the following: Both terrorism and

antiterrorism experienced a sixfold increase in cases that were referred to prosecutors, from 594 such actions before to

3,555 after. There was an eightfold jump

in convictions, 110 to 879. Some of this

growth is naturally the result of the addition of ‘‘Anti-Terrorism’’ as a new category to be tracked under terrorism after

the terrorist attacks of 9/11. When antiterrorism was put aside, the increase in the

terrorism cases that were prosecuted or declined was less dramatic, from 544 to 1,778.

Convictions grew by three and a half times:

from 96 prior to 9/11 to 341 after. Surprisingly, despite the three-and-a-half-fold

increase in terrorism convictions, the numbers who were sentenced to five years or

more in prison has not grown at all from

pre-9/11 levels. In fact, the number actually

declined, dropping from 24 individuals

whose cases began before the attacks to

16 after. What has jumped are the numbers

of individuals convicted but sentenced to

little or no prison time.

When looking at international terrorism, only investigative referrals that were

either prosecuted or declined increased

five times, jumping from 142 individuals

before the 9/11 attacks to 748 after. The

climb in convictions was even sharper,
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jumping over seven and a half times,

from 24 to 184. Once again, despite the

increase in convictions, the number who

received sentences of five or more years declined from 6 individuals in the two years

before 9/11 to only 3 in the two years after.

Out of the 184 convictions under international terrorism, 80 received no prison time,

and 91 received sentences of less than a year.

Although not all cases following the two

years after 9/11 have been completed, current data suggest that terrorism investigations, prosecutions, and convictions all

were sharply higher after 9/11, but the

actual number of individuals who were sentenced to five or more years in prison has

fallen.

The intelligence community in the

United States has a very disorganized and

often questionable history. The entities

that make up this community still bicker

among themselves as to who has the

authority to perform what action and

who should share information with

whom. Unfortunately, unless all intelligence-gathering and analysis functions

were to be moved under one agency and

all of the subagencies disbanded, true cooperation and communication across the

entire community will never be achieved.

One can only hope that with the events of 9/

11 the intelligence community as a whole

has realized that the status quo is not working and something needs to change. Local

law enforcement should never be asked to

take over the functions of the intelligence

community. Most of the day-to-day operations of the intelligence community can

and should remain classified to law enforcement personnel, but, by allowing

this massive group of officers to develop

some working knowledge of intelligence

gathering prior to the next terrorist event,

a resource will be ready and willing to assist

the intelligence community in any way that

it can.

KATHLEEN M. SWEET

See also Accountability; PATRIOT Acts I

and II; Terrorism: Overview
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INTELLIGENCE-LED

POLICING AND

ORGANIZATIONAL

LEARNING

Intelligence-led policing (ILP) has become

a top priority among policy makers and

police officials. Law enforcement agencies

have always been engaged to some extent

in using intelligence to identify and respond to criminal threats. However, recent

changes in the political, technological, and

cultural contexts in which policing organizations must operate have presented some

major challenges as agencies attempt to

adapt to the growing demand for intelligence gathering, analysis, and dissemination. The purpose of this article is to

describe the issues police organizations

face as they attempt to respond to changes

in their working environment brought on

by the increasing focus on intelligence.

A discussion of the political context

surrounding the increasing emphasis on

ILP begins with the aftermath of the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001. The

legislation enacted shortly after the attacks

is significant because it called for rapid

changes in the way police work was to be

carried out, especially with regard to the

collection and management of intelligence.



The USA PATRIOT Act of 2001 was

the first major piece of legislation passed by

Congress after 9/11. The legislation mandated that the war on terrorism be fought

at all levels of government, meaning that all

police organizations at the federal, state,

and local levels now had a role in combating terrorism. Section 218 of the act is significant because it called for the removal of

the barrier between law enforcement and

intelligence investigations.

The ‘‘tearing down of the wall’’ between law enforcement and intelligence

was designed to promote greater cooperation and information sharing among governmental entities. Further clarification

about the nature of information to be

used in support of antiterrorist intelligence

was necessary, and it was provided by the

Homeland Security Act of 2002. This legislation established the Office of Homeland Security to oversee the new mandate

of collecting and sharing law enforcement

intelligence for the purposes of preventing

future domestic attacks. The Office of

Homeland Security is interested in any information possessed by a federal, state, or

local agency that (1) relates to the threat of

terrorist activity; (2) relates to the ability

to prevent, interdict, or disrupt terrorist

activity; and (3) improves the identification

or investigation of a suspected terrorist

organization.

The Intelligence Reform and Terrorism

Prevention Act (2004) established a national

intelligence program that creates and prioritizes the tasks of collection, analysis, production, and dissemination of intelligence

information. Section 1016 explains how

this goal will be attained through an information sharing environment (ISE). The ISE

is designed to (1) create an information

sharing environment in a manner consistent with national security and applicable

legal standards relating to privacy and civil

liberties; (2) designate the operational and

management structures that will be used to

operate and manage the ISE; and (3) determine and enforce the policies, directives,

and rules that will govern the content and
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usage of the ISE (The Intelligence Reform

and Terrorism Prevention Act 2004).

As of 2006 the intelligence community

(IC) included fifteen executive branch

agencies and organizations that conduct

intelligence activities for purposes related

to foreign relations and national security (http://www.intelligence.com). Those

agencies include the intelligence elements

of the Army, Navy, Marine Corps, and

Air Force; the Central Intelligence Agency; the Defense Intelligence Agency; the

Department of Homeland Security; the

Department of Energy; the Federal Bureau

of Investigation; the National GeospatialIntelligence Agency; the National Reconnaissance Office; the National Security

Agency; the Department of Treasury; the

Department of State; and the Coast Guard.

Indeed, the list of old agencies and the creation of new federal agencies enlisted to fight

the war on terrorism is expansive. These

agencies, which historically had separate

missions and lacked the capacity for coordination and collaboration, are now being

mandated to work with each other. Moreover, they are now required to work with

state and local law enforcement agencies

in the pursuit of criminal enterprises that

support terrorists.

The legislation following 9/11 advanced

three important law enforcement priorities

that have implications for ILP and organizational learning. The first priority is

that prevention should be a primary goal.

The second is that information sharing

should become a standard practice. The

third is that the intelligence cycle should

be more clearly defined. In the sections

that follow, we describe each priority and

discuss how each impacts the relationship

between ILP and organizational learning.



The Philosophical Shift to Crime

Prevention

One of the most important changes in law

enforcement since 9/11 is that the FBI has
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shifted focus and procedure from prosecution to prevention—from collecting information after a crime has been committed

to preventing terrorist attacks from taking

place (Etzioni 2004). Further, although

the IC website does not specifically include

local law enforcement agencies in its partner list, it is apparent that since local

police will be first responders to a domestic terrorist act, and given the link between

terrorist activity and local crime (for instance, organizations engaged in drug trafficking to sponsor international crimes),

local police agencies are considered to be

instrumental in the development of intelligence (Loyka et al. 2005). Major efforts

have been under way to link the intelligence efforts of federal and local law enforcement agencies (see reports by Loyka

et al. 2005; Carter 2004).

Local law enforcement agencies were

already dealing with a shift from a reactive

to a proactive community-based approach

to dealing with crime that was dependent on intelligence. This is evident in

Maguire’s observation of police rhetoric

that emerged in the United Kingdom

during the 1990s, but can also be said of

U.S. law enforcement. Maguire (2000)

observed that many agencies claim to be

‘‘. . . implementing a ‘community safety

strategy’; to be practicing ‘proactive’,

‘intelligence-led’, ‘targeted’ or ‘problem oriented’ policing; and to be committed to

‘partnership’ and ‘information sharing’’’

(p. 316). He further claims that what is common to these policing efforts is ‘‘a strategic,

future oriented and targeted approach to

crime control that focuses on the identification, analysis and management of persistent

and developing problems or risks (which

may be people, activities or areas) rather

than on the reactive investigation and

detection of individual crimes’’ (p. 316).

In these policing environments, homeland security threats become an additional

problem for the police to manage. In fact,

Carter (2004) argues that community policing has already infused important skills,

such as problem solving, environmental
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scanning, public communication and mobilization, and fear reduction, that are directly

transferable to the intelligence-led approach. The challenge is to apply these skills

to focus on the identification and disruption

of criminal enterprises and organizations

that support terrorist activities.



Information Sharing as a Standard

Practice

The expansion of formal practices governing the sharing of information among

criminal justice agencies has become a priority since 9/11. Large-scale information

sharing has required a major paradigm

shift in criminal justice organizations. Information sharing is inseparable from an

organization’s formal and informal structures and its culture (Stojkovic, Kalinich,

and Klofas 2003). Outdated security procedures and traditions that evolved during

the Cold War have become detrimental

to security concerns in the post–Cold

War world. Law and tradition previously

required a ‘‘need to know’’ before reluctant investigators could share information

(9/11 Commission 2004). ‘‘Although there

was some capacity to share information,

the law was complex and as a result,

agents often erred on the side of caution

[and] refrained from sharing the information’’ (Baginski 2005, 3). This labyrinth of

complex rules and laws created a wall that

discouraged investigators from sharing information about cases (9/11 Commission

2004).

The 9/11 terrorist attacks changed the

belief that withholding information enhanced security. An organizational social

environment is now being established that

encourages the sharing of information.

Laws are being promulgated and passed

that enable, encourage, or mandate the

proper movement of relevant information,

and give a level of comfort to individuals

in organizations who were reluctant to

share information. The post-9/11 world



requires that the old paradigm be replaced

by an information sharing environment that

emphasizes a decentralized network model

that protects information through an ‘‘information rights management’’ approach

and controls access to data, not access to

the whole network (Intelligence Reform

and Terrorism Prevention Act 2004).

Sections 203 and 218 of the USA

PATRIOT Act specifically concern the authority to share criminal investigative

information and foreign intelligence information, respectively. Sections 203(b) and

203(d) allow law enforcement officials to

disclose electronic, wire, oral, and/or foreign intelligence information to federal

officials when the information involves

knowledge concerning the national defense

or security of the United States. The USA

PATRIOT Act explicitly authorizes intelligence sharing in this circumstance. It is

likely that this was done to counter any

reluctance to share such information

based on past vagaries of the law or organizational culture.



Defining the Intelligence Process

The anticipated value of intelligence is

that it helps to identify a threat, determines how likely it is to occur, and recommends a response. Efforts are currently

under way to develop a shared understanding of definitions and procedures involving the development and use of

intelligence in law enforcement. In a recent

report, intelligence is defined ‘‘as the analysis, evaluation, interpretation and sharing of information’’ (Loyka, Faggiani, and

Karchmer 2005, 1). In this same report

intelligence is distinguished from information. Information is translated into intelligence through organization, analysis, and

interpretation. Issues to be considered in

this process involve identifying the information to be collected, deciding how it will

be analyzed and by whom, determining

what information must be shared and
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what must remain confidential, and managing how information on individuals is to

be collected and shared without violating

their rights.

While establishing standards to guide

the intelligence process is a useful endeavor, there appears to be much more

attention given to describing how the process should work than understanding how

it actually does work. Sheptycki (2004)

identifies the ‘‘organizational pathologies’’

agencies must strive to overcome in order

to realize the potential benefits of ILP. In

general, these pathologies represent the

conflicts associated with requiring and

incorporating new ways of working into

agencies with long-standing traditions that

are often resistant to change. In particular,

they reflect attempts to create new priorities for information management and

analysis, redefining the value of information in a way that promotes sharing,

and the introduction of new intelligencefocused occupational roles into existing

bureaucracies.



Information Management and Analysis

The goal of intelligence analysis is to create timely and useful information in an

efficient and effective manner. Sheptycki

(2004) identifies several issues that complicate this effort. The first involves the impact of new computer technology. During

the past few decades, significant and rapid

advances in information technologies have

been made available to police departments

for information management and analysis.

In the United States this effort was spearheaded by the Crime Bill of 1994, which

allocated a significant amount of money to

improve information technology in law

enforcement agencies.

The effort to improve technology, however, took place with little guidance about

how systems should be designed and used.

Because of the lack of technology planning, many software and hardware vendors developed and marketed crime
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reporting systems without an understanding of the nature of police work and with

little input from police organizations. As a

result, many police officers were reluctant

to embrace new technology and, compounded with a pronounced lack of training and support, merely viewed it as a

burdensome administrative tool rather

than an opportunity to develop new ways

of managing information that would serve

a community-based or ILP approach.

As agencies are increasingly presented

with a variety of information technologies

for information management and analysis,

the need for planning and coordination

becomes paramount. Without it, agencies

may be inefficient where using multiple

databases for tracking information results

in entering the same data into more than

one system, and ineffective where systems

are unable to electronically communicate

both within and across agencies.

A lack of analytic capacity in the area

of administrative support is also evident

across police agencies. Often the result is

what Sheptycki (2004) refers to as ‘‘intelligence overload.’’ He argues that capacity

is often taken up in data input and investigative analysis. This is exacerbated not

only by the multiple recordings of data on

multiple systems at multiple levels, but

also by the increasing demand for more

surveillance and more data rather than

better data or better data analysis when

problems are identified. Moreover, given

that agencies focus data collection and

analysis on issues that are already a priority, lesser known problems may go undetected.



Redefining the Value of Information

As agencies attempt to develop intelligence-led environments, they must deal

with shifts in the value of information in

ways that promote knowledge management and sharing in this context. A move

in this direction directly challenges traditional ways of collecting, using, and
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sharing information often embedded in

police culture. First, Sheptycki (2004)

argues that the value of information is

directly related to decisions about recording and dissemination. Analysts are often

removed from decisions about recording

information from police field work. The

larger this gap, the greater the capacity

for ‘‘noise’’ in the intelligence process because of inefficiency in the collection of

data relevant to the analysts tasks.

The second relates to intelligence

hoarding. The 9/11 attacks graphically

highlighted the need to quickly and efficiently exchange information between law

enforcement agencies and emergency personnel. Unfortunately, deeply imbedded

bureaucratic tendencies and informal policies do not change easily. Often, the organizational knee-jerk reaction to share

information is reluctance. This reaction

often serves the needs of individuals within a given organization as well as the needs

of the organization itself.

In ILP, the value of information lies in

its capacity to identify a threat for the

purpose of prevention and sharing. This

is in contrast to the information hoarding

that has traditionally characterized the

enforcement-oriented police subculture

(Sheptycki 2004). In this traditional subculture, having information that leads to

an arrest is a measure of professional success and can advance a career. This is a

major incentive to hold onto information.

In many law enforcement agencies, information has historically tended to flow

in a vertical direction, moving through the

levels of command in the policing hierarchy. Agencies are much less equipped to

share information horizontally across

agencies, which is essential to the intelligence sharing function. The result is what

Sheptycki (2004) refers to as ‘‘linkage

blindness.’’ This is particularly problematic when crime series span across territorial boundaries. Duplication of effort is a

similarly situated issue and arises when

criminal activity is of interest to more

than one agency. Duplication fosters the



development of information silos with the

resulting intelligence sharing process resembling the spokes of a wheel rather

than a complex web of interagency and

intra-agency connections that promote information sharing horizontally as well as

vertically.



Introduction of New Occupational Roles

To accommodate the growing demands of

the intelligence-based model, new occupational roles have been introduced to police

agencies. Typical job titles include ‘‘intelligence analyst’’ or ‘‘crime analyst.’’ According to Carter (2004, 110), ‘‘the intelligence

analyst is a professional who collects various facts and documents circumstances,

evidence and interviews, and other material related to a crime and places them in a

logical related framework to develop criminal cases, explain a criminal phenomenon,

or describe crime and crime trends.’’ Very

often these positions are filled with civilians

or even former clerical staff.

Long-serving police personnel may

have difficulties adapting traditional ways

of thinking to the new intelligence-based

approach and/or the associated occupational roles. Sheptycki (2004) argues that

conflicts emerge because of the imbalance

in status and prestige of occupational roles.

He claims that since the detective role is

embedded in police culture and is much

more prestigious, crime analysts often get

usurped of basic investigative tasks. The

result is that crime and intelligence analysts

are often underutilized and undervalued

(Cope 2004). Chan (2001) further suggests

that the increase in funding and staffing of

technology-related functions can lead to

bitterness and envy among officers.

Not only must agencies deal with the

changes in work processes and meanings

brought on by the shift to ILP, they must

do so in a rapidly changing technological

environment. Advances in computer technology will undoubtedly play a major

role in the success of ILP to identify and
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prevent crime and terrorist threats. An example of a local law enforcement model

that uses computer technology is the

COMPSTAT model. COMPSTAT is a

comprehensive system for managing police

operations, a model where patrol commanders are held accountable for all problems

and issues in their reporting areas. Carter

(2004) argues that the COMPSTAT model

is in many ways comparable to the ILP

model. They are both prevention oriented,

data driven, and stress accountability.

A brief discussion of the use of

COMPSTAT in promoting accountability

and problem solving can inform the

challenges ILP models will likely face.

Crime analysis supports COMPSTAT and

involves a data-driven approach to identify

and study crime problems that relies on

advanced information technologies such

as geographic information systems. Policing scholars, while recognizing the capacity

of information technologies to disrupt and

realign power in police organizations, find

that advances have not resulted in greater

police effectiveness (Manning 2001, 2005).

Chan (2001, 145) describes three technological frames for understanding IT and

organizations: (1) the nature of technology, which involves an understanding of

the potential of IT; (2) technology strategy, which is individuals’ views of why

technology was introduced to their organization; and (3) technology in use, which

is an understanding of how technology is

to be routinely used. Conflict is likely

when inconsistent frames exist within an

organization.

Evidence suggests that conflict exists in

law enforcement agencies with regard to

technology and crime analysis because (1)

training for crime analysts is lacking,

which limits the understanding of the potential of IT; (2) crime analysis is not commonly used to examine crime problems in

depth, which is why crime analytic IT was

introduced into the organization; and (3)

traditional enforcement responses are

often used, such as increased surveillance,
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when problems are identified (National

Academy of Sciences 2004).

Although many law enforcement agencies were already moving in directions

compatible with ILP at the time of 9/11

and subsequent legislation, there are additional aspects of the legislation that are

in contrast with a community-based approach to policing. As agencies continue

to shift from a reactive approach to crime,

collecting information after a crime has

been committed, to preventing terrorist

acts from taking place, the net may widen

concerning persons of interest. What this

means is that there will be many people

interrogated, including those not suspected

of anything, in efforts to thwart terrorist

plots that authorities believe might involve

members of that group (Etzioni 2004).

Moreover, to the extent that information

on these persons and groups is gathered

and entered into intelligence databases,

questions of privacy and civil rights violations come into focus. These problems may

lead to a backlash against community policing as many residents of minority communities claim to be victims of racial

profiling.

There is a hopeful expectation that

‘‘more’’ and ‘‘better’’ intelligence generated by police agencies will aid in the identification of criminal threats that threaten

the safety of citizens. Considerable federal,

state, and local resources are being devoted

to a large-scale shift toward the ILP paradigm in the form of training, information

technology improvements, and administrative support and oversight. Before we

can determine the success with which ILP

has met expectations, there must first be an

understanding of how police organizations

have adjusted to the growing demand for

intelligence gathering, analysis, and dissemination. As organizations face political, cultural, and technical challenges to

the traditional models of police work,

change and learning in the ILP environment will be visible, but how it will be

reflected in the rationalization of policing
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will likely evolve at a slow and discontinuous pace.
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INTERNATIONAL

ASSOCIATION OF CHIEFS OF

POLICE (IACP)

The International Association of Chiefs of

Police (IACP) was founded in 1893. Headquartered in Alexandria, Virginia, as of

2006 the organization had more than

20,000 members and 130 staff members.

The IACP has more than thirty-five standing committees. The committees cover the

wide array of issues and topics local law

enforcement executives face, including terrorism, crime prevention, organized crime,

and environmental crimes. The association is also represented by three divisions—the State and Provincial Police

Division, the International Policing Division, and the State Associations of Chiefs

of Police—and sixteen sections, including
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Police Psychological Services and Public

Transit Policing sections.

The association’s goals are to advance

the science and art of police services; to

develop and disseminate improved administrative, technical, and operational practices and promote their use in police work;

to foster police cooperation and the exchange of information and experience

among police administrators throughout

the world; to bring about recruitment and

training in the police profession of qualified persons; and to encourage adherence

of all police officers to high professional

standards of performance and conduct.

Since 1893, the International Association of Chiefs of Police has been serving

the needs of the law enforcement community in a variety of capacities. Throughout

those past one-hundred-plus years, the

IACP has launched historically acclaimed

programs, conducted groundbreaking research, and provided innovative and exemplary programs and services to the

policing community across the globe.

The IACP has been instrumental in

advancing the policing profession and

serving as a voice for law enforcement

leadership over the course of its history.

Professionally recognized programs such

as the FBI Identification Division and

the Uniform Crime Reports (UCR) system

trace their origins back to the IACP. In

addition, the IACP and the FBI in 1934

established the FBI National Academy for

state and local police, and the association

began publication of the Police Chiefs

Newsletter, the forerunner of Police Chief

magazine. In the 1940s, the IACP’s wartime mobilization plans provided guidelines for police executives for handling

planned disorders, sabotage, and the

movement of troops and material in

truck convoys. In the 1950s and 1960s,

the association developed minimum training standards for all law enforcement officers—a major development at the time—

and urged them on state governments. In

the 1970s, the IACP established a national

bomb data center. In the 1980s, the IACP
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opened its first world regional division in

Europe. Subsequently, the IACP has established world regional offices in North

America, South America, Europe, Africa,

and Asia. Today, the IACP conducts international policing executive seminars across

the globe. During this time, the IACP and

the Bureau of Justice Assistance established a National Law Enforcement Policy

Center. The IACP also helped establish the Commission on Accreditation for

Law Enforcement Agencies (CALEA).

In the 1990s, IACP efforts focused attention on international narcotics trafficking, drunk driving, police use of force, civil

disorder, and criminal aliens. A priority

for the association during this period was

assisting departments in implementing

community policing in their jurisdictions.

The IACP also expanded its legislative

agenda as its influence on legislation at

the federal, state, and local levels grew.

More recently, since the terrorist attacks

of September 11, 2001, the IACP has

worked with its members to develop a

series of initiatives, including reports and

publications, on the role of local law enforcement in the nation’s efforts to address homeland security and domestic

preparedness demands.
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INTERNATIONAL POLICE

COOPERATION

The intensity of international law enforcement cooperation has greatly accelerated

in recent years, although some forms of

police cooperation among independent

states are as old as professional police

forces. Throughout modern European
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history, there have been contacts and

networks among police authorities across

international borders. Before 1914, these

were essentially concerned with ‘‘high policing’’—in other words, state security.

They also dealt with ‘‘low policing,’’ mainly fugitives, itinerant criminals, pirates,

bandits, and smugglers.

The need for police cooperation has

greatly increased with economic and social

change. Indeed, virtually all the factors

that, in the nineteenth and twentieth

centuries, were associated with the growing prosperity of the highly developed

countries—urbanization, rapid transport,

improved communications, the development and integration of international

markets—contributed to the growth of

international criminality, both petty and

sophisticated. These factors assisted the

mobility of criminals, the transportation

of illegal substances, and the organization

of complex conspiracies, and also provided

new opportunities for theft, fraud, and the

disposal of the profits of crime. Certain

conditions also allow the growth of international criminality, such as the lack of

stable political authority and social dislocation.

The types of cooperation introduced to

combat the increasing problems posed by

transborder or international criminality

can be classified as bilateral, global, and

regional. The modes of cooperation are

formalized liaison, coordination institutions, and probate or unofficial investigation. The obstacles to cooperation are the

diversity of police systems and of legal systems, the doctrine of sovereignty, deeply

held beliefs about political independence

and the sacredness of state territory, and

the divergence of national interests.



Bilateral Cooperation

This is the oldest and remains, in some

respects, the most important type of police

cooperation. Although often based on



informal understandings, bilateral police

treaties first appeared in the nineteenth

century and have become increasingly

common in the last twenty-five years.

These seldom give an accurate impression

of the significance and the value of this

cooperation. The scope of the agreements,

as the model agreement prepared by

INTERPOL in 1975 illustrates, is potentially very wide. They can cover the exchange of general police information

concerning matters such as traffic accidents, missing or stolen property, the exchange of crime prevention information

about the operating methods of criminals,

people in need of protection, the surveillance of suspects, and the reporting of the

transport of dangerous substances.

Cooperation in criminal investigations

can consist of the exchange of information

or evidence, exchange of police investigation records, police officers on mission,

and hot pursuit of offenders across international borders. Agreements can also

include the naming of police authorities

competent to engage in transborder cooperation, the location and frequency of

international meetings, methods of communication between the cooperating police

forces, the role of the National Central

Bureaus of INTERPOL, requests to enter

the territory of another state, regulations

concerning the use of vehicles and the carrying of firearms, and civil liabilities of

police in foreign countries. In practice,

police treaties or agreements never include

all of these items. Agreements may also

take the form of semiconfidential protocols

or the exchange of letters of understanding.

One type of agreement is virtually universal

among neighboring friendly countries—

the arrangements for policing land frontiers. Recently in Europe, these have been

developed to include joint police stations,

which can be important points of contact

and coordination.

Another form of police cooperation is

the exchange or the posting of police liaison officers in foreign countries. After

World War II, the United States pioneered
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the practice of having law enforcement

officers as embassy attache´s. The large

number of federal law enforcement agencies led to a proliferation of police officers

on overseas postings: Members of the

FBI, the DEA (Drug Enforcement Administration), U.S. Customs, the Internal

Revenue Service, the Secret Service, and

the Immigration and Naturalization Service can be found in some key embassies.

This law enforcement presence is sometimes a sensitive political matter in host

countries; the entrepreneurial style of

activities of some U.S. law enforcement

officials can be viewed as constituting an

infringement of sovereignty.

The FBI, under J. Edgar Hoover, was

the first to establish overseas representation in the aftermath of World War II

through legats (legal attache´s) in major

embassies for the purposes of counterintelligence and in the fight against international

organized

crime,

including

terrorism. The DEA, which has maintained up to sixty permanent offices in

forty-three countries, has more personnel

overseas than does the FBI. The DEA and

its supporters believe that intelligence

gathering, in source and transit countries,

reduces the importation of drugs into the

United States. The more flamboyant Latin

American operations of the DEA have included the arrest of drug traffickers in foreign jurisdictions and bringing them to the

United States for trial, and joint operations

with police and military in Latin American

countries to destroy drug crops. The other

two federal agencies, U.S. Customs and

the Secret Service, prominently involved

in international affairs have much less

extensive overseas presence.

The practice of police liaison officers in

foreign postings has spread from the

United States to countries as far apart as

Canada, Japan, and Israel. In Europe, the

French Technical Service for International

Police Cooperation (the SCTIP) has, since

the 1960s, developed an impressive international network for advising on police

techniques, equipment, and training. In
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1971 the Franco-American agreement on

arrangements to combat the ‘‘French connection’’ (the flow of Turkish opium, which

is refined into heroin in the Marseilles

area for onward shipment to the United

States) included the exchange of liaison

officers, and in 1986 it was extended to

include Canada and Italy. In the 1980s

drug liaison officers were also sent out

from various European countries to drug

producing and transit countries. Since the

mid-1980s, liaison officers specializing in

terrorism have been exchanged among

France, Italy, and Germany. The number

of liaison officers has subsequently grown,

and increasingly they have become generalists rather than specialists.

The liaison officer system has advantages because it allows direct personal

contact among law enforcement officers

in different countries. This can expedite

investigations, particularly by putting

investigating officers in touch with the

right authorities in the cooperating country. The good liaison officer can be a

valuable resource in helping to clear up

misunderstandings, and provide information about a foreign jurisdiction and its

criminal investigation policies. Sending

police officers on a temporary mission for

particular inquiries or missions is not usually regarded as an adequate substitute for

liaison officers, because often the former

cannot acquire sufficient information

about the country in a short time.



Global Cooperation

INTERPOL is the key agency for global

law enforcement cooperation, but the

United Nations, the Customs Cooperation

Council, the G8 (Group of the world’s

most highly industrialized nations), and

the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development also play important,

if intermittent, roles in promoting cooperation. INTERPOL provides a system

of multilateral communication of police
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information; it helps coordinate inquiries

and its secretary general can initiate them.

The origins of INTERPOL are curious

and its international status uncertain—

some observers feel that the lack of a

treaty basis for the organization detracts

from its authority and legitimacy. But the

organization is now almost universally

accepted as an intergovernmental organization and has received important support

from the United States. It has radically

upgraded its computer and communications equipment, become more open with

the media, dropped its practice of noninvolvement in terrorist cases, and has generally become more adaptable in the face of

changing patterns of international crime.

Although its reputation varies in the law

enforcement community over time and

according to region of the world, it is an

indispensable communications system and

an important link between national police

forces.

The United Nations plays an essential

supportive role in international law enforcement—as a forum in which international treaties can be negotiated (on

subjects such as trafficking in people,

crime prevention, and human rights), a

repository for statistical and legal information about criminal matters, and provider of aid to improve the capacity for

criminal law enforcement in less developed

countries. Its biggest influence on practical

law enforcement has been in the field of

drug trafficking. The work of the United

Nations’ Division of Narcotic Drugs

(UNDND), established shortly after the

founding of the UN, has since January

1992 amalgamated with other antidrug

activities of the UN International Drug

Control Program (UNIDCP) and promoted four basic conventions: the 1961 Convention on Narcotic Drugs, the 1971

Convention on Psychotropic Drugs, the

1988 Vienna Convention (mainly concerned

with law enforcement measures), and the

1999 Convention on Organized Crime.

The harmonization of efforts in drug

law enforcement and the repression of



financial crime has been supported by

the action of the Group of Eight (now

known as G8, an organization of the most

highly developed countries that holds periodic meetings), through measures against

money laundering, including the setting up

of a Financial Action Task Force (FATF)

in the Organization for Economic CoOperation and Development (OECD) and

encouraging the setting up of national

financial intelligence units. These latter

members of an international network

known as the Egmont Group, act as clearinghouses for information and are national

points of contact.



Regional Cooperation

In the Americas there is much law enforcement interaction on a multilateral

basis through the regional meetings of

INTERPOL, the International Drug Enforcement Conference, the Organization

of American States, and the International

Association of Chiefs of Police, but very

little of this directly involves police operations. Operational cooperation is almost

entirely on a bilateral basis, and most of

it is initiated by the United States. Apart

from interesting developments within the

Association of South East Asian Nations,

this applies also to other continents. The

exception is Western Europe, where there

have been moves toward institutionalized

forms of law enforcement cooperation

during the last two decades.

The most intensive regional cooperation

is now taking place in the European Union.

This started with the Trevi Group—the

regular meeting of the Ministries of Justice

and the Interior of the EC countries set up

in 1975 to coordinate measures against terrorism but whose remit was widened to

include other forms of serious crime, and

exchanges about police techniques, training, and equipment. The 1991 Maastricht

Treaty gave a legal basis to Europol, specifically to developments in the fields of
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coordination of investigation and search

procedures; the creation of databases;

the analysis of criminal intelligence on a

Europe-wide basis; joint crime prevention

strategies; and measures relating to further

training, research, forensic matters, and

criminal records departments. Europol,

based in The Hague, became fully operational in 1996.

The two Schengen Agreements (1985

and 1990) ‘‘compensate’’ for the abolition

of border checks on goods and persons

between EU member states, and contain

measures for operational police cooperation. All members of the European Union

are members of Schengen, although Britain,

Ireland, and Denmark have partial optouts. The Schengen system provides the

instruments that are needed for policing

the external frontiers (that is, frontiers

with non-EU countries) and for quick

responses to any law enforcement problem

between member countries. The first objective is to be achieved mainly by means

of an online database, the Schengen Information System (SIS now SIS II), containing information such as wanted persons

or persons in need of protection, prohibited immigrants, and stolen or suspected

vehicles. The second objective is sought

through an emergency operations system

called the SIRENE. In SIRENE, national

offices review requests for immediate operational action, which a check on the legality of the action requested and forward it to

the appropriate police authority.

The EU law enforcement agenda

moved on decisively under the influence

of two developments. First, in 1999 the

EU adopted the Tampere program, which

envisaged development of more integrated

operational police cooperation in order to

confront shared law enforcement problems. Second, the terrorist events of

September 11, 2001, in the United States

gave a political impetus to this program

and resultedin the European Arrest Warrant

(which replaces the cumbersome extradition proceedings), cross-border freezing of assets, rapid procedures for the
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transfer of evidence, joint investigation

teams, better cooperation between prosecution services, upgrading of Europol’s antiterrorist unit, and enhanced cooperation

with U.S. law enforcement agencies.



Problems and Prospects of

Cooperation

Formal arrangements, such as the bilateral

exchange of liaison officers, INTERPOL

and Europol, are indispensable instruments, but their effectiveness depends on

political willingness to cooperate and to

release information. They usually have a

modest operational role. INTERPOL has

such a role through its communications

network and its work in criminal intelligence analysis. Europol has an enhanced

role in these fields as well as coordinating

transborder inquiries involving two or

more EU member states. But there remains

a reluctance to hand over executive police

powers to international institutions. Informal cooperation has often gone further

than cooperation through formal channels.

The methods of the private investigator—

going into foreign jurisdictions without

legal authority, but often with the cooperation of the foreign authorities to investigate suspects and criminal acts—are

occasionally an essential element of the investigation of complex cases. These activities risk crossing the boundary into

illegality and creating political tensions

among states.

In general, the obstacles to international

cooperation are legal, organizational, and

operational. The classic, long-standing

legal difficulty is the delay, expense, and

technicalities involved in extraditing persons and evidence from one jurisdiction

to another. In principle, this should no

longer happen between the countries

of the EU with the adoption of the European Arrest Warrant. Other formidable

obstacles to close cooperation, however,

do exist. Joint or coordinated operations
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performed by police forces of different

countries are often made very difficult by

different police powers, different police–

judiciary relations, and different criminal

procedures. What are called joint operations are often national inquiries with the

advice and support of police officers from

another jurisdiction.

Difficulties also occur because police

forces are organized in very different

ways in different countries. This makes it

difficult for police officials to understand

the professional ethos of foreign forces

and their modus operandi when they

come into contact. When direct relations

are established in frontier regions, for example, it is frequently difficult to find

equivalent officials in the respective police

forces who can efficiently liaise with one

another. The different relationship between police and political authorities also

creates difficulties. When police officers

know or suspect that their opposing counterparts are controlled too tightly by politicians or too inclined to take instruction

from them, cooperation is likely to be

withheld. Practical reasons for operational

difficulties in cooperation include lack of

efficient communications’ equipment or a

mutually comprehensible language, less

commitment in pursuing an enquiry on

the one side rather than the other, and

the absence of a common policy in investigating particular forms of crime. None

of these legal, organizational, and operational difficulties is insuperable. They are

well known and taken into account

throughout the developed world.

MALCOLM ANDERSON

See also International Association of Chiefs

of Police (IACP); International Police Missions; INTERPOL and International Police Intelligence; Terrorism: International
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INTERNATIONAL POLICE

MISSIONS

International police missions (IPMs) can

be defined broadly as involving any situation in which the police of one or more

countries are sent to another country or

region to perform police duties; or more

narrowly as transnational police operations, which are conducted under the mandate of a regional (such as the Organization

for Security and Cooperation in Europe

[OSCE]) or international organization

(for example, the League of Nations or

the United Nations).

The practice of police from one country

working in another has a long history and

has occurred in various forms and for

various reasons. The first documented international missions are probably the European police contingents sent to establish

law and order in Crete from 1897 to 1908,

and the Dutch police sent to the new nation

of Albania, just liberated from Ottoman

rule, in 1913–1914 to help establish a police

force. During the 1920s and 1930s, the

United States dispatched Marines and military police to help establish constabulary

forces (armed police units) in Central American and Caribbean countries. After the
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cessation of fighting in World War II, the

United States sought to establish new policing systems based on American models in

Japan and in the American occupation

zone in Germany. (The French, British,

and Russians did the same in their respective occupation zones—rebuilding the German police after their own practices.) More

recently, the United States has been quite

active—as have most European and developed countries—seeking to influence

reforms of policing systems in developing

and transitional (former socialist) countries

by sending training teams and advisers

across the world, in the 1960s and 1970s

under the auspices of the Office of Public

Safety (OPS), and after the late 1980s under

the organizational umbrella of the International Criminal Investigative Training and

Assistance Program (ICITAP).

More recently, regional organizations

have conducted IPMs in states wracked

by conflicts, political instability, or civil

wars or in response to massive humanitarian crises. For example, in recent years,

the OSCE police mission to Serbia has

been the lead agency in helping reform

the former communist policing system;

the European Union has taken over police

mission activities from the UN in Bosnia,

and, as part of preparation for new member states to the EU (ten new members

joined in 2005), has sent assessment and

assistance teams and police advisers to

potential accession countries to bring

their policing (and criminal justice) systems

up to European standards. ECOWAS, the

Economic Community of West African

States, has taken the lead role in sending

military and police to control the violence

that has subverted the political stability of

Liberia and Sierra Leone. The Australian

government in 2004 sent its police (with a

sprinkling of police from other countries)

to the Solomon Islands to control disorder

and crime and familiarize the local police

with democratic norms and practices.

The most important and frequent

IPMs, though, have taken place under the

authority and mandate of international
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organizations. The League of Nations,

during its brief existence after World

War I, authorized a number of missions

that included police components, such as

the mission to Saarland, then disputed territory between France and Germany.

Since 1948, the United Nations has

authorized fifty-nine peacekeeping missions, some of which have lasted (as in

Cypress) for more than forty years. Peacekeeping missions have increased in frequency over the years as violent hot

spots—ranging from the complete breakdown of states and their ability to provide

any domestic security, to civil strife, insurrections, rebellions and civil wars, to genocide—have erupted across the globe. Since

the late 1980s, peacekeeping missions have

typically incorporated a civilian police

(CIVPOL) component. The first UN mission to do so was the UN operation in the

Congo from 1960 to 1965, during which

Ghanaian and Nigerian police contingents

assisted the Congolese police. In October

2005, thirteen IPMs involving about six

thousand police officers were operating

under a UN mandate.

The doctrine of how to conduct and

end peacekeeping missions has evolved

over time. The first goal, still, is to stop

the fighting and bloodshed that led to the

initial peacekeeping intervention by the

global community and then, as order is

imposed, begin a transition to civilian

rule. Institutionally, that implies a shift

from military forces, to semimilitary ones

(gendarmes) to regular police; and ideologically the mission shifts from peacekeeping

to peacebuilding, a process in which the

police must play a crucial role. As the need

for military forces declines, formal social

control will increasingly shift to the police

and a supporting criminal justice system.

The sequencing and speed of the transition

from peacekeeping to peacebuilding has

no clear answer as yet. It has become conventional wisdom, though, that policing

systems cannot be established or transformed while massive insecurity, violence,

and chaos continue, which can only be
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suppressed by military force or community self-help.

The UN has sought to create a more

effective capacity for deploying CIVPOL,

which, starting in 2006, were called UN

police. A small seconded police force has

been established that is prepositioned and

is under UN command. Programs to help

countries prepare their police, as part of

their formal training, for international

missions have gained a foothold among

many European nations; discussions are

under way, in the United States and the

United Nations, on how to create a police

‘‘stability force’’ ready to be deployed if

called on by the UN. The mandate of

CIVPOL has expanded over time, from

establishing, monitoring, advising, and

training local police to, beginning with

Kosovo and East Timor in the late 1990s,

doing actual law enforcement, or executive

policing. That trend is likely to continue.



Issues

A number of issues have plagued UN

efforts to conduct peacebuilding. The

most obvious is that the UN has no police

officers, but depends on member countries

to be willing to contribute their police to a

police mission. The unit in the UN, the

Civilian Police Unit in the Department

of Peace-Keeping Operations (DPKO),

which supervises and organizes the police

component once a mission has been

authorized by the Security Council, goes

hat in hand to different countries and

begs for police officers. CIVPOL officers

are well paid, about $100,000 annually,

including incentives. It has not been difficult to attract police officers from developing countries since their pay as CIVPOL is

many times their annual salaries back

home.

The most difficult to deal with has been

the United States—the hegemonic security

actor on the global scene—since it does

not have a national police force. The



UN approaches the U.S. delegation to

the UN, which sends the request to the

Department of State, which, if the White

House signs off, forwards it to the Department of Justice, which delegates recruiting

international police to one of its subunits

(ICITAP), which then hires a private

contractor (almost always the Dyne Corporation) to find, select, train briefly,

deploy, and supervise the required number

of police officers. The United States is

the only country in which the police who

are sent on UN policing missions are

not employed by the government but by

a private company, a practice that raises

important questions about the quality of

officers recruited and their training, and

the accountability of ‘‘private’’ police

(though labeled ‘‘American’’ police) to

the U.S. government, local communities,

and the UN.

A second issue is the varying quality of

police received by the UN. The minimum

qualifications stated by the UN are five

years of service as a police officer, twentyfive to fifty years of age, and ability to

speak English and drive a four-wheeldrive vehicle. Many officers from some

countries do not even meet these minimum

qualifications and often work in policing

systems in which respect for the rule of

law and protection of human rights has

not been integrated into police thinking

and work.

In addition, police come imbued with

the knowledge and practices of their own

countries but are expected to follow common UN guidelines when they work. Generally police contingents include police

from many countries, and in each mission

they are commanded by a high-ranking

police officer from one country. For example, the police mission in Cambodia

(UNTAC) from early 1992 to late 1993

deployed 3,359 police officers from thirtytwo countries, and was commanded by a

police officer from the Netherlands, with

the second in command being from

Bangladesh. This causes some obvious problems of communication, coordination,
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and consistency of style of policing. The

result is that UN policing has no specific

quality to it but depends on the leadership

abilities of the head of the police mission

and the creativity of police who do the

work in completely unfamiliar cultural

and political environments. Because UN

police typically work unarmed, concerns

for their own safety add to the difficulties

of how to work together and with their

communities.

A third issue relates to accountability,

or the lack thereof. A few UN police have

been implicated in criminal activities

(rapes, participation in prostitution rings,

robberies and thefts, and cooperating with

organized crime groups to smuggle goods

and people). In general, UN police are not

subject to the laws of the location in which

they work. The punishment, if found to be

corrupt, abusive, or criminal, is to be sent

home; it is up to the home police organization to impose such sanctions as it sees

fit. Because accountability is one of the

main characteristics of a democratic policing force, the creation of which is the

nominal goal of intervention and assistance, the perceived impunity of UN police for their conduct does not reinforce

the message promoted by the rhetoric of

reform.

CIVPOL have been stopgap measures

to bridge the gap between civil strife and

democratic stability. They are deployed

only as long as their international mandate lasts and do not leave until local police are capable of policing on their own.

Because international mandates tend to be

short and it is well known that establishing

effective and humane police forces takes

time, the general assessment of CIVPOL

and their performance and impact is that,

at best, they will buy some time, but probably not enough, to help a country move

from disorder to stability and democratic

governance.

OTWIN MARENIN

See also Accountability;

Police Cooperation
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INTERNATIONAL POLICING

International policing refers to police

practices that involve citizens or jurisdictions of more than one nation. Police is

hereby defined as the institution associated

with crime control and order maintenance

as it has been legitimated in the context of

nation-states. Justified by an increasing

internationalization of criminal activities,

international police operations have gradually expanded, with historical roots tracing

back to at least the nineteenth-century formation of national states. In the contemporary era, concerns over illegal immigration,

the international drug trade, and international terrorism have greatly impacted the

scope of international policing.

At least three forms of international

policing can be distinguished. First, certain societal developments that extend

beyond the boundaries of individual nation-states affect police organizations and

practices across nations supranationally.

The influences of political and economic

modernization, most notably, bring about

important reorganizations of policing, for

instance, in the context of the spread of

capitalism and the development of democratization. Second, police institutions

cross the boundaries of their respective



nations by means of transnational operations. Transnational policing involves police actions oriented at foreign citizens

within the police organization’s own jurisdiction or investigative and intelligence

work initiated against nationals and foreigners located abroad. Third, international police cooperation involves various

types of collaboration among the police

institutions of different countries to form

bilateral or multilateral unions and cooperative agreements of temporary or

more permanent duration. The functions

of such cooperative measures can include

investigative enforcement tasks, such as

joint operations to track down international fugitives from justice, as well as

international assistance in the methods

and organization of police work, such as

the importation and exportation of police

technique.

In the context of industrialized nations,

important historical changes can be observed in the forms of international policing as they began to develop from the

nineteenth century onward. First of all,

the goals of international policing transformed from political objectives to distinctly criminal enforcement tasks. The

earliest nineteenth-century efforts to organize international police work, especially

on the European continent, involved distinctly political objectives to counteract

the popular opposition against conservative governments. In 1851, for example,

the Police Union of German States was

formed among the police of seven sovereign states, including Prussia and Austria,

to gather intelligence on social democrats,

anarchists, and other politically suspect

groups and individuals. The Police Union

organized regular meetings among the

heads of participating police and instituted

systems of international information exchange. Because of the union’s political

objectives, however, cooperation was limited in international scope to several German-language states, and the union

eventually dissolved in 1866 when war

broke out between Prussia and Austria.
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During the latter half of the nineteenth

century, police institutions gradually underwent a process of bureaucratization

whereby police began to develop expertise

in terms of the proper means of police investigation as well as with respect to the

enforcement tasks that were conceived on

the basis of expert systems of knowledge

concerning crime and its internationalization. International police work therefore

gradually moved away from the political

dictates of the governments of national

states toward the adoption of enforcement

tasks of a distinctly criminal nature. Under

conditions of increased police bureaucratization across industrialized nations, criminal enforcement tasks could be shared

among the police of various national states

to become the basis of expanded international cooperation. Toward the latter half

of the nineteenth century, police institutions thus moved away from the policing

of politics toward the policing of international crimes such as the international

organization of prostitution and the rendition of international fugitives from justice.

A second important historical development in international policing involved a

move from transnational police measures

and limited international cooperation

plans instigated for a specific purpose toward the establishment of international

cooperation on a permanent and multilateral basis. Throughout much of the nineteenth century, most international police

activities were either transnational in kind,

originating from one country to another,

or involved cooperation that was limited

in international scope to the participation

of the police of only a few nations,

initiated only for a specific purpose, and

ended after completion of the operation.

Toward the turn of the century, however,

more and more attempts were made to

establish an international police organization as a permanent structure and with

wide multilateral participation. At first,

most of these efforts failed because they

did not take into account achieved levels

of police bureaucratization. In 1898, for
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instance, the government of Italy tried to

foster international police cooperation to

fight international anarchism, a political

type of violation police organizations

across different nations no longer agreed

on to collaborate. In 1914, the government

of Monaco initiated the First International

Criminal Police Congress, which was restricted to the fight against criminal violations, but which was attended only by legal

and political officials and failed to attract

any participation from police officials.

The first efforts to organize international police cooperation on the basis of

achieved levels of police bureaucratization

took place in the 1920s. In 1922, the New

York City Police Department established

the International Police Conference with

the express purpose of fostering police cooperation on a wide international scale.

Yet, this effort remained largely ineffective

because systems of technology in the

areas of communication and transportation were at the time insufficiently developed for there to be any truly international

criminal concerns that involved the United

States. The geographical proximity of a

multitude of nations in Europe, conversely,

led to the formation of a successful international police cooperation effort when the

International Criminal Police Commission

was formed in Vienna in 1923. The commission established a central headquarters

and various systems of international information exchange, such as printed bulletins, a radio communications network, and

regularly held meetings. The commission

gradually expanded its international membership and even survived the turmoil of

the Second World War, during which

period its headquarters were taken over

by the Nazi regime. Reformed in 1946 as

the International Criminal Police Organization, the organization still exists today, better known as INTERPOL, and now counts

member agencies from 184 countries.

Throughout the history of international

policing until today, a persistence of nationality can be observed in at least three

ways. First, police organizations prefer to
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work unilaterally without cooperation

from a foreign police force. As such, transnational police operations remain the

most preferred form of international policing activities, especially among those

police organizations that have sufficient

means to undertake international activities alone. Second, most police cooperation efforts are limited in international

scope and initiated on the basis of a specific need. Rather than relying on formal

membership in a broad multilateral organization, police prefer to work out arrangements pragmatically with one another on

the basis of specific needs. Third, whenever

police engage in international cooperation

through an organization with relatively

extensive international membership, the

form under which cooperation takes place

is collaborative and does not involve the

formation of a supranational police force.

Instead, exchange and communications

among the police organizations of different nations take place through a central

headquarters, personal meetings, technologically advanced systems of information

exchange, and other agreed-on efficient

methods of collaboration.

The conditions that facilitate international policing activities include societal

developments in the internationalization

of crime as well as organizational and

technical changes in policing. With respect

to the internationalization of crime, an

expansion of the opportunities to engage

in criminal activities is often the explicit

basis on which international police actions

take place. Thus, the international organization of the political opposition in the

nineteenth century and the international

dimensions of various types of criminal

conduct from the latter half of the nineteenth century onward influenced police

organizations to adopt strategies that likewise were international in nature. In more

recent times, international crimes propelling international policing include such diverse activities as international fugitives

from justice, the international drug trade,

international trafficking in illegal goods,



smuggling, illegal immigration, and cyber

crimes. Most important in the present era

has been the proliferation of security concerns surrounding international terrorism.

Certain aspects in the development and

organization of policing are also responsible for the internationalization of the police function. Especially relevant in this

context are technological changes in the

areas of communication and transportation as well as criminal identification

methods. Among the relevant communications technologies that have historically

increased international police work are

telegraph, telephone, radio, and the Internet, whereas relevant transportation technologies include railways, automobiles,

and aircraft. Ironically, these very same

technologies also contributed to the internationalization of crime to which police

organizations respond. Additionally, police can rely on advances in criminal

identification technologies, ranging from

fingerprinting in the late nineteenth century to DNA analysis today. These techniques are shared among police in

different nations and thus facilitate international police cooperation through the

exchange of information.

In the modern context, it is important

to observe that police agencies from the

United States are disproportionately more

involved in international policing activities

than police from any other nation. U.S.

participation in international policing is

primarily dictated by concerns over the

international drug trade, illegal immigration and border control, and international

terrorism. Unlike the insularity that

marked U.S. police work until the earlier

half of the twentieth century, police organizations from the United States, especially those at the federal level, have a

very significant international presence.

The most preferred method of international

policing among U.S. agencies is unilaterally

instigated transnational police work. The

Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and

the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA), most notably, each oversee
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hundreds of agents who are permanently

stationed abroad through a system of socalled legal attache´s. FBI agents, for instance, are stationed in more than fifty

countries in all continents of the world.

The FBI also oversees international police

training programs at the FBI National

Academy in Quantico, Virginia, and the

International Law Enforcement Academy in Budapest, Hungary. Similarly, the

Operations Division of the DEA organizes

international activities through its Office

of International Operations, involving an

extensive system of legal attache´s, borderrelated activities, and international training programs. U.S. police assistance programs organized by the Department of

State have also been implemented during

peacekeeping missions and in postwar

situations, such as in Haiti, Kosovo, and

Iraq.

The extent to which U.S. law enforcement has been involved in international

police actions has led to an Americanization of police practices in foreign nations.

At the same time, however, other nations

have also been developing relatively autonomous systems of international policing in terms of the specific needs of their

local and regional concerns. Most clearly,

the member nations of the European

Union have established a new European

Police Office (Europol) with headquarters

in The Hague, The Netherlands. The establishment of Europol was first specified

in 1992 in the Treaty on the European

Union. In 1995, a Europol convention

was drawn up that went into force in

1998, and a year later Europol’s headquarters opened. Europol’s range of activities

includes the fight against all serious forms

of international crime, such as drug trafficking and terrorism, that affect two or

more member states of the European

Union. Like other similar international

police organizations, Europol is not a supranational police force, but a coordinating mechanism among designated police

organizations in the various member

states of the European Union.
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Since the terrorist events of September

11, 2001, in the United States, international terrorism has become the central

catalyst of international policing activities.

The events of 9/11 have in the first instance

brought about an expansion and strengthening of police powers within nations as

well as on an international scale. In the

United States, the PATRIOT (Providing

Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept

and Obstruct Terrorism) Act of 2001 has

broadened police powers especially toward foreign suspects and terrorist organizations. The police attention toward

international terrorism amplifies the centrality of U.S. agencies in international

policing activities, but U.S. law enforcement is not alone in its counterterrorism

investigations. In many nations across the

world, police powers oriented at suppressing terrorist groups have also expanded

greatly. At the level of international police

organizations, likewise, counterterrorism

has become a key concern. INTERPOL

and Europol, in particular, have expanded

their respective programs and strategies

against international terrorism.

Interestingly, many of the current counterterrorist police strategies have been developed irrespective of legal and political

concerns, but have been based on professional expert conceptions of the policing of

terrorism. Police organizations typically

depoliticize international terrorism to

conceive of it as a crime that has repercussions beyond the borders of national states.

Since 9/11, many governments have again

attempted to exert control over their respective nation’s police and intelligence

forces to bring counterterrorism measures

in line with national security issues, but

long-standing developments in the bureaucratization of a global police culture can

often withstand these political pressures

so that international policing operations,

even in the ideologically sensitive area of

terrorism, remain planned and executed on

the basis of the professional standards of

police expertise.

MATHIEU DEFLEM
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Competition: The Historical

Conflict within Police Work

Cooperation among the police has not always been as straightforward as might be

thought. In policing, cooperation appears

to be a learned behavior conditioned by

many factors, among which are the historical traditions and rivalries of police agencies and their officers. The history of

cooperation between police agencies,

either within or across countries, has

been complicated by many factors as

well. For example, when the Stadtguardia

and the Military Police had to work together in Vienna in the beginning of the

fifteenth century, overt conflict often

existed between the two forces, which hindered the development of cooperative

arrangements. It seemed that the only way

to gain cooperation was to eliminate one of

the protagonists. Ultimately the emperor

of Austria had to abolish the Stadtguardia

altogether, favoring the Military Police as

the preferred state institution for providing

security in cities and towns throughout

Austria. Such historical examples of police

agency conflict can be found in practically

every modern country in the world, and

they persist to this day.

Competition among police agencies continues to be a regular part of police work, in

part because agencies are evaluated on the

strength of their own and not others’

accomplishments. Such competition highlights the need for continued development

of these agencies within their own countries,

as well as highlighting the necessity of an

expanded framework in order for there to

be international police cooperation.

This expanded framework of cooperation is becoming increasingly more important today as the new age of crime
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becomes more and more international, especially in regard to the phenomena of

international terrorism, organized crime,

and drug trafficking. The internationalization of crime and of the consequences of

crime focus the question of how police

agencies worldwide will cooperate, not

compete. This is the subject of this article.



INTERPOL

In April 1914, Prince Albert I of Monaco

convened an international conference of

police and other criminal justice officials.

At this meeting, the members formulated

the preliminary design for an international

police organization and resolved to meet

again in two years to implement this design. Two months later, on June 28, 1914,

a twenty-one-year-old Serbian, Gavrilo

Prinzip, who was watching a military procession in Sarajevo, fired three shots from

a Browning pistol, killing Archduke Franz

Ferdinand of Austria and his wife (Fooner

1989, 8). This event ignited World War I.

Five years after the end of World War I, in

September 1923, INTERPOL, or the International Criminal Police Commission

(the name of which was changed later to

International Criminal Police Organization), came into existence.

Dr. Johann Schober, the head, or police president, of Vienna‘s police service,

played a key role in assembling the conference that culminated in the establishment

of INTERPOL. Schober not only served

as police president but also acted as

Austria‘s chancellor from 1921 to 1922.

Schober and his colleagues performed

what has to be rated as an astonishing

feat: Within five days, they put together a

functional international organization, a

permanent body with a constitution, officers, a headquarters, and operational

procedures. Police chiefs from twenty

countries met in Vienna, without authority or instructions from their governments,

and formed the organization that today
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bears the name INTERPOL. Article 2 of

INTERPOL‘s Constitution establishes the

organization’s aims as follows:

To ensure and promote the widest possible

mutual assistance between all criminal police authorities within the limits of the laws

existing in the different countries and in

the spirit of the ‘‘Universal Declaration

of Human Rights’’; and To establish and

develop all institutions likely to contribute

effectively To the prevention and suppression of ordinary law crimes. (INTERPOL

Constitution and General Regulations,

http://www.interpol.int)



In the 1920s and 1930s, INTERPOL

refined its multinational police cooperation system at a time when counterfeiting

was a major international crime problem. During the mid-1980s, INTERPOL

adapted its multinational cooperation system to address international terrorism. In

recent decades, international terrorists

have taken in the whole world as their

field of operation, whereas police and law

enforcement systems belong to particular

nations and thus are confined within the

borders of their respective countries.

INTERPOL was founded and developed

for the pragmatic purposes of stopping international criminals and preventing international crimes. To accomplish these

tasks, INTERPOL seeks to improve international police cooperation. This requires

INTERPOL to remain politically neutral;

in fact, its constitution requires that before

INTERPOL can become involved in an investigation or provide information there

must be overlapping interest in the crime(s)

among member countries. INTERPOL

also does not focus on ‘‘political crime’’ so

as to maintain its respect for member state

sovereignty. Today its work is focused on

terrorism, organized crime, trafficking in

humans, drugs, or weapons, money laundering, and high-tech crime.

With its 184 member countries,

INTERPOL is now the world’s second

largest international organization, following the United Nations. It is financed by
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annual contributions from its member

countries and is headquartered in Lyon,

France.



International Police Intelligence

Police work has changed from reactive to

proactive measures. However, as a German prosecutor once said, ‘‘Criminals are

using jets, the police use cars, and the

Justice [System] uses horses.’’ Such rapid

change in the nature of crime and the

resulting worldwide response require not

only international police and justice system

cooperation, but also improvements in the

methods of crime analysis and other police

techniques to illuminate and address the

problem of international crime. Several

recommendations have been issued by governments to act on the basis of this strategy, which emphasizes using intelligence

and crime analysis to achieve international

criminal investigative aims. Specialized police arrangements as well as investigation

and prosecutorial structures have now

been created and charged with improving

the level and consequences of international crime analysis and the apprehension

of international criminals and terrorists.

INTERPOL has become a primary vehicle

for the police community worldwide to

engage in cooperative and more sophisticated approaches to international crime

prevention.

MAX EDELBACHER

See also Future of International Policing;

International Police Cooperation; International Police Missions; International

Policing; Terrorism: International; Transnational Organized Crime
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A criminal interrogation is an exercise in

persuasion, the goal of which is to obtain

truthful information. An interview may

evolve into an interrogation if the interviewee is perceived as being unwilling to

offer the truth. During an interview a person is questioned about his or her knowledge of a crime that has been committed.

The purpose is to gather information. The

interviewee may be a victim, a witness, or

someone who can provide details regarding the incident. The subject questioned

during an interview is assessed by the interviewer for credibility through objective

nonaccusatory conversion. An interview

typically is conducted during the early

stages of an investigation in a variety of

environments.

An interrogation is different from an

interview in many ways. Often the primary

difference is in the perception of the interviewer. A change from interviewing to

interrogation is evidenced by a change

from the nonaccusatory approach to one

that is accusatory. Often occurring in a

controlled environment, an interrogation

involves eliciting information from a suspect who is perceived as unwilling to admit

his or her role in a crime or it may involve

an individual with reason to hide the

truth. Statements are sometimes asserted

by the interrogator rather than posed in

the form of questions.
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Sought by the interrogator is a confession or admission regarding participation

in or knowledge of the crime. A confession

is a statement made by a suspect disclosing

guilt of the crime and excluding the possibility of a reasonable inference to the contrary. A confession is not limited to words,

but may also include the demeanor, conduct, and acts of the person charged with a

crime. For example, in People v. Balidi

(1974) the defendant showed the interrogators how he had committed the murder

of a young girl by acting out the manner in

which he stabbed her.

An admission is an acknowledgment of

conduct, containing only facts from which

guilt may or may not be inferred. The

statement of admission may be a word,

act, conduct, or any other type of information that infers guilt. Information

about the suspect and his or her role or

relationship to the crime, the victim, or the

place of the offense may be part of the

admission. Because the courts do not differentiate between degrees of incrimination, no distinction is drawn between

confessions and admissions for purposes

of their use as evidence against the individual in criminal court.

The law governing interrogation methods is not specified in any one place; criminal interrogations are guided by evolving

standards of acceptable practices. Constitutional law, federal and state statutes, and

Anglo-American tradition blend together

with a current emphasis on the Fifth

Amendment against self-incrimination, the

Sixth Amendment guarantee of the right to

counsel, and the Fourteenth Amendment

guarantee of due process.



Interrogation Controversy

The controversy surrounding interrogation involves the methods that are used

to extract a confession from the suspect.

Early common law allowed an admission
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or confession as evidence of guilt

regardless of it being the product of force

or duress. Rather than conducting an investigation to establish guilt, enforcement

officers resorted to torture to extract a

confession from the accused during an

interrogation. Isolated attempts to prohibit torture as an interrogation method

are documented in English jurisprudence

as early as 1628 according to the U.S.

Supreme Court in Bram v. United States

(1897).

Practices of torture as an interrogation

method eventually led to the development

of rules on the admissibility of confessions

in the late eighteenth century. The common law rule excluded coerced confessions

from being admitted at trial due the unreliability of evidence that was the product

of torture. In Bram (1897) the Court

incorporated the common law rule with

the requirement in the Fifth Amendment,

which prohibited compelling an individual

to give witness against himself, as the standard for judging the admissibility of confessions.

The common law rule was abandoned

for the free and voluntary rule stated in

American jurisprudence during the early

twentieth century. It required that statements must be freely and voluntarily

made, without duress, fear, or compulsion, and with knowledge of the consequences of the confession. Articulated in

People v. Fox (1926), the rule required that

confessions of the accused would be voluntary only when they were made of free

will without any threat or harm or by

promise or inducement or reward. Torture

as a means to extract confessions was expressly denounced in Brown v. Mississippi

(1937). Using a totality of the circumstances test, the Court in Brown concluded

that repeated whippings of the suspect

produced a coerced statement that could

not be used against him in court.

The U.S. Supreme Court through its

decision in Miranda v. Arizona (1966) has

defined interrogation as the questioning
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initiated by law enforcement officers after

a person has been taken into custody or

otherwise deprived of his freedom of action in any significant way.

False confessions fuel the debate over

criminal interrogation practices. A false

confession is a written or oral statement

acknowledging guilt, made by someone

who did not commit the crime. False confessions are known to occur in rare circumstances, although there is no existing

estimate on the numbers of persons who

have provided false confessions. In cases

of proven false confessions, a common

factor was a lengthy interrogation of the

suspect.

People may voluntarily give a false confession due to a pathological desire for

notoriety; a conscious or unconscious

need to relieve guilt over prior wrongdoings; an inability to distinguish fact

from fantasy; and a desire to aid and protect the real criminal. Individuals may

offer false confessions without any external pressure from the police. These people

simply turn themselves in to the authorities claiming they have committed a crime.

False confessions may occur when the

suspect tries to escape a tough situation,

avoid an explicit or implied threat, or to

gain a promised or implied reward. False

confessions may also result from the physical or psychological pressures of the interrogation process. Because the suspect

perceives immediate gains that outweigh

the long-term consequences, this person

will confess despite knowing that he did not

commit the crime. Persons who are particularly vulnerable are those who are young,

tired, confused, or suggestible and those exposed to false information.

Critics denounce police procedures involving the observation of the behavior of

suspects as a way to select someone for

more intensive interrogation tactics. Excessive focus on an individual because of

a hunch or a lack of eye contact narrows

the police vision. The problem may be

overcome by following the facts of the



case, investigating all leads possible, and

interviewing all suspects. One of the best

times to read suspect behavior is during

the establishment of rapport. After that

point behavioral indicators should be

carefully interpreted within the entire

context of the interrogation and not as

specific indicators of guilt. This is particularly true when interrogating persons with

mental illness, retardation, or personality

disorders.

Some individuals are particularly susceptible to police interrogation techniques

that may lead to a false confession. Examples are youthfulness, low or borderline

IQ, mental handicap, psychological inadequacy, recent bereavement, language barrier, alcohol or other drug withdrawal,

illiteracy, fatigue, or inexperience with

the criminal justice system. A method to

overcome the charge of advantage over a

suspect is achieved through a background

investigation on questionable suspects prior

to the interrogation. Placing the vulnerability in context at the beginning of the interrogation provides an opportunity to

understand the limitations of the suspect.

Police officers themselves may inadvertently cause false compliant confessions by

contamination. Contamination of confessions may occur when police officers

use questions that provide crime scene information about which the suspect would

not otherwise have knowledge. Using

crime scene photos may amplify this flaw

and educate the suspect about the crime.

The use of open-ended questions and

obtaining narrative responses from the

suspect are helpful for reducing the chance

of contamination.

To avoid the controversies surrounding

police interrogations, there is a trend to

require that interrogations be electronically recorded. Illinois, Maine, and the

District of Columbia became the first

states to require by statute that electronic recording be used in custodial

interrogations in homicide investigations.

State courts are beginning to express a
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preference

that

interrogations

be

recorded whenever practicable in custodial interrogations or interviews at a

place of detention. Serious or major felony cases in addition to DUI, child abuse,

and domestic violence investigations are

the common crimes that would be

recorded. The manner in which the

recordings take place vary among states;

many allow covert recording with the

suspects unaware that they are being

videotaped. Massachusetts and Washington are among the few two-party consent

states that do not make an exception for

police custodial interviews.



Lawful Interrogation Practices

The importance of interrogation as part of

the investigatory process is a well-established fact. The Supreme Court in Bruton

v. U.S. (1968) recognized that the suspect’s

own confession lawfully obtained may be

the most damaging evidence that can be

admitted against him.

In order for an interrogation to be conducted lawfully, the opportunity to interrogate a suspect must be legally

obtained. Additionally, there must be

compliance with requirements for warnings of constitutional rights to a custodial

suspect. Finally, there must be an absence

of force or threat of force during the interrogation. The U.S. Constitution and the

Bill of Rights protect citizens from actions

of government officials and their agents,

but not from other citizens. Evidence that

is obtained from the interrogation of one

citizen by another citizen is not held to the

same standard as an interrogation by a

police officer.

An absence of police misconduct is necessary to obtain the opportunity to interrogate lawfully. An example of police

misconduct within this context would be

the entering of a home without consent or

a valid warrant for the purpose of extracting a suspect for interrogation.
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The second requirement for a lawful

interrogation is that police must be in

compliance with the requirements for the

warnings of constitutional rights to a

custodial suspect. Conformity requires an

understanding of the conditions that indicate a custodial versus a noncustodial

interrogation.

A noncustodial interrogation takes

place when the suspect being questioned

is not in police custody or under arrest.

The suspect must be fully aware that he or

she is free to leave at any time. This awareness may be based in part on the location

of the interrogation, the attitude of the

interrogator, and follow-through by not

arresting the suspect at the time of the

interrogation. Miranda warnings are not

required if the suspect is not in custody,

but must be provided if the situation

changes to custodial. A noncustodial interrogation is not an option after the individual has been arraigned in court on the

crimes under investigation or asks to

speak to an attorney.

The custodial interrogation occurs

when the suspect is under arrest or is not

free to leave because arrest is impending.

The Miranda warnings are necessary prior

to questioning the suspect in custody. The

offender must understand his or her rights

and voluntarily waive them. A knowing

waiver of rights is compromised if the individual has a mental disability, cannot

read or write, or is under the influence of

alcohol or drugs. It is the responsibility of

the interrogator to assess the ability of the

suspect to understand his or her rights and

make a voluntary waiver. An individual

may not be coerced or forced to give up

his or her rights. There is no requirement

that Miranda rights be given verbatim or

that a waiver be made in writing. Typically

police department policy dictates the manner in which these rights are given to the

suspect and the method of documenting

that waiver. The waiver of rights can be

revoked by the suspect at any time. Four

out of five suspects who are given rights

per Miranda will waive them and submit
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to questioning (Leo and White 1999). Neither the subsequent charging nor the severity of punishment is affected by a

waiver, although case resolution through

plea bargaining is increased (Leo 1996).

The third requirement for a lawful

interrogation is that there must be an absence of force or threat of force after

the initial waiver of rights and during the

interrogation. Factors surrounding the

interrogation, or the totality of the circumstances, will determine whether physical or psychological pressures unduly

influenced the accused to make a statement. A promise of leniency will typically

nullify a confession. Small deceptions may

be used by the police during interrogations

according to the ruling in United States v.

Guerrero (1988). In the more recent decision of United States v. Mendoza-Cecelia

(1992), the U.S. Court of Appeals ruled

that isolated incidents of deception usually

do not invalidate the free waiver of the

suspect and that police may use some psychological tactics in interrogating a suspect. Threats to arrest members of a

suspect’s family may cause an involuntary

confession. The individual factors that the

court will look at in determining if the

process was coercive are similar to those

considered coercive in obtaining a waiver.

The federal courts have stated a preference

that a person under arrest be brought to

court for arraignment without unnecessary delay in order for a confession to

be admissible against him. This requirement aimed at addressing incommunicado

interrogation and coerced confessions is

known as the McNabb-Mallory doctrine.

The Court has never imposed the rule on

the states nor did it set a specific time after

which a confession would be invalid. Congress in 1968 legislated to set a six-hour

period for interrogation following arrest

before the suspect must be presented to

court as part of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act (82 Stat. 210, 18

U.S.C. Sec. 3501(c)). Some states have

adopted the rule voluntarily.



Interrogation Methods

Police officers are successful in obtaining a

confession or admission in the vast majority of interrogations attempted (50% to

75%). Prior to conducting an interrogation

the investigator prepares by interviewing

the victim and witnesses and reviewing the

evidence collected in the case. The collection of background information on the suspect including his or her criminal history is

an essential aspect of preparation. The investigator makes the determination on the

location of the interrogation and the person best suited to conduct the questioning.

Experts themselves do not agree on the

best method for conducting criminal interrogations. A common approach involves

forceful claims by the interrogator that

the suspect is guilty without giving him or

her opportunity to deny the assertion.

Other methods are based on the level of

guilt that the suspect experiences. A third

approach involves the establishment of a

relationship between the suspect and interrogator that would facilitate the flow of

information to the interrogator. The top

four interrogation tactics that were most

frequently observed in a study of 182 police

interrogations (Leo 1996) are (1) an appeal

to the suspect’s self-interest (88%), (2) confronting the suspect with existing evidence

of guilt (85%), (3) undermining the suspect’s confidence in his or her denials

(43%), and (4) identifying contradictions

in the suspect’s alibi or story (42%).

DENISE KINDSCHI GOSSELIN

See also Constitutional Rights: In-Custody

Interrogation; Exclusionary Rule; Eyewitness Evidence
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INVESTIGATION OUTCOMES

The process of a law enforcement–based

investigation often begins with the allegation of a criminal act and is resolved

through several classifications. However,

not all policing investigations concern

criminal allegations and not all investigations result in arrest and prosecution. Successful investigative outcomes are almost

always portrayed in television as those involving a street toughened suspect being

interrogated ‘‘in the box’’ by the seasoned

detective who eventually obtains a full

confession. In the world of television policing, the inability to obtain a confession

would imply that the suspect will not be

convicted resulting in the investigation

being classified as failed and unsuccessful.

Contrary to popular media renditions of

criminal investigations, few investigative

operations end with a suspect confessing

to his or her role in the crime under investigation. In many cases suspects are arrested

and criminal charges are filed with little

interaction from the suspect. The findings

of all investigations, even those not resulting in an arrest, often provide valuable

information to law enforcement sometimes

assisting in closing other investigations.



Criminal Cases

Criminal cases are generally classified

as cleared or not cleared, with definitive
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guidelines as to the proper closure classification. A review of the Federal Bureau of

Investigation’s Uniform Crime Reports

(UCR) revealed that over a five-year period criminal investigations have generally

cleared at a consistent rate, 46% for violent crimes (‘‘crimes against person’’) and

16% for property crimes. A closer review

reveals that specific crimes of violence

are cleared at higher rates than others;

that is, murder has a 62% clearance rate,

aggravated assault has a 56% clearance

rate, forcible rape has a clearance rate of

42%, and robbery has a clearance rate

of 26%. The higher clearance rate is assumed to be associated with the enhanced

investigative efforts afforded certain crime

types, as well as by the fact that in many

crimes of personal violence the victim may

know the identity of the perpetrator.

Law enforcement agencies that report

their jurisdiction’s criminal incidents to

the FBI’s UCR are subject to a strict

guideline by which to classify investigative

outcomes. However, an important caveat

is that the standards by which an individual policing agency considers an investigation to be cleared do not always mirror the

UCR guidelines. According to the UCR

guidelines, in order for an investigation to

be classified as cleared, one of two situations must be present. An investigation

may be cleared by arrest meaning that

three criteria have been met: someone

was arrested; that person(s) was charged

with the commission of an offense; and the

case was accepted for prosecution, that is,

referred to the court of proper jurisdiction.

The number of persons arrested does not

impact the determination of cleared by

arrest because the arrest of one person

may concern several criminal incidents

(serial rapist, repeat armed robber), while

the arrest of multiple persons may involve

the same single criminal act (coconspirators involved in a simple burglary). In

clearing multiple investigations with the

arrest of one suspect, some police departments have been accused of clearing the

books, a procedure in which an offender
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admits guilt in criminal cases they did not

commit in exchange for a promise of a

reduced sentence (with the investigator

‘‘putting in a good word with the prosecutor’’) by the case detective. In such a situation a suspect receives a lesser sentence

(often in terms of length of incarceration)

for pleading guilty to multiple cases than

they might have received if convicted of

the one offense they had committed and

the investigator can close multiple investigations from his caseload (Territo,

Halsted, and Bromley 2004).

Additionally, the recovery of goods in a

property crime does not impact the classification of cleared by arrest. The successful recovery of a stolen car without the

arrest of a suspect does not result in an

investigation being labeled as cleared by

arrest, while the arrest of a suspect without recovery of the property does not negate the cleared by arrest classification.

However, some police agencies will allow

investigations to be considered closed (and

successful) when the victim decides to

defer prosecution in lieu of return of the

stolen money or property, often due to

interaction between the investigator and

the parties involved. This outcome is usually noted in internal theft cases involving

monetary funds (that is, embezzlement,

misappropriation of funds, and theft).

The investigation produced positive results

for the victim without criminal charges

being brought against the suspect.

A second classification of a cleared investigation is cleared by exception/exceptional

means. According to UCR guidelines, this

classification concerns investigations that

involve circumstances beyond the law

enforcement agency’s control that prevent

formal charges from being issued. For

an investigation to be considered cleared

by exception/exceptional means, four criteria must be met: the investigation identified the offender; the investigation resulted

in enough evidence to support an arrest,

justify formal charges being filed, and

for the case to be referred for prosecution;

the investigation identified the offender’s



location so an arrest could be effected; and

the law enforcement agency encountered

circumstances beyond its control that precluded the physical arrest and subsequent

charging of the offender. Examples of

qualifying circumstances would include

the death of the offender (whether by natural causes, a criminal act, or justifiable

homicide, that is, offender fatally shot by

law enforcement during the commission of

a crime), refusal of the victim to cooperate, and denial of extradition by another

jurisdiction. Other circumstances could include an expired statute of limitations;

the criminal act falls outside prosecution

guidelines (refusal to accept case by prosecutor), that is, first-time offender, low

dollar loss, local standards; or when a

case is referred to another agency such as

a juvenile justice authority or federal authority due to lack of jurisdiction. The

failure of an investigative agency to obtain

enough probable cause to justify an arrest

does not meet the standard of being a

circumstance beyond the control of the

agency.

While not a classification within the

UCR guidelines, some law enforcement

agencies utilize a cleared by warrant classification that is generally understood to

mean that the investigation has produced

enough evidence to effect an arrest and

refer the case for prosecution but the

suspect has not been physically placed in

custody because his or her whereabouts

are not currently known. An arrest warrant is issued and the agency considers the

investigation to be closed and cleared by

the issuance of the warrant.

As noted by the historical review of

annual clearance rates, a number of investigations do not result in clearance by

either arrest or exception. This nonclearance, ‘‘unsolved’’ classification does not

necessarily mean that the investigation

did not disclose valuable information to

law enforcement. In some cases the original investigation was not cleared but as a

result of information developed during the

investigative process the suspect (in the
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original investigation) was identified as

being the perpetrator in another open

criminal case, resulting in that case now

being cleared by arrest. In other situations

a suspect, during the course of an investigation, may disclose information (either

accidentally or in order to gain an advantage in his or her case) leading to the arrest

of a perpetrator in a separate nonrelated

pending criminal manner resulting in the

clearance of that case. Some investigative

interviews have led the police to learn of

planned but not yet executed criminal acts

leading to investigations being opened on

that newly developed information. Information obtained from investigations, both

cleared and not cleared, will sometimes

produce leads in ‘‘cold cases,’’ a phrase

often used in referring to homicide cases

that have been opened for an extended

time without new investigative leads being

forthcoming and with investigators hampered in their efforts by the lack of quality

evidence. On average, only one-third of all

homicides are cleared in the year they were

committed (Johns, Downes, and Bibles

2005). The newly obtained information

may lead directly to an arrest or produce

additional viable investigative leads that

may subsequently lead to an arrest.

In multijurisdictional (both in terms of

geographic locations and types of agencies

involved) investigations, such as those involving organized crime or homeland security, the investigative outcome at the

local level may not produce a definite

closed-case status by UCR guidelines in

that no arrest is made because the design

and purpose of that investigation was information gathering, not prosecution.

However, the outcome of the localized investigation is important to the larger scale

operation, possibly producing evidence

that will assist in obtaining warrants in

the primary jurisdiction or by determining

that this specific aspect of the investigation

is not worth pursuing further. In some

cases the local investigation will produce

information contrary to what had been alleged in the primary investigation, leading
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to possible further inquiry about the original source, who may then have his or her

reliability as a credible witness impugned.

Oftentimes the outcome of an investigation results in no criminal charges being

brought forward and with a travesty of

justice being prevented. Evidence in some

criminal investigations when accepted at

face value may lead casual observers to

believe that a crime has been committed

and the identity of the suspect is obvious.

However, subsequent proper investigation

may reveal that a criminal act did not

occur and there is no need for arrest or

prosecution. Examples of this case type

include sudden infant death syndrome

(SIDS), a suicide or accidental death originally presumed to be a homicide, an assault

that was actually justified self-defense, a

fraudulent claim of sexual battery, and a

possession of illegal narcotics charges

filed against an unknowing/uninvolved

party. In all these cases, suspects could

easily be arrested: a young mother previously arrested for drugs calls the paramedic when her baby won’t wake up, an

acquaintance found inside a residence

with his deceased roommate, a ‘‘Good Samaritan’’ charged with assault after rescuing a person who was being attacked but

no witnesses remained at the scene to confirm his version of events, a college student

with a history of excessive drinking and

lewd behavior found in a compromising

position with another student, and a

young man stopped while driving a

friend’s car and narcotics are located during a search. The outcome of these investigations, rather than generating clearance

findings, prevented persons from being

wrongfully charged and being entered

into the criminal justice system.



Juvenile Cases

Although allegations of juvenile criminal

activity are investigated in the same

manner as adult (persons over the age of
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majority) criminal activity, the outcomes

are classified differently. Juveniles can be

investigated for acts that are age-related

status offenses (activities for which adults

could not be charged), including curfew

violation, possession of cigarettes/alcohol,

runaway, truancy, and incorrigibility.

Juveniles can also be investigated for a

delinquent act, the commission of an act

that if committed by a person over the age

of eighteen would be considered a crime.

The outcomes of these investigations do

not result in prosecution, therefore, precluding a finding of guilty or not guilty.

They instead result in a finding of adjudication (similar to a conviction in adult

court), a ruling by a juvenile judge that a

juvenile has committed the acts in questions and is in need of services (Champion

2004). Depending on the jurisdiction and

the seriousness of the crime, some juvenile

offenders are waived (also known as transfers or certifications) to criminal courts

where investigative outcomes result in

convictions.



Noncriminal Cases

Investigative outcomes can also concern

noncriminal cases such as internal administrative investigations. Investigations of

this type will involve violations of police

agency administrative rules that on face

value are not violations of applicable

criminal codes. Examples of this type of

violation include conduct unbecoming an

officer, failure to file reports in a timely

manner, disregard of uniform policies, discourteous behavior toward citizens, violations of traffic codes, failure to report

mileage on a patrol vehicle when beginning the transport of a prisoner, violations

of residency requirements, and failure to

report to an assigned post as scheduled.

Inciardi (2005) reported that the New

York Police Department police officer

rules and regulations handbook is almost

one foot thick. The outcomes of this type



of investigation could result in administrative sanctions, including but not limited to

reduction in rank, loss of acquired leave,

suspension without pay, mandatory education or counseling, and termination.

Outcome classifications in this type of

investigation are generally classified as

substantiated or not substantiated.

In some instances the outcomes of

administrative investigations may lead to

subsequent criminal investigations, or concurrent criminal investigations may already

be in progress. Internal police investigations that involve or progress to the level

of violations of criminal codes would be

treated as criminal investigations and their

outcomes would be as indicated under a

standard such as the UCR. Investigations

of this type would include allegations of

malfeasance in office, bribery, theft, sexual

misconduct, battery, and sale or release of

confidential police data, that is, National

Crime Information Center (NCIC) records,

advance warning of raids or surveillances,

and copies of nonpublic investigative

records.

Another type of noncriminal police investigation concerns the security of the

police operation itself. Investigators may

be asked to determine if police computers,

confidential records, sensitive areas, or

tactical operations are subject to assault

by outsiders. The focus of the investigation is not to obtain criminal prosecution,

but to ascertain if weaknesses exist in

established protocols. While this is often

commonly associated with computer security, the investigative process is used in determining if either design failure or

improper adherence to established policies

would subject the physical police operation to unwanted access by nonlegitimate

parties. The outcome of such an investigation could result in tighter internal controls as well as a reemphasis of current

policies.

PATRICK D. WALSH

See also Clearance Rates and Criminal

Investigations; Criminal Investigation;
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providing protective custody, and holding

witnesses for court.

Most estimates suggest that there are

approximately 3,365 jails in the United

States, housing more than seven hundred

thousand inmates. Of this number, about

2,700 are operated by county governments.

Sheriffs are typically responsible for jail

supervision and operations, although in

some jurisdictions, a jailer is elected to

operate the jail. Six states (Alaska, Connecticut, Delaware, Hawaii, Rhode Island,

and Vermont) have state-operated jails.

There are also more than thirteen thousand

lockups (or ‘‘drunk tanks’’) and other

short-term detention facilities. The largest jails are the Los Angeles County jail,

the New York City jail, and the Cook

County, Illinois, jail. All three jails house

an average daily population of ten thousand residents or more. Most jails hold

fewer than fifty people (Schmalleger and

Smykla 2005).

The term jail is derived from the English

word gaol. Gaols were locally administered

and operated facilities that originated in



Jails are the point of entry into the criminal justice system; they are correctional

facilities operated by local authorities

that confine people before or after conviction. Jail is also where arrested persons

are booked and held pending court appearance if they cannot arrange bail. Jail is

also generally the local detention facility

for persons serving misdemeanor sentences,

which in most states cannot exceed one

year. Jail differs from prison in three important ways. Prisons are operated by state or

federal governments, house only convicted

offenders, and house offenders for more

than one year. Jails are operated by city or

county governments, house both offenders

awaiting trial and convicted offenders, and

generally house offenders sentenced to less

than one year.

Jails also serve a variety of other

purposes, including, but not limited to,

detaining juveniles until their custody is

transferred to juvenile authorities, detaining

mentally ill persons until they are moved

to appropriate mental health facilities,
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England in the twelfth century. Gaols held

criminals, but also held a number of people

who were not criminals, including beggars,

drunkards, vagrants, and orphan children.

This trend has continued until the twentyfirst century; even today, jails often house

alcohol and drug abusers, homeless people,

and people with mental illnesses who do

not pose enough danger to themselves or

others to be housed in a mental health

residence facility, but create enough problems that their neighbors complain about

their behavior to local authorities. Jails remain the first stop on the ‘‘social services

highway’’ for many disadvantaged groups.

Many scholars agree with Irwin (1985)

who suggests that the purpose of jails is to

control society’s undesired members. As

Irwin suggests, these groups are often

arrested more because they are offensive

than because of their criminal behavior.

The first jail in the United States was

the Walnut Street Jail in Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania, built in 1776. The jail did

not segregate by gender, age, or offense,

and quickly became a facility where all

kinds of scandalous behaviors took place.

The Philadelphia Quakers attempted to

reform the jail by making one wing of

sixteen cells a penitentiary, or a place

where convicted offenders could go to reflect on the error of their ways and reform

themselves through penitence. That wing

became the forerunner of the first prisons

in the United States. By the close of the

nineteenth century, most large cities had

jails to hold persons awaiting trial and

punish convicted felons.

Most people who are admitted to jail

stay for a very short time, generally fortyeight hours or less. Whereas most inmates

may take a day or two to make bail, many

jail inmates serve months (or even years)

prior to their court appearances and may

also receive a year-long sentence afterwards. About half of those in jail who stay

longer than forty-eight hours are being

detained prior to trial (pretrial detainees). The average length of stay for pretrial

detainees is about two months. The average
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length of stay for sentenced prisoners is

about five months and the average stay

for all jail inmates is about three months.

Moreover, jails hold increasingly large

populations of inmates awaiting transfer

to overcrowded state prisons. It has been

estimated, for instance, that as many as

10% of all jail inmates are state prisoners

awaiting transfer (Harrison and Beck

2005). In addition, many county jails

now regularly house state inmates serving

brief prison terms, and charge states a fee

for doing so, ostensibly to alleviate crowding in state prison systems.

Almost nine in ten people in jail are male

and almost all are over eighteen years

of age. Three in five jail inmates are not

convicted for their alleged offense. About

equal proportions (two in five) of jail

inmates are white, non-Hispanic or black,

non-Hispanic, while about one in five jail

residents are Hispanic. About equal proportions of people are in jail for violent,

property, drug, and public order offenses

(Harrison and Beck 2005). Most persons

who are arrested, booked, and held in jail

are not charged with serious crimes. Most

are charged with petty crimes or with behavior that is noncriminal.

Jails in the United States were originally constructed using a linear design.

In these eighteenth-century, first-generation jails, inmates lived in cells stacked

horizontally down long corridors extending from a central ‘‘hub’’ area. This design

made supervision both sporadic and difficult. Second-generation jails originated in

the 1960s. These jails were designed so

that staff was stationed in a secure control

booth (typically circular with windows on

all sides) in the middle of the cell house.

Although this design increased surveillance capabilities, it did little to increase

office/staff interaction. Direct supervision

jails emerged in the 1970s to alleviate

this problem. In direct supervision jails,

inmates are housed in a pod that contains

sleeping areas, necessary hygiene features,

and sufficient tables and seats so that

inmates can have a place to sit outside
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their sleeping area. Staff is stationed in the

pod with inmates. This design encourages

staff to interact with the inmates and

allows them more direct control over the

activities of the pod residents (Schmalleger

and Smykla 2005).

DAVID C. MAY and ERIN HARRELL

See also Crime Control Strategies: Selective Prosecution/Incarceration; Jail Assaults; Sheriffs
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JAIL ASSAULTS

The topic of jails in general, and jail

assaults in particular, is one of the more

underdeveloped research topics in the field

of criminal justice. Even those studies that

purport to examine assaults in correctional settings typically use samples of

prisoners (not jail inmates) and typically

focus on either inmate-to-staff assault or

sexual assault among inmates. As such,



the research surrounding jail assaults is

quite limited. For example, a detailed examination of the literature on jail assaults

provides neither a solid estimate of the

prevalence, incidence, or types of assaults

that occur in jails. In other words, despite

the widely accepted belief that assaults

are common in jails (particularly inmateto-inmate assaults), the scholarly literature offers no suggestions regarding what

percentage of jails have assaults each year,

what types of assaults occur in those jails

that do have assaults, and how many of

those assaults occur.

Most studies of inmate assaults in correctional settings have been limited to the

study of assaults in prisons housing male

inmates. Because research on assaults in

jails is quite limited, studies of prison

assaults in relation to crowding, population density, demographic variables, and

the theoretical models that might help explain assault in the correctional setting are

often examined instead.

Although some have suggested that

increased institutional violence in jails or

prisons may be related to the effects of

increased population density in these settings, the evidence supporting this claim is

inconclusive. Increased density in prisons

has been linked both to increased assaults

and to fewer assaults (see Sechrest 1989

for a review). Additionally, in the most

recent study focusing specifically on assaults

in jails, neither the size nor the design of the

jail had a significant impact on assaults in

Texas (Kellar and Wang 2005).

Both Sechrest (1991) and Kellar and

Wang (2005) suggest that inmate-toinmate assault rates in jails are better

explained in terms of the types of inmates

housed within the facility. Both suggest

that assaults on other inmates tended to

occur in the jails or on the floors of the jail

that held the most troublesome inmates.

Sechrest (1991) found that the highest

staff assault rate occurred in the areas of

the jails that held the highest number of

misdemeanants; Keller and Wang (2005)

determined that jails holding maximum
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security inmates had higher inmate-tostaff assault rates than jails holding less

troublesome inmates.

While research regarding the impact of

demographic characteristics of inmates on

the amount of assaults in a correctional

facility is primarily limited to prisons,

this research suggests that males, African

Americans, and younger inmates are more

likely to engage in assault than their counterparts (see Kellar and Wang 2005 for a

review). Nevertheless, given the dearth of

research regarding assaults in jails, translating these findings to jail settings should

be done with caution.

One of the most controversial debates

surrounding behavior in correctional settings concerns the theoretical models used

to explain inmate behavior in both prisons

and jails. Kellar and Wang (2005) suggest

that there are three models that could be

used to explain assaultive behavior in correctional settings. These theoretical models include the deprivation model, the

importation model, and the managerial

model.

The deprivation model is based on

Clemmer’s classic study (1958). According

to this model, inmates adopt a wide variety

of aspects of the prison culture over time

and develop a set of unique norms to guide

their behavior within the incarcerative

setting. One of these norms includes a preference for violent behavior as a means of

settling disputes. Being incarcerated produces a wide variety of negative emotions

(anger, stress, frustration, and so on) and

these negative emotions lead to assaultive

behaviors.

The importation model was originated

by Irwin and Cressey (1962). This model

suggests that many inmate behaviors that

occur inside a correctional facility are

due to the environmental and cultural

influences brought into the facility by the

inmates themselves. According to this

model, assaults are caused by factors external to the institution that trigger violence

as a means of coping with the hostile
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environment of incarceration. The finding

discussed earlier that an inmate’s race,

gender, and age predict inmate-to-inmate

assault supports the thesis of the importation model.

The third theoretical model used to understand assaults in jail and prison is labeled the managerial model (DiIulio 1987).

DiIulio suggests that jail and prison management can either increase or decrease

levels of inmate assault by the decisions

that they make. DiIulio suggests that

assaults are due to poor management; in

other words, inappropriate security procedures, improper classification strategies,

and poor training and professionalism

of correctional staff all increase the amount

of inmate assaults in the correctional

setting. A number of studies support this

model (see Kellar and Wang 2005 for a

review).

Since the 1970s, jail managers have

been experimenting with different types

of supervision practices in order to control

assaults and other disruptive behaviors.

One of these newer types of supervision

is called podular or direct supervision.

These terms refer to the architectural design that has developed with these innovative practices, in which inmates are placed

in pods with individualized sleeping quarters and have access to a large open area

where they spend the vast majority of their

waking hours. Officers are typically no

longer separated from the inmates but

are stationed inside the pod with them,

with the hope that more direct interaction

will decrease violence and increase communication between the inmates and the

officers. Anecdotally, practitioners suggest

that this design is a more effective form of

inmate supervision. Nevertheless, despite

the popularity of these designs, scant research has compared assault rates among

inmates in different types of housing units.

The topic of jail assaults is one that has

been widely ignored in the scholarly research. Future research efforts should attempt to not only estimate the prevalence
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of jail assaults, but also provide a better

understanding of the causes and correlates

of these assaults. Until these research

efforts occur, the scientific evidence regarding jail assaults is questionable at

best.

DAVID C. MAY and ERIN HARRELL

See also Jail; Sheriffs
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JUVENILE CRIME AND

CRIMINALIZATION

The latter part of the twentieth century

brought with it a rise in the rate of officially

recorded juvenile crime and its subsequent

criminalization through legal procedures

in juvenile and criminal court. Perceived

and real changes in juvenile crime have

had implications for the way that the police and other officials confront troubled

youth. More so today than in previous

generations, police officials must make

difficult decisions to arrest a juvenile as a

status offender, delinquent, or criminal.

In some states, the legal ways of defining

troubled juveniles are quite complex, requiring consideration of such categories as

‘‘restrictive juvenile delinquent’’ or ‘‘youthful offender.’’ An important question that



needs to be repeatedly addressed is why

these legal categories have emerged, and

how they may relate to the current state of

criminalization and to police decision

making.

Juveniles who are charged as juvenile

offenders, youthful offenders, or criminal

offenders are today subject to a criminalized legal process. But this was not always

the case. In the latter part of the nineteenth century, institutions devoted specifically to the education and treatment of

juveniles began to emerge. The juvenile

court was just one of those institutions.

The juvenile court responded to society’s

emerging need to treat juveniles as different from adults. The reasons are many,

but one important reason for criminal justice officials is that it became increasingly

difficult for police officers and prosecutors

to charge juveniles in criminal court. To

many jurors and criminal court judges,

juveniles late into adolescence looked

more like children than adults. Criminal

justice officials began to advocate for another legal setting that would take into

account the fact that juveniles were different from adults.



Decriminalization

The social reformers who created the first

juvenile courts advocated a nonadversarial

process in which decision making was to

be guided by pursuit of the ‘‘best interests’’

of the child. The purpose of this newly

created civil court was not to punish, but

to treat the determinants of the juvenile’s

offensive behavior. The juvenile court was

accepted as a reform because it was not

only viewed as being in the best interests

of the juvenile, but also as in the best interests of the state. The less severe penalties

of juvenile court and its informal legal

procedures made it easier to implement

government forms of control through

status-offense categories, probation, and
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reformatories. Acts of crime committed by

young people were subsequently considered acts of delinquency.



Criminalization

The informal, nonadversarial administrative procedures of the juvenile court came

under attack in the United States and in

other countries when juvenile crime commissions, state legislators, and academic

commentators viewed its rehabilitative

model as no longer appropriate for juveniles

charged with serious offenses. The first

major reform occurred when the U.S. Supreme Court for the first time in its history

considered in 1966 the case of Morris Kent.

The court did not question the appropriateness of Kent’s punishment for rape and burglary. After all he was a chronic delinquent

who the court viewed at the age of sixteen as

an inappropriate candidate for treatment in

juvenile court. Instead, the court focused on

the administrative procedure for transferring Kent to criminal court without an adversarial hearing in juvenile court. The

majority of Supreme Court justices agreed

for the first time in U.S. history that the

constitutional due process rights of a juvenile had been violated. The Court stated

essentially that Kent should have been

provided with a hearing in juvenile court

where he was represented by legal counsel.

The next year the U.S. Supreme Court

went a step further in expanding the possible list of constitutional rights for juveniles in its 1967 Gault decision. In the case

of a juvenile who was incarcerated for an

obscene call, the Court ruled that juveniles

have the right to legal representation in all

cases of delinquency. The Gault decision

moved the juvenile court away from its

creator’s vision of a traditional nonadversarial, civil court to a court that more

closely resembled a criminal court. Scholars such as Barry Feld (1999) referred to

the Kent and Gault decisions as ‘‘criminalizing’’ the juvenile court.
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Waiver Legislation

The criminalization of the juvenile court is

just one part of the story. Legal procedures

remained mainly confidential and the

Supreme Court rejected mandating that

juvenile courts look exactly like criminal

courts. For example, the Court rejected

for juveniles the right to a trial by jury. In

other words, the Supreme Court wanted to

maintain a juvenile court but it also wanted

certain legal procedures that would provide delinquents with a fair trial within its

rehabilitative mandate. But to many, the

social welfare and justice models were like

mixing water and oil. To some policy

makers concerned about rising rates of juvenile crime, the juvenile court needed to

act more like a criminal court not only in its

legal procedures, but also in the kinds of

penalties that it implemented to prevent

and control juvenile crime.

A growing number of critics of the juvenile court and state legislators also argued

that the juvenile court was inappropriate

for those juveniles who committed serious

offenses. They felt that such juveniles did

not deserve the treatment-oriented procedures of a juvenile court, and should be

sentenced directly in adult criminal court.

In many states, this was always the case

for older juveniles who were charged with

homicide. But criminalization went a step

further by requiring the police and other

officials to consider younger juveniles for

a wider range of offenses. The popularized

adage ‘‘old enough to do the crime, old

enough to do the time’’ reflected public

and official sentiment to criminalize juvenile crime.

But the particular form of criminalization may have appeared especially harsh on

juveniles and officials who were required to

implement newly created juvenile justice

reforms. This came a decade after the

Gault decision in the form of automatic

waiver or waiver by offense categories. Recall that Kent mandated a hearing in juvenile court. Automatic waiver legislation
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bypassed the juvenile court by requiring

the police to arrest an eligible juvenile as

if he or she were an adult and for prosecutors similarly to charge the arrested juvenile in criminal court. Certain conditions

were required, such as that the offense be

one for which the juvenile could be considered criminally responsible. These vary

from state to state and depend on the particular legal statutes and the range of ages

and offenses for which juveniles could be

considered as if they were adults.

Offense-based forms of legislative waiver

became increasingly popular so that every

state in the United States soon found itself

with new rules for bringing juveniles into

criminal court. The particular form of legislation depends on the state’s unique history

of juvenile justice and its political and organizational concerns and interests. Political

interests were satisfied by showing the public that officials were willing to address the

problem of rising rates of violent juvenile

crime. Organization interests were satisfied

by providing officials with a new legal

avenue in which to implement the threat of

harsher forms of governmental control.

New forms of waiver may have saved the

juvenile court by eliminating from its population the more difficult, chronic delinquents. Juvenile courts were now able to

treat less serious delinquents and consequently increase their levels of success.

Criminologically, there is no convincing evidence that criminalization in the

form of adult court and harsher penalties

reduced rates of violent juvenile crime.

Moreover, it can be suggested that criminalization has increased the uncertainty of

punishment for serious delinquents by

subjecting them to a criminal court where

they do not look as serious as older,

adult offenders. Holistic processing theory

would suggest that the likelihood of punishment is greater in a juvenile court where

chronic delinquent behavior is viewed as

particularly serious in relation to more

trivial acts of delinquency. Indeed, the

threat of criminalization can be viewed as

more ‘‘bark’’ than ‘‘bite.’’ The harsher



penalties of criminal court are viewed by

officials as inappropriate for many less serious delinquents. Like those at the turn of

the century, prosecutors may realize that

they would have a hard time convincing a

judge or jury that the juvenile is deserving

of the same kind of penalties as an adult.

Also police officers in arrest situations may

reduce the severity of the charges knowing

that the juvenile might be placed in the

adult legal system. There is evidence that

this is indeed the case based on research

that Singer (1996) had conducted showing

that only 25% of eligible juvenile offenders

are convicted in criminal court. In contrast,

the vast majority of similarly charged adult

offenders are convicted in criminal court.

Every state has ‘‘reverse’’ waiver procedures that allow criminal justice officials

to indicate that it is more appropriate for

the juvenile to be charged in juvenile court.

This safety valve in the criminalization of

juvenile justice can create opportunities

for discrimination and disparities based

on the characteristics of juveniles (Bishop

2000). Singer (1996) found this to be the

case in New York where black juveniles

were more likely to face conviction in criminal court for less serious offenses than

white juveniles. Moreover, white juveniles

were more likely to receive probation than

black juveniles convicted in criminal court.



Consequences of Criminalization

Disparities in the administration of criminal justice for juveniles need to be examined more closely in a variety of legal

settings and jurisdictional contexts. The

proportion of juveniles who are subject

to the harsh and stigmatizing effects of

criminal punishment in the adult criminal

justice system face lengthy periods of incarceration in maximum security juvenile

and then adult prisons. They are deprived

of normal adolescent experiences. Their

attachments are now confined mainly to

other inmates. Some of these juveniles will
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eventually leave as adults and desist from

repeating their offenses, because they were

too young to become committed to a life

of crime or their families were there to

support them. Others will never have the

opportunity to have those normal adolescent social bonds, and will suffer the

effects of long-term incarceration.

Of course, the debate is not over regarding how best to balance society’s

best interests in preventing and controlling

juvenile crime. Criminalization has not reduced the rate of crime based on quasiexperimental studies of juvenile crime

rates in states with and without offensebased waiver legislation. However, criminalization has given juveniles the right to

legal representation in juvenile court, and

has contributed to a fairer justice system

in the determination of delinquency. Few

policy makers are willing to return to

a traditional, nonadversarial juvenile

court. The part of criminalization that is

most troubling is the appropriate response

to serious delinquent behavior. Moreover,

the juvenile court is still viewed as the most

appropriate legal setting for the vast majority of youth. The criminal court is seen

as inappropriate for most of the troubling

behavior of juveniles. The juvenile court

seems better equipped to experiment with

different kinds of treatment, such as restorative forms of justice that advocate

bringing victims and offenders together.

Furthermore, the therapeutic model has

expanded in ways that take into account

a new rehabilitative model that is open

to adolescent social and psychological

disorders, such as depression, attention

deficit disorder, and learning disabilities.

These are taken into account in a juvenile

court that is geared toward the treatmentoriented judgments of professionals. The

best forum for doing so is not an adversarial criminal court, but a court that still is

guided by the principle of pursuing the ‘‘best

interests’’ of the child. In returning juvenile

justice back to the juvenile court, McCord,

Widom, and Crowell (2004) confirmed repeatedly what many police officers on the
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beat and parents have long noted: that

kids are different, they behave differently,

and that our response should take into account that they are not yet fully responsible

adults.

SIMON I. SINGER

See also Youth Gangs: Definitions; Youth

Gangs: Dimensions; Youth Gangs: Interventions and Results
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JUVENILE DELINQUENCY

From a legal perspective, delinquency consists of behaviors that are prohibited by

the family or juvenile code of the state

and that subjects minors (that is, persons

not legally adults) to the jurisdiction of

the juvenile court. These behaviors can

be grouped into two general categories:

(1) behaviors that would constitute criminal offenses if committed by adults (for

example, murder, aggravated assault, larceny, robbery, motor vehicle theft) and (2)

behaviors that are only prohibited for

minors, which are called status offenses

(for example, truancy, running away

from home, incorrigibility).

Although the concept of delinquency is

familiar to contemporary Americans, it

is an historically recent term that did not

gain widespread acceptance until the early
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1800s. Prior to this time, most people

viewed the young as miniature adults.

Consequently, when youths were apprehended for violating local laws, they were

subject to the same criminal justice process

as other adults. This was possible because

contemporary ideas about childhood and

adolescence did not exist. By the early

1800s, however, more modern conceptions

of childhood and adolescence as distinct

periods in the individual’s life had developed. Moreover, they were seen as times

during which the individual needed to be

nurtured, guided, and controlled in order

to become a healthy and productive adult.

These developing ideas of childhood and

adolescence also made possible the development of the concept of delinquency, and

the development of a separate juvenile

justice process to deal with delinquent behavior (Bernard 1992).

A distinctive feature of the concept of

delinquency is that it is committed by individuals who are not adults. Consequently,

the juvenile justice process that has developed to deal with delinquent behavior

contains a number of features that distinguish it from the adult criminal justice

process. These features include a concern

with treatment and rehabilitation rather

than punishment, a higher degree of procedural informality than is found in adult

courts, and a distinctive lexicon.



Contemporary Delinquency

Although the concept of delinquency seems

straightforward, delinquency is, in reality, a

complex phenomenon. For example, police

only respond to some of the actions that

are legally defined as delinquent, frequently

ignoring some (typically minor) illegal

behaviors that are prohibited by law while

aggressively pursuing others. Furthermore,

there is some variability across and within

jurisdictions in the types of delinquent

behaviors that are ignored or pursued. In

addition, the delinquent activities of some



youths (for example, poor and minority

youths) tend to be more visible than the

activities of others (those from affluent

backgrounds), thus increasing the likelihood that certain youths will come to the

attention of the police and be labeled delinquents. Being caught and processed by juvenile justice agencies may actually increase

the likelihood of subsequent delinquency

if juvenile justice processing leads to the

development of a delinquent identity,

encourages law-abiding persons to avoid

those with delinquent labels, and/or leads

to a loss of conventional opportunities

(Garfinkel 1956; Lemert 1951).

Importantly, defining delinquency as

behavior that violates the legal code

ignores nuances in juvenile justice practice

that lead to an increased likelihood that

some youths and not others will comprise

what is commonly—and incorrectly—seen

as representative of the delinquent population. In reality, delinquency is a common

adolescent activity because it comprises an

extremely broad range of behaviors from

incorrigibility (that is, not obeying one’s

parents) to serious criminal actions (for

example, homicide). Consequently, almost

all minors could be considered delinquents,

because most engage in at least one illegal

behavior at some time during their juvenile years. For example, a 2001 survey of

high school seniors’ drug and alcohol use

revealed that 85% had used alcohol and

52% had used marijuana (Pastore and

McGuire 2001). Furthermore, the percentage of youths who fail to obey their parents, also illegal in many jurisdictions, is

likely to be even higher (Elrod and Ryder,

forthcoming).



The Nature and Extent of

Delinquent Behavior

To examine the extent of delinquent behavior, it is necessary to understand the

primary ways in which delinquency is

measured and the picture of delinquency
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that is presented by these measures. Although a number of measures of delinquency exist, three important sources of

data that can be used to understand the

nature and extent of delinquency are arrest

data, self-report data, and data collected

from cohort studies.

The most comprehensive source of arrest

data is the FBI’s Uniform Crime Reports

(UCR), which separates crimes into Part I

(or Crime Index) offenses and Part II

crimes. These crimes are further separated

into Crime Index violent offenses (murder

and non-negligent manslaughter, forcible

rape, robbery, and aggravated assault) and

Crime Index property offenses (burglary,

larceny theft, motor vehicle theft, and arson). According to the UCR, juvenile crime

represents a significant problem in the

United States. In 2002, there were more than

1.6 million arrests of persons under eighteen

years of age. However, the great majority of

those arrests (85%) were for nonviolent

crimes. In 2002, persons under the age of

eighteen accounted for 15% of all arrests

for Crime Index violent offenses and 30%

of all arrests for Crime Index property

offenses (FBI 2003).

With the exception of a marked increase

in arrests of persons under eighteen years

of age for Crime Index violent offenses

between 1988 and 1994, juvenile arrest

trends have been quite stable since the

early 1970s. Moreover, the upward trend

in violent juvenile arrests seen between

1988 and 1994 has reversed and has been

going down since that time. Altogether,

data on juvenile arrests provide no evidence of a trend toward increased levels of

juvenile crime, nor do they reveal a

continuing escalation of juvenile violence.

In addition to information about numbers of arrests, the UCR also provides

information on the race and gender of

persons who are arrested. According to

2002 UCR data, whites accounted for approximately 72% of the arrests of persons

under eighteen years of age. Whites

accounted for the great majority of arrests

for Crime Index property offenses and for
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slightly more than half of those arrested

for Crime Index violent crimes (FBI 2003).

With respect to gender, in 2002 females

accounted for approximately 29% of all

arrests of persons under eighteen years

of age. Females accounted for about 18%

of persons under eighteen years of age

arrested for Crime Index violent offenses

and approximately 32% of those under

age eighteen arrested for Crime Index

property crimes (FBI 2003). Males are

more likely to be arrested for Crime Index

offenses, particularly violent offenses, than

females.

Although an examination of juvenile

arrests provides some insight into the

extent of delinquency, arrest data are

plagued by several significant shortcomings. First, police are more likely to

focus attention on some youths and behaviors than others. Thus, arrest data reveal

as much about police practices as they do

about youths’ behavior. Second, many delinquent acts do not come to the attention

of the police (this is often referred to as

the ‘‘dark figure’’ of crime). Third, arrest

data tend to overestimate juveniles’ involvement in criminal activity. This occurs

because juvenile offending is more likely

to involve other persons, often other juveniles, than crimes committed by adults.

As a result, juvenile offenses are more

likely than adult offenses to involve multiple arrests, even though some of those

arrested are not knowing or willing participants in criminal activity (Snyder 2001).

Another important source of data on

juvenile crime is self-report studies that

ask people to report on their own behavior, such as the survey of high school

seniors’ drug and alcohol use noted earlier. A primary advantage of the self-report

method is that it can elicit information on

offenses not known to the police. Consequently, it allows researchers to better

understand the dark figure of juvenile

crime. Another advantage is that selfreport studies are well suited for examining

a variety of factors that are believed to

be related to delinquency (for example,
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income, education, quality of life, work,

family life, and peer group affiliations).

Not surprisingly, self-report studies indicate that youths engage in a considerable

amount of delinquency that goes undetected by the police. Offenses such as

school truancy, alcohol consumption,

using a false ID, petty larceny, and vandalism appear to be rather normal adolescent

behaviors. More serious forms of delinquency are far less common, although almost 12% of the respondents in a 2000

study indicated that they had hurt someone

badly enough to require a doctor’s attention and approximately 10% indicated that

they had stolen something worth more

than $50 (Pastore and Maguire 2004).

Self-report studies also reveal some important findings regarding the relationship

between race, social class, and delinquency. These studies indicate that racial

differences in levels of offending are quite

similar, although African American youths

report slightly more involvement in serious

crimes (Elliott and Ageton 1980). Also,

there is little difference in the proportion

of middleclass and lowerclass youths who

engage in delinquency. They do, however,

vary in the types of offenses they tend to

commit. Middleclass youths have the highest rates of involvement in such offenses as

stealing from their family, cheating on

tests, cutting classes, disorderly conduct,

lying about their age, and drunkenness.

Lowerclass youths have higher rates of involvement in more serious offenses such as

felony assault and robbery (Elliott and

Huizinga 1983).

Self-report studies also have examined

the relationship between gender and delinquent behavior. Overall, these studies indicate that females engage in considerably

more delinquency than is indicated by arrest data. However, females engage in less

delinquency than males, and they tend to

be involved in less serious types of delinquency, although differences in delinquent

behavior between males and females are

much smaller when minor offenses are examined (Chesney‐Lind and Shelden 2004).



A very important point to note regarding recent self-report research is that it

produces an overall picture of delinquency

that is similar to that painted by official

data. Although the extent of delinquency

depicted in self-report research is considerably greater than is depicted in arrest data, and while racial differences in

offending are not as great as that depicted

by arrest data, the pattern of delinquency

is similar. Moreover, neither arrest data

nor self-report data indicate that juvenile

crime has become significantly worse over

time.

A third source of information on delinquency is data collected from cohort studies. Cohort studies are designed to examine

specific groups of youths over a period of

time. Several important cohort studies

have been published since the 1970s, and

these provide a valuable picture of delinquency within the juvenile population.

Some of the most important cohort studies were published by Marvin Wolfgang

and his colleagues at the University of

Pennsylvania, who examined cohorts of

youths born in Philadelphia in 1945 and

1958. They found that youths who had

five or more contacts, whom they labeled

‘‘chronic recidivists,’’ made up no more

than 7% of the cohort but accounted for

more than half of all the offenses attributed

to the cohort. Even more striking was the

fact that this 7% accounted for more than

60% of the homicides, rapes, robberies, and

aggravated assaults attributed to the cohort. Despite these findings, there was no

evidence that youths’ delinquent behavior

will necessarily become more serious over

time, although when youth do repeat

offenses, increases in severity are common

(Tracy, Wolfgang, and Figlio 1990; Wolfgang et al. 1972).

Cohort studies that have focused on violent juvenile offenders have also provided

some important insights on the size and

characteristics of the violent juvenile offender population. Rather than discovering

a large number of violent youth, this research indicates that only a small percentage
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of the juvenile population, usually less than

6%, engages in serious delinquency, and few

youths are involved in repetitive acts of violence (Hamparian 1978; Office of Juvenile

Justice and Delinquency Prevention 1989;

Snyder 1988). Moreover, serious juvenile

violence is not evenly distributed across

communities across the country, but tends

to be concentrated in relatively few communities within large urban areas (Snyder and

Sickmund 1999).

Overall, the findings noted earlier indicate that small populations of youths engage in primarily status or serious violent

offenses, but most youths engage in a variety of mostly minor delinquent behaviors

during their adolescent years. Some delinquent behavior is serious, and there are

violent and dangerous juvenile offenders,

although this is the exception rather than

the rule. Indeed, public concerns about an

increasing wave of juvenile crime and violence appear to be unfounded. Although

some areas have experienced and continue

to experience significant problems with

juvenile crime, there is no indication that

it has, in general, become more serious

over time.

PRESTON ELROD

See also Juvenile Crime and Criminalization; Juvenile Delinquency: Status Crimes;

Juvenile Diversion; Juvenile Justice System;

Youth Gangs: Definitions; Youth Gangs:

Dimensions; Youth Gangs: Interventions

and Results
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JUVENILE DELINQUENCY:

STATUS CRIMES

A status crime is defined as an action

deemed illegal for a youth but not for an

adult. A youth is usually defined as anyone between ten and seventeen years old.

Status crimes include alcohol and tobacco

use, curfew violations, habitual truancy,

running away from home, and refusing
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to follow parents’ rules. The intent of the

definition is early intervention, before the

youth starts to engage in serious delinquency. Specifically, the goal is to decriminalize specific behaviors and to reduce the

stigma associated with being labeled delinquent while acknowledging and enforcing

rules applicable only to juveniles.



Origins, Development, and

Historical Evolution

In 1646, Massachusetts passed its Stubborn Child Law, which allowed children

to be put to death for not obeying their

parents. This was the first legislation identifying an act illegal only for minors (Hess

and Drowns 2004). It was commonly accepted that children under eight were unable to act in a knowingly criminal manner,

and that children between eight and fourteen could distinguish good from evil but

might not be able to distinguish right from

wrong (Hess and Drowns 2004). Youth

under eight who committed minor acts

would likely be returned home. Those

eight and older who committed serious

acts would enter the justice system more

formally.

After the Industrial Revolution, the

family declined as an agent of social control. A fear of ‘‘dangerous and wayward

youth’’ began to grow (Platt 1977). Increasingly harsh treatment of juvenile

offenders in houses of refuge, reform

schools, and foster homes led to the Child

Savers movement, the thrust of which was

that wayward children were fundamentally

good, suffered from poor environmental

influences, and should not be subjected to

the harsh criminal justice treatments of

adults. By 1899, the first juvenile court

was established in Illinois, solidifying the

belief that children should be considered

differently than adults. Within this court

system, differences among offenses were

established, distinguishing criminal from

less serious offenses. The less serious



offenses came to be known as status

offenses.

In 1961, California became the first state

to decriminalize status offenses. New York

followed in 1962. States moved away from

identifying youth as simply ‘‘incorrigible’’

and created terminology to identify those

needing services for committing status

offenses such as curfew violation, truancy,

running away, and alcohol or tobacco use.

These classifications carried with them a

criminal justice or social services response.

Included were PINS (Person in Need of

Supervision), CINS or CHINS (Children

in Need of Supervision), MINS (Minor in

Need of Supervision), JINS (Juveniles

in Need of Supervision), and FINS (Families in Need of Supervision). In 1967, the

President’s Commission on Law Enforcement criticized the institutional confinement of status offenders, saying that they

were more likely in need of services than

of criminal justice. In 1974, the Juvenile

Justice and Delinquency Act was passed,

with the explicit goal, among others, of

reducing such confinements. In 2002, the

act was reaffirmed. All states and territories must comply with the act to receive

social services grants (U.S. Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention

2003).



Status Crimes and Trends

Tobacco and Alcohol

In 2004, 28% of eighth graders, 41% of

tenth graders, and 53% of twelfth graders

reported having smoked cigarettes. Survey

results also show that in the thirty days

before the 2004 survey, those figures were

9%, 16%, and 25%, respectively. This increase as youth age is true for both males

and females. Use is lowest for blacks and

highest for whites, with Hispanics falling

between. Use declined by more than 35%

among eighth graders, nearly 22% among

tenth graders, and close to 15% among
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twelfth graders between 1991 and 2003

(Johnston et al. 2005).

Alcohol use also tends to increase as

youth age. Survey results indicate that

14.5% of eighth graders, 35% of tenth,

and almost 52% of twelfth graders reported

having been drunk in the previous year.

These percentages, however, also decreased between 1991 and 2003 (Johnston

et al. 2005). Lifetime use declined as well,

with the greatest reduction (35%) among

eighth graders.

Arrests related to alcohol use among

juveniles decreased between 1980 and

2003 (National Center for Juvenile Justice

2005). For liquor law violation, male

arrests declined 22%, but female arrests

rose almost 24%. White, black, American

Indian, and Asian arrests for youth drunkenness all decreased between 1980 and

2003. Arrests for youth liquor law violations increased 4% among blacks, nearly

16% among American Indians, and almost

41% among Asians.



Indians by 39% and 15%, respectively

(National Center for Juvenile Justice

2005). An increase in arrests for curfew

violations may reflect an increase in police

attention to the provision rather than a

change in youth behavior.



Running Away and Curfew Violations



Police often have more options when

addressing status offenses. Typically the

response will be influenced by local community standards, the local justice system,

and officer discretion. Other factors may

include the youth’s age, gender, race, demeanor, family situation, prior record or

contact with police, and the availability of

appropriate services. The response may be

to take no action, to refer the juvenile to

social services, or to take the youth into

custody and petition the youth to the juvenile court. Those petitioned to court

may be released to their parent or guardian or detained in a juvenile facility.



Arrests for running away generally decreased between 1980 and 2003, whereas

those for curfew violations increased. Arrest

rates for running away dropped by 17%

overall (National Center for Juvenile Justice

2005). Male and female rates were similar.

Across racial groups, however, only white

rates declined. Asian rates increased most

dramatically, at 92%. It is important to note

that these rates are adjusted for changing

population sizes. According to the juvenile

court statistics for 2000 (Puzzanchera et al.

2004), most runaways appearing in court

were female. Most were also white.

Arrest rates for curfew and loitering

violations are combined because enforcement is also often in tandem. Since 1980,

curfew and loitering arrests have increased

by 48%. Rates were higher for females

(91%) than for males (34%). By race, arrest rates for whites and Asians increased

nearly 50%, and for blacks and American
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Truancy and Incorrigibility

Juvenile court statistics for 2000 (Puzzanchera et al. 2004) show that most truants

are between the ages of fourteen and fifteen, slightly more likely to be male, and

predominantly white. Those brought into

the court system for incorrigibility (also

known as ungovernability) were also between fourteen and fifteen and tended to

be male. Approximately 72% were white,

26% were black, and the remaining 2% all

other groups.



Police Response



Academic and Theoretical Debates

One notable debate related to status

offenses touches on the ‘‘net widening effect’’—when youth who would otherwise

have been sent home to parents are instead
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taken into custody and the juvenile justice

system. One opinion suggests that formally processed juveniles gain status

among delinquent peers, are labeled delinquent by others (including parents, teachers, and community members), and

subsequently adopt delinquent behavior.

Another perspective links status offending

to future criminal behaviors and social problems—viewing truancy with dropping out,

or alcohol use with criminal drug use, to

take two examples. Last, violating curfews

and running away—both of which put

youth ‘‘at risk’’—are thought by some to

increase both criminal behavior and victimization. Advocates see status offenses as an

opportunity for early intervention.

A second debate is that between proponents of get tough policies and those supporting treatment and rehabilitation. Although

the juvenile justice system seems founded

on the notion of a second chance and on

rehabilitation, even the child savers were

historically tough on youth and believed

in combining punishment with training.

This more conservative perspective views

punishment as a deterrent and holds that

youth will view the system as an empty

threat if their crimes carry no serious consequences. Lowering of the age for treatment of juveniles as adults and the large

proportion of youth taken into custody

and then sent to juvenile court are examples

of the conservative perspective. A more liberal view sees status offenses as symptomatic of a child in need and attempts to

address the root causes of the behavior.

Community-based sanctions, the deinstitutionalization and decriminalization of status offenses, and the use of formal terms

such as CHINS (Children in Need of Services) or PINS (Persons in Need of Services) to identify youth ‘‘at risk’’ and in

need of early intervention are examples of

the liberal view.

JEB A. BOOTH

See also Juvenile Crime and Criminalization; Juvenile Delinquency; Juvenile Diversion; Juvenile Justice System
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JUVENILE DIVERSION

Diversion involves efforts by juvenile justice

decision makers (for example, police or

juvenile court personnel) to respond to delinquent youths in ways that avoid formal

court processing. Law enforcement officers,

school officials, and others who commonly

refer youths to juvenile courts exercise discretion. Rather than referring youths who

are alleged to be engaged in delinquent behavior to juvenile court, they may decide to

take no formal action by warning the youth,

asking parents to take action, or referring

the youth and possibly the family to a local

program for assistance. In addition, when

law enforcement officers, school personnel,

or others make referrals to juvenile court,

juvenile court personnel exercise similar discretion; they may decide to warn the youth

and dismiss the case or refer the case to a

local program for services.
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Decisions to treat youths in ways that

avoid formal juvenile court processing

represent examples of juvenile diversion,

and they are common responses to delinquent behavior. Indeed, many cases that

could result in the arrest of a juvenile are

handled in some other way by the police

and juvenile courts. For example, in 2000,

slightly more than 20% of youths taken

into custody by the police were handled

within the department and released, and

almost 1% were referred to social service

agencies (Maguire and Pastore 2005). Approximately 42% of the cases referred to

juvenile courts in 2000 were handled informally (Stahl, Finnegan, and Kang 2005).

Diversion is based on the fact that formal

responses to youths who violate the law,

such as arrest, adjudication, and the creation of a formal juvenile court record, are

not always in the best interests of children,

nor do such responses necessarily protect

community safety. Consequently, efforts

to divert youths from the formal juvenile

justice process (for example, by warning

and releasing youths or by referring them

to local agencies) have long been a part

of juvenile justice practice. Even before

the development of the first juvenile court

in Cook County, Illinois, in 1899, youths

were often spared the harshest punishments

because many recognized that formal responses were often counterproductive. Indeed, the development of the juvenile court

itself can be seen as a mechanism for diverting youths from the adult criminal justice

process. More recently, diversion has also

found support among those concerned with

the problem of disproportionate minority

confinement and overrepresentation in the

juvenile justice system.



The Theoretical and Practical

Rationale for Diversion

Historically, many law enforcement officials, judges, attorneys, child advocates,

academics, and others have questioned
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the reformative potential of adult courts,

jails, and prisons and have sought to spare

youths from criminal processing. Even

after the creation of juvenile courts, questions have been raised about the ability of

juvenile courts and corrections programs

to meet the needs of many youths and

protect community safety. Concerns about

the appropriateness of criminal or juvenile

justice processing of juveniles were heightened during the political and social unrest that characterized much of the 1960s

and 1970s—a time when increasing numbers of youths were coming to the attention of the police and courts. In addition,

a well-developed theoretical rationale for

diversion became popular during this time.

This theoretical rationale, typically referred to as societal reaction or labeling theory, indicated that formal processing may

actually lead to an increase in delinquent

behavior.

Societal reaction or labeling theory focused on three interrelated topics: (1) the

process by which deviant or criminal

labels are developed; (2) the process by

which deviant or criminal labels such as

‘‘delinquent’’ are applied; and (3) how

being labeled influences an individual, as

well as others’ reaction to that individual

(Pfohl 1994). Although diversion had long

been a response to many youths involved

in illegal behavior, labeling theory’s focus

on the application of labels to the individual and concern over the effects of labels

served as the impetus for a renewed interest in diversion and the expansion of diversion programs for youths during and

after the 1970s. Recommendations made

by the 1967 President’s Commission on

Law Enforcement and the Administration

of Justice that were intended to improve

juvenile justice noted the following:

The formal sanctioning system and pronouncement of delinquency should be used

only as a last resort. In place of the formal

system, dispositional alternatives to adjudication must be developed for dealing with juveniles, including agencies to provide and



coordinate services and procedures to

achieve necessary control without unnecessary stigma. . . . The range of conduct for

which court intervention is authorized should

be narrowed, with greater emphasis on

consensual and informal means of meeting

the problems of difficult children.



According to societal reaction or labeling theorists, labels such as delinquent,

chronic juvenile offender, thief, doper, problem youth, and the like can have a variety

of negative consequences for those who

are given such labels. For example, labels

can lead others to assume things about an

individual that may not be true. A youth

who has broken the law in the past and

has been labeled a delinquent may be

incorrectly treated as untrustworthy and

undeserving and may be subjected to a

variety of punitive responses as a result

of being labeled. Indeed, the perceptions

that adults, authority figures, and peers

have of others appear to play an important role in how youths are treated. If,

through being labeled, youths are believed

to possess undesirable characteristics associated in the public mind with criminality

or potential criminality, they are more

likely to be formally processed by police

and other control agents and to be

avoided by law-abiding individuals.

In addition, youths saddled with a negative label often have fewer opportunities

for involvement in normal law-abiding

activities. Without such opportunities,

they are more likely to associate with

those in similar circumstances, thus increasing the likelihood of further deviance.

Furthermore, responding to youths as if

they were a lesser form of human being

may lead them to see themselves in a more

negative light.

One important issue raised by societal

reaction theorists is whether responses to

deviant behavior such as delinquency can

increase the likelihood of subsequent

offending. This possibility was spelled

out by sociologist Edwin Lemert in 1951,

when he distinguished between primary
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and secondary deviance. According to

Lemert:

Primary deviance is assumed to arise in a

wide variety of social, cultural, and psychological contexts, and at best has only marginal implications for the psychic structure

of the individual; it does not lead to symbolic reorganization at the level of selfregulating attitudes and social roles. Secondary deviation is deviant behavior, or

social roles based upon it, which becomes

a means of defense, attack, or adaptation to

overt and covert problems created by the

societal reaction to primary deviation. In

effect, the original ‘‘causes’’ of the deviation recede and give way to the central

importance of the disapproving, degradational, and isolating reactions of society.



Diversion Programs and

Their Effectiveness

Essentially, two types of diversionary

responses are used with juvenile offenders.

One response consists of minimal or no intervention whenever possible in order to

avoid the negative consequences of labeling.

This approach is often called true diversion

or what sociologist Edwin Schur (1973).

calls radical nonintervention (that is, leaving

children alone whenever possible).

A second response consists of referral

to a diversion program. Often these programs are operated by local private or

public social service agencies, although

they are sometimes operated by law enforcement agencies or juvenile courts. Collectively, these programs offer a variety of

services to children and in many cases

families. Common types of programs use

interventions such as family crisis intervention; individual, family, and group

counseling; mentoring and child advocacy; individual and family counseling

coupled with employment, educational,

and recreational services; basic casework

services; and ‘‘scared straight’’ programs

that expose youths to the harsh realities of
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jails and prisons through tours and/or

encounters with prisoners.

Supporters of diversion maintain that it

decreases the number of youths involved

in the formal juvenile justice process, frees

up scarce resources for responding to

more serious offenders, reduces offending

among youths who receive diversionary

treatment, minimizes the stigma associated with formal intervention, is more

cost effective than formal processing,

reduces the level of coercion employed in

juvenile justice, and lessens minority overrepresentation in juvenile corrections.

Moreover, there is evidence that diversion

including radical nonintervention can be

more effective than formal court processing in reducing recidivism and minority

overrepresentation in some cases. Programs that employ mentoring and child

advocacy, family crisis intervention, and

offer multiple services such as individual

treatment, family services, educational and

job training, exposure to positive role models, peer discussion, and involvement in

community projects are potentially viable

diversion approaches (Lundman 2001). In

addition, there is clear evidence that radical nonintervention can be as effective as

referral to a diversion program or to juvenile court in some instances (Dunford,

Osgood, and Weichselbaum 1981). However, other research indicates that some

diversion programs, notably those designed to scare kids straight and those that

encourage loosely structured relationships

between youths and adult helpers, are

associated with higher levels of subsequent offending (Davidson et al. 1990;

Finckenauer and Gavin 1999).

In addition to increased recidivism,

other problems have been found to plague

some diversion programs. Although these

programs are often touted as a way to

reduce the number of youths involved

in the juvenile justice process, some diversion programs may actually lead to net

widening, which is the practice of processing youths who would otherwise be left

alone if not for the program. Research on
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diversion programs has found that they

sometimes lead to an increase in the number of youths involved in the juvenile

justice process. Overuse of diversion programs may lead to increased costs and

reduce the resources available for serious

offenders. Moreover, involvement in diversion programs can lead to the stigmatization; youths and their parents are often

coerced into these programs, which raises

concerns about a lack of due process associated with some diversionary programs.

The research on diversion has produced

mixed results. Clearly, there are problems

associated with diversion that must be

considered prior to its implementation,

and existing programs should be carefully

evaluated to assess the extent to which

they meet their goals and objectives. Nevertheless, diversion holds promise as an

effective mechanism for helping some

youths avoid juvenile justice processing,

protecting the scare resources of juvenile

courts, and reducing recidivism among

program participants.

PRESTON ELROD

See also Juvenile Crime and Criminalization; Juvenile Delinquency; Juvenile Delinquency: Status Crimes; Youth Gangs:

Definitions; Youth Gangs: Dimensions;

Youth Gangs: Interventions and Results
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JUVENILE JUSTICE SYSTEM

Juvenile justice consists of a series of stages

found within police departments, juvenile

courts, and juvenile corrections agencies

where decisions are made about how to

respond to youths who have engaged in, or

who are alleged to have engaged in, illegal

behavior. Although the decision-making

stages that make up juvenile justice are

often called the ‘‘juvenile justice system,’’

the extent to which juvenile justice decision

making represents a systematic response to

juvenile offending is a matter of debate.

Although there is some degree of coordination between police, juvenile courts, and

juvenile corrections agencies, juvenile justice also involves considerable conflict between individual decision makers over

differing ideas about why youths engage in

delinquent behavior and what should be

done about it (Elrod and Ryder 2005). Nevertheless, juvenile justice does have some

distinct features that differentiate it from

the adult justice process. These features consist of an historic concern with rehabilitation, serving the best interests of children,

and procedural informality, and they continue to influence juvenile justice decision

making today.
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The Development of the Juvenile

Court and Juvenile Justice

The development of a separate justice process for minors is an historically recent

development. It was not until 1899 that the

first juvenile court was established in Cook

County, Illinois, although specialized correctional institutions for youths began to

appear in the United States in the mid1820s. Although children were often treated

like adults when they broke the law and

were placed in adult jails and prisons prior

to the establishment of the juvenile court, in

other cases youths were spared the harshest

punishments because of their age. Indeed, a

primary impetus for the development of the

juvenile court was a desire on the part of

those concerned with children’s issues in the

late 1800s (often called the ‘‘child savers’’)

to reform and control the many wayward

and criminal poor children who populated

the country’s growing urban areas. The perceived need to control and help youths

who made up what was seen by many as

an expanding ‘‘dangerous class’’ of persons

posing a threat to domestic tranquility,

changing ideas about childhood, the belief

that it was possible to reform wayward children into productive members of society,

and a concern that adult courts often failed

to control problem children all contributed

to the development of the first juvenile

courts during the first quarter of the twentieth century.

It is worth noting that the new juvenile

courts were civil or chancery courts and not

criminal courts concerned with punishment. To reform and control problem

youths, juvenile courts were given jurisdiction over a broad range of behaviors. These

behaviors consisted of criminal or what in

many jurisdictions are referred to as delinquent offenses. These included offenses

that are also illegal for adults (for example,

robbery, theft, arson) as well as status

offenses, or offenses that are only illegal

for minors (for example, running away

from home, truancy, incorrigibility). Also,
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juvenile court was presided over by a special judge in a closed courtroom and used

probation officers to provide services and

exercise control over youths.

The legal doctrine that served as the

basis of the court was parens patriae,

which essentially means the state acting

as parent or protector of children. Because

the juvenile court was seen as the protector of children, informality rather than

due process was emphasized. This meant

that in early courts youths often had no

legal representation, children and their

parents were not advised of rights, and

records of hearings were not kept. In

many instances children were helped by

early juvenile courts; in other instances

children and their families were harmed

by courts that provided them few if any

due process protections.

The informality that characterized the

early juvenile courts began to receive the

attention of the U.S. Supreme Court during the 1960s and 1970s. In a series of

important cases beginning with Kent v.

United States (1966), the Supreme Court

scrutinized the informal nature of juvenile

courts and mandated increased due process protections for youths, particularly

those at risk of institutional placement.

Perhaps the most important of these

cases, In re Gault (1967), was illustrative

of the potential harm that could be

inflicted by juvenile courts that had broad

discretionary power to punish children but

afforded clients few due process protections. The case involved a fifteen-year-old

male, Gerald Gault, who was taken into

custody and detained on the verbal complaint of a neighbor who alleged that he

and another boy had made an obscene

phone call to her residence. After two

court hearings that were not recorded,

where there was little advance warning of

the hearings and the charges were not specified (Gerald was charged simply with

being a delinquent), where Gerald was

not afforded legal representation and the

complainant was not present so that

Gerald could challenge her allegations,
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the juvenile court judge sentenced Gerald

to the state industrial school for boys until

he was twenty-one unless he was released

earlier by the court. In effect, Gerald

received a sentence of up to six years for

an offense that could have resulted in a

maximum sentence of two months in jail

and a $50 fine had he been an adult. The

majority opinion rendered by the Supreme

Court chided the juvenile court for its lack

of due process and required juvenile courts

to provide youths with the following due

process rights where juveniles were at risk

of institutional placement: (1) the right to

reasonable notice of charges, (2) the right

to counsel, (3) the right to confront and

cross-examine witnesses, and (4) the right

against self-incrimination.

In a subsequent U.S. Supreme Court

case, In re Winship (1970), the Court ruled

that proof beyond a reasonable doubt

was required in juvenile cases. However,

in the following year an opinion in still

another case involving juvenile court practice, McKeiver v. Pennsylvania (1971), the

Court indicated that juveniles were not

entitled to jury trials because juries were

unnecessary in deciding the facts of a case

and they might go too far in taking away

from the unique aspects of the juvenile

court. Collectively, these cases were important because they extended due process

protections to juveniles and changed in

important ways the operation of juvenile

courts. However, while these cases have

had a significant influence on juvenile

court practice, the courts continue to employ an informality that is not found in

criminal courts. The fact that juveniles

have been given many, but not all, of the

due process protections afforded adults

does not mean that these due process protections are understood by youths and

their parents or made available to youths.

For example, research indicates that juveniles may not have a clear understanding

of the meaning and significance of police

interrogations and Miranda warnings

(Robin 1982; Holtz 1987). Furthermore,

there is other evidence that many youths



lack counsel in juvenile court hearings

or that available counsel is inadequate

(Puritz et al. 1995).



Contemporary Juvenile Justice

Three types of agencies comprise the juvenile justice process: police, courts, and

corrections. Although police are the gatekeepers of the formal juvenile justice process, juvenile justice processing typically

begins with citizens who come into contact

with youths who are believed to be involved in delinquent or problem behaviors.

Citizens exercise discretion and make decisions to handle problems themselves, ignore

them, ask parents to get involved, or contact

the police. Once the police are involved,

they also exercise considerable discretion,

though police decisions about how to respond to youths are influenced by a variety

of factors. The most important of these factors is the seriousness of the offense. As

offense seriousness increases, so does the

likelihood of arrest, but it is important to

note that most police–juvenile encounters

do not involve serious offenses. In these

instances, a variety of other factors have

been found to influence police decision

making, including departmental policies

and culture (more legalistic departments

are more likely to formally process juvenile

suspects), the wishes of complainants (police are sensitive to citizens’ demands that

they make arrests), demeanor (youths who

are hostile to the police or unusually difficult are more likely to be taken into custody), race and social class (in some

jurisdictions there is evidence that blacks

or lower socioeconomic status individuals

are more likely to be arrested), and gender

(research indicates that females are more

likely to be formally processed for status

offenses than males) (Elrod and Ryder

2005).

Two things are clear regarding police

interactions with juveniles. First, police

arrest a large number of youths each
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year. In 2002, police arrested some 1.6 million persons under eighteen years of age.

Second, when police take youths into custody, they are more likely to formally process juveniles today than in the past. For

example, in 1972 only 52% of the juveniles

taken into police custody were referred to

juvenile court. However, by 2002, almost

73% were referred to juvenile court by the

police (McGuire and Pastore 2005).

Contemporary law enforcement agencies employ a variety of strategies and programs in response to youths’ delinquent

behavior. As noted earlier, police exercise

considerable discretion in their handling of

juvenile cases. Options open to the police

include warnings, requesting that parents

or guardians take appropriate actions, referring cases to diversion programs (some

of which are operated by police departments), or making referrals to juvenile

court. Larger police departments often

have specialized juvenile or gang units that

deal with more serious types of delinquent

behavior or deal with youths involved in

gang activity.

Although law enforcement agencies

have an important responsibility to deal

with youths who engage in illegal behavior,

many are also involved in a variety of activities designed to prevent or deter delinquency. Many departments assign school

resource officers (SROs) to schools where

they may engage in a variety of prevention

activities within schools and the surrounding communities. Also, many law enforcement agencies staff programs such as Drug

Abuse Resistance Education (D.A.R.E.)

and Gang Resistance Education and

Training (G.R.E.A.T.). These programs

are led by police officers who facilitate

activities intended to help students develop

the necessary skills to avoid experimentation with tobacco and other drugs, including alcohol, or to lessen the likelihood that

youths will become involved in gangs and

delinquent behavior. Unfortunately, evaluations of these programs completed to

date have not shown them to be completely

effective (Esbensen and Osgood 1999;
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Rosenbaum 1994). In addition, other police agencies have implemented youthoriented community policing programs

in their jurisdiction. These programs are

designed to provide coordinated responses

to youth and family problems that may

involve the police, social service agencies,

health departments, schools, and other

agencies.

When police take formal action in delinquent cases, officers complete the necessary paperwork and forward it to the

intake department. Juvenile court intake

can be located in the prosecuting or district attorney’s office, a juvenile probation

department, or within the juvenile court

itself depending on the state. Regardless

of where it is located, the primary mission

of intake is to make decisions about how

cases should be handled. Intake personnel

also exercise discretion. Like police officers, discretion on the part of intake personnel is bounded by court guidelines. In

the case of intake, these guidelines typically specify the types of cases that must

be formally processed. Nevertheless, court

guidelines usually allow intake personnel

considerable discretion in deciding how

cases should be handled. Options available to intake staff may include a warning

and dismissal of the case, referral to a

diversion program, a request for the detention of the juvenile, or authorization of

a petition for formal court action. A petition is a legal document that specifies the

charges against the juvenile and requests

that a formal court hearing take place. In

2000, approximately 58% of all cases handled by juvenile courts resulted in a formal

hearing (Stahl, Finnegan, and Kang 2003).

In most cases, juveniles taken into custody (arrested) by the police are released

to their parents pending further court action. However, in some instances police

request that the juvenile be detained.

Depending on the jurisdiction, juveniles

may be detained in a juvenile detention

facility or an adult jail. In recent years

there has been an effort to remove youths

from adult jails. The placement of
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juveniles in adult jails often creates significant problems for jail administrators who

must ensure that there is sight and sound

separation of adult and juvenile prisoners.

Adult jails typically lack the staff and programming necessary to meet adolescents’

needs, there have been many instances

of abuse of juveniles in adult jails, and

juveniles are at much greater risk of selfdestructive behaviors in jail settings than

in juvenile detention facilities (Memory

1989; Schwartz 1989).

Regardless of where juveniles are detained, state laws require juvenile courts

to hold detention hearings within a specified time, usually twenty-four to seventytwo hours. The purpose of the detention

hearing is to determine if there is probable

cause to hold the youth, to decide the appropriateness of filing a petition requesting

formal court action, and to consider the

youth’s placement pending formal court

action if the petition is filed.

In addition to intake screening, typically several pretrial events occur prior

to formal juvenile court action. In many

courts preliminary hearings or arraignments are common. At these hearings the

charges are reviewed, the parties are advised of their due process rights, a plea

may be entered, and a date for the adjudication (trial stage of the juvenile justice

process) may be set. Also, plea bargaining

and preadjudication conferences are common in juvenile courts. In many instances

the parties are encouraged to come to a

mutually satisfactory solution to the matter before the court, and it is not uncommon for agreements to be reached that

allow youths to avoid adjudication where

they receive a formal delinquency record.

In 2000, for example, only 38% of the

youths processed in juvenile courts were

actually adjudicated (Stahl, Finnegan,

and Kang 2003).

One special type of case screening

involves the transfer of juveniles to adult

court for trial. Each state and the District

of Columbia have some mechanism (commonly called waiver transfer, certification,



or remand) by which certain juveniles,

sometimes as young as thirteen years of

age, can be tried as adults. Although the

options vary from state to state, there are

three types of waiver mechanisms: (1) judicial waiver, where a hearing is held in

juvenile court to consider waiver; (2) prosecutorial waiver, where the prosecuting

attorney decides to file the case in adult

or juvenile court; and (3) legislative waiver, or statutory exclusion, which requires

certain cases to be tried in criminal court.

In each of these three instances, before a

juvenile can be waived, he or she must

meet certain age and offense criteria. For

example, state law may require that a

youth be at least thirteen years of age

and charged with a class A felony.

The adjudication is a critical hearing in

the juvenile court because it represents the

fact-finding or trial stage of the juvenile

justice process. It is the point at which

the youth comes under the continuing

jurisdiction of the state and receives a formal delinquency record. In most instances,

adjudications are not contested hearings.

Those cases that are contested proceed

much like trials in criminal court, and in

some states juveniles have a right to a jury

trial, though these are rare even in states

that allow youths this right. If the juvenile

is adjudicated, it is common for the

hearing officer (for example, judge, referee, master, or commissioner) to enter temporary orders pending the disposition.

The disposition is the juvenile court

equivalent to sentencing in criminal court.

Prior to the disposition it is common for a

presentence or predisposition investigation

to be completed by a probation officer.

This report will often contain a social history of the youth and may include information on the youth’s family background,

school performance and behavior, neighborhood conditions and peer associations,

delinquency history, and the results of psychological tests, substance use assessments,

and other information felt to be pertinent

to the case. The predisposition report also

contains recommendations regarding the
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appropriate disposition in the case—

recommendations that are usually followed by the court. At this stage of the

juvenile justice process, the court puts in

place a plan for responding to the youth’s

illegal behavior that can include a variety

of rules and expectations that both youths

and parents are obligated to follow.

The most common disposition rendered

by juvenile courts is probation, the disposition given in approximately 70% of all

adjudications in 2000 (Stahl, Finnegan,

and Kang 2003). Probation is a type of

community-based corrections option that

consists of the supervised release of a youth

into the community under the supervision

of the court. However, the actual practice

of probation varies considerably across

and within jurisdictions. As a result, probation may entail regular contacts with

probation officers or infrequent contacts.

It also may mean that youths and their

families receive a number of services from

probation staff or as a result of the efforts

of probation officers, or that they receive

little assistance. Many jurisdictions have developed intensive probation programs in recent years as well as house arrest programs,

day treatment programs, and evening or

day reporting centers that are designed, in

part, to ensure more regular supervision of

some juvenile offenders. In addition, probation is often combined with other community-based programs such as substance

abuse treatment, restitution and community

service, outdoor experiential programs, and

group or foster home placement.

Another option that may be exercised

by juvenile courts is institutional or residential placement. In 2000, almost 24% of

youths who were adjudicated were placed

in some type of out-of-home placement at

disposition (Stahl, Finnegan, and Kang

2003). These placements can consist of a

variety of residential settings (although the

options available to courts will vary across

jurisdictions), including detention centers,

boot camps, substance abuse treatment

programs, state training schools or youth

development centers, farms, ranches, and
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mental health placements. Some of these

placements are privately operated programs while others are publicly operated,

and some are long-term programs while

others are short term.

Although a wide variety of community

and institutional corrections programs are

available for youths across the country,

juvenile corrections continues to face a

number of serious problems such as disproportionate minority confinement (DMC),

a lack of quality programming and resident

abuse in some institutions, and a failure

to adequately monitor and assess the

extent to which programs are meeting

their stated goals and objectives. Nevertheless, effective prevention, communitybased, and institutional programs do exist,

including programs for serious juvenile

offenders. These programs prevent youths

from engaging in initial acts of delinquency

and prevent recidivism among youths who

have already begun delinquent careers

(Howell 2003).

PRESTON ELROD

See also Juvenile Crime and Criminalization; Juvenile Delinquency; Juvenile Delinquency: Status Crimes; Juvenile Diversion;

Youth Gangs: Definitions; Youth Gangs:

Dimensions; Youth Gangs: Interventions

and Results
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K

KANSAS CITY PREVENTIVE

PATROL EXPERIMENT



Experimental Design



The Kansas City Preventive Patrol Experiment was designed to test, empirically,

the validity of one of the major strategies

of modern policing: routine, visible, motorized, ‘‘random’’ patrol. In modern democratic societies, 60% to 65% of police

personnel are assigned to such patrol activities (Bayley 1994). The most important,

albeit sometimes implicit, objectives of this

strategy are to deter crime, arrest offenders,

and reduce the fear of crime. However entrenched this strategy might have been, by

the early 1970s no systematic measurement

or credible evidence had been presented to

demonstrate the effectiveness of such an

approach. In an effort to address this evidence gap, a task force, including researchers from the Police Foundation, and patrol

officers and supervisors of the Kansas City

Police Department’s South Patrol Division, worked to develop and implement an

experimental research design that would

test the effectiveness of routine preventive

patrol.



Within the South Patrol Division’s twentyfour-beat area, nine beats were eliminated

from consideration as unrepresentative of

the city’s socioeconomic composition. The

remaining fifteen-beat, thirty-two square

mile experimental area encompassed a

commercial-residential mixture, with a

1970 resident population of 148,395 persons, and a density of 4,542 persons per

square mile. Median family income ranged

from $7,320 to $15,964 (in 1970 dollars).

The percentage of African American residents ranged from 1% to 78%. The fifteen

beats were computer matched on the basis

of recorded crime, number of calls for

service, ethnic composition, median income, and transiency of population into

five clusters of three comparable beats

each. Within each cluster, one beat was

assigned to one of three experimental

conditions:

1. Reactive, in which routine preventive

patrol was eliminated and officers
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were instructed to respond only to

calls for service.

2. Proactive, in which patrol visibility

was increased by two to three times

its usual level, both by the assignment of additional marked patrol

vehicles and the presence of units

from adjacent ‘‘reactive’’ beats.

3. Control, in which patrol was maintained at one marked car per shift.



Implementation

Implementation of the experiment began

on July 19, 1972. By mid-August, both the

Police Foundation and the Kansas City

Police Department recognized that several

problems had arisen that fundamentally

threatened the integrity of the experiment.

The first problem was that the South Patrol Division had fallen to a dangerously

low level of manpower for experimental

purposes. To correct this problem, the

department assigned additional police officers. A second problem involved violations

of the experimental guidelines. Specifically,

it was determined that officers assigned to

‘‘reactive’’ beats were not adhering to the

guideline that stipulated that they not enter

their beats except in response to a call for

service. Additional training was provided,

and administrative measures were taken, to

ensure adherence to the guidelines. A third

problem was boredom among officers

assigned to ‘‘reactive’’ beats. To counter

this, the guidelines were modified to allow

an increased level of activity by ‘‘reactive’’assigned officers in ‘‘proactive’’ beats. The

revised guidelines stressed adherence to the

spirit of the project, rather than to unalterable rules.

On October 1, 1972, the experiment

resumed. It continued successfully for

twelve months, ending on September 30,

1973. Findings were produced in terms of

the effect of experimental conditions on a

wide variety of outcome measures, as described later.
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Data Sources

The task force decided to test the possible

effects of routine preventive patrol by collecting a wide variety of data from as

many diverse sources as possible. Sources

used included departmental data, surveys

of community residents, surveys of commercial managers, surveys of persons encountered by police, a response time survey,

surveys of police officers, participant observer surveys, officer activity analyses, and

others. A summary of the various data

sources is provided next:

.



.



.



Community survey. A survey of

approximately twelve hundred, randomly selected residents was conducted before the experiment began;

the sample was spread throughout all

fifteen experimental beats. Respondents were asked about their fear of

crime, attitudes about their neighborhood, satisfaction with police service, victimization experiences, and

other matters. One year later, twelve

hundred respondents were again interviewed, with six hundred chosen from

the original groups (producing a

repeated sample), and six hundred

chosen randomly (for a nonrepeated

sample.)

Commercial survey. A survey of

representatives of commercial enterprises in all of the experimental beats

was conducted both before and one

year after the experiment began. As

with the community survey, respondents were asked about their fear of

crime, attitudes about the neighborhood, satisfaction with police service, and victimization experiences.

Encounter survey. Because household

surveys tend to interview relatively

few persons who have experienced actual contact with the police, an additional survey was conducted of those

persons in the experimental area who

experienced direct encounters with
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police officers. The survey was conducted during a four-month period

(July–October 1973) and collected information from 331 citizens who were

involved in either an officer-initiated

incident (vehicle check, pedestrian

check, or a traffic violation) or citizen-initiated incident (one in which

the citizen called for police service).

Respondents were asked questions

about the nature of their encounter

with the police and their evaluation

of the service provided.

Participant observer transcriptions.

Participant observers were hired to

make observations of police activity

in all fifteen experimental beats.

These observations served two purposes: (1) to monitor adherence to

experimental guidelines and (2) to

observe and describe interactions between officers and citizens.

Recorded crime data. Monthly totals

for recorded crime, by type, for

each experimental beat over the

October 1968 through September

1972 (pre-experimental) period and

over the October 1972 through September 1973 (experimental) period

were extracted from departmental

records.

Traffic data. Monthly totals concerning two categories of traffic accidents (noninjury and injury/fatality)

were collected for each experimental

beat for the October 1970 through

September 1972 (pre-experimental)

period and for the October 1972

through September 1973 (experimental) period.

Arrest data. Monthly arrest data

were collected, by crime type, for

each experimental area for the threeyear period prior to the experiment

and during the experimental year.

Response time data. Computerized

records concerning the time required

for police to respond to calls for service were not available, making comparisons between pre-experimental



and experimental periods impossible. To compensate, police response

time in the experimental area was

measured by a response time survey

completed by the participant observers and citizens who had called the

police for service. In measuring the

time taken by the police in responding to calls, emphasis was placed on

field response time (that is, the

amount of time occurring between

the time a police unit on the street

received a call from the dispatcher

and the time when that unit contacted

the citizen involved). In measuring citizen satisfaction with response time,

the entire range of time required for

the police to respond to a call was

considered, including time spent talking with the police operator, time

taken by a police dispatcher, and

field response time.



Findings

Overall, the experiment found that there

were no significant differences among the

three experimental conditions concerning

recorded crime, reported victimization,

citizen fear of crime, citizen satisfaction

with police service, police response time,

arrests, traffic accidents, or other major

indicators. In particular:

.



.



As revealed in the victimization

surveys, there were no significant

differences among or between the

experimental conditions concerning

recorded residence and nonresidence

burglaries, auto thefts, larcenies,

robberies, or vandalism, crimes traditionally considered to be deterrable through preventive patrol.

In terms of rates of reporting crimes

to the police, few differences and

no consistent patterns of differences

occurred across experimental conditions.
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In terms of recorded crime, only one

set of differences across experimental conditions was found, and this

was judged likely to have been a random occurrence.

Few significant differences and no

consistent pattern of differences occurred across experimental conditions in terms of citizen attitudes

concerning police services.

Citizen fear of crime, overall, was not

affected by experimental conditions.

There were few differences and no

consistent pattern of differences across

experimental conditions in the number and types of anticrime protective

measures used by citizens.

In general, the attitudes of businessmen toward crime and police services

were not affected by experimental

conditions.

Experimental conditions did not appear to affect citizen satisfaction

with the police as a result of their

encounters with police officers.

Experimental conditions had no significant effect on either police response time or citizen satisfaction

with police response time.

No significant differences in traffic

accidents or injuries were found

across experimental conditions.



Conclusion

Overall, the results of the Kansas City

Preventive Patrol Experiment challenged

the conventional wisdom that ‘‘random’’

patrol had a significant effect on crime and

fear of crime. The study was not without

its detractors. Some critics argued that

Kansas City was not representative of the

vast range urban environments in the nation. Others contended that the study did

not contain enough beats, that the samples

of citizens surveyed were too small, and

that the statistical power of the tests was

too limited. Nevertheless, the study, by
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calling into question basic assumptions of

police strategy, led to a wave of empirical

research that has caused a wide-ranging

reappraisal of police strategy and tactics.

ANTONY M. PATE

See also Accountability; Attitudes toward

the Police: Measurement Issues; Patrol,

Types and Effectiveness of; Performance

Measurement
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KNAPP COMMISSION

The Knapp Commission was a committee

of five citizens established and impanelled

by then-New York City Mayor John

Lindsay in 1972 that endeavored to investigate corrupt activities of police officers,

detectives, and supervisors working in the

New York Police Department (NYPD).

Mayor Lindsay was pressured to investigate

corruption in the NYPD after a series of

articles that appeared in local newspapers

detailed a wide breadth of corrupt activities

of officers throughout the NYPD. The first

article in the series was written by a reporter

named David Burnham and the article

appeared in the New York Times. The impetus and primary sources of information for

Burnham’s article were two NYPD police

officers, Frank Serpico and David Durk.

Frank Serpico and David Durk were

once both idealistic officers who became

increasingly frustrated after attempting to

report corrupt activities to their supervisors. From initial indoctrination into the

NYPD, the officers noticed that other officers received free food and coffee and

often were offered bribes in lieu of issuing
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summonses. When Frank Serpico was transferred into an undercover plain-clothes

unit, he discovered that corruption there

was even more systematic and sophisticated

in that many officers and detectives were on

‘‘pads’’ (controlled payments to the police).

Serpico and Durk eventually complained to

the district attorney’s office, an authority

outside of the NYPD.

Dissatisfied with the resolution of the

investigation, Serpico, Durk, and other

officers who were also disgusted with the

systematic corruption befriended a reporter named David Burnham who

worked for the New York Times and on

April 25, 1970, an article about the corrupt activities of the NYPD appeared on

the front page. The article ushered in one

of the biggest scandals in NYPD history

and Mayor Lindsay created the Knapp

Commission in 1971, named after a judge

Mayor Lindsay chose, Whitman Knapp.

The enormity of New York City, the size

of the NYPD, and New York City’s preeminence as the media capital of the world

intensified the scrutiny on the NYPD and

the NYPD’s police officers. The NYPD,

as a formal police agency, was chartered

and centralized in 1844. Early NYPD

‘‘patrolmen,’’ as they were known then,

were appointed at the bequest of local

ward politicians and expected to protect

the illegal rackets of the ward politician

who appointed the patrolmen, particularly

the vice rackets, which at that time in history

consisted mainly of selling alcohol illegally

and prostitution-related criminal activity.

Thus began a cyclical pattern of corruption

and reform. One of the earliest police reformers in New York City, future President of

the United States Theodore Roosevelt, was

the police commissioner of New York City.

Roosevelt, along with a reform-minded

clergy official, Charles Henry Parkhurst,

initiated the Lexow Committee to investigate police corruption in New York City.

According to the Lexow Committee’s

findings, police corruption in New York

City was firmly enmeshed in local government politics. Other commissions that



investigated police misconduct in the

NYPD followed in 1913, 1930, and 1950.

The Knapp Commission was the next

major commission to investigate police

misconduct and corruption. The Knapp

Commission found that the most serious

police misconduct involved the enforcement of prostitution, gambling, and narcotics. New York City was enduring an

increase in the illegal street narcotics trade

(mainly of heroin) that led to new opportunities for corruption prior to the creation

of the Knapp Commission investigation.

The Knapp Commission found that corrupt NYPD police officers were collecting

‘‘protection money’’ and were on the ‘‘pad,’’

which meant that they took bribes from

criminals to ensure the criminals that their

illicit activities could continue without the

threat of being investigated or arrested by

the police. Many of the criminals involved

in bribing police officers prior to the Knapp

Commission were involved in vice crime

rackets such as prostitution and gambling.

However, the Knapp Commission and

subsequent investigations found that the

easy flow of currency involved in the illicit

narcotics trade afforded new corruption

opportunities. One of the commission’s

chief witnesses was a police officer named

William Phillips who was caught receiving

bribes during an investigation conducted by

the commission.

The Knapp Commission findings prototyped two main types of corrupt officers,

‘‘grass eaters’’ and ‘‘meat eaters.’’ Grass

eaters would accept free meals and bribes

that were offered to them. Meat eaters

would openly solicit free meals and would

proactively solicit bribes and would attempt to obtain assignments in enforcement units that were mandated to enforce

gambling, prostitution, and narcotics laws.

One of the principal recommendations

of the Knapp Commission was to appoint

a special prosecutor (outside of New York

City) to investigate police corruption, reorganization of the NYPD’s Internal

Affairs Division, and command-level responsibility for corrupt officers.
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Frank Serpico was shot in the face during

an undercover narcotics operation on February 3, 1971, and was seriously wounded.

He did ultimately testify before the Knapp

Commission and recommendations of the

Knapp Commission led to many anticorruption policies in the NYPD. A movie

detailing Serpico’s efforts was made in

1973 starring Al Pacino as Serpico. Serpico retired in 1972 on a disability pension

and currently remains active in police reform efforts. David Durk also testified

before the Knapp Commission and his

career reportedly suffered as a result and

he eventually retired in 1985.

Eventually, another commission named

the Mollen Commission was established in

1992 to investigate alleged police corruption in the NYPD. A New York City police

officer named Michael Dowd was arrested

for trafficking illegal narcotics in New

York City and outside New York City in

a suburban area where Dowd lived. The

advent of the street crack-cocaine trade in

New York City in the 1980s, like the burgeoning heroin trade of the 1960s, afforded

increased opportunities for corruption.

The corrupt activities consisted of police

officers stealing narcotics and cash from

narcotics dealers and, in some cases, protecting the illegal narcotic activities. Unlike

the Knapp Commission findings, the

Mollen Commission found that these corrupt activities were limited only to a few

precincts. The Mollen Commission did not

find that corruption was systematic in

the NYPD, as had previous NYPD corruption investigations. The Mollen Commission found that corrupt activities were the

actions of a ‘‘crew’’ operation, a small

group of police officers usually working in

the same assignment and during the same

work hours.

JOSEPH E. PASCARELLA

See also Accountability; American Policing:

Early Years; Corruption; Deviant Subcultures in Policing; Ethics and Values in the

Context of Community Policing; Integrity

in Policing; Mollen Commission; New York
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Police Department (NYPD); Occupational
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L

LAW ENFORCEMENT

ASSISTANCE

ADMINISTRATION



7. Involve all elements of society in

planning and executing changes in

the criminal justice system.



In 1965, the Office of Law Enforcement

Assistance was created in the U.S. Department of Justice. This was the predecessor to

the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA), which was established

as a result of the work of the President’s

Commission on Law Enforcement and

Administration of Justice.

In 1967, the President’s Commission on

Law Enforcement and the Administration

of Justice called for a revolution in the

approach to crime. The commission developed seven specific goals that are relevant

in the twenty-first century:



The commission further emphasized the

need to consider law enforcement and criminal justice as a system and the need to

improve its ability to prevent and reduce

crime. The commission advocated maximizing the use of new technology, basing

policy on proven facts, and maintaining

American democratic values of fairness

and respect for the individual (U.S. Department of Justice 1997, 3).

The commission attracted nationwide

attention because of the status of its members, the growing public concern about

crime, and the sharp division among commission members on some controversial

topics. Congress responded to the report

by enacting the landmark Omnibus Crime

Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968. This

act created the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, which was the first

comprehensive federal programmatic response to state and local crime control efforts, and provided extensive financial



1. Prevent crime.

2. Adopt new ways of dealing with

offenders.

3. Eliminate injustice and unfairness.

4. Upgrade personnel.

5. Conduct research to find new and

effective ways to control crime.

6. Appropriate the necessary funds to

accomplish the goals.
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support. This support came in the form of

block grants based on population and categorical grants. These funds were to be directed toward reducing crime by improving

local criminal justice systems: police, courts,

and corrections. One of the LEAA administrators, Donald Santarelli, observed that:

The creation of LEAA was a direct response

to the commission’s report. Its creation signaled the makings of a significant change in

the federal government’s attitude towards

crime, avoiding the federalization of state

and local crime and assumption of operational responsibility, and with great respect

for the dual federalism of government responsibility, it sought to strengthen the states rather

than assume federal enforcement responsibility (U.S. Department of Justice 1997, 4).



To achieve this objective, the notion of

criminal justice planning was introduced

to the country. Heretofore, planning in

criminal justice was virtually nonexistent.

With the passage of the Omnibus Crime

Control and Safe Streets Act, LEAA was

authorized to provide funds to create a

‘‘state planning agency’’ in each state that

would have as its primary function the

responsibility to develop a comprehensive

statewide plan for the improvement of law

enforcement throughout the state. The act

also authorized the states to make grants

from a population-based block grant allocation to units of local government to

carry out programs and projects in accordance with the planning effort to improve

law enforcement (Hagerty 1978, 173).

Over time, it became clear that law enforcement had to be considered in the context of a larger criminal justice system

consisting of police, the courts, and correctional systems. This was recognized in the

1973 and 1976 reauthorizations in which

the role of LEAA was broadened to include

assistance to all components of the criminal justice system (Hagerty 1978, 175).

The act also required the LEAA to develop a discretionary grant program and to

establish a National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice. This component of the LEAA had responsibility
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for encouraging research in criminal and

juvenile justice.

In addition to the National Institute of

Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice,

the legislation created the Bureau of Justice Assistance to administer the block

grant program and the Bureau of Justice

Statistics to capture data about the system. In 1974, the Office of Juvenile Justice

and Delinquency Prevention was created

as a part of LEAA through separate legislation known as the Juvenile Justice and

Delinquency Prevention Act.

One major office was created that was

not congressionally mandated. The Office

of Criminal Justice Education and Training was established in 1975 to administer

the Law Enforcement Education Program

(LEEP). This program was initially funded

at $6.5 million and grew to $40 million per

year throughout the 1970s. LEEP was the

most popular LEAA program from a congressional perspective. At its height, the

program supported more than one hundred thousand students through grants

and loans in over a thousand colleges and

universities. Other training and education

programs developed and managed in the

Office of Criminal Justice Education and

Training included fellowships for graduate

study, the Joint Commission on Criminology Education and Standards, the National Advisory Commission on Higher

Education for Police Officers, and the National Consortium on Doctoral Programs

in Criminology and Criminal Justice. The

office also supported projects to develop

and improve criminal justice manpower

planning through such projects as the national manpower survey of the criminal

justice system.

In 1982, federal funding for LEAA was

withdrawn. However, it would be inaccurate to consider this the demise of LEAA.

This agency can be credited with many

accomplishments that still have a major

influence on crime control policy today.

Also, the Justice Assistance Act of 1984

created separate agencies to continue many

of the same programs associated with
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LEAA. With the Crime Bill of 1994, the

Office of Justice Programs garnered more

resources and influence than at any other

time in history. Six presidential appointees

administer the programs of the Office of

Justice Programs, headed by an assistant

attorney general. The Office of Justice Programs provides the umbrella agency for

the following agencies: National Institute

of Justice, Bureau of Justice Assistance,

Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency

Prevention, Bureau of Justice Statistics,

and the Office of Victims of Crime (U.S.

Department of Justice 1996, 2).

In a gathering of more than fifty current and former U.S. Department of Justice criminal justice administrators in July

1996, the group agreed that among its

most significant accomplishments, LEAA:

.



.



.



.



.



.



Encouraged for the first time statelevel planning in criminal justice by

spurring the formation of criminal

justice state planning agencies (SPAs).

Contributed to law enforcement professionalism by providing higher education opportunities. (A significant

majority of current criminal justice

leaders around the country are

LEEP alumni.)

Laid the foundation for the development of standards for police, courts,

and correctional agencies.

Encouraged the use of targeted strategies (for example, the establishment of career criminal units in

prosecutors’ offices).

Launched the victim witness movement, encouraging prosecutors and

other parts of the criminal justice

system to undertake victim-witness

initiatives.

Enabled technological advances, including the development of bulletproof vests and forensic applications

of DNA technology (U.S. Department of Justice 1996, 3).

J. PRICE FOSTER



See also Education and Training; Professionalism
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LIABILITY AND HIGH-SPEED

CHASES

After observing a traffic violation or being

alerted to a suspicious person or vehicle, a

police officer can signal a driver to stop.

Usually, the driver will pull over and the

situation will end without further incident.

However, on rare occasions, the driver will

refuse to stop or take evasive action and

flee. In such situations the police officer

must decide whether or not to pursue,

bearing in mind that if a driver refuses to

stop the agency’s pursuit policy attaches,

and the officer must therefore take into

account both policy and training before

reaching a decision. Accordingly, the officer must balance both the risks and the

potential benefits when deciding whether

or not a pursuit is necessary.

A pursuit can be initiated when a suspect refuses to obey an officer’s order to

stop. The fleeing suspect is likely to become

erratic and a danger to anyone in the vicinity. Under these conditions, when a
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police officer decides to chase the suspect,

his or her driving is also fast, often dangerous, and presents an additional risk to

the public. That is, the risks of a chase not

only include the police officer and the suspect, but they also involve the public in an

interactive triangle.

This interactive triangle is made up of

(1) the officer, who is trying to apprehend

a suspect; (2) the police vehicle; and (3) the

environment, which includes the fleeing

suspect, traffic, and pedestrians, all of

which are forces brought into play in this

interaction. The suspect’s goal is to remain

free and avoid arrest and, unless he has a

death wish, he will often run until he believes he is safe, or crashes (Alpert 1997).

The suspect, who has refused to heed the

commands of the officer, has the primary

responsibility to stop the chase by pulling

over. The suspect is also directing the pursuit by selecting the course, speed, and

recklessness of the driving. However, any

increased recklessness on the part of the

suspect may be affected by the officer’s

attempt to apprehend him. The officer’s natural desire to apprehend the suspect must

be tempered by concerns for public safety.

Because of the nature of pursuits, the suspect is necessarily influenced psychologically by the officer’s actions.

The goal of the officer is to apprehend

the suspect and make the arrest. Accordingly, it is the officer who must become

aware of personal capabilities and take

into account environmental conditions

that may affect his or her ability to accomplish the mission of police, which is to

protect lives. The police officer must factor

into the decision-making process the risk

created by the suspect’s driving; the potential actions of innocent bystanders, passengers, and others who may become

involved; and how his or her actions influence the suspect’s driving. In addition, the

likelihood of apprehension must be factored into the decision to continue or not

to continue a chase.

The officer must understand that when

a suspect refuses to stop for the emergency
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lights and siren, a routine encounter turns

quickly into a high-risk and dangerous

event where a show of authority may affect the suspect’s driving. If the suspect

becomes more reckless than before or

refuses to stop, it is the officer, based on

policy and training, who must determine

the value of continuing the pursuit and

the risk of the pursuit. The officer and

the supervisor must also understand the

influence of the chase on the participants.

The need to win and make that arrest

is often influenced by the adrenaline rush

felt by the officer. A pursuit is an exciting

event and involves one person running

to escape and another chasing to catch. If

it continues, it resembles a drag race until one party terminates it or there is a

crash.



Balancing Law Enforcement with

Public Safety

The purpose of pursuit is to apprehend a

suspect within the mission of police—to

protect lives. Tactics and activities undertaken must consider apprehension secondary to public safety. One way to help officers

understand this balance is to have them

apply the same standards used in weighing the alternatives to firing a weapon in

a situation where innocent bystanders may

be endangered. Whenever an officer fires a

weapon, he or she must be concerned that

the bullet may accidentally hit an unintended target. By comparison, in pursuit,

the officer has not only his or her vehicle

to worry about, but also must consider the

pursued vehicle, which is creating dangerous situations, and other vehicles, which

may also be creating danger by attempting

to get out of the way (Alpert and Fridell

1992).

Pursuit driving has historically been

available to the police in the fight against

crime. Unfortunately, the inherent nature

of pursuit creates a significant danger to

the officers, law violators, and the general
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public. Whether or not this danger and the

resulting property damage, injuries, and

deaths are worth the benefits is the question police administrators and courts have

been examining for years. One appropriate response has been to limit pursuits to

situations in which a fleeing suspect is suspected of a violent felony (Alpert 1997).

By limiting pursuits to these serious felonies, the police are able to use their skills

to attempt to apprehend the most serious

criminals while protecting the public from

risk created by chases for traffic and other

minor offenses and limiting their exposure

to lawsuits.



Pursuit Driving and Liability

As a general proposition, lawsuits involving

pursuits are brought in either state court or

federal court. Actions brought in a state

court are commonly called ‘‘tort’’ actions.

Actions brought under Title 42, Section

1983, of the U.S. Code will require a

showing of violation of a federally protected constitutional or statutory right.

Whether a cause of action is based on

state tort or on Section 1983, the allegations of the plaintiff must establish responsibility on the part of the pursuit vehicle

operator or the employing agency (see

Alpert et al. 2000).

Responsibility of the operator is usually

based on an allegation of some variety of

negligence or on some greater degree of

culpability. The responsibility of the employing agency may be based on a showing

of failure to provide meaningful policy or

adequate training. Because these federal

claims are very difficult to prove and are

relatively rare, we will focus on state

claims.

Actions brought against an officer or

the employing agency under state law are

generally based on allegations of negligence, although some actions may be

framed in terms of intentional acts of the



officer. The legal formula for negligence

can be summarized as follows:

1. A duty or obligation, recognized by

the law, requiring the person to conform to a certain standard of conduct,

for the protection of others against

unreasonable risks

2. A failure on the person’s part to

conform to the standard required: a

breach of the duty

3. A reasonably close causal connection between the conduct and the

resulting injury; this is commonly

known as legal cause or proximate

cause, and includes the notion of

cause in fact

4. Actual loss or damage resulting to

the interests of another

From a practical standpoint, negligence

in an emergency vehicle response may

come about in any number of ways, including the three following representative

situations:

1. An officer violates an applicable state

statute that creates a duty to act or

not act.

2. An officer violates pertinent department policy that creates a duty to act

or not act.

3. An officer violates an established

duty to use ‘‘due care’’ generally.

Regardless of whether the tort alleged

involves an intentional or negligent act, a

plaintiff may not recover for injury if there

was no duty owed to the plaintiff by the

officer who caused the injury. The term

duty, as used here, means that there was

some obligation recognized by the law to

behave in a particular fashion toward the

person who was ultimately injured. The

law recognizes generally that if there was

no duty to the injured on the part of a law

enforcement officer, then there can be no

responsibility on the part of the officer or

the employer for payment of monetary

compensation, known as ‘‘damages,’’ or

any other type of relief to the injured party.
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Conclusion

Pursuit driving is one tactic that police

have relied on for the apprehension of

suspects. Until the 1980s, very little was

known about the risks and benefits of pursuit. Today, the known risks and limited

benefits have convinced many progressive police administrators to restrict their

agencies’ pursuit policies and provide

decision-making training to officers. The

trend that began in the 1990s and continues today includes an agency pursuit plan

involving a policy, training, supervision,

and accountability.

Research has demonstrated the need

for a strong policy that takes most decisions away from officers who must make

split-second decisions in the heat of a

chase. Comparing pursuits to the use of

firearms clearly demonstrates the potential

deadly consequences of such actions. In

fact, the more that is learned about pursuit, the more the tactic is controlled. Data

from studies show that approximately

40% of pursuits result in crashes, 20% end

in injuries, and 1% end in death. Although

it is difficult to tell young police officers

that they cannot chase a person who would

not stop for them, it is more difficult to

explain to a person that his family member was injured or killed in a pursuit for

a traffic or property offense. The International Association of Chiefs of Police

(IACP) Policy Center published a model

policy and a policy concepts and issues

paper evaluating pursuit driving. While

they maintained a middle-of-the-road posture, they have summarized the indisputable need for reform (IACP Policy Center

1990, 1–2).

The policy issue confronting law enforcement and municipal administrators

is a familiar one of balancing conflicting

interests: on one side there is the need to

apprehend known offenders. On the other

side, there is the safety of law enforcement officers, of fleeing drivers and their

passengers, and of innocent bystanders.
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The model policy is relatively restrictive,

particularly in prohibiting pursuit where

the offense in question would not warrant

an arrest. Most traffic violations, therefore, would not meet these pursuit requirements. It is recognized that many law

enforcement officers and administrators

may find this prohibition difficult to accept and implement, particularly where a

more permissive policy has been traditionally accepted.

In this critical area of pursuit driving,

law enforcement administrators must

therefore be prepared to make difficult

decisions based on the cost and benefits

of these types of pursuits to the public

they serve.

GEOFFREY ALPERT

See also Accountability; Early Warning

Systems; Fear of Litigation; Liability and

the Police; Liability and Use of Force
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Civil liability for officers and agencies may

be imposed under either or both state or

federal law. It is estimated that as many as

thirty thousand civil lawsuits may be filed

against the police each year. The estimates

on the percentage of cases that plaintiffs

win vary widely, from 8% to more than
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50% (Kappeler 2001, 4–5). Damages are

frequently awarded, especially in cases involving police violence (Bickel 2001), and

damages assessed against police departments frequently run into millions of dollars (Kappeler 2001, 2). Further, the trend

seems to be toward more lawsuits and

more victories by plaintiffs (Kappeler

2001, 3).

Under both types of law, liability was

not a significant issue until the 1960s. Before that time, neither the social nor legal

climate was favorable to legal action

against police or police agencies. The civil

rights revolution of the 1960s changed both

of these climates, especially at the federal

level. Few legal avenues were available

under federal law until the Warren Court

reinvigorated federal civil rights statutes

and expanded the rights of citizens and

suspects (Collins 2001, chaps. 1 and 2).



Title 42 U.S. Code Section 1983

Today, most lawsuits against state and

local police are brought under authority

of Title 42 U.S. Code Section 1983. In

relevant part, this statute provides:

Every person who, under color of any statute,

ordinance, regulation, custom, or usage, of

any State or Territory or the District of Columbia, subjects, or causes to be subjected,

any citizen of the United States or other

person within the jurisdiction thereof to

the deprivation of any rights, privileges, or

immunities secured by the Constitution and

laws, shall be liable to the party injured in

an action at law, suit in equity, or other

proper proceeding for redress, . . .



Lawsuits under this statute can be

brought in either state or federal court.

However, most such suits are brought in

federal courts (Collins 2001, 247).

Although originally enacted in 1871,

nearly one hundred years prior to the

Warren Court, this statute was interpreted

very narrowly and provided few avenues



to impose liability. One of the key cases

where the Supreme Court made this statute a broad source of liability was Monroe

v. Pape (1961). The Court held that the

‘‘under color’’ language was not limited

to acts that were legal under state law.

Many lower courts had held that if the

official action was illegal under state law,

such action did not fall under color of

state law as required by Section 1983.

This was an extremely significant ruling

because much, if not most, police misconduct is also a violation of state law. A ruling to the contrary by the Court would

have meant that most police misconduct

could not be the basis of a Section 1983

lawsuit. The Court also ruled that the

Section 1983 plaintiffs did not have to

exhaust state judicial remedies before

bringing suit. A contrary ruling would

have forced plaintiffs into generally unsympathetic state courts and state remedies first (Collins 2001, chaps. 1 and 2).

Although Section 1983 allows money

damage actions against individual officers,

and injunctions against government agencies, it was not until 1978, in Monell v.

Dept. of Social Services, that the Court

ruled that municipalities (and counties)

can be liable in money damages for the

acts of their employees. However, later in

Will v. Michigan Dept. of State Police

(1989), the more conservative Rehnquist

Court held that states, while subject to

injunctions, could not be sued for money

damages because they were not included

in the term ‘‘persons’’ in section 1983.

The federal government and federal

officials cannot be sued under Section

1983 because they do not act under color

of state law. Relief against federal officers

for constitutional violations may be obtained under the Supreme Court’s decision

in Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents

(1971). Lawsuits against the federal government and certain aspects of lawsuits

against federal officers are governed by

the Federal Tort Claims Act—28 U.S.

Code Sec. 1346(b), 2671 et seq. (Avery,

Rudovsky, and Blum 2001, chap. 5).
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Remedies, Defenses, and Immunities



Criminal Liability



The two most commonly sought civil remedies are money damages and injunctions.

When the law allows, damages can be

obtained from both or either the officer

and the government that employed the officer. Injunctions are obtained against the

government (agency) and are court orders

requiring that the agency do or stop doing

specific acts, such as engaging in racial

profiling (Collins 2001, chaps. 9 and 10).

The defendants will have defenses (for

example, consent, good faith, legal justification), and immunities from money damage suits may also be available. In money

damage suits against individual officers

(personal capacity suits), the officer may

have some form of official immunity that

requires that the case be dismissed before

trial if the immunity can be established.

The type of official immunity most applicable to police officers is qualified immunity. Under federal law, and the law of

many states, this requires that officers

show that even though they violated the

plaintiff’s rights, they acted in an objectively reasonable fashion under the circumstances (Collins 2001, chap. 8).

The government (agency) may be able

to have the suit dismissed if it can establish some form of sovereign immunity.

Sovereign immunity protects a government

from suit unless the government consents

to suit. For the states, such consent is

given in statutes, frequently called the

‘‘Tort Claims Act’’ (Collins 2001, chap. 7).

The federal government has given limited

consent to be sued in the Federal Tort

Claims Act, 28 U.S. Code Sec. 1346(b),

2671 et seq.

If the plaintiff prevails in a Section 1983

lawsuit, whether brought in state or federal

court, the court can award attorney’s fees

and related costs under Title 42 U.S.C. Section 1988(b). This statute has undoubtedly

encouraged litigation against the police

and other public officials (Collins 2001,

254–55).



Ordinary federal and state criminal statutes (for example, assault) apply against

police officers just like ordinary citizens.

However, every jurisdiction also has crimes

(for example, official oppression) that can

be committed only by public officials.

Most federal prosecutions of law enforcement officers are brought under Title 18

U.S. Code Section 242, which is similar to

the civil statute Section 1983. Section 242

provides:
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Whoever, under color of any law, statute,

ordinance, regulation, or custom, willfully

subjects any person in any State, Territory,

Commonwealth, Possession, or District to

the deprivation of any rights, privileges, or

immunities secured or protected by the Constitution or laws of the United States, or to

different punishments, pains, or penalties, on

account of such person being an alien, or by

reason of his color, or race, than are prescribed for the punishment of citizens, shall

be fined under this title or imprisoned not

more than one year, or both; and if bodily

injury results from the acts committed in

violation of this section or if such acts include the use, attempted use, or threatened

use of a dangerous weapon, explosives, or

fire, shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than ten years, or both; and

if death results from the acts committed in

violation of this section or if such acts include kidnapping or an attempt to kidnap,

aggravated sexual abuse, or an attempt to

commit aggravated sexual abuse, or an attempt to kill, shall be fined under this title, or

imprisoned for any term of years or for life,

or both, or may be sentenced to death.



This statute applies to all law enforcement officers, including federal officers.

The U.S. Department of Justice is extremely selective in prosecuting law enforcement officers. The cases usually

involve extreme forms of misconduct and/

or cases where local prosecution is ineffective, such as the Rodney King case. State

criminal prosecutions of police are also relatively rare (Cheh 1996, 251–60).
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Future Trends

Most observers believe that police conduct

grows out of organizational or systemic

problems in policing and police agencies.

Money damage awards and criminal prosecutions are probably going to have little

impact on such problems. Broad, longterm injunctive relief may have resulted

in major improvements in prisons (Feeley

and Hanson 1990), but the U.S Supreme

Court has not been willing to give federal

courts such powers when dealing with police agencies in suits initiated by citizens

against the police (Collins 2001, chap. 10).

However, as part of the Violent Crime

Control and Law Enforcement Act of

1994 (18 U.S.C. Sec. 14141), the attorney

general has the power to sue state and

local governments over patterns and practices of policing that violate constitutional

rights. These actions appear to be a mechanism for overcoming some of the prior

limitations on equitable relief. In a number of cities, consent decrees involving

major changes in police operations have

been implemented. Independent monitors

or auditors are appointed by the court to

oversee implementation (Collins 2001, 186;

Davis et al. 2001). Evaluation of the process in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, yielded

encouraging results regarding positive

change (Davis et al. 2001).

RAYMOND G. KESSLER

See also Accountability; Fear of Litigation;

Liability and High-Speed Chases; Liability

and Use of Force; Police Legal Liabilities:

Overview
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LIABILITY AND USE OF

FORCE

Police work inevitably involves the use of

force. There are two types of force: nondeadly and deadly. Nondeadly force is

force that, when used, is not likely to result

in serious bodily injury or death. Deadly

force is force that, when used, would lead

a reasonable police officer objectively to

conclude that it poses a high risk of death

or serious injury to its target. The amount
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of force a police officer may use depends

on the facts of the situation. Generally

speaking, an officer may use only so much

force as is reasonable under the circumstances. Determining what is ‘‘reasonable’’

is where the law comes into play.

Inappropriate use of force by the police

is actionable under state tort law, federal

law (42 U.S.C. Sec. 1983), or both. Liability under state tort law is governed by

state statute and court decisions; liability

under Section 1983 is governed by federal

law and federal court decisions. For Section 1983 to apply, the plaintiff must allege a violation of a constitutional right or

of a right given by federal law.



Nondeadly Force

The general rule is that police may use

nondeadly force as long as it is reasonable.

Reasonable force is defined as only as

much force as is necessary to achieve a

legitimate result, such as an arrest or

search. The term reasonable force is subjective, and thus what constitutes reasonable force depends on the circumstances of

each case. Police may never use force to

punish someone. Reasonable force is legal,

whereas punitive force is illegal and

exposes the officer and the department to

civil liability.

Most lawsuits alleging police use of excessive nondeadly force take the form of

tort claims of assault and battery. Although sometimes used as one term, assault and battery refer to two separate

acts. Assault is defined as the intentional

causing of an apprehension of unjustified,

harmful, or offensive conduct. Battery is

defined as the intentional infliction of unjustified, harmful, or offensive body contact. The police may use reasonable force

when making an arrest, but unreasonable

force constitutes battery. Additionally, if

the arrest by the police is invalid, the

handling and handcuffing of the arrestee

constitutes a battery.
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In Graham v. Connor (1989), the Supreme Court established the test to determine civil liability under federal law in

excessive use-of-force cases. The Court

held that allegations that police officers

used excessive force in arrests, investigative stops, or other forms of seizure must

be analyzed under the Fourth Amendment’s ‘‘objective reasonableness’’ standard rather than under the ‘‘substantive

due process’’ clause of the Fourteenth

Amendment.

The facts of Graham v. Connor are

as follows: Graham, a diabetic, asked a

friend to drive him to a convenience store

to buy orange juice to counteract the onset of an insulin reaction. Upon entering

the store, Graham saw a number of people

in line, so he asked his friend to drive

him to another friend’s house. Connor, a

police officer, saw Graham enter and leave

the store hastily. Suspicious, Connor ordered Graham and his friend to wait

while he ascertained what happened in

the store. Backup police arrived, handcuffed Graham, and ignored explanations

about his diabetic condition. A scuffle ensued and Graham was injured. Graham

was released when the officer learned that

nothing happened in the store. Graham

later sued, alleging excessive use of force

by the police.

On appeal, the Supreme Court held

that police officers may be held liable

under the Constitution for using excessive

force, but that such liability must be

judged under the Fourth Amendment’s

‘‘objective reasonableness’’ standard. There

is no need to determine the motive of the

police officer. Additionally, the reasonableness of a particular use of force by

the police ‘‘must be judged from the perspective of a reasonable officer on the

scene, rather than with the 20/20 vision

of hindsight.’’ This standard is considered

more equitable by the police, whose main

complaint in use-of-force cases is that they

are second-guessed by judges or juries, deciding the case long after the fact. While

the Graham test applies only to Section
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1983 cases, a number of state courts have

adopted the standard for tort claims.



Deadly Force

Deadly force is defined as force that, when

used, would lead a reasonable police officer objectively to conclude that it poses a

high risk of death or serious injury to its

target. Firearms are obviously instruments

of deadly force. A nightstick may be considered an instrument of deadly force,

depending on how it is used.

The general rule is that a police officer

may not use deadly force to make a misdemeanor arrest. The only exception is if

deadly force is necessary for self-defense

or defense of the life of a third person. The

use of deadly force in misdemeanor cases

raises questions of disproportionality because the designation of the offense as a

misdemeanor means that society does not

consider that offense serious in that state.

At common law, a police officer could

use as much force as necessary, including

deadly force, to make a felony arrest. This

rule dates to a time when felonies were all

punishable by death, police were not well

trained, and they lacked sophisticated

weapons. A police officer could also use

deadly force to prevent a felony suspect

from escaping; this was known as the

‘‘fleeing felon rule.’’

Until 1985 there were no guidelines

from the U.S. Supreme Court regarding

police use of deadly force. The limits for

such use were set instead by state law or

departmental rules. That changed in 1985

when the Court decided Tennessee v. Garner, a case that sets guidelines for the use

of deadly force to prevent escape of fleeing

felons. In Garner, two Memphis police

officers one evening answered a ‘‘prowler

inside call.’’ Upon arriving at the scene,

they encountered a woman standing on

her porch and gesturing toward the adjacent house. The woman said she had

heard glass shattering and was certain



that someone was breaking in. One police

officer radioed the dispatcher to say that

they were on the scene, while the other officer went behind the neighboring house.

The officer heard a door slam and saw

someone run across the backyard. The fifteen-year-old suspect, Edward Garner,

stopped at a six-foot-high, chain-link fence

at the edge of the yard. With the aid of

a flashlight, the officer saw Garner’s face

and hands. He saw no sign of a weapon

and admitted later that he was fairly sure

Garner was unarmed. While Garner was

crouched at the base of the fence, the officer called out, ‘‘Police, halt!’’ and took

several steps toward him. Garner then began

to climb the fence. The officer shot him.

Garner died; ten dollars and a purse taken

from the house were found on his body.

In using deadly force to prevent the

escape, the officer was acting under the

authority of a Tennessee statute and pursuant to department policy, both of which

followed the common law fleeing felon

rule. The Supreme Court, however, concluded that the use of deadly force to prevent the escape of an apparently unarmed

suspected felon was unconstitutional. The

Court determined that apprehension by

the use of deadly force is a seizure subject

to the reasonableness requirement of the

Fourth Amendment. (The Eighth Amendment prohibition on cruel and unusual

punishment did not apply, as the use of

force was not punishment, but a seizure.)

The Court emphasized that ‘‘where the

subject poses no immediate threat to the

officer and no threat to others, the harm

resulting from failing to apprehend him

does not justify the use of deadly force,’’

adding that ‘‘a police officer may not seize

an unarmed nondangerous suspect by

shooting him dead.’’ Under Garner, it is

constitutionally reasonable for an officer

to use deadly force to prevent escape only

when the officer has probable cause to

believe that the suspect poses a threat

of serious physical harm to the officer

or others and if, where feasible, some

warning is given.
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Conclusion

Use of force is an inevitable part of policing that carries immense potential for liability. Use of force is an emotional issue

and a flashpoint for potentially explosive

police–community relations. It is imperative that officers know the limits of the use

of both nondeadly and deadly force. The

Supreme Court has provided some guidance. Tennessee v. Garner allows the use of

deadly force to prevent escape only where

the officer has probable cause to believe

that the suspect poses a threat of serious

physical harm either to the officer or to

others. Graham v. Connor holds that the

use of force in arrests, investigative stops,

or other forms of seizure must be analyzed

and judged under the ‘‘objective reasonableness’’ standard of the Fourth Amendment, as judged by a ‘‘reasonable officer

on the scene,’’ rather than with the ‘‘20/20

vision of hindsight.’’ Police motivation for

the use of force is irrelevant. Failure to

adequately train and supervise police officers can lead to tragic events such as the

Rodney King beating and the Abner

Louima assault.

CRAIG HEMMENS

See also Abuse of Authority by Police; Accountability; Arrest Powers of Police;

Courts; Deadly Force; Excessive Force;

Liability and the Police; Police Pursuits;

Post-Shooting Review; Professionalism;

Stress and Police Work
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LOS ANGELES COUNTY

SHERIFF’S DEPARTMENT

(LASD)



History

Originally a Spanish colony, California was

ceded to the United States in 1848 after the

Mexican–American War. In 1849, the great

Gold Rush brought thousands of fortune

hunters to California, many of them settling in Los Angeles County. Among the

newcomers were fugitives, escaped criminals, and troublemakers. Murders, robberies, and lynchings were part of the

routine. In April 1850, the Los Angeles

County Sheriff’s Department (LASD)

was formed with Sheriff George T. Burrill

and two deputies. As crime increased, a

new type of posse, called the Los Angeles

Rangers, was authorized by the sheriff.

Mounted and uniformed, one hundred

rangers made up the police force, patrolling the area and arresting criminal

suspects.

During the next fifty years, the LASD

experienced civil unrest, with two of its

sheriffs killed in the line of duty. A civil

riot occurred in 1871 after a massacre of

local Chinese immigrants. During the first

half of the twentieth century, LASD implemented policies and procedures of modern

policing. The fee system of compensation

was replaced by the civil service merit

system in 1913. Starting in the 1920s,

LASD began increasing the professional

and technical divisions—Bureau of Identification, detention center, crime laboratory, the details of Homicide, Robbery,

Narcotic, Auto Theft, and Liquor, and

the Sheriff’s Academy.
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General Background

With a population exceeding ten million by

2004, Los Angeles County is the largest

county in terms of its population in the

United States. The Sheriff ’s Department

covers approximately four thousand square

miles and provides direct services to more

than 2.2 million residents. The department

contracts to provide services to forty cities.

The Community College Bureau contracts

with nine community colleges. The department currently employs around 8,200

sworn deputies and 5,800 professional

staff. Among the sworn deputies, 85% are

male and 15% are female. The racial breakdown includes 54% white, 30% Hispanic,

10% African American, and 5% Asian. Its

total annual budget is $1.5 billion.



investigates the use, possession, sale, manufacture, and transportation of controlled

substances. The Parole/Probation Task

Force targets parolees and probationers,

focusing on violent gang members. Task

force members also act as a liaison between

the California Department of Corrections,

the California Youth Authority, the District Attorney’s Office, the Los Angeles

County Department of Probation, and the

Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department.

The station has implemented several prevention programs: Safety Through Our

Perseverance Program (S.T.O.P.), Vital Intervention Directional Alternatives Program (V.I.D.A.), Community Prosecutor,

and the Youth Athletic League (Y.A.L.).



The Detective Division

Patrol and Investigation

The LASD divides field operations (patrol

and investigation) into three regions with

twenty-four patrol stations: Region I

(northern and western areas), Region II

(central area), and Region III (eastern

area). Each region has eight stations. The

organizational hierarchy is as follows: region chief, region commander, station

captain, bureau lieutenant, and team/unit

sergeant. To illustrate station operations,

consider the East Los Angeles Station. It

has adopted service-oriented policing

(SOP) strategies, permanently deploying

line deputies in beat areas to meet residents and deal directly with community

problems.

The Detective Bureau is composed of

several investigative teams: Auto Theft/

Property Crimes (burglary and grand

theft), Family Crimes (domestic violence,

elder/child abuse, and sexual assault), and

Robbery/Assault Crimes. Within the Safe

Streets Bureaus, Operation Safe Streets

and gang enforcement teams are responsible for gang prevention, intervention,

and suppression. The Narcotics Bureau



LASD utilizes a centralized model for

major crime investigations. The Detective

Division consists of five bureaus:

1. The Homicide Bureau conducts

investigations of cases involving

criminal homicide, missing persons,

and questionable death (suicides,

accidental drug overdoses, and

infants), and a special unit handles

unsolved cases.

2. The Major Crimes Bureau investigates specialized crimes: organized

crime, vice, cargo theft, series and

pattern robberies, crimes related to

health care and illegal pharmaceuticals, and kidnapping. Extradition,

surveillance operations, and apprehension of fugitives are also their

jurisdiction.

3. The Narcotics Bureau is responsible

for investigating drug-related cases.

New initiatives include a team

handling methamphetamine laboratories and the Marijuana Enforcement Team (MET), comprised of

sheriff’s narcotics investigators and

members of the U.S. Forest Service.
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4. The Commercial Crimes Bureau investigates white collar crime: forgery, fraud, and computer crimes.

Los Angeles is known as the ‘‘fraud

capital’’ of the country. The bureau’s

seven teams are divided into three

teams targeting real estate, computer, and fraud by family members,

and four teams conducting investigations into specifically assigned

areas.

5. The Family Crimes Bureau handles

cases of child sexual and physical

abuse. Many investigators participate in a federal task force on child

exploitation and multidisciplinary

child abuse centers throughout Los

Angeles County.



and digital images can be stored for

transmission, analysis, and review.

The Correctional Services Division has

a number of special units. The Inmate

Reception Center provides physical/mental examinations. The Medical Services

Bureau provides in-patient, nursing, and

psychiatric services. The Transportation

Bureau is responsible for transporting

inmates to and from fifty-two court buildings with more than six hundred courtrooms and to state prisons. Finally, several

programs provide goal-oriented inmates

the opportunity to rehabilitate themselves

through behavior modification, education,

job training, and religious education. Currently, the division is implementing a jail

information management system (JIMS),

automating inmate information from booking to release with digital scanning.



The County Jail System

The LA County Jail is the largest jail system in the world and is comprised of the

Custody Operations Division and Correctional Services Division. On any given day,

about twenty thousand inmates are housed

in the system for one of four reasons: temporary custody awaiting trial; serving jail

sentence after conviction; parole violator

awaiting revocation hearing; and illegal

immigrant detention. The system holds

inmates in six facilities: the Men’s Central

Jail (the largest facility for high-risk offenders); Twin Towers (female and mentally

ill detainees); Pitchess Detention Center–

North (maximum security for presentenced and sentenced males); North

County Correctional Facility (maximum

security for presentenced and sentenced

males); Pitchess Detention Center–East

(parole violators); and Mira Loma Detention Center (illegal immigrant detainees).

New technological measures are being developed. For example, closed-circuit TV

and digital video recording at PDC–East

have been implemented through a network

video recording format to monitor inmates

for jail automation or an event. The analog
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The Court Services Division

The Court Services Division is the second

largest division with more than eleven

hundred sworn members and more than

five hundred civilians. With the Central,

East, and West Bureaus, and the Judicial

Protection District, this division provides

security and support services to fifty

county superior courts. This includes

staffing bailiffs, operating courthouse

lock-ups, and serving and enforcing civil

and criminal processes.



The Scientific Services Bureau

This bureau houses the crime lab, which is

divided into three major groups. The Major

Crime Group has four sections: Biology,

Physical Evidence, Firearms, and Questioned Documents. The Chemical Abuse

Group handles narcotics, clandestine laboratories, toxicology, and blood alcohol

testing. The investigation group sections

deal with identification, crime scenes,
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photographs, photo/digital imaging, and

polygraphs. Currently, the bureau is capable of doing short tandem repeat (STR) for

DNA testing and is compatible with the

FBI’s Combined DNA Indexing System

(CODIS). Advanced techniques and database information have helped solve cold

and serial rape cases.



that the LASD is a leader in every aspect

of law enforcement and ensures the trend

will continue.

JOHN WANG

See also Los Angeles Police Department

(LAPD); Sheriffs
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Sheriff Leroy Baca

Born in East Los Angeles, Leroy Baca was

sworn into the LASD as a deputy sheriff

trainee in 1965. He worked custody, recruitment, and patrol, became an instructor at the academy, and advanced to

captain, commander, and chief. As chief

of the Court Services Division in 1994, he

combined the Sheriff ’s and Marshal’s

Departments, saving the county $14 million a year. In 1993, he received his Ph.D.

in public administration from the University of Southern California. In 1998, Leroy

Baca was elected the thirtieth sheriff of the

largest sheriff’s department in the world.

Sheriff Baca initiated a new regional High

Tech Crime Task Force in 2002 and the

Los Angeles Regional Gang Information

Network (LARGIN) in 2003. The network collects intelligence information on

street gang activities and coordinates antigang strategies using CalGang, a statewide

database.

To improve officer education, Sheriff

Baca started LASD University in 2001, a

joint degree program (bachelor’s and master’s) with California State University–

Long Beach and other local universities.

Sheriff Baca emphasizes mentoring by providing leadership, management, and direction to thousands of deputy sheriffs and

police officers. He also encourages international exchange programs through the

International Liaison Office. Sheriff Baca

serves on several community committees

and organizations and is an adjunct professor of public administration at the University of La Verne. Sheriff Baca believes
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LOS ANGELES POLICE

DEPARTMENT (LAPD)

The Los Angeles Police Department, the

second largest police department in the

United States, is responsible for providing

police service to four million residents in

an area encompassing some 467 square

miles. The department is organized around

eighteen broadly defined community areas

in Los Angeles and is a full-service department providing marine, air, and terrorism

responses as well as basic patrol and investigations services. A Board of Police Commissioners oversees all operations of the

LAPD.

The department has had a complicated

history and has been seen in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries as a

corrupt agency, but it is emerging in the

twenty-first century as a ‘‘model’’ of police

professionalism. Rocked by a series of

scandals including the Rodney King incident of 1991 and the Rampart Division
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corruption scandal of 1999, the LAPD

continues to work to assure safety and security to Los Angelinos, while at the same

time rebuilding public trust and confidence in the police.



History—The Early Years

California was admitted into the Union in

1850, the same year that Los Angeles was

incorporated as a city. From its founding

in 1850 until 1853, crime and order issues

in the city of Los Angeles were the province of an elected sheriff, who ‘‘policed’’

Los Angeles and environs, generally with

deputized assistants, whenever a show of

force was necessary.

In its early years Los Angeles became a

scene of considerable turbulence and

bloodshed, a condition that lasted many

years. This lawlessness developed as a

major social problem in Los Angeles beginning in the ‘‘gold rush era’’ where a

thirst for quick wealth brought many to

California. Those seeking wealth from the

mining of gold in California were often

followed by an array of cheats, thieves,

prostitutes, and others who worked to separate the miners from their newly found

wealth. These conditions set the stage for a

long era of corruption and violence in the

‘‘City of Angels.’’

In 1853 then-City Marshall Jack Whaling was assassinated in broad daylight,

prompting in June of that year the creation of a ‘‘police force’’ comprised of one

hundred volunteers, authorized by the

common council. This first police force

was called the Los Angeles Rangers; they

were identified by a white ribbon that proclaimed ‘‘City Police—Authorized by the

Council of Los Angeles.’’

In March 1855 the Los Angeles City

Guards emerged as Los Angeles’ police

force. The guards were the first uniformed

police in the city charged with preserving

law and order, and they focused on patrolling the numerous saloons and gambling
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halls scattered throughout the city. This

force, like the rangers, was composed of

volunteers. In 1869 the police force shifted from being voluntary to being a paid

force, and an ordinance created the Board

of Police Commissioners to oversee the

police.

Despite its paid police force, Los Angeles

remained a ‘‘wide-open’’ city throughout

the latter part of the nineteenth century

and into the twentieth. Violence was rampant, vigilantism practiced with impunity,

and racial discrimination commonplace. By

the latter half of the nineteenth century, Los

Angeles had become the intersection of several migrations—blacks from the South,

Asians from China, and Native persons all

migrated to California, with each group

being systematically discriminated against,

both in law and in its administration. The

city and its police force condoned such

behavior.

During the early 1900s the police in

Los Angeles struggled to cover a sprawling

land area, with continuing problems of

lawlessness, corruption, and graft that

took on more institutional forms in the

1920s and 1930s. Los Angeles in the early

1900s was a ‘‘machine politic’’ city. Political parties and ‘‘bossism’’ governed the

city, and the appointment of police chiefs

was at the whim of politicians. Political

processes were in a constant state of turmoil resulting in the appointment of sixteen chiefs between 1900 and 1923. Despite

such overt political interference, a civil service system was started in 1903, and the

police force was increased to two hundred

men. Gambling and vice prevailed in the

latter half of the nineteenth century, and

while periodically challenged by reformers

of the time, rarely was affected in any

meaningful way by such challenges.

Beginning in 1920 and for the two decades to follow, corruption of local government and the department continued

unrestrained. This was the Prohibition

Era and Los Angeles, known for its openness to vice and other forms of corruption,

attracted all who would profit from such a
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wide-open city. Vice and other corrupt

behavior flourished in large measure in

the absence of legal action taken against

such offenders.

Between 1919 and 1923, there were

eight different police chiefs for the city of

Los Angeles. Each of these chiefs faced a

politically corrupt government and clear

resistance to reform. After years of leadership turnover and a loosely knit organization August Vollmer, chief of the Berkeley

(California) Police Department, agreed to

serve for one year as the Los Angeles

chief. Vollmer reorganized the department

emphasizing efficient administration and

scientific investigation. He required that

professional officers be completely free of

political influence, and he wanted to obtain

the most intelligent, dedicated individuals available. Vollmer accomplished

many things during his brief tenure as

chief. Working conditions were improved,

professional standards were established,

and division of the city into major police

areas was accomplished, thereby organizing police services under one command in

several areas of the city. Unfortunately,

when his year was up, politics again took

over and remained a dominating influence

until 1938 and a series of major reforms

were instituted. Nonetheless, in one short

year Vollmer had placed the LAPD on the

road to professionalism.

James E. Davis followed Vollmer as

chief of police in 1926, reinforcing the

course of the department set by Vollmer,

by emphasizing marksmanship, traffic enforcement, tracking down wanted criminals (known as the Dragnet system),

emphasizing professionalism in police behavior, and, in his return to the role of

chief of police in Los Angeles after a

brief hiatus, focusing the department on

the ‘‘Red Menace,’’ communism. In this

latter activity, Davis’ LAPD returned to

using highly questionable practices. Davis

ultimately fell victim to corruption within and outside of the department, and

was demoted to deputy chief in charge of

traffic.



In the decade between the late 1930s

and late 1940s, the LAPD continued to

struggle with corruption and with the shifting social times characterized by World

War II, labor strife, and the beginning of

urban riots. Several chiefs came and went,

but the department was being primed for a

major reform, led by Chief William H.

Parker.



The LAPD in Modern Times

William H. Parker took office during the

city’s centennial in 1950. He remained

chief until his death sixteen years later, longer than any chief in the history of the

LAPD. His tenure and leadership brought

him and the LAPD international renown.

Parker’s innovations were many: He

streamlined the LAPD to increase accountability and efficiency, rigidly enforced civil

service procedures to ensure that ability and

not political connections were the basis of

promotions, insisted that the public be kept

informed of department activities, demanded discipline, eliminated wasteful spending, and pioneered narcotics and civil

rights enforcement. Governments throughout the world sought him out for his expertise and administrative acumen. For many,

he remains the prototype of the quintessential professional police chief. His death in

1966 ended an era, perhaps the most productive and renowned in the history of

American municipal law enforcement. Another tough-minded chief, Ed Davis, succeeded Chief Parker.

Chief Ed Davis was one of the department’s more flamboyant and outspoken

chiefs, frequently being quoted in the

news media for various ‘‘outrageous’’

statements. A strong, no-nonsense leader,

he once confided that to be a good chief in

Los Angeles, ‘‘You had to be a tough son

of a bitch.’’ He implemented the basic car

plan concept, bringing the police officer

and the community closer together. An

officer was no longer subject to a rapid
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succession of reassignments. Instead, he

was assigned to the same area day in and

out, creating a ‘‘territorial imperative,’’ or

officer ownership of the community policed. Chief Davis inaugurated the management principles, which continue to

guide the department. These twenty principles stress the importance of public participation in crime prevention, of friendly

enforcement, and the police–community

partnership. Upon retiring from the police

service, Chief Davis entered politics as a

state senator.

Daryl F. Gates succeeded Chief Ed

Davis in 1978. Gates inherited adversity—reduced resources due to the passage

of Proposition 13 and increased demand

for police services. He faced a courtordered hiring injunction and a debilitated

pension system. At that time massive tax

cuts severely limited money for improvements. As a result, LAPD morale—which

had increased during Parker and Davis

eras—declined. Doing more with less became mandatory at a time when the city’s

population surpassed Chicago’s to become

the nation’s second largest, and when Hispanics and Asians by the hundreds of

thousands were relocating to Los Angeles.

Chief Gates was known for his Drug

Abuse Resistance Education (D.A.R.E.)

program, focused on educational interventions with youth to prevent their drug involvement. He was also instrumental in

creating and elaborating on SWAT—the

Special Weapons and Tactics (SWAT)

teams. The SWAT model has been adopted throughout the world. Gates also

continued in some of the work of his predecessors, implementing the Emergency

Command Control Communications System (ECCCS), which placed computers

in patrol vehicles.

The highly publicized Rodney King incident in 1991, in which LAPD officers beat

a motorist who resisted arrest by taking

the police on a dangerous high-speed pursuit, reflected badly on Chief Gates and

almost obliterated any accomplishments

he claimed. The King incident and the
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riots that followed the court decisions that

involved officers who participated in King’s

beating sparked a national debate about

police in Los Angeles and their relationships, particularly in minority communities.

The Christopher Commission in investigating the LAPD portrayed the department as

a ‘‘cowboy’’ organization that routinely

violated citizen rights, and called for sweeping changes in oversight of the LAPD. The

Christopher Commission called for Gates’

resignation, and he retired in the summer

of 1992.

With the retirement of Chief Gates,

Chief Willie L. Williams became the fiftieth chief of police and the first African

American and the first chief in more than

forty years from outside the department to

command the LAPD. Williams focused on

changing the department by rebuilding the

patrol force, rejuvenating the basic car

plan, and restoring public confidence in

the police department.

Williams’ efforts produced some modest changes in the LAPD, but ultimately

his leadership was challenged internally

and he fell victim to the LAPD culture.

Williams left the LAPD in 1997 and was

replaced by Deputy Chief Bernard C.

Parks, who was a long-standing LAPD

insider.

Between 1997 and 2002 Chief Parks

oversaw continued improvements in the

LAPD, including a reorganization of the

department and the creation of a command

accountability philosophy that hearkened back to the Ed Davis management

principles era, which by then had lost its

internal appeal. Parks was ultimately undone by a scandal that emerged in the

Rampart Division of the LAPD, where

officers assigned to that division were

found responsible for criminality, the planting of evidence, and intimidation of witnesses and those thought to be criminal.

The Rampart incident resulted in a federal

consent decree being entered into by the

city of Los Angeles and the U.S. Department of Justice. The Rampart incident

revealed a series of unfolding events and
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discoveries of police misconduct inside the

LAPD. The scandal began with one LAPD

officer, Rafael Perez, who charged that

dozens of his fellow officers regularly were

involved in making false arrests, giving perjured testimony, and framing innocent

people. In the end Perez implicated about

seventy LAPD officers, and the scandal

then turned to LAPD leadership knowledge of actions of officers. This was a low

ebb for the LAPD, emerging in the aftermath of the Rodney King incident.

Chief William H. Bratton was appointed as the fifty-fourth Los Angeles police

chief on October 27, 2002. Bratton, a firebrand chief of police who had made an

international reputation for reforming the

New York City Police Department, was

brought to Los Angeles to gain control

over a department that was seen by many

as ‘‘rogue.’’

Bratton’s efforts have been aimed at

accelerating recruitment into the LAPD,

increasing force size, and implementing

reforms outlined in the federal consent



decree. An advocate of no-nonsense management and command accountability,

Bratton is moving the department toward

greater area decentralization while at the

same time increasing accountability of the

police to their local communities. Using

programs such as COMPSTAT, which

Bratton made famous in New York, he is

trying to return the LAPD to its claim of a

high level of police professionalism.

JACK R. GREENE
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utilize the same basic fundamentals, elements, and principles in order to achieve

the same goals and objectives. Ideally, a

systematic approach that is closely managed and monitored should ensure the

successful resolution of an investigation.

This article is designed to provide the

reader with a basic understanding of the

role and intent of criminal investigations,

how the criminal investigative function is

assessed, and what measures have been

put into place to determine effectiveness.

The concept known as managing criminal

investigations (MCI) will be explained, as

well as how and why it came to be.

To fully understand the function of the

criminal investigative process, its role in

law enforcement, and the need for assessment, it is important to understand the

history of law enforcement and the inception of the criminal investigations division.

American society has experienced significant changes in virtually every aspect

of its existence. These changes did not

occur overnight, but through the slow process of social evolution. Law enforcement,

like many other social institutions, has



One of the primary functions of a law

enforcement agency is the investigation

of crime. The study of criminal investigations is inherently multifaceted, by its very

nature, in that there is a plethora of different

types of crimes to be investigated. In small

jurisdictions, where there is a limited number of criminal investigators, the investigators are forced to be generalists in that they

have to have the knowledge to investigate

various types of crimes, including crime

scene processing. In larger agencies where

there are a larger number of investigators,

there are specialized units consisting of

investigators or detectives who are assigned

to their particular unit based on their

expertise. In such cases, the criminal investigations division is separated into such

units as persons (such as homicides, criminal sexual conduct, and assaults), property

(such as grand theft auto, burglary, larceny,

vandalism), narcotics and vice, crime scene,

internal affairs, and juvenile.

Whether they are generalists or specialists, it is imperative that investigators
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evolved into what it is today as a result of

societal changes. As society changed, law

enforcement techniques and philosophies

have adapted new strategies, leading to

new policies, procedures, and methods of

assessment (Caldwell 2001).

The foundations of modern law enforcement can be traced back to England

as early as 900 C.E., with the emergence in

American law enforcement dating to the

country’s beginnings in the seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries. However, it was

not until 1857 that the New York Police

Department implemented the first nonuniformed detectives division (Lyman 2002).

Thereafter, larger jurisdictions followed

suit and the criminal investigations divisions (CIDs) were born across the United

States.

The widespread inception of CID units

was not without problems. Patrol officers

were selected for CID units based upon

friendships or clout and political considerations (Lyman 2002). The public was

less than satisfied with the service provided

by law enforcement agencies and did not

feel that the investigators were capable

of performing their duties. As a result, citizens would pay private companies, such as

the Pinkerton National Detective Agency,

to conduct criminal investigations (Maltz

1999). The Justice Department’s Bureau of

Investigations, developed in 1907, was also

very ineffective. In 1924, the agency was

renamed the Federal Bureau of Investigation and a new director, J. Edgar Hoover,

took office and made it a goal to clean up

the corruption.

In the late 1920s, the media began a

public outcry by printing articles announcing crime waves. As a result, the

International Associations of Chiefs of

Police (IACP) created the Uniform Crime

Reporting (UCR) program, in 1929, in an

effort to collect data on national crime

statistics to disprove media accounts of a

crime wave (Maltz 1999). In the late 1960s,

crime became even more of a public concern, and as a result, in 1967 crime control

was the major campaign platform in the
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Johnson–Goldwater presidential race

(Osterburg and Ward 2004).

Following that, federal funds were

made available to improve law enforcement, as a whole. The National Crime

Victimization Survey (NVCS) was developed in 1973 and was linked to the UCR

in an effort to determine the relationship between the effectiveness of arrest

and the overall relationships between law

enforcement agencies. Around the same

time, criminal investigations divisions

came under scrutiny for the first time. In

the early 1970s, the National Institute of

Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice

awarded federal funds to corporations to

conduct nationwide studies of criminal

investigations divisions to determine how

police investigations were organized and

managed.

There were two significant studies that

paved the way to what is now referred to as

managing criminal investigations, or MCI.

The RAND Corporation and the Police

Executive Research Forum (PERF) conducted research to determine how criminal

investigations could be more effective

(Osterburg and Ward 2004). Information

for the research was obtained from various

agencies from across the United States,

the UCR, and the NVCS. A collaboration

of the two studies produced guidelines

and suggestions aimed at improving the

criminal investigative function (Champion

and Hooper 2003). The guidelines produced consisted of five elements and four

considerations.

The five proposed elements recommended addressing the following issues:

1. The initial or preliminary investigation

2. Case screening

3. Follow-up investigation and management of ongoing investigations

4. Police–prosecutor relations

5. Continuous monitoring of the investigative process

Further, four considerations were

adopted that would assist law enforcement
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agencies in governing the assessment of

the investigative function: Maintaining

an account of

1.

2.

3.

4.



The number of arrests

The number of cases cleared

The number of convictions

The number of cases accepted for

prosecution



The primary purpose of MCI is to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of

criminal investigations by providing a

framework by which cases are assigned,

managed, audited, and closed. Law enforcement agencies began putting the concept of

MCI to work by revamping departmental policies, procedures, and assessment

methods to incorporate the aforementioned elements and considerations of

MCI with basic criminal investigations

functions. Before taking a more in-depth

look at MCI strategies, a definition of

criminal investigations will be provided,

along with the intent or responsibilities

of criminal investigations, which will provide a clearer understanding of how MCI

strategies fit into the grand scheme of

things.

Criminal investigations has been defined

as ‘‘the collection of information and evidence for identifying, apprehending, and

convicting suspected offenders’’ (Osterburg

and Ward 2004). The primary responsibility

of a criminal investigative unit is to determine if a crime has been committed. If so,

the second step of the investigation would

be to determine whether the crime was

committed in their particular jurisdiction.

Primary responsibilities of the criminal

investigator also include collecting and

preserving physical evidence, legally obtaining information pertaining to the crime,

recovering stolen property, identifying suspects and witnesses, apprehending perpetrators, preparing cases for court, and serving

as a witness in court.

After determining whether a crime has

been committed and the matter of jurisdiction is cleared up, the case investigation



begins with a preliminary investigation.

One of the main goals of the preliminary

investigation is to identify leads or clues as

to the identity of the offender and to locate and preserve evidence. The preliminary investigation begins the moment the

primary patrol officer is dispatched to a

call for service. Patrol officers begin looking for suspects, victims, and/or witnesses

while en route to the incident location, in

case anyone has fled the scene. The primary patrol officer should obtain as much

suspect, victim, and/or witness information from the dispatcher as possible while

en route to the scene. Being well informed

will assist the primary patrol officer with

developing a plan of approach prior to his

or her arrival on the scene.

The preliminary investigation may be

sufficient to bring the case to a satisfactory

conclusion, thus eliminating the need for a

follow-up investigation. However, complicated investigations may require additional efforts beyond those listed above. In

such instances, an investigator from the

criminal investigations division (CID) may

be notified and respond to the scene.

Upon arrival of the investigator, the initial

follow-up investigation begins.

The follow-up investigation should be

conducted in a methodical manner, just as

was the preliminary investigation, so as

to not disturb the crime scene. The investigator should be briefed by the primary

patrol officer before beginning the investigation. The investigator may also want to

speak with the victim, witnesses, and perpetrator, if applicable, to clarify or expand

upon information obtained by the primary

patrol officer, before processing the crime

scene or contacting the crime scene unit.

Should the CID supervisor feel that there

are potential solvability factors that were

not seen by the primary patrol officer, he

or she will assign the case to a criminal

investigator for follow-up investigation.

The purpose of the follow-up investigation is to discover additional information

in order to clear a case, identify and arrest
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an offender, recover stolen property, gather additional evidence, and present this

evidence in court. The follow-up investigation may require that the assigned criminal

investigator review and analyze all previous reports prepared in the preliminary

stage, check department records for other

reports of like nature or with the same

subject, and review any laboratory examinations; conduct additional follow-up inquiries, interviews, and interrogations of

victims, witnesses, responding officers, and/

or suspects; seek additional information

through interviews of uniformed officers,

informants, or other groups; and/or plan,

organize, and conduct searches and collect

additional physical evidence.

Following these duties, the assigned

criminal investigator is responsible for identifying and apprehending suspects, to include the use of physical and photo

lineups; determining involvement of suspects in other crimes of a similar nature;

checking all suspects’ criminal histories at

local, state, and national levels; preparing

cases for court presentation by ensuring

that case files are complete and accurate,

that lab examination reports are on file,

and that witnesses can be located. Finally,

the case investigator should make a ‘‘second contact’’ with the victim in a case

requiring follow-up investigation or when

the case is closed.

As mentioned, the preliminary investigation begins immediately upon the arrival of patrol officers at the scene of an

incident or upon taking a report and continues until such time as a postponement

of the investigation or transfer of responsibility will not jeopardize the successful

completion of the investigation. The officers assigned to the preliminary investigation will generally continue with the

investigation as time and resources exist.

In some instances, the preliminary investigation may produce enough evidence and

perpetrator information to substantiate

probable cause and result in an arrest at

the scene, should the perpetrator still be

present. If the perpetrator has fled the
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scene, the same information may be used

to obtain an arrest warrant, which may be

entered into the National Crime Information Center (NCIC) computer system, until

the perpetrator can be located. In other

cases, the case information will be submitted in the form of an incident report,

at which time the case is assigned to a

criminal investigator for further followup investigation by a CID supervisor.

Each incident report is assigned a status

by the primary patrol officer. The status

assigned to an incident report was done as

per the UCR until the inception of the

National Incident Based Reporting System (NIBRS) in the early 1990s (Rantala

2000). The case status, assigned by the

patrol officer, is based upon the findings

during the preliminary investigation. The

UCR provides three types of case clearances: cleared by arrest, closed by other,

or unfounded. NIBRS, in effect, has provided additional or more specific case classification categories. Those categories are

active, administratively closed, cleared by

arrest, exceptionally cleared, or unfounded—shall be assigned to each case, as appropriate, to assist in case management

and control. A description of each type of

case status is as follows:

1. Active (open) indicates that the case

is assigned to an officer and investigative efforts are active and ongoing.

2. Administratively closed (noncriminal

incident or investigation suspended)

indicates that all available leads

have been exhausted, but the case

has not been brought to a conclusion and investigative efforts may

be resumed if new evidence or leads

are discovered at a later date.

3. Cleared by arrest (closed) indicates

that the case has been cleared by

the arrest of the offender(s).

4. Exceptionally cleared (closed) indicates that the case has been cleared

due to death of the offender, no prosecution, extradition denied, victim
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declines cooperation, or juvenile—

no custody.

5. Unfounded indicates that the alleged

offense did not occur.

If the primary patrol officer is unable to

apprehend the perpetrator during the preliminary investigation and there are no

solvability factors apparent in the preliminary investigation of the case, the case

may be immediately taken from an active

status and placed in the administratively

closed status. This may be done by the

reporting officer, noting the lack of solvability factors clearly in the report and

immediately advising the victim that the

case will be suspended until investigative

leads are developed or other information

leading to a possible solution of the crime

surfaces.

The initial report, taken by the primary

patrol officer, is then reviewed by a CID

supervisor for further case screening and a

reassessment of solvability factors. A solvability factor is information about a crime,

which can provide the basis for determining who committed the crime. Generally,

departmental experience has shown that

when a preliminary investigation or second contact fails to disclose one or more

of these solvability factors, the case will

have very little chance of being solved.

CID supervisors may rely on certain solvability factors to determine whether to assign a case for follow-up investigation.

Solvability factors may include whether a

suspect can be named or otherwise identified or whether there is any physical evidence or witnesses from which a lead may

be developed. If any of these factors exist,

a follow-up investigation may be warranted. If no such solvability factors

exist, the investigation may be suspended

and the case may be considered administratively closed.

During the follow-up investigation, the

investigator should maintain a case file for

each assigned case. Some of the types of

records that are maintained in the case file

are copies of incident reports, investigator



case log reports, copies of warrants, booking reports, statements, photos, lab reports, investigative notes, and so forth.

Upon completion of a follow-up investigation, the case file should be turned

over to the CID supervisor, who will in

turn document the final status of the case.

A CID supervisor’s log may consists of the

following information:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.



Case number

Type of crime

Victims’ names

Suspects’ names (if applicable)

Investigator who was assigned to

the case

Date that the case was assigned

Date the case was closed

Disposition

Amount of property recovered (if

applicable)



The log serves as a tool in producing

monthly reports that give department administrators feedback on the performance

of the investigators by producing a closure

rate or percentage. The report can be used

to identify any possible inadequate or ineffective investigative techniques at either

the preliminary or follow-up level, allowing law enforcement agencies to improve

their overall solvability rate.

During the follow-up investigation, it is

recommended that the case investigator

maintain contact with the prosecutor. The

development of positive relations between

the police and the solicitor’s or district

attorney’s office is essential in the successful prosecution of an offender. According to Osterburg and Ward (2004), there

are five essential steps that should

be followed to ensure cooperation and understanding between the police and the

prosecutor:

1. Increased consultation between the

police and the prosecutor

2. Increased cooperation between

supervisors of both entities

3. Use of liaisons to communicate to

police personnel the investigatory
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techniques and evidence standards

that the prosecutor requires to file

a case

4. Improved case preparation procedures, including the use of forms

and checklists

5. Development of a system of formal

and informal feedback by keeping

police personnel abreast or involved

in court proceedings (Champion and

Hooper 2003)

To measure and assess the effectiveness

of MCI, law enforcement agencies have

produced evaluations and case study

reports of field tests. In 1979, many law

enforcement agencies produced reports to

the U.S. Department of Justice, via the

Urban Institute, evaluating the MCI program. In an effort to show the effectiveness of MCI, reports from three different

law enforcement agencies were provided.

The first agency is the Montgomery County (Maryland) Sheriff’s Office

(MCSO). The MCSO report covered the

duration of the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA) grant they

received for assistance in implementing the

MCI program, from December 1976 to

August 1978. The primary focus of the

MCSO was to decentralize investigative functions by involving patrol officers

more in both the preliminary and followup investigations. Further, the MCSO

replaced traditional ways of managing

investigations with MCI case management

procedures. The results concluded that the

relationship between the patrol officers

and investigators became more positive,

while the relationship with the prosecutor

changed very little. Finally, the MCSO

reported that there was no change in the

number of case clearances or the number

of arrests (Nalley and Regan 1979).

The second case study is of the Birmingham (Alabama) Sheriff’s Office (BCSO).

The BCSO reported that they had set out

to measure the effectiveness of MCI upon

applying MCI strategies to the management of their criminal investigations unit.
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The changes that the BCSO made were the

decentralization of the criminal investigations function as well as implementation

of MCI case screening techniques (Regan

1979). Their final evaluation report concluded that their two goals in implementing

MCI, increasing arrests for serious crimes

and increasing cases that prosecution accepted to pursue, had not been achieved.

The final report provided statistics to the

effect that at least 85% of the cases were

cleared as needing no other follow-up or

investigation. ‘‘The ratio of arrests to offenses maintained its previous pattern, fluctuating between 6% and 17% for burglary

and continuing to decline for larceny’’

(Regan 1979). Although the BCSO reported

that their goals were not met, they would

continue applying the MCI strategies as a

means of increasing the overall effectiveness

of their investigative function.

The final report that will be examined

here is from the Rochester (New York)

Police Department (RPD). The RPD applied MCI techniques to four activities:

managing continuing investigations, improving police–prosecutor relationships,

conducting preliminary investigations, and

case screenings. Police records and statistics revealed that little change had

occurred, in the aforementioned areas,

during or after the implementation of

MCI techniques (Nalley 1979).

With the inception of the concept of

MCI, criminal investigations divisions

have in place a framework that will help

them lead case investigations in a methodical manner. MCI considerations, in conjunction with basic investigative functions,

have provided standards that will assist

law enforcement agencies in becoming

more effective. Further, MCI provides

recommendations for governing the assessment of the investigative function

from the preliminary investigation to case

screening, the management and monitoring of an ongoing investigation, and the

effect of police–prosecutor relations on

the successful prosecution of an offender.

DAWN M. CALDWELL
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MEDIA IMAGES OF POLICING

Media images of policing abound in the

news and entertainment media, television

dramas and reality shows, film, news

broadcasts, and other media formats. The

representations of policing in these venues

are frequently inaccurate, providing the

public with misinformation about the



nature of police work and police officers.

The public opinion about police is based

partly upon what it sees in the media, and

these opinions are likely based on images

that do not reflect reality.



Police in the Entertainment Media

Police officers are portrayed in a variety of

ways in the entertainment media. Movies

such as Die Hard and S.W.A.T. feature

characters who are over-the-top heroes

with unlimited firepower and unending

bravery who eventually save people from

a villainous adversary. The officers in

TV’s NYPD Blue and Law and Order are

flawed but honest, hard-working heroes.

The prime-time show The Shield portrays

officers as rogues bent on administering

street justice to criminals who never seem

to get their due. Reality shows such as

COPS largely feature patrol officers

responding to the immediate needs of citizens. All of these films and shows ignore

the realities of policing. In real life police

resources are often limited, and officers

who use illegal methods to mete out justice

are the exception and not the norm. Finally, all of these venues portray police officers as crime fighters protecting the public,

ignoring the service-oriented tasks police

officers do as part of their job.

Analyses of prime-time police dramas

demonstrate that the portrayal of policing

is not accurate and paints a distorted picture of what the policing profession entails.

Most of these dramas involve the officers

investigating major crimes that are relatively rare occurrences in reality, ignoring

the crimes that are committed the most.

Rape and murder are two crimes unlikely

to affect the general population, yet they

tend to be the ones depicted most on police

dramas (Dominick 1973, 246). This further

perpetuates the crime fighting image of the

police, ignoring the service functions of

police officers. Real police officers frequently engage in service-oriented job
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tasks; very little time is actually spent as a

crime fighter.

Police dramas also paint officers as

being very successful in solving crimes. In

reality, most crimes are not solved due to

lack of evidence, unwillingness of witnesses to cooperate, or lack of a suspect.

These shows also overrepresent the use of

force and misrepresent the use of force

against young non-Caucasian males. This

can project the image that young, nonCaucasian males are dangerous and this

is how the police respond to them (Mastro

and Robinson 2000, 392).

One of the few accurate points in police

dramas is the demographic makeup of

fictional police departments. As in real

life, most police-centered television dramas have primarily white male officers

(Souilliere 2004, 220). Another accurate

point in television dramas is the portrayal

of officers as part of a team. While real

patrol officers may be alone in their cars,

there are usually other officers on duty at

the same time. In addition, there are specialty officers that can be called in the

event the patrol officer needs assistance.

Frequent references to these specialty officers are made in television.

Reality-based policing shows such as

COPS also provide the public with a

look at the life of a police officer. Often

these shows are not accurate portrayals,

creating an image of policing that is more

exciting and glamorous than it is in reality.

Many of these shows focus on the patrol

aspect of policing, misrepresenting the

amount of teamwork that policing requires

in solving crimes. These shows tend to depict officers as always being very busy

while on duty. In reality, not all of an officer’s duty time is spent in vehicle pursuits

or investigating crimes; there are many

other duties to fulfill. Some television reality shows, such as The First 48, focus on the

detective work that must be invested in

solving a major crime. While teamwork is

represented, the emphasis is on major

crimes and not on the minor crimes that

are more common in society, further
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emphasizing the crime fighting image of

police.

Other forms of entertainment media depict police officers and crime in a manner

not true to life. True crime stories began

hitting bookstores in earnest in the 1980s.

Many of these portrayals brand officers as

incompetent and dishonest and focus on

serial murders, rapes, or other sensationalized crimes. This limits the image of the

police role to the crime fighter, ignoring the

service and order maintenance functions of

the profession. True crime novels often inspire, and are inspired by, other forms of

media. For instance, the true crime novel

Homicide inspired a television depiction of

policing in the form of Homicide: Life on

the Street, and other novels are inspired

by news headlines about major crimes

(Wilson 1997, 718).

The Internet has also proved to be another source of policing images. An online

search for policing nets millions of web

pages for police departments, live police

scanner feeds, and videos of police chases

and shootings. While police department

websites frequently feature mission statements emphasizing a dedication to service,

other websites feature images of the crime

fighting officer, with little space devoted to

service and order maintenance tasks.



Police in the News Media

Similar to the entertainment media, police

officers are often portrayed as crime fighters in the news media. Television newscasts frequently feature cases that officers

are working on or have successfully solved

(Maguire, Sandage, and Weatherby 1999,

185). This portrayal is sometimes the result of the police department working with

the news media to control what information is released to reporters. Police departments tend to provide information to the

media that reflects positively on the organization or that repairs a damaged reputation (Chermak 1995, 35). In effect, some
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police departments are partly responsible

for the image projected in the news media.

Newscasts related to policing vary by

venue. It appears that national broadcasts

are less likely than local television agencies

to carry stories related to the police. Police-related stories on national newscasts

are frequently related to the FBI and not

local departments. Local and regional

news stations report more frequently on

policing, but the type of images projected

varies by location. Newscasts in smaller

cities tend to report fewer crime-focused

police activities than service-oriented activities, while those in larger cities focus

more on crime. The latter also tend to

report more on negative things the police

have done. Overall, however, positive

images of police officers are more common

than negative images in news stories, and

most police-related stories give information about a crime or event but are not

focused on the actions of the police as

positive or negative.



The Impact of Video Cameras on

Media Images of Police

With the advent of video cameras, police

practices can now be recorded and broadcast to the public as part of entertainment

and news media. Often, the events that

take place involve alleged police misconduct. There is some evidence that this type

of behavior is reported more frequently in

large cities than in smaller areas or on

the national newscasts (Maguire, Sandage,

and Weatherby 1999, 178). One issue with

video tapings being released to the public

is that the video camera seems to rarely

catch an entire event. Often taping begins

in the middle of a police–citizen confrontation and the public is not privy to

the entire event. An example of this is

taping of the beating and arrest of Robert

Davis in New Orleans in the fall of 2005.

Releasing videotapes of officers in these

circumstances provides opportunity for



citizens to form opinions that may be negative based upon incomplete information

(Jefferis et al. 1997, 391).



Effect of Media Portrayal on Public

Opinion

The media portrayal of police officers likely has an effect on how the public views

the police. The cultivation hypothesis

states that repeated exposure to social

issues on television influences a person’s

view of the world (Mastro and Robinson

2000, 386). Most people have likely been

exposed to police dramas, reality shows,

or news stories and have therefore been

exposed to images of policing that are

inaccurate. The apparent success of the

police in solving crimes in both entertainment and news media may cause the

public to have unrealistic expectations regarding what the police are able to accomplish. Further, the overrepresentation of

violent and sensational crime in the

media impacts the public’s assessment of

risk for that type of crime.

WENDY PERKINS

See also Attitudes toward Police: Measurement Issues; Attitudes toward Police: Overview; Media Relations; Public Image of the

Police
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MEDIA RELATIONS

For decades, law enforcement’s relationship with the media was often described as

antagonistic, adversarial, and strained.

Police resisted dissemination of information

that might threaten an investigation, create

fear, or endanger the public, including the

media. However, as police organizations

moved from a paramilitary organizational

structure toward a more open community

service orientation, they began to understand the value of the media as an important

resource. This organizational shift, led by

national commissions on law enforcement

standards and practices, has resulted in a

greater emphasis on community interactions and partnerships (Sandler and Mintz

1974; Culbertson et al. 2000). One result

of this shift was enhanced police–media

relations.

For many contemporary police administrators, media relations is the most important aspect of a community outreach

program. Today, the police see the many

benefits of cooperating with the media.

The media often are useful vehicles for

making public appeals for information important to a case, they promote crime prevention efforts, and they can help to sell

the value of agency services to local taxpayers who may be voting on a bond

issue (Dwyer and Motschall 1996). Recognizing the ability of the media to reach

specialized target publics and affect public

opinion, large police departments are hiring public relations firms to design media

campaigns that address image problems or

recruitment efforts (Becton et al. 2005).
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Commenting on the importance of police communication, one public relations

executive asserted that ‘‘communication . . .

is particularly important for a police agency. More than any other government

agency, a police department needs the understanding and support of the general

public and the municipal government to function to the best of its ability’’

(Stateman 1997, 18). Many law enforcement agencies today have instituted public

information programs to inform the public about and involve community members

in law enforcement activities. By educating and involving the public, police hope

that citizens will put into perspective controversial events that typically involve just

a few officers but that often reflect poorly

on an entire department. Citizen police

academies, which familiarize people with

the roles, issues, and operations of police

agencies, are one example of proactive

communication efforts designed to ‘‘develop a relationship of trust and cooperation between the police and citizens’’

(Becton et al. 2005, 20).

An important factor in building positive, productive relationships with media

is law enforcement’s willingness to disseminate information. The media depend on

timely, newsworthy information in order

to inform the public. In response to the

media’s need for information, many medium- and large-sized municipal agencies,

county departments, and federal law enforcement agencies have established public

information officer (PIO) positions primarily to disseminate information to and

build relationships with the media. The

police PIO as media relations specialist is

one important avenue for maintaining

open communication.



Public Information Function

Public information is distinct from but

related to other communication functions

within a police organization. Community
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relations involves efforts to engage community groups through programs such as

crime prevention, team policing, and

school liaison (Miller and Hess 2002, 11).

The public information function involves

informing the media and the general public about these and other agency programs, operations, events, and activities.

Further, the U.S. Department of Transportation’s extensive Reference Guide for

its The Law Enforcement Public Information Workshop states (pp. 2–3):

In general, a PIO acts as a liaison between

the agency and its administration, other

government bodies, private organizations,

and the media. This liaison function creates

goodwill and positive publicity that

enhances the agency’s image and contributes to public support. The role of the

PIO is to portray the agency as a professional organization whose mission is to protect

life and property. Effective PIO performance

will boost public support for the CEO as the

agency strives to meet the needs of the

community it serves. In general, the PIO

should help the agency receive maximum

positive media coverage.



Thus, the PIO acts as an information

disseminator, primarily to the media. This

often highly visible role as department

spokesperson requires knowledge and

skills that best represent the agency.



PIO Profile/Work Tasks

Recent studies (Motschall and Cao 2002;

Surette 2001; Surette and Richard 1995)

describe a profile of the PIO as older

than forty, college educated (primarily

criminal justice or journalism degrees),

and a sworn officer who usually reports

directly to the agency chief or director.

PIO positions typically are considered

management level, with few PIOs at a

rank below the position of sergeant. PIO

positions are mostly appointed, and the

majority of individuals learn their duties

on the job.



The U.S. Department of Transportation’s Law Enforcement Public Information Workshop Reference Guide provides

a comprehensive list of public information

duties that are routinely performed by

PIOs (pp. 3-4–3-6). They include:

.



.



.



.



.

.



.

.



Reporting directly to the chief or

director, representing him or her

and the agency, and providing him

or her with daily media information

Handling daily media inquiries about

routine investigations, traffic accidents, and other enforcement matters

Coordinating all aspects of general

public information and community

relations programs that promote a

positive departmental image

Meeting all standards set by state

statutes (for example, public records

laws) and national organizations

Organizing news conferences

Responding to media requests for

information (including Freedom of

Information requests and supervising release of criminal information

and photographs)

Publishing the agency’s newsletter

Maintaining files (including media

lists, story clippings, and photographs)



These duties illustrate the need for PIOs

to have skills in or knowledge of written

and oral communication, all forms of

media (including print, broadcast, web

based), basic research and data collection,

publications management, special events

coordination, media policy development,

crisis management, and photography and

videography.

Clearly, the primary activities that PIOs

perform are media oriented. A study of

the role and function of the PIO showed

that of twenty-six different work tasks

PIOs performed, the top six were media

focused (Motschall and Cao 2002). More

than 90% of PIOs write press releases,

make contact with the media, and arrange

for press conferences. Table 1 shows that

there was little variation over time in the
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Table 1



Type of PIO Techniques/Activities by Percentage of PIOs



Types of PIO Techniques/Activities



Write press releases

Make formal contact with media

Make informal contact with media

Hold press conferences

Advise in-house on media

Monitor, clip, and circulate stories

Make informal contact with public

Arrange for photos

Make presentations to community groups

Arrange for videos

Contact government officials

Prepare agency publications

Conduct interdepartmental training

Stage events

Write speeches

Make contact with thought leaders

Prepare departmental newsletter

Coordinate internal communication

Make presentations to city officials

Counsel management

Plan conventions

Prepare audio-visual materials

Conduct informal research before projects

Conduct informal research to evaluate projects

Conduct preproject surveys

Conduct postproject surveys



Percentage of PIOs

2000



1992



98.6

94.4

94.4

90.1

78.9

78.9

74.6

69.0

69.0

61.9

54.9

50.7

50.7

47.9

46.5

40.8

39.4

39.4

38.0

32.4

31.0

29.5

23.9

12.7

12.7

8.5



92.7

95.1

95.1

95.1

a

a



73.1

82.9

60.9

75.6

63.4

78.0

68.3

56.0

58.5

43.9

*

a



41.4

63.4

41.4

46.6

31.7

34.1

24.4

21.9



a



Techniques were not on the 1992 pilot survey. They were added due to the number of write-ins.

Source: Motschall and Cao 2002, 167.

Note: N = 71.



high percentage of PIOs who perform

media relations activities.



Work Techniques/Activities

A majority of PIOs also conduct in-house

media advising and perform other communication or information activities,

such as research, arranging for photography/videography, preparing agency publications, and conducting training. The

wide range of activities suggests that

PIOs need to be well trained in order to

meet the information needs of the media

and accurately and positively disseminate
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information on behalf of their organizations. The skill set may expand even more

as police agencies embark on sophisticated

media campaigns, which will require the

PIO to know how to work with vendors,

such as PR firms, media buyers, printers,

graphic designers, and other specialists.



Training and Preparation

The growth in the public information

function has created a demand for national and statewide professional associations

that provide PIOs with training and professional development opportunities. The
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National Information Officers Association

(NIOA), which formed in 1989, is one such

organization, whose six hundred members

include law enforcement, fire, government,

and emergency service PIOs from throughout North America. The association’s

organizers found that nearly three-quarters

of PIOs affiliated with a state association

had no media background or experience as

a PIO. The NIOA began providing training

and information on job techniques through

association meetings and conferences.

Today, more than half of PIOs have some

media experience. The NIOA offers education, training, and networking opportunities through annual conferences and the

bimonthly publication NIOA News. The

organization plans to address future initiatives such as accreditation of PIOs and

regional training (http://www.nioa.org).

Other professional associations, such as

the International Association of Chiefs of

Police (IACP), have established public information officer sections in response to

this growing segment of law enforcement

(http://www.theiacp.org). In addition, the

essential skills of a PIO can be developed

through programs offered at the Institute

of Police Technology and Management at

the University of North Florida and at

the Federal Bureau of Investigation’s National Academy Program, both of which

emphasize media relations training. Participants learn such techniques as how to

participate in media interviews, how to

set up press conferences, and how to handle the media in emergency situations.

Local agencies also are encouraged to

seek regional and local academy programs

that provide media relations training.

Often local media representatives are invited to deliver sessions, provide valuable

tips, and conduct role playing on how to

foster effective police–media relations. In

addition, interdepartmental training programs and regular meetings with local

media representatives are mechanisms for

police and media to increase their level

of understanding of one another’s job

expectations. They also are opportunities



to provide feedback on important initiatives such as departmental media policies.

MELISSA MOTSCHALL

See also Accountability; Attitudes toward

the Police: Overview; Community Attitudes

toward the Police; Crimestoppers; Fear of

Crime; Media Images of Policing; Public

Image of the Police; Television Images of

Policing
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MENTAL ILLNESS:

IMPROVED LAW

ENFORCEMENT RESPONSE

The trend in reduced funding for mental

health services in the community and in

hospital settings has continued into the

twenty-first century as many states struggle to reduce huge budget deficits (Health

Policy Tracking Service 2003). The consequences of this trend are fewer treatment

options for people with mental illness and

increased challenges for law enforcement

agencies, because these agencies alone are

responsible for emergency response for this

population in crisis twenty-four hours

each day, seven days each week (Finn and

Sullivan 1987).

Law enforcement officers encounter people with mental illness in many realms—

responding to calls for service from concerned family members, friends, and neighbors, conducting routine patrol of city

streets large and small, and serving warrants

and eviction notices. Because of the paucity

of mental health resources, officers frequently must choose between leaving a person in crisis with only a short-term

resolution and taking that person to jail.

When the person with mental illness is a

crime victim, law enforcement faces complex evidence collection scenarios, because

these individuals may confuse their victimization history as a consequence of their

illness and be considered unreliable witnesses (Council of State Governments

2002). When confronted with the fact that

people with mental illness are victimized

disproportionately (Teplin 1999; Hiday et

al. 1999), this situation becomes particularly challenging for law enforcement

investigators and those organizations that

provide resources to crime victims.

Many law enforcement personnel consider situations involving a person with

mental illness to entail significant challenges (Borum et al. 1998; Deane et al.

1998). These encounters can be time consuming (DeCuir and Lamb 1996; Pogrebin

1987), can escalate quickly, and may result
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in injuries—or, more rarely, even in

deaths—to officers and citizens.

Several law enforcement agencies have

tracked the number of calls related to people with mental illness. For example, in

New York City, the police department

responds to a call involving a person with

mental illness once every 6.5 minutes (Fyfe

2002). And, in one year, law enforcement

officers in Florida transported a person

with mental illness for involuntary examination (Baker Acts) more than forty thousand times, which exceeds the number of

arrests in the state for aggravated assault

or burglary. And, in 1996, the Los Angeles

Police Department reported spending approximately twenty-eight thousand hours

a month on calls involving this population

(DeCuir and Lamb 1996).

The number of people with mental illness in jails and prisons reflects how often

encounters with people with mental illness

result in arrest—often for minor, disturbance-related offenses. For example, the

prevalence rate of current severe mental

disorder is estimated at 6.4% for male

detainees entering the Cook County, Illinois, jail (Teplin 1990) and 12.2% for female detainees (National GAINS Center

for People with Co-Occurring Disorders in

the Justice System 2001).

These circumstances have propelled

concerned community members and law

enforcement officials to change their response policies and practices—both to improve outcomes for people with mental

illness and to reduce injuries to all involved.

Deane and her colleagues (Deane et al.

1999) surveyed the law enforcement agencies serving populations greater than a hundred thousand in the United States

and identified three distinct models, two

of which involve substantial changes in

law enforcement policies and practices.

This article reviews these important enhancements and program goals and

achievements and discusses critical issues

agencies face when attempting to implement

such programs.
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Specialized Police Responses to

People with Mental Illness

Attention has increasingly focused on the

work of law enforcement agencies in improving responses to people with mental

illness (Reuland 2004; Council of State

Governments 2002), and two centers receive federal funds to provide technical

assistance to these communities (http://

www.Consensusproject.org; http://www.

gainsctr.com). The Criminal Justice/

Mental Health Consensus Report offers a

comprehensive series of policy recommendations for law enforcement, courts,

corrections, and mental health. A multidisciplinary advisory board composed of

experts in mental health, advocacy, and

law enforcement developed the recommendations based on the pioneering

work of several law enforcement agencies

(including Memphis, Tennessee, and San

Diego County, California) and their own

expertise.

These agencies developed two policebased approach styles: the crisis intervention team (CIT) response, where a cadre of

specially trained officers responds to calls

involving people with mental illness

(Memphis Police Department), and a coresponse model, where certain law enforcement officers pair with mental health

professionals to offer crisis intervention

and referral services while at the scene. A

critical component to these programs is

that officers volunteer to be a part of the

program and must go though a selection

process before they are chosen.

The Consensus Project Report provides

guidance for developing such programs,

but the report does not specify a particular

model or approach. Instead, policy recommendations are offered for more than

twenty decision-making points—from an

initial failure to receive adequate mental

health treatment to a release from incarceration—where criminal justice and mental health professionals must choose how



best to respond to this population. It is left

up to individual jurisdictions to decide

where to focus their efforts (most likely

where they are experiencing a problem)

and which model to implement.

Several additional publications document in greater detail how law enforcement agencies in the United States have

built on the work of the earlier innovators

to develop these specialized police

responses to people with mental illness.

The Police Executive Research Forum

(PERF) interviewed almost thirty agencies

on two occasions to learn how core program elements—such as specialized training and partnership with mental health

professionals—affect the police response

from the initial point of contact through

disposition (Reuland 2004; Reuland and

Cheney 2005).



Goals and Achievements

Research done to date on these specialized approaches (Deane 1999; Steadman

2000; Council of State Governments 2002;

Reuland 2004) has identified several core

program elements, including mental health

collaboration and specialized training. Program goals typically reflect a desire to improve these elements. For example, many

communities aim to develop training for

officers to improve their understanding of

mental illness and crisis response in this

population, while others hope to better

their relationships with mental health professionals, people with mental illnesses,

and their families. Agencies also seek to

reduce injuries and provide better services

to people with mental illnesses (Reuland

and Cheney 2005).

Although long-term program outcomes

have not been fully evaluated (Steadman

2000), agencies report that programs have

achieved a great deal in the short term;

many report that officers now have greater

information and understanding about
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mental illness and have built strong, effective relationships with the community.

Other data demonstrate that specialized

responses reduce the frequency of arrest

of people with mental illness (Steadman

2000). In addition, some jurisdictions report fewer injuries and SWAT team callouts (Reuland and Cheney 2005). A vast

majority of the agencies PERF surveyed

noted that strong partnerships with mental health service providers and people

with mental illness and improved awareness of mental illness are critical to fostering better long-term outcomes for people

with mental illness.



Core Element: Training

Agency training is so critical because so

many different law enforcement staff members—from dispatchers, who must assess

the nature of the call and dispatch it appropriately, to patrol officers, who must deescalate crises and select appropriate

responses—play a crucial part in successfully handling calls involving people with

mental illness. Like this nation’s population, however, some of these personnel

lack information and skills critical to

responding effectively to these encounters.

Existing academy training requirements

on effective response to people with mental

illnesses are typically limited—most states

require only two- to four-hour training

blocks for officer certification, with little

or no follow-up training required. The

specialized approaches provide extensive training blocks—often forty hours—

about mental illness assessment, crisis

de-escalation techniques, and ways to determine appropriate responses to calls for

service involving mental illness.

Several challenges exist for agencies

implementing specialized training. For

example, there is a lack of qualified trainers locally, and smaller or rural areas

may lack resources either to send officers

to outside training or to pay outside
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experts. In addition, although some

topics related to policing and people

with mental illness are standard, many

topics must be tailored to a locality’s

available resources and philosophy about

their response. This takes time and expertise and can be costly for communities

with limited resources.

The Consensus Project report recommends that law enforcement agencies develop curricula in collaboration with

mental health professionals, advocates,

and consumer groups to offset these challenges (Council of State Governments

2002). The training should consist of standardized sections that provide an issue

overview and teach skills needed to identify behavior that may be caused by a mental illness, to deescalate a crisis situation,

to select the most appropriate police

response, and, if needed, to reduce use

of force. Additional sections should reflect local circumstances, and the training

must offer opportunities for experiential

learning. These training techniques are

not didactic and can include ride-alongs,

both with police and crisis workers, and

visits to local mental health centers. These

training events share day-to-day experiences of people with mental illness with

officers who serve them and enlighten

mental health partners about the realities

of law enforcement.



Core Element: Collaboration

Strong collaboration among local advocates, consumers, medical and mental

health professionals, and law enforcement

will directly impact the quality and continuity of services provided to people with

mental illness. Such collaborations promote effective communication on policy

development, including ways to effect

timely transfer of people with mental illness to the mental health system and to

access mental health specialists on scene.

Working in partnership with various
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stakeholders also supports innovative

solutions to intransigent problems.

Collaboration is particularly important

for programs aimed at diverting people

with mental illness from jail. Diversion

requires patrol officers to make a decision

that a person would be more appropriately served through mental health treatment. And, although police officers may

know about the availability of mental

health services, department policy or state

legislation may create pressure to select the

‘‘safest’’ response to avoid liability. Officers may fear that responses other than

arrest may result in injury to the person or

others or that the person will not receive

proper treatment and will be back ‘‘on the

streets.’’ Therefore, an officer’s fear of civil

and criminal liability may prohibit him or

her from selecting an alternative, perhaps

more appropriate, response to people with

mental illnesses. Collaboration with mental health partners can shape policies to

encourage well-trained officers to use their

discretion to select the most appropriate

response, not the ‘‘safest’’ response.

In the PERF interviews, the agencies

agreed that the police executive is crucial

to the collaboration, as are mental health

professionals, advocates, and consumers.

However, some stakeholders may be more

motivated than others and may face challenges engaging needed partners. The key

to overcoming this challenge in all types of

partnerships is to make sure that partners

have a stake in the problem. Law enforcement agency executives are not likely to

partner with mental health providers if

they do not see that there is a problem

with the current response. Similarly, mental health providers may be reluctant to

partner with police if they perceive that

the enhanced response will overtax already strained community resources. Partnership success is often a function of

strong interpersonal relationships at the

executive level, but this foundation can

falter from staff turnover. An antidote to

this challenge is the involvement of all

organizational levels in transformational



learning experiences noted above and in

crafting the program within the agency

from the outset.



Critical Considerations for Law

Enforcement

Program implementation of any kind in

law enforcement agencies is challenging.

For specialized approaches such as those

described here, demanding close partnerships with several disciplines and focusing

on mental illness (around which significant stigma exists), several considerations

are paramount for success.

First, as law enforcement approaches

to improving the response to people with

mental illness proliferate and become

adapted, agencies will have more choices

about which program elements and features to implement. It is critical that communities spend time adapting the approach

to make it fit within the jurisdictional

confines. The factors that may affect

which program is best for the jurisdiction

include, among other things, the department philosophy and community mental

health resources. For example, CIT programs are well suited to agencies that support specialized teams. For agencies that

follow a more generalized approach to

policing, variations on the CIT model will

likely be more appropriate and encounter

less resistance.

Second, these specialized approaches

require police officers to fill a crisis management role that is quite distinct from

crisis management in other situations. For

example, officers are typically trained to

display their authority to gain control of a

situation. In situations involving people

with mental illness, however, officers must

downplay this authority—by standing

back and speaking softly in a nonthreatening way—since authoritative displays can

exacerbate the crisis situation. Officers

who choose to become involved in the

specialized response—and volunteering
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for this role is strongly suggested by agencies—they must be able and ready to switch

their tactics, depending on the assessment

they make of the situation. The recruitment

and selection process for these officers

therefore is critical.

Third, because evaluation is so important to securing state and federal funding,

practitioners must build into their programs mechanisms for measuring their

success. Evaluation requires that communities set measurable goals and objectives

and be able to track their progress with

objective data collection. When an agency

or community decides that it is going to

embark on such a program, evaluation

must be considered at the outset of program development so that baseline data

may be collected against which future processes and outcomes can be compared.

Law enforcement agencies typically

face challenges in collecting data about

patrol situations that do not involve a

crime. Although patrol officers may complete forms for incidents, they predominantly collect information for those calls

that result in arrest, and the information

is tailored to other reporting requirements. As a way to collect information on

specialized police responses to people with

mental illness, many agencies have required officers to complete a tracking

form designed specifically for their response protocol. These forms typically

capture information related to the cause

of the disturbance, the behavior of the

person with mental illness (including violence and alcohol or drug use), and the

disposition. Data collection also permits

partners to communicate about problems that arise and develop solutions to

manage them.



Future Directions

In recognition of the promise of these kinds

of specialized approaches, the Mentally Ill
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Offender Treatment and Crime Reduction

Act (Sec. 1194), was approved by Congress and signed into law by the president

in October 2004. If appropriated at the

recommended level, this law would authorize $50 million in federal grants

to promote criminal justice and mental

health agency collaboration at the state

and local level to improve responses to

people with mental illness who come to

the attention of the criminal justice system. Grants can be used to develop preand postbooking interventions (including

crisis intervention teams and law enforcement training), as well as other diversion

programs in court and correctional settings (http://www.consensusproject.org).

This law will allow more communities

to attempt these types of specialized approaches. As these communities innovate

and explore these programs, continual adaptation will occur. This situation presents a

unique opportunity to conduct more rigorous evaluation of these approaches to determine which elements have the most impact

on the stated goals—perhaps most important, the goal of improving the health and

well-being of people with mental illness.

MELISSA M. REULAND

See also Community-Oriented Policing:

Practices; Nonlethal Weapons: Empirical

Evidence; Problem-Oriented Policing;

Psychology and the Police
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MIAMI-DADE POLICE

DEPARTMENT

The Miami-Dade Police Department is

recognized as a leader in many aspects of

law enforcement. However, this agency

and the county that it represents have not

always been the size that they are today.

What is currently known as Miami-Dade

County was originally established as Dade

County on February 4, 1836, on the southeast tip of the Florida peninsula. The

county, named after Major Francis Langhome Dade, is presently known as the

‘‘gateway to the Americas.’’ The current

demographic makeup is multiethnic and

multicultural and is richly diverse. According to the 2000 census of Florida’s sixtyseven counties, Miami-Dade is the most

populous. Comprising 2,431 square miles,

the county receives its primary law enforcement services and protection from the

Miami-Dade Police Department.

The Dade County established in 1836

covered an area that encompassed presentday Miami-Dade, Broward, Palm Beach,

and Martin counties and was policed by

as few as three deputies. The department

was known as the Dade County Sheriff’s

Posse. The sheriffs in the early years of the

county were appointed by the governor

of the state. From the turn of the twentieth

century through most of the 1950s, sheriff

was an elected position. This form of

governing was transformed into a metropolitan form of government, a two-tier

federation, in 1957 when voters approved

a merger of the county’s two departments,

the Dade County Police Department and

the Dade County Sheriff’s Office, into a

single Public Safety Department. This was

made possible when Florida voters approved a constitutional amendment in

1956 that allowed Dade County to enact

a home rule charter.

Constitutional officers, sheriff, property

appraiser, supervisor of elections, and

tax collector departments, according to

the Florida Constitution, were able to be
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reorganized and perform duties as subordinate county departments. Consequently,

nonelected sheriffs were appointed by the

county manager to serve as director of the

Public Safety Department and as sheriff of

Metropolitan Dade County, a practice

that remains in place.

In 1960, this newly merged agency had

623 personnel and by 1966 the number

had increased to 850. The Public Safety

Department’s organizational structure was

determined by metropolitan charter and included at the time the jail, fire protection,

civil defense, animal control, and motor vehicle inspections. By 1973, the department

had been divested of ancillary responsibilities and focused solely on police services.

The agency continued to grow and during

1973 had twelve hundred employees. Today

it employs more than forty-five hundred

sworn and nonsworn professionals.

As the sophistication of its challenges

grew, the Public Safety Department reorganized in July 1981 and was renamed the

Metro-Dade Police Department. The new

name remained in place until a countywide

vote in September 1997, when the citizens

of the county voted to change the name

from Dade County to Miami-Dade County. Subsequently, in December 1997, the

Metro-Dade Police Department changed its name to the Miami-Dade Police

Department.

The continual increase in the county’s

population, along with the departmental

growth, has resulted in making the MiamiDade Police Department the largest police

department in the southeastern United

States.

The Department provides an array of

traditional local and specialized police services in addition to many of the services

provided by a traditional sheriff’s office

for the county’s nearly 2.5 million residents. There are more than 1.2 million

residents in the unincorporated areas of

the county who receive their primary and

continuous police service through the

Miami-Dade Police Department.
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It should be noted that the county’s

correctional duties, often associated with

a sheriff’s office, are not performed by the

Miami-Dade Police Department. Rather,

they are conducted by a stand-alone county department. The focus of the police

services rendered by the department is

provided to an area of the county referred

to as the unincorporated municipal statistical area (UMSA). Due largely to its duties

as a sheriff’s office, many services are

provided or made available to approximately thirty-five municipalities located

within the county. In addition, the department offers contractual local and

specialized police services to newly

incorporated or existing jurisdictions.

Since 1836, the department has witnessed thirty-six members of its force

make the ultimate sacrifice in the line of

duty. The first recognized law enforcement

official to lose his life while performing

police duties in the county was Deputy

Sheriff Murretus ‘‘Rhett’’ McGregor, who

was murdered on August 9, 1895 (Wilbanks

1997), at the hands of a Lemon City saloon

keeper who was being sought for a double

murder.

The Miami-Dade Police Department,

as of 2005, provides its professional police

services directly to the citizens via nine

police districts and is supported by twentyeight specialized bureaus. Bureaus include

robbery, sexual crimes, homicide, economic

crimes, narcotics, warrants, strategic and

specialized investigations, crime laboratory,

crime scene, central records, property and

evidence, personnel management, court

services, and intergovernmental. Overall,

the department comprises four services:

departmental, investigative, police, and support. The personnel structure starts with the

rank of police officer (deputy sheriff) and

rises through a variety of positional classifications. The primary positions, in order of

promotional advancements, are sergeant,

lieutenant, captain, major, division chief,

assistant director, deputy director, and

director.
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The diversity of the department is evident: Its personnel makeup mirrors the

county’s demographics. In 1997, the department witnessed its first Hispanic director, Carlos Alvarez, who rose through the

ranks, was appointed, and proudly led the

agency for approximately seven years.

Following his retirement, the department

again witnessed a first when Robert Parker, an African American, was appointed as

director of the agency after attaining and

serving in nearly every rank the department has to offer.

The department has and continues to

receive accolades for many of its innovative

approaches to the variety of challenges it

has faced over the decades. From the

department’s approach to airline crashes

in the Everglades and to natural disasters

to its community programs and crime reduction initiatives, all have been used as

models for agencies throughout the world.

MICHAEL R. RONCZKOWSKI
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MILITARIZATION OF

THE POLICE



Introduction: Blurring Military

and Police

The trends discussed in this article constitute nothing short of a momentous historical change: The traditional distinctions

in law, policy, and culture—between military, police, and criminal justice—are



blurring (Kraska 1993, 2001). A few examples include the following:

.



.



.



.



The erosion of the 1878 Posse Comitatus act, which prior to 1981 strictly

prohibited the military’s involvement in internal security or police

matters

The advent of an unprecedented cooperative relationship between the

U.S. military and civilian police at

both the highest and lowest levels of

organization, including technology

transfer, weapons transfer, information sharing targeted at domestic security, a close working relationship

in the war on drugs and terrorism,

and cross training in the areas of

SWAT and counter–civil disturbance

and antiterrorist exercises

A steep growth in special units within both corrections and police that

are modeled after military special

operations squads such as the Navy

SEALs

A growing tendency to rely on the

military model for formulating crime

control rationale and operations



In the past fifteen years, the clear delineation between civilian police handling

internal security matters and the military

focusing on external security—a longstanding feature of democratic governance

around the world—has blurred significantly (Kraska 1993, 2001). These trends—

the militarization of police, the militarization of the criminal justice system, and the

U.S. military engaged in more law enforcement functions—have intensified significantly since the September 11, 2001,

terrorist event.



Militarization: Demystifying a

Controversial Organizing Concept

The concepts used to organize this analysis are ‘‘militarization’’ and ‘‘militarism.’’

Despite their tone, they do not have to be
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used polemically. Doing so, in fact, diminishes their power to help us think clearly

about the influence the military model has

on different aspects of our society. To say

that the civilian police, for example, are

becoming ‘‘militarized’’ may seem to some

an inflammatory claim. However, assessing whether police institutions are becoming either more or less militarized is a

worthwhile academic pursuit, and it can

be accomplished through empirical evidence and rigorous scholarship and by

avoiding emotional value judgments. Of

course, the integrity of this endeavor hinges

on the clarity of our concepts.

Militarism, in the most basic terms, is

an ideology geared toward solving problems. It is a set of beliefs, values, and

assumptions that stresses the use of force

and threat of violence as the most appropriate and efficacious means to solve problems.

It emphasizes the use of military power,

hardware, operations, and technology as

its primary problem-solving tools. Militarization is the implementation of the ideology—militarism. It is the process of arming,

organizing, planning, training for, and

sometimes implementing violent conflict.

To militarize means to adopt and apply

the central elements of the military model

to an organization or particular situation.

To say that the police are becoming

more militarized, therefore, is simply referring to the process whereby civilian police increasingly draw from, and pattern

themselves around, the military model.

Four dimensions of the military model

provide us with tangible indicators of militarization:

.

.



.
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Cultural—martial language, style

(appearance), thinking

Organizational—martial

arrangements such as ‘‘command and

control’’ centers (for example,

COMPSTAT) or elite squads of

officers patterned after military

special operations

Operational—patterns of activity

modeled after the military such as



.



in the areas of intelligence, supervision, handling high-risk situations,

or war-making/restoration (for example, ‘‘weed and seed’’)

Material—martial weaponry, equipment, and advanced technology



Put in this way, it should be clear that

since their inception, the civilian police

have shared many of these features, at

least to some extent, with the military.

After all, the foundation of military and

police power is the same—the state-sanctioned capacity to use physical force

to accomplish their respective objectives (external and internal security) (Kraska 1994).

The police were developed, in fact, as a civilian alternative to the military for the sake

of maintaining domestic security.

The real concern when discerning police militarization is one of degree, or put

differently, the extent to which a civilian

police body is militarized. Militarization

must be conceived of on a continuum:

Any analysis of militarization among civilian police has to focus on where the police

fall on the continuum and in what direction they are currently headed (Kraska

1999).



The Rise of Police

‘‘Paramilitarism’’

Based on this conception, there is no

doubt that the U.S. police have moved

much farther down the militarization continuum in the past fifteen years. This trend

is not necessarily at odds, at least operationally, with community policing reform

efforts (Kraska 2001).

I began documenting this trend by conducting an intense, two-year ethnography

on a multijurisdictional SWAT team

(Kraska 1996). This ground-level research

demonstrated that police paramilitary

units (PPUs) derive their appearance, tactics, operations, weaponry, and culture to
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a significant extent from military special

operations. It is important to note that

PPUs are only closely modeled after

these teams; clearly there are also key differences between a police paramilitary unit

and a military special operations unit—

this is why they are referred to as police

paramilitary and not military units.

With full battle dress uniforms (BDUs),

heavy weaponry, training in hostage rescue, dynamic entries into fortified buildings, and some of the latest military

technology, it became obvious that these

squads of officers are significantly farther

down the militarization continuum—

culturally, operationally, and materially—

than the traditional, lone cop on the beat or

road patrol officer.

It also showed that the paramilitary

culture associated with SWAT teams is

highly appealing to a certain segment of

civilian police. As with special operations

soldiers in the military, they see themselves

as the elite police, involved in real crime

fighting and danger. A network of forprofit training, weapons, and equipment

suppliers heavily promotes paramilitary

culture at police shows, in police magazine

advertisements, and in training programs

sponsored by gun manufacturers such as

Smith & Wesson and Heckler & Koch. The

‘‘military special operations’’ culture—

characterized by a distinct technowarrior

garb, heavy weaponry, sophisticated technology, hypermasculinity, and dangerous

function—is nothing less than intoxicating

for its participants (Kraska 1996).

Two independently funded nationallevel surveys of both large and small police

agencies yielded data documenting the

certain militarization of a significant component of the U.S. police (Kraska and

Kappeler 1997; Kraska and Cubellis

1997). This militarization is evidenced by

a precipitous rise and mainstreaming of

PPUs. As of 1996, 89% of American police

departments serving populations of fifty

thousand people or more had a PPU, almost double what existed in the early

1980s. Their growth in smaller jurisdictions



(agencies serving between twenty-five

people and fifty-thousand people) has

been even more pronounced. There was

an increase in the number of units in these

small locales of about 175% between 1985

and 1996. Currently, about 70% of those

small town agencies have a PPU.

While formation of teams is an important indicator of growth, these trends

would mean little if these teams were relatively inactive. This was not the case.

There had been an increase in the total

number of police paramilitary deployments, or call-outs, of more than 1000%

between 1980 and 1996. In addition,

nearly 20% of PPUs conduct proactive patrol work in high-crime areas and are used

as the ‘‘spearhead’’ for ‘‘crime sweep’’

operations. Today there are an estimated

forty thousand SWAT team deployments a

year conducted among those departments

surveyed; in the early 1980s, there was an

average of about three thousand (Kraska

2001). The trend line demonstrated that

this growth began and peaked during the

drug war of the late 1980s and early 1990s.



The No-Knock/Quick-Knock

Phenomenon

These figures would not be controversial if

this increase in teams and deployments

was due to an increase in the PPU’s traditional and essential function—a reactive

deployment of high-risk specialists for

particularly dangerous events already in

progress, such as hostage, sniper, or terrorist situations. Instead, more than 80%

of these deployments were for proactive

drug raids, specifically ‘‘no-knock’’ and

‘‘quick-knock’’ dynamic entries into private residences, searching for contraband.

This pattern of SWAT teams primarily

being engaged in surprise contraband

raids held true for the largest as well as the

smallest communities. PPUs had changed

from being a periphery and strictly reactive

component of police departments to a
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proactive force actively engaged in fighting

the drug war.

What exactly are no-knock or quickknock raids? In essence, they constitute

proactive contraband raids. The purpose

of these raids is generally to collect evidence (usually drugs, guns, and/or money)

from inside a private residence. This

means that they are essentially a crude

form of drug investigation.

A surprise ‘‘dynamic entry’’ into a private residence creates conditions that place

the citizens and police in an extremely

volatile position, necessitating extraordinary measures. These include conducting

searches often during the predawn hours,

usually in black military BDUs, ‘‘ninja’’

style hoods, and military helmets; a rapid

entry into the residence using specialized

battering rams or entry explosives; the

occasional use of flash-bang grenades

designed to temporarily disorient the occupants; a frantic room-by-room search of

the entire residence, with all occupants

expected to immediately comply with officers’ screamed demands to get into the

prone position; and, handcuffing all occupants. If a citizen does not comply immediately, more extreme measures are taken—

these situations may involve nonlethal

and lethal weaponry. Finally, the police

aggressively search the entire residence for

contraband.

I have collected well more than two

hundred instances of botched SWAT

raids on private residences (Kraska 2001).

These are situations where either civilians

or SWAT officers were killed or shot

under highly questionable circumstances.

(Numerous cases involved occupants

opening fire on police, wrongly assuming

that they were home invaders.) Botched

PPU raids often devastate the communities and police departments involved,

sometimes resulting in disbanded SWAT

teams, laws being passed prohibiting or

curtailing no-knock deployments, and expensive litigation judgments. One particularly disturbing case occurred in Modesto,

California.
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On September 14, 2000, federal law enforcement officials were conducting a joint

drug investigation with the Modesto PD.

Federal police had requested that Modesto PD deploy their SWAT team on a

private residence to serve a federal search

warrant. During the predawn morning of

September 13, Modesto’s SWAT team

conducted a quick-knock dynamic entry

into the residence using flash-bang grenades. As SWAT officers stormed through

the home securing each room, an elevenyear-old boy, Alberto, complied with the

officer’s screams to lie face down on the

floor with arms outstretched next to his

bed. Less than thirty seconds later he was

struck in the back and killed by a shotgun

blast from the SWAT officer who stood

over him—from all indications, an unintentional discharge. After an extensive

search of the residence, no guns or drugs

were found; the father named in the warrant did not have an arrest record.

This tragedy, and the massive monetary

judgment won in subsequent litigation, led

to the attorney general of California forming a special commission to investigate

SWAT debacles and make recommendations for reform. They constructed a series

of guidelines that will make it more difficult for police departments to conduct

these types of raids—unless they want to

risk serious litigation.

Only fifteen years ago, forced investigative searches of private residences, using

the military special operations model

employed during hostage rescues, was almost unheard of and would have been

considered an extreme and unacceptable

police tactic. Today it defines the bulk of

activity most, and I must emphasize not

all, police paramilitary teams are engaged

in—again, in both small and large jurisdictions. (About 15% of SWAT teams have

remained true to their original reactive

function.) What this means is that these

are not forced reaction situations; instead,

they are the result of police departments

choosing to use an extreme and highly

dangerous tactic, not for terrorists or
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hostage takers but for small-time drug

possessors and dealers. The potential benefits gained from this widespread and relatively new police practice does not, in this

analyst’s opinion, outweigh the potential

costs.



Conclusion: Post-9/11

Attempting to control the drug problem

by conducting forty thousand police special operations raids on people’s private

residences is strong evidence that the police, and the war on drugs in general, have

moved significantly down the militarization continuum. The rapidly evolving war

on terrorism will no doubt intensify the

blurring between internal security and external security and between war and law

enforcement that began during the 1980s

war on drugs. It is also plausible to assume

that our country, and those members of

the government responsible for keeping us

secure from terrorism, will more readily

gravitate toward the ideology of militarism—both for internal and external security threats—when problem solving.

Processing crime and drug control thinking

through the filter of militarism will undoubtedly render a militarized response

more appealing and likely.

What impact will this have on the militarization of American police? It could be

that the war on terrorism provides such

strong justification for the existence of

PPUs that they might get out of the business of contraband raids and proactive

patrol work, returning to their original

status: reactive units that primarily train

for the rare terrorist or hostage incident.

While perhaps a welcome development,

we might still be left with the problem

of the regular police—operating in the

context of a society that places a high

level of emphasis on militarism—being increasingly seduced by the trappings of

paramilitary subculture. Paramilitarism

could exert even a stronger influence on



what the regular police decide on for uniforms (for example, military BDUs), how

they think, the weaponry and technology

they employ, and the crime control solutions they devise.

Consequently, the community policing

reform movement’s call for democratization may be increasingly drowned out by

the drumbeats of high-tech militarization.

Whatever trajectory the future takes,

keeping track of the movement of civilian

police on the militarization continuum,

and the extent to which the military

becomes more enmeshed in police functions, will be increasingly important for

our field of study.

PETER B. KRASKA

See also Community Attitudes toward the

Police; Crackdowns by the Police; Excessive Force; Sting Tactics; SWAT Teams
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Military police organizations include the

Army Military Police Corps (MPC), Marine Corps Military Police (MCMP), Air
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Force Security Forces (AFSF), and Navy

Master-at-Arms (MA) and Shore Patrol

(SP). All have wide responsibilities, some

identical to those of civilian agency counterparts and others unique to the missions

of particular armed forces branches. Further, each branch also maintains a dedicated law enforcement unit, specializing

in criminal investigations, apart from

its primary policing unit. These structural separations are unlike the lines that

delineate civilian detective divisions from

parent police agencies. The military investigative units are the Army’s Criminal

Investigation Division (CID), Navy and

Marine Corps’ Naval Criminal Investigative Service (NCIS), and the Air Force’s

Office of Special Investigations (OSI).

The Coast Guard Investigative Service

(CGIS) is excluded from this discussion,

since the Coast Guard is not generally

considered one of the armed forces. Long

a part of the Treasury Department, the

Coast Guard was transferred to Homeland Security under the major federal reorganization following the September 11,

2001, attacks. It continues its general

policing, border protection, and public

safety/rescue functions.



Historical Overview

Military police date from at least the 1100s,

when the German Hohenstaufen rulers

placed provost (pronounced ‘‘provo’’)

marshals in charge of army units called

Kreigs-Polizei (war police). The Holy

Roman Empire, circa 1300, had provost

guards under a provost marshal, and in

the 1600s the French had similar prevosts.

During the Revolution, the American

Continental Army modeled its provost

marshal, who oversaw a provost guard

after the French Marechausse (mounted

light dragoon company). From the end

of the Revolutionary War until World

War II, the Army disbanded its provost

marshal units during peacetime only to
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reestablish them, in one form or another,

during wartime.

Even the term ‘‘military police’’ was not

in formal usage until the end of the nineteenth century, when it was coined by Brigadier General Arthur MacArthur, provost

marshal of Manila, captured in the Spanish

American War. During World War I,

General John Pershing requested that the

War Department reconstitute a military

police force under the Office of the Provost

Marshal General (OPMG). Shortly afterward, at the Army’s first military police

school at Autun, France, those new military policemen received their formal training following the British MP model.

Despite their considerable service, the

military police units were all decommissioned shortly after the war. Not until

the eve of World War II (September 26,

1941) were provost marshals and their

respective military police units given permanent status within the Army’s organizational structure, as distinct offices and a

distinct corps. The reactivated Office of

the Provost Marshal General continued

until 1974, when the winding down of the

Vietnam War, among other factors, led to

its elimination.

As the Army continued to evolve, first

the Provost Marshal General School and

then its successor, the U.S. Army Military

Police School (USAMPS), not surprisingly, relocated a number of times. From

four different sites during WWII to the

immediate postwar period at Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania, military police training was moved to Fort Gordon, Georgia,

then Fort McClellan, Alabama, and finally Fort Leonard Wood, Missouri. As with

its civilian police academy counterparts,

the USAMPS has expanded its training

from eight to twelve weeks; that more

diversified training now includes, among

other aspects, intelligence gathering, antiterrorism tactics, and computer crime.

In addition to their military police

training, career military police personnel,

especially commissioned officers, frequently attend such noted police training
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facilities as Northwestern University’s

Traffic Institute and the FBI Training

Academy at Quantico, Virginia. Notably,

as the armed forces’ first general-service

police, the MPC remains the dominant,

perhaps archetypal model for other service-based units. Nearly all police from

the other services at some time in their

careers attend the USAMPS. Marine

Corps military police, for example, have

historically attended USAMPS for their

recruit police training, although they train

in separate companies. And Army military

police train dog handlers, traffic managers,

and accident investigators from all service

branches at Lackland Air Force Base.

In the Army military policing is a military occupational specialty (MOS), which

those joining the Army have long been

able to designate at recruitment. Relying

for so long on shore patrols, the Navy did

not create a permanent police force until

1973. Only since 2000 has the Navy begun

to recruit specifically for master-at-arms

(MA) positions, rather than converting

personnel from existing ratings. Mastersat-arms organize shore patrols, operate

short-term brigs (jails), handle dogs, and

conduct investigations of military protocol violations and minor criminal offenses.

Immediately following its formal separation from the Army, and obviously taking

the Army’s model, the Air Force in 1947

established the Air Force Security Police

(designated the AFSF in 1997).



Correctional and Criminal

Investigative Units

Military police, as corrections specialists,

provide custodial services for both pretrial

detention facilities and prisons or, in the

case of the Navy, brigs. In 1875, as part of

the overall reform movement in corrections, the United States built its first permanent military prison, the U.S. Military

Prison at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas.

In 1915, that facility became officially



the United States Disciplinary Barracks

(USDB). Only in 2002 did a new USDB

replace that famous prison, known unofficially as ‘‘the castle’’ for its imposing

architecture.

The USDB is the only level-three military prison, housing male prisoners with

sentences longer than five years from all

the armed forces branches. The MPC provides the bulk of the unformed staff, but

the other branches have their own detachment commanders and are there as medical, treatment, educational, and clerical

staff. The USDB has the military’s death

row, and any executions would be carried

out by lethal injection, in keeping with

Kansas statute.

The Army, Navy, and Marines each

maintain at least one level-two facility,

housing inmates sentenced to confinement

for from six months to five years. The Air

Force uses the Navy’s level-two consolidated brigs at Charleston, South Carolina,

and Miramar, California, the latter housing level-three females from all branches.

And inmates are assigned to level-two

facilities based on geography and treatment needs, rather than branch of service.

Level-one facilities, including those run by

the Air Force, are scattered across the

country and on bases abroad to house

pretrial detainees and short-term inmates.

The American Correctional Association

has accredited the USDB and at least

four level-two facilities.

Even more structurally separate are the

military investigative units. In 1944, the

Army created the CID as its centralized

unit to investigate all felonies under

the Uniform Code of Military Justice

(UCMJ) and other related federal offenses against Army interests or personnel

worldwide. In 2003, the Army consolidated the MPC, including the USAMPS

and the CID, under a single command,

namely a reactivated OPMG.

Interestingly, the Navy established its

criminal investigative unit before formalizing its police. As far back as 1882, the

Office of Naval Intelligence (ONI) handled
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both intelligence and criminal investigative

caseloads. The first independent criminal

investigative unit came in 1966 with the

creation of the Naval Investigative Service

(NIS), renamed in 1992 the Naval Criminal

Investigative Service (NCIS).

The MCMP became a permanent unit

within the Marine Corps in 1970. In 1999,

the Marine Corps’ Criminal Investigative

Division was transferred to the NCIS,

since the Marine Corps is organizationally

situated within the Department of the

Navy. Marine Corps and Navy lawyers

also serve jointly in the Judge Advocate

General’s Corps. The Air Force, only one

year after creating the AFSP, established

its investigative OSI.

Notably, these criminal investigative

units within the various armed forces

branches perform important law enforcement roles that are separate and distinct

from the general-purpose policing services

or combat roles undertaken by military

police.



Conclusion

Military police are tasked with special

combat responsibilities, including escort

guard duty, prisoner of war supervision,

and combat rearguard, or even frontline,

action, to mention only a few. Combat

duties, clearly more dangerous than even

those experienced by civilian SWAT

teams, and structurally separate investigative units may seem to exclude comparisons with civilian departments or agencies.

However, military police units can indeed

be compared with county sheriffs’ offices.

In fact, the only duty undertaken by county sheriffs’ deputies not commonly performed by military police is the service of

civil court writs. Both sheriffs and military

police provide nonemergency/enforcement

services, transport prisoners, serve as

court bailiffs, and administer jails and, in

the case of the military, prisons. It is ironic

that the nation’s most militarized police
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organization—the MPC—is most closely

aligned with the most nonmilitarized of

civilian policing—sheriffs’ offices.

DAVID N. FALCONE and BEVERLY A. SMITH

See also Academies, Police; Drug Interdiction; Militarization of the Police; Posse

Comitatus; Sheriffs
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MINNEAPOLIS DOMESTIC

VIOLENCE EXPERIMENT

The Minneapolis Domestic Violence Experiment (MDVE) tested the deterrent power

of police actions upon future violence in

domestic relationships. Its major finding

was that persons who were arrested were

violent again at a much lower rate than

those who were dealt with in other ways.

The MDVE is noteworthy for three reasons. (1) It was the first controlled field

experiment in which police officers’

responses to a particular problem (misdemeanor-level assault of a spouse or cohabitating adult) were dictated by random
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assignment rather than officer discretion.

(2) It contributed to a nationwide trend

toward proarrest policies in major city police agencies. (3) Because the findings were

counterintuitive to prevailing ‘‘common

sense’’ on the issue, the National Institute

of Justice (NIJ) funded its only major initiative to confirm research, the Spousal

Abuse Replication Project (SARP).

The MDVE took place during a time of

changing attitudes toward violence within

families and between intimates. A strong

push for the criminal justice system to

treat ‘‘domestic’’ violence on an equal

footing with ‘‘stranger’’ violence had already resulted in a number of changes in

the law that made the experiment possible.

Most important was a change in the procedural rules binding police arrest powers.

Ordinarily, police are forbidden to make

a ‘‘probable cause’’ arrest for misdemeanor crimes they do not witness; they may act

on probable cause only for felony offenses.

Unless violence was occurring when the

police arrived (and in the vast majority of

cases it was not), officers could only advise

the victim to swear out a warrant before

a magistrate, in order to give the police

the legal power to arrest the batterer.

Many other circumstances thwarted that

option—economic and emotional dependence, the need to care for children, transportation difficulties, and hassles at the

courthouse—and most victims failed to

follow through after the police left.

New laws created a time-specific window during which the police could make

an arrest on probable cause in domestic

violence cases: in Minnesota, it was four

hours after the assault. Effectively, ‘‘probable cause’’ meant the victim’s complaint,

with or without visible injuries or corroborative testimony. Removal of the assailant from the household was presumed

to protect the victim from immediate violence once the police left, though longterm consequences were not as clear.

Changing the law was justified by the

greater potential for continued violence in

ongoing relationships. Victims’ advocates



asserted that lack of action by the police

provided affirmation that violence against

women was permissible. Police responded

that many victims not only failed to follow

through but actively sought dismissal of

charges when the batterer was arrested.

Advocates in turn pointed to the many

cases when women tried to extricate themselves from abusive conditions but were

actively discouraged from doing so by

the police.



The Experiment

The MDVE is the most famous of a series

of studies stemming from a collaborative

relationship between Minneapolis Chief of

Police Anthony Bouza and Lawrence W.

Sherman, of the Police Foundation and

later the Crime Control Institute. Funded

by a grant from NIJ, the experiment consisted of a volunteer team of police officers

who responded to eligible incidents of misdemeanor assault. Thirty-eight officers were

trained at the outset, and another eighteen

later joined the experiment. Upon confirming an incident’s eligibility, officers would

take action according to a randomized

sequence communicated to them by a researcher. The assailant would be arrested,

sent from the scene, or ‘‘advised’’ and left at

the scene with the victim.

A number of circumstances might exempt a case. If the offender had an outstanding arrest, an arrest would have to

be made regardless of what the experimental protocol directed. An offender who

assaulted a police officer would be arrested

for that offense, negating the protocol as

well. Police-delivered treatment was different from the protocols in 18% of the cases,

primarily by arrests of resistant suspects,

made when protocols indicated another

action. ‘‘Arrest’’ in Minneapolis meant

spending a night in jail, which may have

created additional deterrent effect.

A total of 330 cases were entered into

the experiment, and 314 deemed eligible
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for analysis. Two hundred of the cases

were entered by a small group of twelve

officers; seven officers entered only one

case each, and some contributed none.

Only one suspect designated for arrest

was not arrested, but the ‘‘advised’’ and

‘‘sent’’ categories achieved only 78% and

73% fulfillment, respectively.

Sixty percent of the victim and suspect

cohorts were unemployed; more than 40%

of each group were high school dropouts.

Most were cohabitating, some apparently

only for a short time. Only 40% had been

married at any time. Sixteen percent were

Native American, 35% African American,

and the remainder European American.

Only 5% of the suspects had prior arrests

for domestic violence, though almost 60%

had criminal records. Overall, both victims and suspects in the experiment represented the ‘‘have-nots’’ of the city.

Victims were asked about subsequent

violence at two-week intervals after the

initial incident. Only 62% could be located

for the first follow-up, and fewer than onethird were still involved at the six-month

mark. Their responses were compared to

official police records of repeat incidents,

which contained all reports involving victims and suspects during the twelve-month

follow-up period.



Results

The results indicated that 10% of arrested

suspects committed subsequent acts of

violence against the same partner, compared to 19% of those advised and 24%

of those sent from the scene. (Analysis of

the results ‘‘as assigned’’ by the protocols

rather than ‘‘as delivered’’ by police produced repeat violence rates of 7%, 14%,

and 18% in those categories.) The more

complete official data demonstrate a similar pattern of fewer assault cases, but victim interviews indicated more violent

behaviors, including threats and destruction of property. Several reanalyses of the

experiment’s data have been conducted,
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revealing a calling bias (a majority of

calls came from third parties, not the victim) and a potential erosion of deterrence

by the end of the six-month follow-up

period.



Aftermath

When announced in the context of the

larger social movement, the experiment’s

results were widely cited by advocates

pushing for more serious police attention

to domestic violence. Sherman and Berk

(1984b) cautioned against assuming that

arrest worked best in all situations until

replication could explore additional issues,

including the potential for a ‘‘backfire

effect’’ of arrest to increase future violence

among the unemployed.

The publicity and the policy response

generated considerable debate among

researchers but succeeded in highlighting

the need for replication. Other questions

were raised, including whether Minneapolis was truly representative of American

urban demographics, whether violence

might have been displaced to other victims, and whether the erosion of victim

follow-up data masked tactical displacements in violence against the victims. Concerns about interviewer effects, ineffective

police mediation skills, and the effects of

jail time (rather than the arrest itself) have

also been voiced as problematic areas.



Replication

The importance of the issue and unanswered concerns spurred the National

Institute of Justice to fund additional

experiments in different cities: Omaha,

Nebraska, Miami, Florida, Charlotte,

North Carolina, Colorado Springs, Colorado, and Milwaukee, Wisconsin, whose

replication project was directed by Sherman. Despite slight variations based in

local conditions at each site, all five SARP

experiments followed the Minneapolis
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model closely enough to allow valid comparisons.

No official data from the other sites

confirmed a deterrent effect at the sixmonth mark (though Miami did find deterrence in one of the two official measures

employed). Three (including a ‘‘borderline’’ finding in Omaha) observed deterrence effects in victim interviews during

that period. An ‘‘escalation effect’’—

increased incidence of violence—was

found in the official records from six

months to a year after the initial contact

in three cities, but no city had that effect

with victim interviews. Results were slightly more positive for a period of thirty to

sixty days after the initial contact, with

four sites finding significant or borderline

reductions in violence in the short term.

In the three cities that examined the

issue (Milwaukee, Omaha, and Colorado

Springs), the suspect’s employment status

had a significant and important impact.

Suspects who were employed were more

likely to be deterred by arrest, but unemployed suspects were more likely to engage

in escalating violence.

The Minneapolis Domestic Violence

Experiment provided the first statistically

significant evidence for the effectiveness of

any police policy. During the following

decade and a half, many more randomized, controlled field experiments were

conducted, including the Drug Market

Analysis Program (DMAP) and experiments in proactive gun law enforcement.

The experiment was a tipping point in

police research, helping to bring policing

out of the realm of craft and into that of

scientific inquiry.

The experiment also helped to raise

public awareness of the issue of domestic

violence and prompted the police to reconsider their long-held assumptions. While

many of the larger issues still remain,

most notably the tendency of victims to

seek temporary relief but avoid longerterm measures, one of the legacies of

Minneapolis has been a sustained effort to

address the problem effectively. ‘‘Preferred



arrest’’ policies have replaced mandatory

arrest, providing more latitude to officers, but victimless prosecution, mandatory counseling programs for batterers, and a

growing network of shelters and assistance

programs for victims continue the work

begun in Minneapolis.

MICHAEL E. BUERGER

See also Arrest Powers of the Police; Conflict Management; Crime Prevention; Discretion; Domestic (or Intimate Partner)

Violence and the Police; Presumptive Arrest Policing; Zero Tolerance Policing
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MINORITIES AND THE

POLICE



Introduction

Kelling and Moore (1988) highlighted the

history of American policing by identifying

three general eras associated with its

professional development and strategic

orientations: the political, the reform, and

the community eras. However, Williams

and Murphy (1990) provided a minority

perspective of Kelling and Moore’s analysis and reframed the eras to include their

impacts on enslaved Africans in America

and their descendants. As a result, the political era was recast to encompass the inherent nature of policing the powerless, the

reform era was refocused to highlight how

the benefits of the reform movement eluded

blacks, and the community era was elaborated upon by acknowledging the potential

benefits and challenges of empowering and

partnering with historically marginalized

communities (Williams and Murphy 1990).

Drawing upon the analysis of Williams

and Murphy and others, this article provides a historical overview of a select number of events that affected and continue to

affect the relationship between minority

communities in general and the black

community in particular and local law enforcement agencies. It concludes by highlighting policy and practical implications.
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Historical Tension between Blacks

and Those in Blue

Tension between the police and racial/

ethnic minority communities has been

and continues to be one of the most pressing issues facing American police organizations (Culver 2004; Barak, Flavin, and

Leighton 2001; Websdale 2001; Williams

1998). The history of American policing

has been tainted by legally sanctioned,

disparate service delivery and tarnished

by the enforcement of racially motivated

laws and statutes. Consequently, the present-day relationship between minorities

and the police in America is one that has

been impacted by the historical legacies of

slavery, segregation, and discrimination,

all part and parcel of racism at the societal, institutional, and individual levels.



The Political and Reform Eras:

From Slave Patrols to Jim Crow

Compelling evidence exists that links the

advent of America’s modern style of policing with slave patrols. Walker (1977, 1980)

suggests that slave patrols were the forerunners or precursors to American police

agencies. As such, slave patrols played an

instrumental role in maintaining public

order by limiting slave resistance and insurrection and enforcing the existing laws

of Southern societies as embodied by the

slave codes (Websdale 2001). In essence,

these slave codes served to regulate slave

life, reinforce social boundaries, and uphold chattel slavery (Russell 1998).

Coinciding with the conclusion of the

Civil War, the emancipation of enslaved

Africans, and the Reconstruction of the

South, the first black codes were adopted

in 1865. These codes were enforced by local

law enforcement. Although the black codes

provided some rights to newly freed blacks,

overall they helped to create a new system

of involuntary servitude by criminalizing
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black unemployment or idleness as vagrancy and the congregating of blacks as unlawful assembly.

In essence, ‘‘the slave codes and the black

codes represent two mutations of state sanctioned double standards’’ (Russell 1998, 22)

and helped birth Jim Crow–era public policy, symbolized by the 1896 Supreme Court

ruling of Plessy v. Ferguson. Nonetheless,

two constants remained: Blackness itself

remained a crime (that is, African Americans were disproportionately targeted for

specific crimes such as vagrancy) and local

police agencies were used as the instrument

to enforce the laws.



to the alleged ‘‘depolicing’’ of minority

neighborhoods and communities, biasbased policing efforts that target members

of a particular race or religion (for example, pulling over a disproportionate number of black drivers or suspecting someone

of terrorist activities simply for being

Muslim or Arab), and the excessive use

of force toward members of marginalized

populations.



The Community Era: From Kerner

Commission to Contemporary

Issues



Austin and Dodge (1992, 594) propose that

‘‘it is the reality blacks perceive that influences their discontent [with the police]. They

[blacks] may base their expectations on the

past and present of racial inequality and

discrimination.’’ This quote offers important policy and practical implications for

local law enforcement, especially considering the contemporary context of American

society and taking a more inclusive perspective of America’s minority communities.

Local law enforcement agencies must

be more creative and aggressive in their

attempts to repair the damage done by

slavery, discrimination, and past and current police practices supporting systems of

racially and/or ethnically based oppression

and exploitation. Likewise, police agencies

and individual officers must be sensitive to

the biased perceptions that persist in America, including those that have become more

evident since the attacks of 9/11.

Accompanying local police agencies’

efforts to engage in their duties, especially

their efforts in the war on drugs and the

campaign against terrorism, are public

concerns about biased police practices

that include racial, ethnic, and religious

profiling. To address these perceptions, police agencies must become (1) more community oriented and culturally competent

by inviting citizens to become involved and



To prevent a repeat of the riots of the

1960s and to address the more aggressive measures, negative interactions, and

related effects of ‘‘saturation policing’’

associated with minority and poor communities, as well as the festering racial

tension between the police and the African

American community, the Kerner Commission recommended the establishment

of police–community relations programs

(Fogelson 1968; Websdale 2001). These

helped to foster and further facilitate the

community era of American policing.

The community era’s generic approach

to improving police–community relations

has morphed into the more modern-day

practices of community- and problemoriented policing (COP/POP). Both approaches share an overarching philosophy

of partnering with all segments of the

community to better identify and understand community issues and concerns and

ultimately solve community problems.

Nonetheless, problems remain in police–

community relations. This is evident by

recalling incidents ranging from the beatings of Rodney King and Abner Louima



Where Do We Go From Here?

Policy Implications for the

Twenty-First Century
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active participants in all stages of the recruitment, selection, training, and promotion process and (2) more transparent

by embracing civilian review boards. An

aggressive approach would have more impact in adapting American police practices

and services to the changing landscape of

American society.



Conclusion

As elucidated more than sixty years ago in

Gunnar Myrdal’s An American Dilemma:

The Negro Problem and Modern Democracy, a strained relationship continues to

exist between the minority community and

local law enforcement agencies. Indeed,

‘‘there are remarkable and disturbing historical homologies among the control of

African slaves in the American colonies,

the regulation of freedmen and freedwomen during nineteenth-century Reconstruction and Redemption, and the close

surveillance and punitiveness directed at

blacks [and other minorities] in postindustrial inner cities’’ (Websdale 2001, 8). This

presents a challenge for the profession of

policing.

Local law enforcement agencies and individual officers of today must recognize,

acknowledge, and understand how the historical legacy and practices of the police

profession still affect the perception and

participation of minority communities in

collaborative problem solving and the

coproduction of public safety and order.

Creative approaches that encourage the

confidence and support of the minority

community can repair the damage that

has been done and foster a symbiotic relationship between the minority community

and local law enforcement.

BRIAN N. WILLIAMS

See also Accountability; Attitudes toward

the Police: Overview; Civil Restraint in Policing; Civilian Review Boards; CommunityOriented Policing: History; Discrimination;
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Ethics and Values in the Context of Community Policing; Immigrant Communities and

the Police; Policing Multiethnic Communities; Racial Profiling
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MOLLEN COMMISSION

The Mollen Commission, officially the

Commission to Investigate Allegations of

Police Corruption and the Anti-Corruption
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Procedures of the Police Department, was

established by New York City Mayor

David Dinkins in July 1992 to investigate

corruption within the New York Police

Department (NYPD).

The Mollen Commission’s proximate

cause was the public uproar surrounding

the May 1992 arrest of NYPD police officer Michael Dowd and five other NYPD

officers on drug trafficking charges by

the suburban Suffolk County (New York)

Police Department. It was revealed that

although Dowd had been the subject of

numerous corruption allegations and the

target of multiple investigations by NYPD

internal affairs personnel during the

course of his nine-year career, none of

those investigations uncovered any criminal behavior. The scandal unfolded

against a larger political and social context

of widespread public dissatisfaction with

escalating levels of crime and disorder:

New York City experienced the highest

rates of crime in its history under the Dinkins administration. Dinkins appointed

his former deputy mayor for public safety,

Judge Milton Mollen, to head the investigation.

The Mollen Commission was the sixth

major investigation into police corruption

in New York, preceded by the Knapp

Commission (1970–1973), the Helfand

Investigation (1949–1950), the Seabury Investigation (1932), the Curran Committee

(1912), and the Lexow Commission (1895).

Each of these investigative entities delved

into contemporary patterns and practices

of police corruption in the NYPD, and

each resulted in organizational changes

and policy reforms designed to curtail or

eliminate the prevailing corrupt practices

of the day. While these reforms were moderately successful, in each instance new

patterns of corrupt activity ultimately

evolved within a period of about twenty

years.

The 1973 Knapp Commission Report,

for example, described pervasive and wellorganized corruption within the NYPD,

much of it related to bribery and graft



monies collected in return for protecting

criminals involved in gambling, prostitution, and other vice crimes from investigation and arrest. The department’s internal

affairs units were restructured, and in conjunction with new anticorruption practices

and management policies, they proved

highly successful in eliminating these

organized forms of corruption.

As the Mollen Report described, however, those structures, policies, and practices did not evolve in response to newly

emerging corruption hazards or the opportunities afforded by the proliferation of

narcotics through the 1970s and 1980s. It

did not find highly organized forms of corruption throughout the agency, but rather

discerned there were small pockets or

‘‘crews’’ of corrupt cops operating in a

few high-crime precincts. Rather than

profiting from casual graft related to vice

crimes, this much smaller number of more

predatory cops routinely stole cash and

drugs from dealers (typically reselling the

drugs to other dealers) or provided protection for drug operations.

Michael Dowd’s drug-dealing activities

were emblematic of the new face of corruption, and the internal affairs function

was characterized by anachronistic structures and policies as well as by a high level

of secrecy and management apathy toward

corruption. One internal investigator, Sgt.

Joseph Trimboli, testified that his pursuit

of Down was routinely obstructed by

superiors and that he and other investigators were hampered by an overwhelming

caseload devoted largely to the investigation of minor administrative infractions.

The decentralized internal affairs units

did not routinely share information, they

lacked equipment and other resources, and

in general their investigators were not

highly regarded or highly skilled.

The Mollen Commission also attempted

to establish a nexus between police corruption and brutality in the NYPD, calling

former officer Bernard Cawley (known on

the street as ‘‘the Mechanic’’ because he

frequently ‘‘tuned up,’’ or beat, people),
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who testified that he administered at least

three hundred beatings to drug dealers in a

three-year police career that ended with a

1990 arrest by NYPD for trafficking in

guns and drugs.

The commission also addressed the

problem of police perjury. Although

Dowd, Cawley, and a number of other former officers testified before the Mollen

Commission in return for reduced sentences, Dowd nevertheless continued his

criminal activities while on bail as a

Mollen witness, plotting the kidnap and

murder for hire of a drug dealer’s wife

and an escape to Nicaragua to avoid prison.

He received a fourteen-year prison sentence

one week after the Mollen report’s release.

Police Commissioner Raymond Kelly,

appointed following the August 1992 resignation of Dinkins’ first police commissioner, Lee P. Brown, instituted a number

of immediate reforms to reconstitute and

strengthen the agency’s internal affairs

function. These reforms were further expanded and enhanced when Police Commissioner William Bratton, appointed by

Mayor Rudolph Giuliani, took office in

January 1994. The highly decentralized

Internal Affairs Division was reorganized

and elevated to the status of a bureau, and

within one year its staff was entirely

replaced with a new cadre of highly experienced investigators and supervisors—

many of them ‘‘drafted’’ from among the

agency’s best investigative personnel.

New personnel recruitment and rotation policies and greater transparency

removed much of the secrecy and suspicion surrounding internal investigations,

state-of-the-art equipment was acquired,

and new training programs were instituted, and the new Internal Affairs Bureau

took on a proactive focus. This proactive

focus involves more aggressive investigative practices, the sharing of intelligence

information between the Internal Affairs

Bureau and commanders of operational

units outside the bureau, as well as continual monitoring and analysis of corruption

allegations to identify emerging patterns
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and trends and to ensure that effective preventive and investigative strategies

evolve in synch with those trends.

The Mollen Commission ultimately

prescribed about 139 recommendations

to reduce corruption through more cogent

personnel recruitment and selection policies, structural changes to the internal

affairs function, and improved or revised

training. One of the Mollen Commission’s

principal recommendations was the establishment of a permanent and independent

external watchdog entity to continually

monitor the NYPD’s policies, practices,

and overall effectiveness in controlling

corruption. In line with this recommendation, in 1995 Mayor Rudolph Giuliani

established the Commission to Combat

Police Corruption.

VINCENT E. HENRY

See also Accountability; Codes of Ethics;

Corruption; Deviant Subcultures in Policing; Knapp Commission; New York Police

Department (NYPD)
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Origins

Law enforcement strategies change over

time. The popularity of any one strategy

may relate to initial perceived successes, political advantages, or technological changes



that either facilitate new forms of criminal

conduct or enable advancements in enforcement techniques. Money laundering

is obviously not new; however, what is

new is the international preoccupation

with the rhetoric of fighting laundering

and terrorist financing.

Traditionally, law enforcement focused

on the illegal activities of the criminal

enterprises, with few resources targeting

the illicit proceeds. However, beginning

in the mid-1980s, this changed. As the

chairman of the President’s Commission

on Organized Crime in the United States

commented in 1984: ‘‘Money laundering is

the lifeblood of organized crime . . . without the ability to freely utilize its ill-gotten

gains, the underworld will have been dealt

a crippling blow.’’ At that time, the attempt to seize and freeze illicit proceeds

appeared to be a well thought out strategy

that followed on the heels of the realization that ‘‘kicking down doors’’ had no

lasting impact on drug trafficking.

Likewise, the ‘‘targeting up’’ efforts

against the so-called kingpins was dubious

given both the difficulty of actually convicting these people and the realization

that the criminal operations could succeed

quite well, often continuing to be run by

the big-shot from a jail cell. The argument

then became the too easily tossed off line:

‘‘The heads of these criminal organizations may not dirty their hands with the

drugs, but they do take possession of the

cash.’’ If profits motivate criminals, then

taking away the profit should reduce

crime. Hence, law enforcement should go

after the proceeds of crime. However, the

difficulty is that despite the illegality and

underworld connotations of the proceeds

of crime, the laundering process itself

is not an economic aberration. Indeed,

it thrives and survives on the very same

commercial transactions that most people

utilize to sustain their own economic wellbeing and that drive the economy.

During the 1990s, the pressure from

the international community intensified—

most specifically due to the momentum
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and influence of the Financial Action

Task Force (FATF). The FATF outlined

a series of ‘‘recommendations’’ (that were

later enhanced) that specified what the

member countries ought to put in place

in order to illustrate their commitment to

the ‘‘war’’ against money laundering.

Countries that did not comply were criticized and/or blacklisted for failing to put

in place provisions such as a mandatory

reporting regime for suspicious transactions

and for failing to have a central financial

intelligence unit to which all such reports

could be sent. All of these changes occurred

within little more than a decade. After 9/11,

additional requirements were introduced

when the FATF included fighting terrorist

financing as part of its anti–money laundering mandate.



What Is Money Laundering?

As first described in the 1988 United

Nations Convention Against Illicit Traffic

in Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances, a comprehensive money laundering

operation satisfies three essential objectives:

.



.



.



It converts the bulk cash proceeds of

crime to another, less suspicious

form.

It conceals the criminal origins and

ownership of the funds and/or

assets.

It creates a legitimate explanation or

source for the funds and/or assets.



To realize the greatest benefit from

money laundering, criminally derived

cash should not simply be converted to

other less suspicious assets. The illicit

source of the assets must also be hidden.

The third objective, while less frequently

satisfied in most money laundering operations, is no less important than the former

two. The effectiveness of a laundering

scheme will ultimately be judged by how

convincingly the scheme creates a legitimate front for illegally acquired cash and
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assets. In short, money is not truly laundered unless it is made to appear sufficiently legitimate that it can be used

openly. This is the objective of the final

stage of the cycle. One of the keys to satisfying the objectives of the laundering process is to conduct commercial and financial

transactions that appear as legitimate as

possible. The more successful a money

laundering operation is in emulating the

patterns of legitimate financial or commercial transactions, the less suspicion it

will attract.

To satisfy the aforementioned objectives, the money laundering process generally entails four stages: placement, layering,

integration, and repatriation. The initial

placement stage is where the cash proceeds of crime physically enter the legitimate economy, which satisfies the first

objective of the laundering process. Once

the funds have been placed in the legitimate economy, a process of layering takes

place. It is during this stage that much of

the laundering activity takes place, with

funds being circulated through various

economic sectors, companies, and commercial or financial transactions in order

to conceal the criminal source and ownership of the funds and obscure any audit

trail.

The penultimate step of the money

laundering process is termed integration

because having been placed initially as

cash and layered through a number of

financial operations, the criminal proceeds

are fully integrated into the financial system and can be used for any purpose. The

final stage of the process involves repatriating the laundered funds back into

the hands of the criminal entrepreneur,

ideally with a legitimate explanation as

to their source, so that they can be used

without attracting suspicion.

The placement stage is the most perilous for the launderer since it involves the

physical movement of bulk cash, usually

in small denominations. It is at this stage

that the offender is most vulnerable to

suspicion and detection and where the
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funds can most easily be tied to criminal

sources. Most often the money must enter

a financial institution, and it is now

mandatory for financial institutions, in

countries that have complied with the

recommendations of the FATF, to report

all suspicious transactions to a central

financial intelligence body within their

jurisdiction. The financial institutions become ‘‘enforcement’’ bodies in this fight

against money laundering in order to detect laundering. Once the funds are placed

within the legitimate economy and converted from their original cash form, the

opportunities for money laundering are

increased exponentially: The funds can be

transferred among and hidden within

dozens of financial intermediaries and

commercial investments, domestically

and internationally.

The above description is what a ‘‘good’’

laundering scheme should be. Most of the

money laundering literature continues to

pay homage to this U.N. definition or a

similar description of money laundering

and then proceeds to ignore what is required in order for criminal proceeds to

be actually ‘‘laundered.’’ In reality, what

has become accepted as money laundering

is the mere use or deposit of proceeds of

crime. In many of the cases that are called

money laundering, the illegally derived

revenue was merely deposited or spent on

expensive commodities with little attempt

to hide the original source of the proceeds.

However, in other cases, millions of dollars

of criminal funds were proficiently cleansed through elaborate operations that

involved numerous economic sectors,

dozens of professionals, a myriad of illusory guises and techniques, and hundreds,

if not thousands, of obfuscating transactions. For both analytical and law enforcement purposes, attention should be paid to

how the proceeds of crime are disposed of

by the criminal element—with particular

emphasis on how it enters and circulates

within the legitimate economy—regardless

of whether these transactions satisfy the

definition of money laundering.



In a 1990 Tracing of Illicit Funds report

completed for the Canadian government,

an analysis was completed on all cases

identified by the Royal Canadian Mounted

Police as having a large financial component. The analysis of these police cases

revealed that the sectors of the business or

financial markets most often used by criminal enterprises in their laundering activities or to facilitate these schemes included

the following:

.

.

.

.

.

.



.



Deposit-taking institutions

Currency exchange houses

Securities markets

Real estate

Incorporation and operation of

companies

Miscellaneous laundering via big

purchases (vehicles, boats, planes,

travel agencies, gems, jewelry, and

so forth)

White collar professionals such as

lawyers and accountants



The report concluded that money laundering in Canada was a thriving industry

that had demonstrated that it could utilize

any number of economic sectors and services. The Canadian findings were also

shown to be true elsewhere. Australia

replicated the study and produced similar

results, detailed in a 1992 report titled

Taken to the Cleaners: Money Laundering

in Australia.



Laundering Schemes

Laundering schemes range from the extremely simple to the extremely sophisticated. The majority of the cases that the

police identified were drug related, were

located in the largest urban centers, and

tended to make use of nominees to conceal

ownership of the proceeds. We might consider the laundering schemes falling along

a continuum. The basic distinctions reflect

the degree of seriousness of the schemes—

serious in terms of the amount of money
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involved and the ongoing nature of some

of the schemes.

Some cases involved a simple-limited

scheme. These cases involved a low amount

of money being laundered on an ongoing

basis. A typical scheme might involve a

tavern, restaurant, vending machine company, or actual laundry—any business

where the inventory is flexible and dirty

money can be claimed as profit from the

legitimate business. There is obviously a

fairly restrictive ceiling on how much

money can be pushed through these laundering operations. The business owner

would have to pay taxes on these claimed

profits, but this amount would be thought

of as a business expense. The criminal proceeds gain the appearance of legitimate

earnings that could be openly used.

Some fairly simple schemes are, however, less restrictive. This second category

was referred to as simple-unlimited. There

are businesses that have such large budgets and involve such a high level of technical expertise that it is typically very hard

to refute the amounts of money required in the various operations. Dredging,

waste, scrap metal, and construction

industries are particularly suited for longterm, high-quantity laundering activity.

The next level of schemes becomes

harder to trace, because in fact ‘‘tracing’’

is required. We might differentiate between serial-simple and serial-complex

cases. A final category would be the international schemes. In reality, many of the

serial cases, and certainly most of the truly

complex schemes, involve an international

component. The serial-simple schemes involve a large number of financial transactions and account manipulations. The

movement of the money through these

accounts is designed to deceive the police.

However, in most of the cases involving

these schemes, once the police begin to

investigate, the schemes fail to protect the

illicit proceeds. The ability to follow an

audit trail will reveal the true source of

these funds—or at least reveal that there

is no legitimate source.
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The serial-complex schemes are by definition more complex. These schemes usually require the assistance of professionals

such as lawyers and accountants. Imaginative real estate flips, complex invoice

manipulations, and penetration of the

stock markets may be involved. In the

1990 Canadian study, 80% of the cases

had an international component. The

movement of dirty money across borders

provides a powerful concealing advantage.

Exporting the illicit funds offshore and

then repatriating the profits back to the

country where the proceeds originated

allows the criminals to make use of the

proceeds to perpetuate their criminal operation (that is, purchase more drugs) and

then make use of legitimate business

opportunities such as the provisions available in some jurisdictions that allow for

tax incentives for foreign investment.

‘‘Loan-back’’ schemes, front companies,

and double invoicing are all part of any

of these schemes.



The Role of White Collar

Professionals

As noted above, the more sophisticated a

scheme is, the more likely a professional will

have facilitated the process—either knowingly as an accomplice or unwittingly by

merely operating in a professional capacity.

Legitimate businesses may knowingly

accept cash for expensive purchases while

ignoring the likely source of the funds.

Michael Levi refers to the ‘‘symbiotic relationship’’ between otherwise legitimate

businesses and laundering. Professionals

such as lawyers and accountants are seen

as the gatekeepers, intermediaries, or facilitators of major laundering operations.

They are able to offer not only their expertise but also their status, which serves to

legitimate the various financial transactions

that may be part of laundering schemes.

Lawyers, for example, may serve by

providing a nominee function, conducting
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the various commercial and financial transactions, incorporating companies on behalf of clients, and managing the illicit

cash, including coordination of international transactions. It is significant, therefore, that it is the lawyers in some

jurisdictions that have resisted being included in some of the anti–money laundering enforcement requirements claiming

solicitor–client confidentiality as the reason for their exclusion. While these professionals are often implicated in the criminal

laundering, they are also valuable in working in a forensic capacity in partnership

with law enforcement in fighting money

laundering.



more sophisticated forms of money laundering.

An earlier preferred theory was that

organized criminals would use their illicit

proceeds in order to ‘‘buy into’’ the legitimate society and hence become legitimate

(or at least allow their next generation to

be legitimate). To the extent that enforcement has any impact on the criminal operations, enforcement activities may serve

to ensure that criminals remain outside

legitimate operations and only use legitimate businesses to further their criminal

operations or to hide their proceeds before

moving them elsewhere.



Unresolved Issues

Impact on Policing

From a policing perspective, a focus on

money laundering involves different types

of skills, including training or recruiting

special ‘‘proceeds of crime’’ investigators.

‘‘Traditional’’ policing seldom has the

resources to successfully build complicated

cases and follow the paper trails that often

wind through numerous jurisdictions,

making use of multiple corporations and

nominees. Different policing structure, different policing expertise, and different

working relationships with other police

departments, other regulatory agencies,

professional associations, and international contacts are all required. Investigators may require forensic accounting

skills, computer intelligence systems, and

sophisticated analytical work.

Increasingly, police are forming ‘‘integrated’’ units that include this expertise

in the form of having forensic accountants

working directly with the police

in assisting to trace the illicit proceeds.

Ironically, one now must expect more laundering rather than less. As long as enforcement targets illicit proceeds, there will

be more of a need for money laundering.

In other words, enforcement that targets

the proceeds of crime actually promotes



The massive international antilaundering

campaign is not a neutral activity but rather has been carried out at considerable

expense in terms of resources, impact of

the blacklisting sanctions imposed on certain of the more vulnerable nations, and

possibly even on the way in which criminals conduct their business.

The results from all of the antilaundering strategies have been difficult to measure. As Levi states, ‘‘. . . there are few

defensible positive findings about the direct, short-term impact of money laundering reporting on prosecutions and on

confiscations.’’ Assigning private sector

institutions, such as financial institutions,

enforcement responsibilities traditionally

carried out by the state has numerous limitations. Different institutional cultures,

different mandates, the profit-oriented and

cost reduction goals of financial institutions, and hence different priorities will

obstruct full compliance with the antilaundering requirements.

Given what remains a dearth of empirical information regarding the impact of

laundering, the size of the laundering

operations, or the impact of enforcement

on the laundering operations, some critics question the international focus on
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anti–money laundering and challenge the

notion that terrorism can be reduced via a

focus on terrorist financing. The allure of

seized dollars, the political sway over noncompliant states, the related focus on fleeing tax dollars, and/or capital flight all

make these antilaundering campaigns attractive, and critics argue that the objective behind the antilaundering campaigns

may have little relationship to crime control or even to terrorism.

Left as one policing tool among many,

taking the profits of criminal activity away

from convicted criminals makes sense.

Using the intelligence gathered from the

antilaundering strategies to advance police

investigations is beneficial. However, the

priority given to this approach and the

international consequences of a ‘‘harmonized’’ global commitment to the anti–

money laundering strategies are perhaps

more questionable. While one would not

refute that organized criminal activities,

such as drug trafficking, have a serious

impact on society, the evidence is less

strong that the criminal proceeds derived

from these activities pose a significant additional harm, nor that the limited ability—regardless of the resources used in

the effort—to deprive criminals of their

profits will reduce the amount of these

types of criminal operations.

Money laundering may, depending on

the source of the funds, in fact have some

positive benefits for some societies because

it involves the transfer of funds from the

underground economy (where it goes untaxed and may be used to fund criminal

activities) to the legitimate economy (where

it may be invested or spent on legitimate

goods and services and can be taxed). A

more balanced focus on the criminals,

their criminal activities, and the illicit proceeds may be the next enforcement shift.

MARGARET E. BEARE

See also Criminal Investigation; Federal

Police and Investigative Agencies; Identity

Theft; White Collar Crime
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Definition

Mounted patrol may be defined and described as follows (Carfield 1995, 371):

Horse-mounted police are special units

within police departments or public safety

organizations that use horses either for patrol activities or for special operations.

Sometimes the horse is used primarily for

transportation to facilitate and inspire personal interaction among officers and citizenry. During special operations, the

height and bulk of the horse enhance the

mounted officer’s command presence and

authority.



Significance

Although many departments now rely on

vehicles (including cars, motorcycles, and

bicycles) to patrol areas, some still use

horse-mounted units to patrol certain

areas or for special occasions. Police

mounted units may also be used for special operations to supplement traditional

patrol units, especially when dealing with

crowd control. Horse-mounted units, traditionally based upon military discipline

and command models, are special units



that have a special history and unique

position within policing.

Several departments within the United

States either use horse-mounted patrols

to supplement automobile, motorcycle, bicycle, or foot patrol for certain events or

certain patrol activities or rely on them as

regular patrol details during shifts. Paradoxically, mounted police units still thrive

in urban and densely populated areas

(Roth 1998, 707). Some departments that

still either utilize horse-mounted patrol or

have regular horse-mounted patrols are the

New York Police Department, Los Angeles

County Sheriff’s Department, Pennsylvania State Police, Philadelphia Police Department, and the New Orleans Police

Department. In addition, several departments outside the United States still rely

on horse-mounted patrols as specialized

units within departments.



History

According to Roth (1998, 707), ‘‘While it

is unknown when the first horse was used

in police action, most historians trace the

utilization of mounted forces in peacekeeping activities to King Charles’ Articles

of War, published in 1629.’’ London’s

Horse Patrol, created in 1805, was the earliest formal mounted police force, and by

the 1820s both Australia and Texas had

implemented horse-mounted patrol units.

The London Bow Street police established a mounted patrol unit in 1758, and

by 1805, the horse patrols ‘‘consisted of

fifty-two men and animals and were

charged with patrolling main roads up to

twenty miles distant of London’’ (Campbell 1968; also Roth 1998, 708). This unit

mainly handled the threat of highwaymen

on the roads leading into London and

patrolled the main roads to prevent these

threats. Originally, the London Bow

Street Horse Patrol did not deal with

crowds or riots as later horse-mounted

patrols did and still do (Roth 1998). The
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numbers of the Bow Street Horse Patrol

were increased in the 1820s because they

had proved to be a success, and by the

beginning of the 1840s they were an integral part of the London Metropolitan

Police (Roth 1998).

The role of the mounted police changed

more to crowd control during the nineteenth century due to an increase in social

disorder and rioting (Roth 1998). Instead

of just patrolling the roads leading into

London to discourage highwaymen, the

duties of the mounted police by 1910 included patrolling common lands, controlling

strike-breaking violence and other horsemen, escorting members of the monarchy,

and searching for lost children and escaped

criminals. ‘‘In 1919 the mounted branch of

the metropolitan branch was reorganized

into a model resembling today’s branch’’

(Roth 1998, 708). In addition to London,

other towns and cities within England

adopted this type of unit to supplement police patrols. Newcastle-upon-Tyne adopted

a mounted patrol in 1836 and still uses a

force of six mounted officers to patrol the

woodlands and parks that surround the city

(Roth 1998). Eighteen U.K. police forces

had mounted patrol branches by the end

of 1982.

Police departments in the United Kingdom were not the only ones to implement

mounted patrols during this time. Police

departments in Australia also created

mounted patrol units in the 1800s. Mounted

patrols were responsible for most law enforcement in the gold fields during the

1850 gold rush and for controlling rioting

in Sydney and finding runaway convicts as

well during this time. To the present day,

mounted patrols have been maintained

within Australia. ‘‘The New South Wales

mounted force today assists the police on

special operations such as traffic control at

major celebrations and sporting events;

searches for missing persons in wilderness

areas; searches for escapees, drug plantations and retrieving stolen livestock’’ (Roth

1998, 709).
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Horse-mounted patrols within the

United States are often equated with the

history of the Texas Rangers in the late

1800s. During the nineteenth century, the

rangers had an on-and-off existence but

were formally organized in 1835, forming

an auxiliary military body to patrol the

frontiers between the Colorado and Trinity rivers (Roth 1998). The other main

responsibility of the rangers was to protect

the Texas frontier from Indian attacks during this time. Following the Civil War,

their duties shifted from border patrol to

straight police work against outlaws.

Following the example of the Texas

Rangers, other states, such as Arizona

and New Mexico, also implemented

horse patrols around the 1900s to improve

law enforcement. The main mission of

these units was to reduce predations by

outlaws. Although many mounted patrols

were reduced or disbanded by the introduction and proliferation of automobile

and highway patrols, many departments

within the United States and the world

still have departments with horse patrols

that are still used today, yet ‘‘there are no

accurate statistics on the number of

mounted forces in the world today.

According to one source there were between seventy and eighty-two units in the

USA alone in the early 1980s’’ (Carfield

1982; also Roth 1998, 718).



Advantages and Justifications of

Horse Patrols

Often cited as the reasons for mounted

patrols are riot and crowd control, visibility, community relations, and park patrol.

Also, horse patrols are often used in parades, funerals, special operations, and

traffic. The advantages of patrolling on

horseback include having a clearer view

of an area, greater public visibility, and

the ability to operate in close places.

However, there are disadvantages as well,
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which include exposure to inclement

weather, limited carrying capacity, ‘‘litter’’

(that is, waste), vulnerability, and lack of

speed over long distances (Carfield 1995;

Doeren 1989; Roth 1998). ‘‘Nevertheless,

mounted patrols persist for reasons which

clearly exceed mere sentimentality. Many

communities are willing to maintain

mounted units, despite their limitations,

in order to realize perceived benefits’’

(Roth 1998, 718).



Horse Selection

The physical attributes that are of primary

significance in selecting a horse for law

enforcement work are gender, weight,

age, height, and breed. The majority of

mounted patrol units rely on geldings (altered male horses), though some do use

mares and/or stallions. Geldings are often

preferred to mares or stallions because

they tend to possess an overall quieter

disposition and are usually safer and

easier to handle (Doeren 1989, 10–11).

Often the preference is for larger horses, around 15.2 hands tall or taller and

between a thousand and twelve hundred

pounds. Departments choose larger horses

for several reasons: They are better suited

for carrying heavier officers, they provide

greater visibility, and they are often more

effective in crowd control situations

(Doeren 1989). Most departments also

prefer to select young or ‘‘green broke’’

(minimally trained) horses, between three

and seven years old. While some training

has already begun, such a horse is still

susceptible to training and will be able to

work for a maximum number of years. In

addition, most programs utilize quarter

horses, thoroughbreds, Morgans, or

mixed-breed horses that are like the quarter horses or Morgans (Doeren 1989).

Horses that have a good disposition

(quiet, even tempered, and devoid of bad

habits) are also preferred for police work.



Horses are acquired by departments in

five different ways: (1) purchase, (2) donation, (3) loan, (4) trade, and (5) officer

owned (compensation), though most programs rely on purchase and/or donation.

‘‘Most training of horse and rider is carried on by the local department, but there

are prominent training centers that will

lend a hand in Chicago, St. Louis, and

Detroit, and under the auspices of the National Park Service’’ (Carfield 1995, 372).

Specialized training is required for both

horse and rider.

Although not as prominent as before

the introduction and proliferation of

the automobile, horse-mounted units are

still used by police departments today.

Essential functions of horse-mounted patrols still include crowd control, presence

at special events, patrolling highly congested areas, and public relations. Even

though horse-mounted patrols are sometimes difficult to implement and maintain

by departments, most that use these

special patrols believe the advantages

of having them outweigh the few disadvantages.

JENEPHYR JAMES

See also Crowd/Riot Control; Patrol,

Types and Effectiveness of; Texas Rangers
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MULTIETHNIC

COMMUNITIES:

INTERACTIVE MODEL

A major issue facing modern policing is

how to operate effectively in light of the

ever increasing ethnic diversity of our population. History has demonstrated that

most police issues, ranging from personnel

to excessive use of force, are linked closely

to the challenges that result from the increasing ethnic diversity found in our cities

and suburbs. The difficult challenge of

policing in rapidly changing multiethnic

communities has resulted in riots triggered

by conflict between police officers and members of ethnic communities, including those

in Los Angeles and Miami (Alpert and

Dunham 1992; Porter and Dunn 1984).

Leaders of metropolitan areas with less

ethnic diversity than Los Angeles and

Miami may think that these types of problems do not concern them. However, these

ethnically diverse cosmopolitan areas are

prototypes of the American urban scene.

In most communities, ethnicity seems to

complicate police procedures and encounters between the police and the public. Progressive police administrators have been

searching for solutions to the problems

inherent in this type of potentially explosive

interaction. Improved policies, training,

enhanced supervision, and the decentralization of administrative duties are just some of

the solutions that have been attempted.

However, it must be realized that information about potential clients, that is,

members of the various ethnic groups,

and their views toward police and policing

is necessary to guide these solutions. Questions such as the following need to be

answered by the police to help design an

effective approach to policing: How do

members of each ethnic community conceptualize the police? What are their

cultural expectations? Which policing procedures will receive community support

and the cooperation of the law-abiding

residents and which will be rejected with

noncooperation and perhaps violence?
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The police, the other partner in the relationship, often come to view the ethnic

community and its members as antagonistic to them and their role in the community. When the police feel that they have no

citizen support in the area, they begin to

focus more and more on the lack of citizen

respect for the police, refusals to cooperate

with the police, and antagonistic bystanders taunting police officers while an investigation or arrest is in process. This type of

reciprocal mistrust can develop into a

cycle that escalates into extreme conflict

such as resulted in the Rodney King case

in Los Angeles and the Diallo case in New

York City.



Formal and Informal Social Control

To couch the multiethnic policing problem

in sociological terms, it is one of disjuncture between formal and informal social

control structures. Further, when all is

said and done, it is the informal social control structure that revolves around intimate

or primary relationships that has the greatest impact on social control. In fact, for the

formal control structure (that is, the police

and courts) to have any degree of effectiveness, it must be supported and given credibility by the informal structure.

When the intimate relationships of the

primary groups are weakened, social control is gradually dissolved. The resulting

indirect or secondary relationships have

a much different effect on social control.

As Park (1925, 26) noted almost eighty

years ago:

It is characteristic of city life [in the absence

of neighborhood cohesion] that all sorts of

people meet and mingle together who

never fully comprehend one another. The

anarchist and the club man, the priest and

the Levite, the actor and the missionary who

touch elbows on the street still live in totally

different worlds. So complete is the segregation of vocational classes that it is possible
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within the limits of the city to live in an

isolation almost as complete as that of

some remote rural community.



Park observed differences between social control based on mores and neighborhood cohesion and social control based on

indirect and secondary relationships and

positive law. The latter is much weaker

and less capable of establishing order.

More recently, Greenberg and Rohe

(1986, 79) have reviewed the empirical research on the relationship between informal control and crime. They concluded

that emotional attachment to the neighborhood, perceived responsibility for the

control over the neighborhood, and the

expectation that oneself or one’s neighbors

would intervene in a criminal event are

associated with low crime rates. This evidence suggests a relationship between the

informal control of a cohesive neighborhood and crime.

Informal social control in the residential context refers to the development, observance, and enforcement of local norms

for appropriate public behavior (Greenberg and Rohe 1986, 80). It is the process

by which individual behavior is influenced

by a group and usually functions to maintain a minimum level of predictability in

the behavior of group members and to

promote the well-being of the group as a

whole. Sampson et al. (1997) refer to this

as ‘‘collective efficacy,’’ or the collective

capacity of residents to effectively supervise children and maintain public order.

Formal social control is based on written

rules or laws and prescribed punishments

for violating these rules and laws. The police and the courts are the institutions most

directly charged with maintaining order

under formal social controls. The means

of formal social control are not very effective without the direct support of the informal means of control. The combination

and the interaction of the two are central

to establishing effective social control.

The stigma of a police car in one’s

driveway, being handcuffed and placed in



a police car in front of family members

and long-time friends and neighbors, and

the sting of gossip is feared much more in

cohesive neighborhoods than the actual

punishments of the formal system. Of

course, maximum effectiveness of the control system requires that the norms and

values of the informal system be consistent

with those of the formal system. Wilson

and Kelling (1982, 34) advocate this level

of integration:

The essence of the police role in maintaining order is to reinforce the informal control

mechanisms of the community itself. The

police cannot, without committing extraordinary resources, provide a substitute for

that informal control. On the other hand,

to reinforce those natural forces, the police

must accommodate them.



If the local values and customs of a

neighborhood dictate that the police are

outsiders and arrest is the imposition of

unfair and biased rules on fellow residents,

then the stigma of arrest is absent and the

informal control system works against the

formal system.

Informal social control is not present in

every neighborhood; rather it is a variable

that differs both in form and degree among

neighborhoods. Many lack any degree

of fundamental integration and thereby

the means for an effective informal social

control system. More specifically, the

results of research on neighborhoods indicate that shared norms are less likely to

develop in low-income neighborhoods

that are heterogeneous with regard to ethnic composition, family type, or lifestyle

than they are in low-income, culturally

homogeneous neighborhoods or in middle-class neighborhoods (Sampson and

Wilson 1995; Greenberg and Rohe 1986;

Merry 1981). Residents of low-income

heterogeneous neighborhoods tend to be

more suspicious of each other, to perceive

less commonality with other residents, and

to feel less control over their neighborhood than do the residents of more homogeneous areas.
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For example, many inner-city black

neighborhoods lack a dominant cultural

group. Even though the residents are all

black, housing discrimination and other

factors result in neighborhoods that vary

considerably in the social values, lifestyle,

and family type characteristic of its residents (Erbe 1975). As a result of this diversity, residents have little consensus on

conceptions of appropriate public behavior, and informal social control within the

neighborhood tends to be weak. In extreme cases, the conceptions of appropriate public behavior are in conflict among

neighborhood residents.

The situation in predominately white,

middle-class neighborhoods is much different. These neighborhoods tend to be

more homogeneous due to self-selection

resulting from the greater freedom of choice

in locating a residence. Residents tend to

self-select their location based upon similarities of other residents to their family type,

lifestyle, and values. This process tends to

group residents according to their basic underlying assumptions of appropriate public

behavior and values. Therefore, informal

social control tends to be much more developed in these types of neighborhoods than

in low-income neighborhoods.



An Interactive Model

The neighborhood unit still is a social unit

as well as an ecological category, even

though neighborhoods have undergone

considerable change in the past fifty

years. These changes have resulted in considerable variation among neighborhoods

in their degree of cohesiveness and the

strength of their informal social control

systems. It is still true that neighborhood

context can provide an important source

of integration into the larger society for its

residents. In fact, cohesive neighborhoods

provide alternative means for residents to

respond to and adapt to the larger, more

complex society. In addition, cohesive
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neighborhoods incorporate an important

system of informal social control that can

be crucial to establishing order and controlling crime, if it is integrated into the

formal social control system involving the

police and the courts. The key is the interaction between the formal social control

system of the larger community and the

informal control systems operating in the

various neighborhoods.

One of the early functions of developing urban police forces was to establish

social regulation to supplement law enforcement duties. This need developed

when police effectiveness declined, as urbanization increased, and as communities

became more cosmopolitan (Black 1980;

Kelling 1985). In the most disorderly

parts of American cities, the traditional

police officer became an ‘‘institution’’

who responded to a ‘‘moral mandate’’ for

informal social control in situations where

individuals violated community or neighborhood norms and impinged on the personal and property rights of others. ‘‘Street

justice’’ was another name for this function

(Sykes 1986). ‘‘Street justice,’’ then, is a

response to a community or neighborhood

mandate that something be done about

situations where formal institutions cannot

or will not act for a variety of reasons.

When this function became linked to ethnic

and racial prejudice in the 1950s and 1960s,

however, it ushered in decades of reform.

Skogan (1990) has analyzed indicators

of neighborhood decline that lead to

disorder. These include public drinking,

corner gangs, street harassment, drugs,

noisy neighbors, commercial sex, vandalism, dilapidation/abandonment, and rubbish. Other research has also revealed that

neighborhoods are declining but that the

community policing philosophy is still appropriate for many areas. Further, it is

possible to create community spirit in

those areas that never had any or that

have lost it (Alpert and Dunham 1988).

The traditional model of policing,

whether it is labeled ‘‘street justice’’ or

‘‘order maintenance,’’ represents a model
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of policing that integrates the informal control system of the local community with the

formal control system of the police. The

more recent model of policing, whether

it is called ‘‘law enforcement’’ or ‘‘professional,’’ attempts policing with minimal integration between the formal control system

of the police and the informal control system of the local neighborhood.

The interactive model calls for policing

strategies that integrate formal procedures

and practices with the informal social control system operating within the various

neighborhoods. To reach maximum effectiveness, police discretion and strategies

must be organized within the established

norms of public behavior in the neighborhood. Policies must be developed with an

understanding that the neighborhood has

established alternative ways that residents

adapt to and cope within the larger social

system, including the police and the laws

they enforce.



Community-Oriented Policing

There has been a resurgence of interest in

this policing strategy and a recent increase

in the number of programs that have been

initiated in agencies around the country.

This interest may be more a function of

the failure of the ‘‘law-enforcement’’ or

‘‘professional’’ models discussed earlier

than an increase in support for this type

of policing. Regardless of the reasons, significant attention and resources are being

allocated to community-oriented policing.

The purpose of the model is to place a

greater emphasis on nonadversarial problem solving in lieu of traditional strategies

that conflict with normative structures in

the neighborhood. Nonadversarial policing is achieved through the development

of specific tasks and policing strategies,

which are based upon a combination of

law enforcement requirements, community needs, and techniques of problem solving. The question still remains: How can



the police gain a greater understanding of

the unique characteristics of specific communities so that a bond will form?



Geographic Focus of Police

Responsibility

Most departments stress the need for police officers to return to the old meaning of

‘‘beat officer.’’ That is, to emphasize ‘‘the

geographic basis of officer assignment and

responsibility by shifting the fundamental

unit of patrol accountability from time of

day to place’’ (Cordner 2005, 406). Officers need to learn about the residents and

business people in their neighborhoods

and to see them and be seen in situations

that are not always defined as negative or

at best neutral.

To reduce isolation, officers must first

be assigned to community beats for an

extended period, supervised by command

staff. This move toward stability will increase the identification of an officer with

the residents, geography, politics, and

other issues of a given neighborhood. Second, there must be the traditional police–

community relations meetings or citizens’

advisory groups. Even when these two elements are operating, successful community

policing requires proper training, feedback

mechanisms, and an institutionalized reward system.



Neighborhood Training

Neighborhood training can effectively inform the officers as to what they can expect

from the residents, physical surroundings,

or other influences. This in-service training

introduces officers to community characteristics while working the streets under

supervision (in a way similar to a field

training officer). Clear differences divide

officers and citizens concerning preferred styles of policing. To match style of
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policing with community needs, knowledge of community values and beliefs as

well as the attitudes and priorities of police

officers must be part of the training mix.

The needs of the community can be

determined by periodic social surveys

that, if linked to census data and local

planning information, can inform officials

of the changing nature of a given neighborhood. While it is relatively easy to

identify what constitutes negative behavior, it is difficult to ascertain exemplary

behavior. A blue-ribbon committee studying the Miami Police Department came to

a similar conclusion. In its final report

(Overtown Blue Ribbon Committee 1983,

199), it noted

It is our conclusion that a minor organizational change can have a major impact on

community relations and on the interrelationships between citizens and police. We

believe that confidence in the police will be

enhanced if the police measure and make

more visible the activities they perform.

Moreover, police work is usually rewarded

by the gratitude an officer receives from

those who he or she helps. Status in the

department, promotions, raises, commendations, etc., rest largely on his or her

crime-fighting activities, the number of

arrests, crimes he or she solves, etc. As a

result, the patrol officer may regard service

calls as a necessary evil.



Both the crime fighting and the service

function of the police need to be evaluated

on the institutional and individual levels.

First, an ongoing study of victimization

can provide police with data on how well

their agency provides services. Second, a

random survey of consumers of police services can provide administrators and planners with feedback on their services and

the officers who provide them.



Rewarding the Police Officer

Most police departments provide incentives for their officers. These include
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traditional promotions, merit increases,

and ‘‘officer-of-the-month’’ recognition.

Traditionally, these rewards have been

based on aggressive actions that have led

to an arrest(s), the capture of a dangerous

felon, or some other heroic activity. These

criteria for rewarding police officers are

important and serve to encourage similar

actions from others. Yet other types of

police behavior deserve recognition,

such as exemplary service to the community and the diffusion and reduction of

violence. The actions of an officer who

avoids a shooting or talks a suspect into

custody may not be known to his or her

superiors, and when they are, the officer

may be labeled a ‘‘chicken’’ or one who

cannot provide needed backup to fellow

officers. This type of nonaggressive behavior—consistent with neighborhood

norms—deserves attention and reinforcement.



Toward an Interactive Model

The model will work most effectively in

homogeneous neighborhoods and in areas

where police administrators have strong

control of their officers. It is important

that police officers work for the community,

not merely to impress their supervisors.

Some cities will find it quite reasonable to

divide police jurisdictions to facilitate the

proposed model, as many geographic locations attract or limit certain groups of people. Other cities may find their demographic

mix too complex for this type of policing.

Regardless of the administrative level of

commitment, patrol officers are in the best

position to understand the varied and

changing needs of the community.

ROGER DUNHAM and GEOFFREY P. ALPERT

See also Boston Police Department; Community Attitudes toward the Police; Community-Oriented Policing: Effects and Impacts;

Community-Oriented Policing: History;

Community-Oriented Policing: International;
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Community-Oriented Policing: Practices;

Community-Oriented Policing: Rationale
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The Nassau County Police Department (hereinafter NCPD) was created

April 16, 1925. Fifty-five men who were

special deputy sheriffs became the first

sworn officers. The new commissioner of

police, Abraham Skidmore, designated

one of the officers as a captain, two as

sergeants, one as a fingerprint expert,

eleven as motorcycle patrol officers, and

thirty-nine as foot patrol officers. The

first precinct was created in the unincorporated areas of the southern half of the

county.

At its inception, a unique organizational and taxing structure was established

to fund the Nassau County Police Department. The department was divided

into two components: headquarters and

the police district. The headquarters unit

would provide support services such as

a countywide crime laboratory, a police

academy, and homicide squad detectives

to serve all areas of Nassau County whether the area was patrolled by the county

police or by a local police department.

Thus, all residents of the county would

pay for the cost of the police services



Nassau County was created in 1899. It occupies a 287-square-mile portion of Long

Island, located in the southeast portion of

New York State. The county is bounded on

the south by the Atlantic Ocean, on the

north by the Long Island Sound, on the

east by Suffolk County, and on the west by

New York City. Nassau County is divided

into two cities, three towns, and more than

eighty villages.

When Nassau County was created, it was

a rural area with a population of approximately thirty thousand. The county was

composed of large farms and some prominent estates on its north shore, known as

the ‘‘Gold Coast.’’ In the 1920s, residents

began commuting to Nassau County via

the Long Island Railroad, and many of the

local farms were sold, subdivided, and

developed into various communities. The

population of the county increased to

almost two hundred thousand. This significant growth prompted government officials

to consider the creation of a countywide

police agency.
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provided by the components of the headquarters unit. The police district unit

provided routine patrol and other police services to those towns and villages

that requested basic patrol services.

The district taxing structure would derive revenue only from those areas that

were actually patrolled by county police

officers.

From 1925 to 1945, hundreds of sworn

officers were hired, and several police precincts were created to subdivide police services in the county. Several incorporated

villages and unincorporated areas abolished their local police departments and

opted for patrol service to be provided by

the Nassau County Police Department. In

1930, a police headquarters building was

erected in Mineola, and it remains at this

location today.

By 1946, the population of Nassau

County increased to almost four hundred thousand, and the police department

grew to 587 sworn members. Various police subdivisions were created, and a marine bureau was established to provide

police patrol on the waterways adjacent

to the north and south shores of the

county.

The end of WWII created an unprecedented demand for housing for returning

veterans and others seeking to own a

home. Many remaining farms in Nassau

County were converted into huge communities such as Levittown. Nassau

County experienced explosive growth.

The number of sworn officers in the department more than doubled by the early

1960s. In 1968, the population of the county grew to more than one million, and the

county police department had almost thirty-two hundred sworn officers. The NCPD

became the second largest police department in New York State and the eighth

largest municipal police agency in the

nation.

In 1966, a new police commissioner,

Francis B. Looney, began to emphasize

the importance of college education for
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police officers seeking higher ranks. Commissioner Looney established a liaison

with local colleges and universities and

officers were encouraged to seek college

degrees. With the cooperation of the civil

service commission, Commissioner Looney instituted a college education incentive

system that favored college educated officers in the promotion process.

Also in 1966, the first sworn female

officer, Kathleen Reilly, joined the ranks

of the department. Tragically, less than

two years later she was killed in an accident while assisting a disabled motorist.

Today, there are 296 female officers in

the department, and male and female officers work side by side in every aspect

of policing. Several female officers have

been promoted to precinct commanders

or have achieved administrative positions,

and at least one of the top-ranking administrative officers in the department is a

female.

In 1967, the New York legislature fully

recognized municipal labor unions. Since

the enactment of this legislation, NCPD

police unions have become a very powerful labor and political force in Nassau

County, and these unions have dramatically changed the wages, hours, and working conditions of the sworn officers in the

department.

In June 1974, the police department

employed 3,900 sworn officers. In the late

1970s, the population of Nassau County

leveled to approximately 1.3 million. The

number of officers employed by the police

department began a steady decline in

the 1980s and 1990s. In June 2000, a

state financial control board was established to oversee the county budget process because of the extraordinary deficit

spending that occurred between 1990 and

2000. Significant fiscal restraints have

resulted in a reduction in the number of

sworn officers in the department. In 2005,

the NCPD was staffed by 2,722 sworn

officers and 1,282 civilians, and the department provided police service to almost
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1.1 million residents. The department has

more than nine hundred vehicles, and

the 2005 NCPD budget was $619,220,662.

Many sworn officers in the department

have college degrees, and these officers are

among the highest paid in the nation.

When county officials develop plans to

hire new police recruits, it is not uncommon for twenty-five thousand applicants

to seek these sworn positions.

The NCPD is divided into a patrol division, support division, and detective

division. The NCPD police academy

trains police recruits in a nine-month

training program, and it provides supervisory, in-service, and administrative training programs. The department has

successfully operated its own ambulance

service for more than fifty years. It has a

marine/aviation unit, an emergency services bureau, a mounted unit, and

specialized detective services.

Promotion in the police department

is governed by written civil service examinations for police officer, sergeant, lieutenant,

and captain. Thereafter, all administrative

officers are appointed to higher rank by

the commissioner of police. The department has a Commissioner, two deputy commissioners, one four star chief and three

division chiefs. NCPD officials frequently profess that their police department is a service-oriented police agency

and that community satisfaction is a

major organizational goal. The police

department’s service orientation has

been observed and confirmed by James

Q. Wilson in his much quoted work Varieties of Police Behavior.

MARTIN L. O’CONNOR
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NATIONAL ADVISORY

COMMISSION ON CIVIL

DISORDER

The first nine months of 1967 gave rise to

164 civil disorders around the country,

largely in minority communities. These

ranged from small-scale disorders to fullout riots. The United States appeared to

be out of control. On July 27, 1967, President Lyndon Johnson signed Executive

Order 11365, thus creating the National

Advisory Commission on Civil Disorder.

The Kerner Commission, as it came

to be known (chaired by Otto Kerner,

then governor of Illinois), was charged

with discovering the root causes for the

disturbances and making suggestions for

remedying these problems. During the

course of its investigation, the commission studied twenty-four of the major

disorders in twenty-three cities across

the country. The study was accomplished

through testimony before the commission, site visits, and interviews. As common grievances emerged, the commission

created a three-tiered ranking system for

these grievances and ranked the twelve

most common grievances accordingly.

At the top of the most serious tier was

police behavior.

Not only was police behavior listed at

or near the top of the grievance list in

every city under study, police behavior

was often cited as the immediate precursor

to the riots. In many instances the police

behavior in question was routine, such as

a traffic stop. In one case it was a raid on

an illegal drinking establishment in a black

neighborhood.

The problem with the police was not just

about the police officer. In many ways it
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was found to be about what the officer

represented to the ghetto resident. The

police represented the entire criminal justice system and all of its faults. Police were

caught between those who demanded more

enforcement to deal with increasing levels

of crime and those who saw the police as a

repressive invading force.

Major areas of concern in the realm of

policing included the conduct of officers

and patrol practices in the minority neighborhoods. Issues over police protection

and use of force also emerged. In each

area the issue was the difference in treatment afforded to blacks as compared to

whites.

Beginning with police conduct and patrol practices, the commission found that

blacks believed brutality and harassment

were rampant. Police were accused of treating citizens with disrespect, targeting interracial couples for harassment, and spending

an excess amount of time ordering groups

of teens to move on or disperse. These

actions were seen as degrading to the community members and unnecessary for crime

prevention. Early warning–type systems

were recommended to ensure that officers

who developed a pattern of misbehavior

could be disciplined effectively.

Further aggravating this problem were

issues surrounding patrol practices. Increases in crime in the ghetto areas were

often responded to with intensive patrol

levels. This increased dramatically the number of police–citizen contacts and thus the

chances that contact would be unsatisfactory. The commission also found that

motorized patrol had contributed to these

problems by isolating the officer from the

members of the community. The officers in

the patrol car went rapidly from one call to

the next, giving the impression that they

had little concern for the community beyond the one they would arrest next. Contacts with the police became formal,

occurring only when there was a complaint

or when the officers found something to

intervene in. Stationing officers in the
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same area for lengthy periods of time and

removing them from patrol cars would

remedy this problem by allowing the officer

and the community residents to get to

know each other.

In the midst of this increase in patrol,

ghetto residents also lodged complaints

about a perceived lack of police protection. Police were seen as tolerating many

crimes including drugs and prostitution in

ghetto areas but not in white areas. They

were also seen as placing a much lower

priority on calls for service in the ghetto

areas. Response times were slower and

police were more interested in crimes

that involved white victims. Much of

this perception related to the need for

the police to prioritize the calls they

received in these areas. There were simply

not enough officers available to handle

the volume of calls received. Redistribution of the patrol force, and increased

communication with the public about

priorities, were recommended to address

this problem.

Use of force was a particularly acute

issue in the ghetto communities during

the riots. The commission discovered that

police were frequently involved in massive

firefights with unseen snipers. These snipers turned out to be nonexistent. In one

case the police opened fire in a massive

display, only to discover the sniper they

thought they were facing was a member of

the National Guard who had fired a warning shot at a fleeing suspect. Police use of

force during the riots was found to contribute to the ongoing outbreak of violence rather than to contain it.

The commission spent some time discussing how use of force issues were

related to the technology available to the

police; generally, a revolver or a nightstick were the only options. Chemical

agents and other less-than-lethal weapons

were more available to the army, but tensions between communities and the police

were found to inhibit police exploration of these options. The commission
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recommended increasing police use of

these alternative weapons and development of new options.

Another significant recommendation

repairing the relationship between the

police and the public was the creation

of an easily accessible grievance procedure. Police departments needed clear

written policies and enforcement mechanisms to ensure compliance. If the grievance

procedure was handled with less secrecy,

public trust in the police department

would be increased.

In the years since the Kerner Commission report, some of the recommendations

have become a reality. Many departments

have citizen review boards and other forms

of open grievance procedures. Community-oriented policing practices have been

developed to create a better relationship

in the community. Tasers, pepper spray,

and many other less-than-lethal weapons

have been developed. Even though evidence may exist that shows that police

still have some of the same problems in

the minority community, progress has

emerged from the commission’s work.

LORIE RUBENSER

See also Conflict Management; Crowd/Riot

Control; Excessive Force; Federal Commissions and Enactments; Minorities and the

Police; Nonlethal (or Less-than-Lethal)

Weapons: History
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF

WOMEN LAW

ENFORCEMENT EXECUTIVES

(NAWLEE)



History

Professional organizations for women in

law enforcement have existed since 1915,

with the International Association of

Policewomen (IAP) being the only one

exclusively for women at that time. While

that organization struggled to maintain

membership, in the 1950s, its name was

changed to the International Association

of Women Police (IAWP), and it saw

increases in membership with its international status.

Today, there are many organizations

dedicated to women in law enforcement,

including the International Association of

Women Police, the National Center for

Women in Policing (NCWP), the European Network of Policewomen (ENP),

the British Association of Police Women

(BAP), and the Australasian Council of

Women and Policing (ACWAP). There is

only one organization, however, focused

primarily on advancing women executives

in law enforcement organizations, the National Association of Women Law Enforcement Executives (NAWLEE).

Now in its tenth year, NAWLEE provides opportunities for women of rank in a

variety of local, state, and federal organizations who aspire to move up the ranks

in their organizations. A nonprofit organization, it was established in 1995 under

the guidance of a steering committee

of five or six women chiefs at an annual
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International Association of Chiefs of

Police (IACP) meeting. The organization

has grown from one of less than ten members to one with more than 350 members

(Kyzer 2005).



for men and women in senior management

positions to better understand how to retain and mentor women in their organizations.

The following are the Mentoring Program goals (NAWLEE 2005):

.



Purpose and Scope



To provide a formal mentor program that will benefit NAWLEE

members and will serve as a model

for other police agencies and organizations

To facilitate and oversee the pairing

of NAWLEE members to enhance

and develop professional growth

To support and further advance

women in law enforcement and to

provide a medium for productive exchange of ideas, experience, and

learning



The general purpose and mission of

NAWLEE is to promote the ideals and

principles of women executives in law enforcement; to conduct training seminars to

train and educate women executives in law

enforcement, including but not limited to

the areas of leadership, management, and

administration; to provide a forum for the

exchange of information concerning law

enforcement; and to foster effective law

enforcement in general.

Membership status includes executive,

associate, and supporting members. Executive members are those who hold the

rank of lieutenant (a person whose rank

is above first-line supervision for the organization, or its equivalent) or above, in a

federal, state, county, municipal, campus,

or railroad law enforcement agency. Associate members must be a supervisory staff

employee of a federal, state, county, municipal, campus, or railroad law enforcement agency below the rank of lieutenant

(or equivalent). Supporting members must

by reason of their vocation, profession, or

business interest share concerns and objectives of the association and desire to demonstrate such support by membership.



The Mentoring Program is available

online and provides for mentors to be

matched with potential prote´ge´s who

have similar backgrounds and common

goals. Through this program, mentors

provide support and guidance, information, knowledge, experience, insight, and

mutual rewards to participants. Additionally, prior to the conference every year,

mentoring workshops are conducted on

how to be a successful mentor (Kyzer

2005). Research indicates that other organizations are also establishing formal

mentor programs to ensure leadership

development through requisite training

and experiences to make the women

ready for advancement within their organizations (Catalyst 1998).



Mentoring



Research



One of the most useful features that NAWLEE has to offer are mentoring opportunities for women in midlevel management

positions and those new to senior management positions and senior management

roles, through a formal mentoring program. NAWLEE provides opportunities



In a collaborative partnership with the

International Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP), NAWLEE surveyed eight

hundred law enforcement executives by

phone, asking their perceptions of women

in policing. The goal of the study was to

determine the current status of women in
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law enforcement and to identify challenging issues that, if addressed, might help to

increase the numbers of women in law

enforcement. The respondents indicated

that while the numbers of women in policing were increasing, there were still pressing issues for women that needed to be

addressed (IACP 1998). Issues that were

examined in the survey included the status

and roles of women in policing, recruitment and selection, supporting and

mentoring women officers, training and

supervision as related to tenure, success

and promotion of women officers, attrition and resignation of women officers,

gender discrimination and sexual harassment, whether a ‘‘glass ceiling’’ exists as a

barrier to promotion, and future directions for women in policing (IACP 1998).

While numerous pertinent findings

were revealed, perhaps one of the most

relevant is that there were very few mentoring programs for woman in law enforcement. Additionally, results indicated

that many departments did not have recruitment strategies specifically for women

and that women still face a glass ceiling that oftentimes precludes them from

promotion. The current president of the

IACP, Chief May Ann Viverette of

Gaithersburg, Maryland, stated that, ‘‘As

a successful woman police executive, it’s

my goal . . . to ensure that more women

become police officers and that more of

these women become leaders’’ (IACP

1998). She continued that the results of

the survey provided leaders with action

items that could be undertaken to advance

women in the organization. Furthermore,

by virtue of her being the first woman

president of the IACP, Chief Viverette is

in an ideal place to ensure that some of

these recommendations are undertaken.



Personal Context

Her personal experience with the organization provides additional insight into



the value and benefits of the organization.

Chief Viverette stated, ‘‘When I first joined

NAWLEE, I was unsure of what the organization could do for me. After attending

just the first NAWLEE conference, it

became evident to me that NAWLEE is

an important personal resource as well as

a powerful organization. NAWLEE is

often a source of information to those seeking advice from successful women in police

leadership roles. It is also an organization

where women can feel comfortable sharing

common experiences that may differ in

many ways to what men have experienced

in similar jobs or duties. In IACP, we view

NAWLEE as a credible organization that

can provide valuable feedback to many

of our programs. As president of IACP,

I view NAWLEE as an organization

that will provide much of the necessary

input that we will need to make positive

changes in law enforcement over the

next decade, not only for women, but

for all sworn and nonsworn personnel’’

(Viverette 2005).

Historically, it has been thought that it

was unwise for a woman executive to

speak out on gender issues. Now, however, one of the most important trends

for women executives is to start and/or

participate in women’s networks (Catalyst

1999). In order for women to take advantage of networking and mentoring opportunities, it is imperative that they have the

support of their supervisors, who, most of

the time, are men. Research consistently

shows that supervisor support is critical

for women in the workplace (Thompson,

Kirk, and Brown 2005). Additionally, the

recognition of formal networks in a supportive organization can facilitate the

identification of qualified women to higher

ranking, managerial positions (Catalyst

1999).

Additional research indicates that the

single most problematic issue for women

in law enforcement is the negative attitudes of their coworkers, and consequently

their exclusion from activities associated

with the ‘‘brotherhood’’ of police (Price
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and Sokoloff 2004, 501). With networking

and mentoring opportunities available

through NAWLEE, some of the women’s

feelings of isolation may be decreased, in

turn making them feel like a more valued

part of the organization while giving them

the desire to advance in organizations perceived as more friendly to women. Formal

mentoring programs, some of which may

begin even prior to a recruit entering the

academy, have been known to increase the

retention rate of women officers (Peak

2006).

One author states that, ‘‘Change will

come about as women create bonds with

one another, as we are provided with more

role models . . .’’ (Hunter College Women’s

Studies Collective 1995, 558). With organizations such as NAWLEE, women may

be able to realize their full potential and

gain their rightful places in today’s law

enforcement organizations.

KATHRYN E. SCARBOROUGH and

LINDA MAYBERRY

See also Women in Law Enforcement
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NATIONAL CRIME

VICTIMIZATION SURVEY

(NCVS)

For many years, the primary means available for describing crime in the United

States was the Uniform Crime Reports

(UCR). Compiled from data submitted

by participating police agencies, the UCR

continues to provide national and local

figures on crimes known to the police.

Recognizing that reliance upon police

reporting created systematic gaps in the statistical description of crime, the National

Crime Victimization Survey (NCVS) was

developed in the 1960s and early 1970s

and implemented in 1973. The NCVS

remains an integral part of the national

statistical program on crime.

The NCVS is an ongoing survey of nonfatal personal and property victimization in

the United States of individuals ages twelve

and older. It gathers detailed information

on households, individuals, and crime incidents from respondents in a nationally representative sample of residential addresses.

It is sponsored by the Bureau of Justice

Statistics (BJS), a division of the U.S. Department of Justice, and implemented by

the U.S. Bureau of the Census. According

to BJS, the NCVS was designed with four

specific goals in mind: ‘‘(1) to develop detailed information about the victims and

consequences of crime, (2) to estimate the

numbers and types of crimes not reported

to the police, (3) to provide uniform measures of selected types of crimes, and (4)
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to permit comparisons over time and

types of areas’’ (Bureau of Justice Statistics

2004, 9).

The methodology of the NCVS is rigorous. The selection of households into

the sample is done through a multistage

cluster sampling design. The process begins by stratifying all geographic areas

(such as metropolitan areas, counties,

and groups of smaller counties) by population size and randomly selecting one

geographic area per stratum. Areas with

exceptionally large populations are automatically entered into the sample. The

next step is to randomly select what is

called ‘‘census-identified enumeration districts.’’ These are essentially smaller geographic areas, such as city blocks, that

house approximately 750 to 1,500 residents. Finally, clusters of housing units

are randomly selected from within the

enumeration districts. The selected housing units remain in the sample for a period

of three and one-half years.

The occupants of the selected housing units are interviewed once every six

months for the three and one-half year period. The Census Bureau relies on in-person

face-to-face, telephone, and computerassisted telephone interviewing (CATI)

to administer the NCVS questionnaire.

The first and fifth interviews are typically

in-person interviews. The first interview

is considered the ‘‘bounding’’ interview

for all subsequent interviews. Bounding

is a technique that is used to limit respondent reference period recall error. Respondents often include events that happened

prior to the survey reference period.

This phenomenon is referred to as ‘‘telescoping.’’ Bounding reduces the extent

of this problem by anchoring respondents’

reports with an initial interview. This first

face-to-face bounding interview is not

included in the public use files of the

NCVS but is used by interviewers to

make sure duplicate events are not

reported. All of the subsequent six interviews should be bounded by the preceding

interview.



There are two questionnaire instruments. The first begins by gathering information on household characteristics, such

as the number of occupants, the household

income, and the type of living quarters

(for example, apartment, mobile home, or

condo). Details on each household occupant age twelve or older are also collected

in this section, including their age, sex,

race, occupation, and education. Finally,

household and individual ‘‘screener’’ questions are asked to determine whether any

property or nonfatal personal crime victimization occurred in the six months

prior to the interview.

If there is any indication during the

screening that there was a victimization,

the interviewer proceeds to the second instrument, the incident questionnaire. The

incident questionnaire consists of about

160 questions that follow intricate skip

patterns on the characteristics of the situation, the victims’ actions, the offender,

and responses to the incident. For example, a victim of violence would be asked

(among other things) when and where the

incident took place, the number of attacker(s) and age, sex, and race of each, whether weapons were used, the progression of

events, including threats and victim resistance, whether the victim was injured and

received medical care, and finally whether

and how the police were involved.

The data derived from the NCVS are

used in many ways. First, the data are

used to develop national estimates of nonfatal crime and to track crime over time.

Second, the data are compared with UCR

figures to provide an overall portrait of

crime in the United States from both official and self-reported data. And third, the

data are used by researchers to test theories of victimization and crime events and

to describe the risk and protective factors

related to crime. It is possible, but labor

intensive, to create longitudinal files that

follow individual respondents through

each wave of interviewing. Such files are

used to examine victimization over time

for individuals.
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It should be noted that the instruments

do not gather information about the

offending and related behaviors of the individuals in the sample. This is a limitation

in that the bulk of victimization research

demonstrates a strong overlap between

the risk of victimization and offending

behaviors.

Every year, approximately 42,000

households, and 76,000 individuals participate in the NCVS. Since respondents are

interviewed every six months, each year

nearly 84,000 household records and

152,000 individual person-level records

are gathered. During the period between

1992 and 2003, the household and personlevel interviews produced 154,543 crime

incident records. These figures are weighted to reflect the sampling methodology

for public reports on crime rates. For example, if there were 10,272 incidents

reported in the 1992 NCVS records, the

weighted count of incidents would be

44,240,000.

The data are available to the public

through the Inter-University Consortium

of Political and Social Research (ICPSR)

at the University of Michigan. There are

four levels of files: address ID record,

household record, person record, and incident record. These public use files do not

contain geographic identifiers, though special requests may be made to the sponsor

for those files. The files contain household,

person, and incident weights.

CATHERINE A. GALLAGHER

See also Crime Analysis; Uniform Crime

Reports; Victims’ Attitudes toward the

Police
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NATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

OF BLACKS IN LAW

ENFORCEMENT



Introduction

There are local, state, regional, and national organizations that represent blacks

in law enforcement. This article will focus

on two national organizations that represent African Americans in law enforcement:

the National Black Police Association

(NBPA) and the National Organization

of Black Law Enforcement Executives

(NOBLE). [Attempts to interview the current president of the National Organization of Black Women in Law Enforcement

(NOBWLE) in hopes of getting in-depth

information were unsuccessful. That organization was founded in 1985 with a primary objective to further the hiring,

training, retention, and promotion of

black females in law enforcement.] Both

organizations are post–Kerner Commission entities and represent a network of

minority officers and/or law enforcement

executives who share a commitment and

dedication to promote justice, equity, and

effectiveness in law enforcement and the

administration of justice. A description and

overview of each organization follows.



National Black Police Association

History, Mission, and Purpose

The National Black Police Association

was chartered as a not-for-profit organization in November 1972. As the oldest nationwide organization representing blacks

in law enforcement, the NBPA is a collection of local, state, and regional black police associations that was established to

create a national voice to speak on issues

of race and racism within police agencies

and in regards to police practices within
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the African American community. The

NBPA’s mission is to increase the awareness of the community, to be the conscience of the criminal justice system, and

to enhance the quality of life of the African

American community. Toward this end,

the NBPA serves as an organizational network to train all police officers and to

educate the community at large on issues

of race and policing.

The NBPA operates from an action

orientation. In particular, it seeks to address those issues that affect the personal

and professional lives of African American police officers and the quality of life

for the African American community.

These objectives include the following:

.



.



.



.



.



To strengthen the relationship between local police departments as

institutions and the minority community

To analyze and assess the effects of

the policies, practices, and programs

within the criminal justice system

upon the minority community

To serve as a pipeline or conduit to

recruit minority police officers on a

national scale

To expedite police reform in order to

eradicate police corruption, police

brutality, bias-based policing, and

racial discrimination

To educate and thereby better foster

and facilitate a more professional,

compassionate, and effective approach to policing



Organizational and Leadership Structure

The NBPA is divided into five regions

(Northeast, Eastern, Southern, Midwest,

and Western), consists of more than 140

chapters in thirty-four states and the District of Columbia, and represents more than

thirty-five thousand African American police officers. In recent years, the NBPA has

begun to cultivate and mentor future black

officers by establishing student chapters



on the campuses of historically black colleges and universities for those students

who are interested in careers in law enforcement and criminal justice. Similarly,

the NBPA was instrumental in the establishment of three international associations of blacks in law enforcement: the

Association of Black Law Enforcers in

Canada in 1992, the Metro London

Black Police Association in 1994, and the

National Black Police Association of the

United Kingdom.

The organization is governed by its National Board of Directors, which consists

of four members from each region, inclusive of an elected chairman, vice chairman,

and other officers. Even though the board

is responsible for the formulation of policy

and the operation of the national organization, the National Office is the NBPA’s

administrative arm, which is under the

direction of the executive director and

is responsible for coordinating and monitoring all funded projects and program

activities.



National Organization of Black

Law Enforcement Executives

History, Mission, and Purpose

The National Organization of Black Law

Enforcement Executives (NOBLE) was

founded in September 1976 during a symposium to address issues associated with

crime in the black community. This event

was cosponsored by the Law Enforcement

Assistance Administration, the Police

Foundation, and the Joint Center for Political Studies (now the Joint Center for

Political and Economic Studies) and

resulted in the publication Black Crime:

A Police View (Bryce 1977). The symposium brought together sixty top-ranking

black law enforcement executives who

represented twenty-four states and fiftyfive major cities.
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This gathering was conceived through

the networking of Peggy Triplett, who

began compiling the names and departmental affiliations of black executives

in law enforcement agencies during her

professional travels as a special assistant

to the director of the National Institute of

Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice,

the precursor of today’s National Institute

of Justice. After realizing their potential

for efficacy on the criminal justice system

as a unified, collective voice of black law

enforcement executives and recognizing

that there was a greater agenda, the sixty

attendees agreed to deviate from the program and form an organization, NOBLE.

NOBLE’s mission is to ensure equity in

the administration of justice in the provision of public service to all communities

and to serve as the conscience of law enforcement by being committed to justice

by action. NOBLE seeks to accomplish

this mission by valuing diversity, encouraging law enforcement as an institution to

respect the rights of all persons, being

proactive in addressing those issues that

are controversial in nature and that decrease the effective coproduction (that is,

the partnership between law enforcement

and community) of public safety and public order. In essence, NOBLE seeks to address and provide solutions to the issues

that impact and affect effective law enforcement policies and practices, as well

as those issues that impact community

safety, health, and wellness.



Organizational and Leadership Structure

NOBLE is divided into six regions and

consists of fifty-six chapters throughout

the United States, in addition to one international chapter. The regions and chapters encompass thirty-one states, the

District of Columbia, and the West Indies.

Its current membership is approximately

3,500 past and present law enforcement

executives of local, state, and federal law
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enforcement agencies, inclusive of college

and university police and public safety

agencies.

NOBLE is governed by its National

Executive Board, which is made up of

elected and appointed officers. The national president, who serves as the chief

executive officer of the organization, presides over the board. Officers of the board

also include the immediate past president,

the national vice president, the national

recording secretary, the treasurer, the financial secretary, the parliamentarian,

the sergeant-at-arms, the federal assistant

to the president, the special assistant for

international affairs, two additional special assistants to the president, the regional vice president from each of the six

regions, and a representative for associate

members.



Conclusion

The National Black Police Association and

the National Organization of Black Law

Enforcement Executives are two of the

more established national organizations

that represent blacks in law enforcement,

as well as the interests of the African American and other historically marginalized

communities and populations. Both organizations have taken an active as well as

proactive approach to address those issues

impacting law enforcement and the American community, in general, and blacks in

law enforcement and the African American

community in particular. From writing

papers on racial profiling and bias-based

policing to publishing pamphlets and brochures on ‘‘What to do if you are stopped

by the police,’’ both organizations are committed to correcting the past and present

mistakes made by law enforcement. In conclusion, both organizations hope to build

a more equitable criminal justice system

and facilitate a more symbiotic working

relationship between the institution of law
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enforcement, African American officers

and executives, and the various facets of

the American community.

BRIAN N. WILLIAMS

See also Accountability; Attitudes toward

the Police: Overview; Community Attitudes

toward the Police; Minorities and the Police; Professionalism
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people and institutions located within the

respective boundaries and different enough

from the surrounding area(s) so as to constitute a unique place.

As research on neighborhoods and

crime has progressed, generally it is acknowledged that the definition of a neighborhood is often based on a combination

of ecological characteristics and political

forces. Currently, a neighborhood is

defined as ‘‘. . . ecological unit(s) nested

within successively larger communities’’

(Sampson 2002, 445). Most recent research on neighborhoods and crime relies,

however, on boundaries as defined by

the U.S. Census Bureau. The reliance on

block groups and census tracks as defined

by the U.S. census poses theoretical and

methodological problems for neighborhood-based research and will be discussed

below in more detail.

In general, neighborhood effects on

crime and social organization can be

divided into two areas: ecological effects

and geographic characteristics. Ecological

effects can be described by the demographic characteristics of places. Geographic characteristics may be described

by characteristics of the built environment.



Neighborhood Ecological Effects

NEIGHBORHOOD EFFECTS

ON CRIME AND SOCIAL

ORGANIZATION

A beginning point for examining neighborhood effects on crime and social organization is to define what is meant by

‘‘neighborhood.’’ The concept is defined

variously in the relevant research and has

changed over time. Burgess and Park, for

example, who are credited with beginning

this area of research on crime in the United

States during the early 1900s, originally

divided Chicago into what they called

‘‘natural areas’’ (Park 1916, 147). These

were areas of the city deemed to be similar

enough based on the characteristics of the



Following the lead of Park and Burgess,

the work on neighborhood social organization and crime was followed by the work of

Shaw and McKay in Chicago in the early

1900s. They explained higher rates of delinquency through the structural characteristics of ‘‘neighborhoods,’’ including low

economic status, residential instability,

and ethnic heterogeneity. According to

Shaw and McKay (1969), a neighborhood

with high rates of delinquency was characterized by the conflicting values of

residents that prevented the community

from effectively controlling itself; such a

neighborhood, they claimed, was ‘‘socially
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disorganized.’’ Since its origins within the

work of Shaw and McKay, the theory of

social disorganization has evolved, and

today there are a number of related perspectives that explain crime or describe

processes by which crime can be reduced

or prevented in neighborhoods.

Overall, areas in a city with higher rates

of crime are likely to be characterized by

lower income, higher rates of unemployment, higher percentages of minority

populations, higher population heterogeneity, higher rates of households headed

by a single female with children, and lower

median property values. These types of

areas also tend to be characterized by a

population that has fewer ties to the formal economy and subsequently is more

likely to be or have been engaged in criminal activity (Greenberg, Rohe, and Williams 1983). Many of these factors affect

residents’ ability to supervise and control

the areas where they live. They may also

affect residents’ willingness and ability to

intervene in problematic situations. Resident participation in supervision of youth

and willingness to intervene are two key

factors that are shown in the research to

be related to the amount of crime in a

place. These two key factors are explained

in more detail below.

Where social cohesion between residents is high, they are more likely to

have control over what happens on their

block and in their neighborhood and are

more likely to intervene in problematic

events (Taylor, Gottfredson, and Brower

1984). Sampson and Raudenbush (1999)

measured social cohesion and levels of

social control among residents in Chicago

neighborhoods and combined these indicators to develop a measure of what

they refer to as ‘‘collective efficacy.’’ Specifically, collective efficacy includes three

elements: informal social control, organizational participation of residents, and

the willingness of neighbors to intervene

in problematic situations. In neighborhoods where collective efficacy was strong,

signs of disorder and crime were lower,
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regardless of sociodemographic characteristics of the residents.

Within an ethnically heterogeneous

neighborhood, or with a transient population, collective efficacy is likely to be

lower, and aggressive space management

is less likely to develop (Taylor and

Covington 1988). A higher proportion of

residents who are less involved reduces the

likelihood that strong or united resistance

will be offered against criminals moving to

their area. These population and neighborhood factors, in other words, can produce

more offenders or victims and fewer guardians against crime (Felson 1986). It also is

more likely that in communities containing

a more transient population, the friendship

and kin networks that have been shown to

reduce opportunities for crime in communities simply do not exist (Sampson and

Raudenbush 1999; Taylor, Gottfredson,

and Brower 1984). These ‘‘background factors’’ affect mediating processes to crime

like criminal opportunity and community

vigilance (Felson 1986).

These ‘‘background factors’’ may produce what Reiss (1986) describes as a

‘‘neighborhood effect on crime.’’ Neighborhood structure and organization can

disproportionately select households and

unrelated individuals who form networks

creating and supporting delinquency and

adult crime—the opposite, in fact, of collective efficacy. Reiss says that the density

of residence of adolescent or younger males

mediates this effect. A higher residential

density of a high-crime-committing group

such as this results in an extensive peer

network that is often located in neighborhoods where there are also a large proportion of single parent households, who may

be less available to enforce controls on

their children. In other words, in neighborhoods like this, there is a ready availability

of co-offenders and, therefore, a higher

density of offenders living close to their

victims, thus also creating a high density

of victims (Reiss 1986).

The perceptions and behaviors of residents of a residential setting, however, can
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influence spatial patterns of crime in that

area in both positive and negative ways. In

opposition to the crime-enabling effects

on communities of ‘‘background factors’’

and ‘‘neighborhood crime effects’’ described by Felson (1986) and Reiss (1986)

are the controlling or preventive influences

of friendship and kin networks in communities. These types of local social ties contribute to a more cohesive social culture

on a street block that appears to mitigate

both crime and fear of crime among residents (Sampson and Raudenbush 1999;

Taylor, Gottfredson, and Brower 1984).

In their research on community structure and crime, Sampson and Groves

(1989) examined the relationships between

(1) ability of a community to supervise

and control teenage peer groups, (2) local

friendship networks, and (3) local participation in formal and voluntary organizations and levels of crime. Their research

showed the importance of the supervision

of youths as a key component of effective

neighborhood crime control. They also

found that residential stability was a

more powerful determinant of rates of

crime in places than either socioeconomic

or family status. Residential stability is

important, they surmise, since it is directly

related to the formation of important

friendship networks, which in turn are important to effective social control.

Social control in a neighborhood generally comprises three forms: the private, parochial, and public levels of social control

(Bursik and Grasmick 1993; Hunter 1974).

Protecting one’s street block against property crime assumes a ‘‘private’’ level of

control, which requires familiarity with

one’s neighbors, or at least a strong acquaintance with one another. A private

level of control is social control exercised

by friends and family living proximate

(in the same neighborhood) to each other

(Bursik and Grasmick 1993; Hunter 1974).

The parochial level of social control entails

the level of involvement in broader local

interpersonal networks in stores, schools,

and churches among neighbors who do not



have the same sentimental attachment. The

public level of social control describes a

neighborhood’s ability to lobby for and

obtain public services including, for example, emergency services and funds for crime

prevention efforts.

A higher level of private control is likely to facilitate the supervision of youth. It

is unlikely that youth who are left unsupervised by single parents or doubleearner households are going to be much

controlled in their behaviors by people

they do not know (and who subsequently

do not know their parents) (Felson 2001).

Both a private level of control and supervision of youth are more likely to occur

(according to Bursik and Grasmick 1993

and Felson 2001) in stable places—places

that are more likely to be populated by

married home owners who have lived in

the same home for at least five years.

Overall, there is disagreement in the literature as to what is the most significant

explanation of crime in neighborhoods or

places. Some research has pointed to the

importance of socioeconomic status (SES)

in predicting crime rates (as argued by

Land, McCall, and Cohen 1990); others

have argued for the importance of family

structure (as argued by Sampson and

Lauritson 1994); others have argued that

residential stability is key (Sampson and

Groves 1989). Perhaps the confusion regarding the relative contributions of SES

versus family structure and other factors is

the result of the influence of underlying,

systemic processes, and other differences

between groups, that are masked by higher

levels of spatial aggregation such as the

neighborhood. The processes that govern

small-scale social units, such as the street

block, are likely different, for example,

from those that govern whole neighborhoods or even cities (Taylor, Gottfredson,

and Brower 1984). Further discussion of

methodological concerns relevant to the

explanation of neighborhood effects on

crime and social organization is included

here, after the discussion of neighborhood

geography effects.
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Neighborhood Geography Effects

Although ecological characteristics of

places are important to the explanation

of crime in neighborhoods, as discussed,

research on crime and place suggests that

geographic characteristics of the built environment can also help to explain crime

occurrence. Identifiable characteristics of

the built and urban environment, including specific land uses (schools, retail establishments, shopping malls), land zoning

(commercial, mixed, high-density residential), design of residential neighborhoods,

design of the street network (accessibility),

and modes of transportation (highways and

public transit), are influential upon and are

potentially powerful explanatory factors of

spatial patterns of crime.

A neighborhood’s permeability, for example, is related to the volume of crimes

located within it. The permeability of a

neighborhood is defined as the degree of

openness of the neighborhood to traffic

originating outside the neighborhood. Research that has measured the permeability

of neighborhoods has found that opportunities for action or activity, both legal and

illicit, have a greater likelihood of being

exploited if they are located on comparatively accessible and frequently traveled

streets (Brantingham and Brantingham

1994; White 1990).

Locations with a higher number of criminal opportunities are usually nested in

areas of mixed land use [for example, residential areas with bars or shopping malls

(Roncek, Bell, and Francik 1981; Roncek

and Maier 1991; Roncek and Pravatiner

1989)]. Neighborhoods with high levels of

mixed land use are found to have higher

levels of both physical and social disorder

(Kurtz, Koons, and Taylor 1998; Perkins et

al. 1993; Sampson and Raudenbush 1999).

Perkins et al. (1993) used land use composition (that is, ‘‘built and transient’’ space)

to predict levels of street crime and delinquency at the street block. They noted

that ‘‘stores, schools, and certain other
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common nonresidential buildings’’ were

associated with higher reported crime

rates. Perkins et al. also found that other

types of open, publicly controlled space

(for example, parks, public gardens, and

playgrounds) are associated with lower

levels of residential victimization. They

concluded that instead of representing

interruptions in territorial control, some

open spaces might symbolize ‘‘secondary

territories’’ that facilitate resident cohesion

and interaction.

Areas with mixed land uses also provide higher levels of anonymity through

reduced ability of residents to identify

strangers and provide guardianship, usually because of higher population density

in these areas and higher volumes of

commercial traffic. According to Kurtz,

Koons, and Taylor (1998) land use mix

may be related to resident levels of fear

of crime as well and may be even more

important than the level of incivilities in

that area in influencing fear. Where fear is

higher, resident cohesion is likely to be

lower (Taylor, Gottfredson, and Brower

1981).

Overall, therefore, this category of research suggests that identifiable characteristics of the built environment are strongly

associated with levels of crime. Highly

permeable neighborhoods, neighborhoods

with mixed land uses, and areas with less

desirable housing are all likely to have

higher rates of crime and resident fear of

crime.



Methodological Concerns

Regarding the Unit of Analysis in

Neighborhood Research

Existing research on neighborhoods and

crime suggests that a relatively small level

of aggregation is more appropriate than

using data aggregated at higher levels

such as the neighborhood. The relationship between size of place and ecological
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characteristics changes as the size of the

‘‘place’’ becomes either smaller or larger.

Performing ecological analyses at lower

levels of aggregation (a smaller area), for

example, reduces the amount of within-unit

heterogeneity (Brantingham, Dyreson, and

Brantingham 1976).

There is no reason why the examination

of smaller units of spatial aggregation

should reveal relationships between community characteristics and crime that are

different from those found at the neighborhood level, if those relationships are,

indeed, valid. It could be, however, that

the more precise definition of space would

yield a more clear-cut understanding of

the structural processes and ecological

characteristics that govern what are

known as ‘‘street crimes.’’

Each of these processes, if they exist, are

more likely to be stronger at the block group

level, because one is likely to be more familiar with neighbors closer in distance than a

few streets away in the same neighborhood.

Miethe and Meier (1994), for example, examined a number of criminologically traditional predictors of crime rates in places at

three different levels of spatial aggregation:

the Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area

(SMSA), the city, and the census tract

across a meta-analysis of criminological research. In general, they found that significant predictors of crime rates (predatory

and property) at the census tract level were

not necessarily significant at the two larger

levels of aggregation. A key predictor of

crime rate that was significant at the tract

level, although not at the SMSA or city

level, was residential stability.



Conclusion

Neighborhood effects on crime and social

organization can be grouped into ecological effects and geographic characteristics

of the built environment. There is disagreement in the literature as to what are

the most significant explanations of crime



in place at the neighborhood level. Two

common elements appear, however, as

being central to the explanation of crime

in neighborhoods, collective efficacy and

social control. The literature also disagrees

as to what is the most meaningful unit of

analysis to explain crime in a spatial context. Current research uses smaller units of

aggregation than the neighborhood more

often since it is believed that these smaller

units more accurately reflect structural

processes of social organization that control and drive crime.

JENNIFER B. ROBINSON

See also Broken-Windows Policing; Community-Oriented Policing: Practices; Crime

Analysis; Crime Mapping; Criminology; Hot

Spots; Intelligence Gathering and Analysis:

Impacts on Terrorism; Problem-Oriented

Policing; Social Disorganization, Theory of
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Defining Neighborhood Watch

Neighborhood Watch (or Block Watch,

Town Watch, Crime Watch) are programs

whereby local residents commit to look

out for suspicious activities in their locale

and to report them either directly to the

police or indirectly via a neighborhood

watch ‘‘coordinator.’’ Similar programs

operate in respect of commercial premises,

for example, Business Watch. The schemes

aim to prevent crime, reduce fear of crime,

and improve quality of life. Following the

attacks on the World Trade Center and

the Pentagon of September 11, 2001, they

have also taken on a substantial terrorism

awareness role in the United States.

In practice, most schemes are police

dominated and rely for their public input

on a few enthusiasts (for example, the coordinator). In the United States the programs are coordinated by the National

Sheriffs’ Association, in the United Kingdom by the Home Office and police forces.

The programs emerged in the 1970s in the



NEIGHBORHOOD WATCH

United States and early 1980s in the

United Kingdom. They have spread to

other common-law jurisdictions in the English-speaking world but have a limited

presence elsewhere. About 27% of U.K.

households belonged to a scheme in 2000

and only 1% of people had never heard of

Neighborhood Watch, compared to 6% in

1992 (Home Office 2001). Variation in the

area covered is substantial, conveyed by

the fact that in the United States there

are a total of 15,000 schemes while in the

United Kingdom there are 155,000.

Despite its relatively recent emergence,

Neighborhood Watch has deep historical

roots traceable to the British system of

local constables and watchmen that preceded the formation of London’s Metropolitan Police. Constables were originally

householders elected or appointed to patrol and protect their communities as an

unpaid duty on an annual rota basis, initially under a Statute of Winchester but later

by the Watch Act 1705 (Rawlings 2002).

The duty was unpopular and constables

hired men to perform the watchman role

in their stead, a fact with some irony in that

contemporary Neighborhood Watch formally involves police ‘‘servicing’’ schemes

that are ostensibly run by the citizenry, but

the evidence is that without police input,

most schemes would collapse. To evidence

on the functioning and effects of Neighborhood Watch we now turn.



Empirical Research Evaluations

Neighborhood Watch schemes developed

in the context of public policy concerned

with risk management and alleviating fear

of crime with a view to community cohesion. The relationship between perceived

and actual risk is not straightforward and,

paradoxically, those least at risk, such as

the affluent and the elderly, may feel the

most fearful. Those who are well off may

have low actual risk but can best afford

preventive measures such as burglar alarms



and can muster the social resources to

ameliorate perceived risk.

Neighborhood Watch schemes tend to

emerge, reach the participation threshold

set by the police, and maintain public commitment in residential areas associated

with high status and income (Mayhew

et al. 1989), areas having low relative

crime vulnerability. Membership correlates with income more than with risk.

Owner-occupied households and those

with above-average annual income are

most likely to belong, and areas with low

burglary rates have a higher membership

(32% in the United Kingdom) than highrate areas (13%; Home Office 2001). Where

respondents said that in their area ‘‘people

try to help each other and do things together,’’ membership stood at 37%, but it was

only 19% where respondents said that in

their area ‘‘people go their own way’’

(Home Office 2001). Evaluating Neighborhood Watch simply by residential crime

rates is unsatisfactory because of problems

in comparing like with like, differential

take-up and interpretation, and low victimization levels (about 4% of U.K. households are burgled in an average year;

Home Office 2001). As a result, evaluations

focus on impact on crime fear.

While the avowed orientation is to the

public ‘‘acting as the eyes and ears of the

police,’’ an underlying purpose is to reduce fear of crime by giving citizens a

sense of control. This should be part of

the equation when evaluating efficacy but

complicates the matter because those who

join tend to have above-average levels of

concern, particularly when having previously been burgled is a motivator. There

is modest evidence that participation gives

rise to feeling better protected as a result

of efforts such as installing security equipment but little evidence of an overall,

clear-cut and marked impact on levels

of fear (Bennett 1987, 1990). Findings on

fear and participation from crime surveys

in the late 1980s continue to hold. For

example, the 1988 British Crime Survey found that 60% of Neighborhood
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Watch participants were ‘‘very or fairly

worried about being the victim of burglary’’ against 55% of nonparticipants

(Mayhew 1985, 59), and the fact that this

is not explicable by age, sex, and individual

fear thresholds leads some to argue that the

schemes may reinforce fear by raising

awareness of crime risk (Hough 1994).

When logistic regression techniques are

used to control other variables affecting

fear, membership is found to have no significant effect on fear levels (Home Office

2001). More influential is level of perceived disorder; where this is high, so is

fear of burglary (Budd and Sims 2001).

There is some evidence that members are

more likely to call police if witnessing vandalism but no significant difference in

members and nonmembers’ likelihood of

calling police if witnessing an assault or

theft from a vehicle.

Bennett’s rigorous evaluations demonstrated that after initial enthusiasm, most

schemes struggle to maintain committed

participation, the information-gathering

function is of limited value to police, and

the schemes do little to raise established

levels of notification of suspicious circumstances (Bennett 1987, 1990). Indeed, there

is evidence that even among enthusiasts

who set about raising the required number

of participants for the police to install

Neighborhood Watch signage (60% participation is often required), the perceived

need may be met simply by the signs,

and that information in Neighborhood

Watch newsletters—often prepared and

distributed by police themselves rather

than local people—is seldom sufficiently

current or local to be of crime preventive

value (Fielding 1995). While signage may

have deterrent value, its most tangible effect may be on property insurance premiums.

As well as evaluations based on beforeand-after measures of burglary, a number

of field studies have documented the workings of Neighborhood Watch. Among the

significant issues arising is the problem of

property alarms. The problem is effectively
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that of ‘‘crying wolf.’’ Property alarms are

mostly ignored, particularly in urban

areas, and are regarded as an irritant

both by city dwellers and police, the latter

reporting that around 90% of activations

are false alarms. Officers are sometimes

informally advised to ignore them. Another notable finding relates to Neighborhood Watch’s aim to have residents

looking out for the security of each other’s

property. Such surveillance activity is extremely geo-local, extending to the property either side of the typical resident’s

own property and the property opposite

(Shapland and Vagg 1987; Evans et al.

1991). Even this level of cooperative surveillance applies only to single-tenanted

properties. In urban areas it also competes

with norms of civil inattention that deter

people from raising their own risk by

getting involved.

Efforts at systematic evaluation are

hampered by failure to accommodate variations in approach (Husain and Bright

1990) and the political agenda that may

develop where proponents, detractors,

and commentators all have interests that

color the account given of effectiveness.

Bennett’s studies (1987, 1990, 1991) intentionally evaluated the most highly

regarded schemes. The broad conclusion

was that it was necessary to more closely

examine the dynamics of how Neighborhood Watch was meant to work, since

evidence was lacking of successful impact

on crime levels, most likely as a result of

implementation failure. As Pease (1997)

observed, this was not to dismiss the

concept—the schemes may simply have

deviated from the principles on which

Neighborhood Watch is based, or not

achieved a practice in accord with them.

When viewed in the round (rather than

focusing on the best schemes, in the

pursuit of best practice), Neighborhood

Watch does appear to be marked by

‘‘low take-up rates, weak community penetration and limping, dormant or stillborn

schemes’’ (McConville and Shepherd

1992).
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The Effectiveness of Neighborhood

Watch

The clearest picture from empirical evaluations of Neighborhood Watch, whether

the analysis of crime statistics in areas

with and without programs or the descriptive studies of Neighborhood Watch in

action, is that effectiveness is elusive in

statistical terms and that identifying the

elements that make for best practice run

up against confusions of purpose and variations in approach. Neighborhood Watch

is seldom the only initiative operating in a

given locale, especially where risk of residential crime is high, so there is difficulty

in disentangling the effects of different

programs. Neighborhood Watch and analogous programs suffer substantial ambiguity as to whether their aim is crime

reduction or fear reduction, and they may

attract the already exceptionally fearful

and exacerbate concerns already felt.

Against this, Neighborhood Watch has

embedded itself in public and police

awareness (reinforced by the insurance industry), and despite difficulty in establishing that it has substantial impact, it is a

relatively inexpensive program. Its manifest function may be less significant than

its latent if modest effects on social cohesion, such as where Neighborhood Watch

newsletters serve to reinforce a sense of

community among citizens and provide

basic information on crime prevention.

NIGEL G. FIELDING

See also Alarms as Crime Prevention;

Closed-Circuit Television Applications for

Policing; Community Watch Programs;

Crimestoppers; Neighborhood Effects on

Crime and Social Organization
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DEPARTMENT (NYPD)

The New York Police Department

(NYPD) traces its historical roots to 1845,

when Mayor William Havemayer replaced

the existing constabulary with a department numbering about nine hundred men.

With a population of about four hundred

thousand in 1845, New York City struggled with a host of crime and disorder

problems associated with increased urbanization, poverty, gangs, and slums. The

agency was then called the New York Municipal Police and, in terms of its structure

and purpose, was modeled after the

London Metropolitan Police.
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Particularly during its early days, the

competing political parties and factions active in New York City recognized the agency as a potential source of political power

and patronage, and they actively sought to

extend their influence and control over the

department. The extent of political influence, like the corruption and patronage

that accompanied it, was by no means

unique to the New York police, but rather

was characteristic of many or most urban

police agencies during the period, often

referred to as the Political Era of American

policing. Among the department’s responsibilities, for example, was the supervision

of elections, and because officers were political appointees, many had a vested interest in the outcomes. This period predated

the introduction of civil service protections, and police officers of all ranks typically purchased their position from the

local political figures, to whom they were

beholden. In many respects the police were

adjuncts of the political machines that ran

major American cities in that era, to the

extent that police often used their powers

to serve politicians as collectors of political

graft and enforcers of political whim.

In 1857, political conflicts between the

city’s ruling Democrats and the Albany

Republicans who controlled the state government caused the state legislature to

create a rival police agency, the New

York Metropolitan Police. Mayor Fernando Wood, however, refused to disband

his Municipals and the chief of the Metropolitans ordered him arrested. In May

1857, about fifty members of the Metropolitans attempting to arrest Wood

squared off against three hundred Municipals outside City Hall in a brawl that

would lead to a three-day police riot. The

National Guard was eventually called out

to quell the riot, in which fifty-two officers

were injured, and Wood was charged with

inciting the riot and briefly arrested before

being returned to office on bail.

Clashes continued throughout the summer of 1857, with officers from one department often refusing to take action
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when criminal gangs engaged in pitched

battles with police from the other agency.

It became common for members of one

department to summarily release criminals

arrested by members of the other department. The Metropolitans ultimately prevailed in the dispute, and the Municipals

were disbanded. It was not until 1870 that

control of the police was returned to local

authorities.

Political influence and the corruption

that attended it continued in various

forms through the remainder of the nineteenth century despite various attempts to

introduce reforms. Since 1895, the NYPD

has faced no less than six major corruption scandals, with these scandals occurring at approximate twenty-year intervals.

These take the form of a cycle in which

corruption is followed by attempts to

introduce reforms, which are in turn followed by political and organizational apathy and the reemergence of corruption in a

modified form. Each scandal has been

investigated by a commission of inquiry,

the most recent being the Mollen Commission (1992–1994).

New York’s first major police corruption scandal was the product of a campaign

launched by the crusading Reverend

Charles Parkhurst, who in 1892 took on

the police and the local Tammany Hall

political machine for their deep involvement in vice, gambling, and other criminal

activities. The New York State legislature

responded by appointing the Lexow Commission, and its report detailed systematic

payoffs to police by brothels, gambling operations, and organized confidence

rings, as well as police extortion of businesses over whom they had some regulatory authority. The report also described

systemic corruption, the sale of police jobs,

widespread police brutality, and police

compliance in the fixing of elections for

Tammany candidates.

The scandal led to the election of a

progressive Fusion Party administration

in 1895, as well as the appointment of

reformer Theodore Roosevelt as president
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of the agency’s board of commissioners

from 1895 to 1897. He modernized management practices, introducing the department’s first objective hiring standards as

well as police training programs. Roosevelt also hired the NYPD’s first woman

employee.

A 1901 reorganization abolished the bipartisan board of commissioners and put the

agency under the control of a single police

commissioner, a mayoral appointee. Many

of the appointees during the first decades of

the new century had little or no background

in law enforcement, but rather were prominent and politically connected citizens. One

exception was Richard Enright, who served

from 1918 to 1925. He was, previously, the

president of the NYPD’s lieutenant’s union

that had supported Mayor John Hylan’s

candidacy.

While some of Roosevelt’s reforms were

later undone by other administrations, his

actions reflected a much larger reform

movement in American urban politics.

That modernizing movement made significant strides toward reducing patronage

and improper political influence on police

in New York City through the first few

decades of the twentieth century. These

strides included the introduction of a civil

service system, the creation of a police

academy providing entry-level and inservice training, more streamlined bureaucratic structures, procedures to impose

stricter accountability and reduce police

discretion, education and literacy standards, and the use of objective examination

processes to determine promotions. Ultimately, the reform movement was subsumed by the philosophy and practices of

the ‘‘professional’’ model championed by

August Vollmer, O. W. Wilson, and others.

The professional model, which also

emphasized administrative efficiency, better training, the use of technology, tighter

lines of accountability, stricter supervision,

and more highly centralized bureaucratic

structures that limited police discretion by

concentrating authority at the top of the

organizational pyramid began to take hold



in the NYPD in the 1920s and continued to

expand its influence through the 1960s and

1970s. These decades saw a trend toward

increased specialization and the emergence

of units and squads to deal with specific

crime problems as well as greater use of

patrol cars, radios, and other communications technology.

While the patrol function has always

been the backbone of the department and

still accounts for the greatest share of

personnel and resources, the increasing

complexity of urban life, technological

developments, and a growing recognition

that specific skills and approaches are required to effectively address difficult crime

and disorder problems led to the creation

of many specialized units. These included

units focusing on narcotics, vice, robbery,

juvenile aid, community affairs, and other

police responsibilities. The NYPD also

took on civil defense responsibilities during

World War II and established a civilian air

warden system to prepare for the possibility of enemy air raids on the city. The

NYPD’s administrative structures, regulations, and tables of organization changed

frequently over these decades in response

to newly emerging problems and issues.

The 1960s were a particularly turbulent

decade for the NYPD, as it was for American policing in general. Rapid increases in

crime occurred, with crime rates in New

York City doubling during the decade,

and like many other cities, New York

faced urban riots in 1964 and 1968. The

NYPD also achieved much greater diversity as increasing numbers of African

Americans, Latinos, Asians, and women

joined the department.

Until 1967, virtually all of the department’s female officers had the civil service

title of policewoman (entry-level male officers had the patrolman title) and were

members of the separate Policewomen’s

Bureau. Their duties consisted primarily

of searching and guarding female prisoners, serving as matrons, caring for lost

children, juvenile aid, and clerical functions. Women were first assigned to patrol
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precincts, albeit in administrative assignments, in 1967, and it was not until 1972

that a small number of women were first

assigned to patrol duties. The policewoman and patrolman ranks were abolished

and merged into the police officer title in

1972. By the end of the decade, women

were fully integrated into operational

patrol, investigative, and enforcement

assignments.

The decade of the 1970s began with yet

another corruption scandal when allegations of pervasive graft raised by Sergeant

David Durk and Patrolman Frank Serpico led to the creation of the Knapp

Commission. The reforms and organizational changes that ensued were significant

and led to substantial and largely effective

changes in the agency’s structure and cultural ethos. Police Commissioner Patrick

V. Murphy brought the philosophy and

practices of the professional model to

their highest level in the NYPD’s history,

dramatically restructuring the agency and

creating specialized bureaus and units to

deal with organized crime, vice, narcotics,

and internal affairs. Murphy also dramatically curtailed police discretion and expanded supervisory powers. The 1970s

also saw continued rising rates of crime

and violence, as well as an increase in

domestic terrorist bombings and the targeting of NYPD officers for assassination

by radical groups. In 1975, the city’s fiscal

crisis led to layoffs of police and civilian

employees of the department, and the

agency’s head count of sworn personnel

declined by almost seven thousand between 1975 and 1982.

Rising rates of crime and public disorder continued unabated through the 1980s

and into the 1990s. The 1980s saw the

emergence of the ‘‘crack epidemic’’ and

the violent crime it entailed, and such

signs of public disorder as graffiti and litter proliferated. Quality of life in the city

continued in a declining spiral, and violent

crime reached its pinnacle in the city in

1990, when 2,245 murders were reported.

The NYPD made a substantial effort to
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introduce principles of community policing in the late 1980s and early 1990s, and

although a slight dip in reported crime

was achieved in 1993, the new philosophy’s overall impact on crime and public

disorder was negligible.

The first major inroads against crime

and disorder were achieved in 1994, when

Police Commissioner William J. Bratton

revitalized the department in a process of

organizational reengineering that dramatically realigned the bureaucratic structure

and introduced a new philosophy of policing. Bratton streamlined the agency in 1994

and 1995, changing the management culture by reaching deep into the agency’s

ranks to promote its best and brightest

managers to executive positions and charging them with the responsibility to aggressively fight crime and disorder. A series of

crime control and quality of life strategies

were developed and implemented, to great

effect. Bratton also achieved a merger with

both the Transit Police Department and

the Housing Police Department, which

had been separate and autonomous agencies since their creation in the 1950s and

early 1960s, and he introduced a radically new management style known as

COMPSTAT.

Using computer technology, crime

mapping, the analysis of timely and accurate crime statistics, and highly effective

crime-fighting strategies and tactics, the

COMPSTAT process introduced in 1994

revolutionized the NYPD and resulted in

immediate and dramatic crime reductions,

to the extent that New York City is now the

safest large city in the nation. Homicides,

for example, declined more than 72% between 1993 and 2005, and more than 76%

from their high point in 1990. Overall, the

crime rate in New York City now stands at

its lowest point since 1963. These precipitous declines are widely attributed to the

NYPD’s COMPSTAT management process, which has been broadly emulated by

other police agencies.

The NYPD’s most recent restructuring

began in early 2002, in response to the new
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demands placed on the department and

upon American policing in general by

the devastating terrorist attacks of

September 11, 2001. Twenty-three NYPD

officers were among the rescuers who lost

their lives in the World Trade Center

attacks. Newly appointed Police Commissioner Raymond Kelly responded to these

emerging demands by shifting personnel

and resources to counterterrorism, intelligence, and emergency preparedness functions. He created a new Counterterrorism

Bureau and dramatically enhanced the Intelligence Bureau, assigning several thousand officers to specialized antiterrorism

duties in units throughout the agency.

The department’s innovative counterterrorism stance includes assigning NYPD

liaison officers to law enforcement and

intelligence agencies in cities around the

world to facilitate the rapid collection,

analysis, and sharing of terrorism-related

intelligence.

The NYPD, with a current complement of about 35,000 sworn officers

(down from a high of nearly 39,000

sworn officers in 2002) and approximately

14,500 civilian employees, is by far the

nation’s largest and arguably its most

complex police agency. Like virtually

every other American police agency, it is

organized in the hierarchical paramilitary

structure often referred to as the military

model. Given the fact that both police

and military organizations are characterized by similar operational demands involving issues of chain of command,

unity of command, internal discipline,

strict accountability, training, the use of

force, and the need for effective supervision and leadership, the military model is

generally considered an appropriate and

generally viable organizational structure

for police agencies. In policing, this tiered

system interposes a layer of civilian control between the agency’s uniformed

members (that is, those with arrest and

enforcement powers) and the political

structure through which they are accountable to the public.



Entry-level NYPD officers, who are

hired following a process involving a written civil service examination as well as

medical, psychological, and background

evaluations, hold the rank of police officer.

They are supervised by sergeants. Lieutenants supersede sergeants, and lieutenants are supervised by captains. Each of

these supervisory ranks are attained

through an objective written civil service

examination based on knowledge of law

and department procedures. Detectives are

not chosen through an examination process

but rather are selected from among police

officers and, as their designation implies,

they perform investigative duties. Detectives do not have supervisory authority

over police officers or any other rank.

The ranks above captain include deputy

inspector, inspector, deputy chief, assistant

chief, and bureau chief, filled by appointment at the discretion of the police commissioner from among those who have

achieved the civil service rank of captain.

There is also one chief of department,

appointed by the commissioner, and this

individual holds the agency’s top uniformed position. The ranks from police

officer through chief of department are collectively referred to as ‘‘uniformed ranks,’’

and all are sworn officers with enforcement

powers.

The agency is headed by a civilian police commissioner who is a mayoral appointee and who serves at the pleasure of

the city’s mayor. The police commissioner

appoints a number of civilian deputy commissioners and civilian assistant commissioners. As civilians, these commissioners

have responsibility for managing various

administrative functions but do not have

arrest or enforcement powers.

The NYPD’s current organizational

structure provides for fourteen deputy

commissioners responsible for such functions as community affairs, legal matters,

training, technology development, equal

employment opportunity, public information, and strategic initiatives. They have

little or no line authority over enforcement
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functions, which are generally under the

command of a bureau chief. Among the

NYPD’s bureaus are the detective, internal affairs, patrol services, organized

crime control, special operations, personnel, transportation, and housing bureaus.

By far the largest of these is the Patrol

Services Bureau, which is the overhead

command for the eight patrol boroughs

that have geographic responsibility for

large areas of the city. These are Patrol

Boroughs Manhattan North, Manhattan

South, Queens North, Queens South,

Brooklyn North, Brooklyn South, Bronx,

and Staten Island. The NYPD’s seventysix precinct commands provide police services in smaller geographic areas dispersed

among these patrol boroughs—on average, there are ten precincts in each patrol

borough.

Within the Transportation Bureau,

which is responsible for the city’s subways

and rapid transit system, the equivalent of

a patrol precinct is the Transit District,

and nine Housing Police Service Areas

(PSAs) also serve the city’s public housing

developments under the aegis of the Housing Bureau. These commands, it should be

noted, are in addition to various investigative commands and specialized units. The

NYPD’s command structure and table of

organization are fairly complex.

As the NYPD moves into the future, it

continues to adapt and evolve in response

to changing social, economic, political,

and crime conditions, as it has over the

course of its 160-year existence. Perhaps

the greatest challenge the NYPD currently

faces is the need to continue evolving to

address the new threats posed by terrorism, all the while upholding and extending

the civil rights of those who live, work in,

or visit the city. New York City, with a

population of about eight million, is home

to the United Nations as well as the

world’s diplomatic and business communities, and it is both the corporate center

and the continual focus of the national

and international media. New York City,

which bills itself as ‘‘The Capital of the
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World,’’ is concurrently an exceptionally

attractive high-value terrorist target, and

the threat of terrorism is not likely to subside in the near future. In addition to

combating traditional forms of crime and

disorder, it is the NYPD’s role and responsibility to assume new duties and

functions and to evolve new methods

that will prevent, detect, and investigate

terrorist activities and the threats to public

safety they pose.

VINCENT E. HENRY

See also Accountability; American Policing: Early Years; British Policing;

COMPSTAT; History of American Policing; Knapp Commission; Mollen Commission; Police in Urban America, 1860–1920
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NIEDERHOFFER, ARTHUR

Arthur Niederhoffer (1917–1981), a street

cop turned sociologist, was revered as a

charismatic role model by thousands of

police officers and students he taught,

advised, and inspired. His multifaceted career in law enforcement as police officer,
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attorney, professor, author, and researcher

broadened and sharpened his in-depth perspectives on the police.

Born in New York City, Niederhoffer,

interestingly, as a child loved walking past

the neighborhood police station. Educated

in the city’s public schools, Niederhoffer

was encouraged in academics and athletics

by his parents. His father, Martin, a court

interpreter, graduated from City College in

New York City. A brilliant student, Niederhoffer entered Brooklyn College at the

age of fifteen and competed on the football

and handball teams. After his graduation

in 1937, he went on to Brooklyn Law

School, where he earned his LL.B. cum

laude (later converted to J.D. cum laude).

In 1940, the same year he was admitted to

the New York State Bar as an attorney, he

joined the New York City Police Department. As a result of the depressed economy, there were fewer opportunities for

lawyers, and he thought that as a policeman he would be able to put his legal background to use

‘‘I learned about police work by pounding a beat,’’ Niederhoffer often candidly

admitted. He rose through the ranks—

appointed sergeant in 1951, promoted

to lieutenant in 1956. He achieved four

departmental recognition awards for meritorious performance. In two separate incidents he rescued suicidal women—each

250 pounds—from drowning in the East

River. After both acts of heroism he had

to be hospitalized briefly due to the effects

of submersion. In addition, he won a tuition grant for outstanding educational

attainment in police-related studies.

During the final period of his twentyone-year police career, Niederhoffer

instructed, supervised, and trained recruits

at the New York City Police Academy. As

curriculum development officer in charge,

he raised the educational level and requirements of the training program. He also

lectured to community groups and did psychological testing, personnel evaluation,

and research into the quality and performance of police at the academy.



In 1960 he served as executive aide to

the police liaison officer of the American

Institute for Research (AIR), a nationally

known research group cosponsored by the

Russell Sage and Rockefeller foundations.

AIR conducted a long-range research program in the New York City Police Department aimed at improving selection and

training procedures.

While still on the force, Niederhoffer

returned to Brooklyn College and in 1956

earned a master’s degree in sociology,

conferred summa cum laude, an honor

rarely bestowed by the department. His

first book, The Gang: A Study of Adolescent Behavior (1958), written with sociologist Herbert A. Bloch, is based on

Niederhoffer’s masters thesis. From their

extensive study of adolescent behavior in a

variety of cultures, the researchers theorized that when a society does not make

adequate provisions for the passage of adolescents into adult status, youths create

equivalent groups to fill the void. Sometimes these groups become subverted into

delinquent gangs. Bloch and Niederhoffer’s theory is recognized in the field as an

important explanation for juvenile delinquency.

Inspired by his successful return to academia, Niederhoffer continued his studies at New York University’s Graduate

School of Arts and Science. He was

granted his Ph.D. in 1963, two years

after his retirement from the police department.

‘‘The job controls a police officer’s life

when he is on the force, and it haunts him

when he leaves. Once a cop, always a cop,’’

he asserted. Underscoring this credo, he

drew upon his police career as a frame of

reference for his doctoral dissertation,

‘‘The Mobile Force: A Study of Police

Cynicism.’’ He devised a questionnaire

consisting of twenty open-ended statements about significant areas of police

work to test eleven hypotheses concerning

cynicism in an urban police department

and administered it to a sample of 220

police officers.
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From the analysis of his data, Niederhoffer concluded that cynicism becomes

part of the occupational ideology learned

by socialization into the police force. It is

in the police academy that recruits initially

acquire the stereotyped patterns of cynical

attitudes, which are reinforced in the

course of their police careers. He pointed

out, however, that a police officer’s attitude toward his role can change over time

and can vary with his experience and

background. For example, the brand new

recruit will be less cynical than the more

seasoned recruit. The recruit will be less

cynical than the more experienced police

officer. Superior officers will be less cynical than patrolmen. Patrolmen with a college education will be more cynical than

their counterparts without education.

From this research study, Niederhoffer

devised a cynicism scale, a linear causal

model, which has been widely replicated

to gauge cynicism in other urban police

departments as well as in other occupations and professions.

Niederhoffer had always wanted to

teach upon his retirement from the department. ‘‘I always had the vision of the

scholar. To me the greatest honor is to be

a man of learning and have people come to

you and learn from you,’’ he said. Consequently, the former police officer launched

his professorial career with teaching stints

at Queens, Brooklyn, and Baruch colleges

of the City University of New York

(CUNY); Hofstra University; Long Island

University; and New York University. To

his subject matter—courses in police administration, delinquency, police science,

human relations, criminal justice, and sociology/anthropology—he contributed original thinking, historical and sociological

perspectives, and an insider’s down-toearth overview, undergirded by his more

than twenty-one years of police experience,

with the added perk: a storehouse of colorful police anecdotes to enhance his teaching. He understood the problems of law

enforcement, its stresses, and pressures.

He had not been just a participant/observer
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riding along for several months in a radio

patrol car.

In 1967, he moved permanently to John

Jay College of Criminal Justice (CUNY)

as a professor of sociology, where he

taught for fourteen productive years—

stimulating, enriching, and inspiring his

students and colleagues. Significantly, he

was much appreciated as a conciliator,

able to link police science and more traditional academic branches of the college.

On the fifteenth anniversary of the

founding of John Jay College, Niederhoffer was awarded the college’s presidential

medal; not only was he the first and

only member of the faculty to receive this

honor, but he was also unanimously chosen. President Gerald W. Lynch, when

presenting the award, described Niederhoffer as an ‘‘individual who exemplifies

the genius of our faculty, who personifies

the best tradition of the great scholar,

teacher, and counselor to student and colleagues alike. He is a wonderful human

being and one of the loveliest people I

know.’’ The citation reads:

For your extraordinary and continuing career as a scholar, teacher, researcher, and

author, for your outstanding contributions

to the intellectual development of the field

of criminal justice; for your seminal scholarship and numerous publications in sociology and criminology, and for your example

to us all in the great tradition of the scholar

professor.



With his students and colleagues he discussed topical and perplexing police questions such as, How does an idealistic

rookie become cynical? Why are police

vulnerable to corruption? Does police authoritarianism come into the force along

with the recruits? Exploring these issues

and probing some of the internal problems

of police work motivated Niederhoffer to

write his next book, Behind the Shield: The

Police in Urban Society (1967). Grounded

in his police experience and insights and

supplemented by intensive interviews with

police officers in other cities, the retired
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police officer/professor lifted the ‘‘blue

curtain’’ of secrecy that had screened police work until then. Although it is an

insider’s view of an urban police department, it is not a critique or an expose´.

Rather, it is a thoughtful, meticulously

researched and documented study of the

sociology of the police, written by a

practicing sociologist, but without the

sociological jargon.

In Behind the Shield Niederhoffer

delineates a psychological and sociological

profile of the urban police officer and the

social forces that mold his personality. He

examines a variety of police activities and

describes in a series of vignettes the making

of and molding of police officers—the

rookie, the detective, the college man, the

supervisor, and the old-timer. Niederhoffer analyzes and evaluates why they choose

a police career, how they are trained, and

what pressures they encounter. And he

concludes that ‘‘it is the police system, not

the personality of the candidate, that is the

more powerful determinant of behavior

and ideology.’’ For example, on authoritarianism he comments:



New Jersey. Consequently, the spotlight

of the nation focused on the police. As a

former police lieutenant, Niederhoffer had

been able to put into words, with empathy

and respect for the police image, what

police officers actually live through. And

as a professor of sociology he had the

clout and credibility to clarify controversial police issues, tempered by his sociological insights. His national reputation

escalated to the point where he was recognized as one of the foremost experts on

police problems. A dynamic, down-toearth, and provocative speaker, he was

invited to lecture, participate in conferences on the police, and evaluate law enforcement programs all over the United

States and in Canada.

Moreover, he was never afraid to step

over the official ‘‘blue’’ line to express his

convictions that targeted controversial police issues. Consider, for instance, his comments on crime:



. . . Police authoritarianism does not come

into the force along with the recruits, but

rather is inculcated through strenuous socialization and experience in the police social system.

. . . The police occupational system is

geared to manufacture the ‘‘take-charge

guy,’’ and it succeeds in doing so with outstanding efficiency. ... The hostility and fear

that press almost palpably against a policeman in lower-class areas aggravates his impulse to get tough.

. . . Since the policeman feels justified

and righteous in using power and toughness

to perform his duties, he feels like a martyr

when he is charged with brutality and abuse

of power.



. . . [P]olice are solidly aligned against the

U.S. Supreme Court, which they suspect is

slowly but surely dismantling the hallowed

foundation of law enforcement. I do not feel

that Supreme Court decisions shackle police. Police will develop new techniques

of investigation that will make them more

effective.



Behind the Shield had been published

shortly after racial riots—which many

were convinced were triggered by police

action—in Rochester, New York; Philadelphia; New York’s Harlem; the Watts

section of Los Angeles; and Newark,



. . . [C]rime is a community problem, not a

police problem. A larger police force is not

the answer.



On the legal system:



On professionalism in police work:

. . . [T]he great stumbling block is in police

work’s traditionally low status in our culture. The public holds fast to the derogatory

stereotypes of the grafting cop, the sadistic

cop, the dumb cop, the chiseling cop, and

the thick-brogued cop. There can be no

profession where the public refuses to

grant high status and prestige.

. . . [T]he rookie police officer is faced

with the dilemma of choosing between the

professional ideals acquired during his

academy training and the pragmatic approach of the precinct—the requirements

of the job.
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On college education:

. . . We can’t assume that education makes

‘‘A’’ a better police officer than ‘‘B,’’ but

education can improve a person. College

can increase knowledge and give one a

more open mind—perhaps more tolerant

and sophisticated in what to look for—

with more insights and alternatives for action.

. . . I feel that there is a danger in having

an elite police force. I believe that the police force should be more representative of

the population at large and permit a great

number of persons without college degrees

to enter. Although I would encourage every

department to encourage as much as possible the study and improvement of the force

by education at every rank.



And finally, with prophetic vision on

the future of policing in America:

. . . There are three things that are very important: first, unionization. There is a split in

the ranks over professionalism and unionism. (My prediction is that unionism will

win because it appeals more and gives

more protection to the officer at the lower

echelon.) Next is the introduction of

women into police work. And the third is

the spread of college training for police.



Additionally, Niederhoffer applied his

perceptions concerning law enforcement

in a concrete way to the escalating problems of crime and violence in inner cities.

He participated in several hands-on projects with the same objective—to build a

bridge between the police and the community. Under the aegis of New York City’s

then–Mayor John V. Lindsay, Niederhoffer in 1968 helped to organize and supervise a community police corps to combat

crime in Harlem. This innovative plan

established a youth patrol using local residents to assist the police by performing

certain street patrol functions to prevent

crime. In the same year he was recruited,

along with Alexander B. Smith, by the

U.S. Department of Health, Education,

and Welfare to submit a report entitled

‘‘The Development and Impact of the

Police–Community Relations Project of
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the Office of Juvenile Delinquency.’’ To

assess the project, Smith and Niederhoffer

visited eight police–community relations

programs, conducted extensive interviews,

and observed the plan in action.

In his most ambitious research to date,

Niederhoffer functioned as director of research in a two-year-long major study during 1970–1971, sponsored by the U.S.

Department of Justice’s Law Enforcement

Assistance Administration (LEAA), National Institute of Law Enforcement and

Criminal Justice, Technical Assistance

in Criminal Justice, Washington, D.C.

Niederhoffer critiqued, evaluated, and

commented on more than three hundred

proposals on police, courts, criminal justice, crime prevention, and other subjects,

already submitted to the institute for funding by LEAA and on ongoing and/or completed activities of institute grantees and

contractors.

This in-depth project for LEAA underscored for him how strands of police action are inextricably intertwined with law

enforcement and the fate of society. In his

view:

. . . [P]olice will be at the storm center of

each episode of crisis or catastrophe that is

bound to occur in the ghetto, on the campus, at demonstrations, or wherever social

protest is most threatening . . . . Society is

asking the police not only to protect it, but

also to preserve it. The people of America

turn to them as saviors and demand an end

to lawlessness and violence.



Responding to this mandate in his own

way, the retired police lieutenant published three more books and numerous

articles in professional journals related to

police and law enforcement (see References and Further Reading). Long Island

University honored Niederhoffer with its

Distinguished Service Award in recognition of his achievements in criminal

justice.

In The Ambivalent Force: Perspectives

on the Police (1970), a book of readings

edited by Niederhoffer and Abraham S.

Blumberg, the coeditors examine the
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harsh ambiguities and ambivalences of the

police role. As a result of the tensions and

conflicts of the occupation, police officers

need more than technical and legalistic

training. To broaden police perspectives,

Niederhoffer and Blumberg present police

in their anthology in a social, historical,

and comparative setting, assembling articles by experts in their fields—the academic

behavioral scientist, the journalist, the lawyer, the psychologist, the police officer, and

the historian.

Building on their mounting interest in

police–community relations, Niederhoffer

and Smith wrote New Directions in Police–

Community Relations (1974). Previously,

the researchers had jointly paid on-site visits to police–community relations projects

for their evaluation report to the Office of

Juvenile Delinquency, U.S. Department

of Health, Education, and Welfare. And,

as research director for the LEAA study,

Niederhoffer had reviewed numerous police–community programs. Smith, too, had

been involved with community relations

units of the police department when he

headed a study of law enforcement efforts

to prevent and control the illegal distribution and sale of pornography. New Directions in Police–Community Relations offers

a practical guide to police–community

relations, utilizing case studies, questionnaires, and interviews. To observe programs in action, the coauthors visited sites

in New Orleans; Wilmington, Delaware;

Houston, Texas; Enfield, Connecticut;

Philadelphia; and New York City.

Niederhoffer subsequently explored the

personal side of life on the force by contemplating such varied questions as, How

does police work affect family relationships? Does the occupation precipitate

suicide, marital instability, or divorce?

Niederhoffer and his wife, Elaine, investigated these complex and pressing problems in The Police Family: From

Station House to Ranch House (1978). In

their well-documented book, the coauthors employed questionnaires, interviews, surveys, and rap sessions with



officers in major police departments,

their spouses, and their children and with

police chaplains, revealing a behind-thescenes view of the pressures on the families

of police officers. Moreover, because the

Niederhoffers lived for more than twenty

years within the ‘‘blue circle,’’ they were

able to enliven their empirical study with

personal anecdotes.

Admittedly, the couple wrote, ‘‘the

shadow of the job darkens family relationships’’; the omnipresent sense of danger

arouses fear for the safety of loved ones;

the oppressive revolving duty chart disrupts family routines; the high visibility

of the police family’s activities promotes

surveillance by the community and media.

But the Niederhoffers found that, by and

large, police families made peace with the

occupation; they coped with the distressing problems endemic to police work.

The job ‘‘may be a jealous mistress,’’

but ‘‘if the marriage is O.K., the job is

O.K.’’ Of course, marital dissatisfaction and unhappiness can affect working

satisfaction, and occupational demands

can cause marital dissatisfaction. ‘‘The

rate of divorce for the occupation as a

whole rises no higher than the average

level of divorce in the United States. Divorce police style equates with divorce

American style.’’ And similarly, ‘‘. . . the

rate of police suicide is about the same

as that for the national adult male population.’’

Niederhoffer read what was to be his

last paper, ‘‘Myths and Realities in Criminal Justice,’’ at a meeting of the American

Society of Criminology (ASC) in November 1980, feeling as vigorous as ever. He

was elected a fellow of the ASC by his

colleagues. Shortly after his return he was

hospitalized, losing his heroic eight-year

battle with lymphoma, and died on January 14, 1981. (In his typical courageous

and dedicated way, he managed to grade

papers and write to his students during the

January intersession.)

At his memorial service, John Jay College President Gerald W. Lynch said:
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. . . Arthur is the prototype of what John

Jay College is; the practitioner who stood

on the front line of police work; the thinker and explainer to us all of the reasons

for social deviance and the proper

responsibilities and limits of social control; the man of strong compassion for his

fellow human beings who strove to help

us understand police work and its stress,

as well as the criminals the police must

deal with.



In loving tribute, his colleagues,

friends, and relatives established the Arthur Niederhoffer Memorial Fellowship,

awarded annually to students in the doctoral program in criminal justice at John

Jay College who ‘‘best epitomize in academic achievement and in the promise of

future fulfillment the professional accomplishments of Arthur Niederhoffer.’’

ELAINE NIEDERHOFFER

See also Cynicism, Police
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NONLETHAL (OR

LESS-THAN-LETHAL)

WEAPONS: HISTORY



Nonlethal Weapons Unveiled, 1829

When London’s new bobbies began patrolling the streets in September 1829,

they were armed with a baton (‘‘truncheon’’) that still today is a standardissue weapon; it was made of hardwood,

two to four centimeters in diameter, and

thirty to sixty-five centimeters in length.

Swords, although not a standard issue to

the bobbies in the nineteenth century, were

also kept in most police armories for possible use during riots or large demonstrations (Peak 1990).

Social turmoil in America between 1840

and 1870 brought increased use of force by

the police. The New York City police and

other departments were armed with thirtythree-inch clubs, which officers were not

reluctant to use (Peak 1990).



Police and Less-Lethal Force,

1860–1959

International policing from 1860 to 1959

witnessed only one major addition to the

small array of nonlethal police tools: chemical weapons. ‘‘CN’’ gas was synthesized in

1869 and was the first ‘‘tear gas,’’ producing a burning sensation in the throat, eyes,

and nose. (CN became available for use in

aerosol cans in 1965, with Chemical Mace

the most well-known variety.) By 1912,
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there was increased use of chemical weapons for riot situations and subduing criminals (Peak 1990).

‘‘CS’’ gas was first synthesized in 1928 as

a white powder, which stored well. It was

adopted by many police forces because it

had a greater effect than CN, causing a

very strong burning sensation in the eyes

that often caused them to close involuntarily. Severe pain in the nose, throat, and

chest and vomiting and nausea are also

associated with its use (Crockett 1968).

After the turn of the century, the baton

remained a staple tool among American

police. As late as 1900, when the Chicago

Police Department numbered 3,225 officers, the only tools given the new patrolman were ‘‘a brief speech from a highranking officer, a hickory stick, whistle,

and a key to the call box’’ (Haller 1976).



A Technological Explosion:

The 1960s

The 1960s witnessed major technological

advances in nonlethal weaponry. This was

the age of rioting, both on domestic and

foreign soil. Aerosol chemical agents, developed to provide alternatives to police

batons and firearms, became the most

widely used nonlethal weapons to emerge

for police use. Mace was developed (Coon

1968), and thousands of law enforcement

agencies later adopted Mace in some form.

A chemical wand was also developed,

touted as ‘‘burning for five full minutes . . .

giving off a steady stream of CS’’ (Peak

1990). ‘‘CR’’ gas appeared in 1962; six

times more potent than CS and twenty

times more potent than CN, it caused extreme eye pressure and occasional hysteria.

CS gas cartridges, fired by shotguns at a

range of 125 meters, were used in the

United States and Great Britain as early

as 1968.

In 1967, alternatives to lethal lead bullets were first attempted in Hong Kong.

Wooden rounds, fired from a signal pistol



with a range of twenty to thirty meters,

were designed to be ricocheted off the

ground, striking the victim in the legs.

The wooden rounds proved to be fatal,

however, and direct fire broke legs at

forty-six meters. Rubber bullets were developed and issued to British troops

and police officers in 1967, only a few

months after the wooden rounds appeared.

Intended to deliver at twenty-five meters a

force equivalent to a hard punch, the rubber bullets caused severe bruising and

shock. Also intended to be ricocheted off

the ground, the rubber bullet was designed

so that riot police could outrange stone

throwers (Manwaring-White 1983).

British riot police also employed water

cannons, designed to fire large jets of

water at demonstrators on the streets of

Derry in 1968, and later in Northern Ireland. Resembling armored fire engines,

water cannons were also used in Germany,

France, Belgium, and the United States.

Nontoxic blue dye was added to the water

for marking the offenders; for a time, the

firing of a CR solution was contemplated

(Manwaring-White 1983).

In 1968, another unique riot-oriented

weapon was unveiled in America: the

Sound Curdler, consisting of amplified

speakers that produced loud, shrieking

noises at irregular intervals. Attached to

vehicles or helicopters, the device was first

used at campus disturbances.



Beanbag Guns, Strobe Lights, and

‘‘New Age’’ Batons: The 1970s

Another unique nonlethal weapon was literally unfurled in 1970: a gun that shot

beanbags rather than bullets. The apparatus resembled a large billy club with spiral

grooves in the barrel; it fired a pelletloaded bag that unfurled into a spinning

pancake, capable of knocking down a

two-hundred-pound person at a range

of three hundred feet. Although it had

potentially lethal capabilities, it quickly
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became popular in several countries, including South Africa, Saudi Arabia, and

Malaysia (Peak 1990).

Several other inventions were added to

the nonlethal arsenal of the police in the

1970s. The Photic Driver produced a

strobe effect, its light causing giddiness,

fainting, and nausea. A British firm developed a strobe gun, which operated at five

‘‘flickers’’ per second. Some of these

devices also had a high-pitched screamer

device attached. Another apparatus known

as the Squawk Box had two high-energy

ultrasound generators operating at slightly

different frequencies, which produced

sounds that also caused nausea and giddiness (Peak 1990).

Another invention of the early 1970s

was injector dart guns, adapted from

veterinarians’ tranquilizer guns, which,

when fired, injected the drug they carried.

Other developments included an electrified

water jet and a baton that carried a sixthousand-volt shock; shotgun shells filled

with plastic pellets; plastic bubbles that

immobilized rioters; a chemical that created slippery street surfaces for combating

rioters; and an instant ‘‘cocoon,’’ which

was an adhesive substance that, when

sprayed over crowds, made people stick

together (Manwaring-White 1983).

A substantive change occurred with the

police baton in 1972. A new baton had a

handle about six inches from its grip end,

which allowed (according to its manufacturers) its versatility to be virtually unlimited (Folley 1972). This ‘‘side-handle’’

baton did indeed become popular and

remains popular among police officers

today.

Two new tools were developed in 1974:

the plastic bullet and the Taser. Research in

England resulted in a seemingly ‘‘softer’’

plastic bullet. Made from hard white

PVC, four inches in length, one and a quarter inches in diameter, the bullets resembled a blunt candle and could be fired

from a variety of riot weapons. Their

speed of 160 miles per hour and range

of thirty to seventy meters made them
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attractive to riot police. However, the plastic bullet could be fatal as well, and a number of people died after being struck in the

head with these bullets (Manwaring-White

1983).

The Taser resembled a flashlight and

shot two tiny darts into its victim. Attached to the darts were fine wires through

which a transformer delivered a fifty-thousand-volt electrical shock, which would

knock a person down at a distance of

fifteen feet. Police officers in every state

except Alaska had used the device by

1985, but its use has not been widespread

because of limitations of range and limited

effectiveness on persons under the influence of drugs. Heavy clothing can also

render it ineffective (Sweetman 1987).

The stun gun, also introduced in the

mid-1970s, was slightly larger than an

electric razor and delivered a fifty-thousand-volt shock when its two electrodes

were pressed directly against the body.

Like the Taser, its amperage was so small

that it did not provide a lethal electrical

jolt. Its target, rendered rubbery legged

and falling to the ground, was unable to

control physical movement for several

minutes (Serrill 1985).



The Continuing Quest: The 1980s

During the 1980s, flashlights were marketed that had stun capacity or contained

chemical agents (Cox et al. 1985). Also

marketed were an expandable baton

(from six to sixteen inches ‘‘with a flick

of the wrist’’) and a six-inch steel whip,

which when opened to its thirteen-inch

length projected three steel coils and was

transformed into something resembling

the medieval cat-o’-nine-tails (Peak 1990).



Summary

Over the course of 175 years, attempts

have been made to arm the police with
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effective alternatives to lethal force. Research and development continues, however, for effective alternatives to lethal

force.

KENNETH J. PEAK

See also Crowd/Riot Control; Deadly

Force; Liability and the Police; Nonlethal

Weapons: Empirical Evidence; Police Legal

Liabilities: Overview
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to immediate-response situations if officers do not take aggressive actions to control the suspect before the stand-off

situation deteriorates.

The term ‘‘nonlethal weapons’’ is used

generically to identify devices that may be

used to aggressively take control of a deteriorating tactical situation prior to the

time when control holds, batons, or deadly force may become necessary, when it is

unsafe for an officer to move to within

contact range of the suspect, and when

attempts by officers to control the suspect

by conventional means will likely result in

serious injury to officers, suspects, or both

(Meyer et al. 1981).



Research and Testing

In 1979 and 1980, the Los Angeles Police

Department (LAPD) researched more

than a dozen innovative devices that attempt to control violent people (especially

those under the influence of PCP) in a way

that reduces injuries to suspects and officers. In 1981, the LAPD adopted Taser and

chemical irritant sprays of the CS and CN

types. The Taser and chemical irritant

sprays had the advantage of being handheld, one-officer operations that allowed

the officer to stay six to fifteen feet away

from the suspect. The other devices required setup and application by trained

teams to operate.



Practical Scenarios

NONLETHAL WEAPONS:

EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE

Compared to the number of arrests made

by police officers, violent altercations are

relatively few in number. Many police useof-force situations are sudden close-contact situations, requiring immediate, instinctive response. Other situations begin

as stand-off situations (with time for

planning and maneuvering) but change



During the 1970s, many officers around

the country received major incapacitating

injuries while attempting to take into custody persons under the influence of PCP,

an animal tranquilizer known for giving

human users ‘‘superhuman’’ strength. It

was not unusual for the most aggressive

efforts of five or six officers to be inadequate to control a single PCP suspect
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without serious injury to several of the

involved parties.

It was in this context that the LAPD

believed that any weapon was worth looking into if it could stop incidents from

escalating to a point where deadly force

may have to be used. Time (sudden attack

versus a standoff situation) and distance

between the officer and the suspect are the

crucial factors in determining whether

nonlethal weapons are appropriate for a

situation. During the past twelve years,

the Taser and chemical irritant sprays

have been used in thousands of standoff

situations. Such situations frequently deteriorate into immediate-response, deadly

force situations if the suspect attacks

with a knife or a club (or other dangerous

implement amounting to less than a firearm) and if the suspect is not quickly controlled.

The vast majority of nonlethal weapon

incidents involve unarmed suspects who

exhibit resistive, violent, or bizarre behavior, thus presenting a significant safety

threat to themselves, others, and the officers whose job it is to intervene.



Critique of the Literature

In 1980, the supervising physician of the

Medical Services Division, Los Angeles

City Personnel Department, wrote that

the Taser was ‘‘reasonable and feasible

and presents no undue risk to the recipient.’’ In 1985, after the LAPD had used

the Taser hundreds of times, a medical

journal article concluded that ‘‘major injuries, either primary to the [electrical] current or secondary to [falling down], have

not been reported’’ (Koscove 1985). The

need for effective nonlethal weapons is

also demonstrated by expensive litigation,

which results from injuries produced by

conventional tactics. Americans for Effective Law Enforcement, a Chicago-based

legal and law enforcement educational association, has documented a number of
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out-of-court settlements and jury awards

in amounts ranging from tens of thousands

of dollars to millions of dollars to compensate people for injuries they received from

conventional tactics such as batons and

flashlights.

In a landmark nonlethal weapons case

in 1988 (Michenfelder v. Sumner, 860 F.2nd

328), a federal appellate court found the

following:

. . . authorities believe the Taser is the preferred method for controlling prisoners because it is the ‘‘least confrontational’’ when

compared to the use of physical restraint,

billy clubs, mace, or [beanbag] guns . . . .

When contrasted to alternative methods for

physically controlling inmates, some of

which can have serious after-effects, the

Taser compared favorably.



The Meyer Study

LAPD records show that 1,160 of the

reports for the first half of 1989 documented incidents in which officers attempted

to control suspects by causing them to fall

to the ground. A stratified sampling procedure yielded 395 reports in which any of

six conventional force types (baton, kick,

punch, flashlight, swarm technique, or

miscellaneous bodily force) was documented as the effective force that controlled

the situation; eighty-eight reports where

Taser was the effective force; and nineteen

reports where chemical irritant spray was

the effective force. Thus, a total of 502

reports were subjected to analysis. Sixtysix of these documented more than one

force type that fit the research scenario

(that is, listed at least one force type that

was ineffective in addition to the force

type that succeeded), and care was taken

to avoid double counting.

Variables from each of the 502 reports in

the sample were coded and the data were

entered into Stata, a statistical computer

program, and subjected to analysis. Selected pairs of variables were cross-tabulated
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and subjected to chi-square testing to determine if statistically significant relationships existed. The purpose of such testing

was to rule out as much as possible the

hypothesis that the relationships that

appeared to exist between tested variables

were due to chance, that is, that there was

no actual relationship. All of the relationships were of such significance that there

was not one chance in two thousand that

the relationships were due to chance.

Meyer created the injury classification

scheme depicted in Table 1.



Table 1 Injury reporting designators used in

this study

Injury

Designator



Definition



None

Taser/gas



No injury

Effects from Taser or chemical

irritant spray only

Complained of pain, minor

scratches, skin redness

Small lacerations, welts,

contusions, bruises

Breaks, concussions, large

lacerations or contusions,

sprains, strains



Minor

Moderate

Majora



a

Officer placed off duty or on light (nonfield) duty;

suspect usually hospitalized.



Table 2



Findings

Table 2 reports injuries to suspects from

the effective force types (that is, the force

type that brought the incident to a conclusion).

Table 3 reports the number of injuries

to officers that resulted from each effective

force type.

Table 4 shows the varying success rates

(that is, the percentage of incidents for

which a given weapon or tactic was the

effective force type) achieved by different

force types, along with corresponding injury rates to officers and suspects.

The data clearly demonstrate that the

Taser electronic weapon and chemical irritant spray caused fewer and less severe

injuries than conventional force types. The

data did not suggest any other rival

hypotheses that might account for the

results.

In police confrontations that cannot be

controlled by verbalization, nonlethal

weapons should be used early and aggressively to bring the situation to a conclusion

as quickly as possible before it deteriorates

into a confrontation requiring a greater

level of force. This concept is the key to

significantly reducing injuries to officers

and suspects. Moral and legal constraints

require officers to use the minimum

amount of reasonable and necessary force



Injuries to suspects by effective force type



Effective Force Type



None



Taser/Gasa



Minorb



Moderateb



Majorb



Total



Baton

Kick

Punch

Miscellaneous force

Flashlight

Swarm

Chemical spray

Taser

Total



24

20

6

51

4

33

0

0

138



0

0

0

0

0

0

18

88

106



24

9

5

20

0

3

1

0

62



66

12

15

58

14

10

0

0

175



7

0

1

6

6

1

0

0

21



121

41

27

135

24

47

19

88

502



a

b



Taser/gas means effects of Taser or chemical irritant spray only.

Defined in Table 1.
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Table 3



Injuries to officers by effective force type



Effective Force Type



None



Taser/Gasa



Minorb



Moderateb



Majorb



Total



Baton

Kick

Punch

Miscellaneous force

Flashlight

Swarm

Chemical spray

Taser

Total



99

36

19

109

20

39

14

88

424



0

0

0

0

0

0

5

0

5



4

0

0

5

3

1

0

0

13



10

3

5

13

1

6

0

0

38



8

2

3

8

0

1

0

0

22



121

41

27

135

24

47

19

88

502



a

b



Taser/gas means effects of Taser or chemical irritant spray only.

Defined in Table 1.



Table 4



Success rates of force types, with corresponding injury rates



Force Type



Baton

Kick

Punch

Miscellaneous force

Flashlight

Swarm

Chemical spray

Taser

Total

a

b



Study Casesa



143

47

36

143

25

51

21

102

568



Success Cases



121

41

27

135

24

47

19

88

502



Success Rate



85%

87%

75%

94%

96%

92%

90%

86%

88%



Major/Moderate Injuriesb

Officers



Suspects



16%

11%

36%

15%

4%

16%

0%

0%

13%



61%

26%

64%

46%

80%

24%

0%

0%

39%



Includes effective and ineffective force types.

Percentage of injuries, regardless of whether force was effective.



to control a confrontation. It hardly needs

to be noted that those force types that are

effective and result in the least severe injuries to officers and suspects are more reasonable than those that result in greater

injuries.

GREG MEYER

See also Arrest Powers of the Police; Conflict Management; Danger and Police

Work; Excessive Force; Liability and Use

of Force; Nonlethal (or Less-than-Lethal)

Weapons: History
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such as mass antiwar demonstrations.

Oakland was the birthplace for the Black

Panther Party (‘‘Political Power Comes

from the Barrel of a Gun’’), the world

headquarters of the Hell’s Angels motorcycle gang, and home to Asian gangs,

the Symbionese Liberation Army (which

was responsible for the assassination of

Oakland’s Superintendent of Schools

Dr. Marcus Foster), the Weather Underground, the American Communist Party,

the John Birch Society, and many others.

Many of these interest groups were in direct conflict with each other. Many police

practices—laws of arrest and search and

seizure—were ruled unconstitutional by

the U.S. Supreme Court; rulings on the

exclusionary rule significantly impacted

police. (Earl Warren, Chief Justice of the

Supreme Court during this turbulent era,

had previously been a tough legalistic

prosecutor from Oakland.)

Crime and protests were seen, by many,

as instruments of social change and justice, subjecting police operations, policies,

and demographics to intense controversy.

Traditional police strategies and tactics



The Oakland Police Department is remarkable for its impact on police science and

for changing the way professionals, scientists, academics, and communities view

effective policing. In the 1960s, America

was struggling with social, political, and

economic forces that surprised most institutions. Unemployment, declining urban tax

revenues, limited educational opportunities, gender roles, and discrimination were

being challenged and the government authority to implement policy was being questioned. Traditional manufacturing jobs

were moving offshore, fair housing issues

and Supreme Court decisions were altering traditional communities, and people,

especially ethnic minorities and students,

were questioning the practical reality of

‘‘equal’’ justice in America.

Oakland, during the 1960s, had more

diversity of social change than most other

venues. The city was exposed to radical

challenges that changed the landscape—

social activism, political action committees, and new types of crime and disorder,
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came to be viewed as unfairly impacting

specific ethnic groups. Justice institutions

were not prepared to respond to social and

political criticism. Criminal law and police

tactics tend to lag behind rapid social

progress, while activists tend to make radical demands for change. Many metropolitan centers, such as Los Angeles, Detroit,

Newark, and Chicago, and university

campuses such as Kent State in Ohio, experienced unprecedented social and moral

conflicts and new forms of massive civil

disorder and disobedience.

It was in this context that Oakland policy makers, police, business owners, and

community leaders explored options to

prevent an Oakland ‘‘meltdown into disorder, riots, loss of life and economic disaster.’’ The context, viewed in retrospect,

created an unusual opportunity for a natural experiment. A confluence of unique

circumstances and actions made possible

a chance for some important lessons to be

learned. The following briefly outlines a

few of the historic pivotal actions.

In 1955, the City of Oakland recruited

a young, innovative city manager who

immediately appointed a reform-minded,

college-educated chief to modernize and

reorganize the police department using

the best information available from police

science research, management theory, and

community participation. The city manager and the new chief used an upcoming

municipal election to advocate a series

of charter amendments intended to authorize major changes in the department—

reorganizing the Criminal Investigations

Division, closing decentralized stations,

establishing standards of accountability by

centralizing departmental operations in one

headquarters, and forming new bureaus

headed by three appointed (exempt rank)

deputy chiefs. Under this chief, professionalism was introduced (upgrading academic requirements, introducing new

in-service training, implementing a professional code of ethics—modeled on the

Hippocratic oath—requiring the rule

of law and exemplary professional and
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private conduct). The members of the department began to internalize the ideal of

professionalism.

The professional style of policing

needed a new organizational structure

and a new kind of candidate for police

officer—one who was able to apply legalistic principles to enforcement; the lack of

residency requirement and reduced age of

entry allowed for targeting college graduates in a nationwide recruitment effort. As

the hallmark of professionalism is using

research and analysis to inform policies,

the chief enlisted the assistance of O. W.

Wilson, dean of criminology at the University of California, Berkeley, who proposed

creating special police units to research the

root causes of problems in policing, apply

modern technology to solutions,and undertake systematic planning for the future challenges. Oakland’s reforms launched the

nation’s first police unit dedicated solely

to planning, research, and problem solving. Wilson’s criminology students were

recruited to staff and support this research

capability and Dr. Kirk’s crime lab.

The four years of new leadership (1955–

1959) brought profound changes to the

Oakland Police Department, and a new

group of leaders was subsequently appointed to accelerate the policing innovations. The new chief organized special

duty units to suppress crime and develop

the nationwide recruitment. Innovations

in technologies were introduced including

the ‘‘alco-test’’ (which led to a 22% increase in drunk driving arrests) and the

1965 adoption of the computer-driven Police Information Network System (PIN).

This electronic retrieval system brought

instant information to officers on patrol—

the status of license numbers reported

stolen from anywhere in California and

whether a driver had active criminal warrants, was a dangerous fugitive, or had a

criminal record. The computer age reduced the backlog of warrants and helped

police recover stolen vehicles, arrest auto

theft suspects, and warn of dangerous

subjects.
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Antiwar Demonstrations

(1963–1973)

In 1964, when antiwar militants reached

beyond the UC Berkeley campus, targeting the Oakland Army Base and Naval

Supply Center—the embarkation point

for 220,000 soldiers over four years—the

Oakland Police Department was directed

to prevent unauthorized demonstrations,

property damage, and injuries. The larger

demonstrations (eight to twelve thousand

militants) were a public safety risk that

could result in large-scale property damage and violence to surrounding Oakland

communities and businesses. Innovation

and expert crowd control became a departmental trademark, recognized in policing

circles as the best practice.



Civil Rights/Community Relations

(1960–1966)

The chief decided to involve the department more extensively in improving the

quality of life in Oakland’s communities.

This initiative went beyond speeches to

participation in civic and service groups.

There were increasing complaints from the

black communities that legalistic policing

had a disproportionately negative impact

on its members, including its youths. The

chief moved to create a meaningful dialog

with the groups who were most affected by

such problems. Top officials and commanders were required to personally attend

community meetings and report comments,

complaints, recommendations, and problems raised at these meetings. In 1964, the

chief created a Community Relations Section to systematically document these

efforts. There is significant testimony validating the department’s progress with minority groups; the department was not

viewed as oppressive or engaging in systematic or institutional abuse. Complaints

and reports of misconduct were investigated



by internal affairs and reported back to

community groups.

The police leaders were confronted with

an activist call for an independent civilian

review board. The succeeding chief worked

to instill a sense of mission for law enforcement in terms of service to the whole

community. The chief believed (as research

suggested) that problems of racial tension

and citizen distrust could be resolved

through in-person contacts. The chief personally led a series of behind-the-scenes

meetings between police and juvenile gang

leaders to prevent looting and vandalism

in downtown Oakland. In 1966, the chief

was praised by the mayor for dealing with

the youth disturbances in East Oakland

‘‘with patience and calm restraint’’ while

making clear that ‘‘the laws would be

enforced justly.’’



Professional Credibility and

Openness to Senior Academic

Studies (1962–1969)

In the midst of dynamic police reorganization and social conflicts, the department

leaders and chief granted permission to

UC Berkeley professor Jerome Skolnick

to perform a sociological analysis of law

enforcement processes and decision making in Oakland. The chief set a single restriction—‘‘that the analysis be objective

and truthful.’’ Dr. Skolnick spent more

than two years observing the judgments,

decisions, actions, and consequences of officers in daily enforcement situations. The

subsequent analysis was published in a

popular book Justice Without Trial. He

observed the inherent tension between

‘‘law’’ and ‘‘order.’’ Accordingly, ‘‘due process’’ and ‘‘enforcing the law’’ require discretionary judgments rather than universal

application of a single standard of perfect

procedures.

Dr. James Q. Wilson studied officers in

eight different police agencies, focusing

on departmental differences in applying
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police discretion to balance the needs for

maintaining order and enforcing the law.

Wilson distinguished police styles grouped

in three typologies: watchman, legalistic,

and service styles. Wilson interpreted the

changes in Oakland’s new policing style to

be legalistic (single standard of community conduct). His analysis revealed some

fundamental reasons for friction between

the department and different elements of

the community. He pointed out that the

department’s reforms (except for civil

rights and community relations) really did

not address the question of how to provide

policing services to increasingly diverse

communities with different needs and

expectations for justice.

An analysis of the Oakland Police Department is presented in the text Police:

The Street Corner Politicians by William

Muir, a UC professor of political science.

This study examines the range of moral,

social, and political issues through ‘‘the

moral development of young officers as

they try to come to terms with the problem

of how to achieve just ends with coercive

means.’’

These studies produced debate and

resulted in new programs aimed at family

crisis intervention, violence prevention,

and landlord–tenant dispute resolutions.

These initiatives led the department into

the ‘‘progressive era’’ of training and partnering with referral agencies to provide

effective resolutions not requiring criminal

court actions. Professor Muir attributes

Chief Gain (1967–1973) as transforming

the department from a legalistic style to a

service-oriented style of policing. Since the

community reacted negatively to police

shootings of fleeing persons, Chief Gain

changed the department’s firearms discharge policies. The new policy prohibited

using a firearm other than to protect the

officer’s life or that of a citizen. Police

were no longer authorized to shoot fleeing

burglary or auto theft suspects or persons under age eighteen. This policy

was extremely controversial but became

institutionalized. Chief Gain significantly
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expanded the training of new and inservice officers to teach officers the

reasoning employed in Supreme Court decisions and to get officers to work in harmony

with evolving interpretation of the laws affecting police powers. The chief was explicit

and adamant in his call for stopping all

harassment of minorities; officers were

under the threat of termination if they did

not abide by antiharassment policies.



The Evolution of Policing Strategy:

Beyond the 1960s

Chief Hart (a UC graduate who achieved

the fastest career promotion of any chief ),

created an entirely radical policing strategy

referred to as the ‘‘beat health concept.’’

This concept, founded on operations analysis and personal identification with the

beat conditions by the patrol officer, is

potentially the most striking innovation

and is considered the initiative that

changed Oakland—and the field of police

science—enormously for the better.

Since patrol officers spend more time

on their patrol beats than they do in their

own homes, they ought to treat the beat as

their own neighborhood. The concept encourages frequent interactions with the

community residents and participation in

the life of the community, rather than focusing only on enforcing the law. The beat

health concept anticipates the insights of

James Q. Wilson’s influential article on

‘‘broken windows’’ by almost seven years.

The beat health approach has a legitimate

claim to leading the strategic emergence of

community policing and problem-oriented

policing.

The success of the Oakland Police

Department’s transformation and its influence on policing across America are based

on both police science and human organization. The chiefs and leaders of this

department tried new and highly innovative operations and procedures. These models, informed by research, planning, and
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analysis, empowered the institution to

change. Chiefs used a range of levers to

redirect the department and guide its path

in the uncharted waters of new social

crises and conflicts.

The results of this era are well documented. The legacy is a better, more dedicated

police department focused on bringing the

Constitution to the streets and a better

quality of life to the city’s communities.

The graduates of the Oakland Police Department’s progressive era are now leaders

of federal agencies and chiefs of progressive departments and are dedicated to

using research and analysis to enhance

law enforcement operations and policies.

JAMES K. STEWART

See also Accountability; Attitudes toward

the Police: Overview; Minorities and the

Police; Police Reform in an Era of Community and Problem-Oriented Policing;

Wilson, O. W.
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Introduction

An occupational culture is a means for

coping with the vicissitudes or uncertainties arising routinely in the course of doing

a job. An occupational culture is a reduced,

selective, and task-based version of culture

that includes history and traditions, etiquette and routines, rules, principles, and

practices that serve to buffer practitioners

from contacts with the public. A kind of

lens on the world, it highlights some



aspects of the social and physical environment and omits or minimizes others.

It generates stories, lore, and legends.

The sources of the occupational culture

are the repeated, routinized tasks incumbent on the members, a technology that is

variously direct or indirect in its effects

(mediated by the organizational structure

within which the occupation is done), and

the reflexive aspects of talking about these

doings. In this sense, an occupational culture reflects not only what is done and

how it should (and should not) be done

but also idealizations of the work.

An occupational culture is a context

within which emotions are regulated and

attuned to work routines. As Waddington

(1998, 292–93) writes perceptively, the police culture is ‘‘. . . an expression of common values, attitudes, and beliefs within a

police context.’’ A political economy of

emotions, or a distribution of emotions

consistent with power, stratification, and

control, complements characteristic value

configurations and interactional patterns.

These, in turn, are a reflection of the fit

between the differential exposure of practitioners to work-based contingencies. This

creates segments within the occupation.

Clearly, uniformed officers face different contingencies than do detectives, and

supervisors differ in their experience from

top management. Career success is based

in part on skills, in part on politics and

networks, as well as on reorganizing and

reassembling one’s emotional equipment.

The emotional tone of an officer on the

street may not suit for the demands of top

command. Conversely, failure and status

deficits may create a shadow world of

invalidated role performers, those who

are seen to have achieved their positions

by political means. In this drama of work,

of course, patterns of rise and fall, of failure, redemption, and renewal are seen. In

recent years, these minidramas often surround key figures in sexual miscues, harassment, and discrimination by age, gender,

or ethnicity. Such minitragedies, as in any

occupation, mark its outer boundaries and
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provide warning signs and cautionary

tales.

Policing is politics by other means. Ironically, as Hughes (1958) points out, an

occupational mandate consists of setting

aside functions others may not do as well

as designating those that the occupation

may or must do. As the guardians of order,

they are ‘‘dirty workers,’’ who must do

what others may not: enabled to violate the

law, they must act violently and intrusively,

shoot, maim, and kill. They are also required to rationalize or justify the necessary.

Perhaps because it is inherently political in

function and origins, policing manifests a

turgid and resilient occupational culture.

This culture resides within a police organization constituted by several occupations and specialties. Police officers and

others police, while police organizations

are the accountable means by which this

is accomplished. The occupational culture

in the literature often is depicted as that of

one segment, the uniformed patrol, while

the police organization includes and employs civilians (about 25% of the employees of local police organizations), janitors,

cooks, consultants, lawyers and researchers, and other short-term employees. It is

also entangled in intraorganizational relations as well as local politics. However,

the uniformed police occupational culture

shadows and dominates the several occupational groups within the organization,

and its values are variously subscribed to

by the several occupational groups working within the organization.



Structural Features of American

Police Organizations That Divide

and Unify the Occupation

The police occupational culture is shaped

by five structural features of police organizations. The first is the inspectorial strategy of policing, which deploys a large

number of low-ranking officers who are

ecologically dispersed to monitor and
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track citizens in the environment and

make complex, difficult decisions, usually

alone, with minimal supervision and/or

review. The second is the localistic, common-level entry and apprenticeship training pattern of police. In the United States,

most officers serve their entire careers in

one organization, and only top command

officers join as a result of lateral mobility.

Officers above superintendent are mobile

in the United Kingdom.

The third feature is that the police organization is both fact rich and information poor. The police mission, to penetrate

and control problematic environments,

leads them to overemphasize secrecy and

deception as means of achieving organizational ends. Police information consists of

collections of scraps of unintegrated data,

quasi-secret and secret intelligence files,

an amalgam of outdated context-specific

information, and a layered archaeology of

knowledge. Although secrecy is not the

highest value among officers, it is safe to

say that the conditions under which information is shared (rarely) are carefully

observed.

The fourth structural feature is that risk

(positive and negative consequences of

high uncertainty) is associated with policing. These features turn officers inward,

away from the public, and laterally to their

colleagues for support. The features vary

empirically from force to force, and the

salience of one or the other may vary by

local political context.

The task-role complex of the job differentiates the police and serves to highlight

variations within the occupational culture.

The core tasks and routines are uncertain

and unpredictable. Officers share assumptions about the nature of the work (risky,

exciting, worthwhile, ‘‘clinical’’ in nature)

and operate in an environment perceived

or created by such work routines and codified definitions of relevant tasks. In urban

policing, the cynosure of ‘‘the job’’ is

‘‘working the streets,’’ patrol response to

radio calls. Boredom, risk, and excitement

oscillate unpredictably.
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The technology, unrefined peopleprocessing recipes, that is, judgments of

officers working with little direct guidance,

pattern work, and a rigid rank structure officially organizes authority. Policing is realized within a bureaucratic, rule-oriented,

hierarchical structure of command and

control on the one hand and a loose confederation of colleagues on the other. The

interaction of these factors, tasks, environment, technology, and structure produces

characteristic attitudes and an ideology, a

set of explanatory beliefs rationalizing the

work and its contingencies. The operation

of these factors stratifies and differentiates

the organization and partitions officers’

experience.

Other structural factors unify police.

These include the ideal of shared fate or

of occupational unity, an experiential base

(all served as officers initially), task dependency (officers rely on each other to

accomplish joint tasks), and shared, mutually discrediting secrets. There is also an

abiding ideology or mythology about policing that concerns the mandate, the legal

and societal obligations, and the role as it

is represented in public rhetoric, or ‘‘presentational strategies’’ (Manning 1997).

These unifying factors stand in some tension with the differentiating factors. It

should be further emphasized that the

values produced are also points of ambivalence and counterpoint and do not form

a single integrated whole. Unfortunately,

detective work, specialized squads such

SWAT teams, and staff functions such as

internal affairs are omitted in the descriptive catalogs of the police occupational

culture (Reiner 2000; Crank 1998).



An Overview of Studies of the

Occupational Culture

The academic view of the police occupational subculture is disproportionately

influenced by a handful of studies of

American or English uniformed patrol



officers serving in large urban areas, and

it has been reified by textbook treatments.

Although rich ethnographic treatments of

policing exist (Banton 1964; Holdaway

1983; Bittner 1990; Rubinstein 1972; Van

Maanen 1974; and Simon 1991), the police

are often flattened, desiccated, and displayed like insects pinned on a display

board. Acute observers have noted the differentiation and segmentalization of policing using role types (Terrill, Paoline, and

Manning 2003; Reiner 1992, 130–33), the

conceptions of external publics (Reiner

1992,117–21), the distinctive misleading binary subcultures such as a ‘‘street cop culture’’ and a ‘‘management culture’’ (Punch

1983), and the conflicts within forces based

on ethnicity and gender (Foster 2004).

Value variations based in part on task differentiation also exist within departments

(Jermeir et al. 1991). Other social forces,

especially technology, management training, the law, and pressures to produce such

as traffic ticket quotas and case clearances

in detective work, also impact policing.

Some recent work has worked toward a

generalized model of the occupational culture (Klinger 2002; Paoline 2003). Janet

Chan’s work (1997) is the most theoretically informed of present work. She takes

a complex Bourdieu-influenced perspective, arguing that policing is organized

around various forms of knowledge and

practice shaped continuously by a habitus

or way of being and doing. Waddington

(1998) has made the most important distinction in the study of the occupational

culture in recent years, noting that the oral

culture (see also Shearing and Ericson

1992) and the behavior of officers differs.

His review points out the fallacy of generalizations based on talk rather than

observation.



New Horizons

Three important changes have taken place

in the past twenty years in policing. They
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suggest both the strength of the occupational culture and its roots. The first is

the impact of new information technologies. Technology, especially information

technology (IT), has eroded authority and

altered police workloads. Although technology has absorbed and transformed some

work tasks (such as immediate supervision), ‘‘middle managers’’ have grown in

number and importance in policing. (Due

in part to the effects of massive hiring

between 1968 and 1975, these officers are

now nearing retirement.) Ironically, spawned by paperwork and supervisory duties,

these positions, sergeant, inspector, lieutenant, and superintendent, are threatened

by the introduction of computer-based

formal record-keeping systems. These

developments suggest the existence of a

management cadre or segment within the

occupational culture. It has emerged between the lower participants and senior

command officers. It also suggests that in

the future a division across ranks will be

between those who are computer facile

and those who are not.

The second is the impact of female and

minority officers. While their attitudes

seem to fit closely with their colleagues on

survey, closer studies (Morash and Haar

1991) suggest that modes of relating and

coping and the stresses faced by female

officers differ from males and that this may

emerge as a cross-cutting segment unified

not by rank but by shared sentiments. It

already tightly shapes who interacts with

whom and why (Haar 1990).

Finally, the rising educational levels

within policing and the growth of suburban departments means that tensions arise

between the educated officers and the

others, that bias and prejudice exist, and

that opportunities for promotion may be

compromised not only by union rules but

by prejudice against educated officers. The

most powerful and systematic research,

based on observation, interviews, and surveys done in England in the wake of the

McPherson report on the investigation of

the murder of Stephen Lawrence, shows
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that racial/ethnic bias remains very strong

and virulent, that it affects promotion and

rewards at every level of the force, and

that the traditional themes of masculinity,

violence, crime fighting, and danger remain

thematic and not attributed to people of

color and women.



Segmentation of the Nondetective

Occupational Culture

A segment is a group of people loosely

bound by interaction patterns. In policing,

the limits on interaction are tightly drawn

around rank, although some interaction

occurs laterally via sponsorship of prote´ge´s and political ties based on religion,

union membership, past links in the academy, and so on. The dominant values of

the occupational culture, taken as a whole,

are espoused throughout but are most salient in the lower segment, where they find

a functional, task-relevant home. The occupational values cohere around the most

sacred notion of the occupation: one must

display, enact, and maintain them before

authority. This is often connected to other

general beliefs such as loyalty, honor,

patriotism, and duty.

Independence, autonomy, authority,

and uncertainty are key values of the police occupational culture. Each of these

four values has its opposite: dependence,

collective obligations, powerlessness, and

certainty. They are in effect paired and dynamic oppositions that take meaning from

each other. Kai Erikson (1976, 83) argues

that ‘‘. . . people think or feel different

things in the service of an overall pattern

of coordination. In the same sense that

people contribute different skills and abilities to the organization of work, so they

contribute different temperaments and

outlooks to the organization of sensibility.’’ The occupational culture in some

ways is a configuration of sentiments and

values, core and counterpoint, that are
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more or less salient from time to time

(Shearing and Ericson 1992).

The values are also linked to the structural factors noted above that sustain their

reality. The dependence pair is linked to

the control mission or mandate of policing, the autonomy pair is linked to the

fixed character of the organization’s normal functioning, the authority pair is

linked to adversarial encounters, and

the final pair, certainty, is animated by the

appearance of risk.

Their dynamic relationship surfaces

primarily in crises in which the veneer of

authority is shattered, the public performance is threatened or collapses, or the

officer is embarrassed or fails to fill role

requirements. In these situations, the officer reflects, and draws on the occupational

perspective for support and clarification.

The residual of these encounters and their

ambiguous outcomes is the basis for the

narrative or storytelling that reinforces

and renews the culture. The culture rises

and falls in salience and does not remain a

lens through which the world is always

viewed.



Lower Participants

The ‘‘lower participant’’ segment is composed of officers and sergeants. Sergeants,

like foremen in factories, interact in both

segments and are occasionally caught between them. Organized in narrative form,

the values connect in the following way. The

uniformed officer works in an uncertain

environment in which choice, action, and

decision are emphasized, in which the

veneer of objectively guided decision

making is essential, and in which an often

tenuous authority frequently must be asserted with strangers in public. The officer

is routinely dependent on fellow officers

and the public to maintain a credible performance of authoritative assertions and

action, yet the occupation emphasizes autonomy. While dependent, the officer must



act authoritatively and without full knowledge of the facts or the consequences of

potential actions. An underlying premise is

that a neutral emotional tone is to be maintained, and the body, its posture, gestures,

shape, and performance, are to be ready.

Working class culture, from which most

police are recruited, supplies the most frequently noted emblems, or symbols, that

collapse attitudes and practices into valuations of action characterizing policing.

Thus, emphases upon individual control of

situations, toughness, machismo, hedonism,

deprecation of paperwork and abstraction,

concrete language, and description are working class values. Officers ‘‘at the coal face’’

or ‘‘in the trenches’’ appear to exchange a

degree of organizational autonomy to maintain a working class style. There are other

visible signs of membership in this segment.

Patrol officers, for example, unlike ranks

above sergeants and including sergeants in

some departments, may acquire overtime

for court appearances, work rotating shifts,

and wear a uniform and receive a uniform

allowance, unless assigned to staff or detective work temporarily.

Lower participants generally emphasize

dependence, autonomy, authority, and uncertainty. The latent function of these emphases is to suppress the equally powerful

potential, evidence that suggests that police

officers are often dependent upon and obligated to others, powerless, or are least relatively powerless, and quite clear and certain

about the contours of their work.

The four value themes for the lower

participants can be clustered into two

metathemes: (l) ‘‘the job,’’ an index of the

interrelated themes of (job) dependency

and autonomy, and (2) ‘‘real police work,’’

an index combining authority and uncertainty in relationships with the public.



The Middle Management Segment

This segment is composed of officers in the

ranks sergeant, lieutenant, inspector, chief
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inspector, and superintendent, or their equivalents. Stereotypically, their style portends an authoritative presence. They are

in effect bureaucrats with guns. They walk,

talk, and react as managers and persons

whose authority rests on their verbosity,

good humor, and ability to communicate

in writing and verbally. Bodily skill is rarely required of managers. Officers in this

segment perform their roles variously,

depending on their orientation toward

promotion, economic gain, or organizational change. They have achieved a desired rank, and some hope for promotion

or transfer (into a detective or specialized

unit, for example). Technological developments make management skill a likely

consideration for promotion, for example,

attending night school for an MBA rather

than seeking a law degree.

Like other ‘‘white collar’’ workers, they

are a middle mass with shared tenuous

mutual identification, although they may

have a separate union. This segment is

likely to be riven with cliques (upwardly

oriented groups) and cabals (groups resistant to change) and linked by interaction

networks with other officers. Organizational politics, both of careers and of the

top command, is a keen interest and concern of middle managers. Computerassisted dispatch, management information

systems, computer-based records, and

crime analysis applications have altered

their workloads (although not necessarily

increased them). Symbolically located between command and other officers, they

must adapt to organizational realities.

They rarely earn overtime and work shifts

if not assigned to staff positions. They generally wear uniforms, usually without the

jacket since they work ‘‘inside,’’ and are

provided with a uniform allowance. Their

claims for occupational prestige are aligned

either up or down: toward administrative

officers or those on the street.

Middle management officers emphasize

independence and collective obligations to

form the metatheme (3) ‘‘politics’’ (of the

job or the occupation, oriented partially to
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internal and partially to external audiences), while the twin themes of authority

and certainty (the need to control contingencies through supervision) are clustered

as a metatheme (4) ‘‘management.’’



The Top Command Segment

The top command segment is composed of

officers above the rank of superintendent

(or commander), including chief and deputy chief(s). Their style is less obviously

working class, and their speech and manner often emulates those they admire in

the business world. They have options in

dress—full or partial uniform, business

suit, or casual wear—and some have

adopted the term ‘‘CEO,’’ mimicking business practice, and talk about ‘‘. . . changing the way we do business.’’ They are

oriented in a somewhat dualistic fashion,

since they must seek the loyalty of the

lower participants as well as city

‘‘fathers.’’ They curry favor with officers

on the street as well as external audiences,

including political elites, elected officials,

and worthy citizens’ groups (Reiner 1991).

Much of their work is ‘‘fire fighting,’’

managing various kinds of crises. In theory, they make ‘‘policy’’ decisions, or at

least consider issues enduring beyond the

end of a shift or day’s work. The administrative cadre is dependent on the goodwill

and discretion of officers, because ‘‘working the streets’’ produces most of the scandals and political incidents. The values of

the lower participants remain surprisingly

salient: They function as a ground against

which the figure of commitment to the

perks, rewards, and intrinsic satisfactions

of command are seen. Some think of

themselves as ‘‘good police officers,’’ and

emphasize their ‘‘street smarts,’’ ‘‘toughness,’’ or past crime fighting successes,

rather than their administrative skills, wisdom as ‘‘people managers,’’ or educational achievements. Command officers’

views of policing are reflexive, because
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they are obligated to manage the consequences of decisions made by others. They

must ‘‘read off’’ these value themes and

metathemes to understand and interpret

police work.

Command officers emphasize that they

manage the dependence and autonomy

issues that lower participants label ‘‘the

job’’ and middle managers call ‘‘office politics.’’ Top administrative officers also

emphasize the ‘‘politics’’ and ‘‘management’’ themes of middle management. The

refracted value tensions of lower participants and managers are an element of the

command segment’s work. One metatheme

(5) is called ‘‘managing the job.’’ They see

their work bearing external responsibility,

being accountable, while being dependent

on lower participants. The second metatheme, (6) ‘‘policing as politics,’’ glosses

command responsibility. Command officers

emphasize ‘‘management’’ rather than ‘‘the

job’’ and view police management as paperwork and coping with and managing

the lower participants’ subculture. Uncertainty reappears, although administrators’

uncertainty focuses on their authority in the

context of dependence upon the discretion

(in both senses of the word) and competence

of the lower participants.

Finally, it appears that they combine

two metathemes of other segments into a

single megatheme, combining the metathemes ‘‘management’’ and ‘‘politics’’

into one that might be called ‘‘policing as

democratic politics.’’ This formulation

glosses their interest in sustaining and

amplifying the political power and independence of the police in the criminal justice system and dramatizes and displays

the role of police in both the local and

occasionally the national political system.

Policing as democratic politics implies sensitivity to the encumbrances and political

implications of policing.

The three segments within policing are

indicated by values and value emphases

that connote potential division within and

across segments. The culture both divides

and integrates the occupation, depending



on the situation and the issue. These

segments and value emphases signal a

structural potential for conflict in the police organization. Conflict may arise not

only from intrasegment variations in value

emphases but from intersegment differences in the meaning of the work and

modes of resolving differences.

The police occupational culture is not

unique. It reflects the social values of

Anglo American societies such as individualism, material success, bias against various others (minorities, people of color,

women), and preference for the company

of others like themselves. It is particularly

shaped by local politics, situational pressures, and media dramatizations. On the

other hand, police respond day by day to

the untoward, the dirty, ugly, and violent

and in general come when they are called.

The emotional tone of policing as a practice, the laconic, somewhat distant view,

when combined with the humor and

stories, are sentiments that reveal basic

humanity.

PETER K. MANNING

See also Accountability; Autonomy and the

Police; Codes of Ethics; Detective Work/

Culture; Deviant Subcultures in Policing;

Ethics and Values in the Context of Community Policing; Information within Police

Agencies; Police Solidarity; Unionization,

Police
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OFFENDER PROFILING

Offender profiling is a method of identifying the perpetrator of a crime based on an

analysis of the nature of the offense, the

victim, and the manner in which the crime

was committed. The origins of offender

profiling are unclear. Jacob F. Fries, an

obscure author who wrote a handbook

on criminal anthropology in 1820, related

the nature of the crime to the personality

of the individual. The writings of Arthur

Conan Doyle may have been one of the

more important springboards in bringing

psychological profiling into existence. It

is well known that the Sherlock Holmes

series served as the seminal base for many

of the modern scientific methods used in

criminal investigations.
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The first practitioner in modern times

was James Brussel, a New York psychiatrist. Brussel assisted the New York City

police and other law enforcement agencies on numerous occasions between 1957

and 1972, including creating the profile of

the ‘‘Mad Bomber of New York’’ and the

‘‘Boston Strangler.’’

Depending on the amount of information that can be derived from the crime

scene, a psychological profile can often

provide an investigator with the probable

sex and age of the perpetrator as well as

his or her ethnic background, relative social

status, marital situation, level of education,

occupational category, possible criminal

background, and potential for continued

criminal activities. The profile can also provide information concerning the probable

characteristics of any future attacks and

the most productive investigative strategies

for locating, apprehending, interviewing,

and interrogating the offender.

A major advantage of this procedure is

that it can be utilized after all other investigative methods have been tried to jumpstart the investigation. (This is the case

whether it is one crime that remains unsolved or a series of similar crimes.) Utilized

in this manner, psychological profiling not

only provides additional leads and direction but forces the investigator to reexamine all existing data on the case. The

comprehensive review necessary for preparing the profile will in itself sometimes

result in the discovery of previously overlooked evidence and investigative leads.

Unfortunately, this advantage can be

completely nullified by a poor or incomplete

crime scene investigation. The lack of complete crime scene descriptions, sketches, and

photographs as well as accurate autopsy

results and thorough background investigations of the victim(s) will severely limit the

ability of the profiler to construct a usable

description of the perpetrator. As with all

forensic disciplines, the crime scene and its

competent analysis are crucial.

Although a highly skilled profiler can

create an offender profile for any type of
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offense, offender profiling is typically used

when there is little physical evidence that

can be used to identify a suspect, when the

crime is over the top in unusual methods

of commission and appears to be serial in

nature, and of course when murder with

sexual overtones is involved.

Offender profiling was initially thought

to be a panacea, yet significant problems

have come to light over the years. Three

problems specifically detract from offender profiling being more useful to law

enforcement: There has been significant

definitional confusion surrounding the

term ‘‘profiling’’; most profiles that are created are too general and do not assist in the

isolation of a particular suspect; there are

few benchmarks for the creation of profiles.

The definitional confusion arises from

the use of the term ‘‘profiling’’ to mean

‘‘racial profiling.’’ Offender profiling is not

racial profiling. Racial profiling is based on

the biased association of race with certain

types of criminal offenses. Confusion has

also resulted from a variety of terms being

used to refer to offender profiling, including ‘‘criminal personality profiling’’ and

‘‘psychological criminal profiling.’’

Many offender profiles that are created

are not based on enough data points to

give anything but a very general picture of

the offender. The resulting offender profile

is so general that it is unnecessary. It does

not add anything to what the average police investigator already knows through

on-the-job experience; therefore it is unhelpful and wastes both time and money.

Another limiting factor associated with

offender profiling is the amount of training and preparation necessary to develop

the skills to accurately profile a crime. The

profiler must possess an excellent knowledge of abnormal psychology, human nature, crime scene investigative procedures,

and forensic medicine. Further, the profiler must review countless cases before

awareness of the underlying relationships

between the perpetrator’s psychological

status and the details of the criminal act

begin to emerge.



Profiles generated in the 1970s were

generally more successful, assisting about

75% to 80% of the time, than profiles created as the technique became more popular

and less qualified profilers began working

in the field. Although the FBI has expended considerable money and effort on

profiling, its success has been somewhat

disappointing. In the 1990s, it has been

estimated that only about 50% of profiles

are particularly useful to law enforcement.

Some offender profiles suffer from the

drawback of having not utilized benchmarks. A good profile should serve several

purposes. First, it should narrow the suspect pool. Second, it should assist in the

creation of an interview/interrogation

schedule. Third, it should facilitate the

arrest of the perpetrator.

To increase the usefulness and success

of the offender profile, it is suggested that

the following nine specific analytic elements be included: an analysis of the

crime scene, a demographic analysis of

the community, an autopsy review (when

the crime is homicide), development of

victimology, cross-referencing of how the

murder (or crime) was committed, projective needs analysis, cross-referencing the

projective needs analysis with known

convicted felons, and a specific factor

analysis. The end result of the process is

the design of a suspect interview and interrogation form.

1. Analysis of the crime scene. The

usual crime scene investigation concentrates on the collection and preservation of physical evidence.

Offender profiling simply carries

the process one step further. Using

the same evidence found at the scene

plus additional data about the particular type of crime and the victim,

the profiler attempts to collect information relating to personality and

motives. Both techniques have the

same goal and both are dependent

upon the ability and thoroughness

of the crime scene investigator. The
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crime scene must be analyzed prior

to moving anything. The profiler’s

analysis utilizes the standard photographs of where the victim was

found, along with photographs of

the area surrounding the victims in

concentric circles. The profiler also

coordinates the analysis of the crime

scene with the time of day, the date,

and the environmental conditions of

when the crime was committed.

While the typical crime scene investigation simply seeks to gather physical evidence that will link a suspect

to the crime scene, the profiler’s

analysis seeks to answer questions

such as, Why this crime? Why this

community? Why this victim?

2. Demographic analysis of the community. This takes into consideration

what the community is like and

who lives there. This portion of the

profile will take into account how

the crime and the victim fit into the

wider community.

3. Autopsy review. In a homicide investigation, the autopsy provides critical information. It establishes the

time and method of death. It will

contain details of specific body conditions and outlines how the victim

was destroyed. In the traditional investigation process, this is important

to link, for example, the weapon to

the crime scene or to the offender.

The profiler uses this information to

determine what sort of an offender

would carry out this sort of destruction of a victim.

4. Development of victimology. In traditional crime scene investigation, the

victim is considered as a witness (in

the case of a living victim) and/or as

a source of forensic evidence. In offender profiling, much more attention is given to who the victim is

and what the victim represents. Victimology is developed through interviews with people in significant
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relationships with the victim. This

victimology should strive to understand the victim’s life and

understand what the victim was

doing up until the point of death

(victimization) because the offender

chose this particular victim for very

specific reasons.

Cross-referencing of how the murder

was committed. The profiler considers the weapon that was used in the

offense, the damage that was

inflicted on the body, and the physical and sexual positioning of the

body. All of this is coordinated

with the demographics of the community. This cross-referencing highlights the fact that the various

factors involved in creation of the

profile must be considered together

and not just individually.

Projective needs analysis (PNA).

This determines how the psychological needs of the perpetrator were

satisfied during the commission of the

crime. This is accomplished by looking at who the victim was, how the

victim was destroyed, what was done

during the offense, and who the victim was within the community.

Cross-referencing the PNA with

known convicted felons. This is done

in concentric circles from the

point of the homicide (crime). This

should be coordinated with police

departments regarding offenders on

parole/probation in the area. Offenders who have committed similar

actions, of course, are of particular

interest.

Specific factor analysis. This is done

to cross-reference all of the seven

factors previously obtained. This

correlates victimology, cause of

death, and suspect pool. All factors

of the profile are brought together.

Design suspect interview and interrogation form. The desired end result

of the profiling process is the
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creation of an interview and interrogation form that will be used by law

enforcement to obtain a confession

through either a direct or an indirect

admission.

AYN EMBAR-SEDDON and ALLAN D. PASS

See also Criminal Investigation; Psychology and the Police
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OFFICE OF COMMUNITYORIENTED POLICE

SERVICES, U.S.

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

The Office of Community-Oriented Police

Services (COPS) was created as a result of

the Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994. As a component of

the U.S. Department of Justice, the mission of the COPS office is to advance the

practice of community policing by state,

local, and tribal law enforcement agencies

throughout the country.

Community policing represents a shift

from traditional law enforcement practices.



Instead of emphasizing timely responses

to calls for service and reactive patrol

methods, community policing focuses on

proactive problem-solving methods intended to address the factors that cause crime

and social disorder within communities.

This strategy also calls for law enforcement and citizens to work collaboratively

in the course of both identifying and effectively addressing crime and disorder

issues.

Moreover, community policing encourages law enforcement agencies to undergo

fundamental changes that enable the

agency to function effectively and efficiently in an organizational structure that

provides as much decision-making authority as practical to patrol-level officers and

units, who are closest to the community

and likely to have the clearest understanding of problems that impact the community. This increased authority, coupled with

increased mutual trust and respect between the community and patrol-level officers, can ultimately lead to relationships

that help deter crime, bring needed services and resources, and engage community members in their own safety.

Since 1994, supporting the development of this type of strategic approach to

policing has been the primary mission of

the COPS office. From 1994 to 2005,

COPS invested more than $11.8 billion to

add community policing officers to the

nation’s streets and schools, enhance crime

fighting technology, support crime prevention initiatives, and provide community

policing training and technical assistance

resources. During this period, COPS awarded more than 36,000 grants to more than

13,000 law enforcement agencies to fund

the hiring of more than 118,000 community policing officers and deputies and to

procure and deploy much needed crime

fighting technology systems.

The COPS office has also provided

training and technical assistance to law

enforcement agencies through its national

network of Regional Community Policing Institutes. These institutes train law
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enforcement officials, government executives, and community members side by

side. To date, the institutes have trained

more than five hundred thousand individuals on topics ranging from an introduction to community policing principles to

terrorism prevention and response, all

within the context of community policing.

COPS’ other training and technical assistance resources include an annual community policing conference that attracts

law enforcement officials and criminal justice experts from across the United States;

training conferences and leadership symposiums on topics such as school safety,

methamphetamine eradication, homeland

security, intelligence gathering, and other

emerging law enforcement issues; and a

series of more than three hundred userfriendly publications that address a variety

of crime and disorder topics.

In addition, COPS has distributed approximately four hundred thousand copies

of publications from their Problem-Oriented

Guides for Police (POP) series. These guides

summarize knowledge about how police

can reduce harm caused by specific crime

and disorder problems. Robbery at ATMs,

Disorderly Youth in Public Places, Drug

Dealing in Privately Owned Apartment Complexes, and Speeding in Residential Areas are

examples of the many topics covered in

COPS’ POP Guide series.

An October 2005 U.S. Government Accounting Office (GAO) report found that

COPS funds significantly increased nationally reported levels of community policing practices. The GAO also concluded

that COPS-funded increases in sworn officers per capita were associated with

declines in the rates of total index crimes,

violent crimes, and property crimes in

their sample of agencies serving populations of ten thousand or more. Specifically,

they estimate that for the years 1998

to 2000, COPS grant expenditures were

associated with reductions in index crimes

from their 1993 levels that ranged from

about 200,000 to 225,000 index crimes.

For 1998, they estimated that the crimes
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reduced due to COPS grant expenditures

amounted to about 8% of the total decline

in index crimes and about 13% of the total

decline in violent crimes from their 1993

levels. They calculated that during the

years 1999 and 2000, the COPS-funded

reductions in crime accounted for about

5% of the total reduction in index crimes

and about 10% of the total reduction in

violent crimes from their 1993 levels.

These effects held after they controlled

for other factors that could also affect

crime, such as federal law enforcement

grant program expenditures by agencies,

local socioeconomic and demographic

changes, and state-level factors such as

increases in incarceration, changes in sentencing practices, and changes in other

programs such as welfare.

The GAO analysis also found that

COPS grant funds were associated with

significant increases in average reported

levels of policing practices (problem solving, place-oriented practices, crime analysis, and community collaboration). For

example, among agencies that received

COPS grant funds in this period, the average level of reported use of problemsolving practices increased by about 35%,

as compared to about a 20% increase

among nongrantee agencies. The increase

in place-oriented practices among COPS

grantee agencies was about 32%, as compared to about 13% among the non–COPS

grantee agencies.

Finally, the GAO analysis concluded

that COPS hiring grant expenditures were

associated with increases in the net number of sworn police officers. They obtained

these results after controlling for a large

number of relevant factors, including other

federal law enforcement grant expenditures, annual changes in local economic

and demographic conditions in the county

in which an agency was located, and

changes in state-level factors that could

affect the level of sworn officers. The GAO

estimates that COPS expenditures were

responsible for an increase in the number

of sworn officers per capita of about 3%
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above the levels that would have been

expected without COPS funds.

COPS has made significant strides in

helping law enforcement overcome numerous challenges through community policing and will continue working to provide

timely, efficient, and strategically advanced support to police and sheriff’s

departments and the communities that

they serve. Today’s law enforcement officers, executives, and practices must be capable of responding to various challenges,

and community policing is a dynamic strategy that can be adapted to meet a broad

range of emerging public safety needs.

GILBERT MOORE

See also Community-Oriented Policing:

Practices; Problem-Oriented Policing
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Effective law enforcement management is

vastly different in today’s difficult economic

times. Gone are the days when the traditional response to meeting crime control

problems and community service needs was

to hire more officers and purchase more

equipment. Now there is a critical need

for managers to promote efficiency and

effectiveness. Because this almost impossible responsibility of providing more service with less funding falls on the chief of

police or sheriff, the easy way out is to tighten administrative screws and allow the burden to fall on the employees. However, this

shortsightedness may well lead to resentment, labor–management conflicts, or serious morale and job satisfaction problems.

Administrators must be sensitive to the

feelings and sentiments of the work force



in order to implement the types of changes

necessary to streamline law enforcement

services. To achieve cooperation, managers should ask employees for cost-cutting ideas and maintain high visibility to

facilitate formal and informal discussions.

Furthermore, management should seek

advice from other law enforcement agencies concerning their successes and failures

in cost cutting.



National Executive Institute Survey

The FBI National Executive Institute

(NEI) queried more than a hundred law

enforcement executives in the United

States and Canada on how to increase

productivity while curtailing costs. Due

to decreasing tax revenues, rising costs,

and a down-turned economy, the executives were eager to share their experiences.

Upon reviewing the survey results, the

NEI found that the areas that provided

the greatest opportunity for cost reduction involve overtime, vehicles, volunteers,

civilian participation, automation, reducing false alarms, increased use of federal

forfeiture funds, service fees, and subcontracting for services.

The following list illustrates specific

measures suggested for cost reduction.

Automation

. Decentralize entry of police incident

reports to reduce lag time and the

number of mail runs to headquarters.

. Install phone mail on department

telephone systems to automatically

direct outside callers to the proper

extension.

. Implement automation of tasks

where feasible.

Administration

. Eliminate unnecessary business and

training expenses.

. Delay promotions for forty-five days.

. Streamline administrative positions.

. Consolidate various job responsibilities.
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Increase use of civilian volunteers,

auxiliary police officers, and cadets.

. Reduce overtime.

. Use flexed work schedules for some

units, where possible.

Maintenance

. Use jail maintenance personnel and/

or inmate labor to maintain grounds

and buildings, to build K-9 pens for

dogs, or to build a tactical recovery

vehicle from an old patrol car and

old bulletproof vests.

. Delay or cut back renovation projects not necessary to the department’s mission.

. Repair radios in house.

. Subcontract for services.

Training

. Use video technology for roll call

training.

Automobiles

. Implement an accident reduction

program consisting of pursuit policy

training and high performance driving techniques and sanction against

negligent drivers.

. Remove roof-mounted emergency

lights from a significant number of

marked vehicles.

. Switch from premium to regulargrade gasoline.

. Install sophisticated radio equipment in operational vehicles only.

. Reduce the number of take-home

cars.

. Defer replacing vehicles for one

more fiscal year.

. Change marked vehicles from traditional two colors to less expensive

and more visible single white color.

. Downsize investigative and administrative (unmarked and nonpursuit)

vehicles to smaller, less expensive

models.

Other

. Institute service fees for special

events and extraordinary nonemergency services.
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Minimize police response to false

alarms.

Implement bicycle patrol in congested areas.

Prohibit use of alcohol in park

and beach areas to reduce calls for

service.

Use federal forfeiture funds to purchase computers, office equipment,

and protection- and enforcementrelated equipment.



Case Studies

Colorado State Patrol Photo Lab

Cash Funding

Situation: The Colorado State Patrol has

historically charged citizens and attorneys

for copies of photographs of accidents

and other incidents in which the private

sector has a vested interest. All fees collected from the sale of photographs were

deposited in the patrol’s budget to be

distributed as needed. Although fees collected exceeded the annual operating budget allocation, new expenditures were

limited to essential needs only.

Solution: Proposals were submitted to

the Office of State Planning and Budgeting

to allow the photo lab to become fully cash

funded. The process was complex, requiring justification and a guarantee that the

arrangement would work. Few state agencies have cash-funded operations, but such

arrangements are advantageous to both

the agency and the state. The proposals

were granted. So far, revenue generated

has resulted in covering operating expenses, the upgrade of photographic

equipment, and expansion into areas

such as video. Moreover, the budget previously shared by the photo lab and the

Education and Safety Unit now has one

less user, leaving more money for improving safety and education programs.
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Knoxville Police Department

Work Scheduling

Situation: In 1982, Knoxville, Tennessee,

hosted the World’s Fair, creating a demand for greater police service. To meet

the demand, the Knoxville Police Department changed its shift rotations. Since that

time, the department has continued to

maximize use of patrol personnel while

reducing overtime and call-in costs.

Solution: The Uniform Division works

a six-day-on, four-day-off schedule with

five detachments. The morning and night

shifts are nine hours and ten minutes and

the evening shift is ten hours and ten minutes. The advantages of such an arrangement are two overlapping periods—one in

the afternoon between 1400 and 1540, and

one in the evening between 2145 and 0010.

The afternoon overlap helps with court

duty and allows two detachments to be

on the street at once. The night overlap

takes care of peak time hot calls for service. The overlap also adds flexibility to

bring a shift in early or later by several

hours to handle special events (football

games, parades, and the like) without having to pay overtime. A power shift works

from 1600 to 0200 (four days on, three

off ) to supplement the patrol detachments

during the busiest hours of the evening.

Utah Law Enforcement Intelligence

Network

Situation: No centralized coordination of

narcotics and criminal intelligence existed

in Utah. Its Department of Public Safety,

Division of Investigation, and Department

of Corrections joined for such a purpose

to form the Utah Law Enforcement Intelligence Network. Federal funding assisted

the formation of the network but did not

pay all costs. Essential to the network,

data entry personnel to feed network computers with information were one of those

extra costs.



Solution: To remedy the shortfall of

funds, the Division of Investigation contacted the Utah National Guard and proposed a pilot program. The program

called for the National Guard to provide

select individuals to perform data entry.

After background checks and clearance,

the individuals were placed on active

duty under the direct supervision of a

criminal information technician and the

section sergeant. Between 1990 and 1995,

the computer database of approximately

twenty-five hundred names and intelligence data grew to near ten thousand—

due to National Guard assistance.



Nassau County Police Department

Automatic Alarm Permit System

Situation: Within the jurisdiction of Nassau County, New York, are more than

120,000 individual alarm subscribers. In

excess of a hundred thousand alarm transmissions are received annually from either

central stations or through automated

dialing mechanisms. Each incident results

in the dispatch of two police officers to

investigate. Records show fewer than 1%

of the alarms to be actual emergencies,

with the major cause of the problem attributable to human error and to a much

lesser degree the forces of nature, power

disruptions, and mechanical failures.

Some forty thousand premises a year are

judged to be ‘‘alarm abusers,’’ each having

transmitted at least three false alarms

within a ninety-day period.

Solution: As proposed, all alarm users

register with the police department and

after paying the prescribed fee are issued

a permit that is subject to suspension and/

or revocation contingent on the number of

false alarms. Following a revocation, the

alarm owner is required to reapply for a

permit, which will be issued only upon the

satisfaction of all outstanding penalties,

submission of proof that the alarm system
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has been inspected and found to be in

proper order, and the payment of an additionally prescribed alarm permit fee.

Those not complying will no longer receive police response when their alarm is

activated. A revenue enhancer, the new

system should produce for Nassau County

$1 million in its first year and nearly

$400,000 in subsequent years.



requires long-term commitment and

planned action.

For specific examples on how various

law enforcement agencies have cut costs,

contact the chief of the Education and

Communication Arts Unit at the FBI

Training Academy in Quantico, Virginia.

This article is an abridgment of a report

on cost reduction, which is an ongoing

interest of the FBI Academy.

RICHARD M. AYERS



Cooperative Agreement for Shared Law

Enforcement Services

Situation: In Minnesota, the Hennepin

County Sheriff’s Department and the Minneapolis Police Department each needed

special expertise and better equipment

to strengthen their operations. Hennepin

County wanted to add a bomb squad, and

Minneapolis—which had a decent water

rescue unit—sought superior equipment.

Solution: Hennepin County and Minneapolis entered into a formal agreement

to provide services to each other. The

Minneapolis Police Bomb Squad, because

of a higher frequency of response, offered

exactly what the Sheriff’s Department

needed. The Sheriff’s Department, because

of a statutory responsibility for water

rescue, had developed a state-of-the-art

underwater recovery unit. Capital expenditure estimates were as high as $75,000

for basic bomb squad equipment plus

maintenance costs of $5,000 per year.

Equipment and maintenance costs for an

improved underwater recovery unit approached $10,000. Factoring in training

and overtime expenses inflated the figures

more. Both total amounts were saved.



Conclusion

Law enforcement leaders who tackle the

problem of managing with less will be

truly successful only when they recognize

that the issue, much like violent crime,

illegal drugs, and community unrest,
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A primary function of government is to

provide for the security of its citizens.

Related to this function is the perception

of orderliness, constancy, and predictability. Without stable relationships among

people and institutions, other values are

jeopardized. For example, property rights

are only protected if government can

maintain a court system based on preserving these processes and rights. How governments perform this function is of

critical importance. In both enforcing

laws and maintaining order, governments

employ non-negotiable coercive force inherent in the nature of sovereignty (Bittner

1970).

In many societies, order is maintained

by an institutionalized police force that is

separate from the military. Even in liberal

democratic societies, however, the military

is often called on if police authorities cannot control disorder. In democratic societies, the primary role for maintaining

order is vested in the police function. Although most people associate police with

their law enforcement or felony-chasing

role, actual studies of police behavior reveal that they spend an overwhelming

amount of their resources on order maintenance problems (Goldstein 1990). In

other words, police officers spend most

of their time dealing with incidents involving disturbances, political demonstrations,

labor–management confrontations, neighborhood disputes, intoxicated persons,
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barking dogs, homeless persons, and a

host of activities that involve ‘‘keeping

the peace.’’ In fact, the word ‘‘peacekeeping’’ is often used to describe the order

maintenance function (Goldstein 1977).

A more formal definition of order maintenance policing is the intervention and

suppression of behavior that threatens to

be offensive, that threatens to disturb the

public peace, or that emanates from conflicts among individuals that are public in

nature. Order maintenance situations tend

to be ambiguous, and the police have

broad discretion in what their response

should be (Kelling 1996).

In maintaining order, the police engage

in an activity that is both necessary and

controversial at the same time. It is necessary because citizens demand protection

from disorder as a governmental function.

It is controversial because it involves the

use of authorized coercive force in a discretionary manner. There are no clear

guidelines for what police should do and

how they should do it in ‘‘keeping the

peace’’ (Brown 1981). When the police

enter a situation, they are empowered by

their role to impose a solution to a problem, incident, or disturbance if, in their

judgment, they deem it necessary. Using

their authority in such situations is

sometimes divisive in the community

since they are acting against someone in

using their powers to intervene in many

disturbance or conflict situations (Bittner

1970).

In performing this role, the police engage in what some have called ‘‘social regulation’’ (Muir 1977). Complaints about

homeless people sleeping in doorways or

teenagers congregating in a restaurant

often bring a police response that prompts

criticism of the police. On the community

level, the use of police discretion to control disorder sometimes can be perceived

as racially motivated and lead to political

controversies such as racial profiling

(Skolnick and Fyfe 1993). How the police

perform this role, what groups are the

objects of their attention, and the legal



basis for their actions are inherently divisive and subject to public criticism.

Scientific studies of police discretion

support the viewpoint that police decision

making in order maintenance situations

involves such issues as whether to intervene, whether to make an arrest or issue a

citation, and whether or not to use force

and how much force should be employed

(National Research Council of the Academies 2004). Police decision making is influenced by both legal and extralegal factors

(Sykes 1986). Extralegal factors can include the preferences of the complainant

who called the police, the attitude of the

suspect, the social status of the offender,

the kind of neighborhood, the perceived

seriousness of the offense, or the perceived

threat to the officer. In short, policing on

the street tends be a very human activity

that calls for making judgments and acting in a discretionary manner (Klockars

1985a).

Holding police accountable for discretionary decisions has been difficult and is

often a source of community praise and

criticism. In a liberal democratic society

the exercise of power by the government

is subject to review through oversight,

rules, checks and balances, courts, and

limitations imposed through law. The difficulty with discretionary activities in

order maintenance policing is that they

often occur in individual incidents where

there are no credible independent witnesses. As a matter of necessity, the police

version of events is presumed unless there

is clear contrary evidence. Police are given

the benefit of the doubt (Skolnick 1966).

In sum, the order maintenance police

function is an anomaly in a political culture based on the ‘‘rule of law’’ and the

idea that power should be held accountable through administrative, procedural,

or civil due process. Several police theorists suggest that order maintenance policing is ‘‘beyond the law’’ and the practical

reach of the institutionalized systems of

accountability (Bittner 1970; Klockars

1983; Sykes 1986).
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Since the primary function of government is to provide for security, including

the maintenance of order, the police contribute by helping to create that sense of

order. They help to define the boundaries

of community norms by what kinds of

behavior they sanction. For example, if

minor disturbances such as loitering, vagrancy, or juvenile harassment of passersby are tolerated by the police, the quality

of life is diminished and the fear of crime

increases (Wilson and Kelling 1982). On

the other hand, if police confront many

kinds of behavior that are simply annoying but not necessarily criminal, they can

be accused of harassment, racism, or running a ‘‘police state.’’ Where the line

should be drawn is often defined by the

community norms, and police tend to reflect these norms (Sykes 1986).

Historically, the police always were a

community-based institution primarily focused on disorder. Alleged abuses of their

power, problems of misconduct, and corruption scandals led to reforms as part of

the Progressive movement in the early part

of the twentieth century (Toch and Grant

2005). Consequently, police departments

became more insulated from politics and

became more organizationally structured

to control officer misconduct. In addition,

police organizations became more bureaucratic and focused on the enforcement

model under the later reforms advocated

by O. W. Wilson and his followers during

the period of the 1930s to the 1960s. Leading police administrators during this era of

reform proposed what was called the ‘‘full

enforcement paradigm’’ based on a paramilitary model of professionalism. This

movement diminished the idea of order

maintenance and peacekeeping policing

in favor of an enforcement-oriented crime

fighting model of policing (Goldstein

1990).

The turbulence of the 1960s with the

civil rights movement, the anti-Vietnam

War demonstrations, and the explosion

of violent street crime created a new challenge to police reformers. The paramilitary
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professional departments failed to deal

effectively with these issues, and new

research emerged to challenge the enforcement-oriented strategies of random preventive patrol, rapid response, and follow-up

investigation. Some observers argued that

the police lost effectiveness because they

failed to focus on neighborhood problem

solving and order maintenance activities

(Sykes 1986).

In response to pressures for change,

there emerged the community policing

movement that emphasized police problem solving, neighborhood-based strategies, and order maintenance programs.

This reform effort suggested that disorder

and crime were linked and that effective

reductions in the fear of crime and actual

crime were the result of order maintenance

activities (Wilson and Kelling 1982). This

seminal article propounded a viewpoint

that came to be known as the ‘‘brokenwindow theory.’’ This theory, based on

studies of police foot patrol, argued that

if broken windows, graffiti, or abandoned

cars are allowed to go unattended, their

existence sends out a message that ‘‘nobody seems to care,’’ or ‘‘nobody is in

charge,’’ and/or ‘‘you can get away with

anything.’’ In this kind of disordered environment, the researchers concluded, crime

is likely to escalate from minor to more

serious offenses. The obvious police response is to expand their role in addressing the problems of disorder and move

away from the model of policing committed to a ‘‘war on crime’’ enforcement

approach with its strategies of rapid response, random preventive patrol, and

criminal investigation (Goldstein 1979).

Critics of order maintenance policing

pointed out that the paramilitary professional approach was never fully implemented, was effective in combating police

corruption, and held police accountable

through enhanced supervision, administrative policies, and regulations (Klockars

1985b). Others suggested that this approach would require a radical reorganization of police departments and the
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culture of their organizations. Further,

critics pointed out that this expansion of

the police role carries with it the potential

for abuse of civil liberties, for racial and

social regulation based on prejudice, and

for actually creating the antecedents of

disorder by singling out communities for

widespread police surveillance (Manning

1978).

Despite the reservations of critics, order

maintenance policing became a widespread

movement in the 1990s and into the

new millennium under various names—

problem-oriented policing, zero-tolerance

policing, neighborhood-oriented policing,

and, broadly, community policing. Based

on a comprehensive review of research related to this approach by the National

Research Council of the National Academies (2004), recent studies do not provide

strong support for the proposition that

focusing on minor offenses results in major

reductions of serious crime. In fact, many

strategies based on this approach alienated some communities, especially minority communities. However, the research

remains limited and incomplete, and they

conclude (p. 243) that there is a ‘‘. . . growing body of evidence that problem-oriented

policing is an effective approach.’’

Order maintenance is an essential function the police perform and will continue

to be an enigma. How the police play this

role depends on many individual, organizational, and political decisions that in

a practical sense are difficult to hold accountable. Ultimately, officers and their

agencies must be committed to the values

of a democratic polity and, to some extent,

police themselves in a trustworthy manner.

Such an answer will not satisfy those who

insist that the exercise of power be held

strictly accountable to policies, rules, and

laws. When it comes to police playing this

role, it will always generate controversy.

GARY W. SYKES

See also Accountability; Attitudes toward

the Police: Overview; Broken-Windows

Policing; Community-Oriented Policing:



Practices; Discretion; Problem-Oriented

Policing; Zero Tolerance Policing
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Organizational Structure Defined

and Described

Police organizations, from the smallest

to the largest, all have a social structure, composed of the social relationships

among their members. These social relationships accomplish a number of tasks,

from socializing new members to accomplishing the goals of the organization.

Most importantly, organizational structure serves as the ‘‘apparatus through

which organizations accomplish . . . the

division of labor and the coordination of

work’’ (Maguire 2003, 11). These structures allow police agencies to accomplish

a range of goals, first by dividing workers

into different work groups and specialties

(called complexity), and second by facilitating the management and control of

these workers (called control) (Maguire

2003; Wilson 2003).

Organizational complexity has three

dimensions: vertical, functional, and geographic (Maguire 2003). Vertically, police

agencies differ in the height of their hierarchy (chain of command) and the nature

and shape of that hierarchy. For example,

it is possible for an agency with a tall chain

of command to still grant decision-making

discretion to its line-level officers (King

2005). Furthermore, some agencies may

have a large number of midlevel supervisors, which in effect causes the pyramid of

their hierarchy to bulge in the middle.

Functionally, police agencies may divide their tasks among specialized units

(such as a community policing unit or a

traffic enforcement unit). Some agencies

are very specialized, while others are not.

Less specialized agencies will rely upon an

undifferentiated group of generalist officers to accomplish organizational goals.
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Finally, some police agencies are more

spread out in terms of geography and territory. For example, some police organizations have many precinct stations,

substations, and patrol beats, while other

agencies rely upon one or a handful of

precinct stations, and a limited number

of patrol beats.

Increasing organizational complexity

allows police agencies to better tailor their

response to specific goals. For instance, an

agency may opt to create a police substation in a depressed neighborhood and

staff that substation with community police officers. Such a response permits this

agency to address a specific problem in one

community with a geographically targeted

and functionally specialized response. It

should be obvious, however, that this response also increases the complexity of that

organization. To be effective, more complex organizations must also exert greater

control over their workers.

Organizational control involves ‘‘the

formal administrative apparatuses that an

organization institutes in order to achieve

coordination and control among its

workers and its work’’ (Maguire 2003,16).

Control consists of three dimensions;

administration, formalization, and centralization of decision making. Administration

refers to the resources and personnel an

agency devotes to organizational maintenance and the day-to-day operation of

the organization. Administration includes

workers assigned to upper management

and support functions (such as clerical

workers, maintenance workers, and trainers). These workers and resources assist

the organization in better coordinating and

controlling its employees. Formalization

refers to formal, codified, organizational

rules and guidelines. Examples of formalization are standard operations procedures

books (SOPs), employee manuals, and

other written rules. Formalization assists

in the control of workers by communicating the appropriate methods for achieving

organizational goals. Centralization of

decision making refers to the degree to
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which the authority to make decisions is

concentrated in a relatively small number

of workers (usually upper management) or

is spread throughout the organization.

Some police agencies are centralized, and

thus important decisions are made by upper

managers or supervisors; other agencies are

decentralized, empowering line officers to

make important decisions on their own.



Explaining the Structure of Police

Organizations

Scholars have long sought to explain why

different police organizations adopt different organizational structures (that is, different degrees of complexity and control).

Generally, these police scholars have turned

to two organizational theories: structural

contingency theory and institutional theory.

Structural contingency theory posits

that organizations alter their structures to

best adapt to their rational/technical environments and thus improve organizational

efficiency and effectiveness (Donaldson

1996). The rational/technical environment

for police agencies differs from one agency

to the next. Environments are usually

composed of the population the agency

serves (including the specific demands

that population might put on the agency,

such as an upper class suburb as compared

to a less affluent inner-city neighborhood),

the political system that oversees that police agency (such as city government or

county government), and the degree and

type of crime. Contingency theory posits

that organizations must adapt their structures in order to appropriately respond to

their specific environments (Zhao 1996).

If a police agency adapts properly, it will

be effective and efficient. If an agency fails

to respond appropriately, however, it will

be ineffective and inefficient. Since an

agency’s environment may be constantly

changing, police organizations must be

capable of change as well. Of course,

some agencies enjoy the predictability of



a relatively stable environment and thus

need not change much or often.

Organizational institutional theory (often called institutional theory) contends

that organizations change in response

to their institutional (or symbolic) environment, but not due to their rational/

technical environment (Meyer and Rowan

1977). This institutional environment is

composed of powerful external constituents (called sovereigns), such as politicians,

the media, community groups, and other

police agencies. These powerful sovereigns

create expectations about how ‘‘good’’ police agencies are structured and how they

behave, and organizations in turn attempt

to meet these expectations in order to receive legitimacy from their institutional

environment.

Appropriate organizational structure

(that is, the form of a ‘‘good’’ police agency)

is not related to efficiency or effectiveness,

but rather due to what the institutional environment deems to be appropriate, correct,

or acceptable (Crank and Langworthy 1992;

Mastrofski, Ritti, and Hoffmaster 1987).

Police agencies that adapt and emulate the

appropriate organizational forms dictated

by their institutional environments are

rewarded with greater legitimacy (and are

often viewed as being better organizations).

Police agencies that do not change risk being

labeled as nonconforming and are sometimes labeled as bad organizations. Simply,

institutional theory contends the police

agencies change their structure in order to

receive legitimacy from sovereigns, not to

increase their efficiency or effectiveness.



Evidence Supporting These Theories

of Police Organizations

Recent years have seen an increasing interest in empirically testing contingency

and institutional theory with police agencies. To summarize this body of literature

briefly, the results have been mixed, with

neither theory gaining a supremacy on the
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landscape of theoretical explanation. It

appears that contingency theory explains

well some structural attributes, while institutional theory explains well other elements of police organizational structure.

Briefly, there is some evidence that police

agencies alter their structures in order to

cope with changes in their environments.

Zhao’s (1996) research indicated that police

agencies located in more diverse communities were more likely to adopt community

policing in response. Other researchers

(Langworthy 1986; Maguire 2003) have

also found significant relationships between

an agency’s environment and its structure.

Researchers exploring the relationship

between police agencies and institutional

environments have also discovered intriguing relationships. Katz’s (2001) examination of the creation of a specialized

antigang unit in one police agency (an

example of increased agency complexity)

supported institutional theory. Katz (2001)

concluded that the gang unit was formed

due to external pressure from powerful

groups (but not due to a specific gang

problem). Further, once formed, the gang

unit mostly engaged in activities designed

to grant it organizational legitimacy. Similarly, Mastrofski, Ritti, and Hoffmaster

(1987) found that officers in smaller police

agencies were more likely than officers in

larger agencies to predict that they would

behave in accord with perceived norms of

proper police behavior. This finding also

supports the contention made by institutional theorists that smaller agencies strive

to bolster their legitimacy by emulating

the structures and behaviors of larger

and more legitimate agencies.

In sum, then, there is evidence that each

of these theories applies to certain aspects

of police agencies. In part, this finding

indicates that police executives and their

overseers (such as local politicians) can

exercise some degree of control over the

structures of their police agencies. However, some elements of structure are more

amenable to change than are others (for

example, see Maguire 2003, 225–27) and
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reformers should be careful about what

reforms they undertake.

WILLIAM R. KING

See also Accountability; Administration of

Police Agencies, Theories of
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ORGANIZED CRIME

Organized crime is a topic of immense

social, political, cultural, and economic

interest. Hundreds of movies and television programs and thousands of novels



ORGANIZED CRIME

have focused on organized crime; it has

become an icon of popular culture. Journalists cover it with great regularity. National and international commissions have

grappled with the complexities of this phenomenon. It consumes enormous law enforcement and criminal justice resources

and effort. Yet, organized crime remains

one of the most difficult crime-related

terms to define with any degree of precision.

Definitions and descriptions of organized crime take many forms. There are

legal definitions designed to facilitate prosecutions. There are criminological definitions designed to both operationalize and

measure organized crime. There are descriptions of its attributes, its activities,

and its forms or organization. But nowhere is there an accepted, agreed upon,

comprehensive definition of one of the most

prevalent criminal activities in the world.

Legal or juridical definitions are designed to define the parameters for investigations and subsequent prosecutions.

The accepted federal definition is found

in the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe

Streets Act of 1968 (Pub. L. 90–381, Title

I, Part F b):

‘‘Organized crime’’ means the unlawful

activities of the members of a highly

organized, disciplined association, engaged

in supplying illegal goods and services,

including but not limited to gambling, prostitution, loan sharking, narcotics, labor

racketeering, and other unlawful activities

of member of such organizations.



Similarly, California defines organized

crime as follows (California Control of

Profits of Organized Crime Act 1982,

Penal Code Part 1, Title 7, 21: 186):

‘‘Organized crime’’ means crime which of a

conspiratorial nature and that is either of an

organized nature and which seeks to supply

illegal goods and services, such as narcotics, prostitution, loan sharking, gambling,

and pornography, or that, through planning

and coordination of individual efforts, seeks

to conduct the illegal activities of arson for



profit, hijacking, insurance fraud, smuggling,

operating vehicle theft rings, or systematically encumbering the assets of a business

for the purpose of defrauding creditors.



Two things need to noted about these

definitions. First, they are tautologies, a

not terribly useful definitional device. They

define organized crime as ‘‘organized.’’ Second, they define organized crime by the

activities in which it might be engaged, not

as an entity unto itself. In addition, they

suggest some type of bureaucratic hierarchy

that is engaged in conspiratorial activity but

fail to specify either the nature of that bureaucratic organization or the conspiracy in

which it engages. In other words, the legal

definitions are of little use in understanding

organized crime as either a social or criminological concept.

Investigating bodies have also attempted

to define organized crime. Historically, the

Chicago Crime Commission (1915), the

Wickersham Commission (1929), the President’s Commission on Law Enforcement

and the Administration of Justice (1967),

and the President’s Commission on Organized Crime (1983) have all attempted

descriptions or definitions. In its final report

issued in 1986, the President’s Commission

on Organized Crime developed a contingency model as a way of defining the activities and organizational form of organized

crime. That model specifies five levels of

organization and six characteristics of

organized crime groups.

The five levels of organization are (1)

the criminal group, (2) the protectors, (3)

specialized support, (4) user support, and

(5) social support. The criminal group

represents the criminal core of organized

crime. Protectors include corrupt public

officials, business people, judges, attorneys, financial advisers, and others who

protect the interests of the criminal

group. Specialized support includes persons who provide contract services that

facilitate organized crime activities, such as

pilots, chemists, arsonists, and smugglers. User support provides the criminal
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group with their consumer market: persons who purchase organized crime’s illegal goods and services, such as drug users,

patrons of bookmakers and prostitution

rings, and people who knowingly purchase stolen goods. Finally, social support

involves persons and organizations who

create a perception of legitimacy for

organized crime. Examples include politicians who solicit the support of organized

crime figures, business leaders who do

business with organized crime, social and

community leaders who invite organized

crime figures to social gatherings, and

those who portray organized crime or its

members in a favorable light.

The six characteristics used by the President’s Commission to delineate the operation of organized crime groups include

the following:

.



.



.



.



.



.



Continuity. The organization continues operation beyond the lifetime

of any member or any change in

leadership.

Structure. The criminal group is

hierarchically structured, although

the form of that structure varies

from tight hierarchies to extremely

loose associations.

Membership. The criminal group has

identifiable members selected on

the basis of ethnicity, criminal background, or common interest in an

enterprise.

Criminality. Like any business, organized crime is directed by the pursuit of profit along well-defined lines.

In the case of organized crime, the

criminal group relies on continuing

criminal activity to generate income.

Violence. Violence or the threat of

violence is employed as a means of

control and protection.

Power and profit. The purpose of the

criminal group is the pursuit of

profit. Power is achieved through

corruption and the threat of violence.



The definition supplied by the President’s Commission on Organized Crime
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is important because it includes individuals in the environment of organized

crime who are not directly members of

the criminal group but who are vital to

the success of any organized crime enterprise and because it specifies the general characteristics of an organized crime

group.

Scholars studying organized crime have

also made considerable use of its attributes in their definitions. Jay Albanese

reviewed working definitions of organized

crime and selected the most commonly

mentioned attributes in developing his

working definition (1989, 4–5):

Organized crime is a continuing criminal

enterprise that rationally works to profit

from illicit activities that are in great public

demand. Its continuing existence is maintained through the use of force, threats, and/

or the corruption of public officials.



Similarly, Kenney and Finckenauer

(1995, 285) offer a definition making use

of descriptive attributes:

Our working definition of organized crime

includes the following characteristics: a

self-perpetuating, organized hierarchy that

exists to profit from providing illicit goods

and services, uses violence in carrying out

its criminal activities, and corrupts public

officials to immunize itself from law enforcement.



Donald Liddick (1999, 50) also makes

reference to criminality but specifies more

clearly the types of organizations found in

organized crime and the importance of

environmental forces in his definition:

Organized crime [is] the provision of illegal

goods and service, various forms of theft

and fraud, and the restraint of trade in both

licit and illicit market sectors, perpetuated

by informal and changing networks of

upper-world and under-world societal participants, who are bound together in complex webs of patron–client relationships.



Liddick’s definition adds to the others

by attempting to specify the type and style

of organization found in organized crime.

This builds on seminal research conducted
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by Joseph Albini on the organization of organized crime. Albini (1971, 35) suggests

that the key term in organized crime is

‘‘organized’’ and that specifying the nature

of that organization or association is the

key to understanding the phenomenon:

It appears the most primary distinguishing

component of organized crime is found within the term itself, mainly, organization . . . .



In a very broad sense, then, we can

define organized crime as any criminal activity involving two or more individuals,

specialized or nonspecialized, encompassing some form of social structure, with

some form of leadership, utilizing certain

modes of operation, in which the ultimate

purpose of the organization is found in the

enterprises of the particular group (Albini

1971, 37–38).

These scholarly definitions, and many

others not discussed here, share several

characteristics. First, there is recognition

of some kind of social interaction between individuals composing a core criminal group. Second, there is a recognition

of the pursuit of profit, primarily through

criminality. Third, there is a recognition

that organized crime conducts its business

in a supportive environment, which entails

corruption, market demand, and social

support. Fourth, there is a recognition of

continuity and persistence in the organized

crime group. And finally, there is some

consensus on the use of threats of violence

and political corruption as means of doing

business and protecting the enterprise.

It would seem that using the scholarly

definitions and the observations of the President’s Commission on Organized Crime,

we can at least arrive at a description of

organized crime as it existed in the United

States in the twentieth century. However,

changes in world markets and politics fundamentally impacted economies, governments, societies, and organized crime as

we entered the twenty-first century. Massive increases in international travel and

trade, the weakening of political states,



advances in technology, and the internationalization of finance all came together

to offer organized crime new opportunities to pursue profits in new markets on an

international scale. And as Letizia Paoli

(2002) has observed, these forces have

strongly mitigated against the development

of large-scale, complex organizations. In

fact, she concludes that in the global economy of the twenty-first century, there is an

inexorable tendency in organized crime to

develop as small groups of entrepreneurs

who have only tenuous connections, or as

she suggests, ‘‘network crime.’’

The concept of network crime is very

compatible with the organizational descriptions provided by Liddick (1999)

and Albini (1971). This tendency adds yet

another complexity to attempts to define

organized crime. Taking globalization and

its impacts into account, the National

Criminal Intelligence Service of the United

Kingdom argued in 1998 that organized

crime at the new millennium had four

basic characteristics:

.

.

.

.



Groups contain at least three people.

Criminal activity is prolonged or indefinite.

Criminals are motivated by profit or

power.

Serious criminal offenses are being

committed.



Organized crime is a social phenomenon, and like all social phenomena, it is

constantly changing and adjusting to new

exigencies and conditions. As world economies and politics globalize, so does

organized crime, and with that change its

characteristics, attributes, structure, and

definition change as well. Debate will continue on a twenty-first century definition

of organized crime. But, as we entered the

new millennium, a newer, more dynamic

definition was already being proposed. It

is, quite frankly, the best ‘‘new’’ working

definition we have and an appropriate

way to conclude this discussion (SchulteBockholt 2001, 238–39):
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Organized crime is identified as a group

generally operating under some form of

concealment with a structure reflective of

the cultural and social stipulations of the

societies that generate it; and which has

the primary objective to obtain access to

wealth and power through the participation

in economic activities prohibited by state

law. Organized crime is a form of crude

accumulation based on the use of threat of

physical violence, which emerges—and has

emerged—in different socioeconomic formations across time and place, and is generated by the specific conditions of that

time and place.



GARY W. POTTER

See also Federal Police and Investigative

Agencies; Intelligence Gathering and Analysis: Impacts on Terrorism; International
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Policing; Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt

Organizations Act (RICO); Transnational

Organized Crime
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expanded, and some previously unregulated federal law enforcement practices were

formalized and regulated.

The act covered a diverse range of issues,

including new criminal statutes, government surveillance, investigations and information sharing, immigration law, money

laundering and counterfeiting, increased

funds for certain law enforcement activities,

funds for training, funds for the study of

critical infrastructure, the transportation of

hazardous materials, financial assistance to

victims of terrorist attacks, increased benefits for public safety workers, and other

provisions. In addition, the act required

the Department of Justice inspector general

to receive complaints about civil liberties

and civil rights abuses by the Department

of Justice and report on those abuses to

Congress. Other reports to Congress were

also required, including the need for additional legislation, studies on how certain

provisions of the act are working, and studies on new antiterrorism technology.

The PATRIOT Act has been controversial from inception because privacy advocates and civil libertarians were concerned

that it infringes on fundamental liberties



PATRIOT Act I

The Uniting and Strengthening America

by Providing Appropriate Tools Required

to Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism Act

of 2001 (P.L. 107-56), known by the acronym USA PATRIOT Act, became effective on October 26, 2001. The formal title

by Congress describes it as ‘‘an Act to

deter and punish terrorist acts in the

United States and around the world, to

enhance law enforcement investigatory

tools, and for other purposes.’’

The U.S. Department of Justice and

Congress looked for ways to strengthen

law enforcement powers in response to the

terrorist attacks on the United States on

September 11, 2001. The result was the

PATRIOT Act, passed 98 to 1 in the Senate and 357 to 66 in the House of Representatives. The act amended a number of

existing statutes and created new statutes

to cover a wide variety of law enforcement initiatives. Government power was
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and gives too much unsupervised power

to law enforcement agencies. Hundreds of

communities, several major cities, and a

few states have passed resolutions denouncing the act. A number of lawsuits have

been filed against provisions of the act,

with little effect. The Department of Justice responded with a series of initiatives to

reassure concerned constituencies and the

general public that the act was necessary to

combat terrorism and did not violate civil

liberties. This controversy was reflected in

the fact that another act designed to further increase government powers, dubbed

PATRIOT II, was not able to move

through the legislative process. A number

of provisions of the PATRIOT Act contained sunset clauses due to take effect

in 2005. These sunset clauses would cause

the subject provisions to expire. It is likely

that efforts will continue to repeal the sunset provisions and broaden government

antiterrorism powers.

The federal government’s rationale for

the PATRIOT Act was that, in light of the

terrorist attacks on the United States and

the unique challenges of terrorism, many

existing laws and legal restraints on law

enforcement needed to be updated. In addition, new law and criminal penalties

needed to be created where none existed.

Existing law impaired law enforcement’s

ability to gather, analyze, and share intelligence. In addition, the existing laws and

law enforcement authority did not reflect

the realities of new technologies such as

computers, high-technology communication systems, and the Internet.

The act authorized law enforcement

agencies to share terrorism-related intelligence with each other and with intelligence

agencies. Previously prohibitions to share

information or a ‘‘wall’’ existed between

law enforcement officers and intelligence

officers. FBI agents conducting intelligence

investigations could not share information

with FBI agents conducting criminal investigations, and vice versa. The FBI and CIA

could not share certain terrorism-related

information.
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A number of criminal laws designed to

thwart terrorists were part of the act. Laws

were enacted or strengthened in the area

of money laundering and against individuals who financed or aided terrorists.

New laws against biological weapons and

cyberterrorism were enacted and laws prohibiting attacks on mass transportation

were added.

The advent of computers and advanced

communications technology and the mobility of terrorists presented obstacles to

government investigators. The PATRIOT

Act was designed to overcome some of

those obstacles. The act permitted investigators to gather some e-mail and Internet

communications with subpoenas and search

warrants, rather than the more difficult to

obtain wiretap orders. Search warrants issued by a federal judge in one jurisdiction

could be served anywhere in the country.

Previously, a judge’s warrant was valid only

in that court’s jurisdiction.

Cell phones and digital telephones presented law enforcement investigators with

a number of problems that could not be

addressed by existing statutes. Previously,

wiretaps had been authorized only for a

particular telephone number. The act

enabled investigators to obtain a roving

wiretap on any phone or computer the

suspected terrorist used. In addition,

these roving wiretaps were national, rather

than restricted to the limited jurisdiction

of a federal district judge.

The act increased the power and coverage of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance

Act (FISA). Enacted in 1978, FISA created

a secret court with an exception to usual law

enforcement searches. The Fourth Amendment’s probable cause requirement that

probable cause to believe a criminal act

had occurred to grant search warrants and

wiretaps need not be adhered to in foreign

intelligence cases. The act amended FISA to

significantly broaden the scope of the circumstances under which these warrants and

wiretaps could be authorized.

The act codified the use of delayed notification search warrants by law enforcement
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and expanded the circumstances of their

use. Usually law enforcement officers notify the subject of an investigation that

their property is being searched. Delayed

notification search warrants are used when

the investigators do not want the subject

to know that they are being investigated.

The subject of the search still must be

notified of the search at a later date.

The act attempted to prepare federal,

state, and local law enforcement to deal

with the rapid escalation of computer crime

and the terrorist use of high technology.

Funds were authorized to train law enforcement investigators in computer crime and

to establish a network of regional computer forensic laboratories (RCFLs) around the country. These RCFLs were joint

federal, state, and local law enforcement

task forces that recovered evidence from

seized electronic devices.

All of the provisions of the act were an

attempt to provide increased power to federal law enforcement agencies, and in some

cases all of law enforcement, to prevent

terrorism and to investigate and apprehend

terrorists. It was recognition that the country was involved in a far-reaching struggle

against a number of terrorist groups intent

on doing significant destruction.



Provisions of the PATRIOT Act

The following overview highlights some of

the major provisions of the PATRIOT

Act.

It sought to enhance domestic security

by allowing the U.S. attorney general to

request military assistance to deal with

weapons of mass destruction. It established

a counterterrorism fund for the Department of Justice. It increased funding for

the FBI technical center and provided

funds for the U.S. Secret Service to develop

a network of electronic crime task forces.

The president was empowered to confiscate

the property of an enemy involved in hostile action against the United States.



Surveillance authority for federal law enforcement agencies was significantly increased. Stored voice communications

could be obtained through a search warrant

rather than a wiretap order. Subpoena

power for electronic evidence was widened.

Communications providers were permitted

to disclose customer records to law enforcement in an emergency. A uniform statutory

standard for the courts to authorize the

delayed notice of searches by law enforcement was created. The act clarified law

enforcement authority to trace communications on computer networks and the

Internet and gave trace orders by the federal courts nationwide scope. Victims of a

computer attack could authorize law enforcement to monitor trespassers on their

computer systems. A search warrant issued

by a federal judge in a terrorism case, or for

e-mail, could now be served anywhere in

the country.

The act expanded money laundering

laws. It increased certain powers of the

secretary of the treasury and increased

the regulation and reporting requirements

of financial institutions. Securities brokers

and dealers were required to submit suspicious activity reports. Civil and criminal

penalties for money laundering were

increased, and the crime of bulk cash smuggling was created. Criminal penalties for

counterfeiting were increased and counterfeiting U.S. obligations or securities

outside the United States was made a

crime.

The act allowed the U.S. attorney general to detain aliens for up to seven days if

there were reasonable grounds to believe

that they were involved in terrorism or

posed a threat to national security. The

grounds were broadened for denying an

alien admission to the United States

based on terrorism. The definitions of terrorist activity and terrorist organization

were broadened.

The act strengthened investigative authority and information sharing between

law enforcement authorities. It mandated information sharing between the
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U.S. attorney general, the FBI, the State

Department, and immigration authorities.

Individuals convicted of terrorism crimes,

violent crimes, and attempts or conspiracies

to commit them were required to submit

DNA samples. Federal officers investigating foreign intelligence cases could coordinate information with other federal law

enforcement officers. The CIA and the FBI

were required to improve information sharing between their agencies. They were also

required to provide training regarding foreign intelligence information to federal,

state, and local government officials. The

U.S. attorney general could apply to the

courts to obtain educational records to

assist terrorism investigations. The attorney general and secretary of state were

given increased authority to pay rewards

for assistance in combating terrorism. The

regional information sharing system to facilitate federal, state, and law enforcement

responses to terrorist acts was expanded.

The act increased funding for the Border

Patrol, Customs personnel, and Immigration and Naturalization Service inspectors

along the northern border and provided

funds for increased security technology.

The federal benefit payment to public

safety officers killed in the line of duty

was increased. Also increased was funding

for victim compensation and victim assistance programs.

The act established law prohibiting attacks against mass transportation systems.

This included conventional attacks and weapons of mass destruction attacks against

mass transportation systems and personnel. Mass transportation systems were defined as public transportation systems

and school buses, charter, and sightseeing

transportation.

The act created the new crime of harboring or concealing a terrorist. Material

support for terrorism was also prohibited.

The definition of material support or

resources to aid terrorism was expanded

to include funding and expert advice and

assistance. The number of crimes covered

by this section was also expanded. The act
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also removed the statute of limitations on

prosecuting federal terrorism crimes if the

crime resulted in or created a risk of death

or serious bodily injury.

The act established penalties for damaging federal computer systems. The U.S.

attorney general was required to establish

regional computer forensic laboratories

and support existing ones.

The act made subject to civil forfeiture

all foreign and domestic assets of persons

or organizations involved in terrorism. It

increase criminal penalties for a variety

of crimes involving terrorism and made

penalties for conspiracy to commit a variety of crimes the same as for committing

the crimes. Domestic terrorism was defined, and several new crimes were added

to the definition of the federal crime of

terrorism.

The act extended the special and maritime criminal jurisdiction of the United

States for crimes committed against Americans abroad. Federal terrorism crimes

were brought under the provisions of the

Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations (RICO) law.

The act required background checks

for drivers transporting hazardous materials. The U.S. attorney general was required to assist the states in performing

the background checks, and the states

were required to report information on

each license issued to the U.S. secretary

of transportation.

The act prohibited the development, production, acquisition, or possession of biological agents, toxins, or delivery systems

for use as a weapon. Certain people were

prohibited from shipping, transporting, or

receiving biological agents or toxins.

The act required the U.S. attorney general to provide grants to state and local

governments to prevent terrorism and

train public safety personnel to prevent

and respond to terrorism. Funding was

expanded and extended to improve federal, state, and local criminal history record

systems and identification systems. Finally,

the act required the federal government
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to provide a number of feasibility reports

to Congress. These included providing airlines with computer access to suspected

terrorists lists, fingerprint scanning systems for entrants to the United States,

and enhancement to the FBI’s computer

fingerprint system.



Objections to the PATRIOT Act

The PATRIOT Act provoked great controversy from privacy advocates, civil libertarians, politicians, and others. They saw

the act as threatening some Constitutional

protections and giving too much power to

the government. As time passed after 9/11

without another significant terrorist attack

on U.S. soil, the voices calling for a rollback of many of the provisions of the

act multiplied. Most Americans did not

read the long and legally complicated

PATRIOT Act; however, many rumors

and exaggerations grew up surrounding

its provisions. Many Americans first

learned about the FISA court, delayed notification search warrants, government

subpoena powers, and other law enforcement powers through publicity surrounding

the act. A significant number erroneously

believed that the act created these powers.

Citizen exposure to knowledge about

the law enforcement power of the federal

government, provided by the public debate

over the PATRIOT Act, resulted in a backlash to the efforts to increase law enforcement power to deal with terrorism.

A number of antiterrorism initiatives

that were not connected to the act were

linked to it in popular misconception.

Civil rights abuses by federal law enforcement agents, military tribunals, closed immigration hearings, and the designation

and treatment of enemy combatants all

were incorrectly linked to the act.

The American Civil Liberties Union

and other organizations and individuals

sought to rally opposition against the

PATRIOT Act and roll back its provisions



through court challenges or legislative action. At the same time, the Justice Department waged a public relations campaign

to reassure the public that the act was

necessary, seeking not only to retain the

act but to increase its scope and powers.

The section of the act that made it easier for law enforcement to search and obtain financial and administrative records

without warrants and without the knowledge or consent of the people listed in the

records created significant protest. The

controversy was symbolized by the examination of library records by federal agents.

Privacy advocates suggested that the government would monitor all American’s library records to determine what they were

reading. The Justice Department during

testimony before Congress countered that

requests for library records had been made

a relatively small number of times since

the inception of the act.

The change in the FISA act has elicited

concern and opposition from privacy advocates. They worried that secret searches

could be authorized by a secret court without law enforcement accountability as

long as the government could allege a foreign intelligence connection. The Justice

Department countered that requests for

searches still required approval by the

FISA court. The court, in its history, however, had rejected only a very small percentage of search requests. Before the

PATRIOT Act the government needed to

prove to the court that the primary purpose

of the search was to gather foreign intelligence. Any intelligence gathered could

not be shared with agents conducting criminal investigations. The act required the

government only to show that a significant

purpose of the search was to gather foreign

intelligence. In addition, the results of the

search could be shared with criminal investigators. This was a significant broadening

of government power.

The expansion of the use of delayed

notification search warrants was also controversial. Law enforcement advocates argued that law enforcement officers had
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been allowed in the past to delay notification of a warrant for a legitimate reason

such as protection of an individual or an

active investigation. This practice was upheld by the U.S. Supreme Court. However, the act greatly expanded the use of

these warrants by criminal investigators.

Privacy advocates worried that these secret searches would become commonplace, eroding constitutional protections

against unreasonable search and seizure.

A number of federal legislators introduced

legislation to roll back this section of the

act and limit these searches. They have not

been successful.

The act lowered the standards for federal law enforcement to obtain court

orders to use electronic monitoring devices

that record the numbers dialed to and

from a suspect’s telephone. The requirement to obtain a warrant was removed, if

the government certified that the investigation was linked to terrorism. Some federal legislators also attempted, without

success, to rescind this provision.

The authority to monitor telephone conversations was also applied to the Internet.

The act clarified that rules for Internet surveillance were the same as for telephone

taps. There was concern that the act authorized the use of a controversial federal Internet surveillance tool known as Carnivore.

The act did not authorize Carnivore. It did

lay down rules for Internet surveillance

when none existed before.

The act authorized roving wiretaps.

This means that federal investigators

could tap every telephone or computer

the subject might use. This was a broad

expansion of law enforcement power.

When used with the act’s national wiretap

authorization, it limited a judge’s ability to

oversee the use of the surveillance court

order by law enforcement investigators.

The act expanded the authority of the

U.S. Justice Department to use National

Security Letters. These letters require repositories of a person’s personal records to

turn over those records to the government.
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The letters are similar to administrative

subpoenas and are not reviewed by a

court. Previously, these letters had been

used only in espionage cases. The act

allowed them to be used against anyone in

a terrorism investigation. Some federal legislators have introduced bills to exempt

libraries and booksellers from these letters.

Other sections of the PATRIOT Act

have also raised concerns from various

interest groups within the country. The

act’s creation of the new crime of domestic

terrorism had some right-to-life advocates

and environmental activists worried that it

would be used against their lawful protest

activities. The increased power of the government to detain and hold aliens for investigation was also of concern to civil

rights advocates in that it would promote

the abuse of aliens.

A number of the provisions of the

PATRIOT Act were subject to sunset

provisions in 2005, whereby they will be

deleted from the law unless they are expressly reauthorized by Congress. Advocates for and against the act were engaged

in efforts to support or oppose these sunset provisions.



PATRIOT II

Some federal legislators envisioned a second act to further enhance the powers of

the government to battle terrorism. This

Domestic Security Enhancement Act of

2003, dubbed PATRIOT II, was leaked to

the media in draft form and provoked great

controversy. Because of the expected political opposition, it was never introduced in

Congress.

The PATRIOT II act would have permanently enacted many provisions of the

PATRIOT Act that expired in 2005 and

made technical corrections to fix deficiencies in the original act.

The act would have further increased the

electronic surveillance authority of federal
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investigators. It would have authorized an

increase of the scope of use of administrative subpoenas. The exemption from the

Freedom of Information Act inquiries for

terrorism investigation information would

have been broadened. Further regulations

to suppress money laundering and the financial support of terrorist organizations

would have been enacted.

The act would have discontinued most

consent decrees on federal, state, and local

law enforcement that could impede their

ability to perform terrorism investigations.

It would have amended current extradition

law and increased the number of and type

of crimes for which the federal government

could request and be granted pretrial detention. The government’s authority to remove criminal aliens would have been

expanded. Americans serving in a hostile

terrorist organization would have automatically lost their U.S. citizenship.

While PATRIOT II was not introduced

as legislation, efforts continue to strengthen the powers of government agencies to

prevent and investigate terrorism. New

legislation and regulations will continue

to be introduced to further this end. The

concern by civil libertarians and privacy

advocates about potential abuses of power

and the loss of constitutional rights will

also continue.

THOMAS M. SEAMON

See also Computer Crimes; Computer Forensics; Constitutional Rights: Privacy; Constitutional Rights: Search and Seizure;

Department of Homeland Security; Federal

Bureau of Investigation; Federal Commissions and Enactments; Federal Police and

Investigative Agencies; Future of International Policing; Homeland Security and

Law Enforcement; Identity Theft; Immigrant Communities and the Police; Information within Police Agencies; Intelligence

Gathering and Analysis: Impacts on Terrorism; International Police Cooperation;

INTERPOL and International Police Intelligence; Money Laundering; Surveillance; Terrorism: Domestic; Terrorism:



International; Terrorism: Police Functions

Associated with; Transnational Organized

Crime
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EFFECTIVENESS OF

Patrol accounts for the biggest portion of

police work in most police agencies. The

terms ‘‘patrolling’’ and ‘‘on patrol’’ generally refer to what officers do while not

handling calls for service—officers do this

mostly in patrol cars, but sometimes on

foot, on bicycles, on horseback, or the

like. While on patrol, officers may look

for traffic violations, suspicious behavior,

disorder, and unsafe conditions. They may

also look for opportunities to interact with

the public in casual or more formal situations. This is all considered patrolling.

The time that police officers spend

handling calls for service is also considered

part of patrol work. Officers on patrol

respond to calls, take reports, quell disturbances, and so forth. The combination of

these two sets of activities—patrolling and

handling calls—occupy most of the time

of patrol officers, who in turn represent

most of the personnel in the typical police

department. Thus, patrol is the main business of policing.

We closely associate the term ‘‘patrol’’

with the police today. New police officers

are usually assigned to patrol duties and

are often called patrol officers. The largest

unit in most police departments is the patrol division; in small police departments,

everyone patrols. When we call for police

assistance, whether for an emergency, to

report a crime, to quiet a disturbance, or

to request some type of routine service, a

patrol officer is typically dispatched. When

we encounter the police in that most ubiquitous of all enforcement situations, a traffic stop, it is usually an officer on patrol

who has stopped us.



Patrol as Watching

Before the advent of two-way radios, police on patrol had one primary purpose—

watching. It was (and is) expected that

police on patrol will prevent some crime
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and disorder by their watchfulness. Also,

they should effectively intervene when they

discover law breaking in progress. In the

middle ages, the military and quasi-military precursors of modern police patrolled

Europe, watching for highway robbers. In

England, the sheriff and his men patrolled

on the lookout for those who poached

game on lands owned by the king and

other nobles. In the American South in

the 1700s, slave patrols watched for runaway slaves. As urbanization took hold in

the early 1800s and 1900s, night watchmen

and later uniformed foot patrol officers

watched for all kinds of crime and disorder

in cities and towns.



Patrol as Waiting

Automobiles and two-way radios dramatically affected police patrol in the twentieth

century. As more and more of the public

got into cars, so did the police. Motorized

police patrol was deemed necessary to pursue motorized criminals and to enforce

traffic laws. Motorized patrol also came

to be seen as more efficient than foot patrol, since a larger area could be watched by

police in cars. Then, the addition of the

two-way radio made it possible for personnel at police headquarters to contact patrol

officers in the field and dispatch them to

respond to citizen requests for assistance.

The impact of these two basic technologies

should not be underestimated. Before cars

and radios, police response to emergencies

and other crises was more like the fire department model—from the station. Officers on patrol were out on the streets

watching, but they were not in continuous

communication with headquarters.

As the twentieth century progressed,

police patrol became more and more dependent on the car and the radio. The

public learned to call the police whenever

crime or disorder was suspected, and calls

for police assistance increased steadily.

Over time, that portion of the workload
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of patrol officers represented by call handling increased. By the 1970s, a second

fundamental purpose of patrol had taken

root—waiting. Many patrol officers came

to see their jobs primarily as handling

calls, and when they were not ‘‘on a call’’

they were waiting for one. As waiting

joined watching as a purpose of patrol,

and in some cases largely replaced it, patrol became a more reactive and passive

activity.



Research on Patrol

Careful research on the practice and effectiveness of police patrol started slowly in

the 1950s and began to flourish in the

1970s. Early findings focused primarily

on the discovery that patrol officers exercised wide discretion when enforcing the

law and maintaining order. It was found

that police invoke the law much less often

than they could, often preferring to handle

situations informally. Police officer discretionary decisions about whether to enforce

the law are affected by such factors as

department policy, victim/complainant

preferences, suspect demeanor, and the

seriousness of the offense.

Research on the makeup of patrol officer workload indicates about a fifty-fifty

split between time spent handling calls and

time spent patrolling, although, of course,

this varies widely between jurisdictions

and across different shifts. Officers on the

day shift handle relatively more routine

crime reporting and public service duties,

evening shift officers handle more disorders and disputes and crimes in progress,

and night shift officers have less human

interaction and focus more of their attention on the few businesses open during

those hours and the security of the many

businesses closed for the night.

Patrol workload is neither all crime

fighting, as media portrayals might suggest, nor all mundane public service, as

some early studies seemed to indicate.



The best studies have shown that patrol

work combines a variety of crime control,

order maintenance, traffic enforcement,

and service duties and requests. Of these

four commonly used categories, crime control seems to account for the largest portion of calls handled by the police as well as

police encounters with citizens, and pure

service accounts for the smallest portion.

However, it must quickly be emphasized

that most crime-related calls and encounters involve minor offenses, routine report

taking, and no arrests (often because a suspect is never identified). Patrol officers are

more likely to take enforcement actions,

in the form or arrests or citations, in order

maintenance and traffic situations than in

crime-related situations.

A major issue in the 1970s was oneofficer versus two-officer patrol cars. The

conventional wisdom at the time was that

two patrol officers per car were more effective because of the value of two sets of eyes

watching and two sets of hands if something happened. Also, it was assumed that

two officers in a patrol car were safer than

one officer alone. Research found, though,

that one-officer cars were as safe and as

productive as two-officer cars. To this

day, many officers still prefer two-officer

patrol cars for the companionship and

perceived safety advantages that they

offer, but modern practice relies mainly

on one-officer cars in the vast majority of

agencies.



Patrol Effectiveness

The seminal study of patrol effectiveness

was the Kansas City Preventive Patrol Experiment, conducted by the Police Foundation and published in 1974. This experiment

tested the impact of three levels of patrolling strength, ranging from no patrol to

twice the normal level, in fifteen patrol

beats during the course of a year. The results

were surprising—there were no differences

in victimization, reported crime, fear of
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crime, public perception of police presence, arrests, traffic accidents, or anything

else that was measured. Police patrols (not

all police presence, just regular patrols)

were virtually eliminated from five beats

for an entire year and nobody noticed.

Similarly, patrols were doubled in five

other beats and nobody noticed.

The internal and external validity of the

Kansas City study have been debated for

years by researchers, and its implications

have been hotly debated by police practitioners. Regardless of the outcome of these

debates, though, the theory and practice of

police patrol have been changed forever.

Few are willing to assume any longer that

mere ‘‘visibility’’ and ‘‘omnipresence’’ are

sufficient patrol strategies for reducing

crime or fear of crime. Many are willing

to take a more strategic approach to patrol

deployment and tactics, since it no longer

seems absolutely necessary to assign a patrol car to every beat on every shift just to

provide police visibility.

Two other significant research contributions affecting police patrol came along

in the 1970s and early 1980s. First, studies

of police response time revealed, much to

everyone’s surprise, that immediate police

response to reported crimes rarely leads to

an arrest, nor is it the crucial factor in

victim satisfaction. Immediate response

rarely leads to arrests because the vast majority of crimes are property crimes

reported after they have occurred—the

suspect is long gone and the victim has

no idea who did it. Moreover, victim satisfaction depends more on how empathetic and competent the officer is than

merely on the rapidity of response. These

findings had substantial practical implications precisely because, by the early 1980s,

the primary purpose of police patrol had

become one of waiting for calls and then

responding rapidly.

The second major research contribution in the early 1980s was the rediscovery

of foot patrol. Studies in Newark, New

Jersey, and Flint, Michigan, each indicated that foot patrols might have some
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of the positive effects that had been found

wanting in Kansas City when motorized

patrol was tested. Both studies suggested

that foot patrols make residents feel safer

and enhance the public’s regard for the

police. The Flint study also claimed that

foot patrols reduced crime, but the Newark study did not. Still, in the aftermath

of the Kansas City experiment, just finding that foot patrols had beneficial effects

on fear of crime and attitudes toward police was enough to renew police interest

in them.



Broken Windows and Community

Policing

The rediscovery of foot patrol contributed

to the development of the broken-windows

thesis. In a nutshell, this thesis holds as

follows: Foot patrol officers, as contrasted

with motor patrol officers, are more likely

to address minor crime and disorder problems on their beats, such as drunks, panhandlers, prostitutes, loud youths, and

small-time drug dealers; when officers address these kinds of problems, residents

notice, they feel safer, and they appreciate

it; residents who feel safer and who have

more confidence in the police are then

more likely to assert informal social control, which makes the neighborhood even

safer; reduced fear and enhanced safety

encourages residents to remain in the neighborhood, spurs them to improve their

properties, and attracts other residents

and investors to the area; and a positive

cycle of improvement continues. It should

be emphasized that this broken-windows

thesis is far from proven, but it has had

a powerful impact on police strategies,

crime prevention programming, and urban

renewal over the past fifteen to twenty

years.

The rediscovery of foot patrol also contributed directly to the rise of community

policing. As a metaphor, foot patrol symbolized a police officer well known to
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neighborhood residents and working closely with them to address neighborhood problems, in contrast to the motorized patrol

metaphor of an officer wearing reflector

sunglasses darting into a neighborhood to

enforce a law and then either disappearing or driving around staring at residents.

This contrast had long been recognized and

debated, of course, but prior to the several

studies noted above, the police had been

able to argue that motorized patrol and

rapid response, though perhaps not warm

and fuzzy, were effective and necessary.

Research made these claims untenable

and opened the door to a variety of strategic innovations, most notably community

policing.

The practical impact of community policing on police patrol can be described in

terms of purpose and workload. Instead of

driving around in patrol cars watching

and/or waiting, community policing officers are supposed to be working in partnership with neighborhood residents and

other agencies to identify and solve specific local problems. This approach to

patrol is more collaborative and more

proactive than previous models. Naturally,

these patrol officers still must handle

reported crimes and other calls for assistance, but when not handling calls, they

emphasize problem solving more than

watching or waiting.



Strategic Patrol

Another strategic direction that patrol has

taken in the past twenty years is toward a

more focused or directed approach. One

might think of traditional motorized patrol as the mayonnaise approach—spread

evenly over the entire jurisdiction. Directed patrol, by contrast, tries to apply patrol

in a more focused manner to particular

locations where crimes or other problems

are occurring. Enhancements in crime analysis and crime mapping in recent years have

made this approach more feasible.



Technology continues to affect police

patrol. Officers now commonly have computers in their cars, through which they

can check vehicle registrations, driving records, criminal records, warrant files, and

a host of other databases in seconds. Technology has also affected police weaponry,

police protective gear, audio and video

taping of police–citizen encounters, night

vision, evidence location and collection,

handling of high-speed pursuits, and

many other conditions and aspects of the

patrol officer’s job.

Despite significant changes during the

past century or two, the work of patrol

officers remains very challenging and controversial. Most use-of-force incidents, including deadly force, involve patrol officers

responding to calls or investigating suspicious situations. Most high-speed chases

involve patrol officers. The current controversy in the United States surrounding

so-called racial profiling or ‘‘driving-whileblack’’ centers primarily on the practices of

patrol officers in stopping and searching

vehicles and pedestrians.

Police patrol officers are among the most

powerful and visible point persons of our

governmental apparatus. Police work, including patrol work, inherently entails the

use of government authority to regulate and

restrict peoples’ behavior. Most of us resent

such restrictions when they are applied to

us, and errors are bound to be made when

using such authority. More seriously, perhaps, the institutions that exercise such authority are unlikely to avoid the prejudices

that permeate the societies in which they

operate. New technologies, and new strategies such as community policing, have some

potential for reducing abuses of authority

and preventing use-of-force tragedies, but

it is unlikely that the necessity for splitsecond life-or-death decision making can

ever be completely eliminated from police

patrol work.

GARY CORDNER

See also Attitudes toward the Police:

Overview; Community-Oriented Policing:
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Effects and Impacts; Community-Oriented

Policing: Practices; Costs of Police Services;

Crackdowns by the Police; Crime Analysis;

Crime Control Strategies; Crime Prevention;

Discretion; Dispatch and Communications

Centers; Foot Patrol; Mounted Patrol
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PENNSYLVANIA STATE

POLICE

Generally recognized as the first state police agency in the nation, the Pennsylvania

State Police (PSP) patrols the highways

and also serves a general policing function
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in the state. PSP officers are called

‘‘troopers.’’ Duties of troopers include

traffic enforcement as well as general law

enforcement. Troopers patrol state and

interstate roadways in Pennsylvania, enforcing the Pennsylvania Motor Vehicle

Code. In addition, PSP troopers provide exclusive police coverage in 1,282

municipalities in Pennsylvania on a fulltime basis and enforce laws on a parttime basis in another 2,565 municipalities

in the commonwealth.

Additional duties include administering

a forensic services bureau, which provides

crime lab services for criminal investigations; the provision of protective services

for the governor of Pennsylvania and certain other state officials; the administration of the PATCH (Pennsylvania Access

to Criminal History) background check

database; and oversight and administration of the Pennsylvania Uniform Crime

Reporting system. PSP is accredited by

CALEA (Commission for the Accreditation of Law Enforcement Agencies). PSP

states that it is the largest internationally

accredited law enforcement agency in the

world.

At the turn of the twentieth century,

Pennsylvania was changing rapidly from

a state that was primarily agricultural to

one that was experiencing new communities growing up around textiles, mills,

and mining. Local law enforcement officers, who were able to keep the peace

among the rural population, struggled to

quell violence that occasionally came with

the tougher labor issues of a rapidly industrializing society.

In 1865, the Pennsylvania Legislature

passed State Act 228, authorizing railroads

to organize private police to protect their

property. A year later, the act was extended

to anyone owning ‘‘any colliery, furnace or

rolling mill within the Commonwealth’’

(Meyerhuber 1987, 152). Known as ‘‘Coal

and Iron Police,’’ these private police officers were paid by the companies that hired

them, though they were commissioned

by the state. They were used by business
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owners who paid them to protect their

interests and performed such tasks and

heavy-handed functions as evicting miners

from company-owned properties, intimidating family members, and breaking up

strikes. There were also serious allegations

against the Coal and Iron Police of assault, kidnapping, rape, and even murder.

In 1931, the governor revoked all Coal

and Iron Police commissions.

Even as the Coal and Iron Police operated in the commonwealth, other serious

problems associated with growth and urbanization began to emerge. These came

to a head with the Great Anthracite Strike

of 1902, which lasted for five months and

created a nationwide coal shortage. In its

aftermath, there was recognition of the

need for a publicly employed statewide

police force. In 1905, the Pennsylvania

State Police was created. For the first

twenty years of its existence, the complement of the PSP was limited to 228 men.

Currently, the PSP has a complement of

more than 4,545 sworn officers and employs

more than sixteen hundred civilians,

who serve in a range of support functions.

Over the years, the size, demographic

composition, and specific tasks and operational functions of the PSP has grown

and changed with the needs of the commonwealth. In 1923, the State Highway

Patrol was created under the Department

of Highways. Separate substations, or

troops, developed to train and implement

the Highway Patrol. In 1937, the State

Highway Patrol merged with the State Police to form the Pennsylvania Motor Police. More responsibilities were added to

the duties of the Motor Police, such as

school bus inspections and the return of

escaped convicts and parole violators. In

1941, the name of the organization was

changed to the Pennsylvania State Police.

The PSP was established in a fashion

similar to a military organization. Organizational divisions are called troops; officers are called troopers; and training

headquarters are called barracks. From

1907 until 1961, troopers enlisted for



two-year periods, after which they could

honorably discharge and reenlist. Per order

of the state police superintendent in 1907,

enlistments were open only to single men.

This order remained effective until 1961 as

well. In 1927, a regulation was implemented that prohibited troopers from marrying

without the approval of the superintendent. It was not until 1963 that married

men were permitted to enlist. In 1972, the

first female troopers graduated from an

academy class of the PSP.

In contrast to many of its counterparts

in other states and municipalities, there

are several practices in which the PSP do

not engage. Consistent with practices of

early constables, PSP do not wear badges

on their uniforms. They display patches,

which are designed to reflect symbols specifically representing the history and traditions of the organization. Additionally,

the PSP do not have a citizen ride-along

program. Rationale for this decision focuses on liability concerns, safety issues,

and privacy considerations related to the

parties who may be crime victims or callers for police services.

The Pennsylvania State Police marked

a century of service in 2005. A nonprofit

organization dedicated to preserving the

history and memorabilia of the PSP has

acquired land and constructed a PSP Historical, Educational, and Memorial Center in Hershey, Pennsylvania. In addition

to a collection of antiques, weapons, and

photographs, the center houses a library,

educational space, and a memorial and

wall of honor. A recent project the group

has undertaken has been the complete restoration of a 1972 Plymouth Fury to an

authentic State Police Patrol vehicle. The

project was completed in 2000.

The PSP has had several scandals within

the past several years. In fall 2003, a state

inspector general released a report making

a number of recommendations related to

the PSP practicing, condoning, and covering up ‘‘sexcapades,’’ including sexual misdeeds involving more than seventy-five

troopers. According to the report, ‘‘The
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State Police must acknowledge the existence and extent of its problem. Sexual

harassment and sexual misconduct at the

State Police is not just an isolated incident.

Changing procedures, attitudes, and cultures can go a long way in eliminating the

problem’’ (Philadelphia Daily News, September 23, 2003).

Controversy also developed surrounding the reliability of the Genesis radar guns

used by the PSP for speed detection. Phantom readings of seventy miles per hour

were shown when the units were plugged

into Ford Crown Victoria power sources,

even when the radar guns were aimed at

nonmoving objects. PSP claimed the guns

had an override feature that kept the readings true, but the issue has advanced to

federal court.

The first female to attain the rank of

deputy commissioner was fired in June

2005 (also representing the first female of

high rank to be fired). There were accusations that the firing was retaliatory, based

on her filing of an internal affairs complaint related to perjury on the part of the

commissioner. Because of the suspicious

circumstances surrounding the firing, concern was expressed by other female officers, including the National Center for

Women and Policing. A settlement was

reached later in the year that provided for

her rehiring and for generous retirement

benefits, in exchange for her January 2006

retirement.

PSP maintains a comprehensive web

presence at http://www.psp.state.pa.us. At

this website, there is information related

to the many programs and enforcement

activities the organization directs, administers, and interfaces with.

MARY ANN EASTEP

See also American Policing: Early Years;

State Law Enforcement
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PERFORMANCE

MEASUREMENT



Introduction

Gauging performance on tasks provides

valuable information that individuals and

groups can use to excel. It is difficult to

improve performance and functioning if

accurate and relevant information about

performance is not available. Imagine young

athletes trying to succeed in a chosen sport

without an idea about how they are doing,

or students trying to determine their comprehension of subject matter without getting

a report card or feedback from teachers.

In both cases the individuals require information about their performance on selected

tasks in order to improve. The same idea

holds true for organizations, including police departments. Unfortunately, the potential of effective performance measurement

systems has not been realized in police

departments.

Measuring the performance of the police extends back to 1930, when the Federal Bureau of Investigation’s Uniform

Crime Reporting (UCR) Program was
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launched and the crime clearance rate was

proposed as an indicator of police effectiveness. Despite relatively early beginnings

and well-known limitations of commonly

used performance indicators, performance

measurement has not evolved a great deal

in police departments. The end of the twentieth century saw performance measurement play a significant role in many

organizational development and management innovations that were taking place

in the public and private sectors. Interest

in making police performance measurement more effective also blossomed during

this time.

Measuring police performance at the

organizational level can serve two important purposes: ensuring accountability and

promoting organizational learning. In a

democracy, the police are accountable to

the public through the political process. In

this way a local community has a voice in

what police do and how they do it. The

process of holding police departments

accountable is believed to promote effective and fair operations because evidence

of shortcomings is expected to increase

demands for improvement and evidence

of success is expected to be rewarded.

The public and individuals in positions

of authority who make decisions about

the police, including the allocation of

resources and personnel decisions, must

have accurate and relevant information

that can be used to assess police performance. Without this information informed

decisions cannot be made, undermining

the potential for accountability to ensure

quality performance.

A second purpose of performance measurement is to provide information that

can ultimately improve police operations

through organizational learning. A learning organization has been described as one

that takes advantage of experiences, including those of other organizations, to

improve its functioning. The assumption

is that organizations can process information, learn, and then change. Without accurate and relevant information about



performance or the ability to process it,

organizational learning suffers. By measuring what is important about performance

and building the means of using that information effectively, a police department is

in a better position to take advantage of

experience and make appropriate adjustments. Reformers advocated for police

departments to become learning organizations in the late 1990s; improved performance measurement is a necessary part of

this process because measurement provides

the necessary raw material.

In addition to accountability and organizational learning, the performance measurement process itself holds the potential

to affect police behavior. A performance

measurement system sends subtle messages to employees and external audiences

about what the organization values. By

measuring certain aspects of police work a

department sends messages about what it

values most. This can motivate personnel

to concentrate their efforts on what is being

measured and possibly overlook other

aspects of their work. This idea is reflected

in the phrase ‘‘what gets measured gets

done.’’



Problems the Police Face Today

In the general sense, measuring abstract

phenomena, such as the quality of a service that has been provided and whether

services have been provided in a fair manner, is challenging. This is no different for

police departments; designing and utilizing an effective performance measurement

system is a complicated process. First, police performance is multidimensional. In

other words, police departments perform

a wide range of tasks, and they may do

some things better than others. In addition, police are responsible for employing

just and fair procedures, meaning the way

police do their jobs is an important dimension of performance.
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A second complicating factor is that

police have a complex mission. For indicators of performance to be useful they

must be grounded in a clear understanding

of what a police department does, what it

is expected to do, and what it seeks to

accomplish. It is critical that performance

measures conform to what organizations

do and what they intend to accomplish. A

mismatch means the department is limited

in how it can use feedback. Several problems can result from a disjunction: A police department may not learn about

important dimensions of its behavior if

those dimensions are not measured; when

a department does not know how well it is

performing important tasks or whether it

is achieving intended outcomes, it is not in

a position to evaluate, learn, and make

appropriate changes; it is difficult to

make sense of performance feedback that

is only marginally related to what a department is attempting to accomplish;

and a department might be judged unfairly if performance indicators focus on

outcomes over which a department has

little influence.

For these reasons it is difficult to identify a ‘‘bottom line’’ of policing. To treat

crime as the ‘‘bottom line’’ of policing

overlooks the fact that crime reduction is

not an acceptable outcome if police employ unjust methods, and it ignores the

fact that police provide many services not

directly related to serious crime. Useful

performance measurement schemes must

include multiple indicators of what police

do (that is, outputs), how it is done (that

is, processes), and what is accomplished

(that is, outcomes).

Police departments have traditionally

relied on a limited set of indicators to monitor their performance, thus limiting their

ability to learn and improve. These indicators include crime rates, crime clearances, arrests, and response times. While

these measures are easily collected and

inherently appealing, they are also limited

in important ways. In their commonly used

forms these indicators do not facilitate
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police accountability or organizational

learning.

Crime rates are often measured with

arrests, victimization surveys, and crimes

reported to the police. A number of significant criticisms have been levied against

the use of crime rates for the purposes of

accountability and departmental learning.

Crime control and prevention are only one

part of what the police are expected to

accomplish. A near-exclusive focus on

measuring crime is problematic because

other dimensions of police performance

that are also centrally important, such as

the use of fair and legal procedures and

police responses to nonserious crime problems, are overlooked. In this case a department cannot understand how well it is

meeting other responsibilities and how it

can improve in these other domains.

Police have only a limited ability to

affect some types of crimes. Recognizing

that a host of societal factors combine to

change levels of some crimes means it

makes little sense to hold police accountable for any observed changes. For this

reason crime rates do not offer the ideal

and ‘‘bottom line’’ performance indicator

they might seem to represent. In addition,

police departments can influence crime

data through a host of means that are

independent of actual levels of crime in

the community. Police agencies can inadvertently discourage crime reporting by

community members and more overtly

manipulate crime statistics to make it appear a department is keeping crime at

an acceptable level. Thus, indicators of

crime may not provide an accurate sense

of police performance at keeping communities safe.

The crime clearance rate is also an

inherently appealing indicator of police

success because it measures how often police solve crimes that come to their attention. More specifically, clearance rates are

used as indicators of investigative success.

The clearance rate is calculated by dividing the number of crimes that are defined

as ‘‘cleared’’ by the number of crimes that
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are officially recorded by the police. Despite their inherent appeal, crime clearance

rates are also limited for monitoring police

performance.

Clearance rates are not measured consistently across agencies, and their calculations can be manipulated. Thus, it is

problematic to compare the performance

of different departments. One department

may appear to perform better than another simply because of the way clearance

rates are calculated. For example, one police department may define crimes as

cleared when a suspect is identified but

not actually taken into custody, while another may employ strict criteria and define

a crime as cleared only when a suspect is

arrested. Similarly, the arrest of a single

suspect can lead to several clearances if

police personnel report that the suspect is

responsible for other crimes.

Defining an event as a crime is easily

manipulated, making clearance rates unreliable. Rather than officially define an

event as a crime, personnel can categorize

the event as ‘‘unfounded,’’ which means

the incident is not officially counted as a

crime. This reduces the value of the denominator in calculations of clearance

rates, thus increasing the clearance rate

and making it appear that a department

is more effective at solving crimes. That

the information used to calculate clearance rates is easily manipulated has led

experts to conclude that the clearance

rate is a poor indicator of how police are

performing.

A third commonly used measure of police performance is the number of arrests

and citations issued. These are often considered indicators of police output because

they measure work that seeks to accomplish the goal of keeping communities

safe. As with the use of clearance rates,

comparing police departments in terms of

arrest rates is inappropriate because of

inconsistent definitions and localized pressures that can affect how often officers

make arrests. Departments that record

arrests early in the process of detaining



individuals would appear to be more active than departments that record arrests

later in the process, such as when an individual is booked. In this case both departments might be taking people into custody

at the same rate, but one would appear to

perform better only because of the definition used.

On a more abstract level, it is hard to

judge whether relatively high arrest rates

represent desirable or undesirable outputs.

In some cases creative, nonarrest solutions

may hold greater potential to achieve desired outcomes, such as increased community safety. For instance, in the 1990s

many police departments were experimenting with creative partnership-based

responses to the mentally ill that sought

to reduce the chances of arrest. Furthermore, a near exclusive reliance on counting arrests means that the way police

perform their duties takes a backseat.

Historically, police departments have

dispatched officers to respond quickly

when the public calls for service. Since it

has become expected in many cases that

police will be rapidly dispatched, it seems

reasonable, on its face, to measure response time and use this information to

gauge police performance. Rapid response

is predicated on the belief that if police

can get to the scene of a crime quickly,

then the chances of arresting a suspect

will increase. Research has shown that

rapid police response is not responsible

for appreciably increasing the chances of

arresting a suspect. As with arrests, it is

not clear that rapid response represents

high levels of police performance. Not all

calls for service, even about serious crime,

demand a rapid response, and in some

cases citizens are satisfied even if an officer

will not be dispatched to the scene. Thus,

agencies that work hard to reduce the time

between call receipt and officer arrival

on the scene are not necessarily making

effective use of resources. Nevertheless,

rapid police response is associated with

citizens’ positive assessments of police

services.
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Perspectives at the Turn of the

Century

At the turn of the century, an innovative

spirit was afoot in policing, and performance measurement systems were considered important mechanisms for improving

policing and advancing reforms. Police practitioners and researchers were concerned

with the state of police performance measurement, with generating new methods

that would reflect accurately and comprehensively on police performance, and

with ways of making better use of available performance indicators to improve

the quality of policing. This heightened

awareness about performance measurement was partially the result of community policing and problem-oriented policing

reforms. These reforms forced a reexamination of the police mission, police organization, and how police do their jobs. In

2004, the National Academy of Sciences’

Committee to Review Research on Police

Policy and Practices concluded that measures of police performance commonly

utilized were not useful for assessing how

well police were filling contemporary conceptions of their mission.

Effective performance measurement has

the potential to advance the practice of

both community policing and problemoriented policing because a police agency

has the chance to learn about what it is

doing well and how it may be failing in

terms of reform efforts. For example,

problem solving is promoted under both

major reforms—community policing and

problem-oriented policing—and represents

a systematic method for officers to address

significant community problems.

A performance measurement scheme

must tap into the major components of

problem solving for a police department

to gauge how well specific elements of

the practice are being implemented and

whether it is achieving intended results.

When a performance measurement system
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excludes indicators of problem solving, a

police agency misses the chance to obtain

feedback about how it might improve.

These same ideas apply to many aspects

of community policing, including police

departments’ efforts to engage and collaborate with communities, to reduce citizens’

fear of crime, and to improve citizen satisfaction with police services.

A reconsideration of performance measurement systems means police departments must carefully and openly consider

new sources of data that reflect on their

performance and facilitate organizational

learning rather than limit themselves to

readily available administrative sources

of data. New sources of data include employee surveys, direct observations of

police–community encounters and community conditions, and information from

other public and private organizations.

It is not reasonable to assume that police

will abandon crime rates as an indicator of

performance, but an improved measure of

crime is available. Research has demonstrated the value of using crime rates that

are adjusted for factors over which police

have little control, such as shifting demographics and economic conditions. An adjusted measure of crime can indicate how

much influence the police can have on

crime. When combined with additional

measures of police performance, adjusted

crime rates have the chance to become an

important part of a comprehensive performance measurement scheme.

Citizen surveys also represent an important source of information on performance that many police departments have

been collecting. Citizen perceptions have

long been recognized as an important and

useful indicator of police performance.

Public perceptions of the police are important because police effectiveness depends

heavily on support from citizens, police are

accountable to the public, and police services are frequently delivered at the point

of contacts with citizens. Police can obtain

valuable information from citizen surveys
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that is not easily obtained from other

sources of data, including information

about crime and community problems, citizen willingness to cooperate with police,

and assessments of officer performance

during specific encounters.

General community surveys seek to include individuals that represent a broad

cross section of a particular area. One

problem with general surveys is that a

large portion of the community has not

had recent contact with the police. This

means that citizen perceptions of the police can be formed through mechanisms

not directly related to police performance.

Contact surveys help to overcome this

problem by including individuals who

have had some recent contact with the police, including arrestees, crime victims, and

drivers. Police must pay careful attention

to the way citizen surveys are constructed

and implemented because important problems can result from surveys that are

poorly designed and implemented.

It is important to include a representative sample in general and contact surveys.

A sample of citizens that is disposed toward holding favorable (or unfavorable)

perceptions of the police reduces the

chances that police will learn about how

the entire community and important subsections truly perceive performance. The

inclusion of only certain citizens in a sample can distort results. While it may be

tempting to exclude individuals who are

presumed to hold generally unfavorable

views of the police, these individuals can

provide valuable insights a department

can use.

The way survey items are worded can

also affect results. Questions that are

worded in vague and general terms will

likely yield mostly positive results. This

creates the opportunity for police departments to present themselves in a positive

light rather than for purposes of gauging

performance and organizational learning.

These potential problems have led experts

to recommend that police departments



become more sophisticated in the way

they collect survey data from citizens and

in the ways they use this information. Very

little is known about the way police departments use information gathered through

citizen surveys.

Prior to selecting sources of data and

collecting information, it is necessary for

police departments to identify the performance dimensions they value. Police

departments have traditionally lacked theoretical guidance about the dimensions

they should assess. As interest in police

performance measurement grew in the

late 1990s, experts recommended sets of

performance dimensions for departments

to consider measuring. These included, for

instance, the extent to which police hold

offenders accountable, ensure the safety of

public places, and limit fear of crime.

Departments were also encouraged to

measure the process dimension of police

performance. The process aspect is unique

because it focuses attention on measuring

the manner in which police perform their

duties rather than emphasizing measures

of what police do and traditional outcomes. The process dimension of police

work is illustrated by Stephen Mastrofski’s

(1999) six aspects of police service that he

terms ‘‘policing for people’’: attentiveness,

reliability, responsiveness, competence,

manners, and fairness.

Including the manner in which police

perform their duties in performance measurement systems is critical because scholars and practitioners recognize that the

process of policing has important implications for the outcomes of policing. Research and theoretical work in the 1990s

demonstrated that the way police treat

citizens during encounters can affect citizen cooperation with the police and compliance with the law, two important

outcomes for the police. In addition, fair

and just treatment by the police is an important police product, independent of

how such treatment affects crime and

community order.
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A Comparative Approach to

Performance Measurement

One broad framework for rating the performance of organizations is with a comparative performance measurement system. This

approach has been used across a range of

service providers, including hospitals, local

governments, and schools. Experts have

recommended that this approach be used

to evaluate police performance. Comparative performance measurement in policing

would consist of measuring the performances of police departments and then

comparing them over time and place. This

allows the performance of a police department to be judged against the performance

of others or against itself in a previous time

period so that the department can learn how

it is doing. Without some reference of comparison, it is difficult for individuals and

organizations to understand and interpret

their current level of performance.

Comparative performance measurement has typically come in the form of

an organizational report card. The school

report card, well known to teachers, children, and guardians, illustrates the value.

A school report card communicates information about student performance to several people and can motivate students to

excel through several mechanisms. This

same logic can be applied to organizations; a performance grade is shared with

a broad audience, and poor performance

can motivate a department to search for

ways to improve.

Organizational report cards differ from

traditional forms of performance measurement because those traditional forms are

largely self-assessments; the report card

represents externally focused performance

measurement. The grade an organization

receives is communicated to a broad external audience, facilitating accountability.

When performance indicators are not

shared with external audiences, the chances

for accountability are reduced, along with

opportunities to improve performance.
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The police would seem to be well-suited

for organizational report cards because

reports cards offer a unique mechanism

for enhancing public accountability. The

challenge for comparative performance

systems is to yield appropriate comparison

groups because police departments operate

in distinct environments and face unique

problems.

Policing scholars have advocated for

national monitoring systems that would

be akin to report cards. For instance,

Tom Tyler (2002) recommends that police

agencies conduct ongoing surveys of the

citizens they serve to monitor public perceptions of police fairness and legitimacy. In 2004, the National Academy of

Sciences’ Committee to Review Research

on Police Policy and Practices recommended a national effort to collect data

on several aspects of police work. Finally,

more than half of the states in the first

decade of the twenty-first century mandated that police agencies collect and report data on traffic stops. The purpose

was to monitor potential racial disparities

in patterns of traffic enforcement and report individual agency performance to

the public.



Unresolved Issues

Despite the innovative spirit that dominated policing from the 1980s into the

twenty-first century and the belief that

performance measurement systems have

the power to facilitate improved service

delivery, police organizations have not advanced their performance measurement

systems. Advancing performance measurement schemes and promoting organizational learning represent processes that

will persist into the twenty-first century as

long as police departments are serious

about implementing community policing

and realizing the reform’s full potential.

The challenge lies not only in accurately

measuring several important aspects of
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police performance with appropriate

sources of data but also in determining

how the information will be used to promote more effective, efficient, and fair police work.

WILLIAM WELLS

See also Accountability; Attitudes toward

the Police: Measurement Issues; Clearance Rates and Criminal Investigations;

Police Reform in an Era of Community

and Problem-Oriented Policing; Uniform

Crime Reports
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The allocation of personnel is the assignment of personnel to meet the operational

needs of each organizational unit within

an organization, to most effectively provide service and accomplish the stated mission of the agency. In the law enforcement

profession, the demand for service and the

increasing diversity of services provided

by police departments must be balanced

against personnel limitations created by

fiscal constraints and continuously evaluated and adjusted to reallocate finite

resources to meet existing and emerging

needs.

Police administrators may encounter

environmental factors such as changing

demographic conditions or emergency situations that could impact the numbers

and types of calls for service, and personnel issues such as collective bargaining

agreements that must be adhered to when

developing a personnel allocation strategy. Administrators may also have to

contend with external political considerations that could dictate a change in the

philosophical and operational directions

of their agencies at any time and have an

analogous impact on the deployment of

personnel.

Any or all of these factors could have a

significant influence on the implementation of an allocation plan, which is why

the effective allocation of personnel continues to be one of the most critical challenges facing police managers.



Allocation Models in Law

Enforcement

Much of the early research on personnel

allocation in law enforcement agencies

analyzed the deployment of the patrol
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and traffic components in larger municipal

police departments. The advancement in

the study of patrol allocation methods

has been fueled greatly by two key developments, technological advancements in

radio communications and the computerization of the patrol dispatch process.

The most widely known program utilizing radio dispatch and computerization

is computer-aided dispatching (CAD),

which greatly enhanced a police department’s ability to more efficiently deploy

patrol and traffic units and for the first

time allowed police managers to implement allocation plans based on computer-generated data. The CAD system is

a centralized dispatch station communicating directly with remote terminals, utilizing radio and computer technologies to

relay all pertinent information to responding units. The computerization of the

emergency call system also allowed for

more efficient data storage capabilities

and statistical analysis. As newer digital

communication technologies such as the

mobile data terminal (MDT) are developed to augment and enhance the CAD

system, the speed of dispatch will continue

to improve, and data storage capabilities

will increase exponentially.

One of the most significant benefits to

field personnel of digital upgrades such as

MDT is real-time access, which allows the

responding unit to access all available information from its remote location almost

instantaneously. The availability of realtime information access can reduce time

spent on each call for service, and this

may have an appreciable impact on personnel deployment.

Other technological advances such as

geographic information systems (GISs),

created in the 1970s, which can produce

maps for dispatchers to utilize in providing responding units with the most

efficient travel route, and the global positioning system (GPS), which is utilized to

track field units and also to cut response

time by providing responding units the

most direct route right on their remote
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terminals, may also be factored into any

allocation plan since these advancements

can impact response time, a critical component of any police department’s allocation model.

The scientific study of personnel allocation in the United States began in the early

1900s with the work of August Vollmer.

Vollmer listed the various police functions

such as patrol, investigation, and crime

prevention and set early standards for

police patrol allocations. Vollmer was

also one of the first advocates of utilizing

communication technology to enhance patrol assignments (Swanson, Territo, and

Taylor 1997). Fosdick expanded on Vollmer’s concepts by incorporating changing

demographic conditions into personnel allocation plans. In the 1940s, Wilson introduced the ‘‘hazard model,’’ which called

for the prioritization of the allocation of

resources based on the type and severity of

criminal activity. The ‘‘St. Louis model,’’

introduced in the mid-1960s, was one of

the first models to utilize a computerassisted dispatch system to track the

distribution of calls for service by prioritizing them by perceived seriousness, and

responding based on need and not just

time of call (Swanson, Territo, and Taylor

1997).

More recent allocation models include

Larson’s Law Enforcement Manpower

Resource Allocation System (LEMRAS),

which coded calls for service into one of

three categories and assigned response priority based on severity of event, and the

Patrol Car Allocation Method (PCAM),

which was designed to optimize response

times through improved dispatch and

deployment. In 1983, the Commission of

Accredited Law Enforcement Agencies

(CALEA) set professional standards for

personnel allocation in investigative services, and in 1993, the Police Allocation

Model (PAM) was revised as part of a

study conducted by the National Highway

Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA)

and the Northwestern University Center

for Public Safety.
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The PAM was originally designed primarily for utilization in the deployment

of patrol and traffic units, but its scope

was expanded as a result of the NHTSA

study. The model employs a ‘‘what works’’

methodology by incorporating components from various law enforcement agencies into a generic allocation formula that

police administrators can utilize as a

template when formulating their own

personnel deployment plan or when drafting proposals to hire additional personnel to meet projected future staffing

requirements.

In 1997, the Washington, D.C., police

department implemented the Patrol Service

Area (PSA) model, in which the District of

Columbia was divided into eighty-three patrol service areas, with specific patrol units

assigned to each area. The PSA model was

introduced as part of that department’s

community policing initiative and was

designed to strengthen bonds between police and the community by reducing the

response area for each unit, thereby increasing the familiarity of the patrol units

with the neighborhood and its residents. It

was felt that this move away from traditional response-driven policing would better serve the community. An allocation

formula was developed for Washington,

D.C.’s PSA model, prioritizing each call

for service based on its perceived seriousness (DC Watch 1999).



Workload Assessments

Police administrators recognize that the

design and implementation of an allocation model for their agencies is only the

initial step in an effective personnel deployment strategy. To maintain efficiency, any

allocation plan must be followed by an

ongoing workload assessment plan. Workload assessments are designed to improve

efficiency by ensuring the equitable division of work assignments and allow for

the most efficient allocation of personnel



to meet the operational demands and service goals of the department.

The utilization of workload assessments as part of a personnel allocation

plan can have a significant impact on the

organizational structure and overall operational efficiency of a police department,

can assist in determining future staffing

requirements, and can serve as a justification for requesting increases in fiscal

appropriations to meet future staffing

needs. Since it is to be expected that workloads may fluctuate due to any number of

factors, such as changes in the demographics of a particular district, it is essential

that workload assessments be conducted

on a regular basis to maintain effective

deployment of manpower and to maximize the utilization of resources.

Factors to be considered in any workload assessment include the number of

employees needed to complete each particular assignment, the type, complexity, and

volume of tasks to be performed, and the

time needed to complete the assignment.

Another variable that must be addressed

in any workload assessment is the relative

importance of each task to the mission of

the agency. The ability to effectively prioritize workload assignments, with a greater

proportion of resources dedicated to tasks

deemed to be of critical importance, is an

essential element of any viable personnel

allocation plan.

A critical aspect of workload assessment is choosing the correct method of

evaluation. A faulty workload analysis

can have detrimental long-term repercussions for a law enforcement agency, such

as understaffing or inefficient deployment.

Another potential problem could occur if

an agency attempts to utilize one standard

allocation format to assess all organizational units within the department. The

assessment process to determine staffing

needs may vary greatly in some organizational units within a police department.

These may include but are not limited to

the traffic safety, patrol, investigative,

homeland security, or special operations
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and administration functions. It is essential that each organizational unit be evaluated based on its own needs, and those

requirements must be prioritized as part of

an overall assessment strategy.



Conclusion

The development and implementation of

an effective personnel allocation model is

one of the most critical challenges facing

administrators of law enforcement agencies. Although most of the early studies on

the allocation of personnel in law enforcement dealt primarily with the patrol and

traffic functions, it is essential that all organizational units within the department

be incorporated into the allocation model.

The ability to prioritize work assignments

and an ongoing workload assessment

process are two key elements of allocation.

A well-developed progressive allocation

plan must ensure the continued deployment of sufficient personnel to accomplish

most critical tasks while also anticipating

trends such as political intervention or

fiscal constraints, which could significantly impact allocation and future staffing capabilities.

RICHARD BUTLER

See also Budgeting, Police; Calls for Service;

COMPSTAT; Computer-Aided Dispatching (CAD) Systems; Computer Technology;

Costs of Police Services; Crime Analysis;

Crime Control Strategies; Operational

Costs
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The police officer should have the wisdom

of Solomon, the courage of David, the

strength of Samson, the patience of Job,

the leadership of Moses, the kindness of

the Good Samaritans, the strategy of Alexander, the faith of Daniel, the diplomacy of

Lincoln, the tolerance of the carpenter of

Nazareth, and finally an intimate knowledge of every branch of the natural, biological, and social sciences. If one has all

these attributes, they might be a good

officer. (Vollmer 1936, 222)



Police services are determined primarily

by the quality of personnel, and police agencies’ operating costs reflect the importance.

Between 80% and 90% of an agency’s budget is for police salaries, with the annual

operating cost per officer at $85,786 (Reaves

and Hickman 2002).

Local governments spend $50.7 billion,

the federal government spends approximately $15 billion, and state governments

spend approximately $10.5 billion annually for police services. In the past 20

years, the per capita expenditure at all

governmental levels increased 202% for

police protection (Bauer and Owens 2004).

The ratio of sworn officers to citizens

varies. For large police agencies there are

between twenty-three and thirty-one sworn

personnel per ten thousand citizens, with

Washington, D.C., having the highest ratio

at sixty-three per ten thousand citizens
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(Reeves and Hickman 2002). County and

sheriff agencies average fourteen officers

per ten thousand, and state agencies approximately two officers per ten thousand

citizens (Reeves and Hart 2000).



Entrance Requirements

The level of performance of each officer is

determined in advance by agencies’ recruiting and training standards. On the

average, for each individual hired, ten

applicants are screened out (Leonard and

Moore 1993). Criteria for entrance will

vary across jurisdictions, but there are a

number of qualifications that are fairly

typical. Others are more controversial.

Residency requirement. Some

departments require residency before

an individual can apply, for example,

having lived in the city for one year

or more at the time of applying.

Other agencies require officers to live

within the jurisdiction or city limits

once they are hired.

Level of education. The percentage of

departments requiring new officers to

have at least some college has risen to

37%, and those agencies requiring

two-year or four-year college

educations have grown to 14%

(Reaves and Hickman 2002).

Physical requirements. Height and

weight requirements have been

discarded. Now the physical

requirements must be job related and

are usually measured with agility

testing and weight proportional to

height (Smith v. Troyan 1975).

Eyesight is usually measured on

correctable vision.

Age. The minimum age usually is

twenty, with often no restriction of

maximum age, although some

agencies want to be able to get twenty

years of service before retirement.



Court Decisions

There are several court decisions surrounding the process of selecting and the

selection itself. In general, the selection

process must be job related and nondiscriminating. The selection measures must be

valid in that they test the type of knowledge, skills, and abilities needed for the job

and do not place unequal impact on protected groups. In other words, the measures cannot have adverse impact or a

different rate of selection (less than 80%)

of individuals who are minorities based on

race, sex, or ethnic group. Under the authority of Title VII of the Civil Rights

Act of 1964 that was expanded in 1972

and then 1991, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC), which was

established as the regulatory agency, issued

guidelines on employment selection procedures. A number of cases subsequently

arose from personnel practices involving

police agencies regarding discrimination

as interpreted by the courts.

The 1990 Americans with Disabilities

Act (ADA) makes it unlawful to discriminate against people with disabilities in employment practices, including selection.

Disabilities are defined as physical or mental impairments that substantially limit

major life activities. ADA required law

enforcement agencies to make substantial

revisions, particularly in their selection

process. Because no medical inquiries can

be made of an applicant before a job offer

is made, police agencies have to ensure

that no questions are included in any of

the processes used until they are ready to

give a conditional job offer that is contingent upon the applicant’s ability to pass

the medical test. Police agencies had to

detail the critical job functions of policing because it is allowable to question

applicants about their ability to perform

job-related functions as long as the questions are not phrased in terms related to a

disability.
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ADA also requires the consideration of

applicants who can perform the essential

functions of a position if reasonable accommodations can be made without undue hardship. Reasonable accommodations

can include such things as job restructuring, modifying equipment and devices,

and adjusting or modifying examination.

Undue hardship is interpreted to mean

unduly expensive, extensive, or substantially disruptive.



Mechanics for Selection

Depending on the area, personnel selection

is the authority of a central personnel office

that serves all departments of the local

government, a civil service commission, or

the police agency itself. Usually civil service

commissions are involved in making final

decisions or have control of the examinations for entry and hear appeals. The

police agencies themselves usually are responsible for conducting many of the selection procedures.

Coordinated recruiting is especially

helpful for smaller and medium-sized

departments. It allows a more widespread

recruiting effort and sophisticated advertising of opening. The applicant has the

opportunity to take a single examination

for openings in several jurisdictions. There

are uniform procedures in applying for

positions in all departments. Potential

applicants then are informed of all vacancies in the participating police agencies.



Application

Most applications include the listing of all

places and dates of residency, places of employment, educational institutions, financial history, criminal history (this includes

arrests as well as convictions), and drug

use. All of this information will be verified

during the background investigation, and

the applicant is likely to be asked about it
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during a polygraph examination if such

is required. Other requirements might include a notarized signature, proof of residency, a copy of a Social Security card, a

valid driver’s license, educational transcripts, and military discharge papers.



Written Examination

Written examinations that are often used

are cognitive tests measuring reading comprehension, mathematics skills, reasoning,

and interests. The reading comprehension

examination will usually include narratives

consisting of a set of events with different

characters and details. Spatial perception

questions may be included in the initial

written area or later in the psychological/

intelligence testing. These questions are

usually formatted into a series of threedimensional figures, oriented in space

and/or folded in different ways. The ability to select the matching figure helps test

one’s ability to visualize and orient objects

spatially.



Physical Fitness/Agility Testing

The physical abilities tests must be job

related and measure one’s abilities to perform those activities required for the job.

Physical fitness is the ability to carry out

daily tasks with vigor and alertness, without undue fatigue, and with ample energy

to engage in leisure time pursuits and to

tolerate the above average stresses encountered in emergency situations. To determine the physical challenges that are

posed for the police, most states and

many local agencies have conducted job

task analyses to determine the essential

tasks for their law enforcement positions.

Although federal, state, and local agencies will vary in their physical requirements, they are primarily based on aerobic

capacity, or cardiorespiratory endurance;

strength, both lower and upper body; flexibility; and body fat composition.
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Oral Interview

Agencies will vary in their use of interviews. All applicants will be interviewed

at least by one human resource officer or

police agency recruiting officer to gather

some initial information and to explain

the application process. Although the recruiting officer may screen for minimum

standards, that officer may make no other

employment decisions. Some agencies use

oral boards consisting of supervisors of

different ranks to interview applicants in

the final phase of the hiring process. The

primary purpose of the oral interview is

for the agency administrators to get to

know the applicant as a person as well as

for the applicant to get a feel for the organization and decide whether it would be

comfortable to work in.



The Conditional Offer

ADA protects individuals with disabilities

from discrimination. In general, individuals cannot be asked questions about

disabilities but rather whether they can

perform the critical functions of the job.

Because information about a disability

might come out during the selection process, the process is divided into two steps,

before and after a conditional job offer.

Before a conditional job offer is made,

the agency’s recruiting staff must restrict

its assessment of a candidate to areas that

will not disclose a disability but do help to

ascertain the candidate’s ability to perform

the job. Qualified candidates may then be

offered a position on the condition that

they can successfully complete the rest of

the selection process, such as the psychological exam, background investigation, medical exam, and polygraph—all of

which are areas that might disclose a disability. A disability still cannot disqualify

the applicant, as long as the person is capable of performing the job. When the applicant is conditionally offered a job, the

condition might be documented during



the medical exam; however, because the person passed earlier tests that allowed the

conditional offer, this discovery should not

affect the offer of a job.



The Background Investigation

Done properly, the background investigation is probably the most expensive and

time-consuming portion of the law enforcement agency’s recruitment and hiring

process. It involves conversations with

people who are familiar with the applicant

professionally, academically, or personally. The background investigator will

then verify all information that the applicant provided on the application form, such

as dates and places of employment and

reasons for leaving, graduation dates and

degrees completed, and financial health.

The investigator will interview not only

the references that the applicant included

but also people with whom the applicant

worked, neighbors, and recent classmates.

Law enforcement agencies normally

want to know about offenses for which

the applicant was arrested, at any age (not

just convictions as an adult). The agency

will take into account the applicant’s age

at the time of committing the offense, but

all arrests must be accounted for; omissions will be considered lying. Even offenses that have been expunged should be

revealed. Most law enforcement agencies

will not hire an individual who has been

arrested for a felony as an adult. Certain

felonies, however, under certain circumstances might not be enough to eliminate

an applicant if the crimes were committed

while the applicant was a juvenile.



Psychological Evaluation

The battery of psychological instruments

will include at least one measure that

identifies mental illness and one or more

measures that assess traits important to

police work. Such important traits include
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compatibility, self-confidence, diplomacy,

independence, dependability, decisiveness,

and integrity. Traits considered important for community-oriented policing and

problem solving such as taking the initiative to analyze and solve neighborhood

problems and communicate with different types of people without bias might be

included.

If the psychological evaluation is conducted before the conditional job offer, the

evaluation cannot include measures of

mental illness. Some agencies will conduct

a preliminary psychological evaluation

that measures traits important to law enforcement, such as anger and stress-coping

skills. Once a conditional job offer is

given, then the applicant returns for a follow-up evaluation of mental illness.

The results of the evaluation are not

ranked or graded but rather assessed as

acceptable or not acceptable. Some psychologists will also have a ‘‘marginal’’ category. If the applicant is asked to see a

second psychologist, more than likely the

applicant has received a marginal rating.

Applicants will also be told in the introduction to the test that the information

belongs to the agency, not the applicant.

The evaluation will be sent to the agency.

The information will be kept confidential

in the applicant’s file; the applicant will

not receive a copy of the results (Lord

and Peak 2004).



The polygraph exam is based on the fact

that when humans experience anxiety,

their respiration, perspiration (galvanic

skin resistance), and blood pressure rates

increase. Its primary use is to substantiate

the information collected during the selection process, particularly the background

investigation (Frerkes 1998).



Drug Testing

Law enforcement agencies differ with regard to their requirements concerning experimental drug use. Preemployment drug

testing is considered legal for any position

in which public safety is a concern. Applicants for law enforcement positions may be

tested for every form of controlled substance, including opiates, cocaine, marijuana, amphetamines, methamphetamines,

barbiturates, and hallucinogenic drugs. If

an applicant tests positive for any of these

drugs, that person will be rejected for a law

enforcement position.



Medical Examination

As with all of the other areas of the selection process, the medical decision is based

on the applicant’s ability to perform the

duties of an officer. As with the psychological examination, findings are not rated

on a scale but rather as being acceptable

or not acceptable for hire.



Polygraph Examination

Although the polygraph examination, more

commonly called a ‘‘lie-detector test,’’ is

not admissible in court for criminal cases,

it is legal for law enforcement hiring purposes. The courts have ruled that it is in

the public’s interest to be able to ascertain

the integrity and other characteristics of

its future police officers, who will be carrying firearms and possess the authority

to use lethal force. Most polygraph operators have been trained and certified by

the American Polygraph Association.
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Issues of Diversity in Selection

In recruiting minorities, the standards

should remain the same for all candidates.

If recruitment procedures fail to attract

minority candidates from whom qualified

applicants can be selected, there may be a

need for new recruitment techniques. All

procedures and practices in the area of

selection, hiring, and promotions should

be assessed for any discrimination.
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Civilian Careers

Many tasks that are performed by sworn

officers can be carried out effectively and

for lower cost by nonsworn personnel.

Activities such as administration, crime

analysis, evidence collection, telecommunicating, provision of information related

to nonemergency situations, and public

relations do not require the exercise of

police authority but are functions that require specialized training that can be acquired by civilians. Currently, 62% of

technical support, 10% of administration,

and 8% of field operations are provided by

civilians (Reaves and Hart 2000).

VIVIAN B. LORD

See also Accountability; Community-Oriented Policing: Practices; Early Warning

Systems; Ethics and Values in the Context

of Community Policing; Liability and the

Police; Problem-Oriented Policing; Stress

and Police Work
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The City

In 1680, William Penn purchased a large

tract of land from the British Crown, on

which a colony of Quakers settled. This

area later became the Commonwealth of

Pennsylvania. Penn’s charter covered most

of the lands that were then occupied by

Dutch and Swedish settlements, but in acquiring this charter Penn assured those

already living in the area that their personal, social, and religious habits would not

be disturbed. Penn’s legacy was to imbue

this new ‘‘Pennsylvania’’ with the Quaker

idea of tolerance (see Weigley 1982).

Philadelphia’s location was strategic in

that its settlement was at the convergence

of two rivers (Delaware and Schuylkill),

only about a hundred miles from the Atlantic and with good navigation, and on

land as a connecting point between New

York and the then-emerging South. Philadelphia was also situated in an area with

considerable building materials (wood,

stone, and the like), making the city an

excellent location for shipping and commerce. Given that the Swedes had peacefully seceded the lands to Penn and given

the underlying Quaker ideals embracing
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the city, the area took on its association

with ‘‘Brotherly Love.’’

Penn’s conception of Philadelphia can

be seen as an attempt at utopian city

planning, the city being conspicuously located on north–south and east–west axes,

with considerable open or ‘‘green’’ space.

The model was seen to replicate the ideas

of gentlemen’s estates borrowed from

England, and the attention to open social

spaces remains to this day. As a modern

city, a large amount of Philadelphia’s land

area remains open parkland.

Penn’s Philadelphia grew rapidly, so

much that by 1743, only twenty-five years

after Penn’s death, Philadelphia had ten

thousand inhabitants. Penn’s legacy is not

connected only with the City of Philadelphia; the governance system Penn initiated

for Pennsylvania eventually became the

model for Congress, and much of the

Pennsylvania and Philadelphia experience

set the stage for the founding of the U.S.

Constitution and the Bill of Rights. In fact,

between 1783 and 1800, Philadelphia was

the capital city for the then-emerging

United States of America.



The Police Department

Policing in Philadelphia stemmed from the

patrol systems originated by the early

Swedish settlers, and by the early 1700s a

‘‘town watch’’ system had emerged; these

early colonial systems emphasized voluntary, unpaid citizen participation as the

basis of patrol. Philadelphia’s first paid

police emerged in 1751 when the General

Assembly created two ‘‘police’’ roles—

wardens and constables—who patrolled

the city on a limited and often sporadic

basis. In 1850, a ‘‘police marshal’’ was

appointed, taking jurisdiction of the city,

and in 1854, the City of Philadelphia

incorporated through annexation many

outlying sections into the city and in

doing so reorganized government, including the police. The modern-day city of
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Philadelphia then emerged, comprising

some 129 square miles. The city continued

to revise its government, but the underlying structure of the area and police function remains largely in tact to this date.

Like many emerging urban cities, Philadelphia had its share of corruption

throughout the late nineteenth and early

twentieth centuries. In August 1928, for

example, a grand jury presentment revealed that Philadelphia police officers at

all ranks were involved in corruption and

graft amounting to millions of dollars

(Pennsylvania Crime Commission 1974).

In 1928, 1937, 1951, and 1953, grand jury

investigations involving allegations of police corruption were conducted. Each revealed an intimate connection between

vice operators—gamblers, pimps, and prostitutes—and police officers, police officials,

and political leaders within the city (Pennsylvania Crime Commission 1974). The

consistency of the city’s ‘‘scandals and

reforms’’ followed much of that seen in

other large cities, large-scale immigration

from Europe and the South and ensuing

struggles between political machines and

urban reformers.

Philadelphia was and in some degree

remains an interesting large, urban city.

During the middle years of the twentieth

century, national attention was largely focused on New York or Washington, D.C.,

as the economic and political capitals of

the United States. Philadelphia’s changes,

politically, socially, and economically,

were less visible nationally. From the

1940s and through the 1960s, that visibility changed, often portraying the city and

its police in a less positive light.

During the 1920s, the Philadelphia Police Department was immortalized in the

silent movies as the ‘‘Keystone Cops’’—

Pennsylvania being the Keystone State

and Philadelphia its largest city. While

the Philadelphia police lay dormant in the

public view during the 1930s through the

early 1950s, the city was racially divided,

and the mode of policing in Philadelphia

was tough.
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Perhaps emblematic of the ‘‘tough policing style’’ that emerged in the Philadelphia Police Department was its very public

police commissioner during the late 1960s

and early 1970s, when Philadelphia, like

other cities, experienced considerable social turmoil (see Rubenstein 1979). Rising

through the ranks of the Phildelphia Polcie Department, which he joined in the

1940s, Frank Rizzo became police commissioner in 1967 and remained in this

position until 1971. Rizzo had come up

through the ranks of the department, garnering a reputation for rough-and-tumble

policing in the city.

Known as the ‘‘Cisco Kid’’ on the

street, a name modeled after a 1950s

‘‘shoot-em-up’’ cowboy western on television, Rizzo had been instrumental in

cracking down on after hours nightclubs

and coffee houses in West Philadelphia, an

area largely populated by blacks and the

then-emerging ‘‘beatnick’’ culture. His tactics and language were often aggressive,

and his persona ultimately became that of

the Philadelphia Police Department. Rizzo

demanded personal loyality, defended his

police officers in the face of almost any

complaint, was himself accused of abuse

of authority and brutality, and ultimately

ran the police department intermittently from the position of mayor of the

city from 1972 through 1980. Throughout

this period, the Philadelphia police

continually distanced themselves from

the public and embraced a strict policing

style, especially in minority communities.

Rizzo was followed by Joseph F.

O’Neill (1971–1980) and Morton Solomon

(1980–1984). O’Neill differed stylistically

from Rizzo, but not substantively, having

himself come ‘‘up through the ranks’’ of

the Phildelphia Police Department, while

Solomon, another long-term veteran of

the department, is credited with reigning

in police use of force within the city, most

particularly use of lethal force. While Solomon did indeed vastly improve some of

the policies and procedures within the department, continuing internal problems



beginning within his administration and

revealed by the FBI in 1982 reinforced

the idea that the departrment had not

lost its taste for corruption.

In 1984, Gregore Sambor, a career officer in the department, assumed the role of

chief of police and presided over one of the

most public and bizzare police scandals of

modern policing—the MOVE incident.

Sambor’s career was short lived, and he

was succeeded by a series of reform chiefs

that continue in one way or another to the

present. The MOVE incident, followed in

1995 by a far-reaching scandal in the 39th

Police District, resurfaced public concerns

with the accountability and honesty of the

Philadelphia Police Department.



MOVE and the 39th Police District

Scandals

May 13, 1985, was a day of infamy for the

Phialdelphia Police Department. A rather

radical urban group known as MOVE was

well known to Philadelphia and a great

source of neighborhood conflict. MOVE

had had several confrontations with the

city and with Frank Rizzo. In 1978,

MOVE had an open confrontation with

the police department during which one

officer was killed and the MOVE home

leveled. Seven years later, MOVE had relocated to West Philadelphia and continued

to stir up neighborhood conflict by harassing residents and piling up trash and

waste that rotted on the MOVE property.

On May 13, the Philadelphia Police Department, under the command of Commissioner Sambor, attacked the MOVE

house, and in the ensuing conflict the

house caught fire, the fire spread to encompass approximately two city blocks (sixtyone residences), displacing hundreds of

residents, and eleven MOVE members

lost their lives.

The MOVE tradegy and its investigative aftermath portrayed the Philadelphia

Police Department and its leadership as
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‘‘out-of-control’’ relative to how they approached this event, and in the aftermath

of this incident, Gregore Sambor resigned.

The Philadelphia Police Department had

again lost public credibility. This loss followed an earlier 1984 scandal involving

Sambor’s deputy chief, James J. Martin,

who was indicted for corruption within

months of his appointment.

Ten years later, in 1995, officers primarily from the 39th District, one of Philadelphia’s ‘‘busy’’ police areas, were

indicted for alleged abuse of police authority and corruption. This scandal rocked

the city, most especially in terms of the

number of people affected. As of mid1997, five police officers had been convicted on charges of making false arrests,

filing false reports, and robbing drug suspects. These officers were said to have

raided drug houses, stolen money from

dealers, and beaten anyone who got in

their way. Due to the actions of these officers, literally thousands of drug convictions were subjected to review as of the

end of 1997. At that time, a substantial

number of cases (upwards of 300) had

been overturned because of the illegal and

corrupt actions of these officers.

The 39th District scandal, not unlike

the Rampart scandal of the LAPD and

the Dowd scandal of the NYPD, served

to strengthen the view of those who believed the department was always corrupt

while undermining any confidence in the

Philadelphia police the remaining public

may have had.

The department in 1996 did reach an

agreement for a more detailed and systematic review of complaints against police and created an independent Integrity

and Accountability Office to investigate

complaints, which has led to more systematic oversight of the police in Philadelphia and to better police and community

interactions.

The current Philadelphia Police Department employs more than 6,600 officers

and patrols an area of some 142.6 miles

with a population of almost 1.5 million.
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The department is subdivided into twenty-three patrol districts, and like many

other large municipal police forces, it

includes many special units. The department has made many improvements during the years, including implementing

community policing and a business improvement district in the center city of

Philadelphia. The department has also

been recognized for its improved crime

analysis. Such improvements have restored some of the public confidence that

the past scandals eroded.

JACK R. GREENE

See also Accountability; American Policing: Early Years; Community Attitudes toward the Police; Corruption; History of

American Policing; Integrity in Policing;

Police in Urban America, 1860–1920
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PHYSICAL FITNESS

STANDARDS

Police departments, like all public and private employers, must hire employees who

are physically fit to perform the job.



PHYSICAL FITNESS STANDARDS

Employers establish physical fitness standards for jobs, especially those that are

physically demanding, and these standards are often used in the selection process. Police officers are unique in that, for

the most part, the job is rather sedentary,

with a few random instances where officers are required to exert tremendous strength and endurance. For most of their

shifts, police officers drive patrol cars,

walk a beat, and observe what is occurring

in their patrol areas. Occasionally they

must chase or wrestle with a suspect. Officers must be physically prepared for these

random encounters. About half of all police agencies have a physical fitness requirement upon entry (Reaves and

Goldberg 2000). Generally, only the smaller departments do not have such a requirement.

Historically, police agencies equated

physical fitness to size. Until the 1970s,

many police departments had height and

weight requirements. For example, departments required that new officers be

at least 50 700 in height and of proportionate

weight. In the 1970s, the courts ruled such

standards to be discriminatory because

they had an adverse impact on females.

For example, in Vanguard Justice Society

v. Hughes (1979), the court concluded that

Baltimore’s 50 700 height requirement was

unconstitutional since 95% of females

were excluded while only 32% of the

male population was deemed unqualified.

The requirement violated Title VII of

the 1964 Civil Rights Act, which forbids

discrimination based on gender. The act

essentially required agencies to establish

the validity of their selection procedures

when discrimination occurred. Police

agencies could not show that taller officers

performed better, resulting in height standards being abolished.

Departments migrated from height requirements to some form of physical fitness

testing. For example, the Toledo (Ohio)

Police Department adopted a test that included (1) fifteen push-ups, (2) twentyfive sit-ups, (3) a six-foot standing broad



jump, and (4) a twenty-five-second obstacle course. The court in Harless v. Duck

(1980) ruled the examination to be in violation of the Civil Rights Act. The court

noted that the test did not sample job

tasks or was not related to the job. In

other words, officers did not perform situps and push-ups on the job. In striking

down these types of tests, the courts required departments to develop tests that

reflected actual job behaviors.

As the result of legal challenges and

the need to hire female officers, departments began to seek procedures that

screened out those who were physically

unqualified but did not adversely affect

female applicants. In the 1980s and early

1990s, departments began to adopt a

health-based testing procedure. The procedure adopted by most departments included (1) cardiovascular capacity, usually

measured by a 1.5 mile run, (2) upperbody strength, measured by push-ups or

a bench press, (3) abdominal strength,

measured by sit-ups, (4) body-fat composition, measured using body calipers, and

(5) flexibility, measured by a bend and

reach. To avoid legal challenges and to

increase the passing rate for females,

departments used gender and age norms

based on the general population. For example, a twenty-five-year-old female’s performance on the events was compared

to all other females within her age range

(Gaines, Falkenberg, and Gambino 1993).

This resulted in identifying healthy candidates, male and female, without having adverse impact. In United States v.

Wichita Falls (1988), the court ruled that

the health-based procedure did not violate

the Civil Rights Act even when females

were adversely affected since females

were screened using female-based norms

or standards.

The direction of physical fitness screening changed with the passage of the 1991

Civil Rights Act. One of the purposes of

the act was to prevent employers from

using self-imposed affirmative action programs. For example, many departments
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were using separate hiring and promotion

lists for minority and white candidates in

order to avoid discrimination or adverse

impact problems (Gaines, Costello, and

Crabtree 1989). Congress, in passing the

act, reasoned that this procedure was unfair and invalid. Consequently, departments abandoned the health-based fitness

testing procedures since they were based

on separate male and female norms. However, the court in Peanick v. Morris (1996)

ruled that health-based testing based on

separate male and female norms did not

violate the 1991 Civil Rights Act. The

court ruled that even though different

standards were used for male and female

applicants, the passing point essentially

identified candidates who were equivalent

in terms of health.

Even though one court approved the

health-based standards, most departments

returned to some form of event-based

physical fitness testing. Most departments

were not familiar with the case, and the U.

S. Department of Justice maintained that

the health-based testing violated the 1991

Civil Rights Act. The event-based tests

were similar to the one struck down by

the court in Toledo, but the new procedures attempted to incorporate job samples, thus establishing some measure of

content validity. Activities such as pushups, sit-ups, and bench presses were

avoided. Instead, events such as dry firing

a handgun, scaling a six-foot wall, pushing

a vehicle for a distance, obstacle courses,

and running up and down a flight of stairs

were used; all of these events are physical

activities that police officers may perform

as a part of their job.

The dominant issue in physical fitness

testing is the establishment of cut-off

scores. That is, at what point does a candidate pass? Given that females do not possess the strength that males possess, this is

a difficult chore. If the cut-off score is

lowered to allow more females to pass, it

will also allow larger numbers of males to

pass. Thus, unlike the health-based tests,

these tests almost always result in adverse
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impact on female applicants. The tests

have withstood challenge since they are

based on job samples and have some

level of content validity.

Cut-off scores have been set by testing a

sample of job incumbents. Here, events

are identified and a sample of officers

who are currently performing the job are

tested. Most agencies have used one standard deviation below the mean or average

as the cut-off. This means that about 34%

of candidates fail the test. Problems with

this procedure have occurred when a representative sample of officers have not

been used. Too often departments have

requested volunteers to participate in the

validation process, which generally results

in physically superior officers being used

to establish the cut-off scores. When this

occurs, larger numbers of females are

rejected.

An examination of these tests shows

that females have difficulty with one

event—the six-foot wall climb. This event

is used by a number of departments even

though it is questionable whether an officer will ever scale a six-foot wall. Recognizing this problem, the San Bernardino

County Sheriff’s Department initiated a

one-day training program to help prepare

applicants to successfully scale the wall.

Sheriff’s officials recognized that successful completion of the event required technique as well as some level of upper-body

strength and reasoned that most females

failed the event because they were unfamiliar with the technique or right way

to approach the obstacle. The training

program resulted in larger numbers of

females passing the physical fitness test.

Thus, departments can increase the number of females passing their fitness requirements by providing an orientation or

training.

A number of departments now have

some form of physical fitness programs

for veteran officers. These programs have

taken a variety of directions. Some have

been voluntary, while others have attached

incentives. A number of departments now
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provide officers with physical fitness training facilities. Some departments have built

their own facilities, while others have paid

officers’ dues to health clubs. In the latter

case, officers are expected to maintain some

level of fitness and to show that they have

used the club’s facilities. Other departments

have provided officers with time off, for

example, four hours a week. These departments monitor the program by requiring

officers who take the time off to meet

departmentally established physical fitness

standards. Other departments have developed standards and provide pay incentives

to officers who meet the standards. This

is similar to specialist pay, which is used

by a number of departments.

The problem in implementing physical

fitness standards for veteran or new officers

is establishing cut-off scores. Standards for

veteran officers are not difficult since they

can be linked to health-based standards,

and officers can be required to maintain a

level that is compared to gender and age

norms. The 1991 Civil Rights Act does

not apply to physical fitness maintenance

programs. As noted above, most agencies

establish cut-off scores for entry by developing a set of events and testing veteran

officers with the cut-off score set at one

standard deviation from the mean. Realistically, this means that about 34% of the

officers who were involved in establishing

the norms failed, but in fact, they were

successful police officers. The bottom line

is there is no scientific method for determining cut-off scores, and they are arbitrary. The courts have accepted physical

fitness tests for entry as long as they contain content validity or reflect actual job

components. Departments should monitor their standards and be mindful of the

numbers of male and female applicants

who are rejected. They should scrutinize

the pool of applicants who are rejected

and ensure that they truly are not physically capable of performing the job. It

must be remembered that the police selection process is a multitiered process, and

as the number of applicants rejected at



each stage increases, it becomes more difficult to fill hiring quotas.

LARRY K. GAINES

See also Diversity in Police Departments; Police Careers; Women in Law

Enforcement
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PINKERTON, ALLAN

In February 1855, Allan Pinkerton established the Northwest Police Agency in

Chicago, Illinois. It was to be a regional

police system for the fledgling railroad

industry, extending over an area consisting of Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Ohio,

and Wisconsin. Shortly it would grow to

cover the entire nation, and eventually it

became the present-day Pinkerton, Inc.,

the world’s largest private security and

detective firm. Since federal detection was

scant and city police were inefficient or

corrupt, Pinkerton became the nation’s

preeminent detective force in the nineteenth

century. In many respects Allan Pinkerton

was to his century what J. Edgar Hoover

was to the twentieth.

Pinkerton was born in Glasgow, Scotland, on August 25, 1819. Although his

father had been a police officer, Allan

apprenticed as a cooper. Young Pinkerton

soon became involved with the Chartists,
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a workers’ movement in Great Britain that

was increasingly interpreted by officials as

radical. Local political and police pressure

compelled Allan Pinkerton and his new

bride to flee Scotland in 1842. After a

short stay in Canada and in Chicago, he

settled in a small Scottish settlement called

Dundee, forty miles northeast of Chicago.

He opened a cooperage and employed

eight apprentices.

Throughout the 1840s, numerous counterfeiters passed spurious money and

made business haphazard in much of the

rural Midwest. Out on an expedition hunting wood to be used as barrel staves in

1847, Pinkerton stumbled upon a camp

of counterfeiters. He returned with the

local sheriff to make the arrest and was

heralded as a hero. Itinerant rogues nevertheless continued to travel the area selling

bundles of fake money to those rustics

wanting to turn a fast profit. Constables

seemed powerless and a delegation of

Dundee merchants pressured Pinkerton

into watching for counterfeiters as a parttime deputy sheriff. A number of arrests

followed, and Pinkerton began to be

weaned away from barrel making.

By 1850, Pinkerton had given up his

Dundee business and moved to Chicago.

He was an avid abolitionist, but most

Dundee residents were conservative on

slavery. In his only bid for elective office

in Dundee, Pinkerton had come in last in a

field of nine candidates. He was convinced

that his poor showing was due to his abolitionism. Chicago had a sizable abolitionist population, and he felt his views would

be more acceptable there.

More important, requests for his services had increased. For example, the national government became interested in

the counterfeiting problem in the Midwest.

Because the Treasury Department would

not have Secret Service agents to combat

counterfeiting until after the Civil War,

the secretary of the treasury had Pinkerton investigate the problem in Illinois in

1851 and 1853. In 1852, Cook County

sheriff William Church asked Pinkerton
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to rescue two kidnapped Michigan girls

who had been taken westward. By 1854,

he was an official deputy to the Cook

County sheriff in Chicago. At the same

time, the U.S. postmaster appointed him

to be a special agent in the Chicago postal

system. He was to investigate mail theft.

In several spectacular cases he discovered

postal employees stealing mail, and local

newspapers proclaimed that ‘‘as a detective police officer Mr. Pinkerton has no

superiors and we doubt that he has any

equals in the country.’’

By mid-decade, as an official in the

Cook County sheriff’s office, which did

much unofficial detecting, Pinkerton hovered between public and private policing.

Then in February 1855, Pinkerton opened

his agency. He made a commitment to

private policing, but in a country with

little official law enforcement, his duties

took him across geographic and jurisdictional boundaries.

There was an explosion of railroad

building in the 1850s. Illinois had ninetyeight miles of railroad track in 1851. Five

years later that figure jumped to 2,086

miles. The figure would more than double

by decade’s end. The railroads faced the

dual problems of rapid growth and America’s ‘‘home rule’’ conception of law enforcement. Much vandalism and crime

occurred on railroad property in the rural

areas. Buildings and bridges were burned

and trains were derailed. In addition, there

were problems with railroad employees far

from direct supervisory control. Railroad

conductors, in their capacity of selling

tickets on board the train, could take

money and admit passengers but not

issue tickets. With no record of a transaction, conductors could pocket the fare.

Opportunities were great. For example,

in 1857 Illinois Central conductors sold

$147,856 worth of tickets—officially, at

least. Railroad management wanted to control the workers who were far away from

headquarters. Pinkerton was to provide

that control. A spying system—Pinkerton

called it a ‘‘testing program’’—was devised
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to watch conductors. Either Pinkerton

himself or one of his employees (there

were three at first, but the number grew

rapidly in the next five years) boarded the

trains, posed as a passenger, and watched

the conductors.

Immediately, Oscar Caldwell was spotted taking money. An arrest, trial, and

conviction followed. Caldwell’s trial aroused considerable interest in Chicago and

divided employee and employer. Most railroad workers in 1855 took sides against

their bosses and this newly invented spy

system. Shortly, Allan Pinkerton devised a

symbol for the agency, the all-seeing eye.

The eye began to convey double meanings.

For railroad workers it meant distrust and

deception; for the owner it meant accountability and control. In the next five years

Pinkerton’s testing program uncovered

numerous cases of conductor dishonesty.

In the same period railroad workers began

to form unions. It seemed that war between the workers and the capitalists

might erupt, but then another war got in

the way.

Tensions between the northern and

southern states over slavery continued to

increase in the late 1850s and peaked with

the election of Abraham Lincoln. The

threat of secession was ominous, and so

was the possibility of presidential assassination. One such attempt had occurred

earlier, during Andrew Jackson’s presidency. Rumor reached Pinkerton that

Lincoln would be murdered as he traveled

from Illinois to Washington, D.C. Pinkerton intercepted the president-elect in Philadelphia with the news that a murder

conspiracy was afoot in Baltimore. Only

with great effort did Pinkerton persuade

Lincoln to be disguised and secretly

escorted through Maryland. It was never

proved that a real plot existed, however,

and Pinkerton was accused of manufacturing one for his own benefit.

War broke out shortly after Lincoln’s

arrival in the nation’s capital, and Pinkerton returned to Chicago. One of Pinkerton’s

close friends, George McClellan, became



a general in the Midwest and used the

detective to gather enemy intelligence.

When McClellan was given command of

all the Union forces, Pinkerton headed the

spy service. A cause ce´le`bre occurred when

one of his agents, Timothy Webster, was

discovered and executed by the Confederate government. The agency continued to

spy on conductors and uncover government corruption in the awarding of wartime contracts. When McClellan was

dismissed in 1863, Pinkerton returned to

his private practice.

After the war Pinkerton’s agency expanded. Offices opened in New York

City (1865) and Philadelphia (1866). Testing the honesty of railroad employees

continued, but emphasis shifted to the

pursuit of train robbers. Kinship gangs

such as the Renos, the Youngers, and the

Daltons plagued the railroads. Frank and

Jesse James emerged as folk heroes, especially after Pinkerton agents botched an

ambush and injured the bandits’ mother.

Pinkerton continued to chase the railroad

robbers, but as happened with the testing

programs, the desperadoes made many

think that detectives were merely representatives of the moneyed classes who were

against the common people.

Although much of the animosity between Pinkerton agents and organized

labor would occur after Allan Pinkerton’s

death in 1884, there were harbingers. A

secret Irish fraternity named the Molly

Maguires terrorized the Pennsylvania coal

mines between 1867 and 1877. A Pinkerton agent infiltrated and exposed the

organization, and several miners were

tried, convicted, and executed. Coal workers claimed that Pinkerton’s men were

agents provocateurs, while mine owners

felt terrorism had been dealt a decisive

blow.

In the twenty years following the Civil

War, the Pinkerton agency grew and

became more visible. Agents served as private police who traveled across many

boundaries doing very public acts. For

many people, especially as Pinkerton and
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other private detective firms became more

established, the entire profession hovered

on the border of respectability.

As business grew, so did the number of

Pinkerton operatives. By 1870, there were

twenty detectives and sixty watchmen. In

spite of economic recession and depression, the number would almost double

in the next decade. The number of other

detective agencies increased rapidly as well.

Besides combating criminality and radicalism, Pinkerton set out to forge a profession.

First, in a series of in-house publications,

he defined business philosophy and employee conduct. This was done to control

his own operatives and provide guidelines

of behavior for other detective agencies.

Like any respectable business, the Pinkerton agency worked for fees instead of

rewards. Pinkerton would not accept disreputable work like so many divorce detectives did. Employees had to subscribe to a

puritanical lifestyle. In short, his business—and by implication all proper private

detectives—was to be a carbon copy of

other respectable businesses. Contradicting prevailing attitudes that it takes a thief

to catch a thief, Pinkerton told his operatives that ‘‘the profession of the detective

is a high and honorable calling.’’

Second, Pinkerton tapped into a growing popular literature coming out of Edgar

Allan Poe’s earlier detective puzzles and

the sensationalist, cheap ‘‘yellow book’’

publications. Both genres distorted real

detectives and detection. To exploit this

popularity and correct misperceptions, Pinkerton published sixteen detective books

between 1874 and 1884. Actually, the literary output was a corporate endeavor:

Several different authors, under his editorial

supervision, put Pinkerton’s memoirs to

paper. Two types of publication resulted.

The detective stories were matter-of-fact

retellings of past cases. They were marked

by a lack of excitement and sensation. The

second type were not stories; they were

descriptions of various crimes and criminal menaces in America. This allowed Pinkerton to pose as an expert on crime in
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America. Such knowledge was based

on his ‘‘rogues’ gallery’’ and network of

agents throughout the country.

When Allan Pinkerton died in 1884, the

management of the agency passed to his

two sons, William and Robert. Much

stormy history remained to be written in

the late nineteenth century. But at his funeral Pinkerton was eulogized as a reformer because ‘‘the profession in this

country of which, in its true dignity, he

was the honored founder, is no mean profession. It is a social protector.’’ Of course,

not everyone shared that view.

FRANK MORN

See also Detectives; History of American

Policing
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POLICE CAREERS

The central concepts in social science, as

Burns (1953, 654) writes, ‘‘suffer[s] from

confusion and ambiguity ....’’ Career is a

context-burdened concept that varies in

referent by usage and tacit assumptions.

Lexicographically, the word has something to do with a path or direction and

with careening. A career, stripped to bare

minimum features, is a series of positions,

or stages, a life course held over time by a

social actor—an organization, group, or a

person. The central feature of the work

career in modern industrialized society is

that it is the active link between an individual’s paid work life and the contours of

the division of labor.



POLICE CAREERS

The term is often applied to the accomplishments of those in high-status jobs,

such as professors, actors, and athletes,

but analytically it serves as well to illuminate the work trajectory of a burglar as

well as a baker, a caretaker as well as a

curate, a diver as well as a diplomat. Movements occur within and across occupational careers. Occupational mobility has

both a vertical dimension, as measured by

individuals’ movement between or within

occupations, and horizontal movement

within an organization, occupational category, or grouping of similar occupations.

Occupations as entities also have careers

and movements, as exemplified by the

changed status of policing as a career in

the past thirty-five years. Careers are not

merely individual pursuits or choices, they

are much shaped by gender, ethnicity, and

the market in which the career is enacted

(industry, service, the professions, pink,

blue, or white collar). While the American

ideal of freedom is occupational choice,

this is rarely the case.

Let us consider policing as a career. Historically, it has been seen as a stable, blue

collar manual job with good pay and benefits and early retirement potential. There

are many ways to study police careers. It

has been assumed in criminal justice and

sociology arenas that biogenetic, attitudebased, and social psychological studies

predicated on innate matters or personality have little use for studying the dynamics of police careers. Police do not differ in

their measured attitudes and personalities

from others of similar class origins. Social

psychological studies are not very revealing of differences among officers in career

achievements. Autobiographies and biographies, perhaps the most engaging of subjective career studies, while they are

notoriously rich in elaborated fabrications

and tessellations on opportunities won

and lost, are of marginal utility. They

present at best an imagined career. The

perspective one adopts alters what is seen.

Certainly, the occupational life course

may be felt or experienced quite differently,



depending on the point of origin or other

social features that shape the career of

a person. This felt or experienced career,

an idea that hinges on emotional gains

and losses, feelings of empowerment or

obloquy, may sharply contrast with the

stark realities of an objective charting of

positions held, salaries paid, and achievements registered. As Wilensky (1958) has

shown dramatically, disorderly careers

and downward mobility have profound

social and psychological consequences.

These social changes produce social psychological costs.

Another systematic approach is to see

career as a diachronic matter, something

that unfolds over time. This unfolding can

be charted chronologically as a series of

points on a figure showing positions held,

or as a series of turning points. These

points indicate the trajectory of groups

of people by age, gender, ethnicity, or social origins. The Chicago school of sociology has emphasized the study of the

natural history of occupations, including

recruitment, socialization, identification

and commitment, shifts in work place

and role, firing, termination, and retirement (Becker 1979; Hughes 1958). An alternative and contrasting framework for

studying careers sees them at one point in

time, a synchronic view. In this case, the

correlates of career achievements are contrasted for a given sample, or samples.

The study of police careers has not

yielded a rich harvest of insights. It has in

large part been ignored as a facet of the

work and its politics. This is true for several

interrelated reasons. Policing is a traditional occupation and the police organization is a quasi-military structure that places

the vast majority of its practitioners at the

front lines, on the streets, and at the same

rank throughout their careers. This pattern

is reinforced by powerful unions that defend seniority as a basis for advantage and

suppress merit and competition as the basis

for salaries and the conditions of work.

The organization is roiled from time

to time by three forces that alter this
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bottom-heavy, single-rank stasis: (1) reciprocated loyalty to those above in the organization and sponsorship that increases

chances of promotion or assignment to

political niches that attract ambitious officers (the chief’s office, internal affairs),

and special squads in current favor in

the organization (the gang squad, SWAT

teams); (2) political career-shattering moves;

(3) movement, permitted in some states, into

specialized roles in other police organizations that allows ‘‘leap-frogging’’ over

others regardless of seniority.

The politics that have sustained this

local career pattern have never been

challenged in the United States, but alternative schemes were adopted in India and

tried for a time in the United Kingdom

after World War II. The United Kingdom experimented for some years with a

plan called the Trenchard scheme, after

a British brigadier. This plan permitted

officers to enter as inspectors (lieutenants)

or ‘‘gazetted officers,’’ thus by-passing the

ranks of constable and sergeant. It was

abandoned, although various efforts to

create a ‘‘fast track’’ or accelerated plans

for those aspiring to officer rank remain in

place, facilitated by the National Police

College at Bramshill.

These schemes have never affected

more than a handful of officers. Only

chiefs in very large American cities or British constabularies, typically very visible

and active media figures, operate in a national or rarely in an international career

system. While they may move from a top

position in one city to another or from the

second-in-command spot to the top command spot in another organization, there

is no systematic scheme for developing

and training police officers beyond the

academy or the odd certification scheme.

Police careers are profoundly local.

There is presently no full study of police

careers using a large sample study, nor a

full one of the subjective aspects of police

careers. There are classic and important

studies carried out on urban police recruits,

following them through their training and
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a year or so into the job (Van Maanen

1975; Fielding 1986; Chan 2004), but

these works focus on changes in attitudes

and practices, not on the sequences of

positions or ranks held. There are no studies of the career lines of federal officers,

even the most important and prestigious

forces such as the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Drug Enforcement Administration, and what is now called homeland

security as a result of the consolidation of

customs and immigration, Border Patrol,

and the Coast Guard.

There are no full studies of state police careers (there are forty-nine state

police forces). Chiefs’ biographies have

been very informative, albeit a bit selfaggrandizing, while only two studies have

focused on the careers of chief constables

(Wall 1998, Reiner 1991). These men have

achieved very high rank in a small number

of organizations (fifty-three in the United

Kingdom since the late 1960s). The studies

do suggest some basic facts about them.

They are on the one hand exceptional and

on the other, nonexceptional, when compared to other police officers of their era

with respect to class origins, modest initial

ambitions, sponsorship and protection

by those ‘‘above’’ them, and their definition and understanding of what the job

requires. In this respect, they are not unlike the physicians studied by Oswald

Hall (1948, 1949) more than fifty years ago.

The published research on police careers

is thus an unsatisfying mosaic that does

not produce a definitive picture of the dynamics, diachronic matters, nor the correlates of achieving a given rank, role (a

particular short-term task force or assignment), or organizational position (one

not based on rank, but a niche such as a

computer repair man or a driver for the

chief ’s office). However, several generalizations can be offered abut police careers.

Very few officers experience upward rankbased mobility. Most types of mobility

are horizontal. These are moves into

niches, favored positions within the organization that are dependent more on
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skill than upon rank or that maximize some

sorts of rewards (overtime, time off, prestige). The rewards sought vary by the location. Transfers from one district or

position to another are sought for any

and all of the following: convenience;

workload variation (either more or less

work); action or finding a niche conforming to a person’s special skills or interests

(research, laboratories, property room,

shooting range); political advantage because assignment to certain squads, for

example, homicide or SWAT, are fast

tracks or essential to achieving higher

rank; a sinecure in which little or no police

work is required. In some ways, running a

policing career is a kind of bargain since it

can facilitate another parallel career such

as repair work, construction, security in

hotels, or dealing in real estate or insurance or various forms of nonrank reward

(perks such as overtime, comp time, or

assignment to paying police work via private contracts from sports franchises and

contractors).

For top command exit strategies, typically the postretirement job, this parallel

career involves cultivating private security

firms or local politics (a striking number of

ex-chiefs have become big-city mayors). In

general, however, it can be said that prestige in the job flows to those serving in

specialized units, investigative work, especially homicide, and positions most associated with crime control and crime

suppression. The learned skills of policing

are not transferable to other occupations

or occupational clusters.

PETER K. MANNING

See also Autonomy and the Police; Occupational Culture; Unionization, Police
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Police chiefs have one of the most complex

jobs in the world. They also have one of

the most important and rewarding jobs in

the world. They are responsible for the

safety and security of their communities.

Failure to do so can create an atmosphere

of danger and an environment of fear.

Many people feel they know what a police

chief does and that they understand all

of the responsibilities that accompany

the job, but the job is extremely complex,

not only because of the human factors

involved but also because of the diverse

makeup of the different police jurisdictions. The size of the department and jurisdiction are contributing factors to the

many types of skills and experiences needed by an effective police chief.

The police chief is the chief executive

officer of the police department. Police

departments vary not only in size but

also in the means of appointment for the

chief of police. In some departments the

chief may have risen through the ranks

and been with the police department since

first becoming an officer. In other departments the chiefs are appointed after a

search for qualified candidates. The qualifications for the chief of police position

can vary and are usually determined by

local jurisdictions. The hiring process

usually includes a background investigation but can vary from an interview to a
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written examination to a partial or full

evaluation at an assessment center.

Many factors can contribute to the success of a police chief. To improve the

chances for success in a department, the

chief of police should have experience and/

or training in managing the police operation in a similar size community. A couple

of areas that can contribute to the knowledge and skills of the chief of police are

education and training. Police chief candidates have several unique opportunities

to improve their ability to effectively supervise the police department. The Federal

Bureau of Investigation Training Academy and the Southern Police Institute at

the University of Louisville are two prime

examples of programs that provide some

of the best police executive training in

the country. Many universities offer

very good courses in public administration, criminal justice management, and

various other leadership and management

courses.

Regardless of the size of the department, the chief of police is the director of

community safety. The chief draws from

education, training, and experience to develop a department mission statement and

strategic plan for the police department.

The mission statement should clearly

state the goals and objectives of the department and needs to be communicated

to the community as well as the department. This is the guiding principle of the

department and influences every facet of

the department.

The strategic plan of the police department must consider all aspects of present

and future safety and security needs of the

community. To effectively develop and

implement a comprehensive strategic plan,

the chief needs the input from all community stakeholders. Open dialogue across

the entire spectrum of stakeholders allows

the chief to develop a comprehensive plan

that will lead to effective and coordinated

implementation.

The chief, as a communicator, must

build lines of communications not only
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within the police department but among

the community and other government

entities. Many chiefs have long recognized

the need for effective communication

within the police department. The progressive chief realizes that the diversity

and complexity of safety problems today

call for increased resources. When local

government financial resources have fallen

or remained static, the chief of police must

be innovative in getting the most from

available resources. Partnerships and coordination of resources with other agencies is critical and can be a force multiplier.

The nature of police work makes the

department susceptible to criticism at

times. The chief is responsible and accountable for the actions of the department,

which may sometimes have conflicting responsibilities of protecting citizens and

preserving individual rights.

As a result of public examination of

police actions, the chief of police is often

in a position of having to deal with the

media. It is important that the chief be as

open as possible with the media. As public

servants, chiefs are answerable to the public. At the same time the chief should be

schooled in techniques used by the media

to portray the chief in a light that would

be detrimental and reflect badly on a personal, professional level and on the department. Above all else the chief needs

to be in control, fair, unbiased, open, and

as available as possible to the media. The

media can be a positive resource for the

chief if the relationship is positive for both

parties. The media can be a valuable resource for communicating community

safety concerns, needs for information,

and opportunities for citizen input into

the police operation.

Communities establish the different

management skills, education, and training they expect from their chiefs of police.

They may also expect the chief to have

certain personal character strengths. The

effective operation of a police department

is highly dependent on the personal abilities and character standards of the chief.
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The chief of police must have strong leadership skills. Leadership is a term that is

difficult to define, yet its presence determines the culture and perspectives of the

department. The chief of police should be

a leader who embodies all the community

comes to expect from all the officers in the

department. Effective leadership is mandatory and should foster the development

of the core values of the department. A

strong ethical and moral leader is critical

to instilling the core values into the department culture. The chief of police

should be the example and model of the

department’s core values through effective

leadership.

Leadership is not an innate trait; it

must be developed, learned, and practiced

just as any other skill. The most important

leadership skill the chief can provide is

directing the vision of the department. A

clear and articulate vision is critical to

developing all the day-to-day operations

of the department and can promote the

development of long-term and short-term

goals. It should be developed with input

from all parties that have a stake in the

operation of the department. Getting the

officers of the department to believe in

the vision and help shape it through participation is key to its achievement.

Leadership differs from management.

Frequently, management is telling people

what to do and handling day-to-day problems by close supervision. Leadership is

much more empowering. Leadership is getting people to think on their own, to become problem solvers, to make sound

ethical decisions without being supervised.

It is getting people to be self-motivators. It

is being able to see the big picture and

make decisions that will impact the department in the future. The capable leadership of the chief can contribute to the

success and efficiency of the department.

One of the most important core values

of a police chief is integrity, the cornerstone of a person’s character. Integrity is a

core value that if lost or compromised

may never be regained. A chief of police



must take extreme care to protect and

promote his or her own integrity as well

as the department’s. This is critical to

maintaining the confidence of the department and the community.

Another core value that is critical to the

success of a chief is respect for other

human beings. This includes the officers

in the department as well as the citizens in

the community. Respect is a core value

that if practiced honestly will be returned

to the practitioner. It not only instills confidence in the chief but also in the department as a whole. It can increase the positive

interactions between the department and

the community. It is being trustworthy

and promoting a positive workplace environment with a culture of teamwork

through respect. It is doing the right thing

when it might not be the most popular

option.

Trustworthiness is an essential characteristic of a chief of police. It can set the

tone for dealings with the community and

the department and represents a base

value for all negotiations and agreements.

The perception that the chief of police

does not follow through on promises

and agreements can have a chilling effect

on future negotiations and agreements.

Community and departmental input into

decision making is critical to making the

best informed and comprehensive decisions. If the chief of police is not trustworthy, the opportunity for this input

and effective contributions to decision

making is not possible. Trustworthiness

is a value that keeps the lines of communication open.

Other skills are necessary for the chief

to deal with the direct management of the

department. One important management

skill is planning. Successful planning can

influence everything the department does.

These plans are developed with the vision,

goals, and objectives of the department in

mind. In formulating the department’s

plans, the chief of police must consider

the plans of the community and other

agencies. The chief of police must take
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extreme care in formulating department

plans so that they work well with the

plans of the community. Not only must

the chief consider a strategic plan, but

also various tactical plans must be developed to allow the department to operate

efficiently in tactical situations that arise.

The types of tactical plans that are necessary for the department are dependent on

a thorough risk assessment of the community and the types of tactical situations

that are the most likely to occur.

The chief should also develop the skill

of delegation. No police chief can hope to

accomplish all the tasks that are necessary

to effectively run the department alone.

Delegation can be one of the most difficult

skills to master. The chief must provide

the employee with the authority and opportunity to complete the job delegated

but cannot delegate the responsibility for

getting the job done. Delegation does not

absolve the chief of any responsibility for

the operation of the department; it does

require that the chief develop members of

the department to accept responsibility

while granting them the authority to

carry out their mission to successful completion. Delegation also leads to another

important function of the police chief ’s

job—the professional development of the

people working in the department. This

sometimes requires the chief to provide

support and direction in guiding the employee through the job.

The chief needs the ability to develop

and manage the departmental budget.

The development of the vision, strategic

plans, and goals and objectives are critical

factors in the preparation of the budget.

One must have a clear vision of the direction of the department and the ability

to evaluate the department’s progress toward its objectives to be able to estimate

the amount of finances the department will

need to accomplish its mission. By incorporating the budget process in the overall

strategic planning, the chief can adequately

predict the amount of the budget for the
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coming year and often times for a few

years ahead.

No matter what the size of the department, the chief of police is responsible

for coordinating all of the police activities

within a particular jurisdiction. In larger

communities the coordination may require

a great deal of effort and input from a

variety of sources. In smaller communities

the coordinating is done on a much smaller scale. In traditional policing much

of the coordinating of police activities

takes place within the police department

and revolves around the priorities of the

department. In a community policing environment with a much more diverse population, the chief of police must work with

the community to obtain input into the

areas that the residents feel should be the

law enforcement priorities. Another factor

complicating the coordinating of police

operations is the increased speed of transportation through, across, and around jurisdictions, so the chief of police must be

very aware of and willing to cooperate

with a variety of other law enforcement

jurisdictions.

As stated above, the position of chief of

police is very complex. It requires an individual who is not afraid to fail and plans

to succeed. The chief should be a lifelong

learner. Succeeding at this job does not

require a certain number of years on the

job or a certain level of formal education,

nor does it require that one be a particular

gender, race, or age. It does require knowledge and skills to maintain an efficient,

safe environment for the community, the

ability to work with a diverse department

and community, and all the skills and

values previously enumerated.

Values of integrity, honesty, courage,

justice, fairness, respect, and a strong ethical code and leadership skills are the core

ingredients that the chief should possess

before ascending to the position. These

values must be developed over time and

are not learned as easily as the managerial or administrative skills needed for the
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chief of police position. They become

ingrained in one’s character and are on

display throughout the career of any

candidate for chief of police. If the chief

makes a minor mistake in budgeting, the

mistake may well be forgotten by the next

time budget preparations begin. If the

chief makes a mistake in the core values,

it may never be forgiven or forgotten.

The selection of a chief of police will

set the tone of the department for a long

time. The incorrect decision can have

disastrous results for the department and

the community. The failure to provide

leadership can lead to a department without direction and one that is strictly reactive to situations. A much better police

force is proactive and in touch with the

community. The police chief should be

leading that philosophy.

JOHN M. BOAL

See also Accountability; Administration of

Police Agencies, Theories of; Codes of

Ethics; Ethics and Values in the Context

of Community Policing; Media Relations;

Police Careers; Professionalism
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Introduction

Early in 1975, former New York Police

Commissioner Patrick V. Murphy, thenpresident of the Police Foundation, invited

ten police chiefs from communities across

the country—from Peoria to Portland

(Oregon) and from Boston to Berkeley—

to an informal meeting in Washington,

D.C. After discussing common concerns

and exchanging ideas on emerging policing

issues, they decided to continue to meet

periodically. Eventually, they decided to

create a network of colleagues for support

and counsel. They envisioned an organization that would not be afraid to question

and debate conventional thinking.

Today, that network numbers more

than 1,100 police leaders and criminal

justice practitioners, researchers, and academics and is known as the Police Executive Research Forum (PERF). The police

executives who belong to PERF collectively serve more than half of the nation’s

population. But while PERF may have

grown substantially in numbers, it has

remained true to its original purpose—to

take on tough issues and break down barriers to meaningful police reform.

In founding PERF, the original members who signed the incorporation documents in 1977 dedicated themselves to the

following goals:

To professionalize police administration

and policing at all levels

To encourage mobility of police chiefs

and top administrators from city to

city

To sponsor and promote research and

the consideration and use of solidly

grounded research findings

To develop national police leadership

that takes public stands on critical

issues affecting policing
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PERF has met those goals and more in

the many activities its members and staff

have undertaken for the better part of

thirty years.



Improving the Delivery of Police

Services

PERF takes a proactive approach to solving public safety problems. It advocates

problem-oriented policing and community policing, which have changed the face

of policing in this country. PERF has

worked on problem-oriented policing projects since 1983, when the concept was still

novel. Chief Cornelius Behan allowed

PERF to work in Baltimore County with

that department’s Citizen-Oriented Police

Enforcement (COPE) unit. By involving

PERF and Professor Herman Goldstein

of the University of Wisconsin, Behan

helped spearhead a movement that was

to take PERF to the forefront of policing

reform. Soon after, PERF was asked to

conduct the first federally funded problemoriented policing experiment in the nation

that focused on a fully operational, department-wide effort. That experiment took

place under Chief Darrel Stephens’s leadership in Newport News, Virginia, and

landmark advances were soon made in

other cities across the nation.

For fourteen years, PERF sponsored

an international problem-oriented policing (POP) conference in partnership with

the San Diego Police Department, where

successful POP programs were shared,

and it published guides to help police practitioners implement the POP philosophy.

It also created the award that recognizes

exceptional police problem-solving projects—the Herman Goldstein Award for

Excellence in Problem-Oriented Policing.

The Goldstein Award encourages problem-solving initiatives in law enforcement

and ensures that the very best of these

efforts are replicated by other agencies in

the United States and abroad.
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PERF’s contributions to advancing

professionalism in the field are numerous.

In the area of police use of deadly force,

PERF has published several publications

that are based on comprehensive research.

Deadly Force: What We Know has been

heralded by police, researchers, and city

managers as the most comprehensive

book ever written about such shootings.

Other related titles include The Force Factor: Measuring Police Use of Force Relative to Suspect Resistance and And Justice

for All: Understanding and Controlling Police Abuse of Force (Geller and Toch

1995). In 2005, PERF added to the available literature with the publication of

Chief Concerns: Exploring the Challenges

of Police Use of Force (Ederheimer and

Fridell 2005), which details useful strategies being employed nationwide to deal

with this complex issue. As of this writing,

PERF is conducting groundbreaking research on the use of emerging less-lethal

technologies.

But PERF does more than simply provide departments with the information

they need to create sound policies; it often

sets the national agenda on controversial,

seemingly intractable problems. In 2000,

PERF convened a group of police chiefs

and community leaders from large cities

for a closed-door, no-holds-barred meeting on how to address the issue of racial profiling. Similarly, PERF, together

with the Boston-based Ten Point Coalition and the Boston Police Department,

brought police chiefs from major cities

and their faith-based partners to Catholic

University of America in Washington,

D.C., to explore innovative means for

addressing violence and police–minority

community tensions. For the past five

years, PERF has worked with the Chicago

Police Department to conduct regular

citywide forums with the community and

the police department. In Kansas City,

PERF’s efforts focused on race relations within the department itself in an

innovative program called Kansas City

Together.
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PERF often takes on major issues at the

local level. In November 1980, PERF

undertook an unprecedented venture, bringing together the first team of expert homicide investigators from different police

agencies nationwide to act as consultants

on a serial murders case. During a sixteenmonth period, eleven children in Atlanta

had been murdered and another four were

missing. PERF’s action in forming the

team marked a new level of information

sharing and collegial support for the profession. More recently, PERF, with funding from the U.S. Department of Justice,

published Managing a Multijuristictional

Case: Identifying the Lessons Learned from

the Sniper Investigation (Murphy and

Wexler 2004), the result of a year-long

study of the police work during the twenty-three-day shooting spree by a pair of

snipers in the D.C. metropolitan area.

This comprehensive report will help other

law enforcement executives who may one

day find themselves in the midst of a highprofile crime that crosses jurisdictional

boundaries and involves multiple law enforcement agencies.

In the late 1990s, PERF worked with

the Minneapolis Business Partnership, led

by Honeywell Corporation, to assist in

developing violence reduction strategies

for their city. During the first year, a comprehensive study of all homicides was

completed and a two-pronged strategy

was implemented involving both law enforcement and community leaders. The

result was a 40% reduction in homicides

in Minneapolis. After a number of years

of reduced violence in Minneapolis, there

has recently been a spike in homicides

there, so PERF was asked to return to

the city, with the support of the General

Mills Foundation, to revitalize its homicide-reduction program.

Such efforts to assist departments with

local problems are not limited to the states.

PERF has done considerable work internationally. It is currently implementing a

three-year effort to bring community policing to, and reduce violence in, Kingston,



Jamaica. In the Middle East, PERF has

worked with Israeli and Palestinian police

and has facilitated joint executive development initiatives. And, finally, PERF

did an assessment of technology for the

Hong Kong Police Department.

Finally, like the rest of the country—

indeed, the world—the law enforcement

profession and PERF have been impacted

by the attacks on the World Trade Center

and the Pentagon of September 11, 2001.

PERF has undertaken a major initiative to

provide law enforcement executives and

government policymakers with practical

recommendations for addressing key policing issues in the fight against terrorism.

With funding from the Justice Department, PERF convened five executive sessions, with a resulting white paper to help

police executives protect their communities from terrorism. Topics ranged from

preparing for and responding to bioterrorism to working with diverse communities

and sharing intelligence. A sixth session

funded by the National Institute of Justice

focused on preparing for and responding

to critical incidents. PERF is currently

conducting a major project on the security of our nation’s busiest seaports and

continues to research emerging issues in

counterterrorism.



Cooperation and Debate of

Police Issues

PERF’s record of promoting cooperation

and meaningful debate within the law enforcement community is reflected in its

willingness to take on sensitive issues. The

organization has been instrumental in raising the attention of the media, policymakers, and police practitioners to racial

profiling, domestic violence, and the police

response to special populations. PERF

was one of the first organizations to advocate arrest for specific types of spousal

abuse, and it led the way in providing detailed information and training materials
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to police on how to respond to elder

abuse. Similarly, PERF’s training and resource materials on addressing the needs

of people with mental disabilities were on

the forefront of the movement to respond

effectively to special populations.

PERF has brought pro-life and prochoice advocates together to find common

ground on how police can address violence against abortion clinics. Other issues

such as police oversight, school violence,

and race relations have been the fodder for

PERF debates and the sharing of innovative approaches.



Application of Research to

Real Problems

PERF is a leader in research on policing

issues that directly benefit police officers

on the beat. The organization is committed to taking research off the shelves

and putting it into the hands of practitioners by making research efforts responsive to the needs of members and ensuring

that all study findings are easily understood and applied.

PERF has set the standard for how

police services should be evaluated. In

2002, it published Recognizing Value in

Policing: The Challenge of Measuring Police Performance (Moore 2002). Several

other PERF publications have provided

citizens and police practitioners objective

means for evaluating the effectiveness of a

police agency, dispelling many myths

about crime rates and other traditional

measures. More recently, PERF has published two important works on racially

biased policing. Racially Biased Policing:

A Principled Response (Fridell et al. 2001)

outlines ways law enforcement agencies

can address this volatile issue and includes

a policy departments can adopt. By the

Numbers: A Guide for Analyzing Race

Data from Vehicle Stops (Fridell 2004)

shows departments and other stakeholders

how to analyze and interpret data from
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vehicle stops to determine whether bias

actually exists.



PERF Services and Leadership

Finally, PERF has met its goal of providing critical services and leadership to

police professionals. PERF advances professionalism through its police chief selection and management services divisions.

PERF partnered with the International

City/County Managers Association to

produce Selecting a Police Chief: A Handbook for Local Government, and PERF

helps cities and other government agencies

recruit police leaders. Most recently,

PERF assisted Los Angeles, Nashville,

Montgomery County, Maryland, and the

U.S. capital with the process of finding a

new police chief.

Through its Management Services Division, PERF staff and consultants provide

critical technical assistance, reorganization

studies, and other management assessments to police departments across the

country. Its 2001 study of police services

in Jamaica resulted in eighty-three recommendations and led to significant reform in the Jamaican Constabulary

Force. Also, PERF, with the support of

Motorola, Inc., worked with twenty-one

police agencies around the world to help

them adopt ‘‘process mapping’’ strategies

that identified and eliminated inefficiencies

in operations.

In addition, PERF publications focus

on how police can advance their careers,

increase professionalism, and overcome

obstacles to managerial change. Command

Performance: Career Guide for Police

Executives (Kirchoff, Lansinger, and Burack 1999) is the definitive guide for those

wishing to compete successfully for executive-level positions in law enforcement.

Another example of its service to police

agencies is its dedication to executive development. PERF staff have trained officers

and prosecutors on homicide investigations,
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gun tracing, community policing, and problem-solving techniques. Most important,

PERF has sponsored an intensive threeweek seminar for senior police executives—the Senior Management Institute

for Policing (SMIP)—each summer in

Boston. SMIP has already provided some

seventeen hundred future police leaders

with insight into the most progressive

approaches to policing. The course draws

on professors from Harvard University’s

Kennedy School of Government, Boston

University, and other academic institutions to teach police executives how to

apply business management principles

and case studies to the policing context.

The unprecedented demand for this program is reflected in the quadrupling of the

class since its inception in 1980.

CHUCK WEXLER

See also Accountability; CommunityOriented Policing: Practices; Police Chief

Executive; Problem-Oriented Policing; Research and Development; SARA, the Model
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POLICE FOUNDATION

The Police Foundation is a private, nonpartisan, nonprofit organization dedicated

to supporting innovation and improvement

in policing through its research, technical

assistance, training, and communications

programs. Established in 1970 through a

grant from the Ford Foundation, the Police Foundation has conducted seminal research in police behavior, policy, and

procedure and works to transfer to local

agencies the best new information about

practices for dealing effectively with a

range of important police operational

and administrative concerns.

One of the guiding principles of the

Police Foundation is that thorough, unbiased, empirical research is necessary to

objectively advance and improve the field

of policing. Furthermore, the connection
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to the law enforcement and academic/

scientific communities will provide the impetus for new ideas that will help stimulate

the field and provide solutions to the complex problems facing policing entities.

Unconstrained by partisan imperatives,

the Police Foundation speaks with a

unique and objective voice. Its focus and

perspective represent the whole of American policing, rather than any single facet.

Motivating all of the foundation’s efforts

is the goal of efficient, effective, humane

policing that operates within the framework

of democratic principles and standards,

such as openness, impartiality, freedom,

responsibility, and accountability.

The Police Foundation has established

and refined the capacity to define, design,

conduct, and evaluate controlled experiments that examine ways to improve the

delivery of police services. Sometimes, foundation research findings have challenged

police traditions and beliefs. Although police agencies employed routine preventive

patrol as a principal anticrime strategy, a

foundation experiment in Kansas City

showed that routine patrol in marked patrol cars did not significantly affect crime

rates. And although police officials expressed reservations about using women

on patrol, foundation research in Washington, D.C., showed that gender was not a

barrier to performing patrol work. Foundation research on the use of deadly force

was cited at length in a landmark 1985

U.S. Supreme Court decision, Tennessee v.

Garner. The Court ruled that the police may

use deadly force only against persons whose

actions constitute a threat to life.

The Police Foundation has done much

of the research that led to a questioning of

the traditional model of professional law

enforcement and toward a new view of

policing—one emphasizing a community

orientation—that is widely embraced today. For example, research on foot patrol

and on fear of crime demonstrated the

importance to crime control efforts of frequent police–citizen contacts made in a

positive, nonthreatening way.
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As a partner in the Community Policing Consortium, the Police Foundation,

along with four other leading national

law enforcement organizations, plays a

principal role in the development of community policing research, training, and

technical assistance.

The Police Foundation’s Crime Mapping and Problem Analysis Laboratory

works to advance the application and understanding of geographic information

systems (GISs) in conjunction with crime

mapping and analysis techniques and

principles; to support problem analysis in

policing; to promote innovative projects

and practical examples through a national

newsletter; and to conduct pivotal research that involves examining the geographic dimensions of crime.

Since its inception in 1997, the laboratory has provided introductory and advanced training in crime mapping and

analysis and problem analysis to a host

of analysts from across the country and

relevant resources including publications

and documents created to assist analysts

in their daily work. The following are

some of the publications that have been

developed:

Introductory Guide to Crime Analysis

and Mapping

Guidelines to Implement and Evaluate

Crime Analysis and Mapping

Manual of Crime Analysis Map

Production

Users’ Guide to Mapping Software for

Police Agencies

Problem Analysis in Policing.

In addition, the Laboratory’s Crime

Mapping News, a quarterly newsletter,

allows analysts to showcase and inform

other analysts, academics, and criminal

justice practitioners throughout the United

States and abroad about innovative

applications of crime mapping and analysis used to address crime and disorder

problems. Topics in the newsletter have

ranged from serial crime detection and

privacy issues in the presentation of
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geocoded data to mapping prisoner reentry and gang mapping.

The Police Foundation has completed

significant work in the areas of accountability and ethics, performance, abuse of

authority, use of force, domestic violence,

community-oriented policing, organizational culture, racial profiling, civil disorders, problem analysis, and risk management. Seminal research includes the

following (chronologically):

.

.

.

.

.

.



.

.



.

.

.

.

.

.



.

.



Kansas City Preventive Patrol Experiment (Kelling et al. 1975)

Minneapolis Domestic Violence Experiment (Sherman and Berk 1984)

Newark and Houston fear reduction

studies (1985)

Shoplifting experiment (Williams,

Forst, and Hamilton 1987)

Women in policing status report

(Martin 1990)

Big Six Report, on Chicago, Detroit,

Houston, Los Angeles, New York,

and Philadelphia (Pate and Hamilton

1991)

Los Angeles civil disorder report

(Webster and Williams 1992)

Metro-Dade Spouse Abuse Replication Project (Pate, Hamilton, and

Annan 1992)

National study of Police Use of Force

(Pate, Fridell, and Hamilton 1993)

National Community Policing Strategies survey (Wycoff 1994)

Oregon State Police ethics assessment project (Amendola 1996)

National survey on gun ownership

(Cook and Ludwig 1997)

National Survey of Abuse of Authority (Weisburd et al. 2001)

Ideas in American Policing series

(Bayley 1998; Sherman 1998; Mastrofski 1999; Skolnick 1999; Foster

2001; Maguire 2004; and Klinger

2005)

Problem Analysis in Policing project

(Boba 2003)

Growth of COMPSTAT in American

Policing (Weisburd et al. 2004)



.



Richmond’s Second Responders: Partnering with Police Against Domestic

Violence (2005)



The foundation has also developed

two state-of-the-art technologies to enable

police agencies to systematically collect

and analyze performance-related data.

The RAMS II (Risk Analysis Management software) is an early warning device that helps manage and minimize

risk. The QSI (Quality Service Indicator)

collects and analyzes officer–citizen contacts, including traffic stop data. Together,

these two technologies allow police departments to enhance accountability, maintain

quality service, ensure public confidence,

and safeguard the careers of their officers.

The Police Foundation is headed by a

board of directors made up of highly

distinguished leaders and scholars from

public service, education, and private industry and is directed by its appointed

president.

GREG JONES

See also Abuse of Authority by Police;

Crime Analysis; Crime Mapping; Domestic (or Intimate Partner) Violence and

the Police; Early Warning Systems; Fear

of Crime; Kansas City Preventive Patrol

Experiment; Minneapolis Domestic Violence Experiment; Quality-of-Life Policing; Risk Management; Women in Law

Enforcement
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POLICE IN URBAN

AMERICA, 1860–1920

During the period following the Civil War,

American policing developed the form and

character that was to carry it into the

1980s. Uniformed police departments in

the fifty-seven largest cities had been

established between 1850 and 1880 (Monkkonen 1982, 54–57). Most cities had their

own municipal police departments by the

end of the nineteenth century. The social,

political, and economic forces of the period between 1860 and 1920 defined the

nature and scope of the police institution.

By the 1920s, an outline of the parameters

of police authority, a blueprint of the administrative structure of the police organization, and a rough approximation of the

police function had emerged.

Although these characteristics developed more as a result of historical trial

and error than careful planning, they collectively represented a foundation of policing that is recognizable to most people

today. It is not an overstatement to say

that in order to understand the strengths

and weaknesses of American policing in

the 1980s, one must be knowledgeable

about the complex history of the police

institution.

The purpose of this article is to present

a historical analysis and overview of the

significant themes surrounding the history

of the police between 1860 and 1920.

Details of that history will not be presented here, since they are available in

the sources cited. Although much work

remains to be done, available historical

research provides a rich source of information about specific departments

(Conley 1977; Monkkonen 1982).



Urban Conditions

Cities created police departments during a

period of American history characterized

by massive social change brought about
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by industrialization, immigration, and urbanization. Between 1860 and 1910, the

modern American city emerged as the

total population of the United States tripled to 92 million. The number of people

living in cities grew from a low of 5% in

the early nineteenth century to more than

45% by 1910. The largest cities—Boston,

New York, and Philadelphia—had fewer

than a hundred thousand people in the

early nineteenth century but more than a

million by 1890 (Johnson 1979, 4; Lane

1975, 161). This growth did not occur just

on the eastern seaboard. Midwestern cities

such as St. Louis, Cleveland, and Detroit

ranked fourth, sixth, and ninth, respectively, by 1910. Chicago, which was eighth

in 1860 with a population of a hundred

thousand, moved to second place by 1910

with a population of more than two million.

Population shifts and immigration rates

increased during prosperity and decreased

during economic recessions. The resultant

strains produced by these economic and

population shifts created new challenges

for the cities that had been organized and

operated on a model more appropriate

to the preurban period of the eighteenth

century.

One of the new challenges was the need

to address the problem of maintaining

order in the cities. Cities such as New

York, Boston, and Philadelphia created

their uniformed police organizations during a period of great social and political

turmoil. Some cities experienced riots,

others saw rising property crimes, still

others had social problems with immigrants and a mobile population. These

problems varied in intensity and importance from city to city, but all cities experienced the effects of industrialization

and urbanization in some form. Population growth mushroomed, and the demands on urban government for services

increased dramatically.

There was a need for an effective order

maintenance institution. The constable

and watch systems of the eighteenth century did not contribute to a sense of



security for the community and were not

designed to address a preventive role. The

constable was attached to the courts and

did not serve as an official of city government. The constable–watch system did not

act to prevent crime but operated on a

reactive basis. For a fee, constables

would investigate a crime after the fact

and report to the victim who was paying

the reward. This form of entrepreneurial

policing, although beneficial to some, simply could not address the changing levels

of disorder and crime (Lane 1975, 8–10;

Richardson 1978, 17–19).



Theories on the Creation of Police

Historical research on the police has

increased in quantity and quality in the

past decade. Prior to the 1970s, histories

of the police fell into the category of anecdotal or organizational descriptions with

little analytical content or generalization

(Conley 1977). Recent research has attempted to place police development in

a larger context of the times, but more

work on synthesizing and generalization

is needed (Monkkonen 1982, 575).

There are three standard conceptual

frameworks for examining the history of

the police (Monkkonen 1981b, 49–61).

One explanation for the rise of the urban

police is that crime rose to such unprecedented levels that the constable–watch

system was incapable of adjusting to the

pressures of industrialization and urbanization and collapsed (Johnson 1979). There

is no historical evidence that crime was

rising, and if the evidence existed, it would

have been verified by arrest data, which in

turn would argue for the effectiveness of the

traditional constable–watch system.

A second explanation argues that the

riots of the early nineteenth century created such fears among the populace that

alternative means of riot suppression were

sought. Not willing to establish a standing

army because of its potential threat to
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liberty, Americans created a paramilitary

organization. This new police force contributed a visibility and continuity lacking

in the traditional constable–watch system,

presenting an organized show of force

when required during civil disorders, but

also allowed for civil control over the organization. The difficulty with this appealing interpretation is that only a few cities

had riots before they established the new

police, and even in these cities there was

no connection between the riots and the

creation of the police. The causal connection between riots and the establishment

of the American police has yet to be

proved.

Another explanation is that the elites

feared the rising number of and threat

from poor immigrants (Lane 1975, 23–25;

Richardson 1970, 23–50). Whether it was

a fear of the destruction of their societal

values, a fear for their property, or a fear

of the loss of control of the urban social

order, the argument is that the elites established the police to control the ‘‘dangerous

classes.’’ This interpretation claims that

the police served a social control function,

while others claim a class control function (Harring 1983). The social control

interpretation lacks evidence that connects

this goal to the intent of the nineteenthcentury proponents of the police.

The newest explanation for the creation

of a uniformed police argues that the police represented just one of many urban

government agencies created to provide

services to meet the changing demands

on city governments—just one example

of the growth of ‘‘urban service bureaucracies’’ (Monkkonen 1981b, 55), such as

those concerned with health, fire, and sewage. As city governments began to absorb

a variety of these services once provided

by entrepreneurs, they established bureaucracies to deliver them. Once larger cities

adopted these models, other cities followed. Smaller cities learned of the innovation and established uniformed police

organizations as part of the national

movement of expanding city government.
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Urban uniformed police emerged as part

of the movement that increased governmental responsibility for a variety of direct

services to the public.

Although public concern with order,

riots, and crime—as well as a growing

fear of the ‘‘dangerous classes’’—played

a role in shaping the new police, these

issues did not dominate the debate around

the establishment of the police. These

specifically threatening social problems

contributed to the debate and subsequent

development of the police, but they served

as precipitating events in most cases and

not as preconditions to the establishment

of the police.

Finally, there is no historical evidence

to support the theory that any one or any

combination of these social problems

caused cities to create a uniformed police.

In fact, most cities did not experience these

social problems, yet they also created uniformed police organizations during the

late nineteenth century. We have been

too quick to seek out some catastrophic

event as a causal factor for the origin of a

uniformed police when the historical evidence suggests that its development was

an innovation that followed a process of

expanding urban government.



Decentralization and Authority

The police in America are unique in the

Western democracies in that they are

organized at the level of local government,

with no formal connection to a central

government. The nature of federalism in

the United States and the inherent deep

distrust of a central government dictated

that governments be as close to the people

as possible. For this reason police departments across the country are organized

along the jurisdictional lines of the municipal government, not those of the county,

the region, or the state. The decentralized

nature of the American police, to a degree

unheard of in Western Europe, dates back
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to the late nineteenth century (Fogelson

1977, 14–15).

Another characteristic of the American

police system was deep partisan ties. Unlike

their counterparts in England, the American police fulfilled the society’s expectation

that the police be organically involved in

the local community. This expectation was

a local extension of the American commitment to democratic government. In order

to control the potentially awesome power

of the police, Americans placed administrative responsibility in locally elected officials, aldermen, rather than in mayors or

police chiefs. As a result, police officers

not only actively participated in local politics, they also gave their allegiance to locally elected officials. Local ward bosses

appointed police officers, controlled promotions, and held police accountable.

There was no bureaucratic buffer between

the public and the police and, as a result,

the police reflected and acted out community tensions.

They also reflected the political conflicts of the day. Political power and the

control of the cities shifted back and forth

between the coalition of white AngloSaxon Protestants and rural legislators,

and the urban political machines dominated by ethnic immigrants. The political

struggle between these power groups directly shaped the police in modern America. Unlike their counterparts in England,

who attempted to remain neutral, the

American police sided with the majority

during political conflicts. First, American

police lacked any identification with a national symbol of law and thus had no

formally defined authority upon which

to base a position of neutrality. Political

disorders were local in nature, and the

threat was to local institutions and values.

Second, conflicts in urban America were

ethnicity based, not class based, so the

visibility and identity of the majority was

clear. Workers joined the upper class in

their fear of and willingness to control

the foreign elements, with their strange

cultures and different religions.



As a result of these conditions, the police represented the majority and upheld

the existing political institution of representative democracy. They felt little pressure to remain neutral to transcend social

conflicts. This historical context had longterm implications because these conditions

shaped the definition of authority of the

police that is still applicable today.

The distinguishing characteristic of

American policing is that police authority

is personal and guided by popular control

rather than the formal standards of the

rule of law. Police authority emanates

from the political majority of the citizens,

not from abstract notions of law. Authority rested on a local and partisan base

within limited legal and symbolic standards and was legitimized by informal

public expectations (Haller 1976, 303–

24). Because the police rested their authority on the basic principles of democratic

government, closeness to the citizens, and

informal power rather than bureaucratic

rules and legal standards, they did not represent an impartial legal system, and they

had wide discretionary powers (Johnson

1979, 184–85; Richardson 1978, 285).

This combination of the need to rely on

personal authority and their wide discretionary powers led the police to develop

an ‘‘arrogant insistence on a respectful acknowledgment of their authority’’ (Johnson

1979, 136). Failure to give prompt attention to police commands could result in an

arrest or physical harm to a citizen. Police

had only vague notions of how to do their

job, and thus ‘‘personalized decision

became the fundamental tool of policing’’

(Johnson 1979, 141–85). Yet the police

also relied on cooperation from the public,

partly because of their close social and

political ties to the people on their beats

and partly because of their need to maintain a level of order defined by the local

neighborhood. As a result of these structural influences on the definition of police

authority and the use of discretion, the

application of police power resulted in a

growing ‘‘dependence on the police to
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regulate the tensions of urban society’’

(Johnson 1979, 143).

The combination of decentralization,

local political ties, and a reliance on popular

authority shaped how the police performed, or did not perform, their functions.

Brutality was widespread and was either

generally accepted or ignored by the larger

community. Although corruption contradicted official morality, it existed on

such a large scale that it was not difficult

for a reformer to raise a hue and cry. Inside police departments, promotions were

bought and sold, retirements with full pensions could be had for a fee, and even

assignments that had the potential for

graft carried a price in the corrupt market.

Outside the departments, employers and

factory owners bought the services of the

public police to break labor picket lines by

dispersing or arresting picketers. In some

situations the police actually worked for

the employer or company owner as antilabor enforcers.

The police also used their official role in

counting ballots, selecting polling sites,

and verifying voter registration lists to

guarantee that their alderman won the

election. There is no question that the historical record is peppered with examples

of brutality and corruption and that many

people suffered at the hands of the police.

What we don’t know is how functional

this corruption may have been. One author suggests that it was a functional and

also a logical extension of the informal

political process of the time. Corruption

provided a way of benefiting politicians

for public service to their constituency

and a degree of flexibility that allowed a

wide variety of cultures and lifestyles to

coexist in the urban environment, and

it helped to modify official behavior

(Richardson 1978, 186–287).

In spite of the contemporary charges

and countercharges of corruption in the

urban policing of the last half of the nineteenth century, which have to be viewed

in the context of the intense political
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atmosphere of the era, there is evidence

that support for the police institution did

exist. The record, of course, is not clear.

Competent and compassionate policing,

heroic acts, and trustworthy officers who

had good relationships with the citizens

are not the stuff that ends up in official

records, newspaper editorials, or reports

of investigating committees. Yet from

about 1860 until 1900, police departments

had hundreds more applicants than positions available, and the earlier high turnover of officers subsided and stabilized by

the last decade of the century.

Although politicians viewed urban police departments as agencies for the distribution of patronage, the competency and

intelligence level of officers appeared to be

average. The taxpayers approved attractive retirement pensions and paid salaries

that competed well with contemporary

wage rates. For example, the average police

officer earned an annual salary of about

$1,200 in the 1870s, which was $400–$600

more than that earned by skilled tradesmen and workers in manufacturing. These

wages and the attractiveness of the job

deteriorated around the turn of the century. Much of that change was probably

due to the constantly changing economic

conditions and the difficulty of performing

the police function.



Role

If the police role originally was to prevent

crime, there is little evidence that it

became their primary function between

1860 and 1900. Indeed, created in the

midst of social upheaval from rising immigrant populations and from the effects

of the industrial revolution, the police

absorbed tasks related more to social services than crime control. ‘‘Demands of the

populace and by representatives of local

government’’ shaped the duties of the police (Lane 1975, 119).
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The police responded to the demands of

the urban poor in a variety of ways. They

provided free overnight lodging to the

homeless immigrants, managed soup kitchens, responded to inquiries from mothers

about their lost children, participated in

controlling local elections, controlled the

distribution of vice through their arrest

patterns, and otherwise absorbed a variety

of functions that tended to serve the lower

classes. By performing these tasks, the

police of the late nineteenth century contributed to urban order by mediating class

conflicts and managing tensions in the

urban community. Crime control was not

a primary function of the police, nor was it

a primary contributing factor to urban

order.

This is not to say that nineteenth-century American police did not address

criminal behavior in urban America. The

data on the exact level of criminal activity

for this period are either not available or

very unreliable, but they acknowledge that

crime peaked in the 1860s and 1870s (Lane

1975, 144). As is true today, crime patterns

varied spatially and changed over time.

Most of the criminal activity occurred in

the heart of a city, which created some

problems for the police. If they concentrated their forces in that area, citizens in

outlying areas complained of not being

sufficiently protected. On the other hand,

commercial leaders obviously demanded

more police in the center of the city. The

police constantly had to balance their

response to these contrasting political

pressures.

Criminal activity was lively, and the

police did respond. In the early nineteenth

century, the primary crimes were burglary

and arson. The later period saw increased

activity in pickpocketing, theft, burglary,

and vice. Criminals plied their trades, but

there was no attempt to eradicate crime.

The police regulated crime, which seemed

to satisfy the community and to serve police objectives. The police worked closely

with the criminal element to keep crime



at an acceptable and nonthreatening level

to avoid a public outcry or pressure from

community elites. Vice was not suppressed;

it was licensed by the police. Some of these

conditions included payoffs to officers,

keeping undesirable establishments out of

middle- and upper-class neighborhoods,

and maintaining an orderly place of business. The criminal was not totally secure,

however, for there was a political need

to make arrests, not all cops were crooked, and periodic enforcement crackdowns

did occur. The overall evidence, however,

does not portray the urban police as a

crime fighting or primarily law enforcement institution.

From 1900 to 1920 and beyond, reformers attempted to change the police from

a catch-all service agency of urban government to a specialized crime control bureaucracy. This transformation occurred in

reaction to larger changes in urban America. The constituency of the police—the

sick, poor, migrants, unemployed, mentally ill—began to have their own agencies

of assistance because of the development

of specialized organizations in the broad

social services area. The change resulted,

in part, from a national reform movement

led by the Progressives, who argued for

clean government, professional government employees, and rationalized and

specialized governmental structure. The result was a reversal of the precinct-based,

decentralized structure of the police organization, an upgrading of personnel

through civil service requirements, and a

change in function from maintaining

urban order to crime control (Fogelson

1977, 92–116).

By the early twentieth century, this impetus for police reform came from within its

ranks. The coalition of civic, religious, and

commercial groups that led the reforms of

the late nineteenth century gave way to

leaders from the police field after the turn

of the century. This period of reform has

been labeled the second wave of reform

(Fogelson 1977, 166–82) or the second
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transformation of the police (Monkkonen

1981b, 148–50). These leaders concluded

that the police function was spread too

thin and that the organization was a

catch-all agency that absorbed too many

social service responsibilities. They argued

that these responsibilities detracted from

what they saw as the primary goal of the

police, crime control.

Relying on a model of professionalism,

police leaders pushed for more centralization in the administration of the departments by lengthening the chief ’s tenure,

developed a model that organized the

departments along functional rather than

geographic lines in order to close precincts

and lessen the political influence of ward

aldermen, and hoped to insulate the administration from politics by demanding

more autonomy in controlling the police.

These reformers hoped to remove police

decision making from the ordinary citizen

and place it in a rule-bound bureaucracy.

They also proposed tougher entry requirements, increased salaries, and expanded

promotional opportunities. These changes

established a new image of the police based

on a vocational, not a political, model and

demanded a commitment from the officers

in the organization.

The result of these reforms carried the

police into the 1980s. They narrowed their

functional responsibility to crime control

and they changed their image from a social service agency to that of a crime fighting organization. The cost of that success

was high, however, and for the past two

decades those reforms have been questioned. The police succeeded in insulating

themselves from the public, but they have

also become isolated. The image of a crime

control agency has had to be manipulated

because of the impossibility of achieving

that self-imposed mandate. The professional model they advocated has developed

only at the top of police organizations;

rank-and-file unions have filled the gap

at the lower levels. The challenge of the

next generation of police leaders will be to
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address the legacy of the reforms implemented between 1860 and 1920.



Conclusion

The formation of the urban police in

America in the nineteenth century and

the reforms attempted through 1920 represented a societal acknowledgment that the

police function is vital to the well-being of

the cities. This vitality emanated from the

role played by the police in contributing to

an orderly environment within which cities

expanded, populations grew, and political

processes developed.

That role, although cloudy, is still vital

today. The lessons and legacy of the period from 1860 to 1920 are crucial to an

understanding of the current pressures on

the police. The reliance on personal authority rather than formal standards of

the legal culture combined with the American citizen’s unwillingness to accept governmental power without question places

the police in the position of having to

justify their actions in each police–citizen

encounter. This climate contributes to an

increase in community tensions and confrontations. The historical record shows

that over time the police have learned to

use their wise discretionary powers to

ameliorate that tension.

The close linkage between the police

and local politics, a linkage that relies on

a process of informal political influence,

allows the various publics to influence police policy and actions, but it also places

the police in the position of choosing between groups. History informs us that the

American urban police emerged as representatives of the political majority and

have always sided with that majority.

Again, the historical record suggests

strongly that the police used their wide

discretion and their capacity to provide

immediate service to minority groups to

forestall and ameliorate the potentially
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harsh effect of unchecked majority political rule.

The failure of the professionalism movement to become institutionalized and to

permeate the organization, let alone the

whole field, created a natural tension between administrators and the rank-andfile. In addition, the historical record

makes it clear that at best, the professionalism movement masked many of the inherent characteristics of urban policing,

such as its parochialism, its basis in local

politics, and its inability to prevent crime.

Current reformers who ignore that historical record are doomed to limited success

or, quite possibly, failure.

JOHN A. CONLEY
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Police legal liabilities emanate from a variety of sources ranging from state to federal laws and carrying civil, criminal, and

administrative sanctions. For the purpose

of an overview, legal liabilities may be

classified as in Table 1.

These liabilities apply to all public officers, not just to law enforcement personnel. Probation and parole officers, jailers,

prison officials, and other personnel in the

criminal justice system are likewise liable.

An officer may be liable under any or all

of the categories, based on what may essentially be a single act, if the act is serious

and all elements that trigger liability are

present. The double jeopardy prohibition

of the Fifth Amendment does not apply

because double jeopardy arises only in

criminal prosecutions for the same offense

by the same jurisdiction.

Although various legal remedies are

available to the public, as the categories

in the table indicate, plaintiffs are inclined

to use two remedies against police officers.

This discussion will therefore focus on

those two liability sources to the exclusion

of others. These sources are (1) civil liability under state tort law and (2) civil liability

under federal law (42 U.S.C. Sec. 1983—

also known as Civil Rights Cases).
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Table 1



Classification of Police Legal Liabilities



A. Civil Liabilities



I. Under State Law



II. Under Federal Law



1. State tort law



1. Title 42 of U.S.C.

Sec. 1983—Civil Action for

Deprivation of Civil Rights

2. Title 42 of U.S.C.

Sec. 1985—Conspiracy to

Interfere with Civil Rights

3. Title 42 of U.S.C.

Sec. 1981—Equal Rights

Under the Law

1. Title 18 of U.S.C. Sec.

242—Criminal Liability for

Deprivation of Civil

Rights



2. State civil rights law



B. Criminal Liabilities



C. Administrative Liabilities



1. State penal code provisions

specifically aimed at public

officers for such crimes as (a)

official oppression (b) official

misconduct (c) violation of the

civil rights of prisoners

2. Regular penal code

provisions punishing criminal

acts such as assault, battery,

false arrest, serious bodily

injury, homicide, and so forth



1. Agency rules or guidelines

on the state or local level (vary

from one agency to another)



Civil Liability under State

Tort Law

Tort is defined as a civil wrong in which

the action of one person causes injury to

the person or property of another, in violation of a legal duty imposed by law. Three

general categories of state tort based on a

police officer’s conduct are (1) intentional

tort, (2) negligence tort, and (3) strict liability tort. Of these, only intentional and

negligence torts are used in police cases.

Strict liability torts are applicable in activities that are abnormally dangerous, such

that they cannot be carried out safely even

with reasonable care. Police work does not

fall under strict liability tort; hence that

category will not be discussed.
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2. Title 18 of U.S.C. Sec.

241—Criminal Liability for

Conspiracy to Deprive a

Person of Rights.

3. Title 18 of U.S.C. Sec.

245—Violation of Federally

Protected Activities.

1. Federal agency rules or

guidelines (vary from one

agency to another)



Intentional Tort

This occurs when an officer intends to

bring some physical harm or mental effect

upon another person. Intent is mental and

difficult to establish; however, courts and

juries are generally allowed to infer the

existence of intent from the facts of the

case. In police work, the kinds of intentional tort often brought against police

officers are as follows:

.



False arrest and false imprisonment.

In a tort case for false arrest, the plaintiff alleges that the officer made an

illegal arrest, usually an arrest without

probable cause. False arrest also

arises if the officer fails to arrest the

‘‘right’’ person named in the warrant.
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An officer who makes a warrantless

arrest bears the burden of proving

that the arrest was in fact based on

probable cause and that an arrest warrant was not necessary because the

arrest came under one of the exceptions to the warrant rule. If the arrest

is made with a warrant, the presumption is that probable cause exists, except if the officer obtained the warrant

with malice, knowing that there was

no probable cause [Malley v. Briggs,

106 S. Ct. 1092 (1986)]. Civil liability

for false arrest in an arrest with a warrant is unlikely unless the officer serves

a warrant that he or she knows to be

illegal or unconstitutional.

False arrest is a separate tort from

a false imprisonment, but in police

tort cases the two are virtually identical in that arrest necessarily means

confinement, which is in itself an element of imprisonment. In both cases,

the individual is restrained or deprived of freedom without legal justification. They do differ, however, in

that while false arrest leads to false

imprisonment, false imprisonment is

not necessarily the result of a false

arrest.

The best defense in false arrest and

false imprisonment cases is that the

arrest or detention was justified and

valid. An officer who makes an arrest

with probable cause is not liable for

false arrest simply because the suspect is later proved innocent, nor

does liability exist if the arrest

is made by virtue of a law that is

later declared unconstitutional. In

the words of the U.S. Supreme

Court: ‘‘We agree that a police officer

is not charged with predicting the

future course of constitutional law’’

[Pierson v. Ray, 386 U.S. 555 (1967)].

In these cases, however, the officer

must believe in good faith that the

law was constitutional. Also, the

fact that the arrested person is not

prosecuted or is prosecuted for a



.



different crime does not make the arrest illegal. What is important is that

there be a valid justification for arrest

and detention at the time those took

place.

Assault and battery. Although sometimes used as one term, assault and

battery represent two separate acts.

Assault is usually defined as the intentional causing of an apprehension of

harmful or offensive conduct; it is the

attempt or threat, accompanied by the

ability to inflict bodily harm on another person. An assault is committed

if the officer causes another person to

think that he or she will be subjected

to harmful or offensive contact. In

contrast, battery is the intentional infliction of a harmful or offensive body

contact. Given this broad definition,

the potential for battery exists every

time an officer applies force on a suspect or arrestee. The main difference

between assault and battery is that

assault is generally menacing conduct

that results in a person’s fear of imminently receiving a battery, while battery involves unlawful, unwarranted,

or hostile touching—however slight.

In some jurisdictions, assault is

attempted battery.

The police are often charged with

‘‘brutality’’ or using ‘‘excessive force.’’

In police work, the improper use of

force usually constitutes battery. The

general rule is that nondeadly force

may be used by the police in various

situations as long as such force is reasonable. Reasonable force, in turn, is

that force that a prudent and cautious

person would use if exposed to similar circumstances and is limited to

the amount of force that is necessary

to achieve valid and proper results.

Any force beyond that necessary to

achieve valid and proper results is

punitive, meaning it punishes rather

than controls.

The defense in assault and battery

cases is that the use or threat of the use
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of force by the police was reasonable

under the circumstances; however,

what may be reasonable force to one

judge or jury may not be reasonable

to another. The use of reasonable

force includes self-defense or defense

of others by the police. The defense is

available not only when an officer is

actually attacked but also when the

officer reasonably thinks he or she is

in imminent danger of an attack.

Wrongful death. This tort, usually

established by law, arises whenever

death occurs as a result of an officer’s action or inaction. It is brought

by the surviving family, relatives, or

legal guardian of the estate of the

deceased for pain, suffering, and actual expenses (such as expenses for

the funeral) and for the loss of life to

the family or relatives. In some

states, the death of a person resulting from the police’s use of deadly

force comes under the tort of misuse

of weapons. An officer has a duty to

use not merely ordinary care but a

high degree of care in handling a

weapon, otherwise he or she becomes

liable for wrongful death.

The use of deadly force is governed

by departmental policy or, in the absence thereof, by state law that must

be strictly followed. The safest rule for

any agency to prescribe is that deadly

force should be used only in cases of

self-defense or when the life of another person is in danger and the use

of deadly force is immediately necessary to protect that life. Agency rules

or state law, however, may give the

officer more leeway in the use of deadly force. These rules are to be followed

unless declared unconstitutional.

The use of deadly force to apprehend fleeing felons has been severely

limited by the U.S. Supreme Court

in Tennessee v. Garner [471 U.S. 1

(1985)]. In that case the Court said

that deadly force is justified only

when the officer has probable cause
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to believe that the suspect poses a

threat of serious physical harm, either

to the officer or to others. Thus, if the

suspect threatens the officer with a

weapon or there is probable cause to

believe that the suspect has committed a crime involving the infliction

or threatened infliction of serious

physical harm, the officer may use

deadly force if necessary to prevent

escape and if, when feasible, some

warning has been given. Therefore,

‘‘fleeing felon’’ statutes in many states

are valid only if their application

comports with the requirements of

Tennessee v. Garner. The use of deadly force to prevent the escape of a

misdemeanant should not be resorted

to except in cases of self-defense or in

defense of the life of another person.

Intentional infliction of emotional distress. This takes place when an officer inflicts severe emotional distress

on a person through extreme and

outrageous conduct that is intentional or reckless. Physical harm

need not follow. What is ‘‘extreme

and outrageous’’ is difficult to determine; moreover, the effect of an act

may vary according to the plaintiff’s

disposition or state of mind. Most

state appellate courts that have

addressed the issue have held, however, that more than rudeness or

isolated incidents is required. There

is need for the plaintiff to allege and

prove some kind of pattern or practice over time rather than just

isolated incidents. The case law on

this tort is still developing, but it

has already found acceptance in almost every state.



Negligence Tort

For tort purposes, negligence may be defined as the breach of a common law or

statutory duty to act reasonably toward

those who may foreseeably be harmed by
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one’s conduct. This general definition may

be modified or superseded by specific state

law that provides for a different type of

conduct, usually more restrictive than this

definition, in particular acts.

Some of the negligence torts to which

police officers may be exposed are as

follows:

.
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Negligent operation of motor vehicle.

Police department manuals usually

provide guidelines on the proper

use of motor vehicles. These guidelines, if valid, constitute the standard

by which the actions of police officers are likely to be judged. In some

states departmental policies are admitted in court merely as evidence,

while in other states the departmental policy is controlling.

Negligent failure to protect. Police

officers in general are not liable for

injury to someone whom the police

failed to protect; neither is any duty

owed by the police to specific individuals to prevent crime. The police,

however, have a general duty to protect the public as a whole and to prevent crime. What this means is that the

police generally cannot be held liable if

a member of society becomes a victim

of crime. The exceptions, based on developing case law, are as follows:

1. If a ‘‘special relationship’’ has

been created. Example: The

police told a mother that there

was nothing they could do when

she asked them to protect her

daughter from her father. A

court order for protection had

been issued by a family court;

hence, a ‘‘special relationship’’

had been created because of such

judicial order [Sorichetti v. City of

New York, 482 N.E. 2d 70 (1985)].

Some states, however, are doing

away with the requirement of

‘‘special relationship’’ and are

following a trend toward liability

based mainly on the general duty



of police to protect the public at

large. Should this trend continue,

possible liability based on

negligent failure to protect will be

an even bigger concern for officers

in the future than it is now.

2. Where the police affirmatively

undertake to protect an individual

but negligently fail to perform.

Example: The police assure a

victim, who calls on a 911 emergency line, that assistance will be

forthcoming; the victim relies

on the promised assistance, but

the assistance never comes and

damage is suffered.

Whether the police are liable for injuries to third parties caused by drunken

drivers who are allowed by the police to

drive has caused a split in court decisions;

some courts impose liability while others

do not. This area of law is fast developing

and changes may be forthcoming in the

immediate future.



Civil Liability under Federal Law

(Civil Rights or Section 1983 Cases)

The Law

Liability under federal law is based primarily on Title 42 of the U.S. Code, Section 1983, entitled Civil Action for

Deprivation of Rights. This law provides

as follows:

Every person who, under color of any statute,

ordinance, regulation, custom, or usage, of

any State or Territory, subjects, or causes

to be subjected, any citizen of the United

States or other persons within the jurisdiction

thereof to the deprivation of any rights, privileges, or immunities secured by the Constitution and laws, shall be liable to the party

injured in an action at law, suit in equity, or

other proper proceeding for redress.



This law, usually referred to as the Civil

Rights Law or Section 1983, is the most
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frequently used remedy in the arsenal of

legal liability statutes available to plaintiffs.

The law, originally passed by Congress in

1871, was then known as the Ku Klux

Klan law because it sought to control the

activities of state officials who were also

members of that organization. For a long

time, however, the law was given a limited

interpretation by the courts and was seldom used. In 1961, the Court adopted a

much broader interpretation, thus opening wide the door for liability action in

federal courts. Among the reasons for the

popularity of this statute are that Section

1983 cases are usually filed in federal

court, where discovery procedures are

more liberal and attorney’s fees are recoverable by the ‘‘prevailing’’ plaintiff in accordance with the Attorney’s Fees Act of

1976.

Basic Elements of a Section 1983 Lawsuit

The two basic elements of a Section 1983

lawsuit are as follows:

1. The defendant must be acting under

color of law. This means that the

misuse of power possessed by virtue

of the law and made possible only

because the wrongdoer is clothed

with the authority of the state cannot

be tolerated. The difficulty is that

while it is usually easy to identify

acts that are wholly within the term

‘‘color of law’’ (as when an officer

makes a search or an arrest while

on duty), there are some acts that

are not as easy to categorize. Examples: P, a police officer, works during

off hours as a private security agent

in a shopping center. While in that

capacity, P shoots and kills a fleeing

shoplifter. Was P acting under color

of law? Or suppose an officer arrests

a felon during off hours and when

not in uniform. Is the officer acting

under color of law?

The answer usually depends upon

job expectation. Many police depart954



ments (by state law, judicial decision,

or agency regulation) expect officers

to respond as officers twenty-four

hours a day. In these jurisdictions

any arrest made on or off duty

comes under the requirement of

color of law. In the case of police officers who ‘‘moonlight,’’ courts have

held that their being in police uniform

while acting as private security agents,

their use of a gun issued by the department, and the knowledge by department authorities that the officer has a

second job all indicate that the officer

is acting under color of law. On the

other hand, acts by an officer that are

of a purely private nature are outside

the color of state law even if done

while on duty.

The courts have interpreted the

term ‘‘color of law’’ broadly to include local laws, ordinances, or agency regulations; moreover, the phrase

does not mean that the act was

authorized by law. It suffices that

the act appeared to be lawful even if

it was not in fact authorized; hence,

an officer acts under color of law even

if the officer exceeds lawful authority.

Moreover, it includes clearly illegal

acts committed by the officer by reason of position or opportunity.

2. There must be a violation of a constitutional or of a federally protected

right. Under this requirement, the

right violated must be given by the

U.S. Constitution or by federal law.

Rights given only by state law are not

protected under Section 1983. Example: The right to a lawyer during a

police lineup prior to being charged

with an offense is not given by the

Constitution or by federal law; therefore, if an officer forces a suspect to

appear in a lineup without a lawyer,

the officer is not liable under Section

1983. If such right is given by state

law, its violation may be actionable

under state law or agency regulation,

not under Section 1983.
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Defenses in Civil Liability Cases

Various legal defenses are available in

state tort and Section 1983 cases. Three

of the most often used defenses are (1)

probable cause, (2) official immunity, and

(3) good faith.

The Probable Cause Defense

This is a limited defense in that it applies

only in cases of false arrest, false imprisonment, and illegal searches and seizures,

either under state tort law or Section 1983.

For the purpose of a legal defense in Section 1983 cases, probable cause simply

means ‘‘a reasonable good faith belief in

the legality of the action taken’’ [Rodriguez v. Jones, 473 F.2nd 599 (5th Cir.

1973)]. That expectation is lower than the

Fourth Amendment definition of probable

cause, which is that probable cause exists

‘‘when the facts and circumstances within

the officers’ knowledge and of which they

have reasonably trustworthy information

are sufficient in themselves to warrant a

man of reasonable caution in the belief

that an offense has been or is being committed’’ [Brienigar v. United States, 338

U.S. 160 (1949)].

The Official Immunity Defense

Official immunity is composed of three

categories: absolute, quasi-judicial, and

qualified.

.



Absolute immunity. This means that

a civil liability suit, if brought, is dismissed by the court without going

into the merits of the plaintiff’s claim.

Absolute immunity does not apply to

police officers. It applies only to

judges, prosecutors, and legislators.

There is one instance, however, when

police officers enjoy absolute immunity from civil liability. In Briscoe v.
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LaHue [460 U.S. 325 (1983)], the Supreme Court held that police officers

could not be sued under Section

1983 for giving perjured testimony

against a defendant in a state criminal trial. The Court said that under

common law, trial participants—

including judges, prosecutors, and

witnesses—were given absolute immunity for actions connected with

the trial process. Therefore, police

officers also enjoy absolute immunity when testifying, even if such testimony is perjured. The officer may be

criminally prosecuted for perjury,

but that seldom happens.

Quasi-judicial immunity. This means

that certain officers are immune if

performing judicial-type functions,

but not when performing other functions connected with their office. An

example is a probation officer when

preparing a presentence investigation report upon order of the judge.

Quasi-judicial immunity does not

apply to police officers because the

functions officers perform are executive and not judicial in nature.

Qualified immunity. The qualified

immunity doctrine has two related

meanings. One is that the immunity

defense applies to an official’s discretionary (or optional) acts, meaning

acts that require personal deliberation and judgment. The second and

less complex meaning relates qualified immunity to the ‘‘good faith’’

defense. Under this concept, a public

officer is exempt from liability if he

or she can demonstrate that the

actions taken were reasonable and

performed in good faith within the

scope of employment.



In Malley v. Briggs [106 S. Ct. 1092

(1986)], the Supreme Court said that a police officer is entitled only to qualified immunity in Section 1983 cases. The Malley

case is significant in that the Court refused
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to be swayed by the officer’s argument that

policy considerations require absolute immunity when a police officer applies for

and obtains a warrant, saying that qualified immunity provides sufficient protection for police officers because under

current decisions the officer is not liable

anyway if he or she acted in an ‘‘objectively reasonable manner.’’ The Court has

therefore made clear that in the immediate

future, absolute immunity will not be

available to police officers but only to

judges, prosecutors, and legislators.



The Good Faith Defense

This is perhaps the defense used most often

in Section 1983 cases, although it is not

available in some state tort lawsuits. Good

faith means that the officer acted with

honest intentions under the law (meaning

lawfully) and in the absence of fraud, deceit, collusion, or gross negligence. The definition of good faith, however, may vary

from one state to another—either by judicial decision or legislation. In some cases,

state law may provide that officials acting

under certain circumstances enjoy good

faith immunity.

Courts and juries vary in their perception of what is ultimately meant by good

faith, but chances are that the good faith

defense will likely be upheld in the following instances:

1. If the officer acted in accordance

with agency rules and regulations.

2. If the officer acted pursuant to a

statute that is believed to be reasonably valid but is later declared unconstitutional.

3. If the officer acted in accordance

with orders from a superior that

are believed to be reasonably valid.

4. If the officer acted in accordance

with advice from legal counsel, as

long as the advice is believed to be

reasonably valid
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Defendants in Civil Liability

Cases—Legal Representation and

Indemnification

Plaintiffs generally use the ‘‘shotgun approach’’ in liability lawsuits. This means

that plaintiffs will include as partiesdefendant everyone who may have any

possible connection with the case. Example: A police officer, while on patrol,

shoots and kills a suspect. The victim’s

family will probably sue under Section

1983 or state tort law and include as defendants the officer, his or her immediate

supervisor, the police chief, and the city

or county. The allegation may be that the

officer is liable because he or she pulled the

trigger; the supervisor, police chief, and

the city are also liable because of failure

to properly train, direct, supervise, or assign or because of an unconstitutional policy or practice. The legal theory is that

some or all of the defendants had something to do with the killing; hence, liability

attaches. It is for the court during the trial

to sort out culpability and assign fault.



Individual Officer as Defendant

The officer is an obvious liability target

because he or she allegedly committed

the violation. The officer will be a defendant whether he or she acted within or

outside the scope of authority. Most state

agencies, by law or official policy, provide

representation to state law enforcement

officers in civil actions. Such representation is usually undertaken by the state

attorney general, who is the legal counsel

of the state.

The situation is different in local law

enforcement agencies. In most counties,

cities, towns, or villages, there is no policy

that requires the agency to defend public

officials in liability lawsuits. Legal representation by the agency is usually decided

on a case-by-case basis. This means that
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the local agency is under no obligation to

provide a lawyer should an officer be sued.

If the agency provides a lawyer, it will

probably be the district attorney, the

county attorney, or another lawyer working in some capacity with the government.

In some cases, the officer is allowed to

choose a lawyer, and the lawyer’s fees are

paid by the agency. This is an ideal arrangement but is unpopular with agencies

because of the cost factor.



Supervisors as Defendant

Although lawsuits against law enforcement officers are usually brought against

field officers, a recent trend among plaintiffs is to include supervisory officials as

defendants. The theory is that field officers

act for the department and therefore what

they do reflects departmental policy and

practice.

There are definite advantages to the

plaintiff in including supervisors in a liability lawsuit. First, lower-level officers

may not have the financial resources to

satisfy a judgment, nor are they in a position to prevent similar future violations

by other officers. Second, chances of financial recovery are enhanced if supervisory

personnel are included in the lawsuit. The

higher the position of the employee, the

closer the plaintiff gets to the ‘‘deep pockets’’ of the county or state agency. Third,

inclusion of the supervisor may create

inconsistencies in the legal strategy of

the defense, hence strengthening the plaintiff ’s claim against one or more of the

defendants.

If the supervisor does not want to defend the officer, a conflict of interest

ensues. In these cases, the agency makes

a choice, and that choice will probably be

to defend the supervisor. There is nothing

the officer can do about that choice, unless

formal policy requires the agency to undertake the officer’s defense even in these

cases.



Governmental Agencies as Defendant

Most courts have decided that where supervisory liability extends to the highest

ranking individual in the department, municipality or agency liability follows. The

inclusion of the governmental agency (specifically the city or county) as defendant is

anchored in the ‘‘deep pockets’’ theory,

meaning that while officers and supervisors may have a ‘‘shallow pocket,’’ agencies have a deep pocket because they can

always raise revenue through taxation.

States and state agencies generally cannot be sued under Section 1983, because

they enjoy sovereign immunity under the

Eleventh Amendment to the Constitution.

This does not mean that state officials are

immune from liability. Sovereign immunity extends only to the state and state

agencies; state officials may be sued and

held liable just like local officials. While

states are generally immune from liability

in Section 1983 cases because of the Eleventh Amendment, such protection has

largely been terminated for liability purposes in state courts. This means that

states may generally be sued under state

tort for what their officers do.

Local agencies (referring to agencies

below the state level) enjoyed sovereign

immunity in Section 1983 cases until

1978. That year the Court decided that

local agencies could be held liable under

Section 1983 for what their employees do,

thus depriving local governments of the

sovereign immunity defense [Monnell v.

Department of Social Services, 436 U.S.

658 (1978)]. The Court held in Monnell

that the municipality will be liable if the

unconstitutional action taken by the employee was caused by a municipal policy

or custom. The Fifth Circuit Court of

Appeals [Webster v. City of Houston, 735

F.2nd 838 (1984)] defines ‘‘policy or custom’’ as follows:

1. A policy statement, ordinance, regulation, or decision that is officially
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adopted and promulgated by the

municipality’s law-making officers

or by an official to whom the lawmakers have delegated policymaking authority; or

2. A persistent widespread practice of

city officials or employees that, although not authorized by officially

adopted and promulgated policy, is

so common and well settled as to

constitute a custom that fairly represents municipal policy.

There are instances when an officer or a

supervisor cannot be held liable for

damages but the agency or municipality

may be. In Owen v. City of Independence

[445 U.S. 622 (1980)], the Court said that a

municipality sued under Section 1983 cannot invoke the good faith defense that

is available to its officers and employees

if its policies violate constitutional rights.

In Owen, a police chief was dismissed by

the city manager and city council for

certain misdoings while in office. The police chief was not given any type of hearing or due process rights because the city

charter under which the city manager and

city council acted did not give him any

rights prior to dismissal. The Court held

that the city manager and members of

the city council acted in good faith because they were authorized by the provisions of the city charter but that the

city itself could not invoke the good faith

defense.

In a 1985 decision, the Supreme Court

ruled that a money judgment against a

public officer ‘‘in his official capacity’’

imposes liability upon the employing agency, regardless of whether or not the agency

was named as a defendant in the suit

[Brandon v. Holt, 105 S. Ct. 873 (1985)].

In Brandon, the plaintiff alleged that although the director of the police department had no actual notice of the police

officer’s violent behavior, administrative

policies were such that he should have

known. The Court added that although
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the director could be shielded by qualified

immunity, the city could be held liable.

In a 1986 case, the Court decided that

municipalities could be held liable in a

civil rights case for violating constitutional

rights on the basis of a single decision (as

opposed to a ‘‘pattern of decisions’’) made

by an authorized municipal policy maker

[Pembaur v. City of Cincinnati, 475 U.S.

469 (1986)]. In this case the county prosecutor in effect made official policy and

thereby exposed his municipal employer

to liability by instructing law enforcement

officers to make a forcible entry, without

search warrant, of an office in order to

serve capiases (a form of warrant issued

by the judge) on persons thought to be

there. The case was brought by a Cincinnati, Ohio, physician, based on an incident

where law enforcement officers, under advice from the county prosecutor, broke

down the door in his office with an ax.

The officers were trying to arrest two

of the doctor’s employees who failed to

appear before a grand jury. The Court

decided that this violated the Fourth

Amendment rights of the office owners

and concluded that the City of Cincinnati

could be held liable.



Can the Police Sue Back?

Can the police strike back by suing those

who sue them? The answer is yes, and some

departments are in fact striking back. The

number of civil cases actually brought by

the police against the public, however, has

remained comparatively small. The reality

is that although police officers may file tort

lawsuits against arrestees or suspects, there

are difficulties in doing that.

One is that in a tort case, the officer will

have to hire his or her own lawyer. This

necessitates financial expense that the officer cannot recover from the defendant.

Should the officer file a tort case for damages, the chances of meaningful success
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may not be good because most of those

who run afoul of the law and have encounters with the police are too poor to pay

damages. Moreover, officers oftentimes

refrain from filing civil cases for damages

because it is less expensive and more convenient to get back at the suspect in a

criminal case. Almost every state has provisions penalizing such offenses as deadly

assault of a peace officer, false report to a

police officer, resisting arrest or search,

hindering apprehension or prosecution,

and aggravated assault. These can be

added to the regular criminal offense

against the arrested person, thereby increasing the penalty or facilitating prosecution.

Finally, many officers feel that the

harsh treatment they sometimes get from

the public is part of police work and is

therefore to be accepted without retaliation. Whatever the attitude, the police do

have legal remedies available should they

wish to exercise them.



Conclusion

Liability lawsuits have become an occupational hazard in policing. The days are

gone when the courts refused to entertain

cases filed by the public against police

officers and agencies. The traditional

‘‘hands-off ’’ policy by the courts is out;

conversely, ‘‘hands-on’’ is in and will be

with us in the foreseeable future.

The effects of liability litigations on policing are significant and controversial.

Advocates maintain that liability lawsuits

afford the public a needed avenue for

redress against police excesses and that

this, in turn, has led to accelerated police professionalization. Opponents argue,

however, that liability lawsuits hamper

police work and curtail police effectiveness and efficiency. Whatever the real or

imagined effects, liability lawsuits are here

to stay. It is a reality that has become part



of the price we pay for policing a free

society.

ROLANDO V. DEL CARMEN

See also Accountability; Complaints against

Police; Deadly Force; Discretion; Excessive

Force; Fear of Litigation
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POLICE MEDIATION

Significant aspects of police intervention

have always included intermediary work

in response to requests for assistance in

handling conflict situations. While these

police interventions are actually similar

to those undertaken by mediators, the

term ‘‘mediation’’ has not typically been

used to describe these police actions. For

the most part, this is due to the fact that
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when officers have managed differences

between disputing parties as a go-between,

they have done so intuitively, informally,

and inadvertently.

Since the 1970s, two developments have

begun to transform the police use of mediation. First, police officers have been receiving a variety of more formal and

deliberate training in mediation skills and

techniques. As a result, they can more

intentionally utilize mediation expertise

in their intervention work. Second, police

have increasing access to communitybased mediation and dispute resolution

resources. As a result, police are able to

refer cases that are in need of more protracted intervention to mediation experts.



Mediation

Generally speaking, mediation refers to

the intervention by a third party who

assists disputing parties to work through

their differences and to reach mutually agreed upon understandings (Moore

2003). Within this general framework,

there are many variations of how mediation is conducted. Mediation is sensitive to

mediator personality, styles, training, and

philosophy as well as parties’ issues and

relationships and the context within which

the intervention occurs. Some of these variations are subtle, others more conspicuous. For example, some mediators are

very elicitive and ask the parties a variety

of questions, while others are quite directive in guiding the parties throughout the

session, some separate the parties, others

do not, some set ground rules, others rely

on the parties to decide how they would

like to structure their interaction, some

meet with parties before bringing them

together, others do not.

As mediation has evolved, several

schools of thought have emerged. Best

known is the facilitative style, where mediators ask the parties questions as a way

of moving the process along. Over the
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years, the facilitative style has been the

most popular mediation style. With the

increasing acceptance of mediation in

court-connected programs, evaluative mediation has grown in popularity. Parallels

have been made between evaluative mediators and arbitrators since evaluative

mediators are more likely to provide recommendations, suggestions, or opinions.

A third style that has gained traction is the

transformative style. Transformative mediation builds on facilitative mediation

but relies even more heavily on the parties

to participate in the process and create the

context for any transformation of their

behavior. Finally, some mediators use narrative mediation by drawing stories out of

the parties and helping them to change the

stories so that the new story enables the

parties to move on.

Central to mediation, regardless of

style, are standards established to help

guide mediators’ conduct (see Association

for Conflict Resolution 2005). To understand how police use of mediation challenges conventional mediation practice, it

is important to identify a few of the core

standards that are of particular interest to

mediation practitioners. The first is selfdetermination, that is, the need for parties

to make free and informed choices. Unlike

judges who make decisions, mediators

must leave the decision making up to the

parties themselves. What mediators do is

provide the structure for the parties to

share their perspectives, generate options,

assess the pros and cons of each option,

and craft understandings about the future.

The second key standard noted here is

confidentiality. In order to provide parties

with an opportunity to share candidly,

mediators generally ensure parties that

they will not discuss with others information that parties share during the mediation session, unless the parties agree

that the information should be revealed.

For the most part, the only communication provided to those who are not a part

of the mediation is any written understanding reached by the parties.
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Finally, a third key standard is impartiality. Mediators must conduct their sessions free of favoritism, bias, or prejudice.

They cannot take sides; otherwise, they

will lose their credibility and ability to

intervene effectively.



Police Work and Mediation

With the proliferation of interest in mediation worldwide, many innovative uses of

mediation have emerged, especially with

the widespread growth of community dispute resolution centers. According to the

National Association for Community Mediation (NAFCM), there are more than

550 community dispute resolution programs in operation in the United States

(NAFCM 2005). Since community dispute

resolution programs aim to work closely

with citizens to solve problems, reaching

out to local police departments to discuss

their services has been a common extension

of their work. Depending on the jurisdiction, the community dispute resolution centers have provided officers with

mediation awareness sessions as well as

mediation skills training. They have also

developed relationships with their local

police departments so that police cases

could be referred to their centers.



Police Officers as Mediators

As an intervention approach, mediation

affords police officers an opportunity to

empower members of the community.

This is particularly useful for communityand problem-oriented policing, where officers are expected to work more closely and

resourcefully with the community. Mediation provides them with useful tools and

techniques.

When serving as mediators, police help

the parties to communicate directly with

each other, to think creatively about ways



to manage their differences, and to sort

through their options. As such, police do

not assume their more traditional role of

taking some action. Mediation, in fact,

slows down their intervention approach

since they must listen to each side and if

appropriate to actually convene the parties

face to face. In some instances, the police

will have to shuttle repeatedly to assess the

suitability of bringing the parties together.

All of this is often occurring while the

parties are in the midst of their emotionally charged exchanges.

Active listening is a core skill for police

mediation. Police need to listen to each of

the parties and let them know that they

have been heard. This may mean paraphrasing, reframing, or summarizing what

was said in language that helps the parties

to understand the other side and to move

on. It is crucial for police to remain patient, impartial, and resourceful while in

the role of mediator. They need to do this

while on the scene with the parties, bystanders, the media, and others looking on.

In this context, the officers have little if

any time to establish any trust with the

parties, a core concept often referred to

by mediators.



Police Officers as Referrers of

Cases to Mediation

In those instances where police decide that

they are not the appropriate interveners or

the situation requires more protracted intervention, they can refer the matter to a

variety of mediation experts. Best known

of the mediation resources are the community dispute resolution programs. Here,

mediators, usually volunteers from the

community who have been trained, can

provide assistance.

For police, having mediation resources

available gives them access to additional

places for referrals in the community. Instead of arresting or perhaps doing nothing, they can steer citizens to a forum
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where the underlying concerns triggering

the episode can be discussed and explored.

For the most part, the cases referred to the

centers consist of the less serious criminal

matters where individuals have an ongoing relationship and have agreed to work

through their differences voluntarily. Community dispute resolution programs also

handle felony case matters, but serious

criminal matters are less likely to be referred

by the police. If needed, the community

dispute resolution programs can hold multiple sessions, follow up with the parties,

and check on compliance regarding any

agreements reached.



Research

While efforts to increase the police use of

mediation and police referrals to community dispute resolution centers have proliferated, there continues to be a dearth of

empirical data. Research on the use of

mediation by police continues to be largely

anecdotal and impressionistic. Among the

better known police efforts in using mediation are the Hillsboro, Oregon, and Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, police departments.

In 1996, the Hillsboro Police Department created the Hillsboro Mediation Program as part of its community policing

efforts with the assistance of a start-up

grant from the Oregon Dispute Resolution

Commission. The program has provided

mediation skills training to members of

the Hillsboro Police Department and

local community members who volunteer

as mediators. With the exception of selected cases such as mental illness, the influence of chemical substance, or criminal,

violent, or abusive behavior, police officers

have referred a wide range of situations to

the program involving differences among

neighbors, consumers and merchants, family members, and employees and employers. As a result of the program, police are

able to utilize their resources more efficiently (Williams 1997).
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The Harrisburg Police Department

has referred nonviolent, neighborhood

problems to the Neighborhood Dispute

Settlement Center of Dauphin County,

Pennsylvania. The program has resulted

in a reduction of cost per call for the department as well as in more time for police

to spend on ‘‘proactive policing’’ since the

program releases the officers from managing time-consuming interpersonal conflicts

(Shepherd 1995, 2).

A variety of other research related to

police mediation is beginning to emerge.

In their research on police use of mediation in New York State, Volpe and Phillips (2003) found that the vast majority of

police training consists of brief mediation

awareness sessions rather than protracted

skills training. They also found that, in

fact, 83% of the local dispute resolution

centers report receiving referrals from the

police. In a recent study in Baltimore,

Charkoudian (2005) found that when police refer cases to mediation, there is a

reduction in repeat police calls to conflict

situations. In his research on the influence

of referral source on mediation participation and outcomes, Hedeen (2002) found

that disputants referred by more coercive

sources such as the police and courts are

more likely to participate in mediation.

However, he also found that the pressure

to try mediation did not influence the

parties to try to reach agreements any

more than those referred from noncoercive sources.



Challenges

Despite the increase in police use of mediation, a wide range of challenges continue

to exist. For mediation to be valued as a

core policing approach, a major paradigm

shift would have to occur to implement an

approach that departs from many of the

conventional police practices. Mediation

is a complex process. To learn all aspects

of mediation, police would have to receive
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additional intensive training. The limited

exposure to mediation provided at roll call

or in isolated modules is insufficient to

conduct mediation.

New reward structures that recognize

and give credit to police who use mediation would have to be considered. Unlike

traditional police work, where officers respond quickly and move on, mediation

requires more protracted intervention that

can be time consuming. In those instances where differences between parties are

long standing, the challenges can be even

more noteworthy since the police officers’

contact with the parties occurs at the conflict site when the parties are absorbed

in their differences and often surrounded

by bystanders, allies, adversaries, and the

media, all of whom are interested in the

unfolding events.

Quantifying police use of mediation is

more difficult to do than measuring arrests

and summons. For example, how would

an attempted mediation be counted,

namely, one where a considerable amount

of time was spent but no progress made

toward agreements?

The nature of police work is such that

the cornerstones of good mediation practice can be readily challenged. For instance, self-determination as subscribed

to by mediation practitioners may not be

possible. Unlike mediation in other contexts, the bottom line is that police officers

can take action if necessary by using force

or arresting individuals against their will.

Similarly, impartiality may be difficult

for police officers. While they can attempt

to remain impartial, depending on the nature of the matter they have been asked to

respond to, they may have to take sides,

particularly when they have to take an

action such as arresting someone.

Confidentiality is not something that

officers can readily provide. Police are accountable to the public. At a minimum,

they need to file reports and maintain

records of their interventions. Moreover,

their interventions occur on the parties’

turf with a variety of observers present.



Depending on the situation, it is almost

impossible for officers to convene parties

behind closed doors or out of hearing

distance of others as practiced by mediation experts. Finally, confidentiality as

provided by mediators may impair the

ability of police to have access to pertinent

information for any follow-up calls.

In those instances when police may

want to refer some of their cases to mediation, there may not be any mediation

resources available to police departments.

While community dispute resolution centers have become widely available, they

are still not present in every community.



The Future

The potential use of mediation by the police has not been fully tapped. Not only do

the police have to address a variety of

pertinent mediation-related issues regarding skills, training, and intervention styles,

the public has to come to understand and

accept police intervention that is markedly

different from their traditional response.

Of particular importance, additional research is needed to help identify what police can do as mediators to assist people in

conflict, what works and what does not.

MARIA R. VOLPE

See also Community-Oriented Policing:

Practices; Conflict Management; Discretion; Dispute Resolution, Community; Role

of the Police
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POLICE MISCONDUCT:

AFTER THE RODNEY KING

INCIDENT

In the aftermath of the infamous 1991

videotaped beating of Rodney King in

Los Angeles, questions about the prevalence and type of police misconduct persist. Subsequent acts of police wrongdoing

have contributed to increased citizen distrust of the police, civil liability for police

agencies, and claims of a pattern of systemic corruption among American police

organizations.

Police misconduct involves a wide variety of malpractice. These variations are

influenced by many factors dependent

upon the local police culture, organizational framework, and personal ethics of

the officer involved (Klockars, Ivkovic,

and Haberfeld 2004). Estimates of the

type and prevalence of police misconduct

vary considerably based upon the definitions and methods used to measure its

occurrence (Adams 1996). Though many

police deviance typologies exist, they
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commonly include improper police behavior involving use of force, misconduct, corruption, and abuse of authority

(Barker and Carter 1994).

Police officers are able to wield considerable official power in areas such as arrest,

search, and seizure. Broad discretion is

an inherent element in police officers’ decision making that contributes to the circumstances under which they choose to take

enforcement actions. Often, these actions

involve the use of different degrees of force

and methods of handling evidence.

Several highly publicized incidences

of police brutality and misconduct have

occurred since 1991. Among these are

the Amadou Diallo shooting and Abner

Louima brutalization in New York,

Chicago Police Area Two interrogation

abuses, Los Angeles Police Rampart Division scandal, Inglewood excessive force

case, and others. The continuation of acts

of brutality, excessive force, and corruption suggest that the problem may

stem from systemic elements within the

police culture rather than the isolated misbehavior of a few ‘‘rogue cops’’ (Bandes

2001).



The Rodney King Incident Revisited

The 1991 King incident involved four Los

Angeles Police Department (LAPD) officers who were videotaped beating Rodney

King after a high-speed traffic chase. After

an acquittal in California state court

on charges of assault under color of authority, the four officers were tried in federal court for depriving King of his

constitutional rights. Two of the officers,

Sergeant Stacey Koon and Officer Lawrence Powell, were found guilty on some of

the allegations. In the immediate aftermath of the King incident, several events

occurred that defined the episode for

years. Civil unrest erupted in Los Angeles

once the state verdict became known; at

the same time, area police departments
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launched separate internal investigations

into allegations of extensive officer misconduct.

Authored by Warren Christopher, the

famed Christopher Commission internal

report found that a culture existed within

the LAPD that tolerated or supported officer excessive use of force (Christopher

1991). Its conclusions validated accusations from members of the Los Angeles

ethnic community that had charged officers with abuse for years. Data collected

by the Christopher Commission revealed

that a core group of forty-four officers had

generated repeated citizen complaints but

had failed to be effectively disciplined by

the department.

In its recommendation the commission

cites deficiencies in recruit selection, academy training, field training, implementation

of community policing, and misconduct discipline. Their findings suggested that each of

these factors contributed to police prejudice, misconduct, and excessive force

(Christopher 1991). Though the King case

has become synonymous with police customary misconduct, other episodes of

wrongdoing have occurred.



High-Profile Police Misconduct

Cases after Rodney King

Chicago’s Area Two Interrogation Probe

After more than twenty years of complaints of torture by interrogated suspects,

the Chicago Police Department investigated the methods used by its Area Two

Violent Crimes Unit. Their investigation

concluded that the unit, under the command of Jon Burge, used beating, burning,

mock execution, and electric shocks to obtain confessions from mostly African

American suspects. In 1993, Burge was

fired and labeled as a ‘‘bad apple’’ responsible for the abuses. Numerous wrongful

criminal convictions, from as far back as

the 1980s, continue to be dismissed, and



former inmates are being awarded millions

of dollars in civil judgments against individual officers and the Chicago Police Department stemming from the brutality.



New York Police Department’s Louima

and Diallo Cases

Two New York Police Department

(NYPD) force incidents in the 1990s

gained widespread publicity. In 1997, two

NYPD officers brutalized Haitian immigrant Abner Louima following an arrest

at a nightclub brawl. Louima was taken to

Brooklyn’s 70th Precinct station, where in

retaliation for a mistaken belief that he

had assaulted both officers during the arrest, Officer Charles Schwarz held him on

the station bathroom floor while Officer

Justin Volpe viciously sodomized Louima

with a broomstick. Louima suffered severe

injuries to his bowel and bladder. Several

NYPD officers were charged in federal

court with violating Louima’s civil rights

and perjury. Volpe received a fifteen-year

sentence and Schwarz pled guilty to perjury and got a five-year term. The other

officers were acquitted and Louima was

awarded an $8.7 million civil settlement

stemming from the attack.

The following year, four officers from

the NYPD Street Crimes Unit, in a hail of

forty-one bullets, killed an unarmed West

African immigrant Amadou Diallo while

he stood in the doorway of his apartment.

The officers were acquitted of criminal

conduct based upon their testimony that

Diallo made a threatening motion that

caused them to shoot. Though the officers

were exonerated of criminal wrongdoing,

the episode has often been cited by critics

as an illustration of excessive police force.



Los Angeles Police Department Rampart

Division Scandal

Members of the Los Angeles Police Department’s Rampart Division antigang
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unit were implicated in one of the largest

corruption scandals in U.S. history. The

allegations against seventy Rampart officers involve acts of evidence planting, evidence tampering, theft, perjury, false

prosecution, civil rights violation, and unjustified use of deadly force. In exchange

for immunity on some charges, former officer Rafael Perez provided investigators

information leading to the uncovering

of widespread misconduct by Rampart

officers.

During the investigations, it was discovered that Perez and partner Nino Durden

unjustifiably shot, and then framed with a

planted gun, Javier Ovando for assaulting

them. Both Perez and Durden entered into

plea bargains and received two and seven

years in prison, respectively. The Rampart

scandal has led to the reversal of more

than one hundred wrongful convictions

and is projected to cost in excess of $125

million in lawsuit settlements.



Inglewood, California, Police Excessive

Force Case

Inglewood Police Department Officer Jeremy Morse was videotaped by a bystander

slamming sixteen-year-old Donovan Jackson onto the trunk of a police car then

punching the handcuffed suspect in the

face. Officer Morse stated that the suspect

grabbed his genitals while draped over the

trunk, thus provoking the facial blow. The

officers alleged that the videotape only

showed the culmination of a series of

events in which Jackson had resisted arrest.

Misconduct investigations were immediately launched by local and federal officials. Officer Morse was charged with

assault and his partner Bijan Darvish with

filing a false police report. After several

deadlocked jury mistrials, prosecutors decided not to continue prosecution of the

officers. Morse was terminated by the department and the Jackson teen filed lawsuits for civil rights violations. Community

leaders voiced outrage citing circumstances
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reminiscent of the Rodney King incident in

nearby Los Angeles.

There have been other incidences of

alleged local police misconduct, excessive

force, or corruption. When these receive

media coverage, they evoke a discourse

among the police, media, community,

and scholars regarding solutions to the

problem of police misbehavior that affects

the fragile balance between community

order and constitutional protection.



Explanations for Police Misconduct

Police Subculture Explanations

Scholars have proffered both individual

and organizational explanations for police

deviance (Worden 1995; Kappeler, Sluder,

and Alpert 1997). At the individual level,

researchers claim that the police occupation creates a perspective and working personality that explains many of the aspects

of police behavior and may contribute to

misconduct (Kappeler, Sluder, and Alpert

1997). Part of the ethos of the police occupational personality is an abiding suspicion

of citizens. In his seminal work Skolnick

(1966) posited that danger, authority, and

isolation are all factors in molding the

police personality. Officers can develop an

‘‘us versus them’’ perspective whereby they

feel surrounded by critics and potential

dangers, causing them to become defensive. And some officers rationalize their

misconduct or abuse as being justified

since they believe they represent a ‘‘thin

blue line’’ as the last defense against criminals who prey on the law-abiding public

(Van Maanen 1978).



Organizational Explanations

American police organizations have both

a historical legacy and an institutional

framework of autonomy, fraternalism, and

secrecy that directly or indirectly produce
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conditions that support misconduct (Skolnick and Fyfe 1993). Some have argued

that a pattern of misconduct has emerged

that is sustained by the values and organizational structure of police agencies across

the nation (Armacost 2004). Hence, the

‘‘blue code of silence,’’ tolerance of ‘‘street

justice’’ methods, and traditional procedures used to investigate citizen complaints

may all contribute to a dysfunctional police

disciplinary response that allows the corruption to continue.

The police organization contains many

institutional features that create an environment that either provides conditions

or produces attitudes that can lead to brutality, excessive force, and corruption. In

fact, Fyfe (1999) found that among other

factors, organizational philosophies and

policies influenced the frequency of police

use of deadly force. Whether individual

or organizational, misconduct has a profound effect on the police community.



Consequences of Police Misconduct

Several remedies are available to citizens

whose constitutional rights have been violated by the police. These include both

criminal and civil actions in state and federal courts. Though police officers can be

criminally prosecuted, one of the most

common actions is the filing of a civil rights

claim in federal court under 42 U.S.C. }

1983 (Ku Klux Klan Act of 1871). This

federal law provides citizens lawsuit redress for constitutional violations committed by police officers acting under

‘‘color of law.’’

In addition to the liability attached to

the individual officer, courts interpreting

the provisions of this statute found that a

police department can be held liable for

both official policies and customary practices of officers if they lead to constitutional violations (Monell v. Department of

Social Services of the City of New York

1978). Thus, police departments can be



held accountable for police officer practices that become commonplace. Common

knowledge of officer conduct can be a

means of establishing customary practice.

However, the U.S. Supreme Court held in

Oklahoma v. Tuttle (1985) that police agencies become liable for patterns of misconduct rather than a single incident.

Patterns of customary behavior can

be interpreted by the courts using several

factors. Repeated misconduct, such as

excessive force, can be viewed as customary practice if police departments fail to

take corrective measures against miscreant

officers (Rudosky 1982). Departmental negligence can be established through ‘‘deliberate indifference’’ or failure to proactively

correct patterns of deviant behavior. The

U.S. Supreme Court ruled in City of Canton,

Ohio v. Harris (1989) that police agencies

are liable if they are aware of constitutional

violations, either through defective policy

or chronic conduct, and demonstrate a

‘‘deliberate indifference’’ toward the wrongdoing. This can be manifested by a failure

to properly train, discipline, supervise, or

assign personnel in a manner designed to

control or correct police misconduct (del

Carmen 1991).



Prospects for Change

Officer misconduct negatively affects the

police department’s reputation, operation,

and relationship with the community.

More than a decade ago the Christopher

Commission recommended changes in the

way the LAPD selected, trained, and disciplined officers in an effort to curb police

misconduct. Their suggestions were consistent with those of others in terms of

identifying and controlling patterns of

police malpractice that stemmed predominantly from systemic organizational failures.

As witnessed by several episodes of police misconduct after the Rodney King

abuse, the problem continues to plague
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the American police. As some have suggested, a fundamental change is needed in

the structure, ideology, and values of police

organizations to disrupt a pattern of police

deviance (Armacost 2004; Bandes 2001).

Chronic wrongdoing is perpetuated by

an inability or unwillingness of the police

professionals to initiate essential change

in their response to police misbehavior.

WILLIAM P. BLOSS
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A police pursuit is an action in which a

police officer driving an authorized police

vehicle attempts to stop a suspect or violator who is operating a motor vehicle and

evades, eludes, or flees from the officer.

There are two general types of police pursuits. The first is the slow-speed pursuit,

where a suspect-driver does not exceed

the posted speed limit and commits few if

any traffic violations. In this pursuit, the

suspect-driver fails to immediately stop the

vehicle at the direction of an officer; it

typically ends when the suspect-driver

arrives at a destination or has an accident

or the vehicle runs out of fuel. Elderly citizens with dementia and people suffering

from mental illness may commit these

types of pursuits.

The second type of pursuit is the highspeed pursuit. In a high-speed pursuit, a

suspect-driver persistently and aggressively
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exceeds the speed limit, disregards or violates numerous traffic and criminal laws,

and generally threatens his or her own

welfare and that of the public and the

police. Additionally, a high-speed pursuit

represents a significant threat to property

(for example, other vehicles, buildings,

residences).

Regardless of the type, a pursuit is a

unique phenomenon that has far-reaching

consequences for the police, the public,

lawmakers, and governments.



Significant environmental variables include

the time of day, type of area (for example,

rural or urban), types and conditions of

roadways (for example, highway or street),

traffic density, and weather.

The final set of variables is the suspectdriver’s. It includes a suspect’s infraction

or crime, age, criminal history, mental

state, physical state (for example, intoxicated or high), physical abilities, maturity,

and the condition of the suspect’s vehicle.

These variables interacting across the

stages serve to produce a distinct pursuit.



Anatomy of a Police Pursuit

Although unique, each police pursuit can

be understood as a four-stage continuum

in which three sets of variables continuously interact. The four stages are as follows [National Law Enforcement and

Corrections

Technology

Center

(NLECTC) 1998]:

Prepursuit. The period when an officer

attempts to stop a vehicle and when

the officer realizes the suspect-driver

is attempting to flee

Communication. The period when an

officer notifies other officers and the

dispatcher of the particulars of the

pursuit and the officer’s need for

backup and other resources

Arrival of resources: The period when

backup officers and resources arrive

and attempt to terminate the pursuit

Postpursuit: The period when the

pursuit is terminated because the

suspect-driver has stopped or has

eluded the police.

One set of variables in this continuum

belongs to the pursuit officer. These variables include driving skills as determined by

training and experience, physical and mental conditioning, familiarity with a pursuit

area, knowledge of and willingness to abide

by the department’s pursuit policy, access

to pursuit-stopping technology and tactics,

and the condition of the officer’s vehicle.



Background of Pursuits

The study of police pursuits is a relatively

new phenomenon, with the bulk of research occurring since 1990. Nonetheless, limited research provides a distinct

picture of pursuits. Pursuits usually occur

on local roads at night and are perpetrated

by young males (Rivara and Mack 2004).

There are a variety of reasons for pursuit

initiation, such as traffic infractions, stolen

vehicle, driving while impaired (DWI),

wanted person, and crime-in-progress.

A traffic infraction is the most common

event leading to a pursuit, followed by a

suspect driving a stolen vehicle (Alpert

1997; Minnesota Department of Public

Safety 2001; Nichols 2005). The most

common reason for a pursuit termination

is a suspect stopping voluntarily. A suspect crashing is the second most common

cause of a pursuit termination, and this

generally occurs before the sixth minute

of a pursuit (NLECTC 1998).

Pursuits terminating in accidents pose

serious and significant problems for the

police and the public. An examination of

fatalities related to police pursuits for a

nine-year period (1994–2002) reveals the

following (Rivara and Mack 2004, 93):

There were 260–325 police pursuits ending

in a fatality annually in the United States for

a total of 2,654 crashes involving 3,965
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vehicles and 3,146 fatalities during the

nine-year study period. Of the 3,146 fatalities, 1,088 deaths were of people not in the

fleeing vehicle and 2,055 to people in

the fleeing vehicle. Altogether 102 (3.2%)

of the fatalities were non-motorists, 40 were

police officers, 946 (30.1%) were occupants of vehicles uninvolved in the police

pursuit, and three were unknown. Most of

the innocent deaths were not vehicle occupants, with 102 being either pedestrians or

bicyclists.



It is primarily the injurious and deadly

nature of pursuit accidents that has driven

pursuit-related research, legislative reviews,

policy makeovers, public debate, liability

lawsuits, and technological innovations

(Alpert 1997; Jopson 2005; Rivara and

Mack 2004).



Police Pursuit Policies

One of the unique characteristics of policing is the broad decision-making ability

accorded police officers, especially those

working in patrol. This decision-making

ability is known as discretion, and as the

gatekeepers to the criminal justice system,

police officers hold a significant amount of

discretionary authority. For example, a

police officer has the authority to stop,

search, interview, and arrest a citizen for

hundreds of reasons. Conversely, a patrol

officer exercises tremendous discretion

when he chooses to ignore violations that

he considers to be insignificant or bothersome (for example, littering, disorderly

conduct, traffic violation, DWI).

As policing has evolved, however, there

has been a concerted effort by many government entities to control the discretionary

power of police. For example, legislatures

have enacted laws that mandate the arrest

of assaulters in domestic violence incidents. Prior to the enactment of domestic

violence laws, police chose from a number

of options when determining the fate of an
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abusive spouse (for example, arrest or

physical separation or transporting the

victim to a shelter). The Supreme Court

severely curtailed the police’s discretionary

use of deadly force when confronting an

unarmed fleeing felon (Tennessee v. Garner

1985). Although the Supreme Court and

state legislatures delineated police discretion in these circumstances, it became the

police departments’ responsibility to ensure that their police officers understood

these changes. These changes became written policies through administrative rulemaking (Walker and Katz 2005).

Administrative rulemaking extends to

police department pursuit policies. Monetary losses from wrongful death and injury

lawsuits, a drive to professionalize policing, concern for citizens and community

safety, passage of restrictive legislation,

need for improved police–community relations, and advances in criminal identification and apprehension all serve to push

police officials toward implementing pursuit policies. However, there are wide variations in the amount of discretion given to

officers in pursuit policies. These policies

fall into one of four categories: no pursuit,

permissive, restrictive, and discretionary.

Generally, an agency establishes a nopursuit policy when it is not set up to

engage in high-speed pursuits. An agency

with a small number of personnel, limited

jurisdiction (for example, campus police),

and/or lack of emergency-equipped vehicles may not permit its officers to take part

in high-speed pursuits. An agency patrolling an area with rigid geographic boundaries (for example, an island municipality)

may not have a need to conduct highspeed pursuits. Very few police agencies

have a no-pursuit policy (NLECTC 1998).

A permissive pursuit policy generally

encourages police officers to conduct pursuits in a safe and efficient manner. However, a permissive pursuit policy offers

little or vague guidance to an agency’s

officers. For years, this policy was a standard for many of the nation’s police
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departments. With courts, communities,

and departments recognizing that unregulated and unchecked pursuits are injurious

and dangerous, a majority of departments

are discarding permissive policies and

adopting either a restrictive or a discretionary pursuit policy.

A restrictive policy severely limits police officers’ discretion in pursuits. It typically calls for the police to initiate or

continue a pursuit only in felony circumstances or when a suspect presents a significant and immediate danger to the

public (for example, Baltimore Police Department 1990). Under this type of policy,

a police officer would be expected to pursue a murderer, rapist, robber, or other

wanted felon who chose to flee. Additionally, police could pursue people suspected of injurious misdemeanors such

as domestic violence and assault if their

identities are unknown. Under a restrictive policy, police typically would not pursue a traffic violator, someone in

possession of illicit drugs, or someone

involved in a nonviolent crime unless that

person represented a tremendous danger

to the general public and the person’s

identification was unknown (for example, a DWI suspect who bolts an auto–

pedestrian accident).

A discretionary pursuit policy provides

specific guidelines to officers in departments

that grant them authority to initiate and

continue pursuits. The overriding goal of

this type of policy seeks to balance the

needs for the police to apprehend law violators with the requirement that police not

unduly jeopardize public safety. In this

vein, discretionary policies usually stipulate

that police halt pursuits when the danger to

the public is extreme. Also, a discretionary

policy may limit the types of incidents

where officers may initiate a chase but is

not so restraining as a restrictive policy

(Louisville Metro Police Department 2003;

Streisand 2003). Typically, a discretionary

policy provides a number of criteria that

a department mandates its police officers



abide by in pursuit decision making.

Although each police department is free to

tailor its discretionary policy to its prevailing legal, political, and community environments, the International Association of

Chiefs of Police (IACP), recommends a

number of elements that a policy should

address (2004).

First, the IACP specifies that the initial

decision to pursue a suspect-driver belongs

to a pursuing officer, provided that the

officer critically weighs the dangers of

pursuing versus not pursuing. The IACP

also calls for an officer to closely examine

factors that are related to a pursuit, to

include: (1) road and environmental conditions, (2) population density, (3) vehicular

and pedestrian traffic, (4) performance

ability of police vehicle and its driver,

(5) suspect-driver’s ability and vehicle,

and (6) violation(s) leading up to the pursuit. The IACP policy provides operational

guidelines for an officer in a pursuit. The

policy stresses that once a pursuit operation commences, it should conform to

established laws and regulations, that an

officer will operate emergency equipment

and communicate with other officers, that

an officer shall have a backup unit or air

surveillance, and that a supervisor will be

involved throughout the pursuit. With regard to pursuit-stopping tactics such as

roadblocks and spike strips, the IACP

emphasizes that they must be governed by

an agency’s policy and deployed in a safe

manner.

The IACP stresses that a pursuing officer or a supervisor may terminate a pursuit when the risks of the pursuit outweigh

the benefits of its continuance or the suspect can be apprehended at a later date.

The IACP recommends that an officer

complete a written report of a pursuit

and that the department immediately review it. Finally, the IACP suggests that all

department pursuit activities be periodically analyzed and that adjustments to a

department’s policy and procedures be

completed.
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Legislative Response to Pursuits

In an attempt to deter people from fleeing

the police and decrease incidents of highspeed pursuits, state legislatures make the

act a crime or increase the criminal penalty

for the act. For example, in recognition

of the substantial risk that high-speed pursuits represent to persons and property,

the Kentucky legislature enacted into law a

felony charge for fleeing or evading police

in a motor vehicle (Kentucky Revised Statutes 2005). Texas’s customary penalty for

evading a police officer is a misdemeanor

(Texas Penal Code 2005). However, a suspect who uses a vehicle in flight is charged

with a felony. If the person charged has a

previous conviction for fleeing from the police, the penalty jumps to the next felony

level.

California’s Senate Bill 719 (2005) is

comprehensive legislation addressing police

pursuits. It amends a number of pursuitrelated codes (for example, government,

penal, and vehicle) and deals with victim

compensation, criminal penalties, pursuit

policy, public awareness, and pursuit

reporting. Some of the provisions of the

bill are the following:

.



.



.



.



.
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An innocent victim suffering injury

or death as a result of a suspect fleeing from the police is entitled to

compensation from the state’s crime

victim restitution fund.

All police agencies must require their

officers to undergo regular and periodic pursuit training.

The state’s driver’s license examination will include a question on the

risks and punishments associated

with pursuits.

All imprisonment terms for convictions for fleeing from the police are

increased.

State traffic safety programs will conduct police pursuit public awareness

campaigns.



.



All police agencies will provide

comprehensive pursuit data to the

California Highway Patrol within

thirty days of any pursuits.



The federal government recognizes that

police pursuits are a threat to the public

and the police. In 1997, Congress introduced legislation to create a national program addressing police pursuits. The bill,

entitled ‘‘National Police Pursuit Policy

Act of 1998,’’ calls for a mandatory minimum prison sentence of not less than three

months for a motorist convicted of fleeing

the police. Additionally, the bill recommends that a state seize an offender’s vehicle. Finally, the bill directs each police

agency across the nation to develop a

comprehensive pursuit policy, track and

document all pursuits, complete an annual

pursuit report, and provide training for

officers expected to engage in pursuits.



Pursuit Training

Throughout their careers, police officers

must respond to a variety of situations

and incidents. How a police officer responds to these incidents is largely dictated

by an officer’s training. Most police

departments provide training to their officers through a basic academy program and

an in-service training program. Two broad

types of training offered in both of these

programs are skills training and knowledge training. Skills training typically

involves learning how to effectively apply

one or more of the five senses in a police

situation. How to safely search a building,

how to accurately shoot a gun, and how to

quickly put handcuffs on a suspect are

some of the skills an officer learns. Additionally, an officer must be knowledgeable

about laws and municipal ordinances,

agency policies, and cultural diversity.

Much of an officer’s training requires

the blending of skills and knowledge. For

example, in addition to an officer learning
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how to accurately fire a handgun, he must

know when the law and policy permit him

to do so. Putting handcuffs on a suspect

requires that an officer understand the

legal justifications for detaining or arresting a citizen. The same holds for pursuit

training. Pursuit driving requires a high

level of skills training. Additionally, pursuit driving requires that an officer know

when to initiate and continue a pursuit

according to state law and department

policy (Hill 2002).

Initial pursuit driving and policy training typically occurs at a police academy.

However, agencies have significant variation in how much training they offer to

their officers. Indianapolis police undergo

forty hours of initial vehicle and pursuit

training (Trotter, Spalding, and Nichols

2005). Minnesota requires at least a

seven-hour course in an officer’s initial

training (Minnesota Statutes 2005). In a

national survey, Alpert (1997) notes that

the average amount of time dedicated to

initial pursuit training is less than fourteen

hours. The Pursuit Measurement Task

Force (NLECTC 1998) recognizes that it

is most likely that smaller agencies skimp

on pursuit training due to staffing and

budget limitations.

As previously noted, pursuit driving

tactics and policies continue to evolve.

The dynamic nature of pursuit response

requires that police officers be kept

abreast of these changes. Police in-service

training—training that police departments

mandate for their veteran officers—is the

best venue for introducing new skill sets

and policy updates. However, as with initial training, there is variation from department to department. For example,

California requires that its officers participate in regular and periodic training in

pursuit practices, policies, and tactics

(California Assembly 2005). Minnesota

(2005) mandates at least eight hours of

training every three years for every fulland part-time police officer employed by

an agency. Although the Indianapolis Police Department has an updated pursuit



policy, its officers have not been educated

as to its contents or given refresher skills

training (Trotter, Spalding, and Nichols

2005). The IACP (2004) maintains that

all officers in a department assigned a police vehicle should undergo recurrent pursuit policy and tactics training.



Pursuit-Stopping Strategies

and Tactics

Police depend on strategies and tactics to

control or stop pursuits. One strategy that

meets with success is the use of a helicopter. Alpert’s (1998) examination of two

metropolitan police departments shows

that a helicopter unit provides a number

of valuable roles in pursuits. First, a helicopter unit provides immediate assessments of traffic congestion and hazards

and environmental conditions. Second, a

helicopter can surreptitiously follow a fleeing vehicle, enabling patrol to back off

and relieve the pressure of ‘‘pushing’’ a

suspect. A helicopter unit increases the

likelihood of apprehension should a suspect abandon the vehicle and flee on foot.

A helicopter unit also brings powerful

observation equipment to a pursuit, including a high-power spotlight and forwardlooking infrared radar (FLIR) to assist

with locating suspects and vehicles in

low-light situations. A helicopter unit

equipped with a video camera can record

pursuits. Video records can provide evidence for criminal and civil lawsuits that

invariably result from pursuits. Finally, a

helicopter provides a significant psychological advantage in a pursuit in that a

fleeing suspect ceases fleeing once he realizes he cannot escape the ‘‘eye in the sky.’’

There are several pursuit-stopping tactics that utilize mobile patrol vehicles. Police use their patrol vehicles to either corral

or strike a fleeing vehicle (Eisenberg and

Fitzpatrick 1996; Eric 2004; NLECTC

1998). Channelizing, boxing-in, and vehicle intercept are three common mobile
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corralling techniques, where several police

vehicles strategically surround a target vehicle, blockade it from all sides, and either

stop it from fleeing or bring its movement

to a halt. Corralling techniques can be

safely implemented at low speeds but are

difficult to execute at high speeds.

Ramming and the pursuit intervention technique also use mobile patrol vehicles. In

ramming, police strike a fleeing vehicle

with a police vehicle. The goal of ramming

is to disable the vehicle to the point that it

can no longer operate and/or to knock it

from its fleeing path. Ramming can be dangerous and injurious; it may constitute an

unreasonable seizure should a suspectdriver be injured or killed. Rammed and

ramming vehicles can become uncontrollable projectiles that can strike innocent

third parties. The pursuit intervention technique (PIT) is a controlled contact technique (Eric 2004; Yates 2005). In the PIT, a

police officer aligns his or her vehicle’s

front bumper next to the suspect vehicle’s

rear wheel, then steers into it. Upon contact, the rear wheels lose their grip on the

roadway and the vehicle goes into a spin,

which leads to the vehicle’s engine shutting

down and the vehicle stopping. The PIT is

used at low speeds, and damage to a police

vehicle and suspect vehicle are minimal.



A roadblock is a static technique in

which the police preposition police vehicles (or other vehicles) across the pursuit

roadway in an attempt to get the suspectdriver to cease fleeing. Roadblocks not

clearly visible or without an escape route

may violate the Fourth Amendment’s unreasonable seizure clause.



Pursuit-Stopping Technology

Pursuit-stopping technology refers to

equipment and devices designed to halt

the movement of a fleeing vehicle either

by disabling the vehicle or interfering

with the suspect’s ability to operate the

vehicle. The NLECTC groups these technologies into five categories: electrical,
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chemical, sensory, cooperative, and mechanical.

Electrical technology targets the fleeing

vehicle’s electronic operating systems (for

example, charging, ignition, or computers)

by interfering with their operation. This

experimental technology is subdivided

into three approaches: direct injection, radiative, and plasma beam. In the direct

injection application, the police fire an

electrical charge into a fleeing vehicle.

Once activated, the resulting electrical

charge damages the fleeing vehicle’s electronics and the vehicle stops. A radiative

system uses microwaves to interfere with

or destroy a fleeing vehicle’s electronics.

Unlike direct injection, this system does

not require direct contact with the fleeing

vehicle. The plasma beam system focuses

high-voltage radio frequency waves on the

target vehicle, with the directed energy

interfering with or destroying the fleeing

vehicle’s electrical components.

The chemical stopping system is another experimental system. In this system,

the police shoot a compound at the fleeing

vehicle. The substance enters the vehicle’s

air intake and alters the fuel/air mixture to

the point that the engine quits.

Pursuit management using sensory

technology comes from two approaches.

In the first, police use light and sound

technology to provide innocent citizens

with advance warning of an approaching

pursuit so that they can take evasive action (for example, pull over, clear an intersection). Technology that disrupts the

fleeing suspect’s senses is the second sensory approach. Use of bright lights and

sonic waves to disorient and bring discomfort to a fleeing suspect are examples of

this technology. Operation of these should

cause a suspect to stop in an effort to

cancel the uncomfortable stimulus.

A cooperative stopping system is vehicleinstalled technology that permits the police

to track or remotely shut down a vehicle.

Tracking systems such as LoJack and

OnStar permit the police equipped with

tracking devices to locate stolen vehicles.
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With these devices, police can track a

stolen or wanted vehicle from a distance

without initiating a pursuit. Another cooperative system uses a laser to shut off

the target vehicle’s engine or fuel supply.

A cooperative system must be preinstalled,

and the police must know it is present.

Currently, the police are using several

mechanical stopping devices. Two of the

devices are the Stinger Spike Strip and the

Stop Stick. These devices are portable

platforms that are armed with numerous

hollow metal spikes. An officer positioned

a safe distance ahead of the pursuit

deploys the device across the roadway in

front of the pursued vehicle. Upon hitting

the strip, one or more of the spikes punctures and deflates the vehicle’s tires. The

officer deploying the strip withdraws it

before the pursuing vehicles cross it. The

expectation is that a suspect will stop the

disabled vehicle. Spike strips are limited to

the width of two lanes of traffic; if the

roadway is wider (for example, an interstate highway), additional strips are needed or a driver-suspect will be able to drive

around targeted lanes. Additionally, since

an officer has to deploy the strip in front

of a pursuit, it leaves an officer exposed to

fleeing and pursuing vehicles. Despite their

drawbacks, police have enjoyed success in

stopping pursued vehicles with their use.

Another proposed mechanical device

under consideration for pursuit termination is a net system. This device uses a

rapidly deployed and anchored net housed

in a specially designed ‘‘speed bump’’ to

capture a fleeing vehicle. The net, while

effective, requires a setup time of between

one and two hours and is more appropriate for fixed traffic positions (for example,

border checkpoints).



Pursuit Liability

Each state is expected to reasonably govern how its police officers conduct pursuits. Typically, states grant emergency



driving exemptions and limited immunity

to officers involved in pursuits. However,

since a police pursuit may lead to significant property damage and/or death or injury to a person, a citizen may file a civil

lawsuit against police officers, departments, and municipalities under state tort

law. Generally, in a lawsuit, a state court

considers the police’s need to immediately

apprehend criminals for the protection of

the public against their duty to protect the

safety of all citizens during a police operation. However, a citizen’s success in a lawsuit hinges on the standard a state court

applies to the pursuit actions of the police.

Generally, if there is a ‘‘reckless disregard’’ or ‘‘gross negligence’’ on the part

of the police, a state court will rule in the

plaintiff’s favor.

For example, in City of Jackson v. Brister (2003), the Mississippi Supreme Court

held police liable when officers recklessly

disregarded the safety of the public when

they entered into a fatal pursuit with a

nonviolent forgery suspect in violation of

their department’s policy. Additionally,

the court found fault with the officers because they failed to take basic precautions

to prevent the pursuit. Rhode Island police also must not ‘‘recklessly disregard’’

the public safety in a pursuit. In Seide v.

State of Rhode Island (2005), the state’s

supreme court cited the police for failing

to adhere to established policy during a

pursuit of a stolen truck that concluded

with a crash and an innocent citizen receiving serious disfiguring and crippling

injuries.

The South Carolina standard for pursuit liability is ‘‘gross negligence’’ (Clark

v. South Carolina Department of Public

Safety 2005), as is North Carolina’s (Bullins v. Schmidt 1988). In Clark, the state’s

supreme court agreed with the trial court’s

finding that a police officer was ‘‘grossly

negligent’’ when he initiated and continued a pursuit of a traffic violator. The

violator crashed and killed an innocent

motorist. In Bullins, North Carolina’s

Supreme Court held that officers who
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engaged in an eighteen-mile pursuit with

an intoxicated driver were not guilty of

gross negligence when the suspect-driver

struck an innocent person’s vehicle headon, killing its driver.

Some states use a ‘‘proximate cause’’

standard, where an officer’s pursuit actions

may lead to a citizen being killed or injured. For example, in Meyer v. State of

Nebraska (2002), a trooper’s thirty-sevenmile, high-speed pursuit of a suspect-driver

suffering from a psychotic episode set off a

series of events leading to the death of a

female bystander. The Nebraska Supreme

Court held that the trooper’s actions in

the pursuit were a proximate cause of the

accident.

Both federal law and the U.S. Constitution govern police pursuits. Police cannot violate a citizen’s rights as delineated

in these two; otherwise, they can be sued.

In order for an individual to sue the police

for a pursuit-related injury or death, there

must be an allegation of a civil rights violation under Title 42 of the U.S. Code,

Section 1983 (Pipes and Pape 2001). In

a Section 1983 lawsuit, a person typically

alleges that the police action leading to an

injury or death constituted an unreasonable seizure under the Fourth Amendment

or that it was violative of substantive due

process under the Fourteenth Amendment. To succeed with a Fourth Amendment lawsuit, a plaintiff must clearly

demonstrate that the police’s actions to

stop a fleeing vehicle were unreasonable.

For example, in Brower v. County of Inyo

(1989), the Supreme Court ruled that the

police’s decision to stop a fleeing auto thief

(Brower) by placing a tractor-trailer rig

across a curved roadway constituted a seizure when he crashed into it and died. The

Court held that a lower court was responsible for determining whether the seizure

was unreasonable and whether the officers

were liable.

Under the Fourteenth Amendment’s

guarantee of substantive due process, a

state and its agents cannot ‘‘. . . deprive

any person of life, liberty, or property,
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without due process of law . . . .’’ Thus, a

person injured or killed during a police

pursuit may claim that a due process

right was violated. However, in order to

succeed in such a lawsuit, a person must

show that the police’s actions meet the

current ‘‘shocks the conscience’’ standard.

This standard supersedes the previous federal courts’ ‘‘gross negligence’’ and ‘‘deliberate or reckless indifference’’ standards

(Finarelli 1999). The Supreme Court

established the ‘‘shocks the conscience’’

standard for federal Fourteenth Amendment lawsuits in 1998 in County of Sacramento v. Lewis. The facts of Lewis follow.

In 1990, a deputy and a police officer

were at a fight scene when they observed a

motorcycle approaching at a high rate of

speed. An eighteen-year-old and his sixteenyear-old passenger (Lewis) were on the

motorcycle. The police officer directed

the operator to stop. However, the operator did not and fled from the two officers.

The officers pursued the fleeing motorcycle in their patrol vehicles. The suspectdriver committed numerous traffic violations (for example, speeding, running red

lights) as he fled through a residential

area. Approximately two minutes into

the pursuit, the motorcycle skidded to a

stop. The deputy’s patrol vehicle also skidded but did not come to a stop until after

it had struck and killed the sixteen-yearold passenger.

Lewis’s parents sued the deputy, the

sheriff’s department, and the county

under the Fourteenth Amendment. The

Supreme Court noted that the suspectdriver’s lawless behavior led to an instinctive response from the deputy. Accordingly,

it determined that the deputy did not enter

into the pursuit with malice and with

the intent to physically harm Lewis. His

behavior, therefore, did not reach the

‘‘shocks the conscience’’ standard required

to succeed in a Section 1983 lawsuit. The

‘‘shocks the conscience’’ standard is a

high standard that may make Fourteenth

Amendment lawsuits impossible (Urbonya

1998).
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Conclusion

Police pursuits continue to be a significant

source of concern for police, law enforcement agencies, lawmakers, and the general

public. For the police, the dilemma is balancing the need to bring a lawbreaker into

custody with the need to conduct the apprehension operation as safely as possible.

There is no universal solution; it requires a

conscientious and concerted effort on the

part of the police, their departments, governments, courts, and researchers from the

public and private sectors to develop and

implement safe and reliable responses to

fleeing vehicles.

MARK MARSOLAIS

See also Academies, Police; Discretion; International Association of Chiefs of Police

(IACP); Liability and High-Speed Chases;

Police Legal Liabilities: Overview
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POLICE REFORM IN AN ERA

OF COMMUNITY AND

PROBLEM-ORIENTED

POLICING

The era of community and problemoriented policing arose from what had become a consistently negative critique of

traditional policing. Traditional policing

was seen as flawed; preventive patrol

didn’t work, follow-up criminal investigations lacked impact, crime, especially violent crime, was rising, and the police were

estranged from their social communities.

Policing was in crisis—it lacked efficiency,

effectiveness, and context.

Community policing arose from the perceived need to balance the role of the police

in pursuit of a broader range of community-based outcomes. Common ‘‘core’’ elements of community policing programs

include a redefinition of the police role

to increase crime prevention activities,
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greater reciprocity in police and community relations, area decentralization of police

services and command, and some form of

civilianization (Skolnick and Bayley 1986).

In adopting community policing the

police have increasingly focused on a

broad array of outcomes, including issues

such as public safety, crime, fear of crime,

and community quality of life. Moreover,

whereas under traditional norms of policing the police were singularly responsible

for crime control, under community and

later problem-oriented policing (POP),

communities and other public and private

organizations came to be viewed as significant participants in shaping police objectives and interventions.

Ideas such as building and sustaining

community partnerships to work with the

police on matters of neighborhood crime

and disorder underlie much of the community policing agenda. Building communitybased capacities for crime prevention and

victim assistance while reconnecting the

police with their communities, particularly

minority communities, required that the

police become ‘‘invested’’ in neighborhoods (Mastrofski, Worden, and Snipes

1995). Partnerships between the police

and external others were also a dominant

value in the community-oriented policing

(COP) movement (see Skolnick and Bayley

1986). To be effective, the police and the

community must coproduce safety in

neighborhoods, according to this view.

Community policing philosophies and

programs also emphasized an ‘‘environmental openness,’’ linking informal (community-based) and formal (police-based)

social control. To do all of this, of course,

requires a very different set of police officer skills, most especially communication,

conflict resolution, and interaction skills.

From the perspective of the police organization and service delivery system, community policing was seen as a way of

making police agencies less bureaucratic,

specialized, and hierarchical, and police

officers are seen as generalists, not specialists. Decentralized management and
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service delivery were cornerstones of the

community policing movement, suggesting that the structure of traditional policing greatly inhibited the capacity of the

police to deliver effective and efficient services to the public.

Allied to community policing, problemoriented policing first and foremost sought

to provide the police with better methodologies for addressing crime and disorder

problems (Goldstein 1990). Applying a

version of the scientific method—scanning

the environment for problems, analyzing

the nature and source of the problem, developing and implementing policy and

community interventions to address the

problem, and then evaluating the impact

of the programs implemented—formed

the basis of problem solving. Under the

norms of problem-oriented policing, the

police were to shift from their reactive

mode of responding to calls for service to

once emphasizing a proactive, analytic approach. Whereas community-oriented policing provided a broader vision of the

police role in society, problem solving

provided a set of ‘‘tools’’ to work with in

that broader context.



Community and Problem-Oriented

Policing Interventions

To understand what was intended of

community and problem-oriented policing, it is important to see these efforts as

a series of interventions that affect different things. In theory, these interventions

occur at several levels. They impact communities, police organizations, and the

nature of police work, including police

officer attachment to community and

crime prevention values and to a broader

set of community service ideals.

At the environmental level, community

and problem-oriented policing interventions sought to engage the police and the

community in the coproduction of public

safety. The police were to create linkages



with external groups and organizations,

and they were expected to focus on community capacity building and crime prevention. By mobilizing communities and

focusing on discrete and identifiable crime,

disorder, and fear problems, it was anticipated that communities could become

more crime resistant. The police efforts

were aimed at stabilizing neighborhoods,

increasing neighborhood bonds and communication, increasing the capacity of

the neighborhood to mediate in conflict

situations, and ultimately strengthening

neighborhood cohesion. Under problem

solving, the police, with community partners, were to address visible and persistent

crime and disorder problems occurring in

neighborhoods.

At the organizational level, community

and problem-oriented policing interventions were seen as affecting several police

department issues. First, these interventions were to change the way in which

the department converts inputs to outputs.

This includes how (or if) the department

currently defines and solves problems and

how it values what it produces. Community policing interventions are also associated with affecting the department’s

structure, culture, and human resource

systems including the mechanisms for

selecting, training, rewarding, and socializing police officers. At the work group

level, community and problem-oriented

policing were meant to improve interpersonal communications and information

sharing within and outside the agency

while at the same time clarifying new and

more analytic tasks for police officers and

investigators.

At the individual level, changes implied

by community and problem-oriented policing were often focused on police officer

effectiveness, primarily through the mechanism of problem solving. Police officer

performance, job satisfaction, and job attachment were thought to increase, given

that officers were given more to do and

more control over what they did. Lastly,

the role of the police officer was to broaden
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under community and problem-oriented

policing. Such changes anticipated in the

police role included greater officer autonomy in decision making, job enrichment

and job enlargement, increased feedback

to officers regarding their community and

problem-focused activities, and increases

in the depth and range of skills officers

are trained for and employ as part of

their community and problem-oriented

policing methodology.



The Impacts of Change

Environmental or Community Effects

Community policing has sought from its

beginning to engage the community in matters of public safety while building and

strengthening the capacity of communities

to resist crime. For example, the Department of Justice’s Weed and Seed Program

focused on creating a visible and active

police presence to impact distressed neighborhoods (weeding), as well as capacity

building (seeding) in these same neighborhoods to sustain gains once they were

achieved (see Roehl et al. 1995). More limited or focused crime interventions, such as

the Boston Gun Project (see Kennedy

1998), also pursued dual strategies. In the

case of the Boston project, the first strategy

sought to identify youth who were likely to

use guns to resolve disputes while also

mobilizing government and community social institutions to address this serious and

lethal community problem on several different fronts and in a coordinated and systematic manner. Programs such as Town

Watch are also seen as community capacity

building efforts, often linked to increasing

surveillance over public places (Rosenbaum 1986, 1988; Rosenbaum, Lurigio,

and Davis 1998).

In an assessment of the community

impacts of community and problem-oriented policing, Cordner (1998) suggests
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that the evidence is generally mixed. Some

studies suggest declines in crime, fear,

disorder, and calls for service. However,

given design and research limitations identified more than a decade ago by Greene

and Taylor (1988), much of the research

remains difficult to interpret and generalize. There are, however, some promising

findings upon which more rigorous assessments can be made in the future.

The cumulative findings of the fear reduction and foot patrol programs of the

early 1980s suggested that changes in police strategy might have had different

effects on communities. In the Houston

and Newark studies, for example, there

were indeed modest crime effects, although these programs appeared to influence community perceptions and fear of

crime more than they did crime itself.

Neighborhood impacts associated with

community and problem-oriented policing

are varied and complex. They included

resident perceptions of safety, fear of

crime, use of public places, actual victimization, calls for service to the police,

reported crime, self-protection measures,

and community cohesion, to name a few.

Given the range and complexity of outcome measures associated with community policing, it is often difficult to make

comparisons across sites.

Skogan (1994), in an assessment of community policing impacts on neighborhood

residents, examined six programs, conducted in Oakland, California; Birmingham, Alabama; Baltimore, Maryland;

Madison, Wisconsin; Houston, Texas;

and Newark, New Jersey. In assessing

these programs Skogan (1994) assessed

their effects on fear of crime, disorder, victimization, the quality of police services,

and drug availability. His findings suggest

that fear of crime was most affected by

these interventions, and that it generally

went down in five of the six sites. Disorder,

by contrast, declined in three of the six

sites, while victimization went down in

half of the sites as well.
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In 1993, the Chicago Police Department

launched a community policing program

called CAPS—Chicago’s Alternative Policing Strategy. The program has been

assessed by Skogan and his colleagues for

several years (see Skogan et al. 1995 and

Skogan and Hartnett 1997). A recent assessment of community policing impacts

on neighborhoods in Chicago conducted

by Skogan and Hartnett (1997) suggested

that these efforts indeed had a significant

impact on community problems and the

quality of community life.



Police Organization Effects

One of the promises of community policing is that it would make police agencies

kinder and gentler, both to their constituents and to their employees. Criticisms of

the police bureaucracy, particularly under

the traditional model of policing, are that

it has alienated both the producers and

consumers of police services. Such alienation creates great tension between the

police and those policed.

On the philosophical level it is clear

that many police agencies have adopted

the language and symbolism of community and problem-oriented policing. In a

study of the broadening of the police domain Zhao, Thurman, and Lovrich (1995)

found that police organizations across

America have been broadening their role

over several years. In addition, they found

that police agencies implementing community policing had also broadened the technologies they used, the populations they

served, and the range of services they

provided.

Police agencies throughout the United

States have been adopting models of organization and training that bode well for

community and problem-oriented policing.

Zhao and his colleagues (1995) identified three factors around which organizational reform in policing is occurring. The



first factor is focused on improving police

officer performance skills. The second factor seeks to improve middle management

within police agencies. And the third factor

is associated with implementing COP programs in culturally diverse communities

with the intent of improving police and citizen interaction and community relations.

The reform of police agencies along the

lines of community and problem-oriented

policing has not been obstacle free. Zhao

and his colleagues (1995) identified several

impediments to organizational change

under the norms of community and problem-oriented policing. They include resistance from middle managers and line

officers, internal confusion as to the operational definition of COP, concerns that

COP might be ‘‘soft on crime,’’ lack of

police officer training, and resistance from

police unions.

Similarly, problems exist in the external

environment’s adoption of COP as an

operating strategy for the police. Impediments identified by Zhao and his colleagues

(1995) include community concerns about

‘‘fighting’’ crime, pressure for immediate

results, and lack of support from other

government agencies. Finally, transition

problems in moving from traditional to

community policing are largely centered

on the need to balance community policing

patrol strategies (foot and bike patrols,

community ministations, and ‘‘park and

walk’’ programs) with rapid response, particularly to potentially violent crime. These

tensions continue to plague the adoption

of community and problem-oriented policing in American police departments, although they are not insurmountable.



Private Changing Police Work

At both the organizational and individual

levels, problem solving is said to be

reshaping the intelligence of the police.

This occurs in a process that involves
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scanning the environment and then defining problems, analyzing the causes and

consequences of these problems, designing

and implementing appropriate responses,

and assessing the impact of interventions

(Eck and Spelman 1987; Goldstein 1990).

Unfortunately, in a critique of problem

solving, Clarke (1998, 315–27) suggested

that much of what occurs under the label

of problem solving is shallow, unanalytic,

and largely ineffective. As Clarke suggests,

the police fail in most of the problemsolving steps. During scanning, the police

often fail to clearly specify the problem

they seek to address. This creates considerable variance in what the police think they

are addressing. Analysis of problems,

according to Clarke (1998, 318), is also

quite rudimentary: ‘‘[D]uring an investigation of calls for service or crime reports,

they rarely identify patterns about how

often or when a crime is occurring, or

about where the problem is concentrated.

They also make few attempts to disaggregate statistics to determine the precise nature of the problem.’’

When it comes to responses, Clarke

suggests that much of what falls under

the guise of community and problemoriented policing is really traditional police

tactics such as crackdowns, streets sweeps,

and the use of arrest, often masked as

community and/or problem-solving interventions. These tactics may be being applied to poorly defined and analyzed

problems. Finally, Clarke argues that the

most unused aspect of problem solving is

the assessment of results.

Currently, many police departments

across America have adopted a ‘‘framework’’ for response that includes elements of problem solving, including

COMPSTAT (Silverman 1995) and hot

spot analysis (Sherman, Gartin, and Buerger 1989; Sherman and Weisburd 1995;

Weisburd and Green 1995). This framework is yet evolving, and with support

and cross communication among police

agencies, the ‘‘new technology’’ of policing

will continue to emerge.
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Impacts on Work Groups and Officers

Intended outcomes of community and

problem-oriented policing are that police

officers will (1) do their jobs differently,

(2) identify with role changes associated

with these new styles of policing, and

(3) improve their attachment to work,

the police profession, their departments,

and one another—in short, improve job

satisfaction.

In a few of the projects where there is

community-focused data, such as the one

conducted in Miami (Alpert and Dunham

1988), it is clear that police sensitivity to

community norms and conversance with

community expectations is both a longstanding complaint in minority communities and an occupational prerequisite if

the police are to become truly ‘‘community

oriented.’’ In San Diego, a program to

actively involve police officers in ‘‘understanding’’ the communities they policed

resulted in positive police officer attitudinal changes (Boydstun and Sherry 1975).

In Baltimore County, a problem-oriented

approach to policing resulted in improved

police officer job satisfaction and strengthening of the officers’ orientation toward

resolving community problems (Hayslip

and Cordner 1987). In Philadelphia, a

community–police educational program

focused on communications and police–

community problem solving demonstrated

positive attitudinal results among participating police officers (Greene 1989;

Greene and Decker 1989).

In Houston and in Newark, research

conducted through the Police Foundation

(see Skogan 1990 and Skolnick and Bayley

1986) suggested that the community improved their evaluation of police performance, including the quality of interaction

with the police, with the advent of programs that sought to bring the community

and police closer together, after years of

conflict and animosity. In Houston this

was brought about by creating community

stations where community response teams

attempted to mobilize and engage the
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community on matters of crime and disorder. In Newark the police response was to

employ more traditional police methods

(saturation patrol and more aggressive

street enforcement tactics), but to do so

with the focus of improving community

‘‘quality of life’’ by reducing the ‘‘signs of

crime’’ in neighborhoods—unruly behavior and abandoned property (typically

automobiles).

In New York City a program called

the Community Patrol Officer Program

(CPOP) sought to introduce a form of community policing to that city. CPOP officers

were given responsibility for a wide variety

of community and problem-solving activities. They were to mobilize communities

and to identify and solve community problems (see Farrell 1988 and Weisburd and

McElroy 1988).

While the initial assessment of this program focused on field supervisors and the

adjustments they had to make to oversee

CPOP officers, subsequent analyses of the

CPOP program (McElroy, Cosgrove, and

Sadd 1993) suggested that there were significant changes in attitudes for CPOP

officers participating in the program, particularly in those attitudes toward the

community and toward being a police officer. Here, officers in the CPOP program

expressed more favorable attitudes toward

the community and toward their identity

with their jobs following their participation in the program. Interestingly, these

same officers grew more critical of their

department during the same time period.

In an assessment of role adaptation and

job satisfaction among police officers in

Joliet, Illinois, Rosenbaum and his colleagues (1994, 331–42) compared officers in

this department who were part of a neighborhood-oriented policing (NOP) program with officers from a neighboring

community without such a program.

NOP officers reported more favorable attitudes toward community policing, were

more likely to report that their jobs had

broadened, and perceived an increase in

job autonomy. They also reported higher



job satisfaction and reported higher confidence in their ability to solve problems.

In a study of police officer adaptation

to community and problem-oriented policing in Chicago, Skogan and Hartnett

(1997) found ‘‘evidence of modest opinion

shifts’’ in police officers who participated

in the Chicago Alternative Policing Strategy

(CAPS) program. These modest changes

were reflected in CAPS officers becoming more optimistic about their interventions being thought effective in regard to

traditional police concerns (for example,

crime reduction), their ability to actually

solve problems, the impact of the program on police autonomy, and their

satisfaction with the Chicago Police Department. Interestingly, this study also

found that the CAPS program had a

wider association with general improvements in police attitudes toward beliefs

that the program was impacting communities and that community policing concepts were indeed viable as a policing

strategy in Chicago.

The National Institute of Justice funded

a collaborative research project in 1997

to measure the impact of the COPS

AHEAD program in Philadelphia (see

Greene et al. 1999). The Philadelphia study

revealed that rookie COPS AHEAD officers were better prepared to ‘‘do’’ community policing, as evidenced by their higher

scores on academy training scales for

problem solving and dealing with diversity

and conflict. Both rookie and veteran

COPS AHEAD officers and the comparison group of community policing officers

reported having stronger orientations toward problem solving and community policing than their motorized counterparts.

COPS AHEAD rookies were more satisfied with work on their present job, as

compared to other officers, and COPS

AHEAD and motorized rookies were

more satisfied with their coworkers,

as compared to veteran officers. COPS

AHEAD rookies had higher scores, indicating greater overall job satisfaction, as

compared to other officers.
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Collectively, then, police officer affective attachments to, and understanding of,

the community have been enhanced in certain cities, as have officer role definitions

as a result of police and community programs. These findings are indeed encouraging in that they suggest that police

attitudes can be shaped toward the values

and practices envisioned in community

and problem-oriented policing.



Conclusions

Community and problem-oriented policing have shaped American law enforcement in important ways during the past

twenty years or so. Generally speaking,

the police have broadened their interactions with the public, increased attention

to neighborhood crime and disorder problems, and better prepared officers for the

new roles anticipated of them. Such

changes have not been without their problems, but from the perspective of changing institutions, COP and POP have made

some inroads in shaping policing for the

twenty-first century.

JACK R. GREENE
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POLICE REFORM: 1950–1970

There have been two major periods of

reform through the history of modern

American policing. The first period of reform was sparked by August Vollmer in

an attempt to move beyond the patronage

and corruption that characterized policing

during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Vollmer advocated professionalism, careful selection of officers, and

rigorous training as the means to reform.

By the 1930s, most major police departments had adopted Vollmer’s initiatives

and moved from the political era into the

reform era (Kelling and Moore 1988). The

influence of Vollmer and his prote´ge´s,

O. W. Wilson and William Parker, was evident as police departments across the nation adopted a professionalism approach

that defined police functioning from the

1940s into the 1960s.

The second period of reform was based

in the 1960s and came to fruition in

the 1970s. After World War II, America

experienced an unusual period of tranquility. Soldiers returned home, found jobs

in the booming American industrial economy, and settled in the suburbs. By the
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mid-1960s, the ‘‘baby boomer’’ generation

had matured into their criminogenic period (age sixteen through twenty-five) and

the resulting crime increase, movement toward racial and gender equality, and

clashes with the police indicated a need

for reform. This article describes the rise

of police professionalism during the 1950s,

the ensuing problems of the 1960s, and the

eventual need for reform.



1950s—The Rise of Professionalism

During the 1950s, ‘‘professionalism’’ was

the watchword of the day. Officers were

encouraged to function and behave in a

strict, legalistic fashion. As police departments moved forward in the shift toward

reform and away from the corruption of

the political era, the personality of the individual beat officer was no longer emphasized, and officers became cogs in the

larger police organization. Officer-level

attitudes and values during the reform

era were significantly influenced by the

shift to professionalism. As police agencies

implemented a quasi-military model of policing through the 1940s and 1950s, the

individuals who were drawn to policing

began to reflect these ideals. More and

more police were ex-military men.

This was a change from early American

police, who were likely first- or secondgeneration immigrants tied to ethnic and

political groups as a function of their own

ethnic background (MacNamara 1967).

This shift toward ex-military personnel

distanced the police from concepts such

as patronage and old European ideas,

where those with political ambition could

purchase public offices through favors or

bribes (Wilson 1968). The applicants who

filled the ranks of police after returning

from the military during the Second

World War were more accustomed to a

hierarchical model of authority, and the

police shift to professionalism was well

on its way.
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A variety of factors shaped individual,

officer-level functioning during this period. As the Federal Bureau of Investigation, led by J. Edgar Hoover, rose to

prominence during the 1930s, local law

enforcement agencies sought to emulate

the FBI’s professionalism. The FBI gained

notoriety through the pursuit and apprehension of public personality criminals

(such as Bonnie and Clyde and Babyface

Nelson). Unfortunately, local law enforcement has always had to deal with a myriad

of issues and can never possess the discretion over case selection of the FBI. Thus,

seeking to resemble the scientific, professionalism model of the FBI was an unattainable goal.

Another set of factors that influenced

officer-level values and behavior during

the 1950s concerned the technological

advances available to the police. August

Vollmer and O. W. Wilson, the leaders in

police innovation during the first half of

the twentieth century, advocated placing

police officers in brightly marked patrol

cars to conduct preventive patrol. As described by Uchida (1997), August Vollmer

and O. W. Wilson advised placing police

officers in highly marked patrol cars for

several reasons (Wilson 1963). First, officers would be readily available to respond

to calls. Second, officers would fulfill a

deterrence function by driving around

and being highly visible. Third, officers

would be removed from society, only coming into direct contact with their constituents when summoned.

This third objective was developed in

response to the corruption of the political

era. Officers who had limited contact with

the public were unlikely to develop the

corrupt relationships that had precipitated

the shift to the reform era. The increasing

availability of the telephone and the twoway radio served to allow the public, and

subsequently dispatchers, to contact the

police and send them where they were

needed. This provided a more responsive

police force but served as a second step

distancing the police from the public.
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1960s—Factors Precipitating the

Fall of the Reform Era

By the 1960s, the professionalization movement was entrenched, and most American

police departments had adopted the tenets

of the reform era. However, many of these

agencies were emphasizing the law enforcement mission of the police to the detriment

of the social service role and community

relations. A series of Supreme Court decisions restricted police actions and ‘‘handcuffed’’ the police, requiring them to pay

more attention to an individual’s rights

and constitutional protections (Skolnick

and Fyfe 1993). The civil rights movements

culminated in a series of riots during the

1960s, spotlighting the poor relations between the police and the population, especially among minorities, young activists,

and the poor (Pelfrey 1998).

While officer attitudes and values during the first portion of the reform era were

characterized by the shift toward professionalism, the latter portion of the reform

era saw officers become insulated from

society and the focal point of controversy.

The emphasis on law enforcement during

the early portion of the reform era served

to focus the police profession and decrease

the scope of corruption. However, when

social conflict emerged, this reliance on

law enforcement left the police unprepared

and created a community relations crisis.

A variety of factors precipitated the

eventual shift away from the reform paradigm. The withdrawn nature of the police,

originally designed to reform corruption

problems, eventually produced negative

byproducts. The shift toward vehicle-based

patrol as opposed to foot patrol kept officers away from the temptations of corruption; however, this practice served as the

first of several steps to insulate the police

from the public. When officers are in cars,

they are much less accessible to the general

public. Officers gradually lost the close relationship with their constituents and grew



out of touch with the changing times of the

1960s.

Unfortunately, this withdrawn nature

produced a negative and ultimately destructive byproduct—a police force that

was out of touch with society. Officers

came into contact with the public in limited, often problematic instances. This social distance culminated in the discord of

the 1960s, where the police response to

demonstrations sparked a variety of riots

and critical incidents (Fyfe 1988). Since few

police of that time were trained to handle

civil disobedience on a broad scale, police

often initiated violent conflict, ultimately

exacerbating tumultuous conditions.

Although the civil rights movement

began in the 1950s, it peaked during the

1960s. Protests, led by civil rights figures

such as Martin Luther King, forced public

attention on the conflicts between minorities and local governments. As these protests grew in numbers and prominence, the

police were required (by local officials) to

intervene. Since the police of the 1940s,

1950s, and early 1960s had little experience handling unruly crowds, disaster

often ensued. The injury or killing of a

protester could spark a riot, necessitating

an even greater use of force by the police.

This problem was magnified by television—incidents of police battering unarmed, minority protesters in Newark,

Los Angeles, and Detroit during the mid1960s were televised and brought into the

homes of citizens across the nation. Many

of these citizens then rose in angry protest,

leading to localized riots. Frustrated police in previously peaceful cities saw protests and riots develop as a result of, for

example, a shooting in New York or a

beating in Alabama. These frustrations,

on the part of both the police and the

protesters, evidenced a serious disconnect

between the police and many of their constituents.

On the final day of one of the bloodiest

riots of the 1960s (in Detroit in 1967),

President Johnson appointed the Kerner
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Commission to review current police practices and develop recommendations to

avoid such conflict in the future. The Kerner Commission and the 1967 President’s

Crime Commission advised the police to

institute new selection and training procedures, especially relating to minorities.

They recommended police departments

alter hiring practices to make the departments more closely resemble the populations they policed. The traditional

attitudes and values of the police were suddenly spotlighted and questioned. The

Kerner Commission observed that many

of the cities with the most significant

problems had the most highly respected

and professional police departments in

America.

The President’s Crime Commission

made a number of influential suggestions

regarding the development of police–community relations and encouraged the review and adoption of alternative police

strategies, suggesting the traditional role

of the police should be considered and

revised. In his review of this report,

twenty-five years after its release, Walker

(1994) states that the seeds of community

policing are evident in the report.

An outcome of President Johnson’s

efforts was the LEAA—the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. This federal agency provided funds for police to go

to school and earn collegiate or graduate

degrees. Many of these officers moved into

academics and became the first wave of

criminal justice scholars. The LEAA also

distributed funds to study the basic precepts of policing. These studies, including

the Kansas City Preventive Patrol Study,

the Response Time Study, and the Rand

Detective Study, represent landmark research in criminal justice and sparked

many other important investigations.

The Supreme Court made a dramatic

impact on policing during the 1960s. With

Earl Warren serving as chief justice, the

Court addressed numerous aspects of police discretion and elected to limit the

scope of police power in virtually every
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decision. In Katz v. United States (1967)

and Chimel v. California (1969), the Court

forced the police to exercise much greater

care in acquiring warrants and conducting

searches of residences and defined the limits of a legal search. The Fifth Amendment

protection of access to counsel received

notable attention first in Massiah v. United

States (1964), then in Escobedo v. Illinois

(1964). In both the Massiah and the Escobedo decisions, the police were precluded

from obtaining confessions from those

suspects who had retained counsel. This

protection forced the police to rely on investigative procedures to produce convictions as opposed to coercing, or forcing,

a confession. Finally, with the Miranda

v. Arizona (1966) decision, police were required to inform arrested individuals (who

the police wished to question) of the basic

protections extended by the government.

These and other Supreme Court decisions (such as Mapp v. Ohio and Terry v.

Ohio) did more than restrict the police in

their dealings with suspects. The police

were forced to change their style—instead

of a heavy-handed approach to policing,

involving coercive tactics and the threat of

force, the police had to rely on evidence,

investigative technique, and forensics.

This approach was not well suited to the

stereotypical police officer who relied on

force, or the threat of force, to achieve

order and justice. Instead, an intelligent

and educated officer who knew the utility

of science and the law began to emerge as

the prototypical police officer. Agencies

picked up the forgotten admonitions of

August Vollmer and became more active

in recruiting educated candidates for police positions.

Social upheaval, exemplified by riots

and the civil rights movements, forced

police into dangerous situations, where

they fared poorly (Kelling and Moore

1988). A series of commission reports suggested that the police had become disconnected from society, and serious questions

were raised about the current practices

and philosophies of police (Walker 1994).
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By the end of the 1960s, the Supreme

Court, social scientists, and police administrators turned their attention to decreasing the level of discretion available to

police officers and improving the relationship between the police and the community (Pelfrey 1998).



1970—The Need for a New

Paradigm

As the practices and philosophies of policing during the reform era began to fall

under question, police administrators and

researchers began to question standard

police practices and their outcomes. Part

of the difficulty police experienced during

the 1960s was founded in the lack of contact with the public and the changing set

of expectations of the community. Although community values changed, the

police failed to adapt. This produced conflict and strife between the community and

the police, evident through deteriorating

police–community relations. The new philosophy of community policing encouraged officers to foster relationships with

the community and develop an exchange

of values. Wilson and Kelling (1982, 34)

note, ‘‘The essence of the police role in

maintaining order is to reinforce the informal control mechanisms of the community

itself.’’ This can only be achieved through

an understanding of these informal control mechanisms, which is best derived

through a community policing strategy

(Manning 1988).

By 1970, the field of policing was ripe for

change. The factors described previously

demonstrated that the need for change

was present. However, for a shift in paradigms to occur, there must be a new set

of ideas available (Kuhn 1962). These

ideas emerged through the research of the

Police Foundation (1981) and Boydstun

and Sherry (1975) and through the ideas

of Herman Goldstein, who developed

the problem-oriented policing philosophy



(1979), and Wilson and Kelling, who fostered the broken-windows notion (1982).

WILLIAM V. PELFREY, JR.
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POLICE SOCIAL WORK

TEAMS AND VICTIM

ADVOCATES



Introduction

During the past three decades, there has

been a growing realization among law enforcement agencies that because of the critical community need for police social service

teams (also known as police victim assistance and police domestic violence units),

they are in an ideal position to implement

this collaborative team approach in response to such problems as child abuse

and neglect cases, school violence incidents,

domestic violence occurrences, and mentally ill persons in crisis. Whether a person

is victimized in Rochester, New York, or

Boca Raton, Florida, Pasadena, California,

or Arlington, Texas, police victim advocate

or social work teams are on call and accessible. There are several hundred police victim

advocate teams throughout the United

States, and most are available twenty-four

hours a day, seven days a week. Most victim advocates have a social work background and specialized training in crisis

intervention, domestic violence policies
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and intervention approaches, and the delivery of social services.

Social problems such as domestic violence, child abuse and neglect, and violent

crimes are pervasive throughout society.

Because of the volatility and life-threatening nature of these problems, a large number of police chiefs and community leaders

are committed to intervening early, with

the goal of sharply reducing the incidence

of these major social problems. Policebased social workers are usually full-time

civilian employees assigned to special units

operated by police departments. The most

common types of units are victim assistance, crime prevention, domestic violence, child abuse and/or missing children,

drug education, and juvenile crime. In general, these types of specialized units have

grown between 1990 and 2000, with the

number of police-based victim assistance

units almost doubling, domestic violence

units increasing by 60%, and child abuse,

crime prevention, drug education, and juvenile crime units remaining about the

same (Roberts 2003).

A police–social services collaboration

usually provides a coordinated community

response from a group of agencies to deal

with serious personal and family problems evidenced by repeat calls for police

service. Traditionally, police, social work,

and mental health agencies share the most

demanding parts of the others’ client caseloads, but there is minimal interagency

communication or cooperation. In order

to avoid fragmented and ineffective intervention, police responses must be the

starting point of interagency coordination.

Coordination is critical since all community agencies are responsible for intervening with community-wide social problems.



Police Social Work Teams

Police social work focuses on working with

victims of crime in a variety of areas, including child abuse, sexual assault, family
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violence, elder abuse, and other crimes

against persons (Knox and Roberts 2002,

669):

Since the 1980s, the growing awareness by

the law enforcement and social work professions of the impact of violent crimes on

victims, witnesses, and family survivors has

resulted in a team approach to provide

crisis intervention and victim assistance services. Crime victims are harmed physically,

emotionally, and/or financially by perpetrators. In the aftermath, crime victims and

family survivors often have to cope with

physical pain, acute stress, psychological

trauma, phobias, fear, grief, loss, medical

problems and expenses, financial needs,

and court proceedings. Many crime victims,

witnesses, and family survivors have their

first contact through the police department.



This is a critical time for intervention,

and police social workers have a unique

opportunity to provide crisis intervention

services (Knox and Roberts 2002).

Evidence-based studies have documented the fact that the impact of an acute

crisis reaction can be temporary and

quickly stabilized, especially when there

is timely assessment, intervention, and follow-up care from police social work

teams. These specially trained police and

clinical social workers know how to interact with people in the midst of a crisis

reaction. They know how to establish rapport and rapidly conduct a biopsychosocial and lethality assessment. They know

how to provide early support and ego bolstering, as well as how to help the person

examine the most realistic possible options

and alternative coping skills. They know

how to get closure by helping crime victims to plan and implement a short-term

action plan. Thus, recovery from psychological trauma and crisis resolution is optimized, and social functioning is enhanced

(Roberts 2005).

The majority of police calls for service

are typically crisis-inducing and traumainducing situations. The major components

of crisis intervention include rapid response,

lethality and dangerousness assessment,



establishing rapport and gathering information, identifying and prioritizing the

problem areas, and finding alternative coping skills, a feasible action plan, crisis stabilization, and crisis resolution (Roberts

2005). Police typically fulfill their mission

when they respond relatively quickly, restore safety and order, make an arrest

when appropriate, obtain a temporary protective order from a magistrate, and then

leave.

Social workers continue the crisis stabilization process by assessing psychosocial

needs, implementing the crisis intervention

protocol, providing concrete services, and

making referrals. Social workers also accept walk-in cases at the police department and referrals from detectives and

police officers. In general, police social

workers stabilize crisis-oriented situations

by providing crisis intervention and/or developing a social service plan, which

includes food vouchers and temporary

housing/shelter in addition to time-limited

counseling and court advocacy. Police social workers also link clients to appropriate community agencies, including rape

crisis centers, battered women shelters, alcohol detoxification programs, and mental

health centers.



History of Police Social Work

The social work profession has a long history of working with police departments to

provide victim services and prevent crimes

against children and women. A crucial first

step in the gradual evolvement of the police

social workers movement was the establishment of ‘‘women’s bureaus’’ within police departments during the first half of the

1900s (Roberts 1997a). Law enforcement

has traditionally been involved with crimes

involving women, children, and juveniles,

and the focus of most police social work

services during this early period was on

protective and corrective programs for

these client populations.
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In 1920, at the National Conference on

Social Work, Mina Van Winkle, director

of the Women’s Bureau of the Metropolitan Police Department in Washington,

D.C., described the Women’s Bureau as a

separate unit of the police department that

works all cases where children and women

are involved, with four types of responsibilities, protective, preventive, corrective,

and general police work (Roberts 1997a).

Her goal was to have a women’s bureau in

every major city’s police department, and

by 1930, there were more than five hundred policewomen in two hundred police

departments throughout the United States

(Roberts 1997a). There was a steady increase in the police social work movement

during the next two decades; however, this

growth was found primarily in large urban

areas such as Chicago, Los Angeles, and

New York City.

Throughout this time period, obstacles

such as sexism, discrimination, and stereotypes of women in law enforcement impacted negatively on this movement and

led to a decline in police social work programs by the 1950s (Roberts, forthcoming). It was not until the mid-1970s, when

the battered women’s and rape crisis

movements became active, that the social

work presence was focused again on crime

victims. A major boost in funding police

social workers came about throughout the

1970s and early 1980s through state and

county block grants allocated through the

federal Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA). These police social

workers primarily focused on crime prevention activities and interventions on behalf of predelinquents, status offenders,

and juvenile delinquents.

The Violence Against Women Act

(VAWA) of 1994 resulted in more than

$1 billion being allocated from 1995

through 2000 to state and city police

departments and shelters to develop crisis

intervention and domestic violence intervention programs (Brownell and Roberts

1999). In 2000, the U.S. Congress designated an additional $7.4 million from the
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federal Crime Victims Fund to support

creating 112 full-time positions for victim

assistance specialists in the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), and in 2001,

a second earmark was established to support additional victim/witness efforts by

the FBI and U.S. Attorneys’ Offices. In

2004, the Office of Victims of Crime celebrated its twentieth anniversary in recognition of the passage of the landmark

Victims of Crime Act (VOCA) in 1984

(Office of Victims of Crime 2004).



Results of National Survey of Police

Social Work and Victim Assistance

Knox and Roberts (2002) conducted a national study of law enforcement agencies

from California, Colorado, Indiana, New

Jersey, New York, South Carolina, Tennessee, and Texas. There were 111 responding agencies, representative of large

suburban towns, mid-sized cities, and

large urban areas. Those respondents indicated that 74% of police departments provide twenty-four-hour crisis intervention

services, with 55% responding to requests

by patrol officers on the scene and 70%

providing on-call services. The primary

locations for these programs are in police

stations (72%) or sheriff ’s offices (19%).

This national study focused on three

main areas:

.



Social work direct services and roles.

Respondents indicated that direct

services and counseling roles begin

with the crisis intervention and onthe-scene work. However, one-third

of the police social work teams and

victim advocates also provide shortterm counseling services, with referral to other community and social

service agencies for long-term treatment (Knox and Roberts 2002). The

role of broker of services is essential,

with 90% of these programs referring clients to appropriate community
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and social service agencies. Basic

concrete needs and social services are

provided through home visits (64%),

transportation services (56%), and

emergency assistance funds (52%),

and Crisis response through death

notification (80%), hostage negotiation (36%), and crisis debriefing

(45%) (Knox and Roberts, forthcoming).

Staffing patterns. Staffing patterns

from this survey range from small,

one- or two-person units/programs

(48%) to larger programs with five

to eight victim advocates or police

social workers and support staff

(Knox and Roberts, forthcoming).

These findings reveal the expansion

of staffing by 2001 when compared

to Roberts’ earlier national study

(1990), which indicated that threefourths of the victim assistance programs were staffed by five or fewer

full-time employees. The majority of

the police social work teams and victim assistance units employ civilian

personnel with a bachelor’s degree in

criminal justice, social work, or sociology, or an M.S.W. degree (Knox

and Roberts, forthcoming).

Theoretical models. The primary theoretical model used by the responding victim services programs was

crisis intervention (68%), with grief

and bereavement therapy used by

23% of the programs surveyed;

other identified approaches that are

used include brief or time-limited

treatment (20%), cognitive behavioral

approaches (9%), and family therapy

(9%) (Knox and Roberts 2002).



Conclusion

Police social workers may have only episodic contact with their clients, but this

type of intervention is of an urgent and

emergency nature (Roberts, forthcoming).



The role of police social workers is

expanding and will likely continue to receive support from a variety of sources.

Police social work teams are dealing with

the most at-risk and vulnerable clients—

battered women, child abuse and neglect

victims, sexual assault victims, adolescent

runaways, and survivors of community

disasters. Therefore, it is imperative that

all police social workers and victim advocates be well trained in forensic social

work and criminal justice.

Social work researchers and program

evaluators can assist local and state

governmental agencies in planning and

conducting studies to determine the effectiveness of police-based social work teams.

Social workers should take advantage of

training opportunities in the field of forensic social work and victim services that will

enable them to provide leadership and direction for police-based social work in the

future.

ALBERT R. ROBERTS

See also Child Abuse and Its Investigation;

Domestic (or Intimate Partner) Violence

and the Police; Elderly and Crime; Juvenile

Delinquency; Law Enforcement Assistance

Administration; Mental Illness: Improved

Law Enforcement Response; Minneapolis

Domestic Violence Experiment; School Violence; Victim Rights Movement in the

United States; Victims’ Attitudes toward

the Police
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POLICE SOLIDARITY

The sociological concept of solidarity

refers to the unique sense of identity, belonging, and cohesion that one develops as

part of a group of colleagues who share in

common social roles, interests, problems,

concerns, and even lifestyles. Since solidarity refers to loyalty to one’s colleagues

instead of loyalty to an organization, community, or set of principles, it involves

emotional ties and commitments rather

than formal or contractual relationships.

A sense of solidarity, or unity as it is

alternatively called, is the pivotal feature

that pervades the police subculture and

sustains its integrity. It derives from both

common experiences police officers encounter in their working environment and

from the socialization or social learning

process inherent to the police subculture,

which involves the transmission of social

norms, values, and beliefs. It is both a
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consequence of other basic features of

police subculture, such as a sense of social

isolation, and a cause of other basic features, such as secrecy.



Solidarity as Loyalty to Colleagues

Rather Than Loyalty to the Police

Organization

As officers move into higher ranks, solidarity tends to decline. Conversely, members

of the police administration are frequently

seen by line officers in much the same way

they perceive members of the community

and other outsiders—as threatening the

police subculture. Michael Brown (1981,

82) and Peter Manning (1978, 85–86) remark on how police loyalty and social

bonds provide police safety from the arbitrary authority and power of aggressive

administrators and supervisors. The very

fact that officers feel detached from their

departmental administrators and supervisors, and consequently develop in-group

bonds as a collective protective response,

may indicate that police solidarity is inversely related to organizational loyalty

and respect for administrative authority.

In his study of civilianization of the

communications division of police departments, Shernock (1988b) found that interpretations of membership in the police

department differed for sworn and civilian

communications personnel. Sworn personnel tended to interpret their membership in terms of their group identification

with fellow officers, whereas civilian personnel tended to interpret their membership in terms of their identification with

the organization itself.

In her study of police in New York City

precincts, Elizabeth Reuss-Ianni (1983)

concluded that there are two distinct cultures in policing: a street cop culture and

a management cop culture, which have

conflicting perspectives on policy, procedure, and practice in policing. The particularistic values of the street cop culture—the
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‘‘we–they’’ worldview, secrecy, and solidarity—are juxtaposed against the new

bureaucratic values of police reform that

the management cop culture has adopted,

where the rule book presumably takes precedence. In contrast to street cops, management cops take community relations,

public opinion, and politics seriously and

are concerned with public accountability,

productivity, and cost effectiveness. Consequently, they are seen by street cops as

not having loyalty to people but instead to

social and political networks.

Shearing (1981) and Ericson (1981)

argue, on the other hand, that what first

might appear to be a conflict between subcultural and formal organizational norms

can actually involve a complementarity

between these ostensibly different norms.

These authors interpret subcultural norms

as providing direction and guidance for

the real work of policing, while formal

departmental rules provide the framework

used in legitimating this work. In turn,

top administrators support and reward

those who are successful in managing

both the ‘‘backstage’’ work carried out

according to subcultural norms and the

‘‘front-stage’’ appearances of abiding by

departmental rules. Leonard (1980, 67)

adds that although police officers frequently complain about their agencies to

their peers, any external complaint against

or adverse publicity about their departments often results in an increased sense

of solidarity among all members of the

department.

In his empirical study on police solidarity, Shernock (1988a) found that the organizational loyalty of his respondents was

not related to solidarity measured by either

an index of ‘‘toleration toward the misconduct of and unequivocal trust toward

fellow officers’’ or by the comparative

value placed on loyalty to fellow officers.

On the other hand, he found two separate

measures of subordination to authority inversely related to solidarity. Obedience to

superiors was negatively correlated with

both measures of solidarity, and opposition



to greater supervision was positively correlated with both measures of solidarity.

Although there has been some disagreement regarding solidarity between line

officers and police administrators, there is

virtually no such disagreement regarding

solidarity between sworn officers and civilians within the police department. In his

study of civilianization, Shernock (1988b)

concluded that patrol officers were disingenuous when they remarked that ‘‘civilians can’t be trusted to the same degree as

sworn officers because they lack street and

police background.’’ The underlying problem of trust would not seem to reflect civilians’ response to the pressures of their

work, given their significantly lower levels

of reported stress in their work compared

to that of sworn communications personnel. The problem of trust also would seem

to be based only minimally on civilians’

perspectives toward work values and police functions, inasmuch as sworn officers

performing the same work as these civilians do not differ significantly from them

on these values and functions. Instead,

given the significant differences in expressions of solidarity and loyalty between

civilians and sworn officers in both similar

and complementary positions to these civilians, the underlying problem of trust

appears to be the threat of civilianization

to ‘‘the indescribable bond between police

officers.’’



Solidarity as Loyalty to Colleagues

Rather Than Loyalty to the

Community

Police solidarity has been most commonly

seen as the consequence of a need for insulation from perceived dangers and rejection of the community. Even though

actual violence occurs in probably fewer

than 2% to 3% of police–civilian encounters, the highly unpredictable but potentially dangerous scene is always a part of

police patrol. In order to deal with this
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constant threat of being in a potentially

dangerous situation involving persons

who cannot be identified in advance, patrol officers come to view everyone with

suspicion. This omnipresent suspicion, in

turn, serves to isolate police from the rest

of society.

This sense of isolation is reinforced by

citizens’ failure to help the police in fights.

The police officer’s lack of confidence in

receiving help from the public in dangerous situations leads officers to believe that

the only people who can be counted on in

tight or problematic situations are other

police officers and to equate the very essence of survival with the existence of an

unquestioned support and loyalty among

fellow officers. Since the successful officer

needs the full support of his or her partners in order to act in dangerous situations, to violate the sanctity of solidarity

by reporting a fellow officer leads one to

be viewed as an unsafe officer.

Probably the factor in the external

working environment most frequently

cited as contributing to both police solidarity and a negative community orientation is

the police perception of public hostility toward law enforcement and police officers.

During the 1960s, Skolnick (1966, 225)

reported that the Westville police he studied felt the most serious problem they had

was not race relations but some form of

public relations, lack of respect for police,

lack of cooperation in enforcement of

the law, and lack of understanding of the

requirements of police work. In his interviews of police officers, Westley (1970, 107)

found that 73% of the officers interviewed

believed that the public liked and supported the police. Similarly, Skolnick

found that 70% of the 282 officers in the

Westville police believed that the public

rated the prestige of police work as either

poor or only fair, while only 2% felt that

the public rated it as excellent.

If this perception of hostility by

the public toward the police is realistic,

public hostility becomes an environmental precondition for police isolation and
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solidarity. On the other hand, if the perception is mistaken, it may indicate that

the dynamic characteristic of the occupational subculture itself, which includes a

sense of minority group status and solidarity, leads to the projection of hostility and,

in turn, contributes to a negative community orientation.

Van Maanen (1978, 119) states that ‘‘in

general, there is little to link patrolmen to

the private citizen in terms of establishing

a socially satisfying relationship’’ and that

‘‘patrolmen recognize accurately that few

civilians are likely to return favors.’’ The

long and often irregular working hours,

particularly as a result of shift schedules,

do not allow police to develop off-duty

friendships with nonpolice and thereby

contribute to police isolation. Ferdinand

(1980) found that until the age of forty,

much of a police officer’s social life is

spent within the confines of the police

subculture.

Police suspicion itself is reinforced by

officers’ work experiences, their being so

frequently in an adversarial relationship

with the public and being confronted

daily by people who are weak or corrupt,

as well as dangerous. Lundman (1980, 85)

notes further how the public stereotypes

and depersonalizes the police, conferring

on them a master status that leads them to

feel a loss of identity and a sense of being

stripped of their individuality.

In contrast, Walker (1992, 226–27)

states that police officers do not have an

accurate perception of citizen attitudes

and that survey data indicate citizens are

supportive of police. He cites the 1975

National Crime Survey, which found that

84% of whites and 74% of blacks rated the

police as good or average. Although

Lundman (1980, 83–84) recognizes some

factual basis to the police perception of

public hostility, he also finds that the police academy and the field training experience communicate a defensiveness theme

to recruits, emphasizing distrust of persons and organizations outside the police

department.
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The defensiveness theme is communicated by seasoned officers in their war

stories and in their interpretations of

both the community relations unit as

merely functioning to deflect public criticism and of the internal inspection squad

as merely functioning to protect the department from attempts to create a civilian review board. Thus recruits are

presumably cautioned that ‘‘the only people to be trusted are other police officers.’’

As an outsider group, the patrol officers’ occupational identity and subculture

crystallize, wherein isolationism, secrecy,

strong in-group loyalties, sacred symbols,

common language, and a profound estrangement from the larger society intensify. Like other minorities, police officers

not only tend to distrust members outside

their in-group, but, moreover, tend to fraternize, both on and off the job, with members of their own minority group in order

to avoid unpleasant interactions with civilians who view them only in terms of their

police identity.

Thus, isolated by the hostility and

stereotyping they perceive, the police compensate by developing an intense solidarity for self-protection and moral support

(Westley 1970, 111). The consequent

unity enables them to tolerate isolation

from, hostility of, and disapproval of citizens. Police loyalty then can be seen as

assuaging real and imagined wrongs

inflicted by a hostile public. As the police

bonds to the public become weaker and

their in-group activities and cohesiveness

become greater, the police become more

suspicious of and more polarized from

the public, wherein the police–public relationship often turns from supportive to

adversarial.

In his study on the relationship between

police solidarity and community orientation, Shernock (1988a) found that solidarity as measured by an index of ‘‘toleration

toward the misconduct of and unequivocal trust toward fellow officers’’ was

weakly related to less support for the service function and to the comparative value



placed on respect for citizens, but not

related to the comparative importance of

the community relations function. On the

other hand, when solidarity was measured

as the comparative ranking of the value

‘‘loyalty to other police officers,’’ it was

found strongly related to a lower comparative value placed on respect for citizens

and moderately related to less importance

placed on the community relations function, but not related to less support for the

service function when controlling for age

and police experience and not related to

defensiveness toward the media.

Shernock also found that antagonism

toward externally imposed control over

police discretion was found to be highly

correlated with the first measure of solidarity and weakly to moderately correlated

with the second measure of solidarity.

There appears to be a definite tendency

for solidarity among police to increase as

their level of antagonism toward externally imposed control over police discretion increases.



Solidarity as Loyalty to Colleagues

Rather Than Loyalty to Ethical

Principles

As a shield against the attacks of the outside world and against public criticism, the

police place a high value on secrecy within

their subculture. This code of secrecy

among police officers, which is not confined to American policing alone, appears

to be the strongest code adhered to within

the police agency and, according to Goldstein (1977, 165), is stronger than similar

tacit norms in the highly regarded professions of media and law.

The perceived hostility toward the police fosters an ‘‘us versus them’’ attitude

and a feeling that officers must stick together even to the point of lying about the

misconduct of other officers. Secrecy is

thus seen by Westley (1970, 111) as solidarity insofar as it represents a common
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front against the outside world. Blumberg

(1976, 15) concurs, stating that ‘‘secrecy

provides the glue that binds police solidarity.’’ It maintains group identity and supports solidarity since it gives something in

common to those who belong to the police

subculture and differentiates those who do

not. The sense of unity and loyalty that

results from the demand for conformity to

the values of the police subculture can

someday be invoked by any officer to

cover a serious mistake or to help the

officer out in serious trouble.

Yet, as Westley (1970, 112) significantly

observes, secrecy does not apply to achievement but to mistakes, to plans, to illegal

actions, to character defamation. Because

the police subculture requires that its

members be loyal and trustworthy, officers feel obligated to cover up a fellow

officer’s brutal acts, petty thefts, extortionate behavior, abuses of police power, and

other illegalities. ‘‘Blowing the whistle,’’

‘‘finking,’’ and ‘‘squealing’’ are breaches of

the code of silence and secrecy that represent the most heinous offense in the police

world. It is an unwritten law in police

departments that police officers must

never testify against their fellow officers.

Every officer tacitly agrees to uphold the

secrecy code in order to claim solidarity

rights to the unit or agency to which the

officer belongs.

It is still uncertain, however, whether

those conforming to the ‘‘code of silence’’

disapprove of the misconduct of fellow

officers and whether tolerance of that misconduct indicates how individual officers

themselves can be expected to behave. The

answer from a number of students of police misbehavior is that there is a connection between an officer’s own values and

behavior and the officer’s tolerance of the

misconduct of fellow officers. Noting the

effects of police subcultural expectations

on recruits, Savitz (1970), in a longitudinal

study at three different time periods,

found that recruits not only became more

permissive toward corrupt police conduct
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but approximated the values of experienced officers over time.

More specifically, Barker (1978) has

observed that those police officers who

believe that certain forms of misconduct

will not be reported are probably more

likely to engage in such misconduct. Stoddard (1968) has gone even further, noting

that ‘‘whether one can inform on his fellow officers is directly connected with the

degree of his illegal involvement prior to

the situation involving the unlawful act.’’

Likewise, Muir (1977, 67, 72) believes that

once a police officer has violated a standard or rule, that officer is bound to remain silent regarding others’ violations,

even if they are more serious. It would

thus appear, according to these critics,

that tolerance toward the misconduct of

other officers is more likely to be based

either on a more complete socialization

to the subcultural value systems or on

complicity that develops as a result of

one’s own misconduct than on mere conformity to the ‘‘code of silence.’’



Conclusion

Some degree of solidarity may be very

positive. Loyalty to fellow officers may

bolster officers’ self-esteem and confidence

and may call forth a courageous reaction

to threats to the interests of a member of a

group to which one belongs. Nevertheless,

attention has been focused on the police

subcultural attribute of solidarity because

of its perceived negative consequences for

organizational control and change, public

accountability, and ethical conduct.

The particularistic value placed on loyalty to colleagues often comes into conflict with the bureaucratic values of police

reform, and police solidarity itself often

undermines supervisory control by police

administrators. The isolation associated

with police solidarity may undermine

loyalty to the community insofar as it
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influences officers to develop attitudes that

are essentially different from those of the

wider society within which the police function and whom they are charged to protect, and may create and sustain negative

perceptions toward and hostile encounters

with members of the public. Excessive loyalty to colleagues also has been seen as

inconsistent with loyalty to the high ideals

of the ethical canons of the profession

and, consequently, as militating against

the obligation impelled by a regulatory

code of ethics to identify and mete out

professional sanctions against those fellow

practitioners who have failed to perform

their duties properly.

While police officers might continue to

express solidarity with fellow officers by

maintaining the ‘‘code of silence,’’ there

are some indications that there are changes in patterns of fraternization among

police that have bolstered solidarity in

the past. Blumberg states that regardless

of what a number of dated studies may

show, his experience in contact with a variety of police departments would lead

him to believe that the new generation

of police recruits has developed a more

expanded friendship network than their

predecessors and that the social isolation

of police is somewhat exaggerated.

There are also some indications, despite

the need for more research, that the recruitment of women and African Americans has modified police solidarity. Martin

found that the entrance of women into

policing has diminished the traditional solidarity of the group because expressions of

friendship that are acceptable between two

males are problematic between officers of

different sexes, and also because women

officers do not share the same off-duty

interests as male officers. While it might

be assumed that increased educational

qualifications and professionalization of

the police might lead to conflicts between

old-line officers, and thus at least temporarily weaken solidarity among police officers, the effects of these changes, as well as



others, must be determined by future empirical research studies.

STAN SHERNOCK
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POLICE STANDARDS AND

TRAINING COMMISSIONS

Notwithstanding well-documented police

lineage, the roots of organized American

policing can be traced to 1845. In that

year, the city of New York created the
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first official municipal police department

against the backdrop of much public distrust. It is reasonable, then, to mark that

historical era as the most probable beginning of formal concern regarding the standards and training expected of those

anointed to guard societal liberties. This

article chronicles the contributions of

many prominent organizations and commissions to police standards and training

advancements and concludes with an

overview of the organizational controls

currently used in the selection and development of police recruits.



International Association of Chiefs

of Police (IACP)

Organized in 1893 as the National Chiefs

of Police Union, the IACP is the most

recognizable and influential police organization. Its constitutional mission reveals a

commitment, among other things, to professional recruitment and training efforts.

In support of that mission and dating

back to 1934, the association publishes a

monthly journal, Police Chief, that is

widely regarded as the professional voice

of law enforcement and training. A comprehensive accounting in this article of all

contributions made by this organization

to the police profession is impractical. At

a minimum, though, it is important to

acknowledge its encouraging role in the

creation of the National Association of

Directors of Law Enforcement Standards

and Training (NADLEST; now an international association known as IADLEST)

as the official association for Peace Officer

Standards and Training organizations.



Wickersham Commission

Concerned with civil unrest and a general absence of prohibition enforcement,
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President Herbert Hoover, in 1929, appointed the National Commission on Law

Observance and Enforcement to conduct

the first national investigation of the administration of justice. Under the guidance

of George W. Wickersham, a former U.S.

attorney general, the Commission’s fourteen published reports (1931) represent the

first national effort to synchronize local,

state, and federal enforcement resources

in the efforts to control crime. Its Report

on Lawlessness in Law Enforcement made

unexpected references to spiraling police

misconduct, resulting in bold recommendations aimed at promoting police accountability through effective recruitment,

training, and ethics enforcement.

Even though immediate actions on

most recommendations failed to materialize, it is universally recognized that the

commission’s views paved the way for future change and progress. Of particular

significance, however, was its progressive

recommendation to require a college degree for entry-level policing employment

at a time when a high school education

was perceived as a sufficient education.



thirty-four specific recommendations to

improve police operations and relations,

but its greatest contributions may well be

its emphasis on the value of education

(that all police officers should possess a

college degree) and additional funding

for training and crime prevention efforts.

The influence of the commission’s work

is best evidenced from the modern writings

of its many advocates. As is true of most

initiatives, however, there are voices expressing pessimism that the recommendations have not become entrenched in the

realities of modern justice enterprises. One

undeniable accomplishment, though, was

its visionary approach to crime and justice

as a ‘‘system.’’ Prior to that time, the components were uncoordinated and viewed

as distinct and separate units. The commission’s recognition of this disconnect

revolutionized policing (and other justice

professions) as it created and simultaneously legitimized a criminal justice system.



President’s Commission on Law

Enforcement and Administration of

Justice



With widespread rioting in urban ghettos

and police–community relations on the

decline, President Johnson appointed the

National Advisory Commission on Civil

Disorder, also called the Kerner Commission, to formulate a strategic plan. Because

of the mounting pressures from community deterioration and an approaching

presidential election, the commission hurried its recommendations; as a result, the

1968 report did little more than to echo

the recommendations of the President’s

Commission one year earlier. Its recommendations for local police planning and

training, however, did contribute to riot

operations in several instrumental ways.

Mainly, it criticized the use of overly

militaristic tactics as a control mechanism, opting instead to promote the more



The President’s Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice,

also called the Katzenbach Commission

after the attorney general and commission

chair, is widely regarded as the most influential of all historical commissions for

its revolutionary approach to the crime

epidemic of the 1960s. Assembled under

the leadership of President Johnson and

comprised of a diverse body of experts

from state and local governments, the

commission conducted an extensive investigation into all aspects of crime and justice administration. The commission made



National Advisory Commission on

Civil Disorder
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humanistic and service-oriented values accomplished through community support

and interaction.



status, fewer than 5% of police agencies

nationally are accredited.



National Advisory Commission on

Criminal Justice Standards and

Goals



The Beginnings of Peace Officer

Standards and Training (POST)

Programs



The Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, in 1971, funded this commission to

determine the basic course of action necessary to reduce crime and societal fear of

crime. In its 1973 Report on Police, the

commission made many specific recommendations designed to enhance police effectiveness through recruitment, selection,

and training procedures. The progressive

recommendations most notably focused on

the recruitment of minorities, women, and

the college educated. Of major importance,

however, was the recommendation that

every state should enact legislation empowering a state commission to develop and

enforce minimum mandatory standards

for the selection and training of police officers. At that time, thirty-five states had

passed such legislation, yet not all states

required compliance with those standards.

The commission also designed a highly vocational template for the distribution of

training within a 400-hour minimum, with

the greatest concentration dedicated to patrol and investigative procedures, and called

for a minimum of forty in-service training

hours to be completed on an annual basis.



The first state to mandate minimum standards and training requirements for all police departments was New York in 1959.

California followed suit with the unveiling

of its voluntary version later in that same

year. Compared with the complexity of

modern requirements, these programs were

quite humble, yet were of monumental

importance as role models for the nation

as a whole, because all states had formed

POST organizations by 1981.



Accreditation

Created in 1979, the Commission on Accreditation for Law Enforcement Agencies

(CALEA) offers a voluntary accreditation

process to all police agencies concerned

with operational efficiency and professional

standards. The accreditation process is

costly and rigorous, and although departments benefit from enhanced professional
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Model Minimum Standards for

Recruitment and Selection

The International Association of Directors

of Law Enforcement Standards and Training (IADLEST) has been proactive in the

pursuit of police professionalism. Comprising the directors of the respective state

POST organizations, IADLEST promotes

a model of minimum standards designed to

encourage states to enact standards most

consistent with the building of a professional police force. States adhere to these

standards in differing degrees, but the composition of the model has been instrumental as a change agent. The following

sections do not represent a comprehensive

account of all minimum standards, but

rather focus on those most derived from

the influences of past commissions.



Character Screening

Given the widespread authority allocated

to the police, it is imperative that police
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recruits be equipped with a solid moral

foundation. To achieve this objective, police organizations use a variety of screening mechanisms to enhance recruitment

success.

One requirement limits police employment to American citizens. The method

of citizenship, however, is irrelevant

and, therefore, this practice is not one of

prejudicial origin. Rather, it is merely believed that enforcement of the law is best

entrusted to those committed to American

ideals and possessing a fundamental knowledge of its laws.

Law enforcement agencies also conduct

investigations into the moral fabric of prospective applicants. Two basic investigations are completed in furtherance of this

mission. One, a criminal history examination, is conducted to exclude convicted

felons from employment eligibility and

any others demonstrating a propensity for

continued lawbreaking. Second, people

with the best perspective regarding a candidate’s moral character are interviewed.

The background investigation ordinarily

includes family members, neighbors, teachers, employers, and credit histories. Police recruits are also required to pass a drug

test to ensure that those responsible for the

enforcement of illegal drug use are not

using the banned substances themselves.

Drug use not only would compromise the

integrity of the police department, but also

would jeopardize the safety of the public.



Mental Fitness

Because of the myriad of difficult and unconventional situations encountered on a

daily basis, officers must exhibit the capacity to formulate mature judgments. Police

organizations use two major requirements

to limit employment access to the mentally

unstable. First, all applicants are psychologically tested to screen out those incapable of performing assigned duties or of



enduring the stressors inherent in police

work. It is extremely important that people with mental illnesses or those who are

emotionally unstable be precluded from

these positions of power and authority. A

second initiative that strives to restrict policing duties to those of mental fitness is an

educational requirement. At present, the

minimum requirement is a high school diploma, but IADLEST strongly encourages all police departments to phase in a

baccalaureate degree requirement in an

effort to achieve the status of profession

at some time in the future.

PHILIP E. CARLAN

See also Academies, Police; Accountability;

Codes of Ethics; International Association

of Chiefs of Police (IACP); National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorder; Personnel Selection; Police Reform: 1950–1970;

Professionalism; Psychological Standards;

Wickersham, George W.
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POLICE STATES

A police state is a nation whose rulers

maintain order and obedience by coercion,

terror, torture, propagandizing, brainwashing, mass surveillance, or any combination of these methods. A police state is

inherently repressive and undemocratic. In

its repressive aspects, a police state suppresses political dissent, curtails or eliminates civil liberties, and sometimes even

tries to wipe out disagreeable ideas, feelings, memories, or impulses from the conscious minds of individuals. In its legal

aspects, a police state is similar to martial

law or the law imposed on a country by a

state when civil authority has broken

down. The two most infamous police states

in world history—Nazi Germany under

Adolph Hitler (1933–1945) and the former

Soviet Union under Joseph Stalin (1929–

1953)—are considered to be the prototypical police states. The definitive fictional

treatment of a police state, which has

also influenced contemporary usage of

the term, is George Orwell’s novel 1984.

Orwell’s novel describes a regime that uses

the excuse of endless war to justify thought

police and security cameras for purposes of

mass surveillance.

The term police state can also be used

as an adjective to describe a technique of

ruling. Implicit in this second usage is the

notion that designating a country as a

police state does not necessarily have anything to do with the structure of a state

or a state’s dominant political ideology.

Therefore, it is possible for a democracy

to use police state methods in dealing with

a perceived threat. After the enactment of

the USA PATRIOT Act in 2001, for example, some critics of the war on terrorism

raised concerns that the United States was

using police state tactics to fight terrorism

on the domestic front. Although it is true

that democracies sometimes employ police

state tactics, most scholars hold that

democracies do not become full-fledged

police states unless they transform into

authoritarian or totalitarian states.
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Dichotomies, Democracies, and

Police States

The recognition that democratic states occasionally use police state tactics raises an

important question: Should scholars engaged in comparative research on police

states treat the distinction between police

states and democracies as a dichotomy or

in terms of gradations? This question has

implications for how research is organized,

for how data are collected and analyzed,

and for inferences about the causes and

consequences of police states.

Unresolved conceptual issues center

around these additional questions: Should

social scientists treat ‘‘police stateness’’ as

a property that regimes display in varying

degrees? Do nations vary in the extent to

which their governments meet the criteria

for being classified as police states? Should

police states be considered systems, that is,

bounded wholes characterized by attributes and mechanisms that are either present or absent? Do intermediate cases exist

in which countries lack all the attributes of

the perfect or ideal police state and instead

exhibit a mixture of qualities or characteristics of both democracies and police

states? If so, how should these intermediate cases be labeled? A couple of possibilities would be to use the label ‘‘emerging

police states’’ in cases where some but not

all of the attributes of police states are

present and to call cases in which civil

liberties have been attenuated in democratic states ‘‘illiberal democracies.’’



Putting Police States in Context

Drawing a simple dichotomy between

democracies and police states obscures

the distinctiveness of the police state as a

political phenomenon. A dichotomy does

not adequately capture the political reality

of police states. It is possible to distinguish

particular historical forms of police states.



POLICE STATES

The ‘‘traditional police state,’’ which

existed in various countries in Europe

from the seventeenth through the nineteenth centuries, had the best of motives.

It was a mixture of autocratic reform, paternalistic benevolence, suspicion, and

compulsion. In its emphasis on national

development, it was similar to many socalled Third World countries today. Unlike police states of the twentieth and

twenty-first centuries, however, the traditional police state was not known for its

arbitrary and repressive rule. Extensive

police powers were concentrated in a civil

service under a single political will, with a

police institution having responsibility for

watching over the safety of the state, the

integrity of public officers, and the morale

of the population. By the end of the nineteenth century, the institutional and theoretical bases of the traditional police state

had been demolished and the stage was set

for the rise of a new type of police state.

The ‘‘modern police state’’ presupposes

an authoritarian regime. Some scholars

point to Nazi Germany from 1933 to 1939

as an example of this type of police state.

Authoritarian regimes usually grant wide

powers to law enforcement agencies; when

this tendency is pushed to the extreme, a

modern police state can develop. In such a

police state, the rule of law either does not

exist or is routinely ignored. A modern police state is considered to be completely

formed when the police institution becomes

immune to control by the civil service, the

judiciary, and the army, and it is an independent leading state institution in its own

right. The main difference between a traditional and a modern police state centers

around the emergence of the secret police

as an offensive weapon in the modern police

state, reversing the traditional role of the

police as defenders of the existing order.

Different issues arise in a ‘‘totalitarian

police state.’’ Some well-known examples

include Nazi Germany between 1939 and

1945, fascist Italy, the Soviet Union,

Ba’athist Iraq, Ba’athist Syria, Libya,



Communist China, and the Democratic

People’s Republic of Korea (North Korea).

Prominent features of totalitarian police

states include an ideology supported by

propaganda campaigns, a single political

party committed to this ideology and usually led by a dictator, a secret police force,

monopolistic control by the party over

the media and other institutions, and concentrated power in an individual or an

elite that is not accountable to the public

and cannot be checked or dislodged by

institutional means. Totalitarian police

states prohibit all activities contrary to

the regime’s goals of (1) a radical restructuring of society to create a new economic

order (Communism), (2) instituting racism

(Nazism), (3) reconstituting human nature

through fundamentalist religion (Taliban

rule in Afghanistan), or (4) some combination of these. Historically, some totalitarian police states have maintained power by

resorting to terroristic methods including

police brutality, concentration camps and

torture, political show trials, purges of the

‘‘old guard’’ of the ruling party, imprisonment and executions without proof of guilt,

and repressive measures against whole

categories of people. However, some totalitarian police states have replaced the open

terror of violence on the streets and in the

cells brought against opponents of the regime with the silent terror of manipulating

citizens to collaborate, to inform, and to

denounce. In these police states subtler

tools of persuasion are used to create the

state’s version of the model citizen: a compliant zombie who obeys the law, causes no

trouble, asks no questions, and does not

resist. In some respects, twenty-first century Communist China approaches this

sort of totalitarian police state.



Criminal Justice in Police States

Typically, a separate criminal justice system

develops within a police state to dispense
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political justice to ‘‘enemies of the state.’’

This new or special criminal justice system often consists of secret police, military

tribunals, and concentration camps or

‘‘gulags.’’

Secret police are a species of internal

security agency used as instruments of political repression, mass surveillance, and

murder. Secret police is a blanket term

used to refer to various kinds of political

police agencies that are known to exist but

that operate in the shadows. Some of the

best known early twentieth-century examples are Communist Russia’s KGB, Fascist

Italy’s OVARA, and Nazi Germany’s Gestapo. Notorious ones established in the

second half of the twentieth century are

the DINA of Chilean President Augusto

Pinochet Ugarte, the Savak of the Shah of

Iran, and the Mukhabarat of Iraq’s former

president Saddam Hussein. ‘‘Thought police,’’ the secret police in 1984, whose job it

was to uncover and punish thought crime,

used psychology and omnipresent surveillance to find and eliminate members of

society who were capable of the mere

thought of challenging the ruling authority. What is distinctive about both real and

imaginary secret police is that they are,

perhaps more than any other institution, a

menace to human rights (especially the

right to privacy). Examples of harmful

repressive measures attributed to secret

police include genocide, assassinations,

disappearances of political opposition

figures, torture and/or other types of mistreatment of political prisoners in concentration camps, harassment of dissidents,

and the use of psychiatric confinement

against political opponents of a regime.

Gulag is a Russian acronym meaning

Glavnoe Upravlenie Lagerei or Main Camp

Administration (for concentration camps).

The word has also come to refer to either

the system of Soviet slave labor or the Soviet repressive system itself. The West first

learned about gulags from concentration

camp survivor Alexander Solzhenitsyn’s

novel about life in Soviet labor camps,
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One Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovich.

His oral history of the camps, The Gulag

Archipelago, also stirred interest when it

appeared in 1974. Police states in both

Russia and Germany have featured gulags.

Regimes in both countries legitimized

themselves by establishing categories of

‘‘enemies of the state’’ and then herding

people from these categories into concentration camps. Within the camps dehumanization was extreme, helping to both

intimidate victims and reinforce the victimizers’ belief in the legitimacy of what

they were doing. Whereas the primary

purpose of the Soviet Gulag was economic

(that is, to exploit slave labor), the Nazi

concentration camps were not really labor

camps, but rather death factories.

Military tribunals or ‘‘people’s courts’’

substitute for regular courts in police

states. Judicial independence is lacking in

police state courts and evidentiary standards are very low—tips by anonymous

informers and information obtained

through torture are often accepted as

admissible evidence. Take, for example,

Nazi Germany’s Volksgerichtshof (VGH)

or ‘‘People’s Court.’’ Dissatisfied with

‘‘not guilty’’ verdicts in some cases involving political crimes, Hitler established

‘‘People’s Courts’’ throughout Germany

to increase the political reliability of the

courts in politically sensitive cases. These

courts became part of the Nazi system

of terror, condemning more than 12,000

civilians to death and sending thousands

more to concentration camps between

1934 and 1945. Another example is the

NKVD troika (a three-member commission of Stalin’s main state security

agency). It began as an institution of the

Cheka (the first of many Soviet secret police organizations), then later became

prominent in the NKVD, when the troika

was used during Stalin’s Great Purge. The

Great Purge consisted of campaigns of

political repression in the Soviet Union

during the late 1930s and included purges

of the Communist Party.
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Policing in Police States

Policing systems used in the former Soviet

Union and Communist China are prototypes of control systems found in many

police states. In the former Soviet Union,

the state recruited some portion of the citizens to act as KGB agents. In typical

encounters with fellow citizens, a citizen of

the former Soviet Union would not know

whether or not the other citizen was a KGB

agent. Consequently, under the Soviet supervision system, a recurring decision problem for the typical citizen revolved around

the question ‘‘What is the probability that

this individual with whom I’m about to interact is a KGB agent?’’

Compared to the former Soviet Union’s

variant of ‘‘police patrol,’’ the system in

Communist China is a self-policing system. It calls on citizens to report not only

their own behavior, but also the behavior

of others. The self-policing system is a

system whereby neighbors are held accountable for each other’s crimes if they

fail to report them. Political control in

Communist China resembles that of

some other totalitarian police states in

that it relies not only on the coercive

power of the state, but also on citizens

monitoring each other. The Chinese police

state applies the self-policing system by

focusing on the units or small groups

where its citizens live or work.



Assessing the Impact

Understanding the nature of police states

offers only a partial perspective on repressive regimes of the past and present. By

focusing on the various impacts of police

states, the real significance of the problem

of police states becomes apparent.

From the viewpoint of the victim and

the potential victim, police states pose a

very real threat. The scale in number of



lives lost, man-years lost in concentration

camps, and people arrested and subjected

to limitations of freedoms of movement in

police states is so large that it is difficult

to fathom. In Mao: The Unknown Story,

Jung Chang and British historian Jon Halliday argue that Mao’s police state was responsible for more than 70 million deaths

in peacetime, and they argue that Mao

was more extreme than Hitler or Stalin in

that he envisioned a brain-dead Chinese

society whose members would automatically obey his orders. Historian Robert

Conquest estimates that around 1 million

persons were executed in the Russian police state in the late 1930s. Based on a 10%

death rate per annum, other historians

estimate that 12 million prisoners died in

Russian concentration camps from 1936

to 1950. Adding to them the million executions of the period, the casualties of another era of Stalin’s rule (1930–1936),

those sent to concentration camps who

died, and the 3.5 million victims of Stalin’s

collectivization, Conquest reaches the figure of 20 million dead in twenty-three

years of Stalin’s rule. The best estimate

of the number of victims of the Nazi

‘‘final solution of the Jewish problem’’

ranges between 4.2 and 4.5 million, with

the total loss of Jewish life estimated at

6 million.



Opposition and Resistance

One gap in the work on police states is the

lack of study of unsuccessful, but heroic

resistance against police states. Over the

years, a considerable amount of scholarly

historical literature on resistance against

Hitler’s rule has been published. The myriad

of other examples of opposition and resistance drawn from the twenty-first century

range from the American Civil Liberties

Union’s international campaign against

mass surveillance, to the Free Tibet movement, to the refusal of some of the highest
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ranking officers in the Sudanese army

to bomb civilians in Darfur. Conceptual

distinctions have been drawn between passive withdrawal, the assertion of autonomy

by institutions and individuals, refusal to

obey orders, organizing rebellion, and conspiratorial activities directed toward overthrowing regimes. A question that needs to

be addressed is ‘‘At what point, when, and

how can the establishment of police states

be prevented?’’

DENNIS E. HOFFMAN
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POLICE SUICIDE

Suicide among officers has been the topic

of much speculation (Ellison 2004). Unfortunately, much of this speculation has

been based as much on ‘‘received wisdom’’

and myth as on evidence. Even the research evidence that is available tends to

be methodologically flawed and frequently

contradictory. For example, several studies have seemed to show that, compared

with other occupations and with the general public, police officers are especially

prone to kill themselves. Kroes (1976) believes that officers are much more likely to

die by their own hands than to be killed by

others. Violanti (1996) puts the risk as

twice as high.

Studies vary in their contentions about

the rate of police suicide relative to those in

other occupations. Gurlanick (1963) found

that police have the highest rates of all

professions, whereas Kroes (1976) found

that police were less likely to kill themselves than laborers and lumbermen but

somewhat more likely to do so than physicians. In contrast, Ivanoff (1994) found

that physicians, dentists, and entrepreneurs have higher rates of suicide than police. (Ivanoff noted that people in these

other professions serve the public and none

regularly carry guns.) Still other studies

have found suicide rates among police to

be surpassed by rates among self-employed

manufacturing managers (Labovita and

Hagedorn 1971) or by rates among laborers

and pressmen (Richard and Fell 1975).



POLICE SUICIDE

As with most studies of policing, much

of the data come from large agencies. Here

we find wide discrepancies. Rates range

from 15.5 per 100,000 in the New York Police Department for the years from 1990 to

1998 to 35.7 per 100,000 in the San Diego

Police department during the same years.

In 1998–1999, the U.S. Customs Service

recorded a rate of 45.6 per 100,000. The

rate for the general public in the United

States in the years 1995–1996 was 11.8 per

100,000; this included men and women

of all ages. However, the rate for the Caucasian men age twenty to sixty during

this time frame was 15 to 25 per 100,000

(Campion 2001). Because most of the officers are healthy, white (81%), workingaged men (89%) (Aamodt and Stalkner

2001; Bergen, Deusch, and Best 2001),

this is the most appropriate comparison

group. However, even this group (Caucasian men ages twenty to sixty) presents a

problem for comparison: Most do not

have the officer’s easy access to firearms,

which are more likely to be lethal than

many other methods of attempting suicide.

Several studies have suggested a connection between availability of guns and

suicide (Lester 1987; Killias 1993).

Aamodt and Stalkner’s (2001) statistical analysis of suicide data demonstrates

that differences between law enforcement

personnel and the general public have not

only been reduced, but have changed direction. Stalkner found that law enforcement personnel are 26% less likely to

commit suicide than their counterparts of

the same sex, race, and age not working in

law enforcement. Thus, according to this

study, attempts to attribute suicides by

law enforcement personnel to unique

characteristics of the job cannot be supported (p. 386).

In discussing police suicide, Bergen and

his colleagues (2001) argued that ‘‘accurate recording and reporting of police suicides is the most critical current research

issue. Departments must provide accurate

data if meaningful changes are to be

implemented’’ (p. 411). Indeed, all suicide



data in the United States suffer from serious methodological problems in a number

of areas. In our culture, where suicide is

stigmatized and often results in loss of life

insurance for survivors, there is a tendency

for medical personnel to list a suspicious

death as accidental if at all possible. The

suicidal person may seek to spare his or

her family and make the death seem accidental, for example, by driving a car into a

tree or turning a boat over in deep water.

Most experts estimate conservatively that

the number of actual suicides is at least

twice as high as the number reported.

Police data may be particularly suspect

because other officers often are the ones

who discover the bodies of their dead colleagues. In an attempt to protect the families and, perhaps, the department, they

may attempt to cover up the cause of

death, including destroying suicide notes

(Bergen et al. 2001).

Violanti and his colleagues (1996)

demonstrated that official records in Buffalo, New York, underestimated police

suicides. They discovered cases labeled

‘‘undetermined’’ that involved gunshot

wounds to the head. (Newspaper accounts

sometimes record that the officer was

cleaning his gun when it fired accidentally.

Officers of my acquaintance suggest that

the officer had the cleaning kit out in a

deliberate attempt to protect the family

by making the death seem accidental.)

The reasons officers commit suicide

vary and are often difficult to determine.

One study found that the ‘‘typical’’ officer

who committed suicide was a white, 36.9year-old married male with 12.2 years

of law enforcement experience. The act

was usually committed off duty (86.3%),

at home (54.8%), and with a gun (90.7%)

(Aamodt and Stalkner 2001). In a study of

officers who were referred for fitness-forduty evaluations, Janik and Kravitz

(1994) found that those who reported

marital difficulties were significantly more

likely to have made a suicide attempt

than those who did not report such

difficulties.
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Work-related problems trailed far behind relationship problems (26.6% including murder-suicide) and legal problems

(14.9%). Alcohol is also mentioned as a

contributing factor (Aamodt and Stalkner

2001), but this may be correlated with the

other problems, including depression.

Campion (2001), in a study of small, Midwestern departments, found that chiefs,

sheriffs, and union officials believed that

personal stress, depression, emotional problems, traumatic job stress, and alcohol

abuse were major contributors to police

suicide. (It must be noted here that much

of this was conjecture; most of these agencies had had no direct experience with

police suicide.) Additionally, escape from

seemingly intolerable psychological pain

and also the desire for revenge (anger,

retribution, and manipulation of others)

figure prominently is suicidal motivation

in the general public (Marris 1992), and

probably play a large role in police suicide.

In one of the earliest works about cases

of suicide, the French sociologist, Emil

Durkheim (1897–1951) speculated about

the importance of what he called anomie:

a lack of group cohesiveness, of a shared

set of social norms and values. This also

may be at work in police suicide (Slater

and Depue 1891). Thus, an important deterrence to suicide may be a sense of

personal involvement and identity with

others. However, many studies have

revealed feelings of isolation in officers

(Ellison 2004; Lewis 1973).

Any consideration of suicide must also

take into account unsuccessful attempts.

These figures are even more difficult to obtain, but Gottesfeld (1979) estimates that

about ten times as many people attempt

suicide as succeed. There have been no studies of attempted suicide among police.

Some people actively try to kill themselves. Others may try passive, indirect

means. They take unnecessary risks, or

allow themselves to die by failing to attend

to health problems or by abusing drugs and

alcohol. Such behavior, which Farberow

(1980) has called indirect self-destruction,
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is not included in suicide statistics, and

there is no hard evidence to indicate how

common it is. Allen (1986), however,

believes that for police officers, the likelihood of developing indirect self-destructive behaviors is great. Risk taking in its

positive qualities has played a prominent

role in the development of their identity

as police officers, especially in the form

of mastering fear-provoking situations

and in facilitating ambitious achievement.

In short, risk taking for the individual

police officer has established the predominant motives of excitement and mastery

(p. 414).



Prevention

Because most of the evidence about incidence and causes of police suicide is

circumstantial, it is not easy to devise strategies for prevention. This is especially so

because the typical officer is reluctant to

admit emotional problems. Even those

who discuss problems with fellow officers

ordinarily will avoid seeking professional

help for fear of damaging her or his career.

Further, prevention is very difficult to

measure. However, in hopes of decreasing

stress-related disorders and suicide, an increasing number of police departments are

providing psychological services (Sheehan

and Warren 2001; Reese and Goldstein

1986). These services include monitoring

officers’ performance for warning signs of

possible suicide and providing stress management training and crisis intervention

counseling, including counseling after potentially traumatic incidents.

Although many claims have been made

for these programs (see Sheehan and

Warren 2001 and Reese and Goldstein

1986), there is little solid, unbiased evidence to substantiate these claims. Even

the best tend to have serious flaws. Unfortunately, too, most of these programs

focus on the individual officer; few address

the organizational factors that have been
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considered the greatest contributors to

stress-related occupational problems (Ellsion 2004). There are also serious practical

and ethical considerations when the person

doing the counseling also has the power to

deprive the officer of his job. Officers often

are loathe to discuss problems with a person whom they see, quite rightly, as a representative of the department.

There is a bright side to this picture.

Strategies that work to reduce stressrelated problems have much wider applicability than for suicide prevention. They

can increase morale and productivity as

well as decrease work-related stress reactions (Ellison 2004).



Conclusion

Many questions remain about the nature

and causes of police suicide as well as the

best strategies for prevention. However,

there is general agreement that it is a serious enough problem to warrant continued

study and an increase in efforts of prevention. These efforts must be multifaceted.

Of course, they must include procedures

for selecting the most appropriate individuals for the job, and helping those later

found to be in trouble. They must also

work to provide optimal organizational

conditions that help to ameliorate the impact of the intrinsic and extrinsic stressors

of the occupation.

KATHERINE W. ELLISON

See also Psychological Fitness for Duty;

Psychological Standards; Psychology and

the Police; Stress and Police Work
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POLICING MULTIETHNIC

COMMUNITIES

Law enforcement and public safety in the

United States are primarily local government functions that are typically the most

visible and touch the lives of citizens in a

direct way. In municipalities with large

multiethnic populations, this visibility and

bureaucratic discretion interact with local

demographic change to make for a potentially sensitive and challenging job for police. Some immigrant ethnic groups, in

their home countries, dealt with law enforcement officials who were corrupt or
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who used force indiscriminately; others

lived in fear of government authorities

more generally. Moreover, cultural practices among ethnic populations are often

distinctive and may make them ‘‘stand

out’’ in some communities. With their uniforms and patrol cars, police officers are

probably the most obvious, and frequently encountered, representatives of local

government.

Police are also quintessential ‘‘streetlevel bureaucrats’’; although operating

under a complex set of legal rules, they

have considerable discretion in applying

those rules to particular incidents and

situations that occur on their rounds.

Thus, the organizational culture of police

departments and their standard operating

procedures can differ dramatically from

community to community (Ibarra 2003;

Smith 1986). This article highlights some

of the most pressing problems in policing

multiethnic communities.



Police–Community Relations

Because of the constantly shifting and

sometimes contradictory expectations of

and demands for police services in multiethnic communities, police actions help set

the tone for civic relationships between

residents and local government. When

the racial and ethnic demographics begin

to change with the influx of immigrants,

tensions between police and nonwhite residents often are heightened (Alpert and

Dunham 1988). Ethnic change in neighborhoods has long been associated with

social conditions that can make the job

of police officers more challenging. In the

popular media accounts of big-city ethnic

neighborhoods, images such as youth

gangs, extortion of small businesses, and

fear or avoidance of the police are common. Moreover, reluctance to seek help

from the police or to inform the police of

criminal activity continues to be a significant problem in some ethnic communities
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(Davis and Erez 1998; Poole and Pogrebin

1990). Explanations proffered for such reluctance include lack of familiarity with

and trust in law enforcement, perceived

nonresponsiveness and ineffectiveness of

police services, and views of law enforcement personnel as intimidating, coercive,

and discriminatory.

One of the most controversial issues

associated with the rapid growth of ethnic

communities involves problems posed by

undocumented immigrants. Of special

concern is the question of whether foreign

government identifications—particularly

the matricula consular issued by the Mexican government for Mexicans abroad—

may be used as a valid form of identification for a variety of official purposes in

the United States. These identification

cards have been issued since 1871 by the

Mexican Consulate to Mexican citizens

abroad. The card, which resembles a driver’s license, includes a picture, birth date,

address in the United States of the individual, a phone number of the issuing consular office, and (on cards issued since March

2002) several visible and invisible security

features. Cards typically expire after five

years. Proponents say that the acceptance

of the cards gives Mexican citizens the opportunity to open bank accounts, use

libraries, and document their identification

for minor police infractions. Without identification, they say, individuals could be

jailed for even reporting or witnessing a

crime.

The role of police departments is fiercely debated. Some critics of the card believe

that police officers should contact federal

immigration officials on the presentation

of a consular ID. However, many police

and sheriff departments throughout California accept the card as a valid identification document. They note that the cards

can help them to increase trust among

immigrant groups in reporting crimes,

and that, when ‘‘pulling someone over’’

or questioning them for a crime, it is better

to have some form of ID than none at

all. Despite pressure from the Mexican
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government, the matricula consular is not

recognized as proof of identity at the federal level in the United States. Fourteen

states, with varying acceptance in some

municipalities across the states, recognize

the matricula consular as a valid form of

identification. Colorado was the first state

to enact legislation to bar the acceptance

of the cards by state and municipal agencies; New York followed suit by officially

refusing to accept the cards as proof of

identity, citing security concerns regarding

terrorism. By contrast, Los Angeles city

officials have announced plans to accept

ID cards from other countries. Mayor

James Hahn, reportedly seeing the matricula consular as a model, signed an ordinance calling on city officials to develop

safeguards toward accepting identification

cards issued from the other 87 consulates

in Los Angeles (Nash 2004).

A related issue that has received some

attention is whether local police departments should contact federal immigration

authorities (now part of the Department

of Homeland Security) after determining

that a suspect is in the United States illegally. For instance, the U.S. House of Representatives in 2003 debated the Clear

Law Enforcement for Criminal Alien Removal (CLEAR) Act, which would authorize local and state police departments to

‘‘investigate, apprehend, detain, or remove

aliens’’ and would withhold federal incarceration assistance to those authorities

who failed to do so within two years of

the act’s passage. [The bill was not reported out of committee in the 108th Congress (2003–2004) and, as of this writing

(2005), has yet to be reintroduced in

subsequent terms.]

Many municipal, county, and state law

enforcement agencies have resisted such

measures, arguing that they should not

be in the business of immigration law enforcement. Rick Turboch, president of

the California Police Chiefs Association,

stated in a letter to Attorney General John

Ashcroft in 2002, ‘‘It is the strong opinion

of [CPCA] that in order for local and state



law enforcement organizations to be effective partners with their communities, it is

imperative that they not be placed in the

role of detaining and arresting individuals

based solely on a change in their immigration status’’ (Richardson 2002). Because

of such strong sentiments and broad opposition, only a small fraction of local law

enforcement agencies cooperate with their

federal counterparts on immigrationrelated matters. Still, those police departments that accept Mexican consular IDs

as valid forms of identification typically

refrain from contacting federal authorities

when a person in custody is an undocumented immigrant. Research indicates

that the inclination of police departments

to contact federal authorities decreases

with the Latino share of nonwhite residents. This relationship may be due to

increased political clout of Latinos in

areas where they constitute a larger share

of the population. It is also possible that

police departments in these cities may

have adopted more permissive approaches

out of a concern for establishing trust

among residents of Latino communities.

Although some departments are willing

to accept consular IDs for identifying witnesses and processing minor offenders,

they are less willing to do so for more

serious offenses that require detention.

Police are yet to be convinced of the merits

of consular IDs because of the potential

for forgery and the problem of insufficient

history linked to an identification card.

Some departments reluctantly use the

card if it is the only form of photo identification available, but they still view it as

an unreliable way to authenticate someone’s identity.



Day Laborers

Some cities have encountered conflicts regarding day laborers—individuals who

gather, often outdoors, to seek manual

labor jobs or other employment for the
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day. Without formal employment, these

individuals—who may or may not have legal residency status in the United States—

seek work from budget-minded employers

who have learned the locations for a reliable source of eager and cheap temporary

workers. Certainly not all day laborers are

ethnic minorities, but the issue is closely

associated with ethnic immigration, both

legal and illegal. Although day labor has a

long history in the United States, this issue

has risen to a level of community controversy in several Western states (for example, California, Arizona, New Mexico,

and Texas), judging by numerous media

reports. Concerns have been raised over a

host of issues, ranging from traffic congestion, crime, and visual blight in day-labor

areas, to shakedowns and unsafe working

conditions on the part of employers. Local

police are sometimes asked to respond to

these concerns.

Some city governments have made policy

decisions to try to reduce day-labor activity

or regulate its location. Other cities have

attempted to move the activity off the

streets by supporting hiring calls, often in

partnership with nonprofit groups. Finally,

some cities have attempted to make it illegal for day laborers to solicit work. An

antisolicitation ordinance in the city of

Agoura Hills, California, was challenged

in state appellate court in 1994 but upheld,

clearing the way for similar measures in

other cities. In 2000, however, a federal

judge ruled that a similar ordinance in

Los Angeles County was unconstitutional, violating the First and Fourteenth

Amendments.

Clearly, the infrastructure capacity of a

city and its political leanings shape local

policy responses to immigrants. Some cities

are simply pressed by circumstances into

developing a policy. The city council of

Thousand Oaks, California, which for more

than fifteen years had fielded numerous residents’ complaints about the gathering of

day laborers, voted in 2002 to construct a

day-labor hiring site on public greenbelt
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land, providing such simple facilities as

picnic tables, bicycle racks, toilets, and

driveways designated as pickup zones.

The deputy city manager explained, ‘‘We

can’t make the problem go away. We can’t

arrest the day laborers and contractors and

make them go away’’ (‘‘New Hiring Site for

Laborers Open’’ 2002). However, emotions often run high on such approaches.

One resident of Thousand Oaks wrote in

an editorial that because most of the

laborers are illegal immigrants, ‘‘what we

are truly hiding in the greenbelt area is the

fact that we are publicly endorsing an illegal activity’’ (Fisher 2002). While many

cities with large immigrant populations

have ‘‘visible’’ day-labor markets, no policy response has gained clear popularity,

except perhaps avoidance of the issue.

The police often become de facto policy

makers, trying to balance the competing

demands for community policing that

address both the specific needs of the multiethnic community and the broader concerns of the host community (McDonald

2003).



Informal Businesses

Many multiethnic communities serve as

both magnets and zones of transition for

foreign immigrants. Immigrants are a select group, by virtue of their decision to

uproot themselves from familiar surroundings and move to the United States. For

many, economic advancement is the major

goal, and many immigrants historically

have engaged in entrepreneurship—running grocery stores or markets, operating

restaurants, providing personal care services (massages, manicures, hair styling,

and so on), or managing motels, for example. However, some newcomers with few

formal resources, little access to credit,

and incomplete knowledge of business regulation in their new country may resort to

running small businesses informally or
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‘‘under the table’’ (Kusenbach and Ibarra

2001).

Undocumented immigrants may also

engage in informal businesses in an attempt to avoid detection by authorities.

Although many such businesses are fairly

invisible to the outside community, in

other cases—as with day laborers—conflicts have arisen with neighbors and local

authorities. Home-based businesses, such

as car repair shops or beauty salons, street

peddlers selling food or flowers in public

areas, personal service providers operating

without a business license, and other gray

market enterprises, are tolerated in some

communities but considered nuisances in

others. It is possible that the presence of

more immigrants makes unlicensed businesses more prevalent and thus more of a

target for municipal code enforcement,

either by building or health inspectors or

by the police. Cities with higher shares of

immigrant residents tend to be more aggressive in citing informal businesses,

which may foster economic hardships

and cultural tensions within multiethnic

communities.



Police Review Boards

Another potentially important issue in diverse communities, given the potential

conflicts inherent in policing, is whether

residents have any forum or feedback

mechanism to discuss the performance or

practices of the local police. One potential

forum would be to contact elected officials

regarding concerns about the police. However, immigrant destination cities tend to

have disproportionately few elected officials from Hispanic or Asian backgrounds,

compared to the overall population. This

might reduce the likelihood that some

immigrants will contact officials because

of perceived cultural or language barriers.

Another forum in some communities is

the police review board or citizen review



commission, an officially constituted group

that has the power to review complaints

and allegations by residents against police officers and recommend remedies or

punishments. Research shows that review

boards are less common in cities with

higher proportions of immigrants. Because there is no reason to suspect that

immigrants have a distinctive preference

against the formation of review boards, it

may be the case that immigrants have

fewer political skills or less political

power to mobilize on behalf of the creation of such a board.

In many ways, police departments are

more proactive in their outreach efforts

in multiethnic communities than are other

municipal agencies or even elected officials. Many officials (elected or appointed)

know little about the day-to-day problems

residents face in multiethnic communities.

Government officials often bemoan the

lack of involvement by immigrants in

local politics and elections, yet face-toface meetings between elected officials

and ethnic business owners or advocates

are rare. Moreover, few governmental

documents are translated into the multiple languages typical of multiethnic

communities.

By contrast, local police agencies have

often succeeded in learning about various

ethnic communities and have gained a

modicum of trust in many neighborhoods.

Still, police interest in outreach toward

ethnic communities is limited. Some departments’ enforcement activities may exacerbate the difficulties residents experience

in some ethnic neighborhoods. A police

agency may aggressively enforce some

ordinances that are less tenable in areas

of overcrowded housing, such as prohibitions on fixing cars on the street or on

storing personal property that is visible

from public sidewalks. A municipal prohibition on loitering may mean that day

laborers who often congregate in specific

locations for drive-by work opportunities

are dispersed from the street by police;
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moreover, some police departments are

particularly vigilant in cracking down on

informal businesses, such as street vendors

and unlicensed home enterprises.

Some may argue that these measures

are based solely on concerns with public

health, quality of life, and safety, and the

collective community ultimately benefits

from the enforcement of such laws. Yet if

informal businesses and overcrowding are

inevitable aspects of living in multiethnic

communities (especially given the present

state of wages, rents, and profit margins

on ethnic-run businesses), then the enforcement of such ordinances increases

both the costs of doing business and the

costs of simply living. Many local governments have simply failed to address the

issue of whether ordinances should be altered to suit the changing dynamics of the

population and the local economy. As a

result, police outreach to multiethnic communities is limited and structured by the

department’s overall concern with ‘‘qualityof-life’’ issues. The police role becomes one

of conflict management with little hope for

conflict resolution (Herbert 1995). And

while the policing style may be described

as problem oriented, there are few opportunities and even less resources available

to law enforcement for actual problem

solving. Such reactive approaches may

simply reflect a benign neglect policy of

local government, functionally restricting

or preventing movement toward ethnic

empowerment, where communities have

a stake in the formulation of municipal

policies.

Past studies have shown that although

ethnic minorities are a sizable proportion

of the resident population, they have

remained relatively powerless in the political process for various reasons, including

the lack of English proficiency, the relative

marginality of organizations serving ethnic communities, and the sizable proportion of recent arrivals and undocumented

immigrants among the foreign-born.

Given these barriers to civic and political
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participation, institutional policies and

practices can go a long way toward ensuring that ethnic minority needs are considered in the decision-making processes of

local governments. This is of critical importance with regard to the role of police

in American society, because police are in

close daily touch with city populations

and depend on cooperation and information from the public to do their jobs.

America’s demographic dynamism seems

to ensure that local police agencies will be

under nearly continuous pressure to respond and adapt to the changing needs

and demands of multiethnic communities.

ERIC D. POOLE and MARK R. POGREBIN

See also Attitudes toward the Police: Overview; Civilian Review Boards; Community

Attitudes toward the Police; CommunityOriented Policing: Practices; Immigrant

Communities and the Police; Minorities

and the Police; Multiethnic Communities:

Interactive Model
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POLICING STRATEGIES

Policing strategies have evolved and experienced elaboration over time. During the

political era of American policing, decentralized organizational structures were

favored over centralized ones. In big-city

police departments, the real power and

authority belonged to precinct captains,

not to chiefs or commissioners. Detectives

usually reported to these precinct captains,

rather than to a chief of detectives at headquarters. The reason for this decentralized

approach was to protect local political influence over the police. Local political leaders (‘‘ward bosses’’) picked their own

precinct captains, who were in turn expected to be very responsive to the bosses’

needs and demands. A strong central headquarters might have interfered with this

politically based system.

Patrol officers operated on foot and

without direct communication with the

precinct house or police headquarters. Because of the difficulty of communicating

with patrol officers in the field, special

squads responding from the precincts

were often used to conduct raids and

react to major crimes. Police training was

nearly nonexistent and personnel standards in general were minimal. Little supervision was provided. Police work was



seen as nontechnical physical labor and as

suitable reward for political loyalty, not as

a profession or even a skilled craft.



From the Political Era to the

Professional Model

Although complaints about police abuses

and inefficiency were common in the

1800s, widespread criticism of the political

model of policing, including its decentralization and acceptance of mediocre personnel, did not emerge until the

beginning of the twentieth century. Since

then, however, police practitioners, academics, and investigating commissions

have decried the poor quality of police

personnel; pointed out the need for intelligence, honesty, and sensitivity in police

officers; called for stricter organizational

controls; implemented preservice and inservice

training;

and

significantly

upgraded police technology.

Standard operational elements came

into place in the professional model that

remain relevant to this day. Most police

officers are assigned to the patrol function.

At the beginning of their workday, they

are assigned to patrol areas, often called

beats. Each officer patrols his or her beat,

usually in a patrol car, until assigned a call

by the police dispatcher. The officer

responds promptly to the call; it could be

a crime, a traffic accident, or a neighborhood dispute. The officer is expected to

handle the call. This may involve writing

a report, conducting a preliminary investigation, giving first aid, directing traffic,

arresting or ticketing a citizen, breaking

up an argument, giving advice, providing

information, or even getting the proverbial cat out of a tree. As soon as the officer

finishes handling the call, he or she returns

to patrolling until the next call. If the call

involves a crime or other serious matter,

sometime later a detective may conduct a

follow-up investigation to try to identify
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and arrest a perpetrator or recover stolen

property. This brief description includes

the three cornerstones of the professional

police strategy for dealing with crime: preventive patrol, immediate response to

calls, and follow-up investigation.

These three operational components

were subjected to evaluative research in

the 1970s and 1980s and were found to

be less than effective. The Kansas City

Preventive Patrol Experiment found that

altering levels of routine patrolling between no patrol and two to three times

the normal level of patrol had no effect

on reported crime, victimization, fear of

crime, citizen perceptions, or anything

else that was measured. Studies of rapid

response found that it rarely leads to onscene arrests, mainly because most crimes

are not discovered until after the fact, and

even when citizens are aware of crimes

while they are in progress, those citizens

typically delay several minutes before calling the police. Studies of criminal investigation revealed that most crimes are never

solved, most crime-solving success is more

attributable to victims and witnesses than

to detectives, and most detective work is

mainly clerical.

The lack of effectiveness of its operational components was a tough blow to

the professional model. In addition, reported crime rose throughout the 1970s

during the very time period when the professional approach was in its heyday. Also,

questions began to arise about whether

the professional model might have a tendency to isolate the police from the community. In the 1950s and 1960s, many

police departments established community

relations units in response to perceived

problems in police–community relations.

Initially, these community relations units

engaged mostly in public relations by presenting the police point of view to the

community. This one-sided approach was

soon recognized as inadequate and expanded to provide the community with a

forum for expressing its views to the
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police. The two-way police–community

relations philosophy emphasized the importance of communication and mutual

understanding.

In the 1970s it became apparent that

police–community relations officers and

units were not effective in guaranteeing

smooth relations between a community and

its police department. A community experiences its police department through

the actions of patrol officers and detectives

more so than through the presentations

of a few community relations specialists.

Efforts were undertaken to train patrol

officers in community relations and crime

prevention techniques and to make them

more knowledgeable about community

characteristics and problems. Team policing programs were also implemented, in

part, as a means of improving police

responsiveness to community concerns.



From Professional to Community

Policing

Many observers now believe that the

abandonment of foot patrol by most

American police departments by the mid1900s changed the nature of police work

and negatively affected police–citizen relations. Officers assigned to large patrol car

beats do not develop the intimate understanding of and cordial relationship with

the community that foot patrol officers

assigned to small beats develop. Officers

on foot are in a position to relate more

intimately with citizens than officers driving

by in cars.

The results of two research studies, together with the development of small police radios, gave a boost to the resurgence

of foot patrol starting in the 1980s. Originally, the police car was needed to house

the bulky two-way radio. Today, foot patrol officers carry tiny, lightweight radios

that enable them to handle calls promptly

and to request information or assistance
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whenever needed. They are never out of

touch and they are always available.

An experimental study conducted in

Newark, New Jersey, was unable to demonstrate that either adding or removing

foot patrol affected crime in any way.

This finding mirrored what had been

found in Kansas City regarding motorized

patrol. Citizens involved in the foot patrol

study, however, were less fearful of crime

and more satisfied with foot patrol service

than with motor patrol. Also, citizens were

aware of additions and deletions of foot

patrol in their neighborhoods, a finding

that stands in stark contrast to the results

of the Kansas City study, in which citizens

did not perceive changes in the levels of

motorized patrol. A second major foot

patrol research program in Flint, Michigan, reported findings that were similar to

the Newark findings, except that crime

decreased, too.

These studies were widely interpreted as

demonstrating that, even if foot patrol did

not decrease crime, at least it made citizens

feel safer and led to improvements in police–community relations. Why the difference between motorized patrol and foot

patrol? In what has come to be known as

the broken-windows thesis, foot patrol

officers pay more attention to disorderly

behavior and to minor offenses than do

motor patrol officers. Also, they are in a

better position to manage their beats, to

understand what constitutes threatening

or inappropriate behavior, to observe it,

and to correct it. Foot patrol officers are

likely to pay more attention to derelicts,

petty thieves, disorderly persons, vagrants,

panhandlers, noisy juveniles, and street

people who, although not committing serious crimes, cause concern and fear among

many citizens. Failure to control even the

most minor aberrant activities on the street

contributes to neighborhood fears. Foot

patrol officers have more opportunity

than motor patrol officers to control street

disorder and reassure ordinary citizens.

Geography plays a large role in determining the viability of foot patrol as a



police strategy, of course. The more

densely populated an area, the more the

citizenry will travel on foot and the more

street disorder there will be. The more

densely populated an area, the more likely

that foot patrol can be effectively used as a

police strategy. Although foot patrol may

never again become the dominant police

strategy it once was, it can play a large role

in contributing police services to many

communities.

Starting in the 1980s an even broader

approach than community relations and

foot patrol began developing. More and

more police departments began employing foot patrol as a central component of

their operational strategy, rather than as a

novelty or as an accommodation to downtown business interests. Crime prevention programs became more and more

reliant on community involvement, as in

neighborhood watch, community patrol,

and crimestoppers programs. Police departments began making increased use of civilians and volunteers in various aspects

of policing, and made permanent geographic assignment an important element

of patrol deployment. This came to be called

community policing, entailing a substantial change in police thinking involving

increased citizen involvement, engagement,

partnerships, and tailoring of policing to

neighborhood needs and preferences.

Research on the effectiveness of community policing has yielded mixed results.

Foot patrol seems to make citizens feel

safer, but it may not have much of an

effect on the amount of crime. A small

study in Houston, Texas, which involved

patrol officers visiting households to solicit viewpoints and information, did report both crime and fear decreases in the

study area. A study of community constables in England, however, found that

the constables actually spent very little of

their time in direct contact with citizens,

despite role expectations that emphasized

community contact. An ongoing study of

department-wide community policing in

Chicago has similarly discovered some
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officer resistance to working closely with

citizens, but nevertheless has yielded

promising effects on public satisfaction,

fear, disorder, and crime.



From Professional to Strategic

Policing

Community policing has not been the only

stream of development in the wake of dissatisfaction with the professional model.

Another alternative that has developed is

strategic policing, represented by operational refinements and increased technical

sophistication. In the patrol arena, strategic policing incorporates directed patrol,

saturation patrol, targeted patrol, crackdowns, hot-spot policing, and other techniques designed to apply patrol resources

and energy in a more focused manner.

Call-driven 911 policing has been replaced

by differential responses, in which rapid

response is reserved for in-progress situations, while other calls are handled through

delayed response, telephone reporting, nonsworn personnel, and a variety of other

methods. Traditional criminal investigations have been refined through the use of

solvability factors, case screening, major

crime teams and task forces, and a more

managed approach to detective work.

One of the most celebrated manifestations of strategic policing has been

COMPSTAT, a system developed by the

New York Police Department primarily to

establish command accountability. Headquarters staff utilize up-to-date crime data

and crime maps in order to hold area

commanders (precinct captains) accountable for having identified and responded

to current crime problems. Commanders

are encouraged to use their resources strategically to address immediate problems,

instead of merely spreading their officers

around the community and waiting for

calls and crimes to happen.

The latest development in strategic

policing is intelligence-led policing. This
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approach seems to have had several

sources: (1) COMPSTAT; (2) the growing

availability of crime analysis, crime

mapping, data mining, and similar tools;

(3) impressive national-level police initiatives in England and Australia; and (4)

renewed police emphasis on intelligence

collection and analysis in the aftermath

of the terrorist attacks of September 11,

2001. Intelligence-led policing, perhaps better termed information-led policing, calls

for all police resources to be deployed

and directed on a continuous, real-time

basis according to careful analysis of the

latest intelligence and other data. It is a

much more command-directed and demanding approach to police management

than the traditional approach of assigning

each officer to a beat and reminding him

or her to ‘‘be careful out there.’’

The evidence in support of directed and

focused policing is fairly strong. When

police patrols and other resources are

carefully targeted at hot spots and similar

problems, crime is typically reduced. Some

of the impact may be mere displacement,

but some usually represents real reductions, and the bonus of diffusion of

benefits is also frequently experienced.

Targeted policing seems clearly superior

to nontargeted policing, all other things

being equal. COMPSTAT and intelligence-led policing, though, have not been

adequately evaluated in their own rights to

determine what additional benefits they

provide, if any.



From Professional to ProblemOriented Policing

The third major contemporary strategy to

develop in the wake of the professional

model is problem-oriented policing. Simply put, problem-oriented policing (POP)

posits that police should focus more attention on problems, as opposed to incidents.

Problems are defined either as collections

of incidents related in some way (if they
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occur at the same location, for example)

or as underlying conditions that give rise

to incidents, crimes, disorder, and other

substantive community issues that people

expect the police to handle. By focusing

more on problems than on incidents, police can address causes rather than mere

symptoms, and consequently have a greater impact. The public health analogy is

often used to illustrate this difference in

conceptualizing the police role, with its

emphasis on prevention and taking a proactive approach. This analogy is useful,

too, because it reminds us that even with

a strong public health approach, people

still get sick and need medical attention—

that is, police still need to respond to calls

and make arrests, even as POP prevents

some problems and reduces the demand

for reactive policing.

One of the fundamental tenets of POP is

that law enforcement, that is, using the

criminal law, should be understood as one

means of policing, rather than as the end or

goal of policing. This is much more than a

subtle shift in terminology. It emphasizes

that police pursue large and critically important societal goals: controlling crime,

protecting people, reducing fear, maintaining order. In every instance, police should

choose those lawful and ethical means

that yield the most efficient and effective

achievement of these ends. Sometimes this

may involve enforcement of the criminal

law, and sometimes it may not. Thus, the

words policing and law enforcement are not

synonymous, and law enforcement is not

the only, or even necessarily the principal,

technique of policing.

In place of overreliance on the criminal

law, POP recommends a rational and analytical approach to problem solving using a

process best known in police circles as the

SARA model (scanning, analysis, response,

assessment). According to this approach,

police should continually scan their areas

of responsibility, drawing on a variety of

sources of information, in order to identify

apparent problems. Next, they should

carefully analyze those problems, in order



to verify, describe, and explain them. Only

after this analysis stage should police turn

their attention to responses, and when they

do, they should identify and consider a

wide range of responses before narrowing

their focus down to the most promising

alternatives. After implementing these responses, they should then carefully assess

impact, in order to determine whether they

need to try something else, and also to

document lessons learned for the benefit

of future problem-solving efforts.

Evaluations of the impact or effectiveness of POP have been generally positive,

although most such evaluations have used

rather weak research designs. Countless

individual case studies have been completed with fairly convincing evidence

that the problems that were targeted were

substantially reduced. In some instances, it

is clear that POP analysis led to a new

understanding of the problem, and subsequently to innovative responses, which apparently ‘‘caused’’ the beneficial effect on

the problem. In many other cases, however, the problem got better but it is not

clear that it was careful analysis or innovative and tailor-made responses that

made the difference. Often, in these cases,

responses rely primarily on enforcement,

and it seems that the POP terminology

and process are merely used to ‘‘dress

up’’ or legitimize a much more traditional

approach to policing.

The most consistent criticism of POPas-practiced is that analysis is often cursory or nonexistent. In the same vein, few

documented POP projects reflect anything

more than the most superficial assessment

of impact. Even simple before-and-after

comparisons are often omitted, and the

utilization of any type of comparison or

control group is rare. It is perhaps not

surprising that POP-in-practice is not as

analytical or scientifically rigorous as its

proponents would like—most police officers are probably more prone to action

than to research.

Even in the arena of action, though,

there is some disagreement over whether
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the implementation stage of POP, that is,

the identification and selection of responses, is as wide ranging and creative as

it ought to be. Some observers have been

disappointed that POP responses often emphasize enforcement and other conventional police practices. One careful study,

though, found that most POP examples

utilize multiple responses (five on average)

and that enforcement is often employed to

supplement more innovative responses,

rather than as the main response.

One last major criticism of POP-inpractice is that it has lost focus and become

trivialized under the umbrella of community policing. Under community policing,

POP has drifted in two ways. First, in

keeping with the broad mission of community policing, it has often been used to

address the whole panoply of a neighborhood’s problems—crime, fear, disorder,

and so on—thus blunting the preferred

sharp focus on a specific problem. Second,

in keeping with the notion of empowering individual police officers to effectively

serve their communities, POP has gradually migrated to ‘‘problem solving,’’

something that individual police officers

do, hopefully in conjunction with their

constituents. Problem solving, in turn, has

often come to be seen as what good police

officers do when confronted with a particularly challenging complainant, call for service, or address. Thus, problem solving

often amounts to creative handling of individual incidents, a far cry from taking a

problem-oriented approach to a substantive problem of some significance. To be

sure, this kind of problem solving probably

represents improved police practice, but in

scope of the problem, depth of analysis, or

breadth of responses, it pales in comparison to ideal conceptions of POP.



professional model all have their adherents

and supporters today. Many police agencies would say that they implement all four

of these strategies. In a situation of limited

resources, however, agencies must inevitably emphasize one or two strategies over

the others. In the current era of heightened

concern about terrorism and weapons of

mass destruction, strategic policing seems

to have a certain advantage because of

its connection to intelligence and its emphasis on enforcement and ‘‘no-nonsense’’

techniques. However, many police executives have asserted that community policing is the strategy most likely to produce

the community-based intelligence that will

identify hidden terrorists, as well as the

strategy best suited to striking the difficult

balance between civil liberties and safety

from terrorism. Not to be overlooked is

problem-oriented policing. Its analytical

and preventive approach may be best suited to reducing the risks of both terrorism

and ordinary crime.

The individual police agency may want

to choose its primary strategy based on a

careful analysis of the needs of its community. For the police field as a whole, it may

be some years before experience and further research lead to additional elaboration or sorting out of the contemporary

repertoire of policing strategies.

GARY CORDNER
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POLICING THE OLYMPICS

The Olympics represent the preeminent

venue for athletic competition. Hundreds

of world-class athletes converge on the

host city to display their athletic skills

over a two- to four-week period, depending on whether it is the Winter or Summer

Games. These events also draw thousands

of spectators, including numerous highprofile dignitaries. This presence alone

has important implications for the law enforcement community of the host city and

country. The convergence of spectators

and athletes swells the city’s population

and increases the potential calls for police

service. Further, dignitaries and athletes

require special security that draws officers



away from routine patrol and investigative

duties. This security concern is further

complicated by the fact that the events

are spread across large geographic areas.

Security must be maintained around the

clock at each of these locations, and must

be provided for the dignitaries and athletes as they move to and from these locations. Thus, the Olympic Games can be

taxing for the law enforcement agencies

of the host city and country.

These service provision and security

concerns are further complicated by the

high media profile of the events. This attention makes the games a desirable target

for social and political protest groups, as

well as potential terrorist targets. The 1972

Munich Olympics illustrate that such protests can include violent acts of terrorism.

With the initial hostage taking and eventual killing of Israeli athletes, the Black

September organization was able to bring

worldwide attention to the Palestinian

cause. The 1996 Atlanta games were

marred by the Centennial Park bombing

that killed 1 and injured 112, which was

allegedly committed by antigovernment

and religious extremist Eric Rudolph.

The terrorist attacks of September 11,

2001, have heightened the concern about

the Olympics being a target for terrorism.

This was illustrated with the 2002 Salt

Lake City Winter Games that commenced

five months after these attacks, where the

security apparatus for preventing terrorism reached an unprecedented level.

Policing the Olympics in the context of

protest and terrorism requires a massive

effort, particularly in the United States

given the balkanized nature of law enforcement in this country. The events are

typically spread across a broad geographical area, as opposed to being within the

boundaries of a single city. This means

that many local law enforcement agencies

within a host area may have an event

within their jurisdiction. Each of these

agencies will have to find a means for

coordinating how many personnel it will

devote to covering the added service and
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security demands in the region, and what

type of collaboration is needed to handle

these matters in a collective fashion. The

necessity for interjurisdictional cooperation in providing security for such an

event is another hurdle to be overcome in

the provision of security for large events.

Bill Clinton’s 1998 Presidential Decision

Directive 62 further mandates that these

local agencies must also coordinate their

efforts with federal law enforcement agencies. This directive articulates that the

White House may designate specific highprofile events as National Special Security

Events that require federal involvement.

When this designation is invoked, the U.S.

Secret Service becomes the lead agency

for developing, implementing, and managing a security plan. In the case of the 2002

Salt Lake City games this meant that the

Secret Service became the primary coordinator of local, state, and federal law enforcement agencies involved in Olympic

security.

What ultimately results from different

departments and agencies coming together

to provide safety and security for the

Olympics is the creation of a temporary

law enforcement organization. For a timelimited period, these independent organizations are expected to function as if they

are a single organization with a common

purpose. This does not mean that there is

a need for the formal merger of the organizations, but temporary protocols must

be established. These protocols will have

to address jurisdictional and task responsibilities, the creation of coordinating

mechanisms for the overall and day-today security and safety response of the

games, and the establishment of decisionmaking procedures for personnel with

different task responsibilities. What also

needs to be considered within this temporary organization are the other safety and

criminal justice organizations that are

impacted by the games. Any crisis situations in which citizens, spectators, and

athletes are harmed will require this law
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enforcement apparatus to communicate

and coordinate its activities with emergency response entities (fire, EMS, and

hospitals). Further, any type of mass arrest situations, say, of protesters at a large

demonstration, will require the assistance

of the local prosecutor’s office and jail

facilities.

During the 2002 Salt Lake City games, a

centralized organizational structure was

developed to facilitate the functioning of

the different law enforcement and emergency response agencies. In 1999 the Utah

legislature passed a state bill that allowed

for the formation of the Utah Olympic

Public Safety Command (UOPSC). This

entity, which included representatives

from all levels of law enforcement and

emergency response agencies, had the responsibility for developing the safety and

security plan for the games. The various

representatives of this committee negotiated the protocols discussed above. The

organizational structure that was created

by UOPSC to manage the day-to-day security and safety operations was a hierarchy

of command centers. The Olympic Coordination Center (OCC) functioned as the superior command and control center for the

games. Underneath the OCC were various

regional command centers, referred to as

area command centers (ACCs), and Olympic event command centers that were called

venue command centers (VCCs).

The OCC had theater-wide responsibility for disseminating information and intelligence to the other command centers. It

also coordinated the request for any additional assets that might have been needed

to manage crisis situations. This included

such assets as crowd control units, hostage

rescue/SWAT teams, and federal antiterrorism units. The various ACCs were responsible for safety and security activities

in defined geographical areas that fell

outside the Olympic event locations,

whether routine or otherwise. The VCCs

were responsible for safety and security

matters on the perimeter and within the
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Olympic event locations. The result of

this formalized structure was a temporary

organization that was able to coordinate

the actions of various independent agencies, which critics had argued was lacking

at the 1996 Summer Olympics in Atlanta.

While the formal organization created

by UOPSC provided a structure for maintaining safety and security, it could not

account for all activities needed to carry

out these tasks. What also facilitated the

functioning of this temporary law enforcement organization was the development

and maintenance of a dense web of communication networks among the various

agency personnel. It is only through the

ability of attentive personnel to accurately

identify and communicate problems that

the components of the formal structure

(personnel, equipment, and so forth) can

be put into place to prevent or effectively

manage crisis situations. The sustainability of such organizational responsiveness

through communication is a product of

technical and cultural elements. In the case

of the Salt Lake games this technical element included the use of handheld radios,

secure Internet reporting systems, and

Nextel phone systems. The cultural element

of effective communication requires that

the personnel in the various command centers envision themselves as being a component within a large organizational system,

as opposed to an isolated entity. This was

enhanced through training and table-top

exercises.

When these temporary, large organizations come together, organizational

members need to recognize that their observations may be relevant to others engaged in the safety and security effort, and

thus need to be communicated. Further,

each organizational member must also be

attentive to the needs of others in the

overall organization because their experience, knowledge, and resources may contribute the ability of these individuals to

solve problems. The catch phrase used

during to the Salt Lake games to capture



this culture element was for members to

maintain a ‘‘theater-wide orientation.’’

Finally, a risk management orientation is necessary for providing safety and

security during the Olympics. All members

must keep a preventive posture in which

they are constantly scanning for potential

hazards in order to head off disaster. Such

an endeavor can become trying as the

games progress past the first few days and

tasks become mundane. It is in this lulled

state that organizational members may ignore or fail to communicate hazards within

their environment because their recent experience has led them to believe nothing

will happen. Whereas security personnel

may have treated an abandoned backpack

at the beginning of the games as a possible

explosive device that warranted the notification of others, the same situation may be

seen as not worthy of attention given its

routine nature by the second week of the

games. While this latter assumption may

often be correct, one such lapse in the risk

management mind-set may render all the

organizational elements for safety and security discussed above meaningless.

JEFFREY ROJEK and SCOTT H. DECKER
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POLITICS AND THE POLICE

A police agency can be defined as a legitimate governmental body given the authority to maintain order, prevent crime, and

enforce the laws of government. In other

words, the police agency ensures that the

government remains a stable and respectable entity within society. The job of the

police does not exclude anyone from abiding by the law, in theory. In reality, political influence over the police has not

allowed for the realization of this theory.

Politics is the art of exerting one’s power

over the government or public affairs. Political action can result in imposing one’s

interests within the government, in leadership within the government, in control

over resources, and in holding government

office. Politics influences who will hold

various criminal justice positions, such as

sheriff, police chief, judge, prosecutor, and

correctional executive.

County sheriffs are elected officials,

whereas police chiefs are usually appointed by the highest political official, such

as the mayor or city manager. As a result,

the focus of these officials is to appease

those who put them in office. As the preceding definitions imply, political control

over the police necessarily leads to a redefinition of the police agency. That is, a

police agency is a governmental body

with the authority to maintain order over

political enemies or other dangerous classes, to prevent the crimes of these people,

and to enforce the laws of government

over everyone, except those who politically influence the police. The by-product of

political control over the police is corruption. This latter presentation of the

police has been the focus of much reform

effort throughout the history of the police

organization.



History

The history of the police in the United

States is the history of politics in this
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country and the attempts to remove political control over the police. Attempts to

map out the history of policing reveal

three commonly acknowledged eras of policing: (1) the political era; (2) the reform

era, also known as the professional era;

and (3) the community era. While the

mapping of these eras has been debated,

what has been acknowledged by scholars

is the existence of a political era in the

urban North. Between 1840 and the early

1900s, history has documented policing as

being under tight control of political

machines. In the urban North, police

jobs were awarded to political patrons

(party loyalists). Officers were hired,

fired, and promoted based on their loyalty

to the political bosses.

Those who remained loyal worked to

increase the power of the political bosses

through forcing votes or hindering votes;

through enforcement of vice laws against

political enemies, or at least, those who

did not support the political bosses; and

through lack of enforcement of vice laws

against political bosses. The police did not

hesitate to use brute force in furthering the

interests of the political elite. It must be

recognized that politicians saw the need

not only to strong-arm the public but to

please the voters as well. This resulted in

an emphasis in social services for the community, under the charge of the police.

Police often ran soup kitchens, aided in

job location for the public, and worked

with the homeless and wayward youth.

Rooted in all of the good, however, was

the vast corruption of the police that allowed them to enforce the laws in an arbitrary manner, at best, and to break the

laws, at worst.

The controversy regarding the three

eras of policing began with the criticism

that the political era could only describe

the urban North. In the South and West,

for example, political machines were not a

widespread social problem. In the South,

however, the police organization was established as a slave patrol, whereas in the

West county sheriff departments were the
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more common organization of law enforcement. The county sheriff’s department is a

level of government that expands beyond

local concerns, but because the sheriff’s

position is an elected one, this form of

law enforcement is highly influenced by

politics just the same. Additionally, in the

North and in the Reconstruction South it

is well documented that free blacks as well

as immigrants were defined as dangerous

classes by capitalist elites, who also controlled government and politics. Often, the

crimes of hate groups, such as the KKK,

were ignored in order to keep these groups

in place. Organized hate groups aside,

much of the oppression experienced by

these groups was allowed, if not perpetrated, by law enforcement. These tactics

worked to control the labor power of these

groups in order to further the economy

within these regions. Therefore, while

there has been debate over the so-called

political era of policing, history reveals

that politics have always determined police organization and policy.



Politicization of the Police

If a police agency operates within a corrupt political system, it is almost impossible to eliminate the corruption within the

police agency. It has been recognized that

since police departments are the enforcement arm of government, the relationship

between the police department and the

supervising executive branch of government must maintain a balance of political

responsibility and operational independence. As a result, police reform has focused

on eliminating, or at least minimizing the

influence that politicians have over police

agencies. However, the fragmented or decentralized model of policing in the United

States emphasizes local concerns and

local control of the police. While the reform era of policing replaced the political

patronage system with the civil service and

merit systems, the decentralized nature of



policing does not allow for complete elimination of political influence over the police. Furthermore, crime fighting and the

current community policing model have

been popular exploits by politicians.

Politics—both informal (community

groups, ethnic minorities, and special interests of the community) and formal (elected

public officials and representatives of political groups)—continues to pressure police

chiefs and managers to answer to the community. Police leadership has fought to

maintain independence of action from politics based on the premise that politicians

and community groups do not understand

the responsibilities of good practical policing. On the other hand, mayors are

given the right and responsibility of hiring,

firing, and supervising police chiefs. To

protect police chiefs from political interference, many states have legislated civil

service protection for police chiefs, while

simultaneously requiring that police chiefs

be held accountable for the actions of their

departments by developing service contracts (usually a specific term of appointment) rather than by legislating tenure.

Other large cities have established a director of public safety position, which is accountable to the mayor, to manage the

police department rather than a police

chief.



Police Involvement in Politics

Along with being highly influenced by politics, police have become successful participants in politics, influencing local elections

and policy. Police have been influential in

legislation on pay increase and benefits,

as well as the death penalty and gambling

laws. An increasingly popular method

of police political involvement has been

through the use of political action committees (PACs). PACs have mustered support

for political candidates through financial

contributions to campaigns. It is believed

that in certain large cities, such as New
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York City, a candidate running for mayor

does not go far without the support of the

New York Police Department. However,

the concerns social scientists have posed

regarding the involvement of police in

politics is that the police have access to

information that ordinary citizens and

politicians do not have and that the police

may discriminate in their enforcement of

the law in their political battles.



See also Accountability; American Policing: Early Years; Autonomy and the Police;

Civilian Review Boards; Community Attitudes toward the Police; Corruption;

Discrimination; Future of Policing in the

United States; History of American Policing; Integrity in Policing; Professionalism;

Role of the Police
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Conclusion

The issue of politics and the police speaks

to the integrity and legitimacy of the police as a law enforcement institution in

society. The police institution possesses

symbolic power that is taken for granted

in a democratic society. This symbolic

power gives the police institution a legitimacy that is often unquestioned. Furthermore, when there is a decrease of public

trust and confidence in the police, during

most eras in the history of the police in the

United States this trust and confidence has

remained relatively high. However, this

symbolic power is not guaranteed to last

when politics become too pronounced in

the operations of the police organization.

The police are required to appease the

needs of the community while they engage

in the powers legislated to them. In the

wake of past political corruption, to ensure the civil rights of citizens and democratic government, police powers have

been limited. The judiciary is the constitutional guardian and is often deferred

to in order to provide guidance and direction when police action is questioned.

The civilian review boards and the courts

will continue to act as a venue for debating and establishing standards of police

conduct and accountability. Interested

parties on both sides of the argument will

continue the debate on politics and the

police.

VENESSA GARCIA and

RAYMOND R. RAINVILLE
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POLYGRAPHY

The polygraph has been used by the police

in the investigation of serious crimes since

at least the early 1900s. Historical development in the field can be traced along

two lines, one involving instrumentation

and the other testing techniques.



Polygraph Instrumentation

In 1895 Lombroso, an Italian criminologist, used a hydrosphygmograph and the

‘‘scientific cradle’’ to measure objectively

the physiological changes associated with

the detection of deception. Shortly after,

an American psychologist, Munsterberg,

noted the effect of lying on breathing,

cardiovascular activity, and the galvanic

skin response (GSR)—apparent changes

in electrical resistance in the skin. In 1921

Larson devised an instrument for making

continuous recordings of both blood
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pressure and breathing. In 1930, Keeler,

generally credited with developing the

prototype of the present-day polygraph,

added a device for recording GSR.

Modern computerized polygraphs are

technical improvements over earlier devices, although the physiological activities

collected are essentially the same. The

polygraph captures electrodermal activity

(EDA) by means of two electrodes attached to the hand. A standard blood pressure cuff is used to record relative blood

pressure and pulse rate. Finally, breathing

activity is recorded by ‘‘pneumograph’’

tubes that expand and contract with

chest cavity movement. Activity in each

of these physiological systems is usually

converted from analog to digital form

for display on a computer monitor. The

‘‘chart’’ display can be stored permanently

on standard media for on-line or off-line

viewing and analysis.



Testing Techniques

There is no known physiological response

that is unique to lying. Neither the polygraph nor any other device is capable of

detecting a ‘‘lie.’’ Lie detection is an inferential process in which ‘‘lying’’ is inferred from

comparisons of physiological responses to

questions that are asked during polygraph

testing. There are three major families of

testing procedures in use today: the relevant/irrelevant technique (R/I), the control

question technique (CQT), and information

recognition testing (IRT).

In its simplest form the R/I technique

consists of asking a series of relevant questions, that is, those pertinent to the crime

at hand (for example, ‘‘Did you shoot

John Doe?’’), along with irrelevant questions that are not crime related (for example, ‘‘Are you over eighteen years of age?’’).

The test questions are asked several times

during the testing. An assumption implicit

in the R/I technique is that truthful persons will not react differentially to a great



degree to relevant and irrelevant questions,

whereas people who are lying will. This

assumption has been seriously challenged

and is the primary reason why CQT is

preferred.

The control question technique was first

developed by J. Reid in 1950. In the CQT

the question list consists of irrelevant, relevant, and ‘‘control’’ questions, although

other types of questions may also be included. The relevant and irrelevant questions are similar to those asked during R/I

testing. Control questions deal with matters

similar to, but of presumed lesser significance than, the offense under investigation.

The examiner frames these questions so that

they will be ‘‘probable lies.’’

In the CQT, more consistent and greater physiological responses to relevant questions than to control questions indicate

lying on the relevant issues. Conversely,

consistently greater physiological responses to control than to relevant questions

indicate truthfulness in the matter under

investigation.

The IRT is limited to situations in which

specific details of a criminal offense are

known only to the police and the actual

perpetrator(s). A single ‘‘test’’ consists of

the asking of a stem question and multiple

options. The stem might be: ‘‘Do you know

if John Doe was killed with a ____?’’ The

options might be the names of various

weapons, for example, gun, knife, club, including the actual weapon used. The guilty

person, recognizing the correct option,

would be expected to show a greater physiological response to that one than to the

others, whereas an innocent person would

not. Typically, a series of three or more such

multiple-choice tests would be carried out,

provided that sufficient detailed information about the offense is known.



Uses of Polygraph Testing

In police work specific issue testing is used

to investigate whether a particular person
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was involved in the commission of a

known offense. Polygraph testing has

been shown to be extremely valuable in

this regard and almost every large police

agency employs one or more examiners. It

is well established that polygraph testing

identifies offenders and ‘‘clears’’ innocent

suspects; the result is great savings of investigative time and effort.

Polygraph testing for preemployment

screening of applicants for police work is

widely used but controversial. Such testing

substantiates information collected during

traditional background investigations and

it uncovers information not otherwise

available.



Accuracy of Polygraph Testing

Field practitioners maintain that their

overall accuracy is about 90%; errors

tend to be ‘‘false negatives’’ rather than

‘‘false positives.’’ (A false-positive error is

made when a truthful person is found to

be ‘‘deceptive’’ during polygraph testing.

A false-negative error occurs when a person who lied is reported to be ‘‘truthful.’’)

A great deal of controversy surrounds

these claims because the scientific research

is unclear. A recent review of that research

by the National Research Council of the

National Academy of Sciences concluded

that a reasonable estimate of accuracy is

between 85% and 90%, though there were

caveats to be heeded.



About forty states now regulate the activity of polygraph examiners. In some of

these, mandatory licensure requirements

are set out by statute. In others, the

kinds of situations in which polygraph

testing may be used are proscribed. The

lack of uniform regulation is seen by many

as a serious problem in the field.



Legal Status of Polygraph

Examinations

The commonly held belief that polygraph

examination results are not admitted into

courtroom proceedings is not true. The

initial judicial decision of Frye v. U.S.

(293 F. 1013 [1923]) did exclude polygraph evidence. Today, however, polygraph

results are admitted by stipulation. At the

federal level there is no single standard

governing admissibility; some courts have

permitted polygraph evidence whereas

others have not.

It is very common for prosecutors to

use polygraph results to decide whether

and which charges to file. It is also common for judges to use polygraph results in

sentencing decisions. In addition, defense

attorneys rely on polygraph testing to plan

their defense and to negotiate pleas. Thus,

polygraphy plays an important role in the

justice system quite apart from its use by

the police.

FRANK HORVATH

See also Criminal Investigation; Forensic

Investigations



Training and Regulation of

Examiners

There are more than twenty private and

governmental schools that serve as training facilities for polygraph examiners. The

American Polygraph Association (APA),

the major professional organization in the

United States, accredits training facilities

but only those choosing membership.
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The term pornography is derived from the

Greek porne, meaning ‘‘to prostitute,’’ and

graphein, meaning ‘‘to draw or write’’

(Siegel 1998). Adult pornography is defined

as pictures, literature, or other materials

that are intended to stimulate sexual arousal rather than serve aesthetic or emotional

purposes. These materials describe, suggest,

or depict some form of sexual activity

among adult participants. All fifty states

prohibit (to some degree) the production,

sale, and distribution of pornographic material. Child pornography is usually regulated under a separate legal category. Child

pornography is defined to be images, literature, or other materials that depict a child

(any individual under the age of eighteen)

engaging in sexual activity or portray the

child in a sexually explicit manner. Child

pornography involves either the creation



of materials depicting minors engaged in

sexual activities or the production and distribution of materials harmful to minors.

Up until recently, the controversies surrounding pornography generally fell into

two categories. The first consists of those

that oppose restrictions on pornography

based on free speech and other issues

related to first amendment rights (West

2005). The first amendment prohibits law

enforcement from limiting the right of free

speech; however, in cases of victimization,

especially the victimization of children,

law enforcement’s response often includes

investigation of the case and arrest of the

perpetrator(s).

The second category views pornography as a ‘‘gateway to violence’’ (West

2005). Two government commissions resulted from this controversy. The first,

performed during the Lyndon Johnson

administration in the 1960s, found little

or no evidence supporting the belief that

pornography is related to sexual violence.

Further, the report recommended sexual

education in schools, more research on

pornography, and discouraged restrictions

on adult pornography. The U.S. Congress

eventually rejected this report on the basis

of widespread criticism. A second report,

funded by the Attorney General’s Commission on Pornography and released in

1986, suggested that there is a possible

relationship between pornography and

sexual violence. In particular, the commission’s report suggested that pornography

may lead to a greater acceptance of violence toward women (Borda 2002).

To address the issue of pornography

and computer technology, the 1977 Sexual

Exploitation of Children Act prohibited

the transportation of child pornography

by mail or computer (McCabe 2000). In

1984, the Child Protection Act defined

anyone younger than eighteen as a child.

In 1988, the Child Protection Enforcement

Act made it unlawful to use a computer to

transport child pornography and provided

a specific age definition of a child based

on the child’s physical characteristics. The
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1996 Child Pornography Act amended

this definition to include computer-generated children (McCabe 2003). Since 1996,

the U.S. Congress has continued to pass

various acts of legislation concerning child

pornography and online child pornography. These include the Child Pornography

Prevention Act of 1996, the Telecommunications Reform Act of 1996, the Child

Online Protection Act of 1998, and the

Children’s Internet Protection Act of

2000.

The 1996 Child Pornography Prevention

Act extended current child pornography

legislation to include materials generated

and disseminated using computer technology. This act defines child pornography

in three parts. First, the production of

the pornographic materials must involve

the use of a minor in sexually explicit behaviors. Second, the visuals must appear to

depict a minor engaging in sexually explicit

behaviors. Last, the materials must be

advertised, described, or presented in such

a way that it implies that they suggest the

depiction of a minor engaging in sexual explicit conduct.

The 1996 Telecommunication Reform

Act, which included the Communications

Decency Act as a rider, attempted to regulate information dispersed over the Internet, to including child pornography.

However, in 2002, the U.S. Supreme

Court decided to strike down a federal ban

on ‘‘virtual’’ child pornography or the use

of computer-generated child pornography. The content of the 1998 Child Online

Protection Act (COPA), in contrast, concerns which websites children (under the

age of seventeen) are permitted to access.

More specifically, this legislation seeks to

restrict children from accessing websites

that may contain pornographic content.

It also mandated a commission with the

sole purpose of ascertaining methods by

which children can be prevented from

accessing websites deemed harmful. The

2000 Children’s Internet Protection Act

addressed similar concerns by mandating

that schools and libraries receiving certain
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forms of federal funding must implement

procedures to monitor Internet use by

children including the use of filtration

technology.

The Child Protection and Sexual Predator Punishment Act of 1998 was also

intended to regulate the dissemination of

child pornography on the Internet. This

act has two parts. The first requires Internet service providers (ISPs) to report any

possible or actual evidence of child pornography or abuse to the appropriate law

enforcement personnel. ISPs are also required to report evidence of child abuse.

The second portion of the act specifies

that possession of child pornography is

grounds for criminal prosecution.

One of the main difficulties with these

acts of legislation is that they are repeatedly challenged in the courts, particularly

for constitutionality issues. The 1995 Communications Decency Act (CDA), for example, prevented individuals from using

the Internet to distribute materials deemed

offensive to children. The U.S. Supreme

Court ruled this act unconstitutional in

1997 on the grounds that its wording was

too vague. To correct these errors, the

1998 COPA legislation was far more specific, perhaps too much so. However, on

June 22, 2000, the U.S. Court of Appeals

for the Third Circuit upheld an injunction

against the act and held that the act may

still be overbroad.

Unfortunately, technological advances

in the last twenty years have created a

plethora of difficulties for law enforcement. The first is that the legal system has

yet to catch up to the latest Internet technology being used to create and distribute

pornography, and there is much controversy over the rights of federal, state, and

local governments to regulate material

available on the Internet. A second problem is that although many law enforcement

agencies have created specialized units to

address the problem, some have neither the

funds nor the resources to take such an

initiative. This is problematic when combating online pornography.
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Online child and adult pornography is

distributed using a wide variety of techniques. These include e-mail and mailing lists,

listservs, newsgroups, discussion boards,

instant messaging, chat rooms, and personal websites. Pornography production,

on the other hand, is aided by the use

of web cameras and videophones. A new

technique in the creation of child pornography, virtual child pornography, consists of images that are created using

morphing techniques in which visual

materials are combined to create a pornographic image. Due in part to the absence

of a victim in its creation, this form of

child pornography has only been banned

in select jurisdictions.

During 1998, the U.S. Department of

Justice and the Office of Juvenile Justice

and Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP)

awarded ten state and local law enforcement agencies the funds to design and

implement a program to counter the

emerging issue of child pornography and

the sexual exploitation of children via the

Internet. These law enforcement agencies

became members of the Internet Crimes

Against Children (ICAC) Task Force Program (McCabe 2003).

Under this program, the law enforcement agencies serve as regional resources

in education and prevention of child sexual abuse via the Internet. In 2000, OJJDP

funded twenty new awards across the nation to support similar efforts by other law

enforcement agencies. Of these, one of the

most recognized is Operation Blue Ridge

Thunder in Bedford County, Virginia. Operation Blue Ridge Thunder (OBRT) is

the code name for a task force of undercover law enforcement personnel who

work to stop those who attempt to create

or distribute child pornography on the

Internet as well as those who use the Internet to lure children for illicit purposes.

OBRT now includes a supervisor, two

investigators, an analyst, and other law

enforcement personnel dedicated to the

prevention of the sexual exploitation of

children. The Virginia State Police, U.S.



Customs, U.S. Postal Investigation Service, and the Federal Bureau of Investigation have also contributed to this endeavor.

This coordinated effort has led OBRT to

be the recipient of many national, state,

and local awards. Due to the widespread

media attention accorded the OBRT, several nonprofit organizations, celebrities,

and other law enforcement agencies have

instigated their own efforts. The Safe

Surfin’ Foundation (formed in 2000), for

example, began its campaign as a support

for the educational programs of the

OBRT. Now, Safe Surfin’ is dedicated to

the education of the public about Internet crimes, specifically those involving

children.

Pornography, particularly child pornography, is a prominent national issue that

continues to surface within the political

arena. In the last decade, a series of legislative acts have been passed in an effort to

curb child pornography on the Internet

and to prevent children from accessing pornographic materials. However, these acts

are the subject of much debate in that they

seek to regulate materials generally protected by the First Amendment. Regardless, law enforcement agencies (local, state,

and federal) have combined resources to

combat pornography, specifically child

pornography. It is clear that pornography

will continue to be a crucial issue facing

law enforcement personnel in the years to

come.

KIMBERLY A. MCCABE and

LACEY N. ORE

See also Age and Crime; Computer Crimes;

Gender and Crime
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POSSE COMITATUS

Americans have a long-standing aversion

to the use of the military in domestic

affairs, one that antedates the founding

of our republic. Concern about mistreatment by British soldiers was an animating

force behind the American Revolution,

and fears about the potential misuse of

military power led the framers of the Constitution to, among other things, mandate

civilian control of the armed forces, empower Congress to regulate the military,

allow citizens to keep and bear arms and

form citizen militias to quell uprisings, and

place strict limits on when soldiers may be

housed in citizens’ homes. During the first

several decades of U.S. history, soldiers

infrequently became involved in domestic

matters; when they did, they were subordinate to the civilian authorities who had

called for their assistance. This changed in

the 1850s when Attorney General Caleb

Cushing ruled that federal troops under

command of their officers could be used

to assist federal marshals enforcing the

Fugitive Slave Act of 1850.

The practice of using troops to enforce

domestic law continued for the next two

decades. Union soldiers served to keep the

peace in the southern areas they occupied

during the Civil War, and federal troops
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did the same during the Reconstruction

Era as the national government averred

that military power was needed to maintain order in the face of Southern hostility

against the changes wrought by the Civil

War. During Reconstruction, federal troops

regularly took law enforcement action to

keep the peace, prompting concerns regarding the legitimacy of using soldiers as

a police force. These concerns became

heightened in the wake of the exceptionally close 1876 presidential election (determined by a single vote in the electoral

college), as President Ulysses Grant had

sent troops to help federal marshals police

the polls in several Southern states. Worried about the encroachment of the military in the critical democratic endeavor of

electing civilian leaders, Congress soon

took action to limit the capacity of the

military to enforce civil law.

In 1878, Congress passed an appropriations bill that included a section forbidding

Army troops from taking law enforcement

action absent constitutional or statutory

authorization. Section 15 of Chapter 263

of the appropriations bill read:

From and after the passage of this act it shall

not be lawful to employ any part of the

Army of the United States, as a posse comitatus, or otherwise, for the purpose of executing the laws, except in such cases and

under such circumstances as such employment of said force may be expressly

authorized by the Constitution or by act of

Congress; and no money appropriated by

this act shall be used to pay any of the

expenses incurred in the employment of

any troops in violation of this section, and

any person willfully violating the provisions

of this section shall be deemed guilty of a

misdemeanor and on conviction thereof

shall be punished by fine not exceeding

ten thousand dollars or imprisonment not

exceeding two years or by both such fine

and imprisonment.



Posse comitatus is a Latin term meaning ‘‘the power of the county,’’ which

refers to the capacity of a sheriff to enforce

the criminal law within his or her county.



POSSE COMITATUS

One of the powers sheriffs’ posses is to

authorize others to assist them in carrying

out their duties. Those assisting a sheriff

are acting as a ‘‘posse comitatus’’ (or just

plain ‘‘posse,’’ as in many movies about

the Old West). Thus, the Army Appropriations Act of 1878 severely circumscribed

both the power of local law enforcement

authorities to call on members of the Army

for assistance (that is, for soldiers to be

employed as a posse comitatus) and for

soldiers to otherwise take law enforcement action (that is, to otherwise execute

the law). Given the prominent placing of

the term posse comitatus in the section

of the bill limiting the use of the military

to enforce civilian law, the provision is

commonly referred to as the ‘‘Posse Comitatus Act’’ (PCA).

In 1956, Congress amended the PCA to

streamline its language and bring the Air

Force (which came into being after World

War II) into its statutory purview. The

PCA took its current form in 1994, when

Congress once again amended it. Section

1385 of Title 18 of the United States Code

presently reads:

Whoever, except in cases and under circumstances expressly authorized by the Constitution or Act of Congress, willfully uses any

part of the Army or the Air Force as a posse

comitatus or otherwise to execute the laws

shall be fined under this title or imprisoned

not more than two years, or both.



While the PCA mentions only the

Army and the Air Force, in 1986, the Department of Defense issued regulations

extending its provisions to the Navy and

Marine Corps. Thus, the PCA effectively

restricts the capacity of all branches of the

U.S. armed forces to take law enforcement

action to situations clearly authorized by

the Constitution or federal statute.

This is not to say, however, that the

U.S. military is universally forbidden to

enforce domestic law. Among the notable

exceptions to the restrictions set out in the

PCA are that it applies to neither the

Coast Guard nor the National Guard. The



Coast Guard is excepted because during

peacetime it falls under the authority of

the Department of Transportation. The

National Guard is not covered because

guard units are state entities that operate

under the authority of their governor (as

per Title 32 of the U.S. Code), unless they

are federalized by presidential authority

(and then fall under Title 10 of the U.S.

Code, which regulates the armed forces).

Another notable exception to the PCA

is found in Chapter 15 of Title 10 of the

U.S. Code, the so-called Insurrection Act.

In short, the Insurrection Act permits the

president to dispatch federal troops to enforce civil law on the request of state legislators or governors and when it is

apparent that state authorities are either

incapable of or unwilling to enforce federal law. This exception to the PCA was

most recently used when California Governor Pete Wilson requested and received

the assistance of federal troops during the

1992 Los Angeles riots. More recently,

some commentators have asserted that

the Insurrection Act should have likewise

been invoked so that federal troops could

help reestablish order in New Orleans in

2005, following Hurricane Katrina.

It is important to note that the PCA in

no way proscribes the use of the military

to carry out non–law enforcement activities on U.S. soil. Thus can the president,

with no fear of running afoul of the PCA,

order military units to assist local and

state authorities in a variety of ways that

bear no relation to enforcing the law when

circumstances conspire to overwhelm them.

In the wake of natural disasters or other

sorts of crises, the military can deliver supplies, search for missing people, rescue

stranded individuals, provide medical services, or supply any similar sort of assistance. While local, state, and federal

civilian authorities can usually manage

things following disasters, soldiers have

occasionally been called on to help out,

such as in San Francisco following the

1906 earthquake and in South Florida

after Hurricane Hugo struck in 1992.
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The notion that members of the military

can assist civilian authorities as long as

they do not enforce the law also applies to

assisting police agencies in nonemergency

situations. Soldiers can train local, state,

and federal police officers; they can provide

equipment and supplies to them; and they

can offer technical assistance and do anything else that does not have them engaged

directly in taking enforcement action. In

recent decades, the military has been used

to support a variety of law enforcement

endeavors, most notably drug interdiction

and policing our southern border.

That the military can, and does, legally

work so closely with law enforcement

agencies is a contentious topic. Some argue

the status quo is sound, as military support is necessary for effective law enforcement; military assets are needed to

effectively interdict drugs, for example.

Others argue that allowing the military to

so closely support the police is an invitation to disaster and the loss of the precious

liberties the PCA is intended to protect.

Those opposed to the close working relationship between the military and civilian

law enforcement point to cases where the

presence of the military has led to bad

outcomes—the 1997 shooting death of a

young man near the Mexican border by a

Marine patrol that was helping out with

immigration enforcement, for example—

as evidence that it is not a good idea.

The controversy about the appropriateness of using the military to support law

enforcement activities indicates that the

long-standing American concern about

military power is alive and well in the

twenty-first century. The PCA—in its various manifestations—has played a central

role in demonstrating this concern for the

past century and a quarter even though

no person has been prosecuted for violating it. As the new century unfolds and

new law enforcement challenges arise in a

post–September 11 world, the use of the

military in American police work will continue to be a contentious topic. And,

whether it retains its current form or is in
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some way altered, the Posse Comitatus

Act will continue to play a crucial role in

delimiting the bounds within which the

military may be legally used in domestic

law enforcement.

DAVID KLINGER and

CHRISTOPHER J. SCHMIDT

See also Arrest Powers of the Police; Autonomy and the Police; Critical Incidents;

Crowd/Riot Control; Homeland Security

and Law Enforcement
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POST-SHOOTING REVIEW

Instances where police officers shoot a citizen are the most traumatic to the police

officer, the public, and to the potential

image of the police agency. When a police

officer is involved in a situation where

deadly force is used, an investigation normally follows to avoid the impression of

misconduct and issues concerning whether

the shooting was justified, and to maintain the creditability of law enforcement

actions. The investigation also seeks to

identify potential errors in policies, supervision, or training. This investigation constitutes a post-shooting review of the

officer’s actions.

There are no standard procedures in

post-shooting reviews. Although there

are many common elements, most departments follow their own set of protocols

and procedures. Agencies may also have

different units within the department that
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are in charge of these types of investigations. Most investigations are conducted

in a formal manner and are designed to

be completed as early as possible to reach

a decision on the validity of the officer’s actions, to determine if any criminal or

administrative actions need to be taken,

and to bring closure for the community

and those involved.

When a weapon is discharged, the officer involved must immediately contact

and inform his or her supervisor. The officer is normally required to give up his or

her weapon and file a written report

explaining the circumstances of the shooting. The senior officer on scene will seize

the weapon and take all precautions necessary to maintain the security of the

scene. The supervising officer is usually

responsible for conducting a preliminary

investigation, which calls for collecting

and securing physical evidence, recording

activities such as people at the scene and

procedures taken by police officers, and

identifying people entering and leaving

the crime scene. The senior officer will

usually also conduct on-site interviews

with the parties involved (including the

officer in question), and inform the chief

or sheriff, internal affairs, and the prosecuting attorney’s office.

Depending on the size of the police

agency, the preliminary investigation is

followed by a more detailed investigation

by officers of the internal affairs and/or

detective unit. The first step in this type

of investigation is to verify that all evidence is present, to advise officers not to

discuss the matter to avoid rumors, and to

respond to the officers’ mental state. The

officers involved in the shooting may be

given leave time to recuperate and deal

with any trauma or anguish they might

face. Sometimes officers are ordered to

take leave until the investigation is completed. Information gathered at this stage

includes the time and date, weather, names

of all officers involved, time of the dispatch call, type of call and whether officers were alerted to potential weapons or



violence, detailed information of all people involved, and detailed information of

all the witnesses.

Investigators will typically return to the

scene of the shooting and visualize or recreate all or parts of the events that took

place. This process enables the investigators to understand how the circumstances

came about and if the use of deadly force

was necessary. The investigators will also

examine the backgrounds of all parties

involved for previous actions that may be

relevant. The investigators will also contact the coroner’s office for its findings if

the shooting resulted in death. The coroner’s office will be helpful in understanding the wounds relevant to the position of

the weapon and the position of both the

officer and the person(s) involved. The

coroner can also determine if other physical force was used.

The investigator will also maintain contact with the other investigators who may

be examining other elements of the incident. Investigators will consider whether

the situation could have been dealt with

in another way and whether errors were

made on the part of the officer. After understanding the circumstances and looking over all the evidence, the investigators

will then interview all the officers, parties,

and witnesses involved. This is a crucial

point in the investigation because it

enables investigators to get all sides of

the story and attempt to determine what

happened.

Officers involved in shooting incidents

are typically questioned in one or both of

two ways. The first way officers may be

questioned is in relation to a potential

criminal case as a result of their actions.

This is somewhat rare, however. More

often, officers are questioned pursuant to

the case of New Jersey v. Garrity. The

Garrity case held that information officers

reveal during the course of an administrative investigation cannot be used against

them in a criminal trial. This is an effort to

make sure officers feel free to speak to

investigators in these important matters.
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Even under Garrity, officers have a right

to refuse to answer questions, but their

refusal can be grounds for disciplinary

actions leading to dismissal, regardless of

the outcome of the case. Again, this is in

an effort to make sure officers tell investigators all they know and are completely

truthful about the incident. After analyzing all the evidence and interviews, the

investigator will report the findings to

whomever will be responsible for making

a final determination.

In larger law enforcement agencies, a

special panel of individuals may be formed

to investigate and/or reach a decision. This

panel may be variously called a shooting

team, shooting review board, or a citizen

review board. The panel, although differing from agency to agency, usually consists of a senior person in the agency

(assistant chief or chief deputy), supervisors, administrative officers, and sometimes citizens. In some circumstances,

depending of the size of the police agency,

the shooting review board might be the

primary investigative body, replacing the

use of an internal unit in the shooting

investigation; or units within the department will conduct the investigation and

the panel will decide the outcome. The

role of the shooting review panel is to

evaluate whether the shooting was justifiable, if procedures were followed, and if

there is a need to change department policies and training methods.

Some agencies have several departments that work together to investigate a

shooting incident. A typical example of the

post-shooting process may be taken from

the International Association of Chiefs of

Police (IACP), which established a model

policy as a guideline for police agencies.

The policy states that the overall investigation should be led by the internal

affairs, detective division, or the homicide

unit. In larger agencies, a criminal investigation and an administrative investigation

may be conducted to ensure that training and supervision was adequate and
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department policies were followed. These

investigations will also seek to determine

whether criminal activity was involved on

the part of the officer in question.

The supervising officer is in charge at

the scene of the shooting until the investigating officers arrive, who then take

responsibility for the criminal and administrative investigations. It is the responsibility of the investigators to take statements

from the officers involved and update their

supervisor(s), the chief of police, and the

prosecuting attorney’s office. After the

investigations are finished, the investigators will send the report(s) to the chief of

police for review.

Both the criminal investigation and the

administrative investigation are often then

sent to a board/panel (as discussed earlier), which then evaluates and reviews the

use of deadly force. It attempts to determine whether the discharge of the weapon

was necessary and/or justified. All shootings must be reviewed within a reasonable

amount of time, which should be predetermined by the agency. The board may address the effectiveness of the training, the

accuracy of the investigation, the adequacy of the supervision, and how to better handle similar situations in the future.

After reviewing and discussing the reports,

recommendations are sent to the chief of

police for consideration of disciplinary

actions or changes that needs to be made

in training, supervision, or policy.

Regardless of whether a police agency

follows this procedure or something simpler, it is vital that agencies have a strong

post-shooting review process. Both the

officers involved and the community

must have confidence that police actions

are justified and within the limits of law

and policy. Further, research has shown

that a strong use-of-force policy coupled

with an understanding by officers that the

chief or sheriff will back up the policy is

the best method of controlling improper

use of force. A post-shooting review is

one element of the policy and process of
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ensuring officers’ actions are properly

evaluated and a decision made about

whether the shooting was justified.

ISRAT T. ZOHRA and

JEFFERY T. WALKER

See also Accountability; Civilian Review

Boards; Critical Incidents; Deadly Force;

Excessive Force
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PRESUMPTIVE ARREST

POLICING

The United States as a whole continues

to grapple with finding the best solutions

for coping with and ending the high incidence of domestic violence that currently exists today. Policy makers continue

to struggle with identifying and implementing the most appropriate and effective response to this epidemic. The law

enforcement community, in particular, has

faced many challenges in responding to

and developing new policies for coping



with the occurrence of domestic violence

during the past two decades.

Law enforcement agencies have generally adopted three approaches over the

years for responding to domestic violence

calls for service. The first approach involves officers serving as mediators at the

scene of domestic disputes, the second approach involves the use of presumptive

arrest policies, and the third approach

uses mandatory arrest policies. Mandatory and presumptive arrest policies are

the latest approaches being implemented

at the state level in an attempt to curb the

prevalence of domestic violence. These

types of policies have been the subject of

recent research studies and have yielded

inconsistent results. The progression of

presumptive arrest policies will be outlined

and explained in this article.



Social Changes

Traditionally domestic violence was

viewed by society as a private family matter that did not warrant government intervention. This social view dates back to a

time period when women and children

were merely viewed as chattel. Common

law allowed and even encouraged a man

to use physical force against his family in

order to maintain order or for disciplinary

purposes under the belief that he would be

held responsible for the actions of his family members. Society gradually became

less tolerant of domestic violence, but the

view that it was a private family matter remained until approximately twenty

years ago. By the end of the nineteenth

century, American appellate courts began

to denounce the common law approach

and refuse to recognize a spousal exemption in cases of assault and battery. During this same time, states began to amend

divorce statutes to include cruelty as a

ground for divorce.

Law enforcement officials were limited

in their ability to respond to such calls for
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service due to the fact that domestic violence was not considered a crime. Probable cause is a requirement established by

the Fourth Amendment of the Constitution. The Supreme Court held in Gerstein

v. Pugh, 420 U.S. 103 (1975) and Beck v.

Ohio, 379 U.S. 89 (1964) that ‘‘probable

cause to arrest exists when the facts and

circumstances known to the officer are

sufficient to warrant a reasonably prudent

person in believing that the suspect has

committed or is committing a crime.’’

Two major motivators began to alter

the way states responded to domestic violence cases. The federal and state courts

began to establish the right to police protection from domestic violence in cases

such as 1984’s Thurman v. City of Torrington, 595 F. Supp. 1521. In the Thurman

case a federal jury determined that the

Torrington Police Department failed to

adequately protect Mrs. Tracey Thurman

and her son from domestic abuse. The case

asserted that had Mrs. Thurman and her

son been attacked by a stranger the police

department would have reacted differently

and this failure to act appropriately constituted a violation of Mrs. Thurman’s Fourteenth Amendment rights under the Equal

Protection Clause. The court awarded her

$2.9 million dollars in damages. This case

made it clear that inaction on the part of

the law enforcement officials could have

severe legal consequences.

Limitation of potential liability became

one important motivator for the states

to adopt a new policy toward domestic

violence. The second major enticement

occurred in 1994 when President Clinton

signed into law a crucial federal crime bill

that included the Violence Against Women

Act. The significance of this act was that

millions of grant funds were made available to those states that adopted pro-arrest

or mandatory arrest legislation.

The three general approaches mentioned earlier that law enforcement agencies have adopted over the years for

responding to domestic violence calls for

service are explained in the following
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paragraphs. The first approach involves

officers serving as peacekeepers at the

scene of domestic disputes, the second approach involves the use of presumptive

arrest policies, and the third approach

uses mandatory arrest policies.



Law Enforcement Officers as

Peacekeepers

Because domestic violence was not traditionally considered a crime and was

viewed by most as a private family matter,

law enforcement officers initially resorted

to mediation techniques when responding

to these calls for service. Law enforcement

officers maintained a peacekeeping role on

the scene and encouraged the couple to

sort out their disagreement without the

use of violence. Officers became makeshift

counselors in this situation and often referred the victim and/or offender to

counseling services that were available to

them within their community. Sometimes

an officer would involve social services

after a visit. Many police agencies adopted

a mediation policy that discouraged arrests

and instead provided a cooling-off period

for those involved with officer presence

that would allow for a peaceful resolution

to the dispute at hand.

In some cases, however, the mediation

intervention was not enough, and the police presence may have served to further

exacerbate the situation. Although the

intentions behind this policy were good,

it received its fair share of criticisms. One

such criticism is that the adoption of a

mediation policy approach enhances the

perception that domestic violence is not a

crime, but is instead a private family issue

less worthy of legal intervention. Another

criticism of mediation policy is that adoption of such a policy contributes to the

offender’s rationalization for the abuse,

which leads to the belief that both the

victim and offender are to blame for the

abuse and almost ensures future abuse.
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Critics of the mediation policy insist that a

more punitive approach is needed for offenders of domestic violence in order to prevent

it from happening on a regular basis.



Presumptive Arrest Policies

When the view of domestic violence began

to shift and was no longer considered a

private family matter, the response from

the criminal justice system began to shift

as well. Law enforcement agencies began

implementing presumptive arrest policies

due to the criminalization of domestic violence throughout the United States. A

presumptive arrest policy is a type of proarrest policy that provides officers with

discretionary abilities and allows them

to make arrests when they deem them

necessary.

There are two versions of pro-arrest

policies. The first one typically encourages

arrests through policy but leaves the decision to the officers who will be responding

to the calls for service. This approach is

often referred to as a pro-arrest approach.

The second approach to domestic violence

encourages officers to make an arrest but

ultimately leaves this decision up to their

discretion. This is what we call a presumptive arrest policy. This approach assumes

that the officer will know best how to handle the situation based on his or her experience and expertise. It is presumed that an

arrest will be made if the officer finds evidence that domestic violence has occurred.



The Progression of Presumptive

Arrest Policies

In 1977, the state of Oregon experimented

with mandatory arrest laws and concluded

that the use of arrest and the threat of arrest

were very powerful tools for deterring future acts of domestic abuse (Jolin 1983). In

1984, the Minneapolis Experiment was



conducted to determine the most effective

response to domestic violence calls for service. The researchers concluded that an

arrest deterred future acts of domestic violence. Several studies replicated this experiment, but results varied (Berk and

Newton 1985; Berk et al. 1992; Dunford

1992; Hirschel and Hutchinson 1992; Pate

and Hamilton 1992; Sherman et al. 1992).

Three subsequent studies, including ones

conducted in Charlotte (Hirschel and

Hutchinson 1992) and Omaha (Dunford

1992), concluded that an arrest actually

increased future acts of domestic violence.

Some researchers have argued that it is the

inconsistency of the legal system that contributes to future acts of violence. When an

offender is arrested but the case is dismissed in court, it defeats efforts made by

the law enforcement community. The enactment and reenactment of the Violence

Against Women Act has ensured that

states take a serious approach to ending

domestic violence through the enactment

of appropriate legislation.



Mandatory Arrest Policies

The mandatory arrest approach does not

allow officer discretion and requires by

law that one or both parties involved in

the dispute be arrested. There are two

basic variations of the mandatory arrest

policy. The first requires officers responding to a domestic violence call to arrest the

primary aggressor. The criticism associated with this policy is that it is not

always clear who the primary aggressor

is, and the victim may actually end up

going to jail simply because an arrest had

to be made. The second variation generates the most criticism in that officers are

required to arrest both parties involved

and let the judge determine who is at

fault later in a courtroom.

Many states have adopted mandatory

arrest statutes that require law enforcement

officers to arrest suspected batterers if
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there is probable cause that domestic violence has occurred. Furthermore, most

mandatory arrest statutes are coupled

with a warrantless arrest provision that

allows law enforcement officers to make

a misdemeanor arrest in cases where the

officer has probable cause, but did not

observe the battery. The probable cause

element to this law helps prevent false

arrests in cases where a person claims

abuse to get revenge on the alleged offender. If probable cause cannot be established, law enforcement officials are not

required to make an arrest. Victim advocates proclaim that dual arrest polices

cause more harm than good and hinder

the efforts of victims to seek help in the

event of future victimization.



Conclusion

The debate over which policy is best continues today. Perhaps it is safe to conclude

that a one-size-fits-all approach to domestic

violence still does not exist. The mediation

approach where the officer serves as a

counselor has lost a lot of support over

the years. Critics assert that this policy

furthers the belief that domestic violence

is not a crime and sends a message to offenders that physical abuse of family members

is acceptable. The presumptive arrest policy encourages an arrest to be made but

ultimately leaves this decision up to the

officer’s discretion. Critics of this policy

assert that officers will not make an arrest

when they are left with discretion and mandatory arrest is the best approach. Critics

of the mandatory arrest policy claim it does

more harm to the victim than it does good.

There are drawbacks to each of the three

types of polices. Perhaps researchers

should examine the judicial response to

domestic violence as well as the policies

adopted by law enforcement officials.

ELIZABETH CORZINE MCMULLAN

See also Arrest Powers of the Police
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PRISONER REENTRY, PUBLIC

SAFETY, AND CRIME

In 2004, more than 630,000 individuals

were released from state and federal prisons. Another ten to twelve million cycled in

and out of local jails. Research has shown

that as a group, this population has a significant effect on public safety; many return quickly to criminal behavior after

their release, and a significant portion will

be returned to prison for a new crime.
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Clearly, the reentry of large numbers of

individuals from prisons into communities presents a challenge to communities

struggling to promote public safety. This

challenge has grown over the years, as

the cohort of prisoners released annually

has more than quadrupled, tracking the

growth in the nation’s prison population

(Travis 2005). Yet, viewed differently, the

annual release of large numbers of highrisk prisoners also presents an opportunity

to implement policy reforms and interventions that can, if successful, improve public safety. The phenomenon of prisoner

reentry thus presents particular opportunities to police professionals to develop

new crime reduction strategies.

There is a strong nexus between prisoner

reentry and public safety, principally because the rates of recidivism among prisoners are so high. The Bureau of Justice

Statistics (BJS) has published the most comprehensive studies of recidivism among

prisoners (Langan and Levin 2002; Beck

and Shipley 1989). The most recent study

tracked the rearrests, reconvictions, and

returns to prison of a sample of the

272,111 individuals leaving prison in fifteen

states in 1994. According to this study, more

than two-thirds (67.5%) of prisoners released in 1994 were rearrested for at least

one new crime within three years. Nearly

half (46.9%) were convicted of a new crime;

more than half (51.8%) were returned to

prison, either for a new crime or for technical violations of parole (Langan and

Levin 2002). Findings from the earlier

study of a 1983 release cohort were remarkably similar. Examining 108,580 state prisoners released in 1983 from eleven states,

Beck and Shipley (1989) report that 62.5%

were rearrested over a three-year period,

very close to the 67.5% for the 1994 cohort.

The reconviction rates varied little from

the 1983 to the 1994 cohorts, with 46.8%

of 1983 releases reconvicted. The return

to prison rate was lower for the 1983 cohort,

at 41.4%.

The released prisoners in the 1994 BJS

sample were arrested for a wide range of



crimes. Within three years, they were

charged with violent offenses (21.6%),

property offenses (31.9%), drug offenses

(30.3%), and offenses against the public

order (28.3%). (These percentages do not

total 100% because some released prisoners were rearrested for more than one type

of offense.) Many were arrested for crimes

in more than one of these categories. In

fact, they averaged four new crimes per

person over the three years of the study.

Over the three-year period, these 272,111

prisoners were charged with an estimated

2,900 homicides, 2,400 kidnappings, 2,400

rapes, 3,200 other sexual assaults, 21,200

robberies, 54,600 assaults, 13,900 other

crimes of violence, 40,300 burglaries, 16,000

motor vehicle thefts, 79,400 drug possession

violations, 46,200 drug trafficking charges,

and 26,000 weapons offenses.

The BJS study underscores the magnitude of the public safety risk presented by

returning prisoners. The public safety risk

can be assessed in other ways, as well.

Raphael and Stoll (2004), for example,

have calculated that, compared with the

general population, recently released prisoners are twenty to fifty times more likely

to be arrested. From a community perspective, however, the public safety risk

is best understood by determining what

portion of all crimes can be attributed to

recently released prisoners. If they are responsible for only a small portion, then

successful crime control initiatives that

focus on recently released prisoners will

have only a small impact on overall crime

rates. If, on the other hand, the reentry

cohort is responsible for a substantial

share of crimes in a community, then there

is a more compelling policy argument for

policing professionals and others to develop interventions that would reduce

their rates of recidivism.

The BJS study sheds light on this view

of the public safety risk of returning prisoners. The bureau calculated the crimes of

the 1994 release cohort as a proportion of

all criminal arrests in the selected states.

Examining index crimes (murder, rape,
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robbery, aggravated assault, burglary, larceny, and motor vehicle theft; arson is not

included in the study) in thirteen states,

the researchers found that these released

prisoners accounted for 140,534 arrests

between 1994 and 1997. Dividing this

number by the total number of adults

arrested for these crimes during the same

period (2,994,868), BJS found that the released prisoners in their study accounted

for only 4.7% of all the arrests from 1994

to 1997 (Langan and Levin 2002).

This statistic provides only a partial

insight into the public safety dimensions

of prisoner reentry, however, because it

reflects only those arrests attributed to

the 1994 release cohort in the years 1994

through 1997. In each of those three years,

more prisoners were released who committed crimes that contributed to the overall

crime rates. Additionally, some prisoners

who were released in the years before the

1994 cohort were still arrested for crimes

committed in the years covered by the

study. If we make the reasonable assumption that those released in years just prior

to and after 1994 display recidivism rates

similar to those of prisoners released in

1994, then we can make a more realistic

estimate of the percentage of arrests for

which recently released prisoners were

responsible.

Following this logic, Rosenfeld, Wallman, and Fornango (2005) determined

that, for the years 1994 to 1997 in the

fifteen states in the BJS study, prisoners

who had been released in the three preceding years accounted for between 13% and

16% of arrests. (This assumes the prisoners released between 1995 and 1997 were

arrested at the same rates as those released

in 1994, and does not include public order

crimes.) Rosenfeld et al. (2005) also projected the 1994 cohort’s recidivism rates

for cohorts released between 1995 and

2001 and found that, by 2001, the arrests

of prisoners released within the previous

three years accounted for more than 20%

of all arrests, up from 13% in 1994. This

increase was not the result of increased
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recidivism rates, but happened because

this seven-year period witnessed two important trends in America: a rise in the

number of prisoners being released and

an increase in the number of arrests,

reflecting the overall drop in crime rates.

Because these two trends occurred simultaneously, the percentage of arrests attributable to recently released prisoners rose

steadily.

Disaggregating the data by crime type

also reveals distinct trends with important public safety implications. By 2001,

prisoners released in the three preceding

years accounted for approximately 30%

of the arrests for violent crime, 18% of

the arrests for property crime, and 20%

of the arrests for drug offenses. Thus, police agencies interested in reducing violent

crime in particular could reap significant

reductions by paying close attention to

individuals leaving prison, perhaps by

coordinating with corrections departments and other government and social

service agencies.

The BJS study provides yet another

view of the public safety risks posed by

returning prisoners, namely, the changing

nature of the risk over the time following

release. The arrests identified in the BJS

study were not evenly distributed over the

three-year period of the study. Nearly 30%

of the released prisoners were arrested

within the first six months after leaving

prison. The cumulative total rose to

about 44% within the first year, and almost 60% within the first two years following release (Langan and Levin 2002).

Clearly the months and years right after

the release from prison present the highest

risk to public safety, and present the greatest opportunities for police agencies and

others to reduce the recidivism rates of this

population.

In addition to this temporal definition

of public safety risk, a full analysis will

include a spatial dimension. Returning

prisoners cluster within major metropolitan counties and in a few major cities. For

example, in Illinois, 53% of all prisoners
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are released to Chicago (La Vigne, et al.

2003b). In Maryland, 59% of all prisoners

are released to Baltimore (La Vigne, et al.

2003a). Within these cities there is a further

concentration of prisoners in a small number of neighborhoods. The communities receiving the highest proportion of prisoners

are often the least well equipped to absorb

them—these communities have higher

proportions of families living below the

federal poverty level, unemployed people,

and female-headed households. The public

safety risks posed by returning prisoners

are absorbed by these underresourced

communities.

The high recidivism rates of individuals

released from prison are not surprising

when their levels of preparation for success within the community are assessed.

While employment often translates into

lower recidivism rates, many are unemployed after release. In-prison job readiness and work release programs are

helpful, but the availability of such programs has declined over recent years

(Lynch and Sabol 2001). A significant

number of individuals leaving prison have

limited or negative employment experiences. In Maryland, for example, 45%

of returning prisoners had been fired at

least once (Visher et al. 2004). The BJS

reports that only 46% of incarcerated individuals have a high school diploma or its

equivalent (Harlow 2003). About twothirds of people in prison and jail were

employed—either full time or part time—

during the month before they were

arrested for their current offense, but individual earnings were low—the median income for those employed was less than

$1,000 per month (BJS 2000; Harlow

1998).

This profile of limited employment

skills and poor work histories is further

complicated by the high portion of returning prisoners who have histories of substance abuse and mental illness. Another

factor in the public safety equation is the

high levels of prior criminal justice involvement among returning prisoners. Of



those released in 1994, 81.4% had a prior

conviction; 43.6% had a prior prison sentence (Langan and Levin 2002). The cohort of returning prisoners clearly presents

many individual deficits that hamper their

successful reintegration.

At the beginning of the twenty-first century, when crime rates are low and reentry

rates are high, strategies that reduce recidivism rates of returning prisoners may

have a more significant impact on public

safety than at any time in recent history.

The policy challenge is to fashion interventions that are likely to be successful.

The traditional intervention is to provide

postrelease supervision—or more intensive supervision—as a way to reduce recidivism. This strategy, standing alone, has

serious limitations. First, not all returning prisoners are supervised. Nationally,

about 20% of the individuals leaving

prison—about 100,000 men and women—

are released with no supervision. Supervision policies vary significantly among

the states. In Massachusetts, for example,

58% of prisoners are released without any

supervision. By contrast, in California,

only 3% of prisoners are released unconditionally (Travis and Lawrence 2002). A

more significant limitation is that traditional supervision has not been found to

be effective at reducing crime. A study by

the Urban Institute compared the recidivism rates of supervised and unsupervised

returning prisoners in the BJS data and

determined that the rearrest rates were

virtually identical (Solomon, Kachnowski,

and Bhati 2005). A study by the RAND

Corporation, comparing recidivism rates

of parolees and probationers under intensive supervision with rates of those under

traditional supervision, found no difference (Petersilia and Turner 1993). Clearly,

merely extending supervision practices

to more returning prisoners—or merely

increasing the intensity of supervision—is

not likely to reduce crime rates.

The most promising strategy would

start with a different premise, namely, to

identify the times, places, and individuals
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presenting the highest risks and then to

devote resources in ways that would reduce

those risks. This strategy would begin with

the goal of reducing the rates of failure

following the release from prison, principally by developing transition plans for

each returning prisoner. The focus would

be on transition needs: housing, family

reunification, continuity in drug treatment

and health care, employment, and peer

group support. This strategy would also

be community based, deeply integrated

into those neighborhoods with large numbers of individuals transitioning between

prison and home. Finally, this strategy

would develop a new approach to supervision, testing new models that will both

promote public safety and enhance the

legitimacy of this critical phase of the

criminal justice system. Clearly, police

agencies would play an important role in

any successful strategy of this sort.

JEREMY TRAVIS and SINEAD KEEGAN

See also Crime Control Strategies; Crime

Prevention; Crime, Serious; Criminology
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Introduction

The past few decades have witnessed

the exponential growth of private policing

in developed and developing countries.

Whereas at one time, the state police force

was considered to be the sole provider of

security, currently it is commonly accepted

that the state police force is but one player

in a range of security providers. Alongside

the rise in crime rates and increased insecurity and fear of crime, new threats are constantly being identified. These have both

local and global impacts. Responses to these

challenges constantly reshape the security

landscape. During the past half-century a

significant feature of this landscape has

been the growth and influence of private

policing initiatives.



Defining Private Policing

There has been considerable debate over

the terms private police and private security.

Often the terms are used interchangeably.

At other times the term private police is

used to refer to a range of players (vigilante

groups, gangs, neighborhood watches, and

so forth) of which the private security industry is one player. For many authors the

term private police is problematic because

it suggests that the public police and other

policing entities share characteristics when

they believe they should be sharply distinguished. One resolution of this has been

the adoption of the word private policing.

This usage defines policing as a generic

function that various bodies might undertake in ways that can be quite distinct

(Jones and Newburn 1998). Another concept that has gained currency recently is the

governance of security, a term used by the

commissioner of the Metropolitan London

Police, Ian Blair (1998). In developing this



conception the governance of security has

recently been conceived as involving various ‘‘nodes’’ and ‘‘networks’’ within a conception of ‘‘nodal governance’’ (Loader

2000; Johnston and Shearing 2003; Hermer

et al. 2005). For the purposes of this overview, the terms private security and private

policing will be used interchangeably to

refer to the domestic and transnational

private security firms and their diverse

activities.



The Rise of Private Security

The rise of private security is not limited to

the United States. Private security is a

significant feature of the governance of

security in many countries—for example,

the United Kingdom, Canada, South

Africa, Nigeria, Kenya, Brazil, and many

countries in Asia. Private security in the

United States, which is our focus in this

article, has had a long history, starting

with the first detective agency, the Pinkerton Agency—which coined the term private eye founded in 1850. The rapid

development of other types of private policing soon emerged after that with the

founding of the American Express Company in the same year. This later became

the Adams Express Company, specializing

in security transport. America’s first central burglar alarm and cash-carrying private companies were founded in 1858 and

1859, respectively. These developments

have been attributed to the geographic

features of the United States, which required mechanisms for the secure transportation of goods that public police,

with their primarily urban focus, were unable to provide (Draper 1978; Sklansky

1999).

The early twentieth century might be

thought of as a golden age of private

detective firms. The Pinkerton Agency, for

example, is credited with influencing the

development of investigation techniques

used by the public police through its systems
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of surveillance and its development of a

file system that was used by the Federal

Bureau of Investigation until it developed

its own case file system (Sklansky 1999;

Draper 1978; O’Reilly and Ellison 2004).

Indeed, it was not until the 1930s that private security stature and legitimacy came

to be questioned. A significant event in this

process was the establishment of the La

Follette Committee to investigate threats

to civil liberties (particularly labor-related

threats) associated with the private security

industry. A particular cause for concern

was Pinkerton’s use of espionage techniques and other methods to break strikes

and monitor industrial activities.

The growth of both the size and stature

of the public police began to surpass private security, and private policing remained largely unnoticed through the first

half of the twentieth century (Sklansky

1999). In 1971 research conducted by the

RAND Corporation revealed that the public police outnumbered private security

agents and predicted that this trend would

continue. By the early 1980s, however, a

very different picture emerged. Private security was found to outnumber the public

police and it was argued that this growth

had begun in the 1960s and 1970s. One

of the explanations offered for this trend

was the inability of the public police

to respond effectively to rising crime

(Sklansky 1999; Joh 2004). This argument

was confirmed in 1976 by a report commissioned by the Law Enforcement Assistance

Administration that pointed to the inability of the criminal justice system to cope

with crime on its own (Joh 2004). The possibility of partnership policing involving

both public and private policing agencies

has been a topic of debate since then. This

debate has been accompanied by constant

growth on the part of both the public police

and private security.

During this period of sustained growth,

private security firms undertook more

and more of the tasks that had come to

be regarded as the preserve of the public

police. Indeed, today the private security
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industry in the United States performs

many duties that were seen as core functions

of public police—arrest, search and seizures, criminal investigation, public order

policing, and patrolling public places.

These are undertaken in addition to activities such as cash-in-transit operations, keyholding functions, security consultation,

bodyguard and VIP protection services,

and business intelligence services that are

by and large the sole preserve of the private

security industry (Draper 1978; O’Reilly

et al. 2004).

Estimates of the size of private security in the United States draw primarily

from two studies: ‘‘Hallcrest Report I: Private Security and Police in America’’ and

‘‘Hallcrest Report II: Private Security

Trends 1970–2000,’’ published in 1985

and 1990, respectively. These reports suggest that the private security industry is

approximately three times the size of the

public policing sector. More modest estimates suggest that there are three private

security agents to every two public police

officers (Joh 2004; Sklansky 1999). It has

been estimated that there are some ten

thousand security companies in the United

States, employing between one and a half

million to two million security personnel

(Mandel 2001). While estimates vary there

is consensus that the private policing sector is larger, more pervasive, and more

adaptable than the public sector. It is estimated that this industry generates revenues of up to $10 billion per annum (Joh

2004).

Private policing is a transnational as well

as a national phenomenon. The responses

to the September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks

have drawn attention to the existence of

private military corporations (PMCs) that

now operate in a variety of military capacities around the world. Many of these are

based in the United States and the U.S.

government is an important contractor

for their services. It is estimated that this

industry will be worth more than $202 billion by 2010. PMC services include tactical

operations, logistical/intelligence support,
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technical military assistance and training,

strategic advice/security consulting, and

combat forces (Bharadwaj 2003; Singer

2005). Singer reports that the United States

has signed more than three thousand contracts with PMCs during the past ten years.



Debates on Private Policing

With the rise in private policing there has

been a concomitant rise in academic and

policy debates about it. Since the early

1970s, research has been conducted on the

size, scope, functioning, implications, and

so forth of private policing. Described as a

‘‘quiet revolution’’ (Stenning and Shearing

1980), the rise of private policing has been

attributed to a number of developments,

including the rise in mass private property

(Shearing and Stenning 1980), ideological

shifts in governance, the rise of a marketdriven agenda coupled with the increasing withdrawal of the state as a provider

of public goods, increasing crime rates,

and growing public fear of crime. This, it

has been argued, has led to a search for

alternatives to public policing that has

challenged state claims to monopolize the

provision of security. Much academic and

policy debate has been centered on attempts

to define private policing versus public policing and many legal, sociological, and operational definitions have been formulated

over the years. Bayley and Shearing (2001),

for instance, differentiate between auspices

and providers to account for the various

combinations of private and public role

players controlling and providing policing.

Various global trends and ideologies

have affected the way policing is understood in a consumer-oriented society, as

police duties have become increasingly privatized and commercialized—policing it is

argued has become a commodity that can

be bought by those who can afford it.

Debates have focused on the implications

of private policing; for example, the claim

that private security creates a dual system



of police that creates inequalities between

rich and poor. Concepts such as networks,

pluralization, fragmentation, and multilateralization have been explored (Loader

2000; Reiner 1992; Newburn 2001; Bayley

and Shearing 2001). Others have referred

to plural policing as creating a ‘‘mixed

economy’’ of policing (Crawford et al.

2005; Loader 1997). Yet other debates

have focused on the changing nature of

security governance with the state no longer necessarily controlling governance—

the concept of ‘‘zones of private governance’’ or ‘‘nodes of governance’’ has

been used to describe the predominance

of nonstate agencies in the governance of

‘‘communal spaces’’ (for example, spaces

associated with gated communities) and

notions of ‘‘nodal-networked governance’’

used to describe the interaction of various

nodes or loci of power (Hermer et al. 2005;

Newburn 2001; Shearing and Wood 2003).

The changes in the nature of state provision of security have been described

using the analogy of the state doing the

‘‘steering,’’ while private corporations and

organizations and the public are responsible for the ‘‘rowing’’ (Osborne and Gaebler 1992). Loader and Walker (2005)

have argued that the state’s engagement

in steering has created a phenomenon of

‘‘state-anchored pluralism.’’

Debates have also surfaced on the utility of private–public partnerships and the

ability of the private sector to not only

serve as the ‘‘eyes and ears’’ of the public

police but to formally supplement policing, thereby serving as a source of public

goods. Opponents of this idea raise issues

related to the nature of private policing as

profit oriented, unaccountable to the general public, and relatively unregulated, as

well as constitutional and practical concerns that have arisen as the further blurring of private and public policing duties

has taken place.

The emergence of PMCs has also become a subject of contention. A variety

of issues have been raised, for instance,

the difficulties of regulating and holding
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PMCs accountable, particularly in foreign

contexts, and the ideological problems

associated with using for-profit agencies

in warfare. Another contentious issue has

been the use of PMCs by governments as a

means of conducting foreign policy by

proxy (Smith 2002).



Regulating Private Security

Regulation of the private security industry

in the United States has also been an issue

of debate as policy makers and courts have

attempted through the years to regulate the

industry, without much success. Currently,

the legal framework regulating private policing is a mix of state and local regulations, common law, case law, and state tort

law, with very little regulation in terms of

federal statutes (Joh 2004; Sklansky 1999).

Criminal law doctrines of assault, trespass, and false imprisonment do apply to

the private sector, but criminal procedural

law has relatively little effect on the private sector (Sklansky 1999). According to

the Hallcrest reports, a few states do not

have regulatory legislation in place at all,

whereas other states have only a few regulatory mechanisms in place.

Whereas the public police are regulated

through the Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth

Amendments, private security personnel

are usually exempted from these restrictions due to their private nature. For instance, in United States v. Lima, a woman

suspected of shoplifting in a department

store was searched by a plainclothes store

detective. Although the trial judge suppressed the stolen item, the District of Columbia Court of Appeals reversed the

decision citing that the Fourth Amendment did not apply to ‘‘mere employees

performing security duties’’ (Sklansky

1999). Private security personnel are also

usually exempt from having to give the

Miranda warning requiring that a suspect

be informed of the right to remain silent

and the right to legal counsel. For instance,
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in United States v. Antonelli a dockworker

was stopped in his car by a security guard

who then requested that the trunk of the

car be opened. Stolen items were found in

the trunk and the dockworker made incriminating statements to the security guard.

When he attempted to have these statements suppressed due to the guard not

informing him of his Miranda rights, the

motion was denied. This decision was

based on the fact that the Miranda rules

only apply to public law enforcement and

that the security guard ‘‘had no pertinent

official . . . connection with any public law

enforcement agency’’ (Sklansky 1999). The

exemption of private security personnel

from constitutional restrictions has opened

the door for the abuse of suspects’ rights;

evidence that would ordinarily be considered illegal if obtained by a state police

official may be accepted in court if obtained

by a private security official.

In terms of self-regulation, the private

security industry does not have a national

security industry such as the British Security Industry Association (BSIA), even

though it was suggested in Hallcrest Report II that the American industry follow

the U.K. example (Joh 2004). However, in

2003 the American Society for Industrial

Security (ASIS), which is one of America’s

largest private security associations, produced a set of minimum guidelines for the

selection of private security personnel for

use by legislators (Joh 2004).

International debates have identified

the difficulty—legally, practically, and

otherwise—of regulating and holding accountable transnational private security

corporations, especially PMCs (Singer

2005).



Future Prospects

The lack of regulation of private policing in the United States may be a factor

preventing the systematic creation of

partnerships between the two sectors.
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However, in contrast the ‘‘new’’ global

terrorist threat may be propelling the

state to a redefinition of the role of state

security in a global context. For instance,

in October 2001 an executive order initiated by President George W. Bush established the Office of Homeland Security

in response to the 9/11 terrorist attacks.

The legislation contains provisions encouraging the cooperation of federal,

state, local, and private entities to secure

facilities from the terrorist threat (Pastor

2003). This may be a sign of things to

come—the formalization of public–private

partnerships—not only domestically but

at a transnational level. Nations throughout the world are grappling with global

threats to their internal securities with the

private sector becoming a tangible option

in the face of budget cuts, streamlining of

public services, and the growing inability

of the state to guarantee the provision of

internal security.

CLIFFORD SHEARING and JULIE BERG

See also American Policing: Early Years;

Business Districts, Policing; Department of

Homeland Security; Homeland Security

and Law Enforcement; Terrorism: Police

Functions Associated with; Vigilantism
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The majority of adults in the U.S. correctional system are not incarcerated in jail or

prisons; in fact, 60% of adults under correctional supervision are on probation

(Glaze and Palla 2005). Probation is the

conditional release of a convicted offender

into the community under the supervision

of an officer of the court. Probation is a

conditional sentence—in other words, an

individual’s probation can be revoked if

he or she commits a new crime or if other

conditions specified by the court are not

met (Schmalleger and Smykla 2005). The

goal of probation is to punish and deter

offenders while reintegrating them into the

community without exposing them to the

negative environment of incarceration in

prison. Supervision and conditions of probation help ensure crime control as well.

Parole is the conditional release of a prisoner, prior to the completion of the sentence imposed by the sentencing authority,

under the supervision of a parole officer

(Schmalleger and Smykla 2005). Parole is

usually granted from authorities within

the correctional system after completion

of some length of incarceration in prison.

Probation is a sentence from a judicial

officer that generally does not require incarceration in prison as part of that sanction.

Probation and parole provide alternatives to future incarceration for probationers and further incarceration for

parolees. While probation serves those

who have the potential of going to jail

and parole serves those who are already

in jail or prison, the overall function for

both is to release offenders into the community, decrease incarceration, and still

carry out the sanctions of the court.

Under both probation and parole, conditions are placed on the release of the

offender into the community. These conditions generally fall into two categories.

Standard conditions are those constraints

imposed on all probationers and parolees

in a given jurisdiction. Standard conditions typically require probationers and
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parolees to attend meetings with their

supervising officers, seek permission from

their supervising officer prior to leaving

jurisdiction, and seek and/or maintain stable employment. Punitive conditions are

those constraints imposed on some probationers or parolees to increase the restrictiveness of their sentence in an effort to

make that probationer or parolee more

likely to successfully complete their sentence. Examples include fines, community

service, and restrictions associating with

certain types of people. If these conditions

are violated, probation or parole can be

revoked and the offender can be sentenced

to incarceration. Violation of these conditions is considered a technical violation.

For both parole and probation, offenders

are more likely to have their sentence revoked for a technical violation than for

commission of a new criminal offense.

Probation in the United States dates

back to the nineteenth century when John

Augustus, a Boston shoemaker, began

posting bail and paying fines for carefully

selected offenders who were released to

him for a term of approximately thirty

days. In 1880, Massachusetts created the

first statute authorizing statewide probation in the United States. Other states

followed Massachusetts and by 1925,

every state and every federal court district offered probation (Schmalleger and

Smykla 2005).

The concept of parole is often attributed to British Navy Captain Alexander

Maconochie, superintendent of a penal

colony in Australia in the early 1840s.

Maconochie implemented a ‘‘ticket of

leave’’ system whereby inmates earned

marks toward release by demonstrating

improved behavior and good work habits.

As such, inmates could earn early release

from their penal duties by demonstrating

that they were rehabilitating themselves.

Sir Walter Crofton replicated Maconochie’s ideas in Ireland in the 1850s; the

Elmira Reformatory in New York was

the first correctional institution in the

United States to implement an extensive
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parole system in 1876. By 1889, twelve

states had implemented parole programs,

and by 1944, all forty-eight states had

enacted parole legislation (Schmalleger

and Smykla 2005).

On December 31, 2004, there were

4,151,125 people on probation and 765,355

people on parole in the United States. Of

the 6,996,500 people under correctional

supervision, almost 60% were on probation and slightly more than 10% were on

parole. Half of all probationers were convicted of a misdemeanor and half were

convicted of a felony. One in four probationers was on probation for a drug violation and 15% were on probation for

driving while intoxicated. Three in four

probationers were male and slightly more

than half were white. About 60% of those

eligible successfully completed their probation sentence in 2004 (Glaze and Palla

2005).

At the end of 2004, one in eight parolees (12%) was female; approximately

equal percentages were white (40%) and

black (41%). Approximately equal percentages of parolees (24% and 26%, respectively) were serving a sentence for violent

and property offenses. One in three parolees (38%) was serving a sentence for a

drug offense. Less than half (46%) of

those eligible successfully completed their

parole in 2004 (Glaze and Palla 2005).

Currently, offenders typically receive

one of four types of probation. First, an

offender can be sentenced to traditional

probation in which he or she receives a

suspended incarceration sentence and conditional release into the community. A

second alternative is known as a split sentence, in which the court specifies a period

of incarceration that will be followed by

probation. An offender can also have his

or her incarcerative sentence converted to

a probation sentence. Through intermittent incarceration, it is also possible for

an offender on probation to spend weekdays in the community and nights and/or

weekends in jail. Finally, offenders can

also receive shock incarceration. Under



shock incarceration, offenders are sentenced to incarceration. After a short period

of incarceration, they are then sentenced

to probation. Because the offenders are

unaware that they will be sentenced to

probation instead of prison, the period of

incarceration is used to ‘‘shock’’ them into

complying with the rules of probation

upon their release from incarceration.

Inmates are generally released to parole

under one of two strategies. Discretionary

release occurs when a paroling authority,

generally known as a parole board, considers the case of an incarcerated offender

and decides to release the offender to parole. The paroling authority’s decision is

based on some combination of the potential risk to the community, the inmate’s

institutional behavior and program participation, and the nature of the inmate’s

offense and prior criminal record. Historically, most states used this type of parole

supervision until the 1980s when some

states moved to mandatory supervised release. Mandatory release has become the

most common method of release to parole

today. Under mandatory release, inmates

are given their conditional release from

prison after serving a portion of their original sentence less the ‘‘good time’’ credits.

These good time credits are reductions to

an inmate’s sentence given to the inmate

for avoiding serious misconduct in prison

or participating in various types of programs. These credits are generally given

automatically. Thus, even with the move

from discretionary parole, most inmates

do not serve their entire prison sentence

in an incarcerative setting and spend

some time on parole in the community

(Schmalleger and Smykla 2005).

Although there are numerous similarities between parole and probation, there

are also two key differences. First, parolees are felons who are sentenced to confinement and are being granted early

release from confinement; probationers

may be felons or misdemeanants and are

typically not sentenced to confinement as

part of their probation. Second, parole
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supervision is generally more intensive

than supervision for probationers.

Probation and parole offices vary in the

jurisdiction and the branch of government

that control them. With a centralized system, all of the probation offices in a state

are administered by the state. In a decentralized system, the city or county has

control over the probation office. The judicial branch still supervises probation in

some jurisdictions but most jurisdictions

are currently under the supervision of the

executive branch. The executive branch is

almost always responsible for supervision

of parolees.

The shift of control to the executive

branch has brought a shift in the focus of

probation. While the original model of

probation focused on humanitarianism

and rehabilitation of offenders, today’s

model focuses on law enforcement and

risk management. This has led the probation officer to become more of a law

enforcement officer than a caseworker.

Today, probation officers often have

minimum contact with probationers. Probation officers often have role conflict because they are expected to exercise the

power of the law but often do not have

arrest powers, are not armed, and are

powerless to revoke probation. As such,

they often have to rely on authority rather

than power.

The shift toward law enforcement is

also reflected in the new role of the probation officer as a presentence investigator.

Through a presentence investigation (PSI)

report, probation officers provide detailed

findings from an investigation of the convicted offender that includes such things

as the offender’s family and employment

history, criminal record, and financial information. This information is collected

through official records and interviews of

the offender and the offender’s family and

acquaintances. The report also includes a

statement from the victim and a sentence

recommendation to the sentencing authority. The final report not only aids the court

in determining the appropriate sentence,
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but also aids probation officers in supervisory efforts during probation or parole,

assists prison officials in classification, furnishes background information for parole

decisions, and serves as a source of information for research.

TIMOTHY E. MCCLURE and DAVID C. MAY

See also Prisoner Reentry, Public Safety,

and Crime
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PROBLEM-ORIENTED

POLICING

Problem-oriented policing seeks to identify

the underlying causes of crime problems

and to frame appropriate responses using

a wide variety of innovative approaches

(Goldstein 1979). Using a basic iterative

approach of problem identification, analysis, response, assessment, and adjustment

of the response, this adaptable and dynamic analytic approach provides an

appropriate framework to uncover the

complex mechanisms at play in crime problems and to develop tailor-made interventions to address the underlying conditions
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that cause crime problems (Goldstein

1990; Eck and Spelman 1987). Researchers have found problem-oriented policing

to be effective in controlling a wide range

of specific crime and disorder problems,

such as convenience store robberies

(Hunter and Jeffrey 1992), prostitution

(Matthews 1990), street-level drug markets (Hope 1994), and gang violence

(Braga et al. 2001). Indeed, there is very

promising evidence of the effectiveness of

the approach (Skogan and Frydl 2004;

Weisburd and Eck 2004; Braga 2002).



The Problem-Oriented Approach to

Crime Prevention

Until recently, most police departments

engaged in incident-driven crime prevention strategies. Such departments resolve

individual incidents instead of solving recurring crime problems (Eck and Spelman

1987). Officers respond to repeated calls

and never look for the underlying conditions that may be causing similar groups

of incidents. Officers become frustrated

because they answer similar calls and

seemingly make no real progress. Citizens

become dissatisfied because the problems

that generate their repeated calls still exist

(Eck and Spelman 1987). In 1979, Herman

Goldstein proposed an alternative; he felt

that police should go further than answering call after call and should instead

search for solutions to recurring problems

that generate the repeated calls. Goldstein

described this strategy as the ‘‘problemoriented approach’’ and envisioned it as a

department-wide activity.

His proposition was simple and

straightforward. Behind every recurring

problem are underlying conditions that

create it. Incident-driven policing never

addresses these conditions; therefore, incidents are likely to recur. Answering calls

for service is an important task and still

must be done, but police officers should

respond systematically to recurring calls



for the same problem. In order for the

police to be more efficient and effective,

they must gather information about incidents and design an appropriate response

based on the nature of the underlying conditions that cause the problem(s) (Goldstein 1990). As summarized by Eck and

Spelman (1987):

Underlying conditions create problems.

These conditions might include the characteristics of the people involved (offenders,

potential victims, and others), the social

setting in which these people interact, the

physical environment, and the way the public deals with these conditions. A problem

created by these conditions may generate

one or more incidents. These incidents,

while stemming from a common source,

may appear to be different. For example,

social and physical conditions in a deteriorated apartment complex may generate burglaries, acts of vandalism, intimidation of

pedestrians by rowdy teenagers, and other

incidents. These incidents, some of which

come to police attention, are symptoms of

the problem. The incidents will continue as

long as the problem that creates them persists. (xvi)



And in Goldstein’s (1979) words, the

problem-solving process requires:

Identifying these problems in more precise

terms, researching each problem, documenting the nature of the current police

response, assessing its adequacy and the

adequacy of existing authority and resources, engaging in a broad exploration

of alternatives to present responses, weighing the merits of these alternatives, and

choosing among them. (p. 236)



The Practice of Problem-Oriented

Policing

The problem-oriented policing approach

was given an operational structure in

Newport News, Virginia. Researchers

from the Police Executive Research

Forum (PERF) and a group of officers
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selected from the various ranks of the

Newport News Police Department crystallized the philosophy into a set of steps

known as the SARA model (Eck and

Spelman 1987). The SARA model consists

of these stages:

.



.



.



.



Scanning: the identification of an

issue and determining whether it is

a problem

Analysis: data collection on the

problem to determine its scope, nature, and causes

Response: use of information from

the analysis to design an appropriate

response, which can involve other

agencies outside the normal police

arena

Assessment: evaluating the response

and using the results to reexamine

the problem and change responses

or maintain positive conditions

(Eck and Spelman 1987)



In practice, it is important to recognize

that the development and implementation

of problem-oriented responses do not always follow the linear, distinct steps of the

SARA model (Capowich and Roehl 1994;

Braga 2002). Rather, depending on the

complexity of the problems to be addressed, the process can be characterized as a

series of disjointed and often simultaneous

activities. A wide variety of issues can

cause deviations from the SARA model,

including identified problems that need to

be reanalyzed because initial responses

were ineffective and implemented responses

that sometimes reveal new problems (Braga

2002).

Scanning

Scanning involves the identification of

problems that are worth looking at because

they are important and amenable to solution. Herman Goldstein (1990) suggests

that the definition of problems be at the

street level of analysis and not be restricted

by preconceived typologies. As he suggests,
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It is not yet clear what significance, if any,

there may be to the way in which problems

are naturally defined. Nor is it clear if, for

the purposes of analysis, one way of defining problems is preferable to another. It may

be that none of this matters: that the primary

concern ought to be to define the problem

in terms that have meaning to both the

community and the police. (Goldstein

1990, 68)



Goldstein (1990, 66) further clarifies

what is meant by a problem by specifying

the term as ‘‘a cluster of similar, related, or

recurring incidents rather than a single

incident; a substantive community concern; or a unit of police business.’’

There are many ways a problem might

be nominated for police attention. A police officer may rely on his or her informal

knowledge of a community to identify a

problem that he or she thinks is important

to the well-being of the community. Another possibility is to identify problems

from the examination of citizen calls for

service coming into a police department.

This approach is implicitly recommended

by those who advocate ‘‘repeat call analysis’’ or the identification of ‘‘hot spots’’

(Sherman, Gartin, and Buerger 1989).

The notion is that citizens will let the police know what problems are concerning

them by making calls as individuals. By

analyzing these calls, and grouping them

in ways that point to common causes or

common solutions, the police may be able

to develop a response that ameliorates the

problem that is generating the calls. With

the recent proliferation of computerized

mapping technology in police departments, there has been a strong movement

in police departments to use these techniques in the identification of crime problems (Weisburd and McEwen 1997).

Another approach to identifying problems is through consultation with community groups of different kinds, including

other government agencies. This differs

from analyzing individual calls for service

because the demands come from groups,

rather than individuals. If the police are
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interested in forging partnerships with

groups as well as individuals, then it is important to open up channels through which

groups can express their concerns such as

community advisory councils or regular

meetings held by the police to which all

members of a community are invited

(Skogan and Hartnett 1997). This approach

has the advantage of allowing the community’s views about what is important to

shape police views about what is important

rather than leaving the nomination of problems to police analysts. The best approach

to identifying problems would be to combine these efforts.



Analysis

The analysis phase challenges police officers to analyze the causes of problems

behind a string of crime incidents or substantive community concern. Once the underlying conditions that give rise to crime

problems are known, police officers develop

and implement appropriate responses. The

challenge to police officers is to go beyond

the analysis that naturally occurs to them;

namely, to find the places and times where

particular offenses are likely to occur, and

to identify the offenders who are likely to

be responsible for the crimes.

Although these approaches have had

some operational success, this type of

analysis usually produces directed patrol

operations or a focus on repeat offenders.

The idea of analysis for problem solving

was intended to go beyond this. Goldstein

(1990) describes this as the problem of

‘‘ensuring adequate depth’’ in the analysis

and offers the following as an example of

what he means:

A study of the problem of theft from merchants by shoppers illustrates the need. It is

easy, accepting how we have commonly

responded to shoplifting to become enmeshed in exploring new ways in which to

increase the number of arrests—including

more efficient processing by the police.

If one digs deeper, however, it becomes



apparent that shoplifting is heavily influenced by how the merchandise is displayed

and the means used to safeguard it. The

police often accept these merchandising

decisions as givens and are resigned to processing as many shoplifters as a store

chooses to apprehend and deliver into

their hands. More in-depth probing raises

questions about the effectiveness of arrests

as the primary means to reduce shoplifting

and the propriety of delegating to private

interests the judgment of who is to be

arrested. The police may then focus on

ways to curtail theft and on use to be made

of arrest, including criteria to be employed

in deciding who to arrest. If the analysis of

the shoplifting problem had been superficial, limited to exploring ways to increase

the number of arrests, the whole purpose

of the enterprise would have been lost.

(pp. 98–99)



Response

After a problem has been clearly defined

and analyzed, police officers confront the

challenge of developing a plausibly effective response. The development of appropriate responses is closely linked with the

analysis that is performed. The analysis

reveals the potential targets for an intervention, and it is at least partly the idea

about what form the intervention might

take that suggests important lines of analysis. As such, the reason police often look

at places and times where crimes are committed is that they are already imagining

that an effective way to prevent the crimes

would be to get officers on the scene

through directed patrols. The reason they

often look for the likely offender is that

they think that the most effective and just

response to a crime problem would be to

arrest and incapacitate the offender. However, the concept of problem-oriented policing as envisioned by Herman Goldstein

(1990) calls on the police to make a much

more ‘‘uninhibited’’ search for possible

responses and not to limit themselves to

getting officers in the right places at the
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right times, or identifying and arresting

the offender (although both may be valuable responses). Effective responses often

depend on getting other people to take

actions that reduce the opportunities for

criminal offending, or to mobilize informal social control to drive offenders

away from certain locations.

The responses that problem-oriented

police officers develop may be close to current police practices or, in some instances,

quite different. Goldstein (1990, 102–47)

offers the following suggestive list of general alternatives police may consider in

developing responses to neighborhood

crime problems:

.



.



.

.



.



.
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Concentrating attention on those

individuals who account for a disproportionate share of the problem

Connecting with other government

and private services through referral

to another agency, coordinating police responses with other agencies,

correcting inadequacies in municipal

services, and pressing for new services

Using mediation and negotiation

skills to resolve disputes

Conveying information to reduce

anxiety and fear, to enable citizens

to solve their own problems, to elicit

conformity with laws and regulations

that are not known or understood, to

warn potential victims about their

vulnerability and warn them of ways

to protect themselves, to demonstrate

to individuals how they unwittingly

contribute to problems, to develop

support for addressing a problem,

and to acquaint the community with

the limitations on the police and to

define realistically what may be

expected of the police

Mobilizing the community and

making use of existing forms of social control in addition to the community

Altering the physical environment to

reduce opportunities for problems

to recur



.



.

.



Increasing regulation, through statutes or ordinances, of conditions

that contribute to problems

Developing new forms of limited authority to intervene and detain

Using civil law to control public nuisances, offensive behavior, and conditions contributing to crime



Assessment

The crucial last step in the practice of

problem-oriented policing is to assess the

impact the intervention has had on the

problem it was supposed to solve. Assessment is important for at least two different

reasons. The first is to ensure that police

remain accountable for their performance

and for their use of resources. Citizens and

their representatives want to know how

the money and freedom they surrendered

to the police are being used, and whether

important results in the form of less crime,

enhanced security, or increased citizen

satisfaction with the police have been

achieved. A second reason assessment is

important is to allow the police to learn

about what methods are effective in dealing with particular problems. Unless the

police check to see whether their efforts

produced a result, it will be hard for

them to improve their practices.

The assessment of responses is key in

facilitating an active exchange of ‘‘what

works’’ in crime prevention among police

departments. As Clarke (1998, 319) suggests, ‘‘If law enforcement agencies do not

have a mechanism to learn from others’

mistakes and assist others to learn from

their experiences, they will always be reinventing the wheel.’’ The degree of rigor

applied to the assessment of problem-oriented initiatives will necessarily vary across

the size and overall importance of the problems addressed. Serious, large, and recurrent problems such as controlling gang

violence or handling domestic disputes deserve highly rigorous examinations. Other

problems that are less serious, or common,
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such as a lonely elderly person making

repeated calls to the police for companionship, are obviously not worth such

close examination. To meet the demands

of measuring accountability and performance, problem-oriented police should,

at a minimum, describe the scanning,

response, and assessment phases by measuring inputs, activities, outputs, and whatever can be said about the outcomes of

their initiatives.

In general, problem-oriented police

should strive to conduct more rigorous

assessments of their responses with due

consideration to time and resource constraints. Depending on the availability of

funds, police departments should consider

partnering up with independent researchers to conduct systematic evaluations of

their efforts. In the absence of such a partnership, Clarke (1998) suggests that police

should take care to relate any observed results to specific actions taken, develop assessment plans while outlining the project,

present control data when available and

reasonably comparable to the subject(s)

of the intervention, and, as will be discussed further, measure crime displacement. While the degree of rigor applied

to the assessment of responses may vary,

what must not be sacrificed is the goal of

measuring results. This will keep the police

focused on results rather than means, and

that is one of the most important contributions of the idea of problem-oriented

policing.



Current Issues in the Substance and

Implementation of ProblemOriented Policing

The U.S. National Academy of Sciences’

Committee to Review Research on Police

Policy and Practices concluded that problem-oriented policing is a promising approach to deal with crime, disorder, and

fear and recommended that additional research was necessary to understand the



organizational arrangements that foster

effective problem solving (Skogan and

Frydl 2004). Several recently published

volumes on problem-oriented case studies

provide a good sense for the work being

done as well as the strengths and weaknesses of some of the better problem-oriented efforts (see, for example, O’Connor

Shelly and Grant 1998; Sole Brito and

Allan 1999; Sole Brito and Gratto, 2000;

Sampson and Scott 2000). The concept

seems to have survived what Gary

Cordner (1998, 305) has identified as

first-generation issues:

.

.



.



.



.



The view that problem-oriented policing was not ‘‘real’’ police work

The view that problem-oriented policing was a fine idea but not practical because of limited resources (for

example, time and personnel)

The question of whether ordinary

police officers had the analytic ability to conduct sophisticated problem-solving projects

The question of whether other government agencies had the capacity

to meet police halfway in solving

chronic community problems

The danger of falsely raising the

community’s expectations



Although these issues have not been

completely resolved, the implementation

of the concept went forward as more police officers grew more and more intrigued

by the approach (Cordner 1998).

Although the problem-oriented approach has demonstrated much potential

value in preventing crime and improving

police practices, research has also documented that it is very difficult for police

officers to implement problem-oriented

policing strategies (Eck and Spelman

1987; Clarke 1998; Braga 2002). Cordner

(1998) identifies a number of challenging

second-generation issues in the substance

and implementation of many problemoriented policing projects. These issues include the tendency for officers to conduct

only a superficial analysis of problems
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and rushing to implement a response, the

tendency for officers to rely on traditional

or faddish responses rather than conducting a wider search for creative responses,

and the tendency to completely ignore

the assessment of the effectiveness of

implemented responses (Cordner 1998).

Indeed, the research literature is filled

with cases where problem-oriented policing programs tend to lean toward traditional methods and where problem

analysis is weak (Eck and Spelman 1987;

Buerger 1994; Capowich and Roehl 1994;

Read and Tilley 2000). In his recent review

of several hundred submissions for the

Police Executive Research Forum’s Herman Goldstein Award for Excellence in

Problem-Oriented Policing, Clarke (1998)

laments that many recent examples of

problem-oriented policing projects bear

little resemblance to Goldstein’s original

definition and suggests this misrepresentation puts the concept at risk of being pronounced a failure before it has been

properly tested.

Deficiencies in current problem-oriented policing practices exist in all phases

of the process. During the scanning phase,

police officers risk undertaking a project

that is too small (for example, the lonely

old man who repeatedly calls the police for

companionship) or too broad (for example, gang delinquency) and this destroys

the discrete problem focus of the project

and leads to a lack of direction at

the beginning of analysis (Clarke 1998).

Some officers skip the analysis phase or

conduct an overly simple analysis that

does not adequately dissect the problem

or does not use relevant information

from other agencies (such as hospitals,

schools, and private businesses) (Clarke

1998). Based on his extensive experience

with police departments implementing

problem-oriented policing, Eck (2000) suggests that much problem analysis consists

of a simple examination of police data

coupled with the officer’s working experience with the problem. In their analysis of
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problem-oriented initiatives in forty-three

police departments in England and Wales,

Read and Tilley (2000) found that problem analysis was generally weak with

many initiatives accepting the definition

of a problem at face value, using only

short-term data to unravel the nature of

the problem, and failing to adequately examine the genesis of the crime problems.

As noted earlier, the responses of many

problem-oriented policing projects rely

too much on traditional police tactics

(such as arrests, surveillance, and crackdowns) and neglect the wider range of

available alternative responses. Read and

Tilley (2000) found that officers selected

certain responses prior to, or in spite of,

analysis; failed to think through the need

for a sustained crime reduction; failed to

think through the mechanisms by which

the response could have a measurable impact; failed to fully involve partners; and

narrowly focused responses, usually on

offenders; as well as a number of other

weaknesses in the response development

process. Scott and Clarke (2000) observe

that assessment of responses is rare and,

when undertaken, is usually cursory and

limited to anecdotal or impressionistic

data.



Conclusion

Problem-oriented policing represents an

important innovation in American policing. Unfortunately, the practice of problemoriented policing sometimes falls short

of the principles suggested by Herman

Goldstein (1990). The substance and implementation of many problem-oriented

policing projects are limited due to shortcomings in the links between analysis and

response. The current state of knowledge

among front-line police officers about the

most effective and economical ways in

which to address problems is limited, and

often primitive (Scott 2000; Braga 2002).



PROBLEM-ORIENTED POLICING

Advocates such as Michael Scott, Rana

Sampson, Ronald Clarke, John Eck, and

Herman Goldstein have made a concerted

effort to disseminate research methodologies, theoretical insights, and research findings to the police and the communities they

serve. These scholars have been involved in

the publication of many practical guides

and volumes to further the practice of

problem-oriented policing. Most recently,

the Problem-Oriented Guides for Police

series, published by the U.S. Department

of Justice’s Office of Community Oriented

Policing Services (http://www.cops.usdoj.

gov), represents a systematic effort to summarize research knowledge on how police

can reduce the harm caused by specific

crime and disorder problems. These guides

present useful information on an impressive array of problems ranging from robberies at automated bank teller machines

to rave parties to clandestine drug laboratories.

It is important to recognize that problem-oriented policing is still in its formative

stages and its practice is still developing.

Progress in policing is incremental and

slow, and that does not make problemoriented policing unrealistic. Indeed, the

pioneers of this young and evolving approach have accomplished much since

Herman Goldstein first presented the concept in 1979.

ANTHONY A. BRAGA

See also Broken-Windows Policing; Community-Oriented

Policing:

Practices;

COMPSTAT; Crime Analysis; Crime and

Place, Theories of; Crime Control Strategies; Crime Mapping; Crime Prevention;

Office of Community-Oriented Police

Services, U.S. Department of Justice;

SARA, the Model
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PROFESSIONALISM

The acquisition of professional standing is a

universal theme permeating the fabric of all

occupations. The tangible essence of professionalism continues to be elusive, though, as

a multitude of characteristics are espoused

to define its existence. From the more noble

portraits as ‘‘men of wisdom’’ (Socrates)

and ‘‘philosopher kings’’ (Plato) to the attributes of ethics, intelligence, and competence, adjectives abound when describing

professionals. Further complicating the

professionalism concept is the ambiguity

associated with what actually constitutes a

‘‘profession,’’ for it is a common proposition that one can be professional only within the context of a profession.



Professionalism Qualities and

Challenges

Professionalism in policing is of extraordinary importance because of the authority

vested in law enforcement officers. It

reflects an implicit guarantee that the experience, education, and training of officers uniquely qualify them to meet the

challenges present in a changing and dynamic society. Police officers are expected

to successfully operate within many demanding and conflicting roles, and along

these lines, are presumed to possess ethical

qualities and competence far superior to

those of the nonprofessional whose attitudes are misaligned with the goals of

high standards. Oversight of standards

has historically been within the exclusive

jurisdiction of internal professional bodies; however, outside forces propelled by

citizenry and governmental entities now

exert considerable regulatory influence.

Although every profession suffers at

some point from institutional indiscretions, most outside observers do not measure the total worthiness of the profession

by the singular incidents of its members.

Unprofessional acts of police officers,



PROFESSIONALISM

however, do not receive such equitable

treatment. Since its inception in the mid1800s, policing has operated under close

political and societal scrutiny, quite often

in the glare of media exposure that consistently indicts the whole of policing from

the sum of a few renegade rogues. It is

equally true that policing has not achieved

the same degree of community respect as

the traditional professions of law, medicine,

education, and theology. Professional recognition is often contingent on being within a profession, and a profession requires

commitment to educational attainment. Esteem for the police will surface only when

specialized schools for police education are

commonplace, and at this point, those kinds

of facilities are still in the growth and development stage.



The Police Professionalism

Movement

Appointed a magistrate in 1748 England,

Fielding argued that the perpetual ineffectiveness of the police to curb crime was a

by-product of inadequate selection criteria

and substandard pay. Based on his philosophies, Fielding organized what came to

be known as the Bow Street Runners, ultimately heralded as the first professional

police force in England.

As the architect of the Metropolitan Police Act of 1829, Robert Peel set into motion

the modern practice of community policing.

His premise purports that successful policing depends on both public trust and the

absence of crime and disorder, not the visible evidence of police action as the primary

means of crime control. Dedicated to the

selection and training of men with emotional balance, good appearance, and community admiration, his reforms are highly

revered among the many contributions to

American professional policing.

Having a limited education, the accomplishments of August Vollmer to the professionalism movement were unprecedented



and remain unparalleled. As Berkeley’s

town marshal and police chief, he was determined to transform the image of policing

from illiterate cops to ‘‘truly exceptional

men.’’ In pursuit of that vision, Vollmer

made numerous instrumental reforms.

First, he instituted intelligence and psychological tests to screen new recruits. He then

trained the recruits in scientific principles

at his Berkeley Police School (created in

1908) and began offering police administration classes in 1916 at the University of

California to ensure an ample pool of

educated men from which to build a professional force. These contributions and many

others as well have resulted in his being

widely regarded as the father of modern

police professionalism.

Two presidential commissions have

made substantial contributions to the

police professionalization movement. The

Wickersham Commission, in 1931, and

the 1967 President’s Commission on Law

Enforcement and Administration of Justice recommended a baccalaureate degree

as an entry-level requirement for policing.

Change has been slow at best, but continual progress remains as a remnant of their

visionary spirit.

One criterion for receiving a professional designation is the presence of an

organization or association charged with

the representation of its membership. Unlike the traditional professions, no law enforcement group wholly functions in this

capacity, but the International Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP) best fits

the role. The most recognizable of all police organizations, the IACP is committed

to professionalism and training. In furtherance of that mission, the IACP publishes a monthly journal, Police Chief, that

has long been regarded as the professional

voice of law enforcement and training.

Academics have also played a vital role

in the police professionalization movement. In 1941, one of many educational

contributions of August Vollmer surfaced

with the formation of the American Society of Criminology (ASC). Then, in
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1970, a number of academicians collaborated to create the International Association of Police Professors (now called the

Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences,

or ACJS). Collectively, these academic

organizations continue to forge ahead

with the educational advancement of the

police profession.

Created in 1979, the Commission on Accreditation for Law Enforcement Agencies

(CALEA) offers accreditation opportunities to all police agencies. Accreditation

enhances professionalism efforts within

organizations, while simultaneously communicating to the public a commitment to

integrity and efficiency. Although not widely used to date (fewer than 5% of police

agencies nationally), the accreditation

opportunity is essential to the growth of

professional policing.



Measuring Police Professionalism

Notwithstanding the complexity of meanings associated with the term professionalism, Richard Hall’s (1968) construction of

a professionalism scale to measure the ambiguous concept has been well accepted in

research circles. The scale’s ability to capture the true behavioral dimensions of

professionalism is questionable, but its capacity to reflect identification with professionalism attributes is well established.

The revised scale measures five theoretical

dimensions.



Dimensions Consistent with Police

Professionalism

Professionalism studies indicate that police

rise to the level of three standards. First,

most police officers exhibit a visible commitment to the mission of law enforcement

and regard that mission as indispensable to

society (referred to as a belief in public service). Second, the overwhelming majority
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of officers seem to philosophically ascribe

to the mentality that their occupational

endeavors are so technical that only colleagues possess the competence to judge

the work product (called a belief in selfregulation). The third and final component

is a sense of calling that exudes total devotion to the profession. The fundamental

tenet of this expectation is that the professional goes about his or her job for the

satisfaction inherent in a job well done,

not monetary incentives, as the primary

objective. Police seem to embody this

mental attitude as well.



Dimensions Inconsistent with Police

Professionalism

One problematic component of police professionalism is the use of an organization as

a major referent, meaning the degree to

which occupational associations exert influence on the values and belief systems of law

enforcement. To gain professional status, it

is essential that the police be committed to

and practice the standards of the profession.

Many advocates claim that the numerous

advancements in policing are implicit of the

establishment of police professionalism.

Meanwhile, the findings of Miller and Fry

(1976) and Crank (1990) reflect little police

commitment to the activities of professional

organizations. Inasmuch as these findings

cast doubt on the professionalism definition

used across most disciplines, Crank contends that the basic orientation of the police

still remains one of professionalism when

compared to craftsmanship levels. Consistent with this optimistic bent is the finding

that low levels of organizational commitment among police chiefs primarily exist in

small departments. It appears, then, that

commitment to police organizations as a

major referent does exist in larger departments, and the concerns exist on just one

level of policing.

A second professionalism component

of questionable merit is autonomy, or the
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desire to make decisions free from administrative or outside constraints. Miller and

Fry’s findings (1976) uncovered a strong

propensity against the perceived necessity

for autonomy on two of five assessments.

Using an altered version of autonomous

measurement, however, Crank’s autonomy results in 1990 were more favorable.

Many suggest that the real issue is whether

autonomy is an appropriate measure of

police professionalism. Given that police

authority was allocated with the understanding of accountability to the public

first and foremost, one could argue that a

strong commitment to autonomy may well

reflect an unprofessional bent.



Conclusion

In light of its fluid definition, it seems that

professionalism’s multifaceted composition may well be its most prominent feature as it creates an all-encompassing

receptacle for that which is good about

mankind. To that end, many purport that

absolute professionalism is unattainable,

though the pursuit is admirable and essential to the construction and maintenance of

a force of individuals faithful to public

needs. Essentially, then, the quest for professionalism is best summarized from the

perspective of August Vollmer—a search

for the perfect man.

PHILIP E. CARLAN
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PSYCHOLOGICAL FITNESS

FOR DUTY

Increasingly, law enforcement agencies are

faced with litigation based on officer performance, including abuse of authority

and failure to perform (often referred to

as dereliction of duty). The demands of law

enforcement require police departments to

ensure that their officers are emotionally

and mentally stable or psychologically capable of performing their duties in a safe
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and effective manner. When an officer

demonstrates that he or she may not be

capable of doing so, a number of actions

may be initiated by the agency including

medical, supervisory, training, or disciplinary intervention, as well as the provision of

psychological services. Psychological services in policing have greatly increased in

recent decades and now include preemployment testing, counseling, research,

and fitness for duty (Scrivner and Kurke

1995).

Psychological fitness for duty is both an

examination and assessment of risk and

disability made by a qualified mental

health professional (usually a licensed psychologist) when an incumbent officer

demonstrates inability to perform his or

her duties safely and effectively or when

the officer’s behavior presents a risk to

himself or herself, to others, or to the

agency, due to apparent psychological factors or impairment.

Such assessments, often called fitness

for duty evaluations (FFDEs), are often

made after critical incidents (for example,

officer-involved shootings, hostage situations, witnessing crimes against children,

brutal homicides, or death of fellow officers) or when an officer demonstrates that

his or her emotional state may negatively

affect the effective or safe performance of

the job. Indicators of such a state may include signs of alcohol or drug dependence,

excessive absence, numerous complaints

from community members, emotional or

physical outbursts, abuse of authority,

or identification through an early warning

system.

The decision to refer an officer for a

psychological FFDE may be made by a

supervisor, internal affairs investigator,

training personnel, an employee assistance

program counselor, personnel administrators, or other officials or agency representatives who may be privy to behavioral

information on that officer. Thus the

agency, not the officer, is the client of the

evaluator.
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Purpose

The purpose of the evaluation is not to provide a diagnosis but to determine whether

the individual is currently capable of

performing the essential functions of the

job, and to ‘‘professionally notify’’ the department of mental illness, behavior, or personality issues that may affect performance

of the officer’s official role (Rostow and

Davis 2002). As such, the evaluator examines the job description for the law enforcement position to determine how the

person’s psychological limitations may affect various job components and specific

tasks, while examining the various risks

associated with the officer continuing in his

or her capacity.



Risks to the Officer

Police officers have a dangerous job, one

in which lives and property are at stake.

Police officers face a number of stressors,

including major events (natural disasters,

savage victimizations, crimes against children, and so on) over which officers may

have little control, as well as those in

which an officer must take control (officerinvolved shootings, riot control, and so

on). The negative outcomes from such

events can have serious psychological consequences for even the most seasoned and

experienced officers.

Part of the culture of policing is the

image of police as strong, controlled, nonemotional, and tough. However, exposure

to routine stressors or critical incidents can

wear away at the coping mechanisms of

many officers, leading them to feel isolated

and unable to discuss their emotions with

family or friends and creating a sense of

embarrassment, failure, and even selfloathing. All of these issues may make an

officer vulnerable to engaging in inappropriate, atypical, and/or threatening behavior or, in the worst case scenario, suicide.
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Risks to Others

In situations where an officer may have

experienced extreme stress, he or she

could lash out at fellow officers, supervisors, or community members with little or

no warning. These behaviors could be

overtly aggressive, punitive, or hostile

and could come across as insulting, unfair,

defamatory, or even threatening and dangerous. Other mental or emotional issues

could limit the officer’s ability to render

appropriate assistance or aid, restrain a

violent offender, or protect the community from dangers.



Legal Considerations and Risks to

the Agency

When an officer performs his or her duties

inappropriately, the reputation of the

agency can be tarnished. It is critical for

police departments to maintain a professional and respectable reputation in the

community in order to obtain the cooperation and support necessary to carry out

its responsibilities effectively.

Because the outcomes of an FFDE

could lead to a variety of negative employment consequences for the officer, legal

quandaries for the agency may arise out

of the evaluation or the failure to refer an

employee for an FFDE. When an officer

has behaved in a manner that is of sufficient concern to be referred for an FFDE,

failure of departmental officials to make

that referral can also present a risk of

liability to the agency and perhaps even

the individual who identified the initial

problem, as well as supervisors and commanders responsible for overseeing the

officer’s performance. For example, deliberate indifference, a circumstance in which

a plaintiff demonstrates that the agency

had ignored signs of poor performance,

and negligent retention, a situation in

which an agency retains an employee



who has demonstrated that he or she is

unfit for duty, can present legal difficulties

for agencies.

Case law associated with psychological

evaluations of law enforcement personnel

has been established in a number of areas

pertaining to FFDEs. Some of the issues

raised in case law include an agency or

agency official’s right to mandate psychological testing (see, for example,

Conte v. Horcher, 365 N.E.2d 567, 1977),

an agency’s responsibility to psychologically evaluate personnel (see, for example,

Bonsignore v. City of New York, 683 F.2d

635, 1982), the presence of outside parties

in psychological evaluations (see, for example, Vinson v. The Superior Court of

Almeda County, 740 P.2d 404, 1987), and

confidentiality (see, for example, David v.

Christian, 520 N.Y.S.2d 827, 1987, and

Redmond v. City of Overland Park, 672 F.

Supp. 473, 1987). According to Super

(1997), by June 1996 case law had established that (1) chiefs not only have the

right to mandate FFDEs when an officer’s

mental health or emotional stability is

called into question, they are ‘‘burdened

with the responsibility to do so’’; (2) officers referred for an FFDE do not have

the privilege of having their attorneys

present; and (3) psychological stability of

law enforcement officers is a more compelling concern to the courts than the respective officer’s privacy rights. Later in 1996,

another court decision placed restrictions on psychologists from providing

detailed case information unless authority

is granted by the employee (see Pettus v.

Cole, 49 Cal. App. 4th 402; 57 Cal. Rptr.

2d 46, 1996).



Professional Guidelines for the

Conduct of FFDEs

In addition to legal requirements and issues,

professional standards are also associated

with FFDEs. The first initiative to establish
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guidelines for FFDEs was proposed by

Inwald (1990). In 1998 the International

Association of Chiefs of Police Psychological Services Section adopted a set of guidelines, which were later ratified in 2004.

These guidelines were intended to standardize the process for FFDEs and to

present commonly accepted practices.

Because the assessment of psychological capacity requires specialized training,

knowledge, and experience, the IACP

guidelines suggest that the evaluator ‘‘be

a licensed psychologist or psychiatrist with

education, training, and experience in the

diagnostic evaluation of mental and emotional disorders.’’ The guidelines further

stipulate the need for experience in evaluating police personnel, familiarity with the

research literature in police psychology, as

well as knowledge of the functions of a law

enforcement officer’s job. Because numerous laws and professional practices govern

or relate to FFDEs including those related

to disability (for example, the Americans

with Disabilities Act of 1990), privacy,

and third-party liability associated with

the outcomes of such evaluations, the

IACP guidelines also stress the importance

of evaluators having both knowledge of

legal requirements and case law surrounding FFDEs.



When to Refer Someone for a

Psychological FFDE

In many agencies, a variety of interventions may be provided to assist officers

who are having difficulty. These could

include remedial training, supervisory

counseling, mentoring, critical incident

stress debriefing (after events such as hostage situations, officer-involved shootings,

or other types of tragedies or disasters),

reassignment, or referrals to an employee

assistance program counselor. When supervision, discipline, or other remedies

are exhausted, an FFDE is warranted.
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Components and Outcomes of a

Psychological FFDE

The content of an FFDE typically consists

of the reason for the referral, relevant background information, behavioral observations, psychological testing related to the

referral reason, a face-to-face interview

with the officer and other individuals who

may have relevant information, and summary/conclusions (Super 1997; Blau 1994).

On completion of an FFDE, the examiner

supplies a report and recommendation regarding the officer’s capacity to perform the

job safely and effectively including his or her

opinion as to the officer’s fitness for unrestricted duty and sometimes suggestions for

potentially corrective remedies. While an

agency may ask the examiner to provide

opinions regarding necessary work restrictions, accommodations, interventions, or

causation, the IACP guidelines stipulate

that the reasonableness of such recommendations must be made by the agency.

KAREN L. AMENDOLA
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PSYCHOLOGICAL

STANDARDS

Police officers must perform a wide variety

of duties and interact with a variety of

different individuals within a community.

Officers have the ability to issue traffic tickets and other citations, to decide when to

arrest or not arrest a person, and to make

the decision on the degree of force necessary in order for them to subdue a resisting

suspect or otherwise perform their job. Because of this, police departments must understand the psychological effects of the

job and create standards that apply to the

field. Law enforcement agencies must also



have some method of determining who

they should or should not hire for their

agency. Some types of psychological problems that are of great concern to law enforcement and could adversely impact the

field include police stress and police suicide, corruption, antisocial personalities,

the inability to work with others, and

drug and alcohol problems. Facing any of

these issues can result in the financial and/

or social ruin of a police department if it

hires individuals who exhibit or might tend

toward certain behaviors or anyone who is

incapable of handling his or her job.

Many departments have set up psychological standards for those individuals applying for positions in law enforcement.

Oftentimes, a recruit will have to take

some type of psychological exam or personality test so that the departments can

determine how well he or she will deal with

the multifaceted duties of law enforcement

personnel. While the best way to deal with

those individuals who have the potential

to cause problems is by not hiring them,

police departments must also ensure that

the psychological standards expected of

applicants continue to be met after new

recruits have become officers within their

agency.

This article will discuss a variety of

issues associated with the psychological

toll of police work. The various problems

facing police departments associated with

the hiring of unqualified police officers will

be addressed first. Understanding this

issue is important in helping police departments identify what factors contribute to

problems among police officers in order to

develop solutions to such situations. One

solution to dealing with the harm caused

by unethical or unqualified officers is to

conduct some type of preselection based

on psychological standards or preemployment screenings used in recruiting individuals who want to become police officers.

These preselection standards can help a

department learn whether an individual

possesses any preexisting characteristics

that would impair his or her ability to
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perform the job. This article will conclude

with a discussion of the issue of maintaining psychological standards that can be

used to deal with the psychological effects

of the job and decrease the number of

problems a department faces from officers

with psychological issues.



Impact of Unqualified Officers

Obviously the impact that stress and suicide have on the field of law enforcement is

very important: ‘‘Ongoing stress reduces

mental functioning, leading to slower, less

accurate decision making; heightened unpleasant emotions such as anxiety and depression; and a loss of desirable personal

dispositions such as self-esteem, confidence, and a sense of self-control in one’s

life’’ (Anshel 2000, 378). Stress affects more

than just the individual police officer. Once

a police officer exhibits symptoms of jobrelated stress, problems within the police

department can develop. These problems

may include (1) poor performance and a

decrease in productivity by officers, (2) low

morale among police officers, (3) lawsuits

from police officers because of stressrelated problems, (4) an increase in absenteeism and arriving to work late, (5) early

retirement of officers, and (6) ‘‘[t]he added

expense of training and hiring new recruits,

as well as paying overtime, when the agency is left short-staffed as a result of turnover’’ (Finn 1997).

Because of the psychological effects of

stress and the problems that arise for police departments as a result of stressed

officers, police managers benefit from creating psychological standards that can

weed out individuals who cannot perform

the job or cannot handle the duties associated with the job. An officer who has

psychological problems resulting from

the inability to handle stress can harm

the department and the community.

Once a police agency hires an officer,

the agency is liable for the actions of that
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officer in the course of the job. If an officer

who exhibits some type of psychological

or personality problem—such as the inability to handle stress, antisocial personality, a tendency toward corruption, a

record of prior deviant behavior or problems with the law, or substance or alcohol abuse—becomes involved in a conflict

with a citizen, the consequences can be

detrimental to the police department as a

whole. This is especially true if the conflict

results in physical harm to a citizen or if

the officer engages in corrupt behavior.

The community could lose faith in the

police department and may see the whole

department in a bad light. Hiring one

unqualified police officer can cast a shadow on the whole agency that may take

years for the department to recover from.

Furthermore, the financial costs that can

result from the failure of an officer to perform his or her duty properly can be

devastating. Citizens can sue police departments if an officer violates their constitutional rights, causes physical harm

to them, uses unlawful force or improperly uses deadly force, or falsely arrests a

person.



Psychological Testing/Standards

and Becoming an Officer

Many police departments have developed

standards that individuals who want to

become police officers must pass before

the department will consider hiring them.

‘‘Police officer selection is vital not only

for [organizational] effectiveness, but for

the protection of other officers as well as

the community that is served’’ (Coutts

1990 as cited in Simmers, Bowers, and

Ruiz 2003, 277). Those individuals who

are hired will be instrumental in maintaining or even improving the overall satisfaction and trust that the public has in the

criminal justice process, particularly with

regard to law enforcement. Police officers

are given a lot of authority in terms of
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making arrests, issuing citations, enforcing laws, and using force in subduing

suspects. If the department hires an individual who is violent, quick tempered, antisocial, or suffers from a psychological

disorder that would interfere with job performance, this can have a tremendous impact on fellow officers, the department as

a whole, and the citizens and community

served by the department.

Police officers must be able to deal with

all types of people. They must be able to

deal with their fellow officers as well as

various people within the community,

from offenders to the elderly and children.

Officers must be able to resist all types of

unethical conduct, such as accepting

bribes or gratuities, abusing drugs and alcohol, and discriminating against those

different from them, in the performance

of their duties. Police officers must have

good communication skills and be able to

come up with solutions to various problems that arise from day to day. In order

for police departments to select candidates

who are best for the job, standards and

conditions figure into their hiring policies.

There are education standards, physical

standards, drug and alcohol use conditions, medical requirements, lie detector

tests, and background checks that applicants must meet or submit to in order to

get through the selection process.

Another type of standard that police

departments apply to the hiring process is

psychological standards. There are several

reasons for the psychological screening of

individuals before employment. This process helps weed out those individuals who

are unable to perform the duties associated with the job due to a variety of

factors. Another reason why preemployment psychological screening of individuals is important involves liability.

Courts have taken the stance that police

departments are to blame if they hire an

individual who is psychologically unfit

and problems arise (Simmers et al. 2003,

279). Different courts have also stated that

the main job of police departments is the



protection of citizens in the community

within their jurisdiction (Simmers et al.

2003, 279). This includes protecting citizens from officers who are psychologically

unfit and can cause harm to the community; police departments can be sued for

the actions of their employees.

Police departments use a variety of different psychological tests to screen applicants. Departments usually give applicants

a personality test in order to obtain information about that person that is not readily available in the application paperwork.

‘‘Personality tests measure emotional, motivational, interpersonal, and attitudinal

characteristics’’ (Coutts 1990 as cited in

Simmers et al. 2003, 279). Having information about all of these variables can ensure

that police departments only hire those

who are qualified and who do not exhibit

any severe psychological problems. The

goal of screening potential employees by

using a psychological or personality test is

to evaluate the applicants for mental illness

and other personality problems as well as

to see who meets the necessary qualifications to perform the job (Varlea et al. 2004,

649–50). ‘‘Most frequent in the empirical

literature are studies attempting to identify

specific personality test scales or groups of

scales that are predictive of objective performance criteria, such as termination, absenteeism, tardiness, citizen complaints,

and commendations, or subjective performance criteria such as supervisor and peer

ratings of performance’’ (Varlea et al. 2004,

650–51). All of these factors can impact the

police department, not only because

administrators have to put time, effort,

and money into hiring new people, but

also because they have to pay (financially,

as well as in terms of time and departmental reputation) to investigate allegations of

police misconduct. Furthermore, if police

officers have to keep covering for ineffective, or even unethical, peers, they can feel

negatively about the department.

One type of personality test used in

preemployment screening is the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory
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(MMPI), the latest version of which is

known as the MMPI-II. Using this test to

look at the characteristics of an applicant’s

personality, police departments can eliminate those individuals who have traits that

will make them unsuccessful in police work

such drug or alcohol dependency, lack of

moral or ethical values, and antisocial problems. Police departments use the MMPIII to screen out individuals with deviant,

dangerous, and potentially problematic behavior that could affect the police department in the long run (Bannish and Ruiz

2003, 834). ‘‘The MMPI, a 566-item, truefalse questionnaire, consisting of 10 clinical

scales and four validity scales, was developed initially to screen patients for psychological problems related to medical

symptoms’’ (Graham 1987 as cited in Simmers et al. 2003, 279). Based on the different scales and the answers of the applicant,

screeners can get a feel for the person and

predict the likelihood of his or her success

in the profession. Studies have shown that

personality tests are very useful in policing

and have ‘‘reported significant relations

between MMPI-II scales and such variables as automobile accidents, job tenure,

academy performance and attrition, supervisors’ ratings, promotions, and job problems’’ (Hargrave and Hiatt 1987 as cited

in Simmers et al. 2003, 281). This means

that such personality tests can be a good

indicator of future behavior.

According to Arrigo and Claussen

(2003, 278), the MMPI might not be the

best instrument in terms of preemployment

screening in the field of law enforcement.

One reason given is that the MMPI was

developed to measure psychological disorders, and some of the questions might

sound awkward to applicants who are filling out the questionnaire in order to obtain

a job in policing. According to some

researchers, a better measure than the

MMPI or MMPI-II at evaluating potential

law enforcement personnel is the Inwald

Personality Inventory (IPI). ‘‘The IPI is a

structured measure of various personality
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characteristics and behavioral patterns

specific to the psychological fitness of candidates applying for law enforcement positions’’ (Fekken as quoted in Arrigo and

Claussen 2003, 279–80). This instrument

was specifically designed for the psychological screening of potential law enforcement

applicants. ‘‘Behavioral patterns and personality characteristics relevant to job performance can be identified, including

substance abuse, trouble with the law, job

difficulties, rigidity, suspiciousness, and interpersonal styles’’ (Arrigo and Claussen

2003, 280). This type of measure does a

better job of predicting those people who

are not qualified to become police officers

or who will create problems for the department in the future in terms of liability,

tardiness, and time loss.

The main reasons for having some form

of psychological preemployment screening

in the field of law enforcement is that the

departments want to ensure that they hire

the best people possible for performing the

job. There have been too many high-profile

instances in law enforcement involving excessive use of force, corruption, false

arrests, and general misconduct among

officers that have diminished the confidence and trust the people have in the criminal justice system as a whole and law

enforcement in particular. Police officers

are a highly visible presence in the community, and they come into contact with a

variety of citizens, criminals and noncriminals alike. Police officers provide a variety

of services to the community, and they

need the cooperation and the trust of the

community in order to perform their jobs.

When police departments hire officers who

are psychologically unstable in any manner, a multitude of problems could arise.

Departments lose the money spent on

training, paying, and, ultimately, investigating allegations brought against such

officers when conflicts arise. Psychological

standards and preemployment screening

can provide tremendous benefits to the

police department. The different testing
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instruments that are used in the recruiting phases of the process help police

departments avoid the liability associated

with hiring unqualified people.



Psychological Standards

throughout the Law Enforcement

Career

Law enforcement administrators can take

many steps to ensure that continued psychological standards are met and evaluations of officers are performed. These

include partnering with psychologists and

psychiatrists who police officers can speak

with about their concerns, fostering an environment that encourages communication

by making sure that the administrator is

available to officers, and creating programs

within the department designed to alleviate

the psychological tolls of the job. One of the

main things that police departments can do

is acknowledge the fact that they understand the stresses their employees face and

send a message that they are willing to help

officers. They have to ensure that ‘‘city leaders understand the negative effects of stress

in order to garner support for stress management and stress reduction initiatives’’

(Standfest 1996).

Just knowing that an employer is

concerned and willing to help officers can

help to reduce stress within a department.

By routinely evaluating the psychological

well-being of their employees, police departments can also help ensure that citizens

are receiving the best possible protection

from their law enforcement personnel,

and administrators can ensure that they

have hired those individuals who are best

qualified for the job and can detect problems before they get out of hand.

TINA L. LEE

See also Personnel Selection; Police Suicide; Psychological Fitness for Duty; Stress

and Police Work
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PSYCHOLOGY AND

THE POLICE

Psychologists working with law enforcement agencies deliver a range of direct

psychological services to officers and the

departments they serve. Until the 1960s,

the disciplines of psychology and law enforcement seemed mutually exclusive.

However, since that time the practice of

providing psychological services to law enforcement agencies not only evolved, it

has expanded. This expansion was due to

forward-thinking law enforcement executives recognizing that repeated exposure to

a difficult environment takes a toll on the
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human being. Further, they acknowledged

that the unique culture of police work created its own set of stress factors and that

few can help but be affected throughout

the course of a career. Consequently,

many of those responsible for public safety came to realize the need for proactive

approaches to optimize the psychological

functioning and personal adjustment of

officers and deputies and to reduce occupational stress.



in organizational consulting and focused

on strategies to enhance organizational

performance. Throughout this evolution,

the unique stressors experienced by law

enforcement personnel were recognized

and led psychologists to develop stress

management programs to help law enforcement officers better manage their

work and personal lives. Today, that emphasis has expanded into programs that

focus on wellness and suicide prevention.



Historical Development



Gaining Credibility



Historically, this development was initiated through the applicant screening venue

when the Law Enforcement Assistance

Administration (LEAA) provided federal

funding that enabled the use of psychological tests to screen police officers and sheriff’s deputies. As many departments took

advantage of LEAA funds, the development of a psychological screening specialization was initiated. To a lesser extent,

LEAA funds also were instrumental in

psychologists becoming involved in operational areas such as assisting in criminal

investigations and developing a hostage

negotiation capacity in police departments.

The success of those efforts eventually provided support for developing counseling

programs for officers, particularly following line-of-duty critical incidents, and for

training programs that addressed issues

requiring psychological expertise.

Conversely, psychologists were also

called on to perform fitness-for-duty evaluations (FFDEs). These mandatory evaluations involved ordering incumbent

officers to be evaluated by a psychologist

who would determine an officer’s fitness to

continue in his or her position. The latter

activity was highly sensitive and posed a

range of issues quite different from other

psychological services that were designed

to enhance performance both of the individual officer and their respective departments. Finally, psychologists also engaged



Initially, tradition-clad law enforcement

was not fully accepting of psychological

services and psychologists had to work to

gain credibility. In gaining credibility, however, psychologists also had to solve professional practice issues. Questions emerged as

to who was the client: the job applicant or the

organization; or, for counseling programs,

the officer or the organization? The latter

impacted confidentiality of communications, generally identified as the cornerstone

of psychological services, but a concept that

was not fully understood in non–health

organizations that operated as closed systems. Although many of these issues were

resolved by state laws that govern the practice and licensure of psychologists, the

International Association of Chiefs of Police Psychological Services Section recently

issued guidelines for police psychological

services. Consequently, information on

managing some of the more difficult issues

is now in the public domain (Police Chief

2005).

The credibility of the police–psychology

interface has been further confirmed by

findings from three national surveys

(Delprino and Bahn 1988; Scrivner 1994;

VerHeist, Delprino, and O’Regan 2001).

Survey results showed increases in law

enforcement’s use of psychologists and a

wider availability of services provided for

police and sheriffs. These findings, over

time, demonstrate that psychology has
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made a strong impact on policing since it

was first introduced in the 1960s. Accordingly, psychology also opened the door and

created a level of acceptance for the involvement of other mental health service

providers. A 1997 survey by Delprino,

O’Quin, and Kennedy demonstrated that

not all who provide mental health services

to law enforcement are psychologists and

that service providers from other disciplines, including police chaplains, now deliver services to law enforcement.



.



Framework of Psychological

Services Provided to Law

Enforcement

Psychologists clearly brought new sets of

skills to law enforcement agencies. These

skills are the core technologies of police

psychology and constitute the basic framework of psychological services. They include evaluation, clinical interventions,

training, and organizational work and

are further detailed as follows:

.



Preemployment applicant screening:

Psychologists use psychological tests

to identify successful candidates for

law enforcement and evaluate them

on a range of emotional stability criteria that are consistent with suitability for law enforcement work.

Critical issues pertaining to this core

technology include the need to use

objective tests that can be justified in

personnel decision making; communicating test results appropriately;

engaging in ongoing validation of

the assessment process; conforming

to civil rights legislation, requirements of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC), and

the Americans with Disabilities Act

(ADA); and adhering to professional

practices and psychological standards maintained by the testing industry and professional psychology.



.



.



.



Fitness for duty evaluation: Once

hired, do officers continue to be psychologically fit for duty? This question can arise in relationship to a

work-related injury but also in response to questions about an officer’s

ability to safely and effectively perform his or her duty because of psychological factors. When behaviors

of concern alert commanding officers

that an individual officer may need

attention, they have the option of

making a referral for a fitness evaluation. The nature of FFDEs is different from other psychological services

in that they involve a mandatory referral to the psychologist and fitness

information is communicated to the

department. Thus, confidentiality of

communication is limited since the

department, not the officer, is the client. The officer needs to be informed

of this situation prior to any discussion with the psychologist.

Psychological counseling: Psychologists assist officers by counseling

them in response to an array of personal problems believed to be intensified by police work. Such problems

include, but are not limited to, marital conflict and family problems,

substance abuse, depression and

anxiety, and suicidal tendencies. Recently, new emphasis has been

placed on wellness programs.

Critical incident debriefing: Psychologists provide a crisis response to

officers involved in on-duty traumatic incidents, a situation that occurs in

public safety occupations at frequencies that exceed those in the general

population. This core technology

involves short-term debriefing interventions(s) that are designed to help

officers adjust to these incidents, and

reduce the probability that longer

term psychological problems will

occur because of the incident.

Training: Psychologists develop and

conduct training sessions for officers
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.



ranging from topics as diverse as interview techniques and/or improving

communication skills to managing

stress to enhancing psychological resilience.

Forensic/operational: This core technology involves the practical application of psychology to law enforcement

operations. It can include assisting

the department in criminal investigations, forensic hypnosis, developing

a hostage negotiation capacity, and

barricade call-out consultation. Recently, psychologists have been contributing their expertise to assisting

departments with their antiterrorism

strategies and responses.

Organizational: Psychologists assist

organizations, as well as the individual officers, to engage in strategic

planning and organizational development to improve the agency’s

performance.



Building the Police–Psychology

Interface

The widespread acceptance of psychologists by law enforcement was fueled by

the Federal Bureau of Investigation Training Academy’s initial willingness to take

on a convener-facilitator role that helped

jump start the capacity for police and psychologists to find common ground. By

bringing them together in professional

meetings, participants were able to identify, discuss, and write about the primary

issues that needed to be addressed. These

meetings helped to resolve unique professional issues faced by police psychology,

built a network of psychologists working

with law enforcement throughout the

country, and generally enabled an enhanced understanding between police and

law enforcement.

Equally important was the professional

acceptance and peer recognition of this
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unique practice of psychology. Major professional organizations such as the American Psychological Association (APA) and

the International Association of Chiefs

of Police (IACP) developed sections

devoted to this facet of psychology. Without that level of support, police psychology may not have become what it is

today.

Key events that supported the development of professional police psychology

(Scrivner 2005) include the following:

.



.



.



.



Five police psychology conferences

were hosted from 1984 to 2001 by

the Behavioral Sciences Unit of the

FBI academy that produced a set of

published papers that identified critical issues for law enforcement.

The formation of the Police Psychological Services Section of the IACP

provided a forum for addressing critical issues. The section recently issued

a series of guidelines to apply to preemployment psychological evaluation services, psychological FFDEs,

officer-involved shootings, and peer

support.

A Police and Public Safety Psychology Section was developed within

the Division of Psychologists in Public Service (Division 18) of the APA.

It, too, holds yearly meetings and

presents professional papers at the

APA’s annual conference.

Congressional testimony on police

stress and family well-being, supported by APA, was the impetus for

an amendment to the 1994 Omnibus

Crime Act that provided funding for

the Corrections and Law Enforcement Family Support Program

(CLEF). The program was managed

by the National Institute of Justice

(NIJ), and responsible for funding

approximately thirty innovative programs (1996–2003) to treat stress, deliver training, and conduct survey

research on the needs of law enforcement and correction officers.
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An APA Police Chiefs Roundtable

Series has been conducted. Fifteen

years after affiliating with APA, police chiefs met with an APA governance committee and sought input

on managing problems that affect

the quality of American policing.



These developments have strengthened

the professional dimensions of the field

and facilitated a growing body of police

psychology literature and scholarly research.



Delivering Psychological Services

Finn and Tomz (1997) provide a blueprint

for how to establish a program of services

for law enforcement. They show how

models for delivery of services vary.

Those that have become prevalent include

the use of psychologist consultants, the

most common model, or the use of employee assistance programs (EAPs). Some

large departments provide a full range of

psychological services to officers and the

organization through in-house psychological service units, whereas in other departments the unions have assumed this

responsibility. And, some confine services

to building stress management skills.

Much of the CLEF work provided better definitions of law enforcement stress

factors as applied to officers and their

families and showed that although exposure to violence, suffering, and death is

inherent to the profession, other sources

of stress have a greater impact on officers

and their families. These sources include

light sentences for offenders, unfavorable

public opinion of police performance, irregular work hours and shift work, dealing with abused children and child

homicides, and ministering to survivors

of vehicle crashes. Such is further complicated by organizational stress factors that

include the nature of the organization,

limited advancement potential, and excessive paperwork. Although officers now



view stress as a normal part of their job,

they also feel they are under more pressure

today than what they experienced even ten

years ago (Finn, Talucci, and Wood 2000).



Current Trends

As the police–psychology interface continues to expand, departments are finding

new ways to use psychologists. Current

trends include seeking assistance to address significant national policing issues

such as acrimonious interactions between

law enforcement officers and citizens, assistance in ending racial profiling, intervening in police brutality, strengthening

police integrity, and developing greater

understanding of police officer fear.

The APA roundtables mentioned earlier

suggested that psychologists could also

help in finding alternatives to arresting the

homeless, intervening in the prevalence of

hate crimes, developing officer skills in the

areas of mediation and anger management,

studying how observing violence affects

police officers, particularly in relationship

to domestic violence, or examining research on stereotypes to help develop interventions for ethnic profiling. Still others,

such as the Los Angeles Police Department

(LAPD), have moved their psychologists

from the consulting rooms into the precincts in an effort to make them more accessible and less intimidating and to

enhance their capacity for proactive outreach (Gelber 2003). These events demonstrate current trends in the activities of

psychologists in law enforcement agencies

and suggest a level of impact that would

have been unbelievable forty years ago.

In the aftermath of the terrorist attacks

of September 11, 2001, and the ongoing

concerns about global terrorism, law enforcement organizations and their officers

will confront new demands. With those

demands will come new stressors as psychologists and officers begin to work in

the threat-sensitive environment. However,
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law enforcement now has a much broader

capacity to meet the changing needs of

officers, their families, and their organizations because the police–psychology interface has now become institutionalized.

ELLEN SCRIVNER

See also Danger and Police Work; Personnel Selection; Police Suicide; Psychological

Fitness for Duty; Psychological Standards;

Stress and Police Work; Stress: Coping

Mechanisms
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The physical characteristics of public housing developments have often been considered conducive to crime. Living conditions

are crowded, there are often few entrance

and exit points, hallways are frequently

unmonitored, and there is little visibility

or exposure to the outside world. Within

the boundaries of such communities, criminal activity is largely invisible to outsiders,

including police. In addition, there are

often high numbers of undocumented residents, many of whom are believed to have

criminal records. Combined with the poverty and limited economic prospects of

legal residents, these factors engender

crime and criminal victimization. Establishing satisfactory levels of public safety

and security has consequently proved to be

a serious long-term challenge for housing

authorities and police departments. The

problem has been exacerbated by the fact

that housing authorities—largely dependent on the federal government for their

funding—often felt neglected by local

authorities and local police agencies. Out

of this came the idea for dedicated public

housing police (PHP).



Federal Involvement in Public

Housing Policing

In 1995, the U.S. Department of Housing

and Urban Development (HUD), responding to political and public pressure concerning the severe problems of crime in

public housing, analyzed public housing

policing in seven major cities (Baltimore,

Maryland; Boston, Massachusetts; Chicago, Illinois; Cleveland, Ohio; Oxnard,

California; Memphis, Tennessee; and Seattle, Washington) and gathered information

from more than three thousand people including public housing residents, police

chiefs, public housing police chiefs, officers, housing authority representatives,
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and city officials. HUD’s (1995) conclusions were as follows:

The results of comprehensive analyses by

HUD indicate that housing police departments begin without the proper infrastructure, such as establishing of a mission,

goals, objectives, performance indicators,

personnel management systems, formalized

coordination with local law enforcement,

encumbrance of funds to pay for the services, an integrated system of guards, police, physical security, resident input on a

regular basis, timely feedback to residents

about crime and safety issues, a clear connection between police and tenant patrols,

lack of policy manuals for police and security personnel.



As a result of this analysis, HUD produced a document to provide technical assistance about why and how to set up a PHP

department, including goals, problems to be

addressed, and policy manuals. Operational

elements specified in the plan include staffing criteria, beat design and descriptions,

shift and tour schedules, community policing, surveillance procedures, report procedures, crime prevention plans, and patrol

strategies. Different recommended patrol

strategies include vertical patrol, foot patrol, bicycle patrol, and motorcycle patrol.

Also included are elements for a technical

services plan, administrative services plan

(including accreditation), and formal resident participation (HUD 1995).

Several large cities had already established public housing police departments

before HUD issued its guidelines. By and

large, these cities did not make wholesale

changes as a result of the guidelines, although marginal adjustments may have

been made. In addition, because HUD did

not mandate the adoption of PHP departments by other authorities and established

few reporting requirements pertaining to

public housing security, no unified approach

to public housing police was developed.

Housing authorities proceeded with individualized arrangements that had a variety of

components. A synopsis of steps taken by

some of the larger cities now follows.



Boston

The Boston Housing Authority (BHA)

created its Department of Public Safety

(DPS) in the late 1970s because city police

forces were not considered adequate to

meet the needs of tenants and managers.

The department began with six professional staff members who investigated crime

and disorder complaints in public housing

facilities and interfaced with the Boston

Police Department (BPD). By 1983, it had

grown to forty-two investigators, who were

trained at the Basic Police Recruit Academies of the Massachusetts Criminal Justice

Training Council. DPS currently falls

under the jurisdiction of the BPD.

Thus, the BPD serves as the primary

police force for Boston’s public housing,

handling emergency calls, investigations,

records management, and all other normal

police functions. DPS personnel support

BPD with investigative services, special programs, and community policing. The DPS

divides the twenty-seven housing facilities in

Boston into beats, tailoring its programs to

crime in each. In addition, DPS runs several

programs based on a community policing

model: Senior Crime Watch, turkey dinner,

holiday party, senior citizen activities, foot

patrols of buildings and hallways, and community, resident, and manager meetings.



Chicago

The Chicago Housing Authority (CHA)

had a 270-member police force that patrolled its facilities, beginning in the 1970s.

However, under the city’s 1999 Plan for

Transformation, the force was disbanded,

and its responsibilities were shifted to the

Chicago Police Department. The crime response and control functions of the Chicago

Police Department are supplemented by a

number of CHA activities.

The CHA invests $2 million annually for tenant patrols in specific housing
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projects. A security guard service is funded

at $5 million annually to provide a minimum of ten hours of coverage daily at

each senior resident building. The CHA

contracts with the Chicago Police Department to provide additional security at

facilities including a $12 million annual

contract for police and vertical patrol services at facilities including its senior locations, and a $3.5 million contract for

additional police coverage at other facilities. Finally, CHA has spent more than

$1 million to install security cameras at

various developments.



the public housing problem-oriented policing project to investigate serious crime

problems across six public housing sites.

Each site used a team consisting of public

housing representatives, police officers,

resident representatives, and social service

representatives. These teams focused on

violence and drug offenses. Responses

varied from site to site. An evaluation of

the project determined that the site team

responses, rather than physical structure

differences or site demographics, were responsible for reductions in calls for service.



New York

Los Angeles

The Los Angeles Housing Authority had a

small dedicated police force in the 1980s

and 1990s, consisting of approximately

fifty officers who were trained at the Los

Angeles County Sheriff’s Academy. This

force never had responsibility for felony

investigation, however, and was largely

considered by the Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD) to be little more than a

local security operation. In the mid-1990s

the independent force was disbanded, and

the housing authority entered into an interagency agreement with LAPD to address public safety and security, housing

authority crime control policies, dispute/

conflict resolution, and other issues.

Currently, police officers hold intermittent role-playing exercises with public

housing residents to give residents perspective on police investigations. In 2001,

for instance, an exercise was staged in

which residents played the role of officers

and vice versa. One element of this was a

simulated murder investigation.



Jersey City, New Jersey

Jersey City’s public housing authority and

its police department cooperated to form
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The New York City Housing Authority

hired security guards to patrols its developments at its creation in 1934. In 1952, the

Housing Authority Police (HAP) department was officially created and HAP officers received special training. However, the

HAP was merged with the New York Police Department (NYPD) in 1995 and is

now a formal division within the NYPD

designated the Housing Bureau. Bureau

officers coordinate with tenant patrols,

community groups, and development managers to serve the 420,000 residents of public housing in New York City. The bureau

is staffed by NYPD officers on assignment

to the Housing Bureau, much as other officers are assigned to narcotics, organized

crime, patrol, and so forth.



Washington, DC

The District of Columbia Housing Authority (DCHA) established its Office of Public

Safety in 1995. It is a fully operational

police force with three types of employees:

resident monitors who screen visitors at

DCHA developments, civilian administrative support, and dedicated but sworn

DCHA police officers who have arrest

powers in DCHA facilities that match
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those of at-large Metropolitan Police Department officers. This force is supplemented as needed by sworn police officers from

the Metropolitan Police Department, who

have general jurisdiction in housing developments as they do in the city generally.

The city is divided into three regions of

public housing and caters its law enforcement programs to crime problems within

each. Tactics include uniformed foot

patrols, bike patrols, decoy operations,

physical and electronic stakeouts, and surveillance operations, in addition to a variety of special operations. The Office of

Public Safety has a community policing

component, with officers attending resident council meetings on a regular basis

to implement resident watch, youth basketball, and other programs.



Conclusions

As the preceding examples show, public

housing policing has taken several forms.

Some of the cities that had the largest

public housing police (and the largest public housing crime problems—for example,

New York and Chicago) have moved

away from the dedicated housing police

model, adopting instead an approach

that created formal relationships between

the housing authority and metropolitan

police departments. Others have retained

a dedicated security force that has public

safety responsibilities that are under the

guidance or control of police departments.

Commonly found elements include collaborations with city police and housing

authorities, elements of community policing, and some degree of training or certification of housing authority public safety

personnel. Others have no staff dedicated

to public safety.

In general, most efforts to establish distinct and independent housing authority

police departments have been abandoned

in favor of a model that assigns full jurisdictional responsibilities to a city police



department that works with local housing

authorities and residents in varying degrees of cooperation. In fact, although

there is no formal national documentation

on this issue, it seems most likely that the

vast majority of the several thousand

housing authorities in the county have

never had any dedicated police force at

all, and have always been dependent on a

local police department for public safety

and the response to crime occurring in

housing developments. There has been no

national coordination, and little formal or

informal coordination between cities. Each

city, police department, or housing authority has therefore dealt with public safety in

housing developments in unique ways, despite the fact that federal guidelines for

this critical function have existed since

the mid-1990s.

TERENCE DUNWORTH and

KEVIN ROLAND

See also Autonomy and the Police; Community-Oriented Policing: Practices; Crime

and Place, Theories of; Crime Control

Strategies: More Police; Minorities and

the Police; Policing Multiethnic Communities
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PUBLIC IMAGE OF

THE POLICE

Public image is an import concept to consider when examining both the role and

consequences of police in a democratic society. How the public views the police can

determine the legitimacy of police authority and citizen compliance with the law

(Tyler and Huo 2002). It also influences

the extent and quality of citizen cooperation and interaction with the police. Members of the public who have relatively

negative views of the police may be less

likely to participate in investigations or

community meetings and may be less compliant toward police during routine and

otherwise benign police–citizen contacts

(for example, vehicle stops). In addition,

while public images of the police are

formed both objectively and subjectively,

the public’s role in checking police authority depends on the formulation of a reasonably accurate image of the police and how

they function (Skolnick and McCoy 1984).
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There is no single coherent image of

police in America. Mass media images of

the police vary widely and are often inconsistent with the reality of policing (Surrette

1998). One can find, for example, images

of the police ranging from the violent

crime fighter (Dirty Harry, Magnum

Force), to the good-natured incompetent

buffoon (Chief Wigum, The Simpsons), to

today’s technically savvy detective (Gil

Grissom, CSI: Crime Scene Investigators).

Even news media reports about the police

represent a filtered, perhaps sensationalized, view of police work to the public.

Further, the police present various

images of themselves to the public that

can impact their public image. The police

have always employed powerful symbols

to promote images of authority and capacity for control over crime to maintain

their legitimacy as social control agents

(Manning 1977). Yet the dominant presentation of their work has shifted from a

‘‘professional’’ image to more of a ‘‘community-oriented’’ image during the last

three decades. While the former image

highlights the police as neutrally competent law enforcement experts, the latter

emphasizes the police as responsive partners with the public concerned with overall quality of life. Nevertheless, these

dominant general images depart to some

extent from the reality of the police role

and function, and may influence the kinds

of services the public expects from the

police.



Factors Influencing the Public

Image of the Police

Relative to other professional groups or

institutions in society, the public image of

the police is generally positive. The public

ranks the police consistently high among

other institutions in terms of confidence,

according to periodic national polls (Gallup

Organization 2005). As an occupation,

being a police officer also receives high
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marks for occupational prestige from the

public (Harris Interactive 2004). For example, the police rank among other public

service occupations (nurses, military officers, teachers, fire fighters, doctors, and

scientists) that tend to contribute to the

community or society at large. Although

this general public image of the police is

positive, the image varies according to social group and along specific dimensions.

Because fairness is a fundamental value

for democratic policing, the public image of

the police held by various racial groups has

been a central issue of study. Public opinion

polls and research commonly show that

whites have a more favorable general opinion of the police than do members of racial

minority groups (Decker 1981; Gallup

Organization 2005; Reisig and Parks 2000;

Tuch and Weitzer 1997). Indeed, national

polls conducted by the Gallup Organization

show typically that while a clear majority of

whites have a ‘‘great deal’’ or ‘‘quite a lot’’

of confidence in the police, usually a minority of black respondents hold these positive

assessments. Minority group members are

also more likely than whites to perceive the

police, both in general and with respect to

their particular community’s department,

as discriminatory or unfair in their treatment of nonwhite members of the public

(see, for example, Tuch and Weitzer 2005;

Rice and Piquero 2005).

In addition to observing racial differences, several studies have examined the

role of gender, age, and social class in

shaping public images of the police. Younger persons and males tend to be less satisfied with the police or view the police as

discriminatory compared to other members of the public. While these negative

evaluations may be the result of differential experience with the police, research

has found these relationships to persist

even after considering perceptions of specific encounters with the police (for example, Reisig and Parks 2000; Weitzer and

Tuch 2005). The public image of the police

does not appear to depend exclusively on

an individual’s socioeconomic status once



other explanations are taken into account.

The effect of social class position may be

partly a function of—or confounded by—

community norms and the expectations of

social status.

Research shows that public perceptions

of police often are linked to the neighborhood context in which people reside

(Dunham and Alpert 1988; Reisig and

Giacomazzi 1998; Reisig and Parks 2000;

Sampson and Bartusch 1998). Neighborhoods characterized by high levels of concentrated disadvantage are less satisfied

with the police independent of individual

differences (Reisig and Parks 2000; Sampson and Bartusch 1998). For example,

Sampson and Bartusch found that in Chicago, neighborhood social and economic

characteristics explained away the racial

differences that exist in the public image

held by whites and black residents. Moreover, Weitzer (1999) found that respondents from a poor, black neighborhood

felt that they were treated less fairly by

the police compared to residents of affluent white neighborhoods and residents of

a middle-class, black neighborhood. The

differences according to neighborhood

context may be attributable to actual differential treatment, perceptions of control

over the police bureaucracy, or entrenched

norms that develop in different areas as

others have speculated (Weitzer 1999;

Sampson and Bartusch 1998).

The quality of direct experiences with

police agencies also shapes the way the

public views the police. Citizens who

come into contact with the police as suspects or have poor experiences with the

police tend to have less favorable views

of the police compared to people who report crimes or are otherwise assisted by

the police (Reisig and Parks 2000; Reisig

and Chandek 2001). It is important to

note that citizens’ preconceived image of

the police and their appropriate role influences the assessment of specific contacts

they have with the police (Brandl et al.

1994). If a preconceived image of the police influences how one evaluates police
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contacts, it may be a challenge for the

police to improve the public assessment

of their contacts by changing the way

they interact with the public.

Such difficulties notwithstanding, people who perceive they have a voice in the

mobilization of crime control bureaucracies, are familiar with their police, or believe the police distribute resources fairly

to their neighborhood are more likely

than others to hold positive impressions of

both police efficiency and effectiveness

(Sunshine and Tyler 2004). Each of these

is an area in which police departments may

be able to have a profound impact through

changes in administrative practices.

Finally, the public image of the police

can change in reaction to publicized events

or highly scrutinized police actions. In Los

Angeles as well as across the nation, public

favorability toward the police declined

substantially after the well-publicized

Rodney King incident, according to polls

(Tuch and Weitzer 1997). Although the

police image held by the majority public

often demonstrates some resiliency after

such high-profile negative events by

returning to pre-event levels within a few

years, minority group members’ attitudinal reactions to police brutality and discrimination are often more enduring. In

contrast, highly public events that demonstrate police courage or heroism can often

produce what some scholars call a ‘‘halo

effect,’’ in which the public’s image of the

police becomes abruptly and sharply positive. Perhaps the quintessential example

occurred in the wake of September 11,

2001, where the entire police occupation—

not just the New York Police Department

and the other public services agencies directly involved in the World Trade Center

and Pentagon attacks—enjoyed an almost

simultaneous increase in positive public

sentiment legitimacy. (Anecdotal evidence

suggests that employment applications to

police departments also rose dramatically

after 9/11, providing further evidence of

an elevated public image.)
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Implications for the Public Image of

the Police

Variability in the public’s image of the

police can have substantial consequences

for policing in America. As the evidence

suggests, when the image of the police is

highly negative, legitimacy can suffer to

the point where noncompliance becomes

the norm rather than exception during police–citizen encounters. Similarly, when

the police enjoy a halo effect, the public

may fail to challenge police practices and

strategies that may violate democratic

principles. In the case of the former, police

officers may become injured at high rates

as suspect resistance increases concomitantly with declining respect for police authority. In the case of the latter, members

of the public may become injured as the

police distribute coercive force unequally

across communities in the forms of aggressive arrest strategies, deployment of officers, and even excessive force. Thus, to

ensure constructive and effective police

functioning, a proper dose of ‘‘healthy

skepticism’’ of practices and intentions

should provide the balance between illegitimacy and unquestioned trust. Healthy

skepticism allows the police to accomplish

their public safety goals with the general

consent of the public, while requiring them

to periodically justify their policies and

account for their strategies.

SHEA W. CRONIN and ROBERT J. KANE

See also Attitudes toward the Police: Overview; Media Images of Policing
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PUBLIC SAFETY, DEFINED

Safety, according to one dictionary, is ‘‘the

condition of being safe from undergoing or

causing hurt, injury, or loss’’ (MerriamWebster’s Collegiate Dictionary, eleventh

edition). A more tendentious definition is

provided by the American Heritage Dictionary, which claims that safety is ‘‘the state

of being certain that adverse effects will not

be caused by some agent under defined

circumstances. . . .’’ Both of these definitions are reductive and individualistic.

Safety in these definitions is a personal

state of being, something like freedom

from the impact of negative risks from

whatever source. This ‘‘state’’ is a psychological matter, an internal condition. Factually, there is no such perfect safe state,

given that risk can arise from any source

and that risks (negative, unwanted dangers) are always present. Fear resides in

every person from time to time, springing

from a variety of imagined or real sources.

While these are psychological in nature,

safety has a public aspect.

The definition of public safety, like most

concepts in social science, is either taken

for granted, a concept that is rarely debated, or remains vague and subject to

many conflicting and unclear definitions.

It is often equated with and produced by

law and law enforcement. This is false. It is

defined elliptically as that which public

safety agencies, usually meaning public police, fire, and emergency medical services,

sustain or maintain. This is false because

these groups are merely surrogates for the

collective efficacy and attachment to their

neighborhoods and communities that people feel together. It can be seen as a residual; that which is maintained by public

agencies, once the order that is sustained

by private agencies and informal social

control is sorted out.

Law enforcement and the law are fantasy or imagined locations for safety in a

conflicted democratic society. In fact, of

course, they operate as reactive forces

that, while sustaining the illusion of safety,
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are active only after the fact except in rare

cases of known-in-advance collective

occasions such as demonstrations, parades, and celebrations. The law serves primarily as a communicational code that

enables conflicts to be resolved in the

legal system. It is the vehicle of governmental social control (Black 1976). It cannot create or sustain safety because it is an

abstraction that provides the idealization

of order, not order itself.

The elliptical definition of public safety,

what public safety agencies produce, has

much to be said for it empirically. That is,

the evidence of its works can be identified

and measured, for example, via examination of crime rates, trust in police, cynicisms about criminal justice and policing,

victimization studies, self-reported delicts,

and civil suits. But these are failures in the

safety net provided citizens, not evidence

that the system works. Saying that these

indicate the nature of public safety is like

saying that a reduction in crime rates indicates crime prevention is at work. These

are organizational definitions of what

safety is not. A definition is weak that

proceeds on the basis of what something

is not, or a negation.

The definition ‘‘by residual functions’’

is also weak because it leaves the actual

function or meaning of the concept of

public safety unexplicated. The private industry called private policing in its many

forms does not produce security nor safety; it manages the superficial aspects of

that which is connected directly to generating, accumulating, accounting for, and

otherwise enhancing capital. Private agencies are committed to sustaining the appearance of probity and handling deviance

of various kinds privately and through

negotiation. Their losses are accounted

for internally except in the event of insurance claims, and they issue no public figures on crime committed on the premises.

The question of the relationships between

public order and private security remains

quite controversial.
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Public safety must also be distinguished

from the agency focus as a consequence of

what public safety agencies do. It cannot

be built up from the ways, strategies, and

tactics that such agencies use to affirm or

deny safety through their practices. It cannot rest on a commodified, or industrybased, notion of a vague function. It does

intrinsically have connection to the military, which has obligations for collective

national security, the police, and other

public safety agencies.

The concept of public safety must be

defined positively and distinguished from

individualistic notions of personal safety or

even a sense of safety. As Rawls (2005, 89)

writes, ‘‘The impossibility of explaining the

origin of empirically valid general ideas in

individual experience becomes the necessity for the group experience of enacted

moral forces.’’ Group experiences, such as

the experience of public safety, must be

explained collectively. Notions such as

risk, fear, danger, and personal safety are

in every way derivative.

Public safety obtains to the degree to

which social integration among peoples is

high. It is a surrogate term associated with

social integration. It can be measured indirectly as in the case of suicide, murder,

accidental death rates, or violent assaults,

but these are not measures of social integration or the density of connection

among people; they are indirect measures

of a deeper and more complex matter, the

collective conscience of a people. This integration is mobilized by joint emotional

experience, sustained by celebration and

dramatization, and symbolized imminently

by the practices of security- and safetybased agencies. They are the representatives of trust in everyday life. On the other

hand, collective efficacy, as a capacity or

attitude toward others’ willingness to be

engaged in social control, to produce safety, must be distinguished from what people do, whether at the neighborhood, city,

or national level. Public safety in this external sense glosses the nature of collective
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obligations one to the other, often now

symbolized by the media, CNN, the various cable channels, and other shared

screens. The social integration of cities,

societies, and nation-states is now more

likely to be linked to transnational trends

and the military. The central trust-ensuring, violence-enacting institutions in public life, the police and army, are now

working to increase their ‘‘market share’’

as notions of public safety change.

PETER K. MANNING

See also Public Image of the Police; Public–

Private Partnerships in Policing; Role of the

Police; Social Disorganization, Theory of



investigation of crime, loss, or harm to specific individuals, organizations, or facilities.

It typically includes the work of security

guards, corporate security and loss prevention personnel, private investigators, armored vehicle personnel, manufacturers of

security equipment, locksmiths, alarm and

surveillance specialists, security consultants

and engineers, and people involved in a variety of related activities from private forensic laboratory scientists to guard dog

trainers and drug testing specialists.



The Origins of Public–Private

Partnerships in Policing
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PUBLIC–PRIVATE

PARTNERSHIPS IN POLICING

Policing has undergone profound changes

in the United States and elsewhere since

1960, and the evolution of public–private

partnerships is among the most significant

of these changes. This article identifies and

describes the sources of this development,

its various manifestations, and implications

for security in both the public and private

sectors. Policies and programs designed to

shape and manage partnerships between

public law enforcement and private security

agencies are then considered, along with

their potential effects on public and private

institutions and the general public. The

essay concludes with a consideration of the

prospects for the future of public–private

policing partnerships.

Private security has been defined in various ways. For current purposes, it will mean

services other than those provided by public

law enforcement and regulatory agencies

engaged primarily in the prevention and



Public law enforcement officials have relied on private citizens for information in

solving crimes and assisting the prosecutor

in convicting offenders for centuries, long

before the emergence of the first truly professional metropolitan police department

in London in 1829. Bounty programs had

been in effect for centuries prior to that,

sometimes under the authority of the executive branch of government and sometimes under the jurisdiction of the courts,

to encourage private citizens to bring information to law enforcement officials to

assist them in solving crimes and bringing

offenders to justice.

The professionalization of policing in

the nineteenth century served to substantially legitimize and strengthen public safety and security as a more exclusively

public sector responsibility, first in the

United Kingdom and eventually in the United States and elsewhere. This began to

change in the United States in the 1960s,

as soaring crime rates exposed serious flaws

in the professional model of policing. In

1960, police departments had been comfortably operating out of a set of notions

about professionalism that had served the

public well for decades, ideas that came to

be substantially modified toward the end of

the twentieth century: that the police were
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the primary authorities on crime and how

to respond to it, that police supervisors and

executives were the locus of authority within the police hierarchy, that it was too risky

to allow patrol officers to exercise substantial discretion even in routine matters, that

the basic pathways to reduced crime were

through more rapid response to calls for

service and more arrests, that more police

could only help to increase arrest rates and

shorten response times, that the public was

not equipped to provide much help to police other than as witnesses, that building

good community relations was useful primarily for damage control rather than as an

end in itself, and that adherence to these

precepts would give the police a better

image and earn respect among the general

public. This model of policing made sense

in the first half of the twentieth century,

when many police departments throughout

the country had been struggling for years to

overcome reputations for ineptness, corruption, and brutality.

Several factors emerged in the 1960s

and 1970s that induced police practitioners

and policing scholars to reassess the professional model. The fact that professionalism did little to stem the explosion in

crime during this period was surely one

factor: Homicide rates doubled and burglary and robbery rates tripled nationwide,

and they increased even more in large

urban centers. Research conducted in the

1970s found little support for notions

that were core aspects of the professional

model: that saturation random patrols

would be effective in reducing the time to

respond to calls for service, increasing

crime clearance rates and reducing crime

rates. In fact, rapid police response was

found to contribute little to the solving of

crimes. The most critical delays were private, between the time of the offense and

the time of the call for service. After the

first few minutes of the commission of the

crime, it was learned that it makes little

difference whether the police arrive afterward in a matter of seconds or minutes.
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Adjustments to the crime explosion and

information about the ineffectiveness of

standard practices were eventually made,

first in the private sector. Commercial

establishments and citizens who could afford private protection chose not to wait

for breakthroughs in public policing that

would make them safer. Corporate complexes, shopping malls, sports arenas, and

small businesses hired security guards,

installed surveillance and alarm systems,

and hardened targets with stronger locks,

doors, and new architectural designs and

layouts. Many private households employed such resources as well, with some

of the more affluent citizens moving to

gated communities that probably made

them less vulnerable to crime and, in any

case, helped make them feel safer.

The numbers associated with this shift

to privatization are not precisely known,

but they have been estimated to be substantial. Although the number of sworn

officers exceeded the number of persons

employed in the private security field in

the 1960s, by 1990 the numbers had

shifted to the point where an estimated

three persons were employed in private

security for every sworn officer in the

United States (Forst and Manning 1999).

Few accounts of the history of policing

give significant attention to this explosion

in private policing in the 1970s and 1980s.

It is widely asserted that the professional

era of the mid-twentieth century gave way

eventually to the era of community policing by the end of the century. A more

compelling case can be made that the professional era gave way to the era of privatization throughout the 1970s and most of

the 1980s, before community policing resurrected public policing. This unprecedented shift to the private market for

security occurred initially with little coordination with public policing authorities.

In time, however, it became clear that

lack of coordination between public and

private policing frequently produced serious lapses, and that more thoughtfully
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developed public–private coordination

was essential. Awareness of this need

arose naturally as private security agents

found themselves charging more and more

suspects with crimes and turning them over

to local police. The police found some of

these cases too trivial to bring to the prosecutor, others worthy of formal arrest and

prosecution but in need of additional evidence and information, and still others

ready to take forward to prosecution without further work. Improved coordination

became apparent especially in the first two

categories. Even when private security

agents fully expected the police to refuse

to process a case for prosecution, it became

a common practice for security guards to

detain suspects, with aims of achieving at

least modest levels of deterrence and retribution. This practice may deter impressionable young first offenders, but may

have little effect on others, and could well

induce still others to commit more crimes

in the future, upon learning that the formal

system of justice does not take their crimes

seriously.



The Maturing of Public–Private

Partnerships

Police departments became increasingly

aware of the need for improved coordination in the late 1980s and 1990s, as community policing gained currency among

municipal police departments throughout

much of the United States and in developed nations throughout the world. Partnership with the public is, after all, the

central principle of community policing—

an expanded awareness of the needs of

local individuals and improved coordination with private institutions serving local

neighborhoods.

In moving from principle to action, a

particularly valuable resource for improved coordination soon became evident

to the police: Private security agents were



often more familiar than sworn officers

with certain crimes in the places in which

they operated, including the sources of

those crimes. The advantages of improved

coordination became equally apparent to

the more professional of the private security agents, who were keenly aware that

their livelihoods and reputations depended

on their ability to deal with crimes quickly

and effectively, and working more effectively with the local police in those areas

could enhance the prospects of bringing

offenders to justice.

Perhaps the most pervasive form of these

partnerships consists of government purchases of private security resources to

protect the public, government facilities,

personnel, and operations. Communities

throughout the United States, burdened

with the difficulties and expenses of maintaining conventional police services, have

elected to bypass their police agencies and

contract out substantial portions of public

protective services to civilians and private

agencies, especially functions on the periphery of front-line crime control and investigation: providing technical assistance at

crime scenes, serving summonses, moving

and monitoring suspects and prisoners,

managing juveniles, providing court security, conducting traffic control, and so on.

These activities have been found to be well

within the capacities of private agents.

Sworn officers are expensive to recruit and

train, and more expensive still to maintain,

given relatively high salaries and costly

fringe benefits, indirect and support costs,

and pension programs. Moreover, many

private agents are former police officers

with extensive experience in policing.

Lakewood, Colorado, a city in the

Denver area with some 150,000 residents,

hires trained citizen volunteers for police

support services, including fingerprinting, issuing of parking tickets, enforcing

graffiti violations, doing investigative follow-up work, and preparing affidavits.

The Lakewood Police Department also

contracts with a private security firm to
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guard hospitalized prisoners and provide

assistance in protecting crime scenes.

These officers provide twenty-four-hour

assistance and often attend the department’s roll calls for training. Many are

certified police officers in the state of Colorado (Youngs 2004). Such arrangements

are common in communities throughout

the United States.

They are common elsewhere in the

world as well. Much of Great Britain and

Australia have developed public–private

partnerships in policing, including both

the police department’s contracting out of

policing functions to private agents and the

development of collaborations between

sworn police and private security agents

operating independently in a particular

jurisdiction (Sturgess 2002). The Vera Institute has reported a similar array of public–private policing partnerships in Brazil,

India, Indonesia, Kenya, Nigeria, and

South Africa (Bhanu and Stone 2004).

The privatization of services previously

done by sworn officers, even when under

contract with police departments, is a type

of public–private partnership, but is fundamentally different from partnerships in

which sworn officers collaborate with private security agents already working in the

jurisdiction. In Great Britain, Prime Minister Tony Blair has strongly discouraged

the former and encouraged the latter as a

means of providing public services generally (Sturgess 2002). Of course, much of

this is based on political considerations

rather than economic, driven by Blair’s

Labor Party ties to government employment unions and concerns about the loss

of jobs. In Britain, as in the United States,

many policing functions previously done

by sworn officers, both in the form of

back-office technical support and frontline policing service, have in fact been

turned over to civilian specialists and contracted out to private security agencies

with a net gain in employment, and few

take serious issue with the increases in

efficiency that also result from these

arrangements.
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Circumventing public expenses through

privatization and civilianization has not

been costless. State and local government

spending on private services escalated

from $27 billion in 1975 to some $100

billion in 1987, with the federal sector contributing another $197 billion of public

expenditures for private security services

in 1987. Los Angeles County awarded

dozens of contracts for guard services in

the early 1980s at an estimated 74% of the

cost of the county policing alternative.

Other municipalities have gone still further, experimenting with all-private police

forces, and have found them capable of

delivering high-quality services at lower

costs (Forst 2000).

More conventional public–private partnerships manifest through both formal

and informal mechanisms. The informal

arrangements are the most common and

often the most effective. They arise naturally through situational needs that can

occur daily; or occasionally in the form of

breakfast and luncheon meetings between

sworn officers and private agents, typically

without a formal agenda; and sometimes as

flexibly coupled teams and task forces.

They sometimes arise in a more structured

way through formal public–private alliances with periodic meetings: to deal with

specific problems, often related to gangs,

hot spots, or other chronic issues that interfere with both public and private interests; to draft legislation on the licensing of

private security functions; to arrange training programs for sworn officers or private

agents; or to share information of a more

general nature, such as technology or new

strategies for protecting property and enhancing security. An even more structured

arrangement occurs in the form of partnership contracts, such as the creation of

‘‘business improvement districts’’ that work

out specific divisions of responsibility between sworn officers and private security

agents working in a common area (Connors,

Cunningham, and Ohlhausen 1999).

These various forms of public–private

partnership have not always been simple
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and riskless. As the partnerships have matured, specific problems have become

readily apparent. Foremost among these

have been occasional tensions between enhanced public security and police legitimacy. Closer public partnerships with

private institutions can and often do

serve special interests, through financial

and nonfinancial inducements that attract

police away from their larger responsibility to protect and serve the general public.

This can and often does come at a steep

cost to the integrity and reputation of police departments and individual officers.

The primary problem arises from the fact

that private security personnel are agents

accountable to the principal who hires

them, while sworn officers are accountable

to the much broader public at large. From

the perspective of the private security agents,

the partnership must serve the principal,

and from the perspective of the police department the partnership must serve the

general public. Individual officers frequently face conflicts between their sworn

duty to serve the general public and the

sometimes strong draw to serve some constituents disproportionately, often through

seemingly benign favors or privileges. Officers working at night as security guards for

commercial establishments face a conspicuous conflict of interests in their daytime

beats. Many police departments have imposed clear restrictions against such moonlighting arrangements, but many have not.

Public agencies should make clear to their

officers that compromising the public interest is unacceptable, that they cannot accept

such inducements and continue to receive

full benefits as sworn officers.

Another problem is that private security

personnel are not subject to the same standards of screening and eligibility as are

sworn officers, hence they can be a less reliable resource for public safety. This can

pose problems when the private agents represent the police department even in an auxiliary capacity. Police departments might

have good reasons to limit the closeness of

partnerships with people who can bring



more troubles than benefits to the department. Clearly, the formation of specific

partnerships with private agents must be

sufficiently flexible to ensure that the benefits of the partnerships exceed the burdens

to the greatest extent possible. No formula

can be given in advance to determine the

scope and nature of a particular partnership, other than that the arrangement

should be fluid enough to accommodate

changing circumstances and needs.



Trends and Implications for the

Public and Private Policing Sectors

The rise of a substantial and multifaceted

private security industry has imposed new

demands on and problems for police

departments, but it has simultaneously

raised rich opportunities for law enforcement agencies to leverage their scarce

resources toward a more effective and efficient capacity for serving the general public. As they exploit such opportunities,

however, the police must be mindful of

the need to develop partnerships with private agents with eyes wide open to the risks

inherent in those pursuits. A fundamental

objective should be to establish a coherent

framework for assessing public–private

partnerships, to ensure that arrangements

that bolster public safety and security are

strengthened while ones that harm society

or offer costly, ineffective, or ethically dubious solutions to security are quickly

revealed and aborted.

Are partnerships involving sworn officers, private security personnel, and civilians generally superior to the use of any of

these components alone? Can future police partnerships with private businesses be

structured more constructively, without

eroding the legitimacy of police organizations? Should we expect these partnerships

to be adversely affected in the new era of

terrorism? One answer to all of these questions is clear: Sweeping generalizations are

dangerous and cookie cutter solutions are
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likely to be unsuccessful. To be effective,

public–private security partnerships must

be developed situationally. This has been

established cross-nationally (Bhanu and

Stone 2004), and it is likely to be equally

true from one jurisdiction to another within any large political entity.

The varieties of public policing, private

security forces, and modes of civilianization are as vast as the needs of the public.

Private security alternatives range from

well-trained and well-paid agents, often

current or former sworn officers who operate in coordination with municipal police departments, to plant guards whose

job is simply to call the police when they

observe suspicious activity, to vigilante

groups and gang-like organizations that

often compete with local police for the

control of neighborhoods. Similarly, civilianization in a given department may be

warranted for some positions but not

others, depending on the needs of the

community, the skills of the sworn officers, local labor market conditions, and

other factors. Meaningful comparisons require a thorough assessment of the key

particulars in the matter.

As local budgets for public safety continue to become constricted by taxpayers

increasingly unwilling to tax themselves,

municipal police and county sheriff’s

departments must find new ways to leverage their scarce resources by building even

stronger alliances with private security

agencies and personnel that satisfy conventional norms of legitimacy. When

they fail to do so, they risk losing some

of their most capable officers to lucrative

positions as private investigators and

executives of private security agencies.

The great challenge in forming effective

public–private partnerships for the future

is to do so with job enrichment inducements that maintain the loyalty of the

most valuable personnel resources. Opportunities to prevent and solve potentially

grave problems in the new era of terrorism

certainly provide one such inducement.

Officers so motivated are less likely to be
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interested in leaving the department and

less likely to bend when faced with tensions between public responsibilities and

private inducements. Partnerships are fine

when they serve the general public, but

they must be built on a foundation that

ensures that the officer’s overarching responsibility to serve public interests will

not be compromised.

More enlightened policing, especially in

the form of community policing and problem-oriented policing, has been credited

with a substantial share of the decline in

crime throughout the end of the twentieth

and early part of the twenty-first centuries.

One cannot discard the prospect that improved public–private partnerships in policing have contributed to these developments.

As long as police departments maintain a

healthy set of incentives and provide strong,

ethical leadership, the public safety sector

should be able to build on these gains for the

foreseeable future.

BRIAN FORST

See also Airport Safety and Security; Business Districts, Policing; Situational Crime

Prevention
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QUALITY-OF-LIFE POLICING



zero tolerance policing are other labels

given to these aggressive policing strategies

(Katz, Webb, and Schaefer 2001).

Eck and Maguire (2001) differentiate

quality-of-life policing from other community-oriented policing strategies by pointing

out that they emphasize the aggressive

policing of disorder and place less emphasis

on community cooperation. Quality-of-life

policing differs from other aggressive policing strategies in that its aggressive focus is

on social and physical disorder and not on

serious crime per se. While a limited number

of police agencies have made quality-of-life

policing an agency-wide strategy (Bratton

1996), it is more typically applied to specific geographic areas or neighborhoods

that have high rates of disorder and crime.



Quality-of-life policing is one of several

varieties of police strategies that evolved

under the more general framework of community-oriented policing. Although it is not

possible to pinpoint the exact date or location of the origins of this form of policing,

much of its development can be traced to

the evolution of community-oriented policing in the 1980s and 1990s. Gary Cordner

(1998) points out that quality-of-life policing is based on the premise that controlling

crime requires the police to be attentive to

social and physical disorder, minor crime,

and appearances of crime.

Quality-of-life policing is not just one

form of policing or one policing strategy;

rather it encompasses a variety of community policing strategies that involve aggressive enforcement of social disorder offenses

such as public drinking, panhandling, public

urination, street-level drug dealing, loitering, vandalism, and prostitution. Enforcing

municipal ordinances aimed at controlling

physical disorder such as dilapidated housing, abandoned automobiles and refuse,

and graffiti is often used as a quality-of-life

policing strategy. Order maintenance and



Factors Influencing the

Development of Quality-of-Life

Policing

Police scholars (Weisburd and GreeneMazerolle 2000) have identified several
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influences leading to the development of

quality-of-life policing. One such influence

was an increased concern in the 1980s

on the part of citizens about social and

physical disorder in their neighborhoods.

This awareness was partly due to the increased use of community surveys by police departments and researchers alike to

ascertain citizen perceptions of crime and

disorder problems as well as their preferences and priorities for police services.

Related to this was an increased demand

for the police to address neighborhood

disorder problems.

Another important influence on the development of quality-of-life policing was a

growing body of research that indicated

that traditional methods of policing such

as routine patrol and responding to calls

for service were relatively ineffective. The

recognition of the ineffectiveness of traditional policing methods led to the development of new approaches to policing,

including community-oriented policing and

related strategies such as problem-oriented policing and zero tolerance policing—

all of which focused on the problem of

disorder.

A growing awareness of the importance

of focusing resources on the spatial distribution of crime also influenced the development of quality-of-life policing. The

recognition that crime tended to cluster

into ‘‘hot spots’’ led to the realization

that scarce police resources could be used

more effectively and efficiently if they were

concentrated on hot spots or areas characterized by high levels of social and physical disorder and serious crime.



The Broken-Windows Hypothesis

and Quality-of-Life Policing

Probably the greatest intellectual force

leading to quality-of-life policing was the

development of the ’’broken-windows’’ hypothesis proposed by Wilson and Kelling in
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1982. They argued that crime and disorder were intimately linked in a spirallike manner where increased disorder

leads to increased crime, and increased

crime leads to increased disorder. This

process is complex, with initial signs of

social and physical disorder (for example,

‘‘broken windows’’) in a neighborhood

sending a message to would-be criminals

that crime and delinquency are likely to be

tolerated in the neighborhood.

If unchecked, visible social and physical

disorder lead to increased fear of crime,

and residents come to believe that their

neighborhood is unsafe. This can lead to

physical withdrawal as well as withdrawal

from neighborhood social networks. This

withdrawal weakens the informal social

control mechanisms that help maintain

order and law-abiding behavior in the

neighborhood. The natural supervision of

young people and watchful guardianship

provided by residents in orderly neighborhoods starts to break down. Neighborhood residents no longer engage in

the supervision of juveniles and others

with tendencies to engage in minor forms

of delinquency and crime. Less serious

forms of crime in the neighborhood leads

to more serious forms; social and physical

disorder leads to serious crime indirectly

by first making the neighborhood ripe for

minor forms of criminal offending.

From a policy perspective, the logical

response to the broken-windows hypothesis is to focus the police response on the

root causes of serious crime, which are

social and physical disorder. Weisburd

and Greene-Mazerolle (2000) argue that

according to many criminologists and

crime prevention experts, concentrating

police efforts on disorder will produce

declines in serious crime. It would seem

then, that quality-of-life policing is a logical policy response to the broken windows

hypothesis. Katz, Webb, and Schaefer

(2001) trace the origin of quality-of-life

policing directly back to the broken-windows hypothesis. They conclude that

based on this hypothesis, the police should
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refocus their efforts away from traditional crime fighting approaches and place

greater emphasis on combating neighborhood disorder. According to Kelling

and Bratton (1998), reacting to serious

crime once a pattern of offense has occurred is too late. According to Skogan

(1990), the police need to respond to

the first signs of disorder before the disorder-to-serious crime spiral becomes operational.



Quality-of-Life Policing and Social

Influence and Norm Theories

Closely related to the broken-windows explanation of the disorder–crime linkage

are explanations that rely heavily on the

concepts of social influence and social

norms. In attempting to account for crime,

these approaches, which borrow directly

from the broken-windows explanation,

focus on the development of social meaning that influences changes in the norms or

rules that guide behavior. The idea is that

in neighborhoods with significant disorder, conventional norms, beliefs, and

values break down and are replaced by

those that favor the commission of criminal acts. Visible social and physical disorder conveys social meaning that influences

the definition of which behaviors are

acceptable and valued. Disorder conveys

the message that residents in the neighborhood do not care about the neighborhood

and that it is okay to break the law and

engage in uncivil behavior.

In this perspective, the spiral of disorder leading to serious crime is seen as

resulting from changing definitions of

acceptable behavior. Kahan (1997) has

noted that social meaning has an independent effect on crime because it directs

social influences on behavior quite independently of the law. Accordingly, criminal behavior is a function of social

influences and meaning associated with



visible disorder within the neighborhood,

and ignoring these influences and meanings when trying to control crime is futile. Roberts (1999) describes the social

influence explanation basis or crime as

a process where neighborhood disorder

raises fear levels to the point where lawabiding residents either flee the neighborhood or withdraw to their homes. In

turn, the disorder that negatively impacts

law-abiding citizens attracts law violators

to the neighborhood, which results in

increased levels of serious crime.

For social norm and social influence

theories, it follows that policies that attempt to control crime by increasing

penalties, or through other traditional deterrence strategies, are likely to be ineffective. From this perspective quality-of-life

policing strategies and tactics are believed

to be the most desirable crime control

policy option. Aggressive policing that

attacks the signs of disorder that convey

to would-be law violators that criminal

and delinquent behavior is acceptable in

the neighborhood is the preferred policy

option (Kahn 1997). One example of a

quality-of-life strategy consistent with

this perspective is the aggressive enforcement of gang-loitering laws, such as the

one that was implemented in Chicago

in 1992 that resulted in more than 40,000

arrests in a three-year period (Roberts

1999). Note that the Chicago ordinance

was eventually held to be unconstitutional

by the U.S. Supreme Court.



Empirical Evaluations of

Quality-of-Life Policing

Evaluating whether or not quality-of-life

policing accomplishes the goal of reducing

serious crime by focusing on disorder

requires an examination of the results

of quality-of-life policing as well as

its underlying foundation, including the

broken-windows hypothesis itself and
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aggressive policing as effective policing

strategies.

Skogan’s (1990) research involving residents in forty neighborhoods in six cities,

which looked at the links between perceptions of crime and fear of crime and

related these to physical and social disorder, was one of the earliest assessments of

the broken-windows hypothesis. Skogan

concluded that perceptions of crime and

fear of crime were causally related to disorder. He also concluded that disorder

occurred before serious crime took place

in the study neighborhoods. This finding is

consistent with the causal sequence of disorder–fear–crime spiral, which is the essence of the broken-windows hypothesis.

However, Skogan’s findings have been

reanalyzed by other researchers (Harcourt

1998) who concluded that there was no

relationship between disorder and serious

crime. These researchers argue that it was

only a small number of ‘‘outlier’’ neighborhoods that were responsible for finding

a relationship among disorder, fear, and

crime.

Because most quality-of-life policing

strategies are based on aggressive policing,

it is logical to consider research and

evaluations that have attempted to determine if aggressive policing per se achieves

its intended outcomes. If aggressive approaches to policing do not work, there

is little reason to expect quality-of-life policing to work since it requires the use

of aggressive policing strategies. Several

researchers have produced evidence that

aggressive policing does control crime

(Sherman 1997). Examination of the relationship between the issuance of traffic

citations and serious crime has been

one approach to evaluating aggressive

policing. Using the rate of traffic ticket

issuance per officer as a measure of aggressive policing, Wilson and Boland (1978)

found that the higher the rate of traffic

citations issued by patrol officers, the

lower a city’s robbery victimization rate.

Other researchers (Sampson and Cohen

1988) have found a similar relationship
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between aggressive policing and decreased

robbery rates.

Even though there is evidence that aggressive policing produces its intended outcome of a reduction in serious crime, other

evidence suggests that, although it might

produce an increase in arrests for disorder

crimes, for example, driving under the influence and minor drug offenses, it might

not produce increases in more serious

crimes (Cordner 1998; Weiss and Freels

1996).

In addition to research examining

the foundation of quality-of-life policing,

there is a growing body of evidence bearing on whether or not quality-of-life policing strategies per se reduce serious

crime. Sherman carried out some of the

earliest research when he examined the

impact of an order maintenance crackdown on drinking and parking violations

in Washington, D.C. He found that although the crackdown produced an increase in public perception of safety, it

did not reduce serious crime in the form

of street robbery. A 1999 study by Novak

et al. concluded that intensive enforcement

of liquor laws did not affect the more

serious crimes of robbery and burglary.

Katz, Webb, and Schaefer (2001) evaluated the impact of an aggressive qualityof-life policing strategy that focused on

both social disorder crimes and physical

disorder. The strategy was intended to reduce serious crime by focusing policing

efforts on social disorder such as prostitution, drug-dealing, loitering, and impacting physical disorder through trash

removal, graffiti abatement, and property

inspections to ensure ordinance compliance. They found that quality-of-life policing had the greatest impact on social

disorder, especially public morals crimes,

and physical disorder, but not on more

serious forms of crime.

Still other studies of quality-of-life policing strategies provide additional evidence

that quality-of-life policing can reduce

social disorder including a study conducted by Green (1996) that found that a
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combination of enforcing code violations

and increased police presence reduced

drug activity and physical disorder. However, this evaluation had little bearing on

whether or not quality-of-life policing reduced more serious forms of crime.

Other evidence, however, suggests that

quality-of-life policing can produce the

intended outcomes of reducing serious

crime. In a somewhat unique application

of quality-of-life policing, Kelling and

Coles (1996) worked with the New York

City Transit Police Department to design

a strategy that targeted minor crimes and

disorder in the New York subway system.

This strategy involved enforcing disorder

laws and removing loitering youth and

homeless persons from subway tunnels and

stations. In addition, physical disorder was

addressed by improving the physical appearance of substations. The research team

concluded that law enforcement focus on

disorder in the subway system resulted in a

substantial drop in serious crime.



Concerns about Quality-of-Life

Policing

Whether or not quality-of-life policing

works as intended—by producing a decrease in serious crime by addressing social and physical disorder—is yet to be

determined. There is only limited evidence

that it impacts serious crime, but greater

evidence that it can produce a decrease

in disorder. Even if it works as intended,

there are still concerns about its desirability as a policing strategy. For example,

local ordinances that enable quality-of-life

policing such as Chicago’s 1992 gang-loitering ordinance can be so vague that they

facilitate police abuse and the harassment

of law-abiding citizens. Vague ordinances

can make it necessary for police officers to

exercise subjective judgments about who

has a legitimate reason for being on a street



corner, which in part is why the Supreme Court struck down the Chicago

ordinance.

Related to this is the concern that some

quality-of-life policing strategies can disproportionately and unfairly target racial

and ethnic minorities. As Roberts (1999)

points out, for many Americans race is an

indicator of the propensity for criminality.

There is concern that in some quality-oflife policing strategies the police will use

race or ethnicity as the basis for estimating

criminal propensity and inadvertently arrest law-abiding citizens. In other words,

quality-of-life policing can potentially exacerbate the problem of racial profiling.

Some quality-of-life strategies may defeat the purpose of community-oriented

policing by weakening the links between

the police and the community. Excessive

police presence and disproportionately

high arrest rates of neighborhood youths

can build up neighborhood mistrust of the

police, making public cooperation difficult

while negating potential reductions in serious crimes due to quality-of-life policing

efforts.

Somewhat related to the problem of

police mistrust is the potential for some

quality-of-life policing strategies to be at

odds with minority cultures. Quality-oflife policing strategies typically reflect the

values of the dominant culture. What

appears to be disorder from the perspective of dominant culture can be order from

the perspective of a minority culture.

Quality-of-life policing strategies involving code enforcement; for example, prohibitions against loud music, may conflict

with cultural practices involving the playing of such music and public drinking at

the end of the workweek. The adage that

‘‘one person’s junk is another person’s

gold’’ is a consideration for quality-of-life

policing. Code enforcement efforts directed at removing what appears to be

junked auto parts or abandoned cars

could jeopardize the potential effectiveness of quality-of-life policing approaches
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if those items are commonplace and valued by neighborhood residents.

Whether or not quality-of-life policing

works as intended remains to be seen, but

in some form it will probably be part of

the American policing landscape for the

foreseeable future. Police researchers are

most certainly going to continue to examine its effectiveness, and civil libertarians

will continue to be watchful for its potential abuse. One recent proposal calls for

the implementation of situational policing,

a new strategy that calls for enhancing the

capacity of neighborhood residents to

control what goes on in their neighborhood while continuing to focus on social

and physical disorder (Nolan, Conti, and

McDevitt 2005). This form of policing

is ‘‘situational’’ in that it is premised on

the need to customize policing styles to

meet the different needs of neighborhoods

with different conditions. This approach

holds promise for the continued development of quality-of-life policing.

VINCENT J. WEBB

See also Broken-Windows Policing;

Community-Oriented Policing: Practices;

Problem-Oriented Policing; Social Disorganization, Theory of; Zero Tolerance Policing
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stopped by troopers on the New Jersey

Turnpike. The defendants obtained data

on New Jersey State Police traffic stops in

various areas from 1988 through 1991 and

hired a social scientist to analyze the data.

The court relied heavily on the results of the

analysis of those data—which indicated an

overrepresentation of blacks among people

stopped—in deciding to suppress the evidence. Wilkins v. Maryland was brought

in 1992 by a Harvard-educated public defender who was detained with his family by

the side of an interstate highway by the

Maryland State Police. After refusing the

troopers’ request to search, the family was

required to stand in the rain while a drugsniffing dog checked the car, finding nothing. The American Civil Liberties Union

filed a suit on behalf of Wilkins and his

family, alleging that the police detention

was the result of racial profiling. The case

was eventually settled. The settlement included a mandate for the Maryland State

Police to collect data on traffic stops. These

cases sparked additional stories and lawsuits that police were engaging in racial

profiling and the issue became one of the



History

Starting in the late 1990s, law enforcement

in the United States faced allegations that

they were ‘‘racially profiling.’’ The charge

was that police were targeting drivers who

were black or Hispanic for vehicle stops

based on beliefs about the propensities of

these groups to commit crime.

There are two ways to conceptualize the

history of racial profiling—the short-term

view and the long-term view. The shortterm view extends back to the 1990s and

focuses on police bias manifested in stops

and searches of drivers. Two lawsuits were

key to these allegations. In New Jersey v.

Soto, a case brought in 1990, public defenders representing Pedro Soto and others

sought to suppress evidence obtained during searches conducted by New Jersey troopers, alleging the searches were the result

of racial profiling practices. These public

defenders had detected an alarming number

of cases involving black people who were
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most critical facing law enforcement in the

late 1990s.

In tracing the origin of racial profiling in

the context of the short-term view, some

law enforcement practitioners and other

experts point to the use of drug courier

profiles developed during the war on drugs

and, in particular, training conducted by

the Drug Enforcement Administration

(DEA) during the 1980s. While DEA officials claim that race was never part of the

training on profiles, other observers and

some local/state law enforcement practitioners report that local and state police

came to link blacks and Hispanics with

criminal drug activity as a result of exposure to this training.

The long-term view goes far back into

the history of this country and also conceptualizes racial profiling more broadly—

that is, the broader view would encompass

all law enforcement decisions by police,

not just decisions to stop and search drivers. In this expanded, longer term view,

racial profiling is just a new term for longstanding allegations that police (and other

components of the criminal justice system) treat minorities differently because

of their race and ethnicity. These charges

were very much a part of the civil rights

movement and, indeed, many of the riots

occurring during the volatile years of this

movement were precipitated by incidents

in which officers were alleged to have

misused force or other authority against

minority subjects.



Terminology and Definitions

In addition to various histories, various

terms and definitions are used to characterize this critical issue facing police and

their communities (see Batton and Kadleck

2004). The most frequently used definition in the late 1990s included the word

solely. Pursuant to this definition, police are

prohibited from taking law enforcement

actions (for example, stopping, questioning,
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arresting, searching) based solely on a person’s race or ethnicity.

The popularity of this definition has

waned because stakeholders have recognized that it references a small (arguably

very small) subgroup of incidents that

might reflect bias on the part of police.

Even a racially prejudiced officer likely

uses more than the single factor of race

when conducting biased law enforcement.

For example, officers might make biased

decisions based on the neighborhood and

the race of the person, the age and the race

of the person, or the gender and the race of

the person. Activities based on these sample

pairs of factors would fall outside this narrow definition of racial profiling. Moreover,

one could interpret this common definition

of racial profiling to exclude activities that

are legally supportable in terms of reasonable suspicion or probable cause, but are

nonetheless racially biased. Because the traditional definition only prohibits actions

based solely on race, it does not encompass

decisions based on reasonable suspicion or

probable cause plus race. That is, this definition could be interpreted to exclude, for

instance, officers’ pulling over black traffic

violators and not white because of race, or

citing Hispanic, but not white, youth for

noise violations because of race/ethnicity.

Such disparate treatment would not necessarily be encompassed by a definition that

referred to actions based ‘‘solely’’ on race,

because the officers would have acted on the

basis of reasonable suspicion or probable

cause, as well as race.

Over time definitions have expanded and

new terms have been introduced to reflect

these expanded definitions. For instance,

the Police Executive Research Forum

(PERF; Fridell et al. 2001) introduced the

term racially biased policing and defined it to

encompass all incidents in which race/ethnicity is used inappropriately by officers

in deciding with whom and how to intervene

in a law enforcement capacity. Terms such

as bias-based policing and race-based policing were also introduced, and definitions of

the various terms included the following,
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which maintain that the negative behavior

in question occurs when police use ‘‘race as

a key factor in deciding whether to make a

traffic stop’’ (Langan et al. 2001, 20). Another definition says ‘‘. . . police routinely

use race as a negative signal that, along with

an accumulation of other signals, causes an

officer to react with suspicion’’ (Kennedy

1999, 11).

Police rely ‘‘on the race, ethnicity or

national origin rather than the behavior of

an individual or information that leads the

police to a particular individual who has

been identified as being, or having been,

engaged in criminal activity’’ (Ramirez,

McDevitt, and Farrell 2000, 3).



Agency Policies

When agencies formulate their policy on

racial profiling, they adopt a definition so

that they can tell officers when they can and

cannot use race/ethnicity to make law enforcement decisions. There are significant

differences of opinions regarding this issue

and these views are reflected in the various

policies that have been adopted around the

nation to address racial profiling. While

virtually no one believes officers should

be allowed to use race/ethnicity as a sole

basis to justify law enforcement action, beyond that consensus there are differences

of opinion regarding the circumstances

under which it is acceptable to use race

and ethnicity as one factor among several

to justify law enforcement action.

Many of the early policies (some still in

effect) are based on the solely definition.

These policies prohibit officers from using

race/ethnicity as the sole basis for law enforcement actions (for example, make a

stop, conduct a search, request for consent

to search). For the reasons explained earlier, this policy does not place significant

parameters on police use of race/ethnicity.

The most restrictive policy model is commonly referred to as the ‘‘suspect-specific

policy.’’ Suspect-specific policies generally



read as follows: Officers may not consider

the race or ethnicity of a person in the

course of any law enforcement action unless

the officer is seeking to detain, apprehend,

or otherwise be on the lookout for a specific

suspect sought in connection with a specific

crime who has been identified or described

in part by race or ethnicity.

The key to this model is that the set of

identifiers—which includes reference to

race/ethnicity—must be linked to a particular suspect who is being sought for a particular crime. Thus, if reliable witnesses

describe a convenience store robber as five

feet, eight inches tall, lean, long haired, and

Asian, Asian can be considered along with

the other demographics and with other evidence in developing reasonable suspicion

to detain or probable cause to arrest.

The law enforcement field has received

very limited guidance from the U.S. Supreme Court regarding when race can and

cannot be used to make law enforcement

decisions. Constitutional parameters could

emanate from either the Fourth or Fourteenth Amendments. The Fourth Amendment requires that detentions, arrests, and

searches be ‘‘reasonable.’’ The Fourteenth

Amendment guarantees equal protection of

the law. The U.S. Supreme Court has decided some isolated cases that pertain to

the use of race to make law enforcement

decisions (for example, United States v.

Brignoni-Ponce) as have lower courts (for

example, U.S. v. Montero-Camargo), but

case law has not fully identified the circumstances when race/ethnicity can (and cannot) be used to support law enforcement

actions.



Causes of Racial Profiling

Why might an officer misuse race/ethnicity

information in deciding with whom and

how to intervene in a law enforcement capacity? We referenced earlier the possibility

that some officers have been trained to use

race/ethnicity in a manner that some would

argue is unjustified. Another answer is that
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the officer may be racist. That is, the officer may harbor animus toward minority

groups and believe that these groups are a

danger to society, in need of harsh treatment, unworthy of respect, and so forth.

Some stakeholders alleging widespread racial profiling believe that the cause is widespread racism among the law enforcement

profession. This narrow way of characterizing the potential causes has led to defensive reactions on the part of chiefs who

deny widespread racism in policing.

With the help of social psychologists, the

discussion of the potential ‘‘causes’’ of the

misuse of race/ethnicity in law enforcement

has broadened. Through lab experiments,

social psychologists have determined that

racial bias is still widespread in our society. Their research indicates that (1) people

link minority status to criminal activity,

and (2) this association affects perceptions and behavior (Eberhardt et al. 2004;

Correll et al. 2002). This phenomenon has

been referred to as unconscious bias because

many subjects are not aware of the degree

to which they link minorities to crime and

many even test as ‘‘nonprejudiced.’’ This

science leads to another possible explanation for why an officer might misuse race/

ethnicity. Some police (like people in any

other profession) may not be fully cognizant of the extent to which race/ethnicity

affects their perceptions and enters into

their decision making.

Such a view has important ramifications

for the potential of training to reduce the

incidence of racial profiling. Some progressive training programs help police recognize

the existence and power of unconscious bias

and give them tools to ensure that those

biases do not affect decisions.



Community and Police Perceptions

of Racial Profiling

A December 1999 Gallup Poll showed that

a majority of both whites and blacks surveyed believed that racial profiling on the
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part of police was prevalent. Fifty-six percent of the whites and 77% of the blacks

believed the following practice was widespread: ‘‘police officers stopping motorists

of certain racial and ethnic groups because

the officers believe that these groups are

more likely than others to commit certain

types of crimes.’’ (Data were not provided

for other races/ethnicities.) A 2001 Gallup

Poll indicated that 44% of blacks surveyed

believed that ‘‘police have stopped them at

some point in their life because of their race

or ethnic background.’’ Only 7% of the

white respondents and 29% of the Hispanic

respondents felt this way.

In 2001, more than a thousand executives from a stratified random sample of

local and state law enforcement agencies

completed surveys about this issue (Fridell

et al. 2001). Items on the survey included

the following:

.



.



To what extent do you think ‘‘racial

profiling/stereotyping’’ or racially biased policing is a problem in your

jurisdiction?

To what extent do the racial minority citizens in your jurisdiction think

that ‘‘racial profiling/stereotyping’’

or biased policing is a problem in

your jurisdiction?



The results indicated that—at least at

the time the survey was completed—law

enforcement administrators for the most

part did not believe that ‘‘ ‘racial profiling/

stereotyping’ or racially biased policing’’

was a serious problem in their jurisdictions,

and they believed that the racial minority citizens in their areas would generally

agree with them. While no subsequent survey has been conducted to empirically

assess changes in agency executive views,

there are indications that during the past

few years, law enforcement leaders have

increasingly perceived racial profiling and

the perceptions of racial profiling to be a

significant issue with which they must deal.

This is indicated by the actions they have

taken to address these issues as listed in the

next section.
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Police Response

Agencies have responded to the issue of

racial profiling and the perception of its

practice in the following ways:

.

.

.



.

.



.



Adopting antibiased policing policy

Training officers not to engage in

racial profiling

Modifying recruitment and hiring in

an attempt to hire officers who can act

in an unbiased fashion and officers

who reflect the racial/ethnic makeup

of the jurisdiction

Enhancing supervision and accountability methods

Reaching out to diverse communities

to discuss racial bias and to improve

police–minority relationships

Collecting data on the stops made by

police



Interestingly, data collection has been a

particularly popular response as indicated

by the number of state-level legislative

enactments requiring data collection on

the part of police and by the unknown number of agencies voluntarily collecting data.

The agencies involved in data collection require officers to report information on each

targeted stop. Most agencies are collecting

data for just traffic-related stops or for all

vehicle stops (the latter includes trafficrelated stops and crime-related stops of

vehicles). The information collected by officers includes the race/ethnicity of the driver

and other information about the driver (for

example, age, gender) and the stop (for example, reasons for the stop, disposition of

the stop, whether a search was conducted,

outcome of the search). A major debate

centers on whether the data collected on

police stops can indicate whether a police

department is or is not engaged in racial

profiling.

To draw definitive conclusions regarding

police–citizen contact data that indicate disproportionate engagement of racial/ethnic

minorities, a researcher needs to be able to

identify and disentangle the impact of race



from legitimate factors that might reasonably explain individual and aggregated decisions to stop, search, and otherwise engage

people. In an attempt to rule out alternative factors, researchers strive to develop

comparison groups against which to evaluate their police–citizen contact data. Agencies strive to develop comparison groups

(‘‘benchmark’’ groups) that most closely reflect the demographic makeup of groups at

risk of being stopped by police assuming no

bias. For example, a department collecting

data on traffic stops would, ideally, want to

compare the demographics of those stopped

by police for a traffic violation with the

demographics of those people legitimately

at risk of a stop, taking into consideration

numerous factors, including, but not limited

to, driving quantity, driving quality, and

driving location.

Many agencies that are collecting data

are analyzing their data using relatively

weak benchmarks. For instance, many agencies are conducting ‘‘census benchmarking’’

whereby the analyst compares the demographic profile of drivers stopped by police

to the U.S. Census Bureau demographic

profile of jurisdiction residents. This is a

weak benchmark because the group of

people who reside in a jurisdiction do not

reflect the group of people who are at

legitimate risk of being stopped by police.

Not all people who are stopped by police

live in the jurisdiction and not everyone

who lives in the jurisdiction drives the

same amount or violates traffic laws at

the same rates.

Researchers and practitioners are struggling to identify methods for developing

valid comparison groups. As yet, there is

no consensus on what might be the most

cost-effective and valid benchmark(s).

Some jurisdiction teams are comparing the

demographic profiles of persons stopped

with the demographic profiles of licensed

drivers, people involved in vehicle crashes,

or persons observed to be driving in the

jurisdiction. In jurisdictions with cameras

that record the license plates of vehicles

running red lights (a ‘‘color-blind’’ form
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of enforcement), the demographic profile of

the owners (unfortunately, not the drivers,

necessarily) of those vehicles can be compared with the profile of persons stopped by

police. Similarly, radar stops can be a colorblind form of enforcement allowing agencies to compare the demographic profile of

citizens stopped with radar to the demographic profile of citizens stopped without

radar. Jurisdictions can also rely on internal

comparisons—comparing the profiles of

people stopped by individual officers or

units to the corresponding data for other

officers or units that are ‘‘matched’’ in

terms of their assignments (for example,

beat, shift). Resident surveys can be used

to collect data, not only on the extent to

which residents are stopped by police but

also on the nature and extent of their

driving. Corresponding to the data that police collect on their own activities, the survey

could solicit information from the respondents regarding the frequency and nature of

their encounters with the police. Corresponding to benchmarking efforts for department-collected stop data, such a survey

could ask the residents about the nature (for

example, speed, passing behavior, driving

violations), location (for example, interstate

highways, around their neighborhood), and

amount of their driving.



The Impact of September 11, 2001

The terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001,

had several impacts on how people in the

United States conceived of racial profiling.

Prior to the attacks the discussion about

racial profiling focused primarily on the

treatment of blacks and Hispanics. Following 9/11, the focus expanded to include

people of Arab descent and Muslims. While

many people in the United States recognized the potential to racially profile people

of Arab descent and Muslims, they also

reconsidered the extent to which racial

profiling was bad and, accordingly, revised

their views about when it was and was not
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appropriate to use race/ethnicity to make

law enforcement decisions. As one manifestation of this changed view—a change made

in the context of a national crisis and citizens’ associated fears—a Gallup Poll conducted soon after the terrorist attacks

indicated that 71% of black respondents

favored intense scrutiny of Arabs boarding

airplanes.

LORIE A. FRIDELL

See also Abuse of Authority by Police;

Community Attitudes toward the Police;

Discrimination; Minorities and the Police
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Introduction: Intent and Scope

of RICO

The Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt

Organizations Act (RICO), 18 U.S.C.

}1962 et seq., was enacted by the U.S. Congress as part of Title IX of the Organized

Crime Control Act of 1970 to eradicate

organized crime and to combat the infiltration of legitimate businesses and labor

unions by organized crime. Due to its liberal application, however, criminal RICO

has been used not just against organized

crime but against other illegal activities,

including white collar crime, government

corruption, and prostitution rings.

In addition to criminal prosecution,

RICO permits the government to bring a

civil action seeking equitable relief in a

form of dissolution of an enterprise, restriction of future activities by the defendant, or

divestiture of the defendant’s interest in the

enterprise. 18 U.S.C. }1963. Although the

burden of proof in a criminal RICO action

is high because the government must prove

each element beyond a reasonable doubt,

the burden of proof in a civil RICO action

is lower at a preponderance of evidence.

Thus, civil RICO actions can also be an

effective way for the government to cripple

organized crime. Additionally, a private

person injured in his business or property



by a RICO violation may file a civil action

and seek treble damages, costs, and attorney’s fees. 18 U.S.C. }1964(c).

States have also adopted their own

anti-racketeering laws. However, state antiracketeering laws vary from the federal version and from state to state. This chapter

will focus mainly on federal criminal

RICO actions.



RICO Violations and Elements of

the Offense

There are four enumerated RICO violations in 18 U.S.C. }1962. Subsection (a) of

}1962 prohibits a person or entity from

using income derived from a pattern of

racketeering activity or collection of an unlawful debt to acquire an interest in an

enterprise engaged in or affecting interstate

or foreign commerce. Subsection (b) prohibits a person or entity from acquiring an

interest in an enterprise engaged in or affecting interstate or foreign commerce by

way of a pattern of racketeering activity or

collection of an unlawful debt. Subsection

(c) prohibits a person or entity associated

with an enterprise engaged in or affecting

interstate or foreign commerce from conducting or participating ‘‘directly or indirectly, in the conduct of such enterprise’s

affairs through a pattern of racketeering

activity or collection of an unlawful debt.’’

Subsection (d) prohibits a person or entity

from conspiring to commit any of the three

prohibitions just listed.

The majority of the criminal RICO

cases are charged under subsections (c)

and (d) of }1962, and thus it is worthwhile

reviewing the elements of those subsections

in more detail. To establish the elements of

a RICO violation under subsection (c), the

government must prove that (1) an enterprise existed; (2) the enterprise affected

interstate or foreign commerce; (3) the

defendant associated with the enterprise;

(4) the defendant participated, directly or
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indirectly, in the conduct of the affairs of

the enterprise; and (5) the defendant participated in the enterprise through a pattern

of racketeering activity by committing at

least two racketeering (predicate) acts

within a ten-year period. U.S. v. Darden

70 F. 3d 1507, 1518 (8th Cir. 1995).

To establish the charge of conspiracy

under subsection (d) of }1962, the government must prove that (1) an enterprise

existed; (2) the enterprise affected interstate or foreign commerce; (3) the defendant associated with the enterprise; and

(4) the defendant ‘‘objectively manifested

an agreement to participate in the affairs

of the enterprise’’ through a pattern of

racketeering activity. Id. It is not necessary

for the government to prove that the defendant entered into an explicit agreement.

The government can demonstrate merely

that there was a tacit understanding between the parties. A tacit understanding

may be shown entirely through the circumstantial evidence of defendant’s actions. Id.

The government must obtain an indictment within five years of the last predicate

act or racketeering activity under RICO.

Thus, a criminal RICO prosecution would

be barred if the last predicate act or racketeering activity was committed more than

five years prior to the indictment.



What Constitutes a Pattern of

Racketeering Activity?

A wide range of state and federal crimes

constitutes a predicate act or racketeering

activity under RICO as delineated in }1961

subsection (1). State crimes that can constitute racketeering activity under RICO

are an act or threat involving murder, kidnapping, gambling, arson, robbery, bribery, extortion, dealing in obscene matter,

or trafficking a controlled substance or

chemical.

Federal offenses that can constitute

racketeering activity include offenses indictable under Title 18 of the United States
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Code and specifically listed in }1961(1)(B),

such as bribery, counterfeiting, theft from

interstate shipment, embezzlement from

pension and welfare funds, mail fraud,

wire fraud, falsifying citizenship or naturalization, or obstruction of justice. Federal

offenses under Title 29 relating to payments

and loans to labor organizations or embezzlement from union funds may also constitute racketeering activity. Other offenses

that can qualify as racketeering activity are

(1) any offense involving fraud connected

with a case under Title 11; (2) any act that

is indictable under the Currency and Foreign Transactions Reporting Act; (3) a

violation of the Immigration and Nationality Act for financial gain; and (4) any

act indictable under any provision listed

in 18 U.S.C. }2332b(g)(5)(B) relating to

terrorism.

RICO does not apply to one predicate

act or racketeering activity. A defendant

in a RICO case must have committed a

‘‘pattern’’ of racketeering activity, which

consists of at minimum two acts of racketeering activity committed within ten years

of each other. However, under case law, the

two acts of racketeering activity cannot be

isolated acts but rather they must be both

related and amount to a continuous criminal activity. This is referred to as the ‘‘continuity plus relationship’’ test. Thus, to prove

a pattern of racketeering activity the government must show that (1) the predicate

acts or racketeering activities are related

and (2) they amount to or pose a threat of

continued criminal activity.

Predicate acts or racketeering activities

are related if they have ‘‘the same or similar purposes, results, participants, victims,

or methods of commission, or otherwise

are interrelated by distinguishing characteristics.’’ H.J. Inc. v. Northwestern Bell

Telephone Co. 492 U.S. 229, 240 (1989).

A pattern under RICO cannot be established by sporadic activities such as two

widely separated and isolated criminal

offenses.

The government may show ‘‘continuity

over a closed period by proving a series of
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related predicates extending over a substantial period of time. Predicate acts

extending over a few weeks or months

and threatening no future criminal conduct do not satisfy this requirement: Congress was concerned in RICO with long

term criminal conduct.’’ Id., at 242. If

continuity cannot be established by proving a series of related predicates over a

substantial and closed period of time, the

government must show that there is a

threat of continuity. Id. A RICO pattern

may be established if the related predicates themselves include a specific threat

of repetition extending into the future; for

example, extortion and threat of future

extortion on a regular basis have a threat

of continuity. The threat of continuity is

also established by showing that the predicate acts are part of the entity’s regular

way of doing business. Id., at 242–243.



What Is an Enterprise Engaged in or

Affecting Interstate or Foreign

Commerce?



commerce. This requires minimal interstate

or foreign activity, and in the case of interstate commerce, it would be sufficient to

show interstate travel, buying equipment

made in another state, and making or receiving interstate telephone calls.



Criminal Penalties

RICO provides for drastic remedies in the

form of severe criminal penalties and forfeiture of illegal proceeds. A defendant

found guilty of violating RICO can be

imprisoned for up to twenty years or ‘‘for

life if the violation is based on a racketeering activity for which the maximum penalty includes life imprisonment.’’ }1963(a).

Additionally, the court can order the defendant to pay a fine in the amount of twice

the gross profits made from a RICO violation and to forfeit to the United States any

interest in an enterprise that was the subject

of the RICO case. }1963(a).

ALICE H. CHOI

See also White Collar Crime



Under RICO, an ‘‘ ‘enterprise’ includes any

individual, partnership, corporation, association, or other legal entity, and any union

or group of individuals associated in fact

although not a legal entity.’’ 18 U.S.C.

}1961(4). To prove the existence of an enterprise in the majority of the federal circuits,

the government must prove that the enterprise had a common purpose, a formal or

informal organization of the participants in

which they functioned as a unit, and an

ascertainable structure. U.S. v. Darden

70 F. 3d 1507, 1518 (8th Cir. 1995).

In addition to the entities statutorily

identified under RICO, courts have held

that an enterprise may also include government units such as a judicial office, police

department, state legislature, fire department, office of the prosecuting attorney,

and state department of transportation.

RICO also requires that the enterprise

engages in or affects interstate or foreign
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RADELET, LOUIS A.

Louis A. Radelet was born in Green Bay,

Wisconsin, on December 10, 1917. He

attended the University of Notre Dame

where he earned his undergraduate degree

and an MSW. He taught there before

moving to New York City to work with

the National Conference of Christians and

Jews. In the mid-1950s, he came to the

Michigan State School of Police Administration, as it was then known. He established the infrastructure of colleagueship,

thinking, and feeling that emerged as the

major movement designed to transform

American policing. He died in 1991 having

only had a glimpse of the ramifying power

of his influence.

His many contributions to the thinking

of many of the major figures in the field of

criminal justice are beyond easy elaboration. These include his publications, his

tolerance of eccentricities, and his invitation to and hosting of speakers such as

Michael Banton, Richard Myren, James

Q. Wilson, and David Bordua. He also

nurtured the hopes of marginalized officers

throughout the Midwest, people of color,

females—bright and innovative officers

and other visionaries who rallied together

yearly at his Police and Community Relations (PCR) conferences first held in East

Lansing in 1955. Because he was both kind

and generous, his good humor and gentility

almost endless, his intense focus on doing

the right thing and his burning sense of

obligation to the collective good were

sometimes overlooked. He saw through

falseness and pretensions with uncanny
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wisdom. His ability to bring out the best

in people was unrivaled.

Radelet fashioned his own view of policing and its obligations from the ground

up, not from the then-scant literature. He

relied on his acute and abiding commitment to democratic values. These, for

him, were not the narrow pseudo-legalistic

and positivistic standards that were

emerging in the 1970s. He integrated conceptions of fairness, justice, and equal access to service into the standard views of

‘‘professional policing.’’ He assembled in

his own vision the vast chaotic, uneven,

and proscriptive literature in what became,

in part through his influence, the field of

criminal justice. He was a bricoleur, picking

up bits and pieces of ideas when others

were still opting for the positivism of the

social sciences, or the simple (still popular)

idea that vicious attacks on minorities masquerading as ‘‘crime crackdowns’’ and attention to ‘‘hot spots’’ were the route to

social order. He argued that there could

be no social order under a crime-focused

police. According to Radelet, the way to

reduce crime was to increase justice.

The turning point of Radelet’s career,

and indeed of the field, was the rebellious

outbursts in the late 1960s in Detroit, Los

Angeles, and other cities, and the dramatic

Kerner Report (1968) and the Report of

the Presidents’ Crime Commission (1968).

At this time, Radelet seized the opportunity to carry out some sponsored research.

He had the help of the Chief of Police in

Toledo, Ohio, a young graduate student,

Robert Wasserman, and funding from the

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA). Police and community relations (PCR) was dismissed in most police

departments as code for ‘‘giving in to minorities.’’ The Toledo project was intended to

make PCR the deep commitment of every

officer in practice, rather than an isolated

and unrewarded concern of a few officers.

This project was not realized, but it was the

first serious attempt to implement what

was later christened ‘‘community policing.’’ This idea of police reform that
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addressed the divide between ‘‘two societies, black and white’’ and the conditions

that produce violence and hatred began to

be woven into the rhetoric of policing. It is

far too early to say whether and to what

degree they altered police practice.

Michigan State University created an

undergraduate program in police administration and graduated its first class in 1938.

In time, Radelet became its moral and intellectual leader. In part as a result of his

quiet stewardship, it could grant a Ph.D.

after 1969, and was renamed the School of

Criminal Justice in 1970. In those days, the

school was seen as a bit too applied even

for a land-grant university. The Ph.D. program, with its associated research impetus,

brought to the surface a long-running tension between ‘‘academics’’ and ‘‘professionals’’ within the school. In fact, some

faculty were both, some were one and not

the other, and some were neither. The transition from General Arthur Brandstatter to

George Felkenes and later to Robert C.

Trojanowicz was toward a research-based

school. As the critical mass of Ph.D.trained researchers grew, Radelet mediated

between the lawyers, political scientists,

and practice-oriented colleagues to produce a grounding for and clarify the mission of the school. It was grounded on

shared values, not on publication, research, or even disciplinary pedigrees. The

students and young Ph.D. faculty of the

school in the late 1970s are among the present leaders in criminal justice.

Radelet (he pronounced it ‘‘Radlet’’ not

‘‘Radlay’’) wrote the first scholarly book

intended to speak to the police as holding

a convent of trust—to assess trust, to be

trustworthy, to represent trust—Police and

the Community (1973). This book was a

very new kind of text—not a proscriptive

laundry list; not a pleading assemblage of

tasks and exhortations; not full of ‘‘war

stories’’ passing as systematic knowledge.

It was a creative and wholly original effort

to imagine a field. The book remains a

best–seller. He wrote it in his basement,

mobilizing tidy piles of notes, reprints,



typescripts, and mimeos for each chapter.

His lust for detail was as extraordinary as

was his assessment of people. The book

was finished before the American Society

of Criminology (ASC) became a major

force, before the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences (ACJS) was assembled, before

there was a national stage for policing. This

was a move to reshape ‘‘the job’’ from a

craft to a kind of knowledge-based work.

Because Radelet was a deeply committed

person, he made some academics uneasy.

He radiated intensity. He knew his position, he knew why he took it, and he said

so if necessary. Nevertheless, as might be

expected, others who grew under his direct

influence took credit awkwardly and incompletely for his ideas. Lacking his depth and

insight, they bowdlerized them. Ironically,

his originality became the cant of superficial followers in later years and the conventional rhetorical wisdom of the last fifteen.

These ideas, principles of a kind, include the

following:

.



.

.



.



.



.



The social distance of police from

their public(s) is problematic and

not to be assumed or maintained

exclusively by threat or violence.

Fairness and justice must be done

and seen to be done.

Police organizations are neither

just nor fair in their own internal

operations.

The criteria for success of police

should be the absence of crime and

the presence of orderliness.

The police should be held accountable and responsible for their actions

and words.

The police and the community are

essentially mirror images of each

other.



A further irony of his gracious and

lively career is that as those who followed

his lead became seduced by the rhetoric of

his vision as they imagined it, the conventional wisdom of the police elites and their

admirers transmogrified the above principles. The present generation sees his ideas
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as a shadow, not in their elegant shape as

principles.

In many ways, Radelet must be counted

with those who shaped the field of criminal

justice—he stands with practitioners Vollmer and O. W. Wilson, with scholars such

as Banton, Wilson, Bittner, and Westley,

and with other fine teachers.

PETER K. MANNING

See also Accountability; Attitudes toward

the Police: Overview; Community-Oriented

Policing: Practices; Minorities and the Police
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REISS, ALBERT J., JR.

Best known for his concepts of ‘‘proactive’’ vs. ‘‘reactive’’ mobilization of police

action, Albert John Reiss, Jr., was a criminologist who pioneered the use of systematic research methods to study the causes

and consequences of police behavior.

Born in Cascade, Wisconsin, on December 9, 1922, Reiss received his Ph.D. in

sociology from the University of Chicago

in 1949, where he taught before moving

successively to Vanderbilt, Wisconsin, and

Michigan. He served Yale University as the

William Graham Sumner Professor of Sociology for a quarter-century. After completing major contributions of widely cited

research on juvenile delinquency, Reiss

began field observations of police work

with the Detroit and Chicago Police Departments in 1963 and 1964, respectively.

It was during these patrols that he developed his conceptual framework on the

mobilization of the police.

Reiss described police patrol as primarily ‘‘reactive’’ in the sense that it is directed

to tasks generated by people, such as crime
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victims, who are located outside of the

organization. Reiss contrasted the most

common form of police work with policeinitiated detection of crimes, or ‘‘proactive’’ law enforcement. These terms spread

like wildfire after they were first published

in the mid-1960s (Bordua and Reiss 1966;

Reiss and Bordua 1967), first among academic social scientists, then among police

officials themselves, and finally to business,

military, and organizational strategy. (This

concept was not only new to police work. It

was also new to the English language. On

that basis, the American Sociological Review refused to print the article later published by the American Journal of Sociology

in 1966, saying that the authors could not

use the word proactive because it did not

exist in the English language. The Oxford

English Dictionary [1989, Vol. XII, 533

now credits Reiss with the first printed

usage of the word.)

The importance of these concepts for

policing derived from Reiss’s (1971a) crucial observation about the legitimacy of

police work, as well as its potential for

corruption. When citizens mobilize police,

as Reiss showed, officers encounter less

violent resistance than when they enter a

social setting uninvited by any of the

citizen-participants. Mobilization decisions against such ‘‘victimless’’ criminals as

drug dealers and gamblers, usually made

internally by the government, offer greater

potential for corruption. Without a citizen

complainant, Reiss said, it is difficult to

detect the fact that enforcement operations

have ceased upon payment of a bribe.

In 1965, President Lyndon Johnson’s

Commission on Law Enforcement and

Administration of Justice asked Reiss to

undertake a major study of patterns of

police contact with citizens in major metropolitan areas. Using the systematic social observation approach previously used

only in laboratory settings (Reiss, 1971b),

Reiss led the first quantitative field study

of police encounters with citizens. In the

summer of 1966, his team of thirty-six

observers working in Boston, Chicago,
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and Washington, D.C., filled out observation forms on 5,360 mobilizations of the

police—of which 81% were reactive—

compiling detailed data on how police

interacted with 11,255 citizens.

These data led to the first precise estimates on such key questions as how often

citizens assault police and in what kind of

circumstances, how often police use illegal

force against citizens, whether black officers are less likely to use excessive force

against black citizens than white officers

(they were not), and the correlates of arrest decisions (see Reiss 1968). This work

also contributed to a broader understanding of the reciprocal nature of respect and

legitimacy in police–citizen encounters

(Reiss 1971a). The research method became

the gold standard for describing police

conduct, with other social scientists replicating it with National Science Foundation support in 1977 (see Smith 1986) and

with National Institute of Justice funding

in 1995–96 (see Mastrofski, Reisig, and

Snipes 2002). Access to the database has

allowed many other researchers to publish

analyses of the data, notably including

Donald Black (1980) and Robert Freidrich (1977, 1980).

Reiss also developed the conceptual

framework for understanding police strategies for ‘‘soft’’ versus ‘‘hard’’ crime (Reiss

1985), which was later used in the development of computerized crime mapping and

hot-spot patrol practices (Sherman and

Weisburd 1995). His work explored the

view of police from the perspective of

crime victims such as small business owners, who depend heavily on police in order

to stay in business (Reiss 1969).

Perhaps the most significant contribution Albert Reiss made to policing has

yet to be fully appreciated. His National

Academy of Sciences review of patterns of

co-offending in criminal careers (Reiss

1988) posed a major challenge to police

organizations. It suggested the great importance of mapping the social networks

of co-arrestees, identifying a small number

of criminals who recruit a high percentage



of all offenders into committing their first

crime. The incarceration of such ‘‘Typhoid

Marys,’’ if found, could reduce the spread

of ‘‘infection’’ of criminal events, and reduce the crime rate. The implication of

Reiss’s work on this subject is that police

could do much more to reduce crime by

focusing on such recruiters.

In addition to his own research, Reiss

trained and advised the largest generation of police researchers so far produced

in the Western world, either as graduate

students or as leaders of research projects

on which Reiss served as an adviser. He

played key roles in overseeing the design

of police research at both the (U.S.) Police

Foundation and the National Institute of

Justice. That research included the multicity Spouse Assault Replication Project or

SARP (Sherman 1992), the multicity Drug

Market Analysis Program or DMAP (see,

for example, Weisburd and Green 1995),

and the research program on deadly force

by police.

In his writing for the latter program, he

critiqued the widely held view of police

shootings as ‘‘split-second decisions’’ made

‘‘only at the last minute when the citizen

failed to heed all warnings’’ (Reiss 1980,

127). He urged all research projects to

focus on the fundamental starting point in

the sequence of decisions leading to police

use of deadly force: the broader context of

all policies and practices governing police

operations. If that context lacks policies for

structured alternatives that can de-escalate

confrontations, such as waiting out a hostage situation, then the ‘‘final frame’’ of the

sequence may have been determined well in

advance by that context.

Reiss was elected president of both the

American Society of Criminology, which

honored him with its Sutherland Award,

and the International Society of Criminology, which honored him with its Prix

Durkheim. A festschrift honored his career

with assessments of his contributions by

leading criminologists (Waring and Weisburd 2002), and a distinguished scholarship prize named after him was established
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in 1996 by the American Sociological

Association.

LAWRENCE W. SHERMAN

See also Theories of Policing
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REPEAT OFFENDER

PROGRAMS

National trends of recidivism indicate that

more than 60% of the 650,000 prisoners

released each year will be rearrested within

three years of their release (Bureau of Justice Statistics [BJS] 2002). Recidivism is

generally defined as the commission of a

new criminal act by individuals previously

incarcerated for an earlier criminal act

(Maxwell 2005). The Bureau of Justice Statistics measures recidivism in three ways:

rearrest within three years of exiting a correctional facility, reconviction within three

years of exiting a correctional facility, and

reincarceration within three years of exiting a correctional facility. To recidivate, an

individual must either commit a new crime

or commit a technical violation of their

parole (BJS 2002).

Recidivism is a very complex issue.

Correctional programs are assumed to be

working effectively if the recidivism rate

is low, based on the principles of deterrence and, to some extent, rehabilitation

(MacKenzie 2000). If a given correctional

program is an effective deterrent to future

criminal behavior, then its recidivism rate

will be low. Moreover, correctional programs are frequently assessed for cost effectiveness based on their recidivism rate

(Maxwell 2005). Thomas (2005), however,

maintains that correctional facilities cannot be held fully responsible for recidivism
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rates because behavior of the offenders is

influenced by other factors (that is, social,

economic).

A myriad of explanations are given

to explain high recidivism rates. Individual factors include types of offenses committed, demographics, and societal factors.

Research has indicated that property

offenders are the most likely to recidivate

with a rearrest rate of 73.8%. Drug offenders are rearrested at a rate of 66.7%.

Lastly, violent offenders are rearrested at

a rate of 61.7% (BJS 2002). Interestingly,

Wilson (2005) has found that length of

sentence is inversely related to reincarceration. Attributes linked to low recidivism

rates include inmates who are older (a maturation effect), female, high school graduates, and those not convicted of property

crimes (BJS 2002). Research by Austin and

Hardyman (2004) links community characteristics to recidivism rates. They maintain, ‘‘community attributes have at least

an equal if not greater impact on prisoner

recidivism and public safety than the characteristics of the individuals released from

prison’’ (p. 18). They further cite social

disorganization studies to support their

stance, and argue that residential instability and unemployment are related to high

crime rates and violence, thus leading to

the obvious conclusion that higher crime

rates are associated with higher incarceration rates (Austin and Hardyman 2004).

Wilson (2005) asserts that recidivism

rates do not reflect the commission of new

crimes, but rather they reflect technical violations of parole conditions. In an analysis

of Tennessee Department of Corrections

data covering a span of seven years, Wilson

found that a fourth of offenders were reincarcerated on the basis of the commission

of a new crime, while roughly 75% were

reincarcerated on the basis of technical parole violations. He concludes that parole

violations are randomly enforced and

vague in definition. Austin and Hardyman

(2004) analyzed data from the Texas Department of Corrections and found that

parolees accounted for 2.2% of all arrests.



In their analysis of Pennsylvania Department of Corrections data, they found that

prisoners who were released without parole

conditions had lower recidivism rates.

Reductions in recidivism have been

attributed to certain characteristics of correctional programs. MacKenzie (2000) analyzed a variety of correctional programs

and policies on their effectiveness in the

reduction of recidivism. Only programs

that met scientific rigor were used to assess

effectiveness in her analysis. She found that

rehabilitation programs utilizing multiple

treatment modalities (that is, cognitive, behavioral, developmental) that focus on

changing the behavior of the offender

have been associated with the reduction

of recidivism. Cognitive-behavioral therapy has also been effective in the reduction

of recidivism, more specifically therapies

that focus on changing the offender’s

thoughts and attitudes. Common methods

to achieve this goal include moral development and problem solving. MacKenzie

asserts that vocational education programs have been shown to reduce recidivism as well (MacKenzie 2000). Other

studies have shown that offenders who

obtain a G.E.D. or the equivalency while

in prison are less likely to return to prison

than those who do not participate in

G.E.D. programs. This appears to be particularly true of those offenders under the

age of 21 (Nutall, Hollmen, and Staley

2003).

MacKenzie (2000) also examined correctional programs that are not effective in

the reduction of recidivism. Her analysis

reveals that shock probation and Scared

Straight Programs, as well as correctional

boot camps are not as effective in the reduction of recidivism rates as earlier supported.

Programs with unstructured counseling or

those that increase supervision within the

community (that is, intensive probation,

home confinement) have also been relatively

ineffective in the reduction of recidivism

(MacKenzie 2000).

Still other research suggests that intensive supervision programs can be effective
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if they embrace certain characteristics.

Paparozzi and Gendreau (2005) note that

‘‘intensive supervision programs that provide more treatment to high-risk offenders,

employ parole officers with balanced law

enforcement/social casework orientations,

and are implemented in supportive organizational environments may reduce recidivism from 10% to 30% depending on the

comparison being made’’ (p. 445).

Lowenkamp, Latessa, and Holsinger

(2006) assessed the risk principle used in

certain programs and its effect on recidivism. The risk principle, which states that

the level of supervision should be proportionate with the level of risk of the offender, requires that high-risk offenders receive

high levels of supervision. Furthermore,

programs that target high-risk offenders

are thought to be more effective in the

reduction of recidivism than those programs that do not. Their analysis revealed

that residential programs are more effective in the reduction of recidivism than

nonresidential programs. In addition, programs that utilize cognitive-behavioral or

behavioral treatment modalities are more

effective in recidivism reduction than

those that employ other treatment modalities. Offenders who are at higher risk have

lower recidivism rates if they are provided

more services and are required to stay in

programming longer. They concluded that

the placement of low-risk offenders in

highly structured and controlling supervision programs actually increases recidivism

rates. Curiously, their findings suggest that

very few correctional programs adhere to

the risk principle when considering services

to be provided. Those that do employ the

risk principle, however, are more effective in the reduction of recidivism than

those that do not utilize the risk principle

(Lowenkamp et al. 2006).

Governmental actions to reduce recidivism rates include the Serious and Violent

Offender Reentry Initiative and the Second Chance Act of 2005 (H. R. 1704). The

U.S. Department of Justice and the Office

of Justice Programs developed the Serious
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and Violent Offender Reentry Initiative

(SVORI) in 2002. This initiative is an effort to coordinate federal partners to address recidivism among juvenile and adult

populations of high-risk offenders. This

initiative provides funding to develop and

enhance reentry strategies. SVORI initially awarded $100 million in grants to

sixty-nine state agencies. Initiative goals

include the development of model reentry

programs to aid offenders in their transition from correctional facilities to communities. This initiative encompasses three

phases of reentry: institution-based programs, community-based transition programs, and long-term community-based

programs. Services to be provided during

the institution-based phase include education, mental health and substance abuse

treatment, job training, mentoring, and

risk assessment.

Services to be provided during the community-based transition phase include education, monitoring, mentoring, life skills

training, assessment, job placement, and

mental health and substance abuse treatment. During the long-term communitybased phase, programs are expected to

provide individuals with a network of social service agencies and community-based

organizations in order to sustain services

and mentoring (Office of Justice Programs, n.d.).

Winterfield and Lindquist (2005)

reported characteristics of SVORI programming in 2005, with all eighty-nine of

the SVORI programs surveyed. Eighty

percent of programs focused on ‘‘serious

and violent’’ offenders with roughly 11%

focusing on a subset of offenders. Most

programs reported that they attempted to

provide all needed services as opposed to a

specific or more narrowly defined set of

services. Primary services included employment, community integration, and family

support/unification.

Lindquist assessed sustainability efforts

of SVORI programming in 2005. That

assessment suggests that efforts to sustain programs developed through SVORI
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funding appear to be promising. Most

(94%) program directors indicate that

SVORI programming is worth continuing,

and 98% indicated that SVORI programming is helpful to the targeted population.

Nearly all (94%) program directors agree

that communication and information

gathering among partnering agencies has

improved. Lastly, 89% of program directors indicated that they plan to continue

programs developed through SVORI.

In an effort to continue efforts promoted by the Serious and Violent Offender

Reentry Initiative, the Second Chance

Act of 2005 (H. R. 1704) was introduced

in the U.S. House of Representatives in

April 2005. The Second Chance Act of

2005 has an increased focus on employment, housing, mental health and substance abuse treatment, and family support/

unification (Weedon 2005). In addition, the

Second Chance Act of 2005 mandates that

states examine policies that thwart full

civic participation. Civil restrictions impeding reintegration into society include

lack of voting privileges, conditions or

bans impeding the completion of job

applications, and eligibility to obtain public housing and public assistance (Pogorzelski et al. 2005).
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RESEARCH AND

DEVELOPMENT

The purpose of research and development is

to help guide management and organization-wide planning services in decision

making at the executive, managerial, and

line levels within the law enforcement agencies they serve. The goal is to promote efficient and effective police services through

professional planning, problem solving, research, program development, and implementation of police department initiatives.
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O. W. Wilson documented the first prescribed role of ‘‘planning and research’’ in

1950 as studying department needs, implementing policy, directing efforts within the

operational areas, and guiding training and

performance (Wilson 1950, 1963).

This original ‘‘planning and research’’

concept has evolved into a more dynamic

function called ‘‘research and development.’’ In police organizations today, the

research and development function has

expanded through advancements in technology and research methodology. In addition, local, state, and federal government

entities have increased their role in supporting police services during the past several

decades. These government agencies, such

as the Police Executive Research Forum,

the National Institute of Justice, the Community Oriented Policing Services Office,

the Bureau of Justice Assistance, and state

criminal justice departments have provided programs for grants, accreditation,

and legislative advocacy.

Civilians perform most of the jobs in

research and development. The work done

in research and development often requires

specialized knowledge and expertise. In addition, most agencies are hiring civilians for

administrative positions because it is more

cost effective. However, there is also value

in rotating some sworn positions in research

and development because police officers

can bring the street experience to the creative process. It is an excellent site for developing future leaders and managers due to

the nature of the work done and the organization-wide perspective gained.

The reporting structure of research and

development varies across agencies depending on department size. For example,

a small law enforcement agency may not

have the capacity to staff an actual bureau

(division, department, or unit). Consequently, the assignment of research and development work may be to one person or to

several individuals performing multiple jobs

throughout the organization. Larger agencies have a formal Research and Development Bureau. The chain of command for
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research and development typically reports

to the deputy chief, division chief of administration, or division director.

An important task of research and development is to identify innovative and effective practices in police work. Overarching

the entire research and development process is the role of communicating with and

obtaining information from local, state, and

federal agencies to identify innovative policing trends in areas such as management,

technology, equipment, community programs, and operational tactics. Recommendations resulting from the findings of this

department are then given to the chief for

consideration. Research and development

also supports the chief’s initiatives through

researching, planning, and implementing

the programs. Again, the ultimate goal is

to help develop the organization to improve

police services.



The Different Functions of Research

and Development

The functions of research and development

can be broken into four distinct areas: strategic planning, operations support, production, and research (see Figure 1). The

first area identified in the diagram is strategic planning, which involves identifying a

short- and long-term plan for the organization. Strategic planning involves the following steps (Kuykendall and Unsinger

1975; Goodstein, Nolan, and Pfeiffer

1993; Mintzberg 1994; Senge 1994):

1. Identifying where the organization is

going by identifying the mission, vision, goals, and objectives

2. Conducting a risk analysis that identifies the threates, opportunities,

strengths, and weaknesses of achieving the plans

3. Developing a road map on how to

achieve the plan by identifying the

tasks, determining who will complete

the tasks, and establishing a timeline
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Figure 1 Research and Development Responsibilities.



Strategic planning is an inclusive process

that involves people throughout the organization in its development. Research and development facilitates the planning process,

monitors its implementation, and documents the results of the goals and objectives. The outcome of strategic planning is

a general and flexible ‘‘road map’’ for the

department. However, perhaps even more

importantly, the ultimate goal is to develop

strategic thinking and performance at all

levels of the organization, particularly

among management.

The second area of responsibility is

operations support. These duties include

developing and monitoring policies and

procedures, overseeing the accreditation



requirements, writing and managing grants,

and conducting legislative review.

Consistent, contemporary, and relevant

policies and procedures are critical to

guiding the department and holding officers to a performance standard. In addition, the policies and procedures protect

the department in litigation. In 1979, the

establishment of a national accreditation

commission for law enforcement occurred

in order to establish policy and procedure

standards to improve police services. The

Commission on Accreditation for Law

Enforcement Agencies, Inc. (CALEA) is

the accrediting authority, and the International Association of Chiefs of Police,

the National Organization of Black Law
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Enforcement Executives, the National

Sheriff’s Association, and the Police Executive Research Forum developed it.

CALEA conducts the initial review of the

agency’s policies and then conducts a

compliance audit every three years to reaccredit an agency. Research and development can manage the ongoing process of

updating and reviewing policy standards

to ensure compliance with CALEA. If an

agency chooses not to be accredited, research and development is still responsible

for the ongoing review, revision, and development of policies and procedures. Accreditation bestows an official ‘‘seal of

approval’’ and enhanced credibility on

the department’s operations, administration, policies, and procedures.

Grant seeking, writing, and monitoring

occur throughout the year. Grant funds

are invaluable to an organization because

they augment an agency’s general fund

and provide extra capacity to develop

and implement programs, technology, or

equipment.

Legislative review occurs during local,

state, and national congressional and legislative sessions to determine if any proposed

bills will adversely affect police operations.

Research and development reviews the legislative bills as they are proposed. They

make recommendations to the chief regarding the pros and cons of endorsing

the proposed bills. Additionally, newly

enacted federal, state, and local legislation is analyzed and disseminated to ensure

that the department and its officers are

meeting and enforcing current statutory

requirements. Production, the third area

of responsibility, involves the writing, reviewing, revising, and ordering of forms

and educational material developed and

used by the department. This may not

apply to all agencies, depending on their

philosophy, size, and reporting structure.

Police work involves a lot of documentation, such as offense reports, supplemental

forms, citations, and specialized forms

designed to address specific crime issues,

such as domestic violence. Research and
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development is also in charge of developing

tools to communicate with citizens about

the police department and their work

through annual reports, educational material, and crime prevention information.

The fourth area of research and development reflects its namesake, ‘‘research.’’

The contributions during the past several

decades from universities, colleges, and

police practitioners have broadened the

knowledge, methodology, and utility of

applied research. Due to these developments, the research arm has evolved into

more than just ‘‘researching the latest

innovation.’’ Research and development

conducts applied social science research,

policy analysis, program evaluation, and

organizational problem solving and performance evaluation. The bureau also collaborates with universities and colleges on

police studies.

Action research is the study of policing

in the field by developing and using research tools, such as surveys, focus groups,

and interviews, that provide expedient information. Policy and systems analysis

provides information to understand the

effectiveness and efficiency of operations.

Policy analysis is very similar to program

evaluation, which assesses the process, outcome, cost/benefit, and cost effectiveness

of implementing a program, but policy

analysis also forecasts policy options

(Guess and Farnham 2000). Systems analysis studies the processes and outcomes of

each police function to determine how proficient and successful they work within

their area and across functions in the department. The objective of these types

of program analyses is to identify obstacles and develop strategies to achieve high

performance (Wholey, Newcomer, and

Associates 1989).

Measuring police accountability and

organizational performance started with

the initiative of ‘‘Measuring What Matters’’ by the National Institute of Justice

in the 1990s. Accountability measures ensure the review of department performance

and offer the organization information to
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assess its strengths and needs to improve

service delivery.

Technology has transformed the world

of crime analysis. Initially, police officers

tracked crime patterns using pushpins to

identify events on a city map. Nowadays,

sophisticated software programs conduct

spatial analyses of crime events and

map predictive patterns of criminal predators. Tactical crime data informs officers of

emerging risks, patterns, and suspects.

Selected crime and call-for-service data

shared with the public helps the community to better protect itself through target

hardening, neighborhood watch groups,

and cooperation with the police. Technology has also enhanced research and development’s ability to communicate and

identify what is termed ‘‘best practices’’ in

policing through e-mail and the Internet.

Publishing research findings also promotes

information sharing.
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The responsibilities of research and development have evolved during the past fifty

years. This important administrative function supports police service delivery and

practices to promote organizational learning and development. Research and development is the hub for assisting the chief, his

or her staff, and all members in developing

an efficient, effective, and progressive police

department.

MORA L. FIEDLER
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Introduction

During the latter part of the 1990s, school

violence received widespread attention nationwide and internationally as a result of a

small number of traumatic and highly publicized school shootings. In these shootings,

which occurred in rural or suburban settings, a student or pair of students carried

firearms to school and opened fire, injuring

and, in some cases, killing teachers and multiple students. The most infamous of these

shootings occurred at Columbine High

School in Littleton, Colorado, in 1999,

where two students shot and killed fourteen

students and one teacher, before turning

their guns on themselves and committing

suicide. Such events, while relatively rare,

were so terrible—the murder of children at

their school—that they attracted national

and international media attention.
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Many people found their perceptions of

school violence to be affected by these

shootings, which seemed to happen at

least once a year from 1996 to 2000. The

coverage of these events by the media also

enhanced public belief that this type of

extreme violence in a school setting was

increasing and becoming commonplace.

At the same time, various stakeholders—

state and local policy makers, law enforcement, school officials—rushed to create

and implement polices to predict, prevent,

and respond to future incidents of this

type of school violence.

The horrific nature of these shootings

captured the public’s attentions and stoked

their fears, but also, unfortunately, obscured the reality of trends in school violence. Although misbehavior among a

small percentage of students is relatively

commonplace, major violence is relatively

rare in a school setting and, contrary to

public belief, decreased during the latter

1990s, and continues to decrease into the

first years of the twenty-first century. Furthermore, the schools that dealt with the

most widespread violence and disorder

were often urban schools rather than suburban or rural schools, where the rare

instances of mass violence largely took

place. The degree of violence was so great

in these shootings, however, that it overshadowed how rarely violence occurred.

During the latter 1990s, as a result of a

growing awareness of the problem of school

violence, there were also improvements in

the recording of such events that revealed

a few fundamental findings about school

violence in general. First, the traumatic

school shootings were rare, isolated events,

and not at all reflective of typical school

violence. Second, the majority of school

violence incidents involve more traditional

forms of adolescent violence such as fighting

and bullying. Although these are serious

events, their results are not even close to

the damage and violence that occurred as

a result of the school shootings. Moreover, some degree of violence, including

bullying and fighting, has been a part of
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the growing-up experience of adolescents,

especially males, for decades. Finally, the

majority of incidents of adolescent violence

do not happen at school settings or even

during school hours. Rather, juveniles

most often tended to act violently or become the victims of violence after school,

in the afternoon and evening, off school

property. Schools, compared to other places

that adolescents may go, have become safer

and more stable environments in recent

years (Devoe et al. 2005).

This article will examine some of the

contemporary responses to school violence. First, it will examine the initial response to school shootings. Second, it will

examine how violence is recorded. How do

stakeholders get their information to measure levels of school violence? At the same

time, this entry will report on recent trends

in school violence, relying on several different measures, which show serious violence to be relatively rare, with additional

decreases in recent years. Finally, this article will discuss the policies that different

schools have utilized to prevent and respond to problems with violence. We will

examine both responses to serious violence

and more commonplace and milder violence, with a summing up of the effectiveness of each approach.



School Shootings during Mid-1990s

During the late 1980s and early 1990s,

prior to the highly publicized mass shootings, policy makers created punitive

school policies that addressed violence in

inner-city schools (Burns and Crawford

1999). The penalties for school violence

increased in 1994, when President Clinton

signed into law the Gun Free School

Safety Act. This law made it a zero tolerance offense to bring a gun or other weapon to school, with the penalty being that

the offending student had to be expelled

for a year. In response, every state in

America created similar gun-free policies.
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At the same time, schools also increased

their partnerships with police and criminal

justice agencies in a way that was for the

most part new (Burns and Crawford 1999).

While sometimes police had been involved

in schools, it was usually in the capacity as

an instructor, such as through the use of

D.A.R.E., where officers provided education modules on illicit drug use to students.

With the changes in policy making, however, police began to engage in more preventive and reactive patrol work in schools,

dealing with instances of student behavior,

treating such instances as law enforcement

issues, and sorting out whether a student

had violated a criminal law. While some

school systems had experimented with having police in their schools as early as the

1960s, these officers had usually been put

into position to foster police and citizen

relations. Therefore, the use of criminal

justice modalities in the school was largely

a new approach for policy making in the

schools.

The first high-profile school shootings

occurred on February 2, 1996, in Moses

Lake, Washington (Washington Post

2000). During the next few years, there

were eleven additional high-profile school

shootings in other American schools. Of

the twelve shootings, three resulted in injuries (no fatalities), three resulted in a single

fatality, and six resulted in multiple fatalities. These shootings took place in rural

or suburban schools, and often involved

Caucasian shooters from middle-class backgrounds, who might have a history of misbehavior in some cases, but nothing to

suggest the capability for this level of violence (although some shooters had told

other students of their plans).

Due to the media coverage attracted

by these shootings, the public began to

assume that such events were commonplace and increasing. Burns and Crawford

(1999) suggest that the media sensationalized the shootings so that they seemed like

commonplace events. The media’s descriptions of the events included phrases such as

‘‘an all-too-familiar story’’ or ‘‘another in a



recent trend’’ to refer to shootings, as

if these were regular events (Donohue,

Schiraldi, and Ziedenberg 1998). This was

inaccurate. Furthermore, part of the media

coverage may have been driven by the fact

that this type of violence was so rare and

exotic—there was nothing commonplace

about it (Donohue et al. 1998).

After the school shootings, Burns and

Crawford (1999) suggested that there

emerged a moral panic about mass violence at schools. School administrators,

teachers, students, and parents began to

feel as if violence was inevitable and suddenly perceived certain behaviors or manners of dress as threats to their safety.

Wary of future violence, they tried to identify potential shooters, creating profiles of

those at risk of committing violence, despite having little information to inform

these profiles. Because of the perceived

risk of an episode of mass violence, the

need to maintain public safety seemed to

justify an extreme response.

While previous school violence prevention policies focused on inner-city schools,

the reaction to the mass shootings expanded

the focus on violence from inner-city

schools to suburban schools (Burns and

Crawford 1999). This led school administrators to seek ways of enhancing security

by creating additional policies and increasing penalties for certain types of behavior.

One consequence of the moral panic was the

implementation of zero tolerance policies

that swept up many students for nonillegal

and/or low-level transgressions. According to Burns and Crawford (1999) some

schools’ responses included:

hiring additional security officers in schools

(Sanchez 1998); installing metal detectors

in schools (Page 1998) . . . bullet drills

in which school children drop and take

cover (Tirrell-Wysocki 1998); [and] requiring at least a few school teachers to carry

concealed weapons at school (Page 1998).

(p. 152)



In the following years, these policies

have met resistance as being ineffective
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and overly punitive. Yet, at the same time,

many people believed this was the only

response to school violence.

Several students who engaged in lowlevel offenses ran afoul of these new policies. There has been limited scholarly work

that traces the way the moral panic identified such students. Some articles, however, sum up the media accounts from all

over the country (Richart, Brooks, and

Soler 2003; Skiba 2000). In certain areas,

students were prohibited from bringing

to school such nonthreatening items as

asthma inhalers. Students were arrested

and/or expelled for offenses that included

bringing to school breath mints, over-thecounter medications, plastic knives in their

sack lunches, and pockets knives (Richart

et al. 2003; Skiba 2000). Schools have also

punished students for pointing their finger

at other students in a pretend gun fight and

for making comments or jokes about gun

violence (Newman 2000; Richart et al.

2003; Skiba 2000).

Many zero tolerance policies also took

steps to buttress schools to repel potential

attacks. For the zero tolerance polices,

schools limited what students could bring

to school, ways that students could behave,

and words that they could say. Anything

that could be perceived as indirectly related

to school violence was enough to get a

student in serious trouble. In 1999–2000,

the target hardening of schools mostly

involved limiting the access to school by

locking doors, having security fences,

school check-ins for visitors to the school,

and metal detectors. Each of these policies

has been unsuccessful or had limited

results (Gottfredson et al. 2004).

Different reports from different states

suggest that zero policy programs in schools

are unsuccessful and cause harm to those

who find themselves ensnared in them.

Reports have found that zero tolerance

programs are expelling students for drug

violations (Potts and Njie 2003), as well as

drug and minor violations (Richart et al.

2003). Also there are disparities in who is
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expelled/punished under programs, with

students of color and special education

students receiving the most discipline

(Potts and Njie 2003; Richart et al. 2003;

Michigan Nonprofit Association 2003).

Results are mixed in terms of whether

metal detectors have reduced violence. At

the end of the 1980s and early 1990s, some

sources reported reductions in suspensions for carrying weapons to school and

reductions of instances where weapons

were brought to school (New York City

Board of Education 1991; U.S. General Accounting Office 1995, as cited by

Anderson 1998). Other research, however,

suggests that metal detectors have little

effect on incidents of violence as measured

by numbers of victimizations (Schreck,

Miller, and Gibson 2003). There have also

been issues with how metal detectors are

used. Gottfredson and Gottfredson (2001)

found that some metal detectors were not

plugged in. They also questioned the use of

random searches with handheld metal

detectors as dangerous: Do you really

want to surprise an armed student?



Ways in Which Adolescent Violence

Is Recorded

In the last fifteen years changes have occurred in how school violence is recorded.

Under the Safe and Drug-Free Schools and

Communities Act of 1994, the National

Center for Education Statistics (NCES), a

federal organization, is mandated to collect

information about violence in elementary

and secondary schools (OVC Legal Series

2002). The NCES ‘‘is the primary federal

entity for collecting, analyzing, and reporting data related to education in the United

States and other nations’’ (DeVoe et al.

2004).

One of the primary sources for getting

information about violence in schools

comes from the Indicators of School Crime
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and Safety, an annual report since 1998

that is prepared by the NCES and the Bureau of Justice Statistics. This report contains information about violent and

nonviolent crime that happens to students

at school or on their way to and from

school. The information in the report

comes from self-reports of experiences

and behaviors from ‘‘students, teachers,

principals, and the general population,’’

and data compiled from several different

national surveys.

According to the Indicators of School

Crime and Safety (DeVoe et al. 2004), serious violence in schools is a relatively rare

event. Between 1992 and 1999, the number

of homicides hovered between twentyeight and thirty-four nationally, and only

one to seven suicides, with no increase or

decrease (DeVoe et al. 2004, 6). There was

a decrease in homicides among students at

school for the academic years 1998–1999

and 1999–2000, with thirty-three and fourteen homicides, respectively (DeVoe et al.

2004). The most recent years for which

data are available, 2000–2001 and 2001–

2002, show homicides fluctuating between

twelve and seventeen incidents at school

per year. The more commonplace school

violence, student fighting at school, has

also declined from 1993 to 2003 (DeVoe

et al. 2004, iv). Finally, between 1993 and

2003, there was a decline in the number of

students who said they had brought weapons to school from 12% to 6% (DeVoe

et al. 2005).

The Indicators of School Crime and

Safety also reveals that the school is a

safe environment, with more violence occurring off school grounds. During the

academic year of 1999–2000, there were

2,124 homicides and 1,992 suicides outside

of school property among minors ages five

to nineteen; by comparison, there were

only twenty-four homicides and eight suicides on school property during that time

frame. During the year 2002, students ages

twelve to eighteen became victims of serious violence only 88,000 times at school



compared to 309,000 outside of school

(DeVoe et al. 2004, iv).

There are also other indications that

schools are relatively safe places for students. In 2003, 13% of students in grades 9

through 12 said they had been involved in

a fight at school, compared to 33% who

said they had been in a fight off school

grounds (DeVoe et al. 2005). Also, 6% of

students in grades 9 through 12 said they

had carried a weapon with them at school,

compared to 12% who said they had

carried a weapon with them anywhere

(DeVoe et al. 2005).

In addition to the Indicators of School

Crime and Safety reports, many states

have passed legislation requiring schools

to collect more information about school

violence (OVC Legal Series 2002). Many

states require schools to maintain and report information on violence, but there

are variations across states regarding

what types of behavior must be recorded

and how much information must be taken.

Many states also require schools to report

any criminal activity, including violence,

to the appropriate police agency. In turn,

police agencies in certain states are supposed to reciprocate school reporting by

reporting any incidents of juvenile crime

that come to their attention to school officials. The OVC Legal Series (2002) identifies the following as continuing issues for

law enforcement: ‘‘improvements to statistical reporting,’’ ‘‘school crime hotlines,’’

and ‘‘enforcement of reporting laws.’’

Finally, it is worth noting that, in total,

juvenile violence appears to have dropped according to arrest statistics (Snyder

2005). As of the end of 2003, violent crime

arrests of juveniles are lower than they

have been since 1987. Between 1994 and

2003, arrests among juveniles dropped 32%

for all violent crimes, with drops of 68%

for murder, 24% for forcible rape, 43% for

robbery, and 26% for aggravated assault.

Finally, as of 2003, fewer juveniles are

dying as a result of murders, with the numbers at their lowest level since 1984.
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Schools Have Different Approaches

to Violence

Schools seek to reduce two types of violence: the first being major violent incidents

and the second being general violence (bullying, fighting). Reddy et al. (2001) note

that students who have engaged in extreme

violence are different from those students

who engage in lower levels of violence

frequently. For extreme situations of violence involving mass shootings, Reddy

et al. (2001) note that three types of interventions are commonly used, and describe each as insufficient. These three

approaches are (1) ‘‘profiling,’’ (2) ‘‘guided

professional judgment/structured clinical

assessment (including the use of warning

signs and other checklists),’’ and (3) ‘‘automated decision making (including the use

of actuarial formulas and expert systems).’’

Profiling involves examining past offenders of mass violence to try to predict who

will commit targeted violence (Reddy et al.

2001). There are several problems with

using profiling to predict behavior that

has yet to occur. First, it is difficult to

identify who potentially might commit

targeted violence. If the potential offender

does not share a specific trait with a past

offender, she or he will be wrongly excluded from selection. There is also a lot

of room for false positives. There may be

several traits that both offenders and nonoffenders may share, and therefore it is

possible by this commonality to select

people who pose no threat. In a report,

the U.S. Secret Service described that

‘‘there is no accurate or useful profile of

‘the school shooter’ ’’ (National Institute

of Justice 2002, 12). Also, the report mentions that:

Knowing that an individual shares characteristics, features, or traits with prior school

shooters does not advance the appraisal

of risk. The use of profiles carries a risk of

overidentification, and the vast majority of

students who fit any given profile will not
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actually pose a risk. The use of these stereotypes will fail to identify some students who

do, in fact, pose a risk of violence, but

who share few characteristics with prior

attackers. (p. 13)



A second problem with profiling is the

precision of the profile (Reddy et al. 2001).

There have been so few events that it is

difficult to develop an accurate profile of

a potential offender. Also, different profiles include/exclude different events. Information in one profile might not be as

inclusive as another profile. Third, it is

also difficult to measure the accuracy of

the profile, and to determine if the profile

has identified the right variables. The profile could have identified the wrong variable (wearing black clothing), which just

happens to correlate with the event, rather

than to cause the event to occur (carrying a

weapon and several rounds of ammunition

to school) (Reddy et al. 2001). There are

also problems in that the school official

may only focus on variables that confirm

their suspicions, rather than examining

variables that should exclude the individual from the profile. Finally, the use of

profiles is unpopular with everyone: school

representatives, parents, and students.

Guided professional judgment/structured clinical assessments involve using

a professional, such as a psychologist or

counselor, to identify someone who could

be a possible threat of committing targeted violence (Reddy et al. 2001). There

are also flaws with using guided professional judgment/structured clinical assessment. The case rate, which is the number

of prior offenders who have committed

mass shootings, is too small to be able to

use this to identify potentially violent people (Sewell and Mendelsohn 2000). Similar

to the problem with creating a profile,

there have been so few offenders that it

is impossible to construct a theoretical

model of a potential offender. Second,

there is little preexisting research on this

specific type of violence and, at the same

time, the literature of general juvenile
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violence may not be acceptable. Also, the

usual assessments and tests of psychologists may not capture a potential for violence of this magnitude.

Automated decision making involves

making a database or management system

that can identify someone at potential risk

of committing targeted violence (Reddy

et al. 2001). There are problems with automated decision making because there is

little research and no agreement on risk

factors. Similar to the public’s growing

awareness of serial killers in 1980s and terrorists since 2001, school shooters received

a lot of media and pop culture attention,

despite being a relatively rare phenomenon. Due to the heavy and protracted attention this rare phenomenon attracts, the

public assumes that this is a commonplace

event. There is a paucity of research literature about them because students rarely

commit mass shootings. Because there are

so few, it has been difficult to create databases or management systems, which rely

on patterns of behavior from a large sample of subjects. Database and management

systems also operate best when they monitor a multitude of different fields, with

thresholds in each of these fields set by

baselines of the sample they are monitoring. This, then, assumes two things. First,

that there is a sufficiently large sample of

students generally and, second, that there

are enough prior shooters that thresholds

can be set from a cross section of their

behaviors that will provide a means to recognize and identify future potential shooters. Neither appears to be true in the area of

school shootings.

The second set of programs attempts to

deal with the problem of violence generally

in schools. These programs are interested

in preventing the more commonplace types

of violence that a larger number of students

engage in compared to the rare phenomenon of school shootings. Schools break

programs into different groups. Wilson

and Lipsey (2005), for example, divide the

programs into the following groups:



.



.



.



.



Universal programs: ‘‘these programs

are delivered in classroom settings to

the entire classroom; children are generally not selected individually for

treatment but receive treatment simply because they are students in a program classroom. However, schools

are frequently selected because they

are in low-socioeconomic-status and/

or high-crime neighborhoods. The

children in these universal programs

may be considered at risk by virtue of

their socioeconomic background or

neighborhood risk.’’

Selected/indicated programs: ‘‘these

programs are delivered to students

who are selected especially to receive

treatment by virtue of the presence

of some risk factor, including disruptiveness, aggressive behavior, activity

level, etc. Most of these programs are

delivered to the selected children outside of their regular classrooms but

are targeted for the selected children.’’

Special schools or classes: ‘‘these programs involve special schools or

classrooms that (for the students

involved) serve as a usual classroom

or school. Children are placed in

these special schools or classrooms

because of some behavioral or school

difficulty that is judged to warrant

their placement outside of mainstream classrooms. The programs in

this category include special education classrooms for behavior disordered children, alternative high

schools, and schools within schools

programs.’’

Comprehensive/multimodal programs:

‘‘these programs generally involve

multiple modalities and multiple formats, including both classroom-based

and pull-out programs. They may

also involve programs for parents

and capacity building components for

school administrators and teachers in

addition to the programming provided for the students. The defining
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characteristic of these programs is

that they include multiple treatment

elements and formats.’’ (pp. 10–11)

Schools have also devoted resources

to trying to design crime out of schools

through changes to the physical school

buildings (Gottfredson et al. 2000). Schools

have limited access, through locking some

doors so that students and visitors have to

enter through a specific entrance or

entrances. Schools have also required visitors to sign in at the main office of the

school. Finally, schools have relied on

metal detectors, both stationary detectors

that students have to walk through to

enter the school, and portable metal detectors that faculty can check specific students with during the day.



Despite a few meta-analyses and evaluations of programs, there are few examinations of the effectiveness of violence

reduction programs. Gottfredson et al.

(2004) note that several of the violence

strategy programs have not been evaluated, including ‘‘school security practices,

architectural arrangements, counseling approaches to problem behavior’’ (Gottfredson and Gottfredson 2004, 11).

JACK MCDEVITT and

W. CARSTEN ANDRESEN

See also Crime Prevention; Drug Abuse

Resistance Education (D.A.R.E.); Gang
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RISK MANAGEMENT

The concept of risk management is now

familiar in various institutional contexts,

including health, criminal justice, national

security, and business. In the sphere of policing, risk management initiatives seek to

address some long-standing inefficiencies

in police practice. As such, it is an umbrella

concept that subsumes both a new orientation to the job of policing as well as a

number of specific policing projects.

The risk management framework is

usefully contrasted with several attributes

of the traditional crime fighting model.

That approach is characterized by a reactive ‘‘call for service’’ orientation where

officers spend most of their time being dispatched to an eclectic array of incidents

that prompt calls to the emergency 911

system. Officers often arrive on the scene

only long after a crime has occurred,

making the entire approach subject to the

criticism that it resembles closing the barn

door after the horse has escaped. Moreover, over periods of weeks or months,

officers can make several return visits to
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particularly troublesome locations without ever resolving the problem that is

at the root of such repeat calls. While

this reactive model still represents the type

of service that citizens expect from their

police, it is increasingly criticized for

being a highly inefficient use of resources.

Blame for this failure is often directed at

the police tendency to prioritize the use of

criminal law and criminal justice institutions, both of which are now recognized as being rather blunt and ineffective

tools for modifying human behavior and

reducing crime.

Risk

management,

in

contrast,

approaches crime in a manner that is reminiscent of an insurance model (Reichman

1986). It explicitly focuses on anticipating

the likelihood of future untoward eventualities and developing prospective initiatives to manage those risks. In such an

orientation most crimes are recognized as

being rather mundane and resulting from

the contextually specific actions of unremarkable individuals. Crimes, therefore,

are not considered to be the acts of morally reprehensible criminals that violate

deeply held sentiments. All but the most

spectacular (and rare) crimes are increasingly approached as being amoral; that

is, they are predominantly understood to

be negative eventualities that can be prospectively guarded against or eliminated

through a combination of expert advice,

insurance, environmental design, and anticrime technologies (O’Malley 1992). In the

process, anticrime initiatives start to resemble how most individuals mitigate the

prospect of a car accident.

Risk management is consciously proactive in that it involves attempts to anticipate

the statistical likelihood of untoward events

and to prospectively mitigate or eliminate

those risks. One of the most significant

developments of this orientation is that it

privileges the place of information work

and data analysis in policing. While police still occasionally investigate spectacular

crimes and capture notorious criminals, the

reality of everyday police work is much
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more mundane. Officers spend much of

their time simply collecting and processing

data about assorted low-level incidents

on myriad official forms and databases.

While individual officers often resent such

work, this police-initiated process of social

enumeration generates knowledge that is

vital to risk management initiatives. Because risks are typically understood to entail

some form of statistical probability, it is

necessary for officials to have accurate and

timely data that would allow them to construct risk profiles and develop appropriate

policies (Ericson and Haggerty 1997).

Only a fraction of the information that

officers accumulate, however, is required

to process offenders through the courts.

Most is collected on behalf of a network

of public and private agencies such as

customs, immigration, alcohol and drug

research centers, and insurance companies. These institutions use police-generated

knowledge to fashion programs to manage

the risks posed to different populations

and client groups. Hence, a significant

portion of the risk management work of

the public police involves collecting a

plethora of data on behalf of risk management institutions external to the police.

A quite different development characteristic of the risk management approach

is that the mandate of the public police

starts to expand beyond ‘‘law enforcement’’ to include ‘‘security provision.’’

This change entails an important reconfiguration of the police role. It provides the

police with a much wider ambit of expertise

than is typical of their ‘‘law enforcement’’

mandate, as officers are now expected

to offer advice on how to manage a host

of additional eventualities that are only

tangentially related to crime including

urban disorder, fear, and quality-of-life

issues. These initiatives assume many different forms, such as having officers sit on

urban planning boards, give lectures to

schoolchildren, and encourage community

groups, corporations, and individual citizens to take steps to enhance their security.

Much of this guidance involves persuading
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citizens to take responsibility for their own

security by capitalizing on the security expertise of other private and public institutions and to use assorted security services

and technologies.

In the process the traditional emphasis

in police culture on using the criminal law

to try to resolve any and all problems is

displaced in three distinct ways. First,

criminal law becomes simply one among

many forms of risk management. Intelligence-led policing, for example, entails

efforts to capitalize on statistical knowledge about the patterns and regularities of

criminal events and to deploy officers prospectively to specific areas at particular

times that are known to be problematic.

In such an orientation law enforcement is

not conceived of as an end in itself, but as

a means to manage the crime risks characteristic of certain geographic locations.

Second, the criminal law is also displaced

as alternative legal regimes are recognized

as providing potentially useful ways to

manage risk. This is particularly apparent

in efforts toward addressing urban disorder problems through administrative and

regulatory law and in attempts to employ

the considerable powers vested in contract

law to manage public housing problems.

Third, risk management approaches often

forgo the criminal law entirely in order to

mitigate security risks through advances in

urban planning and design. This forges a

tight connection between risk management efforts and the criminological focus

on microengineering local environments

to reduce the risk of crime and disorder

(Felson 2002).

The emphasis on capitalizing on aggregate knowledge in developing risk management regimes also encourages the

greater embrace of new information and

surveillance technologies in policing. Such

devices are not used simply to monitor

individual offenders, but are also key in

allowing officers to collect, manage, and

exploit the information they collect, and

to communicate risk knowledge to appropriate audiences.



Qualifications

There are also a series of questions about

the assumptions and practices of the risk

management model. One important issue

relates to the degree to which risk management initiatives actually live up to their

statistical, quantitative, and actuarial pretensions. Much of what passes for risk management can actually be developed in the

absence of statistical knowledge of risks

(O’Malley 2004). Part of the reason for this

is that many events that police agencies try

to manage are sufficiently rare or unique

that there is no opportunity to collect the

baseline data necessary to create statistical

profiles. Even in those situations where the

police do collect a great deal of information,

however, another potential problem arises.

In particular, the proliferation of statistical

knowledge about various routine events

creates an opportunity for police officials

and politicians to selectively draw from

such studies to legitimate programs and

policies that have been developed because

they cohere with local political priorities or

institutional preferences. In such situations

the police fail to live up to the type of objective model of policy development that

the risk management paradigm suggests.

Concerns about the objective and actuarial basis of risk management initiatives

also encourage a reconsideration of the

claim that risk management programs are

amoral. Rather than security risks being

treated as amoral eventualities, it is more

accurate to suggest that a re-moralization

of crime and deviance is occurring. Moral

considerations, for example, inform what

risks are selected as warranting official response and the nature of that response. Risk

management also prompts new forms of

moral evaluation of citizens who might not

live up to their responsibilities for managing

their own risk profile.

The claim that risk management initiatives are proactive whereas crime control

approaches are reactive also needs to be

refined. In fact, both crime fighting and
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risk management efforts have forwardand backward-looking dynamics. The forward-looking dimension of risk management—which entails attempting to predict

the future likelihood of untoward eventualities—is itself predicated on the analysis

of historical data about prior events. Likewise, although crime fighting efforts

clearly involve reacting to prior incidents,

the entire justification for the crimecontrol response has always entailed a forward-looking desire to prospectively reduce

crime through some combination of deterrence or incapacitation.

In conclusion, it is worth emphasizing

that the risk management orientation exists

alongside and often builds on other policing models and initiatives. Some longstanding police practices have been supplemented by the risk management focus,

whereas others have been reconfigured as a

form of risk management. Policing remains

a multifaceted endeavor that cannot be

neatly captured by any prevailing model

of police practice.

KEVIN D. HAGGERTY

See also COMPSTAT; Crime Control

Strategies; Crime Control Strategies: Crime

Prevention through Environmental Design;

Crime Prevention; Hot Spots; Intelligence

Gathering and Analysis: Impacts on Terrorism; Intelligence-Led Policing and Organizational Learning; Situational Crime

Prevention; Technology and the Police
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ROBBERY



Introduction and Definitions

Robbery is defined as ‘‘taking or attempting to take anything of value from the care,

custody, or control of a person or persons

by force or threat of force or violence and/

or by putting the victim in fear’’ (Federal

Bureau of Investigations [FBI] 2004b, p.

21). It is an instrumental form of violence

that is motivated primarily by anticipated

economic rewards. Robbery can be distinguished from seemingly similar types of

crimes such as larceny/theft and burglary

in that it is committed in the presence of a

victim. Robbery can be considered one of

the most serious crime types because it

involves close personal contact between

offenders and victims, holds the potential

for inflicting serious injury, and holds a

high potential for economic loss. Approximately 60% of all robbery victims sustain

injuries significant enough to require emergency room care and nearly 80% result in

economic loss (FBI 2004a, Table 81). Close

personal contact and potential for harm

likely explain why many citizens fear becoming a victim of the crime of robbery

(Sims and Johnston 2004).



Robbery Trends

Criminal incidents reported to the police

are categorized into crime groups by police

officers who file the reports that document
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incidents. Police officers who take reports

about crime victims, for example, determine if an apparent break-in is a burglary

or illegal trespassing or if an assault is

aggravated or simple. This is important

because robbery is often confused with

other crimes such as assault, larceny/

theft, or burglary yet is distinguished by

the use or threatened use of force and direct contact between the victim and offender. One may typically hear a victim

of a burglary exclaim ‘‘I was robbed,’’

when in fact they were the victim of a

burglary. This is a common mischaracterization. The responding officer considers

the known circumstances of an incident

when making the determination of

whether a crime has actually occurred and

proper classification of the event.

Approximately 458,000 robbery incidents were reported to state and local police

in 2002. This amounts to approximately

512,000 robbery victimizations because robbery incidents are one of the most likely

types of personal crimes to involve multiple victims (Bureau of Justice Statistics

[BJS] 2003a, Table 26). Like other personal

crime, robbery rose dramatically from the

early 1960s to the early 1990s. After reaching a peak of approximately 600,000 incidents in 1981, robbery decreased for the

next few years only to rise once again during

the late 1980s and early 1990s. The total

volume of robbery peaked at more than

680,000 incidents in 1991, and then decreased by nearly 40% where it has leveled

off since 2000 at approximately 425,000

incidents.

It is also important to consider trends in

robbery rates in addition to total volume

because rates take into account changing

population patterns. The highest robbery

rate during the thirty-year period between

the years 1973 and 2003 was in 1981 where

it peaked at 7.4 per 1,000. The rate then

fluctuated between 5 and 6 per 1,000 for

much of the next decade only to peak again

at 6.3 in 1993. Robbery rates subsequently

decreased by nearly 80% between 1981 and

2002 from 7.4 to 2.5 per 1,000 (BJS 2003b).



Although these trends are similar in many

ways, the post-1990s decrease in robbery

rates appears more dramatic.



Characteristics of Robbery

Incidents

Approximately one-half of all robbery incidents include some type of weapon. This

compares to only a quarter of all assaults

and 8% of rapes/sexual assaults. Hand guns

represent the most common type of

weapon used in robbery incidents (25%)

followed by knives/cutting instruments

(13%) and blunt objects (5%) (Perkins

2003, Table 2). The presence of a weapon

is important in several ways including how

successful offenders are in completing

transactions. Incidents involving weapons

are almost 20% more likely to be completed (79%). In contrast, only 57% of

incidents involving knives/cutting instruments and 67% involving blunt objects

are completed (Perkins 2003, 3).

Robbery is the quintessential street

crime because it depends on generating

fear in victims. Most robberies are directed against persons, as opposed to commercial institutions such as banks, and

occur most often on streets or other public

settings. The seemingly random nature of

robbery along with the potential for harm

generates fear. Offenders rely on this fear

to expedite transactions successfully and

quickly (Wright and Decker 1997). National data indicate that 43% of robberies

occur on streets/highways, and 14% in

both commercial houses and residences,

respectively. There appears to be a noticeable regional effect where the percentage

of incidents occurring on public streets

was highest in the Northeast (57%) and

lowest in the South (37%). The lower number of street/highway robberies in the

South corresponds with a sizable increase

in robberies occurring in residential locations (19%) (FBI 2004a, Table 2.19).
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Understanding the victim–offender relationship (VOR) in robbery events is also

important. Robbery typically involves victims and offenders who are strangers because it is an instrumental form of violence

that is almost always motivated by financial gain. Compared to other forms of personal violence, robbery involves a greater

percentage of victims and offenders who

are strangers. For example, 63% of victim/

offenders in robberies are strangers compared to 32% of rape/sexual assault cases

and 51% of aggravated assaults (FBI

2004a, Table 43). This is generally expected

because close personal relationships (for

example, family and close friendships) are

expected to insulate or protect individuals

from instrumental forms of violence (see

Decker 1993).



Victim and Offender Characteristics

Robbery is a younger person’s game.

Juveniles represent the largest percentage

of arrest populations for robbery compared to other forms of personal violent

crime such as murder, forcible rape, and

aggravated assault. Snyder (2004, 2)

reports that juveniles comprise approximately 23% of those arrested for robbery

compared to only 10% for rape, 17% for

forcible rape, and 13% for aggravated

assault. Younger individuals are also disproportionately represented among robbery victims. Robbery victimization rates

for individuals ages 16 to 24 are nearly

50% higher than among individuals ages

35 to 49 (FBI 2004a, Table 3).

Official statistics also reveal important

features of offender and victim race as it

relates to robbery. The National Crime Victimization Survey lets one determine the

degree to which victim and offender demographic characteristics correspond through

interviews with a sample of crime victims.

Victims report on a series of issues relating to victimizations including perceptions

of offender demographic characteristics.
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Research consistently finds that crime is

largely an intraracial phenomenon. For

all personal crimes of violence, 73% of incidents involving white victims involve white

offenders, and 75% of black victims were

victimized by black offenders. The trend

is stable for most violent personal crimes

including rape/sexual assault and assault,

yet it does not consistently hold for robbery victims. The intraracial nature of robbery is particularly strong for robberies

involving black victims of whom 85% report being victimized by black offenders.

White victims, however, stand in sharp

contrast to this pattern. For example, 44%

of white robbery victims reported being

victimized by an offender of a different

race. Thus, white robbery victims seem to

have a greater chance of being victimized

by an offender of a different race than

other victims of robbery or any other type

of personal crime (FBI 2004a). This form

of interracial victimization along with any

disproportionate attention given to such

events by the news media holds the potential for increasing fear of crime.



Drugs–Robbery Nexus

Drug markets hold the potential for high

levels of violence. The explosion in crack

use in the 1980s is partly responsible for

the increase in serious violent crime during

that period. The most direct connection

between drugs and robbery is through economically compulsive behavior that compels individuals to seek ways to generate

income quickly and easily in the pursuit of

the ‘‘next fix.’’ Individuals involved in robbery are often involved in lifestyles of intense partying where drugs play a pivotal

role. Robberies require very little skill, are

often opportunistic in nature, and represent immediate access to the cash necessary

for supporting such a lifestyle (Wright and

Decker 1997).

A large percentage of offenders arrested

for robbery are active drug users and often
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are motivated to commit crime to support

drug habits. For example, a 1991 study of

arrestees in twenty-four cities indicated

that two-thirds of males arrested for robbery tested positive for some illegal substance as did three-quarters of females.

The rate for males was second only to

those arrested for burglary (68%) and

drug sale/possession (79%) (BJS 1994,

Table 2). As a class of offenders, those

arrested for robbery are also most likely to

report committing their offense to obtain

money to buy drugs (BJS 1994, Table 3).

SEAN P. VARANO and

SCOTT H. DECKER

See also Crime, Serious Violent; Drug

Markets; Fear of Crime; Uniform Crime

Reports
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The enforcement of the law is one of the

most influential mechanisms for social

control. In fact, there exists no governmental function that controls or directs

the activities of the public as much as law

enforcement. Law enforcement is a government service with which the public has

frequent contact. Such contact and control is constant and, if it is not experienced

directly through personal contact, it is at

least felt indirectly through the visible or

implied presence of police personnel.

To most people the phrase law enforcement relates directly to the responsibility

of uniformed police officers or to police

activities in the community. This relationship is correct since the police are most

surely involved in the enforcement of the

law and, by definition, police officers are

persons employed by municipal, county,

or state governments and charged with

the responsibility of enforcing the law

and maintaining order. Typically, they

are referred to as city police, county sheriffs and deputies, and state police or highway patrol officers.

Not valid, however, is the tendency to

think of crime control and the maintenance

of order as the exclusive responsibility of

the police. This misconception is easily understood, however, when we consider the

visible activities of the police. The police

have the responsibility for dealing with

crime and traffic on a twenty-four-hour

basis, are usually conspicuously visible to

the public, and are the agents that immediately respond when violations of the law

occur. The police, however, are just one

segment of the mechanism our society

uses to maintain the standards of conduct

necessary to protect individuals in the community. This system has four generalized

and separately organized units: police,

prosecution, courts, and corrections. Generally speaking, the police are charged with

the detection, identification, and apprehension of law violators. The prosecutor’s office will determine whether to charge or not

charge the offender; if a charge is filed,
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what to charge; if appropriate, to plea bargain; and if a charge is filed, to prosecute.

Courts hear cases, weigh evidence, interpret law, and determine guilt or innocence.

When guilt is the finding, the sentence may

be suspended or, if a sentence is imposed, it

may be probation, a fine, incarceration, or

some combination of these. Corrections is

charged with detention and rehabilitation

of the offender. This is obviously an oversimplification of the process, but it does

place in perspective the special generalized

role of the police in conjunction with the

other segments of the system.



Types of Police

City police derive their authority from the

state constitution, and their administrative

operations are defined by each municipal

government. Municipal police are granted

full police powers.

In addition to municipal police, there

are county sheriffs’ departments, which in

large parts of the United States constitute

full-fledged police organizations. In some

states, however, they are restricted to the

administration of the county correctional

facility, the serving of court orders and

documents, and provision of security for

courts.

State police units exist in all but a few of

the states. They may be called state police,

public safety departments, or highway

patrols. In some states they practice full

police activities, but typically they limit

their function to highway traffic control,

enforcement, and accident investigation.

Although the U.S. Constitution did not

specifically establish federal police agencies, Congress created them for the enforcement of specific legislative acts. For

example, the Constitution stipulates that

Congress has the power to coin money

and punish counterfeiters (Article I, Section 8). Concurrently, Congress has the

authority to establish the Secret Service to

detect and arrest counterfeiters. Other
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examples of federal police agencies include

the Federal Bureau of Investigation, Internal Revenue Service, and the Drug Enforcement Administration.



The Police Responsibility

The municipal, county, and state police of

the United States are charged with responsibilities that rank second to none in importance in our democratic society. The police

service is that branch of government that is

assigned the awesome task of securing

compliance to the multitude of laws and

regulations deemed beneficial to society.

Because law is society’s means of achieving

conformance to desired norms, the police

are society’s agents for the maintenance of

harmony within the community.

Within this broad context the police are

charged with (1) safeguarding of lives and

property, (2) preservation of the peace,

(3) prevention of crime, (4) suppression

of crime through detection and arrest of

violators of the law, (5) enforcement of the

law, (6) prevention of delinquency, (7)

safeguarding the constitutional rights of

individuals, (8) control of vehicular traffic,

(9) suppression of vice, and (10) provision

of public services.

The police have not always had these

broad responsibilities. For years the police,

and even the public, generally believed the

police were fulfilling their responsibility by

investigating crime and attempting to apprehend criminals. No thought was given

to the concept of prevention, and most

certainly citizens did not expect the police

to intervene in domestic disputes or problems related to their youngsters. Police

officers saw themselves as ‘‘crime fighters’’

and in fact many officers still hold to such

provincial thinking. Role conflict is unavoidable as the police oscillate between

competing traditions such as control of

the public versus social service to the public. So strong is the influence of the past

that typical police officers show deep
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resentment when an outsider attempts to

confront them with evidence of the change.

Although the police function is old, it

has begun, of necessity, to change in order

to meet changing needs. The process of

law enforcement has gone through a gradual development along with the country’s

urbanization, which has enlarged the police role significantly.

Even though the police of this country

are changing, certain of society’s expectations are beyond their capability. For example, even under the most favorable

conditions the police cannot eliminate

crime. The police do not create the social

conditions conducive to crime nor can

they resolve them. The police do not

enact the legislation that they must enforce. They do not adjudicate the offenders they arrest, and they are only one of

the agencies of criminal justice.

Most certainly the police role still involves their being ‘‘crime fighters,’’ but

in a much broader context. In addition to

the suppression of crime and enforcement

of the law, the police are becoming increasingly involved with crime prevention and

public service. Theirs is an expanding role

and now includes such activities as family

crisis intervention, juvenile diversion, social agency referral services, youth programs, rape victim assistance, and other

public service functions. Since Miranda v.

Arizona, which required police officers to

inform suspects of their constitutional

rights before questioning, the police have

come to recognize their role in safeguarding the constitutional rights of individuals.

It is even being suggested by some criminologists and a few police administrators

that police organizations should become

known as ‘‘departments of police services’’

rather than police departments or, worse

yet, police forces. They suggest that law

enforcement is a ‘‘police service’’ rather

than a ‘‘police force.’’ By definition, the

word force denotes coercion, power, compulsion, brawn, might, and generally refers

to troops of an army. Service on the other

hand denotes help, duty, and aid, which is a



more appropriate description of the police

function. In support of this view, some

police organizations have recognized law

enforcement as a community responsibility, with the police assuming a leadership

profile rather than an autocratic role.



Police Power/Authority

The concept of ‘‘police service’’ must not,

however, infer erosion of the authority of

the police officer in terms of the legal definition of his or her responsibility for enforcement. Unfortunately people have

demonstrated their inability to live in harmony with their neighbors, thus the need

for exercising police authority and the

legal power of arrest. In conjunction with

the ‘‘power to arrest,’’ the police do have

the authority to use force in securing compliance with the law and this authority is

in fact basic to their role in maintaining

public order. This awesome but essential

authority carries with it the responsibility

of using only that force absolutely necessary in any given situation in order to

achieve a legal objective. The possible consequences of the use of force demand that

it be exercised with the greatest degree of

discretion. The police officer should always try for voluntary surrender in any

arrest situation, but need not retreat or

desist from his or her efforts by reason of

the resistance or threatened resistance of

the person being arrested.

To really understand the role of the

police in achieving their objectives, it is

necessary to review operational line functions. Line functions are police activities

directly related to the achievement of

objectives. They are, typically, patrol and

criminal investigation.



Patrol

Patrol refers to moving on foot or by vehicle around and within an assigned area
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for the purpose of providing police services.

Police officers are usually in uniform, and

when a vehicle is used, it is usually conspicuously marked. The purpose of patrol is

to distribute police officers in a manner

that will eliminate or reduce the opportunity for citizen misconduct, increase the

probability of apprehension if a criminal

commits a crime, and provide a quick response when a citizen requests police assistance. The patrol unit is the backbone

of police operations and operates twentyfour hours each day.

The patrol function is so basic to fulfilling the police responsibility that its goals

are essentially synonymous with the total

police objective. As such, the patrol officer

is the most important position of the police organization. The patrol officer is

responsible for all activities within his or

her geographical assignment and will respond to all situations related to police

service. He or she will institute constant

surveillance techniques, arrest violators

when he or she observes the commission

of a crime, respond to radio-dispatched

calls as requested by citizens, control vehicular and pedestrian traffic, direct traffic,

enforce traffic regulations, investigate traffic accidents, conduct preliminary investigations following the commission of a

crime, investigate public accidents involving personal injury, mediate family disputes, search for lost children, refer

people to social agencies able to offer

specialized assistance outside the realm of

police services, give directions to motorists, and provide a wide variety of other

public services.



Criminal Investigation

The investigation of crime becomes necessary when patrol has failed as a deterrent

or has been unable to apprehend the criminal immediately after the commission of a

crime. The initial purpose of investigation

is to identify, locate, and arrest the perpetrator of the crime. The secondary but
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equally important purpose is to prepare

the case for court and assist in the prosecution of the offender.

The police officer who investigates such

crimes is usually referred to as a detective.

Generally the detective goes to work after

the fact and must rely on such things as

physical evidence, witnesses, and information obtained from various sources. As a

general rule, the detective works in civilian

clothing so that he or she is inconspicuous

when moving about the community in

pursuance of the investigative task.

Unlike patrol officers, detectives are

not usually involved in crime prevention

but with the repression of crime through

the subsequent arrest of offenders. Briefly

stated, the detective becomes involved

in such activities as searching the crime

scenes, securing physical evidence, interviewing witnesses, interrogating suspects,

obtaining warrants of arrest, taking suspects into custody, preparing written

reports for prosecution, and testifying in

court.



Crime Prevention

As stated previously, in recent years the police have become more involved with crime

prevention. Crime prevention is primarily

an additional responsibility of uniformed

patrol officers and personnel assigned to

a specialized crime prevention organizational unit.

The primary means by which patrol prevents crime is through being conspicuous

and available. The obvious presence of the

police discourages the criminal from committing a crime for fear of being caught.

This indicates the importance of the conspicuously marked vehicle. Not only does

this show their presence, but it also gives

the impression of police saturation. Patrol

officers also prevent crime by becoming familiar with juveniles within their patrol area or beat. A healthy relationship

built on mutual respect between the patrol
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officers and juveniles will do more toward

the prevention of delinquency than any

other police activity. The patrol officer is

the person the juveniles see and identify as

the authority symbol. Respect for the officer promotes respect for the law, and such

respect will discourage unlawful conduct.

A very important, but often overlooked,

role of patrol in crime prevention is the

securing of information that can be passed

to other units of the police department.

With such information the specialized

units can work on a potential problem

prior to its actually becoming a problem.

The patrol officer is on the street and is in

the best possible position to obtain information on such things as the formation of a

juvenile gang, the underlying frustrations

of the community, and the use of narcotics.

A specialized unit for crime prevention

may become involved with such things as

coordination of neighborhood watch programs, diversion programs for juveniles,

public education, improving community

relations, involvement with community

organizations, youth programs, and working with other public agencies.



actions of the police. In other words, police

procedures and policies are in a sense

telling the public what they can or cannot

do. There are, of course, many controls

from the federal level relative to civil

rights, but implementation is the major

responsibility of the local police departments, and they must be totally cognizant

of the ramifications and importance of

these rights.

In addition to interpretive actions defining civil rights, the police have the role of

instructing citizens with regard to their

duties, obligations, rights, and privileges

in terms of the law. They should, for example, publish pamphlets that describe the

citizens’ rights under the Constitution of

the United States, the state, and the municipality within which they live. The police

might also stress the public’s responsibility

in relation to those protective privileges

that they have under the law.

VERN L. FOLLEY
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Support Services

Other police officers work within organizational units that exist to assist the line

activities of the police organization. These

men and women may be assigned to the

crime laboratory, communications center,

records, equipment maintenance, research

and planning, inspections, jail, identification center, property management, personnel recruitment and selection, and

training.



Police Role in the Protection of

Individual Freedom

In effect, people of the community realize

their civil rights through the interpretive



The fear of crime and victimization is ever

present. Recent statistical evidence from the

Federal Bureau of Investigation’s Uniform

Crime Reports supports this contention

with a violent crime (homicide, robbery,

forcible rape, and aggravated assault)

reported to occur every 23.1 seconds and

a property crime (burglary, larceny-theft,

and motor vehicle theft) every 3.1 seconds

(Federal Bureau of Investigation [FBI]

2005, 7). This frequency of criminal victimization along with a myriad of other

social, political, and economic factors contributes to an atmosphere of fear when it

comes to crime in our communities.

In this kind of climate, the public continually looks to law enforcement to provide

daily protection from such criminal offenders. A challenge to police functioning in

this capacity occurs when the true nature

and extent of crime in communities is unknown. This is substantiated by findings
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from the National Crime Victimization

Survey, whereby only 40% of violent and

property crimes nationwide combined were

reported by citizens to the police (U.S.

Department of Justice 2005, Table 91).



Defining Guardianship

Beyond these statistics, in many other

respects, society relies on the police to

serve their communities daily by routinely

protecting both persons and property. As

such, among the many roles that police

assume is that of a guardian to the members of a community. In this respect, the

police officer acts much like a parent in

protecting a child. In the guardianship

role, law enforcement officials often serve

as the first line of third-party intervention

in mediating everyday disputes between

people or over property. This notion of

guardianship is rooted in the criminological theory of routine activities first offered

by Cohen and Felson (1979; see more recently Tark and Kleck 2004). According

to routine activities theory, criminal behavior is a result of interactions between

motivated offenders, available targets, and

a lack of capable guardianship that converges in place and time.

If, as Cohen and Felson (1979) hypothesize, there are individuals in society who

have the propensity or inclination to offend, crime prevention efforts aimed specifically at reducing the motive for

offending may meet with only limited success. Therefore, more effective prevention

strategies may need to center on elevating

both the real and perceived level of risk for

the potential offender when committing

the crime. This notion is tied strongly to

deterrence theories of criminality.

According to deterrence theory (Beccaria 1963; Bentham 1948), criminals are

discouraged from committing criminal acts

if the following conditions exist: the certainty of apprehension is known, a severe
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penalty is proscribed for the behavior, and

the penalty is delivered swiftly. In particular, while severity of the penalty has been

the emphasis in many crime control policies, the swiftness of the punishment for

the crime and the certainty of apprehension have been much less examined as potential leverages in the control of criminal

behavior. From a deterrence standpoint,

it is believed that the potential offender

will evaluate the benefit of committing the

crime in relation to the relative risks. Here,

the degree of certainty of apprehension is

associated with the existing level of guardianship. Coupling this deterrence notion

with routine activities theory yields the

contention that the exercise of effective

guardianship over people, places, and

property contributes to the deterrence of

criminal behavior of motivated offenders

against available targets.

However, in practice, the routines of

everyday life often expose victims to variable levels of exposure, or threat, to the

intentions and effects of would-be offenders. These routine daily behaviors are not

only carried out by victims and offenders,

but also by the police, which typically are

the most visible representatives of guardianship. Yet current FBI statistics report

the national rate of full-time law enforcement employees to be just 3.5 per 1,000

U.S. inhabitants (FBI 2005, 370). These

sheer numbers alone cast doubt on the

ability of the police to provide active capable guardianship over the routine behavioral transactions of approximately

270 million people on a daily basis. These

numbers suggest, according to some observers, that the challenges to effective police guardianship over people and property

are unrealistic given the density of police

to population (Goldstein 2003). Therefore, as a matter of practicality, routine

guardianship cannot be limited to the particular dynamics of police practices. That

is, communities, neighborhoods, families,

and individuals, as well as technology, can

and do provide for varying types and
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degrees of capable guardianship on a routine basis.



The Context of Guardianship

Capable guardianship is exercised in the

many aspects of everyday life that seldom

involve the direct presence or actions of

the police. Individual efforts such as use

of target hardening methods have been

found to effectively increase guardianship

over one’s own personal property (Miethe

and Meier 1990). Similarly, looking at

community settings, higher levels of cohesion among residents has been associated

with greater likelihood of intervention

in public criminal and deviant activities

(Sampson and Raudenbush 1997). Therefore, in well-integrated communities, the

risk for victimization appears to be lower

because these areas tend to display active

social control (Lee 2000). The presence

of ‘‘collective efficacy’’ within communities

conveys within an informal context that

guardianship exists within neighborhoods.

Likewise, more formalized community efforts to reduce crime through existing

neighborhood watch programs, which is

one of the initiatives stemming from community-oriented policing strategies, assist

law enforcement by empowering citizens

to serve in some capacity as guardians of

their own environmental space (see also

Nolan, Conti, and McDevitt 2005).

The everyday activities of shopping in a

mall, going out for a meal, commuting to

work, or simply sitting on your front porch

often constitute what may be viewed as

forms of guardianship. Each of these

activities suggests a higher likelihood that

any criminal behavior in these arenas will

be observed by someone. This observer, or

witness, in turn introduces a number of

potential consequences. First, the probability of behavior being witnessed probably increases the risk of the offender not

only being identified, but getting caught.



Second, and perhaps more important, the

presence of these individuals potentially

provides some degree of protection or intervention against would-be offenders. Third,

as a latent consequence, if offenders work

within criminal networks, conveyance of

information about the level of guardianship in a specific location may serve to

deter other would-be offenders from victimizing that particular target (Whine

1999). This increase in the level of guardianship, therefore, contributes to reducing

the availability of suitable targets and further may discourage motivated offenders

from committing criminal acts.

Routine guardianship has other dimensions as well. Thus far, the discussion has

focused on overt, or manifest, guardianship exercised by individuals over people,

property, or places. Similarly, covert, or

latent, guardianship also occurs through

many mechanisms that are common to

daily routine activities. That is, in today’s

world, manifest guardianship is typically

associated with the actions of the police

or interactions of individuals in public

spaces. Advanced technologies, as well

as developing innovations in the design

and construction of both public and private spaces, have enhanced the opportunity for effective latent guardianship to

be exercised throughout many facets of

everyday life.

In terms of physical structures, significant advances in crime prevention have

occurred by incorporating environmental

design factors such as lighting, access, visibility, and security in the construction

phases of community and economic development. This crime prevention approach

uses architecture and urban planning as

an environmental improvement process

for solving crime problems better known

as crime prevention through environmental design (CPTED). Such an approach

has been shown to be successful as one

crime prevention strategy (Brantingham,

Brantingham, and Taylor 2005). Moreover, crime prevention efforts that have
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been tied to current technologies provide

more abundant examples: Traffic cameras

commonly used by news agencies, the

availability and use of handheld video

recorders, and closed-circuit TV in both

public and private buildings, including

commercial, residential, and retail enterprises, provide video surveillance and recording of behavior that may occur in

those settings. These are just a few of the

many technologies available today that

afford forms of guardianship. Physical security systems in residences and the workplace are also common. Even in computing

environments, electronic transactions such

as e-mail traffic, voice retrieval, geographic

positioning systems, and both wire and

wireless transfers of financial information

may provide opportunities for surveillance

of behavior in a variety of settings.

Each of these technological developments has become increasingly present in

everyday life and has improved the likelihood that guardianship can be exercised

over varieties of human behavior that previously were nonexistent. Although such

routine guardianship is likely to decrease

opportunities for criminal victimization,

some individuals are concerned about

whether the availability of these sources

of guardianship promotes an erosion of

personal privacy and increases the potential for policing authorities of the state to

abuse such information in the name of

public safety. Although perhaps a legitimate concern, the balance between constitutional rights to privacy and prevailing

needs for ensuring the public’s security

continue with the capacity and means of

routine guardianship by the state at the

heart of the debate. Nonetheless, routine

guardianship persists in various forms and

provides for enhanced security and protection of life and property when employed

properly.

JANICE E. CLIFFORD and JOHN P. JARVIS

See also Community-Oriented Policing:

Practices; Crime Analysis; Role of the

Police; Situational Crime Prevention
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ROWAND AND MAYNE, FIRST

POLICE COMMISSIONERS,

UNITED KINGDOM

Rowan, Sir Charles, KCB (ca. 1782–1852),

and Mayne, Sir Richard, KCB (1796–1868).

The two founding commissioners of the

Metropolitan Police were deliberately chosen for their differences. Sir Charles Rowan

was a military man born in Ulster who had

been wounded at Waterloo in 1815, for

which service he was created Companion

of the Bath. Sir Richard Mayne, born in

Dublin and fourteen years Rowan’s junior,

was a lawyer who had been called to the bar

and was practicing on the Northern Circuit.

Home Secretary Robert Peel’s (1778–1850)

design was to unite a military man ‘‘of great

energy, great activity both of body and

mind’’ with ‘‘a sensible lawyer’’ and give

them the freedom to fashion a professionalized, permanent police force for the capital

(Critchley 1977, 88). Others deliberated and

refused before Rowan and Mayne accepted

the appointments in 1829; Mayne, at thirtythree, becoming the force’s youngest commissioner to this day. Both would make the

Police of the Metropolis their life’s work,

and both would see elevation to the status



of Knights Commander of the Bath for this

service before their deaths.

Rowan and Mayne were first introduced by Peel on July 6, 1829, and were

entrusted with making his vision a reality.

The establishment of a permanent police

force in London presented Peel and the

commissioners with substantial political

challenges, however. Widespread suspicion

among political elites that the establishment of a professional police force would

amount to the introduction of tyranny to

England presented a serious ideological

obstacle. The idea had been proposed and

dismissed twice before as recently as 1818

and 1822. The spectacle of espionage and

oppression under the auspices of police in

France and Prussia were alarming enough

to cause the House of Commons to accept

in 1818 that such a proposal would ‘‘of

necessity be odious and repulsive’’ (Tobias

1975, 98). As The Standard would protest

shortly after the force’s establishment,

‘‘The thing is not—never was English’’

(Elmsley 1983, 59).

Peel’s great achievement was to describe

a model of policing that did not appear

incompatible with the unspoken principles

of English liberty. At the same time, the

establishment of the police formed an important component of a broader plan to

overhaul the ‘‘bloody code.’’ The Metropolitan Police were but one component of

Peel’s commitment to a preventive, rather

than a harshly punitive, solution to crime.

‘‘I want to teach people,’’ he would write,

‘‘that liberty does not consist in having

your house robbed by organized gangs of

thieves, and in leaving the principal streets

of London in the nightly possession of

drunken women and vagabonds’’ (Tobias

1975, 100).

The 1829 Police Act, which created the

positions of the two commissioners, did

not specify how the force was to be

organized. That task fell directly on the

shoulders of the two men. As Mayne himself would remark before a parliamentary

committee in 1834, ‘‘[e]verything that has

been done since the commencement has
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originated with the Commissioners; the

whole of the organization has been made

by them alone’’ (Critchley 1977, 89).

The operation was performed with astonishing speed. By the end of July, they

had been allocated office space at 4 Whitehall Place, backing onto Great Scotland

Yard, where they would form a headquarters. Men were recruited, equipment purchased, and a detailed General Instruction

Book drafted that included a description

of the intended organizational structure of

the force and the legal status and responsibilities of the constable. On August 29

Rowan and Mayne were sworn in as

magistrates, and on September 16 they

personally swore in their fledgling force

of 1,011 men.

Each man was required to be more than

five feet seven inches tall, strong, in good

health, and under age thirty-five, though

it appears some were older. Strict rules of

behavior, designed in part to distinguish

this new force from the notoriously corrupt and patchy provision provided by

nightwatchmen and others, applied to constables whether on or off duty. Swift and

summary dismissals for drunkenness or

absenteeism would help to ensure that by

the time the force was two years old no

fewer than half of its recruits had been discharged. A new uniform, carefully designed

to appear civilian and nonmilitary in nature,

was issued to each man every year, and

wages were a guinea a week.

The organizational scheme for the new

police was Rowan’s creation. Applying his

military experience to the task of establishing a highly visible patrol presence on the

streets of the capital, he conceived a system

of ‘‘beats’’ to which constables could be

assigned and which they would patrol at

regular intervals. Though military nomenclature was in the main avoided, the sevensquare-mile area under the force’s purview

was parceled into ‘‘divisions,’’ to each of

which was allocated a ‘‘company’’ of men,

headed by a ‘‘superintendent.’’ Standardissue wooden rattles ensured constables

could call for help at a moment’s notice.
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The high standards of accountability

and behavior to which constables were subject were stressed in Rowan and Mayne’s

instructions. A constable was ‘‘not to interfere idly or unnecessarily in order to make a

display of his authority.’’ Rather, he would

act ‘‘with decision and boldness’’ only

when required, and in doing so ‘‘may expect to receive the fullest support in the

proper exercise of his authority’’ (Critchley

1977, 91).

If traditional English liberties and due

process of law were not enough to govern

the constables’ discretion, Mayne’s legal

perspective added prudential reasons for

circumspection. Unlike elsewhere in Europe, he stressed, English constables could

be held personally liable for acts committed in their respective public capacities.

If suspected of corruption, they did not

have the luxury of immunity against being

hauled before a court in either civil or criminal actions.

The new force, dubbed ‘‘Peel’s private army’’ and ‘‘Bobbies’’ by detractors,

evolved in an uncertain political atmosphere. Criticism continued well beyond

the early days and was inevitably at its

strongest when the police faced largescale public order challenges. Mayne had

his resignation refused at least twice late

in his career following particularly visible

blunders surrounding the 1866 Hyde Park

riot and the Clerkenwell bombing the

subsequent year.

The original emphasis on public visibility, with its appearance both of moral

transparency and of effective deterrence,

however, were never lost, and helped to

ensure the Metropolitan Police’s survival

beyond its modest beginnings. Rowan

retired in 1850 and died in 1852 at his

home in Park Lane. By the time of Mayne’s

death in 1868 he was the sole commissioner

at the head of a force of almost eight thousand men, whose geographical remit had

increased tenfold. In addition, the capital

had become a model for policing that had

been adopted by counties across the entire

country. Had it not been for Peel’s decision
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to combine military know-how with legal

continence, this vision of policing in a liberal democracy may never quite have been

born.

ANDREW DAVIES

See also Accountability; British Policing;

Crime Prevention
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RURAL AND SMALL-TOWN

LAW ENFORCEMENT

While it is common to think of America as

an urban society, significant parts of the

country remain outside major cities. About

70% of the land in America and about 20%

of America’s population is in nonmetropolitan counties—counties with fewer than

fifty thousand people that are not adjacent

to and economically dependent on large

urban areas. In America, most people live

in urban areas, but most places are rural.

Further, the rural population of the

United States is larger than the population

of blacks or of Hispanics. It is greater than

the population of Canada, Spain, Columbia, or Australia, and about the same as

the population of France or Germany.

The image of rural life as crime free

is largely a myth. While it is true that

overall crime is lower in rural areas, the

rates of drug use and domestic violence

are about the same in rural and urban



areas. Further, there are pockets of rural

America with very high crime rates. For

example, of the thirty counties in the

United States with the highest homicide

rates, nineteen are nonmetropolitan and

eleven of these are so sparsely populated

that they have no community of 2,500 or

more. Thus, rural areas often have very

real crime problems.

Before proceeding, a word of caution is

in order. It is difficult to provide a simple

description of rural police while also recognizing that rural areas and small towns

vary tremendously from one part of the

country to the next. Some rural communities have extreme levels of violent crime,

whereas other rural areas have relatively

little. Many nonmetropolitan counties are

steeped in poverty, others are relatively

wealthy. Some have very stable populations while others experience great population mobility. Parsimony demands that the

current discussion focus on the typical or

average rural agency, recognizing that not

all rural areas are alike.

Public images of the police are largely

shaped by media portrayals of large urban

police agencies. Scholarly research on the

police has also focused on these agencies,

leaving the impression that police agencies

and police work everywhere mirror that

found in the largest central cities. However, real differences exist between police

in rural and urban areas. First, let us consider urban–rural differences in the nature

of the agencies themselves, and then turn

our attention to differences in the nature

of police work.



Rural and Small-Town Police

Agencies

Although some police agencies operate

within rural areas, they are not truly of

those areas, and their impact is relatively

small. These include the state police, state

and federal conservation agents, park rangers, and numerous other state and federal
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agencies. These agencies may operate in

rural areas and small towns, but they are

accountable to their parent agency and

not to local citizens. They typically have

specialized police functions and do not act

in a general law enforcement capacity. For

these reasons, the focus here is on policing

by county sheriffs and by municipal police, agencies that account for the overwhelming majority of rural police activity.

Municipal police generally limit their

work to the borders of their towns. The

municipal police chief is usually appointed

by and accountable to the city council, and

in many communities can be fired at will.

In contrast, the sheriff is usually elected and

is thus more directly accountable to local

citizens. Sheriff ’s offices have countywide jurisdiction. In addition to traditional law enforcement, sheriff ’s offices are

usually responsible for running the local

jail, providing court security and prisoner

transport, and serving civil papers.

There are more than 3,100 counties in

the United States, each with a locally elected sheriff, and more than three-fourths

of those counties are nonmetropolitan.

Similarly, there are more than fifteen thousand municipal police departments in the

United States and just under half of those

are in nonmetropolitan counties. While

large agencies fit common stereotypes of

police, these stereotypes are wrong. Nationwide, 90% of all police agencies have

fewer than fifty sworn officers, and half of

all agencies have fewer than ten officers.

Considering only nonmetropolitan areas,

the typical municipal police department

has three officers and the typical sheriff ’s

office has eight officers.



Police Work in Small Towns and

Rural Areas

Police work in small towns and rural areas

often differs in style and substance from

that in the largest cities. It would be a
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mistake to label the work of rural and

small-town police as law enforcement, because their duties go far beyond enforcing

the law. It would be more accurate to

describe their work as policing. In many

rural areas and small towns, the police are

the only social service agency available

around the clock 365 days a year, and

they may be called on to deal with problems that in urban areas would be handled

by other agencies. For example, some

small town police chiefs’ duties included

putting up Christmas lights on city streets

and checking on chemicals in the water

treatment plant. They may be called on

to respond to barking dogs or to take

medicine to an elderly shut-in.

Because rural and small town departments often have a small number of officers, rural police are more likely to be

generalists. Rural police chiefs and sheriffs

routinely take patrol shifts and rural officers may be called on to handle a variety

of tasks, including community relations,

evidence gathering, escorting funeral processions, investigating accidents, seizing

methamphetamine laboratories, and responding to a bank robbery. This array

of tasks, some of which urban police

would consider menial, combined with

the public perception that rural areas are

crime free, leads many to believe that rural

policing is safe while urban policing is

dangerous. In reality, rural police work is

both demanding and dangerous. The rate

at which rural officers are killed in the line

of duty is about double that of the largest

cities.

The typical rural and small town officer

must work with a series of restrictions not

experienced by most urban officers. First,

rural and small-town agencies are often

restricted by a small tax base for funding

their operations. The average per-officer

expenditure for rural police is about onehalf that of urban police, and in some

jurisdictions rural police work without

benefits packages. Some rural police must

pay for their own uniforms and weapons,
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and job applicants who have already paid

for state-mandated training often have an

edge in hiring. Rural police often lag behind urban police in their access to and

familiarity with technology, such as in-car

computers and less-than-lethal force devices. Rural police are less likely to be

unionized, hampering efforts to demand

more resources.

A second limitation of rural police is

the small size of most agencies. In a threeofficer department, for example, officers

are likely to patrol alone and without backup from their own agency. Small department sizes also make access to training

difficult. In a small agency, sending one

officer away for two weeks of training

places a hardship on the remaining officers

and may upset residents who expect their

officers to be available at all times.

Finally, rural agencies must often deal

with the problems posed by geography.

Arizona, for example, has fifteen counties

that are on average about the size of New

Jersey. Long distances can mean a long

response time and a long wait for backup. In some parts of the country, remote

terrain also means numerous ‘‘dead spots’’

where communication equipment, including personal cell phones, does not work.

Despite the obstacles, rural policing has

some advantages over urban policing. For

example, rural police work is highly public

and visible. The citizen stopped for speeding may well ask, ‘‘Why am I getting a

ticket when you didn’t give one to Fred

last week?’’ Familiarity and visibility may

make rural police agencies more accountable to their public, a notion consistent

with what urban police have tried to accomplish with community policing programs. Accountability is enhanced by the

fact that sheriffs may be voted out of office

and municipal chiefs can be dismissed by

the city council, often at will with little

notice.

Another advantage of rural policing is

that the rural officer is likely to live among

the people he or she polices. The officer



will know citizens personally, seeing them

while off duty as well as while on duty. In

turn, local citizens will know a great deal

about the officer and his or her family.

Although communication skills are important in any police department, they

are particularly necessary for rural police.

In urban areas respect is often given to

the uniform, but in rural areas respect is

given to the officer as an individual. Thus,

in rural areas donning a uniform is not

enough. Respect must be earned. This, in

turn, puts pressure on the police to be

sensitive to citizen concerns.

An emphasis on accountability, combined with a personal familiarity, may

help explain why rural citizens have a

more positive view of their police than do

urban residents. For example, urban citizens are three times more likely than rural

citizens to believe their police engage in

brutality and corruption.

Despite the handicaps they face, rural

police do a better job of solving crime. For

every major index offense, clearance rates

(the percentage of crimes solved through

an arrest) are higher in rural agencies than

in urban agencies. For example, in rural

areas about 78% of murders are solved

through an arrest, whereas in the largest

cities only about 57% are solved. Despite

substantial advances in technology and in

the science of criminal investigation, homicide clearance rates in the largest cities

have dropped substantially during the

past forty years, but have only dropped

slightly in rural areas.

Rural and small-town police have been

little studied and are poorly understood.

This is unfortunate because in many ways

rural police are models of how police

agencies can do more with less. On the

whole, when the obstacles and benefits

are considered together, rural and smalltown policing holds up well against what

is done in urban areas. Rural and smalltown police are more well liked and respected by the public than urban police,

and they do a better job of solving crimes
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than do urban police. Rather than taking

urban police as the model to be emulated,

perhaps it is time to see what urban police

can learn from their rural counterparts.

RALPH A. WEISHEIT, DAVID N. FALCONE

and L. EDWARD WELLS

See also Accountability; CommunityOriented Policing: Practices; Constables;

Problem-Oriented Policing; Sheriffs
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RUSSIAN POLICING

Since the late 1980s, de-Sovietization of

the political regime and liberalization of

the economy have led to a restructuring of policing in Russia. The rapid and

highly publicized development of violent

crime, traditional illegal markets, and

predatory economic crime in a context of

economic crisis has prompted various security demands. Protection of private goods

and property rights has become a service

offered by various providers of policing:

private protection companies, internal

security departments in large firms, and

state police agencies, which are also offered on a contractual basis by the latter.
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The same holds true for maintaining public

safety, which is ensured, to varying degrees

depending on the local situation, by federal,

regional, and municipal bodies, private

sponsors, and communities of residents,

which sometimes reactivate modes of social

mobilization that had been in practice under

the Soviet system.

Within this landscape, in the early

2000s, the Interior Ministry (MVD) managed a set of police agencies devoted to

crime fighting, ensuring public safety, and

maintaining public order and also the Interior Troops. This bureaucracy is still

militarized and centralized, but public

safety and, to a lesser extent, criminal investigation missions are often supported

by regional political leaders and/or businessmen, which prevents such investigations from being uniformly implemented

across the Russian state.

The missions and prerogatives of the

MVD were considerably reduced during

the 1990s. The fire brigade and penitentiary administration were placed under the

authority of the Ministries of Emergency

Situations and Justice, respectively. In fact,

the country’s leaders preferred to create

new law enforcement agencies, such as

the tax police, active from 1993 to 2003,

rather than assign the MVD new missions.

Nevertheless, the Interior Troops had become increasingly powerful during the

1990s through their active participation

in the first Chechen war, waged from

1994 to 1996 on Russian Federation soil.

Despite a reduction in numbers undertaken in 1998 and their lesser role in the

second Chechen conflict, they remain a

military force that some sources have

put at 220,000 soldiers strong (Bennett

2000, 13). In the early 2000s, plans were

announced numerous times to transform

them into a national guard, further reduce

their numbers, and redefine their missions.

The organization of Russian police agencies has undergone countless administrative

reforms. In the judicial police, priority was

given to departments fighting organized

crime, which gained progressively more
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autonomy during the 1990s. Their regional

structure in fact did not match that of other

Interior Ministry departments, precisely in

order to prevent collusion between local

organized crime groups, law enforcement

officers, and political staff. Since the early

2000s, the departments responsible for

fighting drug trafficking and economic

and fiscal crime, a reincarnation of the

former tax police, have also risen in power

within the ministry.

These reforms have not significantly

transformed the repressive practices inherited from the Soviet era, even though the

police as an institution adopted new statutes

in 1991 that placed the defense of persons

over that of state interests. The goal of

bringing the police closer to the citizens

conflicted with the government’s need to

resort to emergency measures to deal with

criminal threats it believed might jeopardize

the political and social order. In such a context, the police continue to exercise their

activity according to a results-based rationale: Their superiors set goals and priorities and evaluate the local departments

according to quantified activity indicators,

related especially to incidents reported and

crime solving rates, which they themselves

are responsible for presenting. This bureaucratic mode of organizing police activity

encourages police officers to fulfill and/or

report the successful performance of their

duties by all possible means, by falsifying

activity indicators and selecting the easiest

cases to handle.

Moreover, it allows them free time to

utilize their position for their own interests. Given their very low income, police

officers readily admit to seeking to improve their daily fare, on duty or off, by,

for instance, taking on legal protection

assignments or even accepting bribes.

These activities can assume far more sophisticated criminal forms, such as when a

group of officers specializes in selling

stolen cars or racketeering.

The everyday visibility of these practices in departments such as the highway



police causes distrust among the population. Sociological studies stress the extent

to which the police force is a feared and

dreaded institution. Police brutality, denounced by national and transnational

nongovernmental organizations, is a mystery to no one. The reputation of the police is also related to the fact that many

officers leave the force for private security

firms, and this loss is compensated by a

recruitment policy with lowered standards:

All applicants are accepted as long as they

have no police record and they have fulfilled their military obligations. Given the

salaries offered, the possibilities of finding

illicit sources of income are an incentive to

become a police officer.

In such a context, control measures have

taken the place of announced reforms.

Since Vladimir Putin rose to the presidency

in 2000, the policy conducted toward the

Interior Ministry has been characterized

by greater penetration of secret service

agents (FSB, ex-KGB) in the administration. New control bodies have emerged,

particularly within the federal districts

created in 2001, to better coordinate the

implementation of the fight against crime.

This policy has led to staging spectacular dragnet operations conducted in the

name of the fight against corruption,

which have revealed to the general public

the existence of violent criminal organizations within the MVD. All of these

measures have prompted the renewal of

regional ministerial cadres, but have not

called into question the traditional modes

of bureaucratic organization of police

activity.

GILLES FAVAREL-GARRIGUES

See also International Police Cooperation;

International Police Missions
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Civil War began and Texas seceded from

the Union and joined the Confederate

States. At the end of the war in 1865, all

city officials including the city marshal

were ousted from office; military occupation leaders replaced them with loyal officials. For the most part of the 1860s,

federal and state officials controlled the

city’s law enforcement.

The post–Civil War reconstruction

brought prosperity to San Antonio in the

last three decades of the century. The

city’s population reached 53,321 in 1900,

an increase of more than fourteen times

from a population of 3,488 in 1850. San

Antonio was the largest city in Texas between 1840 and 1910.

John Dobbin was appointed marshal in

January 1873 and served six years. It was

the longest term served up to that time.

During this period, the San Antonio police

transformed from a cowboy-type group

into an organized police department. Officers were uniformed and required to wear

a shield and conceal their firearms under

the uniform coat.



The Nineteenth Century

San Antonio was chartered in January

1837 as an incorporated city under a town

council form of government. In 1846, the

Town Council created the post of city

marshal with a monthly salary of $50.

City marshals changed frequently in the

nineteenth century at the will of the

mayor, a city official elected every two

years. Between 1846 and 1900, the city

had twenty-nine men in this position;

their average term was less than twentythree months. The first marshal, James

Dunn, served less than a month.

In 1857, the so-called Cart War erupted

between Texas and Mexican teamsters on

the cargo routes connecting San Antonio

and gulf ports. In response to violent turmoil, the city added an assistant marshal

to the law enforcement staff. In 1861, the
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An Age of Modernization and

Professionalism

Though the San Antonio Police Department (SAPD) entered the twentieth century

on horseback, it was greeted with an ever

increasing presence of automobiles and the

need for traffic enforcement. In 1910, the

department purchased a new Franklin aircooled automobile and motorcycles for patrol, marking the beginning of a motor

fleet. In 1924, the department retired its

last police horse. In the 1930s, SAPD had

its first four high-speed emergency autos

and equipped all patrol vehicles with twoway radios; a police radio broadcasting

station was built at headquarters. By the

end of the fifth decade, the department had

an aerial surveillance unit and an urban

expressway system.

SAPD started eight-hour shifts and created a ‘‘Manual of Directives’’ in 1917.

Some of the rules included shaving every

other day, no smoking between 6:00 a.m.

and 11:00 p.m., and never sitting down

while on duty. Beginning in 1929, all

SAPD officers were required to be fingerprinted. In 1933, SAPD officers had a new

badge featuring a shield and a fine image of

the Alamo with the officer’s number and the

words ‘‘San Antonio Police Department.’’

This has been the badge of SAPD officers to

the current date. In 1939, a formal police

academy began its operation and graduated

the first class of twenty-four SAPD officers.

During the first half of the twentieth

century, eighteen men served as the city’s

police chief; five of them stayed on the

position for three years or longer. In 1951,

the city council shifted to a council manager

form of government. The new management

model augmented the stability of the position of police chief. George W. Bichsel was

appointed chief in 1953 and served nineteen

years; only five other men served as chief for

the rest of the century.

As the city’s population and traffic

grew rapidly, SAPD responded with expansion in both human resources and
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facilities, particularly in the 1950s. The

number of sworn officers grew from 370

in 1954 to 516 in 1958, averaging almost a

10% increase annually.

In 1957, police consultant Donald S.

Leonard conducted a survey study and

presented the results and his 147 recommendations to the SAPD and city council

in a 350-page report. As a result, a $6

million bond issue was approved in 1958

for a new jail and new police headquarters

building. In the same year, SAPD relocated

its communications to a spacious new communications center with modern equipment and separate dispatchers’ booths. In

addition, the department adopted a twofrequency radio operation, expanded crime

laboratory, and increased support staff.

The modernization of SAPD continued

in the 1960s and accelerated in the 1970s.

The department started using polygraph

for lie detection in 1966, breathalyzer for

blood alcohol level analysis in 1967, radar

for monitoring traffic in 1973, and computer-aided dispatch in 1974. The 911 service became operational in 1979. In the

same year, its computer system became

linked to the Texas Crime Information

Center and the National Crime Information Center. The Regional Crime Lab was

created as a unit of SAPD in 1973; a mobile crime lab was added in 1976. SAPD’s

Helicopter Unit was also established in the

1970s.



Embracing Community Policing

SAPD began to decentralize patrol functions to six substations in the mid-1980s.

A series of community policing programs

followed and continued into the 1990s.

Downtown foot patrol began in 1986. Officers on bicycles joined foot patrol officers

in 1990, forming the Downtown Foot and

Bicycle Patrol Unit. The bike officers may

wear special SAPD bicycle uniforms with

shorts in summer and dark fatigue trousers
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in winter. Patrol bikes are equipped with

headlamps and reflectors for the officer’s

safety and with a back rack and carry case.

Like their counterparts riding automobiles, bike officers carry radios; many also

take with them hand-held mobile data

units. In 2005, the bicycle fleet had sixty

bikes and a full-time civilian mechanic in

charge of their maintenance.

Among other community policing programs were Family Assistance Crisis Teams

(FACT, 1988), Drug Abuse Resistance

Education (D.A.R.E., 1988), Alamo City

Heat Band (1988), Cellular on Patrol

(1993), Citizen Police Academy (1994),

San Antonio Fear Free Environment

(SAFFE, 1995), Victims Advocacy Section (1995), and Volunteers in Policing

(VIP, 1997).

Partnership with citizens has interested

not only individuals but the business community as well. Zachary Construction

Company mandated, for example, that as

a requirement of employment, all security

employees of the company enroll in the

SAPD’s eleven-week Citizens Police Academy. In 1998, the National League of Cities presented an award of Excellence in

Community Policing to SAPD for its web

page, which was first published in 1996 and

has since been expanded and updated.

Through the increased utilization of volunteers, SAPD has been able to increase its

visibility and better serve the community.

The programs have been particularly valuable in the wake of the September 11, 2001,

terrorist attacks, when budget constraints

were felt by law enforcement agencies in

large cities across the country.



officers and 67 civilians to 2,008 sworn

officers and 480 full-time civilians; its salary

budget grew from $1.5 million to $190

million. In 2000, 68% of the city’s population was minority, including more than

58% with a Hispanic origin, while 48% of

the city’s sworn officers were minorities.

SAPD’s first female officer was hired in

1900 to monitor female prisoners. In

2000, 6% of the officers were women; it

was the lowest female rate among the police departments of sixty-two large American cities (serving a population larger than

250,000). In 2005, 7% of SAPD officers

were female—a 1% increase in five years.

OLIVIA YU

See also American Policing: Early Years
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Minorities and Women

San Antonio’s population grew from

406,811 to more than 1.2 million between

1954 and 2004, when the city was ranked

the second largest in Texas and the eighth

largest in the United States. In these fifty

years, SAPD expanded from 370 sworn



SAN DIEGO COMMUNITY

POLICING

The San Diego Police Department was at

the forefront of many new developments

in policing between 1970 and 2000. In the

1970s, the department was the site of three
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early Police Foundation studies—San

Diego Field Interrogation (1975), San

Diego Community Profile (1975), and Patrol Staffing in San Diego: One- or TwoOfficer Units (1977). In the late 1980s, the

department was one of five cities selected

to implement field experiments in problem-oriented policing (POP).

In the 1990s, the department was selected to host a Regional Community

Policing Institute and to serve as a National Community Oriented Policing Demonstration Center. Also in the 1990s, the

department began hosting the annual International Problem-Oriented Policing Conference and won several national awards

for community policing and problemoriented policing. In 2001, the department

won an ‘‘Excellence in Equality’’ award

for its integration of gays and lesbians

throughout the agency. Most recently,

the department was one of the first in the

country to voluntarily agree to collect vehicle stop data in response to the racial

profiling issue and has been widely recognized for engaging community groups in

the early stages of that process.

San Diego’s early adoption of community-oriented and problem-oriented strategies is interesting because California police

departments did not generally embrace

these developments before the 1990s. One

exception, Santa Ana, was an early proponent of community policing, owing to

the leadership of Chief Ray Davis, but

otherwise California departments seemed

to put more emphasis on the professional

model and the legalistic style of policing, as

epitomized by Los Angeles and Oakland.

In the middle 1980s, the new strategy of

community policing tended to be more

associated with Houston, Newark, and

Madison, while problem-oriented policing

was identified with Newport News and

Baltimore County. This early period of

community policing and problem-oriented

policing development represented an important shift in the epicenter of policing

innovation from the West Coast to the

Midwest and East Coast.
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San Diego shares one important characteristic with many other California and

Southwest police departments—low police

staffing in relation to population. In 2004,

for example, large cities in the West averaged 1.9 sworn officers per thousand population compared to 4.3 officers in the

Northeast. San Diego has even fewer officers than the average for the West—1.6

officers per thousand. These low levels of

police staffing have generally led California

and other western departments to emphasize efficiency, out of necessity. Whereas

Los Angeles and some other agencies

developed a ‘‘lean and mean’’ culture as

their adaptation to insufficient police personnel starting in the 1980s, San Diego

looked to its community for volunteer

assistance and to analytical methods for

policing smarter, such as problem-oriented

policing.

Much of the credit for San Diego’s

community-oriented path goes to a succession of police chiefs, particularly William

Kolender (1976–1988), Robert Burgreen

(1988–1993), and Jerry Sanders (1993–

1999). Chief Kolender (who has subsequently served as sheriff of San Diego

County since 1995) emphasized diversity

and equal opportunity in the department

and oversaw the initial implementation of

problem-oriented policing in the department. Chief Burgreen instituted town hall

meetings, initiated neighborhood policing,

and started the annual POP conference in

San Diego in conjunction with the Police

Executive Research Forum (PERF). Chief

Sanders (who was elected mayor of San

Diego in 2005) implemented several internal organizational measures to put greater

emphasis on problem-oriented policing,

expanded problem-oriented policing department-wide, continued and expanded

the POP conferences, promoted the widespread use of volunteers, and placed San

Diego in the vanguard of departments

working with the new Office of Community Oriented Policing Services (the COPS

Office) in the U.S. Department of Justice

during the 1990s.
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In addition, beginning in 1988, PERF

was instrumental in providing the police

department with technical assistance to

implement and enhance problem-oriented

policing. PERF placed Nancy McPherson

in the department to help with its

POP demonstration project. She remained

with the department after the grant expired, assisting with problem-oriented

policing efforts, and later went on to serve

in assistant chief–level positions in the

Seattle and Portland police departments.



Community Profiling

This project, begun in 1973 with research

assistance from the Police Foundation, required patrol officers to systematically

profile their beats by gathering information about resident demographics, businesses, social service agencies, crime, and

calls for service. The premise was that officers should become more knowledgeable

about their beats and the people living

in them in order to do a better job of policing, identifying problems, and tailoring

solutions. Results indicated that officer attitudes became more community-oriented—

officers came to believe that they should be

more knowledgeable about their beats and

residents, that stronger ties to community

members were more important than they

had thought, and that random patrol was

less effective than previously believed.

This very early community profiling initiative presaged national developments in

U.S. policing over the next two to three

decades. For San Diego it laid the foundation for further expansion into community

policing and problem-oriented policing.



Problem-Oriented Policing

For a decade or longer, San Diego was

widely recognized as a leader in problemoriented policing, particularly among large

cities. POP training was started in the



department in the late 1980s. The International Problem-Oriented Policing Conference was held annually in San Diego,

cosponsored by the police department,

from 1990 to 2003. Problem solving was

formally incorporated into field training

in 1996, as one of the anchors on recruits’

daily performance evaluation forms. The

department was one of the first in the country, in 1998, to integrate problem solving

throughout its recruit-training academy. In

the department’s triannual performance

review program for sworn officers, problem solving was one of fourteen specific

criteria that were scored.

The department developed its own database, POP-Track, for storing and retrieving

information on POP projects. San Diego

police officers have delivered POP training

around the country, and former police department employees have been hired by

other agencies to help them implement

POP. Former San Diego police commanders have been hired as police chiefs in

other major cities, including Norm Stamper in Seattle and John Welter in Anaheim,

in large measure due to their expertise in

POP and community policing.

Prior to 1993, much of the problemsolving activity in the department was

accomplished by Neighborhood Policing

Teams (NPTs), which had been established as part of community policing implementation. Subsequently, the department’s

official policy was that all officers (and all

other employees) should incorporate problem solving into their regular duties, leading to the elimination of the NPTs and

department-wide implementation of POP.

A number of organizational systems were

implemented to support both POP and

community policing, including (1) a crime

analysis unit, based at headquarters, that

was nationally recognized for its sophistication; (2) a Neighborhood Policing Support Team (NPST) that helped mentor

officers and squads in the field (this team’s

mission was broadened in 2001 to include

providing a range of administrative and

field assistance related to problem solving,
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community policing, and crime prevention); (3) a Problem Analysis Advisory

Committee (PAAC) that met monthly to

help officers analyze problems and brainstorm responses (the committee and its

meetings were renamed Problem Solving

Meetings in February 2000); (4) a computerized record keeping system for problemoriented policing projects (POP-Track);

and (5) a departmental strategic plan that

identified POP as a critical component for

achieving department goals.

Research on POP in San Diego has

demonstrated the difficulty of changing

the way the average officer does his or her

work in a big police department. Capowich

and Roehl found in 1989 that the role

played by citizens was limited and that

problem analysis tended to be superficial.

Cordner and Biebel found in 2000–2001

that San Diego’s POP projects tended to

focus on small-scale problems (one address, one intersection, one park, and so

forth) and to employ relatively weak analysis and assessment methods. On the positive side, however, these studies found that

officers accepted the importance of taking

a problem-oriented approach; that most

officers could point to recent POP projects

in which they had been involved; and that

officers typically employed a combination

of traditional and nontraditional responses

in their problem-solving efforts. While routine police activity in San Diego did not

consistently measure up to award-winning

POP standards, it was more systematic,

analytical, and substantive than the incident-oriented style of policing practiced in

most police agencies.

As of 2005, the department’s commitment to POP seemed to have waned. Chief

David Bejarano (1999–2003) emphasized

community policing but relaxed specific expectations regarding problem-oriented policing. Chief William Lansdowne (2003–),

who came to San Diego from the San Jose

Police Department, has experienced significant financial challenges during his

administration and seems to have emphasized more traditional approaches with
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less support for department-wide problem-oriented policing than was evident in

the 1990s.



Volunteers

An important aspect of San Diego’s approach to community policing has been

widespread use of volunteers. The police

department initiated its volunteer program

in 1986 when Crisis Intervention Teams

were developed to assist victims and witnesses and relieve patrol officers of sometimes time-consuming duties. This program

struggled initially, but by 1989, volunteers

were responding to an average of twenty

calls per month. By 1995, the workload

handled by volunteers had grown to about

fifty calls per month.

The department broadened its volunteer program in 1989 following a careful

study and the establishment of policies,

procedures, volunteer positions, selection

requirements, and minimum expectations.

Over the course of several years, the number

of active volunteers grew to about a thousand. Presently, volunteers serve in one of

four general capacities: (1) Volunteers in

Policing (VIP), (2) Retired Senior Volunteer

Patrol (RSVP), (3) crisis intervention, and

(4) reserves. These volunteers are expected

to donate a minimum of twenty to twentyfour hours per month. VIP assignments are

in area stations, storefronts, the telephone

reporting unit, and other department units.

RSVP volunteers assist area stations with

various crime prevention programs. Crisis

intervention volunteers are on call to respond to critical incidents and assist victims

and witnesses. Reserves perform police

duties alongside full-time officers.



The San Diego Model

Over and above specific programs and

initiatives, the San Diego model is often
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identified as a big city alternative to the

archetypal LAPD and NYPD models. The

LAPD model of the 1980s emphasized enforcement, specialization, and toughness.

The NYPD model, beginning in 1994

with COMPSTAT, emphasized brokenwindows theory, quality of life enforcement, and zero tolerance. In contrast to

these approaches, the San Diego model

emphasized community policing and problem-oriented policing.

Which approach worked most effectively? Evaluations on such a grand scale

are difficult at best, but San Diego managed to avoid the police–community relations tensions and scandals of its Southern

California neighbor the LAPD in the

1980s and 1990s. Less well known is that

San Diego experienced almost exactly the

same crime rate decreases as the ‘‘New

York miracle’’ of the 1990s and early

2000s, with about a third the number of

police officers per population. Arguably,

New York achieved its noisy miracle with

a heavy-handed enforcement approach

and a very expensive level of police staffing, while San Diego quietly enjoyed the

same level of success by analyzing repeat

crime and traffic problems, applying both

traditional and nontraditional responses,

and engaging those affected by crime

problems in their solution.

GARY CORDNER

See also Community-Oriented Policing:

Practices; Problem-Oriented Policing
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SARA, THE MODEL

The SARA model is the most familiar

process for doing problem-oriented policing (POP). The acronym SARA stands for

scanning, analysis, response, and assessment. The model was first published in

the evaluation report on problem solving

in the Newport News (Virginia) Police

Department in 1987. It is usually attributed to John Eck, one of the authors of the

Newport News report.

The four steps are straightforward.

Scanning involves looking at data, talking

to people, and observing the community

in order to identify potential problems.

Analysis involves studying potential problems to determine if they deserve concerted

attention and, if so, trying to develop accurate descriptions and explanations of

them. Response involves searching for a

wide range of solutions and then choosing

and implementing the ones with the most

promise. Assessment involves collecting

data after the response to determine if the

problem has been eliminated or at least

reduced. If success has not been achieved,

then further analysis and a different set of

responses may be needed.
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The SARA model has attained celebrity

status within policing for several reasons.

Perhaps most important, it is an easily

remembered acronym. Also, it entails just

four steps—most people can remember

them. Of course, it was important that

POP became a popular, appealing, and

effective police strategy beginning in the

1980s. Moreover, problem solving using

the SARA model was incorporated into

community policing in the early 1990s.

From that point forward, training, publications, and even federal grant programs

incorporating SARA became commonplace.

Two shortcomings of the SARA model

have been noted. First, SARA implies that

problem solving is, or should follow, a

linear process. The model seems to suggest

that first you do scanning, then you do

analysis, then you do response, then you

do assessment, and then you are done. In

practice, though, problem solvers seem to

engage in a lot more back-and-forth activity. For example, they may be responding

to a problem when they learn something

new about it, which makes them realize

that it is really a different problem than

they originally thought. Another common

experience is that some problems require

immediate response as soon as they are

recognized. In this situation, officers may

engage in response at the same time that

they are trying to verify the real status of a

perceived problem (scanning) and while

they are also trying to figure out what is

causing the problem (analysis).

Another complaint about SARA is that

it does not formally incorporate the community. As outlined, the SARA model can

be carried out entirely by the police. If so,

however, the risk is that only problems

considered important by the police will

get attention, only police data will be used

to analyze the problems, only police-led

responses will be employed, and assessment will declare victory or defeat solely

on the basis of police criteria. Because of

these concerns, when problem solving is
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incorporated within community policing,

it is usually termed collaborative problem

solving, in order to emphasize the importance of community involvement in each

step of the SARA process.

A concept that was developed to help

enhance the SARA model is the problem

analysis triangle. The three sides of the

triangle are victims, offenders, and locations. When analyzing specific problems,

officers are encouraged to focus on victims

(who are they, what harms do they suffer,

why are they victimized but others are

not?), offenders (who are they, why do

they choose to commit these offenses?),

and locations (where do the problems

occur, why do they occur in some places

and not others?). Carefully focusing on

these factors makes sense because crime

and other police problems usually are not

randomly distributed. Rather, crimes and

many other problems are concentrated

among a relatively small number of offenders, victims, and locations.

Another feature of the problem analysis

triangle aids problem solvers at the response

stage. Once problems have been analyzed

and attention turns to responses, it is helpful to consider whether there are guardians

of victims (for example, parents), handlers of offenders (for example, teachers or

employers), or managers of locations (for

example, landlords) who can be convinced

to exercise authority and oversight in such a

way that the problem might be reduced.

Thinking about the roles that might be

played by guardians, handlers, and managers helps problem solvers identify additional responses, especially ones that are

not completely police dependent.

The SARA model is not the only process for carrying out problem-oriented

policing or problem solving. Herman

Goldstein, the inventor of POP, used the

terms ‘‘identifying problems,’’ ‘‘analyzing

problems,’’ ‘‘the search for alternatives,’’

and ‘‘measuring the effectiveness of alternative responses’’—clearly the same meaning

as SARA, but slightly different terminology.
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The Royal Canadian Mounted Police

adopted the CAPRA acronym, which

stands for clients, acquire/analyze information, partnerships, responses, and assessment of action taken. This model

keeps most of the basic problem-solving

process but incorporates a focus on clients (the citizens whose problems need

to be addressed) and partnerships (working together with the community to solve

problems).

Two problem-solving processes have

been developed in the United Kingdom.

One adopted by the Home Office, called

the Five I’s (or 5 I’s), entails intelligence,

interventions, implementation, involvement, and impact. The other, developed

by the London Metropolitan Police and

enhanced by the company Sixth Sense,

uses a longer process that includes the

following steps:

1. Identify. Where is the demand coming from?

2. Demand. What do they want?

3. Problem. Prepare an overview of

the perceived problem.

4. Aim. What is the aim in general?

5. Problem. Define the problem.

6. Aim. What is your aim?

7. Research.

8. Analysis.

9. Options. Think creatively.

10. Responses. Negotiate and initiate

action plan.

11. Evaluation. Was the aim met?

12. Review. What went well?

13. Success. Acknowledge and share

good practice.

The value of this more detailed elaboration of the process is that it helps remind

problem solvers of specific steps and considerations that can make problem solving

more effective.

GARY CORDNER

See also Community-Oriented Policing:

Practices; Problem-Oriented Policing
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History of School Resource Officers

Police have been involved in schools for a

very long time (Morrison 2003; McNicholas

n.d.). The origin of school resource officers

(SRO) dates back to the 1950s, when Flint,

Michigan, assigned an officer to a school in

1953. In the 1960s and 1970s, various

towns in Florida also had local police that

assigned officers to some schools—the

term ‘‘school resource officer’’ is credited

to a Miami police chief (Griffin 2000).

SROs also began in Tucson, Arizona, in

the early 1960s. During the late 1960s, the

Fresno Police Department in California

also stationed seven officers in elementary

and junior high schools to try to better

relations between the police and the community (West and Fries 1995).

During the 1980s and early 1990s, the

development of SROs lapsed (McDaniel

1999/2001). Local police departments, however, began utilizing officers to provide

an educational role in the school. In
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1983, the Los Angeles Police Department

established the Drug Abuse Resistance

Education (D.A.R.E.) program for students. In D.A.R.E. programs, police officers originally presented a fifteen-hour

curriculum to students in fifth and eighth

grades. The program was intended to be

presented during the final year of a student’s time in a particular level of education, such as elementary school and middle

school. This plan was modified by many

school departments to meet local needs.

As it developed, D.A.R.E. expanded its

curriculum to all grades from kindergarten

through the senior year in high school.

D.A.R.E. represented the first widespread formal and ongoing partnership

between the police of a local community

and the schools in that community. Much

controversy exists as to the effectiveness

of the D.A.R.E. curriculum in preventing

future drug use and abuse by students.

Interestingly, though, D.A.R.E. has a previously unrecognized benefit—the development of positive relationships between

D.A.R.E. officers and both students and

administrators who work in the schools.

These relationships helped to dispel many

myths about the negative consequences of

having police officers on school grounds.

At present, D.A.R.E. ‘‘is now being implemented in nearly 80%’’ of American

school districts and ‘‘more than fifty-four

countries around the world’’ (D.A.R.E.

website).

Building off the D.A.R.E. curriculum,

the Phoenix (Arizona) Police Department

and the U.S. Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco,

Firearms and Explosives began the Gang

Resistance Education and Training program (G.R.E.A.T. website). This began as

an eight-lesson program curriculum for

middle school in 1992. Now, G.R.E.A.T.

is a thirteen-lesson, thirteen-week program

that is offered to elementary and middle

school students. It is also offered in summer programs.

While G.R.E.A.T. seems to have more

success than D.A.R.E. (Peterson and

Esbensen 2004; Esbensen et al. 2001),
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both programs served as opportunities

for police to interact with students in a

school setting. These programs and many

similar local programs that have developed during the past twenty years have

brought police into schools in a crime prevention role. These programs used police

to present a curriculum but not to play a

broader role in school safety or student

counseling. In these programs the police

office would go into the school each week

and present the next module of the curriculum and then leave. The officer would

not have a formal role in the safety issues

facing the school.



Development of SRO Program

In the mid-1990s, new communities developed SRO programs out of a national

perception that school violence was increasing. A series of high-profile killings

occurred between 1996 and 2000 in school

settings. In at least twelve separate incidents throughout the United States, students who brought guns to school injured

or killed other students and teachers

(Washington Post 2000). These incidents

occurred in elementary, junior high, and

high schools. This led people to pay more

attention to creating and further developing the function of the SRO.

While subsequent analyses have demonstrated that there was no increase in the level

of school violence during this period, the

public fear and concern increased dramatically. In response to the public concern,

in 1999 the Office of Community Oriented

Policing Services (COPS) initiated the Cops

in Schools (CIS) Program to fund police

officers in schools across the country. The

CIS program provided support for police

officers who worked in schools. The COPS

office provides a three-year grant to local

police agencies to support officers who

would work with the schools.

As of 2004, the COPS office had

awarded more than $748 million for the
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program. This funding has provided support for approximately 6,500 SROs across

the country. The SRO program was the

first national program to develop a

model where officers became involved in

a broad range of school safety initiatives

and to include officers whose regular assignment was to be present at individual

schools for all or most of their workday.



The Model of SRO Programs

There are a few different official definitions of what an SRO is exactly, and

local communities have tailored the function of SROs to fit their needs. Most

SROs, however, are officers who serve in

schools full time. The initial model of

school resource officers has been described

as the ‘‘triad’’ concept, where the SRO’s

job is divided into the roles teacher, counselor, and law enforcement. It is important

to note that this model is a model suggested by both the COPS office and the

National Association of School Resource

Officers (NASRO) but may not be the

model that is implemented in individual

schools across the country.

The model as suggested describes a police officer who is assigned full time to a

school, or set of schools, who engages in a

combination of activities. The officer will

enforce the laws of the jurisdiction within

the school setting. In this regard the officer

will investigate drug distribution networks, gambling operations, and thefts

that occur in or around school settings.

The second area of activity is teaching.

In schools where the SROs teach, they

may teach a legal issues course or a life

skills course, but it appears to be much

more common that SROs teach a day or

a module of an existing course. These lectures or modules frequently include topics

such as drug education, drunk-driving

prevention, legal rights, and, in middle

school, bullying prevention.



The final area of activity is counseling.

In this capacity officers may work with

individual students to deal with substance abuse problems and refer them

to existing programs; officers may also

work with students who are having difficulty at home and help them get in touch

with programs that can support them. It

is important to note that SROs are not

trained counselors, so their role is to

connect students experiencing difficulties

in their lives with programs that can help

them.

Officers do appear to do more than just

law enforcement. In a NASRO survey in

2002, officers reported spending more

than half their time in non–law enforcement tasks. It is worth noting that the

amount of law enforcement tasks an officer engages in may differ depending on

whether the officer serves a junior high or

high school.

Recent work has also focused on developing principles and standards for

SRO training. NASRO has developed the

NASRO Practitioner Program. This program is a way to ensure that officers have

an appropriate background, and the appropriate training, to become an SRO. To

enter into the program, an officer has

to have been an SRO for three years,

must attend forty hours of training and a

twenty-four-hour supervisor training course,

and finally must complete 160 hours of

additional in-service training (NASRO

website).

Finally, the SROs have developed security plans for potential catastrophic events.

An additional action taken by a large

number of SROs has been to review or

develop a school security plan in the

event of an incident such as occurred at

Columbine High School, in Colorado, in

1999, or even a terrorist attack. These

plans spell out evacuation procedures

and communication lines and also include

an up-to-date functional layout of the

building(s) so that emergency responders

can quickly assess the situation and vulnerabilities.
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Extent of the SRO Programs

As noted above, the COPS office estimates

that it has funded more than 6,500 SROs

since the inception of the COPS in Schools

program. Since many SROs cover more

than one school, it is likely that more than

seven or eight thousand schools have an

SRO assigned.

NASRO, which began in 1990, estimates that it has a total of fifteen thousand

members from all fifty states, many of

whom have attended their training programs. The primary reason for the discrepancy between the two figures may be

that as officers get promoted or otherwise

reassigned, multiple officers from a single

agency may attend NASRO training.

SROs are most likely to be assigned to

local high schools than to middle schools

and less often assigned to elementary

schools. This reflects the law enforcement

orientation of SROs in that high schools

are the most frequent school setting for

illegal activity.

Officers generally volunteer for the

SRO program. They are most frequently

assigned full time to the local school or

schools. Many SROs do not report to roll

call at the police department but in fact

spend their entire day within the school

setting.

Many SROs receive training—frequently they attend programs presented

by NASRO—but it is often the case that

due to scheduling conflicts, this training

comes after the officers have already

begun their assignments as SROs.



Challenges of SRO Programs

The single largest challenge of the SRO

programs involves continued funding.

The COPS office originally provides three

years of funding to communities to begin

or expand their SRO programs. When

communities reach the three-year sunset
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point, they are faced with the difficult decision of how to replace the federal funding with local funds. In some communities

SRO programs have been eliminated since

alterative funding could not be identified.

However, due to the widespread popularity of these programs, in many communities the costs of such programs were

either absorbed into the overall police

budget or the community voted on a tax

increase or additional levy to continue the

program. In a large number of communities taxpayers have approved these

requests.

A second set of challenges involves the

administration of the program. In many

communities a conflict has arisen around

the ability of school administrators to set

goals and provide direction to SROs

about how they should function on a

day-to-day basis.

A related challenge is the role the SRO

plays in enforcing school discipline. Some

conflicts have developed around the SRO’s

responsibility in enforcing school policies.

Some school administrators believe that

the SRO should support the mission of

the school by enforcing school policies.

Many SROs resist this role since they view

it as being in conflict with the educator and

counselor roles they are also expected to

fulfill.

The SROs also have to decide on

whether they are serving as an assistant

to the school administrator or as a police

officer in the school (Morrison 2003). The

authority of these two positions differs.

The SRO has to contend with various

constitutional issues in deciding whether

to issue the Miranda warning and in matters involving search and seizure. The criteria in deciding whether to search a

student vary for school staff and officers.

Also, this can cause problems when a principal asks an officer to search a student: Is

the officer searching the student as an officer (who makes decision based on the request of the principal) or as a subordinate

of the principal who must do what the

boss asks (Morrison 2003).
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Another issue facing SROs regarding

their role is deciding whether to wear a

uniform on duty in the school (Girouard

2001). Some argue that the police should

wear uniforms to serve as an easily recognizable police deterrent. Others argue that

SROs should wear either civilian clothes

or a modified ‘‘soft uniform’’ (that is, dress

pants and polo type shirt with an official

monogram). This position argues that the

official police uniform might intimidate

students and thwart police and community relations. Finally, some argue that

police should wear their regular uniforms

part of the week and their soft uniform or

civilian clothes the other part of the week,

allowing the students to see both sides of

the officer.

JACK MCDEVITT and W. CARSTEN

ANDRESEN

See also Crime Prevention; Drug Abuse Resistance Education (D.A.R.E.); Gang Resistance Education and Training (G.R.E.A.T.);

Juvenile Crime and Criminalization; Responding to School Violence
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Until 1997, most Americans considered the

schools their children attended to be relatively secure environments where the children could focus on academics, free from

distraction from the outside community.

The spate of school shootings that began

in October 1997 (when Luke Woodham

opened fire in his high school in Pearl,

Mississippi) and reached a terrifying peak

on April 20, 1999, in Littleton, Colorado,

with the ‘‘Columbine massacre’’ (where

Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold killed

thirteen before taking their own lives) led

many parents, legislators, and educators to

believe that violence has increased in
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schools and, indeed, that schools have

become violent, dangerous environments.

In fact, polls conducted in the late

1990s determine that three in four Americans thought it was likely that a school

shooting could happen in their community, and three in five reported that school

violence was an issue that ‘‘worried them a

great deal.’’ The execution of 350 students,

teachers, and parents in Beslan, Russia, in a

school taken hostage by more than thirty

gunmen in fall 2004 further suggests that

schools, viewed as ‘‘soft targets’’ by terrorist

groups, may become victims of terrorism in

the near future. Thus, the issue of school

violence remains at the forefront of concern

for many American citizens.

When most people think of school violence, they think of school shootings such

as those mentioned above. Even among researchers and school administrators, there

is no consensus on how to define school

violence, and it is difficult to provide a comprehensive overview of the idea of school

violence. Nevertheless, school violence can

be considered to exist ‘‘. . . along a lengthy

continuum, at one end marked by minor

incidents involving everyday fighting,

name calling, bullying, and minor property destruction and at the other end

marked by extortion, rape, homicide, and

mass murder’’ (Gerler 2004, xxiii).

The primary sources of data regarding

school violence are public records, newspaper reports, and national surveys of

students, teachers, and administrators.

These data suggest that while it may be

true that isolated schools in isolated sections of the country are dangerous, violence-prone environments, this is certainly

not the case in most schools in most areas

of the country. In fact, schools are one of

the safest places that children can spend

their time (Small and Tetrick 2001).

Nevertheless, most data available suggest that most schools have some form of

school violence and that regardless of the

type of violence, school violence is more

likely to occur in high schools than in

middle schools and more likely in middle
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schools than in elementary schools. Additionally, the amount of school violence

increases as the number of students in a

school increases. Violent activities are also

less likely at rural schools than urban

schools. In 1999–2000, 7% of all public

schools were responsible for half of the

total violent incidents reported, and 2% of

the schools accounted for half of the serious violent incidents. In general, schools

with high levels of serious violent activity tend to have (1) larger enrollments,

(2) higher percentages of students who

score lower on standardized tests, (3) higher

student-to-teacher ratios, (4) higher numbers of students transferring from the

school, and (5) higher numbers of serious

discipline problems and schoolwide disruptions (U.S. Department of Education

2003).



School-Associated Violent Deaths

School-associated violent deaths are rare

events. Fewer than 1% of the children

murdered annually are killed on school

property or at school-related events

(Small and Tetrick 2001), and the chance

of suffering a school-associated violent

death is less than one in a million (U.S.

Departments of Education and Justice

1999). Most of the data available regarding school-associated violent death are

derived from data collected by the National

School Safety Center (NSSC), which, until

early 2004, collected annual data regarding the number of school-associated violent deaths, using newspaper reports from

throughout the United States.

The NSSC defined a school-associated

violent death as any suicide, homicide,

or weapons-related death in the United

States that occurs on school property, on

the way to or from school, or at a schoolrelated event or that was a direct result of

school incidents or activities, whether or

not the death occurred on school grounds
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(see www.nssc1.org for definition and numbers). In 2002–2003, there were twenty-one

school-associated violent deaths, a number

that represents a dramatic decrease from

the early 1990s (fifty-six in 1992–1993 and

fifty-four in 1993–1994) and a slight decrease from the mid-1990s. Thus, contrary

to popular rhetoric, if there is a trend in

deaths on school properties, the trend is

toward a reduced amount of death on

school grounds, not an increased amount.



Nonfatal Crimes against Students

and Teachers

Nonfatal serious school violence (for example, rapes, robbery, aggravated assault,

simple assault) is also far less likely to

occur at school than away from school.

In fact, the rates of serious violent crime

are between two and three times higher

away from school than at school. Additionally, most injuries received at school

are not the result of violent activity, as

90% of children admitted to hospitals for

an injury sustained at school are injured

unintentionally through falls, sports, and

school equipment (for example, wood

shop equipment) (U.S. Departments of

Education and Justice 1999).

Nevertheless, most schools do experience some form of nonfatal violence.

According to the U.S. Department of Education (2004), seven out of ten public

schools experience some form of violence

every year, and one in five report some

form of serious violence (for example,

rape, sexual battery other than rape, physical attack or fight with a weapon, threat

of physical attack or physical attack, or

fight with or without a weapon). On average each year, there are also slightly more

than 130,000 violent crimes against teachers at schools; about four teachers per

thousand are the victims of serious violent

crime at school.



Weapons at School

Recently, the general public appears to

have developed the perception that the

prevalence of weapons in and around

schools has increased dramatically. Incidents such as those referred to above

have led many to believe that our schools

are inundated with weapons and are no

longer safe places for children to learn.

This perception, however, directly contradicts empirical evidence to the contrary

and perceptions of students, teachers, and

law enforcement officials nationwide that

violence and weapons in public schools

have decreased.

Nationally, slightly more than one in

five students have carried a weapon to

school in the past thirty days, and approximately one in fifty twelfth graders have

carried a gun to school in that same time

period (U.S. Departments of Education

and Justice 1999). Furthermore, slightly

more than one in ten students are involved

in a fight on school property each year,

and almost one in ten are threatened or

injured with a weapon on school property

each year (Grunbaum et al. 2004). Contrary to popular opinion, however, both

student weapon carrying and fighting at

school have also declined steadily during

the past few years.



Causes of School Violence

Gerler (2004) suggests that school violence

is caused by a combination of factors from

several different domains of human functioning and argues that a number of elements that are unique to the school

environment interact to create school violence. These elements include the following:

.



Students who engage in violent behavior often receive attention from

their peers, teachers, school administrators, and (in extraordinary
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cases) the media that they do not

receive for conformist behavior.

The school environment, particularly in the large, urban settings

referenced above where school violence is most problematic, is often

characterized by large enrollments

and unmanageable class sizes.

Many students find school boring and

unstimulating and act out in abusive

and angry manners. They may become involved in drugs and alcohol,

which increase the likelihood that

they will engage in violent behavior.

Youth who have peers that engage in

violence at school and those who feel

isolated or alienated in the school

setting are more likely to engage in

violence.

Youth who are unattached to their

parents, teachers, and other conformist aspects of the school setting

are more likely to engage in violence

as well.



Reducing School Violence

Gottfredson (1997), in a comprehensive

evaluation review of school-based crime

prevention program evaluations funded

by the National Institute of Justice, determined that there were several types of

school-based programs that worked to reduce school violence. These programs can

be broadly grouped into three categories:

(1) programs empowering youth, parents,

and community members to play an active

role in improving the school setting, (2)

programs aimed at setting expectations

and norms for student behavior, and (3)

programs that provide comprehensive instruction focusing on a number of social

competency skills (for example, social problem solving, responsible decision making,

developing self-control).

One program that Gottfredson reviews

is Promoting Alternative Thinking Strategies (PATHS). This program is delivered
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to students by teachers in kindergarten

through fifth grades as part of the regular

curriculum. In this program, students are

taught lessons in relationship building, selfcontrol, emotional understanding, problem-solving skills, and social competence.

Several evaluations (including the one by

Gottfredson) suggest that youth in the

PATHS program are significantly more

likely to recognize and understand emotions, understand social problems, develop

effective alternative solutions, use nonviolent conflict resolution strategies, and

decrease frequency of aggressive/violent behaviors. Thus, PATHS should help reduce

school violence wherever it is applied.

Another program designed to reduce

school violence is the Second Step program developed in 1989 by the Committee

for Children as a program to reduce violence and build self-esteem among students in kindergarten to the eighth grade.

Second Step consists of 20 forty-five- to

fifty-minute lessons delivered to students

by their classroom teachers. These lessons

teach students empathy, problem-solving

skills, and anger management techniques.

The lessons consist of discussion, activity,

and role playing, with older students also

participating in discussions and watching

videos that demonstrate good behavioral

strategies. Evaluations of the program indicate that students who participated were

significantly more likely than students

who did not participate to decrease physical aggression and increase neutral and

prosocial behavior and were less likely to

choose aggressive behavior as an alternative to conflict. Thus, Second Step appears

to be another option for reducing school

violence.

Despite the effectiveness of the programs demonstrated above, many school

administrators have chosen alternate programs whose effectiveness is either unknown or questionable. Interviews with

school administrators from throughout

the country demonstrate that almost all

have incorporated automatic suspension

as punishment for violations involving
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weapons and other serious violent acts,

and most have designated their schools

as a ‘‘gun-free zone’’ and have begun to

use dress codes to reduce gang behavior

(with the idea that dress codes will discourage gang colors). Some suggest that

school violence is viewed by most school

administrators, teachers, and parents as

one of the most problematic aspects of

the school setting.

Another popular program to reduce

violence in school involves using law enforcement officers or other security personnel to deter school violence. The National

School Safety Center suggests that use of

security personnel and law enforcement

officers can effectively reduce weapons possession at school if they meet the following

criteria: (1) are trained in current law enforcement practices, (2) use the principles

of community policing, and (3) communicate regularly with teachers, administrators,

and students about their role in school safety to establish a positive reporting climate

so that students feel comfortable reporting potentially violent situations before

they actually occur. Despite this claim,

limited research has examined the effectiveness of law enforcement officers in

the school setting in reducing school violence. This research does suggest that police officers in school increase perceptions

of safety among students, faculty, and

administrators.



Summary

Despite the rhetoric in the media and commonly held beliefs among parents that

schools are more violent than ever, empirical evidence does not support this claim.

Most children are safer in school than in

their own neighborhoods. Additionally,

the causes of violent activity in school mirror those in the larger community: a need

for acceptance among adolescents, weak

bonds between parents and their children,



and deviant peer networks. As such, any

efforts that reduce violence in the community outside the school context will probably reduce violence in school as well.

DAVID C. MAY

See also Criminology; Responding to

School Violence; School Resource Officers
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SERGEANTS/MIDDLE

MANAGEMENT



The Sergeant

The role of the police sergeant is arguably

one of the most important and perhaps
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least understood aspects of police management. Historically, sergeants have performed not only first-line supervisory

practices in terms of oversight of uniformed patrol officers (Gocke and Stallings

1955) but have also been responsible for

ensuring efficient street level implementation of departmental policies in an effort to

interdict crime and control patrol officers’

behaviors (Engel 2001).

Given the traditional quasi-military structure of most U.S. police departments, sergeants have historically been engaged in

oversight and discipline, as advisers to new

officers, leadership and morale builders, information processors, and policy change

agents (Gocke and Stallings 1955), with

other duties depending upon the structure

and culture of the police organization and

the community in which it is anchored and

that it serves (Wilson 1968). These types of

responsibilities require sergeants to possess

myriad skills and abilities and a great deal

of knowledge, some of which can be taught

but much of which has accumulated after

years of experience, training, and additional education.

Attaining the rank of sergeant in a medium- to large-sized police department in

the United States will depend on the specific police organization’s internal rules

governing promotion. However, most sergeants have normally served as a uniformed

patrol officer for a specified period of time

prior to taking any qualifying promotional

examinations.

Although many officers may be well

qualified to become sergeants, it is quite

common for some to not pursue this career

path. Some of the reasons for avoiding the

sergeant’s position may be personal, professional, or organizational. The prevailing

personal reason cited is loss of income,

since some officers feel more comfortable

remaining at a relatively stable pay grade.

Other officers want more control of their

duty assignments, but many have concerns

about their organizations’ sincerity and

commitment to them; this is most notable among female and African American
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officers, who sometimes perceive the testing and selection process as disingenuous

and unfair. Furthermore, many officers do

not want the added burden of possibly

supervising their former street-level colleagues; nor do they wish to be possibly

characterized as part of administration

(Whetstone 2001).

Nevertheless, there is still considerable

fierce competition for the limited number

of openings for sergeants’ positions, and

the promotional opportunities, requirements, and conditions for selection vary

widely among police departments in the

United States. Even the length-of-service

requirements are in stark contrast. In

some departments a patrol officer may be

promoted to sergeant in less than three

years, while in others it could take more

than fifteen.



Street Sergeants versus Station

Sergeants

Depending in part on the culture of upper

and middle management and their philosophy of policing, patrol officers with extensive patrol experience may not be the

most viable candidates for sergeant. There

is often concern about them being too

street oriented, thus making it difficult

for them to support policing reform. However, these potential sergeants are often

popular among rank-and-file street-level

cops because of the vast knowledge they

have accumulated, thereby earning them

the right to be a sergeant.

Stationhouse or desk sergeants, however, may not have had significant street

experience, or they may have been out of

the uniformed division for an extended

period. Thus, they are sometimes unfamiliar with current street-level activities and

cultures of policing and often receive qualified respect from their subordinates.

Both street and station sergeants have

strengths and weaknesses. The former are
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very good street-level arbiters and can

more easily direct the activities of street

officers; the latter are often administratively astute and able to understand

budget concerns and administrative procedures necessary for planning and development; they are also, in many respects,

more likely to be promoted to middle

management because they have acquired

more managerial skills because of their

presence in the stationhouse. But they

may not be as savvy as street-level sergeants. If there is an advantage to either,

it would probably favor the stationhouse

sergeant from the perspective of middle

and upper management and the streetlevel sergeant from the beat officer’s view

(Van Maanen 1985).

As a practical matter it is very difficult

to generalize because of the divergent types

of police organizations and the nature of

their embedded cultures, not only within

departments as a whole but also within

discreet street-level units among various

platoons. It is quite possible, and in

many cases the rule, to have sergeants

that possess both stationhouse and streetlevel expertise. Variations in community

social conditions of policing require well

rounded, balanced sergeants who are capable of adapting to dynamic conditions

wherein change is the norm and uncertainty is guaranteed.

As a result, the nature and scope of

responsibilities of sergeants could range

from supervising patrol officers in specialized SWAT units to proactive problem

solving requiring prolonged community

engagement and substantial commitment

of time for training, direction, and supervision. But in some communities the role

of the sergeant, and middle managers, is

more public relations and community service oriented. Thus, in some regards, demographic socioeconomic conditions and

sergeant socialization may affect both

style of policing and style of supervisory

practices.



Supervisory Style

Because of the large amount of discretion

afforded police officers in general and

management in particular, the range of

activities performed by sergeants varies

considerably across jurisdictions. In some

smaller departments sergeants may perform patrol functions in addition to their

supervisory responsibilities, while in others

they may be far removed from street-level

activities. Consequently, the notion of routine activities of police sergeants is a fiction,

but the focal activity of most first-line

supervisors concerns controlling patrol

officers’ behavior. Four supervisory styles

have been identified as impacting behavior: (1) traditional, (2) innovative, (3) supportive, and (4) active supervisors (Engel

2001, 2003).



Traditional Supervision

Traditional supervisors tend to support aggressive enforcement techniques of their

officers as opposed to focusing on problem

solving inherent in community-oriented

policing. These types of supervisors are

more likely to employ a micromanagement

style wherein they will ‘‘take over’’ an incident—addressing both the citizen’s concerns and directing the officer on how to

handle various situations. Accordingly,

they are task oriented and focus on quantitative evaluative assessments such as number of arrests and citations issued. They

also are comfortable with considerable paperwork detailing the nature of their subordinates’ actions.

Additionally, these types of sergeants

and lieutenants tend to be more directive

and punitive toward their patrol officers

and are less likely to reward them or to

form personal relationships. Their primary goal is control over their officers’ behavior, but they are likely to support new
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innovations such as community policing

if it is anchored in and compatible with

aggressive, proactive policing. In fact, a

little more than 60% of these types of

supervisors believe strict law enforcement

is the primary objective of their patrol

officers (Engel 2003).



Innovative Supervision

Innovative supervisors tend to develop

relationships with their officers and are

not merely task oriented. They generally

embrace new innovations in policing such

as problem solving and community-oriented policing. They are also more in tune

with community norms and expectations

and encourage and help their officers

achieve success in these areas. Typically,

these supervisors may assist their subordinates in implementing community policing using a variety of strategies ranging

from mentoring to coaching. They also

are more likely to delegate authority, not

focus too heavily on rules or report writing,

require their officers to come up with innovative strategies for problem solving, and

spend considerably more time personally

interacting with both citizens and patrol

personnel (Engel 2003).



Supportive Supervision

Supportive supervisors are likely to support

subordinate officers, and they often attempt

to shield them from upper management

scrutiny and discipline. As a result, they

may not have strong ties with upper-level

command staff managers. This type of

supervisory gatekeeping is more in line

with a process of protecting rather than

supporting. Furthermore, these supervisors

seem to care less about strict enforcement of

departmental rules and more about bestowing frequent praise upon their officers

(Engel 2003).
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Active Supervisors

Sergeants who are active tend to ‘‘lead by

example’’ and, thus, provide subordinates

with a model of expected behavior. Under

this style it is common for supervisors to

be engaged in patrol activities including

car stops and traffic enforcement. However, this type of supervisory style is very

hands-on and borders on micromanaging. Under this style supervisors tend not

to encourage team building and are generally not concerned with mentoring or

coaching. In many regards, these types of

supervisors are relics of the traditional

quasi-military models of the professional

era of policing retrofitted for communityoriented or problem-solving policing (Engel

2003).



Supervisory Styles and Impact

The four supervisory styles yielded differential impacts on arrests and issuing

of citations, use of force, self-initiated activities, community policing and problem

solving, administrative activities, and personal business. The likelihood of an officer

making an arrest or issuing a citation was

not affected by supervisory style. In nontraffic instances, a supervisor’s presence

had minimal influence on officer behavior,

yet the longer a supervisor remained at the

scene, the more likely an arrest would be

made.

Use of force was twice as likely to occur

when patrol officers are supervised by active supervisors as opposed to other supervisory styles, and active supervisors are

more likely to employ force themselves,

but their presence at the scene, standing

alone, had no significant impact on the use

of force by patrol officers.

Self-initiated proactive activities of patrol officers were more prevalent with active supervisors. The degree of proactivity
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excluded time spent for handling radiodispatched assignments or activities directed by the supervisor, routine patrol,

administrative functions and personal

business, or traveling to specific locations.

In the area of community policing

and problem solving, officers working for

active supervisors spent more time per

shift on problem solving and communitybased initiatives than with other types

of supervisors. However, in terms of administrative activities, patrol officers with active supervisors spent considerably less

time per shift on administrative functions.

In the area of non–work related functions, supervisory style had minimal effect

on patrol officers’ time spent conducting

personal business. The style that appears

to have the most significant impact is that

of active supervisor. Those supervisors

that tend to lead by example may provide

the best chance for implementing new

innovations such as community and problem-solving policing on the one hand, but

they may also impede effective and efficient supervision on the other.



Middle Managers

The role of police middle manager, just like

that of the sergeant, varies among jurisdictions. Middle managers typically could include sergeants, lieutenants, and captains,

depending on the jurisdiction, and their

activities may range from actual patrol

work to largely administrative review,

rarely interacting with their subordinate

sergeants, officers, and citizens. However,

their traditional role has focused largely

on supervisory control and efficiency,

but they also carry a significant leadership

role that is important for implementing

policy.

It is well known that successful implementation of departmental policies requires

considerable support from police middle



managers, who are often uniquely attuned

to the culture of their organization. Their

understanding of the embedded mores of

their departments helps them to accelerate

or impede policy changes. Hence, police

middle managers have been much maligned

in that they have sometimes been characterized as obstructionists to organizational

reform (Angell 1971). This was evident

during many of the early team policing

innovations of the 1970s. In fact, some commentators have advocated for the elimination of police middle managers due to their

alleged obsession with control and their

tendency to obfuscate new ideas, thereby

frustrating meaningful change.

Middle managers have been accused of

not providing real leadership by not

inspiring subordinates, acting creatively,

or leading innovative change. Yet in many

police organizations, middle managers

have varied responsibilities that are not

always organizationally compatible. For

example, most middle managers are lieutenants, captains, or civilian middle managers

who are normally assigned to three functional areas: patrol management in the

form of watch commanders, specialized

units such as tactical operations or chief

of detectives, and internal affairs, police

academy training, or other strictly administrative roles in the form of research development (Reuss-Ianni 1983).

The uniformed street-level middle manager, for example, is responsible for a

range of activities such as establishing operational priorities within the unit; supervising subordinates, coordinating with

other departmental units such as patrol

and detectives, scheduling assignments including shift and work days, preparing precinct budgets, managing complex crime

scenes, responding to news media inquiries,

and reviewing and evaluating data from

early warning systems to address problematic officers.

Consequently, depending on the size

and scope of police operations and the

competing demands placed on middle
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managers, it is sometimes difficult to ensure harmonious and focused supervisory

practices. In some very large police organizations anchored in communities that

are steeped in crime and disorder and

immersed in intractable socioeconomic

issues such as lack of education, adequate

housing, and health care—both physical

and mental—the challenge for middle

managers is daunting.

Nevertheless, the role of the police middle manager is now viewed as a source of

strength and positive innovation—if utilized correctly (Sherman 1975; Geller and

Swanger 1995). This is especially important for successful implementation of

community-oriented and problem-solving

policing wherein middle managers must

focus on two dimensions of executive

leadership—police culture and community

cultures—and four related functions:

(1) the socialization process of officers,

(2) administrative techniques that directly

affect efficient police operations, (3) positive and negative reinforcement of police

officers, and (4) education of the community and the news media.

These types of responsibilities are considerably different from previous middle

management responsibilities that focused

largely on maintaining the status quo

through strict command and control techniques (Gocke and Stallings 1955). The

major emphasis for middle mangers is now

participatory management and focuses on

community-based problem solving in addition to their traditional responsibilities.

Scholarly studies on police management

vary considerably. Large departments such

as those in New York City, Los Angeles,

Houston, Philadelphia, Detroit, and Chicago are considerably different from the

9,594 police departments with fewer than

twenty-five officers (Bureau of Justice Statistics 2003). There are differences in demographics, organizational cultures, political

and fiscal environments, law, and executive

leadership—all of which make if difficult

to generalize about the role of sergeants
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and middle management in a very precise

manner.

This is particularly evident in today’s

modern police departments, wherein regardless of size, there is generally a

commitment to community-oriented or

problem-solving philosophies, focusing on

officer behaviors and attitudes (Engel and

Worden 2003). Yet, while the role of sergeants and middle managers may have

commonalities across jurisdictions, their

activities may be unique and customized

to fit differing approaches to policing

(Sparrow 1992).



Middle Management Implications

Police middle manager in the twenty-first

century in the United States must be astute

in dealing with complex issues involving

race, class, ethnicity, gender, and sexual

orientation, not only in the context of the

public served but also within their own

police organizations (Goldstein 1990). Sergeants and middle mangers must also be

cognizant of increased intergovernmental

interdependence. This is most evident following the attacks on the World Trade

Center and the Pentagon on September

11, 2001, and the Hurricane Katrina disaster in New Orleans in August 2005.

Finally, a major factor that both sergeants and middle managers must now

confront concerns supervising a changing

workforce and the expectations of new

generations of officers and the communities they serve. Those born since around

1970 are significantly different from preceding generations, and they are moving

into the workforce, including policing,

during a time of unprecedented demographic change. Sergeants’ and middle

managers’ expectations for these individuals may require rethinking. These individuals may or may not have the same

level of commitment as prior police recruit
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generations, thus requiring new strategies

of supervision and management.

MORRIS A. TAYLOR
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Only a few attempts have been made to

define serial murder. Frequent references

to serial murder are made using the term

‘‘mass’’ to depict a number of victims.

This misuse of the term has resulted in

general confusion as to what is meant by

serial murder. The following working definition by Egger (1984) provides the most

extensive definition available:

Serial murder occurs when one or

more individuals (males in most known

cases) commit a second murder and/or

subsequent murder; is relationshipless (victim and attacker are strangers); is at a different time and has no apparent connection

to the initial (and subsequent) murder; and

is usually committed in a different geographical location. Further, the motive is

not for material gain and is believed to be

for the murderer’s desire to have power

over his victims. The series of murders

which result may not appear to share common elements. Victims are perceived to be

prestigeless and, in most instances, are unable to defend themselves, and are powerless given their situation in time, place, or

status, within their immediate surrounding (such as vagrants, prostitutes, migrant

workers, homosexuals, missing children,

and single and often elderly women).

Some better known examples of serial

murderers are Ted Bundy, John Wayne

Gacy, Henry Lee Lucas, and Ken Bianchi

and Angelo Buono, the Hillside Stranglers.



Extent and Prevalence

There have been numerous estimates regarding the incidence of serial murder

and the number of serial murderers at

large. However, these estimates are based
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on extrapolations from total reported

homicides in a given year or from identified serial murderers. Most of the serial

murders are believed to be encompassed

within the total number of reported

stranger-to-stranger homicides for which

the relationship of victim to offender is

unknown or that of a stranger, as presented in the Uniform Crime Reports. Estimates of the number of serial murder

victims are based only upon the confessions of serial murderers or when a pattern

of serial murders is identified.

Whether the phenomenon is on the

increase in this country has not been

empirically determined. Many references

are made by the mass media to such an

increase, but research is limited by the fact

that the serial murder, per se, is not

reported in official crime or mortality statistics. Media reports are currently the

only source from which to determine increase as well as the actual incidence of

the phenomenon. Such information lacks

reliability and validity. Historical research

by Eric Hickey and others reveals numerous reports of serial murder and refutes

the notion that serial murder is a contemporary phenomenon. Cross-national comparisons, although limited, indicate that

serial murder is not strictly an American

phenomenon either.



‘‘psychopath’’ or ‘‘sociopath’’; however,

the meaning of these terms is subject to a

great deal of disagreement among psychologists and psychiatrists, and the

terms are no longer used in the Diagnostic

and Statistical Manual for Mental Disorders. General etiological theories of inadequate socialization are the most frequently

cited explanations of the serial murderer’s

behavior (that is, child abuse and neglect,

broken home, alcoholism, and the like).



Developing Taxonomies

Legal classifications of homicide are not

useful in describing or categorizing serial

murder or the serial murderer. The range

of geographical and chronological patterns identified provide only a few typologies or categories that are limited in nature

and scope. Many serial murderers are very

mobile and roam across state lines, while

others act within a relatively small geographic area. Motive typologies such as

‘‘lust,’’ ‘‘sex,’’ or ‘‘sadism’’ are not unique

to serial murder. The ‘‘organized nonsocial’’ and the ‘‘disorganized social’’ dichotomy developed by Robert R. Hazelwood

and John E. Douglas is currently being

used by the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) in its psychological profiling

program.



People Who Kill Serially

Research on serial murder, although limited, shows it to be a stranger-to-stranger

crime. Practically all of the psychological

research attempting to explain the causes

of the serial murderer’s acts is conducted

from a case-study-specific approach. There

has been little or no effort to combine this

research into an aggregate description so

that etiological theories can be derived or

to facilitate general observations on the

serial murderer. Terms most frequently

used to describe the serial murderer are
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The Victims

There is an even greater paucity of research

on the serial murder victim. In almost

all cases the victims have been strangers to

the serial murderer. Victim selection would

appear to be random in nature. Limited

research indicates victim selection may

be based on the murderer’s perception of

the victim as vulnerable or as a symbolic

representation.
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Current Investigative Strategies

There are currently six general responses by

law enforcement to the serial murderer: conferences, information clearinghouses, task

forces, investigative consultant teams, psychological profiling, and the centralized

investigative networks. Conferences, information clearinghouses, and task forces require coordination and cooperation among

law enforcement officers on an intraagency

or interagency basis within a relatively limited geographical area. Conferences have,

at times, been provided on a national as

well as a regional basis. The investigative

consultant team is a somewhat unique response, found only in response to the

Atlanta, Georgia, child murders. Psychological profiling is a recent development to

assist criminal investigators. The most active research and development of this investigative tool has been conducted by the

FBI’s Behavioral Science Unit. A centralized investigative network is the most recent

response to serial murder.

On a national level, the Violent Criminal

Apprehension Program (VICAP), a component of the FBI’s National Center for the

Analysis of Violent Crime, is collecting information on unsolved homicides, persons

missing under suspicious circumstances,

and unidentified dead bodies in order to

search for patterns and alert the appropriate

police agencies regarding these patterns. On

a state level, New York State is currently

developing the Homicide Assessment and

Lead Tracking System, which will be compatible with VICAP and operate in a similar

fashion on a state level. In each instance,

state-of-the-art computer software is being

developed for use by crime analysts.



The Problem of Serial Murder:

Linkage Blindness

With the exception of psychological profiling, a specific investigative tool, the



above law enforcement responses to serial

murder have all been attempts to increase

common linkages or networks among law

enforcement agencies or officers regarding

unsolved homicides or in instances when a

serial murderer has been apprehended.

For the latter, the focus is not on pattern

similarity but on the identification, documentation, and verification of the serial

murderer’s trail of victims across numerous jurisdictions. By definition, all of

the responses involve stranger-to-stranger

homicides, which greatly increases the

investigator’s need for information not

readily available. Thus, the lack of any

prior relationship between the serial murderer and his victim and the high rate at

which multiple jurisdictions are involved

in a serial murder mean that the central

problem of serial murder investigation in

this country is the lack of information.

Information is necessary to establish

that a single homicide event is part of a

series of events. Second, information is

necessary to establish modus operandi

patterns. Information is also necessary to

evaluate the physical evidence from identified series. To obtain access to this kind

of information, an investigator or agency

must expand and develop new sources of

information beyond jurisdictional boundaries. The obvious sources of this information are law enforcement counterparts

in other jurisdictions that encompass the

series of common homicide events.

The lack of law enforcement efforts to

expand sources of information to other

jurisdictions has been characteristic of

most of the incidents of serial murder in

this country. The nation’s law enforcement community very infrequently makes

the necessary effort to seek sources of information outside their respective jurisdictional boundaries because of blindness,

forced or intentional, to the information

linkages necessary to respond effectively

to the serial murderer. This does not

mean that law enforcement agencies intentionally keep valuable information on unsolved homicides from other agencies.
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However, this ‘‘linkage blindness’’ means

that the police in this country do not seek

such information beyond the structural

purview of their work environments.

Simply stated, there is a lack of sharing

or coordination of investigative information relating to unsolved murders and a

lack of networking among law enforcement

agencies in the United States. The greatest

cause of this linkage blindness is the fact

that American policing is very decentralized

and fragmented. Other critics would attribute such blindness to a jealousy and competitiveness among law enforcement officers

and agencies. The point is that no structure

or formal network currently exists to allow

officers in different agencies and in different

states to share information on criminal

investigations.
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The Future: Expanded Research and

Correcting Police ‘‘Vision’’
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There has been precious little money,

talent, or time devoted to research of the

serial murder phenomenon. In addition to

increased communication, coordination,

and cooperation to reduce linkage blindness and increase police ‘‘vision,’’ research

and systematic study of this phenomenon

must occur so that we can better understand it and develop more effective tactics

and strategies for reducing its prevalence

and for increasing the identification and

apprehension of serial murderers.

STEVEN A. EGGER



Introduction



See also Homicide and Its Investigation;

Homicide: Unsolved
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The office of the county sheriff has now

entered its second millennium, having originated in the late tenth century. But, despite its long history and the vital role it

continues to play in the administration

of justice, very little empirical research

has been conducted regarding this unique

general-service county-level policing organization in the United States or the numerous other common-law nations that

have inherited it. It is primarily, however,

in the United States where the county

sheriff has shown the most staying power

and ability to remain relevant in the

twenty-first century.

Given that the county is the political

level at which justice is most often administered in the United States, the county

sheriff plays a complex and pivotal role,

providing court security, process service

(both civil and criminal), management

of the county jail, general police services,
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reactive and proactive law enforcement,

and numerous other services not generally

provided by other police agencies.

Despite the prediction by some observers that this ancient policing agency

would soon fall into dormancy, especially

as the incorporated areas of most counties

continue to increase in size, it remains a

vibrant and vital part of modern policing

in the majority of states across America.

As an open and nonmilitarized model of

policing, the county sheriff’s office stands

well situated, both organizationally and in

terms of inherent service style, to embrace

community-oriented policing.



Historical Overview

Because the office of the county sheriff has

its origins in the shires of England, it is

important to understand the etymology

of the term, which sheds light on the formation and evolution of this important

modern-day American police agency. The

progenitor of the ancient English sheriff

was first known as a ‘‘reeve,’’ the locally

elected conservator of the King’s peace

within a shire, the equivalent of an American county; the term ‘‘shire reeve’’ later

evolved to become the word sheriff, the

term we recognize today. Shortly after

the Norman invasion of 1066, the office

was removed from local elective control

and placed under the centralized authority

of the national government, as an appointive office, changing fundamentally the

relationship between the sheriff and the

citizens of the shire.

Researchers have argued that it was

the removal of the sheriff from its local

origins and control to a distant national

office that eventually led to the demise of

the English sheriff’s office (now the ceremonial office of the high sheriff) as a functional policing entity; today it is little more

than an ornamental historical artifact of



British government, serving no substantive policing function. By contrast, in the

United States the sheriff’s office, as a result

of its local elective nature, remains a vitally

active county-level component within the

contemporary criminal justice system.

By the mid-1600s, the English sheriff’s

model and its inherent multiple policing

functions had been imported to the burgeoning American colonies with little

change, save the fact that it was eventually

reconstituted in the colonies as an elective

office. In the United States today, there

exist approximately 3,100 sheriffs’ agencies, generally at the county or parish

level. There also exist a small number (approximately 1%) of all sheriffs’ agencies at

the municipal level in ‘‘independent’’ cities, for example, St. Louis, Missouri, and

Baltimore, Maryland, where these municipalities are not physically located within a

county. As a result, these independent

municipalities must replicate all county

services, including a sheriff’s department;

these ‘‘city’’ sheriffs serve in only a custodial

and process serving capacity, with no legally

recognized law enforcement powers.

Sheriffs are elected officials in all but

two states (Hawaii and Rhode Island)

and are mandated constitutional officers

in thirty-five of the fifty states. The constitutional basis of the office is of no small

importance, and differentiating between

sheriffs’ offices and departments is fundamental to understanding the legal authority of the two forms of this policing

entity. First, the majority of sheriffs are of

constitutional origins, being stipulated by

the organic legal document of the sovereign. As an office, it cannot be placed

under the direct control of the county

board, nor can its powers be delimited

by legislative enactments, nor can the sheriff be removed from office except for criminal conduct, where he generally may be

arrested only by the county coroner. The

sheriff is the county’s chief law enforcement officer and possesses the power of

posse comitatus (the power of the county),
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whereby all able-bodied citizens between

stipulated ages, often eighteen and sixtyfive, must assist the sheriff at his or her

request under penalty for noncompliance.

States that have created sheriffs as a

matter of legislative enactment, as opposed to a constitutional provision, have

sheriffs’ departments, rather than sheriffs’

offices. These are departments, under the

executive branch of government, whose

duties and responsibilities are overseen

by a county board of supervisors, to whom

the sheriff is directly accountable. This

sheriff’s model is likened to that of an

appointed chief of police at the municipal

level of government, who may be easily

removed from office, unlike the constitutionally based counterpart. Under a sheriff’s department modality, the agenda

of the sheriff may be largely determined

by an oversight body, such as a county

board.



Jurisdiction

The sheriff’s jurisdiction is considerably

greater than that of a chief of police, in

terms of geography, bodies of law covering the jurisdiction, and the legal right to

command and direct citizens as well as

other police and law enforcement agencies

within the county to assist in specific

work. First, county sheriffs have full legal

authority over an entire county, including

incorporated areas, although as a matter of

practice, sheriffs generally police only the

unincorporated areas of their counties. Second, sheriffs, as officers of the court, have

full legal authority over both criminal and

civil matters, unlike their municipal and

state counterparts. Last, because sheriffs

hold posse comitatus powers, they may exercise their authority over other police or

law enforcement agencies within the county,

although this power is rarely employed, as a

matter of legal comity (agreement), political

realities, and budgetary constraints.
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Organizational Structure and

Service Style

Sheriffs’ agencies fall roughly into a fourpart typology, including (1) the full-service

model, where the agency provides the full

range of policing, law enforcement, process serving, custodial, and court security

responsibilities; (2) the law enforcement

model, where there exists a separate police

department within the sheriffs’ agency, or

a separate countywide police department

where the sheriff’s office has been abolished,

with other services carried out by separate

process serving and correctional/custodial

departments (this type of arrangement is

commonly known as a ‘‘sheriff’s police’’

department and is generally allowed only

in counties with populations of more than

a million); (3) the civil-judicial model, which

involves only court-related responsibilities;

and (4) the correctional/custodial-judicial

type, wherein all functions except law enforcement are provided.

Sheriffs’ agencies tend to be open institutions, sensitive to community needs and

agendas, willing to work toward community betterment with their constituents.

This organizational openness results partly

from the sheriffs’ dependence on a favorable public image, necessary for reelection.

This organizational openness inclines sheriffs’ agencies to be receptive to community needs and demands as well as newer

modes of policing that are more community sensitive, that is, community-oriented

policing.

Correspondingly, sheriffs’ agencies are

less militaristic than their municipal and

state counterparts, with little affinity for

military protocol and symbolism or modes

of policing that pit the agency against

the community in a metaphorical ‘‘war

on crime.’’ This stands in stark contrast

against the common posture found among

municipal police departments nationwide,

which are committed to a ‘‘crime attack’’

approach under a ‘‘professional model’’ or

zero tolerance model of policing.
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The form and function of sheriff ’s

agencies vary according to their size. As

they increase in size (in terms of the number of sworn officers) and formality

(bureaucratization), they tend to replicate

more closely the traditional/professional

model of policing (a closed system),

where officers work as crime fighting specialists in discrete bureaus within the

agency. On the other hand, as sheriffs’

agencies become smaller and are less

formalized, they tend to become more

institutionally open and committed to

community coproduction as generalist

officers in a collateral approach to the

crime problem, which is less invasive and

less potentially damaging to the community fabric. Interestingly, it is these small

informal sheriffs’ agencies that have the

highest crime clearance rates; they also

experience less community tension than

their big-city counterparts.

If the military metaphor is to be used,

as it so often is in discussions regarding

police agencies, formalized big-city police

departments and large urban-based sheriffs’ agencies with their high degrees of

officer specialization, formality, bureaucratization, and war on crime mentality

can be said to selectively replicate the military model or a ‘‘paramilitarized’’ model

(one that selects recruits from outside the

community, in a process based entirely

on qualifications and credentials). Smaller

sheriffs’ agencies that are informal, rurally

based, nonbureaucratized, with officers

who function as generalists, replicate

more closely a ‘‘militia model’’ of policing

(a locally based unit instituted for mutual

community betterment and protection,

staffed by local residents).

DAVID N. FALCONE and L. EDWARD WELLS

See also American Policing: Early Years;

British Policing; Community-Oriented

Policing: History; History of American

Policing; Jail; Los Angeles County Sheriff ’s

Department (LASD); Posse Comitatus
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Shift Work

Shift work refers to a work schedule that

is different from the traditional eighthour, five-day-per-week daytime schedule.

Examples of shift work include evening

and night shifts, compressed schedules

(fewer than five days, more hours per

day), and shift schedules that rotate (working daytime for a period and then moving

to evenings or nights or working the same

shift but rotating days off). Shift work is

common in a number of occupations that

require round-the-clock operations such as

public safety, medicine (doctors, nurses,

technicians, and so on), and transportation

(trucking, airlines, and so on) as well as
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mining and manufacturing, where full-time

operations are necessary for profit making.

A significant amount of research has

been conducted on the impact of shift

work in the areas of medicine, transportation, and manufacturing, whereas there

has been limited attention paid to shift

work in public safety, even though the

potential for harm may be equally or

more pronounced. Much of the accumulated evidence on the impact of shift work

has led to greater regulation of work hours

and schedules in some fields in order to

protect the public and improve worker

safety. Needless to say, law enforcement

schedules and hours are not regulated,

although many agencies have adopted

policies limiting work hours per day, pay

period, or month.



What Is Fatigue?

Fatigue is the subjective experience of being

persistently tired, weak, weary, or exhausted mentally and/or physically (Dittner,

Wessely, and Brown 2004). Fatigue is

often either a characteristic of, or contributor to, various diseases and conditions including chronic fatigue syndrome (CFS),

cancer, multiple sclerosis, and depression

(Dittner, Wessely, and Brown 2004). Fatigue is often the result of overexertion

both mentally and/or physically, but interestingly can also be caused by boredom.

Rosekind and his colleagues (1994)

asserted that sleep loss and circadian disruption are the two principal physiological

sources of fatigue. Other nonprimary

causes of fatigue include long and irregular work hours, moonlighting, shift work,

stress, and poor sleep quality (Vila 2005).

Fatigue is also a fundamental source of

stress among police (see, for example,

Brown and Campbell 1994; Burke 1994;

Violanti and Aron 1993). Shift rotations

or changeovers to new shift schedules

can disrupt circadian rhythms and sleep
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length, thereby resulting in fatigue. Shift

changes and extended shifts lead to increased fatigue, and according to Worden

(1995), it is common for police to work

double shifts due to staffing needs of community policing demands. Additionally,

agency demands and required court appearances may lead to the need for increased

overtime on the part of officers, thereby

lengthening their shifts.



The Effects of Fatigue

Across a broad array of occupations, it

has been reported that chronic sleep restriction in which one gets fewer than

seven hours of sleep per night for an extended period has been shown to be associated with on-the-job errors, injuries,

traffic accidents, personal conflicts, health

complaints, and drug use (Dinges, Rogers,

and Baynard 2004). It has been well established that increased fatigue worsens

mood, decreases alertness, impairs performance, adds to the likelihood of poor judgment, and can lead police to misuse of force

(Vila 1996; Vila et al. 2000). Fatigue may

also impact family relationships as well as

officer stress and associated reactions.

According to Vila (2005), fatigue in police

undermines justice by reducing humanity

(depriving them of health and ability to reason); reduces attentiveness, the ability to

temper frustration, and the ability to regulate; increases fear, anxiety, and proneness

to anger; and narrows perspective, thereby

impacting decision making.

In a recent national study of work schedules and fatigue in major police agencies,

researchers found that officers who routinely worked more consecutive hours

than would be legal in other public service

industries were six times more fatigued

than those in industrial and mining jobs

(see Vila et al. 2000). The study also

revealed that 14% of officers reported
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being tired regularly and 16% had trouble

staying awake at work.

There are two variables to consider

when examining the effects of fatigue

from shift work. The first has to do with

the time of day of the shift. Studies have

shown that the performance of those

working the night shift is slower and less

accurate (Smith, Totterdell, and Folkard

1995) and results in poor sleep (less sleep

time and that of a lesser quality) primarily

due to problems associated with circadian

rhythms. However, a recent study showed

that officers were more willing to shoot

and less likely to take cover in a ‘‘difficult

to justify’’ shooting simulation during the

early day shift (beginning at 6:00 a.m.) as

compared to the evening or midnight shift.

The other important variable to examine when evaluating the effects of fatigue is

the length of the shift. In a review article,

researchers concluded that the results

across studies are equivocal, with few differences between eight- and twelve-hour

shifts, although they noted that fatigue

and safety are concerns with twelve-hour

shifts (Smith et al. 1998). In a more recent

report from the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH),

researchers indicated that ‘‘a pattern of

deteriorating performance’’ is observed

across studies, particularly when combining twelve-hour shifts with more than

forty hours of work per week (Caruso

et al. 2004). Evidence does suggest that

fatigue is linked to long working hours,

but there is not conclusive evidence on

the number of hours it takes for an individual to become fatigued (White and

Beswick 2003).



Effects of Fatigue on Cognitive Functioning

Fatigue can interfere with decision making

by limiting the formation of sound decisions, encouraging overly constrained

choices, and inducing poor responses due

to increased irritability (Vila et al. 2000).



Research suggests that fatigue can narrow

one’s perspective, increase anxiety and

fearfulness, and limit one’s ability to

handle complex, stressful situations. In

fact, Dawson and Reid (1997) reported

that twenty-four hours of sustained wakefulness decreases performance to a level

equivalent to a blood alcohol concentration of .10%, which in all U.S. jurisdictions is considered legally drunk.



Effects of Fatigue on Performance

Fatigue has been linked to vehicle and onthe-job accidents in many occupations.

However, there has been little research

among law enforcement. Nevertheless, a

greater proportion of police officers are

killed in vehicle accidents, falls, and accidental shootings today since the 1970s,

when soft body armor was widely adopted.

Given that accidents are more dangerous

to police than gunfights, domestic disturbances, arrests, and traffic stops, it is perhaps more important than ever that we

examine the link between fatigue and accidents among police. One study found that

those officers who reported being tired at

the beginning of their work shifts were

more likely to be involved in accidents

(Vila et al. 2000).



Measurement of Fatigue

A large number of scales have been developed to assess the nature, severity, and

impact of fatigue (Dittner, Wessely, and

Brown 2004). However, the majority of

the measures are designed for use with clinical populations rather than the general

population. As such, numerous instruments exist for measuring fatigue in those

patients with cancer, depression, chronic

fatigue syndrome, multiple sclerosis, and

other illnesses. Nevertheless, the measurement of fatigue generally focuses on both
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acute fatigue (often experienced at the

end of a long day) and cumulative fatigue

(experienced even after a good night’s

sleep).

Fatigue can be measured both subjectively and objectively. One such subjective

measure of fatigue is the Pittsburgh

sleep quality index (PSQI), a global index

measuring sleep quality, sleep latency

(time to fall asleep), sleep duration, habitual sleep efficiency, sleep disturbances, use

of sleep medication, and daytime dysfunction (Buysse et al. 1989). This measure is

often used as a measure of fatigue. An

example of an objective measure of fatigue

is the fitness-for-duty (FIT) workplace

screener, a noninvasive eye reaction test

that taps into the influence of fatigue on

involuntary eye reactions to light, so the

responses are not consciously controlled

by the participant (see, for example,

Krichmar et al. 1998).

In policing, early detection of fatigue is

essential for preventing accidents, injuries, or other forms of behavior that could

be detrimental. While coworkers and

supervisors may be the most capable of

observing fatigue among fellow officers, a

properly designed and implemented early

warning and intervention system may be

useful in identifying those officers whose

performance may indicate an underlying

fatigue problem. Proper controls ought to

be implemented to assess the amount of

overtime that officers work, and systems

should be in place to account for off-duty

employment (that is, moonlighting). In

combination with other routine officer

stress factors, fatigue can be very detrimental to officers if they are unable to cope with

the stress of the job or get enough sleep to

ensure health and safety.



Controlling Fatigue

While the impact of fatigue on police officers can have dire consequences, Vila
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(2005) argues that much of fatigue is

avoidable and that there are ways to control it. He notes that practitioners and

administrators see fatigue as part and parcel of the police environment, making it

easy to ignore. Our expectations of police

both emotionally and physically are often

unrealistic. Yet Vila asserts that by initiating organizational work hour policies

and reduced demands for overtime or

double shifts, much of police fatigue can

be organizationally controlled.

KAREN L. AMENDOLA

See also Danger and Police Work; Early

Warning Systems; Stress and Police Work;

Stress: Coping Mechanisms
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‘‘lock it or lose it’’ and dispensing advice

on door locks and window bars for their

homes and businesses. Crime prevention

typically was (and often still is) an addon program or appendage to the police

agency, which normally included a few

officers who were trained to go to citizens’

homes and perform security surveys or

engage in public speaking on prevention

topics.

The introduction of situational crime

prevention (SCP) in the 1980s by Ronald

V. Clarke (1983) offered a new, proactive

crime prevention and control strategy to

law enforcement practitioners and academics alike. SCP departs from most criminological theories by focusing on the

occurrence of crime rather than the detection of offenders. Simply put, SCP provides

a means of reducing crime by reducing

crime opportunities and increasing the

risks to offenders.



The Evolution of Situational Crime

Prevention

SITUATIONAL CRIME

PREVENTION



Introduction

A simple but profound shift in thinking

has helped police organizations to realize

new gains in crime control, crime reduction, victimization, and fear. Many police

agencies have adopted prevention as the

overarching goal of policing, rather than

as a specialized function or set of activities.

Understanding prevention as the strategic

goal of the policing process puts into practice Sir Robert Peel’s ninth principle of

policing: ‘‘The test of police efficiency is

the absence of crime and disorder, not the

visible evidence of police action in dealing

with them’’ (Lee 1901).

For police, prevention in the past has

consisted primarily of exhorting people to



Crime prevention is not a new idea. Our

earliest ancestors maximized lighting from

the sun and moon and employed defensive

placement of homes on the side of cliffs,

with only one entrance and exit (Scanlon

1996). Cave dwellers established ownership of a space by surrounding it with

large boulders. The Romans developed

and enforced complex land laws. Walled

cities and castles exist throughout the

world. It is a natural human impulse to

claim and secure an area to prevent problems (U.S. Department of Housing and

Urban Development, n.d.).

In the early 1960s, environmental

prevention strategies emerged in the

works of Jane Jacobs (1961), author of

The Death and Life of Great American

Cities. She argued against urban renewal

strategies that promoted the building of

high-rise public housing complexes that

invited crime through poor design. Jacobs’
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ideas about safe neighborhoods also incorporated the urban areas surrounding

buildings themselves.

A decade later, C. Ray Jeffrey (1971),

drawing on Jacobs’ works, coined the

phrase ‘‘crime prevention through environment design’’ in a book of that title.

Jeffrey believed that the proper design

and use of the environment can help reduce the incidence of crime and improve

people’s overall quality of life. Concurrent

with Jeffrey’s work, Oscar Newman

(1972), an architect, argued that flaws in

the physical environment were responsible

for, or at least facilitators of, criminal behavior. Newman believed that the physical

characteristics (building design) of an area

could suggest to residents and potential

offenders that the area is well cared

for and protected, or that it is open to

criminal activity.

The 1970s experienced a rise of community-based crime prevention programs,

such as the neighborhood or block watch.

These programs were based on Jacobs’,

Jeffrey’s, and Newman’s physical design

approaches. The focus is on such strategies as citizen surveillance and action (for

example, cutting back bushes, installing

lighting, removing obstacles to enhance

sight lines, organizing security surveys,

and distributing news about crime and

crime prevention) (Lab 1977).

Later, James Q. Wilson and George

Kelling’s (1982) broken-windows theory

extended Newman’s (1972) focus on housing projects to entire neighborhoods.

‘‘Broken windows’’ refers to physical

signs that an area is unattended and purposely ignored and neglected. They found

that abandoned vehicles and buildings,

trash and litter, and broken windows

and graffiti are physical indicators that

no one cares, thus sending the message

that neighborhood disorder is acceptable. In addition to these physical indicators are social manifestations of the same

problems, such as loitering youths, public

drunkenness, prostitution, and vagrancy.
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Both the physical and social indicators are

typically referred to as signs of incivility

that attract offenders to the area.

The most recent, and perhaps most

promising, movement in crime prevention focuses efforts and interventions on

attacking specific problems, places, and

times. Clarke (1983) proposed ‘‘situational

prevention,’’ measures directed at highly

specific forms of crime that involve earlier

environmental strategies in ways that

reduce the opportunities for crime and

increase its risk. Examples of situational

prevention include the installation of surveillance equipment in parking lots experiencing vandalism, erecting security screens

in banks to stop robberies, altering traffic

patterns in a drug market neighborhood,

using electronic tags for library materials,

and using caller ID for obscene phone

calls (Lab 1977, 8–9).



Situational Crime Prevention

While working at the Home Office,

London England, Ronald Clarke introduced SCP as a method of improving our

understanding of crime, crime reduction

theory, and crime changes. SCP draws

upon the following criminological theories:

.



.
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Rational choice theory. Crime is

committed by rational individuals

who weigh the benefits against the

risks (Cornish and Clarke 1986).

Routine activity theory. A crime is

possible when a motivated offender

and a suitable target (victim) come

together in space and time, absent a

capable guardian (a person whose

mere presence would deter potential

offenders including passersby, security guards, and street vendors)

(Cohen and Felson 1979).

Lifestyle theory. The risk of victimization is related to a person’s lifestyle;

such things as work environment and
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leisure activities may expose people

to potential offenders (Fattah 1993;

Farrell and Pease 1993).

As indicated, SCP provides a change

in focus from most crime prevention theories that are primarily concerned with the

person committing the crime. SCP seeks to

not eliminate criminal or delinquent tendencies through improvement of society

or its institutions, but also making criminal action less attractive to offenders

(Clarke 1997, 2). SCP is a practical ‘‘environmental criminology’’ approach that

seeks to reduce crime opportunity by

making settings less conducive to unwanted or illegal activities, focusing on the environment rather than the offender

(Clarke 1997, 2).

SCP relies on the rational choice theory

of crime, which asserts that criminals

choose to commit crimes based on the

costs and benefits involved with the

crime. For example, a potential offender

will commit a high-risk crime only if the

rewards of the crime outweigh the risks

(Clarke 1997, 8–9).



The Five Strategies and

Twenty-Five Techniques of

Situational Crime Prevention

Cornish and Clarke’s (2003) five SCP strategies and twenty-five techniques (five for

each strategy) are as follows:

1. Increasing the effort needed to commit the crime. Crimes are easy to

commit, and the average person is

susceptible to engage in criminal activity if the right opportunity arises.

These casual criminals, as they are

called, may be eliminated by increasing the effort needed to commit a

crime:

. Hardening targets. Install locks,

bolts, protective screens, and



other physical barriers to obstruct

an offender’s access to a potential

target.

. Controlling access control. Install

barriers and design walkways,

paths, and roads to keep unwanted

users from entering vulnerable

areas.

. Screening exits. Require tickets at

the door of a theater and use electronic devices at stores to detect

the theft of music, DVDs, and

clothing.

. Deflecting offenders. Discourage

crimes by giving people alternate,

legal venues for their activities,

such as decreasing littering by

providing litter bins or separating

fans of rival teams after athletic

events.

. Controlling tools and weapons.

Implement universal measures

such as firearm permit regulations

and specific measures such as

metal detectors in community

centers.

2. Increasing the risks associated with

the crime. Offenders who believe

they are at risk of being apprehended

are less likely to offend. For example,

a simple ‘‘How’s my driving?’’ sign

with a toll-free phone number on

the back of a delivery truck may

deter the driver from speeding or

committing other traffic violations.

The five ways to increase the risk

are as follows:

. Extending guardianship. Going

out at night in groups increases

personal safety. Carrying a cell

phone provides the opportunity

to report suspicious incidents

quickly. The police notification

to neighbors about a burglary in

the area extends the number of

‘‘eyes on the street’’ and enhances

safety.

. Assisting natural surveillance. This

includes the surveillance provided
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by people as they go about their

daily activities; also included are

removal of advertisements from

storefront windows, removing

hedges in front of businesses,

and constructing glass-encased

stairways on the outside of parking structures .

. Reducing anonymity. The display

of taxi and limousine driver IDs

for passengers, for example,

increases people’s familiarization

with one another.

. Utilizing site managers. The presence of building attendants, concierges, maintenance workers,

and attendants increases site surveillance and crime reporting.

. Strengthening formal surveillance.

Using security personnel and

hardware (such as closed-circuit

TV and burglar alarms) is a deterrent to unwanted activities.

3. Reducing the rewards. Reducing the

rewards from crime makes offending

not worthwhile. Following are techniques for doing so:

. Concealing targets. Keeping valuables out of plain view of potential

offenders can reduce temptation;

also included are hiding jewelry

while walking alone, keeping cell

phones and other valuables out of

plain sight in parked vehicles, and

keeping one’s name gender-neutral on any phone lists.

. Removing targets. Eliminate crime

motivation from public areas by

following such examples as a nocash policy and keeping valuable

property in a secure area overnight.

. Identifying property. Inscribe indelible ownership marks on property to prevent individuals from

reselling it.

. Disrupting markets. Reducing the

market for stolen goods may have

significant impact on burglary
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and theft. This may include the

police monitoring pawn shops

and crackdowns on flea markets

and illegal street vendors. It may

also involve the mandatory licensing of door-to-door solicitors.

. Denying benefits. Offenders may

be deterred if they are denied the

benefit of their efforts. Included

are having PIN numbers on

debit cards and photos on credit

cards, engaging in rapid graffiti

removal, and attaching ink tags

on clothing.

4. Reducing provocation. The environmental situation or the manner in

which places are managed may provoke crime and violence. Reducing

provocations focuses on situations

that precipitate or induce crime.

For example, busy bars and unmonitored drinking will inherently combine to provoke physical violence.

The following techniques assist in

the reducing of provocations:

. Reducing frustration and stress.

People are easily angered and frustrated in today’s busy world. Studies show that improving lighting

enhances people’s mood and morale in the workplace. Additional

seating and soothing music may

reduce people’s frustrations in

crowded public places. Online drivers’ licensing and motor vehicle

registration eliminates the need to

stand in long lines.

. Avoiding disputes. Wearing a San

Francisco 49ers jersey at an Oakland Raiders football game is

inviting a fight. Fixed cab fares

in airports helps avoid fare disputes. Reducing the amount of

time that public transportation

is available from large concerts

and sporting events reduces the

chance of fights occurring that

are related to drunkenness and

crowded conditions.
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Reducing emotional arousal. Laws

that restrict convicted pedophiles

from living within a certain distance from schools help to reduce

the temptation of being in contact

with children. Many states require a ten-day ‘‘cooling off ’’

period to purchase a gun.

. Neutralizing peer pressure. Peers

evoke a strong influence in others

in school, work, and play. ‘‘Friends

don’t let friends drink and drive’’

slogans are designed to positively

influence drunk driving using peer

pressure. There are several prevention programs for parents who

struggle with a child negatively

influenced by friends.

. Discouraging imitation. The rapid

repair of vandalized property

(carving park benches) and the

prompt removal of graffiti reduce

the likelihood of repeat incidents.

This is the thesis of Wilson and

Kelling’s (1982) broken-windows

theory mentioned earlier. Cable

companies allow parents who are

concerned about the influence of

television violence on juveniles to

easily block out violent and sexually explicit programs.

5. Removing excuses. Many offenders

argue that they didn’t know they

were doing anything wrong. Informing people of the law and the rules

eliminates any excuses for engaging

in illegal activity. For example, ‘‘no

parking’’ and ‘‘no trespassing’’ signs

are enforceable if they are posted.

The following techniques prevent

offenders from excusing their crimes

by claiming ignorance or misunderstanding.

. Set rules. Rules govern behavior.

Charging a person’s credit card a

fee helps to reduce restaurant noshows. Signed agreements regulate the behavior of students living in dorms. Many companies
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establish strict telephone procedures to ensure that good customer service is delivered.

Post instructions. ‘‘No parking,’’

‘‘no smoking,’’ ‘‘handicap parking,’’ and ‘‘no trespassing’’ signs

remove any claims of ignorance

of the law.

Alert people’s conscience. ‘‘Copying is a crime’’ warnings in bold

letters on music CDs and DVDs

are designed to get people’s attention. Digital signs that display a

vehicle’s speed are commonly

used by police to slow traffic in

high-accident areas and school

zones.

Assist with people’s compliance.

Programs that provide free taxi

rides to bar patrons during the

holidays and bars that offer free

nonalcoholic drinks to designated

drivers help patrons adhere to

drunk driving laws. Adequate garbage receptacles and public lavatories on beaches and in parks

reduce littering and public urination.

Control drug and alcohol abuse.

Free breathalyzer tests in bars

and bartender training reduce

the risks of intoxication and

drunk driving.



Conclusion

Clearly, the field of crime prevention has

matured from its very early primitive

forms, now involving more sophisticated

methods for adapting the environment

and for targeting homes and businesses.

SCP has emerged as an essential crime

prevention and control strategy by focusing on reducing opportunities that are

provided to offenders motivated to commit

crimes. The emphasis on proactive crime
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prevention is far preferred to the more traditional reactive approach, by which the

police are primarily involved in taking

crime reports and investigating but a

small proportion of offenses.

RONALD W. GLENSOR

See also Broken-Windows Policing; ClosedCircuit Television Applications for Policing;

Crime Control Strategies: Crime Prevention

Through Environmental Design; Crime

Prevention; Problem-Oriented Policing;

Routine Guardianship
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SMITH, BRUCE

Bruce Smith (1892–1955), police consultant and criminologist, was born in

Brooklyn, New York, the son of a banker

and real estate operator. He was regarded

as something of a rebel, even from his first

collegiate experience at Wesleyan University. While there he delighted in rolling

cannonballs down the main street and in

firing a shotgun from his dormitory window. He was expelled in his senior year for

publicly ridiculing the college chaplain because he had conducted a prayer that went

on for more than seven minutes—Smith

had clocked him with a stopwatch.
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Moving on to Columbia University,

presumably a more serious student, he

earned his B.S. degree in 1914. One of his

professors, Charles A. Beard, also director

of the New York Bureau of Municipal

Research, acted as his mentor and convinced him to remain at Columbia

for graduate study. In 1916, Smith was

granted both the LL.B. degree and the

M.S. in political science. After graduation

he worked with Beard at the Bureau of

Municipal Research, later renamed the Institute of Public Administration.

That same year he was assigned to study

the police department in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. Unfamiliar with police operations, he wondered why he had been

chosen. About the Harrisburg experience

he reflected, ‘‘That’s how I got into police

work. I was dragged in squealing and protesting. I knew nothing about cops. Boy,

how I hated to leave those actuarial

tables.’’

Soon World War I intervened, and as a

second lieutenant Smith served in the U.S.

Air Force from 1917 to 1919. The war

over, he returned to the Institute of Public

Administration and quickly rose to the

position of manager, which he held from

1921 to 1928. During those hectic years, he

acquired invaluable knowledge collaborating with the Missouri Association for

Criminal Justice, the National Crime

Commission, and the Illinois Association

for Criminal Justice. From 1941 to 1946

and from 1950 to 1952, he was acting

director of the institute; in 1954, he

became director until his death, thus fulfilling the promise Charles Beard had seen

in him.

Throughout the second half of his life,

Smith was associated with so many commissions on the administration of justice

and on law revision that it would take a

catalog to enumerate them, and a book to

cite his many contributions. But the keystone of his career was his monumental

work in surveying police departments in

about fifty leading American cities and in



eighteen states, in creating the Uniform

Crime Reports (1930)—devised after an

exhaustive study of Western European

practices and adopted by the Federal

Bureau of Investigation—and in writing

several police treatises, most notably Police Systems in the United States.

Smith, who never wore a police uniform, nonetheless earned the respect of

the cop on the beat. In such statements

as this about protracted entrance exams,

he championed the recruit: ‘‘I don’t care if

a rookie thinks the duke of Wellington is a

man, a horse, or a smoking tobacco . . . .

What counts is a man’s character.’’ His

sympathy for the job of policing ran

deep: ‘‘Rarely does a major piece of police

work receive the accolade of general approval . . . . The environment in which

police must do their work is therefore certain to be unfavorable.’’ And he saw clearly the obstacles to improvement: ‘‘No

police force . . . is ever quite free of the

taint of corruption; none succeeds in

wholly repressing or preventing criminal

acts, or in effecting arrests and convictions

in any large portion of the total offenses

reported; many are deeply involved in political manipulations of various kinds.’’ So

he fought for better methods of selection

and training of personnel, a different system of promotion, increased discipline,

and severance from political control and

the Civil Service Commission, to name a

few of his reforms.

Furthermore, he encouraged police

departments to give civilians the desk

jobs, thereby returning police to the streets.

Interestingly, as a consultant to the U.S.

Army Air Force during World War II, he

advocated the same tactic; because of him,

350 colonels were reassigned from offices

to field duty.

But Smith did not always meet with success. Even though he was mostly welcomed

by police departments, revered by the

officers, and acknowledged as an authority, he became a Sisyphus-like figure. In

1923, he made sweeping recommendations
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for reform of the New Orleans Police Department; in 1946, upon his return, he found

almost the same disgraceful situation in

the department as had appeared earlier—a

disheartening de´ja` vu. In another instance,

fourteen years after analyzing the St. Louis

Police Department, when asked for further guidance, he suggested reform measures nearly identical to the ones he had

offered before since little had changed.

Often, in the case of Smith, it seemed that

his sound advice went too much against

the grain for the entrenched police departments to carry out.

Smith contributed regularly to professional journals, both American and British.

He wrote the standard articles on police

for the Encyclopedia Britannica, Encyclopedia Americana, Collier’s Encyclopedia,

and the Encyclopedia of Social Sciences.

In tribute, O. W. Wilson wrote, ‘‘Smith

combined the best qualities of policeman,

executive, statesman, and scholar.’’ He

was married in 1915 to Mary Rowell;

they had two children. Late in life Smith

purchased a yacht—the Lucifer—and indulged his passion for sailing. While

aboard the Lucifer he was stricken by a

lung ailment, later dying in Southampton Hospital in New York of a heart attack. At the time of his death he was

writing a book about British police,

whose organization he wanted to elucidate

for American police. He died a young

sixty-three.

WILLIAM G. BAILEY
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Introduction

The spatial concentration of crime and

victimization at geographic locations is

a well known and robust empirical finding within criminology. Several studies

have indicated that crime is concentrated

at micro places such as street addresses,

segments, and block groups (Sherman,

Gartin, and Buerger 1989; Weisburd et al.

2004), and evaluations of place-based policing tactics at micro places indicate that

geographically focused policing tactics are

a promising crime reduction strategy

(Braga 2001; Weisburd and Eck 2004).

The implementation of such micro place

policing strategies was guided, in part, by

the empirical finding of crime concentration at places and theoretical insights from

situational crime prevention theory, routine activities theory, and the ecology of

crime literature (Skogan and Frydl 2004;

Weisburd and Eck 2004).

As a result, many policing scholars

have noted that the police are more likely

to make observable impacts on crime

when they target the criminal event itself

and the environmental conditions that

allow for it to occur, rather than targeting

the development of the individual criminal

offender (Weisburd 1997). Although criminal activity is concentrated at a larger

level of geography as well, such as communities or neighborhoods (Shaw and

McKay 1942/1969), the policing literature

has not yet fully incorporated theoretical

insights from the social disorganization

literature in the research on policing of

larger units of place.

This article discusses the relevance and

implications of social disorganization theory for the policing of community-level

areas characterized by structural and social disadvantage. Social disorganization
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theory and policing are linked through

such concepts as procedural justice and

legitimacy. Research from the social disorganization literature has shown that communities characterized by concentrated

disadvantage (that is, extreme structural

and social disadvantages such as poverty,

public assistance, high percentage of female heads of household, unemployment,

percentage of youth) influence the formation of individual perceptions regarding

the legitimacy of the police and the extent of criminal activity within the area

(Kubrin and Weitzer 2003a). In the sections that follow, I review social disorganization theory and several key insights

and discuss the implications of those

insights for policing areas of concentrated

disadvantage, most notably the importance of perceptions of favorable police

legitimacy and procedural justice.



Social Disorganization Theory

Social disorganization theory is among the

oldest and most prominent of criminological theories. Originating in the 1930s from

the influential Chicago School, Shaw and

McKay (1942/1969) developed an ecological theory of delinquency based on the

finding that high rates of delinquency

remained stable over time in certain neighborhoods regardless of changes in the racial

or ethnic composition of residents. Social

disorganization refers to the inability of a

community to regulate the activities that

occur within its boundaries, the consequences of which are high rates of criminal

activity and social disorder (Kornhauser

1978; Sampson and Raudenbush 1999;

Markowitz et al. 2001).

Structural disadvantages such as population heterogeneity, residential instability, and poor economic conditions hinder

the formation of community cohesion by

limiting informal social networks and

weakening a community’s ability to exercise effective informal social control



over the activities that occur within its

boundaries. The focus in social disorganization theory is on the dynamics of criminogenic places, and how such contexts

influence and impact individual behavior

as well as community-level cohesion and

behavior.

There have been several revisions and

extensions to the original social disorganization theory put forth by Shaw and

McKay. In particular, scholars began to

clearly articulate and measure the intervening mechanisms by which neighborhood structural disadvantages lead to

increased criminal activity (Bursik 1988;

Sampson and Groves 1989; Bursik and

Grasmick 1993; Sampson, Raudenbush,

and Earls 1997). In an influential test of

the intervening mechanisms of social disorganization theory, Sampson and Groves

(1989) found that a neighborhood’s informal social control abilities (for example,

ability to supervise and control teenage

peer groups, strength of local friendship

networks, and rate of participation in voluntary associations) substantially mediates the relationship between structural

disadvantage and crime and victimization

rates.

More recent studies have noted the distinction between the presence and type of

informal social relationships within communities (Kubrin and Weitzer 2003a). For

example, the presence of informal social

networks within communities is beneficial

for crime reduction in so much as they

result in strong community cohesion and

solidarity between residents that is prosocial in nature and results in both the

desire and resources necessary to obtain

collective valued goals. Several researchers

have appropriately noted that we cannot

assume that all informal social networks

are created equally and that the nature of

the network greatly dictates the nature of

the potential resources and outcomes

(Kubrin and Weitzer 2003a).

Further refinements to social disorganization theory include distinguishing between the presence of informal social
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networks and the potential resources or

outcomes that are derived from involvement in such networks (Sampson, Raudenbush, and Earls 1997). Concepts such as

social capital and collective efficacy reflect

the valuable resources generated from involvement in social networks and refer to

the degree of mutual trust and cohesion

between community members and their

ability to work cooperatively toward collective goals (Sampson, Raudenbush, and

Earls 1997).

In one of the most statistically sophisticated tests, Sampson and colleagues

(1997) found that after controlling for individual-level traits and neighborhoodlevel concentrated disadvantage, collective

efficacy was negatively related to neighborhood-level violence. In addition, other

studies have observed that there is a positive association between crime and social

disorder, and the mediating effects of collective efficacy between structure and

crime also applies to the relationship between structure and disorder. The former

suggests that social disorder has a causal

impact on crime, the latter suggests that

disorder and crime reflect the same underlying process at different levels of severity

(Skogan 1990; Sampson and Raudenbush

1999; Markowitz et al. 2001). Moreover,

concentrated disadvantage was negatively

associated with collective efficacy, indicating that areas with structural and social

disadvantages are less able to form the

informal social networks necessary to generate cohesion and a willingness to obtain

collective goals.

It is important to note that exact causal

paths and directions linking structural

traits, informal social networks and community cohesion, fear of crime, and disorder and crime are debatable, as many of

these variables can theoretically impact

each other simultaneously, indicating joint

causation. For example, few studies have

adequately examined the possibility that

not only do social disorder and decay

lead to low social cohesion but that low

social cohesion also impacts the presence
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of social disorder (Markowitz et al. 2001;

Kubrin and Weitzer 2003).

Further improvements to social disorganization theory include focusing on

social networks between the community

and external local institutions, such as

the police, as social networks important

for shaping the nature of the dynamics as

well as the strength of informal social

control within communities (Bursik and

Grasmick 1993; Sampson, Raudenbush,

and Earls 1997; Kubrin and Weitzer

2003a). Social networks that link community residents to outside conventional

institutions provide residents with both

normative and tangible resources to regulate criminal activity, and recent research

has indicated that public social networks

may provide the greatest crime reducing

benefits for disadvantaged communities

(Velez 2001).

Using data from the Police Services

Study, Velez (2001) found that structurally

disadvantaged communities that had

strong relationships with the police, as

measured by the quality and frequency of

interaction with the police, had lower victimization rates than did disadvantaged

communities that had weak ties to the police. There is much evidence indicating that

residents living in areas of concentrated

disadvantage have weaker networks and

perceptions of legitimacy toward the police

(Kubrin and Weitzer 2003b; Anderson

1999).



Legitimacy, Procedural Justice,

and Policing

Perceptions of legitimacy toward the

police refers to the degree to which residents view the police as fair, just, and

appropriate (Tyler 1990). Police legitimacy acts as a source of social control

based on normative beliefs and represents

the individual’s belief in or bond to conventional society. Perceptions of procedural justice, the belief that the police use
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fair and just procedures in interaction with

citizens, are closely related to and in fact

influence perceptions of legitimacy (Tyler

1990; Skogan and Frydl 2004).

Several scholars have argued that

macro social factors resulted in the economic segregation of minorities into structurally disadvantaged areas, resulting in

a clustering of multiple social and structural disadvantages within communities

and an intense feeling of social segregation and isolation among residents of disadvantaged communities (Wilson 1987;

Sampson and Wilson 1995). According

to Anderson’s (1999) ethnographic study

of violence in inner-city ghettoes of Philadelphia, violence results from the void

left by the declining significance of social

institutions and conventional norms for

those living in poverty and economic deprivation and the alienation these individuals feel from mainstream society. The

resulting pattern of norms that arise

is what Anderson calls the ‘‘code of

the street.’’ Thus, the code of the street

arises as a result of a profound lack of

legitimacy in conventional institutions

such as the police and ‘‘emerges where the

influence of the police ends’’ (Anderson

1999, 34).

Sampson and Bartusch (1998) confirm

this relationship between community structure and perceptions toward the police

in their study of 8,782 residents of 343

Chicago area neighborhoods. They found

that after accounting for individual sociodemographic traits (for example, race) and

differences in crime rates, neighborhoods

characterized by concentrated disadvantage, as compared to more affluent areas,

had higher levels of dissatisfaction with

the police and legal cynicism. Neighborhood structural traits shape the ‘‘cognitive

landscape’’ in which normative orientations and perceptions about the law are

formed (Sampson and Bartusch 1998).

Harsh structural conditions that result in

social isolation lead to a feeling in which

violence is inevitable and the police mistrusted and avoided.



As a result of evidence such as this,

many social disorganization researchers

have argued for the theoretical inclusion

of subcultural factors to help explain

the relationship between concentrated disadvantage and crime (Kubrin and Weitzer

2003; Sampson and Bartusch 1998). Structural contexts of social and economic

disadvantage can attenuate individuallevel normative values and bonds to conventional society, which create a lack of

legitimacy and subsequent void in which

competing norms and modes of conduct

can develop. This is especially relevant for

policing since the police are viewed as

the law enforcement agency of conventional society and as representative of the

dominant conventional culture (Anderson

1999; Easton and Dennis 1969; Tyler and

Huo 2002).

Kubrin and Weitzer (2003b) state that

perceptions of police practices in poor

communities largely revolve around two

themes related to police discretion, underpolicing and overpolicing. Residents of

poor communities largely perceive the police as providing insufficient protection

from crime and victimization, noting that

the police have little regard for the occurrences within their community (Kane

2005; Kubrin and Weitzer 2003b).

Conversely, perceptions of police services also tend to focus on the opposite

end of the continuum, with several studies

reporting that individuals from areas of

disadvantage perceive high levels of police

misconduct or overpolicing such as unwarranted traffic stops and searches, racial

profiling, and verbal and physical abuse

(Kubrin and Weitzer 2003b; Kane 2005).

Overpolicing tactics such as racial profiling

are also related to unfavorable perceptions

of police legitimacy and procedural justice

(Tyler and Wakslak 2005). Furthermore,

since African Americans are overrepresented in communities of concentrated disadvantage, findings indicating that African

Americans have unfavorable perceptions

of police legitimacy are relevant for the

policing of disadvantaged areas. Equally
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if not more important are emerging findings that suggest legitimacy and procedural

justice perceptions are significantly associated with law breaking (Tyler 1990;

Paternoster et al. 1997; Kane 2005).

Paternoster and colleagues (1997) reanalyzed data from the Milwaukee Domestic Violence Experiment to examine

the impact of perceptions of procedural

justice on the probability of future spouse

assault. Their findings indicate that those

offenders who felt as if they were treated

fairly by the police had a lower number of

rearrests, as compared to those offenders

who reported low perceptions of procedural justice. In addition, after controlling

for individual traits and prior offending,

Paternoster and colleagues found that recidivism counts among those offenders

that had been arrested but reported being

treated fairly by the police were as low as

those of offenders that had not been

arrested but instead were released.

Additionally, findings from a study examining the relationship between variations in police legitimacy and violent

crime at New York City police precincts

from 1975 to 1996 (Kane 2005) found further support. Findings indicate that low

police legitimacy, measured as police misconduct and underpolicing and overpolicing, is statistically related to violent crime

rates, but only among those communities

characterized by structural disadvantage.

This is not surprising, given prior research in the social disorganization literature linking concentrated disadvantage

to both weak formal and informal social

relationships within communities; more

affluent communities likely have strong

informal social networks, high levels of

collective efficacy, and less need for formal

social control mechanisms that result

from relationships with the police. For

communities with extreme structural and

social disadvantages, the issue of police

legitimacy is more salient, given the typical

absence of strong prosocial intracommunity informal networks, and the crime
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reducing impacts of favorable perceptions

of police legitimacy are greater (Velez

2001).

Policing tactics can be better informed

by an understanding of the relationship

between disadvantaged communities and

the mistrust of authorities it fosters.

Given the literature concerning the relationship between concentrated disadvantage and crime rates as well as perceptions

of legitimacy, it is likely that policing tactics may have differential impacts, in terms

of outcome effectiveness and citizen reactions, across degrees of neighborhood-level

structural disadvantage.

For example, community-oriented policing (COP) tactics rely heavily on the

support and cooperation of community

residents in implementing crime and disorder reducing programs. The community

and the police are seen as coproducers in

the creation of community safety, order,

and well-being (Moore 1992). There are

several elements and goals of community

policing, one of which requires the police to

increase social interactions with community members and develop relationships

with the community that facilitate the reduction of disorder and crime. Community

policing also encourages community involvement in the defining and solution

of community problems, but if perceptions

of police illegitimacy lead to decreased

involvement and willingness to become

involved among residents, the application

of COP tactics may be problematic.

Although the COP approach is promising for increasing perceptions of police

legitimacy, it is important to note that

there may be some difficulties associated

with the application at neighborhoods of

concentrated disadvantage. There has been

substantial literature on the difficulties

of applying the COP model to police

departments due to deeply rooted beliefs

in the traditional model of policing

(Weisburd and McElroy 1988); however,

much less has been mentioned of the difficulties of applying the COP model to
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communities characterized by concentrated disadvantage.

Just as the normative, cultural, and

organizational context of traditional policing made adoption of the seemingly

equal role between police and community

as crime fighters more difficult, it is likely

that the normative, cultural, and structural context of extremely disadvantaged

communities will result in reluctance to

trust the police and resistance to increased

interaction with the police. COP reflects

an example of Bursik and Grasmick’s

public network and thus represents the

intersection of formal and informal social

control in communities. Findings from the

social disorganization literature suggest

that approaches such as COP may face

resistance from residents of structurally

disadvantaged communities and that preexisting perceptions of low police legitimacy may be difficult to overcome in a

short time and may in fact be exacerbated

by increased police activity within the

community.

The potential difficulties in implementing certain policing tactics in structurally

disadvantaged communities is also applicable to policing tactics that are focused at

micro places or reducing social disorder.

Micro places such as street segments

or addresses are situated within larger

macro social contexts of the community

and urban political economy; thus, it is

likely that the environmental aspects, as

well as situational aspects, of both the

micro place and the community will matter for the commission or prevention of

crime.

Additionally, ‘‘hot spots’’ policing is

tightly focused and targeted on small

units of place, and this type of policing

may perpetuate or contribute to perceptions of overpolicing and subsequent low

police legitimacy (Tyler and Wakslak

2005). Similarly, order maintenance policies that seek to reduce crime by reducing

perceived and observed social disorder,

thereby reducing fear of crime and crime



itself, are also susceptible to accusations of

overpolicing, since zero tolerance policing

tactics have the potential to be viewed as

harassment and contribute to low levels of

police legitimacy (Wilson and Kelling

1982; Skogan 1990; Skogan and Frdyl

2004).

In conclusion, findings from the social

disorganization literature are relevant

to the study of policing for several reasons. First, individuals living in areas of

concentrated disadvantage are more likely

to be dissatisfied with police services,

have higher perceptions of legal cynicism,

and hold less favorable perceptions about

the procedural justice and legitimacy of

the police (Sampson and Bartusch 1998;

Anderson 1999; Sunshine and Tylor 2003;

Kubrin and Weitzer 2003a, 2003b). Second,

favorable perceptions of procedural justice

and legitimacy toward the police are related

to compliance with the law and lower crime

rates (Tyler 1990; Paternoster et al. 1997;

Kane 2005). Third, policing tactics such as

community-oriented policing rely on garnering support from the community; thus,

the effectiveness of these tactics is likely to

vary by the degree of community disadvantage. Moreover, even policing tactics

that are focused at the micro place level,

and hence have less reliance on community support, are vulnerable to the ill effects

of low police legitimacy, since these micro

places are often embedded within larger

macro social contexts that are characterized by concentrated disadvantage.

NANCY MORRIS

See also Accountability; Attitudes toward

the Police; Community-Oriented Policing:
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STATE LAW ENFORCEMENT

As it has evolved since the 1835 formation

of the Texas Rangers, state law enforcement has fallen primarily into three categories: state police forces, highway patrols,

and other enforcement agencies. That last

category represents a myriad of agencies,

most with very specific, limited regulatory

functions that may or may not include the

power to arrest. Highway or state patrols,

as their names imply, were created to patrol

roadways in order to enforce driving regulations, licensing requirements, and weight

limitations for commercial traffic. Not all

agencies that bear that designation have

remained so limited in function. State police

forces traditionally have had the broadest

arrest powers and, in some instances, the

most diverse roles, including investigating

crimes on their own initiative and/or in response to requests from sheriffs’ offices or

local police departments.

State governments, particularly in periods of budgetary restrictions, continue to

reorganize, even eliminate, their law enforcement agencies. In addition, advancements in identification technologies, public

pressure for protection of children, and

most recently rising terrorist threats have

led to realignments and additional functions for state agencies in all three categories. With certain exceptions, it would

be fruitless here to count the number of

agencies involved in any specific aspect of

state policing/law enforcement; however,

certain agencies do illustrate types of policing and state law enforcement.



State Regulatory Enforcement

Agencies

These agencies largely fall into three loosely

defined groupings: revenue collection, capitol protection, and conservation or environmental policing. But their functions are

often blurred. State budgets rely heavily on

taxes applied to tobacco, alcohol, gasoline,



and most recently gambling. Indiana State

Excise Police, for example, regulate the sale

of tobacco and alcohol primarily to collect

revenue but also to protect public safety by

prohibiting after-hours or underage drinking. Besides checking the licenses of commercial vehicles, the South Carolina State

Transport Police ticket for littering and

arrest for unsafe transport of hazardous

materials, among other duties. Nevada

relies on its long-standing Gaming Control

Board agents to police its very extensive

gambling industry. In other states that

more recently have been experiencing the

rise of casino or riverboat gambling, such

as Louisiana, Maine, Missouri, New Jersey, and Oregon, gaming law enforcement

has been entrusted to the state police or

highway patrol.

Protection for state capitol complexes

ranges from small, nonsworn units, such

as in Minnesota, to divisions or bureaus of

the state police or highway patrol. Even

smaller uniformed units, as in Alabama or

Delaware, have statewide arrest powers

and provide security for various official

buildings and state executives. One of the

oldest, the Pennsylvania Capitol Police,

originated in 1895, a decade before the

Pennsylvania State Police. Some capitol

police, such as those in Kansas, Idaho,

and Iowa, have been and remain part,

respectively, of their states’ highway patrol, state police, and state patrol. The

trend may well be for capitol police to be

absorbed into larger existing agencies. Citing 2001 terrorism, Florida’s legislature

moved its capitol police from the more

mundane Department of Management

Services to the Florida Department of

Law Enforcement.

Conservation police are variously

known as fish and game wardens, park

rangers, conservation agents, natural

resources police, and other designations.

They represent what may well be the oldest type of state-level policing, originally

relying on licenses and fines to pay officers. For example, Maryland saw its first
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state oyster police in 1868, more than six

decades before its state police in 1935;

Utah had fish and game wardens forty-five

years before establishing a highway patrol

in 1941. Typically these small, understaffed

agencies have been under conservation

departments or, more recently, departments

of natural resources (DNRs), responsible

for parks, waterways, forests, wetlands,

and even private hunting preserves. Long

engaged in public service through education, accident prevention, and rescue operations, these officers have enhanced policing

roles, recognized in the shift to DNRs and

necessitated by changing park usage.

Recreational land use continues to rise.

And elusive armed poachers have been

replaced by even more dangerous marijuana growers or methamphetamine lab

operators. Additionally, the U.S. Department of the Interior’s Fish and Wildlife

Service (USFWS) can commission wardens

(or comparable) as deputy agents with

authority to enforce federal wildlife laws.

In Illinois, for example, conservation police

operate jointly with USFWS agents at

O’Hare International Airport concerning

exotic or even endangered species.



State Criminal Investigative

Agencies

Statewide criminal investigative functions

are organized primarily under two models—detective bureaus within state police

or highway patrols or autonomous agencies, for example, the Kansas Bureau of

Investigation or the Georgia Bureau of Investigation. Particular arrangements often

are in a state of flux. For example, Illinois

originally created what amounted to a

detective bureau within its state police.

During the 1960s, it elected to create an

autonomous investigative agency, the Illinois Bureau of Investigation (IBI); only a

couple of decades later, it disbanded the

IBI in favor of the Division of Criminal
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Investigation, once again as a bureau

under the umbrella of the Illinois State

Police.



History of State Police Forces

and Highway Patrols

The earliest attempts to establish state police forces were really militias, vice units,

or border guards; only the Texas Rangers,

itself periodically disbanded, evolved into

a modern statewide investigative force.

Socioeconomic and political trends led to

the first modern state police forces, initially in states with large-scale industries,

transportation, and mining.

In 1905, Pennsylvania formed the first

sworn, unformed state police force. Bloody

strikes connected to rural coal mines and

urban steel plants had led to demands for

a police force to step between owners and

labor unions. For decades, the latter would

oppose state police forces as repressive,

capitalist tools. Irish immigrants, strongly

represented in labor unions, took little

comfort in the fact that the first state police

were modeled after the Royal Irish Constabulary, which had been used to quell

nationalist dissent. Others feared that the

state police forces, proudly adopting a military model, might prove to be virtually

standing armies.

But the constabulary model would prevail. Wartime emergencies, municipal police

strikes, pandemic influenza, ‘‘red scares,’’

corruption and brutality among local police, rising rural crime, and illegal liquor

manufacture and sales all argued for professional, supposedly less corrupt state

law enforcement. Progressive reformers

(1880–1920) linked those claims with

their campaigns for ‘‘good roads.’’ Built

and maintained, in part, through licensing

fees and traffic fines, those paved highways were to increase taxable commerce

and diminish rural isolation. Statewide

police forces, within a civil service framework, were to model efficient, honest law
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enforcement for municipal police and

sheriffs’ offices. The 1929 Wickersham

Commission echoed the call for state police

forces, and by 1941 every state except

Hawaii had some form of state police or

highway patrol. However, for decades

Progressive aspirations for policing the

commonwealth were diminished by political patronage, limited authority, piecemeal

development, and shifting administrative

oversight.



Highway or State Patrols

and State Police

Today state policing services are predominantly provided by highway patrols, state

patrols, and state police. In some of the

nation’s smallest states, such as Connecticut and Rhode Island, the state police have

long carried out the patrol and investigative work customarily done by sheriffs’

offices. Although the mission statements

of state police customarily include the

duty to assist, not supplant, all other police

agencies, the trend has been for state-level

policing agencies to expand their authority.

The past half century has seen the original highway patrols and virtually synonymous state patrols leave behind their

limited patrol, traffic enforcement, and

commercial trucking supervisory duties

to become state police in fact, if not in

name. That trend is clearest with the Mississippi Highway Patrol, Missouri State

Highway Patrol, Nebraska State Patrol,

and Ohio State Highway Patrol, which

have both uniformed and plainclothes

officers who can arrest and investigate

statewide for nontraffic criminal offenses.

Even the more limited highway patrols

have become centers for crime data collection, fingerprint identification, missing

children alerts, sexual offender/predator

tracking, and most recently antiterrorism

security measures.

Highway patrols and state police share

certain other characteristics. Responding



to societal pressure and legal precedents,

agencies generally recruited their first

African American officers in the 1960s

and first female officers in the 1970s. Both

consistently school their officers in their

own training academies, open in some

states to local police. Motorcycle units,

featured in the 1920s and 1930s, have reappeared after a hiatus. And, more important, whether highway patrols or state

police, these agencies are called in to supplement correctional personnel during

prison riots and local police overwhelmed

by urban riots.

Typical traditional patrols are the Utah

Highway Patrol (begun in 1923) and the

North Dakota State Patrol (created in

1935). Responding to increasing numbers

of vehicles and accidents, highway commissions in both states singled out a handful of

employees for part-time use on the state

roadways outside municipalities. Those

troopers or patrolmen, as they soon came

to be known, searched the highways for

speeders and other violators, administered

driving exams once licenses became mandatory, and inspected vehicles, both private and commercial. Those early officers

were neither appointed nor promoted

under civil service regulations. During

subsequent decades, both forces expanded

in size, increased officers’ training, implemented civil service testing, employed

new technologies, and utilized canine units.

Those changes reflected not only increased

drug enforcement and anti-terrorism security but also continuing service on the

highways and in response to natural disasters, inclement weather, and other emergencies.

Other state agencies with similar origins, for example, the Virginia State Police

or the Illinois State Police (ISP), have

evolved beyond a chief emphasis on traffic

enforcement. Despite organized labor’s

long-standing opposition, between 1921

and 1923, Illinois established three state

highway units: one directly under the governor that would become the ISP, another

that still exists as the Illinois Secretary of
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State Police (ISSP), and a third under the

public works department, absorbed into

the ISP in 1939. The ISSP investigates

auto theft and licensing fraud, provides

security for the state capitol complex,

and houses the state’s bomb unit. Much

larger and more diverse in its responsibilities is the ISP, under a merit system by

1949. The ISP maintains a central repository for criminal statistics, histories, and

fingerprints; has forensic laboratories

around the state for its own and other

jurisdictions’ investigations; registers firearms; employs polygraph operators; and

investigates medical insurance and other

fraud, elder and child abuse, and terrorist

threats. It also still patrols the highways,

responds to disasters or accidents, and

quells riots.

In the 1920s, Illinois State Police advocates wanted to establish a force much like

the state police in New Jersey (1921), New

York (1917), West Virginia (1919), and

most notably Pennsylvania (1905). Initial

efforts failed, but the ISP—much like

the Maryland or Michigan State Police—

grew into that model in a piecemeal fashion. State police, and some highway

patrols, are diverse forces that investigate

crimes far removed from roads they first

patrolled.

BEVERLY A. SMITH and DAVID N. FALCONE
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STING TACTICS

Police often apprehend criminals through

deception or sting tactics. To hasten compliance to laws, police utilize their knowledge of crime to construct circumstances

that invite criminals to commit more crime

in a recordable way, enhancing the likelihood of apprehension of criminals who

otherwise would be difficult to detect and

prosecute (Crank 2004).

Stings typically employ enforcement officers, cooperative community members, and

apprehended offenders to play a role as a

criminal partner or potential victim in order

to gather evidence of a suspect’s wrongdoing. Stings are conducted by local, state,

and federal enforcement agencies. Sometimes agencies operate stings independently,
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and other stings are mutual efforts consisting of many agencies, including agencies of

other nations.

Stings vary in the scope of their operations and techniques, suggesting numerous variations, yet their objectives are

similar: Attract and build a case toward

identification, apprehension, and conviction of offenders who often go undetected

through traditional police initiatives. One

way to examine stings is to review federal

and local police sting experiences, components of a legal sting, and the perspectives

of sting critics.



Federal Stings

Federal enforcement agencies conduct local, national, and international stings. Federal stings are conducted by the Drug

Enforcement Administration (DEA), Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), Department of Homeland Security (HS), Bureau of

Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives

(ATF), and U.S. Immigration and Customs

Enforcement (ICE). Publicized stings often

include terrorism and arms smuggling, child

pornography and pedophile activities, bank

laundering of illegal funds, and cigarette

and drug trafficking.

Terrorism and arms smuggling stings

are typified by a New Jersey case. A suspect

was charged with the crimes of providing

material support for terrorism and smuggling firearms (IGLA-2 surface-to-air missile) into the country (Federal Bureau of

Investigation 2003). The buyers were FBI

agents pretending to be a terrorist cell, the

sellers were undercover Russian enforcement agents, and the apprehended broker

was a British citizen (BBC News 2003).

National stings (that is, operations Artus, Avalanche, Candyman, Blue Orchid,

Hamlet, and Rip Cord) and international

stings (operations Ore, Snowball, and Twins)

have detected and apprehended pornographers and pedophiles (Weiss 2003). For

example, Operation Candyman uncovered



an estimated seven thousand subscribers

linked to a pornographer’s website. Those

arrested included day care workers, clergy

members, law enforcement personnel, and

military personnel. Operation Rip Cord

identified more than fifteen hundred child

pornographer suspects who also solicited

child sex through websites in several

countries (CNN 1997). An investigator was

so disgusted by the materials he viewed that

he ripped a computer plug from the wall,

giving the sting its name. Operation Twins,

the global Internet investigation into a pedophile ring known as ‘‘the Brotherhood,’’

was led by the United Kingdom’s National

High Tech Crime Unit (NHTCU), the FBI,

the Royal Canadian Mounted Police

(RCMP), and the police forces of Norway

and Germany.

Stings have been conducted by individual federal agencies in other nations, such

as Operation Casablanca. Three large

Mexican banks were charged by the

DEA with laundering millions of dollars

from Mexican and Colombian drug cartels (Zinser 1998). The successful sting was

called a national insult by the Mexican

government because they were never informed of its operation.

Smuggled cigarettes (both counterfeit

and genuine) represent a federal tax revenue loss and potential health risk and

many smugglers are linked to terrorists

(Demetriou and Silke 2003). ICE, ATF,

and U.S. Customs conduct stings to apprehend cigarette smugglers.

To control drug trafficking, FBI agents

posed as cocaine traffickers in Arizona,

resulting in the capture of sixteen American soldiers and law enforcement personnel (Sherman 2005). Those arrested had

received an estimated $220,000 in bribes

and were responsible for more than 1,230

pounds of cocaine smuggled into the

country.

Finally, in this regard, two celebrated

stings historically provided future sting experience: Abscam and DeLorean. Abscam

was a political scandal in 1980 that led to

the arrest of members of the U.S. Congress
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for accepting bribes for favors from Middle

Eastern sheiks who were actually FBI personnel (Lescaze 1980). Some convictions

were overturned resulting from entrapment. John Z. DeLorean, a man People

Weekly described as ‘‘the Auto Prince,’’

was arrested for buying a hundred kilos of

cocaine in 1982 (Eighties Club 2000).

DeLorean testified that his intention was

to salvage his company.



Local Police Stings

Local police stings include but are not limited to fencing (purchase) of stolen goods,

covert cameras designed to detect traffic

speeders, prostitution and drug stings,

and those targeted to detect alcohol, cigarette, and illegal firearm ammunition sales

to youths.

Theft stings are typified by antifence

operations, whereby police pretend to fence

stolen property and transact business with

criminals such as in Birmingham, Alabama

(Langworthy 1989). A storefront operation

was established to attract and detect auto

thieves. However, auto thefts increased by

4.46 cars per day during its operation and

decreased to previous levels after the sting.

The Texas commissioner of alcoholic

beverages promoted youth stings (Garza

2005). Texas officials reported that stings

were an excellent means of combating problems of the unlawful purchase and consumption of alcoholic beverages among

minors. Youth stings gain credibility and

community support among police departments. Another alcohol sting employed underage police cadets to purchase packaged

beer at retail stores in Denver (Preusser,

Williams, and Weinstein 1994). Cadets

purchased beer 59% of the time, and subsequent stings resulted in beer purchases

between 32% and 26% of the time.

Stings include covert cameras (speed

cameras that are hidden from view)
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designed to detect speeders (ReinhardtRutland 2001). For instance, nine automated cameras designed to detect speeders

traveling ten miles faster than the posted

speed limit produced $12 million annually

for Cincinnati (Sickmiller 2005).

Baltimore launched the Youth Ammunition Initiative in 2002 (Lewin et al. 2005).

The initiative addressed gun violence by

targeting illegal firearm ammunition sales.

Businesses and public agencies supplied

undercover investigators. By interrupting

the flow of ammunition, youth violence

was reduced.

Prostitution stings include female officers posing as prostitutes. Because of a

lack of a complainant, prostitution is

often seen as a ‘‘victimless’’ crime; therefore, police must initiate investigations on

their own (Walker and Katz 2005, 245). An

example is typified by the Waco (Texas)

Police Department (Waco PD), which

reported that prostitutes are carriers of sexually transmitted infections or the HIV

virus (Waco PD 2004). A typical prostitution sting in Waco can produce twentyfive arrests among prostitution customers,

or johns. After a customer is arrested, his

picture graces a website. The Metropolitan

Police (Metro PD) in Nashville, Tennessee,

post the names of customers on their website (Metro PD 2004), and their stings typically result in forty to forty-five arrests.

Drug stings are common among enforcement agencies. Often several agencies

combine resources and information. For

instance, multicounty drug task units and

state agency participation are characteristic of many efforts, especially in rural

areas. For example, the Sheriff’s AntiCrime/Narcotics (SAC/Narc) unit includes

deputies from Whiteside County and the

Illinois State Police (Lewis 2005). One

sting recovered ten pounds of marijuana,

eighteen doses of heroin, and ten Endocet

pills and resulted in four seized vehicles.

SAC/NARC identified about 750 drug

county outlets and see stings as the most

productive strategy towards detection.
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What Is a Legal Sting?

Law enforcement is allowed to engage in

deceit, pretence, and trickery to determine

whether an individual has a predisposition

to commit a crime, and they can provide

an opportunity for an individual to commit that crime, all without being guilty of

entrapment. Guidelines for determining

entrapment were established in Sorrells v.

United States (1932), which set the precedent for taking a ‘‘subjective’’ view of entrapment. That is, police cannot provoke

an act from an innocent person. Defendants have the right to challenge evidence

and can invoke the defense that they

would not have broken the law if not

tricked into doing it, or entrapment,

which can lead to dismissal of the charges

(Clarke 2003). For example, a Nebraska

farmer was indicted for receiving child

pornography through the mail after agents

spent twenty-six months offering him pornography.

In Jacobson v. United States (1992), prosecutors failed to show that a defendant had

been ‘‘predisposed, independent of the government’s acts and beyond a reasonable

doubt, to violate the law,’’ Justice Byron

White wrote (see Supreme Court Decisions). That is, a suspect’s tendency to commit a specific crime must have existed prior

to enforcement attention.

The sting controversy mandated the

Los Angeles Police Department to develop

and initiate a plan for organizing and

executing regular, targeted, and random

integrity audit checks, or ‘‘sting’’ operations, to identify and investigate officers

engaging in at-risk behavior, including unlawful stops, searches, seizures (including

false arrests), uses of excessive force, or

violations of the department’s codes (U.S.

District Court 2001).

Stings enhance police power despite

Jacobson. For instance, in United States v.

Jimenez Recio (2003), the court ruled that

the contraband seizure of drugs does not

end the probe into conspirators and that a



sting can be launched to trip up criminals

without breaking the law.



Sting Issues

In San Diego County, 138 tobacco retailers

paid an annual licensing fee for police stings

and the salary of a code enforcement officer

who issued and renewed licenses. Those

caught selling tobacco to minors faced

penalties ranging from $100 to $500 and

could lose their license. A licensee argued

that because only one of eighteen merchants

sold illegal products to minors, funds to

enforce codes should be refunded and tobacco licenses should cost less.

Also, a reasonable expectation of privacy exists even in a sting sex case (that

is, whether a particular place is isolated

enough that a reasonable person would

see no significant risk of being discovered)

(Kiritsy 2005). The Massachusetts State

Police settled a charge on behalf of a gay

man who alleged that troopers harassed

him at a highway rest stop. The settlement

included state police guidelines preventing

officers from deliberately trudging into

wooded areas near rest stops.

Operation Lightning Strike, an FBI

sting aimed at trapping NASA personnel

and its contractors, included an agent who

pretended to have developed a (phony) device. Millions were spent on luxury hotel

suites, gourmet meals, deep-sea fishing

trips, and strip clubs. Agents had few suspects but Strike was a scenario similar to

dozens of alleged failed stings uncovered

by the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette (Moushey

1999).



Sting Debate

Stings are often justified because of the

detrimental effects certain violations have

upon quality-of-life issues. This thought is
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consistent with the broken-windows precept: Eliminating minor disorder deters

serious crime because of the social influence that order exerts on the disorderly

and on law-abiding people (Kelling and

Wilson 1982). Breaking any law, no matter how trivial, should end with an arrest

in order to maintain order (Bratton and

Knobler 1998).

Yet, both scholars and courts recognize

that law on the books is not ‘‘what law

is’’ (Gould and Mastrofski 2004). That

is, policy and practice associated with

sting tactics are distinctively different.

For instance, high rates of unconstitutional police searches are documented in

the literature (Gould and Mastrofski 2004).

Researchers found that an estimated 30%

of police searches (115 searches) conducted

by officers in a department ranked in the

top 20% nationwide had violated Fourth

Amendment prohibitions on searches and

seizures. The majority of the unconstitutional searches, thirty-one out of thirtyfour, were invisible to the courts, having

resulted in no arrest, charge, or citation.

If general searches produce civil rights violations, then it is an easy throw to argue

that since the centerpiece of sting tactics is

deception, stings can produce similar, if

not greater, civil rights violations. The

thought paints a troubling picture of police practices and raises a number of difficult questions about discretionary police

practices.

Based on this argument, sting tactics

tend to increase criminal victimization

and citizen dissatisfaction, while fear of

crime and residents’ perceptions of disorder remain unaffected (Harcourt 2004).

This perspective reveals stings as counter

to respectable behavior because they promote and reward liars, deception, concealment, and betrayal, Klockars (1991, 258)

clarifies, by implying that ‘‘the more successful police are in appearing really bad,

the more successful they must be in

appearing good.’’

Also, since enforcement employs deception to detect and record criminal activities,
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when they testify against offenders in the

courtroom, ‘‘where the stakes—their jobs,

the case’’ are much higher, will officers deceive a jury (Crank 2004, 303)? Other critics

argue that the price for more freedom is

likely to be less order and the price for

more order is likely to be less freedom

(Langworthy and Travis 2003). However,

two thoughts remain: (1) Stings tend to be

covert tactics, and all of their working components tend to be less publicized, as are

their failures, and (2) crime has been on the

decline for some time, and stings are

practiced by many police agencies. Thus,

tentative inferences can be endorsed.

DENNIS J. STEVENS

See also Accountability; Bureau of Alcohol,

Tobacco, Firearms, and Explosives; Computer Crimes; Constitutional Rights: Privacy;

Crackdowns by the Police; Criminal Informants; Drug Enforcement Administration

(DEA); Entrapment; Federal Bureau of Investigation; Fencing Stolen Property; Terrorism: Overview; Undercover Investigations;

White Collar Crime
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STRATEGIC PLANNING

There is a growing and rather extensive

literature on strategic planning. For example, the Learning Resource Center at the

FBI Training Academy has compiled a tenpage bibliography on strategic planning.

This bibliography lists items available at

the FBI Academy Library. Melcher and
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Kerzner (1988, 20), tracing the evolution of

strategic planning theory, write that the

first interest in the subject can be traced to

the Harvard Business School in 1933, when

top management’s ‘‘point of view’’ was

added to the business policy course. This

perspective emphasized incorporating a

firm’s external environment with its internal operations.

George Steiner’s classic work Strategic

Planning: What Every Manager Must

Know was published in 1979 and is generally considered to be the bible of strategic planning. Steiner asserts that strategic

planning is inextricably interwoven into

the entire fabric of management. Steiner

lists fourteen basic and well-known management processes (for example, setting

objectives and goals, developing a company philosophy by establishing beliefs,

values, and so forth) that make up the

components of a general management system and links them to a comprehensive

strategic planning process (7–8).

There are many different models or

approaches to strategic planning. Melcher

and Kerzner’s book Strategic Planning:

Development and Implementation provides

an excellent description and review of various models. In essence, strategic planning

is a highly rational approach to the management process. It seeks to answer the

following questions: Why does the organization exist? What is the organization

doing today? What should the organization be doing in the future? What shortterm objectives and longer-term goals

must be accomplished to bridge the gap

from the present to the future?

There is some debate among strategic

planners as to whether this analysis can be

meaningful without identifying the organizational culture, its values and norms,

and the values of critical decision makers.

Thus, a number of models of the strategic

planning process include a values identification, audit, and analysis step. Many

other models do not include this step.

The writer’s experience has been that

many law enforcement officials are turned
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off by what they see as ‘‘mushy, touchyfeely, organizational psychology concepts’’

intruding into the planning process.

The writer believes that an understanding of the organizational culture is extremely important to the success of any

attempt to change an organization. Strategic planning is such an effort—changing

the organization from its present to its

future. Nevertheless, many organizations

and their members are not ready for this

kind of self-examination. Strategic planning

can assist law enforcement agencies in

performing their mission without including

the values analysis step.



Evolution of Management Thought

Up until the 1950s, organizations were

governed by one set of rules. There were a

variety of highly respected theories about

organizations, including Henry Fayol’s

classical organization theory/administrative science, Max Weber’s bureaucratic

theory, and Frederick Taylor’s scientific

management, but all prescribed the same

set of rules. First, simplify work as much as

possible. Second, organize to accomplish

routine activities. Third, set standards of

control to monitor performance. Finally,

take no notice of any changes in the world

at large that might affect the organization.

There was very little expectation of change

and no effort made to anticipate it.

However, these theories with their ‘‘principles’’ of administration did result in dramatic gains in productivity. In fact, these

ideas led to substantially enhanced profits

and corresponding salary increases for

workers. Why? Because they placed a premium on a rational approach to organizing

work, and they stressed the importance of

qualified and competent managers—a definite departure from earlier approaches that

encouraged nepotism and amateurism.

Unfortunately for these ideas, the world

changed. In the latter half of the twentieth

century, change itself became the critical
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variable. Once we could safely wager that

tomorrow would be like today in all important respects, today it is a fool’s bet.

Beginning around 1950, we saw the development of administrative philosophies

that recognized this new pervasiveness of

change. Change was viewed as a certainty,

not as an anomaly. It was not to be treated

normatively (that is, as either good or bad)

but was seen as inevitable. Thus, organizations had to be structured to accommodate and anticipate change. Also, the focus

was shifted from the routine duties that

employees perform each day to the results

that were expected to flow from all of this

effort. The new buzz phrase was ‘‘manage

for results.’’ The new paradigm called for

flexible or ad hoc organizational structures

that organized for desired results, developed goals to direct or focus effort, and

anticipated changes.

Many readers are familiar with some of

these new paradigm theories: management

by objectives (MBO), planning, programming budget system (PPBS), zero-based

budgeting (ZBB), contingency approaches,

and situational theories. For a variety

of reasons these administrative efforts

met with varying levels of success—mostly

disappointing—when implemented by organizations. For example, the federal government tried and abandoned PPBS, then

MBO, and finally ZBB. Even so, management philosophies that emphasize end

results have remained popular.

As a next step managers not only wanted

to know the future direction of their organizations, they also wanted to identify their

strengths and weaknesses. This approach is

called long-range planning. In the United

States, long-range planning became a popular management philosophy in the early

to middle 1970s. Long-range planning,

however, also has its shortcomings, primarily because it ignores external factors that

affect an organization’s performance. Some

people felt that long-range planning focused

too exclusively on internal factors and created an introspective mind-set. Strategic

planning, by contrast, is conceived as a



management-for-results philosophy that

uses both an internal assessment and an

environmental assessment.

A major difficulty in understanding

these different managerial philosophies is

that writers use different names for these

ideas and they also develop unique definitions for them. Nevertheless, almost all are

in agreement that strategic planning is a

results-oriented philosophy that employs

both an internal organizational assessment

and an external environmental analysis.



Models of Strategic Planning

As detailed earlier there are a number of

different approaches to strategic planning,

requiring varying levels of resource commitments, and each organization needs to

adapt or modify these different ideas to fit

its unique situation. There is no universal

‘‘best way.’’

In this section two models will be described. The first of these, applied strategic

planning, is defined as ‘‘the process by

which the guiding members of an organization envision its future and develop the procedures and operations necessary to achieve

that future’’ (Pfeiffer et al. 1986, 1). The

environmental scanning process should be

continual and ongoing over the entire process because strategic planning demands

that an organization keep a finger on the

environmental pulse that can and will affect

its future.

The performance audit step in the model

includes a simultaneous study of internal

strengths and weaknesses and an effort to

identify significant external factors that

might affect the organization. The organization may well be continually scanning its

environment, but here is where the environmental information is actually analyzed in

the context of internal assessment data and

future goals.

A second model, developed by United Way of America, is called strategic
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management. United Way defines it as ‘‘a

systematic, interactive process for thinking through and creating the organization’s best possible future’’ (United Way of

America 1985, 3). The purpose is to enhance

an organization’s ability to identify and

achieve specific desired results by integrating information about its external environment, internal capabilities, and overall

purpose and direction.



The Essential Elements of Strategic

Planning

This section provides a number of ideas

and suggestions to help readers understand

how to conduct strategic planning efforts

in their own departments. The first element—a manage-for-results orientation—

requires people to distance themselves

somewhat from their daily duties and

think about the big picture. What are the

major issues affecting my department?

What’s happening in the community?

What do I want this department to look

like and be doing in five to ten years?

Since this manage-for-results perspective is common to most current administrative approaches (such as MBO, PPBS, and

ZBB), many individuals and departments

are familiar with various methods to accomplish it. Frequently a management retreat is conducted at a nearby hotel or

resort. Sometimes key managers are asked

to prepare a list of those factors or results

most critical to the success of the organization. A group facilitator can then lead a

meeting in which a master list of these

results is produced.

A couple of cautions are in order, however. First, when describing the desired future direction of the organization, people

must be realistic and identify attainable results that are consistent with anticipated resources. Second, beware of a future

that looks exactly like the past. It has

been said that the largest impediments between humans and their future are human
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themselves and what they are able to imagine and conceive.

The second element is environmental

analysis. The primary activities here are

data gathering and analysis of relevant

trends. Where do you look for these

data? At a national level, the U.S. Census

Bureau’s Census of Population and Housing is a valuable tool. The Department of

Commerce’s City and County Data Book,

as well as reports of the Department of

Labor and other national indicators, can

also be helpful. With respect to criminal

activity, Crime in America, compiled by

the FBI, is an excellent source. Academic

and professional journals and societies frequently focus on developments and events

that will significantly affect law enforcement organizations.

At the local level, relevant and critical

trend data can often be obtained at area

universities—particularly business schools,

economics departments, and sociology departments. The chamber of commerce, local

trade associations, and municipal, county,

and state governments generally are good

sources of information. A survey of knowledgeable people in the community may also

help identify relevant information.

A seldom-used form of environmental analysis, scenario development, is the

most future-oriented approach. Scenarios

attempt to integrate a number of separate

trends and develop a consistent and coherent view of plausible, alternative futures.

Generally, several scenarios will be developed and a few will be selected for

planning purposes. This approach has special significance in university and ‘‘think

tank’’ institutions.

Obviously, the goals of environmental

analysis are to identify the most significant trends for the organization and

describe their likely implications. Contingency plans can be prepared or special

monitoring arrangements can be set up

to track these trends.

The third element is organizational

assessment, a step that determines an organization’s capabilities (its strengths and
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weaknesses). Generally, a number of resource assessments (for example, human,

facilities, financial) are conducted. For instance, does the organization have enough

people with the appropriate education and

skills to accomplish its purposes? Also, an

examination can be made of an organization’s structure and culture. Are they consistent and compatible with the mission

and future direction of the agency?

It is important to review the previous

performance of an organization and its

major entities. Were previous objectives

achieved? Are records and reports of a

high quality? Employee or customer surveys and interviews can shed much light

on perceptions of performance. In the

FBI, for example, the inspection, evaluation, and audit processes tell a lot about

the performance of various organizational

components and programs.

The product of this step should be

a precise listing of all the organization’s

competencies and shortcomings. Obviously, this knowledge, coupled with relevant environmental information, will

help determine the future direction of the

organization.



Strategic Planning in the FBI

Strategic planning in the FBI is the responsibility of the director. Early each

fall the director and several top executives

review, revise, and revalidate the FBI mission and the component missions. A strategic plan is prepared each year, projecting

FBI activities five years into the future.

The mission and components are carefully

examined to ensure that they describe the

major purposes toward which FBI efforts

will and should be expended over the next

several years.

This ‘‘mission review’’ step begins the

development of the new plan. It is also the

place where the director and senior executives articulate their vision regarding the

future direction of the FBI, focusing on



exactly what the bureau wants to achieve

during the next five years. At this stage the

vision is broad in scope.

Subsequently, other FBI executives and

program managers develop precise objectives and action strategies that give practical shape to the director’s vision. While

the writer was chief of the Strategic

Planning Unit (SPU) of the FBI Inspection Division, he authored a detailed reference, ‘‘A Guide to Strategic Planning in

the FBI,’’ to help FBI employees develop

these precise objectives and action plans.

Also, he prepared a pamphlet entitled

‘‘An Overview of FBI Strategic Planning

Efforts.’’ In an organization the size of the

FBI, the planning document is quite voluminous. Still, it is critical that precise strategies and action plans be prepared that

will lead to the accomplishment of the

organization’s broad purposes.

The strategic planning process itself,

that is, scanning the environment, assessing performance, thinking about the future direction of the FBI, and developing

action plans to achieve stated goals, is

more important than the document that

contains the strategic plan. Still, the plan

is a tremendous vehicle for communication within the bureau. One of the most

common reasons for organizations failing

to achieve their purposes is that many

people do not know what is expected of

them. They don’t understand what the organization is trying to achieve and how

their work fits into the overall picture.

The strategic plan assists all FBI employees in understanding their contributions to

the work of the bureau.

The SPU is responsible for conducting

the environmental analysis function for

the FBI. This unit performs exactly the

kinds of activities and analyses described earlier. With respect to the internal

organizational assessment step, the SPU

coordinates the activities of various FBI

entities. As described previously, the inspection reports of FBI offices, program

evaluation, and audits provide invaluable

performance information.
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The FBI has been involved in strategic

planning since the spring of 1987. The

process is evolving, and nobody would

argue that it is perfect. Still, FBI leaders

are convinced that it is the most appropriate managerial approach for the administration of the agency.



Conclusion

Strategic planning grows out of administrative philosophies that emphasize a management-for-results approach and recognize

the pervasiveness of change throughout society. Although there is no standard or universally accepted definition of strategic

planning, most administrators would agree

that it has three primary elements:

1. Management-for-results orientation

2. External environmental analysis

3. Internal organizational assessment

While some writers distinguish between

strategic planning and strategic management, the author believes that the primary

difference is one of semantics.

Ideas and theories about how best to

organize will continue to evolve in the

years ahead. Still, it is reasonable to expect

that future concepts will be built upon

many of today’s ideas. In this light, the

essential elements of strategic planning—

managing for results, environmental analysis, and organizational assessment—can

be expected to remain important tenets of

future philosophies.

This article has described the benefits of

strategic planning for law enforcement

agencies and outlined some of the steps necessary to perform the essential elements

of strategic planning. Effective American

law enforcement is a goal to which all Americans are entitled. Although there are no

magic panaceas or guarantees of effectiveness, strategic planning is a straightforward administrative approach with a

proven track record. All law enforcement
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officials are encouraged to consider this approach as they guide their organizations

into the future.

DONALD C. WITHAM
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Defined

Research physician Hans Selye introduced

the concept of stress to the life sciences and

later defined stress as the organism’s response to any demand placed on it (1946,

1976). Although there has been extensive

research on the topic of stress, there is not

necessarily a commonly accepted definition of the term. Stressors are physical or

psychological stimuli that impact on one’s

state of arousal and are often seen as threatening, frustrating, or conflicting and therefore can lead to anxiety. Therefore, while

hard to define, stress clearly involves both

psychological and physiological processes.

Anxiety is a common reaction to stress

and is marked by both physical and psychological components such as ‘‘fear,

anger, apprehension, and muscular tension’’ (Bartol and Bartol 1994). Fear then

often leads to increased engagement,
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avoidance, or incapacitation (the so-called

fight, flight, or freeze phenomenon), speech

difficulties, generalized irritability, or other

relief behaviors like biting nails, smoking,

or drinking. This form of anxiety, known

as state anxiety, is to be differentiated

from trait anxiety, an individual characteristic or personality attribute that is associated with a more chronic form of stress

(Spielberger 1966).



Effects of Stress

There is no doubt that the effects of stress

can be harmful. There are many illnesses

thought to be brought on or exacerbated

by the amount and experience of stress

including heart disease, alcoholism, sleep

disorders, and psychological disorders, to

name a few. Research on stress has suggested that too little or too much stress can

negatively impact performance, although

this relationship has not been well established in the research on police (Sewell,

Ellison, and Hurrell 1988).



How Stressful Is Policing?

Policing has been described as the most

stressful job in America (see, for example,

Kupelian 1991; Greaves 1987; Bartol 1983),

yet recent research has refuted that claim

with evidence suggesting it may be no

more stressful than many other occupations

(Anson and Bloom 1988; Malloy and Mays

1984). While an Australian police study

showed police to have higher incidences of

heart disease, hypertension, asthma, hay

fever, skin illnesses, nervous breakdowns,

and divorce rates than those of the general

population, other research comparing police officers to other public workers found

few differences in the level of stress experienced. There is some indication, however,

that there are differences in the sources of

stress associated with various jobs.



Sources of Stress in Policing

Many of the stresses police officers encounter are unique to their profession. While

much of police work is routine, there is

the possibility of great risk and danger at

any moment. Additionally, police officers

are often called to the scene of trouble and

therefore are exposed to trauma, both

physical and emotional. They frequently

deal with individuals who are antisocial,

antiauthority, angry, violent, emotionally

disturbed, manipulative, or under the influence of alcohol and/or drugs.

Police also work in paramilitary organizations with rigid lines of authority, numerous rules and regulations, and the

threat of disciplinary action when their behavior does not conform to laws, policies,

procedures, or public expectations. In addition, many police find it difficult to build

and sustain relationships outside the profession, since there is often a sense that no

one else understands the pressures of the

job. Most recently, newer sources of stress

have emerged, including fear of contracting HIV/AIDS, having to become more

‘‘politically correct’’ in dealing with issues

such as cultural diversity, and the transition to community policing (National Institute of Justice 2000).

There are two major theoretical approaches to stress. The first is based on

the assertion that major life events trigger

stress reactions, a so-called critical life

events approach. Examples of these types

of sources include dealing with homicide

victims, child sexual assault or homicide victims, or deadly vehicle crashes or causing the

death of someone through a shooting or

vehicle accident. The other is based on a

more chronic model of stress and focuses on daily routine activities that impact

upon stress. These may include things such

as administrative hassles, boredom, shift

work, poor working conditions or pay,

lack of public support, a bogged down and

overburdened criminal justice system, and

local politics.
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These routine stressors may include

stress from the organization, stress associated with the job or the criminal justice

system as a whole, stress from external

sources, and that which stems from one’s

personal situation. Organizational stressors

may include things such as limited career

advancement, little professional incentives

or development, excessive paperwork, and

lack of administrative support. Examples of

job and criminal justice stressors are rotating shifts, excessive paperwork, the potential for citizen violence even when dealing

with routine traffic investigations or domestic disturbances, and unfavorable court decisions. External stressors are things such as

lack of community support and unrealistic

public expectations, as well as pressure from

politicians and the media.

Finally, there are a whole range of personal circumstances and stressors that

could impact upon stress levels of police

officers, both critical life events such as

divorce, financial difficulties, or serious

illness of a family member as well as routine stressors such as child care management, balancing family responsibilities,

or commuting time. Therefore, both types

of stress can burden a police officer on a

temporary or chronic basis and pose a

threat to health, safety, and well-being.



Social Readjustment Rating Scale (Holmes

and Rahe 1967), a self-report measure in

which one identifies those critical life

events experienced within the past year.

The forty-three-item scale includes things

such as death of a child (at the top of the

list), bankruptcy, divorce, traffic accidents,

and so on and are weighted based on their

severity and duration of effects in order to

determine the amount of stress being experienced. While still considered a tool for

assessing stress, many argue that it is unreliable since the subjective, personal experience of stress varies across individuals,

perhaps due to personality, health, and

coping skills. A more recent adaptation of

this scale developed by Sewell (1983) for

law enforcement is the Law Enforcement

Critical Life Events Scale, which includes

police-specific events such as taking a life in

the line of duty.

The other stress measurement approach is based on the model of everyday

stressors and is perhaps best exemplified by

the daily hassles model, recently adapted

for policing by Hart, Wearing, and Headley (1993). This measure takes into account many of the external, internal,

task-oriented, and organizational stressors

mentioned above, often believed to be

more influential in assessing one’s overall

stress level.



Approaches to Measuring Stress

Effects of Stress on Police

There are a number of biological and psychological measures of stress. Among the

biological measures useful for assessing

stress are hormones and cortisol levels,

arterial viscosity (thickness), heart rate

(often taken on a treadmill, a so-called

stress test), blood pressure, brain activation, and more. Psychological measures

are typically self-reports of individual officers through questionnaires.

The approaches to the assessment of

psychological stress clearly grow out of

the theoretical models. The first, the critical

life events model, is best represented by the
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Officers report high rates of divorce, emotional problems, health ailments, alcoholism, and performance problems including

increased absenteeism, excessive aggressiveness, and reduced efficiency (see, for example, National Institute of Justice 2000;

Delprino, O’Quin, and Kennedy 1997).

Stress over prolonged periods can have

negative consequences for the physical, psychological, and emotional well-being of

police officers. The severity of these consequences depends in large part on an officer’s

personality, temperament, and adaptive
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coping skills as well as on the success of

various management interventions such as

counseling, training, and improved working

conditions.

Physical Outcomes of Stress

Stress among police officers has been

associated with numerous physical and psychological consequences including alcoholism, back pain, burnout, cardiovascular

disorders, depression, early mortality, gastrointestinal disorders and ulcers, migraines,

sleep loss and sleep disorders, and even suicide (see, for example, Bartol and Bartol

1994; Violanti 1983, 1985).



chronic stress can lead to suicide. Indeed,

suicide rates for law enforcement officers

have been reported to be much higher than

that of the general population. More recent

data, however, suggest that rates of police

suicide have sharply declined during the

past few decades. Decreasing rates of suicide

may be attributable to more sophisticated

and scientifically based hiring practices,

stress management seminars, greater numbers of police psychologists working in

urban departments, and other management

responses discussed below (Bartol and

Bartol 1994; Bartol 1983).



Group Differences in Stress Levels

among Police



Psychological Outcomes of Stress

Stress also places undue influence on

families of police officers and can adversely

impact the stability of family relationships.

Financial arguments, separation, and divorce are symptomatic of the tensions and

strains of policing. Research has suggested

dissatisfaction by spouses of police officers. For example, Maynard and Maynard

(1982) found that wives of officers report

high levels of conflict, particularly in the

area of making personal sacrifices because

of the job (52% had to give up job opportunities or other plans) and also being discouraged from making plans too far in

advance (60%). Also, 57% of wives surveyed felt that officers generally don’t feel

family and marriage are important, and

55% felt that the department thinks it is

better to be divorced or single. Indeed, in

that police agency, 70% are divorced within

the first five years on the job. Rotating shift

work and times of shifts often interfere

with long-term family planning and the

spouse’s career choices as well.

Acute stress can often trigger a condition

known as post-traumatic stress disorder

(PTSD), in which flashbacks, hypervigilance, and nightmares are common. PTSD

can lead to withdrawal, and when untreated

can be debilitating. At its worst, acute or



The level of stress experienced and its duration may be impacted by tenure in the

department and sex. Violanti (1983) noted

that those in the earlier career years (up to

almost fifteen) are under greater job stress

due to concerns about their own competence, the need to handle large amounts of

paperwork, and their perceived gap between formal academy training and the

real-world skills necessary for effective

performance. Female officers may experience higher levels of stress levels due to

lack of social support, negative attitudes

of male officers, lack of role models and

mentors, overcoming perceived barriers

that they are not as equipped to do the

job, and sexual harassment on the job.



Managerial Approaches to Stress

Management

Police managers have implemented various

practices in responding to the problem of

police officer stress. These involve detecting, assessing, and providing interventions

designed to minimize the level of stress or

increase coping skills in officers. Clearly,

the past two decades have seen an increase

in the psychological and counseling services
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available to police, as well as programs

designed to reduce stress and enhance the

coping capacity of officers (see, for example,

Delprino and Bahn 1988).



Psychological Fitness for Duty Evaluations

When there is evidence of excessive stress,

particularly that which may manifest in

job performance, officers may be referred

to or ordered to undergo a psychological

fitness-for-duty evaluation (FFDE). A fitness-for-duty evaluation is a disability assessment to determine one’s capacity to

perform the functions required of a police

officer. It often involves an assessment of

the emotional and mental capacities of the

officer, including judgment skills, cognitive impairments, and emotional disturbances that may disrupt one’s ability to

function in a safe and effective manner.



Early Warning and Intervention Systems

In recent years, a growing number of law

enforcement agencies have been developing

or purchasing automated human resource

management systems that provide alerts to

supervisors or commanders when officers

are at risk or may pose a risk to the agency

or community. Spurred mainly by liability

concerns and increasing litigation against

police departments, early warning and intervention systems (EWIS) track a number

of performance factors and allow supervisors to compare officers to similarly situated

officers to determine if aspects of performance may be indicators of problems such

as stress, fatigue, or physical or psychological problems. An EWIS often captures information on complaints filed against the

officer, vehicle accidents, sick leave, onduty injuries, number of arrests, vehicle pursuits, traffic stops, and uses of force. The

comparisons can be helpful in assisting

supervisors in early detection and intervention when officers are at risk.
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Stress Programs

During the 1990s, the National Institute of

Justice (NIJ) supported evaluations of stress

reduction programs in policing through its

Corrections and Law Enforcement Family

Support (CLEFS) program. One such program was the New York City program to

train peer counselors so as to prevent suicide

after a spike in suicides in 1994 and 1995.

Other stress programs include services of

private mental health professionals or psychological services in the agency including

through the union, police chaplain, or employee assistance program. In total, the NIJ

has sponsored research and program development in thirty agencies and organizations, including treatment and training

programs.



Coping

Certain personality characteristics and personal habits can reduce the amount of stress

experienced by police officers, as well as

help them more effectively cope with and

manage stress. Proper diet and eating habits

can play a role in reducing the impact of

stress. Because police are often called suddenly into action, it can be difficult to eat at

a relaxed pace or to gain access to healthier

quality of foods as opposed to high-fat,

high-sugar, fast-food diets.

Physical exercise can reduce stress and

increase an officer’s ability to adapt to organizational stressors. The Dallas Police

Department implemented a physical exercise program and studied the overall effects

on officer job performance, finding that

it led to a significant reduction in sick

days and citizen complaints (Swanson and

Territo 1984). Other techniques such as

relaxation and meditation can also prove

beneficial.

Unfortunately, too often police rely

on unhealthy or counterproductive strategies for coping with stress. For example,
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Maynard and Maynard found that

33% use alcohol as a coping mechanism,

even though this strategy may cause an

increase in stress over time and can be

very dangerous.



Conclusion

There is no question that police officers experience unique stressors that ultimately result in a range of minor and serious physical

and psychological symptoms. However, the

belief that policing is the most stressful job is

not accurate; indeed, those in other public

safety occupations and unrelated careers

also experience high levels of stress. Although the sources of stress for these occupations may be different, the consequences

may put the public at greater risk. The good

news is that there are a number of managerial prerogatives that are designed to reduce

the negative impacts of stress, as well as

personal behaviors that can improve one’s

ability to cope.

It is promising that some of these efforts

are on the increase in American policing.

However, it is important that additional

research on the negative impacts of stress

on police be conducted and that police leaders become increasingly more responsive

to the findings of such research, including

the negative impact of rotating shifts (especially backward-rotating schedules), and

provide more support systems to minimize

the negative impacts of stress.

KAREN L. AMENDOLA

See also Complaints against Police; Critical Incidents; Cynicism, Police; Danger and

Police Work; Early Warning Systems;

Police Suicide; Psychological Fitness for

Duty; Stress: Coping Mechanisms
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STRESS: COPING

MECHANISMS

Police work is highly stressful since it is

one of the few occupations where employees are asked to continually face physical

dangers and to put their lives on the line

at any time. The police officer is exposed

to violence, cruelty, and aggression and

is often required to make extremely critical decisions in high-pressured situations

(Goolkasian et al. 1985; Territo and Vetter

1983). Officers are often called upon to

maintain social order while working long

hours, experiencing conflicts in their job

demands, and having to face hostile feelings of an unusually nonsupportive community (Fell, Richard, and Wallace 1980).

Law enforcement officers can use both

adaptive and maladaptive strategies to

cope with stress. Whether a police officer

uses adaptive or maladaptive approaches

depends on the officer’s understanding the

stressful situation, making sense of it, and

developing appropriate responses to it

(Lazarus 1967).

Adaptive coping strategies are problemsolving approaches that help law enforcement professionals deal directly with the

stressful situation by seeking and implementing solutions. The active-cognitive

coping category includes trying to interpret

the meaning of the event, logical analysis,

and mental preparation. Problem-focused

coping involves the practical aspects of

seeking information and support, taking

action, and identifying alternative rewards.

These are adaptive strategies.

One of the functions of adaptive coping

behaviors is to decrease the impact of the
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demands of stress (Marshall 1979; Pearlin

and Schooler 1978). Therefore, the use

of an appropriate coping strategy might

function as a buffer against stress, both

present and future, and limit the negative

impact of the stress. A model offered

by Zeitlin (1984) depicts adaptive coping

as a process in which personal resources

are used to manage stress. This model

approaches adaptive coping from a cognitive and behavioral standpoint and emphasizes the importance of both external

and internal resources for coping with

stress.

In contrast, maladaptive approaches are

emotion-focused coping strategies. These

maladaptive strategies include affective regulation, emotional discharge, and resigned

acceptance of the stress. These maladaptive

coping approaches frequently do not deal

directly with the problem and therefore

are not likely to relieve the individual’s

anxiety. Indeed, maladaptive coping strategies are more likely to exacerbate stress

and have a negative effect on job satisfaction (Parasuraman and Cleek 1984).

Research by Kirmeryer and Diamond

(1985) indicates that the personality type

of each police officer strongly dictates that

officer’s selection of a coping mechanism.

Police officers who have a type A personality are more likely to make emotivefocused coping decisions, while type B personality types are more likely to react

slowly to the stress and maintain their

emotional distance. All of this research

indicates that police personnel are experiencing high levels of stress without a clear

understanding of how to alleviate that

stress in acceptable ways.

Research by Violanti and Marshall

(1983) has indicated that police officers

utilize coping mechanisms that increase

the stress rather than alleviate it (Violanti

and Marshall 1983; Violanti, Marshal,

and Howe 1985). This research showed

that police officers used maladaptive coping mechanisms, such as alcohol, drugs,

deviance, and cynicism. The use of these

emotion-focused solutions has a tendency
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to change the law enforcement officer into

a law violator, thus increasing not only

personal stress but also that of the department and fellow officers.

Additional research has shown that law

enforcement officers have no preference

for adaptive coping mechanisms over maladaptive coping mechanisms, and in many

instances could not identify coping mechanisms that were maladaptive (Fain and

McCormick 1988).

The coping strategies of police officers

can be enhanced by training programs

that are designed to improve their use of

adaptive coping skills rather than maladaptive skills (Anderson and Bauer

1987). Ellison and Genz (1983) offer techniques for individual stress management

that include goal setting, time management, financial planning, and physical

fitness. Norvell and Belles (1987) have

designed a forty-hour training program

for supervisory personnel. The purpose

of this training program is to reduce the

stress of the participating officers and at

the same time provide them with information that will allow them to observe stressful behavior in fellow officers.

In addition to counseling by professionals, the use of police peer counseling

has become increasingly popular. Klein

(1989) describes the program that eligible

police officers go through, under the guidance of a clinical psychologist, to be

trained as a peer counselor. These peer

counselors are trained to help officers

with developing constructive ways of dealing with stress and with recognizing what

they can change and what they cannot.

Peer counselors also make recommendations for further counseling or other types

of mental health assistance.

An example of a training program that

has proved successful with other professionals in high-stress occupations is the

stress management workshop. This fourhour workshop focuses on the individual

and attempts to increase the participants’

awareness of stresses both at work and at

home. The majority of the training involves



helping the professional learn techniques

for healthy coping. The areas emphasized

are personal management skills, relationship skills, outlook skills, and stamina

skills.

This training helps law enforcement

professionals create a supportive environment for others, improve contact skills to

help form friendships, enhance listening

skills to attend to others, as well strengthen

assertiveness skills to address self needs.

Outlook skills are taught to enable the participant to view life from different perspectives, to learn what situations must be

surrendered to, and what situations must

be taken on faith. However, it also includes

learning how to use positive self-reaffirming

statements, imagination, and humor effectively. Finally, stamina skills involve

learning how exercise, relaxation, and nutrition will fortify the participant to resist

stress and relieve tension when they arise.

Of equal importance are the external

resources that a police officer can depend

upon. Social supports play a ‘‘buffering’’

role in the potential impact of stressor

events, contribute to overall improved

physical health by placing the individuals

in a better position to cope with the stress,

and, finally, play a preventive role in reducing the number of stressful events that

one experiences (Steinglass, Weisstub, and

De-Nour 1988). Many times police officers

hold their families and spouses at bay, not

allowing them to experience the hardships

that accompany being a police officer

(Besner and Robinson 1982; James and

Nelson 1975; Stratton 1984). This can be

alleviated in part by providing the same

training to family and spouses that is

provided to police officers for stress management. In addition, social support systems should receive additional training in

the recognition of the danger signs of burnout from occupational stress (Stratton

1984).

STEPHEN J. MOREWITZ

See also Psychological Fitness for Duty;

Role of the Police; Stress and Police Work
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STRIKES AND JOB ACTIONS

Strikes and job actions are intentional

alterations, disruptions, or suspensions of

the work roles of a significant number of

employees for the purpose of forcing employers to satisfy worker demands. Among

public safety employees, these actions have

included a number of covert job actions

and overt strike tactics. The former category includes principally the ‘‘ticket

blizzard,’’ in which the issuing of traffic

citations reaches epidemic proportions,

and the ‘‘blue flu,’’ or sick-ins, during

which extraordinary numbers of officers

report themselves ill and unable to work,

as well as other speed-up and slow-down

tactics. The latter category is reserved for

the strike, in which significant numbers

of officers overtly refuse to work in order

to achieve their collective goals. Such activities have been widely and popularly

perceived as disruptive of and an interference with, if not a grave threat to, commonwealth interests. This article focuses

principally on the overt strike, and only

incidentally addresses covert forms of job

action.



Arguments: Pro and Con

At the outset, it is well to recognize that

‘‘unionization’’ and ‘‘strikes’’ are not coextensive phenomena. Nonetheless, in the

public perspective on these matters, fear of

strikes by police often appears to dominate

the collective consciousness. Anticipation

of the strike, then, necessarily influences

attitudes toward unions. For that reason,
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arguments regarding the propriety of police

unionization and the right of officers to

strike are intimately related. Publicly accepted understandings of the purpose and

role of unions, on the one hand, and the

importance assigned to the role of police,

on the other, have often led unions and

police to be seen as incompatible. As a result, the unionization of and strikes by public sector employees have traditionally been

regarded as inappropriate. Only since the

1960s and 1970s has this attitude tended to

soften and become less rigid. The opposition has several facets.

When applied specifically to public

safety workers such as police, the foregoing

arguments have been refined and supplemented. Of particular importance is the

issue of strikes among employees who provide allegedly essential services, that is,

those regarded as indispensable for maintaining the health, safety, and well-being of

the populace. There are several facets to

this issue: First is the concern over the

fear generated in the population by the

suspension of such services. Second, there

is concern that the supposedly essential nature of their duties affords these workers

undue influence in the collective bargaining

process. The third concern is that, taken

together, these and other matters put government at a disadvantage in negotiations.

However logical this may seem, evidence

suggests that the foundations on which

much of this concern rests, that is, the dire

consequences of suspending essential services, including injury, loss of life, destruction of property, loss of property, loss of

profits and revenue, and a decline in public

order, are more anticipated than real.

Additionally, arguments developed in

opposition to specific reforms sought by

line officers have frequently been converted

into arguments opposing unionization of

police officers. For example, efforts to establish a dues check-off system, of great

help in maintaining organizational stability

and rank-and-file solidarity, were attacked

on the grounds that government agencies

cannot be used to collect private debts.



Line officers’ quests for the establishment

of formal grievance procedures were opposed by many police administrators, who

labeled such advances as a threat to the civil

service system and to the customary lines of

authority in police departments. Furthermore, efforts to secure collective bargaining

agreements have been beaten back as

unconstitutional delegations of authority.

Further granting police the right to unionize

and engage in collective bargaining has been

staunchly opposed by those who regard police in the military/soldier model. Given that

perception, police are not entitled to the

same rights granted other public sector

employees. Finally, one alternative model

of police, that of professional, has also

been used to argue against police unionization, on the grounds that such an arrangement is contrary to professionalization.



Brief History

By the early 1900s, police were unionized

in no fewer than thirty-seven American

cities. One of the earliest and most indelible American experiences with a police

strike was the 1919 walkout of Boston

police due to dissatisfaction with wages

and general working conditions (police in

Cincinnati, Ohio, had struck in September

1918). For three days thereafter, Boston

was the scene of an inordinate degree of

robbery, vandalism, petty theft, looting,

and general mob behavior. In all, eight

persons were killed. Order was not restored before the mayor’s request for the

mobilization of the state guard was met by

then-Governor Calvin Coolidge. Beyond

the riotous actions of citizens, this strike

ushered in several decades of strongly negative sentiment regarding unionization of

public employees in general and police

officers in particular. In some jurisdictions, even police benevolent and fraternal

societies were outlawed.

In the years following the Boston police

strike of 1919, the legitimacy and hence
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the organizational basis necessary for

initiating successful job actions by police

was largely extinguished in the United

States. Thus, despite efforts to restore police unions prior to mid century, it was not

until the 1950s and 1960s that police fraternal and benevolent associations and

other labor organizations experienced significant official approval in the form of

dues check-off systems, formal grievance

procedures, and collective bargaining

rights. To be sure, such recognition and

concessions were not won without the

threat and/or use of job actions, such as

sick-ins, slowdowns, and ticket blizzards

in places such as Atlanta, Boston, Detroit,

New York, and Pittsburgh. However, it

was not until the decade of the 1970s that

police strikes occurred in any regular way.

Such antiunion sentiment did not survive, however, and during the post-World

War II period, the unionization of police

officers was again being pursued with

growing vigor. By the late 1960s and the

1970s, the ‘‘ghost’’ of 1919 had been dispelled. To no small degree, the aggressiveness of the increasing number of police

unions at this time was matched and likely

encouraged by similar activity among

other public employees. Indeed, the militancy of public workers during the 1970s

was in keeping with the generally militant,

antiestablishment attitude that prevailed

during that and the preceding decade.

Thus, relative to other categories of public

employees, police job actions at that time

were hardly unique.



Effects of Police Strikes

The outcomes of police strikes may be

assessed in any of several ways. One is to

examine the effects on working conditions

for officers, including changes in wages or

benefits and other work-related issues. A

second area of assessment is the influence

of these actions on law and public policy

pertaining to such job action among public
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sector employees. A third area is the analysis of the organizational structure of the

union itself, including geographic location,

size, membership, and perspectives on police–labor relationships. Finally, one may

assess their outcomes vis-a`-vis alteration in

crime patterns and, related to that, the

meaning of police strikes for the security of

persons and property in our society.

There are two schools of thought

concerning the effects of police strikes on

criminal activity. First is the view that during the officer’s absence, the criminal and

lawless elements are free to indulge their

perversities and pose a threat to social orderliness and that police stand as a ‘‘thin

blue line’’ between civility and savagery.

The disorderly conditions during and allegedly because of, for example, the Boston

police strike are often cited to support

this perspective. The second and competing perspective suggests that, in fact, police

have less influence on fluctuations in the

rates of crime than any of several other

factors and that police have little or no

way of preventing or controlling criminal

behavior.



Conclusions

It is apparent that these few paragraphs

stand as the briefest survey of a complex,

highly emotional issue. We may nonetheless conclude that, characteristically, the

politicization of police, including the resort to unionization and strikes, rests on

the same general issues leading other

workers to take similar action—wages,

benefits, and general work conditions. Despite this common element, a resort to

unionization and striking by police (and

a few other categories of public workers)

has been defined and evaluated in qualitatively different terms and almost exclusively on the basis of short-run, parochial

interests. On that basis, job actions among

police have been the topic of far more

discussion and resistance, and the basis
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of more public anguish than their scope

and consequences would necessitate.

PETER A. COLLINS

See also Accountability; Administration of

Police Agencies, Theories of; Boston Police

Strike; Unionization, Police
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STYLES OF POLICING

Police officers typically have a large

amount of discretion when deciding what

situations to become involved in and how



to handle them. While a few situations demand specific and well-defined responses

(for example, mandatory arrests in domestic violence cases), the vast majority allow

for a variety of possible responses that are

neither correct nor incorrect. As with any

job that allows discretion, police departments and police officers develop ‘‘working

personalities’’ or ‘‘styles’’ that guide their

general decision making.

Police personalities and policing styles

are informal approaches to police work

and represent ways that police officers ‘‘do

their jobs.’’ They tend to be unique for each

police department and police officer and

can change from situation to situation.

Departmental policing styles are influenced

by the mission and goals of the department,

the needs of the town or jurisdiction, and

residents’ views of the role of the police

in their community. In addition, individual

policing styles are influenced by an officer’s

personal belief system, moral character, and

outlook on police work.

A department’s policing style greatly

influences individual policing styles through

hiring decisions (hiring those officers whose

personal belief system mirrors that of the

department), recruit training (selecting trainers who best represent the mission and philosophy of the department), and rewards

and disciplinary action (promoting officers

whose performance is most in line with the

departmental style while punishing officers

whose behavior deviates from it).



Departmental Policing Styles

Police departments have their own styles

that reflect the organizational culture of

the department. The departmental style

influences every aspect of police work in

that jurisdiction, ranging from hiring and

promotional decisions, everyday police–

community interactions, and budget decisions and resource allocation to police

strategies and identification of crime problems within the jurisdiction.
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The most widely cited study on police

departmental styles was conducted by

James Q. Wilson (1968). He found three

distinct departmental styles: watchman, legalistic, and service. The watchman style is

based mostly on order maintenance. With

this style, police officers judge the seriousness of violations by examining the immediate and personal consequences of the

offense rather than the legal status of the

offense. A watchman style department focuses its law enforcement activities on

keeping the peace in the community. A

police officer in a watchman department

typically has the most discretion.

In contrast, legalistic style departments

have one standard: strict enforcement of

the law. This type of department produces

large numbers of arrests and traffic citations. Most calls for service are resolved in

a formal manner in which an arrest or a

formal complaint is made. The third type,

the service style department, prioritizes all

requests for assistance without differentiating between order maintenance or law

enforcement functions. Police officers in

these departments are not likely to make

an arrest unless the situation renders it

absolutely necessary.

For example, in handling a situation

where a group of youths is out past the

town’s curfew, police officers in a watchman

style department may not intervene at all,

speak with the group without taking any

further action, or simply tell them to go

home, whereas police officers in a legalistic

department would more likely write them a

citation or arrest them. If the community or

department deems the juvenile curfew as

important, police officers operating in a service style would not be as likely to make an

arrest as officers from a legalistic department but would intervene in some way, perhaps by taking the youths home or calling

their parents to pick them up.

State police and state highway patrol

agencies more closely follow a paramilitary

structure than other police departments

and are most likely to have a legalistic

style. These departments view themselves
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as law enforcers and require every officer to

handle every situation in a similar manner.

Suburban police departments usually follow service-oriented styles, since their role

is defined by the community in which they

serve. Suburban communities want the police to maintain public order and intervene

whenever possible but tend to prefer informal outcomes to arrests. By their nature,

rural and small-town police departments

afford their officers the most discretion

and are most likely to fit the watchman

style. In these departments, police officers

are asked to perform an array of nontraditional police functions and often have

little outside assistance to complete them

(Weisheit, Falcone, and Wells 1999).



Individual Styles of Policing

While departmental policing styles do influence individual performance and behavior, police officers have their own unique

policing styles. These individual styles are

based on predispositions that provide police officers with an array of responses to

various situations. They reflect the officers’

attitudes, personal beliefs, morals and

values, professional aspirations, and views

of police work.

William Muir (1977) believed that officers developed distinctive styles and that

their selection of an operational style was

premised on whether officers possessed two

specific attitudes. The first attitude, which

Muir termed passion, pertained to whether

officers recognized the need to use coercion

and were willing to employ it to attain jobrelated goals and objectives. The second

attitude, perspective, involved the willingness of officers to empathize with the circumstances of citizens with whom officers

interacted. Muir developed a typology

based on these attitudes. The typology consists of four policing styles: professionals

(officers possessing both passion and perspective), enforcers (officers possessing

passion but not perspective), reciprocators
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(officers possessing perspective but lacking

passion), and avoiders (officers who had

neither passion nor perspective).

Some officers will be able to justify their

use of force and will not feel guilt or remorse for their actions (an integrated morality of coercion), while other officers

may hesitate to use force and will be unable to justify its use even when necessary

(conflicted morality of coercion). Muir’s

professional policing style has both the

tragic perspective and the integrated morality of coercion. Police officers with a

professional style will carefully evaluate

each situation before taking actions and

will use force only when necessary, using

only the amount of force appropriate to

the situation. These police officers view

their roles as being both difficult and complex. The professional understands and

accepts the limits of the police. Professionals tend to have high levels of job

satisfaction.

In contrast, enforcers have a more cynical perspective that results in ‘‘us versus

them’’ and ‘‘good guy versus bad guy’’

attitudes. Enforcers see police work as

strictly enforcing the law and can become

too task oriented to understand or care

about offenders’ motivations or mitigating

circumstances. These police officers have a

higher likelihood of becoming frustrated

with the limited amount of time they can

be crime fighters.

The reciprocator is similar to the professional in that these officers have a more

tragic perspective. They are oriented to

helping people in ways that will have a

lasting effect. Unlike the professional, reciprocators have a conflicted morality of coercion. They are uncomfortable with using

force as part of their law enforcement

responsibilities. Reciprocators tend to believe that every citizen has a good side and

should be given second chances. These police officers are more likely to suffer from

job dissatisfaction and burnout due to their

frustration and disappointment.

The avoider style is the exact opposite

of the professional style. Avoiders have a



cynical perspective and a conflicted morality of coercion. Assuming that most social

and crime-related problems are beyond

their control, avoiders approach law enforcement as if they only want employment and minimally perform their duties.

Since avoiders have little motivation to be

police officers, they have a high level of job

dissatisfaction.

John Broderick’s ‘‘working personalities’’ (1977) consisted of four individual

policing styles (realists, optimists, enforcers, and idealists) that were based on two

dimensions (emphasis on due process of

law and emphasis on the need for social

order). The emphasis on due process

of law calls for the protection of one’s constitutional rights through strict enforcement of the law, while the emphasis on

the need for social order reflects order

maintenance duties. Broderick believed

that while some officers viewed law enforcement as their most important function, other officers viewed themselves as

public servants.

Like Muir’s enforcers, Broderick’s

enforcers view policing as the means to

protect society and place low value on individual rights. Enforcers see their role as

strictly performing police work and tend

to become frustrated when required to perform non–crime fighting activities. Idealists place a high value on both due process

and the need for social order. Like Muir’s

reciprocators, idealists believe that every

person has a good side, and they try to

bring it out while enforcing the law. It is

common for idealists to become frustrated

and dissatisfied.

Broderick’s optimist mirrors Muir’s

professional. Optimists are oriented toward helping people but realize the limits

of trying to enforce the law and can avoid

becoming frustrated when their goals are

not met. Their emphasis on due process

is high, while their emphasis on the need

for social order is low. These police officers acknowledge that they will not be

spending most of their time fighting

crime. The fourth type of Broderick’s styles
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is the realist. These police officers are low in

both dimensions and, like Muir’s avoiders,

see many problems with no solutions. A

typical response to any problem is that it

is not police business and there is little the

police can do to resolve the matter.

Michael Brown (1981) also created a

theory of four individual policing styles

using two different underlying dimensions: ‘‘selectivity of enforcement’’ and

‘‘aggressiveness on the street.’’ His four

styles were old style crime fighter, clean

beat crime fighter, service style I and II,

and professional style. The old style crime

fighter and the clean beat crime fighter are

similar to Muir’s enforcers. They are very

aggressive when enforcing the law but are

also very selective. The old style crime

fighter will solve problems using all available means, legal or illegal, while the clean

beat crime fighter will only use legal

means. These police officers are very selective, choosing to enforce all serious crime

while not wasting time looking for minor

violations. Like Muir’s enforcers, they become frustrated when forced to perform

duties other than enforcing the law.

The service style I is related to Muir’s

reciprocator. This type of officer is sensitive to community values and needs while

not being overly concerned with the suppression of crime. These police officers are

not aggressive and tend to be selective

in enforcing those laws that are deemed

important by community standards. The

service style II type is very selective in enforcement and not very aggressive. As in

the case of Muir’s avoiders, this type of

police officer does not want to be involved

and may even have chosen police work



simply as an alternative to unemployment.

The professional style is nonselective as

well as nonaggressive. Enforcing the law

is very important but should not be the

sole aim of police work. The professional

style is directly in line with Muir’s professional and Broderick’s idealist police officers. This type of police officer uses the

greatest amount of discretion in choosing

what will be enforced and how it will be

enforced.

Table 1 compares the underlying dimensions of the three types of individual policing styles. Muir’s passion, Broderick’s due

process of law, and Brown’s selection of

enforcement center on police officers’ decisions to strictly enforce the law. In contrast, the other dimensions are based on

the amount of compassion police officers

undertake when carrying out their duties.

The differences are that Brown concentrated on use of force, Muir on the lack of

use of force, and Broderick on officers’

emphasis on the need for social order.

One way to compare the actual individual policing styles of Muir, Broderick, and

Brown is to place these types into Wilson’s

departmental styles. It is likely that Muir’s

and Broderick’s enforcers and Brown’s

old style crime fighters would be found in

legalistic police departments (with their

heavy emphasis on a paramilitary structure). Professionals and optimists as well

as reciprocators, idealists, and service style

I police officers would more commonly be

found in departments that emphasize the

service aspects of police work. Finally,

avoiders, realists, and service style II police officers would best fit into Wilson’s

watchman style department.



Table 1 Dimensions of Individual Policing Styles



Muir (1977)

Broderick (1977)

Brown (1981)
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Decision to Enforce the Law



Level of Compassion



Passion

Due process of law

Selection of enforcement



Perspective

Emphasis on need for social order

Aggressiveness on the street
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Table 2. Types of Individual Policing Styles

Wilson’s Department Styles



Individual Policing Styles

Muir (1977)



Broderick (1977)



Brown (1981)



Legalistic



Enforcer



Enforcer



Service

Service

Watchman



Professional

Reciprocator

Avoider



Optimist

Idealist

Realist



Old style crime

fighter

Professional

Service style I

Service style II



Influences of Policing Styles

It is popular to stereotype police officers

and compartmentalize their behavior, and

it is commonly done so that future behaviors can be predicted based on prior

typologies. However, police work entails a

variety of activities that may call for behaviors that cannot be placed in a single category (Cox and Frank 1992). While research

has supported the notion that police officers have general styles that influence their

behavior, consensus on styles dissipates

when other issues are examined. These factors can be personal (age, race/ethnicity,

gender, education, experience), situational

(reactive call for service or proactive policeinitiated contacts, demeanor of involved

parties, seriousness of the offense, mental

state of the citizens involved), environmental (socioeconomic status of the neighborhood, amount of crime, presence of social

disorganization, racial or ethnic composition, and racial or ethnic homogeneity), and

organizational (departmental style, work

shift, and supervisory support for certain

police actions) (Roberg, Novak, Cordner

2005; Brooks 1997).

Two factors appear to have significant

influences on policing styles. First, situational factors have been found to influence

behavior to a far greater degree than other

factors. One such situational factor is the

manner in which the officer enters the situation (proactive versus reactive). In the

proactive situation a police officer takes



the initiative to get involved. As such, the

police officer will first make a decision

whether police intervention is even necessary. In contrast, reactive situations typically require some type of police response

to a citizen complaint. The behavioral decision focuses on how to intervene, not

whether to intervene.

Second, the contextual characteristics of

the neighborhood in which the behavior

occurs can have a large influence on the

behavior of police officers. Several researchers have found that police in high-crime

areas adopted a style that presumably

differed from the style utilized in other

types of communities (Roberg, Novak,

Cordner 2005; Brooks 1997). For instance,

police officers tend to be more aggressive

in high-crime neighborhoods but rely

more on informal dispositions in low-crime

neighborhoods.

Policing styles, whether departmental or

individual, play an important role in understanding police attitudes and behaviors.

Many police departments make hiring and

promotional decisions based on a police

personality that is closely aligned with the

goals and mission of the department. In

addition, assignments to specialized units

are made with policing styles in mind (for

example, youth bureau, detective bureau,

community police officers, school resource

officers, SWAT teams, and so forth).

STEPHEN M. COX

See also Order Maintenance; Role of the

Police; Theories of Policing
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SUPERVISION

Police supervision is the act of supervising,

directing, or overseeing the day-to-day

work activities of police officers. In most

law enforcement agencies the majority of

the policing services provided to the public

are provided by uniformed patrol officers

and detectives. These officers and detectives make up the lowest level of their

departments’ hierarchical structure and

are supervised by a chain of command

consisting of multiple layers of supervisory

officers. The chain of command structure

of most police agencies is similar to that

found in military units, where each employee in the chain usually answers to

only one immediate supervisor. Requests

and other sorts of communication within

the organization usually flow up and down

through each level of the supervisory hierarchy, and rarely is a level of command

bypassed.
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Although rank designations for supervisory positions vary from agency to agency,

the immediate supervisor of patrol officers

or detectives is often a sergeant. (Some

agencies also utilize a rank called corporal

or officer in charge, which are basically officers who temporarily assume the role of the

sergeant if a sergeant is unavailable at the

time.) Sergeants in turn are usually supervised by a lieutenant, and lieutenants are

supervised by a captain. The larger the police organization, the more ranks or levels of

command that will exist, with some larger

organizations having the ranks of major,

lieutenant colonel, commander, or colonel.

At the head of the police organization is a

single police executive, often referred to as a

chief or director in state and municipal police organizations or a sheriff in county law

enforcement agencies.



Difficulties in Supervising Officers

Supervision of the activities of police officers is often very difficult for three primary

reasons. First is the fact that uniformed

officers usually patrol alone or in pairs, are

mobile, and are dispersed across a wide geographic area. For example, in large-city

police departments a sergeant may be responsible for simultaneously supervising

up to twelve patrol officers, each patrolling

independently, dispersed across an area of a

dozen square miles. In sheriff departments

or state police agencies sergeants may supervise fewer officers; however, these officers

may be dispersed across even larger geographic areas, such as one or more counties.

When not handling calls, uniformed officers

are usually free to patrol randomly in an

effort to detect criminal activity and be a

visible deterrent to crime. Therefore, it can

be difficult for a sergeant to locate subordinate officers and directly observe their behavior when they are not handling a call for

service.

Likewise, detectives spend the majority

of their time out of the office conducting
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follow-up interviews with victims and witnesses. Contacting these witnesses may require travel to a number of different areas

within the jurisdiction within one workday

or even require travel outside the agency’s

jurisdiction. Therefore, a detective sergeant supervises a unit of detectives who

are constantly coming and going from

the office at various times and traveling

various distances. Rarely is the detective

supervisor able to be present with subordinates while they follow up on investigative leads.

A second reason it is difficult to directly

supervise police officers is that they are

afforded a high degree of decision-making

discretion. Although police officers are

guided in their decisions by the law and a

host of departmental rules, regulations, and

procedures, these guides can never cover

every situation that an officer may potentially encounter in the normal course of

police duties. When encountering suspicious circumstances, police officers must

decide whether they should investigate,

whether a law has been broken, whether

there is enough evidence to support a search

or an arrest, and whether it is in the best

interest of those involved to make an arrest.

Every individual situation encountered

in policing is unique, and therefore police

officers must be able to exercise some discretion in deciding what constitutes a violation of the law and how and when laws

should be enforced. Therefore, not only is

it difficult for police supervisors to be present in the field to directly observe and

supervise their officers on the job, even

the rules and regulations set forth by the

supervisors must often be open to some

degree of interpretation by the officers

who are expected to obey them. Unless

supervisors were present at the scene of a

call and witnessed the circumstances encountered by the officer, it is sometimes

difficult for them to determine if the officer’s actions were appropriate.

The third reason that it is difficult to

directly supervise the conduct of police

officers is the amount of administrative



work police supervisors are often required

to perform. Although specific duties vary

across departments, it is not uncommon

for police sergeants and lieutenants to be

expected to schedule their officers’ shift

and beat assignments, review all of their

officers’ written reports for clarity and accuracy, attend meetings with upper management or other government agencies, attend

meetings with community groups, approve

officer use of overtime compensation, answer telephones at the police station, process

citizen complaints about officer conduct,

compile and monitor crime statistics for

their districts, write personnel evaluations,

and issue disciplinary reports.

These extensive and time-consuming

administrative activities can severely limit

the time a supervisor has available to go

out into the field to directly monitor or

supervise officers. Supervisors have even

less time available to sculpt officer work

behaviors and improve individual officer

performance through training, coaching,

or mentoring. Therefore, most police supervisors attempt to control officer behavior through indirect methods.



Methods of Supervising Officers

The most formal methods of officer behavior control used by police supervisors

(especially high-ranking supervisors) are

written rules, regulations, and directives.

Most police organizations have extensive

operations manuals containing regulations

and directives to guide officer conduct in a

number of situations. The reliance on written rules and regulations for supervising

police officers has several weaknesses.

First, it is impossible for rules and regulations to be created that would govern

every situation that police officers will encounter, requiring officers to sometimes

use entirely their own judgment or attempt

to interpret and follow the spirit rather

than the letter of the rules. Second, rules

can be enforced only when rule violations
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are detected. Within the police subculture

there usually exist two separate subcultures for officers and management. As

part of the patrol officer subculture’s

code of silence, few officers will report

rule violations by their fellow officers to

management. Also, as noted above, direct

supervision in the field that may catch rule

violating behavior is difficult to achieve.

Nevertheless, social science research has

demonstrated that the use of rules and regulations can be relatively effective at

controlling some types of officer behaviors.

For example, research has documented a

consistent pattern of significant reductions in the number of police shootings of

citizens experienced by police departments after these departments instituted

written rules limiting the circumstances

under which officers may fire their weapons

(Fyfe 1979). The creation of stricter useof-force regulations within the department

usually resulted in officers exercising more

restraint in their use of force. Similar

results have also been found with the implementation of formal department rules

governing nonlethal uses of force, involvement in vehicle pursuits, and arrest decisions in domestic violence situations.

However, most of the evidence suggesting the effectiveness of written rules and

regulations deals with what are often

termed ‘‘high-visibility’’ decisions by police officers. These are decisions that are

unlikely to go undetected by management

and are subject to review by the courts or a

supervisor. For example, the discharge of

a firearm at a citizen would be extremely

difficult to keep from being detected by a

supervisor due to the noise, danger, and

community reaction involved. Because of

the seriousness of the use of lethal force,

these officer decisions are usually investigated and reviewed by police supervisors

and the local prosecutor. Therefore, uses

of deadly force proscribed as inappropriate by department regulations are

highly likely to be uncovered and disciplined during the departmental investigation of the shooting. However, it is
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unlikely that department rules and regulations governing behaviors that are less

likely to be subject to detection—such as

sleeping on duty—are as effective at

controlling officer behavior.

Another common method police supervisors use to control officer behavior is

through a transactional leadership style,

where the supervisors use a system of simple

rewards to promote the behaviors they desire and punishments to discourage undesirable officer behaviors. Police sergeants and

lieutenants often use their authority over

officer beat assignments, transfer requests,

day off requests, overtime compensation,

partner assignments, and performance

evaluations to manipulate officer behavior.

Officers come to learn that when their

behavior conforms to their supervisors’

expectations, they are granted requests in

these areas more frequently. When their

behaviors fail to meet their supervisors’

expectations, officers find it much harder to

receive special assignments, extra days off,

or assignments that provide overtime pay.

If the behavior of an officer consistently

violates the supervisor’s expectations over

time or involves a serious breach of department rules and regulations, the officer

may also receive more formalized discipline, such as a letter of reprimand, suspension without pay, or termination of

employment. This type of behavioral control can be accomplished without direct

supervision in the field, explaining why it

is employed so often in modern policing.

As with formal rules and regulations,

systems of rewards and punishments are

usually most effective with activities that will

be reviewed or outcomes that can be

measured, such as the number of tickets

issued, citizen complaints received, or arrests

made. Research by Stephen Mastrofski

and his associates has illustrated the effectiveness of rewards in controlling officer

behavior (Mastrofski, Ritti, and Snipes

1994). Their research revealed that when

officers are directed by their supervisors

to aggressively arrest drunk drivers and

the officers perceive that such arrests will
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result in various rewards from within the

police organization, officers are more

likely to comply with these requests and

produce high levels of drunk driver

arrests. It was also found that in situations

where police supervisors discouraged officers from making drunk driver arrests and

such arrests were not perceived to result in

any special rewards, most officers refrained

from making such arrests.

Similar results have been found in the

study of officer involvement in problemoriented policing, where officers who were

directed by their supervisors to engage in

community problem solving and perceived

that they would be rewarded for this activity did so more frequently than other officers. Therefore, with activities that can be

objectively measured, rewards and punishments can be an effective police management strategy.

As mentioned earlier, direct supervision

of officers in the field is frequently difficult

in policing, yet research has revealed that

when it can be accomplished, it has a significant influence on officer behavior. Research has found that when supervisors are

able to be in the field, responding to calls

with their subordinates, observing their behavior on traffic stops, and attempting to

locate officers while they go about their

patrol duties, officers frequently respond

by conforming most of their behaviors to

the expectations made clear by their supervisors (Engel 2000).

When officers receive higher levels of

direct supervision in the field, they tend to

make more arrests, engage in more proactive investigative activity, engage in more

community problem solving, and spend

less time on personal activities not officially

permitted by the department while they are

on duty. Research also suggests that this

occurs primarily because officers are aware

they are more likely to be caught and disciplined for disobeying rules if the supervisor

is frequently present in the field and that

many patrol officers voluntarily conform

their behavior to match the expectations

of these supervisors out of respect for the



supervisor’s willingness to engage in patrol

officer work and assist them at calls (Van

Maanen 1983). Nevertheless, the direct supervision of officers in the field is very difficult to achieve in most police departments

due to the number of administrative duties

sergeants and lieutenants have also been

assigned.



Issues in Police Supervision

In spite of the fact that police officers have a

great degree of autonomy and freedom

to use discretion, police supervisors have

traditionally been reluctant to delegate any

additional authority to patrol officers. However, one of the key elements of community

policing strategies involves empowering

individual patrol officers to develop creative

solutions to recurring problems of crime

and disorder.

Nevertheless, due to concerns about civil

liability issues, police supervisors are often

reluctant to let officers implement new plans

or operations on their own. As a result of

the decisions in federal court cases such as

Monell v. New York City and City of Canton

v. Harris, police supervisors can often be

held civilly liable for the negative consequences that can result from the actions of

their subordinates. Therefore, police supervisors can become understandably nervous

when their officers attempt to act proactively by implementing unique and untried

tactics rather than simply maintaining the

status quo of reactively responding to calls.

This reluctance to delegate operational authority continues to be a frequent obstacle

to the implementation of community policing programs.

Another problematic issue in police supervision is the lack of training police

supervisors receive. In most police departments officers do not receive any leadership or supervisory training until they are

promoted to the rank of sergeant. Even

after being promoted, new sergeants usually do not receive formal training in how
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to be a supervisor for a number of months

or even years. In some small departments

with tight budgets, supervisors may never

receive formal supervisory training.

This general lack of training is often the

result of the cost of training and the fact

that when a supervisor is away at training,

the department is shorthanded. Some police executives also hold the opinion that

officers selected for promotion already

have the natural talents and abilities to

be good leaders and therefore do not

need training. This lack of training also

poses problems for the implementation of

community policing since many supervisors are unfamiliar with how to supervise

officers effectively while also empowering

them to develop unique responses to crime

and disorder.

RICHARD JOHNSON

See also Accountability; COMPSTAT; Inspection; Managing Criminal Investigations;

Organizational Structure: Theory and Practice; Risk Management
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SUPREME COURT DECISIONS

While often characterized as enforcers of

the law, police in America must also be

upholders of the law. In carrying forth

their law enforcement functions the police

are sworn to uphold the Constitution. This

oath demands that all arrests, searches, and

the like be conducted in compliance with

constitutional rules. Although all courts

possess the power to declare a law to be in

violation of the U.S. Constitution, the final

judge of constitutionality is the Supreme

Court. This article will highlight the primary Supreme Court decisions that have

most affected the way police officers perform their law enforcement role.



Arrest and Detention of Suspects

Today, the circumstances under which an

arrest may lawfully be made are normally

specified by state statute, but certain minimum constitutional standards, such as the

Fourth Amendment requirement of probable cause, must be met. The Supreme

Court has indicated that the law of arrest

has constitutional dimensions beyond the

requirement of probable cause, however.

In United States v. Watson, 423 U.S. 411,

96 S. Ct. 820, 46 L. Ed. 2d 598 (1976), the

Court ruled that while the preferred practice is to obtain an arrest warrant prior to

making an arrest, the Constitution does not
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require issuance of a warrant prior to arresting a suspect in a public place, even if officers had the time and opportunity to obtain

a warrant. In Payton v. New York, 445 U.S.

573, 100 S. Ct. 1371, 63 L. Ed. 2d 639 (1980),

the Court ruled that absent exigent circumstances or consent, police officers may not

enter a private home to make a warrantless

arrest. Issuance of an arrest warrant is a

prerequisite to a valid entry in nonemergency circumstances. Further, the warrantless entry into a home to arrest an individual

for a minor offense is rarely permissible,

Welsh v. Wisconsin, 466 U.S. 740, 104 S.

Ct. 2091, 80 L. Ed. 2d 732 (1984). Justices

have also held that the Constitution permits

full custody arrests even for minor traffic

offenses punishable only with a fine,

Atwater v. City of Lago Vista, 532 U.S.

318, 121 S. Ct. 1536, 149 L. Ed. 2d 549

(2001), and that the motive behind an officer’s decision to arrest is irrelevant to its

legality so long as constitutional minimum

standards are complied with, Whren v.

United States, 517 U.S. 806, 116 S. Ct.

1769, 135 L. Ed. 2d 89 (1996).

Recognizing the need to balance reasonable police procedures against the constitutional right of citizens to be free from

unreasonable seizures, the Supreme Court

has granted limited power to the police to

conduct temporary detentions short of an

arrest. In a case styled Terry v. Ohio, 392

U.S. 1, 88 S. Ct. 1868, 20 L. Ed. 2d 889

(1968), the Court ruled that when an officer has a reasonable suspicion to believe

that criminal activity is afoot and offers

identification as a police officer, the officer

may lawfully stop an individual for questioning. If the results of the inquiry do not

dispel fear that the suspect is armed, the

officer may conduct a frisk for weapons

for the purpose of self-protection.



Search and Seizure

A prime investigatory activity of law enforcement is the gathering of evidence to



aid in case solution and prosecution. Such

seizures of physical evidence may occur as

an adjunct to an arrest for some viewed

offense or may be the result of direct questioning for previously identified items, such

as a murder weapon. Concurrently, due to

the potentially violent circumstances in

which the police become involved, safety

of the officer from those the officer seeks to

arrest is a major concern to the police and

the courts. It is in this area of search and

seizure of items for prosecutorial purposes

and officer safety that the day-to-day work

of police officers has been most affected by

Supreme Court opinions.



Search Incident to Arrest

While the authority of a police officer to

conduct a search at the time of an arrest has

long been recognized, the case styled Chimel v. California, 395 U.S. 752, 89 S. Ct.

2034, 23 L. Ed. 2d 685 (1969), involving a

search of a burglary suspect’s home, presented the opportunity to clarify the rule.

In Chimel, the court ruled that a peace

officer may conduct a search of the person

and the area within the person’s immediate

control contemporaneous with an arrest

for the purpose of removing weapons, preventing possible escape, and locating evidence that might otherwise be destroyed.

The scope of the search is limited to the

body of the arrestee and the general armspan area. Since the search is protective in

nature, absent a search warrant or an emergency, no constitutional justification exists

for extending the search further.

In United States v. Robinson, 414 U.S.

218, 94 S. Ct. 467, 38 L. Ed. 2d 427 (1973),

the Supreme Court ruled that the search

incident to arrest doctrine applied to any

‘‘full custody’’ arrest, regardless of the severity of the offense. Thus, the arrest of a

traffic offender who will be taken to jail

justifies a search of the offender’s person,

but mere detention for issuance of a ticket,

without more, does not warrant a search.
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Additionally, in New York v. Belton, 453

U.S. 454, 101 S. Ct. 2860, 69 L. Ed. 2d 768

(1981), the Court held that following the

lawful full custody arrest of the driver, the

interior passenger compartment of an automobile may be searched.



Warrantless Searches for Evidence

Use of a magistrate as an intervening arbitrator between the police and the citizen is

a matter of continuing emphasis by the

Supreme Court. However, the Court recognizes circumstances do exist where obtaining judicial approval prior to questing

for evidence would be impractical.

Searching a motor vehicle for evidence is

likely the most frequent application of this

exception to the warrant requirement. Police officers are permitted to conduct warrantless searches when probable cause exists

to believe the automobile contains evidence,

United States v. Ross, 456 U.S. 798, 102 S.

Ct. 2157, 72 L. Ed. 2d 572 (1982). If officers

have the requisite probable cause, they may

search a vehicle, including its trunk, glove

box, and any packages therein that could

reasonably contain the evidence they seek.



Search under a Warrant

Courts have jealously protected privacy

rights when a search of an individual’s

residence is involved. Barring an emergency, such as a crime in progress or the

immediate destruction of evidence, the

Court requires a search warrant to enter

a residence without the resident’s consent,

Mincey v. Arizona, 437 U.S. 385, 98 S. Ct.

2408, 57 L. Ed. 2d 290 (1978).



did not provide sufficient citizen protection

in cases of psychological coercion by the

police. Following a finding that the Fifth

Amendment also encompassed an absolute

right to silence, Malloy v. Hogan, 378 U.S. 1,

84 S. Ct. 1489, 12 L. Ed. 2d 653 (1964), the

Court sought to develop a bright line rule to

provide police officers guidance when interrogating criminal suspects.

The rule came in one of the most controversial court cases in American legal

history: Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 436,

86 S. Ct. 1602, 16 L. Ed. 2d 694 (1966).

A majority of the Court ruled that any

questioning of a person who is under arrest

is inherently coercive and jeopardizes the

free exercise of the Fifth Amendment right

to silence. A divided Court ruled that the

prosecution may not use statements that

are a product of custodial interrogation of

a suspect unless it proves that the suspect’s

privilege against self-incrimination was

protected and a knowing waiver of that

privilege was made.

Protection of the privilege against selfincrimination was to be accomplished by

advising in-custody suspects that they had

the right to remain silent, anything said

could be used against them in court, they

had the right to talk to a lawyer prior to

questioning, and if they could not afford a

lawyer, one would be provided. If a suspect

did confess, the burden fell upon the state to

prove that the warning had been given and a

knowing waiver of rights had occurred.

Later rulings have clarified the scope of

the coverage of the Miranda holding, including a determination that the procedure

‘‘has become embedded in routine police

practice to the point where the warnings

have become part of our national culture,’’

Dickerson v. United States, 530 U.S. 428,

120 S. Ct. 2326, 147 L. Ed. 2d 405 (2000).



Confessions

Use of Force

In the 1960s, the Supreme Court evidenced

concern that the traditional ‘‘voluntary-involuntary’’ test for confession admissibility
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In providing police officers with the authority and duty to enforce the criminal
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law, the government has granted them the

privilege to use reasonable force, including

deadly force, against persons to carry out

that responsibility. Historically, the Court

has deferred to the state legislatures to define the level of force that police officers

were permitted to use, but in Tennessee

v. Garner, 471 U.S. 1, 105 S.Ct. 1694, 85

L.Ed.2d 1 (1985), the Supreme Court ruled

that a common law rule permitting use of

deadly force against any fleeing felon was

unreasonable under the Fourth Amendment and, therefore, unconstitutional.

The court noted that it was not better

that all persons die than that they escape.

Deadly force may be constitutionally used

only if the officer has probable cause to

believe that the suspect poses a serious

threat of harm to the officer or another

person.



Conclusion

The legal authority of police officers is

significantly influenced by judicial decisions. Foremost are the opinions of the

Supreme Court that attempt to balance

the constitutional protection of the citizenry against the needs of the government,

through its police forces, to maintain law

and order and bring criminal offenders to

justice.

JERRY L. DOWLING

See also Arrest Powers of the Police; Constitutional Rights: In-Custody Interrogation;

Constitutional Rights: Privacy; Constitutional Rights: Search and Seizure; Exclusionary

Rule; Interrogations, Criminal
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SURVEILLANCE

In the popular imagination, surveillance

involves public police agents working undercover against foreign enemies, organized

crime networks, corporate fraudsters, drug

dealers, and ordinary crooks in hot spots of

thieving. The police do undertake such

work, although it has a minor role in their

repertoire of investigative methods (Marx

1988; Ericson 1993; Sharpe 2002).

Surveillance of this type is more common among private security operatives,

who have the advantage of greater legal

and practical access to private spheres

compared to their counterparts in public

policing. Moreover, they can be paid at a

fraction of the cost of public police officers

for what is labor intensive and sometimes

unproductive work. Some industries have

developed substantial private investigation

units based on this type of surveillance. For

example, the insurance industry uses both

internal special investigation units and

private investigators on contract to conduct surveillance regarding fraud (Ericson,

Doyle, and Barry 2003; Ericson and Doyle

2004).

The undercover police operative who

observes and records is only one role in

the division of labor for surveillance. Surveillance is best defined as the production,

analysis, and distribution of information

about populations in order to govern them

(Giddens 1987; Dandeker 1990; Haggerty

and Ericson 2005). As such, surveillance is

integral to the activities of all major social

institutions, for example, governments that

administer police, military, taxation, and

social security systems, banks that profile

credit ratings of customers, health service

providers that compile medical histories,

insurance companies that form risk pools

for efficient underwriting and claims management, and marketing agencies that use
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media audience consumption and ratings data to place their ads and target

consumers.

Surveillance has been greatly enhanced

by the development of electronic technologies—for example, computers, smart

cards, video cameras, and satellites—that

produce information about populations

instantly and with worldwide transmission

capabilities. Surveillance technologies not

only monitor people as individuals but

also through processes of disassembling

and reassembling data about them. People

are broken down into a series of discrete

information flows that are stabilized and

captured according to preestablished classifications. Their reconfigured identities

are then transported to data systems to

be reassembled and combined in ways

that serve the specific purposes of the institutions involved. The accumulated information constitutes one’s ‘‘data double,’’ a

virtual/informational profile that circulates in the electronic networks of various

institutions and their specific contexts of

practical application.

One result of this process is an enhanced capacity to govern populations

across institutions through ‘‘datamatching’’

or ‘‘dataveillance’’ (Garfinkel 2000). Another result is ‘‘datamining,’’ using applied

mathematics and sophisticated computer

systems to discover new data and patterns

that are useful in strategic intelligence.

Datamining has been used extensively in

target marketing, but it also has a number of security applications, for example,

to identify attacks on computer systems

based on deviations from the normal

flow of server traffic.

The new surveillance capacities of data

systems are making information an increasingly valuable commodity. Indeed,

the population database of an organization

is often one of its most valuable assets, sold

selectively to other organizations that can

use the data for further surveillance

and their own purposes of policing and

governance. For example, insurers access

data from government statistical agencies,
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credit agencies, and marketing firms to decide whether an applicant for insurance is

suspect and to investigate fraudulent activities (Ericson, Barry, and Doyle 2000). At

the same time, disclosure of information is

highly selective and at times politically

charged. In the commercial sector there

are many trade secrets. In the public sector

the state protects a wide range of information, especially that deemed in need of secrecy for national security purposes.

Public police agencies now operate in an

assemblage of data systems (Chan 2003).

Most of a police officer’s time is spent in

producing information about people and

incidents encountered during routine patrol

and investigation (Ericson and Haggerty

1997). This information is demanded not

only for internal police purposes and those

of the criminal justice system but also by a

range of external institutions—for example,

insurance companies, health service providers, safety inspectors, and schools—that

require knowledge of incidents for their

own practical purposes of case settlement,

statistical profiling of risks, and security

provision. In turn, the police access data

from external institutions for their own law

enforcement purposes.

The role of the police as information

workers in surveillance networks developed long before the attacks on the World

Trade Center and the Pentagon of September 11, 2001. However, it has accelerated

with the PATRIOT Act and other enabling

legislation that gives police access to a

broader range of databases in both public

and private institutions (Lyon 2003). The

main justification for such enhancement is

that aggregate data on populations improve the capacity for intelligence-led policing, especially that based on categorical

suspicion. In the post-9/11 environment the

police are moving from a system of resourceful intelligence for selective law enforcement purposes to one of universal

suspicion where everyone is on a continuum of risk.

This post-9/11 environment has fostered a new politics of surveillance and
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visibility in which critical issues are contested. One key issue is privacy rights.

Who has the right to information about

the person, organization, community, or

other entity? Who has the right to access

information given up for one purpose but

used for another purpose? What remedies

are available for inaccuracies and misuses

of information, where the concern is not

so much ‘‘Big Brother’’ but ‘‘Big Bungler’’

(Brodeur and Leman-Langlois 2005)? The

privacy concern is not only about the bits

of information collected but also about

the information systems involved and the

program of policing with which they are

associated. While it may be an exaggeration to claim that we are experiencing ‘‘the

end of privacy’’ (Whitaker 2000), there is

no doubt that we are in a new information

age of surveillance and visibility with privacy problems that cannot be legislated

away (Brin 1998).

Another critical issue is the transformation of legal principles and due process

protections that is occurring in the new

environment of surveillance and visibility.

Surveillance is more pervasive and influential than criminal law or the criminal justice

system in governing populations. Crime

prevention and efficient forms of private

justice can be accomplished through surveillance techniques beyond the law (Norris

and Armstrong 1999). Furthermore, when

the criminal law is invoked, surveillance

mechanisms such as video evidence, financial transaction records, and DNA evidence are increasingly used to obtain

confessions from suspects, guilty plea settlements, and other forms of expedient case

resolution. In both prevention and enforcement contexts, the rise of surveillance

is accompanied by a decline of innocence

or presumption of guilt (Ericson and

Haggerty 1997).

Surveillance is often seen negatively, especially among those concerned with privacy rights and the decline of innocence.

This tendency is a legacy of two of the most

influential writers on surveillance, George

Orwell (1949) and Michel Foucault (1977).



Both Orwell and Foucault depict surveillance as a centralized, top-down capacity

of Big Brother to know too much about

populations to their detriment. But it

should be kept in mind that surveillance

has many benefits, for example, efficiency

in the provision of goods and services,

management of social security programs,

detection of criminal activity, administration of taxation systems, and sharing of

insurance risks.

Too much emphasis on privacy can inhibit the development of desirable social

policies (Etzioni 1999). Some of the early

developments in surveillance were a response to the problems of privacy and

the need to develop more information

about populations that would establish

trustworthy identities for the collective

good (Torpey 2000). Another consideration is that while people sometimes feel

their privacy is ‘‘invaded,’’ at other times

they are happy to exchange personal data

for perks, efficiencies, and other benefits

offered by the institution concerned.

Surveillance is a necessary aspect of

participation in the institutions that make

modern life flow in efficient and rewarding

ways. It is also clear that many people

enjoy peering into the private lives of

others. Reality television shows and other

voyeuristic offerings on television and the

Internet indicate a broader cultural acceptance of watching and being watched. The

police also participate in this culture,

whether it is through reality television

shows or by encouraging citizens to use

their own video and computer equipment

to conduct surveillance as part of the law

enforcement effort (Doyle 2003).

Contemporary surveillance differs from

the Big Brother depiction in another respect.

Far from being controlled by centralized

institutions in a top-down manner, surveillance is now dispersed in myriad networks of

knowledge and power. There is a ‘‘surveillant assemblage’’ (Haggerty and Ericson

2000) of criss-crossing, loosely connected information systems. These systems are composed of surveillance operatives observing
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and recording, smart cards reading the

time and place of transactions, closedcircuit television cameras capturing the

flows and foibles of populations, scanners

penetrating material objects and human

bodies, and data systems mining the products of all of the above for new patterns.

These information systems are as likely

to be owned by private entities and operated by their police as they are to be

part of public policing. Moreover, these

systems cut across the public–private

divide. The border is now blurred, and it

is increasingly difficult to make conventional distinctions such as public and private, inside and outside, inclusion and

exclusion.

No one can escape surveillant assemblages and their capacity to make things

visible, coordinate activities, exclude some,

benefit others, and reconfigure social structure and organization. Everyone contributes

to surveillant assemblages in some way,

whether as sources of information, system

operatives, system resistors, beneficiaries,

subjects of control, or any combination

thereof. The police are in the same position as other entities in this respect.

Entwined in the surveillant assemblage,

their methods and functions are being

transformed. As information workers in

a surveillance-based society, they participate in all of the productive gains as well

as pitfalls of surveillance outlined here.

RICHARD V. ERICSON
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high-risk situations. But police executives were quick to recognize that the use

of highly motivated, specially armed, specially trained, and exceptionally well-led

reams of officers, when faced with heavily

armed criminals or media happenings such

as hostage incidents, usually reduced civil

liability and complemented public relations when the incident was resolved successfully in favor of the police with little

or no loss of life. By the end of the 1970s,

all major departments across the United

States had formed SWAT teams, and the

rank-and-file police officers of America

had accepted them as an integral part of

police service.
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Staffing



In 1964, the Philadelphia Police Department,

in response to an alarming increase in bank

robberies, established a one-hundred-man

Special Weapons and Tactics (SWAT)

Squad. The purpose of this unit was to

react quickly and decisively to bank robberies while they were in progress, by utilizing a large number of specially trained

officers who had at their disposal a great

amount of firepower. The tactic worked.

Shortly after the successes of the

Philadelphia SWAT team were publicized,

other departments formed similar special

units, most notably the Los Angeles Police

Department (SWAT). Many different

names were given to these teams: Special

Reaction Team (SRT) by the Los Angeles

Sheriff’s Department, Metro Unique Situation Team (MUST) by the Nashville

Police Department, and hostage rescue

team (HRT) by others, to name a few.

The formation of SWAT teams by

major police departments marked a departure from traditional police service and the

advent of a new method of crisis management by modern police executives. Many

rank-and-file police officers were slow to

see these teams as the most ideal element

of a department to correctly handle certain



SWAT teams are staffed by regular police

officers selected for the teams after meeting

certain stringent criteria. SWAT team members are required to have a normal psychological profile, with emphasis on the ability

to work well as a member of a team. Without question, each member must be physically fit and not have any limiting physical

characteristics, such as hearing loss or extreme myopia. Team members must be able

to react well under stress and conditions of

extreme fatigue. They must be capable of

following orders without question and at

the same time demonstrating the ability to

lead others when called upon.



Equipment

Because SWAT teams are required to tackle

situations that demand unorthodox entry

into structures under extremely adverse

conditions, they must be adept in the use

of special equipment such as ropes and rappelling paraphernalia, which they can use to

enter a structure from a rooftop or from a
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hovering helicopter. They must be able to

use explosives to blast doors, walls, or roofs

in order to make a quick and safe entry.

The SWAT team uniform must provide

all-weather protection. It must be able to be

worn at night without making the officer an

easily identifiable target. It must be loose

fitting in order to allow the officer freedom

of movement. Many teams have opted for a

ski mask type of wool cap, which can be

rolled up during hot days and let down at

night for concealment. Team members usually wear military-type boots. In recent

years, the outfitting of SWAT teams has

become a fast-rising business in America,

with companies developing an exotic assortment of uniforms, SWAT weaponry, and

even SWAT vehicles.

The weapons of a SWAT team are dictated by tactical necessity. In assaults on

defended properties, teams use automatic

rifles, usually stockless and short barreled

and having a high rate of fire. A shotgun

is usually brought along on every operation to provide long-range delivery for

tear gas or smoke. Teams employ sharpshooters against snipers and to cover the

movement of other team members. Sharpshooters use high-powered, long-range

rifles, usually fitted with high-resolution

scopes that can be used day or night. As

a rule, teams issue automatic pistols to

each member as personal, close-in weapons, because of their rapid fire and quick

and easy reload capabilities.

Other equipment possessed by teams

includes gas masks for each member, starlight scopes for night vision, flashlights

attached to weaponry for nighttime target

acquisition, bulletproof vests, SWAT vests

that fit around the body and are capable of

carrying everything from extra ammunition to water canteens, leg holsters for

pistols to allow for quick draw, and highband, voice-activated, silent listening radios for instant interteam communication

that may be employed even while a team

member is under fire. Last, teams have

special SWAT vehicles, usually vans, that

are brought to the scenes of incidents and
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provide command post and logistic center

functions.



Training

Because SWAT teams are required to perform the most hazardous of tasks, such as

freeing hostages, it is of paramount importance that they be well trained. Each team

should have a clearly defined yearly training program dictated by its potential missions. Types of training required for teams

include the use of explosives for controlled

entry into structures; live-fire target recognition and acquisition; day and night

movement procedures in all types of terrain and in all types of weather; entry

procedures for all types of structures; envelopment techniques; room- and buildingclearing techniques; rappelling from

buildings, cliffs, and helicopters; use of

flash-bang and smoke grenades to cover

movement and facilitate entries; physical

conditioning; hand-to-hand combat; radio

and nonverbal communication procedures

in daylight and darkness; quick-kill techniques; antisniper and sniper techniques;

small-unit organizational concepts; antiambush procedures; chemical agent use

and recognition; cover, camouflage, and

concealment use; movement under cover

of fire; and small-unit leadership.



Team Characteristics

SWAT teams are characterized by several

features that other police units do not possess. Regardless of their size (most teams

average twelve members), teams are usually

organized into two distinct groups: the assault group, whose function it is to enter and

clear structures, and the cover group, whose

function it is to cover the assault group and

protect team perimeters. SWAT teams have

clearly defined chains of command that flow

from the team leader directly to the head of
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the department, thus eliminating intermediate commanding officers whose interference

during critical calls could be disastrous.

SWAT teams are on twenty-four-hour call

and have a clearly defined call-up procedure

that automatically goes into effect whenever

a department dispatcher receives a potential

SWAT call.



Uses

SWAT teams are used in any of five incidents: (1) In hostage-related incidents, although negotiation is the ideal method of

resolution, negotiations sometimes break

down and the crisis has to be resolved tactically. (2) Sniper situations pose a great

threat to innocent civilians and must be

resolved quickly and decisively. (3) Barricaded suspects often have to be overcome

or arrested in order for public tranquility to

return to a neighborhood or commercial

area. (4) Sometimes other police units call

upon SWAT teams to aid in the arrest of

subjects who are heavily armed. Usually a

team will have the upper hand in firepower.

(5) Teams are usually called upon to provide antisniper protection for dignitaries.



Evolution

Since the advent of transnational terrorism with the massacre of Israeli athletes

at the 1972 Olympic games in Munich,

major countries have developed special

units designed for counterterrorist duties.

Great Britain utilizes the SAS (Strategic



Air Service), West Germany its GSG-9

(Border Police Unit 9), France the Groupe

D’Intervention Gendarmerie Nationale

(National Police Intervention Group), and

the United States formed its Delta Force.

All of these units are in the most fundamental sense large SWAT teams. They are

direct descendants of the Philadelphia Police Department’s one-hundred-man unit.

They receive similar training, wear the

same uniforms, use the same weapons,

equipment, and organization, and have

similar missions. The only real difference

is that they operate on a much larger scale,

with a wider jurisdiction.

Most jurisdictions throughout America

have formed SWAT teams to handle hazardous situations. Teams with as few as five

members function extremely well with adequate training. With the rising concern

over domestic terrorism, specially trained

units such as SWAT teams have become a

vital part of U.S. law enforcement.

PHILLIP A. DAVIDSON
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are the result of human interaction. A narrow definition, like Webster’s, is inadequate when both raw materials and the

means used are interacting persons.

Information technology (IT) is best seen

as a means by which ‘‘raw data’’ or ‘‘facts’’

are converted or processed to become

information, something that makes a difference in context. When applied to organizational analysis and when implemented

with a clear intent and evaluated as to

consequence, it is ‘‘knowledge.’’ Framing

technology as a means avoids the larger

question of the values and purposes, the

hopes and dreams of those who use it and

the connotations of its working. Technology is not just used; it is imagined, and it is

therefore always more than is seen.

Each technology competes for space,

time, and legitimacy with other known

means and is judged in policing by somewhat changing pragmatic, often nontechnical, values: its speed, its durability and

weight, and its contribution to the uniformed officers’ notion of the essential role

and its routines. New equipment is generally introduced without experimentation,



‘‘Technology,’’ defined by Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary (Ninth Edition) as ‘‘a

particular means for achieving ends,’’ is a

denotative definition, that is, it is glossed

as (extended in meaning to) the totality of

means employed to provide objects necessary for human sustenance and comfort.

Academic definitions range widely (for a

daunting list, see Roberts and Grabowsky

1996, 411). The most sensitive of these

suggests that technology includes what is

seen and visible, as well as the material,

logical, and social facets of technology.

In operation, technology requires the

cognitive and imaginative work that is required to understand, fix, maintain, and

use technology (Roberts and Grabowsky

1996). Organizational ‘‘technology,’’ in

general, is the means by which work is

accomplished within a bounded authoritatively ordered social system defined in a

narrow sense. It is a means of converting

‘‘raw materials’’ into ‘‘processed outputs.’’

However, what is ‘‘raw’’ and what is ‘‘processed’’ remains complicated when both
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clear expectations or standards, or proper

repair and maintenance contracts. There is

little evidence that thirty years of funding

technological innovations have produced

much change in police practices or in their

effectiveness. Recent developments suggest

that informational technology is a new

and useful management tool, rather than

an effective deployment of resources for

environmental impact.



Types of Technology

Six types of technology are seen in police

organizations (Manning 2003, 129–33).

They are of quite different significance operationally. The most important of these

are the last three, the communicative,

transformative, and analytic technologies.

The first type of technology is mobility

technology, or ways of getting around—

motorcycles, cars, trucks, SUVs, boats,

bicycles, and horses. These are taken for

granted as essential and are assumed to

add speed, efficiency, and capacity to the

force. The movement from foot patrol to

mobile patrol increased the costs of patrolling beyond measure and when linked to

computer-aided dispatch fueled the belief

that reduced pass-through time increased

the quality of policing. The consistent

leader in expenditure and maintenance

costs for technology is means of mobility.

The purpose of mobility technology is to

allocate officers to areas, and poise them to

respond. The role of material technology in

this connection has changed little since the

1930s, except for increases in the speed,

number, and types of available vehicles.

This cluster of technological advances

grew in popularity with the recent emphases

on satisfying citizen demand, active presence, and availability.

The second cluster of technologies includes those associated with training—

lectures, demonstrations, simulations, and

field training. Little is known about the

content of police training curricula, and
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there are no national standards, but the

core remains physical and symbolic

(shaming, harassing, conditioning, rapid

response to orders) and to a lesser degree

‘‘academic learning’’ about the law, diversity and cultures, interpersonal relations,

and problem solving. There is some training in specialized weapons and tactics.

There is little known about the impact of

training. The general consensus of those

who have studied training is that little is

learned and most forgotten and that officers are systematically instructed to ‘‘. . .

forget what you learned in the academy.’’

Field training tends to be highly variable,

a function of the skills and interests of a

senior and respected officer, and produces

variable skills in young officers (Fielding

1986).

A third type or cluster is transformative

technology. These are devices used to extend human senses and to present evidence

in scientific form. They have been vastly

improved by the development of forensic

sciences and their application in processing criminal evidence. Police cars are

often equipped with video cameras, allowing police to capture, in video and audio,

their interactions with suspects. Forensic

scientists, once restricted to fingerprint evidence and blood typing, are now able

to identify individuals by their DNA, or

place them at the scenes of crimes using a

variety of trace evidence (for example, hair

or fiber). The Federal Bureau of Investigation and some states are also creating a

DNA bank of known felons convicted of

certain crimes. These have enormous potential to extend police power as well as to

augment civil liberties of the accused and

wrongly convicted. Increasingly, police

departments have online data on mug

shots, fingerprints, and criminal records.

A fourth type is analytic technology that

allows police to aggregate, analyze, model,

simulate, and otherwise shape data to facilitate crime mapping, crime analysis, and

crime prevention. These are in effect anticipatory technologies, whereas all the others

in this list are reactive and ex post facto, or
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ways to respond after crime has occurred.

This growing function has been complemented by crime analysis meetings, visual

presentations, hiring crime analysts, and

current interest in more data-driven crime

control efforts. Collection, storage, and retrieval of data by police, however, do not

mean that the data are used for analytic

purposes. Perhaps the technology of greatest interest to law enforcement currently is

crime mapping, in large part due to its

ability to facilitate problem solving and

community policing via the identification

of repeat calls for service or areas of

concern.

Depending on the software used and

the skill of the data analysts, crime mapping can be used to identify the locations

of crime incidents and repeat calls-forservice, make resource allocation decisions, and evaluate interventions. Where

crime mapping is used (typically larger,

urban police departments with greater

resources), one of the most important innovations has been the crime analysis

meeting. In such meetings, data on problems including such things as crimes,

gunshots, traffic problems, phone call traffic, arrests, drug problems, and problems

of disorder are displayed. In Boston, for

example, in monthly meetings, multimedia

presentations are used to project maps,

pictures, tables, graphs, and animated figures onto a screen while officers present a

narrative to an audience of top command

and others. A book is created and rehearsal used to polish the presentation.

Questions are asked and officers are

urged to use the problem-solving SARA

model and present results. Districts rotate

in their presentations, and sometimes a

special presentation such as a recent successful drug raid and seizure is highlighted. In these meetings, a management

approach is combined with data and feedback and evaluation to integrate the technological-derived data with practice and

accountability.

The final type is communicative technology or information-processing technology



used to link units within the department

and the public.



Deciding

What is the relationship between these five

types of technology and police decision

making? An answer to this requires stating

the organization’s mandate. What does the

organization presume its every day–any

day activities are about? This cannot be

answered by review of formal mission

statements, value commitments, general

orders, or rules and regulations. The fundamental police concern is to deal immediately

with negative uncertain occasions, and to

do so with dispatch. They define their overall aim as crime control, but their everyday

practices are overwhelmingly responding to

citizen-generated demand.

In this sense, the police in Anglo American societies are a democratic, demandled service, not a form of political or high

police concerned with national security.

They do not much solve problems, control

crime, or produce order: They process demand for service and, incidentally, selectively store, retrieve, and manage data.

Ironically, given that the everyday world

of policing is banal, policing operates in a

crisis mode, that is, with concern for the

current matter at hand. Even the top command is frequently overwhelmed with the

present, the impending, or the possible

crisis. This is often media driven and

amplified. Police work is seen as being

done on the ground, what can be considered the call-or-incident cynosure (the idea

being, what it is I have to do now to clear

this call?). Paperwork, abstraction, and

long-term planning are anathema. The

context of deciding varies in that the ‘‘on

the ground’’ view is situational and short

term, management and supervision take a

retrospective-prospective view of deciding,

and top command consider that planning

has a role in the immediate deciding done.

Three kinds of deciding (making

choices among options within the context
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of the law) take place in police. The first are

‘‘street decisions’’ made by officers in

uniform. The second are detective or investigators’ decisions. The third are management or top command decisions concerning

policing, resource allocations, organization

change and reorganization, as well as promotion to top positions.

Street decisions are the most studied

and those most characterized in texts,

and they constitute the public face of the

organization. They usually are nonviolent,

courteous, characterized by compliance on

the part of citizens, and reflect citizens’

preferences. They are shaped by the number of officers present and features of the

situation and the people involved. The

reasons for stops and inquiries seem intuitive and in that sense are not ‘‘decisions’’

(these involve weighing, comparing, and

contrasting in reference to an imagined

outcome). The role of technology, setting

aside the technology required to make

a mobile response (bicycle, SUV, van

sedan), is to shape the options available

on the menu if the decision is to be

recorded once accepted.

Whether the officer queries the vehicle,

record, of other details is typically dependent on whether the officer intends to act

further concerning the stop or the answered call. Officers differentially query

records and databases, and the more active

they are in such enquiries, the more they

are active to show results: arrests, stops,

tickets (Meehan and Ponder 2004). In this

sense, IT in the car, mobile data terminals,

cell phones, radios, and even fax machines

increase the speed of response, given a decision to intervene. In this sense, Pease

argues that IT increases output and has

increased impact on the environment.

Since there is no evaluation, little feedback on what is done, and no systematic

scrutiny between ends and means, policing, and its shape as an organization, is

almost entirely dependent upon the officers in uniform. This presupposition has

serious consequence, as other observers
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have noted (Goldstein 1960; Reiss 1971)

because virtually all of the significant decisions outside investigative work are invisible, nonreviewed, and nonreviewable (see

Manning 2003). That is, the decisions

made on the ground, where no record is

made, cannot be reviewed without a citizen complaint, and if there is a record

made, it is a refined, edited, stylistic, and

stylized rendition of what was done

and why. The interaction between citizen

and officer has been studied in several important research reports, but these decisions are shaped almost entirely by the

verbal interaction, not other technology.

The decision making that goes on between

radio call, dispatch, and action is only

vaguely known.

In detective work, there is some indication that computers have had an impact on

confessions (Harper 1991), and certainly

systems of accounting such as HOLMES

and major incident formats used in Britain

and Canada increase the likelihood of

shared information on suspects and classifying and tracking work done, but there is

no evidence that this increases clearances

or ‘‘detection,’’ only that it makes detectives more accountable for the decisions

they report to have taken. The most systematic studies of detective deciding, primarily about what to investigate and at

what length (Greenwood, Petersilia, and

Chaiken 1977; Waegel 1981) suggest that

these decisions are made on the basis of

hunches, feelings, and the oral culture absent any significant impact of technologies.

As Innes (2003) writes, the officers decide

the outcome that appears reasonable and

assemble evidence, legal scientific, interviews, and observations to support this

presumption.

The study of management decisions

in policing is restricted. An early study,

the work of Hunt and Magenau (1993),

describes how management took on three

big questions and decided them. The sense

of their case studies was the relatively dependent character of the chief ’s office,
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given the power of local political groups

(both formal and informal), the police

unions, and officers in the uniformed division. Chatterton and Hogard (1996) found

that as authority to decide was devolved to

basic units (subdivisions of the British police), it had negligible impact on operations. Their close study of superintendents

in two forces revealed that little money was

available for shifting from function to

function, that superintendents tended to

see their role as dealing with everyday

problems directly by phone or in person,

much as they did as patrol officers, and that

they had no capacity or interest in longterm planning, setting objectives, or evaluating functions.

Thus, although it might be argued that

as information passes up the organization,

it becomes more abstract, transferable, and

generalizable (what might be called knowledge), the mode of deciding remains focused on the incident and response to it.

As a result, attempts to require higher degrees, management courses, or advanced

education as a prerequisite to promotion

has never been actively advocated within

the occupation. The absence of a national

police training system or a regional or national police college makes the United

States unique in the Anglo American police

world. The ideology of policing as a hereand-now service job for people trained primarily on the job remains strong, and thus

technologies of various kinds are seen as

ways to facilitate its practices rather than

to alter them.

PETER K. MANNING

See also COMPSTAT; Computer-Aided
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Technology; Costs of Police Services;

Crime Analysis; Crime Mapping; Forensic

Investigations; Information within Police

Agencies; Intelligence-Led Policing and
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Measurement; SARA, the Model; Technology and Strategic Planning; Technology
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STRATEGIC PLANNING



Introduction

Every criminal justice organization needs

to occasionally examine its core values

and evaluate the process by which it provides the advertised goods and services.

Strategic planning provides the tools and

steps required to examine the efficiency

of an agency’s product delivery systems.

Both public and private agencies have an

obligation to their service population, and

without such planning, agencies risk failing to meet the needs of their customers.

Therefore, strategic planning is an integral
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part of modern agencies concerned about

fiscal responsibility and adequate service

delivery (Haines 2000).

The push toward professionalism and

public accountability has led police departments to adopt strategic planning measures

and to apply concepts borrowed from the

business world. The advent of information

technology (IT) provides new opportunities and challenges for police strategic

planning. Modern technologies have become indispensable parts of today’s police

planning process, whether to manage personnel or to anticipate how best to address

the crime problems of tomorrow.



Basic Strategic Planning in Policing

Strategic planning holds many benefits for

police leaders. It can help an agency to

identify and anticipate key trends and

issues facing the organization, both currently and in the future. The planning process also explores options, sets directions,

and helps stakeholders make appropriate



Table 1



decisions. It facilitates communication

among key stakeholders who are involved

in the process and keeps organizations

focused on outcomes while battling daily

crises. Planning can be used to develop

performance standards to measure an agency’s efforts. Finally, and most important,

it helps leaders to facilitate and manage

change (Glensor and Peak 2005). Table 1

illustrates some strategic planning steps

and the required actions.

The need for IT in strategic planning

becomes even more acute where the organization has adopted and is practicing the

community-oriented policing and problem

solving (COPPS) strategy. For example,

under COPPS, the organization necessarily needs to maximize communication with

and obtain feedback from the citizenry.

Some technology applications for these

purposes can be quite simplistic, such as

issuing cellular telephones to officers and

publishing officers’ telephone numbers.

Or, on a higher plane, the agency might

consider the development of a website.

A web page can solicit input from the

community concerning



Strategic planning steps and required actions



Strategic Planning Step



Proposed Action/Questions



Identify concerned stakeholders



Invite city officials, police personnel, nonsworn staff, workers

from other city agencies, and members of the public for their

input and ask them to be part of the planning process.

How are things working? Are people satisfied with the agency?

Are workers happy? Is the output satisfactory?

What are the short-term and long-term goals of the agency? Are

there future goals that need to be anticipated?

How are things currently done? Are the systems in place

efficient? Are there alternative methods?

Incorporate needs analysis, available resources, and ideas from

stakeholders into a viable and logical plan of action to help fulfill

the agency’s mission.

Implement measures and ensure that they are carried out

according to the proposed plan.

Were desired results achieved due to the new plan? Were the

goals and objectives met? Is the agency prepared to meet future

challenges?



Assess the current situation

Define organizational needs

Review procedures

Develop a plan



Implement the plan

Evaluate outcomes
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Criminal events or neighborhood

problems

Perceptions of the department overall as well as of individual officer

contacts

Programs or activities that citizens

would like to see implemented



Such information can be very helpful

for strategically planning the agency’s

future. In addition, such areas as the

agency’s history, mission, vision, values,

and philosophy/methods under COPPS

can be presented and explained in this

website.

IT thus can assist the organization in

meeting its goals and objectives. The chief

executive must ensure, however, that all

personnel are aware of these technologies

and are knowledgeable in terms of their

use. To merge strategic planning and IT,

then, law enforcement chief executives

must do the following:

.



.



.



.



Recognize that the agency should

first prepare a strategic plan that

articulates the organization’s overall

mission, goals, and objectives.

Recognize the mission-critical role

of technology in policing and develop a vision for IT and its role in

the agency, keeping in mind that the

strategic IT vision directly supports

the mission, goals, and objectives of

the agency.

Create a systematic process for continual planning, maintenance, and

support of information systems.

The use of IT for strategic planning

is not a one-time effort and requires

a cyclical process for planning, procuring, implementing, and managing

IT.

Develop a strategic IT vision document. This document will articulate

how technology will assist the agency

in meeting its core mission and establish an ongoing process to evaluate,

upgrade, and enhance those technologies as agency goals and technology

change.



Police Strategic Planning and

Technology

The Office of Community Oriented Policing

Services (COPS), created by the Crime Control Act Of 1994, was largely responsible for

bringing police departments up to date in

terms of IT. ‘‘Under the MORE (Making

Officer Redeployment Effective) program,

the OCOPS delivered more than $1.3 billion to nearly 4,500 police departments for

the acquisition and implementation of IT

systems’’ (Dunworth 2005, 7). This increase

in IT has helped police organizations meet

their objectives by integrating technological advances into the strategic planning

process.

As noted above, it is extremely important for law enforcement organizations to

engage in strategic planning. Just as important, however, is the need for the chief

executives to understand how IT can assist

in strategic planning, as well as the kinds

of technologies that are available for this

undertaking. Technological improvements

can now provide crucial information for

strategic planning. As examples, computer-aided dispatching (CAD) now has

the ability to supply real-time statistical information, do screen mapping, prepare

alarm bills and warnings, and issue and

store various permits; records management

systems (RMSs) now analyze crime statistics and maintain files related to people,

vehicles, prisoners, and officer activities.

Other technologies have been developed

more recently and can provide a much better picture of the situation being examined

and related long-term planning efforts.



Strategic Planning and Crime

Reduction Applications

Strategic planning that involves preventive

efforts or addressing specific, recurring

problems can also benefit by employing

IT. A few examples are as follows:
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Crime prevention. COPPS and IT

can assist with strategic planning

for crime prevention through its

crime analysis function, by looking

at means for denying offenders the

opportunity to act in the first place.

Using the SARA process, analysts

can scan for crime problems, analyze

the nature of criminal activity, respond by allocating the necessary police resources to thwart offenders,

and assess by performing periodic

evaluations to determine effectiveness (Helms 2002).

Mapping criminal events. Computerized crime mapping combines geographic information from global

positioning satellites with crime statistics gathered by the department’s

CAD system and demographic data.

The result is a picture that combines

disparate sets of data for a whole

new perspective on crime. For example, a map of crimes can be overlaid

with maps or layers of causative

data: unemployment rates in the

areas of high crime, locations of

abandoned houses, population density, reports of drug activity, or geographic features (such as alleys,

canals, or open fields) that might be

contributing factors (Rogers 1997;

Pilant 1997).

Accident investigation. Some police

agencies have begun using a global

positioning system to determine such

details as vehicle location and damage, elevation, grade, radii of curves,

and critical speed. A transmitter

takes a series of ‘‘shots’’ to gain the

exact location and measurements of

accident details such as skid marks,

area of impact, and debris; that information is then downloaded into

the system and the coordinates are

plotted out onto an aerial shot of the

intersection or roadway. Using computer technology, the details are

then superimposed onto the aerial

shot, thus re-creating the accident



.



.



scene to scale. Finally, digital photos

of the accident are incorporated

into the final product, resulting in a

highly accurate depiction of the

accident (Bath 2003).

Gang intelligence systems. Police now

use their laptop computers and cellular phones to assist in solving gangrelated crimes. Some states now have

an intranet-linked software package

that connects sites throughout the

state. It is essentially a clearinghouse

for information about individual

gang members, the places they frequent or live, and the cars they drive.

Within a few minutes, a police officer in the field can be linked to the

net, type in information, and wait

for matches (Dussault 1998).

Personnel and deployment applications. Police departments need to deploy personnel efficiently. This can

be achieved using different technological tools. For example, computerized personnel databases can

identify officers with unusual sick

time, or those who accumulate numerous public complaints. The biggest application of IT in terms of

strategic planning involves patrol allocation. Using geographic mapping

software, police officials can now

calculate the crime problem at the

beat level and allocate resources

based on need within very small

boundaries. This differs greatly

from the traditional division of a

city into four geographic quadrants

or from the static beat allocation

that often remains identical for

many years, regardless of the changing crime problems.

EMMANUEL P. BARTHE and

KENNETH J. PEAK
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Security and Civil Liberties in the

Twenty-First Century

We live in a time of rapid social change,

being driven by technology. Consequently,

policing is becoming increasingly difficult

as the technologies driving change become

more sophisticated and society becomes

more dependent upon them. Criminals,

too, are relying more on technology, increasing criminal opportunities and threatening civil liberties. Many scientists and

technology observers suggest that the rate



of technologically induced change is accelerating, compounding the problems facing

law enforcement at a time when global

terrorism and criminal networks are expanding. At the same time, surveillance

cameras, radio frequency identification

(RFID) devices, and computers are getting smaller, cheaper, and more powerful,

while enormous commercial databases

containing information on millions of citizens are proliferating. All of this is reducing personal privacy and fueling a growing

anxiety among civil libertarians that we

are moving closer to Orwell’s 1984.

Indeed, as the curve of technological advancement climbs exponentially and technology becomes cheaper, smaller, and

more capable, it also becomes more usable

and widely available to the average person

and the average police department. As we

move farther along the curve of advancement, new technology will give an increasing number of people the ability to do

things that were once confined to large

corporations and the military. There are,

of course, tremendous benefits to society

and the world as a result of this advancement. Technology drives economic prosperity, increases standards of living, and

provides us with new and more powerful

tools to mitigate or eliminate the death and

destruction attributable to human-made

and natural disasters.

Technology can also be used in a variety

of ways that range from annoying to genocidal. From inexpensive microsurveillance

cameras to Internet-accessible satellite imagery, citizens within our communities will

have increasing capabilities to spy on their

neighbors, take advantage of the weak, or

in many other ways cause harm to others.

Of even more concern are those individuals

and groups bent on destruction and illegal

gain, whose power to harm not just individuals but whole communities and nations

accelerates along with the technological

tools that aid them in their pursuits.

The first decade of the twenty-first century has shown there are many potential

criminal and terrorist uses of technology.
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Discussion of chemical and biological

hazards, backpack nuclear devices and

dirty bombs, and airline and border security are an everyday part of public discussion in the years since the attacks on

the World Trade Center and the Pentagon

of September 11, 2001. New books and

movies depicting humanoid robots and

genetically engineered dinosaurs running

amok fuel growing public concern about

technology getting into the wrong hands,

increasing demands for government regulation and control of technology. But

while the public lives in fear of another

terror attack, with the Department of

Homeland Security’s terror alert system

periodically changing between yellow,

orange, and red, there appears to be even

more concern with police misuse of

surveillance technology and the growing

body of private data on citizens available

to law enforcement from open and private

sources.

Programs to improve the ability of law

enforcement to track criminals and terrorists through the sharing of information and

the mining of large databases, such as the

ill-fated Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) Total Information

Awareness (TIA) project and Florida’s

Multistate Anti-Terrorism Information Exchange (MATRIX) program, have suffered

tremendous criticism from civil liberties

groups and subsequent cutbacks, or outright cancellation, at the hands of policy

makers. If these trends continue, law enforcement will be forced to fight the information age wars on crime and terror

armed with industrial age tools.

The public’s trepidation regarding police use of technology to address law

enforcement and homeland security challenges, now and in the future, is not

completely without merit, and the issue

remains highly controversial. For example, the use of facial recognition technology to search the faces of stadium-goers

at the 2001 Super Bowl in Tampa, Florida,

in an effort to identify and apprehend criminals and terrorists faced strong public
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criticism to this emerging technology, notwithstanding significant homeland security concerns. A similar problem was faced

by the Transportation Safety Administration (TSA) in developing and deploying

new technology for airline safety that

attempts to positively identify air travelers.

Even after the 9/11 attacks, the enhanced

Computer-Assisted Passenger Prescreening

System (CAPPS II) ran up against enormous hostility from a wide range of civil

liberties groups and media outlets, eventually forcing the Department of Homeland

Security to shelve the project.

As with technological advancement itself, however, police use of new technology is likely inevitable despite the concerns

of privacy advocates. Billions of dollars continue to be invested in everything

from digital statewide communication systems, computer networks, helicopters, and

crime labs at the local, state, and federal

levels to weapons of mass destruction

(WMD) protective equipment and individual lethal and less-than-lethal weapons

for officers on the street. New technologies, particularly those derived from military programs that have applicability to

homeland security, are being marketed

and sold to police agencies for their role

in the war on terror.

But exactly how the wide range of existing and constantly emerging technologies

will be used by the police, to what extent,

and how efficient and effective their applications will be at stopping crime and terrorism remains to be seen. Clearly, there

are important considerations regarding citizen privacy and the erosion of civil liberties. Just as clear, however, is the need to

improve law enforcement operations to

prevent the seriously destabilizing events

such as 9/11 that create social turmoil and

increase conflict within our world. Advanced and powerful technology will play

a large role in achieving that improvement.

Crimes such as identity theft have severe impacts on the economy and erode

faith in a nation’s financial institutions.

Terrorist events such as 9/11 create fear
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and paranoia that leads to demands for

increased security and more restrictive

government policies. Small acts of terror,

such as a pair of snipers randomly shooting innocent people, paralyzing an entire

region of the country, can be socially and

economically destabilizing. The mere perception of terror is terror, and it can have

devastating and widespread effects on citizens, their nations, and the global economy. Powerful new technologies in the

hands of those willing to prey on the

weak and helpless for profit or whose principal desire in life is to destroy others of

different faiths and cultures makes police

use of similarly powerful technology to

identify, apprehend, prosecute, and incarcerate these social predators a necessity.

Effective use of technology that simultaneously improves police operations and

upholds constitutional liberties may be one

of the biggest challenges confronting police

departments in the twenty-first century.

History shows us that police use of new

technology is often fraught with missteps

and oversteps, but despite the abuses there

are few alternatives to choose from that

will better provide both security and protection of civil liberties for all people. Military and corporate security involvement in

domestic law enforcement operations has

been growing for several decades, precisely

due to their technological resources and

expertise, but their organizational missions

and individual training do not necessarily

involve protecting the rights of citizens in

the performance of their duties. Soldiers

are trained and equipped to win battles in

combat, and private security guards are

accountable to those who pay them. Police

officers within the public sector are the only

group with the clear mandate and comprehensive training to protect life and property within the bounds of the Constitution.

While the public police will always have

some need for military and corporate assistance, it remains the essential role of

public police officers to protect all people,

regardless of social or economic status,

while preserving their freedoms.



To achieve both of these goals—effective law enforcement and the preservation

of liberty—in a rapidly changing world, it

is essential that the public police take the

necessary steps to thoroughly understand

technology and all of its implications. The

public police need to be able to efficiently

procure components, integrate them into

comprehensive systems, and then maintain and constantly upgrade those systems

while developing the operational policies,

procedures, and protocols for effective

and appropriate utilization by its members. This will require that police have a

completely new appreciation of technology—how it affects society, their organization, and their mission.

First, the common practice within policing is to buy and implement new technology to accomplish traditional duties better

or faster or more efficiently than in the

past. This has been evident during the

past ten years as police departments implement modern IT networks, transitioning

their manual paper files directly to a digital

facsimile. The power of modern IT systems

is not found in their ability to store

and retrieve the digital representations of

paper reports. In fact, there is little benefit

in terms of administrative efficiency and

cost effectiveness in replicating paper processes in a digital format. The benefit of

today’s IT systems is that they allow organizations to do things that have never before been possible. Computer networks

and relational databases allow agencies

to gather, store, and instantaneously link

what was once disparate data locked in

metal file cabinets on paper reports and

available only through intensive and timeconsuming manual inspection. Similarly,

shared wireless networks today allow

both voice and data communication between multiple agencies and across jurisdictional boundaries. More than a simple

patch between two adjoining radio networks or a few officers talking on interoperability channels at a crisis, shared digital

networks give all officers the ability to communicate with the right people to acquire
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the right information to accomplish their

mission and solve problems whenever and

wherever they need it.

Second, modern technology and technological systems that are effective and

easy to use in the real world are extremely

complex and difficult to implement. And

the complexity will continue to grow in the

coming years. Technology is more than

computers, radios, software, and hardware

that are installed, turned on, and applied to

solve a problem. Technologies are being

interwoven into very sophisticated and intricate networks, systems of systems specifically tailored to meet a wide variety of

requirements within the highly unique circumstances of individual organizations.

Slight variations in the way a technology,

or a component of the technology, is implemented or used can have a profound

impact on the overall result.

It is therefore important that the education and training of everyone involved with

technology for law enforcement purposes,

from procurement, installation, and maintenance to its utilization on the street, have

the necessary knowledge to do so effectively. As technologies and systems proliferate within and between agencies, the

training time required to maintain proficiency and ensure effective utilization

must also increase. Police chiefs and senior

administrators will have to be able to articulate the importance of new technology

and the need for additional training to

budget offices and policy makers.

Complex technology and an increasingly technical society require police who

are capable of using that technology safely,

effectively, and wisely. Less-than-lethal

weapons are only such when the officers

using those weapons are fully trained in

their use and have the judgment and restraint to use them safely. This has implications for the entry-level educational

requirements, hiring practices, basic training, and continuing professional education

programs of police agencies. A high school

education will not be adequate preparation for the intellectual challenges facing
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twenty-first century police officers, and

police departments should be placing a

strong emphasis on locating, attracting,

and hiring college graduates. To retain

those educated officers and accomplish

the goals necessary for information age

success, the traditional recruit training

academy that focuses on the obedience,

conformance, and military-style discipline

still popular with many agencies today

must be transitioned to an educational atmosphere that develops creative, analytical

thinkers who can readily adapt to rapidly

changing circumstances and who are committed to life-long learning.

Lastly, police leaders need to re-create

the culture of their organizations for

the networked digital world within which

they will operate. Accelerating changes

driven by exponentially advancing technologies will directly impact crime, terrorism,

and homeland security as well as the

law enforcement tools and methodologies

to deal with them. Emerging technologies

such as augmented and virtual reality,

unmanned aerial vehicles, artificial intelligence, robots, RFID chips, and ‘‘smart

dust’’ will be commonplace and ubiquitous, turning our communities into intelligent environments where everything and

everyone is connected. To be effective in

the future networked world, police departments need to consider new methods of

organization and operation.

Net-centric operations are becoming

the focus of many corporations, the military services, and today’s global terrorist

organizations. These ‘‘edge organizations’’

are characterized by the empowerment of

those individuals near the edges of the

organization who perform the services

and actions necessary to fulfill its mission.

Empowerment comes from a streamlined

hierarchical structure, decentralized decision making, and dramatic increases in

available information made possible by

information technology. Empowerment

at the edge fosters a bottom-up selfsynchronization created by enhanced

peer-to-peer interactions that improve
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situational and organizational awareness.

The real-time flow of information to whoever needs it, whenever they need it means

that the actions of all individuals serve the

same goals, even as those goals are constantly changing. To be effective against

tomorrow’s fluid and rapidly evolving criminal and terrorist networks, police agencies

cannot continue to rely on the structures, policies, and methodologies developed for industries and bureaucracies of

decades past.

Creating police organizations that are

capable of operating effectively across the

spectrum of present and emerging circumstances and situations, against the

information age thugs of the twenty-first

century, will take visionary leaders who

can transform their organizations and

build trust and confidence between police

officers and the citizens they serve. Those

leaders will have to develop strong police–

community bonds in order to overcome

the growing suspicions the public has

concerning police use of technology. Lacking that public trust, it will be impossible for

tomorrow’s police agencies to acquire and

utilize the advanced technologies that will

be necessary to provide public safety and

security. That same strong leadership will

also be essential to ensuring that new technologies are implemented and used correctly by administrators and officers on the

street, in ways that protect civil liberties

while improving police effectiveness.

Today’s and tomorrow’s police officers

should understand that technology is not a

silver bullet and that it is not the most

important aspect of policing in the future.

On the contrary, it is the police officers,

police administrators, and police chiefs

who are the most important component

of twenty-first-century policing. Our ability to anticipate, manage, and adapt to the

increasing presence and impact of technology within society will be a critical determiner of policing success in the future.

Police officers who can anticipate and plan

for potential social impacts of technology

and then create positive applications that



mitigate the negative outcomes of those

impacts could have a significant effect in

reducing conflict and unrest within our

communities.

The new capabilities offered by continuously emerging technology can be tailored

in any number of ways to accomplish police objectives, some good and some bad.

Every technology can be used by people for

good or for bad purposes, depending on

their levels of knowledge and their levels

of ethics. Every technology can be used by

police in ways that either enhance safety

and freedom or detract from them. Every

technology has problems and shortcomings that must be carefully considered and

planned for. Strengths can be maximized

and weaknesses minimized with careful

planning and thorough systems integration, keeping the protection of civil liberties at the top of the list of law enforcement

criteria for success. Success in the future

will depend on how well the police understand technology, especially the implications of using it within a free society, and

how hard they strive to use it within the

context of freedom and liberty.

TOM COWPER
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Security and Law Enforcement; Identity
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AND CALLS FOR SERVICE



Technology in Law Enforcement

Technology can generally be described as

a tool with a purpose. In the twenty-first

century, when we use the term, we generally mean an automated or mechanically

driven tool. There are many technologies

used in law enforcement, including information technology such as records management systems, communication systems

such as radios and computer-aided dispatch systems, evidence-based technologies such as DNA, digital photography,

closed-circuit television, less-than-lethal
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force devices, and geographic technologies such as mapping software, global

positioning systems, and automated vehicle locator systems.



Information Technology in Law

Enforcement

While there are numerous technologies

used in law enforcement, perhaps the most

readily used are the technologies that transmit, store, sort, compile, and maintain

information. While communications technology is used for receiving calls for service, gathering descriptive information

from the caller, dispatching police units to

the scene, and gathering detailed information about the incidents from the officers

themselves, information technology (IT)

in policing allows police to recall stored

information and use information for daily

operations and responsibilities as well as

for problem solving, protecting community and officer safety, and providing detailed information to supervisors.



Records Management Systems

A records management system (RMS), the

primary IT system in law enforcement, is

an automated system that provides the

framework for entering, storing, retrieving, viewing, and analyzing all records,

including incident reports, calls-for-service

data, personnel data, criminal investigations, and related information. According

to Harris and Romesburg (2001), twentyfirst-century RMSs go beyond the collection and storage of information by offering

robust analytical tools, seamless sharing

of information, and complex linkages between different data sources. As such,

RMS technology serves as a key component of effective decision making.
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Data Inputs and Outputs

Information contained within an RMS is

input from officers, call takers, investigators, the personnel office, supervisors, and

others connected to daily law enforcement

functions in the agency. Once stored, the

information can be retrieved, analyzed,

and archived (see, for example, Boyd

2001; Dunworth 2000). In turn, various

types of information can be made available

to agency users, other justice agencies, and

the public, where appropriate. Information

can be provided to users via various reports

and downloads of automated data to other

software programs.



(forthcoming). The survey was conducted

with all agencies having a hundred or

more sworn personnel and a sample of

all smaller agencies. The vast majority

reported having an RMS (more than

87%), and 66% had purchased the RMS as

part of an integrated CAD and RMS system. This likely represents the need for

fully integrated communication, record

keeping, and analysis systems in order to

minimize the need for multiple interfaces.

Still, many RMSs can interface with other

criminal justice system databases at the

local, state, and national levels. For example, many can link to the National Crime

Information Center (NCIC), Automated

Fingerprint Identification System (AFIS),

and other sources.



Components and Uses of RMSs

The goal of an RMS is to provide a single

source for integration of all key law enforcement data in order to improve efficiency and effectiveness of operations.

There are numerous components and/or

modules in an RMS. These include arrest,

booking, case management, citations, collisions and related diagrams, complainant

demographics, dispatch records, equipment records, evidence, field interviews,

field reporting, global positioning system

(GPS) integration, investigations, name

indexes, National Incident-Based Reporting System (NIBRS), offender information, pawn, personnel, photos, property

lists, sex offender information, training,

Uniform Crime Reports (UCR), use of

force, victim information, warrants, and

more. Often this information is integrated with other existing systems such as

computer-aided dispatch (CAD) records,

mapping software, case management software, an early warning system, a report

writing software package, and more.

A recent national survey supported

by the U.S. Department of Justice, Office

of Community Oriented Policing Services

(COPS), was conducted by Amendola



Use of RMSs in U.S. Law Enforcement

Agencies

Law enforcement agencies vary significantly in the types, amounts, and sources

of their information, and therefore the

functions and uses of RMSs also vary

widely. Some use the RMS for simple

data storage, retrieval, and reporting (for

example, to assist with the COMPSTAT

process), while others use it to aid in complex analysis and decision making, such as

in crime analysis, strategic planning, personnel management and supervision, and

community policing strategies.

Among the uses reported in the COPS

survey, the majority of agencies use the

RMS for crime/incident analysis (68%) as

well as crime prevention (56%). A number

of agencies were also using the RMS for

strategic planning (48%), community policing (46%), and mapping (45%), but they

reported using it to a much lesser extent

for COMPSTAT (29%), personnel/human

resources management (26%), and as

an early warning system (less than 7%)

(Amendola, forthcoming).
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Challenges of IT Acquisition and

Implementation

The successful design, acquisition, and implementation of complex IT such as an

RMS can be very costly and take many

months or years to achieve. Indeed, the

COPS survey revealed that more than

30% of the chiefs/sheriffs responding said

that the total cost of the RMS was more

than the originally contracted price. Furthermore, while 22% of agencies implemented their RMSs in less than six

months, 35% took up to a year, 28% took

between one and two years, and 15% took

two to three years or more.

Because the acquisition and implementation of an RMS is so complex, it is essential that such a project be carefully

planned. Indeed, chiefs, sheriffs, and IT

managers surveyed felt that project management was the most important factor

to successful implementation of an RMS

and that lack of planning was the

thing that most hindered implementation (Amendola, forthcoming). Without

proper planning and project management,

agencies run the risk of acquiring a system that does not meet its needs and may

need to be modified at least or completely redesigned or discarded altogether

at worst. All of these prospects are extremely costly in budget dollars and

human resources.

The challenge of rapid changes in IT

can lead to a number of problems for

organizations. In 1994, the Standish

Group conducted a survey of 365 IT

managers from small, medium, and large

organizations across multiple industries

(banking, manufacturing, retail, health

care, insurance, and government). They

also conducted focus groups and numerous personal interviews to provide a qualitative context for the survey results. A

successful project was defined as one that

was completed on time, on budget, and

with the features and functions originally

specified. A challenged project was defined
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as one that was completed and operational

but over budget, over original time estimates, and offering fewer features and

functions than originally specified. Finally,

an impaired project was one that was canceled in the development cycle. Surprisingly, just 16% of projects were successful,

53% were impaired, and fully 31% were

canceled due to impairment (Standish

Group 1995). Of the challenged or impaired projects, the average cost overrun

was 189% of the original cost!

A nationwide survey of a thousand

IT managers from various types of organizations (manufacturing, government,

education, computer services, insurance,

health care, and so forth) provided evidence for nine distinct categories of

problems emerging from rapid technological changes. These problems included

IT vendor issues, acquisition and support

difficulties, technological problems, and

organizational problems. The researchers

Benamanti and Lederer (2000) defined

these as follows:

1. Vendor neglect. Vendors lack knowledge and experience with the products being sold, as well as having

limited ability to assist in the integration of their products with those

of other vendors.

2. Vendor oversell. Vendors release

products that are unstable and

show excessive enthusiasm for the

products being sold.

3. Acquisition dilemma. Agencies have

difficulty keeping up with the various products available and the differences between them and thus

making the right choice for their

departments.

4. Support burden. Agencies lack the

structure or expertise to adequately

support the system or enforce standards.

5. Resistance. Agencies are unable to

use IT to its full extent due to lack

of a unified understanding of the

new IT product.
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6. Cascading needs. There is an unexpected need for additional IT to

fully meet requirements not met in

the acquired technology.

7. New integration. Agencies have difficulty in maintaining the interfaces

across various technologies, especially when vendor support and expertise are insufficient.

8. Error. There are explainable and

unexplainable failures of the new

IT to perform as expected, often

arising out of early release of unstable products or lack of sufficient

documentation.

9. Training demands. Agencies have a

need for a wider variety of knowledge and extensive training, especially problematic when turnover of

staff is frequent.

Other IT challenges include incompatible hardware and software, widely dispersed data and information throughout

an agency, unreliable data sources, poor

security systems, and inconsistent interfaces between divergent systems. As a result, it is extremely important that an

agency focuses on the planning and project management stages of acquisition and

implementation in order to avoid significant problems and challenges after acquisition or implementation.

There are a number of information

sources available to guide agencies in

acquiring appropriate technology, including the International Association of Chiefs

of Police best practices guide entitled

‘‘Acquisition of New Technology’’ (Deck

2000), A Guide for Applying Information

Technology in Law Enforcement (Boyd

2001), and the Office of Community Oriented Policing Services’ Law Enforcement

Tech Guide (Harris and Romesburg 2001).

KAREN L. AMENDOLA

See also Calls for Service; COMPSTAT;

Computer-Aided Dispatching (CAD) Systems; Computer Technology; Crime

Mapping; Dispatch and Communications

Centers; Early Warning Systems; Office



of Community-Oriented Police Services,

U.S. Department of Justice; Technology

and Police Decision Making; Technology

and Strategic Planning; Technology and

the Police
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TELEVISION IMAGES OF

POLICING

From the very beginning, the oxygen that

has given life to the Rodney King story is

television. (Alter 1992, 43)



Nearly fifteen years have passed since

the now-infamous ‘‘Holliday videotape’’

was aired across the country, but the

images captured on that sixty-eight second
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video clip still resonate in the public’s

mind. California highway troopers attempted to stop Rodney King’s vehicle

for excessive speed, and when he failed to

stop, the troopers requested assistance. By

the time King stopped his vehicle, at least

twenty-three officers had responded. The

situation escalated quickly as the officers

struggled to subdue him. George Holliday

began videotaping when the situation had

peaked: Despite being hit twice with Taser

darts, King continued to resist. The videotape then captures several of the officers

beating King with their batons, pausing,

and then beating him again. Estimates of

the number of times King was hit and

kicked vary, ranging from twenty-three

to fifty-six (see Schlief 2005), but the impact of the video was significant: It took

an incident that would have been ignored

and made it a celebrated news event. Several police officers were charged in state

and then federal court, the Los Angeles

Police Department was forced to investigate and reconsider its use-of-force policy,

many other police departments across the

country were forced to investigate police

brutality accusations, and the city of Los

Angeles and its citizens had to recover

from two days of rioting following the

acquittal of the officers of state charges.

This incident illustrates the challenges

of policing in a television age. The public

relies heavily on television for news and

entertainment. Most national studies indicate that almost all households have at

least one television set, and, on average,

it is on for eight hours a day (Macionis

1997). Half of all Americans state that

television is their primary source of news

(Roper Center 1999). Since most people

have only sporadic direct interactions

with the police, what the public thinks

about police officers is influenced by

news and entertainment images. Television is a powerful vehicle through

which a police department can communicate its goals, justify how it responds to

crime, and request public involvement or

assistance in solving open cases.
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Although there are opportunities for

police departments to capitalize on the

power of television, there are great risks.

Accusations of police misconduct, case investigation errors, and high-profile cases

put incredible pressure on police departments to be prepared to respond via the

media when such situations arise. This article first discusses the strategies police

departments use to influence how they are

presented in the news and then describes

the images presented about policing on

television.



The Relationship between Television

and Police Organizations

Research indicates that crime is an important news topic and that media organizations tend to emphasize the beginning

stages of the criminal justice system

(Chermak 1995; Surette 1998). Crime incidents, police investigations, and arrests account for approximately half of all crime

stories presented. Television news organizations will present, on average, between

three and five crime stories in a newscast

but also must be prepared for breaking

disasters and celebrated crime events.

News organizations have developed various strategies in order to produce crime

stories efficiently. Perhaps the most significant strategy is a reliance on police departments for reports and information about

crime incidents.

Police are available and can comment

about an event immediately after it is

discovered. These sources are publicly

accepted as credible voices on crime,

underscoring the media’s authority and

protecting their image as an objective conveyor of the important events of the day

(Chibnall 1977; Ericson, Baranek, and

Chan 1989). Existing research compares

the frequency that police are cited as

news sources to the citation of other criminal justice officials, government sources,

victims, and defendants. For example,
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Sherizen (1978, 220) reported that police

sources accounted for more than 34%

of the sources cited, and another study

reported the police as the primary source

of story information when compared to

other criminal justice sources (Ericson,

Baranek, and Chan 1991). A third study

indicated that police are the dominant

sources in all types of crime stories (incidents, policy stories, program stories, and

statistical stories) and that when law enforcement sources are cited, individuals

from the top levels of the police hierarchy

provide more than one-fourth of the information (Chermak 1995).

Police departments invest considerable

time and effort in order to be prepared

to respond to reporters. Police departments usually provide space to reporters

within headquarters so that reporters can

easily access records, reports, and official

sources. Most large-sized police departments have full-time, trained public information spokespersons to respond directly

to questions from reporters (Chermak and

Weiss 2003). Public information officers

(PIOs) attempt to maximize the positive

and minimize the negative images depicted

about police organizations in the news.

There have been a few studies examining

the responsibilities of PIOs, providing general background on their role in the construction of a police department’s image

(Chermak and Weiss 2003; Lovall 2001;

Skolnick and McCoy 1985; Surette and

Richard 1995). Skolnick and McCoy

(1985) illustrate how PIOs package information in a way that increases the

likelihood that the media will cover the

department in a positive way. Another

study, by Surette and Richard (1995,

329), described the public information

officers as ‘‘daily troubleshooters and

first contact points’’ between the police

and the media.

Police departments certainly respect the

power of the media and have made significant organizational changes to take advantage of this resource to communicate

their preferred meanings of events. Based



on the scholarly understanding of the

nature of the police–media relationship,

one would expect that police departments

are presented favorably on television. The

next section addresses this question.



Television Images of Policing

The public is bombarded with images of

crime and policing in news and entertainment programs on television. The longrunning popularity of police dramas, such

as Dragnet, Hill Street Blues, Law and

Order, NYPD Blue, and the CSI shows,

demonstrates the public’s consistent fascination with police work. Research examining the representation of police on

television dramas stresses that the police

are depicted stereotypically (Maguire, Sandage, and Weatherby 1999): Police officers

are shown as being effective (most cases are

solved in the allotted time frame), intelligent, honest, and dedicated (Maguire

1988).

The presentation of policing in television dramas coexists with the constant

bombardment of policing images in crime

news stories. Most crime stories focus on

specific crime incidents, with an emphasis

on the circumstances of the crime and the

characteristics of the victim and the defendant. Police departments are critical to

the creation of these stories because they

provide the incident and arrest reports to

construct these stories. Although crime

fighting is only a small part of the work

police officers do, this part of their job is

emphasized in the news. Police are thus

presented as first responders to crime activity, conducting investigations to increase

public safety.

Moreover, the police are able to use

media interest in their activities to their

advantage by attempting to accomplish

investigation goals. For example, police

departments request help from citizens to

solve unsolved cases. In many jurisdictions, police departments have partnered
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directly with the media to fulfill crime

fighting objectives in ‘‘Crimestoppers’’

programming. These media segments are

collaborative efforts involving the public,

the police, and the media (Rosenbaum,

Lurigio, and Lavrakas 1987; Skolnick

and McCoy 1985). Police departments

have formalized the media’s role in fighting crime by having them reenact unsolved crimes to generate additional leads

and information. An evaluation of these

programs indicates that (1) they were

highly visible and well received by media executives, (2) they were successful

(these segments resulted in 92,000 felony

arrests, 20,000 convictions, and the recovery of stolen property valued at more

than $500 million), and (3) they increased citizen awareness of anticrime

efforts (Rosenbaum, Lurigio, and Lavrakas 1987, 54).

Maguire, Sandage, and Weatherby

(1999) conclude that most television stories

present the police in a positive way and that

police are typically presented as crime

fighters, although coverage varies by size

of the media market examined. Television

news stations are rarely critical of police

departments and tend to emphasize accomplishments and ignore mistakes. Policing

innovations, such as the implementation

of a new program or a new strategy, are

also frequently presented on television.



Conclusion

Although the general presentation of policing on television is positive, there are

exceptions to this general pattern. Indeed,

police departments are constantly under

the microscope because of high-profile

incidents such as the one discussed at the

beginning of the article. When crimes go

unsolved, when crime rates soar, and

when officers are involved in a corruption

scandal or deadly force incident, news

media will relentlessly present the details,

and police departments will be forced to
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respond to the crisis by making personnel

changes, adopting new policies, and changing tactics. The rare event tends to be

sensationalized in the news. The end result

is that the media presents and the public

consumes conflicting images of policing on

television.

STEVEN CHERMAK

See also Accountability; Attitudes toward

the Police: Overview; Community Attitudes

toward the Police; Community Watch Programs; Crimestoppers; Media Images of

Policing; Media Relations
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TERRORISM: DEFINITIONAL

PROBLEMS

The definitional problems associated with

terrorism must first be addressed by looking at the etymology of the terms associated with terrorism—words such as

terrorize, terrorist, freedom, guerilla, insurgent, and insurrection—and how often

those terms are incorrectly interchanged in

the media, causing confusion and misunderstanding. The Oxford English Dictionary (1933) offers the following definitions:

Freedom. Exemption or release from

slavery or imprisonment; personal

liberty. Exemption from arbitrary,

despotic, or autocratic control; civil

liberty. Independence: The state of

being able to act without hindrance

or restraint; liberty of action; the

quality of being free from the control

of fate or necessity; the power of selfdetermination attributed to the will.

Guerilla. 1. An irregular war carried on

by small bodies of men acting

independently. 2. One engaged in

such warfare.

Insurgent. Rising in active revolt—One

who rises in revolt against constituted



authority; a rebel who is not

recognized as a belligerent.

Insurrection. The action of rising in

arms or open resistance against

established authority or government

restraint; with plural, an instance of

this, an armed rising, a revolt: an

incipient or limited rebellion.

Terrorist. 1. As a political term applied

to the Jacobins and their agents and

partisans in the French Revolution

(1790–1795), especially to those

connected with the Revolutionary

tribunals during the ‘Reign of

Terror’. . . . 3. b. Anyone who

attempts to further his views by a

system of coercive intimidation;

specifically applied to members of

one of the extreme revolutionary

societies in Russia.

Terrorize. To fill or inspire with terror,

reduce to a state of terror; especially

to coerce or deter by terror.

‘‘Terrorism’’ has a pejorative connotation, and its meaning changes within social, political, religious, and historical

contexts (White 2003, 4). The use of such

words will also depend upon an individual’s perception, whether that of victim

or perpetrator. The difficulty of defining

terrorism has been acknowledged by many

(Poland 2005; Crank and Gregor 2005;

White 2003; Combs 2003; Hoffman 1998).

A uniform definition of terrorism often

will not exist across the various law enforcement agencies of a given country.

This is the case in the United States,

where a range of definitions is currently

applied:

U.S. Department of Defense (2003):

‘‘The calculated use of unlawful

violence to inculcate fear, intended to

coerce or to intimidate governments

or societies in the pursuit of goals

that are generally political, religious,

or ideological.’’

Federal Bureau of Investigation (1999):

‘‘[T]he unlawful use of force and

violence against persons or property
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to intimidate or coerce a government,

the civilian population, or any

segment thereof, in furtherance of

political or social objectives.’’

U.S. State Department (2003): ‘‘[P]

remeditated, politically motivated

violence perpetrated against

noncombatant targets by

sub-national groups or clandestine

agents, usually intended to influence

an audience.’’ This document further

states that ‘‘For purposes of this

definition, the term ‘noncombatant’

is interpreted to include, in addition

to civilians, military personnel who

at the time of the incident are

unarmed and/or not on duty.’’

These definitions identify three interrelated factors: first, the terrorist’s identity,

second, the methods employed, and third,

motivation. (Other definitions also include

the legitimacy of the action.) It is those

factors that influence a workable definition and a construct that differentiates

terrorism from everyday criminality.

In the global fight against terrorism

there is talk of the ‘‘war’’ against terrorism.

If war is ‘‘the continuation of political

intercourse with the addition of other

means’’ (Von Clausewitz 1989, 605), it

may be argued that terrorism is also

a continuation of political intercourse

where violence is fueled not only by its

practitioners’ political motivations but

also by ethnicity, cultural diversity, and

religious parameters.

‘‘Terrorism, in the most widely accepted contemporary usage of the term,

is fundamentally and inherently political’’

(Hoffman 1998, 14). However, as with

many definitional characteristics of terrorism, this view of it as always being political

is not universally accepted. Nor is motivation always considered a factor in deciding

what is and is not terrorism.

Eqbal Ahmad (2003, 46–53) argued

that motivations ‘‘make no difference’’;

this position was acknowledged by Jessica

Stern (1999), who further argued that any
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definition of terrorism had to be unconstrained by either ‘‘perpetrator or purpose.’’ This approach does not exclude or

limit political goals as a terrorist aim but

allows for other motivations, nationalistic,

religious, or criminal. Stern identifies that

the ‘‘deliberate evocation of dread is what

sets terrorism apart from simple murder or

assault’’ (Stern 1999, 11).

Political motivation is often identified as

a prerequisite of terrorism, but criminal

activity underpins many terrorist organizations. As Paul Pillar (2001, 13–14) states,

‘‘Terrorism is fundamentally different from

these other forms of violence, however, in

what gives rise to it and in how it must be

countered, beyond simple physical security

and police techniques. Terrorists’ concerns

are macro-concerns about changing a larger order; other violent criminals are focused on the micro-level of pecuniary gain

and personal relationships. ‘Political’ in

this regard encompasses not just traditional left–right politics but also what are

frequently described as religious motivations or social issues.’’

While it may be argued that terrorism

can be identified as political violence, all

political violence cannot be regarded as

terrorism. It is argued that war is a form

of political violence, but one that is differentiated from terrorist action due to the

rules of war contained within the Geneva

Conventions (Kingshott 2003). This trend

is partly connected to the tendency to label

certain acts of political violence as terrorism on the basis of their perpetrators’

identities. The connection between terrorism and political goals is related to the

perceived illegitimacy of political violence.

A Western-style democracy is considered

to provide an alternative to violence as an

agent of political change, with the state

viewed as sole custodian of the monopoly

of legitimate force. In this argument political violence against the state is more apt

to be termed ‘‘terrorism’’ than is political

violence on the part of the state.

However, this is not universally accepted to be the case. Totalitarian regimes
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such as those that once existed in Nazi

Germany, Fascist Italy, and Stalinist

Russia, as well as, more recently, the military dictatorships that previously ruled

some South American countries and

emerging African nations all used oppressive measures that can be described as

state-sponsored terrorism. The literature

identifies state sponsors of terrorism to

include, but not limited to, Iran, Iraq,

Libya, Syria, and North Korea.

Hoffman (1998, 25) contends that ‘‘such

usages are generally termed ‘terror’ in order to distinguish that phenomenon from

‘terrorism,’ which is understood to be violence committed by non-state entities.’’

Mark Burgess (2004) argues that ‘‘such a

state-centric reading is Western in outlook,

and would probably be questioned by

those non-state actors who regard themselves as politically disenfranchised.’’ The

term ‘‘terrorism’’ may bestow illegitimacy

on individuals or groups acting for a

cause; it can also confer legitimacy on

the governments combating it and their

methods.

It should be acknowledged that culture,

ethnicity, and religious upbringing may

engender either sympathy or disapproval

for a cause, for a regime, or for counterterrorism methods and strategies. The

individual’s perception can therefore lead

to inconsistency in deciding what is and is

not terrorism, epitomized in the oft used

phrase ‘‘One man’s terrorist is another

man’s freedom fighter.’’ As a consequence

of such reasoning, what might be viewed

as terrorism by the Western democratic

states may be regarded as legitimate protest when it happens in states found in less

politically stable regions of the world and

that do not embrace the philosophy of a

liberal Western democracy.

Hoffman (1998, 42–43) argues that a

debatable assertion is that ‘‘to qualify as

terrorism, violence must be perpetrated by

some organizational entity with at least

some conspiratorial structure and identifiable chain of command beyond a single

individual acting on his or her own.’’



That being so, then arguably an individual, if politically motivated and using the

methods of terrorists, should also be called

a terrorist. Pillar argues (2001, 43) that

unless such an approach is adopted, the

politically motivated acts of individuals

such as Mir Aimal Kansi (who killed two

CIA employees outside the organization’s

headquarters in 1993) and Sirhan Sirhan

(who assassinated Senator Robert Kennedy in 1968) would be classed as criminal

rather than terrorist (Hoffman 1998, 42).

(The Sirhan case is representative of the

difficulty in considering such instances

of individuals carrying out such acts as

‘‘lone wolves,’’ albeit that the actions are

underpinned with political motivations.)

The academic consensus definition

argued by Schmid (1983, 107–9) states

Terrorism is an anxiety-inspiring method

of repeated violent action, employed by

(semi-) clandestine individual, group, or

state actors, for idiosyncratic, criminal, or

political reasons, whereby—in contrast to

assassination—the direct targets of violence

are not the main targets. The immediate

human victims of violence are generally

chosen randomly (targets of opportunity)

or selectively (representative or symbolic

targets) from a target population, and

serve as message generators. Threat- and

violence-based communication processes

between terrorist (organization), (imperiled)

victims, and main targets are used to manipulate the main target (audience(s)), turning it into a target of terror, a target of

demands, or a target of attention, depending on whether intimidation, coercion, or

propaganda is primarily sought.



Another definition from an Islamic perspective is that terrorism ‘‘is an act carried

out to achieve an inhuman and corrupt

(‘‘mufsid’’) objective, and involving threat

to security of any kind, and violation of

rights acknowledged by religion and mankind’’ (Taskhiri 1987). Further explanation is given as to what is not considered

acts of terrorism and that includes, but is

not limited to, the following (Taskhiri

1987):
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1. Acts of national resistance exercised

against occupying forces, colonizers,

and usurpers

2. Resistance of peoples against cliques

imposed on them by the force of

arms

3. Rejection of dictatorships and other

forms of despotism and efforts to

undermine their institutions

4. Resistance against racial discrimination and attacks on the latter’s

strongholds

5. Retaliation against any aggression if

there is no other alternative

Terrorism, from an Islamic perspective,

was defined as follows (Taskhiri 1987):

1. Acts of piracy on land, air, and sea

2. All colonialist operations, including

wars and military expeditions

3. All dictatorial acts against peoples

and all forms of protection of dictatorships, not to mention their imposition on nations

4. All military methods contrary to

human practice, such as the use of

chemical weapons, the shelling of

civilian-populated areas, the blowing up of homes, the displacement

of civilians, and so forth

5. All types of pollution of geographical, cultural, and informational

environment; indeed, intellectual

terrorism may be one of the most

dangerous types of terrorism

6. All moves that undermine or adversely affect the condition of international or national economy,

adversely affect the condition of the

poor and the deprived, deepen up

nations with the shackles of socioeconomic gaps, and chain up

nations with the shackles of exorbitant debts

7. All conspiratorial acts aimed at

crushing the determination of

nations for liberation and independence and imposing disgraceful

pacts on them
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The difficulty of finding a definition

that addresses issues of cultural, ethnic,

and religious perceptions that is not

couched in inflammatory rhetoric is problematic because ‘‘Even if there were an

objective, value-free definition of terrorism, covering all its important aspects

and features, it would still be rejected

by some for ideological reasons . . .’’

(Laqueur 1987, 149–50).

It would appear that finding a definitive

definition for terrorism acceptable to all is

impossible due to differing cultures, religions, and global diversity. A definition is

only sought for the purposes of international law, so that an individual may be

correctly identified and tried for an act

that is defined across cultures and criminal

justice systems as a terrorist act.

BRIAN F. KINGSHOTT

See also Terrorism: Domestic; Terrorism:

International; Terrorism: Overview; Terrorism: Police Functions Associated with
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TERRORISM: DOMESTIC

Many Americans believe that domestic

terrorism is a new crime. However, domestic terrorism has existed since humans

first organized themselves into groups or



tribes. Individuals and small groups within existing groups engaged in acts of violence against other members of the group

with the limited purpose of overthrowing

existing leaders, to scare away competing

interests, or to frighten opposing groups

from lands they wished to occupy.

Modern terrorism as we know it began

around the 1960s. It is characterized by

the use of technology to achieve its mission. Some controversy surrounds the definition of domestic terrorism. The United

State Code of Federal Regulations defines

it as ‘‘. . . the unlawful use of force and

violence against persons or property to

intimidate or coerce a government, the

civilian population, or any segment thereof, in furtherance of political or social

objectives’’ (28 CFR 85). The Federal Bureau of Investigation expands this definition by further classifying terrorism as

either domestic or international. The FBI

defines domestic terrorism as the unlawful

use, or threatened use, of force or violence

by a group or individual based and operating entirely within the United States

or its territories without foreign direction

committed against persons or property to

intimidate or coerce a government, the

civilian population, or any segment thereof, in furtherance of political or social

objectives.

The FBI further divides domestic terrorism into three separate categories: terrorist

incident, suspected terrorist incident, or

terrorism prevention. A terrorist incident

is a violent act that is dangerous to human

life, in violation of the criminal codes in the

United States that is used to intimate or

coerce a government, the civilian population, or any segment thereof, in furtherance

of political or social objectives. A suspected terrorist incident is a potential act

of terrorism that cannot be traced to a

known or suspected group. Terrorist prevention is a known instance where a violent

act by a terrorist group or individual was

successfully prevented by means of investigative activities.
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Terrorist Groups or Organizations

Domestic terrorist groups generally fall

within one of three orientations: right

wing, left wing, or special interest. These

groups focus on issues affecting American

political or social activities. Their acts are

directed at the U.S. government or its

agents or the U.S. population or groups

of that population.

Right-wing terrorist groups often believe in the principles of racial supremacy

and denounce government and government regulations. Many right-wing groups

engage in activity such as marches and

assemblies that are protected by the First

Amendment to the U.S. Constitution. It is

when they cross the line between peaceful

protests to violent acts that they become

terrorist organizations. Formal right-wing

hate groups such as the World Church of

the Creator and the Aryan Nation represent examples of continuing domestic terrorist organizations.

During the late 1990s, patriotic and militia groups came to the nation’s attention

with their antigovernment, racial supremacy stance and conspiracy-oriented thinking. These groups reacted to gun control

legislation and fears of a United Nations

involvement in domestic affairs. These

groups represent a serious threat to law

enforcement since their members engage

in paramilitary training, stockpile weapons, and espouse hatred of the federal

government and law enforcement.

Right-wing terrorist groups also engage

in what is known as paper terrorism. They

file bogus legal actions against law enforcement officers, local governments,

members of the judiciary, and other citizens. Local governments incur expense in

defending these lawsuits, costing the taxpayers funds that could have been spent

on other projects.

Left-wing terrorist groups embrace a

revolutionary socialist philosophy and

view themselves as protectors of the people. Their goal is to bring about drastic
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change in the United States, and they believe this change must occur by revolution

rather than through the established political process. These groups were very popular and active in the 1960s through the

1980s, but their activities have declined

since that time.

Special interest terrorist groups are different from either left- or right-wing terrorist groups. They seek to influence specific

issues rather than bring about widespread

political change. These groups engage in

acts of violence to force segments of society

to change their attitudes about specific

issues such as the environment, abortion

issues, animal rights, and other movements.

Reporting of these incidents is sometimes

lacking since some of their activities, such

as incidents against doctors who perform

abortions, may be reported as hate crimes

rather than terrorism.

One of the most serious special interest

domestic terrorist groups involves ecoterrorism. According to the FBI, these groups

commit acts of violence, motivated by a

concern for animals or the environment. It

is estimated that these groups have committed more than a thousand criminal acts

that have caused in excess of $110 million

in damage since 1976.



Acts of Domestic Terrorism

Acts of domestic terrorism in America

have caused death, destruction, and untold

suffering. Some of the best known and

most controversial incidents include Theodore Kaczynski, the ‘‘Unabomber’’; Eric

Rudolph, the Atlanta Olympics bomber;

and Timothy McVeigh and Terry Nichols,

the Oklahoma City bombers.

There is some controversy as to

whether Kaczynski, the infamous Unabomber, was a domestic terrorist or simply

a common criminal. Because many of his

acts fit into the profile of domestic terrorism, it is appropriate to discuss the case.
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Kaczynski graduated from Harvard

University in 1962 and earned a master’s

degree and a Ph.D. in mathematics at the

University of Michigan. His last involvement as an instructor was as an assistant

professor in mathematics at the prestigious University of California at Berkley.

In 1969, he resigned without giving any

reason and moved to a remote shack outside Lincoln, Montana.

On May 25, 1978, the Unabomber

began his reign of terror. Over the next

eighteen years, he mailed or placed sixteen bombs that killed three people and

injured twenty-nine others. He sent his

first bomb to the University of Illinois

Chicago Circle campus. He followed up

with bombs at other universities and to

business executives. He sent bombs to

Northwestern University, Vanderbilt University, the University of California at

Berkley, University of Michigan, and

Yale University. He also sent bombs to

airline executives, computer store owners,

the president of the Forestry Association,

and others.

In 1995, Kaczynski sent a demand that

his 35,000-word paper entitled ‘‘Industrial

Society and Its Future’’ be published by a

major newspaper. He threatened to kill

more victims unless his demands were

met. On September 19, 1995, the New

York Times and the Washington Post published his pamphlet. The article, commonly

referred to as the ‘‘Unabomber Manifesto,’’ argued that technological progress

was undesirable and must be stopped. His

brother recognized Kaczynski’s writing

style and alerted the authorities. Kaczynski

was arrested on April 3, 1996.

On May 4, 1998, Kaczynski was sentenced to four life terms without the possibility of parole. He claimed that the

government was trying to portray him

as a common criminal when in fact, he

stated, he was a principled technowarrior

who was attempting to save society from

technology. However, his personal diaries

revealed that many of his acts were simply

based on revenge.



Unlike Kaczynski, Eric Robert Rudolph’s acts were those of a domestic

terrorist. Rudolph was charged with the

1998 health center bombing, a 1997 bombing at an Atlanta health clinic, a bombing at

a gay lifestyle nightclub, and the 1996 bombing at the Atlanta Centennial Olympic Park,

where thousands of visitors had gathered

during the 1996 Summer Olympics.

On July 27, 1996, a bomb was placed

near a stage in the Atlanta Centennial

Olympic Park, injuring more than a hundred people and killing one person. The

second bombing occurred in January

1997, when two bombs went off at a family

planning service. The bomb injured more

than fifty persons. The third bomb occurred one month later at the Otherside

Lounge, which Rudolph believed encouraged gay lifestyles. A fourth bombing occurred in January 1998 at another women’s

health clinic in Birmingham, Alabama.

On October 14, 1998, the federal government filed charges against Eric Rudolph

for all four bombings. At the time of the

filing of the criminal complaint and issuance of an arrest warrant, Rudolph’s location was unknown. He was thought to be

hiding in the hills of western North Carolina, where he eluded capture for more than

five years despite a reward of $1 million

being offered and despite his being on the

FBI’s Ten Most Wanted Fugitives list. He

was finally arrested in May 2003, when he

was seen looking for food near a grocery

store trash bid in Murphy, North Carolina.

Rudolph was thought to believe in a

white supremacist religion that was antiabortion, antigay, and anti-Semitic. He

pleaded guilty to all four bombings in

order to avoid the death penalty and was

sentenced to four concurrent life sentences

without the possibility of parole.

Perhaps the most famous case of domestic terrorism involved Timothy McVeigh

and his accomplish, Terry Nichols, who

committed the Oklahoma City bombing.

On April 19, 1995, a truck loaded with

high explosives was detonated in front of

the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building.
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The explosion occurred at 9:02 a.m., during the start of a regular business day, and

killed 168 men, women, and children.

Hundreds more were injured during this

attack. Authorities believe that approximately five thousand pounds of improvised

explosive arrived in the back of a rented

Ryder truck. McVeigh walked away from

the truck after igniting a time fuse in the

front of the truck.

McVeigh was arrested approximately

one hour after the explosion when an

Oklahoma highway patrolman pulled him

over for driving a car without a license

plate. Prosecutors argued at McVeigh’s

trial that the attack was to avenge the

deaths of the Branch Davidians who died

during a siege near Waco, Texas. McVeigh

believed that the Branch Davidians had

been murdered by agents of the federal

government. The attack occurred on the

second anniversary of the Waco incident.

McVeigh was a Gulf War veteran and

called the casualties in the bombing collateral damage. He served in the war and was

awarded the Bronze Star. A copy of a

white supremacist novel, The Turner

Diaries, was found with McVeigh when

he was arrested. The Turner Diaries was

written by Dr. William Pierce, the founder

of the white supremacist organization

known as the National Alliance. Pierce

used the pen name of Andrew Macdonald

when he published the novel. McVeigh

was convicted and sentenced to death

for his acts. Nichols, his accomplice, was

sentenced to life in prison.

While the above offenders are wellknown terrorists, there are other not so

well known but very serious domestic terrorists who have committed terrorist acts

within the United States. These terrorists

include William J. Krar and his possession

of components that would have made a

weapon of mass destruction and ecoterrorists in Utah and other states.

Starting in spring 2003, Krar began

gathering large amounts of chemicals that

could be used to produce cyanide gas, an

extremely dangerous deadly gas. Krar was
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alleged to have ties with white supremacist

groups in the United States. Krar was discovered when he sent a package to a fellow

militia member in New Jersey. Fortunately, the package was delivered to the

wrong address and when opened contained

several phony documents, including U.N.

and Pentagon ID cards. The recipient of

the package turned it over to the authorities, and they traced it back to Krar. Upon

searching Krar’s house and storage facility,

law enforcement officers discovered compounds necessary to make cyanide gas,

illegal machine guns, boxes filled with approximately five hundred thousand rounds

of ammunition, homemade bombs, bomb

making instructions, and antidotes for

nerve agents. The amount of chemicals

that Krar possessed was sufficient to produce enough cyanide gas to kill everyone in

a small town civic center or in a large retail

store.

There were also mysterious papers that

indicated plans for a cover operation.

These papers included code words for

meeting places in nine cities and instructions on how to throw law enforcement off

the trail. There were also information on

white supremacy and other antigovernment literature.

This was not the first run-in that Krar

had with law enforcement. In 1985, Krar

was arrested for impersonating a law enforcement officer. In 1989, he quit paying

federal income taxes, and in the 1990s he

was investigated by federal law enforcement officers for his ties to white supremacist and antigovernment militia groups.

In June 2001, firefighters responding to a

fire at a New Hampshire storage building

found thousands of rounds of ammunition

and four guns. Several of these weapons

belonged to Krar.

As a result of Krar’s arrest in November 2003, he pleaded guilty to one count of

possessing a dangerous chemical weapon

and faces a maximum sentence of life in

prison. Krar continues to refuse to cooperate with the authorities regarding any

targets he was considering.
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Ecoterrorism has caused a tremendous

amount of property damage. During 2004,

in Utah, two men, Justus Ireland and

Joshua Demmitt, pleaded guilty to acts of

domestic terrorism. Ireland admitted to

starting a fire at a lumber company that

caused $1.5 million in damage and spraying ‘‘ELF’’ (Earth Liberation Front) at the

site. The Earth Liberation Front has been

connected to dozens of acts of property

damage and vandalism in the United States

since 1996. Demmitt pleaded guilty to

starting a fire at a farm that was part of

Brigham Young University. This farm was

the site where animal experiments were

conducted.



new is its impact on American society.

While there are differences regarding its

definition, all authorities agree that it is a

danger to the stability of our society.

While most news stories focus on international terrorism, there have been several

incidents of very serious domestic terrorism within the past several years. We must

continue to monitor, intervene, and prevent further acts of domestic terrorism.

SHIHO YAMAMOTO and HARVEY WALLACE

See also PATRIOT Acts I and II; Terrorism: Definitional Problems; Terrorism:

Overview; Terrorism: Police Functions Associated with
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Responses to Domestic Terrorism

Responses to domestic terrorism include

federal laws and plans to respond to acts

of terrorism. In 1995, President Clinton

issued an executive order that contained

the U.S. Policy on Counterterrorism. This

directive required interagency cooperation

to combat both domestic and international terrorism. Congress enacted and

President Clinton signed the 1996 AntiTerrorist Act, which gave federal authorities $1 billion to combat terrorism. The act

creates a federal death penalty for terrorist

murders. Congress also has passed the

Uniting and Strengthening America by

Providing Appropriate Tools Required to

Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism (USA

PATRIOT) Act of 2001. This act was

enacted forty-five days after the September 11, 2001, terrorist attack on the World

Trade Center in New York and on the

Pentagon. While the act was a reaction to

international terrorism, many of its provisions also apply to domestic terrorism.



Conclusion

Domestic terrorism is not a new phenomenon. It has existed for centuries. What is
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TERRORISM:

INTERNATIONAL

The term ‘‘terrorism’’ emerged in the aftermath of the French Revolution and was

used to describe aggressive methods (arrests and executions) employed by the

Jacobins against opponents and ‘‘enemies
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of state’’ in 1793–1794. Yet, the phenomena it is commonly meant to describe are

centuries old. Politically motivated violence was not always regarded as negative

or undesirable. Political offenders were

initially considered as the ‘‘aristocrats

of delinquency’’ by dint of their noble

motives, altruism, and self-sacrifice. Tyrannicide (the killing of a tyrant) was not

simply excused; it was a duty for classical

Athenian citizens in order to protect their

democracy, whereas in modern times, the

doctrine of political offenders has been the

reason for refusing requests for the extradition of wanted persons.

In recent years, the previous regime of

lenience toward politically motivated offenders gave way to a regime of severity.

International agreements and conventions

increasingly included clauses doing away

with the exception of political offense in

matters of mutual legal assistance.

The term ‘‘terrorist’’ is neither scientific

nor objective, but polemical. It is a contested label one seeks to attach to an

adversary. Consequently, there is no universally accepted definition in law or

academic circles. The winner in certain

conflicts is a hero, while the loser is

branded a terrorist. Definitions are

ephemeral because the balance of power

may shift. Algerian ‘‘terrorists’’ fighting

French colonialism became legitimate

governors. African National Congress

leader Nelson Mandela spent decades behind bars before he became a remarkable

head of state and Nobel Prize winner,

guiding his country from apartheid to a

process of reconciliation. In the Middle

East, definitional battles between Palestinians and Israelis are ongoing, as they are

between the United States and Cuba. The

same occurs in areas of conflict in Asia,

Africa, and the Americas.

Most controversies revolve around the

legitimacy and identity of perpetrators

(state and nonstate actors), the means

employed (violence, threats, psychological,

economic, military, or other), the victims

(civilians, military, state representatives),
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how direct or indirect the involvement is,

the ultimate objective, and the wider context (war, civil war, foreign occupation,

peacetime hostilities). It is often difficult

to distinguish terrorism from related concepts, such as low-intensity warfare,

genocide, banditry, subversion, insurgency, guerilla, paramilitarism, rebellion,

aggression, war crimes, crimes against

humanity, resistance, liberation war. Not

coincidentally, adversaries occasionally use

the metaphors of war and armies in

support of claims to legitimacy: Irish Republican Army, Japanese Red Army, Red

Army Faction, Islamic Army for the Liberation of Holy Places, Albanian National

Army, Army of the Righteous and Pure

(Lashkar-e-Tayyiba, Pakistan), People’s

Liberation Army (EPL, Peru), United

Self-Defense Forces of Colombia (AUC),

Sudan People’s Liberation Army, and so

forth. The following definitions illustrate

the range of approaches at the U.S. and

international legal levels as well as from

scholarly perspectives. According to Title

22 of the United States Code, Section

2656f(d), ‘‘The term ‘‘terrorism’’ means

premeditated, politically motivated violence perpetrated against noncombatant

targets by subnational groups or clandestine agents, usually intended to influence

an audience. The term ‘international

terrorism’ means terrorism involving the

territory or the citizens of more than one

country.’’ According to 18 USC 2331

(2000), the term ‘‘international terrorism’’

means activities that

1. Involve violent acts or acts dangerous to human life that are a violation of the criminal laws of the

United States or of any state, or

that would be a criminal violation

if committed within the jurisdiction

of the United States or of any state

2. Appear to be intended (i) to intimidate or coerce a civilian population;

(ii) to influence the policy of a government by intimidation or coercion; or (iii) to affect the conduct of
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a government by mass destruction,

assassination, or kidnapping

3. Occur primarily outside the territorial jurisdiction of the United

States, or transcend national boundaries in terms of the means by which

they are accomplished, the persons

they appear intended to intimidate

or coerce, or the locale in which

their perpetrators operate or seek

asylum

The United Nations 1999 International

Convention for the Suppression of the

Financing of Terrorism covers financial

support for any ‘‘act which constitutes

an offence within the scope of and as defined in one of the treaties listed in the

annex’’ (nine of the universal instruments

against terrorism—see below) and any act

‘‘intended to cause death or serious bodily

injury to a civilian, or to any other person

not taking an active part in the hostilities

in a situation of armed conflict, when the

purpose of such act, by its nature or context, is to intimidate a population, or to

compel a government or an international

organization to do or to abstain from

doing any act’’ (Article 2).

The RAND and MIPT terrorism

knowledge chronology define terrorism by

... the nature of the act, not by the identity of

the perpetrators or the nature of the cause.

Terrorism is violence, or the threat of violence, calculated to create an atmosphere

of fear and alarm. These acts are designed

to coerce others into actions they would not

otherwise undertake, or refrain from actions

they desired to take. All terrorist acts are

crimes. Many would also be violation of

the rules of war if a state of war existed.

This violence or threat of violence is generally directed against civilian targets. The

motives of all terrorists are political, and

terrorist actions are generally carried out

in a way that will achieve maximum publicity.... Finally, terrorist acts are intended to

produce effects beyond the immediate

physical damage of the cause, having

long-term psychological repercussions on

a particular target audience. The fear



created by terrorists may be intended to

cause people to exaggerate the strengths of

the terrorist and the importance of the

cause, to provoke governmental overreaction, to discourage dissent, or simply to intimidate and thereby enforce compliance

with their demands.



Whereas ‘‘domestic terrorism’’ is defined as ‘‘incidents perpetrated by local

nationals against a purely domestic target,’’ ‘‘international terrorism’’ refers to

‘‘incidents in which terrorists go abroad

to strike their targets, select domestic targets associated with a foreign state, or

create an international incident by attacking airline passengers, personnel or equipment.’’

None of the above definitions resolves

all problems or satisfies all audiences.

Some cases may be both domestic and

international terrorism, for example, as

in cases where a domestic group or government agency receives nonstate or state

support from another jurisdiction.



International Actors and Causes

Mere listing of groups or organizations

falling under the above definitions would

require scores of pages, as shown by the

long lists of designated terrorist individuals

and groups maintained by U.S. agencies

(for example, the Departments of State

and Treasury), the United Nations, or the

European Union.

Terrorism is usually associated with the

activity of small groups, especially when

state actors are not directly involved.

Some groups enjoy more popularity or

legitimacy than others, but the number

of active participants is typically low (for

example, Red Brigades in Italy or 17 of

November in Greece), with the exception

of widely supported insurgency, nationalist, and liberation types of movements (for

example, PLO, IRA, Iraq insurgents). In

general, the most radical and extreme

groups can be expected to be more violent
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and least followed by the societal groups

they may claim to represent. Sometimes,

they are splinter groups of larger legitimate or illegal organizations.

In some instances, government agencies

directly or indirectly support and sponsor

terrorist groups (for example, the support

of Hizbullah by Iran, the Pan Am plane

bombing by Libya, Kashmir extremists by

Pakistan, Islamic Jihad by Syria, or the

Nicaraguan Contras by the United States).

In other cases, governmental actors may

engage in acts covered by some of the

above definitions themselves (for example,

French bombing of Greenpeace vessel or

U.S. mining of Nicaraguan civilian ports—

in the first case, the head of French intelligence was fired, while the World Court

condemned the latter).

The varieties of international terrorist

groups transcend the categories of left-wing,

right-wing, and special interest causes of

domestic terrorism. Even though the

stigma of terrorist may also be meant to

attribute irrationality and fanaticism to

opponents, the causes and motives leading

to extreme actions range from psychological to socioeconomic, political, ethnic,

cultural, and religious.

Islamic extremism has received the

lion’s share of attention in the aftermath

of the atrocities of September 11, 2001.

Contrary to numerous writings in the

West, the original meaning of ‘‘jihad’’ is

not war or holy war (against the United

States, the West, Jews, and Christians).

Rather, it means struggle, exertion, or

striving in a religious sense; doing one’s

best in the cause of Allah, which may include inner struggles as well as campaigning for justice and truth.

The Muslim community (‘‘umma’’) contains many varieties, differing traditions,

and currents even among conservative

and political groups. Militant Islamists,

often called ‘‘jihadists,’’ are a small minority within such groups.

Research has demonstrated that terrorist actions have emerged from Christian, Islamic, Jewish, Sikh, and Buddhist
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communities. While some may be tempted

to argue that this means all religions may

give rise to militancy and violence, others

may wonder whether this suggests that

religion is actually not the main answer.

If all religions can underlie militancy, perhaps sociopolitical, economic, and cultural explanations may offer better

insights. It may be that religion is the

means through which essentially secular

grievances are articulated and propagated.

Issues such as freedom, self-determination, independence, poverty, justice, and

equality have been at the core of both

secular and religious militancy. Analysts

note that even al-Qaeda and Osama bin

Laden’s variety of terror is due less to

Islamic fundamentalism than to the pursuit of the strategic goal of noninterference in Muslim countries by the West.

Secular extremism has been the main

concern during the past century, particularly during the Cold War and the proxy

wars that accompanied it. Ironically, many

see some roots of present-day religious

extremism in the context of sponsorship of ‘‘mujahideen’’ (holy warriors) in

Afghanistan against the Soviet-supported

government in Kabul.

Some groups are hierarchically organized, others are simply a tiny team, while

others are best described as loose networks.

Some collaborate with each other, while

others are mutually exclusive. There is no

single theory on what drives ordinary people to do extraordinary things. Regardless

of the particular perspective one employs

to study international terrorism, the causes

and effects of different groups can only be

understood in their own historical, socioeconomic, and political context, taking

into account grievances, available options,

opportunities and resources, interactions

among local and external political powers,

and culture.

Globalization and easy communication

have made terrorism to some extent contagious. Financial or intellectual support

by sympathizers to a cause (confirmation

of ethnic identity, for example) has been
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evident in virtually every conflict and ethnic group involved. Sometimes, terrorist

groups get involved in purely criminal and

profit-oriented misconduct or form ad hoc

and temporary alliances with criminal

entrepreneurs [for example, Abu Sayyaf,

FARC (Fuerzas Armadas Revolucionarias

de Colombia) and AUC (Autodefensas

Unidas de Colombia), Tamil Tigers, the

Kosovo Liberation Army, the Northern

Alliance, the Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan or GIA (Armed Islamic Group)].

The resort to petty or organized crime

for financial resources may have been aided

by diminished state sponsorship of international terrorism after the end of the Cold

War. State sponsorship remains a controversial issue to this day, since there is still

material and military support of regimes

with very poor human rights records.

Finally, states may be involved in terrorism directly or through proxies. The

classification of the acts as terrorism will

depend largely on whether they occur at

war or other armed conflict and how necessary or justified they are regarded by the

international community.



Acts of International Terrorism

Terrorism is most often intended as an act

of communication. The terrorist message

may be expressive, articulate, or inconsistent and unpersuasive. The audience is

wider than the direct targets and victims,

which points to the crucial role of the

media, the Internet, and the battle for public perceptions. The 9/11 attacks illustrate

the impact of spectacular, sensational, and

widely seen attacks. This event became a

landmark and brought about a dramatic

shift in U.S. and international responses

to terrorism—even though the total number of victims was much smaller than in

other domestic and international crimes

of organized violence. Genocidal events in

Rwanda and other parts of Africa, which

benefited of less or no television and global



media coverage, generated a weaker response even though millions of people

have been systematically massacred.

Acts of international terrorism may be

effective but are seldom (if ever) successful

in terms of achieving their ultimate or

stated goals. Even if certain groups appear

to succeed (Algerian, Palestinian, or Jewish groups fighting for independence or

statehood), it is still questionable whether

it was extreme actions or other factors that

decided the final outcome. In other words,

terrorism may produce serious consequences and attention, but it does not really work.

The most common means of attack are

violence and information (use of cyberspace and the media for propaganda and

public announcements), even though officials in many countries are concerned

about the potential use of technology and

weapons of mass destruction in the future.

Typically, terrorist groups are too weak or

small for open attacks, so their violence is

in the form of assassinations, bombings,

suicide attacks, targeted or random killings, sabotage, and hijackings.

The acts of state terrorism also cover a

range of acts from bombings and mass killings of civilians to external support of

local terrorist groups and militias. Colonial,

occupational, and racist regimes have

employed psychological terror, arbitrary arrests, summary trials and executions, torture, apartheid, disappearances, and other

human right violations aimed at the elimination of opposition to their rule.

Measuring international terrorism is a

difficult challenge. Statistical data and

chronologies are available from the U.S.

State Department, the CIA, the RAND

Corporation, the Terrorism Knowledge

Base, and many other sources. None of

the above, however, includes state terrorism in its analyses. The State Department’s

Patterns of Global Terrorism 2003 was discontinued after some controversy. The

National Counterterrorism Center’s methods are different and make analyses before

and after 2005 harder.
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Regardless of how one defines and

counts nonstate international terrorism,

the number of incidents and deaths has

not been rising. Also contrary to popular

perceptions, domestic terrorism (as defined above) is more significant than international terrorism and is concentrated

mostly in the Middle East (including

Iraq). Even jihadist groups target Muslims

far more than the West.



Responses to International

Terrorism

Such findings have serious policy implications, for they highlight the risk of overreacting. Self-proclaimed security experts,

uncritical journalism, and single-cause

agendas or biases have flooded the media

with misleading analyses and misunderstandings.

As the United States deploys its full

diplomatic, economic, law enforcement,

financial, informational, intelligence, and

military arsenal in the ‘‘war on terror,’’ it

is imperative to construct policy responses

on the basis of good evidence and analysis.

At the domestic level, we have had the

introduction of several acts in response to

international terrorist threats, such as the

Omnibus Diplomatic Security and Antiterrorism Act of 1986 and the Antiterrorism

Acts of 1987, 1990, 1992, and 1996. More

recently, Congress passed the Uniting and

Strengthening America by Providing Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept and

Obstruct Terrorism (USA PATRIOT) Act

of 2001. Executive orders include one in

1995 by President Bill Clinton and a multitude by President George W. Bush. The

U.S. war on terror came also with a higher

defense budget, war in Afghanistan, a new

strategy on preemption, a host of financial controls, and a drastic governmental

reorganization.

At the international level, the lack of a

definition of terrorism and the states’ disagreements over the characterization of
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certain groups (for example, the Contras,

IRA, Hamas) has led to instruments dealing with particular terrorist acts (such

as hijackings and political assassinations)

rather than terrorism in general.

Since 1963, twelve universal conventions and protocols against terrorism and

the recent International Convention for

the Suppression of Acts of Nuclear Terrorism are the core of the United Nations

response to international terrorism. Typically, the instruments do the following:

.



.
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Define certain acts as offenses, such

as seizure of an aircraft in flight by

threat or violence

Require state parties to criminalize

the offenses in their domestic laws

Identify bases for jurisdiction over

the defined offenses

Oblige parties where suspects are

found to either prosecute or extradite them (principle of ‘‘no safe

haven for terrorists’’)



Consequences

Some of the concrete measures involve the

creation and regular update of a list of

individuals and organizations suspected

of terrorism, enhanced monitoring of international flows of funds, mandated reporting of suspicious transactions detected by

financial institutions, outsourcing to private companies of many security functions,

the closing of charitable organizations, and

aggressive intelligence gathering processes

in the United States and overseas.

Some of the measures were genuinely

collaborative with other countries and

consistent with international norms, but

others have caused controversies at home

and internationally. For example, as of the

beginning of 2006, still unresolved and

hotly debated are the status and treatment

of ‘‘enemy combatants’’ in Guantanamo

Bay, kidnapping and extraordinary rendition of suspects, torture, and the treatment

of suspects, the criteria used to place
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suspects’ names on the U.N. and other

lists, monitoring of communications outside proper procedures applicable under

emergency circumstances, the lack of due

process, and actions based on executive

orders rather than on evidence admissible

in court.

The consequences of terrorism are

sometimes as unpredictable or unintended

as those of counterterrorism. There is consensus that democracy cannot be protected

through its abolition. Many countries

succeeded in maintaining law and order

and in overcoming past experiences with

terrorism—from the left, the right, nationalist, or separatist groups—with their

democracies intact. How to balance the

need to protect innocent victims now

against the preservation of our fundamental legal principles and international

norms is a challenge of leadership and

moral authority.

Clear and undisputed is the need to

construct and implement not only shortterm and military or law enforcement

responses but also medium- and longerterm strategies and approaches that bring

the international community and various

ethnic or religious groups together and

address the grievances and deep sources

of problems found to cause individuals

and groups to think or do the unthinkable.



Conclusion

International terrorism of various kinds

has existed for centuries. Americans’ perceptions are shaped by the spectacular

atrocities of 9/11 and the flood of reports

in its aftermath. The threat may be sensationalized and exaggerated, leading to

high costs, unnecessary measures, and limitations of freedoms and rights. Yet, it

constitutes a serious challenge, especially

in some regions outside the United States,

which must be systematically monitored,

studied, and analyzed. On this basis, we

can expect an effective and just, preventive



and reactive set of policies rendering this

society and the international community

more secure.

NIKOS PASSAS

See also International Police Cooperation;

International Police Missions; INTERPOL

and International Police Intelligence; PATRIOT Acts I and II; Terrorism: Definitional Problems; Terrorism: Domestic;

Terrorism: Overview
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group to initiate change. The U.S. State

Department has defined terrorism as ‘‘premeditated, politically motivated violence

perpetrated against noncombatant targets

by subnational groups or clandestine

agents, usually intended to influence an

audience . . . .’’ (U.S. State Department

2002). The FBI has defined it as ‘‘the unlawful use of force or violence against persons or property to intimidate or coerce a

government, the civilian population, or

any segment thereof, in furtherance of political or social objectives’’ (Federal Bureau of Investigation, n.d.). The United

Nations observed that the organization

‘‘[s]trongly condemns all acts, methods,

and practices of terrorism as criminal and

unjustifiable, wherever and by whomsoever committed’’ and ‘‘[r]eiterates that

criminal acts intended or calculated to

provoke a state of terror in the general

public, a group of persons, or particular

persons for political purposes are in any

circumstance unjustifiable, whatever the

considerations of a political, philosophical, ideological, racial, ethnic, religious,

or other nature that may be invoked to

justify them’’ (United Nations 1996). The

terrorists’ actions are orchestrated to challenge the status quo and to initiate change,

and those actions will be underpinned by

acts of violence that include bombings,

hijackings, and assassination. Such acts are

not random, spontaneous, or blind but are

deliberately orchestrated for maximum

effect (Kingshott 2003).



Historical Review

TERRORISM: OVERVIEW

Terrorism is not a new phenomenon,

though the understanding and categorization of it is relatively new. ‘‘Terrorism’’ is

a controversial term with multiple definitions. A simple definition is that it is a

premeditated threat of violence or an act

of violence against an influential individual or a group in order to influence that
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The origins of the word ‘‘terrorism’’ can

be traced back to the French Revolution

(1789–1799), a period in the history of

France in which an absolute monarchy

was overthrown and the Roman Catholic

Church was forced to undergo radical

restructuring. This was achieved through

the ‘‘Constitution Civile du Clerge’’ (Civil

Constitution of the Clergy, passed July 12,
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1790), which subordinated the Roman

Catholic Church in France to the French

government. The clergy became employees

of the state, requiring them to take an oath

of loyalty to the nation.

September 1793 through July 1794

marked what was known as the Reign of

Terror, a period characterized by brutal

repression and violence in the pursuit of

political aims. In this short time span a

highly centralized political regime, led by

Maximilien Franc¸ois Marie Isidore de

Robespierre, suspended most of the

democratic achievements gained by the

revolution, and intended to pursue

the revolution on social matters. Its stated

aim was to destroy internal enemies and

conspirators and to oust external enemies

from French territory. Robespierre believed that terror was justified in order to

root out those opposed to his rule. During

the course of the reign, an estimated forty

thousand people were executed using the

guillotine.



Categorizing Violent Acts as

‘‘Terrorism’’

Acts of violence that fit the modern construct parameters of terrorism can be

traced back to early recorded history and

include, but are not limited to, those committed by individuals or groups of individuals who intimidate others to change

their behavior or aspects of their lives.

For example, the first century Jewish

group the Zealot-Sicarii (66–70 a.d.) was

not only concerned with the members of

their own religious culture but were also

seeking an uprising against the Greek population in Judea and against the Romans

who governed both. The revolt led to the

destruction of the temple and mass suicide

at Masada (Griset and Mahan 2003;

Yadin 1997; Rapport 1984).

Other terrorist groups from past ages

include the medieval Assassins, a group

of fanatical Muslims who terrorized the



Middle East in the eleventh and twelfth

centuries, seeking political conquest for

religious purposes and murdering leaders

and others who deviated from the strict

Muslim law (Lewis 1987). In India there

were the Thuggees, an Indian cult thought

responsible for more than a million deaths,

which operated from the thirteenth to

the nineteenth centuries. Their strategy

was to kidnap travelers and offer them

up as a sacrifice to Kali, a destructive

and creative aspect of God as the Divine

Mother in Hinduism. The method of

killing was strangulation. However, this

group seemed more intent on terrorizing

their victims than trying to effect some

change in society (Griset and Mahan

2003).

The beginnings of modern terrorism

may go back to the mid nineteenth century

when a German radical, Karl Heinzen,

published Der Mord, in which he justified

political murder in terms of its positive

outcome on history. This work has been

referred to as ‘‘the most important ideological statement of early terrorism’’ (Laqueur

1977, 47). In London, John Most, in the

issue of his newspaper Freiheit published

on September 13, 1884, advised would-be

terrorists that ‘‘no one who considers the

deed itself to be right can take offense at the

manner in which the funds for it are acquired,’’ thereby suggesting that criminal

acts are allowed if they support and fund

the terrorist action (Laqueur 1978, 101). In

Italy, the anarchist Carlo Pisacane theorized that terrorism could deliver a message

to an audience and draw attention to and

support for a cause and is credited with

developing the concept of ‘‘propaganda

by the deed’’ (Hoffman 1998, 17).

During the nineteenth century, terrorism underwent a transformation, coming

to be associated with nongovernmental

groups. One such group—the Russian

revolutionaries of ‘‘Narodnaya Volya’’

(The People’s Will)—was active for a

short period (1878–1881); they developed

certain ideas and an ideology that were

to become the hallmark of subsequent
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manifestations of terrorism in many countries. They believed in the targeted killing of political figures they identified as

‘‘leaders of oppression.’’ The group embraced the developing technologies of the

age, symbolized by bombs and bullets,

which enabled them to strike directly and

discriminately against a Tsarist hierarchy

that they argued was corrupt. In their fight

against the Tsar and the existing political system they propagated what has

remained the common terrorist’s belief

that violent acts would ignite a revolution

or civil war. Their efforts led to the assassination of Tsar Alexander II on March

13, 1881, but that event failed to achieve

the revolutionary effects they hoped for

(Gaucher 1968).

Terrorism continued for many decades

to be associated primarily with the assassination of political leaders and heads of

state, thereby reinforcing the view that

it was primarily a political tool of expediency. Although there were many political

assassinations during this period, including that of President William McKinley,

assassinated by anarchist Leon Czolgosz

in Buffalo, New York, in September 1901,

it was the assassination of Archduke Ferdinand and his wife Sophie of the Austrian-Hungarian Empire by a nineteenyear-old Bosnian Serb student, Gavril

Princip, in Sarajevo on June 28, 1914,

that proved to be the catalyst for World

War I. In general terms, historical analysis

has identified that the practice of assassination in the nineteenth and twentieth

centuries seldom had the particular effects

for which terrorists had hoped.

The onset of the twentieth century saw

terrorism appearing in global conflicts

localized as revolution, an armed struggle

for independence from foreign occupiers

with a goal of independent statehood.

What was not always understood was the

means by which that goal was pursued.

The violent struggles over supremacy of

ideologies include but are not limited to

anarchy, syndicalism, socialism, Marxism,

Communism, Fascism, and capitalism.
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Terrorism has a political dimension.

Most definitions of terrorism identify four

primary criteria, which are the objective,

the motive, the target, and the legitimacy

of the action. One definition may represent a shift from territorial, ideological,

religious, or cultural disputes to the acts

of violence against the public. Such an

interpretation may be challenged as ideological and simplistic, ignoring environment, history, and ethnicity as well as

social and economic factors that underpin

political evolution in a state. It may be

argued that ‘‘terrorism’’ is simply a demonizing term for an enemy’s actions, as beneath any current state conflict may be

found the same materialistic and ethnocentric reasons on which many past wars

were based. The use of the terms ‘‘terrorism,’’ ‘‘terrorist,’’ ‘‘guerilla,’’ and ‘‘freedom fighter’’ are politically weighted, and

their use has a polarizing effect; terrorism

sometimes seems to become a moral relativist term for violent actions from the

point of view of the victim.

Terrorism’s characteristics and trends

are changing (Lesser et al. 2004) and one

of the factors associated with that change

relates to religious fundamentalism. Religious fundamentalism’s violent struggle

within the context of terrorism in the late

twentieth century identified a grosser fanaticism to achieve the stated objective.

The half-century since World War II has

seen a change of group structures and

the metamorphosis of terrorism (White

2003). The approach went beyond assassination of political leaders and heads

of state. There was a global expectation

after World War II of self-determination,

acceptance of diversity, and religious

freedom.

Much of the world had been under colonial masters (Britain, France, and Portugal). In many European colonies, terrorist

movements developed, often with two distinct purposes. The first was to put pressure

on the colonial powers to hasten their withdrawal. The second was to intimidate the

indigenous population into supporting a
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particular group’s claims to leadership.

India’s achievement of independence in

1947 and later that of Ceylon (now

Sri Lanka) were mainly the result not of

terrorism but of the movement of nonviolent civil disobedience led by Mahatma

Gandhi (1869–1948). Conversely, in Malaya,

communist terrorists launched a major

campaign in 1948, but they failed due to

two factors: British military opposition

and a program of political reform leading

to independence. Terrorist groups appeared in other colonial conflicts, including those in Palestine, Algeria, Kenya,

Burma, and French Indochina.

The collapse of the main European

overseas empires in the 1950s and 1960s

did not see an end to terrorist activities. In

Southeast Asia, the Middle East, and Latin

America there were killings of politicians,

industrialists, and policemen and terrorist

actions included assassinations, hostagetakings, hijackings of aircraft, and bombings of buildings. In many actions the targeting of specific individuals was replaced

by the targeting of civilians. The causes

espoused by terrorists encompassed not

just revolutionary socialism and nationalism but also a rise in religious fundamentalism. Religious fundamentalism allowed

for the perpetrators to ignore the international law and the agreed rules of conflict

(Geneva Conventions), justifying their actions as being moral because of the authority of a higher cause. Seeing how terrorism

could have such an impact on a variety of

issues, some governments became involved

in supporting terrorism. This is known as

state-sponsored terrorism.

Modern international terrorism as we

know it today did not come into prominence until the 1960s. The colonial era had

passed, and many postcolonial attempts at

state formation had failed. It was the creation of the state of Israel that engendered

a series of Marxist and anti-Western transformations and movements throughout

Middle Eastern Arab states and the Islamic world. The growth of nationalist

and revolutionary movements was not



limited to the Middle East. It also included

European groups, such as the Irish Republican Army (IRA) in Northern Ireland

and Euzkadi Ta Azkatasuna (ETA) in the

Basque region of Spain, along with their

view that terrorism could be effective in

reaching political goals, generating the first

phase of modern international terrorism.

There was an increased number of urban

incidents using the strategies learned from

guerrilla conflicts and the writing and

ideologies of Carlos Marighella, Franz

Fannon, Regis Debray, and Ernesto

(Che) Guevara.

In the late 1960s, Palestinian secular

movements such as Al Fatah and the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine

(PFLP) began to target civilians outside

the immediate arena of conflict. Following

Israel’s 1967 defeat of Arab forces, Palestinian leaders realized that the Arab world

was unable to militarily confront Israel.

At the same time, lessons drawn from revolutionary movements in Latin America,

North Africa, and Southeast Asia as well

the Jewish struggle against Britain in

Palestine prompted the Palestinians to

move away from classic guerrilla, typically

rural-based, warfare toward urban terrorism. Radical Palestinians took advantage

of modern communication, technology,

and transportation systems to internationalize their struggle. The Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO), the Provisional

Irish Republican Army (PIRA), and other

terrorist groups used attacks against civilian populations in an attempt to effect

change for religious, ideological, or political reasons. The failure of Arab nationalism

in the 1967 war resulted in the strengthening of both progressive and extremist

Islamic movements.

While secular Palestinians dominated

the scene during the 1970s, Islamic movements increasingly came into opposition

with secular nationalism. Islamic groups

were supported by antinationalist conservative regimes, such as Saudi Arabia,

to counter the expansion of nationalist

ideology. Although political Islam was
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considered to be tolerant to progressive

change, that change was seen as a threat

to conservative Arab regimes. This threat

provided the catalyst for the support as

Islamic fundamentalist and other extremist groups evolved to combat both nationalist and political Islamist movements.

In Iran the move toward Shia Islam

further eroded the power and legitimacy

of the United States-backed authoritarian Pahlevi regime, which ended with

the Shah being deposed. On February 1,

1979, exiled religious leader Ayatollah

Ruhollah Khomeini returned from France

to direct a revolution that resulted in a

theocratic republic guided by Islamic principles. Iran’s relations with many of its

Arab neighbors have become strained

due to the aggressive Iranian attempts to

spread Islamic revolution throughout the

region.

In 1979, there was a turning point in

international terrorism, with the Iranian

Islamic revolution sparking fears of a

wave of revolutionary Shia Islam throughout the Arab world and the West. The

Soviet invasion of Afghanistan and the

subsequent anti-Soviet Mujahedeen War

(1979–1989) initiated an expansion of terrorist groups. The end of the war provided

a post-jihad cadre of trained militants

whose skills would provide a key trend of

enlisting mercenaries in contemporary

international terrorism and insurgencyrelated violence. The Islamic mercenaries

have supported local insurgencies in North

Africa, Kashmir, Chechnya, China, Bosnia, and the Philippines.



State-Sponsored Terrorism

In 1979, the West’s attention was focused

on state-sponsored terrorism, and specifically on the Iranian-backed and Syriansupported Hezbollah terrorist group, who

trained secular Shia and Sunni Islamic

movement members and who were the pioneers of suicide bombers in the Middle
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East. Iraq and Syria were involved in supporting various terrorist groups and state

sponsors of terrorism who used various

terrorist groups to attack Israel and Western interests in addition to domestic and

regional opponents. The American policy

of listing state sponsors of terrorism

was heavily politicized and, prior to the

September 11, 2001, attacks on the United

States, did not include several countries,

both allies and opponents of U.S foreign

policy, that, under U.S. government definitions, were guilty of supporting or using

terrorism. However, since the United

States declared a ‘‘war on terrorism’’—a

global effort by governments (primarily

the United States and its principal allies)

to neutralize international groups and ensure that rogue nations no longer support

terrorist activities—the United States has

been consistent in naming and condemning

such states.



The Globalization of Terror

The disintegration of post-Cold War states

and the Cold War legacy provide both the

conventional weapons and the technology

that have assisted the proliferation of terrorism worldwide. Political instability created by conflict in areas such as the

Balkans, Afghanistan, Colombia, and certain African countries and the abuse of

human rights provides a fertile environment for terrorist recruitment, while

smuggling and drug trafficking routes are

often exploited by terrorists to support

operations worldwide.

In addition, the trend toward and

the rise in religious fundamentalism has

identified a grosser fanaticism that is underpinned by the proliferation of suicide

bombers as a cost-effective strategy against

a stronger enemy. Since 1989, the increasing willingness of religious extremists to

strike targets outside immediate country

or regional areas underscores the global

nature of contemporary terrorism. The
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1993 bombing of the World Trade Center

and the September 11, 2001, attacks on the

World Trade Center and the Pentagon are

representative of this trend.

No fully accepted definition of terrorism has been achieved, regardless of the

government agencies or academic disciplines that have examined the phenomenon. It has been observed that ‘‘any explanation that attempts to account for all

its many manifestations is bound to be

exceedingly vague or altogether wrong’’

(Laqueur 1977, 133).

BRIAN F. KINGSHOTT

See also Terrorism: Definitional Problems;

Terrorism: Domestic; Terrorism, International
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TERRORISM: POLICE

FUNCTIONS ASSOCIATED

WITH

Terrorism has quickly emerged as a primary problem for law enforcement administrators and personnel working at both

the federal and local levels. The frightening reality of homegrown terror became

clear after the 1995 bombing of the Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City.

The subsequent and stunningly successful

attacks on the World Trade Center and

the Pentagon on September 11, 2001,

demonstrated that America had become

a primary target of international terrorists

as well. The law enforcement industry has

attempted to quickly respond to these

emerging threats by expanding the traditional roles of investigators and officers on

the street and by using a broad range of

strategies designed to mitigate both domestic and international terror threats. These

antiterrorism strategies include (1) the expansion of federal law enforcement counterintelligence structures, (2) the targeting

of terrorist funding sources, and (3) the

development of antiterror and collaborative strategies at the state and local law

enforcement levels (Swanson et al. 2005).
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The existence of large-scale threats from

terrorist groups has highlighted the importance of federal law enforcement counterintelligence structures, primarily involved

in terrorism prevention and investigation,

intelligence gathering, and foreign counterintelligence. Important federal law enforcement counterintelligence structures

include the Department of Homeland

Security, the National Infrastructure Protection Center, the Federal Bureau of

Investigation’s Counterterrorism Center,

and the National Domestic Preparedness

Office.

The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) was established by President

George W. Bush as an immediate response

to the 9/11 attacks on New York City and

Washington, D.C. DHS has a significant

role in intelligence gathering and analysis

and has administered the development of

Homeland Security Operations Centers

across the United States. These centers

are charged with gathering information

and intelligence analysis, primarily as it

relates to protecting the nation’s critical

infrastructure. Operating under the DHS

banner, the U.S. Secret Service also continues to play a prominent role through its

Threat Analysis Center. Beyond these

strategies, the creation of DHS from numerous previously established federal law

enforcement agencies is an attempt to implement a more comprehensive national

strategy to prevent, respond to, and recover from terrorist acts occurring within

the United States (Swanson et al. 2005).

The National Infrastructure Protection

Center (NIPC) was founded in 1998, and

the organization operates within the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI). NIPC

was created on the recommendation of

the President’s Commission on Critical

Infrastructure Protection (1998), which

highlighted the role of federal agencies

in protecting critical computer systems

against terrorist activities. The federal

government owns and operates many

critical infrastructure systems, including

transportation, energy, and government
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operations. Thus, federal agencies would

be the primary responders in the event of a

national crisis. NIPC’s InfraGard, a pilot

project designed to facilitate the exchange

of information among academic institutions, the government, and the business

community, serves as a prime example of

the push toward interagency and business

collaboration in the fight against terrorism

(Taylor et al. 2005).

The FBI’s Counterterrorism Center has

also expanded since its inception in 1996 in

order to respond to international terror

operations emanating from both within

the United States and abroad, as well as

those threats that are purely domestic in

character. The center uses personnel employed by eighteen federal agencies, including the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA),

the Department of State, and the Secret

Service. The Departments of Justice, Defense, Energy, and Health and Human

Services, the Environmental Protection

Agency, and the Federal Emergency Management Agency formed the National Domestic Preparedness Office (NDPO) in

1998 (Swanson et al. 2005). NDPO is responsible for assisting state and local authorities with the planning, training, and

equipment necessary for responding to

any terrorist attacks that may involve

weapons of mass destruction (WMDs).

In addition to these initiatives aimed at

revamping or improving traditional reactive strategies, the federal law enforcement

community has increasingly recognized the

need to become more proactive in the war

against terror—to disrupt the support networks that enable terrorist organizations

so that future terrorist acts can be prevented before they occur. One of these

more proactive approaches involves the

disruption of financial networks that support terrorist operations.

Terrorist organizations use a wide variety of funding sources to accomplish their

objectives. The number of funding sources

a given terrorist organization utilizes is

necessarily dependent on the scope of

the criminal organization. For example,
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smaller organizations such as some smallscale, domestic paramilitary right-wing

groups may not have exorbitant financial

needs; however, it is estimated that largescale international terrorist activities such

as the 9/11 attacks may cost upward of

$500,000 to plan, coordinate, and carry

out (National Commission on Terrorist

Attacks upon the United States, n.d.).

The law enforcement industry has implemented a range of strategies designed to

cut off many of the most common revenue

streams used by terrorist groups, including

(1) fraudulent use of the international

banking system, (2) drug smuggling, and

(3) arms smuggling.

The international community has recently taken steps to halt the fraudulent

use of banking systems. Terrorist groups

use these systems primarily to ‘‘launder’’

illegally obtained funds so that the monies

cannot be seized and/or detected by the

police. In 2001, the USA PATRIOT Act

was passed. Provisions of the law specifically strengthen measures used to prevent,

detect, and prosecute terrorist financing

and money laundering activities (Swanson

et al. 2005). In addition, the Treasury Department, the FBI, and the CIA have collaborated on the creation of the Foreign

Terrorist Asset Tracking Center (FTAT).

FTAT is designed to identify terrorist financial infrastructures and eliminate the

ability of terror groups to use the international monetary system as a means to protect their assets (Swanson et al. 2005).

Finally, the United Nations created a

Counter-Terrorism Committee to monitor

and implement U.N. Resolution 1373. The

resolution imposes binding measures on

all member states to prevent the financing

of international terrorism (United States

Mission to the United Nations 2002).

Drug smuggling has traditionally provided terror groups a stable funding source.

The term ‘‘narcoterrorism’’ has been used

to describe the linkage between the illegal

drug trade and terrorist organizations.

It is estimated that profits derived from

the sale of illegal narcotics fund terror



organizations in as many as thirty nations.

The al Qaeda group responsible for the

9/11 attacks, for example, obtained much

of its initial financing through the opium

trade in Afghanistan (Swanson et al.

2005). The U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration identifies three critical elements

to attacking narcoterrorism: law enforcement initiatives, intelligence operations,

and global cooperation. These efforts have

most recently focused on the activities of

Middle Eastern terror groups. For instance, in 2002, Operation Mountain Express resulted in the arrest 136 people and

the seizure of thirty-six tons of pseudophedrine, 179 pounds of methamphetamine,

and $4.5 million (Swanson et al. 2005).

In addition to drug smuggling, terror

groups commonly trade in weapons to

generate funds. Often, weapons are traded

for other commodities (such as drugs),

which can then be converted into hard

currency. Terrorist organizations have expanded their use of weapons smuggling

since the collapse of the former Soviet

Union and the resulting influx of dangerous arms into the global market (Bolz

2002). Law enforcement initiatives in this

area demand a large degree of international cooperation, given the global scope

of the arms trade. For example, the Peruvian government recently foiled an attempt by FARC (Columbia’s oldest and

best equipped insurgency group) to purchase ten thousand Russian-made AK-47

rifles through international cooperative

law enforcement efforts (International

Policy Institute for Counter-Terrorism

2000). So, too, U.S. law enforcement officials recently uncovered and were able to

thwart a plot instigated by groups in Pakistan to purchase a variety of high-tech

weapons, including two hundred U.S.made Stinger missiles (Frieden 2001).

The role of local and state officers

in combating terrorism has also greatly

expanded since the 9/11 attacks. Knowledge gained by investigating terrorist

groups since 9/11 has revealed that these

groups often exhibit a pattern of activity or
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actions that typically precede major terror

attacks (Swanson et al. 2005). These ‘‘preincident indicators’’ have quickly become

the focus of local law enforcement antiterrorism training efforts. These indicators

provide clues as to potential threats and

future plans. This training often emphasizes the need for local officers to be

aware of suspicious activities, use critical

thinking skills, and update their knowledge base concerning potential terrorist

threats in their local area (Swanson et al.

2005). The Bureau of Justice Assistance

provides local and state agencies free intelligence-related training for street officers

and detectives assigned to antiterrorism

task forces through a program called

SLATT (State and Local Anti-Terrorism

Training).

Given that the planning, funding, and

execution of terrorist activities invariably

crosses multiple law enforcement jurisdictions, state and local agencies have greatly

increased participation in Joint Terrorism

Task Forces (JTTFs). JTTFs are responsible for gathering and acting on intelligence

related to international and domestic terrorism and conducting investigations related to planned terrorist attacks. JTTFs

are directly supervised by the FBI and

consist of officers representing federal

agencies and state and local organizations.

Since the establishment of the first JTTF

in New York City in 1980, twenty-seven

JTTFs have been created nationwide

(Federal Bureau of Investigation 1999).

JOHN LIEDERBACH and

ROBERT W. TAYLOR

See also Terrorism: Definitional Problems;

Terrorism: Domestic; Terrorism, International; Terrorism: Overview
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TEXAS RANGERS

In its duties, this unique law enforcement

body operates somewhere between the

military and local authorities. Historically,

Texas Rangers have ‘‘ranged’’ over the

state of Texas, assisting city and county

officials with peacekeeping, investigations,

and general cleanup of outlaws. As stated

in Art. 4413 (11) of the Texas Revised Civil

Statutes:

They shall have authority to make arrests,

and to execute process in criminal cases;

and in civil cases when specially directed

by the judge of a court of record; and in all

cases shall be governed by the laws regulating and defining the powers and duties of

sheriffs when in the discharge of similar

duties; except that they shall have the

power and shall be authorized to make

arrests and to execute all process in criminal cases in any county in the state.



Since there are 254 counties in Texas

stretching across 266,807 square miles,

canvassing the state takes some doing.
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Early History

In 1823, Stephen F. Austin, civil and military leader of the Anglo American colonists in Texas, employed ten men to serve

as peace officers, naming them Rangers.

Three years later, Austin added to their

number in a written agreement with six

militia districts to keep ‘‘twenty to thirty

Rangers in service all the time.’’ The force

gained legal status in 1835 with the outbreak of the Texas Revolution. War with

Mexico drained manpower from the western frontier, leaving settlers vulnerable to

Indian attack, so a larger corps of Rangers

was assembled to patrol the borderland.

Then from 1836 to 1845, the period of the

Republic, Texas, having won independence from Mexico, was fearful that the

Mexicans no less than the Plains Indians

would seek to recapture their land. How

to handle the threat of encroachment was

the burning question. Eminent Texas historian Walter Prescott Webb (1952, 756)

tells what was decided by the leaders of the

fledgling Republic:

Experience proved that the most effective

force was a squad of well-mounted men

who would ride the great distances along

the two frontiers and repel or destroy raiding parties. Legally these forces were given

all sorts of titles, such as mounted gunmen,

spies, mounted riflemen, etc., but it became

the custom to refer to them in common

parlance as Texas Rangers.



During this time men such as Ben

McCulloch, Samuel H. Walker, W. A. A.

‘‘Big Foot’’ Wallace, and John Coffee

Hays earned reputations as gutsy Rangers

able to surmount whatever odds were

against them. For instance, McCulloch

and a group of Rangers rode alongside

a volunteer army in pursuit of Comanches

who had stolen from and murdered

settlers in the Guadalupe Valley. They all

met on August 12, 1840, in what was to be

called the Plum Creek Fight. There the

Rangers fought boldly, and the surviving

Comanches retreated farther west out of



Texas. Hays, equally a hero, also beat

back Indians by using the newly developed

Colt revolver.



Two Wars

In 1845, Texas entered the Union, and on

the heels of that event a second war with

Mexico commenced. John Coffee Hays,

made a colonel, was ordered to raise a

regiment of five hundred Texas Rangers

to assist in the war effort. For the first

time in their history the Rangers fought

as a unit in the U.S. Army. It was to be

something of a drawback, though, because

they were not military per se but free spirits; they lacked spit-and-polish discipline

and tended to despise the Mexicans to a

degree beyond that generated by mere

warfare.

Another development concomitant with

entry into the Union was that Texans

expected federal troops to take over defense of the borderlands. This relief never

materialized; the federal troops remained

stationary, not riding roughshod across

the dusty miles meting out justice as did

the Rangers. As a result, in the minds of

many Texans, their Rangers were irreplaceable.

During the Civil War, the Rangers lost

some of their luster, since they stayed at

home to continue guarding the Indian

frontier while other Texans trudged east

to the real battle. After the Civil War,

reconstruction governor E. J. Davis oversaw legislation to create the first state police for Texas, which would overshadow

the Rangers. Davis’s intention was to

make sure that reconstruction policies

would be adhered to, but what Texas

got was three years of police corruption,

culminating in Chief James Davidson’s

absconding to Belgium with $37,434.67

of the state’s money. On April 22, 1873,

the act authorizing the state police was

repealed and the force abolished.
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Rise to Greatness



A Well-Established Institution



Between 1874 and 1890, the Texas Rangers knew glory enough to fill a hundred

legends. Lawlessness in the state had

grown to alarming proportions before

Governor Richard Coke charged the

state legislature with enactment of a legal

remedy. Out of its deliberation came the

creation of two fighting forces. Major

John B. Jones commanded the larger of

the two, the Frontier Battalion, composed

of six companies, each under the command of a captain. The battalion roamed

the border to repulse any Indian uprising,

although Major Jones and his Rangers

spent more time correcting civil matters:

riots, feuds, murders, and train robberies.

Captain L. H. McNelly led the second

contingent, called the Special Force, comprised of about thirty men. Its duty was to

suppress cow theft and brigandage. One of

McNelly’s most famous actions was the

Las Cuevas affair, in which sixteen bandits

paid with their lives for driving stolen

cattle into Mexico. The Texas Rangers

were not to be trifled with, and almost

any crime committed near the border

was dealt with harshly—that was the widespread warning of Las Cuevas.

Men from these forces achieved even

greater notoriety by hunting down and capturing such outlaw killers as John Wesley

Hardin and Sam Bass when it appeared

that no one else could stand up to them.

The anecdote of the day was that in a small

Texas town, an angry mob was about to

destroy the place when, livid with fear, the

mayor sent for the Texas Rangers. At noon

a train arrived and off stepped a lone man

armed with a Winchester rifle, his steely

eyes fixed on the mob. The mayor asked,

‘‘Who are you?’’ ‘‘I’m a Texas Ranger,’’ he

replied. Hoots and laughter shook the

town. ‘‘What, only one Ranger? When

we’ve got a mob! Where are your men?’’

The Ranger answered in a calm, clear voice,

‘‘You’ve got only one mob, haven’t you?

Now what’s the ruckus?’’



Into the twentieth century, the Texas Rangers still maintained border patrol even

though Indian raids had stopped and cattle

rustling was on the decline. In 1911, Pancho

Villa’s bandits were smuggling guns from

Texas into Mexico and had to be stopped.

A few years later, in 1918, with the coming

of Prohibition, the contraband reversed

direction; this time illegal liquor flooded

into Texas from Mexico. Both unlawful

activities kept the Rangers more than busy.

Perhaps the single greatest search for a

band of criminals on the loose occurred in

1934. Destiny ordained that the Barrow

gang, led by Clyde Barrow and Bonnie

Parker, was to meet head-on with Frank

Hamer, the quintessential Texas Ranger.

When Hamer got the assignment to go

after them, the gang had already killed

twelve people in cold blood. Hamer, a superlative looking man who was reported to have

killed sixty-five outlaws in thirty years of

law work, caught up with Bonnie and Clyde

in Louisiana. He had stalked them for 102

days. From ambush he and other lawmen

blasted the couple in their Ford, riddling

metal and flesh with bullets, thus ending

their spectacular crime spree. For bringing

Bonnie and Clyde to justice, the State of

Texas paid Hamer at the rate of $180 a

month for the time he was on their trail.

But such heroics were not enough to

sustain the life of the Texas Rangers, or so

it seemed. In 1932, two years before

Hamer’s historic confrontation, during the

gubernatorial race, the Rangers supported

Ross Sterling in opposition to Miriam

‘‘Ma’’ Ferguson. When ‘‘Ma’’ won the election, she fired all forty-four Rangers in service and replaced them with her appointees.

Her vendetta tarnished the good name of

the force, built up over 110 years, as Texans

witnessed one of her ‘‘Rangers’’ convicted

of murder, several others declared guilty of

using confiscated equipment to rig their

own gambling hall, and a captain arrested

for theft and embezzlement.
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Understandably, after such misuse of

authority, high-level talk centered around

abolishing one of the best-known law enforcement bodies in the world. Only the

election of a new governor, James V.

Allred, saved the day. Governor Allred

appointed Albert Sidney Johnson chairman of the new Public Safety Commission

to resuscitate the Texas Rangers. Before

Johnson was through, he had erected new

quarters at Camp Mabry, placing the

State Highway Patrol and the Rangers

under one roof, had beefed up personnel,

and had purchased every description of

crime-solving equipment.

Today, the Texas Rangers operate as a

part of the Texas Department of Public

Safety and are still considered second to

none in their role as free-agent lawmen.

They carry on the tradition of their past

brethren James B. Gillett, Ira Aten, Buck

Barry, Captain John R. Hughes, Captain

Bill McDonald, James Pike, and others

who traversed Texas to make it a safe

place to live. All of the Rangers mentioned

in this brief history can be read about in

colorful biographies that challenge any

Western novel for genuine gallantry.

WILLIAM G. BAILEY
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THEORIES OF POLICING

Theories of policing, largely comparative

in nature, seek to explain why policing

systems differ widely in their organization,



the powers and authority granted them,

the roles and tasks they are entrusted

with, the occupational cultures that characterize their work, their interactions with

civic society and the state, the quality and

effectiveness of their work, the extent of

entanglements in the political life of their

societies, and their capacity to shape the

dominant ideologies of policing that, in

turn, define for themselves and for society

what constitutes good policing. In addition, as an underlying subtext, theories

include a normative element by linking

the basic purposes and historical developments of policing to hegemonic notions of

social control and social order and ideologies of justice in a society. Do the police

provide a service that seeks to benefit all

or are the police a repressive force protecting the interests of the few at the expense

of the many?

The police are crucial elements in systems of social control that protect the valued dominant distributions of material

and symbolic goods in a society against

challenges by crime, subversion, or riotous

disorders through the threat or the exercise of coercive force and the collection

and analysis of information. Since all social orders are divided by class, cultures,

value systems, and gender and ethnic identities, the impacts of policing are never

experienced equally by or imposed equally

on all members of society. The work of

policing is inherently political and conflict

generating.

Developments in policing are seen as

closely linked to and influenced by the

same factors that drive developments in

the societies in which they exist. The social

ordering functions of policing are similar

in any society, but the manner and ways

in which these are carried out will reflect

contextual societal changes, including fluctuations of criminal activity, disorder,

and political instabilities. Some societies

have developed patterns of policing that

are extensive in their reach and activities

and that reflect the original conception, at

least in Western societies, that policing is
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the government of local communities,

while other societies have over time arrived at quite restricted notions of what

the police should be doing.

Answers to the question of why policing

varies over time and place fall into three

general theoretical perspectives. Each perspective links diverse forms of policing to

specific histories, dynamics, and changes in

societies but stresses particular causes and

processes of change: political, cultural,

and ideological modernization; the growth

and decline of the nation-state; and the

rise of a neoliberal domestic and international order exemplified in the emergence

of risk-based calculations of security and

threats and the multiple policing responses

to the changing security conditions of the

world that have emerged since the end

of the Cold War and the collapse of the

Soviet Union.



Modernization

The most commonly used framework

links changes in policing to changes in

societal contexts. The police change because the societies in which they operate

change. For example, changes in the ideologies and practices of policing throughout

American history (the political, progressive/professional, and community policing

models) resulted from factors such as public and intellectual disillusionment with

the performance of prior models, leading

to the delegitimation of policing by large

segments of society and the rise of reform

advocacy in policing circles; the emergence

of new politically influential civic society

interest groups demanding change and

greater accountability; changes in crime

and disorder perceived as warranting a

different formal and more effective control

response; shifts in legal norms and conceptions of justice as these are applied to

the police; and technological innovations

in information processing and communication. Police cannot remain aloof from
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the changing societal contexts within

which they work if they wish to remain

legitimate.



State Creation and Decline

Another framework links patterns of

policing to the rise and decline of nationstates. As the emergent nation-state sought

to entrench its power and rule, it was confronted by and had to overcome resistance

to its expansion, which required an internal

army (the first form of domestic policing,

which continues to this day in Continental

Europe in the form of constabulary and

‘‘gendarmerie’’ forces) and later a coercive

force that could do its work without having

to resort to outright repression.

As nation-states grew stronger and

notions of democratic politics began to

take hold, existing forms of informal control withered, were suppressed, and subsequently were replaced by formal systems of

control centered in the state. The police

became defined as the agency of the state

that enjoys the monopoly of legitimate

force within a territory in order to impose

social control. To have that monopoly

legitimated, the state and the police had to

engage in work that was effective (protecting people and society) and needed to

represent themselves symbolically as protecting a stable consensus of values and

interests in society—that is, as apolitical

experts in the provision of social control

services.

This pattern of creating police systems

was most visibly repeated in colonies.

Colonizers routinely created and imposed

policing systems based on the constabulary model in order to protect their economic interests and political authority

against persistent and pervasive local resistance. As a result, the police forces of

most former colonies, which most nations

of the world are, originated as repressive

functionaries of the colonial state and

continue to suffer from that history, in
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terms of public image, effectiveness, and

lack of community support.

A critical or neo-Marxist variant derives

the explanation for what the police do in

and for society from underlying conceptions of the nature of social formations

and the state and notions of historical

progress. As social formations progress

through their historical stages, the tasks of

policing will reflect the (increasingly declining) hegemony of dominating classes who

use their control of the police to further

their own interests and historical progress.



The Rise of a New Global Order

Since the prominence and capacity of the

state to provide services to its populations

has declined in recent years, the responsibility for policing has drifted away from

the state toward subnational private, corporate, and communitarian forms of social

control and has migrated to supranational

levels. The decline of the state reflects

domestic developments but more clearly

the increasing permeability of international borders and the increasing connectedness of societies through technological

improvements in communications, transportation, and industry.

The legitimate monopoly of coercive

force by the state has given way to a field

of action on which a multitude of policing

actors pursue the goals of safety and security through resources and strategies that

the state can no longer supply. At best, the

state and formal policing maintain a market share of the provision of social control,

with informal, non-state-based control

mechanisms serving as fluctuating and

contingent partners in the overall system

of control.

The emergence of transnational security

threats—mainly transnational terrorism—

may have slowed the decline of the state

and the state control of policing, since nonstate security providers lack the necessary

resources to effectively confront this old



and new threat. The disappearance of the

state and the shrinking domain of state

policing may have been overstated.

There are three strands of thinking

on how globalization has changed policing: the notion of a risk society, the commodification of security, and the concept

of a security sector and security sector

reform.

The Rise of the ‘‘Risk Society’’

The perceived ineffectiveness and inefficiencies of social control tactics used by

the police have led to a rethinking of the

nature of threats within societies in which

social bonds and communal cohesion have

broken down under the onslaught of economic, cultural, and technological factors.

Threats have become conceptualized as

risk factors associated with categories of

people who threaten the security of a society and, ultimately, the global system. The

goal of policing, hence, is to accumulate

the information necessary to detect and

control those categories of people who

are seen as posing the greatest risks—that

is, those deemed the marginal, dangerous,

criminal, and deviant classes.

Risk-based security thinking leads to

efforts at surveillance, detection, and prevention that will neutralize categories of

threats even if no specific acts have been

committed. The police, responding to demands to make society and the state be

and feel safer, shift their working priorities

toward policies that focus on the security

of the state and on the collection, analysis,

and organizational control of information. The police have become information

specialists, a trend that is strengthened

by the increasingly technologized form

in which information flows within and

between societies.

The Commodification of Security

Interpreting societal changes through a

broader lens, some scholars have argued
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that postmodern society, characterized by

a neocapitalist, neoliberal domestic and

global system in which states, multinational corporations, nonstate political

actors, private security agencies, and civic

society groups share the policing field and

compete for the authority to define the

ideologies, control the resources, and legitimize the strategies that will best protect

their interests and normative goals, necessarily alters the status, legitimacy, and

power of the formal police.

The provision of security is offered by

numerous actors and is sold and bought, as

are other commodities, in the global and

domestic markets on the basis of managerialist notions of effectiveness, efficiency, profits, and costs regarding how to best

provide the needed security services. The

monopoly of security is decentered from

the state system, a development supported

by ideological justifications for the market

as an efficient allocator of valued resources

within society.

The ongoing expansion of nonstate security providers is furthered by the dominance of the globalized production and

market system by multinational corporations. Corporations have personnel and

properties and conduct activities in numerous sovereign territories; their security

needs are not met by the distribution of

formal, sovereign state-based policing,

and the cooperation of state police across

national borders is not developed enough

or sufficient to offer protection against

domestic and transnational threats. Corporations—and one can add nongovernmental organizations and even tourists—

turn to nonstate security providers or

develop their own security methods.

The outcome is a system of policing in

which nonstate security services and providers have gained an increasingly larger

share, with state policing left to the roles

of protecting those segments of their populations that cannot afford to buy their own

security in the market and repressing riskdefined categories of threats, events, and

people. It is the legitimacy of not only the
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police that is undermined but that of the

state itself as nonstate actors devise new

models for the provision and governance

of security that fit their needs, values, and

resources.



Security Sector Reforms

A theoretical approach that seeks to tie

many of the themes that have achieved

salience in thinking about the police—

why they do what they do and how progress can be institutionalized—is security

sector reform (SSR). SSR arose within the

international economic, political, and security advocacy and reform community

and points to the fundamental political

nature and importance of the policing systems, which include all state security providers as well as domestic and international

nonstate security providers.

Security, provided effectively and with a

view toward promoting human rights and

democratic norms, is seen as an essential

precondition for achieving and sustaining

democracy, free markets, and progress—

values one assumes are desired by all who

live within the dominant neoliberal global

order (with some reluctant but ultimately

futile holdouts). SSR takes a holistic view

of how security is achieved and the consequences of the methods whereby it is

achieved. The activities and status of formal state police, and their organizational

and policy linkages to other security agencies and civic society, can only be understood and theorized as part of ongoing

responses by societies and states to changing global security threats and conditions

that create domestic insecurities.



A Critical and Unresolved Issue

Theories of the police and policing continually reconceptualize and retheorize

changing patterns of policing as the real

world and work of policing and social
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ordering flow into different organizational

channels. One issue on which theories differ dramatically is the role of the police

themselves in processes of change—that

is, whether the police are objects of historical changes or agents of change in their

own right.

Following an old maxim that people

create their destinies, albeit within the constraints imposed upon them by history, one

needs to see the police as being both subjects and objects of history. They participate in their own creation but only within

the limits constrained by societal and global contexts. Their capacity and desire to

be agents of change within the social networks of other actors equally desirous to

promote or delay societal changes means

that theories of policing systems will remain as complex and fluid as they are.

Policing actors shape their histories, and

theories will follow once patterns of change

and new forms of social ordering have become noticed and categorized.

OTWIN MARENIN

See also Accountability; Crime Control

Strategies; History of American Policing
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Significance

One of the most dangerous places to find

oneself in the United States is driving or

walking on streets or highways. The

staggering death toll averages approximately fifty thousand fatalities annually,

and citizens would not be surprised to

learn that highway accidents are one of

the leading causes of death among young

people and police officers. The ironic part

of this American tragedy is that systematic

vehicle traffic deaths are often preventable. Educators, researchers, engineers,

and law enforcement personnel, working

together, can reduce injuries and fatalities.



Research: Developing

Countermeasures

Investigative research provides specific

data related to the causes of vehicle and

traffic-related injuries and fatalities. Professionals who develop and recommend

prevention strategies and countermeasures

carefully evaluate the data. The major investigative factors include location, age,
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sex, and mortality rates. Researchers

gather the data, analyze results, and then

suggest appropriate remedial responses.

The data derived from these investigations

provide accurate information for scientific

evaluation and education.

The National Highway Traffic Safety

Administration (NHTSA) is involved in

considerable research to support their mission to save lives, prevent injuries, and

reduce vehicle-related crashes. Their Research and Development (R&D) and National Center for Statistics and Analysis

(NCSA) are involved in extensive data collection to increase highway safety. The Fatality Analysis Reporting System (FARS)

focuses on motor vehicle standards, traffic safety programs, and highway safety

initiatives.



The Three ‘‘E’s’’ of Traffic

Management



Identifying the Problem



Traffic Education



Traffic accidents are rarely random or

chance occurrences. Accidents result because of identifiable sequences of behavioral activities or, less often, as a result of

mechanical or environmental events. The

concept of the ‘‘88–10–2 ratio’’ has been

utilized to represent the quantitative

involvement of (1) human failure, (2) mechanical failure, and (3) unusual circumstances. Drivers cause accidents, rarely

the vehicle or road design. Statistics indicate that as much as 95% of motor vehicle

accidents are driver related.

The primary cause of accidents is

human error or inattention. Investigators

apply the multiple cause concept and view

results from a combination of closely

interconnected factors. In other words,

accidents result from a developing sequence of multiple events and should not

simply be viewed in terms of the immediate emergency event, or the last factor.

Causes and countermeasures can be identified from the data derived from three

basic accident phases: (1) preevent, (2)

event, and (3) postevent.



The preferred mode of prevention is education, though high-risk drivers are the

least receptive to this traffic management

strategy. Law enforcement agencies offer a

variety of public traffic safety programs

taught by their officers through civic

groups, schools, and community organizations around the country.

One of the best-known programs is the

high school driver education elective offered by school districts. However, not all

students participate in this excellent safety

and lifesaving experience. High school

driver education programs are particularly

relevant to this high-risk student population. Police officers who participate in

high school driver education programs

provide a meaningful and important contribution to a lifesaving effort.
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The three ‘‘E’s’’ of traffic management are

(1) education, (2) engineering, and (3) enforcement. Most accidents are preventable

through the modification of human behaviors. The following strategies influence

the prevention of motor vehicle accidents

and fatalities: (1) education, (2) proactive

police patrol, and (3) legal sanctions.

In addition, better highway engineering

would result in improved road design and

intersection traffic control, while better

auto engineering would create safer cars.

All of the above-mentioned strategies require synchronization, cooperation, and

shared responsibility among the partners

and stakeholders.



Traffic Engineering

The field of traffic engineering addresses highway safety hazards through the
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careful planning of streets and highways.

The primary focus of traffic engineers is

on the movement of traffic; they consider

the safest, most convenient, and most effective transportation routes for citizens

and road design services. Traffic engineering is dependent on public safety managers

and police officers to identify problematic

intersections that create hazardous conditions. Accurate information allows engineers to allocate resources for road

excavation and the appropriate designation of traffic control signals. Traffic studies and traffic investigations serve as the

basis for addressing successful highway

engineering solutions.



Traffic Accident Investigation

The necessary reliance on engineering, education, and enforcement programs requires

excellent traffic accident data. Therefore,

these requirements place a significant emphasis on thorough and accurate traffic

accident investigation. The police traffic

manager encourages the proper collection

of traffic and accident investigation data

for prevention measures and remedial

countermeasures. Electronic scan sheets

and computer software have improved the

collection, collation, and dissemination of

timely traffic accident data.

Computer technology can assist in traffic

management and accident reconstruction,

saving time and personnel resources

and producing accurate information for

accident reconstruction and courtroom

testimony. The computer-aided drafting

(CAD) programs assist in traffic reconstruction. There are numerous versions

that assist in accident reconstruction.

Computer software can analyze and perform measurement calculations from a

hand-held laser. In addition, the software

has the capacity to provide velocity calculations and three-dimensional accident

reconstruction sketches.



An officer at the scene using CAD has

the ability to accurately diagram the traffic

accident and avoid double-checking steel

tape measurements. Moreover, the laser

range finder is extremely accurate and

convenient and automatically downloads

the measurement and vehicle location

data. The data derived from accident investigation serve as the foundation for

traffic management and selective enforcement programs.



Traffic Services Management Data

Traffic services management can identify

the location of statistically higher numbers

of traffic fatalities and injuries related to

vehicle accidents. This form of traffic analysis focuses on the what, where, when, and

why of traffic accidents. In addition, it provides a snapshot of the intersection and

driver. Ultimately, the data can provide a

long-range strategic picture and planning

strategies and answer questions concerning

future highway safety remedial actions.

The immediate tactical use of the data is

to analyze the systemic causes of accidents

and prevent property damage, injuries, and

fatalities.

This analysis of information assists patrol officers, who can then concentrate

their efforts on estimated times and location of probable traffic violations. The

intersection information is extrapolated

from police records. Selective enforcement

identifies (1) the type of accident, (2) location, (3) time, (4) driver error or other type

of error, and (5) type of violation.

Traffic accident location files and spot

or computerized maps, together with record data concerning the type of moving

violations that have caused accidents, is

incorporated in the assignment of officers

and patrol allocation. The selective enforcement program assists in identifying similar violations at problematic intersections.

Enforcement officers then cite violators
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for the type of driving violations that are

causing multiple accidents.



drivers, it is not perfect. Problem drivers continue to drive while on suspension or revocation, in spite of the severe

penalties.



Selective Enforcement

Selective enforcement data do not make an

absolute prediction but an assumption

based on inferential statistics. The data

may come from computer-based police

records system. In addition, geographic

information systems (GISs), more commonly referred to as crime mapping, serve

as an excellent resource. Traffic mapping

symbols are an excellent tool for visualizing the traffic accident problem at a particular intersection. Statistics alone seem

rather abstract; however, the combination

of a computer-illustrated intersection and

related photographs graphically portray

the need for remedial enforcement action.

In smaller departments, selective enforcement requires a manual study of accident records. The cumbersome process

includes the use of an accident location

file and wall spot map. Tabulated information allows traffic officers to project a

possible traffic accident curve for the future. The target goal is to calculate how

many accidents are expected to happen,

when, and at what location.



Division of Motor Vehicles

State licensing authorities maintain a central file of all resident drivers. The Point

System is an important part of traffic

management; the service seeks to take

high-risk drivers off the road. After conviction in a court of law, the operator’s

driving record will reflect the entries. A

driver may get points on his or her license

for traffic violations. Subsequent violations and convictions may result in suspension or revocation of the driver’s

license. While the Point System is an effective driver control system for many
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Present and Future Trends

In the future, traffic management will focus

on improving traffic engineering and computer technology. Increasingly, computer

and satellite communications specialists

are making a valuable contribution to

traffic management. Greater cooperation

among law enforcement officers and technical experts will be necessary. Furthermore, the increased reliance on computer

technology in traffic services and management will require additional funding and

training for law enforcement officers.

The computer-aided dispatch (CAD)

systems and global positioning system

(GPS) will eventually be able to locate

and cross-reference traffic locations by

grid coordinates. Traffic control under the

Advanced Transportation Management

Systems (ATMS) will seek to avoid congestion and delays and detect traffic accidents.

Finally, closed-circuit television (CCTV)

will play an increasing role in regulating

traffic and locating accidents. The goal

will be real-time reporting of traffic problems and pinpointing exact locations of

traffic accidents.



Conclusion

Traffic services represent a collaborative

effort across many disciplines. While

education, engineering, and law enforcement are important, there are many more

factors at work. Creating safer roads, safer

cars, and, most important, safer drivers

will help prevent traffic-related fatalities.

Traffic services and management will remain a vital part of these lifesaving efforts.

THOMAS E. BAKER
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TRANSNATIONAL

ORGANIZED CRIME

Without doubt the most compelling development in organized crime at the end of the

twentieth century is the trend toward the

development of transnational organized

crime groups and the suggestion that

these groups are beginning to collaborate

and cooperate in a systematic manner to

facilitate the delivery of illicit goods and

services on an international scale. While

organized crime scholars have thus far

been quite careful in their description of

this phenomenon, a real danger of a reconstructed and rehabilitated ‘‘alien conspiracy theory’’ of organized crime as a

replacement for the discredited ‘‘Mafia’’

model of years past, emanating from the

news media and the state, lurks as an

imminent danger.

The fact is, despite the internationalization of crime, little has changed in the

organization of syndicates. They are still

rather informal, loosely structured, open,

flexible organizations highly reactive to

changes in the political and economic

environments. The internationalization of

organized crime has not resulted from

some master plan by arch-criminals. It is

simply a reflection of that reactive, ephemeral, flexible characteristic of crime syndicates that has allowed them to respond to



technological advancements in communications and transportation; to market

adaptations resulting from the internationalization of investment capital, financial

services, and banking; to the internationalization of manufacturing and increased

segmentation and fragmentation of production across international borders; and

to the increased emphasis on international

and unrestricted trade across borders.

Organized crime syndicates are still

rooted in local conditions, shielded by

local politics, and limited by the need to

control personnel at the local level. The

European Union weakens borders and

encourages the free flow of people and

goods. Russian, Italian, Romanian, British, and Corsican syndicates simply respond to the new reality. It is neither the

Malina nor the Mafia who created these

opportunities; rather, it is the state and

multinational corporations. Nigerian drug

traffickers are not responsible for the enormous recent increase in international trade

or heightened flow of people across borders. They merely take advantage of the

situation. When they collaborate with

Asian heroin producers, it does not signify

the birth of a new international criminal

order; it merely reflects the same types of

arrangements that are occurring in the

business community at large. Poppy growers can now market their products over a

wider arena. Nigerian smugglers have a

mechanism in place to efficiently take advantage of new technologies and opportunities. Collaboration is as natural as a

compact between U.S. car manufacturers

and parts producers in Brazil or Mexico.

However, the fact remains that the Nigerian syndicates are firmly rooted in economic inequality and pervasive patterns

of corruption that are distinctly Nigerian.

The major issue is not collaboration between and among organized crime groups

but increased political corruption brought

on by greater rewards from international

commerce and weakened central governments whose powers have been surpassed and often usurped by multinational
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corporations. National sovereignty is not

threatened by Colombian cartels, Southeast Asian warlords, Russian criminal entrepreneurs, or Zambian cattle poachers; it

is threatened by pervasive and growing

corruption and the increasing irrelevance

of individual states in an international

economy.

Organized crime has not changed very

much from the system of patron–client

relations described by Albini, the system

that operates within the context of illicit

entrepreneurship described by Smith, or

that which is facilitated by the businessmen, law enforcement officials, and politicians of Chambliss’s crime networks.

Organized crime syndicates are still localized, fragmented, and highly ephemeral

entities. The only difference is that the

world has changed, and organized crime

has adapted. An understanding of the nature of those world changes is vital for an

understanding of transnational organized

crime in the twenty-first century.



The International Political

Economy and Organized Crime

As a complex social phenomenon, organized crime has always been highly sensitive to developments in the economy, the

political environment, and the social world.

Dramatic late twentieth and early twentyfirst century changes in global politics and

economics have impacted both the opportunities and constraints confronting organized crime and, as a result, have initiated

a series of organic changes in the way

criminal organizations do business. The

contexts within which criminal organizations operate are undergoing fundamental

change.

The emergence and development of

the ‘‘global village’’ in the second half

of the twentieth century has fundamentally changed the context in which both

legitimate and illegitimate businesses

operate (Williams 1994):
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Increased interdependence between nations, the ease of international travel and

communications, the permeability of national boundaries, and the globalization of

international financial networks have facilitated the emergence of what is, in effect, a

single global market for both licit and illicit

commodities.



Certainly, recent years have seen a vast

increase in transnational commerce, as information, money, physical goods, people,

and other tangible commodities move

freely across state boundaries. This globalization of trade and a growing international consumer demand for leisure products

have created a natural impetus for a fundamental change in the character of many

criminal organizations from essentially

localized vice networks to transnational

organized crime groups (Williams 1994).

These opportunities have manifested themselves in five areas, all of which are

outside the domain of organized crime

groups, but each of which profoundly

impacts criminal organizations: (1) the

ease of international transport, (2) the

growth of international trade, (3) new

computer and communications technology, (4) the rapacious growth of global

financial networks, and (5) the creation

of and opening of new markets.

In the last half of the twentieth century,

the ability of people to easily move across

large distances increased dramatically, as

did the ability of people to move materials

across equally large distances. In 1999,

some 395 million people entered the

United States overland from Mexico and

Canada, seventy-six million people arrived

on more than 928,000 commercial airline

and private flights, and nine million arrived by sea. In addition, 135 million

vehicles—including automobiles and commercial trucks—crossed U.S. borders with

Mexico and Canada, and more than two

hundred thousand merchant and passenger ships and other maritime vessels

docked at U.S. seaports or U.S. coastal

harbors. U.S. seaports handled more than
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4.4 million shipping containers and four

hundred million tons of cargo in 1999.

U.S. Customs is able to inspect only

about 3% of the goods entering the United

States, a figure that will drop to about 1%

by the end of the first decade of the new

century as the volume of trade continues to

grow. The movement of vast numbers of

people across international frontiers significantly increases the recruitment base for

criminal organizations around the world

(Godson and Olson 1995).

The growth of free trade and the gradual

elimination of tariffs, restrictive covenants,

and international barriers to commerce has

resulted in an explosive growth in import

and export markets. In the United States,

the volume of trade doubled between 1994

and 2005. The same global trade network

that facilitates legitimate import–export

operations also serves criminal organizations well. Global trade networks enhance

the mobility of criminal organizations and

create new markets for both illicit and licit

services provided by criminal organizations (Williams 1994). The shift of some

cocaine cartels to heroin as a product line

and the entry of other cocaine cartels into

the European market are prime examples

of market mobility enhanced by international trade (Godson and Olson 1995).

Recent innovations in computer and

communications technology also have important implications for criminal organizations, particularly with regard to their

overall flexibility and adaptability in hostile environments (Godson and Olson

1995). Electronic fund transfer systems

move billions of dollars around the world

with the click of a mouse, making money

laundering and the concealment of financial assets much easier than in the past.

Encryption technology for faxes and cellular telephones have rendered electronic

monitoring and tracing problematic at

best. Signal interceptors, now readily available on aircraft, make it much easier for

drug couriers to plot radar and avoid monitoring (Elliott 1993). Conducting business

across state borders enhances the ability of



criminal organizations to keep law enforcement at bay. Problems of coordination,

security, and corruption often become insurmountable for state agencies. In addition, diversifying illicit operations and

locales greatly enhance the ability of criminal organizations to recover from losses

resulting from social control activity or

even the acts of competitors (Godson and

Olson 1995).

Money is the most fungible of all commodities, since it can be transmitted instantaneously and at low cost. It is chameleon

in character, changing its identity easily. In

the newly expanded global financial networks, money can be traced only with the

greatest of difficulty, if at all. Governments

were already at extreme disadvantages in

areas of taxation, regulation, and the control of economic activities. The present-day

global financial network makes the transfer

of profits from illegal transactions easy,

fast, and virtually immune from discovery.

Money laundering, already an art form, is

now an art form conducted at warp speed.

The internationalization of finance has rendered state law and state economic policy

impotent (Williams 1994).

The expansion of international trade,

the globalization of financial networks,

and the revolution in communications

technology have led to the development of

new markets in industrial and postindustrial mass consumption societies. In addition, the heightened level of integration

brought about by the creation of a global

economy has resulted in a degree of global

transparency that has accentuated inequalities between societies and that has led to

the emulation by developing countries of

patterns of consumption in economically

advanced societies. This combined with

the ease of travel and the expansion in

international communications has led to a

convergence of consumer tastes in many

societies around the world. Entrepreneurs,

both criminal and noncriminal, have recognized the opportunities this presents

for global markets and have tried to exploit

them (Williams 1994).
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The Changing Character of

Organized Crime in a Global

Economy

The creation of mass consumer markets

encourages the growth of organized crime

in several ways. First, just as with multinational corporations, these new transnational markets are open to criminal

organizations. Second, criminal organizations may be better suited to exploit these

opportunities than legitimate corporations. Criminal organizations have expertise in operating outside the law, outside

regulations, and outside norms of business

practice, and they have few qualms about

legal niceties in violating international

borders. Criminal organizations operate

outside the existing structures of authority

and have developed strategies for circumventing law enforcement both in individual

nations and across international boundaries (Williams 1994).

Increasingly, criminal organizations are

becoming transnational in nature, conducting centrally directed operations in

the territory of two or more nation-states,

mobilizing resources and pursuing optimizing strategies across international

borders. These organizations are still functionally specific in that they seek only

to penetrate new markets, not to acquire

new ‘‘turf.’’ Unlike their multinational

corporate counterparts, who seek to gain

access to new territories and markets

through negotiations with states, criminal organizations obtain access through

circumventions, not consent. They engage

in systematic activities to evade governmental controls, which is possible because

the conditions that give rise to their emergence also make it very difficult for governments to contain and control them

(Williams 1994).

Criminal organizations continue to be

extremely diverse in their structure, outlook, and membership. But in the postmodern world what they have in common

is that changes in technology, economy,
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and trade rules have made them highly

mobile, even more adaptive than before,

and have vested them with the ability to

operate across national borders with ease.

This is partly the result of the forces discussed above and partly because criminal organizations have always been

constructed as informal social networks

rather than formal organizations, immensely increasing their flexibility and

adaptability.

It is a matter of more than passing

interest that formal, legal organizations,

including corporations and some agencies

of the state, have been moving in the direction of more flexible, fluid, network

structures in response to changes in the

global economy. Not surprisingly, then,

criminal organizations have a distinct advantage in that they have always operated

covertly and have always deemphasized

fixed structures as a rational response to

their illegality (Williams 1994).



Strategic Alliances and Modern

Organized Crime

As a result of their increasingly transnational character and following the lead of

transnational corporations, criminal organizations have increasingly sought out

strategic alliances with other criminal

organizations. For multinational corporations, strategic alliances facilitate production where costs are low and allow

corporations to take advantage of local

knowledge and experience in marketing

and distribution. Criminal organizations

pursue strategic alliances for many of the

same reasons (Williams 1994).

First of all, strategic alliances are simply

rational responses to the emergence of

global markets and in particular to what

is called the global–local nexus. The concept of a global market may still sound

foreboding to some, but in fact it is just a

composite of local markets that have become increasingly homogenized. For any
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corporation, legal or illegal, there are two

ways to increase profits in the marketplace:

One is to gain entrance to new markets

and the other to expand market share in

existing markets. Multinational corporations and criminal organizations alike

often find it easier to enter local markets

that have been outside their purview or

area of activity if they cooperate with organizations that are already entrenched

in these markets, which have greater

knowledge of local conditions and are

more attuned to local problems, rather

than trying to insert themselves as competitors in unfamiliar territory. Linking

with host criminal groups to facilitate access to new markets is the major impetus

behind transnational strategic alliances

between criminal organizations (Williams

1994).

Strategic alliances are also quite useful

as mechanisms to neutralize and/or co-opt

potential competitors in a market. Cooperative strategies often offer a rational and

effective response to a highly competitive

situation. Cooperation with a strong competitor already enjoying high profitability

in a market can lead to local market dominance. A strong local competitor can be

offered various incentives for entering

into a strategic alliance. For example, the

local organization’s market share could be

increased through the introduction of more

diverse products. The promise of an entirely new market might be contingent on

a strategic alliance or the exchange of

some other valuable goods or services (for

example, political contacts, ancillary services, or specialized support). Whatever

the reasons, the promise of mutual benefit

is the foundation of transnational strategic

alliances between criminal organizations

(Williams 1995).

Third, strategic alliances are also very

effective as a means of circumventing restrictions, regulations, and barriers to

markets. Where state regulations make it

difficult to enter a market, the formation

of an alliance with an organization that

already has access to the market is an



attractive means of overcoming obstacles

(Williams 1995).

Finally, the formation of a strategic

alliance can be an indispensable means of

minimizing or spreading risk. Multinational corporations know that expanding

their activities and entering new markets

requires new investments and capital cost

outlays. Being able to reduce or spread

risks enables both corporations and criminal organizations to take advantage of

opportunities that might otherwise have

appeared to be too risky. The synergy inherent in a strategic alliance means that

the participants are able to do things that

neither one could do alone, at least not

with anything like the same effectiveness

or confidence (Williams 1995).

Strategic alliances are usually configured in one of three ways, depending

upon the objectives of the criminal organizations involved. The most common form

is a franchise alliance that is anchored by a

large, well-developed, and highly stable

criminal organization that does business

with several smaller, independent local

criminal organizations. Another common

form strategic alliances take is that of a

compensatory alliance, in which two criminal organizations recognize that each one,

acting alone, has several inherent weaknesses that are offset by an alliance. A

third type of strategic alliance is the specialization alliance, in which one criminal

organization seeks an alliance with another

in order to fulfill needs for specialized tasks

beyond the purview and abilities of the first

organization. Specialization alliances are

contractual relationships covering specific

tasks and responsibilities. Countertrade

alliances are simple exchange relationships between criminal organizations in

which goods or services are exchanged

for other goods or services. Finally, a supplier alliance involves regularized relationships between various suppliers of basic

raw materials and organizations that transform these materials into consumer products. Such alliances are common in the

drug trade (Williams 1995).
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Future Trends Impacting Criminal

Organizations

The character changes in organized crime

initiated by rapidly expanding international travel and trade, developing communications technology, and the globalization

of finance will likely continue to accelerate

in the coming years. A number of factors

point to this acceleration.

For poor farmers in many nations

around the world, choosing to grow drugrelated crops makes the greatest economic

sense. Markets for other commodities such

as coffee, rice, and gladiolus are far less

profitable and very unstable. In most

places, even where the necessary marketing

infrastructure and expertise exist, government controls make entry into those legitimate markets almost impossible for

peasants. At the same time, drug entrepreneurs are expanding into markets where

drugs have not been a major consumer

item in the past. Without dramatic and

unlikely changes, raw materials for drug

production will continue to be readily

available (Godson and Olson 1995).

There is a global trend toward ungovernability—that is, the declining ability of governments to govern, to manage a

modern state, and to provide adequate or

effective services. In some cases criminal

organizations have been able to capitalize

on the fact that large areas, such as the

Andes and Amazon regions in South

America or much of the Golden Triangle

in Southeast Asia, were never under effective government control. Criminal organizations have moved into these remote

regions and have provided the major source

of authority and social control in them. In

other cases, criminal organizations have

begun to contest local control of areas

with the government. This situation provides favorable conditions for criminal

groups to establish bases of operations

and safe havens, particularly in areas key
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to drug trafficking and alien smuggling.

Political geographers predict further continuing global fragmentation. Criminal

organizations thrive where governments

are weak (Godson and Olson 1995).

Local criminal organizations often expand following immigration patterns. As

the new century unfolds, economic pressures and widespread ethnic turmoil are

likely to generate refugees and immigrants

from regions where international criminal

groups are based. Criminal organizations

tend to exploit immigrant communities in

a variety of ways. Such communities may

provide cover and concealment. Immigrants also provide a pool of recruits. In

addition, new immigrants are also usually

fearful of law enforcement. Their recent

experiences in their countries of origin

make them reluctant to cooperate with

police in their new countries.

Technological and transportation advances will facilitate growth in transnational criminal operations. The ease of

modern communications makes contact

among criminal organizations easy, fast,

and more secure. New digital technologies

make it more difficult for law enforcement

agencies to intercept communications. The

movements of trillions of dollars in wire

transfers each day make it possible for

most actors to evade state monitoring

(Godson and Olson 1995).

Preventing, disrupting, and prosecuting

organized crime is difficult even under the

best of conditions. The growth of transnational markets and the accompanying

criminal organizations ready and willing

to operate in those markets will make the

task even more complex and immensely

more difficult.

GARY W. POTTER

See also Federal Police and Investigative

Agencies; Intelligence Gathering and Analysis: Impacts on Terrorism; Organized

Crime; Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt

Organizations Act (RICO)
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TRIBAL POLICE

Tribal police are the primary law enforcement agencies on Native American Indian

(hereafter, Indian) reservations. Historically, enforcement of tribal law has rested

with the Tribal Council’s appointee. Using

the Southern Ute Indian Tribe, located in

southwest Colorado, as one example, the

War Sub-Chief was primarily responsible

for enforcement of the laws of the tribe

(Abril 2005). Treaties and public laws

mandate that democratic governments

and traditional American methods of tertiary social control follow the model of the

European-based policing system found

throughout the United States, according

to the Wheeler-Howard Act of June 18,

1934, also known as the Indian Reorganization Act, or IRA.

All federally recognized Indian tribes

that do not reside in states governed by

Public Law 280 [67 Stat. 588 (1953)] are

required to maintain a three-pronged (executive, legislative, and judicial) democratic government. Often this includes a

law enforcement agency as part of its judicial arm. Many such tribes also maintain a

tribal police department (Bureau of Justice Statistics 2003). Indian reservations

located in states governed by Public Law

280 are usually policed by local city or

county law enforcement agencies and are

also required to have a democratic government in place. In addition to this,



Wakeling et al. (2001, 7) reported that

the Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act of 1975 (also known as

Public Law 93-638), under which tribal

police who hold contracts with the Bureau

of Indian Affairs Division of Law Enforcement Services provide law enforcement on reservations, ‘‘establishes the department’s organizational framework and

performance standards and basic funding

for the police function.’’

Powers of modern tribal police are also

codified in two ways. First, tribal codes

authorize the police to perform certain

duties within the boundaries of the reservation. Such duties include responding to

calls for service, enforcement of tribal laws

and ordinances, and maintaining order on

the reservation. Second, power is vested in

the police by the members of the tribal

community. When tribal members observe

that the police act in a positive, unbiased

manner, then the police earn the trust and

confidence of the community. When this is

accomplished, then the power the police

exert is validated and will usually be accepted by the majority of the tribal membership. This is often evidenced by the

tribal community’s acquiescence to police

directives. The implicit power of the tribal

police is required to maintain order in

times of crisis as well as during normal

times (Abril, forthcoming).

The powers given to the tribal police

exist only within the boundaries of the

reservation unless they have been crossdeputized, a practice that is gradually

becoming common. Cross-deputization occurs when the tribal police receive statesanctioned training and are empowered to

enforce local and state laws outside the

boundaries of the reservation. Likewise,

state or local police are expected to respond to issues occurring within the

boundaries of a specific Indian reservation

and are empowered by the local Tribal

Council to enforce state laws on the

reservation.
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Cross-deputizing tribal police with

local, county, or state law enforcement

agencies is seen as a means to better facilitate apprehension of criminal offenders

who travel from one jurisdiction to another

in an attempt to elude capture. Having

tribal police cross-deputized also allows

officers to receive better training that is

often more readily provided to nontribal

police officers. Finally, cross-deputization

of tribal and local police is necessary

for Indian reservations whose territory

includes both tribal and nontribal lands.

These types of reservations are called

‘‘checkerboard’’ reservations and provide

unique law enforcement challenges to

tribal, local, and state law enforcement

officers. For example, in one such Indian

reservation, tribal, local, and county lands

are located within a one-block area in a

town situated within the boundaries of the

reservation. When a crime is reported in

this area, members of all relevant policing

agencies often arrive at the scene to determine with whom investigative jurisdiction

resides. Criminal jurisdiction is determined

by the type of crime committed. Most

tribal police have jurisdiction only over misdemeanors and ordinances found in the

tribal code. Felonies fall under the jurisdiction of either the Bureau of Indian Affairs

(BIA) Law Enforcement Services or the

Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI).

With some unique exceptions, the

duties of tribal police are similar to those

of the modern American police. Enforcement of traffic laws, preventing juvenile

crime, protection of life and property,

and criminal investigations are just a few

of the responsibilities of the tribal police

(Bureau of Justice Statistics 2003). Tribal

police, however, are often called upon to

respond to cultural and/or spiritual matters

of the tribe by whom they are employed.

Such cultural matters may include responding to spirit entities or trespassers into tribal

ceremonies.

During a recent study of one tribal police department, tribal community members
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were asked why Indians might call for

help from the police. One tribal member

reported that she would call the tribal police ‘‘if something weird or evil was going

on . . . Skin Walkers, they’re all over the

place . . . it’s a shape shifter [an Indian

spirit].’’ In this same study, it was found

that only officers who are tribal members

were believed to be able to respond to

these types of calls for service (Abril

2004, 2005). In this particular tribe, a female officer who is also a member of the

tribe is often called upon to respond to

these cultural and spiritual incidents. The

tribal members have given over powers to

the police to respond to matters once

under the jurisdiction of its tribal spiritual

leaders. Tribal members have negotiated

this exchange of tertiary power in order

to free themselves of extraneous burdens

for which they might lack the specialized

skills and/or the desire to deal with (Abril,

forthcoming).

Some of the challenges facing modern

tribal police are similar to those faced by

the American police in the early years of

our country. Lack of adequate staffing

levels, old equipment, and a poor reputation among the tribal community are just

a few of the challenges facing some modern tribal police agencies (Abril 2004;

Wakeling et al. 2001; Wood 2001). Other

problems include a lack of jurisdictional

maps and inadequate methods to record

offenses and arrests for use in determining

official crime rates. In one tribal police

department, for example, it was found

that arrests are currently hand-tallied on

sheets of yellow legal paper. Moreover, it

was found that only a few types of crimes

are recorded. For example, arrests for

drunkenness were not listed on the hand

tally or in any other manner, yet public

drunkenness is said to be one of the most

common crimes on this reservation (Abril

2004).

Positive steps, however, are being taken

to change these conditions. It is not uncommon for entire administrations to
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be replaced if they are perceived by the

community to be corrupt or if there is

evidence of corruption among the officers

and/or the command staff. Such changes

have often been welcomed by the tribal

community, while the negative perception

of the police (often the result of the behavior of officers of the previous administration) lingers on to shadow the new administration and officers for years to

follow (Abril 2004).

Congress has allotted funds to help tribal police to fund capital improvements to

their detention facilities, purchase state-ofthe-art equipment, provide for advanced

officer training, and generally improve

tribal law enforcement on Indian reservations (Native American Law Enforcement

Reform Act). Police dispatchers, too, are

receiving aid for training.

Professionalization has become a priority among many tribal police agencies.

Many send their officers to either a tribal

police academy located in Albuquerque,

New Mexico, or to a state-sponsored

police academy. The National Native

American Law Enforcement Association

(NNALEA) is also experiencing a surge

in membership as tribal police officers

move toward the professionalization of

both individual officers and entire departments (NNALEA 2001, 2002). Classes on

cultural sensitivity, while a mainstay in

large agencies located in major metropolitan areas where cultural diversity is

the essence of the jurisdiction, are also

being taken by tribal officers who are not

Indian.

It is not uncommon for tribal police

departments to employ officers who are

either not members of the tribe, are members of other tribes, or are not Indian.

These officers are learning the cultural

idiosyncrasies of the tribal community

in which they work. In the police study

previously cited, it was found that tribal

members do not, for the most part, feel

that the officers of their police department must only be Indian. It was reported



that tribal members respect non-Indian

officers if such officers prove to be honest

and fair.

Finally, most tribal police departments

appear to be moving in the direction of

modernization and into a form of professional assimilation with nontribal agencies. Modern tribal police departments

are also growing in size and diversification. Their duties are varied, and the challenges they face are being overcome with

congressional assistance and community

support. It will, however, be some time

before all tribal police departments are

on the same level as local and state policing agencies.

JULIE C. ABRIL

See also Accountability; Community Attitudes toward the Police
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U

UNDERCOVER

INVESTIGATIONS



storefront. Alternately, the interaction

can be of a more intimate nature, involving friends (or one who pretends to be a

friend) and even family members who covertly gather evidence against those with

whom they have a personal relationship.

The interaction can occur in places that

are legally public and visible to the public,

as on a street corner, or it may occur on

private property and/or in places that are

not visible. In such private settings an

overt investigation requires a search warrant, but in the undercover context the

search is deemed to be voluntary and

hence there is no warrant requirement.

The police use of deception as a tool

for gathering evidence can be viewed as a

necessary evil in a context in which police

face legal and logistical limitations when

investigating crimes of a consensual nature that do not involve a direct victim as

with vice or bribery; those in which victims

may be unaware and thus not complain, as

is frequently the case with white collar

crimes such as consumer fraud; those

where witnesses and victims are intimidated, rewarded, or indifferent and do

not report crimes or cooperate with



Undercover investigations involve covert

means of discovering information based

on the actions of a human agent. The

agent may be a sworn police officer or

an informer with unique access to criminal milieu. The informer may provide

information and serve to introduce the

police officer to the milieu, in return for

leniency, financial benefits, or other benefits. The defining characteristic of such

investigations is secrecy with respect to the

true identity or purposes of the actor(s).

Undercover means are often used in conjunction with other covert means such as

hidden video and audio recorders and location tracking devices. But the presence

of an active human agent who can influence the course of events sets the undercover investigation apart from more

passive means of secretly gathering information.

The interaction may be impersonal.

Consider the case of a police agent acting

as a fence in a property theft sting, who

pretends to be interested in purchasing

stolen goods from whomever enters the
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authorities; and those where there are

well-organized and well-insulated criminal

groups engaged in complex violations,

against whom it is difficult to gather evidence. In such contexts the law is likely to

be underenforced relative to more easily

discoverable and prosecutable offenses.

Undercover means offer a way of bringing

some equity to that pattern.

The challenge is of course to prevent

secret police means from becoming an unnecessary evil, serving private goals apart

from the investigation of crime or by violating the spirit, if not the strict legality, of

laws limiting police powers and protecting

civil liberties and civil rights.

Undercover methods are a more common feature of conventional criminal investigations in the United States than in

Europe. Police in the United States face

very few restrictions in their use of deception before an arrest has been made. Even

then, the use of jailhouse informers is not

uncommon. Police can go very far in offering temptations and encouragement to

those they suspect. Unlike police in much

of Europe, police in the United States are

generally exempt from criminal prosecution when their undercover role involves

them in work-related violations of the

criminal law.

However, in the American context, in

contrast to many countries in Europe,

those arrested can use the defense of entrapment. This was initially recognized by

the Supreme Court in the 1932 Sorrells

case. The government must carefully walk

the line between laying a trap for the ‘‘unwary innocent’’ and the ‘‘unwary criminal’’

(a distinction noted in the 1958 Sherman

case). But the entrapment defense is not

commonly used. To successfully use this

defense, arrested persons must convincingly argue that they were not otherwise

predisposed to the violation that occurred.

This permits the prosecution to introduce

any relevant prior criminal record to prove

the opposite. This subjective standard

refers to the motivation of the person

arrested rather than the objective behavior
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of police, who on occasion may go to

extremes to induce, or contribute to, the

violation. In principle, a constitutional

standard of due process might be applied

in support of the objective defense, but this

is extremely rare.

Beyond the courts, covert police means

are subject to varying degrees of control

by legislatures. There are also internal

means of control involving policy guidelines, review boards, personnel selection,

training, and supervision.

Several types of undercover operation

as defined by their basic objective can be

noted: intelligence, preventive, and facilitative investigations. Intelligence undercover

efforts may be postliminary or anticipatory. The former involves seeking information after the fact. Police know that a crime

occurred and seek to learn the identity and

location of those responsible. Anticipatory

intelligence undercover efforts are more

diffuse and open ended and involve an

effort to learn about events that may be

planned but have not yet occurred. Informers are central to such efforts.

Investigations with prevention as their

main goal can involve strengthening a

potential victim (sometimes called target

hardening) or suspect weakening. Prevention is sought by making the victim less

vulnerable, weakening the ability of suspects to act, and/or increasing the likelihood that they will be identified and

apprehended. The latter is intended to

deter. In place of formal arrest and prosecution in which actions taken are subject

to court procedures and review, preventive

undercover actions sometimes involve the

legally and morally gray areas of disruption and subversion.

A form of prevention can also be seen

when charges involving conspiracy are

brought. These are difficult to prove and

often controversial, since only the planning

of the action, rather than its being carried

out, is involved. The latter brings a presumption of guilt on someone’s part after

an event has occurred. In contrast, some

planned actions stopped via conspiracy
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charges might not actually have been carried out even absent law enforcement attention. Those in law enforcement face

difficult questions in deciding whether and

when to take preventive actions.

Facilitative undercover operations are

far more common than preventive ones.

Perhaps ironically, their goal is to encourage the commission of a crime rather than

to prevent it. This may be done to make

arrests, remove contraband such as drugs

or weapons from the street, recover stolen

property, or generate leverage over an informer. In contrast to preventive efforts, we

may see victim weakening and/or suspect

strengthening.

Undercover operations can be very

costly to other values and have the potential for unintended consequences and

abuse, relative to overt means such as

when those identified as police carry out

interviews, do searches, and interrogate

suspects. Civil liberties, privacy, and a general societal sense of trust may be undermined. The practice of making deals with

criminals is troubling to some observers.

In addition, if not done cautiously and

competently, the use of covert means can

increase crime and cause events that would

never have happened, absent police intervention. This could occur as a result of

providing a motive or temptation for a

crime, persuading or coercing an otherwise

nonpredisposed person, providing a scarce

skill or resource without which the crime

could not be carried out, creating a market

for the purchase or sale of illegal goods

and services, and the indirect provision

of resources used for other illegality. Resources can also be wasted in preventing

actions that would never have occurred

anyway. The tactic may also harm the undercover agent and innocent third parties.

With appropriate legal and departmental restrictions and supervision, problems

can be reduced. Problems are more likely

as we move from intelligence gathering to

more active efforts aimed at deceptively

shaping an event creating criminal milieu. Offering a target for victimization



usually raises fewer problems than does

carrying out preventive or coconspiratorial actions. Investigations based on prior

intelligence or complaints that are close

to real-world criminal environments are

likely to raise fewer questions than those

involving random integrity testing or the

creation of an artificial criminal environment with unduly attractive temptations.

Even with the best of intentions, personnel, and policies, the use and control of

covert tactics are more difficult than is the

case with overt tactics. Undercover work

is paradoxical and of necessity involves

certain risks and tradeoffs.

Consider efforts to do good by doing

bad (for example, lies, deceit, trickery), to

try to reduce crime yet unintentionally increase it, to restrict police use of coercion

associated with increased use of deception;

consider seeing criminal informers act as

police and police act as criminals. There

are also conflicts between gathering intelligence and taking action that gives the intelligence away, between rigid bureaucratic

efforts to eliminate or reduce discretion

and the need for creativity and flexibility

in ever-changing situations, between prevention and apprehension, and between

the operational advantages offered by secrecy and the need for accountability.

The many contexts and types of undercover tactics and the different roles that

informers and police agents may play prevent any sweeping conclusions. However,

given the unique characteristics of undercover work such as secrecy, prevention,

temptation, immersion in criminal worlds,

and entrapment, the tactic should generally

be one of last resort, used only for serious

offenses and subjected to intense oversight

at all stages. There must be proportionality

between the seriousness of a problem and

the risks associated with the means. Sometimes the risks or costs of taking action will

be greater than not taking action.

GARY T. MARX

See also Accountability; Attitudes toward

the Police: Overview; Codes of Ethics;
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Criminal Informants; Criminal Investigation; Detectives; Entrapment; Ethics and

Values in the Context of Community Policing; Informants, Use of; Intelligence

Gathering and Analysis: Impacts on Terrorism; Organized Crime; Sting Tactics
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UNIFORM CRIME REPORTS

Of all available statistical series on crime,

criminality, victimization, and criminal

justice processing of offenders, unquestionably the most widely used (and often

misused) is the Uniform Crime Reports

(UCR) maintained by the Federal Bureau

of Investigation (FBI). The agency’s wellknown statistical report, Crime in the

United States, published annually in print

and online (http://www.fbi.gov/ucr/ucr.

htm), presents summary and detailed tabulations of offenses known to the police and

cleared by arrest, of persons arrested, and

of counts of law enforcement personnel

employed throughout the country.

Most attention is focused on Part I

crimes—murder and nonnegligent manslaughter, forcible rape, robbery, aggravated assault, burglary, larceny/theft,
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motor vehicle theft, and arson. Crime

counts, rates, and trends for these offenses

are presented for the nation as a whole, for

geographic divisions, population subgroups based on size, states, metropolitan

areas, individual cities, counties, and college

campuses. In addition, clearance rates—the

percentages of offenses cleared by arrest or

some other means—are provided in summary form for national and subnational

aggregates.

Part II offenses include an array of violent, property, and status offenses, from

simple assault to kidnapping, from drug

violations to runaways. Because many of

these criminal activities are not discrete

countable offenses, the focus is only on

the number of persons arrested. In addition, tabulations are generated by age,

race, and sex of arrestees.

Thus, it is known offenses that are

counted for Part I crimes but known offenders who are counted for Part II crimes.



History of the UCR Program

While federal initiatives to measure the

nation’s population, health, and economy

are nearly as long-standing as the republic

itself, federal involvement in efforts to

measure crime dates only as far back

as the 1920s. Partially out of concern for

refuting media-constructed ‘‘crime waves’’

based on anecdotal evidence (Maltz 1977),

the International Association of Chiefs of

Police (IACP) recommended forcefully

that the U.S. Department of Justice establish a report card on crime. On June 11,

1930, Congress passed legislation directing

the Justice Department to undertake this

venture, and the attorney general then

assigned this responsibility to the FBI.

Initially, the UCR was published

monthly but was converted to a quarterly

publication in 1932. In 1942, the report was

shifted to a semiannual timetable, and

later, in 1958, it became the annual publication (Crime in the United States) that
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exists today (along with semiannual preliminary counts).

From its inception, participation in the

UCR program by local police agencies has

been strictly voluntary (except for congressional legislation in 1990 mandating

that colleges and universities provide

crime data). With much to do during the

Depression and beyond, the level of participation was limited (initially only 879

cities participated) and grew slowly over

the years. Not until the early 1960s did the

level of compliance reach the point where

90% of the U.S. population was covered

(Maltz 1999).

The first thirty years of crime reporting

were not only spotty in terms of population coverage, but there was no attempt to

produce a national crime figure. Not until

1958, following the recommendations of

the Consultant Committee on Uniform

Crime Reporting, chaired by criminologist

Peter Lejins (see FBI 1958), did the FBI’s

Crime Index emerge.

The committee’s report advanced a long

list of recommendations, many of which

were immediately adopted (see FBI 1958).

For example, manslaughter by negligence

was dropped from the Part I group of

offenses, and statutory rape was eliminated

from forcible rape counts. Larcenies of

property valued less than $50, because of

their relatively trivial nature, were removed

from larceny tabulations, although fifteen

years later, in 1973, they were reincorporated into the larceny/theft counts in recognition that a fixed threshold would have

changing significance over time.

In 1979, by congressional mandate,

arson was added to the list of Part I

offenses. Even though arson was fundamentally different in terms of identification

(by the fire marshal), the pressure from

special interest groups led Congress to insist on this inclusion.

For the next half century, the Crime

Index became a closely followed figure, on

par with the cost of living index (CPI),

the unemployment rate, and other national indicators. Unfortunately, its many



limitations were not fully understood

at first. But in 2004, after nearly fifty years

of usage and recurrent criticism (see,

for example, Wolfgang 1963), the Crime

Index (specifically the reporting of the total

volume and rate of all Part I crimes) was

discontinued, even though violent and property aggregates were retained (and could

easily be added to derive the previously used

crime total). In suspending its use, the

FBI hoped to discourage the notion that the

crime total was in fact a real index (FBI 2004).



Measuring Crime Incidence

Unlike the efforts of the U.S. Bureau of the

Census to conduct a complete enumeration

of the population, the FBI’s crime count

is hardly considered complete as a picture of the level of crime nationally. Of

course, only certain crimes are designated

as Part I types and, therefore, included in

the crime count. That is, the ‘‘Crime Known

to Police’’ tallies are counts of criminal

homicides, forcible rapes, robberies, aggravated assaults, burglaries, larcenies, and

motor vehicle thefts and arsons, both completed and attempted, ignoring the large

array of other criminal activity.

Although participation rates have improved over the years, certain law enforcement agencies do not contribute data to

the FBI, either directly or through an intermediate state crime statistics agency.

For this reason, the UCR section of the

FBI has utilized a variety of imputation

strategies for estimating crime levels for

agencies that fail to report data for a partial or entire year (Maltz 1999).

No attempt is made, however, to adjust

for the most critical and fundamental

drawback in completeness stemming from

crimes that go unreported to the police.

The so-called dark figure of crime (see

Biederman and Reiss 1967) varies considerably across offenses and over time,

complicating the interpretation of crime

measures. While some offenses, such as
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homicide and motor vehicle theft, have

high rates of reporting by victims or other

parties, crimes such as forcible rape and

larceny are notoriously low in terms of

reporting rates. This can be especially problematic when examining trends over time.

For example, an increase in the number of

rapes in a jurisdiction may reflect either a

true rise in sexual assaults or greater willingness of victims to report to the police.

Aside from minor modifications (such

as renaming auto theft as motor vehicle

theft in 1974) and the temporary dollar

threshold for larceny described above, the

definition of what constitutes a Part I crime

has remained fairly uniform since the designation was introduced in 1958. The application of these definitions is, however,

hardly uniform in practice. For example,

the number of aggravated assaults jumped

in certain jurisdictions when the police

started to recognize spousal assault as

something much more than a private matter. Also, what constitutes an aggravated

assault (designated as Part I) as opposed to

other assault (designated as Part II) is far

from clear-cut.

Despite all of these complications and

caveats, the UCR remains the most widely

used measure of crime, far more comprehensive in coverage than alternatives. As a

barometer of crime, albeit an incomplete

one, it is unmatched.



Combining Crime

For the fifty years it was used, the UCR

Crime Index tallied the number of Part I

offenses, without any adjustment for type

or severity. Even following the recent abolition of the published Crime Index, the

tally of violent crimes blends together all

reported homicides, forcible rapes, robberies, and aggravated assaults (including

attempts), and that of property crimes

merges all reported burglaries, larceny/

thefts, and motor vehicle thefts (including

attempts). Unfortunately, the disparate
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levels of these individual offenses make

any summary count across offense categories highly suspect.

For example, for 2003 the estimated

1.38 million violent crimes in the United

States included 16,503 homicides, 93,433

rapes, 413,402 robberies, and 857,921

aggravated assaults. For the most part,

therefore, the tally of violent crime is

largely an aggravated assaults indicator,

their constituting more than 60% of the

violent crime total. By contrast, if the number of homicides had jumped 20%, the violent crime tally would have increased by

only one-quarter of 1%. The homicide and

rape counts are dwarfed by the robbery and

aggravated assault figures. The same problem exists with property crimes, where 70%

of the property total is larcenies/thefts.

Another quirk in the counting of crime

occurs with complex criminal events involving multiple acts or victims. According to the ‘‘hierarchy rule’’ (FBI 1980),

only the most serious element (among the

seven Part I crimes in rank order from

homicide to motor vehicle theft) of a criminal act is counted. Thus, a carjacking in

which the driver is raped is counted only

as rape for the purposes of crime statistics,

while the carjacking is ignored. Although

this may make some intuitive sense, oddities can easily develop. For example, if an

offender robs a group of three people on a

street corner, it counts as three robberies

(one for each victim), but if the robber

shoots and kills one of the three victims,

it becomes a single homicide (the other

two robbery victims would not count by

virtue of the crime hierarchy).

In addition to the matter of scale discussed earlier, crimes vary considerably by

severity. Thus, crime can increase even

when the total level of harm is declining.

For example, if a city has four more robberies but two fewer homicides the violent

crime count still increases.

In an attempt to address this problem,

Sellin and Wolfgang (1964) developed a

crime severity scale to weight crime and

delinquency by their seriousness. By this
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protocol, a homicide would count far more

than a robbery, and a robbery/murder

would count more than just a homicide.

Additionally, offenses would carry points

according to the dollar value loss. Despite

its theoretical appeal, practical limitations

in implementing such an approach prevented it from ever being adopted systematically. In addition, Blumstein (1974)

found the FBI index and the SellinWolfgang index to be nearly perfectly linearly related, suggesting that the latter

would contribute little new information.



Crime Rates

In recent years, Americans have become

eager consumers of graphical displays of

statistical information, some of which illuminate important facts while others are misleading. This may help to explain why a

much criticized feature of the annual crime

report—the ‘‘crime clock’’—keeps on ticking, despite its significant limitations.

Since 1939, the FBI has offered this

graphical presentation of the temporal frequency of crime. In 2003, for example,

there was a homicide every 31.8 minutes

and a rape every 5.6 minutes. It can be

rather difficult to interpret or utilize these

facts, however. Of course, a murder does

not actually occur every 31.8 minutes in

any particular town or neighborhood, so

there is no cause for someone to breathe

easy and feel spared every half hour. More

important, since the length of an hour

never changes, the acceleration in crime

over time (for example, from one homicide

every hour in 1961 to one every 31.8 minutes in 2003) confounds real changes in risk

with increasing population. The rate of

speed with which crime occurs is not really

a rate reflecting anything about likelihood

or risk.

Clearly, a rate should adjust for population. The UCR presents crime rates

as the number of offenses per 100,000

population:





Crime Rate ¼





Crime Volume

 100; 000:

Population



Using a 100,000 base, rather than per

person or per capita, is simply for numerical convenience. For example, in 2004,

there were an estimated 16,503 homicides

nationally with a population of nearly 291

million. The per capita rate of homicide

would be 0.000057, a rather awkward decimal. Scaling upward by the 100,000 multiplier yields a far more practical figure of

5.7 per 100,000 population.

While the problems outlined above pertaining to the crime volume are challenging, the pitfalls related to population

counting are even more severe. Despite

cautions printed in the UCR about comparing jurisdictions in terms of crime rates,

the appeal in identifying the best and

the worst places, and various rankings in

between, may be just too great.

It is well known that urbanism can impact upon crime levels. One might expect

higher crime rates in a densely populated

urban center as compared to a small, rural

community. But the effect extends even

more in terms of the jurisdictional boundaries of an area. Some cities include within

their jurisdictional boundaries large suburban fringe areas that have a moderating

effect on the overall crime rate. By contrast, other places are essentially dense

urban cores whose suburbs report crime

statistics separately.

Jurisdictions differ not only in terms of

their demographic makeup and socioeconomic conditions, which impact strongly

on crime rates, but they differ in the extent

to which the resident population reflects

the number of people at risk. Simply put,

crime incidents committed by or against

nonresidents of a jurisdiction are counted

in the numerator, but the nonresident

offender or victim is not included in the

denominator. As a consequence, cities

that have substantial tourism tend to have

inflated rates of crime. In a similar respect, part-year residents, including college

students, may artificially distort crime
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rates. Finally, nonresident suburban commuters (and their property) are at risk

during the workday, but they are not

reflected in a city’s population measure.

In truth, a rate should adjust for the

number of eligibles, as is done in other

statistical spheres. The birth rate, for example, is typically calculated based on

only the count of women in childbearing ages. Unemployment rates are

based on only those who are considered

to be part of the labor force. Moreover,

mortality rates are typically age adjusted

to reflect changing patterns in the risk of

death. Unfortunately, crime measures

are crude rates, unadjusted for demographic changes or the size of the at-risk

population.

There have been persuasive proposals

to recast rape rates in terms of the size of

the female population and even to calculate auto theft rates in terms of the available stock of registered vehicles (Mosher,

Miethe, and Phillips 2002). As compelling as these arguments may be, they

have not gathered enough momentum to

be implemented as alternative measures

of risk.

Finally, like crime rates, clearance rates

are also difficult to interpret and may be

misleading. These rates are calculated

annually by dividing the number of crimes

solved (either through arrest or some

other means) by the total number of

crimes reported, for each type of crime.

However, an offense is not always cleared

in the same year it was committed (for

example, an offense committed and

reported in December of one year may

not be cleared until January of the following year). In addition, five crimes may

sometimes be cleared by a single arrest,

while in other cases the arrest of five

accomplices may clear only a single

crime. And, as Maltz (1999) pointed out,

clearance rates can also be misleading because a change in the crime reporting can

significantly affect the rates by inflating or

deflating the denominator.
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Trends with Caution

Every year when the latest crime statistics

are released, journalists and reporters tend

to focus on the trends: ‘‘Is crime going up

or down?’’ they typically ask. The answers

are not always simple or easily interpreted.

But the UCR does provide fodder for inquiring journalists, including one-year,

five-year, and ten-year changes in crime

counts.

One-year changes say little about crime

swings. In other words, a one-year change

does not a trend make. Unfortunately, civic

leaders are often pressed for answers as to

why a local crime figure has increased a few

percentage points. An increase in crime

from one year to the next (or any two

points in time for that matter) may, however, reflect an unusually low count in the

previous year, an unusually high count in

the subsequent year, or part of a real

trend. Determining which is the correct

interpretation requires a longer, less myopic view of the trend.

To compound the problems related to

the overemphasis on one-year changes, the

greatest interest and attention is often

given to homicide counts, which, because

of their low numerical levels particularly

in local areas, often fluctuate dramatically

from year to year for no predictable reason. For a particular city, the number of

murders can vary by some percentage just

based on whether certain victims of assault die (thus constituting a homicide) or

survive (thus remaining an aggravated

assault).



Other Data Series

While ‘‘crimes known to police’’ is the best

known and longest standing initiative, several other data series are collected and

disseminated by the FBI’s Uniform Crime

Reporting Program. Like the Crime in the
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United States report, these other data are

available online or in printed forms.

In addition to the summary counts of

offenses, clearances, and arrests collected

from police agencies, detail on each homicide is gathered from the Supplementary

Homicide Reports (SHR) form. On an

incident-by-incident basis, the month and

year, the age, race, and sex of victims and

offenders (if known), the weapon, victim–

offender relationship, and circumstances

are obtained on approximately 92% of all

killings in the United States. The SHR

data are used to produce detailed tables

in the preliminary pages of the Crime in

the United States publication. The Bureau

of Justice Statistics also maintains a website

(http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/homicide/

homtrnd.htm) with a wide range of geographic and demographic breakdowns of

trends and patterns in homicide, overall as

well as for various subtypes of homicide

(Fox and Zawitz 2005).

Responding to growing concern about

hate-inspired crime, the U.S. Congress

passed the Hate Crimes Statistics Act on

April 23, 1990, directing the attorney general to collect data ‘‘about crimes that manifest evidence of prejudice based on race,

religion, sexual orientation, or ethnicity.’’

For each year since 1992, the FBI has published a separate compendium of national

and local data on offenses, assailants, and

victims of personal and property crimes

(murder and nonnegligent manslaughter,

forcible rape, aggravated assault, simple

assault, intimidation, robbery, burglary,

larceny/theft, motor vehicle theft, arson,

and destruction/damage/vandalism and residual categories) where, as a result of investigation, hate is believed to be at least

partially the motivation for the offense.

Nearly a decade into the program, the

reported incidence of hate crime still

appears to be surprisingly low (fewer than

eight thousand incidents in 2003) perhaps

because of the significant difficulties in

determining motivation, particularly for

unsolved crimes.



Complementing the law enforcement

employment data published in Crime in

the United States, the FBI also produces

an annual report on fatal and nonfatal

assaults against police officers. Besides national and local tallies of such victimizations, the annual report also tabulates

data on the use of body armor and the

circumstances and weapons involved in

the attacks upon officers.

By far the most fundamental and significant change in the history of the FBI’s

Uniform Crime Reporting Program was

the launch of the National Incident-Based

Reporting System (NIBRS) (Poggio et al.

1985). In addition to concerns over the lack

of severity weighting and the effects of the

hierarchy rule, important issues related to

the lack of detail in the traditional UCR

have been voiced over the years. Indeed,

with the exception of homicide (through

the SHR), the crime reports offer nothing

in terms of the characteristics of victims

and offenders and the incident itself. And

because they are collected in summary

form (specifically monthly tallies), it is not

possible (again with the exception of homicide through the SHR) to examine subpatterns within the data.

NIBRS, on the other hand, is quite

rich in detail, soliciting extensive information about the offense, the victim and

his or her injuries, the property damaged

or stolen, the offender, and subsequent

arrest for each incident. Unlike the UCR,

NIBRS does not use the hierarchy rule, so

all crimes committed in a single incident

are reported. And because NIBRS (like

the SHR) is an incident-based reporting

scheme, it allows an analyst to tabulate

or correlate variables in almost any way

desired.

The ambitiousness of the NIBRS planners is laudable, yet it has also resulted in

slow implementation of the program. Although computerized data entry speeds

the process of reporting, the level of detail

required can be quite onerous, particularly

if an agency experiences a large number
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of incidents. For this reason, NIBRS has

been implemented more for small or rural

agencies. However, despite not being representative of the entire nation, the ability

of NIBRS to place criminal incidents

in a richly detailed context makes it an

extremely useful tool for criminologists.



Conclusion

Computerization and the Internet have

altered the way that most public and private agencies do business. Technology has

and will continue to have an impact on the

UCR. More and more crime data will be

available for online look-up and manipulation. More significant, as NIBRS continues to take hold across the nation and

at some point becomes the standard model

of crime data collection, crime reporting

will take a very different form. With various software applications for user interface (some of which are already used at

the Bureau of Justice Statistics), crime

reports can be customized. While this will

be a plus in enhancing our ability to understand crime, it remains to be seen

whether new issues in data interpretation

will surface—surely a worthy topic for future generations of criminologists.

JAMES ALAN FOX

See also Accountability; Crime Analysis;

Crime, Serious; Problem-Oriented Policing; Zero Tolerance Policing
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UNIONIZATION, POLICE

Although unionization of police officers is

not universal in the United States, all

major agencies have either a formal labor

organization or a professional association

that functions as a labor organization. The

right to collective bargaining varies state

by state. Collective bargaining is authorized by almost all states in the Northeast,

Mid-Atlantic, Midwest, and Far West. It

is spotty in the South and Mountain

states. Nevertheless, even in states without

formal bargaining, police unions play a

significant role in determining wages and

working conditions for officers. Indeed, it

is not unusual for a strong union or association to be more influential in a jurisdiction without bargaining than a weak

union is in a jurisdiction with bargaining.

The Boston Police Strike in 1919 froze

the development of police labor organizations until the 1960s. From 1960 to 1990,

the police labor movement ‘‘matured.’’

Since 1990, there has been a ‘‘settling in’’;
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police unions now are part of the landscape of American law enforcement management. Police labor organizations are,

however, highly fragmented. Most local

organizations, although perhaps affiliated

with various national associations, function independently.



Labor–Management Relations

Since the inception of organized labor,

both management and union representatives have struggled to maintain a balance

between advocacy and antagonism. Everyone recognizes there is a fine line between

the two. We expect both management and

labor to maintain a strong and healthy

advocacy role. We recognize that when

the line is crossed and management and

labor become antagonistic, everyone suffers. But that line is crossed with regularity. Indeed, in some enterprises in America,

extreme and unyielding antagonism has

resulted in the ruin of the organization—

the ultimate lose–lose outcome.

The problem is no easier to handle in

law enforcement than in any other enterprise. Despite the facts that policing is

a public sector occupation, that police

unions are supposed to be quasi-professional associations, and that there is a

prohibition against the ultimate job action—strike—nevertheless, relations frequently degenerate. Police managers

often characterize relationships with the

union as their most stressful role, even

more stressful than with the American

Civil Liberties Union or problematic city

council members. Police union officials,

on the other hand, frequently characterize

the management of their organizations as

‘‘impossible to work with.’’

Employee associations must be an advocate for their membership. A reasonable

reaction to such a statement might be

‘‘Well, yes, of course.’’ But the issue goes

beyond this simplistic observation. There



is an expectation by membership that a

union will be a strong, outspoken, vigorous advocate for membership. We expect

cooperation and civility, but we also expect individuals who play a representation

role to keep an arms length from advocates from the other side. When union

leaders get ‘‘too cozy’’ with management,

they are no longer trusted, and they are no

longer reelected.

This has profound implications for the

role of union leaders. Put simply, they

must maintain some level of conflict if

they expect to stay in office. This has profound implications for the implementation

of innovative endeavors. A labor organization will not greet proposals for changes

in philosophy or approach with unquestioning enthusiasm. Labor organizations

are inherently mistrustful of change. The

membership expects union leadership to

challenge new ideas. Further, the first response is not likely to be ‘‘What’s in this

for our citizens?’’ but rather, ‘‘What’s in

this for our membership?’’ That reaction is

not likely to sit well with managers just

back from a conference about the need

for innovation in law enforcement.

Police chiefs are often heard to say

words to the effect that ‘‘no matter how

good a job you do at cultivating positive

relationships, they’ll find an issue.’’ Police

chiefs are essentially correct. Although

union leaders have no intention for their

actions to be destructive or to undermine

basically positive working relationships,

they must maintain some level of strain.

Put a little differently, they must at least

occasionally fan the fires if they are to

remain in office. Police managers who

understand this are not as likely to personalize the conflict.

One must understand that this does not

preclude cooperative, productive relationships. Management and labor can, and

frequently do, work together for the

greater good of the organization and the

citizens served by the organization. But

there are limits to joint, cooperative effort.
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If everyone understands the limits, there

will be less rancor. A police chief who

takes office expecting that engagement

and cooperation with the union will bring

100% support 100% of the time is in for a

rude awakening. It will not happen. And,

after all, it must be remembered that many

innovations tried by management fail—as

would be expected. The union probably

should be skeptical. Some healthy skepticism by at least one element of the organization might be a good thing.



Police Unions and Politics

The vast majority of police unions in the

United States have a distinct political advantage over nonelected police managers.

What separates the police union from the

police manager in the world of politics is

that the police union has the ability to endorse a candidate and work in the candidate’s political campaign. But the greatest

advantage for the police union is its ability

to contribute money to the candidate. In

many parts of the United States, the police

union’s political action committee is the

largest campaign contributor to a candidate. Despite protests from the editorial

boards of newspapers about the perceived

political power of many police unions, candidates for public office continue to seek

the endorsement and resources of police

unions.

While politics is an integral strength of

police unions in the United States, it is also

internally divisive. The endorsement of candidates for elected office, especially if the

candidates are evenly matched, often causes

stress within the union. Members and union

leaders fear the consequences if they endorse a losing candidate. Political activity

can also disrupt police labor–management

relations when police management sees the

union as having the ability to undermine or

modify the changes or reforms desired by

management.
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Police Unions: Major Players

There are two major police associations

in the United States independent of ‘‘organized labor.’’ The Fraternal Order of

Police (FOP) is the oldest, founded in 1915

in Pittsburgh. The national FOP reports

a membership of three hundred thousand

and has lodges in all fifty states. It also has

several strong state lodges. Like the FOP,

the National Association of Police Organizations (NAPO) is essentially an association of independent associations. NAPO

provides a mechanism for otherwise independent local associations to work cooperatively on national legislation affecting their

membership, as well as providing a forum

for the exchange of ideas. NAPO reports a

membership of 220,000 in four thousand

local associations.

In addition to the FOP and NAPO organizations, there are a number of AFLCIO affiliated unions with substantial

police membership. The most prominent

of these is the International Union of Police

Associations (IUPA, AFL-CIO). IUPA is

the only organization actually chartered

by the AFL-CIO as a police union. It reports a membership of a hundred thousand.

The International Brotherhood of Police

Officers (IBPO, NAGE, SEIU, AFL-CIO)

merged into the independent National

Association of Government Employees

(NAGE) in 1969. In 1982, NAGE affiliated

as an autonomous division of the Service

Employees International Union (SEIU,

AFL-CIO). IBPO is a division of NAGE.

SEIU has chartered police unions outside of

IBPO/NAGE. NAGE reports a membership of fifty thousand, but no separate figures are available for IBPO membership.

The best estimate for IBPO membership is

about ten thousand. The National Coalition of Public Safety Officers (NCPSO,

CWA, AFL-CIO) is a sector of Communications Workers of America (CWA, AFLCIO). CWA reports a membership of seven

hundred thousand, and NCPSO reports
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Table 1



Summary of the police associations in the nation’s ten largest cities



City



Police Union



Affiliation



New York

Los Angeles

Chicago

Houston

Philadelphia

Phoenix

San Diego

Dallas

San Antonio

Detroit



Patrolmen’s Benevolent Association of New York

Los Angeles Police Protective League

Fraternal Order of Police Lodge 7

Houston Police Officers Union

Fraternal Order of Police Lodge 5

Phoenix Law Enforcement Association

San Diego Police Officers Association

Dallas Police Association

San Antonio Police Officers Association

Detroit Police Officers Association



NAPO

IUPA/NAPO

FOP

IUPA

FOP

NAPO

Independent

IUPA/NAPO

NCPSO/NAPO

NAPO



that twenty-six thousand of those members

are in the police and corrections sector. The

American Federation of State, County and

Municipal Employees (AFSCME, AFLCIO) includes police membership, but

there are no membership figures available.

Finally, the International Brotherhood of

Teamsters (IBT) includes law enforcement

officers as a part of the 140,000-member

Public Employees Division, but no separate

figures are reported.

Table 1 provides a summary of the police associations in the nation’s ten largest

cities. Note that most large city unions are

independent associations, although some

have multiple affiliations.

In addition, there are several strong state

associations. In six states in particular—

California, Florida, New Jersey, New York,

Texas, and Wisconsin—independent state

associations dominate the labor scene

among all but the largest cities.

LARRY T. HOOVER and

RONALD G. DELORD

See also Accountability; Administration

of Police Agencies, Theories of; American

Policing: Early Years; Autonomy and the

Police; Boston Police Strike; Civilian Review Boards; History of American Policing;

Police Chief Executive; Professionalism
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U.S. BORDER PATROL

The U.S. Border Patrol is a branch of

the Department of Homeland Security. It

represents a line of defense for America’s

borders. Its agents identify, capture, and

sanction illegal immigrants entering the

country. They also target ‘‘coyotes,’’ people smuggling other people. The key sectors of the Border Patrol exist along the

Mexican border in the states of Texas and

California. However, since the terrorist

attacks of September 11, 2001, the Border

Patrol have started focusing on people with
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terrorist ties entering through states bordering Canada. Agents patrol more than

six thousand miles of land. They also oversee nearly two thousand miles of coastal

border surrounding the Florida peninsula

and Puerto Rico. They apprehend around

one million people attempting to illegally

enter the country per year.



History of the Border Patrol

In the late 1800s, anti-Chinese attitudes

were growing. Chinese immigrants, eager

to work for very low wages, were taking

jobs away from Americans. In 1882, the

government passed the Chinese Exclusion

Act outlawing Chinese immigration. Those

still desiring to enter the United States

started paying Mexican smugglers to

carry them across the border. The government had mounted guards patrol for illegal

immigrants. Their station was in El Paso,

Texas. They never numbered more than

seventy-five. By 1915, a separate group

formed—the Mounted Inspectors. They

would ride on horseback along the U.S.

border and work at designated inspection

stations.

Citizens started claiming that Chinese

were not the only problem. Immigrants

flooding in from European countries and

Mexico were also considered problems.

The Mounted Inspectors were not enough.

On May 28, 1924, Congress signed the

Labor Appropriation Act, turning the

Mounted Inspectors into the U.S. Border

Patrol. Placed under the Bureau of Immigration, the agency employed more than

four hundred agents, recruiting from the

Texas Rangers and border town sheriffs

departments. They gave employees a

badge, a revolver, and a $1,680 salary.

The agency hired people with maritime

experience in 1925 when they started patrolling seacoasts. In the early 1930s, agent

responsibilities widened. Due to Prohibition

laws, tracking liquor smugglers became

a priority. During this time, the agency
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located a majority of workers along the

Canadian border. Following 1933, the

U.S. Border Patrol was under control of

the Bureau of Immigration and Naturalization Service. An academy opened in El

Paso, Texas, in 1934.

In this part of the 1900s, due to labor

shortages, the government temporarily allowed Mexican immigrants to freely cross

the border. This policy was halted following

the return of many Americans from war,

but the immigrants kept coming. The responsibility for agents, especially those on

the southern border, shifted to impeding

the flow of illegal Mexican immigrants

through the 1940s and 1950s. In the 1960s,

focus shifted to Florida as Cuban defectors, especially during the missile crisis, attempted to make it to U.S. soil. However,

illegal Mexican immigration remained a

primary concern. In the 1970s through

the 1990s, they continued to flood into

America for legitimate economic reasons,

but the underground market for drugs

such as marijuana and cocaine exploded.

Immigrants smuggling in drugs sharply

increased. Agents were no longer just concerned with immigrants but also with the

illegal substances they were bringing.

Following the terrorist attacks of

September 11, 2001, the federal government

reorganized several departments into one

larger organization, the Department of

Homeland Security. The reorganization

placed the Border Patrol under its guidance. Due to the connection between foreign terrorists and illegal immigration,

funding for the Border Patrol increased.

The agency budget rose to more than $4

billion—a 200% increase from the previous

decade. The number of agents doubled to

seven thousand, with plans to add an additional thousand each year until 2008.



Training and Employment

Border Patrol training takes place at an

academy in Charleston, South Carolina.
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Classes concern foreign languages, firearms proficiency, police techniques, immigration law, criminal law, and statutory

law. After graduating, a recruit then spends

twenty-four weeks completing on-the-job

training. In the field, an agent may carry

out line watch operations, sign cut, or

patrol.

With line watching, an agent remains

stationary at a specific border point while

looking for illegal immigrants. This involves the use of binoculars or the more

complex night vision goggles or scopes.

Sign cutting involves tracking illegal immigrants while looking for disruptions in the

natural terrain. This includes the identification and interpretation of human footprints, broken branches, and automobile

tracks. Patrols involve watching for illegal

immigrants by automobile, boat, helicopter, or plane. Electronic sensors may call

agents carrying out any of these activities

to a specific location. New technology

allows agents to place electronic surveillance sensors at high-traffic areas. If an

illegal or a coyote leading a group of immigrants across the border trips one, a signal

alerts agents.

Specialized arms of the Border Patrol

exist. One is the Border Patrol Tactical

Unit (BORTAC). This division is a national and international tactical division.

They respond to special circumstances that

arise within the U.S. borders. They also

travel covertly around the world, working

with other federal governments. Foreign

governments use them to train their agents,

to help in riot dissolution, and for drug

cartel infiltration. Another division is the

Border Patrol Search, Trauma, and Rescue

group (BORSTAR). Agents in this group

perform specialized rescues of agents and

illegal immigrants caught in compromising

situations in dangerous terrain.



Conclusion

The U.S. Border Patrol is receiving more

attention than ever before. Funding



multiplies as concerns about terrorism continue. In addition, agents have better education and a higher pay scale than at any

point in history. However, the agency still

faces a variety of problems. They include

frequent military incursions, skilled drug

traffickers, and a lack of personnel.

Research indicates that the Mexican

military violates international law with

armed incursions into the United States.

More than one hundred incursions have

been officially recognized. However, off

the record, agents for the Border Patrol

indicate that more than that have happened. Speculation exists that the Mexican

military is involved with illegal drug trade

on the border. The official position of the

Mexican government is that their troops

are helping in the war on drugs.

Aside from the Mexican military, agents

constantly deal with skilled drug smugglers, also referred to as ‘‘mules.’’ Smugglers, sometimes working for cartels,

import drugs produced in Canada and

Mexico. They also bring in drugs, such as

cocaine, for distributors located in areas

such as Brazil and Columbia. Apprehending them is problematic. Using the same

technology as agents, they have the ability to easily evade agents before being

spotted. Regardless, agents do have success against some smugglers. In 2001

alone, agents seized more than eighteen

thousand pounds of cocaine and more

than one million pounds of marijuana.

These appear to be large numbers, but

researchers speculate they are miniscule

in comparison to what actually gets into

the United States.

Critics believe we could catch more illegal immigrants if the border patrol had

more agents. Though the size of the Border Patrol increased following September

11, 2001, they say it has not increased

enough. Some citizens have taken matters

into their own hands. Groups such as the

Arizona Minutemen are designating themselves volunteer agents. The goal of these

groups is to help stop not only traditional

Mexican illegal immigrants but also new
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waves of illegal immigrants with possible

terrorist ties from areas such as Asia,

Syria, and Iran. The value of these groups

and their ability to formally work with the

Border Patrol remains in question.

JASON S. ULSPERGER

See also Airport Safety and Security;

Department of Homeland Security; Drug

Enforcement Administration (DEA); Drug

Markets; Texas Rangers
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U.S. MARSHALS SERVICE

The offices of U.S. Marshal and Deputy

U.S. Marshal were created by the Judiciary Act of 1789, the same law that

erected the federal judicial system. The

Judiciary Act provided for one U.S.

marshal for each judicial district. Each

marshal was empowered to hire as many

deputy marshals as necessary, including

the deputation of able-bodied citizens

for special situations, such as posses.

Originally, President George Washington

nominated and the Senate confirmed thirteen U.S. marshals, one for each of the

eleven states and one each for the districts

of Kentucky (a territory in 1789) and

Maine (a part of Massachusetts until
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1820). As the nation expanded across the

continent and acquired new territories,

more judicial districts were added. As of

2005, there were ninety-four districts, each

with its own presidentially appointed U.S.

marshal, and more than 3,344 deputy marshals and criminal investigators.

As defined by the Judiciary Act of 1789,

the marshals administered the federal

courts, acting primarily as the disbursement

officers. More important, the marshals were

empowered to execute ‘‘all lawful precepts

issued under the authority of the United

States.’’ These two duties, particularly the

latter, have remained essentially unchanged

for more than two hundred years, although

the specific work of the marshals has

changed considerably in response to changing circumstances and laws.

The marshals continue, as they have

since 1789, to protect the operation of

the federal court and its participants, to

produce its prisoners and witnesses, and to

enforce its orders. For most of this

nation’s history, the marshals, working in

close cooperation with U.S. attorneys,

provided the only nationwide law enforcement authority available to the federal

government. Until well into the twentieth

century, the marshals executed all arrest

warrants, regardless of which agency conducted the initial investigation.

When new territories were established,

marshals were appointed to provide a federal presence. In Indian Territory (presentday Oklahoma) and the territory of

Alaska, marshals were essentially the only

law enforcement authority. More than one

hundred deputy marshals were killed

enforcing the law in the Indian Territory

between 1872 and 1896. It was during

this period after the Civil War that the

marshals earned their place in American

folklore as lawmen.

Until 1853, U.S. marshals worked under

the general supervision of the secretary of

state, who established guidelines for the

office, issued specific instructions, and coordinated the marshals’ activities. Beginning in 1853, marshals increasingly came
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under the control of the attorney general,

a process that was completed in 1861 by

congressional statute. The marshals remained decentralized, with each marshal

reporting directly to the attorney general.

In 1956, the Justice Department established the Executive Office of U.S. Marshals

to centralize administrative responsibilities. In 1962, James J. P. McShane was

appointed the first chief marshal, with limited supervision of the other marshals. The

turmoil of the 1960s, particularly the problems the marshals confronted enforcing

civil rights court decisions, pointed out

the need for further centralized control.

By 1969, the U.S. Marshals Service was

created, with an office of director. Despite this move toward a nationally cohesive law enforcement agency, today’s U.S.

marshals retain considerable power within their districts, acting as local managers within a national organization to

ensure that the duties assigned the Marshals Service are conducted efficiently and

effectively.

As federal law enforcement officers,

marshals retain the broadest authority

and jurisdiction. Their congressionally defined duty to execute ‘‘all lawful precepts

issued under the authority of the United

States’’ allows them to respond to orders

from the federal courts, the president and

attorney general, and Congress. During the

1960s, deputy marshals effectively desegregated the nation’s schools and colleges

under numerous court orders. In 1973, acting under orders of the attorney general,

the Marshals Service besieged members of

the American Indian Movement who had

occupied the small hamlet of Wounded

Knee, South Dakota, during the longest

civil disturbance since the Civil War. Congressional precepts issued to marshals have

included such different activities as taking the national census from 1790 through

1870, controlling enemy aliens in times of

war, and supervising congressional elections from 1879 to 1894.

Today’s U.S. Marshals Service carries

out a wide variety of responsibilities. U.S.



marshals provide the physical security for

federal courthouses. Whenever necessary,

deputy marshals protect federal judges

and attorneys who have been threatened

with bodily harm. In fiscal year 2004, for

example, the Marshals Service evaluated

674 inappropriate communications/threats

made to federal judicial employees. The

Marshals Service also operates the Witness

Security Program to protect witnesses,

even to the extent of giving them new identities, in exchange for their testimony

against organized crime. Since 1970, more

than 7,700 witnesses have entered the

program.

As they have for more than two hundred

years, U.S. marshals have custody of all

federal prisoners from the time of arrest

until the prisoner’s acquittal or delivery to

prison. These federal prisoners are housed

under contract in local jails or facilities,

escorted to and from court by marshals.

During fiscal year 2004, more than 290,000

federal prisoner movements took place via

the Justice Prisoner and Alien Transportation System (JPATS). The JPATS is a complex transportation network of aircraft,

buses, and vans, further complicated by

the need to provide tight security over the

prisoners.

The Marshals Service also has responsibility for the arrest of federal fugitives, a

traditional duty that was briefly transferred to the Federal Bureau of Investigation but was returned to the marshals in

1979. To combat this immense problem,

the Marshals Service expends considerable

daily effort to capture them, averaging

36,000 arrests nationwide each year, more

than all other federal law enforcement

agencies combined.

Periodically, the Marshals Service establishes fugitive task force operations,

working in close cooperation with state

and local law enforcement agencies. The

specific purpose of these task forces is to

provide intense fugitive hunts in specific

locations for specific periods of time. An

example is ‘‘Operation Falcon,’’ conducted

during a one-week period in April 2005.
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The Marshals Service led this task force

operation, working in conjunction with

state, local, and other federal agencies,

which arrested 10,340 fugitives in a nationwide sweep and cleared more than 13,800

felony warrants.

The marshals’ traditional responsibility to seize property under court order

was expanded under the Comprehensive

Crime Control Act of 1984. This act gave

the marshals responsibility to seize all

assets accruing to criminals as a result of

illegal, drug-related activities. These assets,

which range from houses and businesses

to racehorses and yachts, are managed

by the Marshals Service until the courts

decide their ultimate disposal. Currently,

the Marshals Service manages assets valued at more than $964 million.

For more than two hundred years,

the U.S. marshals have acted as the hub

of the federal judicial system, administering its finances, handling its prisoners,

serving its processes, protecting its functions and personnel, enforcing its orders,

and working with other law enforcement

agencies to ensure the supremacy of the

law in this country. Marshals continue

to play an essential role in the operation

of justice. The marshals have, during the

past two centuries, evolved into a centralized, cohesive law enforcement agency,

populated with highly trained, professional personnel dedicated to law enforcement. In an age of specialization, U.S.

marshals and their deputies remain the

last of the generalists, fully capable of carrying out an incredibly complex array of

duties.

BARBARA WEBSTER and ED CONNORS
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U.S. SECRET SERVICE

In an irony of history, on April 14, 1865,

President Abraham Lincoln signed legislation creating the U.S. Secret Service, the

agency today that is best known for protecting America’s president; that night, Lincoln

was assassinated by John Wilkes Booth.

As the Civil War neared conclusion,

counterfeit paper currency was rampant.

The initial legislation authorized the newly

created Secret Service to investigate crimes

involving creation and distribution of

counterfeit currency. The Secret Service

was created as a bureau under the U.S.

Treasury Department to combat this growing threat to the nation’s economy. (The

Treasury Police Force, established in 1789

to secure the Treasury’s currency printing

operations, was merged into the Secret

Service in 1937.)

On March 1, 2003, the Secret Service

moved from the Treasury Department to

join twenty-two other agencies in the Department of Homeland Security, created

by Congress in response to the attacks on

the World Trade Center and the Pentagon

on September 11, 2001 (P.L. 107–296).

The core missions of the Secret Service

include (1) protecting the nation’s president, top leaders, and visiting world leaders

and (2) investigating and preventing crimes

against the country’s financial and critical

infrastructure. The Secret Service employs

about six thousand people—including

more than twenty-four hundred special

agents, twelve hundred uniformed division

officers, as well as other professional, technical, and administrative staff.



Protection Responsibilities

The special agents and uniformed division personnel conduct the primary law
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enforcement responsibilities of the Secret

Service. Historically, the uniformed division’s roots date back to the beginning of

the Civil War, with a few military members and Metropolitan Police Department

officers protecting the White House

grounds. In 1922, President Warren G.

Harding created the White House Police

Force. In 1930, after an unknown intruder

entered the White House dining room,

President Herbert Hoover convinced Congress to combine the Secret Service agents

protecting him with the White House police. President Hoover wanted the Secret

Service to control all facets of presidential

protection.

Now, the Secret Service uniformed division, using a variety of special units such

as countersniper teams, canine explosive

detection teams, bicycle patrols, motorcycle units, and a magnetometer unit, protects the following:

.

.

.



.

.



White House complex and other

presidential offices

President and immediate family

Vice president and immediate family

and residence in the District of Columbia

Treasury building and annex

Foreign diplomatic missions in the

Washington, D.C., area and throughout the United States and its territories and possessions



However, the Secret Service is best

known for its highest-profile assignment:

protecting the president of the United

States. After the assassination of President

William McKinley in 1901 (the third U.S.

president killed in thirty-six years), Congress informally requested that the Secret

Service protect the new president, Theodore Roosevelt, who also carried his own

firearm on occasion. In 1902, the Secret

Service assumed full-time responsibility

for protecting the president, with two

agents, but it was not until 1906 that

congressional legislation mandated presidential protection as a permanent responsibility for the Secret Service.



Today, the Secret Service is authorized

by law to protect the following:

.

.

.

.



.



.



President and vice president and

their immediate families

Former presidents and their spouses

for ten years

Children of former presidents until

age sixteen

Visiting heads of foreign governments and other distinguished foreign visitors to the United States

Official representatives of the United

States performing special missions

abroad

Major presidential and vice presidential candidates within 120 days

of a general presidential election



‘‘Protectees,’’ a term used by the Secret

Service to designate key protection responsibilities, such as the president and first

lady, have details of special agents assigned

to them. Advance teams survey sites that

will be visited by protectees to determine

resource needs, local support, emergency

medical facilities, and evacuation routes

for emergencies. They also coordinate

with local law enforcement, fire/rescue,

and emergency medical partnering agencies to implement protection plans and a

wide range of protocols. Other assignments

include establishing a command post with

communications capabilities, reviewing intelligence information, establishing checkpoints, and limiting access to secured

areas.

The Secret Service also investigates

threats against the president and other

high-level officials. The protective intelligence program is used to identify groups,

individuals, and emerging technologies

that may pose a threat to protectees, secure locations, or events. The Secret Service also provides training for local law

enforcement in conducting threat assessments and investigating and preventing

targeted violence.

In 1998, President Clinton issued Presidential Decision Directive 62 that established federal roles to provide security at
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newly designated National Special Security

Events (NSSEs). At these major special

events, the Secret Service becomes the

lead agency for security design, planning,

and implementation. The Secret Service,

in conjunction with the Department of

Homeland Security and other federal law

enforcement agencies, such as the Federal

Bureau of Investigation and state and local

law enforcement, has developed strategies

and plans to secure the NSSE facilities

and protect the attending dignitaries and

public. NSSEs in 2004 included both the

Democratic and Republican national

conventions and the G8 Summit held in

Georgia. The NSSEs also include coordination with state and local law enforcement and advance security planning in

areas such as motorcade routes, perimeter

security, communications, credentialing,

air space security, and training. Recently,

the Secret Service has also invested resources in combating cyberthreats to

major national event security.



used as a ‘‘weapon of war’’ in the American

Revolution, Civil War, and World Wars I

and II (Bowen and Neal 1960). Enemies

would dump counterfeit currency into the

economy to ruin public faith in the currency

and destroy morale.

The Secret Service also investigates

crimes associated with financial institutions such as frauds related to banking

transactions, electronic funds transfers

(EFTs), telecommunications transactions,

and credit cards. In 1998, Congress passed

the Identity Theft and Assumption Deterrence Act (P.L. 105-318) that added

identity theft investigations to the Secret

Service’s responsibilities. In recent years,

identity theft has grown rapidly. The Secret

Service also has an organized crime program that investigates money laundering.

ED CONNORS

See also Federal Police and Investigative

Agencies; Homeland Security and Law

Enforcement; Money Laundering
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The Secret Service also has an extensive

mission in investigating counterfeiting,

financial crimes, computer crimes, and
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stamps (Title 18, United States Code, Section 3056). Counterfeiting currency was
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V

VICTIM RIGHTS MOVEMENT

IN THE UNITED STATES



Early History



The past forty years have been marked by

a dramatic increase in awareness, education, specialized services, and system reform for crime victims, all of which

promote healing and justice. The victim

rights movement was informed and influenced by the Women’s Rights and Civil

Rights Movements of the 1960s, a confluence of issues and activism that sought to

address oppression, dominance, power,

control, and inequity.

Since then, victim rights and services

have become institutionalized in laws

and professional practice in the fields of

law enforcement, medicine, social services,

law, and victim advocacy. Although there

have been notable advancements in the

field of victim services over the decades,

funding, research, and best practices continue to be areas of focus and advocacy

on the state, national, and international

levels.



In ancient cultures around the world and in

pre-independence America, victims played

a central role in the system of justice. With

crimes being viewed as wrongs against individuals, the focus was largely on retribution

and reparation to the victim. The victim

played a primary role in decision making,

and addressing the needs of the victim was

paramount. The concepts of restitution and

compensation were intended to make the

victim whole again and to recognize the

dramatic and traumatic impact of violent

crimes and property crimes on the individual victims involved.

In post-independence America and

after the signing of the Constitution, a

more formal criminal justice system was

established. No longer were victims the

moving parties in a criminal action; crimes

became recognized as violations against

the public order and cases were thereafter
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brought and prosecuted by the government on behalf of ‘‘the people.’’ The consequence of this historical change was that

victims lost their central role; they were no

longer empowered to make decisions, as

the system was refocused on punishment

and rehabilitation of the offender rather

than reparation for the victim. For almost

the next two centuries, victims were increasingly relegated to the role of a mere

‘‘witness’’ for the government in proving

its case against the alleged offender. Victims rather quickly became invisible,

neglected, and forgotten in the criminal

justice system, compounding their sense

of powerlessness and humiliation from

the victimization itself.



Crime Rates, Victimization, and the

Criminal Justice System

Early victimization studies in the late 1960s

and early 1970s highlighted what survivors

of crime already knew—that an astounding proportion of crimes were never

reported to the police because victims

feared becoming involved with law enforcement and the criminal justice system.

When victims did report, however, they

were so distressed by the police response

and their court experience, and fearful of

retaliation by the offender, that they refused to testify. At that time, the criminal

justice system noted significant failures in

its abilities to apprehend suspects and secure their convictions, the largest cause of

these failures being the loss of cooperative

victims and witnesses who were often surprised that their opinions mattered little

and their needs were rarely considered.



Grassroots, Government, and

Legislative Remedies

An enormous amount of credit is owed to

those truly at the forefront of the victim

rights movement—survivors of rape and
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domestic violence whose courage and

powerful activism raised awareness and

initiated a new societal response to victims. These individuals brought to light

the harmful effects of the insensitive treatment of victims and witnesses by police,

prosecutors, and judges. Through their

efforts, survivors and their supporters

highlighted the fact that victims were

revictimized in the criminal justice system.

Victims often turned to other victims for

support and assistance, leading to the creation of the first rape crisis centers and

battered women’s shelters, and other survivor organizations such as Parents of

Murdered Children (POMC) and Mothers

Against Drunk Driving (MADD).

The noteworthy efforts of survivors,

buoyed by the failures revealed through

victimization studies, caused criminal justice and government officials to focus

more intently on the concerns and experiences of victims and witnesses. Grassroots

organizations began meeting with criminal

justice personnel. With the leadership of

the National Organization for Victim Assistance (NOVA), founded in 1975, the

system began to develop strategies to address the needs of victims, including the

creation of victim assistance programs

within the criminal justice system.

The first law enforcement–based victim

assistance programs were funded by the

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA) of the U.S. Department of

Justice in the mid-1970s. Crime victim issues

gained even greater national prominence

with President Reagan’s declaration of

Crime Victim Rights Week in 1981 and the

establishment of the President’s Task Force

on Victims of Crime in 1982. This task

force, one of the most compelling milestones in the victim rights movement,

reviewed research on criminal victimization

and held hearings around the country to

obtain testimony from crime victims, victim

service providers, and other allied professionals of diverse disciplines regarding the

experiences and needs of crime victims.

The task force report outlined sixty-eight
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recommendations for the criminal justice

system and other organizations (for example, hospitals, clergy, schools, mental health

community, media) and has served as a

blueprint for comprehensive change during

the past two decades. In fact, almost all of

the recommendations have resulted in significant changes in policy and practice at the

federal, state, and local levels.

The task force’s recommendations, coinciding with the elimination of federal LEAA

funding for victim services, resulted in action by Congress and a majority of state

legislatures. Among its recommendations

was the need for victim witness units in

prosecutors’ offices to provide notification

of rights and case status, information about

the court process, and the right to be present

and heard at various junctures in the system. Wisconsin was the first state to pass a

Victim Bill of Rights in 1980 with other

states following in the ensuing years. In addition, Congress passed the Victim and Witness Protection Act of 1982, which provided

for victim restitution, victim impact statements at sentencing in federal courts,

and redress for intimidation or retaliation

against victims by their offenders. The Office for Victims of Crime (OVC) within the

U.S. Department of Justice was established

in 1983. The Victims of Crime Act of 1984

(VOCA), which funds victim services and

victim compensation through fines levied

against convicted federal offenders, was

passed in 1984 and continues to be a notable

part of the foundation for victim services on

the federal and state level. A decade later, in

1995, the federal Violence Against Women

Act (VAWA) was passed providing funding

and enhanced services for survivors of family violence and for specialized training for

criminal justice professionals.



Victim Rights in the New

Millennium

Today, all fifty states and the District of

Columbia have crime victim compensation



programs and victim bills of rights, and

thirty-three states have successfully passed

victim rights amendments to their state

constitutions. Although it was among the

recommendations of the President’s Task

Force on Victims of Crime, a federal constitutional amendment has yet to come to

fruition. However, the Justice for All Act,

which was passed in 2004, enhances rights

for victims of crime on the federal level and

addresses the need for accountability and

enforcement.

Victim rights have become institutionalized within the criminal justice system to a

noteworthy degree. The changes that have

come about from victim rights laws are

best exemplified by survivors. A remarkable woman in Massachusetts, a survivor

of her son’s murder and a subsequent

leader in the victim rights movement on

the state and national levels, described the

impact of victim rights best from her own

experience. She and her family participated in the system twice after the murder,

the first time before the passage of the

state victim rights law, and the second

time, several years after its enactment.

Speaking at the 20th Anniversary of the

Massachusetts Victim Bill of Rights Event

at the Massachusetts State House in Boston in 2004, she describes:

The conviction of my son’s murderer was

overturned and a victim advocate from the

DA’s Office contacted me to ensure that I

did not hear the news on the radio or TV

first. The prosecutor and victim advocate

met with me and explained the process,

sought my input, and answered my questions. . . . This time I would have a different

experience. The Victim Bill of Rights said I

was a victim and entitled to services. As

horrible as it was, I felt that I was not

alone; there was someone in the courtroom

who cared about me, explained the court

proceedings every step of the way and kept

us informed. The best thing about this second trial was that I finally got a chance to

speak to the court, to let them know what

my son meant to me and the impact of his

murder on my life. The cruel twist of fate in

having to endure a second trial was that I, as
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an early victim rights activist, was forced to

experience the fruits of my labors.



During the past decade, new innovative

programs and practices have been established and the breadth of victim issues has

notably increased. The future of victim

rights, however, requires constant vigilance, accountability and enforcement,

and specialized training and education

for many professionals and advocates, including law enforcement. It is through all

of these efforts that law enforcement officers earn greater respect from victims and

witnesses, and are more effective and efficient in their pursuit of justice.

JANET E. FINE

See also Conflict Management; Crime, Serious Violent; Criminal Investigation; Domestic (or Intimate Partner) Violence and

the Police; Drunk Driving; Fear of Crime;

Hate Crime; Identity Theft; Mental Illness:

Improved Law Enforcement Response; Victims’ Attitudes toward the Police
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VICTIMS’ ATTITUDES

TOWARD THE POLICE

When someone is assaulted by a family

member, has his or her identity stolen, or

arrives home to find the home burglarized,

that person’s first contact with the criminal justice system often begins with the

police. The nature of this interaction is

influenced by what the victim and the police officer each bring to the encounter,

including contextual, experiential, and demographic factors. Any resulting attitudes

the victim may come away with are likely

impacted by these same factors. This article

explores the elements that influence victims’ attitudes toward the police. It also

examines the development of surveys and

other research methods used to assess victim attitudes and perceptions, and includes

a discussion of the impact of the victim

rights movement on raising the profile of

crime victims.



Measuring Victim Attitudes toward

the Police

Beginning in the 1970s in the United States

and the United Kingdom, we began learning more about victimization in part as

a result of the use of general citizen surveys

to assess police–citizen interactions. Until

this time, we knew little about the extent to

which victims reported crime to the police

or about their attitudes toward police.

Now, surveying residents about their

perceptions and experiences with police

has become a regular endeavor around

the world.

The National Crime Victimization

Survey (NCVS) has measured the prevalence and nature of victimization in the
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United States since 1973, although it does

not include questions on victim satisfaction or attitudes. To supplement the

NCVS, the Bureau of Justice Statistics

(BJS) teamed up with the Office of Community Oriented Policing Services (COPS)

and conducted a study of victimization

and community perceptions in twelve

American cities. The study found that of

the crimes measured by the survey, roughly

a third were reported to police. The

British Crime Survey (BCS), which was

first instituted in England in 1982, collects

similar information on prevalence and on

victim attitudes and satisfaction with police. According to the 2004 BCS, 42% of

crimes were either known to or reported to

the police. The International Crime Victim

Survey is another source of information

on victimization and victim attitudes toward police. Beginning in 1989, the survey

has been conducted three times across

fifty-six countries. In addition to these national and international surveys, research

on citizen perceptions has been carried out

by academics, practitioners, and government officials in cities across the United

States and in other countries.

General opinion and perception surveys

have consistently demonstrated that a majority of people are supportive of the police

and satisfied with the way they perform

their duties. This is true particularly during

voluntary encounters when residents have

called the police for help (see, for example,

Homant, Kennedy, and Fleming 1984;

O’Brien 1978; Skogan 2005). Most citizen

surveys focus broadly on citizen perceptions and encounters with police and not

specifically on victim experiences and attitudes, though researchers may be able to

glean information on victims from select

questions.

Generally, victimization surveys have

shown that victims are less satisfied with

the police than nonvictims. Victims were

also more likely than nonvictims to rate

the police poorly or believe that they were

unfair. Research suggests that this is because of the way in which people envision



the role of the police as protectors. When

someone is victimized they may believe

that the police have failed to uphold this

pledge (Homant et al. 1984).

Nonetheless, overall surveys have shown

that most victims (ranging from 50% to

more than 75%) are satisfied with the police (Poister and McDavid 1978; Ringham

and Salisbury 2004; Shapland 1984). As

noted earlier, a series of factors influence

victim attitudes: variables relating to the

experience of dealing with the police, contextual variables relating to the situation

itself—such as the type of crime, and

finally demographic variables relating to

victim characteristics.



Experiential Factors

The most important determinants of victim

satisfaction and attitudes toward police are

related to how the victim experiences the

encounter with police. One of the most

consistent findings is that response time is

important to victims. Central to satisfaction is not whether the police arrive as fast

as possible, but in an amount of time that is

consistent with how long the victim expects

it to take (Brandl and Horvath 1991; Percy

1980; Poister and McDavid 1978; and

Shapland 1984). In some departments, dispatchers provide victims with an estimate

of response time. There is some indication

that if officers arrive sooner than expected,

victims are likely to be more satisfied

(Percy 1980).



Officer Behavior

In addition to response time, the way in

which victims are treated by police during

the encounter has a significant impact on

victim satisfaction. Overall, the literature

suggests that police professionalism—as

measured by courtesy, concern, understanding, and competence—is a key factor
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influencing victim attitudes and satisfaction. Skogan (2005) found that the most

important predictor of satisfaction among

people who called the police for help was

how they were treated. Qualities such as

the officer’s perceived level of concern,

helpfulness, politeness, fairness, or interest

in the victim’s situation all greatly influence victim satisfaction.



Expectations: The Importance of

Process

At a time when people may be feeling the

most violated and vulnerable, the degree

to which the responding police officers can

treat them with dignity and respect greatly

influences victim attitudes. Beginning with

the earliest studies, researchers have identified that meeting victim expectations

around the process and nature of the police response is more important than having favorable criminal justice outcomes.

In fact, the fulfillment of expectations

appears to be more important than victim

characteristics such as age, race, and gender. Victims seem to care more about

being given a voice in the process and

treated with respect than whether an arrest

was made or a sentence handed down.

A few studies, which looked specifically

at domestic violence victims, found that

victims were most satisfied with police

responses when expectations around being

heard and given the opportunity to express their concerns were met (Robinson

and Stroshine 2005). Studies by Tom Tyler

(2005) in particular have shown that procedural justice has a greater impact on

victim attitudes and satisfaction than

outcomes or distributive justice.



than victims of property crime. Early victimization surveys suggest that along with

differences in reporting, there are differences in attitudes and levels of satisfaction. Research has shown that victims of

serious personal crimes are more satisfied

overall with police performance than victims of property or less serious crimes

(Poister and McDavid 1978). Scholars

have hypothesized that this may be because victims of serious personal crimes

are likely to be victimized by someone

they know, and therefore are less likely

to blame the police for any perceived

lack of protection. In contrast, victims

who finds their homes burglarized are

likely to have been victimized by strangers

and may feel the police could have done

more to protect their belongings. For

property crimes, because there is little relationship between police investigative

activities and the likelihood of arrest, victims of property crime may find their

expectations are unmet more often than

other victims.

In England, results from the 2002/2003

British Crime Survey showed that victims

of stranger violence were more satisfied

with the way their case was handled

than people who were victimized by an

acquaintance (Ringham and Salisbury

2004).

Building on early victim satisfaction

studies, Brandl and Horvath (1991) examined the determinants of satisfaction by type

of victimization. For victims of personal

crimes, response time and professionalism were the most important factors.

For property crimes, victims were more

satisfied when officers behaved professionally, but were more concerned with investigative effort rather than response time.



Demographic Factors

Contextual Factors

Of the crimes reported to police, victims of

violent crime are more likely to report
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Citizen surveys have found that satisfaction with the police varies according to

demographics. In contrast, evidence of a
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link between victim demographics and

satisfaction is mixed. Some surveys have

found that victims’ socioeconomic status

shaped how they viewed the police. An

early study reported that victims with

higher incomes were less satisfied with

how police handled the incident (Poister

and McDavid 1978), whereas a British

study, which included an analysis of neighborhood characteristics, showed that poor

residents or victims from lower income areas

were less satisfied (Coupe and Griffiths

1999). Subsequent analysis illustrates that,

in general, there is no consistent support that

income affects victim attitudes or satisfaction with police.

Similarly, some studies have shown that

older victims are more satisfied with the

police; this is consistent with findings that

demonstrate differences in attitudes toward police between older and younger

people in the general population, with

older people expressing more confidence

in and greater satisfaction with the police

(Coupe and Griffiths 1999; Percy 1980).

Nonetheless, across-studies findings have

been fairly consistent that characteristics

such as age, race, and gender do not play

a significant role in victim satisfaction.

General citizen surveys reaching back

to the 1960s have found that African

Americans evaluate the police more negatively than whites (for example, Brown and

Benedict 2002; Scaglion and Condon 1980;

Schafer, Huebner, and Bynum 2003).

However, like income, the race of victims

does not appear to be a strong determinant

of satisfaction with police services. Though

race appeared to influence attitudes on the

surface, Skogan (2005) found that these

characteristics mattered only in that they

were linked to how police officers themselves treated victims during calls for service, which in turn, affected the victim’s

experience.

Though it seems that demographic

characteristics such as age, race, and gender have limited impact on victim satisfaction with police services, we know

little about immigrant victims. Studies



that have examined immigrant victims

suggest that immigrants confront a range

of barriers when victimized. Different cultural expectations about what law enforcement can or should do may make it hard

for immigrants to understand the reasons

why police officers do or do not take particular actions (Laster and Taylor 1994;

Shebanyi 1987).

Empirical evidence is mixed on how

immigrants, compared to native-born citizens, view police. In Chicago, Skogan and

his associates found that Spanish-speaking

Latinos (a better proxy for immigrant

status than simply Latino ethnicity) who

called the police for help were the least

satisfied. Of course, not all Latinos are

immigrants, and even those who are do

not represent the diverse cross section of

immigrants in the country. On the other

hand, a study that surveyed strictly immigrants found very positive perceptions of

the police among immigrants. Davis, Erez,

and Avitable (1998) reported that Latin

American and Asian immigrants who

became victims were as or more satisfied

with how the police handled their case

than native-born victims.

There is clear evidence that immigrants

avoid contact with the police to a far

greater degree than other Americans.

Davis and his colleagues studied six ethnic

communities in Queens, New York. Some

were well established while others consisted overwhelmingly of foreign-born residents. Davis and Henderson (2003) found

that members of longer established communities were more willing to report crimes

to the police than members of largely

immigrant communities. In a study of

abused immigrant women in Canada,

Wachholz and Miedema (2000) found that

women would not seek police assistance if it

meant interacting with law enforcement.

Immigrants’ reluctance to contact the

police has been attributed to experiences

with the police in their birth countries

(Wachholz and Miedema 2000) and to fear

of deportation (Menjı´var and Bejarano

2004).
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In a recent study of police public contacts in Seattle, Davis and Henderson

(forthcoming) observed that immigrants

rated officer handling of voluntary contacts more positively than nonimmigrants.

Early studies of victimization did not include measures of citizenship or immigration status. There are reasons to believe

that immigrants may hold lower opinions

of the police, be less willing to use the

police in instrumental ways, and be more

likely to have unsatisfactory experiences

with the police than other members of

society. Future victimization research

should include key demographic variables

involving immigrant status.



responders. Victims are more likely to

trust and demonstrate willingness to cooperate with the police when the police can

respond within the parameters of what

the victim expects in a respectful way,

showing concern and willingness to listen.

By fostering a relationship of trust, law

enforcement can gain the cooperation of

citizens to develop effective crime prevention strategies and to increase the availability of information needed to solve

and prevent crimes.

NICOLE J. HENDERSON

See also Attitudes toward the Police: Measurement Issues; Attitudes toward the

Police: Overview; National Crime Victimization Survey (NCVS); Victim Rights

Movement in the United States



Conclusion

During the last several decades, there has

been a tremendous expansion in the rights

of victims and a significant change in the

way criminal justice officials treat victims.

In addition to activists calling for greater

involvement, national crime victimization

surveys were instrumental in raising awareness among practitioners, policy makers,

and the public that there were surprisingly

high rates of crime, yet low levels of crime

reporting by victims. Over time, we began

to learn from citizen surveys that victims

are generally satisfied with the way they are

treated when they call for help, with some

variation across crime types. We also know

that victims care a great deal about how

they are treated by police, particularly during the initial encounter or call for help. As

Brandl and Horvath (1991, 118) conclude,

‘‘victim demographics explain less of the

variation in satisfaction with police performance than does the nature of the criminal

offense and the behavior and activities of

police officers.’’

Given that the degree to which victims

trust in the legitimacy of the criminal justice process influences whether they will or

will not report crimes in the future, police

officers play an important role as first
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VIDEO TECHNOLOGY IN

POLICING

Video emerged as an important technology

for law enforcement in the 1980s with

the development of the small, affordable,

battery-powered camcorder (a single-unit

camera and recorder). Among its early uses

were in closed-circuit TV (CCTV) surveillance, crime scene documentation, drunkdriver testing, the taping of confessions,

officer training, and public information.

Technological advances have upgraded

these applications and added new ones,

such as in-car cameras, wireless street-tocar transmission, facial and behavioral recognition, video line-ups, and virtual reality

training.

The expanded use of video technology

has been encouraged by a changing political climate. Patterns of police misconduct

and inadequate administrative controls

created public pressure to video-monitor

police practices. Yet with growing security

concerns, citizens have also become more

willing to turn the camera upon themselves.

The technical complexity of many video

applications and their use in criminal proceedings have led to the development of

an accredited specialization in forensic

video analysis. Analog videotapes have

long been accepted in court, but digital

recordings may still meet with resistance

because of their novelty and vulnerability

to alteration.



Cameras in Patrol Cars

Introduced in the mid-1980s, mobile video

systems (MVSs) in patrol cars are now the

most widely used video technology in
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policing. Newer, digital MVSs have many

advantages over their analog/videotape

predecessors. They occupy little space in

the patrol car, with a small camera pointing out of the front windshield and a compact computer hard drive secured in the

trunk or beneath the seat. The units can

record continuously, or can be activated

by switching on the emergency/pursuit

lights, retaining a few prior recorded minutes. The hard drive collects audio data

via a wireless microphone worn by the

officer, and at the end of the shift, the

drive is removed and uploaded to a central

repository. Alternatively, through wireless

audio and visual transmission from the

police car to a central location, an incident

is monitored and recorded as it unfolds.

Recordings are easily reviewed and analyzed, because there is no tape to rewind.

Car-mounted video cameras enhance

officer safety, enrich written reports, and

provide persuasive evidence in the courtroom. Yet the impetus for cameras in police

cars also came from public concerns over

racial profiling, high-speed pursuits, and

other questionable police practices. In

2000, the U.S. Department of Justice offered an In-Car Camera Incentive Program.

It funded MVS equipment in state police

and highway patrol vehicles, to strengthen

federal initiatives against profiling and

drunk driving. Now more than 75% of eligible vehicles are camera equipped.

Police agencies find MVS to be of value

in evaluating and improving officer performance, resolving citizen complaints,

and reducing costly lawsuits. Officers report using their video recordings as a

memory aid, as a self-training tool to correct dangerous tactical errors, and as a

simple way to clear themselves when accused of wrongdoing.



Video Surveillance

Surveillance of criminal suspects became

more effective with the use of camcorders.
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Unlike movie film or still photography,

they can operate unattended for hours,

under low lighting, and easily capture

sound. Detectives working undercover use

wireless microphones that transmit directly

to a recorder. Cameras situated within

schools provide streaming real-time images

to police agencies as they respond to a

shooting or other crisis.

Improved, cheaper technology also has

enlarged the appeal of surveillance equipment among homeowners and small businesses. Because private video surveillance

cameras are now so common, they frequently provide important leads in criminal investigations. Sometimes these video

recordings are featured on the ‘‘Wanted’’

page of police agency websites.

Government-sponsored video surveillance in public spaces, such as train stations and sidewalks, was not embraced

as quickly. Advocates stressed its crimefighting potential, but critics viewed it as

a threat to Constitutional liberties. After

the terrorist attacks of September 11,

2001, however, few protested the proliferation of video surveillance in areas where

crowds of people could become targets.

England served as a role model, having

established a network of CCTV cameras

in the 1960s in response to IRA terrorism.

When, in 2005, Londoners themselves

experienced subway and bus bombings at

the hands of Islamist extremists, CCTV

yielded vital information in tracking down

those responsible.

Large enterprises, such as airline terminals and casinos, are now investing in

‘‘second-generation’’ CCTV. These computer-linked cameras can recognize faces

and detect suspicious activity, then immediately alert security personnel. These systems avoid the drawbacks of human

TV monitoring, such as image overload,

voyeurism, bias, and boredom.

Most evaluations of CCTV conclude

that it does reduce crime, though its effectiveness varies with offender perceptions,

type of crime, attentiveness of the camera

monitors, and other factors. CCTV in
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public areas may help revitalize neighborhoods by creating an enhanced sense of

security. Judicial rulings and scholarly

opinion suggest that the courts are unlikely to oppose such systems.



Traffic Enforcement and Analysis

Video cameras trained on major thoroughfares and traffic intersections are

deployed in a number of ways. They document traffic offenses, capturing license

plates on camera so that summonses can

be issued to the owners of offending vehicles. They transmit images of car accidents

and other vehicular delays to a base from

which emergency and traffic personnel

can be dispatched. They help traffic analysts find short- and long-term solutions to

road congestion. Finally, they record data

on motorist race and offense rate along

thoroughfares where police profiling may

be at issue.



Crime Scenes and Found Video

Evidence

Investigators use video cameras as they

walk through a crime scene and reconstruct

what occurred. The recordings can capture

and replay details that might otherwise be

overlooked or forgotten. Presented in a

courtroom, video recordings are an inclusive and compelling way to document the

crime scene.

Investigators sometimes discover cameras, tapes, disks, or hard drives that contain incriminating video, such as child

pornography or targets for a crime or terrorist attack. Sexual offenders have been

known to record their own ‘‘trophy’’

videos as they commit their crimes. Recovery of such taped or digital evidence often

requires expertise in video or computer

forensics.



Interrogations

Video recordings of police interrogations

at first were restricted to the most serious

felonies and to the suspect’s final, postinterrogation statement. Thus the persistent questions over Miranda procedures,

coercive tactics, and the accurate recounting of statements were left for heated

courtroom debate. Amid new recognition

of the problem of false confessions, a

growing number of prosecutors, state legislatures, and appellate courts are moving

toward a requirement that police make

complete recordings of custodial interrogations.

Of the jurisdictions that have been recording full custodial interviews for a number of years, most still limit the protocol to

serious cases. Some states have eavesdropping laws that require the suspect’s consent

to be recorded. Others require suspect notification but not consent, while still other

states allow covert recording. On the

whole, video recording does not significantly affect suspects’ willingness to talk,

although individual reactions vary.

Experienced police interrogators praise

the full-recording protocol for its ability

to provide a complete, permanent, and uncontestable account. The recording enables

them to interview suspects without the

distraction of note-taking. It allows them

to reexamine suspects’ words and behavior

for further clues. It reduces the number of

suppression motions and hostile crossexaminations by the defense counsel. Most

importantly, it increases the likelihood

of conviction, despite initial fears that

the interrogators’ use of deceit, manipulation, and strong language would offend

jurors.

Police administrators also find positive

outcomes from the full recording of custodial interviews. The recordings can provide video training for investigators. They

deter improper interrogation tactics and

build public confidence in their agency.

They also reduce court-related costs, by
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discrediting illegitimate claims of police

coercion and expediting convictions.



Video Mug Books and Line-Ups

Video mug books and line-ups allow

a witness to view video footage, rather

than inanimate photos, of possible suspects. The video format can present dynamic cues such as voice, mannerisms,

and gait. It can spare a victim the ordeal

of being in proximity to the suspect. And,

since the video portraits can be viewed

with no investigator present, the witness’s

selection is essentially ‘‘double blind.’’ Implementation of this promising technology

must await further research on the role of

dynamic traits in witness identification. It

will also require police agencies to establish protocols for when and how the video

format can be used.



Training and Public Information

Video recordings have long been an efficient way for police agencies to convey

information to their officers and to the

public. Police academies and in-service

training centers present videos on such

diverse topics as courtroom testimony,

sexual harassment, and chemical weapons

attacks. Actual video footage from car

stops, surveillance cameras, and custodial

interrogations provide vivid lessons. Interactive, virtual-reality video programs help

officers prepare to make split-second decisions in vehicle pursuits and firearm use. For

the public, videos on crime prevention, drug

awareness, emergency preparedness, and

other topics are either distributed or shown

on police agency websites.

Police video applications are now

firmly tied to advances in computer technology. Videos in cell phones and on
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personal websites may reflect a society

that is less privacy conscious in general.

Both of these developments suggest even

more extensive use of police video in the

future.

EDITH LINN

See also Closed-Circuit Television Applications for Policing; Computer Technology;

Criminal Investigation; Eyewitness Evidence;

Interrogations, Criminal; Liability and HighSpeed Chases; Liability and the Police;

Liability and Use of Force; PATRIOT Acts

I and II; Racial Profiling; Surveillance; Technology and the Police; Traffic Services and

Management
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Introduction

Individuals who take the law into their

own hands in search of justice are commonly referred to as vigilantes. The term

vigilantism dates back to Roman times

when vigiles (from the Latin root meaning

‘‘awake’’ or ‘‘observant’’) would be on the

constant lookout for fires and other

threats such as burglars and runaway

slaves. While single individuals can resort

to vigilante tactics, vigilantism can also

include groups of people joined together

by a common belief that existing systems

and procedures can no longer provide justice. These groups want to reestablish public order through vengeance and they can

sometimes develop into informal ‘‘secret

police forces’’ (Zimring 2004).

On a philosophical level, vigilantism

represents morally sanctimonious behavior aimed at rectifying or remedying a

structural flaw in society (Brown 1975).

As such, modern vigilantes are individuals who feel that violators of the social

contract have avoided punishment and admonishment by the existing legal mechanisms. Complex legal procedures and court

rulings perceived as being unfair to victims

can fuel vigilante attitudes in their quest

for retaliation.

Vigilantism is commonly defined by the

use of flagrantly illegal methods and questionable practices in order to meet the

ends of vengeance and justice. Numerous

attempts have been made to define vigilantism formally, but the lack of congruence

among these definitions reflects the biases

of the different disciplines trying to define

it. For example, political scientists normally classify vigilantism as a subtype of

political violence (that is, establishment

violence) (Rosenbaum and Sedberg 1976),

whereas psychologists and some criminologists see a more noble motive in vigilante



actions, referring to them as acts of good

citizenship that play a key role in establishing social order (Marx and Archer 1976;

Culberson 1990). One of the more comprehensive definitions by Burrows (1976)

highlights five key components of the vigilante phenomenon:

Vigilantes:

1. are members of an organized committee;

2. are established members of the community;

3. proceed for a finite time and with

definite goals;

4. claim to act as a last resort because

of a failure of the established law

enforcement system; and

5. claim to work for the preservation

and betterment of the existing system.



Contributing Factors

Vigilantism does not occur in a vacuum.

Certain factors facilitate the development

and growth of vigilante activities. For example, Good Samaritan laws, views on

self-defense, attitudes toward firearms for

self-protection, and the importance of

property rights can create an atmosphere

in which individuals feel they have the right

to adopt unconventional means for protection. This is especially true when they believe that the state can no longer offer them

the safety and sense of justice they desire.

With vigilantes, protection becomes a matter of survival and self-responsibility. For

example, in recent years, the computer

world has seen the rise of ‘‘digilantism,’’

which is a form of digital vigilantism

(Zimring 2004). Individuals who engage

in this type of behavior purposefully seek

out transgressors in the digital arena and

punish them with malicious computer

codes and viruses. Digilantism is considered necessary to establish order in an

arena without a formal monitoring system
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and to protect those wishing to utilize computers and the Internet without having to

fear digital aggression.



Historical Background

In the last two hundred years, there have

been three distinct type of vigilantism:

classical vigilantism, neo-vigilantism, and

pseudo-vigilantism (Hine 1998). Classical

vigilantism dates back to frontier days

of the Old West. During this time, volunteer associations called vigilante committees would aggressively pursue suspected

thieves, alcoholics, and others deemed a

threat to their families, communities, or

privileges (Karmen 1968). Many of these

groups often turned into violent lynch

mobs that targeted immigrants and indiscriminately harassed or killed people they

considered ‘‘undesirable.’’ The Gold Rush

of 1849 resulted in numerous vigilante

groups that protected their property and

other interests in the expanding Western

frontier. The absence of a formal criminal

justice system in those days compounded

the problem, leaving many to rely on vigilante justice for order and the punishment

of criminals. For example, vigilante groups

in Montana savagely killed hundreds of

suspected horse thieves in retaliation for

past thefts. Lynching was the preferred

method of vigilante groups as the fate of

the transgressors became a public warning

to would-be offenders.

The American frontier of the late

1800s saw many different ethnic groups—

including Anglo-Americans, Mexicans,

Chinese, Indians, freed blacks, Australians,

and Scandinavians—compete for scarce

resources, which led to violent fights between the settlers, many of which resulted

in vengeful mob attacks. Economic conflicts were frequent between cattlemen and

sheepherders, and these often led to major

range wars. There was constant labor

strife in the mines. The bitterness of the

slavery issue remained, and many men
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with firearms skills learned during the Civil

War turned to outlawry after leaving the

service. (Jesse James was one such person.)

Westerners did manage to establish

peace by relying on a combination of four

groups who assumed responsibility for law

enforcement: private citizens, U.S. marshals (created by congressional legislation

in 1789), businesspersons, and town police

officers (Johnson 1981). Private citizens

usually helped to enforce the law by joining a posse or through individual efforts.

(A good example is the case of the infamous Dalton Gang in Coffeyville, Kansas,

in 1892; the five gang members attempted

to rob a bank there but, seeing what was

occurring, private citizens armed themselves and killed four of the gang members.) Between 1849 and 1902, there were

210 vigilante movements in the United

States, most of them in California (Johnson

1981). While it is true that these committees

occasionally hung outlaws, they also performed valuable work by ridding their

communities of dangerous criminals.

Neo-vigilantism can be traced back to

San Francisco in the mid-1850s (Hine

1998). Unlike the classical vigilantes who

targeted offenders, neo-vigilantes focused

on less noble causes by persecuting ethnic

and religious minorities. The lynchings of

Mexicans and African Americans during

the late 1800s demonstrate neo-vigilante

tactics (O’Connor 2004).

Pseudo-vigilantism grew out of social

unrest, social movements, and the increasing crime problems of the 1960s (Hine

1998). Modern neo-vigilantism and pseudo-vigilantism purport to defend social

causes by targeting individuals or entities

considered socially threatening or immoral. For example, the destruction of

abortion clinics or the burning of laboratories that conduct animal research would

be considered pseudo-vigilantism because

violence and illegal means are used to

bring public attention to a particular

cause. Today, neo-vigilantes often seek violent retaliation against known offenders

(such as child molesters) or other social
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groups they consider a threat (such as illegal immigrants or minorities).



Characteristics

Vigilantes are not defined by ethnic or

geographic boundaries. Vigilantism is as

common in America as it is in Africa,

Asia, Latin America, or European settings.

While all vigilantes consider their actions

as necessary and justified, the manner in

which vigilantes carry out their actions varies. For instance, the summary lynchings of

the Wild West differ from the new generation of cyber-vigilantes or digilantes, who

operate from the safe confines of their

homes. In Africa, vigilantes do not shy

away from public attention, as demonstrated by ‘‘necklacing’’ practices, which

involve placing a gasoline-filled tire around

a suspect’s neck in public and lighting it on

fire (Minnaar 2001).

Vigilantes are often middle-aged men

seeking to redress a perceived wrong. What

separates vigilantism from self-defense,

however, is that vigilantes carefully plan

their vengeance, stalking their victims,

and premeditating their course of action

(O’Connor 2004). The decision to plan a

violent act is where many vigilantes run

afoul of the law, making them legally

culpable for their actions. It is important

to remember, however, that the law does

not expressly prohibit vigilantism. What

becomes problematic for vigilantes are

the criminal activities adopted in their

pursuit of justice.

In an effort to avoid detection by

authorities, most vigilantes not only plan

their schemes, but they also seek help from

individuals who share similar beliefs and

who are willing to fight for the same cause.

As Burrows (1976) states, most vigilantes

do not carry out their actions for prolonged periods, choosing instead to act

sporadically, responding to problems as

they arise. This separates them from hate

groups, religious fanatics, or militias, all of



whom have long-term objectives that can

only be met through constant action.

Vigilante groups are usually divided as

to the nature of the cause they choose to

defend. ‘‘Crime control’’ vigilantes are primarily concerned with the swift and severe

punishment of an offender or transgressor.

For these vigilantes, social order is dependent on offenders learning that criminal

behavior is unacceptable and will not be

tolerated. ‘‘Social control’’ vigilantes, however, are more concerned with more general threats to the social order. These can

be people or events that are in conflict with

established communal values and are perceived as threatening the quality of life.

According to social control vigilantes,

such conditions cannot be tolerated and

they are quickly confronted (Johnston

1996). For example, social control vigilantes might harass a newcomer they do

not consider as moral as the rest of the

community, while the crime control group

would be mobilized by actions they considered unacceptable. In short, the crime control vigilantes focus on retaliation, while

the social control vigilantes are interested

in maintaining the status quo.

Although vigilantes may feel justified in

their actions and causes, vigilantism threatens the democratic notions of fairness,

justice, and due process. According to one

author, the vigilante mind-set is the opposite of the due process mind-set (Zimring

2004). Anger, fear, and the need for vengeance drive vigilantes to act, but their reactive and impulsive nature can have

negative consequences. Lack of legal procedures or concerns for punishment proportionality can lead to unfairness, overly

harsh sanctions, and the inability to

prove one’s innocence. In trying to dispense what they consider necessary justice,

vigilantes often become victimizers themselves, entangled in a cycle of violence and

justifications.

KENNETH J. PEAK and

EMMANUEL P. BARTHE

See also Accountability
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VOLLMER, AUGUST

August Vollmer (1876–1955), father of

modern professional policing in the United

States, was born in New Orleans, Louisiana. Orphaned as a child, he was educated

in Germany before returning to the United

States and settling in the San Francisco

Bay area. After service in the Philippines

during the Spanish-American War, which

included two highly publicized acts of

heroism, he was elected marshal of Berkeley, California, in 1905. From that point on

his career never waned. In 1907 he was
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elected president of the California Police

Chiefs Association; from 1909 to 1932 he

served as chief of police for Berkeley; in

1922 he accepted the presidency of the International Association of Chiefs of Police;

and from 1932 until his death he was an

educator, a professor of police administration at the University of California. In between he reorganized the San Diego Police

Department (1915), the Los Angeles Police Department (1923–1925), the Detroit

Police Department (1925), the Havana

(Cuba) Police (1926), the police agencies

of Chicago and Kansas City (1929), the

Minneapolis Police Department (1930),

the Santa Barbara Police Department

(1936), the police of Syracuse, New York

(1943), of Dallas (1944), and of Portland,

Oregon (1947). Moreover, in 1931 the

Wickersham Commission retained him,

and his Report on Police contributed in

no small part to the successful campaign

to repeal the Eighteenth Amendment

(Prohibition) and the Volstead Act.

Vollmer was an innovator in an extremely conservative profession. He was

an early advocate of college education for

police officers and other unheard-of measures, such as probation for first offenders

and the decriminalization of victimless

crimes. He considered crime prevention a

priority for police and opposed capital

punishment. He instituted an in-service

training program of such rigor and effectiveness that it was copied by numerous

police agencies in the United States and

other countries. In 1921 Vollmer introduced the first ‘‘lie detector’’ to be put to

practical police use, and for many years

was the sole police executive to endorse its

use as an investigative tool. Polygraph pioneers Clarence D. Lee, John Larson, and

Leonarde Keeler acknowledged their debt

to him for employing and defending the

new device. As early as 1922 he inaugurated a single fingerprint classification system and a simple but effective method of

classifying handwriting specimens. He also

initiated the modus operandi approach to
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criminal investigation. In the 1920s and

early 1930s, the Berkeley police laboratory

became the model and training ground for

police laboratory technicians throughout

the country.

Vollmer’s dedication to stringent recruitment standards, high levels of integrity, and freedom from political interference

were unpopular with his contemporaries.

But the Berkeley Police Department soon

became the darling of progressive journalists and academics. In succeeding decades

Berkeley police officers such as O. W.

Wilson, V. A. Leonard, John P. Kenney,

and many others were recruited for highranking positions in other police agencies

and were appointed to head up the many

police science curricula that burgeoned on

America’s university campuses in the 1940s

and 1950s. Second only to J. Edgar Hoover

in public relations expertise, Vollmer

insisted on complete cooperation with the

news media. He seemed always to be promoting the police through contributions to

both professional and popular journals,

lectures to college classes and to a variety

of business and professional clubs, and

presentations describing Berkeley police

initiatives and programs. He never tired

of delineating the future of policing.

Unlike J. Edgar Hoover, Vollmer was

at home with academic criminologists

and he respected them. He conducted a

voluminous correspondence with such

leaders of American criminology as Edwin

Sutherland, Sheldon Glueck, Paul Tappan,

Thorsten Sellin, and Martin Neumeyer. As

founder and president of the organization

now known as the American Society of

Criminology (which presents annually the

August Vollmer Award to a distinguished

criminologist), he extended his influence

considerably. A faithful student of scientific management and public administration, he ceaselessly reeducated himself.

Vollmer authored or coauthored a

number of books, all now out of print

but many of which are still footnoted in

the contemporary police literature. Clearly



stated in his writings is his plea for centralization and consolidation of police units

and services. To this day, his cherished

wish for integrated policing is still elusive.

On the national level centralization of

criminal identification files and crime statistics has been realized, but the consolidation of many local police units into larger,

more responsive law enforcement agencies

has not come to pass. In 1955, weary and

almost blind, Vollmer shot himself in the

right temple to end his life.

The Bancroft Library of the University

of California, Berkeley, is the repository

of the Vollmer Collection and of the oral

history August Vollmer: Pioneer in Professionalism. Included in the collection are

Vollmer’s private correspondence, his

files from the Berkeley Police Department

days, his unpublished manuscripts, and

taped interviews with Vollmer colleagues

and prote´ge´s, such as O. W. Wilson, John

D. Holstrom, V. A. Leonard, Willard E.

Schmidt, Thomas P. Hunter, William F.

Dean, Gene B. Woods, Milton Chernin,

Austin MacCormick, Spencer D. Parratt,

and Donal E.J. MacNamara.

DONAL E. J. MACNAMARA
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VOLUNTEERS IN POLICING

Policing and law enforcement organizations in the United States currently rely

on a range of unpaid volunteers who assist

with various tasks and operations. The use

of volunteers by U.S. police agencies is a

trend that appears to be increasing.



Police Volunteers Defined

Since the mid-1840s (in the United States),

policing has predominantly been viewed as

a vocation, best conducted by paid employees of police organizations (Klockars

1985). Police employees can be divided

into two groups: sworn officers, who have

arrest powers, and civilian employees who

do not have arrest powers. Police volunteers represent a category of people who

assist the police in performing police tasks

but are not paid for their efforts and are

thus not employees. Police volunteers take

a variety of forms, so it helps to think

in terms of how long the volunteer’s relationship with the police agency lasts, and

how organizationally involved the volunteer becomes. (For example, does the volunteer work in a police station, or is he

or she located solely in the community

while helping? Does the volunteer have

contact with a number of police employees or only one or a few?) It is possible to
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array volunteers along a continuum representing the length and density of the

voluntary relationship. This continuum

represents the formality of the volunteer’s

relationship with the police agency and it is

a useful device for thinking about police

volunteers.

At one end of this formality continuum

are people who briefly assist a police officer, for example, by helping chase a suspect

or providing a little information to an officer. Such an individual’s length of volunteering is short lived and they do not have

contact with many officers. Further along

the continuum are informants, who generally have more frequent contacts with the

police, but do not frequent police facilities

(such as police stations), their volunteer

activities are not usually acknowledged by

the agency, and they usually have contact

with a limited number of employees. Still

further along the continuum are citizens

who become involved in longer term volunteer activities, such as neighborhood

watch, citizen’s patrols, or regularly scheduled police–community meetings associated with community policing. Finally,

at the other end of the continuum are

volunteers who regularly perform policelike tasks on a scheduled basis for the police agency (such as unpaid reserve police

officers). In many instances the only difference between this last category of volunteer

and regular police employees is that these

volunteers are not paid.

This entry will concentrate on the more

formal examples of police volunteers outlined above. The less formal examples

of police volunteers such as serving as

an informant or briefly assisting a police

officer will not be covered here.



Police Volunteers Described

Perhaps the most widely known police volunteer program is Neighborhood Crime

Watch, which is loosely organized by the

National Crime Prevention Council. Crime
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watch programs are relatively ephemeral

programs that involve community residents in watching out for crimes in their

neighborhoods. If residents see a crime or

suspicious activity, they are supposed to

call the local police. Some versions of

crime watch use citizens to patrol their

neighborhoods, sometimes with radios or

whistles. Crime watch participants are supposed to alert their local police and are

forbidden from taking any actions on

their own. There are no accurate estimates

of the number of these watch programs

although estimates run into the ‘‘tens

of thousands’’ (Lab 2004, 62). Likewise,

there are no accurate estimates on the number of participants, because many of these

watch programs are relatively short-lived

organizations with very fluid memberships.

The number of watch programs appears

to be increasing, however (Rosenbaum,

Lurigio, and Davis 1998). See Lab (2004,

chap. 4) for a full discussion of neighborhood crime prevention programs.

Some police agencies use volunteers to

handle more formal police tasks. In some

agencies volunteers serve as reserve police

officers who are trained, wear uniforms,

and patrol in marked police cars. Some

states and agencies permit these volunteer

reserves to carry a firearm and make

arrests; other states and agencies do not

(Hilal 2004). Other agencies, such as one

in Santa Ana, California, use volunteers to

patrol in marked cars, but they are distinguishable from regular patrol officers,

usually by the type of uniform they wear

and their title (for example, in Santa Ana

they are called police service officers), and

they do not respond to emergency calls

(Skolnick and Bayley 1986). Older volunteers in Concord, California, and San

Diego, California, patrol the community

in marked cars while responding to nonemergency calls such as assisting disabled

motorists, taking crime reports at the

scene of cold calls, and conducting vacation checks of homes (King 2005).

Some police agencies (such as those in

Detroit, Michigan; San Diego, California;



and Lowell, Massachusetts) use volunteers

as greeters or receptionists at police substations, where the volunteers assist citizen

‘‘walk-ins.’’ Volunteers often recontact victims and witnesses, take statements, and

generally assist police officers with clerical

duties. Some agencies use volunteers for

the special skills they bring to that agency.

In many cases volunteers can bring a

wealth of skills and experience that would

be hard to find in a police officer or civilian

employee. For example, in order to deal

with its sizable Spanish-speaking population, the Colorado Springs (Colorado) Police Department uses bilingual volunteers to

serve as interpreters. This arrangement is

useful, because the agency can enlist the

skills of bilingual individuals as needed,

without hiring them. Concord, California,

also staffs its chaplain’s program with

volunteers and relies on volunteers to produce the department’s television show. Police agencies have also used volunteers to

perform technical tasks, such as computer

support, equipment maintenance, and data

entry, and to assist crime victims.

An agency considering the use of volunteers should plan carefully. Some police

agencies employ a paid volunteer coordinator. Agencies should also consider some

type of training or orientation for their

volunteers and should conduct a basic

background check on possible volunteers,

especially volunteers who will have more

formal relationships with the agency and/or

access to sensitive information (King

2005). Finally, agencies should monitor

the relationships between paid employees

(both sworn officers and civilian employees) and volunteers. There are significant

differences between employees and volunteers in terms of status and power, and the

agency should ensure that these differences do not become dysfunctional for

the organization. For example, patrol officers may initially resent the use of volunteers for basic, nonemergency patrol

duties and management should ensure

that officers and volunteers cooperate.

WILLIAM R. KING
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See also Community Attitudes toward

the Police; Community Watch Programs;

Costs of Police Services; Neighborhood

Watch
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VORENBERG, JAMES

James Vorenberg (1928–2000), criminal

justice and legal expert, was born in Cambridge, Massachusetts, on January 10,

1928, to Jewish parents F. Frank and Ida

Vorenberg. Vorenberg graduated magna

cum laude from Harvard College in 1948

with an A.B., and earned his LL.B. degree

from Harvard Law School in 1951. During graduate school, he served as president

of the Harvard Law Review. Upon graduation, he received the Sears Prize for his

high grade point average.

Vorenberg’s early career provided him

with invaluable experience in the legal profession. Before clerking for U.S. Supreme

Court Justice Felix Frankfurter between

1953 and 1954, Vorenberg was commissioned as a second lieutenant in the Air

Force and spent two years working as a

lawyer in the Air Force General Counsel’s
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Office (Harvard University Gazette 2000).

Between 1954 and 1962, Vorenberg worked

for Ropes and Gray, a Boston law firm.

He became a partner in the firm in 1960.

Vorenberg made several significant contributions to the field of criminal justice at

both federal and state levels. Between 1964

and 1965, and at then Attorney General

Robert F. Kennedy’s request, Vorenberg

served as director of the Office of Criminal

Justice, an agency of the U.S. Department

of Justice that later became the Office of

Legal Counsel. Following this position,

Vorenberg served as executive director of

President Lyndon B. Johnson’s Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice between 1965 and 1967.

Established in 1965 to address concerns

about violence and crime in the United

States, this commission was charged with

investigating the causes of delinquency and

crime, producing reports detailing findings, and providing a set of recommendations to President Johnson. Of particular

importance were the issues of crime prevention and ‘‘improving law enforcement

and the administration of criminal justice’’

(President’s Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice 1969,

685).

As executive director of the commission, Vorenberg’s primary responsibilities

included overseeing staff and ensuring the

commission moved toward fulfilling the

responsibilities with which it was charged.

After an extensive two-year study of the

major components of the criminal justice

system, most notably the police, courts,

and corrections, the commission produced

a landmark ten-volume set of reports documenting research findings (President’s

Commission on Law Enforcement and

Administration of Justice 1969).

Several positive advances in the efficiency and operation of the criminal justice

system stemmed from the commission’s

work. Some of these included an increase

in the quality of police education and training, enhanced police–community relations,

increased professionalism in policing, and
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a better understanding of how criminal

justice agencies operate from a systems

perspective (U.S. Department of Justice

1997; President’s Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice

1969). In addition to his work with the

commission, Vorenberg was a key figure

in the establishment of the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA),

a federal agency created in response to the

commission’s findings.

After completing his work with President Johnson’s crime commission, Vorenberg served as Senator George S.

McGovern’s adviser on crime and drug

policy during the 1972 presidential election. Between 1973 and 1975, he served as

the associate special prosecutor to first Special Prosecutor Archibald Cox during the

Watergate investigation. As Cox’s righthand man, Vorenberg was responsible for

building the Watergate Special Prosecutor’s Office, putting together the prosecution’s legal team, hiring office personnel,

and keeping a record of the decisions

made by the legal team. After President

Nixon dismissed Cox on October 21,

1973, Vorenberg, who left the legal

team upon Cox’s firing, returned at the request of second Special Prosecutor Leon

Jaworski. Vorenberg engaged in much of

the same work he had done while working

under Cox.

Vorenberg also held several state government positions. He was the first chair

of the Massachusetts State Ethics Commission between 1978 and 1983 and was

charged with overseeing the commission

and aiding in the enforcement of state conflict-of-interest laws. Other appointments

included serving on the Massachusetts

Supreme Judicial Court Advisory Committee between 1990 and 1993 and advising

the Massachusetts State Senate Ethics

Committee.

Aside from work in federal and

Massachusetts State government, Vorenberg served Harvard Law School (HLS) in

several capacities, most notably as a law

professor, associate dean, and the ninth



dean of the law school. Throughout his

thirty-eight-year teaching career, which

began in 1962, he taught courses on criminal

law, legal ethics, and the legal profession.

Vorenberg’s administrative career at

Harvard began in 1977 with his appointment as associate dean. Vorenberg was

appointed dean in 1981, and became

Roscoe Pound Professor of Law. Under

his eight-year deanship, several important

advances in the HLS program were made.

He approved the expansion of Harvard’s

Low Income Protection Plan, and aided

in bolstering and/or founding the HLS

Human Rights Program, Clinical Program, and the Program on the Legal

Profession. The Program on the Legal Profession, designed to bring police officers

to campus in an effort to increase educational interaction between these practitioners, faculty, and law students, was

among the first of its kind in the country

(Clark and Cox 2000). Vorenberg also

spearheaded the planning strategy that

formed the foundation for the Campaign

for HLS, a fund-raiser that raised $183 million in donations. In 1987, Vorenberg was

honored with the Harvard University Association of Black Faculty, Administrators,

and Fellows C. Clyde Ferguson Award in

recognition of his efforts in increasing the

diversity of students and faculty (Clark and

Cox 2000).

Vorenberg’s research interests included

addiction and crime (Vorenberg 1972),

prostitution (Vorenberg and Vorenberg

1977), suspect interrogation and police

detention, criminal law and procedure

(Vorenberg 1981a), corporate law, and

prosecutorial power (Vorenberg 1981b).

Much of his scholarly work reflected his

expressed interest in limiting the discretion

of criminal justice officials, especially police and prosecutors. Recognizing that

limiting excessive discretion in one stage

of the criminal justice system will not successfully reform the entire system, Vorenberg advocated for controlling discretion

at key stages in the criminal justice system.

Some of his scholarly work discusses how
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discretion can be controlled at the charging, police investigation, sentencing, pretrial release, and correctional treatment

decision points of the justice system

(Vorenberg 1975). His concern over prosecutorial discretion centered on the lack of

accountability that prosecutors might have

when making decisions concerning whom

to prosecute (Edelman 1973; Vorenberg

1981b).

Vorenberg was diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease in 1986. He died of cardiac

arrest on April 12, 2000, at Mount Auburn

Hospital in Cambridge, Massachusetts, at

the age of 72.

REBECCA J. BOYD

See also Crime Commissions; Law Enforcement Assistance Administration
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Office (CCDO), within the Bureau of Justice Assistance—took over W&S program

management.

The number of funded sites has grown

steadily, from twenty-one immediately

after the demonstration to more than

three hundred in 2005. Site funding levels

have declined as a consequence of this

growth because congressional appropriations have not changed in proportion to

the increase in sites. In the early 1990s,

roughly 36 sites were funded at $750,000

per year for four or five years. By 1997,

about 120 sites were funded at $250,000

per year. In 2005, few sites got more than

$150,000 annually, though funding is the

same for all sites. Current sites range in size

from a few blocks to several miles in area,

with populations between three thousand

and fifty thousand. While typically within a

city, some sites are county based.



History

Weed and Seed (W&S) was started in 1991

within the Executive Office of the President

(EOP) as a discretionary federal grant

program that provided funds for crime

control and community revitalization to

particularly troubled neighborhoods. U.S.

attorney’s offices (USAOs) were invited

to partner with local agencies on funding

requests. The USAO was given the responsibility of setting up a steering committee

and formulating a local strategy. After federal review and approval, federal support

flowed through the USAO to the local

agencies and organizations that would

implement the strategy.

There were three demonstration sites in

1991: Kansas City, Missouri; Trenton, New

Jersey; and Omaha, Nebraska. By 1997,

management of the program had moved

from the EOP to the Executive Office for

Weed and Seed in the Office of Justice

Programs (OJP). In 2004, a new office—

Community Capacity and Development



Operational Overview

A Weed and Seed Steering Committee

identifies target neighborhoods and then

seeks to establish local partnerships that
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will implement a specific strategy to reduce

violence, drug trafficking, and crime, and

provide a safe environment for residents.

The USAO that has jurisdiction over a

candidate W&S site assembles the steering

committee for that site. This committee is

responsible for developing the strategic

plan for the site; overseeing, monitoring,

and implementing programs; distributing

program funds; and evaluating the program. Committee participants may include

the U.S. attorney, mayor, police, local nonprofit leaders, federal agency representatives, private businesses, area corporations,

residents, faith-based organizations, district

prosecutors, and representatives of local

agencies.

The first stage of W&S typically requires

geographically targeted law enforcement

by police and prosecutors (weeding). This

is followed by enhanced social services

and neighborhood improvements (seeding).

Consequently, interagency cooperation and

collaboration are required elements of most

weed and seed strategies. Examples of such

efforts include federal/local task forces

involving the FBI, DEA, and some combination of city, county, and state police. Federal and local prosecutors also play a key

role in identifying the optimal prosecution

strategy when task force activities result in

arrests. On the seeding side, increased communication and task sharing between social

service agencies and community-based private sector organizations offer the potential

for significant enhancement in the scope

and quality of social service delivery. The

usual pattern is to enhance a core of social

services and organizations that are already

collaborating.



Becoming a Weed and Seed Site

Before receiving funding, a community

must attain official recognition as a W&S

site from CCDO. To do this, the site must
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put together a steering committee and a

strategic plan. Once official recognition is

attained, the site may apply for funding

from CCDO. Official recognition and funding are both temporary, with a five-year

limit. A site that continues to implement

its strategic plan and maintain its partnerships is considered to have graduated from

W&S. Regardless, five years after official

recognition, the site may not apply for

W&S funding or official recognition status

again.

Funds from CCDO depend on compliance with W&S Office of Justice Programs

requirements. A site will only receive one

award per fiscal year except when special

emphasis funding is offered, usually on

a competitive basis. Other outstanding

OJP activities will be considered, as well

as past awards and performance under

them. Because federal W&S grants are

not meant to completely fund all desired

programs in a W&S site, the site will have

to demonstrate the ability to obtain both

financial and nonfinancial resources from

other public and private sources. The

site is expected to become self-sustaining

during its W&S life, and a plan for

accomplishing this goal must either be

in the strategy or be developed shortly

thereafter.



Weed and Seed in Action

A national evaluation of W&S was completed in 1999 (Dunworth and Mills 1999).

Results of W&S programs varied: from

wide reductions in Part I crimes (serious

violent and drug-related offenses) and

increased perceptions of public safety and

police confidence, to small or no noticeable reductions in Part I crimes. Sites that

concentrated federal resources on small

geographic areas and leveraged additional

funds in these areas experienced the most

success in reducing crime.
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Factors for Success

The initial state of a site has many implications for the success of a W&S program.

The important factors include community

social service infrastructure, crime levels,

economic factors, and the rate of residential turnover within the community. With

rapid turnover, the long-term community

involvement and support for the seeding

efforts of W&S are difficult to achieve and

sustain. Once W&S funding is implemented, ‘‘early seeding, sustained weeding, high-level task forces combined with

community policing, and an active prosecutorial role are critical elements of program design’’ (Dunworth and Mills 1999).

The national evaluation (Dunworth

and Mills 1999) found that:

The most effective implementation strategies were those that relied on bottom-up,

participatory decision-making approaches,

especially when combined with efforts

to build capacity and partnership among

local organizations. This required a longterm perspective about the program and its

potential to bring about community change.

Such sites, including some that achieved

substantial crime reductions within the

time period analyzed, have established a

stronger foundation and more sustainable

basis for further community-targeted initiatives.



Weeding

In most sites, law enforcement approaches

have been tailored to fit the strategy. They

typically involved multiagency/multijurisdictional task forces, stronger street

patrols, and higher level police/prosecutor

interagency cooperation. The law enforcement efforts developed increased local,

state, and federal coordination in targeting offenders, halting drug trafficking,

and in prosecution or probation/parole.



‘‘Multi-agency task forces concentrated

on the target area, although they pursued

drug cases across jurisdictional lines’’

(Dunworth and Mills 1999). Increased

police presence was funded through additional staffing and overtime, and a majority of sites assigned dedicated officers to

the target area. These approaches helped

build relationships with residents and

aided enforcement through better local

knowledge and intelligence, an increased

ability to operate proactively, and enhanced communication between residents

and police. ‘‘Weed and Seed provided a

vehicle for mobilizing residents to participate in crime prevention. Responses ranged

from increasing neighborhood watches,

to community meetings, to a citizens’ advisory committee that provided guidance

on law enforcement priorities’’ (Dunworth

and Mills 1999). Violent and drug-related

crimes were especially targeted by these

efforts.

Prosecution efforts were weaker than

police efforts in W&S because of various

institutional, political, and judicial concerns. ‘‘In general, district attorneys operate with limited resources and in politicized

environments that act as barriers to the

provision of the additional resources

needed for local prosecution of W&S

cases’’ (Dunworth and Mills 1999). Local

police and prosecution operate through

different political systems: Police departments are funded in a fairly well-defined

process through cities, whereas prosecutors are funded through a competitive

political process at the county level. In addition, police chiefs are usually appointed

by mayors, whereas prosecutors are usually elected. Thus, though police were able

to make concentrated arrests in the W&S

areas, enhanced prosecution was often

difficult to generate.

The majority of sites expanded or

strengthened community policing efforts

by dedicating officers to specific geographic areas. Though community residents
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would often protest weeding activities,

fearing targeted harassment or discrimination by police, the community policing

focus helped to improve relationships between communities and police, and led to

increased public confidence in police in

a number of locations. The result was

a greater potential for making police–

community partnerships sustainable after

W&S funding was phased out. Little

follow-on research has been done to see

if this was in fact the result.



Seeding

The seeding process is much more political, problematic, and complicated than

the weeding effort, and it is more difficult

for most sites to implement. Engaging,

coordinating, and mobilizing multiple public- and private-sector agencies that are not

familiar with one another was daunting for

many sites. Planning, relationship building,

and gaining consensus and commitment

from potential program participants generally took much more time and effort than

weeding.

Typical seeding efforts fell into the

following categories, in rough order of frequency: youth prevention and intervention

programs, neighborhood restoration, community building and development, adult

job training and employment programs,

family support services, and community

economic development activities.



Future

The future of Weed and Seed is uncertain.

The program has low funding levels

(around $60 million nationally per year),

so it is not a very significant federal budget

item. Therefore, it does not offer much

savings potential during the annual appropriations process. However, for that very
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reason it would be a simple matter for it to

be eliminated.

TERENCE DUNWORTH and

KEVIN ROLAND

See also Community-Oriented Policing:

Practices; Crime Prevention; Situational

Crime Prevention; Social Disorganization,

Theory of
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WESTERN PEACE OFFICER

The term peace officer refers to those people

whose main job it is to preserve and maintain the public peace, and it encompasses a

broad range of law enforcement officers including police officers, constables, mayors,

sheriffs, wardens, marshals, corrections officers, and in earlier eras even judges (hence

the term justice of the peace). While crime

prevention is the focus of the peace officer,

many conceptualize police officers and

sheriffs, at least, as crime fighters as opposed to crime preventers. This impression

is even more pronounced when the word

western is added to the mix. The western

peace officer brings forth images of dusty

main streets, saloons, and gunslingers.

These images have been shaped by folklore

and the media, with a blurred distinction
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between the bandits and the peace officers

themselves.

The connotation of the violent, roughand-tumble American frontier is actually

far from reality. There was violence and

criminal activity in the frontier in the late

1800s, but much less so than compared to

the urban areas of the time. In fact, the

Western frontier was even safer than most

of American cities today in terms of absolute numbers of homicides as well as characteristics of the crimes themselves, with

modern crime often involving innocent

victims, whereas frontier crime usually

involved willing participants. This idea of

a relatively safe western frontier is in contrast to most people’s notions of the ‘‘Wild

West’’ as being a place where shoot-outs

were a common occurrence. It is true that

many citizens had firearms to protect person and property; however, the overall

notion of a gunslinging society with fastdrawing peace officers bringing justice to a

crime-ridden American frontier is exaggerated. Stereotypes and folklore of the western peace officer (like stereotypes of other

groups) do not capture the complexity and

nuance of the people or their jobs.

.



.



Town officers. Town officers often

spent their time in common civic

actions such as arresting drunks

and looking for stray children and

animals. They often secured their

positions through friendships with

mayors and judges. While the most

glamorized of the western peace officers (for example, Wyatt and Virgil

Earp) may have been periodically

battling outlaws and dealing with

vigilantism, many officers engaged

in mundane policing activity and

had reputations for being corrupt,

lazy, and indifferent.

County sheriffs. Compared to the

town officers, county sheriffs enjoyed

a great deal of police authority given

their power over larger geographic

areas that in some instances were

larger than some states. Their



.



.



.



.



responsibilities were thus diverse and

included governmental duties (for example, collecting taxes, serving court

orders), corrections (for example,

running the county jail), and a wide

range of other services (for example,

inspecting livestock). They also had

at their disposal deputies and local

constables.

Private police agencies. Private agencies provided detective services, centralized points of contact for other

police organizations, and guard services. Specialized agencies like the

railroad police had authority similar

to that of their public counterparts,

but focused their attention on preserving and securing safe delivery

of their freight. Range inspectors

similarly focused their law enforcement energies on minimizing cattle

theft.

Rangers. The rangers (of Texas Ranger fame) were small paramilitary

units that were designed to scout

Indian tribes in the western-most

regions of development of East Texas.

Highway patrol officers. The introduction of the automobile and expansion of networked roadways created

the need for state police forces whose

job was to focus completely on the

problems, challenges, and criminal

activities associated with the growing

highways.

Native American police officers.

Tribes developed their own agencies

to enforce order and tribal rules.

Once recognized by Congress and

federal authorities in 1878, these

existing Native American officers

gradually developed law enforcement systems that affected tribal

lands across the United States, with

independent forces upholding the

law and maintaining the peace on

reservations. The flip side is the

specialized agents used as scouts by

the U.S. military, and later, as investigators by the Bureau of Indian
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Affairs, to focus specifically on crime

associated with tribal lands.

U.S. marshals. In terms of federal

law enforcement, some segments of

the military acted as law enforcement agencies; however, the U.S.

marshals engaged in the most typical

of police activity. With a national

judicial system in place starting in

1789 came the need for a federal law

enforcement system. These officers

were typically businessmen appointed by the president. These federal

officers carried out a wide range

of police duties across their federal

territories in the West. As the territories became states, their roles

shrank to those we are familiar with

today.

Other federal officers. Customs officers and post office inspectors were

needed in certain locations in the

frontier. Although their duties were

limited, they served an important

function in those communities. Additionally, illegal immigration across

the Mexican border led to the development of the Border Patrol. Other

federal agencies active in the frontier

were the Secret Service, FBI, and

national park rangers.



The western peace officer remains an

intriguing, nostalgic character for most

people, an image that is buttressed by

movies and novels that purport to portray

gunslingers in a bygone age. The aura of

rugged mystique and individualism

that surrounds the western peace officer

is hard to ignore—or dispel. The reality,

though, does not burst the bubble,

but rather highlights the complexities of

these men, their jobs, and the social context that shaped them and the agencies

they worked for. The western peace officer

had fundamentally many of the same duties

as today’s law enforcement officers. They

faced local, societal, and political challenges. Specialized agencies were developed

and continued to evolve to accommodate
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unique societal circumstances. The peace

officers of the frontier led the way for the

protection of individual rights and freedom, a characteristic that is notoriously

‘‘western.’’

M. KIMBERLY MACLIN

See also Arrest Powers of the Police; Constables; History of American Policing; Private Policing; Role of the Police; Sheriffs;

Texas Rangers; Tribal Police
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WHITE COLLAR CRIME

The front pages of American newspapers

during the months before the September 11, 2001, destruction of New York’s

World Trade Center by al-Qaeda terrorists

often displayed pictures of corporate

executives in very elegant business suits

with handcuffs on their wrists and their

arms pinioned behind their backs. They

were being taken into custody or brought

to a criminal court by government enforcement agents who often wore orange jackets

with large black letters stenciled on the

back that identified them as police and/or

indicated their agency affiliation.

This development differed dramatically

from earlier days when news that a business leader had been charged with a white

collar crime was likely to be buried in the

paper’s business section, if it was attended

to at all. The business offender in those
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bygone days was treated by the police in a

gentle and respectable manner. Roscoe

Pound, one of the major scholars of criminal law, noted that you never heard of

an upper-class criminal who had committed an offense such as insider trading

or an antitrust violation being subjected to

third-degree interrogation sessions or being

pushed around in the police station (Frank

and Frank 1957, 161).

There is, of course, no sensible reason

to handcuff business executives and to notify the media beforehand that they are

going to be taken into custody. They are

not escape risks and there is virtually no

likelihood that they will attack those arresting them. But the performance, like all

play-acting, is meant to convey a message.

The message in these scenarios is that the

police and the criminal justice system are

equal opportunity enforcers and that they

will treat the rich and the poor—the street

criminals and the suite criminals—in the

same manner.

Businessmen and businesswomen taken

into custody by the police in the early years

of the current century were involved in

some of the most outrageous scandals

since corporate enterprises came into being

in the United States in the mid-eighteenth

century. Billions of dollars were fraudulently manipulated so that executives could

realize exorbitant personal financial gains.

The offenses of companies such as Arthur

Andersen, Enron, HealthSouth, Adelphia

Communications, and WorldCom, among

many others, challenged investigators for

regulatory agencies and brought into question the dedication of those in power to

protect the average citizen from the depredations of organizations whose campaign

contributions helped significantly to put

the politicians in power who control law

enforcement and often have close ties to

business.

The pace of enforcement of the laws to

control business wrongdoing, however, declined dramatically after 9/11 when police

agents were shifted from white collar crime

assignments to counterterrorism activities.



In Los Angeles, following 9/11 the number

of FBI agents assigned to white collar

crimes, public corruption cases, and related work was reduced by nearly 60%,

from 185 agents to 75. The former supervisor of the Los Angeles FBI antifraud

unit noted: ‘‘The bureau can’t get out of

that business without losing market share,

contacts, and expertise. Once it is lost you

never get it back’’ (Reckard 2004, C5).

Referrals of white collar crimes to the U.

S. attorney’s offices, where responsibility

for prosecuting the cases is lodged, declined 6% from a total of 12,792 in the

2000 fiscal year to 12,507 two years later.

In late 2004, the Securities and Exchange

Commission reported that its total of enforcement actions had declined by 14.7%

since the previous year. The agency thought

that perhaps businesses had learned a

lesson, though its head was quick to point

out that ‘‘one swallow does not a summer

make.’’ Skeptics were inclined to believe

that the reduction reflected changing enforcement strategies rather than changing

business practices (Peterson 2004, C1).

The lesson is that there always remains

a ‘‘dark figure’’ of criminal activity—the

offenses that are not discovered—and

that the magnitude of this dark figure is

strongly influenced by enforcement resources and the way in which they are

deployed.



Background

The term white collar crime refers to a

loosely defined category of illegal behavior that is differentiated from ‘‘street’’ or

‘‘traditional’’ forms of crime such as robbery, homicide, and burglary. Prototypical white collar crimes are insider trading

in stocks (that is, trading on information

that has not yet been made available to the

public), antitrust agreements that undermine competitive bidding, the knowing

maintenance of dangerous working conditions, and fraud by physicians against
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medical benefit programs. Beyond such

areas of agreement, there are two competing definitions of white collar crime. The

original conception, formulated by sociologist Edwin Sutherland (1949, 9), saw

white collar crime as a ‘‘crime committed

by a person of respectability and high social status in the course of his occupation.’’ Use of the term had two purposes

for Sutherland: first, to demonstrate that

the then-current explanations of criminal

behavior, such as Oedipus complexes and

inferior intelligence, fell far short when

applied to white collar criminals. Second,

the goal was to call attention to lawbreaking with severe fiscal and physical consequences that tended to be ignored by

students of crime.

More recently, and particularly in police

circles, white collar crime has come to be

defined as the violation of specified statutes. Yale Law School researchers identified eight offenses as white collar crimes

that they would study: antitrust violations,

bribery, securities fraud, tax fraud, false

claims, credit fraud, mail fraud, and embezzlement (Weisburd et al. 1991). For

them, the status of the criminal was irrelevant: Only 29% of their offenders met

Sutherland’s criteria and among the female

white collar offenders in the Yale studies,

almost a third were unemployed (Daly

1989).

Persons who advocate particularly

strong law enforcement action against

white collar crime maintain that regular

crime has a tendency to unite a society.

‘‘Good’’ and ‘‘decent’’ people unite in condemning the common criminal. In doing

so, they reinforce their own commitment

to conformity, in part because they learn

that such acts can lead to ill fame and to

prison sentences. White collar crimes, on

the other hand, threaten the integrity of

the social order and undermine trust and a

sense of justice. Besides, they visit much

more harm and death upon their victims

than street offenses. More money is embezzled by bank officers than is stolen by

bank robbers; more persons are killed by
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unnecessary surgery, sometimes prompted

by mercenary goals, than are slain by

more traditional forms of homicide.



The Police and White Collar Crime

Enforcement of the laws against white collar crime is largely the task of federal law

enforcement agencies, such as the Food

and Drug Administration, the Internal

Revenue Service, the U.S. Postal Service,

the Securities and Exchange Commission,

the Federal Trade Commission, and, more

generally, the Federal Bureau of Investigation (Friedrichs 2004). New concerns

have led to a proliferation of additional

federal agencies, including the Office of

Surface Mining, the Environmental Protection Agency, the Occupational Safety

and Health Administration, and a variety

of federal bureaucracies that monitor

nuclear plants.

In addition, fueled by a growing public

cynicism about the honesty of those holding power that followed the Watergate

scandal leading to President Richard Nixon’s resignation, major federal agencies

are now watched over by inspector generals whose job, in the words of former

President Ronald Reagan, is to be ‘‘as

mean as a junkyard watch dog.’’

A major structural difficulty with these

arrangements lies in the uncertain and

overlapping authority of many of the

groups, a situation that can lead to internecine conflict, as one or another policing

force seeks to control the investigation

and prosecution of a major case. George

Wilson (1981) emphasizes that collaborative work among enforcement agencies

requires a great amount of diplomacy and

that recognition must be carefully allocated in proportion to each agency’s contribution. In the Archer Daniels Midland

antitrust case, there was such a jumble of

enforcement agencies vying for control of

the case that, as Kurt Eichenwald (2000)

has shown, mistakes, misunderstandings,
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and, most importantly, career considerations and turf wars seriously complicated

the pursuit of the offenders.

Policing agencies live, and sometimes

die, in terms of their performance record.

They have to defend what they have accomplished before oversight committees

that control their budget, and they are

constantly concerned about whether to

go after a large number of relatively insignificant offenders or to devote limited

resources to tackle the much more demanding violations that are committed

by wealthy corporations and their wellheeled executives who can employ notably

intelligent and experienced attorneys to

defend them.



State, Local, and Private

Enforcement

Responses to fraudulent business, professional, and political practices have been

less pronounced at levels below the federal

government, primarily because of the absence of adequate resources to mount successful investigations and because of the

federal preemption of much of the field.

Many states and counties have established economic crime units (ECUs) to

deal with white collar offenses. These units

tend to focus on quick-and-easy cases

such as home improvement scams rather

than on illegal acts of entrenched business

interests. A handbook for economic crime

investigators lists certain skills essential for

this kind of work: (1) accounting, (2) computer sophistication, (3) advanced investigative ability, and (4) knowledge of the

laws related to economic crimes (Somers

1984).

ECUs must prioritize the cases that they

will handle. Typically, these are those in

which conviction is likely to exert a strong

deterrent force, those in which evidence

can be gathered rather readily, cases in

which the fraud appears likely to continue

unless some intervention is made, and



cases in which there is a strong likelihood

that victims can recover some of their

losses. ECU officers routinely denounce

what they regard as the lenient sentences

that judges impose on the offenders they

bring to court. ‘‘All things considered,’’

insists Laurel Farcas, chief of the Montgomery County ECU in Pennsylvania,

‘‘for theses offenses, crime pays’’ (Fridrici

2000, 793).

On the local level, there is a need to get

police officers to attend to white collar

crime when possible. Some ECUs have

generated reporting forms to be used whenever communication or squad car officers

encounter what appear to be white collar

offenses. What is wanted is a response such

as that of an officer who observed an

unusually large number of fights and arguments between the operators and customers at an auto repair shop and reported

his suspicion that the owner was engaged in

fraudulent activities. But one difficulty

faced by police officers who concern themselves with white collar crime is that they

may be disparaged by their fellows who see

them as not dealing with ‘‘real crime’’ and

by administrators who may not reward

their work with salary increases and promotions (Alvesalo 2002). For their part,

officers assigned to deal with white collar

crime note disparagingly that most cops

do not know a computer chip from a potato chip. The lone detective in Kalispell,

Montana, assigned to handle white collar

frauds finds the work stimulating. ‘‘It’s a

whole new breed of crime,’’ Brian Fulford

declares. ‘‘The guy who is most likely to get

you is armed with a keyboard. He has a

business card and he doesn’t look anything

like the guy your mother warned you

about.’’ Fulford notes that he had to learn

how to paint the offenses he brings to the

prosecutor in stark terms. ‘‘When the jury

learns the charge is rape,’’ he says, ‘‘the

room falls silent. That doesn’t happen

when it’s fraud or embezzlement. You

need to find ways to engage the jury even

though the evidence isn’t spicy’’ (Jamison

2004).
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Besides state and local police, a large

number of private investigators are engaged in discovering white collar crimes

committed against the companies that employ them. This has become one of the

fastest growing professional fields and

many sworn police officers, who tend to

retire relatively early, make a second career

in private security work. There also is a

cadre of private enforcement specialists,

known under a variety of names, such

as fraud examiners, fraud auditors, and

forensic accountants. The Association of

Certified Fraud Examiners, founded in

1988 and headquartered in Austin, Texas,

now has twenty-five thousand members

and offers training courses nationwide on

how to deal with offenses such as embezzlement, loan frauds, false claims, mail and

wire fraud, money laundering, bribes and

kickbacks, and contract and procurement

frauds.



White Collar Crime Policing

Styles

Clear differences are generally seen between the performance of regulatory

agency investigators and the police who

work street crime details. Regulatory inspectors, particularly if they have scientific

training (and many former police officers

take special courses when they enter regulatory work), come to think of themselves

more as technical experts than as police

officers. Their work pattern becomes

much the same as a police officer who

views his or her job as social service more

than as crime control. Assumption of the

‘‘cooperative technical expert’’ role permits investigators to build mutually satisfying relationships with the businesses

they oversee. These companies are believed to be more likely to inform the investigator of difficulties rather than to try

to cover them up, thereby allowing rapid

remedy and improving protection of the

public. A tougher stance is taken toward
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violators who are seen to be ‘‘amoral calculators,’’ those who are willing to violate

the law and guidelines whenever they believe they can get away with it (Kagan and

Scholz 1983, 67–68).

Rule-oriented inspectors, in contrast to

those with a compliance orientation, issue

citations for every violation they observe.

They minimize negotiation strategies, such

as consultation and bargaining. This crime

enforcement style is faulted on the grounds

that while it is likely to demonstrate shortterm gains in compliance, it suffers in the

long term because the businesses never

develop an internal commitment to conformity. ‘‘A network of rules and regulations, backed by threats of litigation,

breed distrust, destruction of documents,

and an attitude that I won’t do anything

more than I am absolutely required to

do,’’ Stone (1975, 104) maintains.

White collar crime investigators typically keep a keen watch on the priorities

of the prosecuting agency. Prosecutors

tend to be reluctant to take on complicated white collar crimes because, among

other things, they demand technical

knowledge that may take a good deal of

effort to master. They also are likely to be

time consuming and to lack the glamour

of big drug cases and dramatic crimes of

violence.

George Wilson (1981, 173) emphasizes

that for white collar crimes, compared to

street crimes, ‘‘there is an absolute necessity for integrating the prosecutor in the

investigative effort from the very beginning. This is probably the single most important aspect of investigating a complex

economic crime.’’ The prosecutor, Wilson

points out, must continually analyze the

facts, alter his or her anticipated courtroom strategy if necessary, and redirect

the investigator’s efforts.

GILBERT GEIS

See also Computer Crimes; Environmental

Crime; Federal Bureau of Investigation;

Fraud Investigation; Politics and the Police;

Styles of Policing
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WICKERSHAM, GEORGE W.

George Woodward Wickersham (1858–

1936), lawyer, public servant, attorney general of the United States, and chairman of the National Commission on Law



Observance and Enforcement, was born in

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, the only child of

his father’s second marriage. Sadly, his

mother died while giving birth to him and

shortly thereafter his father died. That left

the rearing of the boy to his maternal

grandparents. In partnership, his grandfather founded what was to become the Philadelphia Stock Exchange. His father had

been a Union colonel in the Civil War and

an inventor for the iron and steel industry.

From 1873 to 1875 George studied civil

engineering at Lehigh University. Next,

he was private secretary to upcoming Senator Matthew S. Quay and a student of

law in the office of a prominent attorney.

The latter occupation led to his enrollment

in the University of Pennsylvania Law

School (1879). The following year he

graduated and was admitted to the bar.

For two years he practiced law in Philadelphia before going to New York to join

the firm of Strong and Cadwalader. An

industrious young man, he was made a

partner within four years. Except for his

tenure as attorney general of the United

States, he continued to resolve legal matters for Cadwalader, Wickersham, and

Taft until his death.

As President William Howard Taft’s attorney general, Wickersham stringently

enforced the Sherman Anti-Trust Law.

From the start he commanded respect and

engendered fear for his readiness to prosecute any corporation for attempting to monopolize an industry. Standard Oil, United

States Steel, and International Harvester

were some of the corporate giants he

initiated suits against. With Taft’s defeat

in 1912, he returned to private practice

but kept a keen eye on state, national, and

international affairs. Between 1912 and

1929 he served on the commission for

the reorganization of New York’s state

government, voiced enthusiasm for the

Allied cause at the beginning of World

War I when isolationism was the rule,

and after the war pushed hard for ratification of the League of Nations, among other

involvements.
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At the age of seventy-one, a full career

behind him, Wickersham, far from exhausted, accepted the chairmanship of

the National Commission on Law Observance and Enforcement. President Herbert

Hoover had assigned him to the post, and

such was Wickersham’s dominance over

the proceedings that the investigative

body soon bore the public name of the

‘‘Wickersham Commission.’’ Its charge

was to propose methods of enforcement

of the Eighteenth Amendment (prohibition

of intoxicating liquors) and to inquire into

the entire federal system of jurisprudence

and the administration of laws in relation

to the amendment.

The results were published in fourteen

book-length reports with an addendum,

the Mooney-Billings report, submitted

to the commission but not released by it.

Of the reports, No. 11, Report on Lawlessness in Law Enforcement, and No. 14, Report on Police, were the most pertinent to

everyday police activities. Report No. 11

warned against police use of ‘‘third

degree’’ treatment, ‘‘the employment of

methods which inflict suffering, physical

or mental, upon a person, in order to obtain from that person information about a

crime.’’ The commission regarded third

degree as usurping the fundamental rights

of personal liberty, bail, protection from

assault and battery, presumption of innocence until proven guilty, and access to

legal counsel. A chapter each explored

the general characteristics of third-degree

harassment, arguments for and against it,

and the types of unfairness experienced.

Eleven recommendations followed, such

as ‘‘the establishment of a statutory minimum time for the preparation of the defense’’ and ‘‘representation of the accused

by counsel in all cases unless the penalty

is very light or unless the accused has

definitely refused counsel.’’

Report No. 14 addressed the ‘‘principal

causes of the deficits in police administration that too generally leave the citizens

helpless in the hands of the criminal
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class.’’ August Vollmer, professor of police administration at the University of

Chicago, directed the research and wrote

two of the chapters. Vollmer and his staff

identified the vexations faced by the police

executive and called attention to the

problems besetting proper selection and

training of police personnel. Moreover,

they reviewed communication system and

equipment needs, expanded the definition

of crime prevention, and reasserted that

police power belonged to the state. Ten

conclusions accrued, from removing the

corrupting influence of politics to creating

state bureaus of criminal investigation.

The other reports were equally imperative. Report No. 1, Preliminary Report on

Prohibition, stated that there were major

difficulties to enforcement of the law, but

foreseeable solutions. Report No. 2, Report on the Enforcement of the Prohibition

Laws of the United States, opposed repeal

of the Eighteenth Amendment in the belief

that enforcement of it was possible with

revisions to the law. Wickersham wrote

‘‘The older generation very largely has

forgotten and the younger never knew

the evils of the saloon and the corroding

influence upon politics, both local and national, of the organized liquor interests.’’

Report No. 3, Report on Criminal Statistics, found a dearth of accurate data on

crime; court-proceeding figures were all

that was available. Report No. 4, Report

on Prosecution, emphasized the ‘‘tremendous complexity’’ of ever learning the

causes of crime and of administering criminal justice. Report No. 5, Report on the

Enforcement of the Deportation Laws of

the United States, sought to protect those

unjustly deported while facilitating deportation of ‘‘aliens of the criminal classes’’

through revision of the laws.

Report No. 6, Report on the Child

Offender in the Federal System of Justice,

insisted that childhood deserves a status

distinct from that of the adult. It recommended that persons under eighteen years

of age should be tried in juvenile court,
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though for some child offenders transfer

to adult court would be acceptable. Report No. 7, Progress Report on the Study

of the Federal Courts, studied overcrowding in the federal courts, in particular the

criminal caseloads in Connecticut. Report

No. 8, Report on Criminal Procedure, focused on selection of judges and urged

court reform to ease the burden on police.

Report No. 9, Report on Penal Institutions,

Probation and Parole, found that American penal institutions failed to rehabilitate

inmates and, even worse, instituted a

‘‘deadening routine’’ that only aggravated

the situation. Probation should be continued because it costs less than imprisonment, and parole, in the form of

indeterminate sentencing, likewise should

remain, given that every chance for successful adjustment of the inmate to society

is available. Report No. 10, Report on

Crime and the Foreign Born, showed no

evidence that the foreign born commit

any more crime than the native born. It

held that placing blame on the foreign

born for increased crime is an excuse for

blindness to crime inducements in a complex society.

Report No. 12, Report on the Cost of

Crime, suggested that cities reallocated

their criminal justice expenditures to offset

economic loss due to criminal acts. Expenditures, it said, should be at a level to

ensure maximum safety to citizens and

property. Report No. 13, Reports on the

Causes of Crime, 2 vols., demonstrated

that ‘‘crime fluctuates,’’ not only in aggregate but for each type of offense. One

remedy suggested was ‘‘security of employment.’’ Verifiable, though, is that

juveniles living in disorganized areas of

a city often follow a natural process of

development toward delinquency. The

addendum, Report on Mooney-Billings,

recounted the trial of Mooney and Billings, who were accused of planting a

bomb in San Francisco at the site of the

Preparedness Day Parade in 1916. The

explosion killed nine people and injured



at least forty others. At issue was the alleged railroading of the two defendants by

police, the court, and public opinion.

After producing 4,023 pages totaling 1.6

million words, the Wickersham Commission (1929–1931) disbanded. For all of its

consummate work, its findings went largely

unheeded because of the Prohibition question. At first the rowdy debate staged by

‘‘wets’’ and ‘‘dries’’ prompted the commission to oppose repeal of the Eighteenth

Amendment. Then, with hard evidence

that enforcement of prohibition was futile,

the commission reversed its opinion. Thus

Reports No. 1 and 2 eclipsed the urgency of

the remaining reports, those concerned

with long-standing maladies. Nevertheless,

the commission had done its job: to make

known to the public that America’s criminal justice system was flawed and in need of

repair. It was not Wickersham’s fault that

the rage over booze subverted his clear

message. Given hindsight, Herbert Hoover

wrote about the Wickersham Commission

in his memoirs: ‘‘Therefore, its investigations failed to prove of any great use so far

as Prohibition was concerned, although it

made recommendations for other legal

reforms that were of lasting value.’’ But

police executives from across the country

were not so kind; in the New York Times

for August 2, 1931, a number of them rebutted the commission and a consensus of

observers termed the whole investigation

hasty. Too much obsolete data had been

taken to heart. At the annual convention of

the Religious Education Association held

at Columbia University, May 3, 1932,

Wickersham lamented the flagging interest

in his reports. He closed by saying, ‘‘Lastly,

we should remember that men will respect

law only when law is respectable and that

the method of administering justice is often

more important than justice itself.’’

Wickersham was known for his ‘‘peppery treatment’’ and Spartan lifestyle.

Multilingual, he read Dante in Italian

and studied opera, collected French engravings, and excelled at photography.
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His marriage to Mildred Wendell in 1883

produced four children. A heart attack

claimed his life and he was buried in Rockside Cemetery, Englewood, New Jersey.

WILLIAM G. BAILEY
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James Q. Wilson was born May 27, 1931.

Wilson is considered a prominent figure in

several disciplines, and his writings include

public policy, economics, politics, and criminal justice topics.

Wilson was educated at the University

of the Redlands and the University of

Chicago, where he earned his Ph.D. in

1959. He also holds six honorary degrees,

including one from Harvard University.

Wilson has taught at several prestigious

universities, starting with his first teaching

position at his alma mater, the University

of Chicago (1959–1961). He left the University of Chicago in 1961 to accept a

teaching position at Harvard University,

where he stayed until 1987. He also

taught at the University of California,

Los Angeles, from 1985 to 1997; as of this

writing, he is a Ronald Reagan Professor

of Public Policy at Pepperdine University.

Dr. Wilson has held many distinguished

offices and positions throughout his career,

including serving as the chair of the
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National Advisory Commission on Drug

Abuse (1972–1973). He has served on two

separate presidential task forces, including

serving as chairman of the White House

Task Force on Crime in 1966, and as a

member of the President’s Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board from 1985 to 1991.

Additionally, he was a member of the Attorney General’s Task Force on Violent

Crime in 1981. Wilson also served as a

member of the board of directors of the

Police Foundation (1971–1993), and was

president of the American Political Science

Association (APSA) from 1991 to 1992.

Throughout his career, Wilson has been

acknowledged for his contributions and

influence; most notably he received the

Presidential Medal of Freedom on July

23, 2003. In addition, the APSA awarded

Wilson the James Madison Award for distinguished scholarship in 1990, and in

2001 the APSA awarded him a Lifetime

Achievement Award. Also, the Academy

of Criminal Justice Sciences (ACJS) honored Wilson with the Bruce Smith Award

for ‘‘Outstanding Contributions to Criminal Justice.’’

Wilson has written on a variety of

topics, including policing, human nature,

public policy, crime and race, drugs, rehabilitation, and morals. Some of his earlier

works focused on policing, especially in

urban environments. He was one of the

first in the field to pragmatically look at

the occupation of policing, and to describe

police behavior in a rational and realistic

way. His book Varieties of Police Behavior

(1968) took some of the mysticism away

from police work as he described different

‘‘styles’’ of policing that are still cited in

the policing literature today (that is, watchman style, the legalistic style, and the

service style).

In the 1970s, Wilson focused his research and writings on crime. In Thinking

About Crime (1975, revised 1985) Wilson

put together a group of his essays that

discussed how public policies were in part

responsible for rising crime rates in the

1970s. He also criticized other criminology
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scholars for being too idealistic in their

writings and not basing their work on empirical fact. Other general themes from

Thinking About Crime include Wilson’s

viewpoint that white collar crime does

not negatively impact the ‘‘social contract’’ in the same way as conventional

crimes do; therefore, it should not be treated equally. Additionally, Wilson considers crime to be a moral issue. This is a

theme that Wilson has continued to write

about throughout his career.

In 1982, Wilson published an article in

the Atlantic Monthly with George Kelling

titled ‘‘Broken Windows: The Police

and Neighborhood Safety.’’ In this piece,

Wilson combines his interests in crime,

policing, communities, and urban issues.

‘‘Broken Windows’’ is perhaps his most

important contribution to the world of policing. The concept of broken windows has

become an internationally known doctrine,

and remains just as powerful and influential today as it was in the 1980s. In ‘‘Broken

Windows’’ Wilson and Kelling discuss the

concept of physical disorder, and how, if let

untreated, that disorder can become a signal to criminals that the neighborhood will

tolerate crime and other ‘‘nuisance’’ behaviors. The idea states that a neighborhood

that leaves broken windows broken (or

graffiti uncovered and so forth) is sending

a message that it will also tolerate behaviors such as open-air drug sales and

overt prostitution. This type of tolerance

can lead to tolerance of more serious crime

situations, and a community out of control

and crawling with the criminal element.

Therefore, Wilson and Kelling suggest

that police should address the minor crimes

and nuisance behaviors as well as the more

serious criminal behaviors. This type of

response has had great success in crimeridden cities across the country, most notably in New York City in the 1990s. The

New York City Police Department found

that true to Wilson and Kelling’s philosophy, criminals realized there were consequences to their actions, and that the

police and community were not going to



turn a blind eye to their antisocial behaviors anymore. Wilson and Kelling also discuss the role that citizens’ fear of crime can

play in the downfall of a neighborhood.

In the mid-1980s, Wilson cowrote another controversial book titled Crime and

Human Nature: The Definitive Study (1985)

with Richard Herrnstein. This volume

looked at research conducted in a variety

of disciplines in an attempt to answer the

question ‘‘Why do people commit crimes?’’

This work challenges criminologists to

look at crime from the level of the individual as opposed to the more commonly

viewed societal level.

In the 1990s, Wilson coedited two prominent works, ‘‘Drugs and Crime’’ (1990)

with Michael Tonry, and Crime (1995), an

edited anthology on research with Joan

Petersilia. The 1990s also saw Wilson

focus his writings on morals. In 1991 he

published ‘‘On Character,’’ which was a

series of essays that looked at character

and responsibility. This theme continued

through the 1990s and into the 2000s with

books such as The Moral Sense (1993),

Moral Judgment: Does the Abuse Excuse

Threaten Our Legal System? (1997), and

The Marriage Problem (2002), where he

discusses the problems associated with the

continuing dissolution of the institution of

marriage and its effect on social problems,

including crime.

ELIZABETH P. BIEBEL

See also Broken-Windows Policing; Crime

Control Strategies; Styles of Policing
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WILSON, O. W.

Orlando Winfield Wilson (1900–1972),

police chief, professor, Chicago police

superintendent, and author, was born in

Veblen, South Dakota, of Norwegian

descent (Vraalson, his family name, was

changed to Wilson when he was a boy).

His father, a lawyer, took a keen interest in all of his children, expecting excellence from each of them. Therefore,
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studiousness and respect for learning permeated the family atmosphere. Orlando

graduated from San Diego High School in

California, where Ole Wilson had moved

his family a few years before. Then he

entered the University of California at

Berkeley, obtaining his B.A. degree in

1924 with a major in criminology. While

at the university he worked as a patrolman

with the Berkeley Police Department from

May 1921 to April 1925. His police chief

was August Vollmer, considered by many

authorities the top police mind of his day.

In fact, it was Vollmer who influenced

Wilson in his choice of criminology as a

career. No young man interested in criminology could have had a better start in life,

with the educational advantage of having

studied at UC Berkeley, having Vollmer as

mentor, and with police professionalism

on the upswing.

Less than a year out of college, Wilson

was appointed police chief of Fullerton, a

small southern California community. But

he lasted only a few months in the job,

mainly because some of his academic

notions did not sit well with the citizenry.

Once in a public address he advocated birth

control as a means of lessening crime, in

keeping with the ‘‘concentric circle’’ theory

of crime; that is, more population, more

crime; less population, less crime, radiating

outward from a congested center of lawbreaking. Even for California Wilson’s

ideas were a bit radical and after pressure

from the police committee he resigned due

to ‘‘lack of administrative experience.’’ For

the next two years he worked as an investigator for the Pacific Finance Corporation.

It was dull employment from which he

sought leave given the first opportunity.

Soon he got his chance. Not forgetting his

prote´ ge´ , August Vollmer recommended

Wilson as a replacement for the dismissed

police chief of Wichita, Kansas. Times

were bad there; scandal involving bootlegging operations gripped the puritanical

city. Wilson hesitated, recalling his failure in Fullerton, but Vollmer reassured

him that he could succeed in Wichita.
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He heeded his former chief and in March

1928 accepted the position. What with

crime to fight and organizational changes

to make, he had few spare moments for

theorizing, his Fullerton nemesis. Five

years later he rejuvenated the department

by introducing plainly marked police cars,

lie detectors, and mobile crime laboratories; harking back to his recent youth,

he hired college students as part-time

policemen, among other innovations, and

Wichita was on its way to stringent law and

order.

Wilson compiled an enviable record

during his years there, but his outstanding

performance as chief eventually cost him

his job. He enforced the vice laws too

vigorously, thus cramping the style of

Wichita racketeers, so he had to go. Two

city commissioners, in league with the vice

lords, rode him hard, conjuring up every

possible charge against him. In a letter to

August Vollmer, Wilson disclosed what

the city commissioners planned to do to

him if he stayed:

1. Have my salary slashed.

2. Have the commission order the discontinuance of certain police activities, such as the maintenance of

records.

3. The appointment of a disloyal subordinate officer as assistant chief,

with complete control over police

personnel.

4. Appointment of the same men as

director of public safety and over

police and fire.

5. An investigation of the department

with a view of raising sufficient stench

to justify ordering my suspension and

leaving me simmering on the pan

without salary until I was tired out.

He acquiesced and on May 15, 1939,

left Wichita on leave of absence, his formal resignation to follow later.

Wilson was not left to wander long.

The Public Administration Service in Chicago hired him to survey municipal police

departments and to write papers on police



administration. To his dismay he discovered that in Peoria, Illinois; Hartford,

Connecticut; Huntington, West Virginia;

and San Antonio, Texas, the police bent

to political will as much as in Wichita.

While he was on the road with his surveys,

plans were under way to attract him to

teach at his alma mater, UC Berkeley.

Once again August Vollmer was his guiding light, convincing the president of the

university that O. W. Wilson knew more

about police administration than anyone

else available. On July 24, 1939, Wilson

accepted a tenured position as full professor with a reduced teaching load, time for

consultative work, and the freedom to reshape the academic program. Moreover,

the university allowed him to continue

his work for the Public Administration

Service. In January 1943 World War II

interrupted his busy schedule and tested

his abilities all the more. He entered the

U.S. Army as a lieutenant colonel in the

corps of military police, serving as chief

public safety officer in Italy and England.

The war over, he was discharged in November 1946, having earned the rank of

colonel, the Bronze Star, and the Legion

of Merit. He did not return home right

away but remained in Germany as the

chief public safety officer in charge of denazification activities in the U.S. zone.

Enforcing the regulations to the letter of

the law was his trademark. He liked military life and leaned toward reenlisting, but

by the next year he was back at Berkeley

teaching police administration.

Wilson’s second career at Berkeley had

its ups and downs. From 1950 to 1960 he

served as dean of the School of Criminology, during which time he successfully

fought off efforts to relegate police studies

to a minor academic status. Instead, he

raised the program to an unprecedented

level and made the school one of the foremost in the nation. He did this in spite of

having to parry attacks from his fellow

professors because he did not hold the

Ph.D. degree, and from students because

he was a poor lecturer. Always terse in his
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public and written comments, he was more

a man of action than one of words. Wilson

escaped the petty in-fighting at Berkeley

whenever he visited various police departments to conduct reorganization surveys.

Like August Vollmer before him, he crisscrossed the United States and beyond,

sizing up local police conditions and

recommending qualified colleagues to fill

vacant positions. Known far and wide for

his acuity as a police consultant, he was to

put into practice every bit of his knowledge in the coming years.

In 1960 Chicago mayor Richard J.

Daley named Wilson chairman of a fiveman committee to choose a new police

commissioner for the Windy City. The

heat was on after city newspapers revealed

that several policemen had aided and

abetted a burglary ring. More than one

hundred persons were considered for the

office with the surprising result that O. W.

Wilson, interrogator of the contenders,

was finally selected. He took the job, but

only after securing a promise that the police force would be free from political control. He then resigned his deanship at UC

Berkeley, the university honoring him

with the title of professor emeritus. The

immediate changes he made in the Chicago Police Department were unpopular

to say the least. He cut the number of

police districts from thirty-eight to twentyone, thus severing ties of favoritism between some police and criminal parties in

certain neighborhoods. He established the

Internal Investigation Division, whose

main purpose was to uncover police corruption. He more than doubled the number of civilian employees to handle clerical

duties, thereby releasing about one thousand regular policemen for patrol duty.

He installed a $2 million modern police

radio clock and doubled the size of the

patrol car fleet. Other of his adjustments

were equally hard to live with at first,

but in the end greatly strengthened the

department.

Wilson continued to do the unexpected. When the Reverend Martin Luther
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King, Jr., came to Chicago in 1966, having

announced beforehand that he would lay

bare housing discrimination in one of

white America’s mighty cities, he was invited to police headquarters to talk. Of all

things, the two strong-willed men discussed police protection for King and his

people, not police harassment. Later King

acknowledged that Wilson had treated

him more than fairly, unlike Southern police. Also in that year one of the worst

crimes of the century occurred in Chicago.

Eight student nurses were murdered at

a residence maintained by the South

Chicago Community Hospital. Wilson’s

police were swift off the mark and the

next day arrested a twenty-four-year-old

itinerant seaman named Richard Franklin

Speck, whose left arm bore the tattoo

‘‘Born to Raise Hell.’’ Wilson fingered

the right man, but because he insisted

that only Speck could have done the deed

some legal authorities criticized him for

‘‘hanging the suspect’’ without a fair

trial. Ironically, just a few months earlier

in an article written for Family Week, he

had said: ‘‘One of the problems that we, as

police, face is when sympathy for the unfortunate merges into favoritism for the

criminal. . . . In this country, tolerance

for wrongdoers has turned into a fad.

What we need is some intolerance toward

criminal behavior.’’

On his sixty-seventh birthday he retired

from the Chicago police force, stating in a

letter to Mayor Daley, ‘‘It is my belief that

the programs initiated slightly more than

seven years ago for the reorganization of

the police department are fully established.’’ As befitted him, he was overly

modest in assessing his accomplishments

in Chicago, a city notorious for its haphazard law enforcement. But for all of his

striking success he did display some faults.

His biographer, William J. Bopp, explains:

O. W. Wilson never questioned the idea

that officers must be coerced, controlled,

directed, and threatened before they

would exert an effort to achieve the department’s objectives. He instituted no job
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enrichment programs, no participatory

management techniques. . . . He ruled by

fiat, instead of persuading his officers of the

rightness of reform. . . . It may well be that

policemen will not act democratically in

the community until they are treated democratically in police headquarters. Wilson

was not a democratic leader.



Wilson wrote a number of books, articles, and pamphlets during his checkered

career, all of which added substantially to

the police literature. He saw his best known

book, Police Administration (McGraw-Hill

1950, 1963), through a third edition, with

Roy C. McLaren as coauthor; it appeared

the year of his death (1972). Married twice,

he fathered three children. A stroke ended

his life, his last years having been spent in

Poway, California, an idyllic retreat far

from the ingratitude of Wichita and the

hustle of Chicago.

WILLIAM G. BAILEY
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WOMEN IN LAW

ENFORCEMENT

Women in law enforcement work in municipal agencies, state agencies, or federal

agencies. Municipal agencies include city,

county, and campus law enforcement.

State agencies include state police, vehicle

enforcement, highway patrol, and other

state specialty organizations such as state

bureaus of investigations or multipurpose

organizations such as the Texas Rangers.

Federal agencies include specialty organizations that serve the nation, such as the

Drug Enforcement Administration and the

Federal Bureau of Investigation. Currently



more women are employed in municipal

organizations than in any other type of

law enforcement organization; however,

women are more highly represented proportionally in federal organizations.

An accurate representation of the numbers of women in law enforcement is

difficult at best primarily due to the inconsistency of data collection. Currently,

women represent an average of 10.6% in

local municipal organizations and 12.5% in

sheriff ’s organizations, and they range

from 1% to 14% in state law enforcement

agencies and from 8.6% to 28% in federal

agencies. In 1975, women represented only

2.2% of personnel in municipal organizations (Martin and Jurik 1996). Is an 8.4%

increase over the course of thirty years notable? Perhaps so, but not in ways that

support the strides women have made and

barriers that have been overcome.

An examination of women in law enforcement is no different than any other

examination of women in a nontraditional

occupation, which is an occupation with

less than 25% of the gender that is not

stereotypically considered appropriate for

the occupation. Hence, law enforcement is

a nontraditional occupation for women.

Stereotypical perceptions of gender role

expectations dictate what is considered

‘‘appropriate behavior’’ for women in both

their public and private lives. Women are

to conform to traditional feminine activities to appease society and fit into proper

occupations. Women in law enforcement

have struggled since the early 1800s to survive in the world of law enforcement, and

hopefully to succeed and be recognized as

a valued part of the law enforcement organization, as are their male counterparts.



History and Legal Mandates

Schulz (1995) divides the history of women’s participation in law enforcement

into six eras: (1) Forerunners: The Matrons,

1820–1899; (2) The Early Policewomen,
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1900–1928; (3) Depression Losses, 1929–

1941; (4) World War II and the 1940s;

(5) Paving the Way for Patrol, 1950–1967;

and (6) Women Become Crime Fighters,

1968–Present. Women’s presence in law

enforcement, as is apparent in Schulz’s

work, has been significantly influenced by

social movements of the times. As gender

roles have developed over time, so have

women’s roles in policing. In the first historical phase of women in law enforcement, the

‘‘matron’’ era, women were performing

tasks exclusively associated with their gender role expectations. For example, women

primarily dealt with children and juvenile

offenders, and female victims of crime. As

time progressed, women’s roles in law enforcement changed, as did their socially defined gender roles. Much of this change can

be accounted for by the limited availability

of male personnel due to the U.S. involvement in wars. While law enforcement

was not the only occupation affected by

the limited number of males available, the

shortage of males did prompt administrators to hire more women to ‘‘fill in the gaps’’

left by the men, which also meant that

women had to perform duties traditionally

performed only by men.

After war efforts subsided and men

were again more available for employment

in law enforcement, some women were still

kept in positions that were historically for

men only. Leaving these women in place

essentially paved the way for hiring more

women for a greater variety of work in law

enforcement. Simultaneously, significant

social movements of the late 1960s and

1970s gave rise to the largest increases of

women in law enforcement the United

States has ever known.

Legal mandates such as the Equal Pay

Act of 1963, Title VII of the Civil Rights Act

of 1964, the Omnibus Crime Control and

Safe Streets Act of 1968, the Equal Employment Opportunity Act of 1972, the Crime

Control Act of 1973, and the Pregnancy

Discrimination Act of 1978 have each affected women’s equal opportunities in law
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enforcement. The Equal Pay Act of 1963

was one of the first pieces of legislation

that provided a guarantee, albeit a limited

one, of pay equity. Title VII of the Civil

Rights Act of 1964, while primarily written to deal with race discrimination, affected other discriminatory practices,

including discrimination based on religion, sex, and national origin. Additionally, Title VII made it illegal for private

employers with twenty-five or more

employees to discriminate in recruitment,

hiring, working conditions, promotion, or

other employment practices. It was not

until 1972, however, that Title VII was extended to state and local governments, including law enforcement agencies, through

the Equal Opportunity Employment Act.

The Equal Employment Opportunity

Commission (EEOC), which oversees the

enforcement of Title VII, was also created

in 1972.

The Omnibus Crime Control and

Safe Streets Act of 1968 created the Law

Enforcement Assistance Administration

(LEAA), which provided numerous opportunities for education and training for law

enforcement personnel. Women and men

of color were significantly affected because

this was the first time such opportunities

had been made available to them. In 1973,

the Crime Control Act prohibited discrimination against women in any agency that

obtained LEAA funds.

The Pregnancy Discrimination Act of

1978 prohibited discrimination against

women for pregnancy, childbirth, or related

medical conditions. Employers were required to treat these conditions as any

other type of temporary disability; therefore, women would not be improperly penalized for having children.

In addition to legislation, significant

court cases have affected opportunities

for women in law enforcement, including

Griggs v. Duke Power Company (1971),

Meritor Savings Bank FSB v. Vinson

(1986), and Harris v. Forklift Systems,

Inc. (1993). The Griggs case dealt primarily
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with bona fide occupational qualifications

(BFOQs) and required that employer’s

must demonstrate BFOQs for jobs and

use no other selection standard. What this

meant for women in law enforcement was

that previous exclusions often dealing with

height and weight requirements were no

longer valid.

Meritor Savings Bank FSB v. Vinson

dealt primarily with issues of sexual harassment, reinforcing the legislation in

Title VII. The Court in Meritor upheld

the prohibition of both quid pro quo and

hostile work environment as specified in

Title VII. Harris v. Forklift Systems, Inc.,

also dealt with a hostile work environment. In this case, the Court relaxed the

standard for what constitutes a hostile

work environment, indicating that a hostile work environment does not require

extreme psychological damage to an individual, and may be considered as such

with less damage instead.



Research

The importance of research cannot be understated. Occupational research is primarily used to describe the current status

of workers in a profession, to identify

challenges and barriers for workers, and

to make policy recommendations. Ideally,

academicians who typically conduct research collaborate with professionals in

the field to identify important research

questions or current issues.

Most of what we know about women in

law enforcement comes from research

looking at women in large municipal, or

local, law enforcement organizations. Minimal research examining women in state,

federal, or small municipal organizations

exists. There are many more municipal

law enforcement organizations than state

and federal, but limited research and anecdotal evidence indicates that women in



all three types of law enforcement organizations have similar experiences in the

workplace.

More specifically, the majority of research on women and law enforcement

has examined issues of women’s competency, attitudes toward and of women

in law enforcement, stress, legal issues, and

descriptions of the current population

of women in the field. Multiple methods

have been used to conduct the research

including survey research, evaluation research, participant observation, and qualitative case studies. In more recent years,

survey research using the Internet has become a popular method for gathering

data.

Issues of women’s competency in law

enforcement were not significantly questioned until women were allowed to do

patrol work in the late 1960s and early

1970s. Prior to this time period, women

had been primarily used to perform tasks

that were considered at the time reasonable for a woman to do, such as working

with juvenile offenders or doing administrative tasks. After women’s inclusion in

patrol work, research increased significantly, in hopes of determining whether

or not women could adequately meet the

challenges of their male counterparts.

During this time period (primarily 1970s)

there were nine evaluations of women in

different jurisdictions using various methods. The jurisdictions included Washington, D.C. (Bloch and Anderson 1974),

St. Louis (Sherman 1975), New York

City (Sichel et al. 1977), Denver (Bartlett

and Rosenblum 1977), Newton, Massachusetts (Kizziah and Morris 1977), Philadelphia, Phases I and II (Bartell Associates

1978), California (California Highway Patrol 1976), and Pennsylvania (Pennsylvania

State Police 1974). With the exception

of the second phase of the Philadelphia

study, all of these works found women to

be as competent as their male counterparts. Most of these works were undertaken in large municipal organizations or
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large state organizations.Only one, in

Newton, Massachusetts, was undertaken

in a medium-sized organization.

Research on women in law enforcement

has continued with various focuses since

the early works examining competency. A

number of attitudinal works followed the

competency works of the 1970s, including

examinations of women’s attitudes toward

their work (Bloch and Anderson 1974;

Worden 1993; Zhao, Thurman, and He

1999), as well as attitudes of male officers

and the public. Research examining

women’s attitudes toward their work

has focused on variables such as job satisaction, perceptions of discrimination,

and perceptions of utilization. Researchers

have found that some male officers

believe that women are ineffective and

incompetent in their jobs (Bloch and

Anderson 1974; Balkin 1988; Hindman

1975; Linden 1983; Vega and Silverman

1982; Martin 1980; Charles and Parson

1978). Finally, some researchers have examined public perceptions of women in

law enforcement.



International Women in Law

Enforcement

While descriptions of, and research in,

women in law enforcement in the United

States are somewhat lacking, information

for international women in law enforcement is even more limited. Challenges to

gathering this information include the

paucity of source materials, lack of conceptual frameworks, and difficulties with

cross-cultural comparisons. The European

Network of Policewomen (ENP) has been

instrumental in attempting to paint a picture of women in law enforcement abroad,

with their biannual report, Facts, Figures

and General Information, which began

in 1989 with a total of six issues being

completed. The reports began with a

response rate of 18% in 1989 and had
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risen to 50% for the last report, which

was done in 2000. The report is one of

the only comprehensive assessments of

the status of women in policing internationally and provides a general overview

of women in European police forces.

Cross-cultural research on women is

limited, with Heidensohn (1992, 2000),

Brown (1997), and Brown and Heidensohn

(2000) being the most current and comprehensive works. Much of their work is comparisons on women in policing in the

United Kingdom and the United States.

However, in their most recent work, they

surveyed women in thirty-five countries,

with assistance from organizations and

associations. They examined a variety of

issues including discrimination, coping,

support, and self-efficacy as related to the

police culture. The authors proposed a taxonomy with which to examine police organizations, and in doing this they have

provided a framework for future efforts,

as well as insight into the current status of

women internationally.



Organizations for Women in Law

Enforcement

Useful strategies that facilitate success for

women in policing include networking and

mentoring. Key to networking and mentoring are professional associations for

women in policing. Associations provide

not only training opportunities, but also

avenues for women to meet other women

in similar places, and share their experiences, challenges, and lessons learned. Current professional associations for women

in law enforcement include, but are not

limited to, the International Association

of Women in Police (IAWP), the European

Network of Policewomen (ENP), the National Center for Women and Policing (NCWP), the National Association

of Women Law Enforcement Executives

(NAWLEE), the Australasian Council of
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Women and Policing (ACWAP), and the

Women in Federal Law Enforcement

(WIFLE), as well as numerous local and

regional affiliates.



Future Prospects

While women’s opportunities and status

have increased during the last three decades, much progress can still be gained.

Women have moved out of the stereotypical positions of dealing with juveniles

and other women, to positions of leadership in municipal organizations that serve

major metropolitan cities. Women have

also made strides in professional organizations, taking leadership roles in organizations in which they have historically been

denied leadership.

With numerous changes in the landscape of contemporary law enforcement

taking place on a daily basis, we may see

women being utilized in even more areas

and for a variety of tasks, as gender norms

are further broken down, with primary

consideration given to who the best candidate is for the job and to who can perform

at the optimum levels at which societal

expectations are set.

KATHRYN E. SCARBOROUGH

See also National Association of Women

Law Enforcement Executives (NAWLEE)
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X

X-RAY TECHNOLOGY AND

APPLICATIONS FOR

POLICING



gas discharge tube. During this experiment, Roentgen discovered that a fluorescent screen in his laboratory began to glow

when the electron beam was turned on.

This reaction was unique because Roentgen’s tube was encased with heavy black

cardboard, which he assumed would block

the radiation. Upon further experimentation, Roentgen placed various objects

between the tube and the screen, and the

same effect occurred—the screen still

glowed. Finally, he put his hand in front

of the tube and saw the silhouette of his

bones projected onto the fluorescent

screen (Harris 2006). This accidental discovery by Roentgen has impacted most

human beings in the course of their lives.

For law enforcement officers, this discovery has led to efficient operations in conducting screenings in various locations.



An X-ray is a form of electromagnetic radiation that is commonly known for its use

in diagnostic medical imaging. However,

this technology has applications for law

enforcement that can safeguard life and

property. Common uses for X-ray technology include object screening (such as

packages, suspected bombs, or baggage)

as well as the use of mobile X-ray applications to examine suspicious packages in

the field and to look through walls,

doors, and/or windows to acquire intelligence from a certain area. In this article,

the history of the technology as well as law

enforcement applications will be explored.



History of X-Ray Technology

Object Screening



Scholars claim that X-ray technology was

invented by accident in 1895. At that time,

German physicist Wilhelm Roentgen was

experimenting with electron beams in a



A primary use of X-ray technology for law

enforcement personnel is the screening of
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objects (baggage, purses, and so on) prior

to their entry into a controlled environment such as airport boarding areas and

schools. At these locations, law enforcement is oftentimes responsible for safeguarding life and property.

Stringent airport regulations have led

to the increased dependency on the use of

X-ray technology by the Transportation

Security Administration (TSA). The TSA

utilizes X-ray machines of various sizes

and from various vendors at public airports across the country. Enforcing federal laws, the TSA scans all baggage and

personal possessions that are carried onto

airplanes. One controversial use of X-ray

technology in the airport is the use of an

X-ray that will purportedly provide airport screeners with a clear picture of

what is under passengers’ clothes. This

technology, called backscatter X-ray, is

now under evaluation at several U.S. airports (Frank 2005).

Schools have become more security

conscious since the occurrence of a number of highly publicized incidents of school

violence. A common figure in the hallways

of American schools is the school resource

officer (SRO). The SRO, a sworn law enforcement officer, is assigned to one school

or multiple schools depending on the

jurisdiction. Additionally, one of the tools

used to safeguard some schools is an X-ray

scanner. For some high-risk schools, students enter the school building each day in

the same manner as travelers at an airport.

A National Institute of Justice report on

school safety technologies states ‘‘given

that all the available x-ray baggage scanners are priced similarly, operate easily,

offer substantial training up front, and

have good quality monitor images,

schools will be most concerned about service. If a particular school district is

planning on purchasing several units for

multiple schools, the district may be able

to negotiate an excellent price that will

include one backup unit that will be stored

by the vendor for use when needed. This
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backup unit may be a used product that is

in good working order and easy to bring in

quickly and set up during a crisis’’ (Green

1999, 101).



Mobile X-Ray Applications

In addition to permanent, stationary

X-ray machines, the technology can also

be mobilized to assist law enforcement

officers in the field. One example is the

investigation, and possible detonation, of

suspicious packages. A portable machine

developed by the U.S. Department of Energy uses reflected X-rays to determine the

contents of the package. The detector is

paired with a video camera and then

placed on a mobile robotic platform that

moves into potentially dangerous areas

while the operator stays safely out of

range, observing the progress through

real-time video images. Even if the suspicious device explodes before transmitting

a complete image, partial images that may

be useful to law enforcement have already

been transmitted back to the operator.

The greatest benefit in that situation is

that all that is lost is the video camera,

X-ray machine, and cart, rather than

lives (Singer 1999).

Next, the ability to look through walls,

doors, and/or windows is a lesser known

application of X-ray technology that is

available for law enforcement use. Traditional X-ray technology can be combined

with more sophisticated imaging technologies such as infrared and ultrasound to

provide intelligence to officers who may

be entering a volatile area. The Justice

Department’s Office of Science and Technology has stressed the development of

long-range devices to detect weapons and

criminals. Currently, funded projects seek

to arm law enforcement personnel with

handheld devices that can detect people

hidden behind walls and briefcase-size

devices designed to locate hostages.
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Conclusions

Technological advances for law enforcement occur at a rapid rate in the United

States. While traditional X-ray technology

has been a proven method for law enforcement screening activities, advances will

undoubtedly provide technologies that

will continuously change the way that a

community does business. Additionally,

continuous debate surrounding privacy

issues and imaging technologies may

shape the development and utilization of

these technologies. Until that occurs, the

1895 accidental discovery remains an effective tool for the law enforcement community.

RYAN BAGGETT



See also Airport Safety and Security; Federal Police and Investigative Agencies; Responding to School Violence; School

Resource Officers; Technology and the Police; Terrorism: Police Functions Associated with
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YOUTH GANGS: DEFINITIONS



agencies distribute their resources in order

to reduce gang activity. Thus, developing

an adequate definition of youth gangs is

very important.

The point of contention over defining a

group as a gang centers on what characteristics will form the checklist used to confer

this title. The most common characteristic,

and the most obvious, is that a gang must

be composed of a group of individuals,

which connotes the collective as opposed

to the individual nature of gangs. Some

definitions specify this characteristic by

asserting a minimum number of individuals who must belong to the group, although there is no consensus as to what

this number should be. Further, in the context of youth gangs, the focus is on groups

composed of juveniles and young adults as

opposed to exclusively adult criminal organizations. The characteristic of a group

composed of young individuals alone,

however, has little meaning since most

acts of delinquency or crime committed

by juveniles occur in a group context.

Thus, other defining characteristics are required to distinguish gangs from other

groups.



During the past two decades, research and

criminal justice practitioner communities

have turned increasing attention toward

youth gangs. This attention is exhibited

by the increases in funding for gang research, the creation of research institutes

focused on gang activity, the development

of specialized gang units in the law enforcement agencies, and the enactment of legislation directed at controlling gang activity.

With this increased interest has emerged a

debate as to what qualifies as a gang. Although at first glance the matter of finding

an adequate definition of youth gangs

can appear trivial, it has important implications in a policy context. First, the definition utilized can determine whether a

group in a given community will receive

directed attention from law enforcement

agencies. Second, falling within an official

definition of a gang can increase the legal

ramifications for the members of these

groups, with such actions as sentencing

enhancements for gang crimes or the enforcement of civil gang injunctions. Third,

recognition as a gang can have an important implication for where social service
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Another characteristic is the use of

symbols by the members to identify the

gang. This characteristic is often represented by the display of a name or insignia

that is found on the attire of members

(such as on their shirts or ball caps) or by

tattoos. Some gangs will also adopt certain colors associated with their gang that

are displayed in their clothing, or they will

wear their clothing in a certain manner

that is associated with the gang (such as

the right pant leg pulled up to the knee).

Further, graffiti is often used to display a

gang’s name or insignia in order to communicate their existence to others. In

addition, some will display certain hand

signs to identify their gang and members.

The use of such symbols not only provides

an observable indicator of the gang’s existence, but also personal acknowledgment

by the members of their association with

one another.

The permanence of a gang’s existence is

another definitional characteristic. The intention of this characteristic is to avoid the

inclusion of groups that form over a single

time-bound issue and then disband a short

period thereafter. One of the difficulties

with this characteristic, however, is that

the length of existence varies considerably

across gangs. For example, large cities that

have an extended history of gang activity,

such as Los Angeles and Chicago, are comprised of some gangs that have existed for

multiple generations. Whereas, other smaller cities that have only recently seen gangs

emerge in their community may have

groups that have existed for less than

two years. There is no consistent measure

found within the various definitions as to

the required length of existence. In fact, to

create such a fixed qualification of, say, five

years could be a limitation in the efforts to

understand and address gangs. The failure

of law enforcement and social service providers to acknowledge groups that fall

short of this criterion would hamper their

ability to impact a gang before it becomes

a fixed part of a community. Further, the

exclusion of such groups in empirical
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research would limit our understanding of

the early formation period for those groups

that eventually progress past the five-year

mark.

The claiming of turf or territory by a

gang is also a characteristic commonly

found in the various definitions. This geographic area usually includes the location

where the gang began, where members currently reside, and/or where they currently

hang out. This territory is usually marked

with graffiti posted on various buildings,

walls, and other fixed objects that carry

the game name or insignia, which acts as a

notice to community members and rivals of

the gang’s existence and perceived control

over an area. There is some debate, however, about whether the claiming of turf

should be a defining characteristic. There

are a number of gangs who meet the four

other characteristics listed here, yet they do

not claim a specific territory as their own.

For example, skinhead gangs often do not

make such territorial claims.

A final characteristic often found in

gang definitions is criminal activity. Some

definitions simply state in a very general

sense that the gang needs to be involved

in ‘‘illegal activity.’’ Alternatively, other

definitions, particularly those related to

antigang legislation, will specify the exact

crimes that must be committed by the

members to qualify a group as a gang.

For example, California’s antigang legislation specifies twenty-five specific crimes

that include acts of serious violence, serious property crimes, and the sale of a controlled substance. Further, it is required

within this legislation that the crimes must

occur over a multiple-year period so as to

show some level of persistence in the gang’s

criminal activity.

Although these five characteristics represent those most commonly found in the

definitions of gangs utilized by the research

and criminal justice practitioner communities, they are by no means the essential

elements found in each. Currently, there

is no nationally accepted definition of

gangs on the part of law enforcement or
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corrections, a circumstance that does have

some drawbacks. For example, there is

likely little consistency as to what types of

groups receive attention from law enforcement and social service agencies from one

jurisdiction to the next. In addition, the

lack of an accepted definition makes it

difficult to accurately account for the prevalence of gangs and gang members nationwide or within given communities. Some

researchers, however, have asserted that

this definition dilemma does have a benefit.

It is argued that adherence to a universal

definition might cause researchers to ignore new variants of gangs that emerge in

the future that do not fit such a definition

or to ignore present-day groups that would

fall short of inclusion but are nonetheless

important to understand. An illustration of

this latter concern would be tagger crews

(a group of graffiti artists), which some

gang definitions would include and others

not. Although these groups do not resemble some of the more notorious and violent

gangs found across the nation, they represent groups that are persistently involved in

illegal activity that devalues or destroys

public and private property, and as such

they are of interest to the research and

criminal justice communities.

JEFF ROJEK and SCOTT H. DECKER

See also Age and Crime; Criminology; Juvenile Crime and Criminalization; Juvenile

Delinquency; Youth Gangs: Dimensions;

Youth Gangs: Interventions and Results
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Gangs and the response to gangs by other

segments of society are two sides of

the same coin. Frederic Thrasher (1927,

26, 46), who studied 1,313 gangs in

Chicago in the early 1900s, wrote that

gangs are ‘‘formed spontaneously’’ but become ‘‘integrated through conflict.’’ For

Thrasher, a pre-gang group does not ‘‘become a gang . . . until it begins to excite

disapproval and opposition, and thus

it acquires a more definite groupconsciousness.’’ The most important conflicts in the strengthening of gangs include

other gangs, schools, and law enforcement.

Though gangs are organizations, what

we know about them has come from

studying individual gang members or

community reactions to gang problems.

Hence, studies of gangs have historically

included both interviews and observational studies of limited samples of gang
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members from specific geographic areas,

or analyses of official records compiled

through the institutionalized processes of

response. Although there has sometimes

been antipathy between the two kinds of

researchers, the findings of both are necessary for the widest possible understanding

of gang phenomena.

Participant observation and interviews

are more likely to capture the totality of

behavior engaged in by some gang members on a day-to-day basis. Analysis of

official records, while limited to the fraction of gang activity that is criminal in

nature, makes it possible to make comparisons and study variations in gang crime

and official reaction to it across different

communities and points in time. The importance of such comparisons is substantiated by the conclusions of all researchers

that gangs vary greatly over both space

and time. Studies using both self-report

and official records information on populations of at-risk juveniles have found

substantial overlap and agreement between the two sources (Curry 2000;

Curry, Decker, and Egley 2002).



What Are Gangs?

As in most social science research, individual researchers lay out their definition of

what constitutes a gang in the context of

their particular study. Differences in defining gangs occur among researchers as well

as between researchers and criminal justice

agencies. The kinds of analysis problems

to which this process of multiple operational definitions can lead are reflected in

a study by Maxson and Klein (1990),

which showed that if the Chicago definition of a gang-related crime were applied

to the gang-related homicides for Los

Angeles, Los Angeles would have half as

many gang-related homicides.

Another factor in defining gangs is that,

for most people, gangs are associated with

some preconceived images. This is the
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result of the degree to which news and

the entertainment media have seized on

the gang as a subject for eliciting interest

and emotion. West Side Story, a relatively

contemporary retelling of Romeo and Juliet, required gangs to be conflict-based,

more or less close-knit, social entities so

as to fit its central plot vehicle. More recent movies such as Colors portray gangs

immersed in violence and other criminal

behavior. Research has shown that neither

of these images is completely accurate.



What Is the Magnitude of Gang

Crime Problems?

Much of the activity in which gangs engage

is neither violent nor criminal (Decker

and Van Winkle 1996; Hagedorn 1998;

Fleischer 1998; Spergel 1995). Instead of

maturing out of gangs by getting married

or finding a job, as was observed in the

past, many young adults, unable to find

jobs in a depressed inner-city economy,

continue their gang affiliation into adulthood.

Prior to 1994, estimates of the size of

national-level gang crime problems were

made from nonsystematic samples of law

enforcement agencies (Miller 1975; Curry,

Ball, and Fox 1994). In 1994, the Office of

Juvenile Justice and Delinquency prevention established the National Youth Gang

Center (NYGC) in Tallahassee, Florida.

In addition to serving as a clearinghouse

for available gang information, the gang

center has conducted annual systematic

surveys of law enforcement agencies. From

these surveys, trends in the distribution

of gang problems have been observed.

Particular measures of gang problems include the number of municipalities with

gangs, the number of gangs, and the number of gang members. As can be seen

in Table 1, these measures indicate that

the magnitude of the U.S. gang problem

has remained relatively stable across the

NYGC surveys. There is no question,
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Table 1 Magnitude of U.S. Gang Problem

Estimated by National Youth Gang Survey

Year



1996

1997

1998

1999

2000



Number of

Municipalities

3,847

3,783

3,430

3,192

2,788



Number

of Gangs

30,819

30,553

28,707

26,175

24,742



Number

of Gang

Members

846,428

815,896

780,233

840,613

772,550



however, that the national gang problem

is a large one, larger than at any previous

period in American history.

At one time, there was a widespread

belief that gangs were migrating to smaller

cities and rural areas in order to expand

criminal activity. In smaller cities and

rural counties, however, the gang problem

remains significantly smaller and less

deadly than in larger cities (Egley and

Major 2003). Gang problems remain a

large-city urban phenomenon. Perceptions

of gang migration as the source of gang

proliferation in the early 1990s have been

shown to be largely unfounded (Maxson

1998). Just like the rest of the U.S. population, gang members migrate for social

reasons and not to extend gang crime.



How Are Females Involved in

Gangs?

Female involvement in gangs has been

differentiated from involvement by males

(Miller 1998; Miller 2001). While male

gang members are more violent than female members, gang-involved females

engage in more violence than male delinquents not involved in gangs (Miller and

Brunson 2000; Peterson, Miller, and

Esbensen 2001). Female gang members

create their own hierarchies that are independent of male hierarchies within the

same gangs. Gender makeup of gangs



has been observed to have effects on levels

of violence and other criminal activity.



What Are the Social Processes of

Gang Involvement?

Research has continued to show that few

gang members join gangs as a result of

gang recruitment. Two factors that have

been suggested to be associated with gangs

across cities are the growth of isolated

impoverished inner-city populations and

the dissemination of gang culture in mass

media (Klein 1995). At the individual level,

gang involvement has been seen as a transitional process. Thornberry et al. (2002)

show that for most gang members there

is a distinct period of gang membership

that is associated with more delinquent

offending before and after the period of

gang involvement. Egley (2003) emphasizes that between non–gang-involved

youth and gang members is a large segment

of youth in at-risk populations who are

marginally involved in gangs.

These marginally involved youths are

significantly more involved in delinquency

than nongang youths, but significantly less

involved in delinquency than youths who

identify themselves as gang members.

Decker and Van Winkle (1996) discuss a

number of neighborhood dynamics that

correspond with increased gang involvement. A major reason reported by gang

members is that they join the gang for

protection. Ironically violent victimization

correlates highly with gang membership.



What Are Major Responses to

Gangs?

Strategies of responding to gang-related

crime problems have not changed much

over the twentieth-century history of community reaction. Spergel and Curry (1990,

1993) group gang response strategies into
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five overarching categories: (1) suppression, (2) community organization, (3)

opportunities provision, (4) social services,

and (5) organizational change. The most

common response for the heavily involved

gang youth has almost always been suppression. Suppression includes all activities

required to incarcerate gang members,

which encompasses methods of member

identification, agency coordination, and

special processing of arrestees in terms of

prosecution, trial, and sentencing. Community organization includes all efforts to

promote the organization of legitimate

forces within a community as a resistance

to the organization of gangs. Opportunities

provision is a strategy that operates under

the long-standing assumption that gang

involvement is not as appealing to individual youths as the alternative potential for

employment and marriage. Social services

provision operates under the assumption

that gang members with counseling, rolemodeling, attitude changes, and skills in

conflict resolution will create their own

opportunities to lead conventional lives. Organizational change incorporates increases

in available resources or adjustments in

institutional structures.

Based on an analysis of data gathered

by the 1988 Office of Juvenile Justice

and Delinquency Prevention/University of

Chicago national survey of gang problems (Spergel and Curry 1990), suppression was most often the strategy identified

as primary by respondents regardless of

the perceived causes of gang crime problems. However, community organization

and opportunities provision as primary

strategies were the only ones statistically

associated with perceived effectiveness of

community-level gang response programs.

From the analyses of Spergel and his

colleagues, a detailed model for implementing community programs in response

to gangs has been created. During the last

several years, the model (now called the

‘‘Spergel model’’) has been tested in a

number of communities. A recent account

of the outcomes of several of these pilot
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studies has shown successes and failures

(Spergel et al. 2003). The next step is refining the model.



Policy Recommendations

Though limited in quantity, research on

gang-related crime is rich in findings.

From these findings a number of policy

recommendations can be offered:

1. Additional research on both gang

activity and community reactions

to gang activity is required.

2. Strategies of response and research

on gangs should not be based on

narrow definitions of what constitutes a gang developed within the

parameters of a single locale and

time.

3. Strategies of response developed on

the basis of research on one gender

or ethnicity should not be frivolously applied to gang involvement

of another gender or ethnicity.

4. On the basis of the third recommendation, strategies of gang response

are best controlled by the people

who reside in the communities

concerned.

5. Strategies of community organization combined with strategies of

opportunity provision offer the

greatest potential for immediate

improvements in the level of gangrelated crime problems.

G. DAVID CURRY

See also Gang Resistance Education and

Training (G.R.E.A.T.); Juvenile Crime

and Criminalization; Juvenile Delinquency;

Youth Gangs: Definitions; Youth Gangs:

Interventions and Results
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YOUTH GANGS:

INTERVENTIONS AND

RESULTS

In 1995, the National Youth Gang Center

conducted its first assessment of the national gang problem. The numbers produced by that assessment were larger than

those of any prior one-year survey, finding

a total of 23,388 youth gangs. A total of

664,906 gang members were reported by

1,499 agencies. Gangs in the new millennium have greater access to automobiles

and high-powered firearms than did their

predecessors. There is also evidence that

gangs are spreading beyond the boundaries

of cities and gaining a foothold in suburban and rural communities (Klein 1995).



Responding to Gang-Related Crime

and Delinquency

An effective response to gang problems

is to address both institutional and community actions that affect the values that

are the foundation of the gang. Spergel and

Curry (1993) identified five basic gang

intervention strategies, based on survey

responses from 254 law enforcement and

social service agencies. These strategies

include suppression, social intervention,

organizational change, community mobilization, and social opportunities provision.

1. Suppression strategies respond to the

proximate causes of gangs. Suppression includes law enforcement and

criminal justice interventions such as

arrest, imprisonment, and surveillance. Forty-four percent of the

responding agencies reported that

suppression was their primary strategy in responding to gangs. To be effective, they must be part of a broader

set of responses to the illegal actions

of gang members. Cities that follow

suppression policies exclusively are
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likely to be frustrated in their efforts

to reduce gang problems.

2. Social intervention approaches focus

on emergency interventions, particularly in response to acts of violence

or personal crisis. Nearly one-third

of cities used social intervention

strategies such as crisis intervention,

treatment for youths and their

families, and social service referrals.

A number of studies support the use

of crisis intervention and the provision of social services to gang

members and their families. Such

strategies are proximate, designed

to address the needs of a more immediate nature. Gang members frequently are victims of violence or

witnesses to a friend’s victimization.

The goals for these interventions

should be the separation of gang

members from at-risk individuals

and the provision of mentoring and

other social services that extend beyond emergency rooms. Interventions targeted at families are

important because of their broad

impact.

3. Strategies that concentrate on organizational change require the creation of

a broad consensus about gang problems. Typically this occurs through

the formation of task forces. Such an

approach is targeted at the more immediate causes of gangs and by itself

cannot solve gang problems. Organizational change was the next most

frequent response. This method was

used by 11% of the cities, and typically

includes the development of task

forces to address gang problems. In

general, organizational change will either lead to an awareness of the gang

problems in the community and mobilize efforts to address them, or produce a new set of relations among

agencies and groups who respond to

such problems.

4. Community mobilization is a strategy

designed to address the fundamental
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causes of gangs and gang membership. This strategy coordinates and

targets services so that the needs of

gang members may be met more effectively. Only 9% of cities selected

community mobilization as their

modal response to gangs. This strategy was focused on cooperation

across agencies and was designed to

produce better coordination of existing services.

5. The expansion of job prospects

and educational placements is the primary focus of the social opportunities

approach. This approach stresses

education and job-related interventions, and more than any other strategy responds to the fundamental

causes of gang formation and gang

membership. Despite this, the smallest number of cities, 5%, reported that

the provision of social opportunities

was their primary response. These

gang intervention efforts incorporate job creation, training and

residential placements designed to

reshape values, peer commitments,

and institutional participation by

gang members and those at risk for

membership.



Contemporary Responses to Gangs

Gang Legislation

By 1993, fourteen of the fifty states had

enacted statutes specifically directed at

criminal gang activity. A review conducted

by the Institute for Law and Justice (1993)

groups gang legislation into two major

categories: (1) legislation that provides

criminal sanctions for the justice system

against offenders in gang-related crimes

and (2) legislation that provides civil remedies for the victims of gang crime. Criminal

sanction legislation most often enhances

sentences for those found guilty of committing a gang-related crime or makes
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provisions for segregating incarcerated

gang members. Civil remedy approaches

have most often attempted to empower

citizens to file civil suits against gang members collectively or individually. A major

impediment to the effectiveness of gang

legislation is court rulings that several specific legislative acts violate the First

Amendment rights of gang members.

Maxson (1997) provides the only evaluation of the impact of the civil injunction

in California. She notes that the long-term

impact of this judicial act would be difficult to calculate, even under the best of

circumstances.



Federal Policy and Gangs: DHHS’s Youth

Gang Drug Prevention Program

In 1988, the Youth Gang Drug Prevention

Program was established in the Administration on Children, Youth, and Families

(ACYF), part of the U.S. Department of

Health and Human Services (DHHS).

Applications for funding focused on single-purpose demonstration projects and

innovative support programs for at-risk

youths and their families. Sixteen consortium projects were funded for three years.

In design, these programs constituted a

federally initiated, coordinated, and monitored commitment to community organization of strategic responses to gang crime

problems. This commitment was on a

scale that was historically without precedent. Nine more consortium projects were

funded in 1992 with a total of $5.9 million,

each for a period of five years for up to

$750,000 per year.

The ACYF program also included a

number of projects employing social intervention strategies. During the five years

of the program, projects provided peer

counseling, family education, youth empowerment, mentoring, crisis intervention,

community restitution, and recreation. Priority funding areas for the delivery of services also targeted intergenerational gang



families, adolescent females, and new immigrant and refugee youth gangs. The national

evaluation (Cohen et al. 1995) concluded

that while local programs were generally

effective in reducing delinquency and drug

use among youth participants, the programs were not successful at preventing or

reducing gang involvement. In 1995, the

gang component of the program came to

an end.



OJJDP’s Comprehensive Response to

America’s Gang Problem: The Spergel

Model

The Spergel model, a direct outgrowth of

the earlier work of Spergel and Curry

(1993), has become the driving force in

the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP) response to

gangs. It is a flexible format for responding

to gang problems at the community level.

Separate required components focus on

community mobilization and employment

programs, with one agency acting as the

lead or mobilizing agency. In addition,

law enforcement plays a central role in

this process. Key agencies that must be

involved include the police, grassroots

neighborhood organizations, and some

form of jobs program. The flexibility of

the Spergel model encourages local program planners to assess the special features

of local gang problems and take advantage

of local agency strengths. The guidelines

for community mobilization are intended

to facilitate interagency cooperation and

minimize interagency conflict.

Five demonstration sites received funding from the OJJDP to implement and test

the Spergel model in a variety of urban settings with coordinated technical assistance

and a systematic evaluation led by Spergel.

In the Chicago community of Little Village,

Spergel (1994; Spergel and Grossman 1994)

has been working with a network of police,

outreach youth workers, probation officers, court service workers, and former
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gang members to reduce violence between

two warring coalitions of Latino street

gangs. Preliminary evaluation results of

this project indicate a reduction in gangrelated homicides, increased community

organization and mobilization, and the

channeling of gang-involved youths into

educational programs and jobs.



moving toward implementation. For example, in St. Louis, the Safe Futures

site has had difficulty integrating law

enforcement—a key component of the

model—into service delivery and client

identification.



Office of Community Oriented Policing

Services: Antigang Initiative

Safe Futures

As the first few years of the 1990s brought

record increases in levels of juvenile violence, the OJJDP became convinced that

the problems of serious, violent, and

chronic offending and gang-related crime

were related. The policy result was the

Safe Futures Program. With funding from

the OJJDP, Safe Futures programs have

been established in four urban sites (Boston; Seattle; Contra Costa County, California; and St. Louis), one rural site

(Imperial Valley, California), and one Indian reservation (Fort Belknap, Montana).

Funding for Safe Futures projects is larger

($1.4 million per year) and extended over a

longer period of time (a five-year commitment) than funding for previous comparable efforts.

Safe Futures programs incorporate specific suppression, opportunities provision,

and neighborhood-focused services. As

such, they are consistent with the Spergel

model and likely to provide a full test of the

effectiveness of this model, a model that

integrates suppression with community

mobilization. It is often difficult to determine the impact of a program, owing to the

fact that its implementation often changes

substantially from the initial plan. A local

evaluation was mandated for each site, and

all sites participated in a national evaluation. No final results are available at this

time, but it is clear that mounting largescale interventions designed to change the

delivery of services to youths is very difficult. A few sites have struggled with the

Spergel model as well as local issues in
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Community-oriented policing represents

an even broader federal effort to respond

to crime in a way that integrates law enforcement into a cooperative community

problem-solving framework. In 1996, the

Community Oriented Policing Services

(COPS) office in the Justice Department

launched a fifteen city antigang initiative.

Instead of being selected through a competitive application process, the fifteen cities

were selected on the basis of their consistency in providing gang-related crime statistics to the Justice Department surveys

described earlier. Eleven million dollars

were provided to be spent on community

policing efforts, to improve data collection, to integrate law enforcement agencies into community-wide responses to

gangs, and to provide a safer setting in

which less suppressive response programs

can be given a chance to develop.

The program had three specific goals:

(1) to develop strategies to reduce gangrelated problems, (2) to develop strategies

to reduce gang-related drug trafficking

problems, and (3) to reduce the fear

instilled by gang-related activities. Each

jurisdiction was required to develop a formal written characterization of its local

gang problem to include the number of

gangs, members, age ranges, reasons for

joining a gang, source and location of recruitment, location of activities, reasons

for migration, and incidents of gangrelated crime. It is clear from the sites

that completed evaluations that areas of

intervention that the police controlled

themselves (that is, suppression) generally
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worked according to plan. However, partnership ventures were considerably more

difficult to accomplish. Given the Spergel

and Curry insistence on linking suppression and opportunities provision, the likely

impact of these efforts is temporary or

quite small.



Youth Firearms Violence Initiative

Another COPS response to increased

levels of firearm violence among youth

was the Youth Firearms Violence Initiative (YFVI). Ten cities were selected to

each receive $1 million for a one-year

period. The objective of this effort was

to reduce violent firearms crime by

youth. Departments were to develop innovative programs that enhanced proactive

crime control efforts and prevention programs targeted at young persons. These

programs were designed specifically to reduce the number of violent firearms crimes

committed by youth and reduce the

number of firearms-related gang offenses

and the number of firearms-related drug

offenses. Each participating department

was required to develop new initiatives in

three areas: (1) innovative strategies or

tactics, (2) community policing orientation, and (3) new information systems.

The national evaluation demonstrated

the plausibility of the hypothesis that the

interventions in most cities were accompanied by reductions in gun offenses. A specific geographic area matched to the

program area was chosen for comparison

purposes and gun offenses were tracked

by week for the two-year period prior to

YFVI efforts and the one-year period after

the program. In each of the five impact

evaluation sites, the decline in gun offenses

per week was greater than for the comparison area. In almost every case, YFVI was

strictly a suppression program; only rarely

did it effectively integrate the activities of

social service or prevention activities.



The Boston Gun Suppression Project

Perhaps no single intervention in the 1990s

has received as much public attention

as the Boston Gun Suppression Project

(Kennedy, Piehl, and Braga 1996; Boston

Police Department and Partners 1997).

Also known as Ceasefire, this project

has been replicated in a number of cities

across the country, including Minneapolis where it has been carefully evaluated

(Kennedy and Braga 1998). At its heart,

Ceasefire employs the SARA problemsolving model—scanning, analysis, response, and assessment—to assess youth

violence. The apparent success of this

intervention rests largely on two features:

(1) the careful background work conducted to understand the nature of youth

firearms markets and (2) partnerships

among the participating groups.

The Boston Gun Suppression Project

involves a large interagency working

group that consists of representatives

from the local police department, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and

Explosives (ATF), the U.S. attorney, the

local prosecutor, the departments of probation and parole, city youth outreach

workers, the school district, and Kennedy’s

research team. Two complementary strategies were developed, one that attempted to

disrupt the illegal firearms market on the

supply side, and the other targeted at

the demand side. The initial evaluations

of the Boston Gun Suppression Project

have demonstrated that the program

achieved its goals of reducing youth homicide in Boston. Youth gun crime, particularly homicide, recorded dramatic declines

in Boston, even greater declines than

throughout the rest of the nation.

The last decade has produced an unprecedented increase in gangs, gun assaults,

and youth homicide. These increases have

spurred federal and local governments to

action. In the search for appropriate

responses to these problems, suppression

has been the strategy most likely to be
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adopted. This makes sense for a variety of

political and pragmatic reasons; after all,

the police are a visible and generally popular resource in the effort to combat

crime. However, such responses are not

likely to be successful on their own.

When suppression occurs in a vacuum,

when it is not accompanied by other

more supportive actions, the chances of

making lasting changes in gang crime are

diminished.



Conclusion

A number of federal initiatives that emphasize suppression or social opportunities provision have been undertaken in

the last decade. The COPS office’s antigang initiative is a good example of programs that were based almost exclusively

on suppression. This is counterbalanced

by the effort of DHHS in its Youth

Gang Drug Prevention program. This

heavily funded federal effort focused exclusively on opportunities provision. Although the evaluation data do not enable

a definitive conclusion about the effectiveness of these interventions, it is clear that

they have not made substantial inroads

into the gang problem in the communities

where they were funded because of their

failure to implement a balanced response.

If there is a single message in this chapter,

it is that law enforcement and social

opportunities provision must work hand

in hand if successful interventions are to

be implemented.

SCOTT H. DECKER

See also Juvenile Crime and Criminalization; Juvenile Delinquency; Juvenile Diversion; Juvenile Justice System; Youth Gangs:

Definitions; Youth Gangs: Dimensions
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Z

ZERO TOLERANCE POLICING



broken-windows theory. Both Giuliani

and Bratton cited the ‘‘Broken Windows’’

essay as the main source of their initiative.

As soon as Bratton took over as police

commissioner in early 1994, he began

implementing a policy aimed at creating

public order by aggressively enforcing

laws against quality-of-life offenses, such

as public drunkenness, loitering, vandalism, littering, public urination, panhandling, turnstile jumping, prostitution, and

other minor misdemeanor offenses.

In Police Strategy No. 5: Reclaiming the

Public Spaces of New York, Giuliani and

Bratton explained the premises of the

quality-of life initiative:



Zero tolerance policing is the style of policing generally associated with the full and

complete enforcement of all criminal violations, from minor infractions (such as disorderly conduct or public loitering) to

major crimes (such as robbery and burglary). Many commentators trace zero tolerance policing to the style of policing

implemented by New York City Mayor

Rudolph Giuliani and his first police commissioner, William Bratton, in 1994. Their

strategy was based on the broken-windows

theory first articulated by James Q. Wilson

and George L. Kelling in an Atlantic

Monthly article in 1982—namely, the idea

that minor physical and social disorder, if

left unattended, would cause more serious

crime in a neighborhood.

Elected in 1993 on a platform that

focused largely on crime, disorder, and

quality-of-life issues—especially on the notorious ‘‘squeegee men’’—Giuliani appointed William Bratton police commissioner

in December 1993, and, together, they

soon began implementing a policing strategy called ‘‘the quality-of-life initiative,’’

which was expressly premised on the



More than ten years ago, James Q. Wilson

and George L. Kelling, authors of the

ground breaking article, ‘‘The Police and

Neighborhood Safety’’ in the March 1982

issue of The Atlantic Monthly, postulated

the ‘‘broken windows’’ thesis that unaddressed disorder is a sign that no one cares

and invites both further disorder and more

serious crime. By examining the WilsonKelling hypothesis in more than 40 cities,

Wesley Skogan has found that disorder

is indeed the first step in what he terms
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‘‘the downward spiral of urban decay.’’

(Giuliani and Bratton 1994, 6).



The quality-of-life initiative immediately resulted in a surge of misdemeanor

arrests in New York City that extended

well into the 1990s. According to the New

York State Division of Criminal Justice

Services, in 1993, the year before Giuliani

and Bratton began implementing brokenwindows policing, total adult misdemeanor arrests stood at 129,404. By the

year 2000, the number was up to 224,663—

an increase of almost 75%. What is particularly interesting is that the vast majority of

those arrests were for misdemeanor drug

charges, which increased almost 275%,

from 27,447 in 1993 to 102,712 in 2000. At

the same time, the NYPD implemented an

aggressive stop-and-frisk policy. Between

1997 and 1998, for instance, the Street

Crime Unit—with approximately 435 officers at the time—stopped and frisked about

45,000 people.

The quality-of-life initiative was one

of a number of policing strategies that

Bratton implemented during his two

years as police commissioner. Other strategies targeted gun possession, school violence, drug dealing, domestic violence, auto

theft, and police corruption. In addition,

Bratton also increased the power of precinct commanders and instituted biweekly

meetings, known as Crime Control Strategy

Meetings or COMPSTAT (for computerstatistics meetings), where the top administrators would grill precinct commanders

on crime in their beat (Kelling and Coles

1996, 146). But, in the words of Bratton

himself, the quality-of-life initiative was

the ‘‘linchpin strategy’’ (Bratton 1998, 228).

The quality-of life initiative was soon

called by many zero tolerance policing because of the surge in arrests for minor

offenses, and the approach to policing

that focuses on enforcing minor violations

has been come to be known as zero tolerance. This is particularly true in Europe,

especially in the United Kingdom and

France, as well as in Australia and
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New Zealand, where the broken-windows

approach is generally referred to as zero

tolerance policing. In France, for instance,

most criminologists and politicians refer

to zero tolerance as the approach initiated

in New York City and a number of books

have been authored under that very title.

Because of its close association to New

York City and the broken-windows

theory, this style of policing is more accurately called broken-windows policing.

The use of the rubric zero tolerance

policing to describe broken-windows policing is, however, a matter of some contention. George Kelling, the coauthor of

the original ‘‘Broken Windows’’ essay, adamantly opposes the rubric zero tolerance,

arguing that the essence of the brokenwindows theory is the discretion afforded

police officers to decide when to enforce

minor infraction laws and when not to. As

a result, significant battle lines have been

drawn around these terms. Jeffrey Rosen

of the New Republic, for instance, has

suggested that the New York City’s policing strategy fundamentally changed—in

his words, ‘‘morphed’’—from a brokenwindows approach to a policy of zero

tolerance once the Giuliani administration

realized that aggressive misdemeanor

arrests resulted in the arrests of serious

criminals.

The truth is, however, that Bratton’s

approach was, from its inception, a zero

tolerance approach. Bratton himself

describes his first experiment in the New

York subways as a ‘‘fare evasion minisweep.’’ ‘‘I put a sergeant and five, eight,

sometimes ten cops in plain clothes at

these problematic stations day and night,

and they arrested the people who were

streaming in for nothing. The cops nabbed

ten or twenty jumpers at a time. They

pulled these men and women in one by

one, cuffed them, lined them up on the

platform, and waited for the next wave’’

(Bratton 1998, 153). This is not an exercise of police discretion. It is zero tolerance. Similarly, Bratton’s strategy with

‘‘squeegee people’’—the first wave of the
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quality-of-life strategy—was not about

discretion. It was about sweeps—about

constantly checking and rechecking the

squeegee corners and arresting all violators (Bratton 1998, 213–14). Bratton and

Giuliani understood, from the beginning, the close relationship between

order-maintenance, sweeps, and catching

criminals (Bratton 1998, 154).

Another semantic dispute has surrounded whether zero tolerance policing

can be considered a form of community

policing. Community policing, at its most

general level, stands for the idea that police

officers can prevent crimes by integrating

themselves into the community and solving community problems, rather than by

merely responding to emergency calls.

Community policing is prevention oriented, in contrast to the earlier reform

model—the model of professional crime

fighting—which centered around the 911

strategy. It seeks to share with the public

the tasks of problem identification, problem solving, and crime control—and it is a

means of developing greater communication between the police and the community. In essence, community policing

‘‘consists of two complementary core components, community partnership and

problem solving’’ (Community Policing

Consortium 2000, 118). It rests on the

idea that ‘‘effective crime-fighting is based

upon a partnership between police and the

residents of the immediate community they

serve’’ (Spitzer 1999, 47).

The difficulty is that community policing comes in a wide variety, and, as George

Kelling concedes, ‘‘has come to mean all

things to all people’’ (Kelling and Coles

1996, 158). Some understand community

policing to be a type of order maintenance,

where police officers maintain neighborhood order by aggressively arresting

low-level offenders. Kelling himself, for

instance, has characterized New York

City’s quality-of-life initiative as community policing (Kelling and Coles 1996, 109,

145, 161–63). Others understand community policing as a style of community



integration where the beat cop specifically

withholds enforcement as a way to build

community contacts. For instance, in

Chicago, some police officers on the beat

reportedly tolerate disorder in order to ingratiate themselves with the community

(Skogan 1997; Eig 1996).

The variations on the theme of community policing are numerous. This may explain why community policing has swept

police departments in the United States

and abroad during the past twenty years.

In a recent National Institute of Justice

survey of police departments, more than

80% of police chiefs polled stated that they

were either implementing or intended to

implement some aspect of community policing. The truth, however, is that the popularity and success of community policing

is attributable, in large part, to the vagueness of the definition, to the recent sevenyear national decline in crime, and to the

fact that the term community policing is far

better for public relations than terms such

as aggressive misdemeanor arrests, stop and

frisk, or mass building searches. It is important, then, to distinguish carefully between the specific types of community

policing that are being discussed. Zero tolerance policing may, to some, qualify as a

form of community policing, but is certainly different from other expressions of

that policing approach.

BERNARD E. HARCOURT

See also Broken-Windows Policing; Community-Oriented Policing: History; ProblemOriented Policing: Rationale; Quality-ofLife Policing
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